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Aids to the study of geology, 90
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332; a naturalist's y»
and aphides, 463; the mistletoe boufih,

.UUnson, T. i.e. P., I trojWes, 10R., L.l

Altmi and water to exiinguisn nre, -i/o

American Association, the, 192
electrician, the. the inductor, 8; electric

cenera'or, 35, 71 ; electrical measurement, 160,

261, Sii, 4 ,449
Amateurs, photography for, 23, 35, 126, 196

American pronunciation, 397
.American railroad acddents, 398
.American signal service, value of, 413

.Analysis and svnihesis, 320

.Anatomical studies (review), 361
-Uicestora, our, the final mixture, 4
.\ncient mine, an, 333
Ancient works in Florida, 271
Animal vaccine, 312
.Animals in Xorway, duration of life of, 295, 325

Arf-ony Tr.Uope and th? Tiintt, 462
.\nti.coraet philosophy and history, 415

.Vntiquityof man in Western Europe; part III., 19;
part IV., !^7 ; concluding paper, 273

- of modem Stated,

.Astronomical observations on Mount Etna, 369

.Atmosphere of space, 451

Atomic phvsics, a problem in, 371
Attitude* of aninuils in motion, 255

Aucora, llie. 419, 431, 483
Autotimtit electrical apidiance to sif^nal trains, 476
B.iBVLuNU and Assyria, libraries of, 414
Babvloniau Calendar, the, 26
Backboned animals (review), 380
Balloons in war, use of, 271

Beard, Daniel C, a comfoand nest (illustrateil),

279
Berthon boat in a ;;ale, a, 272
Be-ant. Mr. Walter, mistakes in works of, 462
Bible Enk'lish (review), 296
Bicycle, cucriry expended in propelling a, 435, see

?«). 216
ntley (review), 216
review), 216
the. 10; too much work, 10 ;

i'l?. 234, 219. ;

';i..te, the.350
. ^

.
photo;:raphy for amatei

:1 ; thi- u'-'i»' !; process, 55 ; sec also 126, 106

'wninjr, John, how to ride a tricycle, 67; the
tricycle as an aid to photographv. M7 ; what will

he the future form of the tricycle? 1»S;_ energy
ri*quircd to drive bicycles and trievcles, 478

ir-Urv HI the Strand, 393
iri.l.'.'i.s in Greece, 240
lit rlli,-. und moths, 9, 24, 38, 05, 113, 217, 219, 276,

CtLlvoiB. the Babrlonitn, 26
Camels duration of life of, 325
Carbonic a. id in the air, 280
Carrier niccons for naval service
Cst.Tiul ir. a -Inin;;.- lillustrate.

Chess colomn, 13 ; Vienna international '

16, 31, 48, 63, 85; the complete score list, 103;

see also, +44 ; end games. T>y B. Herwiiz, 32

;

Steiniti—Winawer game, notes on the, 122
;
games

by correspondence, 121, 136, 173; mental photo-

graphy for amateurs, blindfold play, 222 ;
general

remarks on the strategr of the game, 24^; how
to construct a problem, 367; election of problems,

488; also see 138, 1S9, 2<>5, 23S, 254, 386, 303, 318,

334, 318, 383. 396. 410, 421. 460, 473, 501

Chesterfield, electric lighting in. 428
Christian Knowledge, Society for the Promotion of,

publications of the, 36
Clark, W. J. H., butterflies and moths, 9, 24, 58, 93,

113, 317, 331, 249, 276
Cleaning brass, 370
Clodd, Edward, antiquity of man in Western Europe,

19, 87 ; concluding paper, 273
Cloud, forms of (dlustraled), 173; in the air, 258

(illustrate.!) . 278 (illustrated), 32J (illustrated!

Coal, consumption of, on American and En;;lish

railways. •445

Coal-beds, 304
Coal tar and ammonia, utilisation of, 461

Cod liver oil, substitutes for, -443

Coffee and tvphoid fever, 3 1-4

Colour-blin,1ne4s in Russia, 370
Coloured reaction of atropine and daturine, 272 '

Combat, a terrific, 165
Co.Tiet, the. as seen during the eclipse (illustrated),

103 : discovery of a, 271 ; return of the, 328

;

path of, for December, 430 ; see also 309, 319, 333,

341,372,383
Comet, path of the (illustrated), 433
Compound nest.(iUustratedl, 279
Concise cyclopaedia, a (review), 3f'l

Converting a negative into a posi ive, 193

Corset philosophy. 478
Corset-wearing, 429 ; as an aid to beauty, 495 ; in re-

lation to health, 193

Cory, F. W.. the rainband spectroscope, 375

Cotton, spontaneous combustion of, 234

Crackle surface glass, 383
Cricke;, changes in, 253 . new viens on, 248

Crimes and offences, 339
Critics, on aome, 43
Crystals. 20, 52
Crvstsl Palace electric and gas exhibition, 183

DiBwix and revelation, 411 ; letter from, 383; views

on religion, 397 ; on the existence of a God, 423

Dawkins, Professor, on the river-drift msn, 212

Dead Sea water, 350
Death-warning, ioo

Deer m.)use, the (illustrated), 353

Desert*, new theory of, 330
Destruction of rare animals and plants, 4S1

Diet of the Japanese, 139
Divining rod, the, ;iSO

Dogs barking at horses, 272

Draper, Dr. Henry, death of, 411, 417, 475
Druakenness, the use of, 181

Dumas, M., carbonic acid in the air, 280
Raktu, population of the. 3
Earthquakes, in the British Islee, 339, 373, 400, l»l

;

in Herefordshire, 4<i9

Eclipve, the, 9
Eclipse, the comet as seen durin„' the (illustrated), 103

Edison, lamps of, 'S'iO

Gdnards. Amelia B.. was Ramesos the Pharaoh of

theoppre..-i..n? 34; the Pharaoh of Joseph? 65;
consecutive and si-nchronous theories, 1118 ; the

Uykshos KalendaV and the Exodus. 1 tl ; the

twin cities Pa-Tuni and l»a-Kamese*i, 'iZH ; the seat

of war in Egvpl, 2H; coi.diciois of pUee and
date, 244; the land of tioslien, 260; I"

"

324; see alao 201, 357. 3s7. 430

Egypt, Utter from, describing state of tli

war, :i3t ; the seat of war in. 244
Eighty-pounil hailstone, an, 210

Electric currents and fatal accidents, S07

Electric launch, an. 319
Bleclric lamp in mines 126

Electric lighting, fire risks from, 113, 213
Ele-tric railways. 330
Klccl

Electrolysis, use of, in dyeing, 323

Electromania. 73, 139
Electro-motors (review) , 436
Ellis, Robert, a surgeon's tools, 73
Enghsh seaside health-resorts, classification, 53, 91,

109, 162 ; winter temperatures, 176, 211 ; land and
sea winds, 306

Ephesus, excavations at, 166
Ether sprar and neuralgia, 443
Ethics, science of (review). 3S
Excavations at Ephesus, 166
Eves of science, the, f4
" FxlaiES " and the electric light, 462
Fairy rings, 1'27

Farm in tlie Karoo (review) 4.56

,
Fasting in acute rheumatism, 191

* Fighting instincts, 411
Fire caused by too strong an electric ctirrent. 323
Fire risks from electric lighting, 113

Fishermen's superstitions, 264
Flies and the Indian profeseor, 490
Florida ancient works, 371
Flowers from mummies. 223
Food sapplv, future sources of our. 92, 143. 101

I

Foreign Uterature in the United States, 309
Foresighta, a theorr of (illustrated) , 11 4, 144

I

Forests and railroads, 96; and climates, 483

. Forest scenery, Gilpin's, 336

I
Found links, 7, 49, 124, 139
Four great porta, the, 372
France, census of, 353
French and English railway speed, 435

French electrical power storage company, 3-« I

French excavations in Aasyria, 130
French field-mice, 49
French underground telegraph, 446
Frozen frog, a, 370
Frozen persons, treatment of, 2**8

Future sources of our food supply, 92, 143, Iftl

6aui, our national, 131, 164
aas,fromfat.air, and water, 3J3 ; used in London, 330

;

danger of, 397
General Garfield and the induction balance. 3^3

Geologv, aids to the studv of, 90; of Llsndiidn..

(illustratedi, 3 5 ; and of Rhyl, 337
German characters, 336
Ghost story, a, 145
Glacier, winter movement of », 207
Golden eagle, a, 319
Great brain, a man of, 207
Great Britain, the seaside health-resorts nf, inlro-

duetorv, 3; cla>siflcation. 19. 39
Great comet, I he. 413; 4--> (ilUitrated)

allerv, the. . :o
u.traled) . t-.iil

: Schwedoff, 23'lUlL, definition ol, bv Pn.fe.

Hair eels, 401

Uarris.'n, W. Jerome, F.O.i
geologv, 90; geology of
3i>l; alid of Rhyl. 337

Havilaiid. Alfred, M.R.C S .— - ^, 162. I7«. 311.3
Heallh-reaorta, English imiiie, 3, 18, 39, »l. 10

162, 176,311,306
Health, books on, 233
Health, the public. ai7
Hearing the Aurora by telephone, 140

Heal, school course on (review), SM
Heliographic signalling from the Great Pvraniid, I

Herring King, the (illustrated), 311

High tides, 204, 319
llincklev. Marv, the tree toa.1 (illustratedi. '2.11

History of tubitvle. tS

Hiving lieea br electricity. 3i>9

Uollwm Kmtaurant, 3S.-t

Holder, C. F„ a luminous .hark (illiutraled), 197;

1 1«. llil

Iratedl,

,n, the amateur, 8 ;
generatorf, ?S, 71 ; elec-

y .nnd domestic lighting, 235
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How to riJe * triovcic, 67
HufiBinj. Dr. W . K.H.S.. pholosraphic spfHnim i

J&oo, Will.an. K.C.S., crT!,liiU, 2'^, '•-: »*ur cl

Jtpmif . die' of Iho. 139

J<-Il<<n.-J. Kiobunl. I Us sun Slid the brook, 331

.I^wfl, sI.ili^til'H relatiTe to the, 255

July II.. xfr.. Ill

ii-hino, trinl of, tOO

tnr,»i!o-3d«»rr. n, 314
K».-o '. farm in the (reiiew) , -150

Ki-» Evot, 3;0
Kc« OarJ.-n.. 335, 319. 33). 309. H2
tnowlrdi-. .Mttthi-* .\moia on. 193

L-.-af-cpvui.;, :U;. l'*

Lr»rn ui lan^.i....;,-.. »27. 161, 49"

UarniD.; to ..iiu.. 1TS». Hi. 308
UclMih •. 0«)r_-e«. 3

n

L4*igh. RicbAKl, M.R.C.3., destruction of rare auimnb
ud plants, 4SI

l^mon-iuic.^. prfs*rTation of, 493
l.'wis. Dr. Uio. ronota anil health, 493
Lerlaiid, J.'hn, the humour of the Aryan race. 177

l.:)>rar ,-< of Kabvlonia and Assyria, 414

L '.r.v :, of B-nNition, 4,-.j

I, f,- I,- ri- of a plant, 361
Lijhlii..!,;, effects of. on a house, 325
I,;l<-ni-_v .Tork tiad iosantty, 304

LUard. the poisonous, 263
London ColL-ge of Practical EnfnnMring, 336
longevity in Krusnia. 293
Louire. Chaldean antiquities at the (illustrated), 167

t,o«e. Dr. F. R. Eaton, n glass of vrine, 209
Luminous -hark, a (illustrated), 197

M*cBFTit. Ladr, by Madame Ristori, 112

Matniei
Magn 411

"tism aud electricity (review), 34.1

ia in New RnKUnd, I'M
antiquity of, in Western Europe, 87

Manganese ore, 476
Margale, sea-bathing ioflrmarv at, 263
Maatodon. the, 330
Mathematical column :— inverse probabilities, It;

problems, l.i : the Una of probabilities, 30, 46. U2
:

t.j our readers, b3; the problems of " Y " solved,

31, 269, 333; easy lessons in the differontiul

caloilus. 83. 101. 120, 136. 154, 171, 188, 203, 237,

318, 346, 395. 412. 459, 473, 600
Uathematics and Science, 129

Meat supplies of the world, 319; product of the L'niled

Stales, 476

Menacini: comet, the (illustrated) , 303, 327, 331

Mela-
—

Meieors, the Augusi
! at, 412

MidUnd accident, the, 385
Million Tears, a, 49
Mineral protiuclions in Rurope, 2»7
Minute l.fe. a study of, 37, 1U7, 259
Mirmce. in Sweden, 223
Modem dress (reriew), 193
Monk<h'.od, 289
Moon, has it an atmosphere ? (illustrated), 214. 'iV

420. i.T3

Monsan, Prrifessor D- (review), 4.35

Moliis and llull-rniel, 9, 24, W, 95, 113, 217, 21!

176. 4J1

Maeb ado al>-ut nothing. 384, 106

Hanoxti. Oallery, the. Hm
Hational game. >.tir. 161

Hational Portrait Callery, 334
ITatoralisfs year, autumn buds. 418; ants and nphide

4at ; the mistletoe bouKh, 477
New b<iilding,«tone. 398
Hew Pnnoe'own tele^^ope, the (illustrated; , :i3;i

ITicht-sifCnalliDg from captive balloons, 370
Highls with a three-inch telescope, 21, 14>, 310, 330
Ifoble, William, the division in the ring of Satun

an. has the moon an atmosphere? 433

north Pole, i^Heotifle ol^ersations at the, I»2

Norwar, animals in, 295
novelist, death of a, 476

Oil lilli

Opiam. the use of, 2^49

Organic bodiew, preservation of, 223
Oriental manai>cri[its, 240
Our anceatora, the Hnal mixture, 4
Onr hodi<»—t)on<« (illustrated), 467

;

Oar iiAti«iul game, 123, 164

Parallel Ne>v Testament,
Path of the comet (illustrated). 453
Pearson, James, M.A., high tides, 294
Pebbles, notes on, 240
Photography for amateurs, 22; the gels

65, 120,198
Pilot-engines, 303
Plain ways in science (review) , 377
Poisonous liiard, a, 230

110; vej^elable poisons, 146, lUl

Poker, 4*4
Polytechnic Institute, the, 313
Population of the oarth, 3
Postal Union, statistics of, 239
Potatoes, now use for, 39S
Prevost. E. W., Ph D.. li'o-historv of h [iLint, 3«1

Procession of icebergs (illustrated). 168
Proctor. Richard A., winninj wagers, 5, 6; on some

critics, 43 ; thought-reading, 51, 68, 108, 128, 161

;

the ores of science, 64 ; easy lessons in the differen-

tial calculus, 120, 154, 171, 18S, 2II3, 316, 366, 395,

159, 473, 600 ; stimulants nnd study, 125, 142

;

mathematics and science. 129; the Aususr meteors,

175 ; forms of clouds. 178 ; clouds in tho air, 208

(illustrated). 278. 326: tho British Association,

224, 210, 257; Mi.-ju-.- in C:iiKula. 217; V.-uu-

nearing trmislt .;:- [., j,l, '
'

', T,'., i.|

418,451 ; the.

type-writer, 1 '-
,

tl- I'- •-
,

'<
.

i-ii'imi:;

languages, 427. Hit. 11(7; ...i-sel-ivwinnK, 12;i. Mr,;

sun-spot theories, 431; stayed weakness, 4711 ; the

Public health, the, 183, 200, 231
Railway speed, French and English, 435
Kain-band, the,293,307, 375
Barneses II , was he the Pharaoh of the oppression ? 1

31; the PhavHoh of Ji.<..|ili ? lij
; the .onsc.uliv

Kale
Pa-Tum, »n 1

Resear.li, I' I f, 295
Review, tli.-, H:t

Kings, fairy, 127

Ristori, the Lady »facbeth of Madame, 112

Hiver-drift man. Professor Dawkins on the, 212

Ross, Lieut.-Col. W. A., R.A. (lesson V.), 23

Royal Academy, 1

Royal Aquarium winter electric exhibition, the, 191

Russell, Percy, future sources of our food supply, OZ,

143, 194; science in its application to domestic
life, 245

Sands at Kirkcaldy, subsidence of, 350
Huod-storm, a remarkable, 223
Suturdny Recievi, the, aud Mr. Proctor, 239
Sutum. 'division in the ring of, 291; observation of

(illustrated), 3i)7; ring of (illustrated), 329, 375,

389,420.
S.ience and mathematics, 129 ; in Canada, 217 ; in its

application to domestic life, 215 ; lectures for the
people, IHl ; of the horse's motion (illustrotod)

,

323; of the Time., 312 ; the eyes of, 51

.Sea-bathing inBrmary at Margate, 203

Sea birds, 250
Search lights for the navy, 32<i

Seaside health-resorts, English, 3, 18, 39, 91, 109, 1U2,

176, 211, 300
Secondary batteries and accumulators, 322

Sensation, libration, of, 455

Severe gale and electric storm, 301
Shakespeare, the Leopold (review) , 93

Siemens, Dr., and the comet, 155 ; on tolar energy, 27

Silver-plated articles, bow to keep them bright, 192

Slack, Ilenry J., P,O.A,. a study <.f minute life, 37,

107, 259
Smoke from wood, ntilisatioii of, 201

Smyth, C. Piaiii, tho rainbond, 2!13, 307
Snowstorms, their effect on public trallic. Mil

Society, ladies', dress, 49
Solar energy, Dr, Siemens on, 27
Southampton, guide to (review), 197

Hpa^-e, the atmosphere of, 451
Span of wire, the longest, in the world, 221

Spontaneous combustion of cotton, 231
Stanley, Mr., discoveries of, 376
Star in the East, the, 491
Stature, remarks on the human, 239

SUyed weakness, 479
StimuiantJi and study. 125, 1 12

Stinging tree, the, 2.'i;, 171

Story of a museum (review), 67
Straddling, Arthur, O.M.G.d., toads, are they poison-

ous? 277
Strong, how to get, 23 ; tho ohest, 36, 69, 88 ; letter to

the editor, 125; to expand and deepen the oheat

I
illustrated) . 180; to strengthen the musolea out-

side the chest (illustralcJ), 232; to strengthen
the upper back and the shoulders, 3-1 ; the dorsal
muscles (illustrated), 380; the waist, 451

Study and stimulants, 12 s M2

fuel of the, 391, 410, 43 i

spot theories, 131; theory
t; tho great sun-spot, 431,

Telescope, nights with a three-inch, 21, Ml,
Tennyson, Alfred, as a dramutist, -ill

Tonquin, flora of, 3.30

Transits of Veuus (illustrated), 271, 200, 3->6, 404, 118
Trees and tho Morlheru Pacilic Railway, 162
Tree-toad, the (illustrated) , 261

Tricycle, how to ride one, 07 ; for ladies, 95 ; as an iiiil

to photography, 387 ; what mil be its future form ?

196 ; see also 178

TrolL.p.., Anthony, 175

Upheaving of land,

Vkgktation, curios

355, 401, 41S (iUus-

Watlle harii iii Auni, alia, 330
Wcutlier charts, 11, 21, 41, 07, 74, 98, 116, 131, IW,

107, 183, 200, 217, 231

Webb, T. W., tho great comet, 413
Weils' Comet, the photographic spectrum of (illus-

trated), 89
Whist column ;

*' Yarboroughs," 16 ; Coelobs on whist,

16; third hand play, 3i ;
playing to tho chonces,

17; with a bad partner, 221 ; a bumpor at whist,

61; the Milue cii ;;(....l play, 31, 104; returning
the lead .t ;i

I

irfii r, i(»i; double dummy
problem, 1.1 I, 1 .

. I K'lmos, 174,221; the
chanc... .. I . .. .ards nt whist, 187;
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Correspondence

—

continued.

Ant tngedy, an, ISO
App&rent paradux in probabllitiee, 150

Arc on lunar diso, 437
Arnold, Mr. Matthew, on knowledge, 21h

Artietic dot-, an. US
Artistic pen-option of animaU, lt»9

"Anld Hol)in Qrn.v," t»

Ballad, a (-uriou», 'Mi-l

Ball-bearinj;s to bicjcles, 219

Bicycles, l.Sj

Bicycles and their defects, 235
Bicycles, bal -bearings to, 219
Bicycles, defects of, 315
Botanical repulsTon and attraction, 263

Break for tuo-wbeeled vehicle, 97, 1

Breathing through the nose, 185
Brewing and malting, 422
Brilliant meteor. 185

British snakes, 49U
CALCtJLATION a, 00, 185

Candle-flame, extinguishing a, 81

e, alteration i

Coincidence, a singula
Coincidences. 3Gt
Cold bath at night, 361, 407, 422, 499
Cold snap, 133 ; in May, 28 :

"

Comet the (illustrated) , 457
Cone, seitions of a, 81

Consumption. 97 ; and t(

sUys 2l>7, 299
Corset wearing, 393, 438,

baeco, 28, 79, 117, 162 ; from

Cycling and raricose veins, 169
Daoubbbeotypks, tarnished, 219
Death-warning. 439
Decimals, multiplication and division of,

Dog, an artistic. 118
Doris tuberculata, the spann of, 93
Double star Castor, the, 150
Drama for amateurs, 219
Drinks, hot and cold, 189
Drunkenness, 2B6: n3e of, 314
Danman, the late Mr., 24, 79
Eaith, population of the, 12, 28
Earth()uakes in the British Isles, 457
Electricity in dentistry, 472
English >nabe, an. 361. 422
Extinguished candle-flame, 81

Fairy rings, 109, 184. 219, 235, 251
Ferguson, mechanical paradox of, 26B
Fever tree. the. 41, 80

,133
Figures of Ouid motion, 1 16
Figure-training by the corset, 331
Finlay Comet, the, 393
Fishermen and their superstitions, 364
Fish, intelligence in, KIS

Flint instruments and pre-historic man, t<0

Flint-Jack. 2«7, 976
Fluid motion, figures of, 118
Full moon, time o^ 236
Glass of wine, a, 283
nlass >tvlographs, 29, 80
Cold in India, 60, 151
llAtR turning grey, 202; turning white, i:«, 161
Hamiltonian system, the, 485
Uemia and tnoycling. 202. 252
Highland Cell, the, 133, 26i)

High tides, »H
Hot drinks. Ml hot and cold drinks, 235, 232
House-flies. t», 499
Hunter, Dr.. eiiieriments of, 316
llniley, Frofesi'Or. and .Marcus Aurelius, 117
ICBNRITHOX wasp, ,180

Imitations of \idcanic form and action, 117

Inspirometer, an, 152
Instinct and reason, 60
Iron pyrites. 422
-Unds

Matthew Arnold on, 218KNowLEnai:. Mr.
LAPlnABlKs. 3il3

Lowofprohahilitii
Loaf-oopj ing. 4W
Leaminu'To sivim.

Lifhinln.' ..(f...-l.

Magnifying power, 29
Mnirpio, a reasoning, 3ty
Marcus Aurelius and Prof. Huxley, 117

Mechanical paradox, 219, 282
Mental illusion, a singular, 314
Metachromatism 44
Meteor, 60, 133. 219
Mildness of the ^ea coast, 24
Milkv sea, the, 107

Mind trouble, H ver}' common, 1

^lisplaced spa. 81
Modem surgeon's tools, a, 133
Monkey and mirror. 314, 380

», 438
1 probabUitit

kohol on, 43S

8, new meliod of, 314

Bainhow, a singular, 202, 282, 361, 422, 49»

Reason and instinct, 00
Keduclion of barometrical observations, 43H
Satukx, rinss of, 314, 471, 485

'

School-Eirls. the Hlleen, 80

School of Telegraphy and Electric Engineering, 331

Small-pox. Miicaula\

Bpa, misplaced, 12, t

Spectacles, SO
Spiritualism. St.".

ih. .361, 472
,303

Tarnished dnguern'otypes, 219, 283
Tea and coUee, 100
Teasel, use of the, 458
Telegraph ^'^ Hehring'e Straits, IIS
Terrestrial magnetism, 110
Thought-rending, 97 ; thought-rtiling, 132 : s

169, 219
Timbre of trumpet, 12
Toads, are they poisonous ? 169, 219, 252
Tobacco and consumption, 23, 59, 79, 117, 152
Tools of a modern surgeon, 133
Tree, the fever, 80

ANSWERS TO COEEESPONDEHTS.
BV nn.) ..v,.l.illnn. 409

ii' !,
. - iiM,,. shadow in water, 13

A«(roii..miral Soiiety, the, 253
Atianiie cable, how worked, 100
Augustine, St.. savings of, 99
Hall. Dr., luid thi< solar sysloro, 100
Balloons, lifting power, at seven milea' alti

lleatrico and Benedick. 4t0
Heer.drinking, olieorvations on, 221
Ilic vi'U-, linw kept in a vertical position, 91

Mi. V, 1.-. riding, remarks on, 82

llliuvpipe In.ads, chnnge of colour in, 118

iiarks on, 332

cp-red from plants, 441

Cause, remarks on the great flrat, 10
Centre of earth considered to be solid, 99
Cetewsyo, observations on, 236
Chance, theories of, 100
Cloud bands, 394
Coil, how to make an electrical, 187
Cold snaps, meteoric theorj' of, 267
Colour of the human race, Darwin on, 2:30

Combustion of chemical substances, 100
Comet, tail of, as an cle<;trical body, 45
Comets, their attraction and the earth, 45
Crickets, how to destroy them, 332
Croll, Mr., and his geological investigations, 99
Dakikll cell, a, 316
Darwin, what he did not teach, 20; his views gene.

rall^, 439
Day, shght alteration of. 13
Dejiression of d'stant objects, 2»4
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THE EOYAL ACADEMY.

TO the lovers of the old-fashioned style of landscapes,

with subdued mahogany as the prevailing tint, few

|>aiutings in this year's exhibition will he more charming
than Mr. Leader's " Morning : the Banks of the Ivy, O !

"

No. 550, Gallery '\'I. The painting is, in fact, very

pleasing, but it is not often that these tints are seen in

nature. Certain French, Flemish, and Dutch paiiiters

affect them, and we presume they must have seen them
;

we have not been so fortunate ourselves. Facing this

picture is one which will grievously offend all those who
think that art should set the fa.shion to nature, Mr.
Charles Stuart's " .Sunny Autumn," No. 627. Vi'e have

«eldom seen finer and less exaggerated light than there is

in this really charming picture. We have not a blaze of

light in which all details are lost, as in so many of Turner's

landscapes, nor have we staring contrasts, but a gentle

light seems to shine through the landscape. The tender

Autumn glow is rendered perfectly. Certain optical effects

.are erroneously presented, however. The vertical reflec-

tions (very faint, it is true) in the water, do not coiTe-

spond to any feature in the landscape which in nature

would cast such reflections. At an earlier or later time

than that shown in the painting, when the shadows
were more marked, they may have been seen, but not

Otherwise. However, this painting is really so beautiful

that we feel loth to touch on what is, after all, a very

trivial fault. No. 5.")7, " Winter and Eough Weather," by

3Ir. Moore, seems intended as a parody on Turner at his

wildest. In passing, we notice again a picture in the same
i-oom to which we have already referred,—"E.xtremes ^leet,"

by Mr. Alfred Strutt—to explain that when we spoke of

incorrect drawing, we referred not to tlie dogs but to the

background. Considered apart from the background, the

big fellow is a very tine dog, and the little " toy " beside

him only duly small : but, considered with reference to

tlie background, botii dogs look smaller than they should be.

We must notice some of the portraits in tlie galleries of

painting and of sculpture. But we are told that there is

a great pressure on space this week, so we leave this to

another occasion.

We may, in passing, consider some of the water-colour

paintings. "The Dying Day," by Walter E. Stocks, is

\ ery finely painted, tiie etl'ects of the dying lights being
well caught. Miss Kate Macaulay, in "Scotch Herring
Trawlers," No. 804, and "A Sea Cliff," No. 9U, represents
a very curious substance, on which boats are placed as they
might be placed on the sea ; but it is not sea—nor have we
any idea what it is—it is like nothing we have ever seen
outside this lady's paintings. Mr. Arthur Croft, in Nos. 902
and 906—the latter a magnificent painting—has admirably
dealt with the difficulties involved in the correct delinea-

tion of misty air in water-colours ; while in the "Port of
Algiers, Africa," No. 917, he as skilfully represents the
effects of an exceptionally pure atmosphere. In No. 1,056,
" Hill-side at Assisi," ilr. Henry Goodwin tries to repre-

sent a rainbow! " Coneysthorpe," No. 1,062, by Sir.

Walter F. Stocks (it was hardly necessary to add to our
last sentence that Mr. Goodwin utterly fails in represent-

ing a rainbow), is a painting in the old-fashioned style, but
very charming, too. We must ask Mr. Proctor about the
moons in Nos. 1,09-1 and 1,099. The horned moon in the
latter, "An August Evening," by Mr. Walter F. Stocks,

is certainly unlike the homed moon as we have ever seen

it on an evening when the air is so pure,—the horns
being fluff\- in a clear sky. But can the line joining
the horns of the setting moon in autumn be nearly up-

right '] we always thought that they were at right angles

to a line from the sun. [.So they are. We have seen
both this moon and the moon in "Cairo from the Mo-
hattam Hills," by Tristrsim Ellis (No. 1,094), (gibbous near
the place of sunrise at early morning), and both are, in an
astronomical sense, utterly wrong. Of the artistic qualities

of either painting we would not venture, of course, to

express an opinion. But we can see no earthly, or

heavenly, reason why the hea\enly bodies should not be
correctly represented in paintings,—even by Royal Aca-
demicians. Is there anything inartistic in correctness T

On the cover of the two first thousand of our " Easy Star

Lessons " there was a sort of parody on Orion, and we
were told, when we remarked on its utter inaccuracy, that

it was meant to be artistic. Is the real Orion of the skies

u';fortunately inartistic ! We note that iu the painting of
" The Saving of the Capitol "—we have not our artist by
us to tell us the number and painter, and the printers are

waiting—there is a sort of attempt to represent certain

familiar star-groups ; but the painter seems to have been
afraid lest there might be something inartistic in putting

in the stars as they exist in reality (or, it occurs to us as

possible, he may think they have altered since tlie time of

ancient Rome). It would be as artistic, I should say, to

represent limbs and muscles incorrectly as tlie stars which
garland tlie heavens. There is nothing essentially artistic

in incorrectness.

—

Ed.]

WAS RAMESES II. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OrPKESSION?

Bv Amelia B. Edwakd.s.

L—THE ARGUMENT OF DE ROUGE.

f^piIE busy, practical world does not, as a rule, concern

.1. itself very warmly in matters of arclia>ological re-

search, aiul rarely indeed has any discovery of a purely

arclui-ological character taken so jxjwerful a hold upon the

attention of the general public as did the recent dis-

covery at Thebes. The first announcement of the decipher-

ment of tlie Deluge Tablets by the late George Smith

can alone be compared with it iu this respect ; but the
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enthusiasm with whicli that announcement was received
neither sprca<l so fast nor rose so high as the excitement
with which, in the month of July, 1881, we read of the
finding of Kameses the Great. For, although the mortal
remains and sepulchral nlics of between thirty and forty

royal personages belonging to various dynasties had, it

was reported, been recovered from the depths of a sub-

terraneous tomb at Dayr-el-Baliaree, and although some
others of those mummied kings were among the mightiest
warriors of ancient Egyptian liistory, it was upon the
mummy of Rameses the Great, the reputed oppressor of
the Hebrews, that our interest was mainly concentrated.

I s;iy the " reputed " oppressor, because, in the absence
of direct contemporary evidence, it is scarcely possible to
prove quite positively that Rameses 11. was indeed the
Pharaoh who afflicted the descendants of Jacob. That is

to say, no Egyptian records bearing upon the history of

the Hebrew sojourn, or even mentioning the Hebrews by
name,* liave yet been discovered. Xor is this to bo won-
dered at ; for, in the first place, that part of Egypt in which
tlie Hebrew colony dwelt—namely, the land of Goshen

—

remains to this day almost wholly unexplored ; and, in the
second place, being themselves politically insignificant, the
Hebrews were not likely to be named in monumental in-

scriptions elsewhere. We have, therefore, no contemporary
evidence, except the evidence of the Book of Exodus, upon
wliich to found an inquiry : and the I5ook of Exodus,
although it refers to two successive Pharaolis, unfortunately
omits to give the name of either. If we turn from the Book
of Exodus to the Book of Genesis, the same unaccountable
omission confronts us in the historiesof Abraham and Joseph.
The king who entreated Abraham well for Sarah's sake,
and the king who set Joseph over all the land of Egypt,
are alike anonymous. In all four instances, the foreign
ruler is called simply " Pharaoh," or " king." It is there-
fore only by means of a very strict analysis of the
text that we are enabled to arrive at any conclusion re-

garding the historical epoch at which Abraham journeyed
into Egypt, or Joseph rose to power, or the Heljrews
siiffered oppression and fled from captivity. There is, of
course, but one way in which to conduct an analysis of the
kind : that way being carefully to note every precise state-
ment and every incidental allusion contained in the
Hebrew narrative, and to collate such statements and
allusions with cognate statements and allusions derived
from Egyptian sources " Cognate," be it observed ; not
"identical." We have always to bear in mind that
Egyptian documents are silent as to the Hebrews from
first to last ; and that, for the purpos(;s of this inquiry,
such documents are available only as they enable the
analyst to calculate probabilities of time and place,
to identify localities, and to int<!rpret those touclies
of local colour in which the Bible-narrative abounds.
Al>ove all, it must be remembered that but for

• M. Chalxui, nn eminently learned and cautions Kg^-ptologist,
pnbliBbcd an article nearly twenty years ago in his first eeries of
" Melan(,'C8 E(ryptologi(|uefi," wherein he sought to identify the
IlebrewB with a class of workmen called in Egyptian the Apcriu,
who were employed to extract stone from the quarries opposite
Slemphis during the reign of Kamoses II. Those Aperiu are twice
mentioned in tlie reports of certain overseers of the works named
Kaoiser and Keniamon, which re[>orts, written on papyrus in the
Hieratic chanictcr, are among the treasures of the Leydcn Museum.
Unfortunately for M. Chahaa's argument, however, a strict com-
parative examination of numerous Hebrew words impfjrtcd into tho
Egyptian language shows that tho Egyptians rendered the Hebrew
2/ by a combination equivalent to vp, and not by p, as inylpcn«;
while the latest researches show the Aperiu to bean Egyptian tribe
of whom mention is mode, according to Lenormant, as early as the
VJth Dynasty. See Lenormahfs " Histoiro Ancicnne de TOricnt,"
vol. ii., p. 271. 18S2.

the Bible we should know nothing whatever of the
Hebrews in Egypt, nor of their final settlement in

the Land of Canaan. For these important events the Bible
is our sole authority. Its information is invaluable, as far

as it goes ; but it does not go far enough. The stories of
Abraham and Joseph, though told at some length, leave
untold the very facts which would have determined their

place in history ; while the period of the oppression, which
must have extended over several reigns, is dismissed in the-

briefest manner, and is so vaguely worded that it reads as.

if all liappened under the rul(! of a single Pharaoh. ThesP
are the missing links which puzzle Bible students and
battle archa-ological inquirers. We may hope hero and
there to bridge over a chasm or fill up a blank ; but it is

impossible absolutely to reestablish the chain of events
from Egyptian sources, so long as the cities and cemeteries

of the Land of Goshen lie buried under enormous rubbish-
mounds, which, in a corrupt but recognisable form, pre-

serve to this diiy the ancient names of the sites upon which
they have risen.

I may at once pi-emisc that Egyptologists are, for the
most part, agreed in identifying the PharMoh of the Oppres-
sion with Rameses II., and the Pharaoh of the Exodus,
with his son and successor, Menephthah I. This identifica-

tion—originally proposed by tho late illustrious Vicomte E.

de Rouge—has undoubtedly more probabilities in its-

favour than any other. I will even say that it has,

I venture to think, even more probabilities in its favotn-

than have as yet been recognised ; and that some of
these unrecognised probabilities are so conclusive that

they very nearly amount to proof. Before, however, we
proceed to an analytical examination of the evidence which
connects this Pharaoh with tho period of tho oppression, it

will be well to give a general outline of the argument, and
for this purpose I cannot do better than translate tho
following passage from M. de Rouge's preface to his
" Notice Sonmiaire " of the Egyptian antiquities in the
Louvre collection :

—

" The chronology of Egyptian history and the chronology

of the Bible (especially when it becomes a question of esti-

mating the period of the Judges) is altogether too full of

uncertainties to enable us, (I priori, and by a simple com-
parison of dates, to determine under which king the
Exodus took place. The dilliculty is even greater as regards

the time of the patriarch Joseph, liecause the length of

time during which the captivity lasted is in itself a fruitful

subject of controversy. Moses never employs any but the

generic term 'Pharaoh,' which means 'tlie King.' But if

we carefully note the salient points of the Bible narrative,

we find, first of all, a king who compelled his slaves to

build the city of Rameses, in Lower Egypt. Next, if wo
calculate tho time during which Moses dwelt with Jethro,

when ho fled from the wrath of the king ; if we remembeir

that ]\Ioses smote the Egyptian just as he had attained t*
manhood, and that, according to the Bilde, he was eighty

years old at tho time of the Exodus, it will at once be seen

that the reign thus indicated must have been excessively

long. The Bilile say.s, in fact, ' After a long time, the king
died.' But one Rameses answers to all these particulars.

—na-nely, Rameses II., who reigned for 67 years, and
who did actually build a city in Lower Egypt, to which
he gave his name. Moses came back from Arabia as soon

as he heard of the dpath of tho king whom he had angered.

The Bible account of the plagues of Iilgypt, and of tho
horrible catastrophe which attended the departure of tlu?

Israelites, would seem to be compatible with only a limited

number of yeans. Menephthah, son of Rame.ses II., is,

without doubt, the Pharaoh of the Red Sea; Imt the

Mosaic narrative does not give us to understand that the
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king himself was among the victims of this disaster. He

would seem, iu fact, to'have reigned for nineteen years
;

and perhaps a less interval of time than nineteen years

may have elapsed between the return of Moses and the

passage of the Red Sea. Xo trace of these earliest rela-

tions of the Israelites with the land of Egypt has been

found upon tlie monuments; and it would, indeed, be

extraordinary if the Egyptians had recorded this disaster

in their temple-sculptures, which never commemorated any

military events except victories."

THE SEASIDE HEALTH RESORTS OF
ENGLAND.

By Alfred Havilaxd.

IXTRODUCTION.

IT is proposed to publish in this magazine a series of

short papers on those seaside towns to which people

usually resort, with the view not only of interesting them

about such places, but of guiding them in the selection

of the most appropriate to meet their peculiar health re-

ijuirements.

Hitherto, accident, popular caprice, convenience, or

fashion have contributed principally, either collectively or

singly, in rendering many places famous as health resorts.

Some, however, have had their fame based upon more solid

foundations, viz., upon the experience of learned and prac-

tical physicians, who, after studying diseases generally in

relation to the various factors' which constitute climate,

have sought out the causes which iniluence their prevalence

or scarcity, and have thus been enabled to recommend
certain localities for the cure or alleviation of the diseases

of their patients.

Hippocrates, 500 years before the Christian era, taught

tliis mode of investigation, especially in his immortal work

on " Airs, Places, and Waters," and it would have been

well had his teachings been more treasured and acted upon

by liis successors during the last 2,000 years than they

have been. However, during the last five-and thirty years

there have been accumulated such a vast number of returns

of deaths from disease, that at last it has become possible

to map them in such a manner as to show at a glance

throughout England and Wales where are to be found the

favourite haunts of those causes of death which characterise

this country's mortuary returns. On the other hand, the

same map will show where these fatal causes do not or

cannot thrive. Hence we have, on a grand scale, health-

guides as regards certain classes of diseases, and we shall

see in the sequel that, by a study of the principal factors

of the local climate of any place, we gain a clue to the

kind of diseases that would eitlier prevail or languish

there. On the other hand, a map showing the dis-

tribution of certain diseases will give us an insight

into the physical geography and climate of the localities

where they abound, or are rare. For instance, a map
pourtraying the geographical distribution of rheumatism
and heart disease will, at a glance, show the sites of all the

closed valleys of England and Wales, for it has been proved

that these causes of death are to be found in the greatest

abundance, without exception, in all those districts where
the valley systems are so formed as to preclude the possi-

bility of their being air-flushed by the prevailing winds.

Again, a map showing the distribution of consumption will

have defined on it, in unmistakable groups, not only those

localities where social causes foster it, but where the native

populations cannot, when inheriting this terrible lung

trouble, withstand the full unchecked force of the pre

vailing wiuds. Such a map has all its exposed localities

defined by the colouring of the high mortality degrees.

One more illustration will suffice to prove our proposition

that the physical and climatic features of a country may be

predicted by a knowledge of its typical diseases. The
remarkable distribution of cancer in females throughout

England and Wales points out, by the colourijigof the higli

mortality riparial districts, the courses of all the rivers in

England and Wales that seasonably overflow their banks

after wet seasons.

Kow, all this information, however interesting it may b<;',

would, after a time, cease to be so, were it not capable of

being applied to our daily use.

A knowledge of how diflferent diseases are distributed

the great registration divisions of our countrj', its counties,

and six hundred and thirty districts, teach us lessons and

principles which would be valueless if not applicable to

our to-svns, villages, and dwellings.

The distribution of heart disease and rheumatism teaches

us a grand lesson in ventilation ; it points out to us the true

mode of street arrangement so as to ofl'er every facility for

thorough air flushing ; it warns the invalid when seeking a

health resort to avoid such as abound in gridiron clusters

of streets, where diseases of the infectious class have their

stronghold, simply because such a street arrangement pre-

cludes thorough flushing of the air sewage. It teaches also

those subject to or recovering from rheumatism or rheumatic

heart disease, to avoid pent up valleys, however lovely,

where the benign influence of the sea winds is shut out

The lesson taught by the distribution of consumption

must be remembered by those labouring under this

lung trouble; they must not heedlessly select a health

resort, for some there are which foster this disease,

and even those which have a fair reputation for

its prevention or alleviation, may have sites within

their boundaries quite unsuitable for consumptive

cases. Health resorts, especially those by the sea, are

often selected, and, in many cases, very properly so, by

masters and mistresses of schools for their establishments.

Although at first it appears natural that a seaside health

resort would be an eligible place for a school, yet we shall

be able to show in the following series, that great pre-

cautions will have to be taken by those having the natural

charge of children and young persons, before tiiey send them

away from home to be educated even at health resorts.

We must remember that the period of education is the

period of developmental life, and that whenever there are

hereditary taints in the young blood, whether of cancer,

consumption, rheumatism, itc, that such places should be

avoided during the scholar and student life tliat are known

to be favourable to the development of any of these and

similar diseases.

We shall endeavour, in the papers which will follow on

the Sea-side Health Resorts of England, so to treat the

physical geography, geology, climate, and vital statistics of

each, as not only to interest the general reader, but clearly

to explain the simple principles which sliould guide the

health-seeker in the selection of a health resort

POPULATION OF THE EARTH.

A CORRESPONDENT (Mr. H. Percival) sends us the

following question :

—

The land surface of tim earth comprises 52,000,000 */««irf

miles. The most deusehi ftopulaled ret/ion {t\ut Flanders)

has a population of about 700 to the square mile. J/ the

whole la7id surface of the earth were on the averaye as densel;i
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peopled, Uii" earth's population iroithl b-' 30,400,000,000.

Assuming the present population to be 1,500,000,000, and

gripposing it henceforth to incrtase at the rate of 1 4 per rent.

per annum, hoir man;/ //enn icould elapse before the earth'n

/wptilation trouhl na-h'thin iiumber—i.e. 700 to the square

mile of land /

The population increasing in the ratio of 1015 to 1000

each year, if n he the required number of years, we have

the following relation :

—

(l,.-)00,000,000) A9^^V= 30,400,000,000
\1000/

or 15(1 015)" =304
Taking logarithms of both sides, we have

—

n log. (1-015) = log. 304 - log. 15

or 71(0-0064000) = 2-.5011014 - 117G0i)13

_ 13850101
*"" " ~ 04600

= 21 4 1 years very nearly.

Here is another curious question. Supposing the popu-

l.ition of England and Wales to increase at the rate of U
jier cent per annum, and not to be atlected l)y emigration,

how long would it be before the population would increase

from 20,000,000 till there would be one person to the

s(juare yard, or, roughly, 10,000 times as many persons as

tlierc are at present? To determine this, we have, taking

. for the number of years,

.1015y,

Or, « log. (1015) = 4

T... 4000000 rin ^Whence n = — —= Gl 9 years nearly.
0400

-So that, apart from emigration, war, plague, pestilence, or

famine, the population of England and Wales, si.x cen-

turies hence, would be one to the square yard.

In a quarter of the above time, say in 154 years, the

population of England, apart from such causes, would be

ten times as great as at present, or there would be about

-4,500, instead of about 450 to the square mile.

: 10000

OUR ANCESTORS.
IV.—THE FINAL MIXTURE.

By Grant Allen.

AFTER the English settlement in south-eastern Britain,

two other ethnical elements of less importance were

added at dirtV-rent times to the iiopulation of our islands.

Both were originally Scandinavian (and therefore Aryan)
by descent, but more or less mi.xed with other strains from
elsewhere. The fir.st was that of th(! heathen Scandinavians

from the north. In the eighth and ninth centuries, largo

bodies of Danes and Northmen began to settle all round
the coasts of Britain. In Ireland they occupied all the

large river mouths and liavens, such as iJublin, Wexford,
Waterford, and Cork, where they formed a set of Scandi-

navian colonies which gradually coalesced with the native

CeltrEuskarian population. In Scotland they seized upon
Caithness, Sutherland, and Ros.s, on the mainland, to-

gether with Orkney, Shetland, and the whole of the

Western Isles, from Lewis to Arran. In Wales they

founded a few minor settlements around the south-west

coast, near Milford Haven. Finally, in England itself,

they occupied all Northumbria (including our York.shire),

all Lincolnshire, Norfolk and Suffolk, and the greater part

of the midlands. Important Danish "hosts" had their

centres at Derby, Leicester, Nottingham, Huntingdon,

Northampton, and Bedford. Norwegians also settled

in the Lake J)istrict, till then peopled exclusively

by the Stratholyde \\'elsh. How large an element
in the population these Scandinavian invaders formed
it would, perhaps, be ditlicult to estimate ; but they

must certainly have made a great accession to the number
of light and fair-haired Aryan colonists. At the same
time, since they came as mere pirates, they did not bring

their women with them ; and they therefore int(!rmarricil

with the people of each district where they settled. Nor
did they at all exterminate the earlier inhabitants. In

Ireland their blood was thus almost lost in the prevalent

Oclt-lviskarian type; iu the Lake district and the Scotch

lli;,dilands it has hardly had much more permanent in-

lluencc ; but in Eastern England, where the Scandinavians

intermixed with the purest Aryan stock left in Britain,

tlu-y must ha^e afforded a very considerable reinforcement

to the light type, and their fair liair has certainly left its

mark upon a large part of the population.

The second Scandinavian admixture came later and more
indirectly with the Normans from Normandy under William
the Conqueror. These Normans were originally Danes like

those who colonised eastern England ; but they had inter-

married with the native women of Ncustria (northern

France), where they settled ; and the Neustrians were, of

course, Celtic Gauls, largely intermixed with Euskarian

elements. ^Moreover, the Conquest brought over, not these

lialflireed Normans alone, but many pure Celt-Euskarian

-

(iauls or Frenchmen from the neighbouring provinces as

well, together with a considerable sprinkling of pure Celt-

Euskarian Bretons from Brittany—a very dark stock, like

the Black Celts of Ireland and Scotland. Accordingly, so

far as numerical preponderance of the dark ''and light

races goes, the Norman Conquest left things in Britain

pretty much where they were before.

Thus, then, to sum up the general result of this brief

inquiry, we may say that the ethnical composition of

modern Britain is somewhat after the following fashion.

First, there is a substratum or oldest stage of dark, non-

Ai-yan people, whom we call Euskarians for convenience,

anil who are the descendants of the ^ery earliest aboriginal

inhal)itants in recent times, the Neolithic folk. These

Euskarians are now nowhere to be found in very great

purity, for they have married in with the later Aryan
invaders till both are at present well-nigh indistinguishable.

But thev are still found in a f.iiily unii.ixrd form among
tin- iilack Celts of Ireland and Srothimi, uh.Te one or two

litlle communities yet remain alnnisi iihuIIiiimI in the wilds

of Connaught or the highlands of the central Scotch hills.

They are also more Kj)arscly recognisable in many parts of

England itself, especially in the Yorkshire plain, in Lincoln-

shire, and along the Severn valley. And they are fairly

freciiicnt in Wild Wale.s. All over the country, too, persons

or families of this dark early type occur here and there

sporadically. Indeed, it is probable that some relics of

Euskarian blood survive everywhere in Britain, and that

every one of us is more nr less remotely descended on one

side or the other from neolithic ancestors. Dark children

of true Euskarian type are liable to be born fiom time to

time in alino.st all families. It may be well to add also, in

a .science which is so personal to mo.st of us as ethnology,

that there is absolutfdy no sullicient proof that any one

type or race in Britain is mentally or morally superior to

any other. We must not fall into the easy habit of sup-

posing that an earier race is necessarily either a better or

a worse one : the facts do not go to prove either supposition.

Secondly, there is a superstratum or later stagi; of light

Aryan people, who have broken over the islands in three

distinct waves—Celtic, English, and Scandinavian, and
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have everywhere mixed more or less with one another, and
with the old Euskarian race. Ireland is, perhaps, mainly

peopled by Euskarians, intermixed, in most parts, with

Celts (but least so in Connemara and Kerry), while round
its east coast there is much Scandinavian blood ; and in

Ulster there are many Scots, who are really Strathelyde

Celt-Euskarians from the western lowlands. So-called

English settlers, many of them Welsh or Lancastrian, and
others Xorman, are scattered throughout the Pale. But,

as a whole, Ireland is probably more Euskarian and less

Aryan than any other part of Britain. In Scotland,

the north and the Isles are Celt-Euskarian, with a large

Scandinavian admixture ; the Central Highlands are

Euskarian with a very small Celtic element intermixed ;

the eastern Lowlands are mainly English ; and the Western
lowlands are peopled Ijy Strathelyde Welshmen—that is

to say, Celt-Euskarians, probably with a larger dasli of

Aryan Celtic and English blood than elsewliere. Wales is

Euskarian at bottom, slightly Celticized, and with a little

Englisli and Xorse blood. England itself is mainly
English (or Low Dutch) in the south-east ; English and
Danish, with a little Celt-Euskarian. admixture, in the

Eastern Counties, the North, and the Midlands ; English

and Celt-Euskarian in the West country, and the Severn
Valley ; and Xorse and Celt-Euskarian in Lancashire and
the Lake District. Cornwall alone remains almost whollj'

Euskarian in type. All these statements, however, must be

accepted merely in the rough, and they apply especially to

the agricultural classes and the mass of the people. At
the present day, the upper classes have intermarried all

over the three kingdoms ; the mercantile classes have moved
about till Mac's and 0"s are as common in London as in

Perthshire and ^layo ; and even the artisans have poured
into every great manufacturing town from all parts of the

country. Ever since the beginning of the modern indus-

trial movement, there has been a steady southward and
eastward return-wave of CeltEuskarian emigrants towards
the more organized regions. Irishmen have poured into

London, Liverpool, Glasgow, and South Wales ; High-
landers into Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Paisley ; Welshmen
into. London, Birmingham, Liverpool, and Manchester.
At the present day, as Professor Huxley remarks, the
dark type seems once more to be numerically superseding

the light one.

Almost all of us are English in language, but most of us
are only very partially English in blood. To put the same
matter another way, our oldest element is the dark one,

now scattered up and down tlirough the population, and
only gathered very sparingly into a little nucleus here or
there in Ireland and Scotland. This element was Celticised,

V)ut not exterminated, by the Aryan Celts, and became
with them the Celt-Euskarian "Ajicient Britons " of our
history books. Then the Celt-Euskarian was conquered by
the Teutonic Englisli, and Anglicised into the English of

pre-Nornian times. Next, these mixed English were con-

quered by Danes, whom they shortly absorbed. Dane and
English were afterwards conquered by Normans, whom
once more they absorbed. Dane and Irish in Ireland were
next conquered and Anglicised by Norman-English, and the
countrj' furtl)er settled at various times by English and
Scotch. Lastly, all these elements have coalesced with
Welsh, Highland Scotch, and Scandinavians of the Isles,

to form one heterogeneous Britisli nation, so inextricably

intermixed that its ethnology can now only be reconstructed
in the rough. But all through, each earlier element has
everywhere persisted in tho resulting mixture, and it is

probable that the numerical proportion of all the older

elements, especially tho Euskarian, is far greater tlian

people generally at all imagine.

WINNING WAGERS.
By the Editor.

IT is rather singular that any writer who points out the

folly, or worse, of wagering, is nearly always supposed
by a large section of his readers to have wagered a great

deal, and to be ready to wager a great deal more. An
article I wrote about lotteries for the Cornhill Magazine,
immediately brought me several invitations from tlie Con-
tinent and from America, to purchase tickets in sundry
lotteries. Since I wrote about betting in Kxowledue, I

have been asked (who have never wagered a shilling on a

race) to give hints for wise wagering whereby fortune may
be gained without the usual equivalent of work done. My
attention has been directed to the success which book-

makers have achieved, and I am asked to put the young
and verdant sportsman on the track which lias led to so

agreeable a goal. I am further reminded that it is all

nonsense for me to assert that betting and gambling must
end badly in the long run, for if so much money is lost,

much money must be won. " Why may not I," for

instance, asks one, "be a successful votary of fortune, and
win some of the money which you say is always lost by

those who wager freely and often 1

"

Well, not only is this so (I have known a young City

clerk win £ 1 , ."lOO on the Derby, and regret it for years as

the worst misfortune that had ever befallen him), but there

are ways by which Fortune can be set on one side alto-

gether, and money always won on a race, by anyone who,

knowing how to proportion his wagers, can give time

enough to the subject to get all the wagers made which

the system requires.

At the outset let me note that it is by no means neces-

sary that the system I am about to describe should be

carried out in a precise and formal manner. If you have

a tolerably large capital, or if, in case of failure, you have

courage (greatly daring) to run away, you may leave a

little to chance on every race, and then, if chance favours

you, your gains will be proportionately greater.

The system is exceedingly simple ; and it will be found

that when the method of the great bookmakers is analysed

a little, there underlies it the fundamental idea of the

system
;
yet probably not one among them knows anything

about it in detail, though he may thoroughly well under-

stand that his method leaves very little to chance.

First, always lay odds against horses, never back tliem.

This is not essential to the system regarded in its scientific

aspect ; but in practice, as will presently appear, it makes

it easier to apply it.

Lay against every horse in a race as early as possible,

when the odds are longest If you lay against a few which

are certain not to run, so much the better ; that is so much
clear gain to start with. Proportion your wagers so that

the sum of what you lay against a horse, and what he is

backed for, may amount to at>out the same for each horse.

The precise system requires that it should be exactly the

same, but you will find tliat you can often improve upon

the system by taking advantage, in special cases, of your

own knowledge of a horse's cliance ami your opponent's

inexperience. In every case lay odds a point or two

short of the legitimate odds against a horse. Suppose for

a moment that the odds are ten to one against him,

then it will always be easy to find folk who rather

fancy the horse, and think tho odds are not eight to one,

or even si.x to one, against him ; select such persons for

your wagers about that horse. Convey carefully the idea

that you also think his chance underrated at eight, or even

nine, to one ; but, as a favour, make the odds nine to one.
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Of course, you need not search about for those who favour

any given horse. Every greenhorn has a fancy for some
horse, and is willing to take something short of the current

odds for the pri\-iloge of backing him. You can, therefore,

till in j'our book pro re imfij, until at least you have made
up your amounts for most of the horses engaged, when you
will, of course, give more special attention to those whose
loaf in your book is as yet incomplete.

Now let us take an illustrative case to see how this

system works :—
Suppose there are nine horses in the race, to wit—A,

n, C, D, E, F, G, H, and K. Let the odds be—
3 to 1 against A
5 to 1 „ B
7tol „ C
9 to 1 „ I)

11 to 1 „ E
lltol „ F
lltol „ G
19 to 1 „ U
23 to 1 „ K

You should be careful to note that when these odds arc

reduced to chances, becoming respectively

their sum should be unity, or very near it. It does not
matter at all—except to backers— if the sum is greater

tlian unity, as it generally is, but if it should be less than
unity, the e.xact application of the system would invoho
loss to you and gain to the backers, which is not your
object)

Well, then, you may let the wagers on each horso
amount to £1,000 (or, for convenience, and to avoid frac-

tions, say £l,-200), if the race is important, and bets much
ill recjuest ; but the system, in its beautiful adaptibility,

may be applied to .shillings quite as well as to pounds.
Apart from the c.\.tra points you allow yourself, you

ought to lay, in all

—

£900 to £300 against A
£1,000 to £:i00 „ B
.i:l,<50to£l50 „ C
tl.OSOto£120 „ D
£1,0S0to,C120 „ E
i-l,100to £100 „ V
£1.100 to £100 „ r;

£1,140 to £G0 „ II

£1,150 to £50 „ l-C

But you rea-son (with intending backers) that "the race is

a moral certainty for A., and that it is giving away
money " to lay more than (in all) ,£800 to ,£:500, Again,
" li. is a much better horso than people think, so that £900
to £200 is quite long enough odds again,st him'

;
" as for

C, "no wonder backers stand by him at the odds;" for

your part you "think him better than B, ; and see what
Augur says of him !

" and ,so forth, wlierefore you cannot
lind it in conscience to lay more than £9.")0 to £1.50 (in

all) again.st hira, (It gets easier as you reach the non-
fa%-ouritcs to get the odds shortened.) So you deal with
each, cutting off £100 (let us say); but with the horses
low in favour, you can easily cut off more, and the system
not only does not forbid this, but encourages it. Say,
however, only .£100, and then your book is complete.
You can now watch the race (if you like) with thorough

enjoyment The pleasure of the backers of the favour-
ites w a good deal impaired by anxiety, and though backers
of non-favourites Iiave less tf) lose, they have more to gain
and less chance of gaining it : so they too are anxious.
But you can take a real scientific interest in the race.

Vou may, if you please, try to recognise Muyliridge's
•' Attitudes of the Galloping Horse," as the fleet steeds rush
past your post of observation.

For, let the race go as it may, you clear ,£ 1 00. If A
wins, you pay his backers willingly £800, receiving £200
from the backers of B, .£150 from those of 0, and so on

—

in all, £900. If B wins, you pay his backers £900, and
receive from the backers of A, C, D, itc, £1,000, and so

on, whichever horse may win. You need not, as a rule,

be afraid about being paid ; these are debts of honour,

and to be paid therefore before all sordid trade debts

—

nay, so sacred are these debts, that many of your clients

would deem it better to break open a till, or to embezzle a

round sum from an employer, than to leave them unpaid.

So that you need be under no anxiety.

It occurs to me that some of my betting readers may
say. We have not time for this ; we do not want to be

bookmakers, but to make our occasional wagers on safe

lines, as t/n'i/ do their systematic ones. In that case, you

might back each horse in the race once, so that the total

wagered about him by you and the bookmakers may be a

fixed Kiini, less whatever you can get off the market odds.

l''()rinst.iiicc, say the sum is to be £120, in the case of each

lior.se in the above list ; then you should back A at the

odds of £90 to whatever sum less than £30 a bookmaker
will take. Suppose (I cannot suppose it myself, but you

may) he will give you £90 to £29 ; and that you can

arrange similarly for each horse of the nine, offering to

l)ack him for a sum always £1 short of the true amount
at the odds. Then you will gain £1, however the race

may end. It is not much,—but I wish you may get it

It is easier to tell you how to lose. This may bo effected

by adopting (lie ol/ifr j^rt of the bookmaker's system. He,

always lays the odds a little short : do you always take

them so. Back the favourite boldly ; l)ut do not fail to

take fancies for non-favourites, and liack your fancies boldly

too. It would be absurd to haggle about odds in the case

of a horse which is morally sure to win, or to insist on ten

to one when you feel sure the odds are not seven to one

against a horse. When you win, assure yourself you are

"in the vein," and go on betting ; if you lose, assure your-

self " the luck mu.st change," and go on betting. By con-

tinuing patiently on this course, it will bo strange if you

do not learn before long—how it is that the bookmakers

make so much money.

Let mo, in conclusion, quote two short passages, one

from a letter by Charles Dickens, the otlier from a speech

by Lord Chief Justice Cockburn, The lirst seems to relate

to the successful book-maker—" I look at the back of his

b.ad head repeated in long lines on the racecourse, and iu

the lietting stand, and outside the betting rooms, and I vow
to God I can see nothing in it but cruelty, covetousness,

calculation, insensibility, and low wickedness

If a boy with any good in him, but with a dawning pro-

pensity to sporting and betting, were but brought here

soon enough, it would cure him." The other passage

applies to the bookmaker and his victim alike—"the per-

nicious and fatal habit " of betting "is so demoralising and

degrading, that, like some foul leprosy, it will eat away the

conscience until a man comes to think that it is his duty to

himself to " do his neighbour as his neighbour would do "

him.

FOUND LINKS.
By Dr. Anbrew Wilson, F.R.S.b:., F.L.S.

PART VII,

A CORRESPONDENT, " J, Fisher, M,D.," in a letter

addressed to the Editor of Knowledok, remarks
that the names " Quadrupeds " and " Mammals," used Ijy

me as synonymous terms, and, I may add, in strict
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accordance with natural history usage, are apt to

convey what he is pleased to call an " erroneous

impression." He remarks that the whale is a " Mammal,"
but not a "Quadruped"—meaning, of course, that

a whale has not four legs. Dr. Fisher may, perhaps,

have heard the remark tliat a good deal in this world

depends upon one's point of view ; and his point of view

happens in this case not to be mine. I carefully explained

that I used the terms " Quadruped " and " Mammal " as

convertible names, and this for the reason that in zoology

—as, indeed, in every-ciay life—the names are so em-
ployed. Has Dr. Fisher ever heard of a frog (one of

his examples) Vieing called a " Quadruped," in the same
breath with an ox- And does he not know that a

whale possesses all the essential characters of quadruped-

life which he himself rejoices in the possession of ?

As to a whale not possessing four limbs, perhaps

Dr. Fisher, not being a zoologist, is not aware that

in some whales {i-.g., the whalebone genus, or Bahma)
there are actual representatives, not merely of the haunch-

bones, but of the thighs as well. Hence, a whale may
claim to be a quadruped, even although its hind-Umbs are

rudimentary. Dr. Fishers somewhat querulous objections

are overruled by the fact, that, as I started by defining
" Quadrupeds " and " Mammals " as being one and the

same, the scientific meaning (and, as I maintain, the

popular raeaning also) of these terms is not likely to Vie

mistaken liy any reader of ordinary intelligence. It is

true, as Dr. Fisher remarks, that in many mammals, the

clavicles, or collar-bones, are wanting, just as these bones

are absent in some members of an order (e.g., rcdents) and
present in others : or, as is the case with the guinea-pigs

and rabbits, the clavicles may be wanting at birth, and
become developed later. What I indicated in my paper

(Knowledge, No. 2.5) was the typical condition of the

quadruped shoulder. If Dr. Fisher maintains that it is

more typical for a quadruped to want collar-bones than to

possess them, that is his affair. He is not likely to find

any comparative anatomist to agree with him.

In the present paper I purpose to give an outline of the

means wliereby the zoologist has been enabled to supply
" links " between the Vfrtebratr, or " backboned " animals,

and the Inverfebrati:, or "boneless" animals. Ever since

the time of Lamarck, the distinction between the highest,

or Vertebrated animals (fishes, frogs, reptiles, birds, and
mammals or quadrupeds) and the Invertebrate groups, has

been recognised as one of very clear nature. And modern
zoologj-, dealing merely with the structure of the animals

in question, fully recognises the apparent gap which inter-

venes between the great array of boneless animals—such

as -worms, insects, shell-fish, itc.—and the " backboned "

group. But, as in many other cases, a closer examination

of the lowest Vertebrate group seems to demonstrate that

the gulf between the highest animals and their Invertebrate

neighbours is by no means so wide or impassalile as, at first

sight, it appears to be. The lowest fish and Vertebrate is

the Ani/'/iioxus, or Lancelet (Fig. 1). Tliis is a little clear-

bodied fish—formerly regarded as a kind of slug—found

inhabiting sand-banks in various quarters of the world.

It attains a length of an inch or two, and is pointed

at each end. It has a kind of back and tail tin, but

possesses none of the " paired " fins, wliich, existent in most
other fishes, represent the limbs of higher animals. The
moutli {<•) is an oval slit, and is fringed with gristly fila-

ments. The lancelet has no brain, heart, bones, skull, eai-s,

or kidneys. It is the only vertebrate which wants a heart,

and it is likewise the only vertebrate in which the blood is

colourless. Along the back runs the only representative

of the skeleton—namely, a soft rod-like body, called the

notochord (n). This structure, by the way, is found in the

early development of every vertebrate animal, being re-

placed in all, save a few fishes, as time passes, by the spine

itself. Above this rod lies the nervous cord of the lancelet.

The mouth opens into a very wide throat or j/hari/n.r

(b), whose walls are perforated with slits that open into

the cavity of the body. The walls of this great throat are

richly set with the microscopic processes called cilia, which,

by their incessant waving, circulate the water admitted to

the cavity. The throat leads into a simple stomach (g), and

Fig. 1.—The Lancelet (Amphiozus laneeolatus), enlarged to twice

its natural size, (o Month ; i> Enlarged pharynx ; <7 Stomach

;

h Sac representing the liver ; » Intestine; a Anus; n Notochord ;

/ Eudiments of tin-rays ; p Abdominal pore).

this, in turn, leads into the intestine (;). A liver (/<) of the

most rudimentary description also exists. The blood, in the

absence of a heart, is circulated by the contractions of the

bloodvessels, and it is interesting to note that the arrange-

ment seen in all vertebrates, whereby a portion of the

venous, or impure blood, is sent to the liver for the manu-

facture of bile, is represented even in this curious fish.

When the lancelet breathes, v.-ater is received into the

throat, passes over the network of bloodvessels in the

walls thereof, and after giving up its oxjgen to the blood,

is sent by the cUiary action through the slits in the throat

into the body cavity. Thence it is expelled through a

small opening near the tail, and called the abdominal

pore (j)).

The lancelet differs from every other vertebrate animal

in the absence of a heart, skull, brain, and kidneys, and in

the colourless blood : in tlie peculiar and rudimentary liver

;

and in a digestive system, which, like the throat, is also

lined with cilia. But that it is a vertebrate is proved by

the presence of the notochord (»), already remarked as being

developed in the early life of every vertebrate animal.

The supply of venous blood to the liver is also a vertebrate

character ; whilst its development, studied from the egg

onwards, no less clearly shows its right and title to be

regarded as a true vertebrate.

HOME CURES FOR POISONS.

^TO one who is wise will fail to send at once for a doctor

1\ when poison has been taken, eitlier by inadvertence

or otherwise. But there arc often remedies or antidot4'S

close at hand, which may be of great use, even to the saving

of life, if taken at once. It is not with any idea of

encouraging people in such cases to do without the doctor,

but to indicate certain home cures for even the most violent

poisons, to which recourse can be had before he comes,

that we write this series of short papers. There are cases

in which the nature of a poison taken inadvertently can be

determined at once, when therefore the proper home cure,

if such there be, is at once known. Then' arc other cases

in wliich, though it be not known what poison has been

taken, tlie symptoms presently show at least the class of

poisons to which the substance Iwlongs ; in many such

cases the remedy is as certainly indicated as though the
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precise nature of the poison were known. We shall con-

sider cases of both kinds. But first, as

Prevestiox

is better than cure, we may ninind the reader that every

substance, whether medicinal or otherwise—every drug or

rhemical which has poisonous ijualities—should be not only

properly labi'lled, but carefully kept out of harm's way,

and where there are children, shoiild bo kept under lock

and key. Better take precautions which seem unnecessary,

thaji run risks which may be avoided. If people would
treat a bottle of poison as they would (or rather as they

s/ioiihl) treat a loaded fire-arm, we should less often hear of

accidents about which, after they have taken place, the

person who has really caused it can only say, " I never

thought it could have happened."

Arsenic.

Arsenic has very little taste in the form in whieh it is

usually known in commerce—viz., as white arsenic or

arsenious acid, the white o.\ide of arsenic. For this reason,

it is often used for criminal purposes. But fortunately, if

it can be given easily, it can be detected as readily in the

l>ody, not only when present in very minute quantities, but
after many weeks and even months have elapsed from the

time when the body was buried.

The first symptoms noticed after arsenic has been
swallowed are sickness and faintness, following generally

within half-an-hour after the poison has been taken, but
often much sooner. Then follow violent and spasmodic
pains in the bowels (increased by pressure), attended by a

burning feeling, dryness, heat and constriction of the mouth
and throat, increased How of saliva, and an unquenchable
thirst, itching of the face and neck, and palpitation of the

heart, with full, hard, and freiiuent pulse. Vomiting and
purging follow. Sometimes the skin is burning hot, at

others icy cold and covered with clammy perspiration. The
pulse sinks, becoming irregular and feeble. Then, if the

poison has been given in sufficient quantity, convulsions

*.-ome, and before long death cnsue.s. In certain rare in-

stances the symptoms above described are scarcely observ-

able, yet within a few hours the patient sinks ; in such
cases the presence of arsenic is indicated by a lethargic

sleep. In cases of slow poisoning by arsenic (which, how-
ever, do not belong properly to our subject, since in their

cast; the physician only can be of service) there is often no
recognisable symptom, no inflammation, no fever, constipa-

tion, or vomiting, but langour, weariness, and disgust for

food, followed by torpidity of the nobler organs, especially

the lungs—death coming as certainly, though not so

swiftly, as when a single poisonous dose has been taken.

The best home remedy for arsenical poisoning is a
mustard emetic, but if sulphate of zinc can be oV)tained,

an emetic formed of from ten to twenty grains in about a
quarter of a tumbler of water, is better. For a mustard
emetic, take a dessert-spoonful of flour of mustard in a.

teacupful of warm (not hot) water. Large quantities of

milk or warm water, or, better still, linseed-tea or barley-

water, should l>e taken, to promotf; vomiting. Tickling

the back of the throat with a feather, or with the fore-

finger (if the patient has lieen accustomed to that way
of producing vomiting) may be resorted to with advantage.
Tlie patient should note, in all cases where the stomach
is to Ix; cleared of its contents, that, while much is

rejected after the throat has lieen tickled, it is well

after a while to wait for the sort of after - throe

which comes without sucli tickling, and seems to carry

away a portion of the stomach's contents which is retained

so long as the tickling is continued. It is better, however,

to encourage vomiting rather by swallowing large quan-

tities of the warm liquids above-named than by irritating

the back of the throat.

After the stomach has been cleared of its contents by
the use of emetics, itc, lime-water, or chalk dissolved in

water, should be swallowed in large quantities. Or, if none
is at hand, mix a pound of soap in two quarts of water,

and take a teacupful every five or si.x minutes. Failing

either of these, powdered charcoal, if at hand, may be

taken with advantage. It will be well for the patient,

however, if, before this stage of the treatment, a doctor is

at hand to take the case in charge. The after treatment

requires all the doctor's care in serious cases ; for the
above remedies are not, properly speaking, antidotes.

THE AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN.
OUR next task is to fix the inductor, A-c. To do this,

take a piece of brass plate a quarter of an inch

thick, twelve inches long, and shaped according to the

dimensions given in Fig. 7, which is a plan of the plate.
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volves a fractional loss of current, but, at the same time,

it removes an element of danger. The ordinary commu-
tator consists of a cylinder of metal cut crossways, and so

dividing it into two parts. This, however, involves the

short-circuiting of the armature for a lirief fraction of time
twice during each revolution ; heat is in consequence pro-

duced. We have preferred, therefore, to recommend a

total disconnection of the circuit twice in each revolution.

This may seem a great loss, but really it is very trifling.

It also tends to keep the armature cool, and, above all, it

has been found to answer well in the Brush dynamo-
machine. We must, however, take care that our discon-

nections are made at the right time. Our readers will

recollect that in the introductory article we stated

that a certain current was induced as one pole of

a magnet was inserted in the coil, while the opposite

current was induced by withdrawing the magnet.
Similarly and conversely the approach of one pole,

say the north, produces the same electrical effect as

withdrawing the other or south pole. Referring once
more to Fig. 6, we must regard the coil of wire as

surrounding an ordinary soft iron core, whose ends (A. B.,

Fig. 1, May .ith) become north or south, according to the

relative position of the armature. Let us for a moment

Fig. 9.

associate ourselves with one end or side of the core, and let

the armature perform a quarter of a revolution, so that

our end is uppermost As it starts revolving (say to the

right) it gradually leaves the north pole of the magnetic
system, and at the same time approaches the south pole.

Going from the north and to the south, it is necessarily

subjected to the same magnetic influence, accompanied by a

similar etiVct on the coil of wire. At the moment that our

end is crossing the vertical line, no current is produced. Of
course, as the end ascends on the opposite side, passing

from south to north, the opposite magnetic, and therefore

electrical, effect is produced. We must, therefore, to get

the best effect, so arrange our commutator that the
" brushes " or " collectors " rest on the sniall insulated

pieces of metal (C. D., Fig. .5), when the core is in the

vertical i>lane. How shall we do this? Space compels us

to defer the answer to this question till ne.xt week.

Ekbatim.— In last week's article, page G19, second colnmn,
line 19, read Tib. for 71b.

THP] ECLIPSE.

"IT'E have received the following interesting coinniunica-

\> tion from Mr. A. C. Ranyard, who kindly under-

took to forvvard communications to us respecting the

eclipse.

" Sohag, Upper Egypt,
".lAri/ 17, 1882.

" 1 ain sorry that you were not able to come out to the

eclipse. The weather has been all that could be desired,

and the Corona magnificent, in a perfectly clear sky, with

a bright comet within about half a degree of the moon's

limb. The diflBculties have been very slight, and the
trouble caused by heat and flies much less than we were
led to e-xpect. We have lived in great comfort on
Vioard a steamer anchored alongside our tents. The
Khedive has entertained us at his personal expense,

and has had pillars built for our instruments, besides

giving us a guard of soldiers and water-carriers, who
have perseveringly endeavoured to keep down the dust

round our station by means of water carried up from the

hill and distributed from goat skins. I had made every

preparation to defend my instruments from the wind which
frequently springs up during totality, but instead of a wind
there was a dead calm.

"The Ccrona'was of the sun-spot maximum type, with no
very marked rifts. As seen in the telescope it was full of

structure, delicate lines of light curving hither and thither,

and arranged in great groups. There was one very marked,

long, straight ray, and several structures like great promi-

nences stretching to a height of 15 or 20 minutes. Tliese

are shown in my photographs, as well as the comet, which
has registered itself, together with about half a degree of

its tail, on some of the plates. I did not succeed in obtaining

a photograph of the spectrum of Young's reversing stratum,

though the bright lines were well seen for about three-

seconds.—Yours sincerely, A. 0. RANYARD.'

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS.
By W. J. H. Clabk.

WE have now arrived at one of the busiest months of the year
for the entomologist ; every bush and tree teems with insect

life, and both butterflies and moths in the imago or perfect state,

and larx-iv and pup<r, are to be found ererrwhere. The collector

has only to take out his net or sngaring-pot, as the case may be,

and a profusion of game is sore to meet his eyes.

Among the butterfles that are out now wo may notice the hand-
some, but rather scarce, S«-allow Tail (I'apilio Machaon), seldom to
be found but in the fens of Cambridge, the Brimstone (Gnnepteryr
lihamni), the well-known Large Garden White (VierU Brafgic(r\,

the Small White (Pieris Iiap<r), the Green-Veined White (PiVri--

Napi), the Orange Tip {Eucheliw Cardamines), the Pearl-Bordered

Fritillary (Argijnnis Euphrostjne), the Greasy Fritillary (Uelitaa

^r(emis), the Glanvillo FritilJarv PMilaa Cinxia), the Speckle*
^Yood_{Satllrus .E.jeria), the Wall Brown (Saturuf Jfcj.rrn), the-

Green and the Purple Hairstreaks(T/i<'<-;<i Riiliand Thecia Quercug),

the Small Copjwr (I'olyommatrts Phla-as), Brown Argus (Li/c<enti

A'jestis), Silver-Studded Blue, and Small Blue (Li/f<rna .E;)o» ami
Lycana Alsus).

Great numbers of the moths make their appearance now, ami
many of the common hawk moths will be out some time during the

month. In the course of the ensuing weeks we may probably find

the following -.—The Kyed Hawk (gmeriulhua Ocellaius). the Poplar
n.-»wk (SiOfrinlhus Vopuli), the Lime Hawk (Smerinthus Tili.r).

the rare Spurge Uawk (/ViVt-pli/a Euphnrbur), the very pretty

small Elephant nawk(C'/iarofaiiipa Porcflius), the lluraming-birtl

Hawk {ilacroiiloasa Stellalarum), remarkable for its rapid flight

and habit of hovering steadily over a flower whilst thrusting in its

exceedingly long proboscis to obtain its food. The Broad and
N'arrow-bordered Bee Hawks (ilacmglofsa Fueiformis and ilacro-

glofsa BomluU/nnniii), two insects which take their names from a

striking resemblance they possess to the Wild Bee.

The commonest of our Clcanving Moths, the little Currant Clears

wing {Sesia Tipiilifnimis), is now on the wing, and is generally to

be found on or near currant bushes.

The Common .Swift {llepi'ilus ti.jiiiJiiiiKi) and Ghost Swift

(HrpiaUig //iirini/i) are both out now. The male Huniuli is n most
Imnd.ionio insert, the wings being |iurc white, with yellow c<Igea on
the np|H"r, and of a dusky black on the under side: it is a Tery

abundant species. The p'n-tty little GnTn Forester (fnn StatirtM,

the Least Black Arches (.Vo(n Cn.«rH/<i;i..). the Cinnabar {E«ehtli.r

Jao^h.T,r). Wooii Tiger (Chelonitt Planlnginis). White Ermine (Antia
Menthratti). Pale Tusisock (Or.jyio Piitiibunda), and Lappet
(Laaioeampn Qiirrdjolia) arc all on the wing.

Among the Ukosiktr-K Family, the SjMitted Yellow (r«fli7i4i ifaru-

lata), Scorched Wing (EuryiMB* Dolohraria), Scalloped Uaa-I

{Odontopttra Bidentata), Brimstone (Riimia Crat.riJalo), the very
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Cnrrant Moth {Ahraxas Grossvlariata), together with
many others, may be fonnd in the bogiuniD^ of this month.

Several of the CfsPiPAT.t nro now out, the Puss Moth (Cerui-a

I'l'nicJa) and ilio Pcbblo Prominent {^Xotodonta Ziezac) being most
common.
A great number of the ?\ocTi'.Earo now on the wing. Among them

we mav expfct to find the following :—Tl>e Alder (Acronijcta Alni),

the Bramble (.4fr.iiiy.-((i Riimifi'*), Common Wainscot {Leucania
Pallrnn), Bird's Wing (Diptenigia Pinagtri), Doubtful Nutmeg
(Uaimstra Anceps), Cabbage Moth {ifamesira, Braissicce) , lYoblo

Lines(Gr.immi;»i.i2'iiIiHea),DoubleS(iuareSpot(A"'oc(ua3Viaii<;itIum),

Ac. These, and several others more or less scarce, aro to be
obtaine<l during the beginning of the month, but success depends
in a great measure on weather and other extraneous circumstances.

In all cases I have given, and shall continue to give, the Latin
names together with the English, the former beingmost important.

The first Latin n.-»me shows to what family the insect belongs, the

second the specific name is used only for that particular indi-

ridual. The specific name must be l'>arnt together with the

English, as genuine collectors invariably employ the former when
speaking of a butterfly or moth, the advantage being that many
insects have purely local names, and an entomologist from, say, the
south of England, would find the same insect called by a very dif-

ferent English name in the north country-, but tho Latin appella-

tion is the same all over the world.

A great many caterpillars are to be found this month on the

trees and hedges, and next week we will give a short list of them,
together with their haunts and food. If the lepidopterist comes
across any in the course of his travels he would do well to box
them together with a piece of the tree on which they are feeding,

and breed them up. A hat-box with a piece of net stretched over
the top acts as a fair elementary breeding-house, but next week wo
will describe the manner of making a good one. Feed the eater-

pillar once a-day with fresh leaves, but do not liandle them, as
they are very delicately organised, and a slight squeeze might do
them considerable injury.

MASS AND WEIGHT OF THE BRAIN.

IX his able treatise, entitled " An Introduction to Human
Anatomy," Professor Turner, of the University of Edinburgh,

writes thus on ''The Mass and Weight of tho Brain" :

—

The human brain is absolutely bigger and heavier than the
brain of any animal, excepting the elephant and tlie larger whales.
The brain of the elephant is said to weigh from 8 lb. to 10 lb., and
that of a large finner whale between 5 lb. and 6 lb. The human
brain is also heavier relatively to tho bulk and weight of

the body than are the brains of the lower animals, except
in some small birds and mammals. Considerable variations,

however, exist in the size and weight of the human brain, not only
in the different races of mankind, but in individuals of the same
race and in the two sexes. The heaviest brains occur in the white
races. The average weight of the adult European male brain is

ICioz. to 50 oz. (about 3 lb.), that of the adult female 'Woz. to'ISoz.;

BO that the brain of a man is, on the average, fully 10 per cent,

heavier than that of a woman. Tlie greater wciglit of the brain in

man, as compared with woman, is not in relation merely to his

greater bulk, but is a fundamental sexual distinction ; for, whilst
there is a difference of 10 percent, in the brain weiglit, the average
stature of women is, according to Thurnam's calculations, only 8 per
cent, less than that of men.*

Or. Boyd states that the average weight of tho brain in tho
newly-bom male infant is 11-67 oz. ; in the female only 10 oz. Tho
exact a'/e at which the brain reaches its maximum sizo has been
variously placed at from tho third to tho eighth year by different

authors ; but it continues to increase in weight to 25, or '.iO, or even
U). After CO the brain begins to diminish in weight ; in aged
males the average weight is about 45 oz. ; in females about 41 oz.

In some cases the adult brain considerably exceeds the average
weight. The brains of several men distinguished for their intellec-

tual attainments have been weighed. The brain of Cuvior weighed
01} oz. ; of Dr. Abcrcrombic, C3 oz. ; of Professor Goodsir, .57i oz.

;

of .Spnrzheim, 55 oz. ; of .Sir J. Y. Simpson, 51-oz. ; of Agassiz,
.'>3-4 oz. ; and of Dr. Chalmers, 53 oz. But high brain weights have
been found where there was no evidence of great intellectual

caf^acity. Peacock weighed four male brains, which ranged from

[• If thi.i is so, tho brains of women aro more mussive relatively

than those of men, for the weight varies, cmlerin •paribut, as the cubo
of tho height, so that the weight of woman is less than that of man
by 92 cnbed, as 778688 U less than 1,000,000, or by more than 22 per

cent.—Ed.]

62-75 oz. to 61 oz.; Boyd, a specimen of eO-7r)or ; and T have in

my possession ono of a boy, aged \^. v, ! irli •
! il

''•" (v Tn tho
brains of the insane, high brain w^i ! :

'
^

' rvod.

Bucknill met withabrain in aniali' 1
I

I
I > i illuz. ,•

Thurnam one which weighed G2 oz. ; aii.l M \\. I I, iiliM Asylum,
out of 375 males examined, the weii^lit ul I lie liiain iii au cases was
55 oz. or upwards, and tlie highest weights were 6 1 oz . in a case of senile

dementia, 60i oz. in a case of dementia, and 00 in a case of melan-
cholia. No ease has as yet been recorded of the weight of the

brain in a woman of great intellectual uttainnients ; but Boyd met
with a woman's brain as high us 5525 oz., and many instances of

upwards of 50 oz. in women where there was no evidence of high
mental endowment. Skae, in a female monomaniac, observed a
brain which weighed 61i oz. ; and of 300 females examined in the
West Hiding Asylum, tho weiglit of tho brain in 26 cases was 50 oz.

or upwards, tho highest weights being 56 oz. and 55 oz. in two
cases of mania.
The size and weight of the brain do not, therefore, per so, givo

an exact method of estimating the intellectual power of the indi-

vidual, and a high brain weight and great intoUeetual capacity aro
not necessarily correlated with each other.

TOO MUCH BRAIN-WORK.
" r\^ April 28, Dr. l{i.;hardson, F.H.S., delivering a lecture on
\J ' National Necessities as the Bases of Natui-.il Education,'

before the Society of Arts, brought forward," writes P.C.S., "tho
following extract, which hajipenod to lie a report of the Chairman
of the evening, Mr. Edwin Chadwick, CIS., to the British Associa-

tion in 186n, to show what an evil otTect too much brain-work,

without a prnpnrtiniinl nTiionnt of industrial occupation to support

it, has 11)1011 \niiiiL' .Iiillivii. I givo the extract vorhatim,a.a it

bears closely (ill a |iciini i-.i-nitly under discussion :

—

" In oni' lar-r isiaMisliiaent,"containing about .<.i\- liiuulrod chil-

droii, half -iris ami half boys, tho means of i-pln liiil .irnipation

wc-ip f.'aiiH'd fur tlu' t;irLs before any were nlii ii-
I

i.i lioys.

'Chr ;.'irls wci-c tlicivfon^ lint upon half-time I in: msay,
llieir (iino of book-in.Htnictioii was reduced iiMin iniiy i. hours to

eighteen per week, given on tho three altcrnalu days of tlieir in-

dustrial occupation, tho boys remaining at full school time of thirty-

six houi-s per week, the teaching being the same, on tho same
system, and by the same teaelieis, the same school attendance in

weeks and years in both cases. On the periodica! examination of

the school, surprise was expressed by the inspectors at finding how
much more alert, mentally, tho girls were than tho boys, and in

advance in book attainments. Subserpiently, industrial occupation

was found for the boys, when their time of book instruction was
reduced from thirty-six hours a week to eigliteen ; and after a

while, the boys were proved, upon examination, to have obtained

their previous relative position, which was in advance of the girls."

BRAIN TROUBLES.

IlIAVE carefully read " Brain Troubles," and have met with

many changes which might seem alarming to one who knows
not the influence of digestion on the mind. The cases I am now
going to give aro due to indigestion or some irritation of the

stomach on the controlling powers of tho brain. After a heavy

meal, especially after a heavy breakfast, 1 find some of my patients

cannot write proper English. They say they can express their

thoughts, but not in proper style. Other times they cannot

express them at all. If they try to do so, they find they have

forgotten half of their subject. If they continui; to write in

spite of this, they i-uii words into each other. Thus, in writing
" other rogues," they put down " other oguee," and often

drop a word out of the sentence. Sometimes they mis-spell

a word, know that it is wrongly spelt, and yet cannot find out tho

mistake, unless they consult a "dictionary. The same in adding up

a sum, or multi]jlying ; when they come to prove a sum they find it

wrong, yet cannot find out where the iniHtiike is for a time. They

may change letters in different words, thus in writing " good boy"
they may put down "goob doy." Tliere aro other little things

which an observer may notice, and which aro not signs of brain

troubles, but of indigestion, or of some improper material in tho

blood giving rise to these symptoms. These are not usually seen

before a meal, or after a light on('.

Again, irritaljility of temper most often means indigestion, or too

full bloodvessels. Whenever I feel vexed at any trifling annoyance,

1 know I am suffering from too much food. I go for a walk or take

some exercise, and so got rid of my spleen ! I hope this may bo

taken in its true light, and not as a criticism on "Brain Troubles."

T. R. Allinson, L.R.C.P., &c.
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Irttrrg to tbf editor.
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tly wia full and cUar »

All Semittamcea, Ckecuts, and Poft-OMc* Order*
4- Son

'k* Editor w^ll be Xumbered. For convenience of refer
r^erring to ang Utter, Ktii oblige by Mentioning it* nn

Ati Letter* or Querie* to the Editor tchieh require attention in the current i»»ue oj
:50iri.iDGB, thonld reock tht Futlishing OJice not Uter tkan the Saturday preceding
i* daif ^publication.

_

mnst be concise; they must be drawn
that Ihev may ro untouched »o the

Qununications, therefore, as well as' queries, or repHes to
ppear as such) should be written on $i»par»te leaves.

(either because too iong, or unBuitable, or dealing with
have discussed, or for any other reaj^on) cannot find place

ther be briefly referred to in answersto correspondents, or acknowledged
reeerred (or the purpose.

lan only ti to be contemned and de(:pi«ed who ie not in t
. . Hot is there anything more adverse to accuracy

Faradajf.pa niistalte^ but preat harm

pnotert
;

private
queries (iiktended

(II.) Letters which

"In knowledge, th
state of tr«ni«ition.

than fixity of opinion
•'There is no harm ^ „ ^.,

me a man who make* no miatakee, and I will
nothing."— itVfci.7.

•* God's Orthodoxy is Truth."— CSar/« Kingsley.

0vix Corrrsponbnuf Columns.

MACAn.AY (IN SMAI.L-roX.

[414]—As an addciidnm to what Macaulay says (as quoted in jour
edition of Saturday last), in respect of the'prevalence of small-pox
2(0 years afc'o, permit me to call your attention to his opinion as to
the value of vaccination as a preventive.

" In spite of these elotiucnt eulogies (on the introduction of
Hcming's lamps for the purpose of lighting the streets of London)
the cause of darkness was not left undefended. There were fools
in that af,'o who opposed the introduction of what was called the
new li^rht, as strenuously as fools in our age have opposed the intro-
duction of vaccination and railroads ; us strenuously as the fools of
an npe anterior to the dawn of history doubtless opposed the intro-
duction of the plough and of alphabetical writing."
As showing the intensity and prevalence of the disease at that

time, I may parenthetically mention that three of the leading
characters of that reign Buffered most severely, viz., William, Mary,
and Bcntinck ; Mary dying of it.

Direct and positive evidence of the terrible nature of a visitation
of small-pox on a population entirely (or nearly so) unprotected by
vaccination, is afforded by the accounts which reach us of the out-
break now raging in the Island of Hayti (reported in the Jiriliah
ilt'lical Journal a week or two since), "when the nnmber of deaths
during this single outbreak, and amongst a sparse population, is

calculated at no less than 20,000 victims. Obsekver.

A MISPLACED SPA.

[415]—Most people must have noticed that new brick buildings
are often defaced by a white incrustation which disappears in damp
weather and reappears in sunshine, and often obstinately continues
to do so, on parts of buildings sheltered from rain, even after the
structure is no longer new. An example may be seen in a hand-
some Wesleyan church in the Anerley-road, near Anerley station,
and in new houses and walls about Red Hill, and at Thornton
Heath, near Bcnlah Spa; and in what other localities is a question
dewrving investigation.

f)n asking the cause of this from workmen, foremen, bnilders,
and even from a local architect, I have received the various answers
that it was lime, saltpetre, and that sea salt had been used in the
mortar ; only yesterday, I was told confidently, " that, sir. is the
chalk drying out." It is curious that so remediable an nnslghtlinesa
has not been letter examined by these experts, for it is Glauber's
salt, an>l therefore easily removable.
At the ffKit of the Surrey Highlands, where the Dorking and

Rcigatc sand begins, east of Kcigate, to diverge from the chalk, and

to give place, between it and the chalk, to n ba.sin of blue clay, and
in the cellar of a house which I inhabited at tiatton I'oint, I found
esuiliiig from a wall built against the clay, crops of long feathery
crystals, which I thought at first were some kind of vegetable
mould. These constantly reappearing, I gathered in a gallipot,

li.\iviated, strained, and found to be jiurc sulphate of soda. I have
no doubt the deposit continues still.

People there sometimes complained that the well-water had an
aperient effect. I gathered the salt at the brickfields, and on tlie

then newly-built Gatton-park wall, and it appeared concentrated in

the water in which they jiuddled tlio clay. There are fuller's earth
quarries at Nuttield, in the locality j but I believe the soda in

fuller's earth is not in the form of sulphate. I thought at first the
sulphur might como from the breeze with which the bricks are
burnt

J
but the deposit in the cellar camo from unburnt clay.

There must bo hundreds of tons of it in these clay beds ; and, in

certain bricks, it appeared to me to be in sufficient quantity to pay
for soaking the bricks. Whether the valley surrounding the high
Would uf Sussex was anciently invaded by high tides, and this is

iilti red sea salt—how altered ?—or whether it is a frosli-water
(lipcisit, may bo questions having some interest; but it would
evidently be of immediate advantage to scrub this misplaced aperient
from handsome buildings. CURIOSITV.

TIMBRE OF TRUMPET, ETC.

[41G]— Can any of your readers tell me how the difference of

tone in the trumpet and cornet is to be accounted for ? I have
looked into all the books on physics and music I kaow of, but this

link between the science and art is wanting. Is the finer tono of
the trumpet due to the fact that it has a greater length of tube for
the same pitch (as it seems to me to have) ? If so, I suppose that
trumpet and cornet have much the same relation to each other as
grand and cottage piano have. Or, does the tone of the instrument
depend on the number and form of the bends in the tube ? If so,

how is the greater difficulty in playing the trumpet to bo accounted
for?

In the horn, trombone, bombardon, i-c, I notice that the tube
gradually increases in width from a point near the mouthpiece to

the bell (the ratio of increase varying in the different instruments).
With this exception, these instruments seem to be exactly similar

in form to the trumpet and some forms of cornet, and this makes
me think that the number and form of the bends in the tube
cannot appreciablj- affect the tono. Information and correction on
any of these points will greatly oblige, 1'. E. Swinstead.

POPULATION OF TllK KAKTH.
[417]—Adverting to your article, " I'oinil.ntion of the Earth,"

p. 584, Kxowi.EiiGE, may I be permitted to remark that it suggests

a lesson which all moralists and philanthropists may well take to

iie.art.

You show that had mankind during the past -1,000 years been as
free from the decimating influences of disease, war, Ac, as. during
the past year England lias been, the human race then had been in

number sufficient to throng the surface of a globe having a diameter
5,000 times that of (ho earth's. Whereas, it is highly probable that

the actual number of persons who have existed during this period

could stand on a plain in extent less than 70 miles long and CO
miles wide. That is, if we may reckon an average population nf

750,000,000, and 160 generations of 25 years each. Tl:us—
750,000,000 average population.

ICO generations.

120,000,000,000 total population.

=4,000 square miles.

30,000,000 to a square mile.

But, even taking the present population of 1,.100,000,000 as the
average, and calculating for G,00(l years, then it would appear that

the whole human family— all who have had an existence [in that

time]—could stand on a plain 150 miles long and 80 miles wide, or

little more than the surface of the Principality of Wales. Thus—
1,500,000,000 average pojiulation.

240 generations.

360,000,000,000
12,000 square mile!

80 miles.—A. WoOD.

FovD'B F.XTBACT is A Certain care for KbcumMttum and Oout.
Pond'* Eitract is a certain cure for H(rmorrhoidi«.

Pond'a Extract in a certain cure for Ncural^c pains.

Pond-. Eitract will heal Hum« and Woundfi.
Pond's Eitract will cure Sprains and liroisea.

Bold t.r all CI Chemjets. Get the
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anstong til Corrrsfponlifntsf.

*^JU cmmmteiiUons for ilu Editor requiring early attention ihould reach the

Oj!t» on or before the Saturdof preceding He current iuue of Kxcwtssei, the

i0i:rta*ing circulation of which eompele us to go to preet early in the veek.

HlXTS TO CoHBBSPOXDE^rrs.—1. Xo qneftiona atking for tcientijic information
can be anrieered through the post. 1. Lettera went to the Editor for correepondente
ctinnot be forwarded ; nor can the name* or addreeeet of correepondente be gicen in

answer to private inquiries. 3. Correspondents should write on one ride only of
the paperJ and put dratcings on a separate leaj. 4. Each letter should hare a title,

and in replying to a letter, r^erence should be made to Us number, the page on
which it appears, and its title,

J. Haetixgtox. You consider that with our present circulation

(»Thich yon under-rate, by-the-way, for our first volume Iiaa reached
niany more than the 20,000 you mention) we oufrht not to think of

increasing oar price. We do not think of so doin^. But we think it

probable you form inadequate ideas of the relation between the
expenses and the returns of such a journal as this. You speak of

20,000 twopences ; at trade rates 20,000 pence would be very much
nearer the mark. These are sordid considerations, are they not ?

why, certainly ; and the thought of daily mejOs is an animal thought,

is it not ? Try raising your sonl entirely above this animal thought
for a week or two, and then give us your ideas about Knowledge.—
UxiT.ts. Yes; the vibrating periods of the different rays of the
spectrum have been accurately determined. . The information will

be found in any treatise on the spectrum. There are 458 billions

of undulations per second in the extreme red, 727 billions in the
extreme violet.

—

Xemo. Those stories of marvellons eyesight have
often been found to be untrue. I should imagine Brussels paper of

1875 or 1876, from which you send an extract, appeared in the great
gooseberry season. Let telescopists judge:—It tells us that Jean
Trubell could see the four moons of Jupiter and the two rings of

.Saturn. Not a true bill, yon may be sure.—J. Gottfried. The
Magic Square, combined with the Knight's Tour, is good in its way

;

but we cannot find room for it. We want a plan for getting a quart
into a pint pot ; it always beats us.

—

Simplex. Slany thanks.

—

W. W. Fah-cus. Your theory of lightning hardly consistent with the
production of the electric spark in perfectly dry air.—G. B. Fraseb.
I ought long since to have thanked you for the very interesting

book by Mr. Lindsay, which you have kindly lent me. It is full of

matter of great value to me.—J. S. J. Thanks for note on change
of colour of hair in case of one of the surrivors of Isandula.

—

Thoughtful. Will find space if possible.—Corbeau. Yes; La
Fontaine's familmr fable makes the crow act rather foolishly. In
Chaucer's Xun's Priest's Tale, it is Chanticleer who is beguiled by
Keynard's flattery, and then Beynard is beguiled in turn. But this

itj a lesson in sense, not in scienjo,—to show us

What it is for to be reekelcss.

And negligent, and trust on Battery

;

and also that he is

Indiscreet of govei'nance,

That jangleth when that ho should hold his peace.

.^I'^sop's fable of the "Crow and the Pitcher" might be used the

other way, if fables counted.

—

Euclid. Thanks for account of fire-

ball on May 4 at 9.30 p ni. If the same object was seen by others
tar away from your station (Bolton), and a good account of the
apparent pith can be given, the observation may be useful in

determining the real path of the meteor in our air; otherwise not.

—

Jas. S3IITII. There is no rigid arch, and practically no arch at all,

the curvature of the earth's superficial strata being so slight. If

the Uim.tlayas were twenty niiles high there would be some reason
for wondering at their stability. To all intents and purposes the
pressures existing within the earth are such as would result if the
whole earth were fluid. The cohesion even of a granite stratum,
of whatever thickness, small or great, does not prevent the whole
stratum from ]iressing downwards, and communicating downwards
the pressure it receives from above, with practically unchanged
effect. Sir W. Thomson's argument is, in fact, just this, that there
is no solid shell with fluid nucleus relieved by rigidity of such
shell from external pressure, but that the earth's whole globe is

continuous, with no freed fluid mass within. If yon consider that,

were the whole earth water, an ice mountain of any height (con-

sistent with the rigidity of ice) could rear itself above that fluid

surface, sustained by fluid pressures alone, you will see how little

force there is in the argument you derive from the llimalaya.s.

E. S. IxsULL, points out that in the Pharmacy Act, 18GS, prepara-
tions of morphine, as well as opium and all preparations of opium
are specifically mentioned as poisons.—F. "T. Jones. We would
print your thoughtfully-nTitten letter in full, were there space : but
there it not. The answer to your difficulty is simply, that within
the period covered by astronomical observation the day has altered
80 slightly that, until quite recently, it was regarded as conatont

;

the slight change would not affect the appreciably unchanging
length of the year. You refer, I notice, to what I have stated as

the result of the investigations of others as if it were my own sijecial

statement.—J. U.vbgbeave. You ask in wliat sense the wordM
"moment of gravitation" as used by Dr. Siemens in his letter are
incorrect. In this—the word " moment," in all mechanical ques-

tions, means motion, not the force causing motion; Dr. Siemens
ajjplies it to mean the moving force on a mass of gaseous matter
at the solar poles ; a moving force is measured by the " momentum "

or '• moment," or quantity of motion it can generate, but
to the mathematician, calling a moving force moment is as

incorrect as it would be to call a printing-machine a printed

volume.—Some More Fellows. Why, certainly ; so I supposed.

—

A. Jo.VES.—To deal with your problem, we must know the co-

efficient of elasticity between billiard-ball and cushion, and co-

efficient of friction between ball and baize.

—

Electbo.v. Others
think a great deal too much space given to that subject.—E. L. H.
Letter duly received, and shall appear.—E. M. O. Nay, but the

transit will soon be over. Comets come and go all the time.

—

H. A. B. Sheet lightning is quite distinct from forked; the elec-

tricity is of small tension, and there is no thunder. A flash of

lightning being a discharge between cloud and earth, or between
cloud and cloud, can never be said to be dispersed in air.—F. T.

PiGGOTT. Paper on Foresights in type; thanks. Ale.x. Smith.

Surely a note to Mr. D. Bogue, publisher of the now defunct
Papular Science Review, would bring you what you require.

—

Peccavi. Peccaristi—in this respect, that the ink you have used has

become so smeared that I cannot read all your questions. (1) A ray

of light appears to travel onwards without measurable diminution

within measurabledistances. (2) Do not knowexperimentallywhether
ascending air bubble in water casts a shadow, though rarer than the

water. Theoretically it should, as a light ray will not pass out of

water into air at small angles. (3) Stanley's book on Fluids, reviewed

in K.nowledce a few weeks back, will help you as to the other ques-

tions, so far as I can guess their purport from the few nnobliterated

words.—F. W. Cory, F.M.S. I trj- a new arrangement for weather

this week. You say, in passing, that many readers probably " usurp

an Englishman's prerogative of grumbling— very often at nothing."

I would not mind that so much ; what troubles me is, that some
will grumble at evcr^-thing. This does not apply to your letter,

though you do describe the weather reports as " simply abominable."

I think you are about right ; hence the change. Possibly, «-ith the

first number of Yolume II., which opens in June, an improvement

on this may bo tried. Of course, there are many difficulties.

—

R. M. Hands. The passage in the Pvramid points too far from the

Pole to aim at our present Pole Star, which is much nearer the Pole

than Alpha Draconis ever was or ever could be.—3oVD Mos-<. Are
yon not thinking of a screw nearly " home," and overlooking the fact

that Sir E. Beckett's device is to help chiefly when the screw is " far

from home ? " He is no theoriser about such matters, bnt eminently

I>ractical. lam sorry I overlooked your astrononiical query. Will you
kindly repeat it ?—A. J. I. Thanks for story of omnibus horse stopping

when lady hailed unobser\-ant conductor, "it certainly suggests intelli-

gence and observation.— S. S. An intra-mercurial pl.inct, if such

exists, must bo very much smaller than Mercury, and being farther

off when in transit, would seem smaller still. It can readily Iw

shown that the largest intra-mercurial planet which can exist con-

sistently with the obser\-od constant absence of any naked-eye

object "during total eclipses, must be utterly invisible when in

transit (to unaided eyesight).—E. (!. I do not know of any com-

plete tables of logarithms giving remits to ten or twelve digits.

—

Thomas Lvox.-i. Pray do not think us uncourteons in omitting your

querj- ; it is quite true that the term "knowledge" is very wide, but

the journal Knowledcf. is not very large, and something has to give

wav when an attempt is made to make the less enclose the greater.

" Five of Clubs " and " Mephisto " mil be proud of your favourable

opinion of their colnmns.— Sheffield. Thanks for your kindly

letter. Wo feel that, as yo\i say, it would l>o unfair to make n

change in the direction of "enlargement with increased price."

—

Selexiai.. The keepers of second-hand Ixwk-stalls would bo able to

tell you where to get old copies of the examination questions for

matriculation at London. I do not know.—Fusiyama. .\1b', our

renders " will not away with " more magic squares ! How can your

lotus-leaf problem bo" donit with, without some data na to lotus-

leaves :—J. I.ITHER Hayxes. I do not know in what paper you

could get weekly information of the rainfall in Snrthe and Loin?.—

J. F. Description of microphone in hand, as pnimised ; but wiint

of space troubles us at present. " Eloctnm " and others wont more

clectricitv, and scarcely any n.sf ronomy ; "J. Hemming " and others

howl ngninst " Blow-pipe Chemistry," ond want more natural

histor^•; and soon all down the scientific subjwts.—J. Gbo,>.vexo«

Dawk! An index to Vol. I. will be issued immediately.

[.Vboiit two pages of "Answers" hare been unavoidably held ever ]
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INVERSE PROBABILITIES.

THE formulas we have obtained sliow that in a set of ilrawings

or trials of any sort sonic results are more probable than

others. For instance, if we took a set of twelve balls out of a bag
of l.liOO.OOO balls, of four colours equally divided, we should bo

more likely to draw three of each kind contained in the bag, than

to draw one of one specified kind, two of another kind, also specified,

four of another specified kind, and five of the remaining class, but

less likely to draw three of each kind, than one of one kind, two of

another, four of another, and five of the remaining class, without

specilieation.* And so in a variety of cases we can compare the

chances of different results when the antecedent conditions arc

known. But it is clear that this power of partial forecasting implies

a power of inferring antecedent conditions from observed results.

We may now enter upon this interesting department of our subject.

In so doing, we are preparing to discuss that application of the laws

of probability which is chiefly to be considered in discussing the

result.'! of observation and experiment. But it is well to promise

that the two departments of the science of probability are most
intimately associated together, insomuch that one cannot well bo

studied without the other. This will appear, indeed, at tlio very

beginning of our discussion of indirect probabilities.

We know from the laws of direct probability that if there aro in

a bag ten balls, three white and seven black, the chance of drawing

awbiteballis j^ , and the chance of drawing a black ball is j^-

Xow if we suppose the ten balls all alike in colour (say all

white), but three of them bearing a mark not discernible by tlio

drawer (who, however, is supposed to be aware that three are

marked) it is clear that when he has drawn a ball, although ho
cannot tell whether it is one of the three marked balls, he
knows that the probability of his having drawn a marked ball is

10- suppose these ten balls put into a bag with twelve others,

these others being black; and that a white ball is drawn. In this

case, as in the former, the drawer knows that the probability of

3
the white ball being one of the marked three is j^. The addition

of the twelve black balls diminishes the chance of drawing one of

the marked three, but when the fact is known that a white ball has
been drawn, the chance that this ball is one of tlie marked three is

obviously not a whit affected by the addition of the black balls.

Xow, suppose that instead of twenty-two balls in one bag there

are two bags, each containing eleven balls— in one bag the three

marked white balls and eight black ones ; in the other seven white
and four black balls. If a bag is to bo selected at random and a
ball to be drawn at random from the bag thus selected, it will be
obvious that the chance of drawing one of the marked balls is pre-

cisely the same in this case as in the former ; for the chance of

selec'ting the right bag of eleven balls is precisely the same as the

chance that one of the eleven balls now in the bag would be drawn
from lie original twenty-two, that is, is one-half. Otherwise, the

chance of drawing a marked ball ivould bo affected by separating the

twenty-two balls into two sets. For inst ancc, if the three marked balls

were put into one bag, and the remaining nineteen into another, it

ii clear that the chance of drawing one of the marked balls would
3

be one-half instead of 55. But the two bags containing the same

namber of balls,t the chance of drawing one of the marked balls is

nnchanged.
Bat we have seen that when a white ball has been drawn from

• As examples remove much of the seeming mystery of general

laws, I will comparr; thcRC three chances together. The chance of

any particular result is the same appreciably as though a ball were
drawn at random and returned, the operation being repeated twelve
times ; and this chance, ag:iin, is exactly the same as though the

bag contained only 1 red, 1 white, 1 black, and 1 green ball. So
that the p, </, Ac., of onr formula are each erjnnl to unity—the total

numlier of trials is 12, and the first probability wc require relates

to the drawing of each ball three times. The value of this pro-

bability is, theraforc

—

112
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bag), the probability tliat it is one of tho

a. white ball has been drawn from

one of the two bags of eleven balls the chances that this ball is ono
of the marked balls—in other words, the chance that it has come
from tho bag into which tho mai-ked balls were all placed—is still
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And by following the method whereby this special result was
obtained, it is easily seen that the following general law can be
deduced :— If there are in each of two bags p balls in all, q of the
balls in one bag being white, and r of those in the other j then if a

bag is selected at random and a ball drawn at random from this bag
is white, the probability that the bag containing (j white balls was

selected is —-— Of course, the probability that the other bag
r + q

was selected is It will bo observed that p does not appear

in either result.

Now take tho case where tho bags do not contain the same
number of balls. Suppose one bag contains eight balls, throe of

which aro white and five black, and the other tvrelve balls, seven of

which are white and five black ; and supposing a white ball drawn,

let us inquire what is tho probability that it came from the former

bag?
Hero wo can obviously reduce the problem to tho former case by

changing the number o"f balls in the two bags without modifying

tho proportion of black and white balls. Thus, taking 24, tho least

common multiple of 8 'and 12, wo see that the fijst bag may bo
replaced by ono containing 24 balls, of which 9 are white ; whilo

tho second bag can bo replaced by one containing 24 balls, of whiol>

14 are white. The clianfe of drawing a white ball from one or

other bag is in no way modified by these changes, and consequently

the inferences to be deduced when a white ball has been drawn aro

not modified. But the numbers being now e(|ual, we learn from

what was shown in the former case, that if a white ball is drawn

tho probability is -

bag.

23
that it taken from the first

|4

Now, by striking out common factors, it

(iii.) .

J3 J3 J3 J3
4'

I write out I'.l', Ac, in full, to show tho connection between tho

I.ririflion and onr formulas.) Now, tho second probability wo
luirc relates to the drawing of a definite number of each kind,

i.tcifying what kind is to be drawn once, twice, Ac. If the chance

were required that 1 red, 2 white, 4 black, and 5 groon balls would

be drawn, the e.tpression for tho probability would be

—

|lg I'.l'.V.V

ll \± \± W' 4:"

And wo should get the same probability, whatever the specifications

might be. Further, since there aro 14s_ that is 1.2.3.4 different

specifications possible, tho third probability which relates to the

drawing of 1, 2, 4, and 5 of different kinds, without specifying

which kind is to appear once, twice, four times, and five times, is

equal to

|12 I'.l'.V

]2_ |£nL *"

readily seen that the

expressions (i), (ii), and (iii) aro to each other as ^

—

^—jg,

^
and — : or, as — to —„ to _ ; so that (iii) is the

14.4.5 4..'> 108 480 20

greatest, and (ii) tho least, as was to be shown.

+ The reader should most carefully nolo tho point of the roa-

Honitig hero. If we put an equal number of balls into each bag,

wo have not modified £he pi-obability that the ball actually drawn

will belong to ono sot or to tho other equal set ; the chances were

equal before the separation, and they remain cfiuiil after the sepa-

ration. But if wo put into one bag a smaller number of balls than

we put into tho other, wo have modified tho clianco that the ball

actually drawn will belong to the larger or to tho smaller set; tho

chances were not equal before tho separation, but they are equal

after it.
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Now let us apply this method to a more f^eneral case. Suppose

one bag contains p halls, of which q are white, and that another baf,'

"ontains )/ balls, of which q' are white ; a white ball is drawn—what
IS the chance that it came from the foi-mer bag ?

Ucre w<- take ;j ji'. the common multiple of p and p, and replace

the lir.st ba;,' by nne containin<^ pp' balls, of which p'q are white ; the

second by a pp' balls of which pq' are white. The numbers are now

equal, and, therefore, our former rule gives ^-i— , as the chance
pq+p'q

that the drawn white ball came from the first bag ; and ——

^

pq+pq
as the chance that this ball came from the second bag.

If we divide the numerator and denominator of these expressiops

by pp' we obtain expressions for these chances which are readily

interprctable into a law for all such cases. The former expression

becomes

the latter becomes

and since - is the probabilitv of drawing a wliite hall from the

I>

first bag if this bag is selected, while 2- is the probability of draw-
P'

ing a white ball from the second bag if selected, we have this

general law :

—

If the chance of drawing a white ball from first bag is Cj

and the chance of drawing a wliite ball from the second is Cj,

then if a white ball is drawn, the chance that it came from the

first bag is 1 ;.- , the chance that it came from the second is

C,
C, + Co

But the bags of balls are merely illustrative, and we

obviously proceed at once to this general law :

—

If there are two hypotheses equally likely, and one of which miiat

be true, and on the first hypothesis the chance of a certain event is

t'l, while on the second hypothesis the chance of the event is Co,

then, if the event happen, the probability that the first hypothesis

' and the probability that the second hyj)0-is the true
C, + Co

thesis is the true one is .

C, + Co

Tlie importance of this formula will be more readily understood
when it is applied to illustrative cases, to bo considered in our next
number.

PROBLEMS.

Problem 43.—A tapering beam is 30 ft. long. At a distance of

10ft. from the thick end it is in er|uilibrium. The fulcrum is

shifted 2 ft. nearer the small end, and the beam is then in equi-
librium when a weight of 601b. has been suspended to the thin end.
Find the weight of the beam.—W. D. B.

Problem 44.—There are two drums ; the diameter of the larger
is, say, 3 ft. ; that of the smaller is, say, 2 ft.; the distance from
centres is, say, 10 ft. ; required the exact length of belting neces-
sary for them.—W. D. B.

[40].—The equation belongs to a well-known class. It may bo

depressed by putting p for — , when it becomes

dt

dr, dO dp

"""'di-dT-T/
d_p_\d(£)

"dU~-J, do '

substituting and multiplying by 2 wo get
d{p')
—i^g- -t-2o/p'= — 2(/0, a linear equation of the first order and first

degree.

whence ji' - —

Therefore l = '!L.

^^"-L)

terms.—J. U. C.

nnot be integrated in a finite scries of

#ur ©abisft Column.
Bv " Five of Clubs."

A GAME FOR STUDY.
IHE following hands are given by Clay to illustrate :

rather, a class of cases—where it is necessary to disregard

Spades- Q, Kn, 10, 1

3,2.
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games by Leonard P. Recs, p. 597.

Xo. 40.

1. Q takes R(ch) K takes Q
2. Kt takes P(cli) K to Ktsq
3. Kt to B6(ch) K mores
4. li to KS(mate)

Xo. 41.

I

1. R toQ4(cJ0 K toRt
I
2. K to UMch) K takes K

I

3. Kt to B5(cb) and wins
if 2. K to Kt3

I
3. IJ toKtl(oh) wins

\Mnte to play and nmt

Mackenzie ...

Steinitz
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THE GROSVENOR GALLERY.

A FOREIGNER who should take a hasty glance through

the Grosveuor Gallery might at first suppose it was
intended as a place of refuge for works of art (Heaven save

the mark !) which elsewhere would be regarded as insults

to the public. Looking more carefully through the collec-

tion, he would find many charming works manifestly placed

here for their excellence, not for the grossness of their

defects. It would probaVily remain a mystery to him how
works so unlike in character came to be side by side in

the same collection, did not some English friend tell him of

the idiocies of the lesthetic school of art, and of the insolt^nt

madness of that school of which Mr. Whistler is the most
peccant—we wish we could say, the only—representative.

In the early youth of painting (passing over the Egyptian,

Greek, and ancient Roman schools, of whose works we know
very little), artists had crude ideas of drawing and colour-

ing, they knew very little of perspective and anatomy,
and they had scarce any models worth copying. They had,

as children have, a taste for bright colours ; and they pos-

sessed what children, as a rule, do not possess, the power
of depicting beautiful colours, though in inharmonious
combinations. Thus we find in their paintings imperfect

perspective, angular figures, impossible bones and muscles,

unwholesome complexions, and gaudy ornamentation—but,

occasionally, very beautiful tints. Of aercal perspective

the early painters knew simply nothing—or, if they knew
anything, they made not the slightest attempt to apply

their knowledge.

The paintings of the early schools are therefore neces-

sarily defective, and so far as general effect is concerned,

they are, for the most part, in the artistic as well as ordinary

sense, simply hideous. But they are full of interest

Moreover, scarcely one of the paintings by the ablest of

the early painters fails to show here and there features

which, considered iiioni', are of exquisite beauty. The
charm of antiquity appeals to us as we study tliese ancient

paintings. The practised eye can see in them also the

germs of the noble works of the great painters who came
afterwards. In every national collection these old paint-

ings have a place of honour ; every student of art ex-

amines them with loving care ; and if occasionally there

is something of the feeling with which we look over a
portfolio of pictures by a child, if there is sometimes a

sense of amused wonder at the quaintness of the concep-

tions and the inadequacy of their rendering, the feeling is

softened, much as when, looking at pictures by a child

who is dead, the thoucjht comes to us that his tiny fingers

never learned to hold pencil or brush with firmness and
vigour, that he was never more than the child-artist.

And because men of sense and of artistic skill study
with love and tenderness these quaint old beginnings of

modern art, there " come you in " certain idiots, hoping to

beguile us of our esteem by copying the defects of those

beloved old masters who tlourished during the childhood of

painting. As if some inane noodle of middle age should take

the grotesque drawings of a child, and copy all their absur-

dities, these imbeciles of the present day (when art, though
it should at least have reached its full manhood, ought not

to be in second childhood) carefully picture sickly, ill-shaped

beings, in impossible attitudes (they call them mediwval,

but people in the middle ages were not all crippled and de-

formed), adorned with tawdry, ill-arranged frippery, and
wanting even what the quaint old pictures possessed, occa-

sional touches of beautiful colouring, and occasional bits of

effective drawing.

Take, for instance, " The Feast of Peleus," by E. Bume
Jones, Xo. 1.^7 (East Gallery). For what earthly reason

is a long-su tiering public to be insulted by a picture in

which the Laughter-Loving Goddess of Beauty is represented

as a high-shouldered, hideous sksieton 1 and in which tho

two rival goddesses who claim the apple (marked by Discord
" for the fairest !") are as ugly and dyspeptic as their dreary

rivaU—uglier they could hardly be. There was some
excuse for a Ghirlandajo or a Botticelli who represented a

saint as one who had lived an ascetic life—in other

words, as a pale, half-starved weakling. But there is not

common sense or even decency in picturing these wan
and wasted wretches as " the three great goddesses who
claimed the golden apple as the prize of beauty." In the

"Tree of Forgiveness,"' by the same (No. 144) we are

pained perhaps more by the oftensiveness of the sub-

ject (in an artistic sense) than by the hideous com-

plexions and expressions (we say nothing about the utterly

incorrect proportions of Demophoon's chest, belly, and

limbs, seeing that the painters of this school must be all

wrong anatomically, or they would not be media>val). A
lady who had been an almond tree for a while might have

such a colour (for aught we know), and a man upon whom
such a creature suddenly sprang out might be excused for

wearing a very uncomfortable expression. But Venus
Aphrodite sick and sorry, worn, wan, and wasted, we
really " cannot away with.' Of the three ladies in "The
Mill" (No. 175), by the same painter, we can only say

that they are suggestive rather of stale rhubarb than of

faint lilies; and a similar remark applies to the Angel with

complicated wings in No. 292, whose melancholy expres-

sion by no means accords with the usual ideas respecting

angelic happiness.

It is, indeed, easy to fall into a way of lightly ridiculing

this absurd school. But their offences merit more serious

chastisement than mere ridicule. The mischief such paint-

ings do is very serious. Among the inexperienceil they

create utterly false tastes. They are not only bad in them-

selves: they are bad in their indirect influence. They

kill men's love for tho works of the old paintert. If there

are any who have done more than otliers to dt^stroy our

appreciation of those works, to make tiiem positively hate-

ful and disgusting to us, instead of intei-esting and delight-

ful (as rightly viewed they should be), it is their so called

followers, who admire them for their defects, carefully
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copy their defects, and liave notliing in common with them
but the worst of their defects.

But if we feel contempt for the paltry aflectation of

the old style, with what feelings must we regard the mad
new style, the Noctin-nes in Blue and Silver, the Harmonies

in Flesh-colour and Pink, the Notes in Blue and Opal !

We are shown a sooty-faced, ill-shaped creature, with linil)S

entirely out of proportion (do look at that left arm !), on

a dirtv-black background, with smears of vermilion on

necklace, lips, and hat, and we are told it is—not a

Horror in Soot and Ochre, as our eyes tell us—but

(forsooth) a Harmony in Black and Red ! A dark bluish

surface, with white dots on it, and the faintest adumbra-

tions of shape under the darkness, is gravely called a Noc-

turne in Black and Gold. A few smears of colour, such as

a painter might make in cleaning his paint-brushes, and

which neither near at hand nor far oil', neither from one side,

nor from tlie other, nor from in front, do more than vaguely

suggest a shore and l>ay, is described as a " Note in Blue

and Browni," and purports to present that well-known

and lovely spot, St. Brelade's Bay. Criticism is power-

less here, because one wlio found these pictures other

than insults to his artistic sense, could never be reached

by reasoning. We are not sure but that it would be

something like an insult to our readers to say more
about these " things." They must surely be meant in jest

;

but whether the public have chiefly to tliank Mr. Wliistler,

or the managers of the Grosvenor Gallery, for playing oft'

on them this sorrj- joke, we do not know, nor greatly care.

Meliora canamus .'

{To he continued.)

ENGLISH SEASIDE HEALTH-RESORTS.
By Alfred H.wilaxd.

CLASSIFICATION.

BEFORE describing the seaside towns usually resorted

to for liealth or change, either singly or in groups, it

is necessary that they should be classified in such a manner
as to assist the reader in forming a correct idea of their

general and social climatic difi'erences ; for, when this part

of the subject is clearly understood, health-seekers and
their advisers will be less likely to err in the too-frequent

direction of expecting from certain health-resorts what
Nature has never given them to bestow, and will be more
likely to find what they want, when, after first a-scertaining

what their bodily conditions absolutely require, and what,

from their hereditary tendencies or other peculiai-ities of

con-stitution, must be carefully avoided, they study each
group and each member of it, with all the knowledge they

I>os,sess of its characteristic climatic properties, and, after

doing so, select such a resort as will fulfil their health-

requirements,' without evoking latent tendencies to disease

—a most important point to be considered, although one
unfortunately too frequently neglected.

Health-resorta must be studied— I. As to latitudinal and
longitudinal position ; for the English coast, including that

of Wales, is between C° 1' 4.'»" degrees of the former, and
7^ 1 r .0.5" of the latter, and thus stretches over an area
including a remarkaVjle variety of climatic factors. As re-

gards latitude, the most southerly point is the Lizard Head,
in the district of Helston, Cornwall, 49^ .'JG' .'J.5" lat. N.

;

the most northerly, Berwick-upon-Tweed, in Northumber-
land, 5.0'' 38' 20" lat N. As to longitude, the most easterly

point is Lowestoft, in the district of Mutford, Suffolk,
1'' 31' 25" long. R ; and the most westerly, the Land's

End, in the district of Penzance, Cornwall, 5' 40' 30"
long. W.

II. As to their position on the seaboard ; whether they
enjoy the warm moist air from the Gulf Stream, the bracing
air of the North Sea, or an atmosphere brought by the
winds after it has lost its sea character by passing over
thousands of square miles of continent.

III. As to their site on the coast ; whether they are
elevated on precipitous clift's, having a protective influence,

or on low-lying, flat shores, over which the winds find no
resistance ; or in deep \alleys facing the sea, where the-

natural force of the wind is increased, like that of the tidal

wave, inl^funnel-shapcd estuaries ; as to the heights behind
them, whether, although they may be protected by them
from some winds, these heights do not act injuriously, on
the whole, by preventing due air flushings when the winds
from the sea are only moderate in force, especially in the
case of large towns where there is much smoke.

IV. As to the depth or shallowness of the sea ; whether
the beach ofters opportunities for exercise and recreation,

or whether at low tide there is a wide expanse of mud
exposed.

V. As to their exposure to or protection from certain

prevailing winds, and whether their street arrangement is

such as to afford the health-seeker opportunities of availing

himself of natural advantages.

VI. As to the prevalence or scarcity of certain diseases

in the resorts themselves and in the neighbouring districts,

and as to the zymotic death-rate.

VII. As to the geology and physical geography of the

site and its neighbourhood.

VIII. And, as far as practicable, as to the temperature,

its monthly mean, daily range, its mean monthly maximum, j

minimum, and range, the rainfall, and, wherever it can be
ascertained, the temperature of the sea.

The above is an outline ;of what we hope to present to-

our readers, and we need hardly say that we shall be
grateful to all who will kindly assist us with reliable in-

formation on the above or any other points of interest

connected with the seaside health-resorts of England. We
will now give a list, under our first heading, of some of

the resorts which will more or less command our attention

in future papers.

I. Latitudinal Position. On the East Coast.

—

Between .Ol" and .02° N., Deal, Ramsgate, Margate,

Heme Bay, and Southend. Between trl° and .03° N.,

Lowestoft, Great Yarmouth, Cromer and Huntstanton.

Between .03° and 54°, Great Grimsby. P>ctween 54° and
55° N., Bridlington, Filey, Scarborough, Whitby, Redcar.

On the West Coast.—Between 50° and 51° N., Sennan

(Land's End), St. Ives. Between 51° and 52° N., Ilfra-

combe, Burnham, Weston-super-Mare, Clevedon, and Tenliy.

Between 52° and 5.3° N., Aberystwith and Bournemouth.

Between 53° and 54° N., Beaumaris, Bangor, Penmaenmawr,
Llandudno, Rhyl, New Brighton, Southport, and Black-

pool ; and between 54° and 55° N., Morecombe Bay. On the

South Coast.—Between 51° and 52° N., Dover, Folkestone,

and Ilythe ; and between 50° and 51° N., Hastings, and

St. Leonard.s, Ea.stbourne, Seaford, Brighton, Worthing, I

Littlchampton, Bognor, Isle of Wight, I'.ournemouth, I

Weymouth, Lyme Regis, Exmoutli, Dawlish, Teignmouth, \

Torquay, Dartmouth, Penzance, and the Lizard.

The reader will kindly correct the followiiif; errata in the first

paper, p. 3, col. II. For " Hcasonably," read " seasonally "
; after

" distribntcd " insert "in"; for " toach," read "teaches"; and I

" before such places " omit " that." I

The " Christian Commonwealth " has been permanently enlarged

from 16 to 24 pp.
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ANTIQUITY OF MAN IN WESTERN
EUROPE.

By Edwakd Clodd.

SCANTY as are the bones of Palieolithic man, no

unprejudiced person can deny that the tools and

weapons of the Drift are products of human skill, low in

the scale as tliis may be ; for they have defined, purposeful

shapes, whicli were artificially produced, because they can

be thus formed only by the application of blows or of

pressure in a peculiar way, as modern experiments show.

Moreover, they indicate selection on the part of their

fashioners, since they cannot be made from every kind of

tlint. They are found, in striking correspondence of form,

wherever man is kno^\Ti to have wandered, or may be

presumed to have wandered, over the earth*—in the

allu^aals of the East, the laterite or brick earth of

Madras ; in the river-gravels of sacred and classic lands,

by the Sea of Galilee, and along the valley of the Tiber

;

in brief, in every explored part of the Old and New
Worlds " from Cliina to Peru. ' They witness to the wide

distribution of rude tribes of hunters in the lowest stage of

culture, of whose aboriginal home we can only speculate, of

whose ultimate fate nothing whatever is known.

Into this Universe, and v;hii, not knowing,
Nor irhcnce, like water willy-nilly flowing;

And out of it, as wind along the waste,

I know not whither, willy-nilly blowing.f

The description of rude Northern tribes given by Tacitus

may not unfitly—rather with added force—be applied to

them. "They are wonderfully savage and miserably poor.

They have no weapons, no horses, no homes ; they feed on
herbs, and are clad with the skins of beasts; the ground is

their bed, and their only hope of life is in their arrows,

which, for lack of iron, they sharpen with tips of bone.

The women live by hunting, just like the men, for they
accompany the men in their wanderings and seek their

share of the prey. And they have no other refuge for

their young children against wild beasts or storms than to

cover them up in a nest made of interlacing boughs. Such
are the homes to which the young men return, in whicli

the old men take their rest."!

The implements of the ancient Stone Age are certainly

not more recent than the water-laid beds in which they
are found hitherto undisturbed, and the height of these,

ranging from .'iOft. to as much as 200 ft., in some places,

above the present river-levels, is proof of enormous anti-

quity. An appro.ximate estimate of the time required for

tiie deepening of a valley is furnished by the quantity of

sediment carried yearly by the river flowing through it to

the sea. The data at hand for this result are slender, but
Professor A. Geikie shows that the removal of one foot

of rock occupies in some cases a few centuries : in others

as many chiliads. For example, the Po appears to lower
the surface of the area drained by it at the rate of one foot

in 729 years, while the Mississippi takes G,000 years to

effect a like result. And although the larger volume and
flood of the Pleistocene rivers—betokened by the coarse

gravel, the large unrolled stones, and the mingled remains
of different species of animals which alternately occupied

the land, as the climate of Pleistocene times was now
genial, now arctic—scooped out the valleys at a quicker

rate than the rivers of to-day, the removal by the Somme,

• Scandinavia must be excepted, the finds there being exclusively

Neolithic.

+ Kubiiiyit of Omar Khayyilm, xxix. J Gcrmania, c. -W.

for example, of masses of chalk and overlying Tertiary
(letiris (of which its valley entirely consists) to the depth
of 150 ft, through a channel many miles in length,

demands an Immense period. Subsequent to this, what
vast lapse of time is required to explain the gap between
the Drift and the early pre-historic period when the
polished stone-using peoples arrived, so that, as Dr. Evans
remarks :

" we must, for the present at least, judge of the
antiquity of these deposits rather from the general effect

produced upon our minds by the vastness of the changes
which have taken place, both in the external configuration

of the country and its extent seaward, since the time of their

formation, than by any actual admeasurement of years or

of centuries.*

But these implements of the river gravels do not tell the

whole story about Palieolithic man. Speaking broadly, he
falls into two divisions—Drift-man and Cave-man ; the

tools and weapons found in the limestone caverns of

Western Europe marking a distinct advance, perchance

due to another race, over those of the earlier period. For
while, as has been remarked, the gravel-beds yield only

oval-shaped flints and leaf-shaped flakes, the caves furnish

flint saws, lance heads, awls, barbed weapons, bone needles

(in one place a stone drill lying near them), imbedded with

charcoal and the debris of animals eaten, as the musk
sheep, bison, and others, especially the reindeer. From
the enormous numbers of this creature, which appears to

have formed the chief food of the rude hunters, the cave

deposits are often spoken of as belonging to the Reindeer

period, in contradistinction to the Drift or Mammoth
period. The precedence of decoration over dress notice-

able among savages, perhaps finds illustration in rude

strings of animals' teeth and shells ; while a soft red ochre

(o.xide of iron), which occurs among the relics, shows that

the Reindeer men painted their skins. But we are

anticipating.

From the earliest times, " the clefts of the valleys, the

caves of the earth, and in rocks," have formed the natural

shelters of barbaric races. And, although the traces of

bone and other relic-yielding caverns of tertiary and early

quaternary times appear to have been swept away in the

momentous changes of land surface, the caverns of subse-

quent periods are rich in remains wliich enable us to con-

struct a more vivid outline of man in the ancient Stone

Age than do the scanty and rude relics of tlie Drift,

Implements of the Drift type occur among tlie oldest

layers in caverns, but the upper deposits supply the

evidence of advance to which reference has been

made. Following M. de Mortillet's' divisioi\s for a

moment, the Thenaisian and Acheulian epochs embrace the

Drift period ; the Moustcrian, Solutrian, and Magdalenian

epochs the Cave period. Not that these latter divisions

are to be taken as hard and fast, but as overlapping,

because they may, in fact, represent no great difference or

extended succession of time. And for the present purpose

it is better that in place of explanation of. or comment
upon, the method of selecting specific implements as types

of each period adopted by M. de Mortillet^ an account lie

given of the deposits and contents of one of our most

celebrated English caverns, premising that these will aftord

a fair idea of the bone-caves and rock-shelters of tlie con-

tinent, except where the latter have furnished certain

remarkable specimens of primitive art to be presently re-

ferred to.

Before entering our cave, which shall be Kent's Hole,

near Tnr(|uay, let us briefly explain how the deposits in it,

and in like caverns found in limestone rock, have been

' " Ancient Stone Iniplemonts," p. 621.
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formed, because the almost imperceptible rate at which, in

some cases, they have l>een laid down has an important

liearing on the age of the contents imbedded within them.

The surface-wat<»r tinds its way through some crevice or

tissure in the rock, and being moi-e or less charged with

carlwnic acid deri\ed from the atmosphere, and from

decayed vegetable and other matter in the soil, becomes a

very powerful solvent, under which the rock, converted

into carlionate of lime, is carried away in solution. But
while much thus runs off, Nature, true to her cyclical

action, begins to refill the cavity which she has eaten

away. Drops of water, holding the lime in solution, ooze

from the roof, and, falling on the floor, gradually form

beds and l)Osses of stjilagmito, wliich hermetically seal

whatever de'iris may happen to be lying about, while such

portions of the dissolved limestone as remain clinging to

the roof after evaporation of the water from them hang
icicle-like therefrom, and gradually form the beautiful

columns of stalactite which adorn many of the famous
caverns of the world.

CRYSTALS.

Bv William Jago, F.C.S., Assoc. Inst. Cixem.

No. III.

IN our last paper we studied crystals, artificially pro-

pared, under the microscope ; it is our purpose in this

numljer, still using the microscope as our means of investi-

gation, to examine crystals which have been formed natu-

rally. From what has already been stated, it will be seen

how universal is the tendency which matter has, when
assuming the solid state, to also become crystalline.

Rocks form no exception to this rule, and in many speci-

mens of the granitic type, large and well- formed crystals are

found embedded in the finer portions of the rock. The
name "porphyry" is now restricted by geologists to rocks

of this class. The stone of the large polished granite

fountain in St. Paul's Churchyard contains some very fine

crj-stals of the minerals felspar and hornblende ; but not
only is granite distinctly made up of crystals, but even the

finer grained rocks, which to the naked eye appear per-

fectly uniform in texture, are also found on minute exami-

nation to be more or less crystalline in structure. Of
recent years the application of the microscope in geology

has l)een much extended, and now the description of any
rock would not be considered complet<; without mention
of its microscopic characteristics. To examine rocks with

the microscope, by means of transmitted light, in the way
most usually adoptf;d, it is neces.sary to prepare and mount
extremely thin sections, these sections being often much
thinner than paper. At pre.sent we shall not be able to

give directions for the preparation of such specimens, but,

with the Editor's permi.ssion, may make practical direc-

tions for section-grinding and mounting the subject of a

.separate paper on some future occasion.

In the first paper of this series it was stated that the

black, pitch like form of lava is instanced by the geologist

as the type of glas.sy or non-crystalline rocks. Fig. 1 is a

sketch made of such a piece of gla.ssy lava, "obsidian"

from the Lipari Isles, magnififid to about 2.^0 diameters.

It i.s almost a pure natural glass; the small black specks

are probably embryonic crystals of magnetite (one of the

natural oxides of iron). Such a rock is produced by the

rapid cooling and golidilication of molt<in rock material
;

with slower cooling, "obsidians" are formed in which a

decided step further in advance towards crystallisation is

made. Fig. "2 represents a spherulitic obsidian from Ice-

land. (This, and all the succeeding figures, are n\agnifieu

from abnut '2"> to 30 diameters.)

Although the main portion of the rock is glassy, there

are yet a few small crystals to be noticed ; the most
interesting point, however, about the specimen is that it

contains a number of small spherules, one of which occu-

pies the centre of the field. It may be noticed that it has

a radiated structure. Precisely the same formation is

often seen in glass which has been maintained at a tempera-

ture near its melting-point for a considerable time. The
writer has several interesting examples of such glass in

his possession. But, to proceed to some further proof of

the crystalline nature of these spherules. Students of

physics are aware that a ray of light undergoes a peculiar

change on passing through a block of Iceland spar

;

among other modifications, it is so altered that it is incap-

able of passing through a second block of the same material

if placed in a certain position with regard to the first. The
light under these circumstances is said to he polarised. Micro-

scopes for the study of rock sections are fitted with a pair

of specially-prepared pieces of Iceland spar, called " Nicol's

Prisms." One of these is fixed under the stage ; the other

is either fitted over the eyepiece, or into the body of the

instrument. These being placed in position, on rotating

one of them, a point is reached at wliich, on looking through

the instrument, it is seen that no light is transmitted.

]Most crystalline substances, on being placed between the

prisms, possess the property of so modifying the beam of

light as to effect its passage through the second or upper

prism, and thus to the eye, neglecting for the time being

those crystals inactive in this respect. This aflTords us a

most ready means of discriminating between crystals and

glass. The glass of the microscopic slide has no action on

the light, neither has a purely glas.sy piece of rock ; but let

th(!re be crystals present, and they are immediately seen,

ilhiMiiiKated on a black ground. Viewed in this way by

polarised light, the darker spherules of the obsidian Ijecome

Ijright, wliile the rest of the rock appears black.'

Leaving the glassy rocks, we may now glance at some

specimens in wliich crystallisation has still further asserted

itself. Th(! rock called Felsite is one which, instead of

being glassy, is micro-crystalline in structure : the crystals

are very small, but their optical behaviour leaves no doubt

as to their natur(^ There are many rocks which contain,

imbedded in a base of this kind, larger, but.still microscopic,

crystals. Figs. .3 and 4 are examples of such. The

crystals, though so' small, are often wonderfully perfect.

Fig. 3 is a sketch of a micro-porphyritic basalt, from

Unkel, on the Rhine ; the largest crystal occupying the

centre of the field is one of felspar, several smaller crystals

of the same shape may be detected, the remainder of the

work being micro-crystalline. The next figure gives a
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section of a fine crystal of nepheline, in Phonolite basalt,

from Solllifrg Eisel. The crystal in shape is a hexaj,'onal

prism, and has been cut almost at right angles to its base.

During its growth it has enclosed within it other small

crystals and part of the base of the rock. Round the

outer edges this may particularly be noticed : it would
seem as though the power wh'.ch determines the crystalline

form, at the last, had just sufficient energy to complete the

shape of the crystal ; but, with the growing rigidity of the

cooling mass, lacked the strength to e.xpel these foreign

particles, and was perforce content to enclose them within

itself.

By

NIGHTS WITH A THREE-INCH
TELESCOPE.

"A Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

TO the east of Bootes lie the constellations Corona
Borealis and Serpens, which we shall now proceed to

examine. Beginning with the former (which really does

present more than the ordinary resemblance to the object

wjiose name it bears), we shall find a very interesting double

star in ^ (map, Vol. I., p. 626), the components exhibiting

well-contrasted colours. Its aspect, as seen with a power
of 160, is shown in Fig. 33. a Coronas is a very pretty pair

indeed ; it is delineated in Fig. 34, as viewed with the same
power as the last star, a will be found in the sky as nearly

as may be 10° N.E. of « Corona?. This is sometimes ranked
as a triple star, as the pair shown in our sketch are fol-

lowed, at a distance of .'il" or .'jS", by a minute blue star.

a itself is one of what are known as binary stars

—

i.e.,

physically connected pairs; and, in the description of

their orbits, about their common centre of gravity, its com-

ticrpuiitia.

ponents have separated from 1".3 in 1830, to something
like 3".r) now. One of the most interesting of these binary

systems, that of >; Corona', is uTifortunately (juite liopelessly

Vx^yond the power of our instrument, as the two stars are

now less than 0.5" apart, and are closing. Their distance

varies from about 1.4" to 0.3", and their orV)it is described

in something over forty years. There arc several pairs of

telescopic stars in this constellation, all of them tolerably

easy to divide, but it is very difficult to give directions for

finding them in the absence of an equatorially-mounted

telescope with divided circles. An easy one (Struve, 1,964)

will be found a little to the south-west of I described above.

While going over Corona, the student should not omit to

glance at that most astonishing object, T Coronse ; the star

which blazed up suddenly as a second magnitude one in

the year 1866. Examined by our greatest English spectro-

.scopist, Dr. Ifuggins, on May 16 in that year, it was found

to exhibit a double .spectrum ; one analogous to that shown
by our own sun, the other one that of glowing gaseous

hydrogen ; this (possibly) indicating a conflagration on a

stupendous scale. Subsequently to this the star faded to

the 9th magnitude, revived again somewhat, and has since

been irregularly variable. At present it appears as a star

of about the OUh magnitude. It is situated on an imagi-

nary line drawn from t Corona; to tt Serpentis, at rather

less than one-third of the distance between the two from t.

Serpens, to which we shall next devote our attention

(Map, Vol. I., p. 626), is one of those straggling and sprawl-

ing constellations so difficult to follow in the sky. Never-

theless it is one containing many beautiful and interesting

objects. To Ijegin with, a is a very wide and unequal pair,

the smaller component requiring a good deal of looking for

with a small telescope. We insert it here for the prettj

contrast in colours which it presents. I Serpentis, shown
in Fig. 3.5, is a very neat and pretty binary star. The
components are at present separating, /i is, like o, a

widish and very unequal pair, the small star, as in the

former case, being bluish. S Serpentis is comparatively

wide and easy. It will well repay examination from the

richness of the region in which it lies. >- Serpentis, 4°

north-east of ?;, is also wide and easy. As befcre, we men-

tion it for the pleasingly- contrasted colours of its com-

ponents. 5 Serpentis (9° south-west of a) is much closer,

and very unequal. It will repay examination. 10J° to

the north-east of « Serpentis, on a line drawn from that

st.ir to Vega, will be found 49 Serpentis- a line pairr

.^hown in Fig. 36. This is a binary s^ysteni, with a sup-

].os.d period of 900 years! .'i9 (or (/) Serpentis is a

beautiful oV>ject, the colours of its close and unequal com-

jicments being strongly contrasted. It is represented iu.

Kig. 37. Smyth's directions for finding this star anv

p(rhap.s as good as any. " To identify ."i".* Serpei.tis," h»-

suvs, "let an east-south-ea.st ray be shot fn.m /> Herculis

through .1, which will l)C found two-fifths of tlie way " (i".<.,

from /> Herculis to 59 Serjientis).

Libra (Map, Vol. I., p. 626) is neither a striking oonst*-!!*-

tion to tho naked eye, nor does it contain many objects acces-

sible to the class of instrument we are employing. A small,

but easy, pair of stars will bo found in No. 62 of Piaizi,

XlVth hour. It lies 1.5" east by north of Spica Vircinis,

or 2 A° south-west of i in the same constollation. 9 due

west" of /3 Scorpii will bo found P. XV. 91, a not very
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close, but considerably unequal pair. < Libra' is a very

wide and unequal pair, but worth looking at for its pi-ettily

contrasted colours. Just to tlie north-west of 5 Serpentis,

of whicli we have previously spoken, will l>e found that

fine, compressed cluster of very small stars, No. 5 of Messier's

Catalogue. It is scarcely resolvable in a 3-in. achromatic,

and merely appeai-s like a nebula, brightening conspicuously

towards the centre.

We now arrive at that somewhat unintelligible constel-

lation, Hercules, who appears on the maps and globes head

downwards between the constellations of the Northern
Crown and the Lyre, As our present object, however, is

less to endeavour to reconcile the configuration of the stars

composing this constellation with the counterfeit present-

ment of an invert^'d hero, than to select from them curious

and l>eautiful objects, suitable to the instrument we are

employing, the map we use will supply all the aid

necessary for tliis purpose. We say all the aid ; but, in

truth, the map which should give the position of a quarter

of the interesting objects with which this constellation

teems, would have to be a very elaborate and crowded one
indeed, ^^'e must then, perforce, confine ourselves to a

few of the most easily identifiable. Beginning upon the

confines of Corona Borealis, about 1 \° a little to the east of

south of y Corona?, we shall find 23 Herculis. This is a
wide pair, but we insert it here for the marked colour

of the smaller star, which will be seen below, and
just to the right, of its primary. i Herculis, a
remarkable binary star, is quite beyond the power
of our telescope—in fact, appears single with the
means at our disposal If, though, wo fish along a line

connecting »; and ; Herculis about one-third of the way
»), we shall light upon an object which will amply repay us
for any disappointment we may experience in connection
with this. The object to which we refer is No. 13 of

ilessier's Catalogue, and consists of a most glorious globular
cluster of stars. How far we shall succeed in detecting
its stellar character will depend upon the excellence of our
instrument and the acuteness and training of our \'ision.

We liave tried to indicate its character in Fig. 38. One-
and-a-half degrees N. ))y E. of j) Herculis will be found
another cluster (Messier 92), which the average eye and
instrument will only show as a bright nebula. We may
further note here that there are two planetary ncbuhe in

this constellation ; but that only one of these is at all

within the reach of a three-inch telescope ; and neither can
l>e found with certainty, save in an equatorially-mounted
telescope.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.
By a. BKOxnERS, F.R.A.S.

IF kept standing in the dark slide for any length of time,
the sf;nsitive collodion film will dry, and the time it

will remain in a condition fit for use will depend on the
tempfjrature of the air. Another disa<lvantage is that the
silver solution requirf^l to form the picture while under
development drains away, and if the weather be very hot,
and the comers of the dark frame are not clean, markings,
known as " oyster-shell," are likely to form, and often spoil

the negative. Two or three folds of red blotting paper wettf^d
and placed at the back of the plate will retard evaporation
and keep the film sensitive for a considerable time, and if

the plate have lost much of the silver, it may be restored
by redipping in the silver solution. But aft<;r all, the results
on plates so preserved are seldom satisfactory.

Various methods have been adopted for keeping the

plates in a moist state, such as coating with solution of

sugar, honey, glycerine, or other suitable vehicle that will

retard the drying of the film. It is obvious that if the

sensitiveness of the film could bo retained in a dri/ state,

we should ha^•e a convenient substitute for the wet
process. The labour involved in working with wet
collodion away from home conveniences, the necessity

for some kind of tent, the possibility of breakages,

and occasionally the discovery that some important
article has been left at home— all these disadvantages

set many minds working to discover a practicable

drj/ process. To enumerate or describe the processes at

various times introduced would be tedious. Most of them,
in the hands of their discoverers, gave excellent results,

and some of them came into general use. The collodio-

albumen process may be named as one of the best, and has

been used very extensively. It has the disadvantage,

however, of being very slow, but the results, in the

hands of careful workers, have been quite equal to wet
collodion. It will be sutlicient to say here that the plates

are prepared, first, with bromo-iodized collodion in the

usual way. On the removal of the plate from the bath,

it is washed and then put into a weak solution of iodide

of potassium and again washed. The plate is then coated

with albumen, containing iodide and bromide of potassium

in various proportions, and also liquor ammonia. It is

then dried by a fire, and is ready to be sensitised, or rather

to bo re-sensitised, which is eflccted liy immersion in a bath

of nitrate of silver in the ordinary way, and it is again

washed. The plate is then allowed to dry without the

application of heat. The plates will keep in good condition

for many months, and the latent image may be developed

at pleasure, and after the lapse of many weeks or months.

The development is effected by using pyrogallic acid,

citric acid, and nitrate of silver in certain proportions ; and
hyposulphite of soda is used for fixing the pictures.

I liave described this process in general terms first,

because it gives most excellent results, and should not be

passed over ; and, next, because the amateur, if he desire

to make use of it, will seek particulars in treatises devoted
to the subject.

Another method by which the silver bath may be

dispensed with is by adding nitrate of silver to the collo-

dion, forming an emulsion which may bo poured on to the

plate in the ordinary way, and when dry is ready for use.

The development is eliectcd by the alkaline method.
1 ,The practice of out-door photography may be said to

have been entirely changed during the last three or four

years by the introduction of the ;/elatine dry plates, and
not only for outdoor work, for these plates have now
almost superseded collodion and the silver bath in the

studio work of the professional j)liotographer—at least for

portraiture. The extraordinary rapidity of the gelatine

film has effected this result. As compared with collodion,

the time of exposure necessary to oljtain a picture; has been

reduced to the fraction of a second ; so rapid, indeed, is the

action of light upon the plate, that, for out-door work, the

effect is as instantaneous as the exposure can be made by
mechanical means, and for studio work the change may
be said to be ten or twenty times hjss than by the old

method.

In a future p9.per we may return to the subject, and
describe the method of preparing the gelatine plates. To
do so now would be unprofitable to the tyro, owing to the

delicacy of some of the operations. The plates can be

purchased ready for use, of various degrees of sensitiveness,

from five to twenty times that of wet collodion, and, if

desired, this degree of sensitiveness may be exceeded

;
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the sun, even if their astrologers understood this they could find no
recorded law of recurrence of solar eclipses within that period by
which to predict them. Because, though they recur in fixed order
within the cycle, they are not visible at the same places on their

repetition, as where first observed, whereas all lunar ones are, of
course, to be seen at all parts of the earth having the moon above
the horizon. That the Assyrians ever arrived at the truth is very
questionable, although Professor Sayce seems to think that the
problem of calculating solar eclipses by tracing the shadow as pro-

jected on a sphere had presented itself to them ; for; when we first

hear of a correct prediction of a solar eclipse, it is by a man who
gained his wisdom not in the astrological observatories of Assjria,
but in the sacerdotal colleges of Egypt.
The quotations already given (which might easily be multiplied)

are ample to prove that whilst the Babylonians were far from
perfect in their calculation of solar eclipses, j-et they so thoroughly
understood those of the moon, and were generally so far advanced
in astronomy, that they knew much better than to predict an eclipse

of the sun on the 20th of a lunar month. In fact it is evident that
their months must have been so arranged that these phenomena
could take place upon any one of the days. For instance, in what
are termed " Portent Tablets," translated by Prof. Sayce, are
numei'ous lists of omens arising from lunar eclipses on such
days as the 13th, 14tli, 15th, 16th, 20th, 2l9t, Ac. It does not
follow from other days not being mentioned that eclipses

were not anticipated on them, because their omission may be
owing to parts of the portent tablets being wanting ; or, their

occun-ence upon these other days, not being associated with any
omen, are unnoticed. Mr. Sayce tells us that records of eclipses

for every day of the year were kept. In the " Cuneiform Inscrip-

tions of Western Asia," vol. III., p. 56, published by the British
Museum, we have lists of events to be apprehended if an eclipse

happened on any day of the month Tammuz up to the 15th. Else-

where wo read—" In Tammuz, from the 1st to the 30th, if an
eclipse happen the altars are destroyed," &c. ; and, again, " In the
month Sivan, from the 1st to the 30th, an eclipse failed, the crops
of the land are not good ;

" and, as a final instance, this curious
sentence may be given relating to an unexpected eclipse—"If, in

the month Tammuz, an eclipse happens, which has not been calcu-
lated, the heart is established." That the disappointment in the
one instance, and the unexpected good fortune in the last, refer to

miscalculated solar events is evident from what has been said
above.

It only remains to bo ascertained what was the length of the
Babylonian months, and to this there is now no doubt that tho
correct answer is, as stated by Prof. Sayce, that they were months
of thirty days,* as were those of the time of the flood (Gen.vii., 11

;

viii., 3, 4) ; thus their year would bo one of 360 days, corresponding
with the Egyptian vague year. That this is the'true state of the
case is evident, because we know that every six years an extra
month was intercalated, the Ve Adar, in order to make the year
coincide with the solar year. The year of 360 days being five

short, in six years tho correction was made, because then the
error amounted to a month. This, however, was not sufficient to
entirely rectify the difference, being about thirty-five hours in error,

and in 124 ye:irs the deficiency would amount to a whole month of
thirty days, and so we accordingly find another intercalary month
mentioned in the inscription, the " second Elnl." Xow, whilst a
:iC0 day year is about five days less than the solar, it is nearly six

days more than a lunar year ; thus in about five years tho days of
the month wonld advance through a whole lunar month, just as in
six years they would retrograde a whole mouth as compared w^ith
the solar year. The effect of this would be that in a period of five

years eclipses could and would take place on any day of the month.
A curions confirmation of this is to be found in tho report tablets
consisting of records of careful observations for tho new moon on
tho Ist and 30th days of the month ; these, doubtless, being ac-
counts of observations made at tho end of tho five year periods to
see if the error of six days annually had rectified itself, and tho
new moon once more coincided with tho Ist of the month. The
Eg)-ptians, it is well-kno^vn, rectified tho (360 day) vague year,
with tho solar, by intercalating five days annually ; but thero is

reason to think this practice did not exist in the earliest times,
because each of these five days is sacred to (one of tho great gods,
which seems as if it were a plan of the priests introduced with tho
innovation in order to render it permanent.

It is not supposed that these explanations clear up all tho diffi-

• M. Lenormant ("Ancient History," 451) argues that tho
months, like those of tho Jews after tho time of Moses, were alter-
nately of twenty-nine and thirty days ; practically lunar ones,
but two of those to which ho assigns only 29 days, lynr and
Marcheavan are mentioned in inscriptions, translated by the late
Geo. Smith as months of thirty days.

culties of tho Babylonian calendars, because there is reason to
believe that sometimes one of the intercalary months was a second
Marchesvan,'and Mr. Pinches finds eridence of there occasionally, in
some sense, being intercalary days ; but they are offered in the hope
that they may be a preliminary step towards arriving at tho truth.

Joseph Offobd.

w SIEMENS OX SOLAR ENERGY.
have received from " X, University Club, Dublin," a letter

respecting Dr. Siemens' scheme of the solar energy. The
letter is marked " private," but how an anonymous writer can
claim that his letter should be regarded as a private communication,
we fail to see. We therefore disregard the injunction.

Beginning with the remark that our argument from the light of
the stars seems to dispose of Dr. Siemens' theory, " X " presents
Dr. Siemens' dynamical argument as akin to the following state-
ment :

—

" If a globe (representing the sun and its rotating atmosphere)
be made to rotate in the still air of a room, there will bo produced
an outflow of air all round the equator from which will result
inflow at both poles."

And he adds, " Surely this proposition needs only to be stated to
be accepted."
We accept all except the words in parentheses. The globe

hanging in the still air of a room, and exerting scarcely any appre-
ciable attraction on the air, does not and cannot represent the sun
rotating in tho atmosphere of space. The rotating sun cannot
generate any such tangential velocity as could lead to equatorial
outflow,—the rotating globe in a room can.
The fundamental error of Dr. Siemens' position is tho assump-

tion—in which X follows hira— that gaseous matter outside the
sun's rotating atmosphere, will yield to the influence of any centri-

fugal tendenc3' which may be communicated to it, but is not under
the influence of solar attraction.

The same fallacy underlies, I suspect, tho following assertioD(I

suspect onlij, because X does not tell us what he really means) :

—

" You have only to reconsider the statement about ' the pressures
wliich could exist opposite the polar regions [of the sun], and the

consequent resistance to ivfiou;' to see that the underlined words
must not stand."
Of course, if, as X and (manifestly) Dr. Siemens suppose, the inter-

planetary atmosphere were free from solar attraction, and the sun
were like a ball spinning in the still and apparently uniform air of
a room, the underlined words could not stand. As matters are
otherwise, they can, and do. If X will examine the conditions as
they would actually exist (the interplanetary atmosphere being
assumed), ho will see that, whether the pressures op|x>sito the polar
regions are at any moment in excess or in defect of those which
would result in equilibrium, there can never bo other than oscillatory

movements in the interplanetary atmosphere. There will always
be resistance to inflow—that is, to tho ^constant inflow, which the
theory requires : there mil equally be resistance to [constant]
outflow. RicHABD A. Pboctor.

WiNNMSG Wagers.—It will hardly be believed, but our paper
thus named has actually been understood by some of our readers

as a guide to successful wagering ! It is as painful to havo to in-

terpret sarcasm as to have to explain a joke ; but for the benefit of

those (very few we trust) who havo misunderstood us, wo explain

that the whole aim and purport of our paper was to indicate tho

rascality of tho only kind of wagering which is ever systematically

successful,—tho system pursued by the bookmaking fraternity. Wo
might as reasonably bo supposed to inculcate the true principles of

pocket-picking, if wo warned readers against the tricks of street

thieves, as to advocate the tnio principles of ^vagering, when wo
show how bookmakers swindle verdant bettors.

Killing ENToMoLor,ic.\L SrKCiJiKN.s.—In tho column on "Butter-
flies and Moths," p. 606 of Knowledgk, several methods of killing

the animals arc described. Some twenty years ago, I tried many
experiments with this intent, and finally discovered that the bisul-

phide of carbon is effectual. It is a vorj" volatile liquid, its vapour
very dense. The insects, either before or after pinning out, may
be placed in a wide-necked bottle or a tin box in which is a piece

of wool that has been slightly wettoil with tho bisulphide. U
should remain thero a few minutes, as a shorter time only produce's

temporary insensibility. I described this method in the ninth

volume of A'aturc, and it has since been extensively used in Franco
for tho destruction of phylloxera.—W. Mattiki: Wii.liam.i.

Poim'a KxTiiCT li * rartmin cor* for Kheumalnm ud Ooat.
Pond'i BztrMt ii » c«rt»iii cure for llmnorrhoidi.
PoDd'l Rilnct in c<<rt»iii corn for Mmrmlttio p<uiu.

Pond's Extract will heal Bum<i luid Woundti.

frainn Mid Brui»c«.

Chamitti. 0«t th* (Miiiia*.
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f04nbU, comitltntly n'M /ull end eltar ital4-

m*mit oftXt wr\t*r'$ SManijifJ
AH EJtlifr^ eommuHifaiitnu tiould It adjrttted to

•ii SwtMfM communicaXitnu i« tJit i*ublia\«rt. at tl

Krw*. WC.
AU BtmMancn, CXt^tl, and Port-

ttrart. Wfian t Sou.
•«• All Utttrt to Ike Editor trill i> Xumtered. For ronoenirnot of

fondnlt, rin r^rrrin} to any leHtr, triU oblige b) mentioning i

Ordert ekould be node payable

ndti,
AULettm

EXOKXICGI.
the daf qfpublieat%on.

tfkt^A it appeare.
Qaeriee to the Editor rkirk require attention in the current ieeve ^
IJreaek the Pnblieking Office net later than the Saturday preceding

ne mint be concise; thpT mnst be dr»wB
1 the form tdopted fcr lettera here, «o thot tber may Ro untouched to the

Tmter*
; private comraunicationB, therefore, ae we'll as' queries, or repbes to

DPrie* (intended to appear aa such) should be written on separate leaves.
(U.) tettera which (either because too ioni;, or unsuitable, or dealing with

utiera which others hate discussed, or for any other reason) cannot find place

" In knowledge, that man only is to be contemned and des
(t*t« of truisition '>'or is there anything more
than fiiity of opinion."—Jorarfjy,

** There is no harm in making a raistalie, but great harm in
me > mas who makea no mutakes, and I will show von
Dothing."—Z<«iii7.

" God'a Orthodoxy ii Troth."— CJar/es Kingiley.

adverse to

making none.

0\\x CorrrsponiJrnre Columns.

TOBACCO AND COXSUMPTIOX.

[418]—In letter Xo. 411, pnge 030, Mr. W. B. Wickcn proposes
the use of tobacco a-s a preventive and cure for consumption.
The fact that the Tnrks are comparatively free from consumption

is, I believe, beyond doubt ; and it may be, though I do not think
80, that their habit of inhaling the smoke into the lungs keeps away
that dreadful disease. On the other hand, how is it that consump-
tion is so prevalent in our own counti^j- ? Wo are a great nation of
smokers, and if we do not make it a point of inhaling tho smoke
into cor lungs, a fair percentage of it mast necessarilv find its way
to the organs of breathing. Personally, I do not i.lnr'r .niv f^n'th in
tobacco as a care for consumption, for Ibelir-.- l,:is

more to do with it than anything else. As a ; i,/,

possibly, be of service, by keeping the cells of ; ,,,1

thereby prevent the accumulation of morbid hni.i.n-. I ur,.i,r(i

smoke has, undoubtedly, some soothing effect, and alluys irritatinn
of the lungs; for I find that when my laboratory is filled with arid
fames, that I have no inclination whatever to eongh, as lung as I

use ray pipe.

With regard to the tobacco used by tho Turks, I may say that I
have never smoked a stronger kind than that used with the nar-
gillah. When on a visit lately to Constantinople, I one day ordered,
ont of cariosity, a cop of coffee and a nargillnh. The latter, how-
ever, soon proved too much for me, thoQgh tho smoke was drawn
through three yards of tubing and about sii inches of water.
After passing through so much, the smoke was still so powerfully
noiions, that one fiuff satisfietl mo fully, and I was glad to resign
the pipe to a stander-by, who finished it in happiness. The tobacco
used with the pipe is different from that used for cigarettes.

In Spain, too, the smokers draw tho smoke into their lungs, and
will frequently engage in a very spirited argument before emitting
it again. They seem to have no difficulty whatever in swallowing
the smoke— in fact, it is their usual custom ; bat their tobacco is not
unlike chopped hay in mildness.

In conclusion, I will repeat that Englishmen consume a great
deal of tobacco, and yet consumption is very prevalent amongst us.
1 believe that it is to oar changeable and humid climate that tho
cause must be assigned, and this applies not only to consumption,
but to all the diseases that the chest and lungs are subject to.
Perhaps some of our medical contributors will give us their ex-
perience in this matter, which I am sure is of great interest to
many. I would just say one thing, and that is, that rather than
believe the Turk's freedom from tubercular diseases is duo to tho

manner in which they use tobacco, I ehoiJd say it is because of
their abstinence from intoxicating liijuors.

W. 0. TKOSiiER, F.C.S.

THE LATE MR. DUNMAN.
[tlOJ^The recent death of Mr. T. Dnnman has already boon

noticed in your columns. Ue may be said to have sacrificed his
life to his self-denying zeal in the work of popular education, and
to an intense interest in tho teaching of Science. Will yon allow
me to mention that a fund is being raised to help his widow to
place herself in a position to support herself and lior two children ?

Several members of the Council of the Working Men's College are
on the Committee, and I am authorised as treasurer to receive con-
tributions.—R. B. Litchfield, 4, Brjanston-street, Portman-
square, W.

TRICYCLES.
[420]—In reply to H. R. L., I fear I can add little to tho infor-

mation I have tried to give in my two articles on recent tricycles,

which have so lately appeared "in K.vowLKiXiK, but if tho writer
will ask for details of any particular machine lie may find wanting
in what 1 have written, \ shall be very glad to furnish tho infor-

mation to the best of my power. JonN Browning.

MILDNESS OF THE SEA COAST.
[421]—The cfloct of the near neighbonrh.iod of tho ocean in

moderating cold seems to be well illustrated by comparing the
minimum temperature for Valentia, given in your weather reports
for three weeks, ending April 29, with those observed at this station

—Killarney—distant inland from Valentia 50 miles.

The minima here were loiter than at Valentia on those 21 days
as follows :— (The amount is given in whole degrees)—5, 8, 4, 2, 1,

0,6, 8,-1, 4, —1, 1,2,2,0, l,e, 8, G, 1, 1.

The mean difference is 3°. This is a somewhat striking exempli-

fication of the well-known effect of the moderating influence of tho
presence of the sea. I may add that the instrument used here has
a Kew verification. It would be, I think, an improvement to give
the hour of tho barometer readings in your Weather Reports.

G. R. Wy.n.ne.

THE "COLD SNAP" IN MAY.
[422]— Permit mo to suggest as a reason for the low tempera-

ture of u week in May thet there is usually formed in that month
a region of high barometric pressure in the north, causing prevalent
easterly winds over England. JYequently this wind is light and anti-

cyclonic, and, after a period of cloudy skies, there is a clear sky for

several nights. This, with the comparative calmness of the atmo-
sphere, promotes rapid radiation from the earth. The ground tempe-
rature falls decidedly below freezing-point, and tho air is cooled
rapidly in the stratum next the earth.

I believe in this direction must be sought the cause of the cold

snap. Later on in the season tho amount of heat received from the

sun in its longer ])eriod above the horizon is sufficient to prevent the
excessive loss by radiation experienced in May, even in the clearest

calmest Hummor iiiglits. (i. R. WvNNE.

POPULATION OF TllH EARTH.

[423]—On a globe 2 ft. diameter, the Dead Sea appears as a
small coloured dot, but if it were frozen over there would bo room
on its surface for the whole living human race, allowing six stjuarc

foot for each person, and were they suddenly to bo engulfed, it

would merely raise the level of tho lake by some four inches.

One hears at times very wild statoirionts as to tho depth tho
earth would bo covered if all the ])eoplo who have lived were laid

side by side on its surface, estimates running from four feet

upwards; but if we suppose the earth to have been as populous as
now for 0,000 years (200 generations), the whole number could have
been decently buried in graves 5j It. x 2 ft. within tho British

Isles, and some 7,000 square miles to spare.

I have taken tho present jioiiulation, as ^,'lvtn by tho Germau
statisticians, at 1,450 millions (nearly). W. W. M.

STAR SPECTROSCOPE—GLASS STYLOGRAPHS—MAGNI-
FYING POWER.

[424]—With a good 4-in. Cooke, jirovided with a Maclean's star-

spectroscope, but mounted on an ordinary altazimuth tripod, with-
out slow motions, the fuintnoss of star-spectra, and especially the
unsteadiness of tho motion, made it extremely hard to determine
the best focus. The way I succeeded is simple, and may bo useful.

Slide out tho prisms and replace the concave cylindrical lens, fit the
instrument as usual in the place of the eyepiece, focus on tho PeJ©
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star, till an intensely narrow and brilliant line of li.^ht is seen,

and mark the focus obtained. Then, if the prisma are reinserted,

ver)- good definition is obtained in the brighter parts of the

spectrum. I have thus been able to see a wonderful amount of

detail in the spectrum of Arcturus, and the general character of

the spectrum of a star of the fourth magnitude. Several scratches

thus made in the dark ou different occasions do not differ in position

s'sth of an inch ; of course the focus will differ considerably with
diiEfereut people, but with the same observer it suflBcts perfectly to

set the instrument by the mark on each occasion, and saves a great

deal of fatigue and annoyance.
I noticed a remark in Knowledge, Xo. 21, that glass tubes for

ink \vriting are very hard to make, and break easily ; as I have
habitually used glass-tube pens of my own make for every kind of

writing, including this, during the last two years, I venture to differ.

Perhaps it depends on the way they are made ; but most people

who use mine think them superior to the ordinary stylographs

(12s. 6d. each). Anyone can make them for himself if ho knows
the wa}'.

Apropos of the magnifying power of a deep eyepiece ; a micro-

scope with a micrometer on the diaphragm in the eyepiece will

measure the power of the deepest lens very accurately and quickly.

I tried it on the posterior lens alone of a 300-power eyepiece, and it

gave 411 diams. as the result ; the image of the object-glass was so

sharp that it could be easily thus measured to ji^'u^jth of an inch.

H. L. C.

SCKEW-DKIVERS.
[425]—May I suggest, through the medium of Knowledge, that

the simplest and cheapest method of improving screw-drivers,

would be to make the heads of all screws concave, and the ends of

all screw-drivers convex.
With a little care at first, the driver would never slip off the

screw, and one could always see if the screw were going in straight.

C. Cakis Wilson.

[I have long been of opinion that instead of a single cut in the

screw^-head, two cuts forming a cross would be better, the screw-

driver being made to match.

—

Ed.]

THE MOCXTAIN "HERCULES."
[426]—E. C. R. (413) is surprised that no expedition has been

sent to verify Captain Lawson's discovery of the mountain
" Hercules " in New Guinea. The reason is the same as that
which has stood in the way of a verification of Captain Gulliver's

discoveries of Laputa, &c. Everj- traveller who has had any expe-

rience in mountain climbing knows how to treat an account of an
ascent which commenced at 4 a.m. at the base of the mountain,
which completed the first 14,000 ft. by 9 a.m. ; then reached the

8now-line at a height of 15,000 ft., and the summit, 10,314 ft.

above the snow-line, and temperature 22" below freezing, at 1 P.M.

The book is altogether a hoax, and a very feeble one. It was
snuffed out immediately it appeared. W. Hattieu W

9nsU)fi£! to Coirfgpontifntsf.

*^*Alt communications for the Editor requiring early attention thould reach the

Office on or before the Saturday prrcedtng the current i».ii» o/ Kxowlbdob, the

ineretuing circulation <if which compete ut to go to preea early in the veelc.

Hnm 10 Co«»»SPO!fDK»ls.—1. ifo queetione atking for ecienlijic information
earn be anewered through the poet. 2. Lettere tent to the Editor for correepondente
cannot be foneardej ; nor can the namee or addretiee ^f correepondente be given in

onewer to private inquiriee. 3. Correepondente ehould write on one tide only of
fkt paper^ and put drawingt on a teparate lea/. 4. Each Utter ehould hace a title,

and in replying to a letter, r^erence ehould be made to ite number, the page on
mkiek U appears, and ite title.

J. L. IT. Certainly
; you would be most unwi-so not to in-

sure your life, in a good office. We propose presently to pub-
lish in Knowledge a scries of short papers on Insurance.

—

M. Doubleday. The lottery method which yon describe gives a

perfectly fair and equal chance to all concerned. It has the dis-

advantage that some might got two pri/.cs ; that might bo obviated
by arranging that, when a given number wus drawn a second time,

the drawing should bo cancelled.

—

Sigma. I'o.seibly some of our
readers may be able to tell us about Whitechapel needles (re Witch-
craft), white witches, Ac—Cloid. Such clouds are always spoken
of as cumulus clouds, not cioiiidi.—E. D. GittnLEsTONE. Many
thanks. You will sec I have retained your quotation unchanged.

—

C. J. L. Lord Dundreary u.sed to consider that |iuzzIo, about the

increasing number as wc go back to great grandparents (great)'

frrandparents, &c., to (great)" parents. The true answer ia

that not a few thousand million-billions, but the whole of your
large nombor, except a tew hundred millions, must be atnick

off for marriages of cousins, 4c., for we are all cousins, if men
came from a single stock.—A Cni'ECiiMAN. Pardon me ; Darwin
never taught—no man of science ever has taught, or could (when in
his senses) teach—that there is nothing mure than a First Cause
setting the earth in motion and then leaving it. Darwin slightly
(in reality, though to our ideas vastly) extended our recognition
of the domain of law,—outside remains infinity. Biology teaches
that there is a Cause setting an egg in existence, and tliat then,
under natural conditions, the egg becomes a chick, which developes
into a fowl. There is as much in this to shake your faith in Deity,
as there ia in the development of a world,—in other words, there is

nothing. When you say that the truth and authority of God's
Word i? an established fact, you assert a truism. God's word must
be true. God's works must be true also. We may mis-
understand these ; may we not also mi.'tunderstand those.
Moreover, wc are certain that everything that is, is God's
work (though the very conception of a God and of His
mode of working may be quite outside our powers) ; we may not
bo quite so certain that this or that book, or chapter or verse of
any book is God's, word. If you are "A Churchman" of one
denomination— it matters nothing which—you assuredly accept as
such some writings which churchmen of other denominations reject,

and vice ver.-;d. In one of the books which you probably (but how
can I inow ?) regard as God's word—at any rate, it was and is so
regarded by the Jewish people, and has been accepted as such by a
large portion of the non-Jewish world—you will find that one whose
words are there spoken of as specially approved by God, says
that, " As touching the Almighty, we cannot ' find Him out,"
meaning, I take it, that we cannot by observation or experiment
recognise the specific working of something outside the laws of

nature. Darwin taught this—or, to speak more truly, he v:as taught
this by observation and experiment. If you assert that he was
wrong, you must be prepared to show on what grounds you except
that particular book, or chapter, or verse, from those which a great
part of the religious world regard as God's Word.—T. G. Filwood.
Let e be the modulus of elasticity ; M the momentum lost by
moving ball (A), and gained by the ball (B) which was at rest,

during contact and compression ; then the momentum generated by
the force of recovery after impact = eM ; and the total momentum
lost by A and gained by B = (1 -H e)M. Therefore, if r' be the velc
cities of A before and after impact, u the velocity of B after

impact, we have (if »i is the mass of either ball)

—

mv'= mr-(l-fe)M (I)

mu=(l + e)M (2)

Now if the balls were inelastic, and w their common velocity after

impact, we should obviously have

—

'"i'-d'T
and as M is the momentum generated before elasticity comes into

play, it is the same in value whether the balls are e'astic or

inelastic. Hence, substituting in (1) and (2), we have

—

and u= -(l-^(•)

If the balls are of great elasticity, or i- very nearly equal to unity,

v' the Telocity of A after impact is very nearly evanescent, and u

the velocity of B after imiwct is very nearly equal to v. In other

words, in this case the moving ball is brought very nearly to rest,

and the other, which had been at rest, ad\-ances with very nearly

the velocity which the moving ball had had. Thus, if both balls

arc of glass, for which substance the nuKlulus of elasticity - }«. the

moving ball will have its velocity reduced to j'jnd jwrt of what it

had been, and the other will have communicated to it a velocity

of ^.Jnds of the velocity originally possessed by one ball alone.

—Bon Accord. Are not the words " Art is long " aptly associated

with tho rofert-nco to the shortness of life? The lesson is to do

what wo can each for our special art, remembering that time is

fleeting.

And our hearts, though stout and brave.

Still like mutlled drums are beating

Funeral marches to the grave.

M. Stronu. I fear your question whether Italian was derived

from Latin or Latin from Italian would hanlly suit Kxowlki>o1!.

There is an interesting discussion of tho origin of Italian, French,

Spanish, Ac, in Hallam's " Middle Ages." It sooms likely cnmigh

that Latin was a special form of a langnage spreail over Western
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Europe, long before the time when Latin literature began—just as

the Knglish of our best authors is a special form of a language
spread over Britain and parts of Europe, long before English

literature began. Rome could never have forced her language on
so many nations.—J. V. M. Thanks. There are passages in Dr.

Draj>er's works which are warm, but 1 liave seen none unfair. The
other writer yon name (with whom, however, I thoroughly sympa-
thise), lias been at times a hard hitter. It is very gratifying to

know that you find Knowleikie free, as I have wished it to be, from
sly thrusts.—\V. Saixdeks. (1) For lectures on the moon nothing
can be more suitable than photographic slides, say from
Xasmyth's Moon, used either with the oxyhydrogen light or a

good stereoscopic lantern. (2) Probably, a submerged thicket

;

but careful survey would be required to determine the

point.— \V. S. No; the word was correctly enough printed
" barometer." Prof. Huxley did not, however, imply that the

barometer is highest on hot days, but that on the hotter of two
days of equal atmospheric pressure, and when therefore tbe

barometer should be of the same height, the mercury stands a

little higher in the barometer tube. This is correct, but not for the

reason ho assigns. It is the diminution of the specific gravity of

the mercury, not the change in the bore of the tube, which causes
the diftercnco.^A Re.\dek and ax Advkktisek. Tlianks. I quite

agree with you about having the articles as popular as possible.

I scarcely see how they can bo made much more popular without
becoming trivial. Of course, some, as in our mathematical column,
are not meant to be popular, but are for the benefit of special

classes of readers. But we always give a fair supply, and rather
more, of jxjpular matter.—J. L. Wihtaker. Wo gladly insert

your letter.—W. SnAW Hayleb. It was unquestionably a sun-

spot. Vou do not mention the power you used.—M. C. C.

It would not bo easy to explain a real objective change in

the colour of sunlight from golden to pure yellow during
a partial eclipse. The effect was, I should think, subjective;

there was a real diminution of light, and an illusory loss of colour.

—

T. Morgan". Sorry your letter has remained so long unanswered

;

but the truth is, we get about three times as much correspondence
as we can deal with, consequently some of it is four weeks old. If

you send a short letter expressing your views respecting pyrological

matters, we will gkdly insert it.

THE TELESCOPE.
A. B. C. There are only two Nebulae, 10 M. Ophiuclii and 12

Messier Ophinchi, in the neighbourhood of which you speak. As,

however, the former is very nearly on a, line joining ft Serpentis and
I Ophinchi, and produced as far again, while you say definitely that

the object you observed was above such a line, there can be but
little doubt that it really was 12 M. that you saw. This will be
referred to in due course when Ophiuchus comes to bo treated of

in the "Nights." Doubtless the reason why "F.R.A.S." ignored
a Cassiopciac as a double star was that its companion is more than
1' 30" from it, so that they are really two separate and distinct stars,

and in no legitimate sense whatever a pair or a double one.—W.
H. Harbis. The simple numerical formula for calculating the focus
of a lens equivalent to the two in a Huyghenian eye-piece is this :

—

Divide twice the product of their foci by their sum. Let us apply
this to your own eye-piece, of which you say that the field lens has

a focal length of — ths of an inch, and the eye lens a focus of - ths

of an inch ; then multiplying these together (according to the

precept), and the product by 2, we get by 2, or — Next wo

54, , 12

the object glass, by r^, the focal length of the eye-piece, we

obtain ftj- an the magnifying power of the latter with that object-

glass.—J. Smith. The amplifying power of a Barlow lens depends
upon its position in the cone of rays from the object,-glaBS. If wo
call the distance of the lens from (i.e. within) the focus of the

object-glass d ; then if its negative focal length be 2 d, it will

exactly double the power of every eye-piece. In other words it

would give an amplification of 160 with your 80 eye-piece and of

800 with the 400 one. In your case this result would obviously be
attained if you bad a Barluw lens of 8 inches (negative) focus

placed 4 in. within the focus of your object-glass, or, in other words,
56 in. from it.

[About three pages of "Answers " have been unavoidably held over.]

dPur iflati;cmatiral Column.

THE LAWS OF PROBABILITY.

IT seems better to give the most general law for inverse probabili-
ties before proceeding to deal with illustrative examples. This

we proceed to do :—By extending the reasoning employed in the
last paper, the reader will have no difficulty in seeing that if there
are three or more bags, each containing tho same number of balls,

of which p in the first bag are white, q in the second, r in tho third,
and so on ; then, if a bag is selected at random, and a ball drawn
at random proves to bo white, tho chance that the first bag was

selected i

selected

p + tl-t-r + &c.

p + q- &.C.

that the second was

the chance that the third

and ill he have
p + q + r + &c.

any difficulty in making the requisite modifications where the
several bags contain different numbers of balls. Tho method to be
followed is precisely tho same as I employed in tho simpler case of
two bags, and tho result is similar, viz., that if tho chance of
drawing a white ball from the first bag is Ci, that of drawing a
white ball from the second bag C..., that of drawing a white ball

from tho third bag C3, and so on ; then, if a white ball is drawn
from a bag selected at random, tho chance that tho first bag was

C,
selected is ^—r?,—p?;

—

tvt ; t'le chance that tho second bag wag
Ci-l-Cj + Cs-H&c.'

selected :

This result, extended to the more general case of which the bags
of balls are merely illustrative, becomes the following genera)

If there are three or more hypotheses all equally likely, and
mutually exclusive, so that only one can be true, and if on the first

hypothesis the chance of an event is Cj, on the second the chanceof
an event is Cn, on the third C3, and so on ; then, if the event occur,

and we know, further, that it must have resulted from some one of

tho conditions inferred by the hypotheses, the ohanco that the first

lijpothesis is the true one is -/^
——^— V. ,,

— ; the chance that the

second is tho true one is

Ci + C.-t-Cs-h&c.
c;

and so on.
Ci + Co + C3 + &c.

'

One step further, and we have tho most general law of all. The
above law supposes all tho hypotheses to be equally likely in the

first instance—a state of things obviously corresponding to the

equal chances that any one of the bags will bo .selected. To illus-

trate the case where the hypotheses are not equally llkoly in tho

first instance, wo must assume that the chances of drawing the

several bags are not equal. Now, if we consider the case of two
bags, we shall bo able to deduce tho general law wo require. Thus,

suppose there are two bags, and that the chance of selecting

; mat or seieci

one or other must bo selected, tho sum of these proba-

bilities must bo equal to unity) ; and, as before, let tho chance of

drawing a white ball from tho first bag (if selected), be C,, that of

drawing a white ball from the second bag being C5. Then we may
represent these two chances by supposing that there are two bags

of tho first kind and three of the second kind, all equally likely to

bo taken ; for it is obvious that the chances that the selected bag

belongs to the fonner or latter kind arc, respectively, - and -. Now,

by the general law already obtained—if a white ball is drawn, the

chance that it came from a specified bag of the first kind is,

_-_ -.P' , or . i^i- , and tho chance that it camo
C,-hC,-1 Co + CV-l-Cj 2C,-h3Cj

from one or other of those two bags is
^^ +30

"- Similarly, the

chance that it came from one or other of tho three bags of tho

, , . , . 3Cj
second kmd .s

^^_^^f,^
Noticing how this result has been obtained, and proceeding at

once to the law which the bags of balls illustrate, we obtain finally

this general law, including all the preceding laws (of indirect pro-

babilities) :

—

If an event cannot happen unless some one of a set of hypo-

theses, III, H;, H3, Ac, be true (these hypotheses being mutually

exclusive), the antecedent probability of U, being r,, that of ^2,0,,
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and so on ; and if on the hypothesis U, the chance of the event
happening is C,, on the hypothesis U« the chance of the event
liappening is Co, and so on|; then, if the event hapjen, the chance
that H, is true is

c,C,
.

c, C, + fo C» + C3 Cj + &c.

'

the chance tliat Ho is true is

Co C; ;

c, Ci + CoCs + CjCa + Ac.

and so on.

(To le Continued.)

SoLrTiox OF T's Problem.—Upon the line OB, taken = !>, con-

struct the n-sided polygon, OBGD, &c. (in the figure n=G). Join

the two alternate corners, O and G, by a diagonal OG. Upon OG
as a base construct the triangle GAO, making the two sides OA
and GA=a and e respectively, and taking care that A and B lie on
opposite sides of OG.

Join AB, and on it construct the polygon of n-sides ABCLKI,
whicli is the polygon required. For
By construction OA= a, and OB = b; also the triangles GAB and

BOC are equal ; because GB = BO, AB = BC, and angle GBA = CBO
(each being equal to the interior angle of the «-sided polygon
diminished by the angle ABOl. Hence OC =AG = <:. Q. E. D.

Scholium.—If the point P' be determined on the same side of OG
with B, then the line BP' will be the side of a polygon fulfilling the
conditions of the problem, except that the point O will lie outside of

the polygon.

iBuv 2231)151 Column.
By " Five op Clubs."

PLAY THIRD HAND.

THE general principles which should guide the play third in

hand are—First, and chiefly, to help and strengthen your
partner as much as possible in his own suit ; secondly, to derive
all possible advantage from any strengthening cartl he may
play in your own suit ; and thirdly, to retain as long as
possible such partial command as you may have in an oppo-
nent's suit. You can generally toll (from the lead, the play
second hand, and your own hand) whether your partner has led

from strength, or to strengthen you, or from a weak snit in which
ho has no means of knowing your position. This will bo obvious
from what we have already said about interpretation of the lead
and the play second hand. Your play will be guided accordingly.

Let us begin, tlicn, by considering the play third in hand : and
afterwards, as heretofore, with the lead and second hand, we can
consider the inferences to bo tlrawn from the play of particular
cards third in hand.

If you hold Ace third in hand, and neither King nor Queen, yon
play it in plain suits, unless King or Queen has been led. Tlio only
exception to this is when ten has been led and you hold Ace, Knave,
when it is best to pass the ten. With Ace, King, you put on King,
as a rule. But with Ace, King, and more t'.ian one small one, a
good hand and four trumps, you should not put King on your
partner's Knave, but pass tlio Knave; fourth in hand is sure to

take the trick ; but when ti'umps are out you are tolerably sure of

getting in again, when you make two tricks at least, and [irobably

three in the suit. On the other hand, with Ace, King, and small
ones, but only three trumps, you should not pass the Knave. Tho
principle here applied is general. With good strength in trnmps,
you may usually finesse with advantage in a suit in which your
partner has led a strengthening card ; but when short in trumps,
such a finesse is unadvisable.
With Ace, Queen, alone or with others, you should finesse tho

Queen, or the lowest card in sequence with the Queen—unless a

single trick will make or save the game, when, of course, such a
finesse would be a Whist atrocity.

With King, Knave, &c., some players finesse the Knave. This is

only right when you have such strength in the suit as to feel sure
your partner has led a strengthening card from a short suit. It is

nearly always wrong to finesse in your partner's suit. The finesse

from Ace, Queen, &c., is almost the solitary exception to this rule.

You should, therefore, in general play King, from King, Knave,
third hand. When nine is led, and you hold King, Knave, and
others, you pass the nine, if strong in trumps, and the state of the
game is not critical (supposing always that second player has not
covered tho nine). Otherwise, you may either finesse the Knave,
or not, as you may deem best. Fourth player is as likely to hold

.\ce and no other honour, as Queen and no other honour : if he holds
both Ace and Queen, it is indifferent what you play ; he will, in any
case, remain with an honour over you.

(To be continued.)

A correspondent points out what, of course, I had noticed myself,
that there is a double—really a single—error in my notes to th&
" Hand for Study," in No. 30. I had originally written out the
hands and ]>lay from memory, being, away from my books. I sup-
posed B had three tmmps, whereas in the actual game he had
but two. Hence, in my notes, referring to second trick, I said B
returns the highest of two cards left ; and referring to third, A leads

trnmps again, though he is drawing two for one. Of course, when
I saw the play of the hands, which had been taken direct from
Cavendish, I recognised my mistake. But from some cause or other

the necessary corrections were not made. The point of the game,
however, is not affected by the mistake.

Vall-e of Good Play.—A correspondent asks whether good play
really counts much at Whist, and describes several tests to which ho
has subjected the matter, with the result that good players have no
better chance than bad ones. There is so much chance, unfortu-
nately, in Whist as actually played (it might be immensely improved
in this respect) that a casual observer, or one who watches play for
only a few weeks, or even months, might very well suppose that bad
players have quite as good a chance as the best players. But no one
at aU acquainted with the game practically can doubt that in the
long run good play must invariably get the better of bad play. Not
a Whist evening passes but a practised player will note half-a-dozen

cases or more in which tricks— sometimes two or three at once

—

have been lost by bad play ; while not more than one or two cases
will occur during tho same time, in which bad play has, by an
accident, turned out well or good play ill.

Cavendish's experience should suffice—owing to its wide extent
and carefully noted results—to settle this point finally and for ever.

He tells us that of 30,668 rubbers played from Januar\-, 1860, to
December, 1878, he won 15,648 rubbers and lost 15,020, and
counting points, which tell far more, he won in all 8o,l-S6 points
and lost 81,055, gaining thus a balance of 4,431 points. It is prac-
tically impossible that so largo a balance in his favour should be
due to mere chance. The difference must have been duo to play.

Were two good players matched in as many rubbers against two
bad ones, the difference would be far greater.

^uv €l)ti5 Column.
By Mepihsto.

VIENNA INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT.

After tho finish of tho 20th round on Saturday, June 3, the scoro

stood as follows :

—

Mackenzie 13i Zukertort llj I Tschigorin 8
Stoinitz isi Hruby 11 Weiss 8
Mason 13 Wittek 91 Bird 7»
Winawer 13 Schwarx 9 I Ware C^
Englisch 12t Meitner Si Floiasig 6
Bluckbamo 12 Paulsen 8

Dr. Noa has withdrawn from tho Tournament. From the nl)ovo

score it will be seen that tho English players arc well to the fore,

and we think that they will still more improve their position for

final place.

On Thursday, Juno 1, Blackhumc had to meet Stoinitz, and tho

former won he conquering his mighty op]xinent in only twenty-

seven moves. Nevertheless, Stoinitz has dniwn well, ho having

reached Mackenzie's scoro, who had boon leading, by [>or«onalIy

vanquishing his rival for tho time being, in their second game, which

was iiluyed on Saturday, tho 3rd inst. Stcinitz's victory over Mac-

kenzie will have an important influence on the final issue. Zukertort
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drew with Uackenzie and Winawcr, but he defeated Mason, who
is doing very well, as can be seon from the above score :

—

[By Telegram.'} Vienna, Tuesday night.

The leading plavers are Steinitz, with 15, WiiiawerlS, Mackenzie
1 H. Mason Mi, EnglUch 13J, Blackburiie 13, Zukertort 13, Hruby
11. .Schwartz lOJ. Wittek lOJ.
We surmise from the above telegram that the second game be-

I ween Steinitz and Zukertort must have resulted in a draw.

Problem >'o. 45, End Ga
BUCK.

'1
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THE GROSVENOR GALLERY.
[Second Notice.]

ART and science are so closely akin, and Loth are so

manifestly included under the general head Know-
ledge, that we need make no excuse for treating works of

art from the artistic as well as from the scientific stand-

point. Yet we shall not dwell further on those enormities

of the (esthetic and maniac schools which are manifest at

once to the artistic eye. We must, in passing, note tliat a

word in excuse may l)e said for the followers of the modern
MediiBval school. There is a natural temptation for those

who find that, thougli eager to cover canvas, they can

iieither draw nor paint, to take work in hand wlucli re-

quires skill neitlier in colouring nor in drawing. " You
are not pretty, my child," said a clever mother to

her daughter ; " therefore, you had better be odd. It is

your only chance of attracting attention." This, which is

the raison cTelre of the a-sthetic school generally, is a sutfi-

cient principle for the painters of that school. Any one can

copy a mcdiajval picture without faults detracting from its

mediaival character : a little change in an iinpos.iiblo limb

does not make it less mediievally impossible ; a slight

difference in some ghastly tint gives only another ghastly

hue, which still remains mediajvally hideous. There-

fore, if we were advising a would-be artist who
could neither paint nor draw (and who was too

lazy to learn) how he might obtain an ca.sy noto-

riety, we should tell him to try the mediieval school.

" You are too unskilful or too idh^" we might say,

"to paint anything really good; therefore go in for

oddity. Even i/our drawing will not spoil a mediieval

figure. You know as much of perspective, linear and
aerial, as the mediseval painters did (who knew nothing)

;

you cannot err much more egregiously through want of

talent and energy than they did through want of expe-

rience. Follow, then, their school. Carefully copy all their

faults. Pretend that you find in deformity beauty which

others cannot see, in sickly tints a delicacy of hue which

others cannot appreciate. Remembering that as there are

always many foolish j>eople, you may be sure of a fol-

lowing, after a fashion." In every age there have been

these affectations, though we learn it, unfortunately, not

from any works which have survived, for all the works of

such schools have a fatal facility in fading out of view, but

from occasional passages of ridicule in writings by contem-

poraries who have survived. In this way the memory of

even esthetic absurdities may be handed down—to an

amused posterity.

Of the Whistler school it need only be said that as there

are some who take idiocy for eestacy, there may be a few
who find genius in insanity.

It would be unfair to class Mr. Paget's " Odysseus "

(No. 26), with either the idiotic or the insane schools of art

He has honestly and painstakingly—almost painfully

—

endeavoured to work out a certain idea : only, unfortunately,

the idea was not altogether a good one, or what was good

in it only a very great artist could effectively educe.

Ulysses steering towards the setting sun, his body illumi-

nated by the rays of the sinking orb, a dark purple gloom

gathering over the mountains behind, broken only here and

there by touches of ruddy light—this were a subject, indeed,

for a noble painting. How finely might the worn but reso-

lute face of the wanderer be presented, sadness and courage

contending over it even as the gloom and glory of sunset

were contending on sky and sea and mountain height ! In

such a work a great painter would not have suffered the

thoughts to be distracted from the poetry of the

main idea by trivial accessories. He would not (appa-

rently for no other purpose) have added to the

artistic difficulties of his subject, by endeavouring to

do what no artist has ever yet done successfully in ideal

painting,—to represent, namely, one half only of a boat (in

other words, to present the picture from an impossible

point of view). It is this which :Mr. Paget has done, and

herein, we conceive, began the difficulties which led to this

picture becoming a rather painful failure instead of a

decided success, as it might have been if the artist had not

overweighted himself with difficulties. Albeit tlie hero's

face is hopelessly coarse and commonplace ; and in a scien-

tific sense we must object to the head which Mr. Paget has

assigned to the man of keenest intellect and widest expe-

rience among the heroes who fought before Troy : Ajax

Telamon rather than Ulysses is here depicted.

If we had not known that Mr. Holman Hunt can paint,

and paint well, we should not have discovered it from the

ridiculous picture which he has chosen to call " Miss

Flamborough." Ill conceived, ill drawni, and worse painted,

it is utterly unworthy of him.

Mr. Muybridge lias, we believe, left England for Ame-

rica. We trust he did not, before he went, observe Mr.

Clarke's picture " Labour " (No. 38), with its impossible

horses, or Mr. Barclay's "Early Steps" (No. 43), with its

very singular calf. " Flora," in No. 47 (R. W. Macbeth),

ought, if she were wise, to get rid as quickly as possible of

those hounds, whose villanous faces accord ill witli their

ridiculous shapes.

The " Release of Prometheus by Hercules" (No. 57, by

Mr. Richmond), and the "Entombment" (No. 51, by

Julian Story), are pretentious but ill executed attempts, a

very long way " after the " great master whose style is aped.

Of Mr. Richmond's portrait of Mr. Gladstone (No. 77),

it were well to say nothing, since nothing good can he

said. But there are some excellent porti-aits by Mr.

Richmond, showing that if he has painU'd Gladstone so

tliat the Premier's worst enemies must feel a touch of

sympathy for him, he can do what is very gooil when not

over taxed by the wish to do something very great

The finest portrait, however, in the Gi-osvenor collection

this year is among the sculptures, Mr. E. Roscoe MuUius's

bust of the Rev. Stopford Brooke (No. 368). Wo do not
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rfmeiubor to have seen for many years a sculptured portrait

»o full of character. Compare this work with another by

the same sculptor—the bust of Mr. Shaw in the Eoyal

Academy—and it will be seen that as wide a range of

character can be covered in sculpture as in the sister art,

and that sculpture is admirably suited (in skilful hands)

for the delineation of subtle 'shades of character. Tluit

Mr. MuUins should have succeeded in indicating intellec-

tual power in one bust, and business capacity in the other,

is, of course, little. But he shows the precise quality of

the intellect in one case ; in the other the special character

of the aptitude for business.

TVAS RAMESES 11. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

Ev Ameli.\ B. Edwards.

II.—JOSEPHS PLACE IN HISTORY.

MDE ROUGE'S argument, steering clear of chrono-

• logy, hinges principally upon the name of the
" treasure-city " built for Pharaoh by the Israelites ; but

this argument, strong as it is, would be greatly strength-

ened if we could show a distinct correspondence between
the space of time assigned to the Hebrew sojourn and the

space of time which divides Joseph from Rameses II.

Before any such test can be applied, it is, however,

essential that we endeavour to find out as nearly as

possible under what Fliaraoh Joseph rose to power. Now,
the time of the sojourn in Egypt is expressly stated at

430 years (Exodus, chap, xii., verses 40 and 41), and
the age of Moses at the time of his return from
Midian (not at the time of the Exodus from Egypt,
as M. do Roug6 puts it) is as expressly stated

to have been eighty years (Exodus, chap, vii., verse 7).

To those who know not the chronological pitfalls

which enliven the paths of Egyptology, it may pro-

babl}' seem that nothing would be easier than to allow

eighty years for the age of Moses, and thence, by a retro-

grade calculation of 4.'50 years, to arrive at the Pharaoh
of Joseph. The method is doubtless excellent ; and if by
counting back 4.30 years from Mr. Gladstone's return to

office in 1880, we sought to determine under whose reign
Jack Cade made himself master of London, it would
answer the purpose quite satisfactorily. But not thus can
we go to work when dealing with Moses and the Pharaohs.
It is not possible, indeed, to apply ordinary chrono-
logical methods to inquiries concenn'ng early Heljrew
or Egyptiin history, because neither the Hebrews nor
the Egjptians had any fixed era from which to reckon.

Neither had they any exact system of reckoning.

The Hebrews counted by generation.?—that is to say, by
a rough-and-ready system of averages. The Egyptians
counted Vjy the regnal years of the Pharaolis, and these

regnal years were liable to much miscalculation. Some-
times an old king shared the throne with his heir during
the latter part of hi.'? reign ; and in many cases a Pharaoh
began by reigning with his father and ended by reigning

with his son. Rami'ses II., for instance, with whom
we are now especially concerned, reigned as Pharaoh-
Coadjutor during the latter years of Seti I., and himself

resigned the c^res of government to liis successor,

Menephthah, twelve years before liis death. Again, a
king's reign was soraetiraes counted from the beginning of
the year in which his predecessor died, and sometimes from
the day of his own coronation. Nor do the possibilities of

confusion end here. All dynasties were not legitimate, or .

even successive ; and not merely certain Pharaohs, but
whole lines of Pharaohs, were consequently passed over by
conservative liistorians, as though they had never existed.

There are, in fact, very few even approximately certain

dates in Egyptian history before the period of the XXV Ith

dynasty, and those few (among which !Mr. R. A. Proctor's

astronomical date for the building of the Great Pyramid
must henceforth occupy a foremost place) can only be
regarded as landmarks planted here and there in a wide
waste of uncertainty.

Granted, then, the impossibility of conducting our
present inquiry upon a purely chronological basis, we are

reduced, firstly, to the evidence of tradition ; and secondly,

to tlio internal evidence of the text
According to the evidence of tradition as lianded down

by two early Christian writers (Eusebius, a.d. 300, and
(ieorge the Syncellus, A.D. 800), Joseph was sold into

slavery at a time when Lower Egypt, and possibly the
whole of Egypt, was occupied by a race of foreign invaders

known as the Hykshos, or Shepherds. The nationality of

the Hykshos is not exactly determined. Wo only know
that they were predatory tribes of Asiatic origin (probably

Syrian and Sinaitic), and that towards the close of the
XlVth dynasty they descended on the land in vast hordes,

slaying, ravaging, and confiscating all before them. Their
rule extended over three dynasties, namely the XVth,
XVIth, and XVIIth, and is supposed to have lasted for

five hundred years. The native princes, meanwhile, were
driven southwards, and some would seem to have ruled as

tributary chieftains at Thebes.

The name " Hykshos " is sup- t yj "^ 1 tji\ *-&

posed to bo derived from //y^•, iii^m + JT i li

" ruler," and Shasu, " shepherd," ^^ . . a . Su

or plunderer; Shasit,* being a Thcso liicroglypha arc:

—

word used in a general sense to 1- •*• '''l'° Ka''le"i P™-
denote the tribes of the Eastern ^°°^^'"l^''-

2. Ancagloj
. .. 1 J, , . a. 3. A young shoot ; Su.
frontier; and thereby seeming 4. A chick ; u, being a con-
to indicate that the Hykshos firmatioii of Iho vowel-

were originally tent-dwellers and sound. 5. A man signify-

herdsmen, like the wandering ing the general Bonsoottho

•r> , « t r ii i word. 0. Ihreo upright
Bedawcen Arabs of the present

,t,„t^„_ „,^„i„g ., ,^^„^y .

day. Abrahams visit to Egypt or a noun of nambor.
probably took place during the

reign of some Ilykshos king of the XVth dynasty ; while

Joseph is traditionally said to have flourished towards the

clo.se of the XVIIth. This, the last Hykshos dynasty, was
governed, in the opinion of the late Mariette Pasha, by
kings of Hittitc nationality. It is, at all events, a singular

and a significant fact that Set, or Sutekh, the great god

of the Hykshos, was also the god of the Hittites.

We will now turn from tradition to the internal evidence

of the text.

I need not recapitulate the beautiful and affecting story

of Josepli—a story in which every touch of local colour,

whether as regards names, customs, or incidents, will bear

the strictest arch;eological scrutiny. For our present

purpose, I need only quote Joseph's instructions to his

brethren, before he introduces them to Pharaoh :

—

" I will go up," he says, " and show Pharaoh, and say

unto him. My brethren and my father's house {i.e., house-

hold), wliich were in the land of Canaan, are come
unto me

;

" And the men are shepherds, for their trade hath been

to feed cattle ; and they have brought their flocks, and
their herds, and all that they have.

* Tlio AbbiS Vigoareux has pointed out how tho Ilobrow root

^DV/, sU'ih, or DDIff, hUm, " to dovaatate," "to pillage," is used in

tlio Bible to designate tho forays of tlio Bedawcen hoathtn. Sco
" La Biblo et leg Ddcoavertes Uodemos," vol. ii., p. 86. 18H2.
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" And it shall come to pass, -when Pharaoh shall call

}0u, and shall say, What is your occupation t

" That ye shall say. Thy servants' trade hath been about
cattle from our youth even till now, both \vc, and also

our fathers : that ye may dwell in tlie land of Goshen

;

/or every shepherd is an abominntion unlo the E'jyptians."

(Genesis, Chap, xlvi., verses 31, 32, 33, 34.)

In accordance with these instructions, we presently find

them saying to Pharaoh :
—" Thy servants are shepherds,

both we, and also our fathers
;
" to which statement

Pharaoh replies by making them welcome, and assigning
" the best of the land " for their place of dwelling.''

Now it is hereby evident that if to be a shepherd
(" Shasu ") was an abomination to the Egyptians, it was
a recommendation to Pharaoh. That the name should
be hateful to the conquered race was inevitable

;

and although the invaders had become so thoroughly
naturalised that they now ruled in all respects after the

manner of the native Pharaohs, it was impossible that

the Egyptians should forget the horrors of the past
But to one of Sha^-u origin that name would be dear and
h )noured. And it would convey a sense corresponding to

"son of the desert," rather than to " shepherd," or " plun-

derer." Also it would imply a Semitic, and therefore, in

this case, a common ancestry. Granted that Joseph was
the favourite minister of a Ilykshos ruler, he could have
given his brethren no better advice than when he bade
them tell Pharaoh that they came from the land of Canaan,
and had been shepherds from their youth. Just so might
a poor laird from Roxburgh or Dumfries, who had risen

to office under James I., counsel his raw kinsfolk from the

northern side of the Cheviots. If King Jamie questioned

them, they must surely tell him they were Lowland Scots,

and as such had played their part in many a border fray

;

and this notwithstanding that a Lowland Scot was an
abomination to the English. The Percys and the Stanleys

would, it is true, despise them for cattle-stealing barbarians;

but to be a Lowland Scot was a sure passport to the favour

of the king. Tlie internal evidence of the text confirms, in

short, the evidence of tradition, and shows that the Pharaoh
of Joseph can have been none other than a Hykshos.

(To le conlin\ud.)

THE AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN.
ELECTKIC GENEUATORS {continued).

rrillE simplest device for collecting the current from the

X revolving armature is to have two upright springs, S S'

(fig. 10), metallically connected to the terminals or binding-

screws, T T. With the commutator in the position illus-

trated, the current piusses from the brass sections, A P>, the

circuit being completed tlirougli whatever apparatus may
be connected to T T". When the armature has performed
a quarter of a revolution—that is to say, when the sections

D are in contact with S S' the circuit is disconnected,

and accordingly no current is passing. This lasts, however,
for a very brief space of time, and is not noticeable.

Where this plan is adopted, A B must be fixed to the
ebonite in such a way that wlien in contact with
the springs the armature shall be in the position illus-

trated in fig. Ct (KNowLEDfJK, May I'l)). A more satis

factory plan, however, and one tliat will lend itself to

modifications in the general details of the machine,
is to employ what may be called a "rocker." Fig. 11

will illustrate it R R is a part of a brass ring, not less

than an eighth of an inch tliick, and about lialf an inch wide.

A slot is cut in the ring at E, about half an inch long, a

screw holding it firmly to the ba.?e plate Caps of ebonit*
or such like insulating material (F F) are fixed to the ends
of the rocker, and thin strips of brass (K K) on to the
surfaces of the caps. Similar strips of brass (L L) are

i T

F.-g. 10.

attached by the thumb-screws to K K. Between these
pairs of brass strips or plates, the copper brushes (M II)

are clamped. They are simply strips of sheet copper, cut
for about half their length, so as to present the appear-
ance of combs, with verj- close, but rather broad, teeth. The
ebonite should, for various reasons, be of larger section than
the rocker (say one inch by three-eighths to a half) while the
surfaces should be inclined at such an angle as to make
the distance between the brushes a little less than 1{ in.,

both inclinations being at tlic same angle, one inwards, the

other outwards. Care must l>o taken that the clHinitr

efl.ctually insulates the brushes from tlio rocker; spiral

springs (made by winding ratlier stout copper wire round a

pencil) being u.sed to connect the brushes to the terminals

TT. In tlie diagram, the brass plates arc drawn slightly awny
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f.-jm the el>onite caps for the sake of clearness. The olyect
o! the slot (E) ia to allow of the alteration of the point
of contact between the hnishes and the coninintator—

a

jiecessary feature, as will lio seen by experience.

One of the most important points in connection with an
dectrie generator is the motive power. This may take the
Torm of a treadle or an ordinary niultiplyin-^ wheel turned
by hand. To a great extent, we must leave the arrange-
ment of this matter with the experimentalist ; but the
wheel should be as far as possible from the armature, say
18 inches, tiie wooden base, where a multiplying wheel is

used, being about 14 inches by -21 inches. It may be
pointed out, however, that the" width is not necessarily
the same throughout. Owing to the sinallness of the
armature pulley-wheel, an endless gut-band is requisite,

but some arrangement to compensate for its stretching

ia essential. Fig. 12 illustrates a simple device ; D
repre-sents a standard 1 inch thick, if of wood, h an

inch if of metal, through which passes a shaft A B, of

the section .shown, cut from a live-eighth rod to half-an-

inch in diameter at each end. It is provided with a screw

thread at the extremity A, and a slot like that on a screw-

head at B, a pin (C) being driven through to hold alight metal

or wooden wheel (OG) 9 to 12 in. in diameter, in position,

surticient freedom being allowed for the wheel to revolve

easily. E is a nut, .screwed on at A, to pull AB tight

up to the bo.s.s F. On first adjusting the band, the end
(I{) of the shaft should be turned towards the machine. As
tlie band stretches, B should be gradually turnc'd towards

the remote side, thus increasing finally the distance

Ijotwct'n the centres of tlie wheel and the armature by a
<|uarter of an inch.

\\'

now TO GET STRONG.
(Conlimu;rI.)

TE have first to notice that it is by no means neces-

sary, as many imagine, to give much time daily to

<xerci:e in order to acquire a strong and hearty body. On
til", coutrary, many who, dissiitisfied with the condition of

their health and strength, have begun to take more exercise

thin before, have defcat'jd their purjmso by taking too much
exircise. To exhaust the frame by long walks and rides,

o- by undertaking some difficult and arduous system of

training, would be unwise, even if the sole object were to

acquire strength; but where the ultimate object is to
increase the capacity for the work of life, and this work
is only indirectly dependent on bodily strength, it is next
door to madness to exhaust the frame by ellbrts for which
it is unfit

Let it be noticed, then, that apart from such exercise as
falls naturally into the day's work, an hour a day, or even
four times a week, devoted to systematic exercise, will

sutttce first to restore and afterwards to maintain the
strength of the body. It was with this small amount of

daily training that Maclaren attained such rejiarkable

results, adding girth to the chest and limbs, increasing the
weight and muscular development, changing actually the
shape of the bony framework of the body,—in grown
men,— not in long periods of time, but in a few weeks.
Next it is to be noticed that for successful efforts in this

direction we do not want heavy dumb-bells and clubs, or

gymnastic apparatus for the achievement of ditlicult feats.

No apparatus at all is, indeed, absolutely necessary, but
light dumb-bells (from 31b. to 61b.) may be used with ad-

vantage, and light clubs are still better ; while by sotne

simple contrivances, costing a few shillings, a bed-room,
Iv.ith-rooni, landing, or hall, as may be convenient, may be
turned into a temporary gymnasium, containing everything
necessary for exercising every muscle of the body. It is

always well, however, to include among the exercises some
N\ hich require a certain degree of practice for their proper
iiccomplislnnent, as this gives interest to the work. For
tills reason, ball-play (outdoor or indoor) was deservedly

:i)>l)r(i\((l by ancient physicians. Fencing, single-stick, and
oilier such encounters are good, if entered upon with due
niudcnition, both as to time and as to the spirit with which
they are carried on.

First and foremost in all exercises comes the develop-

ment of the chest, because this development means the

increase of lung-power and heart-power, improvement in

the breathing, and in the circulation. Scarce one in a
hundred among men in middle life has his breathing

apparatus in respectable ordci'. A man in good health

ought to be able to run a mile at a moderate pace without

inconvenience. But how many can do this? We do not

invite paterfamilias to try the experiment, unless he is

prepared to stoja tin* trial so soon as he is satisfied that he

cannot run the mile vnfhout inconvenieiu-e. For there; is

Janger in the experiment, if the question is whether, by
sheer endurance, ho can get through thi; mile at any pace

resembling a run. Let any man, even as young as twenty-

fi\e or thirty, who has let day after day pass for several

years without duly exercising his chest, content himself by
running until it would be distressing to him to continue

the exercise : he will vciry quickly recognise how much
beyond his power running a mile, without distress, has

become,— entirely through his neglect of daily exercise.

Not a day should be allowed to pass without exerci.se by

which—at least three times each day—every air-cell of the

lungs has been filled to its utmost capacity. Once, at

least, each day this should be done by active exertion, such

as a sharp, but not distressing, run, increasing gradually

until two or thn^r; hundred yards are covered at full speed,

or from half a mile to a mile at a steady swing. But any

run long enough to set the lung bellows actively at work

will suffice for this purpose. Instead of running, however,

some may prefer sparring. This is capital exercise for the

chest, and is good also for the arms and shoulders. A live

opponent is not needed—in fact, i-s not desirable ; for where

there is one the exercise is apt to be continued too long,
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and repeated only intermittently, whereas it should
be carried on daily, and for a limited time only.

A calf-skin bag, fourteen or fifteen inches in diameter,
hung by a stout cord from the ceiling (if there is a
beam to it, or from a cord stretched between two high nails

on opposite sides of the room), will make a capital dumb
boxer. The bag should hang at about the height of the

chin, so that its highest part is opposite the eyes and its

lowest part opposite the chest. Pound away at this as if

it were the head and shoulders of a living opponent Hit
out from the shoulder so that it Hies up to the ceiling

;

catch it " a good one " as it flies back towards you ; advance
a step, and hit it so that at the next rebound it flies over

your head ; spring sharply round, and meet it on that side

;

hit it upwards till the cord loops ; hit it round arm, so that
if you are not quick enough, it catches you on the back of

the head. In five minutes' time, (which, later, you may
extend to ten), you will be pulling and panting like the

conventional grampus. You can then rest, or turn to some
other less active exercise among those to be hereafter

described.

But there is an excellent and too much neglected

exercise for the chest which requires no apparatus at all,

and can be taken without leaving your room, or even your
seat It is simply the steady inhaling of air (at the
nostrils) until the lungs are fully distended, holding the air

there for a while, and then slowly expelling it. A time-

keeper is useful with this exercise, so that its effect in

improving the capacity of the lungs and increasing tlie

power of the breathing apparatus generally, may be tested.

In a capital little book, by Sir. W. F.lackie, bearing the
same title as this series of papers, the following case, illus-

trating the good effects of a practice in effect identical

with this, is cited :

—

"Some years ago. Dr. G., of Boston, showed us a
photograph of himself taken several years previously. The
shoulders were warped forward, the chest looked flat,

almost hollow, and the face and general appearance sug-

gested a delicate man. He was inclined, he said, to be
consumptive. Well, by practising breathing (not in an
ordinary ' blowing machine,' where you empty your lungs

of about all that is in them, but an inspirometer, from
which, instead, you inhale every inch of air you can), and
by practising vigorous working of his diaphragm, he had so

expanded his lungs that he could inhale three hundred and
eighty cubic inches of air at one breath ! Certainly, the
depth of his chest at the later period was something
astounding, it being, as nearly as we could judge without
calipers, fully fourteen inches thi-ough, directly from breast-

bone to spine, while it was a strikingly broad chest as well.

An even more astonishing feature was the tremendous
power of his voice. He said he could run two blocks

(nearly a tenth of a mile) at one breath."

Tins case maj-, of course, be exceptional, still it is ex-

tremely significant.

{To he continued.)

A STUDY OF MINUTE LIKE.

Bv Henry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

GREAT interest is felt in the history of minute living

organisms, called microferments, on account of the

discoveries by Pasteur, and others, showing their action in

the production of various diseases aflliiting domestic
animals and mankind, and in many cases indicating how the

mischief may be prevented. These bodies are related to the

lower fungi—moulds, and so forth—and as they feed upon

moist organic compounds, they assimilate certain of their

elements for their own use and growth, and cause, or leave,

the rest to reconstitute themselves in simpler forms. If

this sounds too complicated to be easily intelligible, a few
instances will make the principle clear, chemical formula;

and figures being avoided, because, although they are

extremely useful to those accustomed to their appearance,
they perplex beginners.

All living creatures are composed of highly complex
materials, and life processes are only carried on in the

presence of sufficient moisture to give mobility to their

particles. Sugars, fats, and starches are examples of one
group of these substance?, and white of egg or albumen
represents another group. Chemists find cane sugar to be
made up of a gi-eat number of particles—atoms— of carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen ; and it is never quite free from
other matters. Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are ranged
amongst the simple substances, or "elements;" but this

means no more than that no one has succeeded in resolving

them into simpler constituents. However this may ulti-

mately be settled, they, like other bodies in the " simple "

list, combine in definite proportions, and the smallest

portion capable of so doing is commonly called an atom,

and has a definite weight distinguishing it from an atom of

anything else. Hydrogen being the lightest known sub-

stance, is taken by chemists as their standard, and the

atomic weight of a body is stated in comparison with that

of hydrogen. Thus, reckoning an hydrogen atom as

weighing 1, an atom of oxygen weighs 16, and one of carbon

6. The reader will exclaim, " What has this to do with

microferments and yeast 1 Wait a bit and see.

Sugar is built up of a multitude of the combining par-

ticles of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen ; twelve of the

first, twenty-two of the second, and eleven of the third go

to make the smallest possible piece of cane sugar. Now,
just imagine what a complicated pattern can l>c made with

forty-five balls, and when one pattern containing all of

them is broken up, how many simpler patterns may be

made by unions of balls in twos, threes, and all sorts of

numbers.

When cane sugar is dissolved in water, besides its own
forty-five particles, there are its water particles, two of

hydrogen and one of oxygen. The minutest drop of the

solution, therefore, consists of forty-eight particles, and
when living yeast is put into it and feeds upon it, a great

disturbance takes place amongst them.

If a small portion of brewers' yeast, or the so-called

German yeast— so much used by bakers, and which comes

over from Dutch distilleries in a putty like mass—is

placed on a glass slide in a drop of water and viewed with

the microscope and a power of about 400 linear magnifi-

cation, it is seen to be composed of little tiny bl.idders, more

or less round. It woiild take from two and a half to three

thou.';and of these little cells placed in a row to make up

one inch in length. Each one is, however, a minute plant,

capable of carrying out a complete cycle of vital processes

if the appropriate conditions are provided. Brcwera' yeast

is the best to experiment with, as the cells are rather

larger, and at a summer temjierature grow very quickly.

The common brewers' yeast rises to the top of the fluid it

causes to ferment i" consequence of the rapid formation of

carbonic acid gas bubbles which buoy it up. In (lorman

breweries, a slower process, at a lower trnipcrnturo, is

carried on, and the yeast falls to the bottom of the

fermenting vessels.

Supposing the reader takes up as much yeast as equals a

pin's head in size, puts it in a small cell with sugar and water

under the microscope, and keeps it in a warm room ; some of

the little bubbles will soon swell, smaller bladders will grow
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out from them, and finally separate. Under favourable

conditions, Uiis process goes on so Lxst that scores of the

little plants soon become thousands, and the thousands

millions and billions by this simple method of rapid

budding. Many of the higher plants, besides propagating

by seeds, which result from the cooperation of male and

female organs, also multiply by buds. Some of the begonias

exemplify this in a striking way, and there is a lily, common
in gardens (bulhi/ennii), which produces black bulbils all

up iu st<:-m. The yeast plants are not, therefore, excep-

tional in the budding process, and their mode of nutrition

is found to be the same in principle as that of the higher

vegetation. The yeast plants are capal)le of taking oxygen from

the air, if in contact with it, or, as tish do, from air dissolved

in w.iter ; but when they cannot get enough this way, they

supply themselves by decomposing the sugar in the solutions

of malt or other saccharine materials they are employed to

ferment. M. Pasteur says :
" Fermentation by yeast, the

type of all ferments properly so-called, presents to us the

direct consequenco of the work of nutrition, assimilation

—

in one word, of life—effectuated without free oxygen. The
heat consumed in this work must necessarily be obtained

in the decomposition of the fermentable matter, that is to

say of the sugar, which, after the manner of explosive sub-

stances, disengages heat in its decomposition. Fermenta-
tion by yeast appears thus essentially allied with the power
of this small cellular plant to perform a kind of breathing

with the oxygen combined in sugar." Other plant-cells

induced to live under similar conditions arc found to be

provocative of fermentation.

In alcoholic fermentations of eitlicr wine or beer,

there are other matters present besides the saccharine

ones. Some of these belong to the albuminous class, and
besides carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, they

contain sulphur and phosphorus, and these, though in

small proportions, contribute to the mobility and insta-

bility of the wine-must or sweet-wort of the beer. The
fermentiible fluids also contain some mineral matters
which the great plants re<|uire, as do the higher kinds of

vegetation, for their perfect growth.

The respiratory acts of plants consume oxygen and lead

to the evolution of carbonic acid. Their nutritive acts

include the digestion of carbonic acid and the evolution of

oxygen, which produces a slow combustion, and when this

proc<»-S3 is carried on l)y the microferments, fungi, <tc., it

may completely destroy organic substances, as in cases of

putrefaction and decay. If yeast alone operates in wine
or bcicr fermentation, the chief result is the resolution of

the sugar into alcoholic and carbonic acid, with small
quantities of succinic acid and glycerine.

Schutzcnberger states that 95 9 parts of cane sugar con-

tain Hi carbon, Gl hydrogen, and 491 oxygen; and
give OrG of alcohol, containing 2fi9 carbon, C-7 hydrogen,
and 180 oxygen -f- 13 5 carbon and oxygen combined into

carbonic acid, or, as chemists would call it, carbon dioxide.

Dumas e8timat<;d that to decompo.se one gramme (Ifj-i

grains) of sugar in one hour, about 400 milliards

(400,000,000,000) yeast cells must be at work.
The yeast plant might have been dfwcribcd without so

much reference to chemistry, but the general nature of
fermentations cannot be understood without such explana-
tions; and if the student beginning these inquiries will

take the trouble to understand what a commotion the
growth of yeast makeji in saccharine solutions, the work
done by other ferments will lie more inteHigiblc. In our
next paper some of those which are often associated with
yeast, to the detriment of beer and wine, will be described.
This action tlirows light upon the production of diseases by
special organisms.

CONDUCT AND DUTY.*

IN all ages of which any record has reached us, men of

advanced mind (in their own age) have analysed the

principles which regulate conduct, and have discussed those

which should do so. In our own time the analysis of

ethical considerations has been more fully developed than

in any preceding age,— partly, perhaps, because a wider

experience is open to us, but chiefly because the progress

of the doctrine of evolution has thrown new light on the

subject No one who has thoughtfully studied the doctrine

of biological evolution can fail to see how important is

its bearing on the principles which determine duty and
.should rule conduct If the investigation of the laws of

evolution in their merely scientific aspect has not shown
this, the study of sociological works, such as those of

Herbert Spencer, must have forced even those who do not

accept the general doctrine of evolution, to perceive that

among those who do, the doctrine cannot but have a most
important ethical inlluence. For this reason, then, chiefly,

the subject of the book before us largely occupies men's

thoughts in our time.

Mr. Leslie Stephen has long been known as among the

foremost and ablest of those who have dealt with the

science of ethics during the last quarter of a century. His

views on points of detail have been presented in essays

which have appeared from time to time in the Fortnightly

Jievieii^ and elsewhere. In the present volume, ho has not

collected such essays together, but has dealt with the

general suVyect dc novo : and he has here " attempted to

lay down an ethical doctrine in harmony with the doctrine

of evolution, so widely accepted by modern men of science."

He remarks well that " problems of this kind require to be

discussed in every generation with a change of dialect, if

not with a corresponding change of the first principles."

The standpoint from which he views the general subject

differs from Mr. Spencer's. The great teacher of the modern

doctrines of sociology has worked out an cncyclopajdic

system, of which his principles of ethics are the outcome.

Mr. Stephen, starting from the old ethical theories, has

endeavoured to bring them into harmony with scientific

principles, which he takes for granted. It is well that the

suliject should be examined from both points of view, that

it may be seen how far the results coincide,— as, of course,

they should do, if the general principle underlying both

lines of argument is sound.

We recommend this work to all who have examined the

subject from Mr. Spencer's point of view, to all who prefer

to examine it from Mr. Stephen's, and to all who, eschew-

ing the modern doctrines of evolution, and decrying the

supposed moral consequences of those doctrines, may wish

to know what, according to scientific reasoning, these con-

sequences are. These last, in particular, will be into

rested, we take it, to see how the moral laws which they

have been in the habit of regarding as imparted from

without, are regarded by science as springing from within

the body social.

It would be impossible to describe in dc^tail the various

sections of this interesting work. Each chapter might

well form the subject of a complete essay, or of a volume

of discussion. The criterion which Mr. Stephen esta-

blishes in the progress of his work as the general prin-

ciple of conduct is simply this, that a man is virtuous or

the reverse, a worthy or an unworthy member of the com-

munity, in so far as he does or docs not conform to the

type defined by the healthy condition of the social organism

of which he forms part. This must not be confounded

• The Hcience of Ethica, Viy Lkslie Stui'iien'. (Messrs. Smith,

Elder, & Co., I^ndon.)
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with the doctrine, Soyz de voire siecle, for the character-

istics of an age may be chiefly cliaracteristics of disease,

and conformity with them may, therefore, be not virtue, but
the reverse. The type defined by the healthy condition of

the body social, not that defined by its actual condition, is

that with which conformity is desirable.

It will be seen that this doctrine limits conduct in two
directions. As the good soldier neither lags behind nor

goes unduly in advance of the main body (not even if he
be the captain), so the man who best fulfils his duties to

the social body of which he forms part, must neither fall

short of the standard necessary for the healthy condition

of the social organism, nor go unduly in advance. Take,

for instance, such a quality as loyalty, in its ordinary but
rather degraded sense. In former days it was essential to

the social well-being that personal loyalty should amount
to something like devotion. And that quality, being

essential to the very existence of a community, under-

went development until, and even long after, this state

of things ceased. It remains, then, a characteristic of

many of the best men of a time when personal loyalty no
longer has the specific value which it had in former times.

Men who analyse the sentiment find, perhaps, in de\'otion to

the King of Brentford, nothing specially virtuous ; or, tracing

his descent from those who first founded his family, they find

small reason, perhaps, for regarding with respect the ground
•of the family's claim to loyal devotion. Men whose views

of this particular duty have thus progressed, may be
divided between two duties :—one, that of teaching those

around them the avoidance of certain actions which appear

to themselves derogatory to the dignity of manhood ; the

other, that of avoiding such offences as must arise from
their not conforming to the type defined by the healthy

condition of the social organism. They may do more harm
by inculcating what they hold to be truth, and still more
by doing what they consider theoretically just, than by
conforming outwardly to the conditions of society as it exists

around them. An officer, again, who ridicules that devo-

tion to the colours which has led many a brave soldier to die

rather than let the enemy take them, may in principle be
very right, for a brave soldier is worth more than a blood-

stained, shot riddled rag ; and ho who, in trying to save

one, loses the other to his country or army, has not in that

served his country well; but if that devotion, unreasonable

though it is in principle, is absolutely essential to the

«fl5ciency of an army composed of not altogether well-

reasoning elements, then the man who has ridiculed it,

however reasonably, has done his country or its army an
ill-service.

Tliese cases are, of course, in themselves trivial—the
reader will hardly need to be told that much more important
matters are illustrated by them. If a citizen may be loyal

to the community without any trace of loyalty to person or

fomily ; if a man may be a good and faithful soldier without
the feeling (or having niastc^red as a weakness the feeling)

•of devotion to a standard or an ensign, so may there be
many who are faithful to what they hold to bo their duties

without any of those feelings commonly spoken of as

religious—though erroneously, for the word " religion
"

applies equally in reality to any influence or principle

restraining men's actions. Men who have learned that

certain fears, hopes, and emotions are no more necessary to

virtuous conduct than devotion to a .standard is necessary
to soldiers already devoted to a cauBO, must remember
that this is not at present true of the social organism to
which they belong. It is not only not their duty, but
the reverse of their duty, to ridicule feelings or beliefs

essential to the well-being of the body social as it at

present exists. The code we set up must be such as

is good for the community, not that which is suffi-

cient for ourselves. As our author well remarks,
" we must admit that the ends which men pursue vary
indefinitely, and that some men, possibly the mass of men,
are fitted for those positions in the social organism which
do not demand any great activity of the higher faculties, or

make any strain upon a man's devotion to the race or to

truth. . . . When we speak of the morality of the
lower type, we mu.st mean that the habit of oV)edience to

the moral law may be impressed upon it, although the

moral instincts which make such obedience the spontaneous
fruit of his character may be very imperfectly developed

;

and therefore, as a general rule, thst to some extent

other instincts, such as the fear of punishment [the hope
of reward], the contempt [or the praise] of his fellows, have
to be called into play, so as to make, as it were, a substitute

for genuine morality."

The wise moralist, on Mr. Stephen's theory, "assigns no
new motives ; he accepts human nature as it is, and he
tries to show how it may maintain and improve the advan-

tages already acquired. His influence is little enough, but,

such as it is, it depends upon the fact that a certain

harmony has already come into existence, and that men
are therefore so constituted that they desire a more
thorough solution of existing discords. A soimd moral
system is desirable in order to give greater definiteness

to aims and methods ; and it is doubtless important to

obtain one in a period of rapid decay of old systems. But
it is happy for the world that moral progress has not to

wait till an unimpeachable system of ethics has been

elaborated."

ENGLISH SEASIDE HEALTH-RESORTS.
Bv Alfred Haviland.

CLASSIFICATION (Continued from page 18).

TuE Mean Temperature of the Air in Relation to

Latitude is England and Wales.

"f^^HEN the sun's rays fall perpendicularly on the

\ * earth's surface, as between the troi)ics, the greatest

amount of heat is received from them ; on the other hand,

the mon> obliquely they do so, as between the tropics and
the poles, the more is the amount of heat diminished. A
ray from the sun falling p-rpendicularly on an object

covers the least surface, and imparts the most heat ; whilst

a ray falling obliciuely covers a larger surface, and gives

less heat in proportion to its obliciuity. Moreover, a sun-

ray that falls perpendicularly on the earth piu'aes through

a lesser thickness of atmosphere, is shorter, in fact, than

one which falls obliquely, and therefore loses less lieat in

passing through the atmosphere.

In using a magnifying glass for lighting a match wo
make use of this knowledge, and incline the glass at such

an angle as to receive the sun's ray-s as it were, per-

pendicularly to its surface, and then focus them. Agoiji,

if a ray of sunlight be admitted through a liole in a shutter,

and a piece of white cardboard be held at such an angle as

to receive it perjiendicularly, it will be fouml that the space

occupied by the light ."spot will have as small an area as j)0S-

sible according to the distance ; wliereos when the paper is

luld so as to receive this sun ray obliquely, the area

covered by the light is increased in proportion to the ob-

liquity with whidi the ray falls on the surface. Tlie dia-

grams showing the apjmrent i>ath of the sun during April

and May, published in Vol. 1. of Knowlkdck, pp. 469, OS?,

are not only interesting and instructive, but will help the

student to understand how in our latitudes the oV)liquity of
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the sun's rays is increased or diminished according to the

seasons. The effect of this obliquity on tlie mean tempera-

ture of tlie air will be seen by comparing the following

mean temperatures within the different latitudes which

cross England. We have taken the observations made in

1881 as illustrations. Between tlie parallels of latitude

50° and 51° N. there was no large town included, so that

the figures really represent the mean air temperature of

the South coast :—
M»«n Air Mc»n Air

Latusdo N. Tomporaturc. S('4siJo Temperature.
Fahirnheit. Tow-ns. Fahrenheit.

Between 50° and 51° 49° 1' South Coast 49° 1'

51° „ 52° 48° 1' Barnstaple 50° 5'

52° „ 53° 46° 9' Lowestoft 47° C
53° „ 54° 46° 4' Llandudno 48° 6'

„ 54° „ 55° 45° 4' Scarborough 47° 2'

"We have selected the above sea-side health resorts as good

representatives of each of the interlatitudinal belts given

above for the sake of comparing their mean air tempera-

tures with those derived from the forty-three inland and

coast stations where the observations were made which

form the liasis of the above results. A glance at the above

figures will at once demonstrate how mucli higher the mean
temperature of the air is for cacli latitude along the coast

than the mean of England and Wales, which, of course,

includes the mean temperatures of both inland and coast

stations.

Another fact connected with the obliquity of the sun's

rays according to latitude is tlie postponemcni of the time

at which the hottest and coldest periods of the days and
the sea.sons take place.

In all latitudes the hour of greatest daily warmth follows

at certain intervals that of the greatest solar elevation, viz.,

noon ; for instance, at Plymouth (about 50° 23' N.) the

warmest hour of the day in the sliade is at one p.m., or

rather a little after that hour ;* at York (about 53° 52' N.)

it is about two p.m. ; and at Leith + (a little south of 56° N.)

it is 2.40 p.m.; so that the hour of greatest heat takes

place nearly 1 hour and 40 minutes later in lat. 56" N.
than it does at 50° 23' N. We shall find in the sequel

that large masses of elevated land and the sea operate

powerfully in modifying the effect of latitude on the mean
temperature. This, to a certain extent, has already been
shown in the table above.

To illustrate the postponement of the effect of summer
and winter on large masses of elevated matter we may
instance the experiments made at York Minster, and
recorded by John Phillips, F.R.S., in his charming and
interesting work on the rivers, mountains, and sea-coast of

Yorkshire. He tells us that a series of daily observations

were made and continued for three years within the inte-

rior of the cathedral, and showed that the hottest day is

about Jive u-eeks after the summer solstice, or a forlniijhl

after the hottest day in the open air ; and the coldest day
five jr>;eki after thf; winter solstice, or & forlniyhl after

the coldest day in the open air.

We shall have to refer to the storage of heat by elevated

mas-ses, such as isolat*^!! hills, and liill ranges in the neigh-

bourhood of certain seaside health-resorts, and the effect,

in postponing sea-son.s, the giving up of this heat produces,

later on ; but a fact M-hich bears on this subject should be
recorded and rememl)ered.

Mf«srs. Quetelet and Forbes made a series of experi-

ments in Scotland, France, Belgium, and Germany on the
postyKjnement of the effect of summer and winter below the
surface of the ground. It was found that the middle of

SirVV. HarriB, "Rep. of Brit. Assoc., 1839."

ir D. Brewster in " Edin. Phil. Transactions."

summer and winter, or the extremes of heat and cold occur :

—At the surface, in July and January ; 3 ft. deep in August
and February ; 12 ft. deep in October and April ; 24 ft. deep
in December and June, and at less than 100 ft. in July and
January of the following year. So that within 100 ft.

from the surface, the seasons are as much re\ersed as at

the antipodes. These facts relative to the postponement

of the hot and cold periods agree with the old doggerel

proverbs, "As the day lengthens the cold strengthens,"

and " The days grow hotter as they grow shorter." We
shall refer to this subject again when discussing the causes,

of the local climates of the several health-resorts. In our
next we shall discuss the effect of latitude on the dailij,

rawjc of temperulurc.

HOME CURES FOR POISONS.

I^HE use of copper vessels for preparing food has led t»
many cases of poisoning, though, as a matter of fact,

if copper utensils are carefully cleaned, and food which
has been cooked in them is not allowed to stand in them
till cooled, they may be used safely enough. This, how-
ever, ought not to be left to the care of servants, who,

not taking scientific views of such matters, find it diflicult

to understand how the utensil which was clean when
food was put into it to be cooked, may bo (chemically)-

unclean when the food is taken out of it. To this

must be added that copper vessels, however clean,

are not fit utensils for cooking or keeping any
food of an acid nature. The practice of putting-

copper coins into pickles to give them a pretty

green colour used to be considered by some house-

keepers of former times a rather clever thing. This colour

was derived from the verdigris (or subacetate of copper),

formed by the combination of acetic acid and the oxide of

copper—and it is hardly necessary to say that verdigris is-

a poison ; but the green of the pickles was very pleasant to-

look at. Probably, now that copper coins are scarce, the

practice of adding copper in this cheerful manner, to poison

our pickles, is not .so common as it used to be. It should

be added that tinning the interior of co])pers is only a pro-

tection so long as the tinning remains entire.

Arseniate of copper (Scheele's green, or mineral green),

is formed from the combination of arsenious acid with

oxide of copper. Sulphate of copper (l)lue vitriol, blue

copperas, or blue-stone) is made in largo quantities fop-

dyeing and colouring purposes. It is not very likely to be-

taken by accident, as it has a most unpleasant metallic taste.

Sy.mptoms.

The symptoms of poisoning by any of the salts of copper

are vomiting, violent colic, convulsive movement of head,,

metallic taste in the mouth, pains in the thighs, h^g cramps,

laboured breathing, followed by lethargy. Jiut sometimes

lethargy and partial insensibility are among the first,

symptoms noted, the symptoms of irritation coming later..

Yellowness of the skin, as in jaundice, is a characteristic

feature of poisoning by copper, at least so far as metallic

poisons are concerned. In some cases, slow poisoning by

copper occurs, where copper ves.sels, for instance, are used

daily with insufficieilt precautions. In these cases death

often follows; and it is then found, in poHl-morlnm examinai-

tion, that copper has accumulated in the liver.

Home Remediks.

In cases of copper poisoning, the vomiting caused by the

poison sliould be encouraged by copious draughts of tepid
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, JUNE 11.

Sunday, 4th. Monday, oth. Tuesday, Cth Wkdnesday, 7th.

Thursday, Sth. Friday, 9th. Saturday, IOth. Sunday, 11th.

In the above charts Iho dotted lines are "isobars," or linos of equal barometrical pressure, the vahies which they indicate being-

given in figures at the end, thus-—30-1. The shade temperature is given in tignres for several places on the coast, and the weather is

recorded in words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by the number of barbs and feathers, thus :— ^
,

light

;

> ,
fresh or strong j > > , a gale ; » > , a violent gale ; signifies calm. The state of the sea is noted in capital

letters. The • denotes the various stations. The hour for which each chart is di-awu is 6 p.m.

water, in which much suf;ar ha-s been dissolved. Afterwards
whites of eggs dissolved in water, six to the half-pint,

shojld bo freely administered. Milk or wheat Hour may
be put in the water if tliere are no eggs in the house.

Sugar may be added to whatever draughts are thus taken,

and everything acid, especially vinegar, is to be avoided.

The time between sending for a doctor (wliich should be
done at once) and awaiting his arrival, can hardly be better

employed than in following the above instructions.

JUNE FLOWERS.
Bt Grant Allen.

JUKE is the botanist's despair: there are so many beautiful

plants in blossom, that he can never hope to examine them all

at once. The only possible plan for liim is to specinliso himself,

and take a few families at a time each year. The pea flowers are
a good group to study in Junoj they are recognisable at once by

their peculiar blossoms, which even the unlearned know at sight
and they are full of varied interest from every jioint of view-
Among smaller herbs of this class, the simplest division is into
those with trefoil foliage, like the clovers, and those with leaves of
various other types. The medicks (Mrdicajo) belong to the tirst-

named group. The only common kinds in England have emali
yellow flowers, and all may readily bo known by tlieir curved spiral

pods. M. lupulina, nonsuch, has but ono twist to the pml, and a
single seed ; it grows abundantly in meadows. In .V. macutala tho
pod has three or four tight whorls, and becomes almost globular as
it ripens ; its edge is furrowed, anil lined with close pricklt>s. il.

denliftilata is a rarer plant, found chiefly in tbe eastern ctmnties and
on the south coast ; its \tmi has also prickles, but is not furrowed,

and the whorls aro loose, like a corkscrtjw, instead of being tightly

curled together, like a snail, ^fc^ilotu^ has also trefoil leaves, pecu-

liarly thick and jointed at the point of union ; its long and hand-
some liioso bunch of bright yellow flowers at once distinguiahcs it

from tho clovers, while its small straight [mxI .separates it immediately
from tho medicks. Only ono species is likely to be found by
beginners, and that is M. ojffieinali.i, with a net-veined pod.

J/. Arvcngi», almost confined to eastern Kngland, has tho jxxl simply
wrinkled, while tho rare U. alba may bo clearly known by ila white
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blossoms. The clovers (Tri/o!iiim) arc a more ditfioult Bot of pea-

flowere. They are distinguished by their clustered roundish heads,

strai^'ht, small pods, and often tubular flowers; but, amonj^ them-
selves, the differences are very minute. Everybody knows common
red or purple clover, however (T. pratense), as well as the little

cream-coloured Dutch clover (T. repens), and these must bo taken
as fixed )>oiuts for determining the others. Tlio beautiful crimson
clover (r. incarnatinn), grown in great fields of brilliant colour,

is also familiar to almost all of us. Very near purple clover

come three other rarer sorts: T. muri'd'miini, with heads of

the same type but much smaller flowers, and rigid, stiff

calyx teeth (the lowest larger than the others) enlarged after

flowering. T. sfriulum, a little shabby creeping plant, with
calyx-teeth shaped like a pin's point; and T. scabrnm, which is

T. marilimum much dwarfed, and trailing along tho ground.
Nearer to Dutch clover arc T. hybridum, with rather pinker
blo5soms, and no rootlets on the stem, as well as tho curious

T. stilterraneum, whicli buries its own S3ed in tho ground,
and which may be known by its reduced number of flowers

—seldom more than three in tho head—as well as by its abor-

tive central blossoms, which only grow out after the pods begin
to swell, looking then like little hard-pointed knobs in the middle of

the cluster. A totally different modification of the clover type is

represented by hop-clover (T. procunibeiis), which may at once bo
discriminated by its likeness to a hop : it has numerous small

yellow flowers, turned back upon the stalk as it fades, and forming
a sort of brown ball. T. mnii/s is the same type dwarfed, with only

some twenty flowers in each head, instead of fifty, or thereabouts,

as in the larger form.

The only other clovers you are likely to find at present are

T. arviiise, easily known by its fluffy, downy, purplish-grey head,

made soft as wool by the feathery teeth of the calyx, and T. fratji-

/erum, a close relative of Dutch clover, but looking rather like a
strawberry as it fades. Tho remaining species are very local.

Lotus corniculatus belongs to a falsely trifoliate genus, for though its

leaves look like trefoils, there are really two more leaflets at tho

base of each footstalk, easily overlooked unless you are warned
about them. Its bright yellow flowers, with a sharp, pointed keel,

are known to everybody everywhere. Rest-harrow (Ononis
arvensis) has usually trefoil leaves, but sometimes tho side leaflets

don't grow ; it may bo recognised by its pink, sweet-pea flower

and its |)ointcd keel. The other herbs of the pea tribe have several

leaflets, or at least have not trefoil foliage. Lady's fingers

(Anthyllts vulneraria) may reatlily bo known by their woolly,

fluffy, weedy-looking heads of yellow blossoms, with a leaf

luidt-r each head. Sainfoin (Onohiychia sativa) has a long and
handsome spike of pitjk and white-streaked flowers, and no ten-

drils to the leaves. In the vetches and peas there are almost
always tendrils at the end of tho leaf-stalks, though sometimes
they are reduced to a fine (loint liko tho end of a needle. Only
three vetches arc now common

—

Vicia sepiutn, with a bunch
of purple flowers, each without a soparato stalk ; V. sativa,

with solitary red flowers ; and V. cracca, with a handsome spike of

variegated blossoms on long stems. They may all be discriminated

from the peas by their nnmerons small leaflets. In the true peas
(Lalhyrus), on the other hand, tho leaflets arc usually few and
large ; as in L. pratenai; with its short bunch of pale yellow flowers.

In two rarer instances, however, there arc no leaflets at all ; L.

Si-e'Aia, the grass pea, has tho leaf-stalk flattened ont exactly liko

a blade of grass, and bears pretty red flowers ; while L. aphnca has
the stipules (or wings at tho base of the leaf-sta'k) expanded into a
pair of large grccn leaves. Tho only shrubby pea-plants likely to

be at present flowering are tho dwarf gorso (true furze has now
poddcii), and the last stragglers of tho broom, both of which are too

familiar to need description. Thus a einglo family has run away
with all our space ; but it is better to learn this one well the present
year, and take un another hereafter, than to overlmrdcn the mind
with a lot of petty distinctions at once, few of which will be accu-

rately remembered. Study tho plants of this single tribe, study
th. ir leaves, thi'ir flowers, their pods, their seeds; compare them
all carefully with one another, and yon will have done more
good work in one month than if you learnt off, parrot-fashion, a
hundred lists of half-known and half-understood species.

THE HISTORY OF TUBERCLE.

IN ptirining his investigations, Koch made nse of material derived

from both human and animal sources. Kxamination of the

tuljerculous material deposited in the lungs and other organs, in-

variably led to the discovery of minute organisms possessing all tho

bacterial characteristics of bacilli, and necessitated the conclusion

that these forms of life are invariably present in such deposits.

In yciipg tubercle, the bacilli were naturally more easily recog-

nised ; but in older material, es)iocially in suoh as was dis-

tinctly caseous, their presence could not always bo demonstrated,
although abundant evidence of their oxistenco was found at the
edges of such accumulations. In a multitude of cases of

general miliary tubercalosis, bacilli in incalculiiblo niunbors were
encountered in every affected situation ; and in effect it may
bo taken as a warrautablo conclusion that they inevitably accom-
pany the developmeut at least of tho disease. From this point,

however, to a demonstration that they aro also tho cause of the
degenerations which accompany their presence, is a considerable
leap, the taking of whicli could bo justified only on tho accumulation
of sufficient actual proof of the fact. It is the production of this

proof that constitutes Koch's principal claim to tho gratitude of the
BCiontifio world ; and tho manner in which it has bocn accomplished
must win for its author an amount of praise such as fow rocont per-

formances of a similar kind have merited.
Naturallj', but one moans of supplying the needed demonstration

presented itself—viz., tho adoption of exporinionts on living animals.

For tho purpose, therefore, numbers of guinca-pig.s, rabbits, and
cats were operated on, with the result, in every case, of verifying

tho assumptions of tho experimenter. Uy directly transferring

tho ^tuberculous matter from diseased animals to healthy ones,

through inoculation, ho succeeded iu all cases in reproducing
the disease ; but inasmuch as this proceeding was open to tho
objection that tho transferred material might possibly contain a
virus to which contamination was due, rather than to tho presenoo
in it of microscopic organisms, it was modified liy tho introduction

of "cultivation" experiments conducted on a very exhaustive
scale. In this connection, perhaps, more than any other, must
wo especially admire the unceasing persovoranco of Koch's pro-

ceedings, and also unhesitatingly accept the results obtained from
them. After lengthy trials, he succeeded in devising a jiabulum in

which bacilli grew and reproduced with tho utmost freedom. At
tho same time he was enabled to delcrmino the conditions which
were favourable and essential to their development, thus arriving

at the important discovery that they glow only within a narrow
temperature range of 30° to 41° C. ; below the former, and above
42°, no increase took place even after the lapse of so long a period

as three weeks ; thus a most important distinction is to bo drawn
between the bacilli of tubercle and tho bacilli of anthiax, tho latter

readily continuing the processes of active life down to a teinporaturo

as low as 20° C.

Preserving, then, his cultivation fluid at the appropriate tem-
perature, Koch sowed a speck of tuberculous matter, and from tho

generation of bacilli thus produced ho infected a second quantity of

nutritive matter, and so on, until in some cases tho cultivation

process was extended over as long as six months. The purified

bacilli so obtained could not, by any possibility, be accused of com-
municating any foreign virus ; and yet, when introduced into

healthy animals, they never failed to reproduce themselves in

incalculable numbers, and to set up all the symptoms of tuberculous

infection. To quote ilcliiiite examples of tho experiments made
in this direction, it may be mentioned that four gninea-pigs were
inoculated with bacilli of tlio fifth generation produced in fifty-

four days from tuberculous matter originally derived from a
human being. In each case, the infected animal sickened and
lost flesh, and being killed at tho end of thirty-two or thirty-

five days, strongly pronounced tuberculosis was found in every

instance. Tho situation chosen for the injection of infective

material was fonnd to exert no influence on tho result. Tho abdo-

men, tho anterior chamber of tho eye, and other places were
selected, with always the same ultiniato consequences ensuing j and
in cases where check experiments were tnado by injecting natural,

healthy blood serum into animals at the same time as others were
infected with cultivated bacilli, it was found that while tho latter

sickened and became tuberculous, tho former romriinofl unaffected.

In another series of experiments tho sputum of jihthisical patients

was obtained and dried thoroughly for six or eight weeks. At tho

end of this time, being suspended again in solution and injected

into guinea-pigs, tho latter became rapidly emiiciati'd, and in every

respect similarly diseased to those animals directly infected with

bacilli obtained at once from tuberculous masses, or through

successive cultivations. The iniportanoo of this particular

observation will bo at onco apparent. It proves that hitherto

unsuspected danger lurks in tho neighbourhood 6f every

consumptive indivii^ual, and that ordinary piecautions are in-

Buflicient to protect susceptible persons from tho influence of such
producing agents of a dire and rapidly destructive disease. At the

same time it must be assumed that it is ossontial for the infective

bacilli to find their way into tho body under certain definite

conditions in order for their development and the production of

tubercnlous deposits to follow as a matter of course ; and it is on
these by no means insignificant points that further information

must be obtained by means of further experimentation. Were it
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oHiprwiso it would be difficult to explain the immnnity, such as it

is, enjoyed from a disease so prevalent as tubercle, for it is estimated
that one-seventh of the total mortality arises from it. And further
than this, there is a stern necessity now shown to us to admit and
attempt the discovery of a means of alleviating the disastrous conse-
quences that follow on the general distribution of tuberculous disease.

In this respect there must henceforth bo no unwise or careless
compromise with sentimcntalism. Koch has contributed to our
knowledge of the history of disease a discovery which bids fair to

rank second in importance only to Jeni.er's ; and on the use wo
maybe able to make of the facts already demonstrated must largely
depend tlie influence it may exert on the destinies of the human
taoo.—Medical I'ress.

ON SOME CRITICS.

IN a magazine like this, in which correspondence has been fre ely
admitted, articles by those who have been invited to treat of a

special subject because of their special study of it, are exposed to

criticism, and, in some cases, to useful correction. We cannot
always find room for letters conveying such criticisms, although the
effect of the criticisms, sent as they are to the writer criticised,

may bo fully felt in our pages. Some writers of letters complain of

this as unfair, apparently imagining that these pages are intended
to be an arena for controversies, and our chief editorial duty to be
the regulation of such encounters. Then many of tlie criticisms
which thus reach us are so worded that, even if our object were to

make Knowledge a fighting field, the real unfairness would be in

inserting them in full. For instance, instead of pointing out that
some word or expression, used ]ierhaps by one of our ablest con-
tributors, is open to misconception, a critic will calmly take it for
granted that it was used under a misconception, and carefully
explain (for instance) to Mr. Grant Allen some elementary botanical
matter, or tell F.K.A.S. that a planet must be carefully distinguished
from a fixed star, or Dr. Wilson that a whale does not, as he mis-
takenly imagines, walk on four legs. Now, in such cases as these,
it would not be foir, either to our contributors or to Knowledge, to
insert letters in full ; or, in fact, to do other than send them to the
writer criticised, so that whatever germ of useful suggestions they
may contain may bear fruit.

For my own part, a long experience in such matters lias made
mo tolerably indifferent to criticisms of this sort, where I know
that the paper criticised represents the result of honest work and
thought, while the error corrected (or imagined) is in reality trifling.

But writors of such criticisms must not bo surprised if at times
a recognised authority on some subject is not particularly well
pleased to receive a letter telling him gravely about the most ele-

mentary matters in his own special branch of research. Still less

must they be surprised, if, without expressing any annoyance, a
writer thus absurdly criticised emjiloys a littlo sarcasm, more or less

humorous, or tries whether his "friendly critic" likes a little of

the same sort of criticism himself. I fancy, for instance, that in

answering recently a criticism relating to his remarks on " Blood
Corpuscles," Dr. Wilson by no means supposed his critic diil

Dot know how to spoil the word "inaccuracy"; but, as that
critic had explained that certain corpuscles are not round (that is,

not globular), but circular. Dr. Wilson thought it as much to the
point to explain to his critic that a certain word (misspelt, no
doubt, through hurry, not of malice prepenec) should be spelt in a
particular way. The critic writes very angrily to me, as the .<!up-

posed corrector of his spelling, on this point, lie does not at all like
it to bo supposed that ho cannot spell ; but he does not seem to
have thought that perhaps Dr. Wilson might not much like to be
addressed as though he did not know the ABC of his own special
•nbject.

So with tho quadruped and mammal question raised by Dr.
Fisher, and touched on by a number of correspondents. It is ono
thing to suggest that some reader might be misled by tho word
quadruped being used as synonymous with mammalian ; another to
write in a tone implying that Dr. Wilson has yet to lenrn that men
have not four legs, and that frogs have (excejjt sometimes when
"fiends, in form of boys, have hunted them from mnrsliy joys").
Nor can I see why his statement that ordinary quadrupeds possess
a collar-bone (especially in a passage specially intended to show
how two distinct collar-bones have been developed from the/iircu-
lum, tho intcrclaviclc being tho "found link") slionld expose a
Professor of Biology to the rudeness (for such it really is, however
innocently intended) of being told that certain quadrupeds have
no collar-bones. !f critics who write thus would ask themselves
how they would like some casual, and, perhaps, too general expros-
aioii of llicir own, to bo interpreted as implying gross ignorance
in a subject about which, perhaps, they ai'e exceptionally well
nformed, they will see how unfair It would bo to suffer their letters

to appear in full, though the suggestion that such and such a"
expression may bo misunderstood might by itself bo a very useful
one.

Allowance should also be made for printing errors, especially
where every facility is given for their corroction. It should be
remembered that whereas in tho case of a book every page is

usually corrected twice at least by tho author, in a weekly maga-
zine the author has only one opportunity of correcting proofs, and
in tho case of papers published under pressure of time, not even
that. Some errors creep into daily and weekly papers, through
accidents, the result of necessary haste, even when extreme care has
been taken to correct them. For instance, Dr. Haviland's intro-

ductory paper. No. 30, was read neither by the author nor
myself, because when the printer's foreman told mo "it bad
not been seen by the author," I unfortunately misunder-
stood him (there was some noise of machinery at tho time)
to say " it had been seen by the author." Again, at p. 11 I added to

the paragraph about Wells' Comet, a remark relating to "the
comet which is now near the sun in tho skies," meaning tho one
seen during the recent eclipse. In the proof of this, a comma
followed tho word "comet," by which tho sense was entirely

altered, my remark seeming to apply to Comet Wells. This was
altered, and because such alterations aro not always made, special

attention was called to the point, and tho matter reached the

printing-machine correctly set up. But hero, unfortunately, the

sentence caught the eye of the machine-reviser, who, in bis friendly

anxiety to see everything right, restored the obnoxious comma, and
made me seem to talk nonsense (for which I have been taken to

task by no less than eleven correspondents). This, of coarse, was
sinii)ly ei-ccs de zcle, and I could only feel grateful, annoying
though the mistake was in itself. It is not always so ; for instance,

I was not altogether grateful when, a fow years back, I found that

a compositor had altered tho words " linos, bauds, and striaj near
the violet end of spectrum," into " links, bonds, and 8tri|)cs for the

violent kind of spectres." Eicuard A. Pkoctob.

Vebbal Caeping.—" However, it is not for mo to talk. have
made mistakes enough in conversation and in print. I never find

them out until they are stereotyi)ed, and then I think they rarely

escape mo. Uow one does tremble with rage at his own intense

momentary stupidity about things he knows jicrfoctly well, and to

think how he lays himself open to the impertinences of the cap-

iatore.1 vcrhorum, those useful but humble scavengers, whoso busi-

ness it is to pick up what might offend or injure, and remove it,

hugging and feeding on it as they go."—Wendell Holmes, in " Tha
Autocrat of tho Breakfast Table."

Recoteuv fuom a Bboken Neck.—John CoUery, a San Francisco
teamster, about five months ago, tried to drive his team through a
barn-door, and in so doing had his head forced down on his breast

until his neck was broken. Police Surgeon Stambangh found that

the seventh cervical vertebra was fractured, and that tho spinal

cord had been stretched nearly two inches. As tho fatality in such
cases is estimated at nine hundred and ninety-nino in cne thousand,
everybody gave up hope of his recovery. Hocently, however, a
reporter met CoUery on tho street, who stated that he was aln\ost

as well as before tho accident, except for a slight stiffness iu his

right side. After his removal to his home ho was laid flat on his

buck, with a sort of fence about his head and neck which kept him
immovable for over two months. Both tho body of tho vertebra

and tho arching lamina wore discovered In be broken, and tho o|)ora-

t ion of joining them together without pinching tho spinal cord whore
it had saggod between the rugged edges is described as one of tho

most diflioult ever performed. For a month the patient lay on his

back, completely jiaralysed in one-half of his body, and with but
littlo feeling in tho other. If he moved in tho 'slightest degree
during tho first fnrtnight, ho could plainly feel tho jagginl edges of

tho bone grate together, and for hours after such an attempt he
was content to lio on Ills hard bed without attempting to move a
musclo for fear that the spinal cord should be cru.'^hod, and hi4

existence ended in a twinkling. The stralghtcst position atlniuabls

was re<piii-ed, and Dr. Stambaugh was compelled to refuse the

piitient a mattress, forcing him to lio on a wide pbnk. Collory

says that before his eight weeks of enforced quietness were oudod,

ho thought that boartl was made of adamant, from its hardness.

Tho most dangerous time he experienced, he says, wivs one day
when nil attendant told him that n ninn whose neck could stand

breaking as his had, was not born to be liangtHl. His desire to

laugh was irresistible, and tho shaklng-up his nierrinieut gave him
caused Ills fastenings to burst, and the fracture came near lioing

ruptured nfi-osh. The paralysis has now almost entirely disap-

peared, and Dr. Stambaugh says that Collory will be oble to go to

work within six months.— fVoiii I.tnlie'tlthittnited.
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(Pur Coiffsipoiitifnrf Columns.

METACIIROMATISM.
[427]—There are a few mistakes in Colonel Ross's latest commu-

nication to Ton (Knowlkuge, Juno 9, p. 25), which, since they
involve aspersions on my character, I trust you will allow me to
set right.

These are the tmo facts of my intercourse with Colonel Ross.
In April, 1874, I laid the JIS. of a projected research on inorganic
colour-change before Professor Franklaiid, of the Royal College of
Chemistry, Sonth Kensington. I commenced the experimental
work of the research as soon as ever my duties would allow me,
viz., in the first week of October, 1875. When my work was com-
pleted fone day in December), the late Mr. Valentin brought Colonel
(then Major) Ro.'fs, and introduced him to mo at my table in tlio

laboratory. I was then given to understand thatMajor Ross's
b<>ok on Pyrology was in the press, lie promised to send Mr.
Valentin a co[iy, which that gentleman never received, as it after-
wards transpired that either Major Ross or his agent sent the book to
the Museum authorities, and they quietly deposited it on one of the
librarj- shelves. I had no knowledge whatever of Colonel Ross's
colour speculations, which, by the way, I now hohl, and can prove
crporiracntally, to bo erroneous. Colonel Ross's statements on those
matters have been denied before, many years ago, and I beg to
refer your readers to a letter from Mr. Wra. A'alentin, in the
Cherracal Newt of Sept. 22, 187C.
But to return to the fortunes of my paper. There was certainly

great delay in the printing of it. In the first place, it was not read
until a month after being announced, because of my having to go
on an expedition in connectionwith the Loan Exhibition of Scientific
Apparatus, which was then being organised. It was read in
Kcbmary. After months of delay I was requested to cut it down
for reconsideration by the publication committee. This was done

;

but for some reasons, best known to themselves, they decided the
subject was not suitable for their jonmal. Hero Colonel Ross
comes in with a glaring error, to call it by no worse a name. The
article in the Chemical Xeira, towhieh ho refers as having influenced
the Chemical Society's Committee, did not appear in print while
they were considering the matter, but a while after, and it was
from Colonel lioss's own pen. It is a communication he must have
ofU'n regretted, m it stands there in the Chemical NewK for Sept. 8,
187C, a monument against him. When the Chemical Society
refused my paper,! sent it at once to Mr. William Crookes, who
very kindly had it printed at once.

Wm. Ackboto,
Fellow of the Inst, of Chemistry.

[Wo hasten to insert Mr. Ackroyd's correction of Colonel Ross's
statonicuts. It is evident there must liavo 1 nen Fome misappre-
hension ou the part of the latter as In ilu' . uli i- in which events
happened. Space is too limited to < i :ili!i u^ ;,. iii„l further rotm
for matters rather personal than Fiiini ill. ; m il.at unless Coloi.el

Ross is able to show that the dates nu i i i. i.i li 1 v Mr, Ackroyd r.ro

inc-orroct, or to make other correction.'; EiiscrptiMe of definite veri-

ficaiiim, our readers will not hear more about these matters. Rut
we are sure they would gladly welcome Sir. Ackroyd's account of
any exjieriments bearing on the scientific <iuoEtions at issue.

—

Ed.]1

TUE IIUUILAND CELT.

[428]—In a recent number of Kxohi.edge, Mr. Grant Allen
makes the following stiitement (p. 550) :

—
" The so-called Celts of

. . . .the Highlands are, for the most part, dark-haired and dark-
skinned poojile." This is totally opposed both to history and fact.

I do not speak of the Islanders, who are a very mixed race, but the

Higlilaiulcrs of the mainland, who have always been a brown-haired
race. Their very namo of Caledonians, which is Gaidhill-dhonna,

or brown-haired Gaels, implies this. Calcdonii, in the mouth of a
Roman, and Gaidhill-dhonna in the mouth of a Scottish Highlander,
are almost, if not entirely, identical. Then wo have the evidence
of Tacitus and of our ancient genuine Gaelic imotry. Amongst
many others, refer to Tacitus's "Lifi !' A i i. In," c. xi. ; Alexan-
der and Donald Stewart's " Highlm. I

i: ;71 75; and Mr.
Firbis's genealogies quoted in "(1 >

1 lurcs," p. 223.

Turning to fact, I asked a schoolnm i t r 1 i :
i! II .iie, and out of

120 children in his school, 118 had brown Iniirof ii darker or lighter

hue. 1 also asked a drill-instructor, and in a company of tG, above
80 had tlie same character.

It is true that in some parts, chiefly in Cowal, in Argyllshire,

there arc a very few black-haired Gaels. These, however, are not

genuine Gaels, but descendants of the Fir-bolg, who were in Ireland

before the Gaels, but being conquered, and having submitted, were
incorijorated with the true Gaels. To distinguish them from these,

they were named Tion-gall. From Ireland they passed to the Isle

of Man and Cowal. Charles Stewaut.

TUE FEVER TREE.

[429]—Allow me to call 3-our attention to errors in the note

on the " Fever Tree," pr.ge 608 [which was inserted by mistake

—

having been scored out from a column of other matter, but in pencil

only.

—

Ed.] " The bark yields a febrifuge second only in efticienoy

to quinine, but superior in all medical qualities to cinchona."

Quinine is an alkaloid, cinchona the genuine namo of the various

species of cinchona. There is an alkaloid called cinchonine, about
the sixth part of the price of quinine, but as the only product of

Eucalyptus at all know in this countJ-y is the essential oil, and the

decoction of the loaves has proved a failure, I cannot understand

the comparison. A febrifuge is said to reside in the bark, you will see,

but I have not heard that it has been extracted.

Whether the tree will grow in " the eastern and middle states"

does not much interest us, but as it is extremely impatient of frost

(perhaps I should say patient, for it dies off (piietly), I do not sup-

pose it will. There were a fair number of trees in the south of

England and Ireland that had gratified the hopes of the planters

until the recent winters swept them all, I believe, away. I do not

think it is acclimatised as yet in Italy, where a number have been

planted in the Campagna; but I believe it has answered in Algeria

better than in Euiopo. It is, of course, incorrect that the tree
" produces no fruit or nut." W. SciiiTnALt,

Pharmaceutical Chemist.

SIDEREAL TIME.

[430]—Amateur astronomers will thank "Ocean" for his com-
munication of a " neat method " of ascertaining the approximate
sidereal time at noon for any day in the year.

Will yon permit mo to send his "neat method" reversed, by
which any one may be enabled, without an ephemeris, to calculate

from the sidereal time at noon any day in the year.

For instance, to the constant 3'22 add the hours of sidereal time

divided by 2, and also the minutes divided by 4. Taking his own
example, we find that to the constant 322

Sidereal hours + !•

Minutes + 013

5-5

Tlio result will bo the fifth day of the fifth month, or May 5.

This "rovereod method" is useful for finding the day on which

I
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a given star, whose E. A. is knowii, will transit the meridian at any
given time. For instance :

—

Keqnired to know en what dav Arcturus will cross the meridian

at three o'clock.

h. m
Arcturus, E. A 1110

Spin. a

Then to the constant 3 22

Add 17 h. divided by 2 8
70 m. „ 4 17

12 9

which is the 9th day of the 12th month, or Dec. 9tli.

In the X. A. the sid. time at noon on Dec. 9th is 17h. 12n;

Snetorrs to Coiitspontmits.

the Editor req

Office on or before the S'.tturJutf precedivg 1

inereating eireulaiion of which compelt u» to g
HI5T3 TO COBBBSPO:fDByTS.—1. A'o qhe>t

can U anncered through the poet. 2. Leferi
cannot he forvtirded

;

eittion ihotdtd reach the

of KSOWLEDSI, the

preee early in the week,

t atleing for eeientijic information
it to the Editor for corrttpondentt

<lf correirpondentt t

private inguiriee. 3. Correspondent* ehould write on one tide onlf/ of
the paper, and put drawing* on a eeparate leaj. 4. Each Utter ahotild hace a title,

and in rephfing to a letter, r^erence ehould be mide to iU number, the page on
vkick it appear*, and iU title,

Jko. T. Seccomee. I fear it would be difficult to prove that

diamonds are condensed comets.—E. 11. B. Stephensox. The
objection to Tyndall's explanation of sound heard in shell, as a case

of mere resonance, is that a much larger and more perfect sonnd-
gatherer, applied more suitably to aid the hearing, does not produce
the same degree or kind of noise ; as regards pressure of the shell

against the ear, the sound is heard when the shell does not touch
the ear.—W. Benson. The idea has been suggested before that a

comet's tail is an electrical phenomenon. As presented by you, the

theory is open to the objection that in the case of a retreating

comet the tail occup'es tl\e part of space towards which the comet
is moving.— G. W. 1 think you have misunderstood the object

of the articles on " Science at the Eoyal Academy." Their author
is discussing the effect of 'luasi scienti6c errors on the artistic

qualities of pictures and sculptures. Truth is as essential in art as

in science. It so chances that being at the Eoyal Academy a day
or two since, I h.eard two ladies, who certainly had not read
Knowledge, remarking on the odd- looking wrists in " Day Dreams."
Anatomy recognises as the cause of that odd look, an incorrectly

drawn or else malformed carpal bone. You consider his criticisms

«honld first be applied to the illustrations in scientific works.
Where errors in these escape the eye of a scientific author, or where
there is a want of artistic ability in those employed to illustrate

such works, the defect is a matter to be regretted. But two wrongs
do not make a right. You say *' before we sit in judgment as to

the scientific correctness of art, let us try to improve the want of

artistic correctness perpetuated on behalf of science." Why should

not the other come first, especially just now when the Academy is

open. Thanks, however, for your suggestive letter, which should
appear in full if there were space.—F. Yelwoc. The cnly one of your
long string of questions which comes fairly within our fcopo
is the one relating to cycloidal geometry, and we can only say
that the subject is difficult, and not particularly useful, except
to mathematicians, to whom it is very interesting. You really

are unreasonable in asking so many questions.— Jas. Disney.
The instrument you name is an excellent one.—W. UiDi). We hope
shortly to give a short article on the new crater.—W. Coiidwei.l.

Wcare now publishing papers on Botany, such us you describe, under
the able superintendence of Mr. (irant Allen.—T. II. CovK says

publishers of J. E. Young's " Solution of Cubic and Biqnadratic

Equations" are Souter A Ijiw, Flcot-street.-TvB.tXAKi. The ex-

periment you explain can ])rove nothing. The green you get is

!

the green of an impure spectrum —G. C. D. M. Your questions

I
cannot possibly be arswcred, except in set articles, and
jnst now we have not space for articles on gravitation.

I When and where did wo ever say that the moon's axis

points earthwards?— If. Lancastbu. Thanks for picture of C'omto
Wells; but as it presents no features of interest, wo must
wait until larger views aro to hand.

—

S.\tei.i.itk. Your description

of the lunar phenomena insufficient. If it was around the moou,
it was not a bow.—L. Lucas. Have not space for your pajwrs la

Cats and Dogs and Climbing Perches.—A. 11. Tou are quite right,

we dropped the 10 accidentally in the closing calculation, p. 585. It

does not greatly affect the result, bnt, as you say, r--4717, or is

rather less, not rather more, than i (per cent.). Thanks.—W. B.

Thanks for your kindly letter ; such letters do us good. We were

beginning to think ourselves quite ogreish where we had meant to

lie good-natured.— W. II. Fassett. Fifty or sixty it should

hava been. See answer to W. Southall below.—J. M. Cka^.v.

You would find very interesting information on the subject

you mention in Dr. C'ariwntcr's " Mental Physiolog)-."— E. M. O.

Thanks, but no space.—J. A. Miles. Many thanks for your capital

sonnets, but we am obliged to make it a rule to have no poetry in

Knowlepge, lest we should offend many whose poetry we shoald be

compelled to return.—J. Greenfield. We cannot well find room
for your speculations, which are, after all, rather vague. We may
note^that Legrange never asserted, still less proved, that the universe

was made to last forever; nor is there anything to show that the

solar rays can possibly work in circles. With regard to your other

suggestion, we must ask you, on the score of great pressure on our

time, to excuse us.—W.Soi'THALL. Seereply to W. U. Fassett, above.

Four square feet would be more than the average required for each

person. One square foot (or say IG x 9 in.) would do, remembering how
many children and infants there would be.—ZiA. The statement

that" the deviation of projectile is always to the right in both

hemispheres, apart from any effect due to the rifling, must be a mis-

print. Whether you are in the northern hemisphere firing a ball

due north, or in the southern hemisphere tiring a ball due south,

the ball comes from a place where the easterly motion is greater to

a place where the easterly motion is less, consequently it falls to

the east, which is to the right in the northern, and to the left in

the southern hemisphere.— H. Kyd. The Greek name of Meremy
was o ffr.X/3cuv, "the sparkling one."— W. Foley, M.D. We have

forwarded your communication to the publishers, which is, unfortu-

nately all we can do in the matter.—F.C.S. We regret very

much that your letter in answer to "Fabmeb" is altogether too

long for insertion. We feel bound in justice to give you an oppor-

portunity for rejily, but not for so long a reply as you have sent.

—J. BoBEBT.s. I'think I answered your question about Oliver

Cromwell, saving that I did not know about his a-strological ideas.

lias Alhaguc' means the "serpent-charmers' head," it is the bright

star in the head of Ophiuchus ; Has Algethi is the star in the head

of Hercules, the name means the " Kncelcr's head.—J. A. L.

RoBSON. According to every theory of the radiometer, tho

forces causing rotation are very slight. When air is present

these forces are quite unable to generate rotation against tho

atmospheric resistance.—Sobwon. Thanks, but our engraver can

make nothing of your picture, and without it your description is

difficult to understand.—W. Hoigiiton. Your letter U rather too

technical for our readers.—J. Wiiitelad. Your theorj" that new-

stars mav be explained by the solar system drawing nearer to them

at times,' will not bear analysis. The apparent fixity of a star in

position proves that the sun has not jnst drawn nearer to or farther

from that star.— F. W. Ckos-s. No planet or satellite has ever

been appreciiibly disturbed in its course by a comet's attraction.

Still, it would' bo unsafe to infer that a comets mass

is itself inappreciable. We know that comets aro followed by

many millions of millions of meteoric bodies, and those have

mass —C. A. Biston. The spots had not moved on the sun's disc

as thev seemed to have done, but the sun's disc had shifted in jxrai-

tion ; "that which had been its lowest point at tho first observation

was fnr to tho left of tho lowest point at tho second observa-

tion.—J. T. S. S. L.—The ball let fall from tho mouth of the

gun will reach the ground somewhat so<mcr than the one

fired horizontally from the fanu> height. The difforenco, bow-

over, would be verj- slight. It is due to the curvature of the earth :

possibly in practice a further slight diffennce may be caused by the

difference in tho atmospheric resistances.— O. It. Mvnne. 'Very

likelv that is the way in which tho "cold snap" arises; but until it

is explained, it can hartlly bo considered an explanation.- U. F.

I am not awaro that tho late eclipse has taught us anything new

in regard to metals in other worlds. Wo have not only known

that there are metals in tho sun, but even that our fcmiliar

metals exist iu stars so far away that their light takes years

in reaching us.— E. S. STANt»N. What you saw was a range

of lunar mountains, tho tops of which had jnst come into

sunlight. — W. iloBOAN. You have certainly a.lopted the best

of tho three courses which were open to jou. It wi.uld have

pained mo very much to have hianl that a r.a.:.r had to stand

on his head to read one of Ilho weather cl.nrts. and wo do

not want Knowleii-.k turned upside down. The fact is that "
"y^J'K

to circumstances over which none of us had any control, the

engraver was verv much hurried in preparing the weather charts;

and in fixing th-. diagram for photograp' io -oiuct'on, he, unluckily,

plnc.-d one upside down ; fortunately thoso diagrams were simf.ly
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fxporiinoiual. We have now Hxcd on a plan wo hope 1

Trithout any intorrnptioa for many years.

ELECTRICAL ANSWERS.
W. N. M. 1. I^jt a littlp loss bicliromato, say 2 oii. instead of

tj oi. Tho crystallisation is probably duo to super-saturation ; 1

presume you made your solution in boiling water ? 2. Tho use of
porous pots would inorcasc the internal resistance of tho coll, but
this is f.ir more than compensated for by increasing tho constancy.
A simple bichromate cell runs down in a few minutes, while one
with a porous pot (especially if a little mercury, about 3 oz., is put
in the pot containing the zinc) will give a continuous current for

sovoral weeks—as long in fact as the constituents of the cell last.

3. Tho same current would bo obtained from two zincs and one
carbon, as from two carbons and one zinc, but in tho former case
there would be a larger, and therefore wasteful, consumption of
sine.

—

George Pesdbill. "Resistance in feet per ohm" is on
extremely awkward and clumsy expression. It is intended to

mean the number of feet of wire which offer a resistance of

one ohm. Thus, in the case cited, a wire of 0,826 feet to the
pound, having a resistance in feet per ohm of 3 3, means
that 33 feet (about ono mi^tre) of wire offer a resistance of

one ohm. It is far better, more logical, and therefore scientific to
peak of " Resistance in ohms per foot," or whatever length wo
may choose as a standard. In telegraphy the standard length is

one mile, so that we should say a mile of copper wire, No. 16 b.w.g.
•ffere a resistance of 25 ohms.

<0iir iHatDrmatical Column.

THE LAWS OP PROBABILITY.

A FEW cx.imp'es of the application of this rule to questions
about hypotheses will serve to illustrate its real simplicity

;

for, as is the case with nearly all rules, the verbiage necessary to
remove ambiguity has introduced complexity.

Ex. 1.

—

A teetntum has four faces, and it '« known that these are
either numbered I, 2, 3, i, or 1, 1, 2, 2, or 1, 1, 1, 1 ; but the chances
of these several arrangements are, respectively, as 3, 2, and 1; the
teetotum is spun tince, and each time 1 is the number turned up.
What is now the probability of the several arrangements ?

If the first arrangement exists, the chance of the observed event

is - X 7. o"" ,-^i 'f "'<' second is the actual arrangement, the chance

of the observed event is - x -, or - ; and, lastly, if tlio third i.s the

arrangement, the observed event is a certainty, or 1. Hence our
formula informs ns that after the event, the chance that tho teetotum
is marked 1, 2, 3, 4, is

1

1 1

3x_ + 2x- + lxl
16 -t

the chance that the teetotum is marked 1, 1, 2, 2, is 2 x 1 over tho

same denominator ; and the chance that the teetotum is marked
1, 1, 1, 1, is 1 y 1 over the same denominator. The denominator is

That arrangement which wag antecedently the most likely Ih the
moat unlikely of all after the observed event ; and the arrangement
which was antecedently most unlikely is most likely of all after the
observed event.

It is important to notice how the antecedent probabilities, or the
d priori probahilitlcR, as they are called, are modified after tlio

observed event in such instances. For example, we may regard
the spinning of the teetotum in this case as an observation or
experiment, and the illustration shows ns how theories antece-
dently more probable may become less likely as observation is ex-
tended. The jnst appreciation of this fact is the essence of sound
theorising, or, rather, of all science.

I give next two examples tending to illustrate this point.

Ex. 2.— .Suf^'»c the antecedent probability of the theory that the

earth on vchich we live it at rest and the centre of planetary motions,

to be a million times greater than the probability that the earth is a
planet circling round the sun. Then on the former theo^-y, although
a planet travelling round the earth might have a path so looped that
tho planet would appear to follow looped paths in the heavens, yet
tho chance of this occurriitg might fairly ba regarded as small. But

set it at -, or an even chance. On the second theory, the jilancts

would be certain to travel on looped paths, or the probability of their
so doing would be represented by unity. .Yoie, there arc 120 plane's,
all of which travel on loopid paths. Supposing no other facts known,
what is the prohability that tho earth is at rest in the centre of the
planetary system ?

Here we liave two hypotlu I ho chances of which are respcc-

lie chance of the observed event on

the former hypothesis
'•(^r

our formula gives as tho probability tl

centre of the planetary system—
ioiioooo

and on the latter i;

earth

ity. Uenco

t rest at tho

^^

\2/ looeooi

which reduces to
^"""^"-" -.

1000000 + 2 '•»

Now, the logarithm of 2 is 0-3010300, and multiplying this expres-
sion by 120, wo get 36'1236000; so that 2 "° is a number containing

37 digits, the first seven of which are 1328230 (because tho loga-

rithm of 1-328230 is 01236001). Putting this value in tho abovo
expression, and dividing numerator and denominator by lOUOOOO,

we obtain for the probability that tho earth is tho centre of tho

planetary system

—

l,32H,23O,000,OUO,00O,OUO,OOO,0OO,OOO,0UO

I may bo permitted to select for my next example, a theory of

my own.

" Ex. 3.

—

Let it be regarded as antecedently a billion times more
likely that the stars of our galaxy are spread with a certain general

uniformity throughout the space around the sun, than that they are

gathered into definite aggregations so marked in their character as to

be recognisable in the stutistical distribution of tlie stars. On the

latter hypothesis, it may be regarded as an even chance that on
comparing the number of stars visible to the naked eye in the northern

and southern hemispheres, we should find as great a diaparity as is

represented by such a proportion as 7 to 5. But set the odds as 10
to 1 against such a result. Noiv it is observid that, as a matter of

fact, out of 0,000 stars visible to the naked tye, 3,500 are in the

southern hemisphere. Required the probabdity that stars are spread

v:ith a certain general uniformity throughout space.

In a paper which I communicated a few years ago to the Royal

Astronomical Society, I showed that if the stars are spread in thia

way, tho chance of tlio observed arrangement is

(;tvJ«6769(T,ooo;odii,boo,ouo,u'uo

f)n tho hypothesis that there aro definite stellar aggregations,

tho chanco of the observed arrangement is

n ^^^

But tho antecedent probability of tho former supposition is set

by our question at

1.000,000,000,000 /p^

l,Oi)O,WU,0U0,(JOr

that of the latter at only

-- ^ (D)
1,000,000,000,001

Ilonco tho probability of tho fonner hypothesis in presence of tho

observed fact is obtained by multiplying (A) by (C) for a, nume-
rator, and adding that product to (C) x (U) for a denominator. It

is (very approximately),

1

(A)

nit,'.m>,(m),(m)
reduces

00,906,090,011
"'

6,090,5.';3,636

that is, the odds aro more than six thousand millions to one against

tho generally-accepted hypothe I do not think I have treated
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this hypothesis! unfairly in setting the antecedent odds in its favour
at only a billion to one.

It would be easy to multiply examples of tlio application of the
important general rule above stated; but what 8p.ic-e is still avail-
able must be devoted to certain general considerations, to be care-
fully borne in mind by those who discuss the probabilities of
different hypotheses.

{To ie continued.)

A correspondent asks us how in Problem 33, p. 632, the point F
can be determined so that the proposition

—

GA : AF : : HF : AH
shall hold, GAand All only being known. This is so readily done that
it had not seemed worth while to indicate the method. Thus, from

U, the bisection of AH, di-aw MK pcrp. to AH, and equal to side of

square equal to GA.AH. Join AK, and describe about A, as centre,

tho circular arc MN. Then if HF be taken equal to MK, F is the

point required. For if KA produced meet the circle NM in N', we
have NN'= AH ; and, therefore,

—

HF.FA-NK.K\'= sq. on MK = GA.AH
.-. GA : AF : : HF : AH

^r WiWt Column.
By " Five of Clubs."

WE now give the method of play for the illastrative hand in

No. 30. The young Whist player will carefully note that

tho lino on which Y and Z jilay in order to save and win the game
is not that which should be followed if tho score wero love all, and
honours not all with A B. For, tho position of the cards which
causes T Z to save tho game by departing from rnle, and leading

from weak suitS; is antecedently improbable. 1' Z play as they do,

because it is their only chance. Had tho Knave of Trumps been
cither with Y or Z, falling (irtt or second round to a higher honour,
Y'b proper course would have been to play out his King and Ace
of Clubs, then the Knave which ^'s Queen would have taken ; and
whatever A led the game would be saved by Y Z. We note also

that the play of tho hands is given here in accordance with Clay's
suggestions; according to tho present sjstcm of discarding (to

which Clay later gave in his adherence), Z instead of discarding a
Club at round 3, would have discarded a Heart, thereby showing
Y that Hearts wero his beet suit :

—

A.

Spades— Q, Kn,
3,2.

Hearts— 5, 3.

Clubs—Q, 9, 8, 3.

Diamonds—9.

Spades—A, K, C.

Hearts—K, Kn, 2, i.

Clubs—5, 2.

Diamonds— K, Kn, 3,

The Ha
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THE VIEXXA TOUiiXAMEXT.

WE have received tliis fine game too Into for annotation. It

was played in the twenty-fifth round on Saturday last, Juno
iOth, between Herren Paulson and Winnwor. It was well contested
throutrhout, hoth players voluntarily abandoning their Queens. By
this victory Winawer has sustained a serious check, while Steinitz
was thoreliy for the first time at the head of the list—viz., eighteen,
while Winawer remained at seventeen.

(»n Monday morning, according to telegraphic information
received in London, Steinitz stood at 19 ; Mason, 18 ; Winawer,
i7J ; Mackenzie, 161 ! Zukertort, IGJ ; mackburnc, 15i ; and
£i.i:liseh, 15.

WuiTK. Buck.
I'dulwa Winawer,

1. P to K4 P to K4
2. Kt to KB3 K to QB3
3. P to Q I P takes P
4. Kt takes P Q to U5
5. Kt to Kt5 B to Kt5(ch)

Whttb.

<J. P to B3
7. Q to K2
8. B to K3
3. B takes B

10. Pto KKt3
11. B to Kt2

B to Kt3
Q to Qsq
HP takes B
P to Q3
KKt to K2

Fsiil.

12. Kt to Q2
' 13. Kt to B3
;

U. V to KR3
15. B takes B
IC. P takes P
17. B to Ki
18. Castles
19. B to Kt2
20. Qll to Qsq K to Us(]

21. K to Hi K to K3
22. Q to Q3 Kt to K

IfLtCE.
Winawor.

Castles
B to Kt5
B takes Kt
Pto »t
R takes P
H to B3
QtoQ 2

QRtoKBsti

23. Kt to Ql
24. P to BJ-

25. Q to K2
2G. KR to Ks(i
27. Kt to H3
2S. Kt to K5
2!t. Kt to Kt 1-

30. R takes P
31. B takes Q
32. Kt to K3
33. Kt to B

I

3 1. Q takes R
35. Kt takes R
3(;. Kt to Kt 3
37. Kt to Q !•

38. Kt to K6
3'.1. R to Qsq
•10. P to Kt3
•tl. R toQ3
42. R to Q7
•13. R takes P

Winawer.
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LADIES' DRESS SOCIETY.

EVERY one interested in the question of rational dress

for women (and which of us— man, woman, or child

—is not, directly or indirectly ?) should kno\s- of the
Rational Dress Society, the objects of which are :

—

To promote the adoption, according to individual taste

and convenience, of a style of dress based upon considera-

tions of health, comfort, and beauty, and
To deprecate constant changes of fashion which cannot

be recommended on any of these grounds.

The society seeks to promote its objects by means of

drawing-room meetings, advertisements, circulating pam-
phlets, leaflets, A-c, and also by issuing patterns which
meet the approval of the committee. An annual sub.'^crip-

tion of half-a-croNvn constitutes membership. Jlrs. E. ^M.

King, 3-t, Comwall-road, Bayswater, is the honorary
secretary of the society, and those interesteil in the objects

of the society are requested to write to her. The president

of the society is Viscountess Harberton, an important

letter from whom appears in our corie.'^pondeiice columns.

It is impossible to over-estimate the importance to all of

us, of this question of rational dress for women (we use

the more general and nobler word, for the movement is not
intended to be limited to ladies). Men talk about it too

frequently as if they were not personally concerned in the

matter, yet there is not a man in civilised communities
whose own individual health and constitution have not

been aflected by the fashions of feminine attire. But if

this were not the case, all men arc interested in the well-

being of the women of their family,—mother, wife, sisters,

daughters. If for unseltish reasons they are not (as they

ought to be), there a^e multitudes of selfish reasons wliy

they should be interested. What dress reform means
to women, we leave women to show. As Jlrs. King
well remarks in her little pamphlet on " Rational Dress "

(published by Messr-. Kegan Paul it Co., price sixpence),

it may be questioned " whether men are tjuite in a position

to tilk alx)ut reforming the dress of women, still less to

blame tliem for its follies ; for it is chiefly they themselves

who have bound this burden upon women's shoulders,"

WTienever an attempt has been made at rational reform,

the sneers and ridicule which have prevented women from
accepting the reform ha\e come almost wholly from men.

''?^^:
'^^^J

They have not contented themselves, as they well might,
by ridiculing extravagancies, they have ridiculed the essen-

tial principles of rational reform. And it is to be observed
that they adopt a manner in ridiculing reforms, quite dif-

ferent from that which they employ in laughing at the
follies of fashion. The laughter at the.sc amounts almost
to encouragement

; the sneers at those are generally a.s

coarse and otFensive as they are foolish.

It is comforting to find that " women reformers have no
such feeling of despair as that expressed by men," but, on
the contrary, have perfect faith in the remedy they offer.

" We know," says Ifrs. King hopefully, " that we are
working on the natural lines, and upon true principles,

and that these will of themselves achieve the moral, mental,
and physical cure we need. We know that we are allied

with the rising spirit of the age—that which manifests
itself in the growing mental and physical activity of

woman. We are ready to accept, appreciate, and profit

by the greater generosity of [those] men who encourage
and help us to obtain a like advantage with themselves in

education : and to join them in their sports and healthy
pleasures.

"'

FOUND LIXKS.
Bv Dr. Andrew Wilson, F.RS.E., F.L.S.

PART VIII.

PASSING now to a very different group of animals^
we find the Tunicati'ii, Asciclian-i, or " Sea Stjuirts

"

(Fig. 1), to present us with certain highly interesting

features for remark. These animals are usually regarded as

poor relations of the shell fish or ifot-

hi^cs ; and they exist both in a fixed

and free state. The fixed "sea squirts"

are tolerably common, and are found
attached to shells and other objects

dredge<l from deep water. Each " sea

squirt " is a clear leathery bag, an inch

or two in length. Like the old " wine-

skin," it has two necks or openings

(d, i). One leads into a wide throat

or pkarijnx (A), the walls of which
are richly ciliated, and which art-

perforated by numei-ous openings,

whilst the whole throat, like tliat of

the lancelet, is richly supplied with

bloodvessels. The other opening is

a door of exit. It leads from a sac

or bag, called the ntriitm, into which

the water used in bivathiug is wafted

from the throat Thus, when a " sea

squirt " breathes, the water is inhaled

by the mouth-opening, aerates the

blood contained in the vessels of the

throat, and is tlicu sent into tlie

atrium, whence it is dischargetl into

the outtT world. The " s»>a squirt's
"

stomach (B) opens from the tlircat,

and its intestine in turn opens into

tlie atrium. A heart (/) exists in t]io

shape of a curious tuK', which propels

the l)lood for so many l>e«ts in ono

direction, and then, reversing its

action, sends that lluid for so many
pulsations in the opposite direction.

A single nervous moss lie.>! l>etween

tlic two openings of the body, antl

the other wall of the V>ody itself con-

sists largely of a material called cfUuloif, which i.'» a

Fig. 1. Amc,u,ox,,i»m,

It Sen-.Squiit.

(a, I'hnrj-iii, or ri'spi-

mtoryportioiiof tlio

l>ody ; B, stninach ;

c, cgfr-prodiicing or-

gan.)
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,<>minon plant compound. Tlip animal in such a case

nismifaeturos the sul)stance of the plant, and imitates the

ohtluistry of the latter organism.

^uch is an outline of the rooted and fixed " sea squirt"

Its'earlier history, however, is still more interesting. It

<le"felopes from the egg in exactly the same fashion as the

lanoolet The early stages of the sea .squirt run parallel

with those of that fish. Finally, at a certain stage, the

vo'ung sea squirt makes its appearance as a free swimming

uetive hody, somewhat rescmliling a tadpole, and possessing

a long tail. !More wonderful still, the resemblance to the

lancelet has become of a closer character. A notochonl

is developed, as in the lancelet and young of other

Vertebrata, and a nervous system appears above the

notficliord, as in tlie lowest fish. 8o, also, the charac-

teristic throat, with its clefts, is formed. Now, whilst

certain sea squirts appear to remain in this tadpole-

stage, most of the species liegin sooner or later to retro-

gress and to backslide in development The young sea

squirt fixes itself to some object by the suckers with which

its head extremity is provided. The tail begins to shrivel,

whilst the body enlarges and the throat iiureases in size.

Then the atnum and tlie leathery skin are formed, and finally

the animal becomes the bag-like organism witli which we
started. As a sea squirt, pure and simple, the animal loses

all, or nearly all, the characters by which it was related to

the lancelet ; and but for the knowledge of what it mis,

we should therefore hardly know what a sea squirt (or

indeed, any other animal) really t.».

What, now, are the legitimate inferences to be drawn
from the facts above detailed, and which, it may be re-

marked, are the common details of modern zoological in-

struction ? Firstly, that, whilst the lancelet is the lowest

Vertebrate, it shows its affinities to other vertebrates clearly

enough in the possession of a notochonl and of the other

characters already detailed. Secondly, that the sea squirts

.ire the only animals which present any likeness to the

lancelet, and through it to other vertebrates—man included.

Thirdly, that this likeness is so real and so close in all

respects that the affinities of the two groups cannot be

douVjted. The likeness is seen not only in the posses-

sion of a notochord—found in no other Invertebrated

animals—but in the curious throat with its gill-slits,

and in the nervous axis placed above the noto-

chord. Again, the likeness in the earliest stages of

development is still more startling ; the egg of the

lancelet and that of the sea-squirt develope in precisely

similar fashion. Fourthly, if these likenesses be admitted,

it logically follows that they must be susceptible of ex-

planation. The only feasible and rational account of the

resemblances in question, is that which, through the aid of

tlie theory of evolution, attributes the likeness to a common
origin or de3cent, as it attributes the differences to modi-

fication and adaptation to special ways of life. If this

explanation be admitted, it follows, fifthly, that the entire

vertebrate series, from the lancelet to man, lias been
evolved from a rootrstook represented today by the sea

squirt's larva. The Tunicata, in this view, are the far-back

progenitors of the vertebrate tribes.

One has heard frequent allusions to the so-called "base
origin " of man as attributed by evolution to the sea squirt

lar%-a, and this usually from persons unacquainted with the

marvellous details of parallel development in sea squirts

and in the lancelet But such persons forget that, traced
liaok to its ultimate iKjginnings, the human germ itself is a
mere speck of protoplasm about the ^^r^h of an inch in

diameter, and indistinguishable in any fashion from the
egg of lancelet or of sea squirt Moreover, at a certain

stage in man's early hLstory, the developing germ resembles

tolerably closely that of sea squirt and lancelet, as, later

on, it has characters common to all quadrupeds, and only

as an ultimate phase exhibits the special features of the

human type. In a word, the hard facts of develoi>ment

exist, whether we like them or no ; and they alone are wise

who can reflect, calmly and placidly and philosophically,

that these facts in no wise detract from man's place in

nature ; but, rightly viewed, only the more ennoble the

humanity that, from such humble beginnings, has attained

to the highest twig on the tree of life. Mr. Darwin's own
words will bear quoting here:—"The most ancient pro-

genitors in the kingdom of the Vertebrata at which we
are able to obtain an obscure glance, apparently consisted

of a group of marine animals, resembling the larvic of exist

ing Ascidians. These animals probably gave rise to a group

of fishes as lowly organised as the lancelet; and from these

the Ganoids, and other fishes, like the Lepidosiren, must have

been developed. From such fish, a very small advance

would carry us on to the Amphibians." Mr. Darwin's words

are again worth quoting, when, in speaking of the origin of

man, he remarks that "it is only our natural prejudice,

and that arrogance which made our forefathers declare

that they were descended from demi-gods, which leads us to

demur to this conclusion (that of man's descent from lower

forms). But the time will before long come, when it will

be thought wonderful that naturalists, who were well ac-

quainted with the comparative structure and development

of man, and other mammals, should have believed that each

was the work of a separate act of creation." And, finally,

concerning the often-assumed degradation of vcM-tebrato

ancestry, the late distinguished author of the " Origin of

Species " has a noble passage wherein he gives the death-

blow to all arrogance of heart and mind respecting the

origin of the highest forms :—"Thus we have given to man
a pedigree of jjrodigious length, but not, it may be said, of

noble quality. The world, it has often been remarked,

appears ss if it had long been preparing for the advent of

man ; and this, in one sense, is strictly true, for he owes his

birth to a long line of progenitors. If any single

link in this chain had never existed, man would not

have been exactly what he now is. Unless wo wilfully

close our eyes, we may, with our present knowledge, ap-

proximately recognise our parentage ; nor need we feel

ashamed of it The most humble organism is something

higher than the inorganic dust under our feet ; and no on<:

with an unliiassed mind can study any living creature,

however humble, without being struck with enthusiasm at

its marvellous structure and properties."

In a concluding paper I shall deal with the evidence for

" Found Links," furnished by a study of fossil and extinct

maiiiMials and quadrupeds.

SrECfLATlON in oloctrical companies' sharoa is becoming very

ilnnKcrons for the uninitiutod. Our Bpiritcd contemporary, the

Eli'clrical Rerip.w, Revorely comments on one of those companies,

namely, tho " Self-Generating Electric Light and Power Company,
Limited." A ropreeentative of tho journnl called at the office for

information, and was shown a Bnnsen coll and a .Swan lamp. These

constituted the stock. Ho was informed that Mr. Simon (tho

inventor of the company's embryo spcciiility) had not yet com-

pleted his lamp. Mr. Simon ir, ncvertheloss, to rocoivo out of a

nominal capital of £300,0(X), tho sum of £120,000. This speaks

volumes. Amongst tho works modestly contemplated by tho company
is " To manufiicturo bricks, quarry stono, manufacture coraont and

concrete, and to construct tunnels or subways for carrying wires or

conductors of olectricity, and to construct railways, tramways, or

waterways." It is also contemplated to carry on, or at any time to

ceaso to carry on (!!!) tho business of mannfactnrors of oloctrical

generators or accumulators, lamps of all kinds, Ac. It is to bo

feared that we shall hoar a deal of anch companies before tho year

is out.
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THOUGHT-READING.
By the Editok.

•\T7E have received from several correspondents cora-

VV munications on the subject of Thought-Roadmg

and the Willing Game as now practised in parlours and

drawing-rooms. Several very remarkable narratives have

been sent to us, which we have been invited to publish,

along with the various theories suggested by the narrators,

these theories usually resolving themselves into a vague

impression that the observed results are due either to

electricity or to animal magnetism.

Now, there can be no question that among the phenomena

observed during these experiments there are many which

are well worth scientific investigation. Even in cases

where there is wilful trickery, a degree of sensibility is

manifested by some among the "subjects" which is far

greater than had been previously imagined, at least by

those unacquainted with such remarkable instances as Dr

Carpenter and others have described in treatises on mental

physiologv. Take, for instance, such a case as the following,

described' by Prof. Barrett in the current number of the

Ninofeenth Century :—" A young lady could write words,

or even rudely copy sketches which had been shown to her

mother and not to he rself , the mother sitting behind her and

placing a finger on the girl's bare arm, even above the flexed

elbow." In this case careful experiments proved that indis-

cernible and probablv unconscious movements of the touch-

ing finger served to convey a sufficient guidance to the

girl's delicate skin and quick intelligence. But no one who

has examined such cases as this, and recognised the wide

range of difiference between one person and another m
sensibility to slight muscular impressions, can attach any

weight to the custoraarj- protestations in drawing-room

experiments. On the one hand, the person guiding asserts

that there has been no guiding, and probably often believes

that there has been none ; on the other, the person guided

is as ready to asseverate that there has been no guiding

influence whatever (and possibly may have recognised

none). But experiment shows that there has been.

Thus, we must not be expected to find space for accounts

of remarkable cases of apparent mind reading or mind-

guiding,—generally sent without any of the details that

have scientific ^alue, and without any attestation more

satisfactory than some remark that the writer hnovs there

was no trickery. Nor can we admit, as a scientific expla-

nation, the expression of a belief that there must have

been magnetism. As Professor Barrett remarks, the ex-

planation " It is magnetism," seems perfectly suflicient " to

many who, for a thousand pounds, could not write down a

single true sentence on the ascertained laws of magnetic

attraction;" while, "if one ventures euphemistically to

suggest this, they usually take refuge in 'animal mag-

netism,' a phrase so obviously ordained by Providence as a

safe retreat, that it would be brutal to drive them to bay

on it."

But there is room for scientific research into this matter.

Some of the experiments already made under suitable test

conditions have led to results so remarkable, as to show

that the subj ct is well worth examining closely. Professor

Barrett, Mr. Edmund Gurney, and Mr. Frederic W. H.

Myers have been at some pains to collect evidence which

is, indeed, as yet incomplete, but still seems to indicate

a real power of mind on mind which, to say the least,

has not yet been explained. They attach somewhat more

weight, relatively, to the mind-reading side of tlie ques-

tion than I am disposed to do. It seems to me the real

point to be attended to is the power of mind in guiding

mind, not the aptitude of some minds to be guided—

though, of course, both are parts of the same subject of

inquiry. There are cases in which mind-guiding seems the

prominent feature ; others, in which mind-reading seems

chiefly in question ; others, in whicli it is doubtful whether

one or the other has been principally at work.

Take, for instance, the following case described by

Dickens in a letter to Forster. Dickens is here speaking of

a professional conjurer, and therefore trickery may have,

or rather must have, the fullest possible influence assigned

to it ; Vjut trickery will not explain the mental phenomena.

Dickens speaks of the man as " a perfectly original genius,

putting any sort of knowledge of legerdemain such as I

supposed that I possessed at utter defiance" :

—

" You are to observe," says Dickens, " that he was

loith the company, not in the least removed from them,

and that we occupied the front row. He brought in some

writing-paper with him as he entered, and a black-lead

pencil ; and he wrote some words on half-sheets of paper.

One of the.<;o half-sheets he folded into two, and gave to

Catherine [Mrs. Dickens] to hold. 'MadauK-,' he says

aloud, 'will you think of any class of objects'!' 'I have

done so.' 'Of what class, madam'?' 'Animals.' 'Will

you think of a particular animal, madam V ' I have done

so.'
' Of what animair 'The lion.' ' Will you think of

another class of objects, madam r 'I have done so.' ' Of

what class r 'Flowers.' ' The particular flower 1' 'The

rose.' ' Will you open the paper you hold in your hand 1'

She opened it, and there was neatly and plainly written in

pencil : The Lioiu The Rose. Nothing whatever had led

up to these words, and they were the most distant con-

ceivable from Catherine's thoughts when she entered the

room."
Unless we suppose that by some amazing feat of leger-

demain the conjuror, after Mrs. Dickens had named the

rose and the lion, substituted for the paper in her hand one

on which he had written those two words, doing this in

the momentary interval between her naming the rose, and

opening the paper in her hand, we must suppose that he

influenced her mind in some way (the determination of

which is what science yet has to seek) to think first of a

lion, then of a rose. The interpretation of the trick as a

feat of lefjcrdemain is, of course, quite out of the question.

There were thousands of objects of which ^Irs. Dickens

mi"ht have thought first, thousands of which she might

have thought next : therefore millions of combinations of

two objecte of which she might have thought. The con-

juror could not possibly, then, have had ready to hand,

anion" a multitude of papers, one containing in right order

the two Mrs. Dickens had selected. He could not possibly

have written those two names on a piece of paper in the

moment between her answering " the Rose " and opening

the paper in her hand at his request. Still less could he have

combined (in this momentary interval of time) the .iccoiu-

plishment of this foat, with the extraction of one paper

from her hand and the substitution of another, without any

knowledge of the change either on her part or on that of

the audience, including such a keen observer as her 1ms-

band It seems certain then that the conjuror guided her

mind by will power to think of the objects whose name*

he had already written on the paper.

(To he fonlinued.)

Tkrbific TiiUNDKR-sTOBSi AT TlKRLiN.—A terrific- thnndemtorm

visito.l nerlin on Monday, tho 2911. ..It. Fro,n ''^'fl'"-^' '7° "»""';.

,m..t three tho firo bripndc wore su.nmono. .m fewor 'h"" ''^"''J

oiKht times to oxtinRuish fires catiscl by ''«''«'"";?• '"^''.^'"rr;!

no serious confl^prations. The storm was confinod to Borlin and .ta

immediate ncighbonrhood.
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CRYSTALS.
By William Jaoo, F.C.S., Assoc. Lsst. Cuem.

ANOTHER group of rocks is tliat in wliiih tlie structure

is wholly crystalline; they contain no glassy base, and

often the crystals are sulliciently large to be readily ilisccrneil

by the naked eye. From the very fact that the crystals are

so packed and "crowded, it often follows that their shape is

not perfect ; those last formed must of necessity tit them-

selves into the spaces left for them. Fig. 1 is a micro-

scopic study of a i-ock of this description. This particular

specimen at one time formed a part of Cleopatra's Xeedle,

and thus possesses some littli' interest additional to that it

derives from its geological cliaracter. This rock, usually

termed " Syenite," is essentially composed of the minerals

felspar and hornblende : the specimen before us also con-

•liiis (juartz.

KiK.

Hornblende is a mineral of a very dark colour ; and
even in thin sections is almost opariue ; but little of it is

shown in the figure. There is, however, a small piece in

the upper part of the field, represented by very dark cross

shading. To the left is seen a space which, save a few
Btraight lines, is almost free from markings ; this portion
of the rock is quartz. Starting from the Ijottora of the
figure, and occupying the whole of tlie centre, is a portion
of a crj'stal of felspar, approximately square in section.

The felspar of Cleopatra's Needle is of special interest to
the geologist from some peculiar markings it shows when
viewed by polarised light. These consist of a series of
striations, across the crystal (from left to riglit of the
figure), but as they are most brilliantly coloured, it is

impossible to represent them in a plain black-and-white
sketch. To us, who are at present engaged in the study
of crj-stal life and growth, there is one lesson in par-
ticular the felsfjar crystal teaches us. It may be noticed
that the crystal is cloudy, instead of being clear like
the quartz ; this cloudiness has developed very fully
in the upfx;r right-hand comer of the crystal, where,
in the figure, it is repre,8ent^;d by a sort of stippling
effect, but the whole crjstal is permeated by it, although

to a lesser extent From a comparison of ditFerent rocks

it is found that the felspar of some are almost clear,

while in others the mineral is entirely changed. Those
which have been most subjected to the action of " weather-

ing," have suft'ered most. Rain, frost, and last, but not
least, the atmosphere, gradually do their work, and slowly

but surely demolish the crystal edifice, so laboriously built

up by Nature in her constructive moods. Felspars are par-

ticularly liable to decomposition ; the lime and potash or

soda they contain are dissolved out by water containing

carbon dioxide in solution, and leave behind a form of sili-

cate of alumina, to which the name of kaolin has been

given. This substance will be more familiar to many as
" china clay." It is to this kaolin that the cloudy nature,

of the felspar crystals is due, and in but few rocks is the

felspar entirely free from it Not only, then, have we
crystal growth and life, but these are followed by crystal

decay, and ultimate decomposition. Water, the grand
agent of geological denudation, not only does its work in

the form of the beating wave and the rushing torrent, but
also acts quietly on a gigantic scale on the constituent

molecules of rock matter, and reduces them to the line

mud and sediment fiom which are again built up our vast

form itions of sidnncntary rocks.

It IS \\ell known that sedimentary rocks, after a time,

b((Oiiie much altered in appearance and properties. This

IS ji iititui lily noticeable in those strata which, lying deej*

li(ii(ath tli( surfue, arc subjected to enormous pressure

iiul a tonsideiable degree of heat. Although the rock

iiiu not be melted, still the heat favours in a remarkable

111 iiiiii 1 the ti ndeiK J of the particles to assume once more;-

tile ei)stilline foim

Fi;,'. -'. Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 represents a piece of slate from Bavaria, which
has been altered l)y the intrusion of some eruptive rocks.

Under the heat produced, crystallisation has set in, and
the slate contains a ejuantity eif crystals of a mineral known
as chiastolite>. The section of one, almost at right-angles,

is figured. This particular .specimen tells us much of the

growth of the crystal. We notice that it has suce:(^e'eled in

thru.sting the grain of the slate aside where it me;t it per-

pendicularly, but where the growth has been in the; line of

cleavage of the slate, the slate has held its own ; two oppo-

site corners of the crystal are thus imperfect Fig. 3 is a

ske;tch of rock called " granulite." It is a highly-meta-

morphosed, sedimentary rock ; the whole mass is crystalline,

the crystals being arranged, however, in re-gular lines, thus

furnishing a clue to its origin. The two larger masses

drawn are imperfect crystals of garnet—a plentiful mineral'

in rocks of this type.

The rocks have afforded us some striking examples of

crystals— tlieir growth and decay. One last lesson they
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may teach us : Nature's methods are always those of law
and order, nothing is done at random. In greater matt-irs

this is self-evident, and in subjecting her work to the
closest scrutiny we ever find her faithful to herself.

ENGLISH SEASIDE HEALTH-RESORTS.
By Alfred Haviland, M.R.C.S., F.R.M.C.S. Lond.

CLASSIFICATION (Continued from page 40).

The Daily Range of Temperature Accordiko to

Latitude.

THERE is no more important element in climate than
the range of temperature ; it is the element by which

we distinguish continental from insular climates ; and the

facts relating to this range enable us to deduce laws, so

well formulated by Haughton,* viz :

—

1. In thf, northern /lemisphere, places which eiijoy a maxi-
mum mean annual temperature have also a minimum range

GJ annual temperature ; i.e., they have an Insular climate.

2. In the northern hemisphere, places which possess a mini-

mum mean annual temperature have also a maximum range

of annual temperature ; i.e., they have a Continental climate.

3. Large masses of land, anywhere, increase the range of
annual temperature; and Inrye masset of water, anywhere,

diminish the range of annual temperature.

Now, although the climate of England is eminently

Insular, yet for our present purpose we may, for the sake

of comparison, divide it into inland and coastal : the former

representing the Continental, and the latter the Insular

division of the English climate as a whole. The sea-coast

is not resorted to altogether for the sake of the pure sea

air, that those who reside in inland towns so enjoy during

their outings and search after health. There is yet another

reason, unfortunately felt by many in weak health, and

that is the necessity of avoiding the extremes of heat and
cold, and the greater range of temperature, which are ex-

perienced in the inland climate. In summer, the sea

moderates the heat of the coast line, and in winter tempers

its cold ; the more perfectly, therefore, these conditions

obtain, the more perfectly will the climate of the health-

resort fulfil the requirements of those who are anxious to

benefit by its influences.

This can easily be illustrated by referring to the records

of the daily range of temperature at the following inland

and coast stations for 1881 :—At Salisbury, by Thomas
Challis, Esq., of Wilton House ; at Stockton, near Rugby,
by the Rev. W. Tuckwell ; at Gloucester County Lunatic

Asylum, by E. Toller, Esq., M.R.C.S., F.M.S.;at Brighton,

by E. F. Sawyer, Esq., F.M.S. ; at Llandudno, by James
Nicol, Esq., M.D. ; at Scarborough, in Dr. John W.Taylor's

^M.O.n.) Annual Report for 18S1
; at Liverpool, by John

Hartnup, Esq., F.R.A.S. ; at North Shields, by Robert

Spence, Esq. ; and at Lowestoft, by S. H. Miller, Esq.,

F.R.A.S., F.M.S.

During the first quarter of 1881, the i/rsnYesi range of

temperature was observed at Salisbury, 15° 5; Stockton,

ll°-9 ; Gloucester, H°~t—mea.n, l.')°0. The least at Scar-

borough, 7°-4
; Llandudno, 8°-6

; North Shields, 8°-7

;

mean, 8°-2
; difference, 6°'8.

During the second quarter, the greatest range was at

Salisbury, 2G°-3 ; Stockton, 22°4 ; Gloucester, 22°-5;

nwan, 23°-7.

The least at Scarborough, 11° 8; Llandudno, 12°1
;

Lowestoft, 12°-3; mean, 12° 0; difference, 11°".

• " Six Ijoclnrcd on Physical Geograpliy," by tho Uev. Suniuul

Haughton, M.D., F.B.S. Dublin University Press Scries.

During the third quarter, the greatest was recorded at

Salisbury, 22^-8
; Stockton, 21°-3; mean, 22°-0.

The hast at Llandudno, 9°-7
; Liverpool, 10'-4

; Scar-

borough, ll°-8; mean, 10°'6
; difference, ll°-4.

During the fourth quarter, the greatest range was at

Salisbury, 17°-7; Stockton, 14°-0; mean, 1.5'' 8.

The least at Scarborough, 7° 9 ; Llandudno, 9° 3 ; at

Brighton, 9°1
; mean, 8=7; difference, 7^-1. If we com-

pare the above figures with the mean daily range of tem-

perature throughout England for the four years 1878-

1881 inclusive, we shall see at a glance how natural a

division there is between the coastal and inland climates.

All En^>lmid-1878-18ai. „,^,.., i,..,

' Mfsn
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THE EYES OF SCIENCE.
Bv THE Editor.

THE U'lcscopo, tlie microscope, and tho spectroscope

give to the student of science what may be re-

garded as three kinds of visual power—in one case

unlike the visual qualities possessed by the natural

eye, in the other two surpassing these greatly in

degree. We can conceive creatures endowed with the

powers of vision which the telescope and the microscope
artificially supply. Indeed it is by no means incredible

that in other worlds than ours creatures may e.xist possess-

ing powers akin to these. And although it is not easy

to conceive the sense of vision so increased and extended
that by means of it the analysis of liglit effected artificially

by tlie spectroscope could be eQcctcd naturally, yet there is

nothing absolutely outside the range of possibilit}-, even in

this. The eye is, indeed, an optical instrument, precisely

as the ear is an acoustical instrument ; and so far as wc can
judge, the sense of vision might have been provided with a
more complex organ, or series of organs, giving it greater
range, as in the telescope, or more complete power of magni-
fying minute details, as in the microscope, or the power of
separating light-rays of diUerent refractive nature, as in the
spectroscope. There are other optical instruments also

whose powers might have had tlieir analogues in the organ
of sight (as the

i
olariscope and similar instruments) ; while

there are others, as the stereoscope and so forth, which,
like the telescope and microscope, are akin to the organ of
vision, but give to it increased power in particular way.s.

I have lately been led to notice how certain photographic
processes and methods extend tlie powers of human vision,

and enable us to see what, owing to certain peculiarities

in the circumstances under which eyesight is employed,
we are debarred from seeing in the ordinary way.

It has long been noticed that photographic vision, so to
describe this method of studying natural objects, has one
great advantage over ordinary vision in that it is not liable

to ordinary misleading influences. In science, seeing is

not always, or even generally, believing—for the simple
reason that the student of science cannot always be
certain what he really sees.

Thus an observer may be misled by imagination, es-

pecially if some favourite theory has possession of his mind.
If he knows, or thinks he knows, what he ought to see, or
might fairly expect to see, he is very apt to imagine that
he actually does see it In this way, for instance, many
students of astronomy liave fancied they have seen a small
companion by a star in a position where they had been
told such a companion existed, when, in reality, there had
been some error in the description, or in their reading of
it, and either no such companion existed, or else it was in

some entirely different position, and perhaps quite beyond
tlie range of the telescope employed by the observer.

Again, the eye is repeatedly deceived by effects of con-
tra.st. Thus, the French astronomer Chacornac advanced a
Tery ingenious— indeed, masterly—theory in explanation
of the circum.stance that the disc of the planet Jupiter is

brighter near tlie edge than in the niiddh;, tho only objec-
tion to his theory rcsidiug in the circumstance that the disc
is darker, not bright/r, near the edge, though to the eye it

appears brighter there by contrast with tho dark back-
ground of the sky on which it is 8ecn proj(;cted. 8o again
there is a charming theory, in vogue tfj this day among
many students of the n.oon, explaining why the floor of
the lunar crater I'lato (the Greater Black Lake of the
«rlier t<;lescopists) grows darker as the sun pours more
light U{Kjn it (rising higher in the sky as supposed to be
viewed from Plato), the real fact lx,iiig that there is no

such darkening, the apparent dilforence being entirely due
to eiiVcts of contrast—the contrast of the floor with the
black shadows of the crater-ring thrown upon it wlicn the

sun is low, and the contrast of the floor with the brilliant

white of the surrounding crater-ring when the sun is high,

one contrast making the floor look lighter than it is,

wliile the other makes it look darker. I may cite

another instance of an optical illusion, caused by on
etiect of contrast—a case not requiring telescopic obser-

vation for its recognition. If on a moonlit night one
looks beyond a water horizon towards the part of tho sky
below the moon, that region looks darker than the parts

of the sky on either side
;
yet, in reality, it is no darker

—if anything slightly lighter. What causes it to look

darker is the apparent* brightness of the part of the
water just below the moon, where lies seemingly* a broad
track of silver light. If this track of light is concealed

in any way, as by holding up a sheet of card or paper,

the portion of the sky immediately above is at once
seen to be at least as bright as the parts of the sky on
either side of it. So in multitudes of other cases—some
familiar, some otherwise—the eye is deluded by effects

of contrast.

Photography, or what may be called photographic
vision, is not, it is true, altogether free from defects,

corresponding to such defects of vision (resulting in illu-

sion) as we have just considered. As tliere are physio-

logical illusions in ordinary vision in such cases, so are

there in certain applications of photography, physical

effects which may prove similarly illusive. For instance,

there is what is sometimes called photographic irradia-

tion, when around a dark object in a photograph a ring o£

light is seen, or around a bright object a ring of darkness,

this ring not corresponding to any really existent object, but
resulting from some change in the photographic film along

the border-line around a region acted on very strongly by
light.

Again, the photographic eye has long been justly valiuid

for its artistic power, in being able to record, without

defect or exaggeration, what it sees. If we take, for

instance, one of Dr. llutherfurd's photographs of the solar

disc, and compare the spots there depicted with those

shown even in the most carefully-executed pictures of the
sun before and since, we see at once how liable the eye is

either to be deceived in what it sees, or else to fail duly to

guide the hand in reproducing what the eye has seen. I

happen to know of a case where a draughtsman took ex-

ceptional pains to reproduce, without exaggeration, the

aspect of the solar disc with its spots, when yet, on com-
parison being made with a photograph taken nearly at the

same time (though 3,000 miles away), it appeared that the

spots had been notably exaggerated. I refer to tho draw-

ing of the sun's face which forms the frontispiece of my
treatise on The Sun. I was particularly struck by the

aspect of the sun when that drawing was made, and I

certainly spared no pains to delineate tho spots correctly

;

but a comparison of my picture with a well-known photo-

graph by Kuthurfurd, which chanced to be taken aliout the

same time in New York, will show that though the spots

are delineateil, individually, correctly enough, they are

consi<lcrably too large as compared with the, solar disc—an
enlargement by no means necessary to enhance their im-

portance, for the largest spot visible on that occasion had
a surface several times larger than the entire surface of

this earth.

• I say "apparent" and "fiocmingly " because tho moon's rays

really illuminato the region which appoars dark, as brightly as tho

rent. It is only bocauHo of the position of tho obsorvei'a oyo that

one region aiipcara brighter than the rest.
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Other instances of the same sort may readily be cited.

A very noteworthy case, in which the imperfection of

ordinary vision and ordinary methods of delineation caused

many men of science to be long led astray, till photography
finally came to their rescue, is that of the solar corona. The
pictures of the corona whicli used to be drawn by different

observers of the same eclipse, often by observers stationed

within a few yards of each other, showed such discrepancies

as to suggest to some the theory that the corona is not

really a solar appendage, but an optical phenomenon,
caused by the passage of the sun's rays through our own
atmosphere ; and although a very slight knowledge of

mathematics sufficed when applied (for many mathema-
ticians, failing to apply their knowledge, were long misled)

to show the erroneous nature of this theory, it was not

until photography had been employed to delineate the

corona, that the groundlings were convinced on this com-
paratively simple point. A singular illustration of the in-

feriority of the unaided vision in this matter was given once
at a meeting of the Astronomical Society. " Two people,"

said Mr. Stone, referring to the eclipse of 1875, which he
had witnessed in South Africa, " w*re asked to make
drawings of the corona, and at the end of the time one man
had drawn it in one shape, and the other as different

as it could possibly be." Considerable amusement was
caused by Mr. Stone's sketching two absurdly dissimilar

pictures on the blackboard. " The person who drew one
picture was an engineer, and was sitting side by side with
the other. Before the eclipse was over he turned round to

look at the other's drawing, and said, ' ^^'hat on earth are

you doing here ?
' He replied, ' I am drawing the outer

corona.' He said it was nothing of the kind
;
yet he looked

and saw the outer corona just as the other had drawn it

;

but he had overlooked that it was the inner corona he was
drawing, until his attention was called to it in that way."
On tlie same occasion Mr. Stone pointed out another

defect of ordinary vision, as an instrument of scientific

research, which is well worth noticing. He said very truly,

that as soon as any feature has arrested the attention, it

becomes prominent ; another person may not catch the
same feature, and, passing it over, seizes upon some other
point and brings it out more strongly. Photography
has no weakness of this kind, at least where due care
is taken to use the same kind of plates and instruments,
nearly equal in size and similar in quality, when compari-
son is to be made between pictures taken by diU'erent

observers or at different stations.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.
By a. Brothers, F.R.AS.

PART X.—TUE GELATINE PROCESS.

rr^lHE photographic world is chiefly indebted to Mr.
J. Keunett for this process. In it wo liave one of the
most simple and perfect of any of the photographic pro-
cesses. The time of exposure in ordinary practice is

reduced to at least one-tentli of what was required for wet
collodion. This degree of rapidity may bo greatly ex-
ceeded, but the beginner will find the ten-times plates quite
rapid enough for ordinary work.

"The first thing to attend to is to see that the room in
which the plates are to be manipulated is sufficiently dark.
There are many ways of effecting this. If the room liavp
ruby glass in the window, one or two thicknesses of yellow
paper as an extra covering may be sufficient. Daylight
may be altogether excluded and the work conducted by

artificial light Lamps are sold for the purpose ; or one
may be made by cutting the neck and bottom from a hock
bottle, which only requires a suitable stand to admit air,

and a cover for the top, to stop the direct light of a candle
or small paraffin lamp placed within. There may be plenty
of light in the room, provided it be of the proper quality.

It is important that the dark slide containing the sensi-

tive plate be covered with a black cloth when carried into

the daylight, as the smallest hole or crevice in the slide or

camera would admit sufficient light to fog the plate. The
plates may be developed by the ferrous-oxalate method, or

with pyrogallic acid, and a bromide and ammonia.
Instead of holding the plate in the hand while developing,

as with wet collodion, a shallow disii is used, which need
be only just a little larger than the plate, in order to

economise the solutions. Three dishes will be necessar)*

—

one to develope in, one to contain solution of alum, and the
other for fixing.

Some operators prefer the ferrous-oxalate developor,

which is composed of oxalate of potash dissolved in warm
water to saturation, and in this is also dissolved oxalate of

iron (ferrous-oxalate) till the solution will take up no mora
This solution may be purchased ready for use, if preferred.

_

The plate having been exposed, and everything necessary

got ready, it may be placed, face upwards, in the dish,

and sufficient of the developing solution may be poured into

the dish, so as to completely cover it After a few minutes,

the negative may be examined, and when sufficient density

appears to have been obtained, it may be removed from the

dish, and the oxalate solution returned to the stock-bottle.

The negative must now be rinsed with water, and then

put into the solution of alum, which is made by dissolving

alum in warm water until no more will dissolve. Of course,

all solutions must be used cuJd.

Some gelatine plates have a tendency to frilL This is

caused by the expansion of the gelatine film by the absorp-

tion of moisture. The effect of the alum solution is to

harden the film. If the plate be touched with the finger

while wet with the developing solution, it will be smooth
to the touch ; but after immersion in the alum for a minute
or two, when touched again, it will be noticed that the

character of the surface has changed, and this indicates

that the film is sufficiently hardened. The plate may now
be rinsed under the water-tap, and is ready for the next

operation—fixing—and this is effected l>y immersion in a

saturated solution of hyposulphite of soda (or thiosulphnte

of soda, to use the correct name).

This method of development has the advantage of being

clean and very easy to manage, but it has the disadvantage

that the solution is not constant, and the results are not

always to be relied on. Of course, it is possible to become
so familiar with a process that difficulties in the hands of

one operator are not met with by another.

Development with pyrogallic acid is the method in

most general use. Jlr. Kennett's formula is :—Solution

No. 1, pyrogallic acid 4 grains, water 1 oz. Solution L',

ammonia (sp. gr. -t^SO) half an oz., water 8 oz. Solution

.'?, potassium bromide 3 drs,, water 8 cz. Solutions 2 and
3 may be kept mixed together. It is not necessary to

weigh the pyrogallic acid for every plate. Keep a small

bone spoon for the purpose, and after once weighing the

proper quantity, notice wliat is required for the si/e of jilate,

and with the spoon sufficient may be yitessnf, a small

quantity more or less being of very little consequence.

But if Mr. Kennett's method bo followed, lake of No. 1

one ounce, and add to it one dram (or drachm) of tlie

amuionia and bromide solution, which must be poured over

the plate while lying flat in the tray. If any air-bubbles

appear on the plate, they must be carefully removed, and the
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solution must be kept in constant motion, not violently, or

airbubbles will be caused. In a short time the picture

will appear, but the development must be continued until a

strong image is seen when the plate is examined by trans-

mitted light Experience witli a wet plate is of little use

here, as the appearance of the image is quite diflTcrent.

The development miist be continued until there is an

appearance of gi-eat density, and the back of the plate

Wing examined, the picture should to some extent be visible

there. Practice with a few plates will be worth more than

pages of written description.

Any make of gelatine plates may be developed with

either of the solutions named, but in some cases it is

atlvisable to follow the directions to be found with

each packet of plates.

If the picture do not appear in moderate time, the ex-

posure may have been insufficient, and more of the bromide

and ammonia solution may V)e added. If the picture appear

too quickly, it sliows that the exposure has not been cor-

rectly timed. It is as well to add too little of the bromide
solution, as it is easy to add more if the picture be tardy in

developing. Under-exposure is apt to produce hard nega-

tives and over-exposure too little density.

Too much attention cannot be given to the washing of

gelatine plates. Running water may be used—a gentle

stream is sufficient—or the plate may be placed face down-
wards (not touching the bottom of the dish) so that the

thiosulphate of soda may be washed out, the water being

clianged several times.

.Should the negative appear to be too thin, it may
be intensified as follows : While wet, flow over the plate a

saturated solution of bichloride of mercury. Notice the

effect, and take care not to over-intensify. At the proper

moment return to stock - bottle and wash the plate

thoroughly ; then flow over it a solution of ammonia, one

ounce to eight ounces of water. This will darken the

image, and the plate must be again thoroughly washed.

The mercury and ammonia solutions need not be thrown
away, as they can be used till exhausted. If the mercury
(or intensifying) solution be found to act too vigorously, it

n»ay, of course, be weakened by the addition of water.

Simply flowing the solution once over the plate is often

sufficient, while in otlier cases the action of the bichloride

may be allowed to continue until the picture is bleached

white.

While wet, a ge'atine plate must not be dried by a fire,

as a collodion plate may be. It has been suggested that if

surface-dried with blotting-paper, the plate may be dried

by fire-heat. If carefully done, this method is effectual.

When dry, the negative may be varnished in the usual way
;

or if only a few prints are required, the negative may be

printed from without varnishing, care iK-ing taken not to

use the paper damp.

OX SOME PUBLICATIONS OF THE
CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY.

'pHE Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge has

X now for many years l>een remarkable for the singu-

larly able manner in which its Committee of <^leneral

Literature and Education have conducted the puVjiLshing

arrangements of the .Society. No .sectarian influences are
allowed to interfere with the quality and character of the
)x»oks published : in every case the question which the
committee w^ems always to have had in view is whether a
subject will l>e tr.-ated ably, honestly, and thoroughly.

The Maxu.\ls of Elementahv Science,

for example, have been prepared, without exception, by
writers thoroughly conversant with their various suV)jects.

From Professor Fleeming Jenkin we have an admirable

treatise on Electricity, clearly and brightly written—and
we need hardly say, soundly. Mr. I.e Gros Clark has

written an excellent treatise on Physiology : one of the very

best extant, for its size. Those who take interest in

Crystallography will find the manual by Mr. H. P. Ourney
full of useful matter, verging strongly towards the mathe-

matical ; but the nature of the subject rendered this

almost unavoidable. The treatise on Matter and Motion,
by the late Professor J. Clerk Maxwell, is open to more
serious exception in this respect, having unquestionably

gone beyond the line which separates the profound from

the popular. Professor Clerk Maxwell was never able to

appreciate the difficulties which beginners find in dynami-
cal and kineiiiatical matters ; but in this little book he

seems to have thought that the best way to avoid them
was to pass boldly into the region where vectors freely

roam, and the result is mystery and misery to beginners.

It docs not content them to learn that, "as indicating

an operation, AB is called a Vector," and that " the opera-

tion is completely defined by the direction and distance of

the transference "
; nor is it any satisfaction to the incjuiring

mind to know that " the starting-point, which is called the

Origin of the Vector, may be anywhere." Yet this is all

which Professor Clerk Maxwell tells them about vectors in

defining these useful articles. The S.P.C.K. should have

a manual prepared, to which Professor Maxwell's might
serve as a sort of sequel ; for, unquestionably, a student of

matter and motion is much aided, later in his studios, by
the vectorial method. At present, however, it must be

admitted that the manual by Professor Maxwell is an
exception (and a solitary one) to the generally useful

character of these science manuals. Mr. Bernays' manual
on Chemistry and Mr. Newton's on Zoology are excellent

Of Mr. Proctor's manual on the Spectroscope we must not

say more than that the author has honestly endeavoured

to bring the work up, in clearness of exposition and
fulness of matter, to the standard of the series.

Astronomy, by Mr. W. M. Cln-istie, now Astrono-

mer Royal, is a useful and instructive little treati.se,

not absolutely free from errors (witness the sin-

gular inversion of the eflcct of bngitudc on time, in

the diagram on page 14, where places west of (ireenwich

have their time marked later than Greenwich time, and
places east of Greenwich Iiave their time marked earlier !),

but, in the main, sound. The illustration of orl)it8 of

comets at page 9.3, however, is misleading. Mr. Christie

explains, indeed, how and why he has changed the shapes

of certain cometic orbits ; but he says nothing of tlie entire

change he has effected in the positions of all the paths. It

is on such erroneous teaching that the paradoxists erect

their surprising structures. Jf there is one point in

which books of astronomy more require re-modelling than

any other, it is in this—the illustrations. The subject

which, perhaps—of all treated of by science writers—most
requires care in illustrating, is just the one wliich, as a

rule, is most villainously illustrated.

OVKBilocsE WiBEs.—There ore 9,000 miles of telograph niid tele-

phone lines in the streets and on the house-tops of New York city j

3,500 of those belong to the Metropolitan Telephone Company.
Theso fipircB should be n warning to our metropolitan authorities,

for the number of telephone wires over liOndon is increasing at an
alarming rate. The Pofit-Office has spent nn enormous sum during

the past few years in converting the overhouso into underground

linos.
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, JUNE 18.

Sunday, 11th. Mo.vday, 12tu. Tlesday, 13th. Wednesday, Uto.

^^ -^I,

Thcksday, 15th. Friday, IGth. Saturday, 17th. Sunday, 18tu.

In the above charts the dotted lines are " isobars," or lines of equal barometrical pressure, the values which they indicate being
given in figures at the end, thus—30-4. The shade temperature is given in figures for several places on the coast, and the weather is

recorded in words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by the number of barbs and feathers, thus:— *
,

light
; >-, fresh or strong

; > > , a gale ; j» »- , a violent gale ; © signifies calm. The state of the sea is notcil in Mpital
letters. The • denotes the various stations. The hour for which each chart is drawn is G p.m.

jRrbi>U)£{.

"CURIOSITIES OF VECiETATION."*

IN this work Mr. Cooke coquets witli the Darwinian
theories. The book is interesting, and in parts instruc-

tive ; but it is undeniably thin, and it wants plan and pur-

pose. The author's object has been to summarise the results

of the researches made by Darwin and otliers into the

peculiarities of plant life, and to present their teachings

in as succinct a manner as tlie subjects ju-rmit ; but he
makes scarcely any attempt at classification ; nor does the

reader, as he passes from chapter to chapter, recognise

duly the scientific bearing of the evidence. The work
reads like a note-book, rather tlian like a treatise on a
scientific subject ; and, even as a note-book, portions are

scrappy and valueless. The book is more likely to be

• " Freaks and Marvels of Plant Life ; or. Curiosities of Vegeta-
tion." By M.C. Cooke, M.A.. LL.D. (Published by the Society for what it taught us

Promoting Christian Knowledge. London.)

dipped into than read ; and, viewing it in tltis way, we
can recommend it as one which can hardly l>e opened any-
where without something of interest turning up. Kut if

the book had been reduced to two-thirds of its present size

(by tlio omission of such comparatively unscientific state-

ments as that rattans are the terror of schoolboys, and that
Krishna gamlwlled with the milkmaids of Brindabun, under
the Kedainba tree), and its subject-m.attor duly arranged
and sy.stematised, it would have had greatly-increased

value. Still, tlie book is one well worth reading.

"STORY OF A MUSEUM.''
This is a capital l>ook for young people, but also

conUiins much excellent and amusing reading for older

folk. The author shows what can bo done in the

niatti-r of collecting objects of inten-st for a museum, when

The Story of our Museum; shuwing how wo forme<l it and
what it taught iis." By the Rev. H. Himsman. (Published by tho

Society for Promoting Chri.itian Kno»Tledgi'. London.)
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tlie task is set al>out in earnest. Mr. Housman expresses

regret, and rightly, at the inditfercnce to natural history

and science too commonly manifested by the young men of

the present day. " Brought up with their eyes unopened
to the wonders of Isature, they pass through life in the
same state of blindness ; leisure often hangs heavy on
their hands ; the country, save for purposes of sport, is

Tot«d dull ; travel is deprived of some of its greatest

charms ; and wisdom at mani/ entra7ices quite shut out."

He notes truly how completely all this is reversed in the
case of those who have imbibed an enthusiasm for study-
ing and collecting, in any department of natural or historical

science.

Every page of this book is full of interest, from the
most amusing account of the author's first attempts at
bird-stuffing (the illustration at p. 35 is worth the price of

the book, to our mind) to the closing chapters on antiquities

and coins. This is just the sort of book to select as a
present for a clever, intelligent boy. Mr. Housman's
remarks on Natural History Collections (Appendix A.)
desene careful study.

BUTTEJlFLIES AND MOTHS.
By W. J. H. Clabk.

WE have now tnuraerated the principal and most generally
employed methods of catching, rearing, and preserving both

bntterflies and moths, but there are several others more or less
efficacious which find favour in the eyes of different individuals.
On the Continent, especially in France and Italy, old soap-suds

which hare become putrid are considerably used, and they appear
to attract moths fairly well. We have tried the plan ourselves, but
op to the present only slight success has attended our efforts

;

however, wo mean to give it a few more trials.

Bill-poster's paste, when stale, is very " fetching," and fruit
which has burst through over-ripeness makes another very good
bait, especially for butterflies and other d.iy-flying Lepidoptera.
The flowers of the i\-y and sallow are also very great attractions

to moths, and have a peculiar intoxicating or stupefying effect on
the insects, which, whilst under this influence, can be knocked off

the flowers into a net without the slightest trouble. This method
must bo worked at night with a lantern.

Besides these, the following flowers, together with many others,
are often visited by both diurnal and nocturn.vl Lepidoptera ;—The
heather, mistletoe, bramble, catchfly, viper's bugloss, valerian,
several kinds of grasses, scabious, honeysuckle, &c. The flowers
must be well watched, and when the insect is hovering over or has
settled, the net will have to be used quickly, and with precision, or
failure will result. Most of the hawk moths can be caught in this
way, as none of them come freely to sugar.
The females of some moths also have an extraordinary attracting

power for males of the same species, the " scent " appearing to
travel incredible distances, and by exposing one of these virgin
females in a small l>ox covered with a piece of fine muslin, numbers
of the other sex will come flying round in great excitement, and
settle on the box, or near it, when they can be easily taken.

Probably the females of all moths have this peculiar power in a
greater or less degree, but in the ca.«o of the Vaponrer (Orgijia
Antiqua), the Oak Eggar(Bon.lyi QuerciM),tho Emperor (Halurnia
Carpini), the Kentish (ilory (Endromifi Versicolor), and one or two
others, it is so verj- marked that even a person who knows nothing
of entomology cannot fail to notice it.

The I'nrplo Emperor {Apatura Iris), the most beautiful of our
bntterflies, and at the same time the most difGcult to capture,
possesses a verj- disgusting and depraved taste, the greatest delicacy
one can offer him being decomposed animal matter, and if a dead
horse, donkey, (.r other animal in a state of putrefaction happens
to be placed near his haunts, he is sure to descend to the feast.

This noble butterfly seldom visits the ground unless under these
circumstances, always flying alxiul the tops of tall oak trees, hence
the diflicnlty experienced in catching him. Some people use a net
with a handle 30 to 40 feet long, but it is so exceedingly unwieldy
and awkward that we cannot recommend its use ; the only way we
have found succeed being to wait beneath the tree until his majesty
condescends to come to cartli, when a sharp sweep with the net may
capture him.

Light is very attractive to many moths; and if on a still warm
night the windows are left open and a strong light kept burning in

the room, numberless insects will Hock in, appaiontly fascinated by
the glare, and the ojierutor. by standing near with a net, c!iu capture
as many as ho requires. Thoy must, if possible, bo taken imme-
diately on entering, as, if not, tho wings are sure to become more
or less injured, owing to the frantic efforts of tho moths to get to
the light.

Going round to tho street lamps from about eleven to one o'clock
at night is often very productive ; and if half-a-sovereign or so bo
given to tho man who extinguishes the lamps, and a supply of chip
boxes, with instructions to catch and bring to you all tho moths he
finds, very many rarities will bo obtained, and a considerable
amount of trouble spared.

If any particular species is desired, tho most likely spot for its

capture is tho tree or bush on which tho caterpillar feeds, as the
female moth, impregnated or otherwise, always flies about in its

neighbourhood, and the males aro generally not very far off.

All the above-mentioned methods aro in use, and are accompanied
with a gi-eator or less share of success ; but for moths, nothing
comes up to "sugar" in attracting properties, as far as my expe-
rience goes, and 1 should advise collectors to stick to that and the
street lamps.

Immediately on seeing Mr. Mattieu Williams' communication in

No. 32, page 27, wo gave the bisulphide of carbon a trial. The
victim, a large Puss Moth {Cerura Vinula), was placed in tho
vapour as directed, for tho space of five minutes, and when taken
out was quite dead.

This method appears to us to bo very good, as insensibility ensues
almost immediately ; and though death does not come on so soon
as by some other means, yet tho insect cannot flutter about, which
is a great consideration.

There is one great obstacle attached to its use, that is the exces-
sively unpleasant odour which it possesses; and, as tho liquid is

remarkably volatile, this properly soon makes itsc'lf evident.

Wo thank Mr. Williams for tho information, and for tho future
shall always keep some of the li(iuid in tho house ; wo advise our
readers to do tho same.

TiMK SiGVAl.i.iXG.—The following information, relating to time
signalling in England, is taken from the report of the Astronomer
Royal for 1881 :

—
" There has been only one case of accidental

failure in the automatic drop of the Greenwich time-ball. On four
days the ball was not raised, on account of tho violence of the
wind. The Deal ball has been dropped automatically at one hour
on every day throughout tho year, with tho exception of fifteen

days, on which there was either failure in tho telegraphic connec-
tion or interruption from telegraphic signals continuing up to one
hour, and of one day when the current was too weak to release the
trigger without the attendant's assistance. On three days high
wind made it imprudent to raise the ball. Tho Westminster clock
has continued to perform well, its errors having been under one
second on 40 per cent, of the days of observation ; between one
second and two seconds on 44 per cent. ; between two seconds and
three seconds on 14 per cent. ; and between throe seconds and four
seconds on 2 jjer cent. Time signals originating in the Observatory
aro distributed at 10 a.m. to all parts of tho country by the Post-
Offico telegraphs."

A PiiENOMBNAL CANARY.—The power of imitation possessed by
birds of the parrot tribo has long been familiarly known, and it

would not be difficult to find numerous examples of even well-

educated members of the genus in this respect. Wo do not, how-
ever, usually regard the vocal powers of canaries as being equal to
the production of articulate sounds resembling those made by the
human voice. Hut there is at ])rescnt in tho possession of Dr. J.

Mefjrigor Croft a little songster of this description, which, besides
giving utterance to delicious warblings, is also able to " talk " with
a clearness and precision simply marvellous. Somewhat sceptical of
the accounts we liad rec.;ived of this animal wonder, wo have, through
the kindness of Dr. Croft, had an opportunity of directly proving
the truth of tho statements made concerning it. Tho canary does
veritably speak, and enunciates a number of sentences which are
clearly imitative of tho voice of the lady who has had care of it

since its early youth. Tho effect, indeed, jirodiiccd by tho clear,

sweetly-uttered sentences pronounced by tho bird is almost weird at
first; but tho feeling of wonder thus created quickly gives rise to a
sensation of exquisite pleasure, which is deepened as the little

creature suddenly at the end of a sentence rushes off into an ecstacy
of song. As illustrating tho exquisite pliability of tho laryngeal
apparatus of small birds, and the extent to which training may be
carried in such cases, the tiny animal is deeply interesting to

physiologists. As a mere curiosity, however, it is undoubtedly
unique, and wo are deeply obliged to Dr. Croft for having been
enabled to witness so phenomenal a bird.

—

Medical Press.
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2.cttfi£» to ti)t (BhitOV,

fnk* Editor doei not hold himtelf rttpontibU for the opinions of hit eorre*pondenU.
Be cannot undertake to return manmeriptt or to eorreipoud ttilh Heir ttrileri. All
eommunieationt should be Of short a* foesible, consistently teitk full and clear state-

wtents of the teriter's meaning,']

All Editorial eomntunieaUons should be addressed
all Business communication* to tk* I*ublishers, at

street, W.C.
All Remittances, Cheques, and Fost-QMee Orders should be made pavabU to

Messrs. Wvman S, Sons.
•,* All Utters to the Editor scill be Numbered. For convenience of reference,

correspondents, vhen r^erring to any letter, «\ll oblige by mentioning its number
and the page on sthich it appears.

All Letters or Queries to the Editor tchich require attention in the current issue of
Kkowlidsb, should reach the Publishing Office ntt later than Ike Saturdaypreceding
Ike day cfpublication, ______^

(I.) Letters to have a chance of appeariDp must be concise ; they most be drawn
op in the form adopted for letters here, so that thev may go untouched to the
printers

;
private commnnications, therefore, as well as queries, or repbes to

queries (intended to appear as such) should be written on separate leaves.

(n.) Letters which (either because too long, or unsuitable, or dealing with
matters which others hare discussed, or for any other reason) cannot find place
here, will either be briefly referred to in answers to correspondents, or ackuowledged
in a eolonm reserved for the purpose.

** In knowledge, that man only is to be contemned and despised who is not in a
state of transition Nor is there anything more adverse to accuracy
than fliity of opinion."

—

Faraday.
"There is no harm in roakinp a oustake, but erreat harm in mating unue. Show

me a man who makes no mistakes, and I will show you a man who has done
nothing."

—

Liebifj.
" God's Orthocloiy is Truth."—CJar/w Eingiley.

TOBACCO AIsD COXSUMPTION.
[431]—In mentioning the immunity of the Turks from consump-

tion, Mr. W. B. Wicken (411) has not noticed the fact that the
Turkish women have never ' taper waists." If all the females of

cattle and horses were deformed, would any sane person expect
them to produce healthy or "sound" offspring? Now, fully 90
percent, of the women here are so deformed. From the practice in

youth of wearing stays and glove-tight dress bodies, their lung-
capacity is reduced, and all sorts of morbid conditions follow; yet
so strong is the force of habit, that the majority of the world
expect to find the children of such mothers healthy and unpre-
disposed to consumption, and the scientific even cast about to try

and discover some far-off and occult reason for the most natural

result! The marvel is that the nation is not more unhealthy.
Rather let them u.sc their influence to try and persuade young
men and women to stuily anatomy, and to go and look at the
statues in art galleries, and instead of calling a woman's natural

figure "clumsy," to fi.x that epithet on a dress which makes it

appear so.

They will see there, also, that legs are no more exclusively
masculine than arms or fingers, and tliey may in time begin to

draw the ioference that a style of clothing which, from its innate
ngliness retiuires the sacrifice of health and strength to make it

presentable, is not the most advisable to persevere in upholding,
it they wish to preserve the supremacy of their race, and to stamp
out long disease.—I am, Sir, ic, F. W. Harberto.v.

[432]—Tliere are no returns showing tho relative prevalence of

coDsamption among the smoking and non-smoking males of this

country, but some idea of the influence of tobacco may bo obtained
by comparing the deaths from phthisis of males (of whom, perhnp.s,

one-half are smokers) and females, who are, practically, nil non-
smokers. The deaths from phthisis in tho year 1876, for example,
in England and Wales were 30,413 males and 35,221 females. The
occupation of men is tho chief cause of tho greater prevalence of

phthisis among them, but, if tobacco had any practical power of

averting it, wo ought certainly to find its frequency less among men
than among women. J. J. Kipgf, M.D., B.A., London.

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OP DECIMALS.
[433]—With your permission I venture to submit tho following

facts relating to this subject to your arithmetical readers, with an
apology if it happens that I am telling them anything that they
already know.

Arithmetic is an exact science, and, therefore, does not entertain
the idea that when applied to calculations based upon measure-
ments, it is working upon a more or less erroneous foundation. As
a matter of fact, however, all measurements are necessarily approii*
mations. If we reckon in the decitiial notation, our measurements
will be correct to po many decimal places, and no more. Suppose
then that we require to multiply the numbers 3G12-219 and 3141,
both of which being correct to the third decimal place, the error
in each factor (duo to the fourth, fifth, Ac, decimal places being un-
known) will cause corresponding errors in the product ; but the fact
is evident, that the error in the second factor (3141) will cause a
thousand times more mischief than the error in tho first factor, for
it is multiplied by a number a thousand times larger than is the
case with the other. Is it not wise, therefore, to cut down the first

factor to the same number of digits as the second, and multiply
3,612 by 3,141 ?

Again, since the product of two approximate numbers can never
be depended upon to more digits counting from left to right than
there are correct digits in either factor, will it not be wise to sub-
stitute cyphers for all digits beyond four in the product of the
above numbers, and write 1134<:>, instead of 11345-292? This
makes our results appear to be often only very rough approxima-
tions ; but what is the use of deceiving ourselves ? 1 have seen the
heating surface of a set of boilers calculated in square feet, and tho
result published to tico decimal places, when a moment's considera-
tion would show that an error of only one-hundredth of an inch in

the diameter of the tubes (of which the heating surface mainly
consists) would vitiate the result to the extent of twenty or thirty

square feet.

Logarithms appear to have this advantage over ordinary arith-

metic, namely, that they naturally fix the degree of accuracy as wel!

as the value of our results. Logarithms put ns to a lot of trouble if

we attempt to get more figures in our answer than are good for us.

—Tours, &c. A. N. Souesscalks.

[434]—Supposing that the reader has leamt how to reduce a
vulgar fraction to decimal form, i.e., how to divide one integral

number by another not contained "exactly " in it, and to carrj- on
that division beyond integral quotient figures, and that he accepts

the truth of the statement, that " if the divisor and dividend be
both multiplied by any the same number, the value of the quotient

is unchanged"; " then the rule for division of decimals is, " mnltiply

the divisor and dividend by such a power of 10 as will remove all

decimals, and divide tho latter ))roduct by the former."

I take the examples given in Knowledge, May 0, p. 576 :

—

127-412) 15-315

1000 1000

127,412)
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commendation it has is that it saves the trouble of writing the

figures down a second time. W. Mathus.

The School, Bidefor»l.

PS—You will observe thnt 1 reverse the usual order of things.

In all ariihmetic text-books that I am acquainted with, division of

decimaU fr«fd« the rule for reducing a vulgar fraction to o

«lecimal, whereas division of decimals might aptly and naturally

follow long division.—W. M.

r435^ I sec, in ans\ver to a correspondent "Euclid," of Bolton,

(Knowledge, Xo. 31, p. 13), a reference to a large fire-ball, or

meteor, seen on May 4th last, at 9.30 p.m. I saw it, and as you

indicate that more information on the subject might be useful, I

Tentnre to give von mv version of it from notes made at the time.

C was searching'with inv telescope for i^- Cygni, when suddenly the

field of view was lit up, and the stars in the field vanished as if

davlight had suddenly returned. On taking my eye away to ascer-

tain the cause, there, right in front of me, was a great ball of

intense white light, apparently almost as large as the full moon,

gliding across the sky. It travelled so quickly that it is almost

impossible to name its eiact path, but when I first saw it it was

about on the head of Draco. It passed over Cephcus and into

Cassiopeia. In passing over Cepheus its colour changed from white

to red, and near y Cassiopeia*, it again changed to blue, or violet,

gave an extra flash np and instantly vanished, leaving behind it a

long train of red sparks, which died out by degrees, and which had

previously been invisible in the intensity of its light. The whole

phenomenon did not occupy more than two or three seconds of time,

and there was no perceptible noise. It lit up the whole sky like a

lingering flash of lightning. It certainly was an awe-inspiring sight,

and I heard many people in the neighbourhood, when it was taking

place, give vent to their feelings in a shout of amazement. I never

saw anything approaching it for grandeur in my life.

Excelsior.

[For the purpose we mentioned, " that is, to determine the true

path of the meteor in our atmosphere," it would bo essential that

the exact course of the meteor, as seen from our correspondent's

station, should be indicated, but his letter is independently interest-

ing.

—

Ed.]

FLINT IXSTRUMEXTS AXD PRE-HISTORIC MAN.

[43C"—A friend of mine, who has just returned from Natal, and

who had heard nothing of the discussions and theories on the above

subject , and on whose veracity I can thoroughly rely, has been

«mployed in making the Durban and Mnritzburg Railway. In con-

versation the other evening, he told me that in making the Umgeni

cutting (through red loam, gravel, and limestone rock) at It feet

from the surface, from which a dense forest had been previously

cleared, in the red loam his Kaflirs came upon the remains of a

fire, charred sticks, A-c. ; close by this he found what he describes

as a well-made and beautifully-finished flint odzc-head, the cutting-

face sloping from one comer to the other, witli a bevelled edge like

a chisel, and the other end finished off with a round flat knob.

Again, at 10 ft. from the surface, in the hard gravel, he found a

jjood manij flint instruments, the two most remarkable ones being a

round stone, about the size of a largo orange, very much flattened

at each pole, with a { in. hole drilled through it, and by the side of

it a stone handle 7 or Sin. long, one end just fitting through the

hole, and the other end rounded off ; when put together it had just

the appearance of a small stonemason's mallet. At a short distance

from this was a stone quoit, almost exactly like the iron ones nt

present in use, except that, from where the imlentation for the thumb
is, the circle was cut straight across, for about quarter of the circum-

ference, by a round handle. The whole of these curiosities were

taken possession of by the engineer of the line.

When tlie geological formation of Natal, and the pretty well-

founded idea that the whole of the country has been denuded by a

frTcut out-ruHh of waters from a great lake once covering nearly the

whole of what is now the Orange Free State, is considered, wo are

compelled to give an antiquity to the possessors of these implements

as great 'as, or even greater tlian, that given to similar tribes of men
in Europe. W. M.

THE POTATO.

[137]—" Farmer" (105, p. Oil) asks me whether I advocate the

n«c of mineral mannres to increnKC the starch in potatrH>g. I take it

for granted that by the term " mineral " is meant potash, salts, Ac,
without reference to sujierphosphates. My own experience (not at

neoond-hand) indicates that the percentage of starch, as found

ander the influence of " supers," is reduced by potash salts ; but the

land on which I operated was naturally well supplied with potash,

so that only a guess can be made nt the probable results to be

obtained on land poor in that element. Marcker finds but little

effect on the starch from any manure. I can give no information

concerning the effect on the iier.-entage of starch in cereals exerted

bv "minerals." " Farmer" is somewhat hard on "F.C.S. '
when

he says that it is nonsense that stable manure is not better than

peat
;'

therefore I add for comparison the analyses of a sample

of peat and of farmyai-d manure :

—

Farmyard Manuro. Poat.

Porconl. Percent.

Onranic matter 78H 77.0

Mineral 33 3-0

Potash 015 007
Sulphuric acid Oil 020
Lime 0-2 025
Nitrogen 058 99

Another sample of peat contained less nitrogen, but nearly double

the amount of potash. Chemically speaking, this peat was in many

respects better than manure, but the agriculturist would probably

not consider it so, because he would find that the fibre of the peat

would take so much longer to rot ; also the nitrogen of the farm-

yard manure is in a more assimilable condition than that of the

peat. It is much to bo regretted that the scientist so frequently

makes a statement which, though correct ill itself, requires some

further explanation before it becomes intelligible to tho public, who,

being unaware of the full facts, proceed to judge upon tho matter.

Because 1 fancy that this has occmroil in tho jiresont instance, I

have added this short explanation, which will, I trust, qnie^^

• Farmer's" mind on the subject of peat, and also show that F.C.S

was correct in what he wrote- although, I daresay, ho is perfectly

well able to take care of himself, without my saying anything.

A CALCULATION.

[-438]—A solution to tho following question would oblige one of

member.", for the purjmse of vancmg a sum of £500 to each

...^...bor for a term of 124 years, free of interest. Subscription of

each member £12 per year, repayment of loan at tho rate of £40

per year : how long will it be bifore the final member receive his

advance? Pyuami-s.

Liverpool, May 23, 1882.

GOLD IN INDIA.

r439]—Much has lately been written anent the, at present, dis-

puted existence in India of quartz that will, on proper treatment,

yield gold in quantity. Will one of your scientific friends who

knows tho regions there at present under exploration, give me,

through your medium, his opinion on the subject ? This question

interests many, if not all, of your readers.—Yours faithfully.

INSTINCT AND REASON.

[440]—May not instinct in the lower animals and reason in man

be the same, with this difference—that the one is more intense in

character, tho other wider in range ? And may not this difference

bo accounted for by the fact that, whilo the brute does one thing a

thousand times, we do a thousand things once ? SiLcnESTER.

"ATTLD RoniN GRAY."

[•Ml]-!"' -! I In ' ; :• the subject of music lies within tho

scope of Is I '
' N 1 hoDO that you will throw some light

ontho(lis|i '

, ilic. nu'thorship of tho melody associated

with tho Will t \ii:<M{obiii Gray !"' The words are the undis-

puted prodii. linn of I,!i(ly Ann Barnard. Tho melody, claimed in

1812 by tho Rev. W. Locves as his -wn composition, was familiar

to my mother in her early youth, she having been bom in 1784.

Both melody and words have always been accepted by myself and

many others as tho work of one and the same mind. It would bo a

worthy tribute to the memory of Lady Ann Barnard to prove that

tho exquisite melody was hers, as there seems internal evidence that

it really was. ^___
B. L. H.

Next week tho soriep on " How to Get Strong," " Home Curea

for Poisons," and " Electrical Generators," will bo continued. A
valuable paper on " How to Rido on tho Tricycle," by Mr. John

Browning, treasurer of the London Tricycle Club, will also appear.

An important series of articles on Geology, by Mr. W. Jerome

Harrison, F.O 8., will be commenced shortly, and several important

papers by Messrs. Prof. Charies Tomlinson, Grant Allen, Edward

Codd, W. Matticu Williams, Dr. Wilson, and others aro in type.
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anetotrs to CorrfSponlirnts,
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tke paper, and put dravings on a separate leaj. 4. Each Utter should have a title,

and in replying to a letter, r^erence should be made to its number, the page o»
which it apptarst and its titU,

Peccavi. I had not been able to read the question relating to the

British Musenm, or I should not have failed to thank you warmly
for your very kind offer, but at present I have no occasion to avail

myself of your kindness. With regard to the beam question, you
must remember what the light has to do to make the optic nerves
sensible of its source. A wave may exist when it reaches the shore,

yet be too small to disturb the sand there.—J. Cram. Thanks for

magic cube on base of 11. Fear it may be .some time before we
find a vacant corner large enough for its insertion.

—

Takaxaki.
You need no forgiveness '-for being too plain spoken." Our waste-

paper basket is n t very ready to take offence.

—

Paesox. Thanks
for kind and encouraging letter. We agree with yon that the

mere dilution of science into amusing twaddle would not be
an improvement to Kxowleiue. We certainly do not intend

to become popular in that way.—TnouGiiTFuL. Yes
;
pamphlet

safe.—SiLCiiESTEB. Fear we could not find space for any more
articles on health resorts than we have already provided for.

—

F. W. Foster. Is there anything to show that the vapour is other
than a light mist, the condensed vapour of water ?—T. J. Hickin.
I do not think that a copy of Sir Isaac Xewton's " Opticfcs" (third

edition) has any special pecuniary value.—H. R. Weller. We
cannot understand your difficulty. It is proved that under the

attraction of the sun, a body, in whatever course it may be
moving, will travel in one of the conic sections, according to its

velocity at any given distance. The particular conic section

described will te an ellipse cr a parabola, or a hyperbola.

The planets have such particular velocities as correspond with
motion in an ellipse.— J. W. JaQies Attempting to indicate

the distance between two heavenly bodies or the apparent size of

one, in inches, feet, yards, furlongs, &c., is, as you say, utterly

absurd. One might as well indicate the distance between two
places in hogsheads and kilderkins.—H. D. The idea that there

is life on the farther side of the moon is an old one, but is quite

untenable. We have not yet seen it accompanied by the idea

that on the side turned from us the moon may have an
appendage like a comet's tail. You are mistaken about the

centrifugal tendencies existing on the moor. They are such
solely as result from her rotation on her axis once in 27'

days. The only cause to be considered as possibly tending
to produce a difference in the condition of the moon's invisible hemi-
sphere is the earth's attraction. This, however, can produce no
such effects as you imagine. The whole subject, however, has been
so often discussed that it is now ovei-wom.—J. M. Fisher. We
have not your letter. We did not insert it. because it promised to

initiate a controversy, and we have no room for controversy. Dr.
Wilson's answer was intended for you alone ; and the method we
adopted was the most space-saving one we could employ. We do
not know of any rule of "fairness" requiring us to insert everj-

letter of the kind which may be sent to us. We know that fairness

to the proprietors utterly forbids our doing so. If, however, you
still think Dr. Wilson mistaken, and will succinctly say in what
points, we will insert yonr remarks.—SixpEW. (1.) Are you sure

it was the zodiacal which you saw on the 7th soon after ten ? Juno
is not usually a good time to sec the zodiacal ; note the position of

ecliptic in oiu- June maps. (2.) The rainbow is not necessarily part

always of the same-sized circle. It can have two angular diameters,

and the apparent size, even for the same angular diameter, varies

according to the distance of the cloud on which the rainbow is seen.

—Ax Oxford UxDEBCRAPfATE. Those papers are rather letters

than articles; however, there will be no more of them.—M. B.

Alder. It must be satisfactory to know so certainly about
the moon. I wish astronomers did. Your remarks about warm
weather some time ago read strangely now, after so much unsea-

sonable cold.—A.B. Solution correct, but autlior's (shorter) has
appeared. — A Stitdent. We should in that case see the
moon turn slowly on her axis (apparently backwanis) in such sort

that every part of her surface would in turn become visible to us.

—

AsMODEis. It is hardly in our lino to give rules for preventing the

beard from growing.— E. M. The number of stations at present

existing is far too small to give even the roughest approximation to

annual rainfall for whole earth. The sun-spot theory of rainfall is

not believed in. It was only started, I fancy, to get a pull on
national |>urse-strings.—G. T. M. E. Thanks.—H. E. Kilbv. Yes;
that method, like the others, is theoretically sound, bat practically

unavailable, because of the relative smallnees of the moon's dis-

tance. Very small errors in determination of longitude and latitude
of stations, and of times of contact, Ac, would introduce very largo
errors into the estimates of the sun's distance. The conception
is. however, very ingenious.

—

Erix-go-Bk.igii. It is the case some-
times ; so also old hens are adorned occasionally with imperfect
sort of comb, and some old ladies with monstachios and beards.

—

A. BiTTi-E. The Leprosy communication did not seem quite so
generally interesting and important as that on Tubercle, and our
space ran short.—W. Geaxdy. Thanks for encouraging letter. On
the other point, I can assure you I would gladly see my books sold

at very low prices ; but publishers, with whom the matter rests,

cannot venture—yet, at any rate.—A. E. W. Our arrangements for
indexing already made when your letter received.— F. Morris.
Berry's Polishing Paste and Domestic Black-Lcad are rather outside

our lines.—T. (Jreex. Do not know of any book or books on Gum,
its properties and uses.

BOTANICAL.
E. C. H. (Worthing). Host cultivated " geraniums " belong

really to the genus I'elargotiium, which has slightly irregular

flowers (two upper petals differing from three lower), a spurred
sepal (scarcely noticeable), no glands, and few stamens (generally

five). The true Geraniums have regular flowers, no spurs, five

glands on the disk, and ten stamens. A few perennial true Oera-

niums from southern Europe are still cultivated in old-fashioned

gardens, but most of the plants so-called are I'elartioniums from the

Cape of Good Uope. I'dargnnivm U, in fact, a larger and more
specialised insect-attracting type. When in doubt, look for the

irregular sepal and count the stamens. Gba.nt Allen.

-ELECTRICAL.

Igxuuamis. See article in Kxowlepge, Xo. 30 ; ebonite can be
procured from the India-rnbber and Gutta-]x>rcha Company, ICO,

Cannon-street, London, E.C. The same article (see also errata, No.

31) answers your (juery anent length of wire. The generator de-

scribed will "make a current quite strong enough for plating—ii»

fact, rather too strong in proportion to its other features. It will

not be strong enough for a .Swan lamp, which rec|uires an electro-

motive force of forty volts, or the force produced by twenty good

Bunsen cells joined up in series.— U. Bardslev. Get a glass or

earthenware jar, about three pints capacity, into this put a xine

rod for the positive element. The negative element is a small

carbon ))late placed in a porous pot, filled up with a mixture in equal

]>arts of crushed carbon and black oxide of manganese, about the

size of parched-peas. Great care is requisite in making this part

of the cell, and yon would find it cheaper to buy—well, the )>orous

pot with carbon plate in situ. A saturated solution of sal ammo-
niac is put in the outer jar, half filling it. At Silvcrtown, where

these batteries are made in very large quantities, the upper ex-

tremities of the carbons are dipped, at a high temperature, into

melted paraflin, and subsequently placed into a mould containing

molten lead, which forms a cap for the carbon, a brass terminal

being simultaneously fixed into the lead. Marine gluo is run over

the carbon-manganese mixture, the carbon rod being in position.

Vent-holes are made in the glue to allow any gases to escape. M\
bare metal connections must bo well coated with pitch or varnish,

otherwise they will soon be corrodml by the gases given off by the

battery. Should you buy a coll, I would n-commend the new-

agglomerate LecIanchiS w'ith u largo zinc cylinder, instead of the

zincrwl. There are at the present moment some thou.<iands of this

latter form in use, comparing verj- favourably with the Fuller or

double liijuid bichromate battery.—Chablks Blsnv. You have

been anticipated long since. Inventors have not yet been able to

overcome the apparent partial volatilisation of the carbon, as is

evidenced by the thin carbonaceous film deposited on the surface

of the gloss globe.—liiXOBAMis. 1. Yes, the same. 2. S« articles

on " Generators." 3. No, not on nn extensive scale. 4. The reversi-

bility of the dynamo can be easily explained. It is due to a very

simple truism, viz., the convertibility of forces. This point, we hope

soon to be nblo to deal with under the head of " Electric Motors."

AccoRniNQ to tho RaiU-ay Aje (Chicago, April 20) the American

Bell Telephone Compsny has in ojwration 18!t,37i instruments and

49.168 miles of wire. 'These are conuiHled with 5".i2 exchanges.

The tigiires show a great increase on the preccling year. If the

company is able to organise a satisfactorj- sjstom of underground

wires, a'groat further development nmy be exj>ected. Tli- rlmrv-.-a

will in this case be considerably reduce*!.
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^ir i«att)fniattral Column.

THB LAWS OF PROBABILITY (Conduced).

IT 8houlJ be noticed, in the first ]>lacc, that in dcalin,? with

hjr)M>theses, wo must consiiier their aiitecoJent probability ns well

aa the cviJence derived from observed facts. We Bomotimcs hear

the contrary course spoken of as the perfection of philosophic

reasoning. " I will not suffer myself," some will say, " to consider

whether this or that hypothesis is likely or not ; I only desire to

know whether observation and experiment appear to favour it or the

reverse." This i.i an exaggeration of a principle which is exooUcnt

in it«elf. Doubtless observation and experiincnt should bo the test

by which every hypothesis is examined j and in the long-run, ob-

Eer\-ation and experiment may serve to over-balance any antecedent

probability against or in favour of an hypothesis. But during the

progress of research, and while ns yet the evidence derive! from
obsen-ntion or experiment is not decisive, it is essential to tho

formation of the most probable opinion that antecedent proba-

bilities shoald be duly weighed. For example, let us suppose

that a person submits to my notice three predictions con-

cerning tho weather, founded on tho planetary positions, and
fal611od in a very striking manner by the event. Let ns

suppose that the predictions are couched in tho clearest possible

terms, and are such that tho odds must be regarded as heavy
against their accidental fnlfilment—say, 9 to 1 tor instance. Then
the chance that all these predictions ivill bo fnltilled, if the

hypothesis of planetary influence is erroneous, is
jTJjJn > °^

the same as that of drawing one particular ball out of a bag con-

taining a thousand. And tho fact that the predictions have actually

been fulfilled seems, therefore, to afford very striking evidence in

favour of the hypothesis that the planetary positions do actually

influence the weather. If I overlooked tho antecedent probabilities

of the hypotheses (1, that the weather is so influenced; and 2, that
it is not), I should calculate tho probability of the planetary hypo-

1000

100
1'

But this would bo to forget the main porlion of the evidence, that,

namely, on which our opinion of the antecedent probability against
the planetary hypothesis is based. I do not enter into consideration
of this evidence, bnt undoubtedly it is of such weight that the
most surprising scries of fulfilled predictions (even though accom-
panied by clear evidence that not a single prediction had been
unfulfilled) would scarcely justify ns in ev(« giving the hypothesis
consideration.*

It is necessary also to consider most carefully whether we really

have before us all the possible hj-potheses by which observed facts

may bo explained, and whether the various hypotheses are mutually
exclusive, for otherwise the general theory above cnunciatid is not
applicable. As an instance, let us consider the views of Dr. Stark
re.?pecting the influence of marriage on the death-i-ate. From the
olJ«er^ed mortality among married and unmarried men (the fori-icr

class including widowers). Dr. Stark was led to infer that marriage
is favourable to longevity. (The statistics are given in my essay
on the subject in " Light Science "). In arriving at this conclusion,
he took only into account tho particular hypothesis that the
observed inferior value of nnmarried lives is due to bachelorhood.
The hypothesis that marriage is favourable to longevity is not
unlikely. in itself, though, certainly, the very marked difference con-
sidered by Dr. Stark seems more than tho liypothesis can account
for. But there is another hypothesis of which Dr. Stark
took no account whatever": tho superior value of married "lives"
might Ix! due to a principle of selection, whereby on tho average of
a great naml>erof persons, the healthier and stronger would be
found in larL-'-r proportion among tho ranks of the married than of
the nnmarried. The neglect of this hypothesis vitiates Dr. Stark's
reasoning altogether. Tho consideration of this hypothosis, to
the neglect of tho other, would be .-ilso incorrect. Both hypotheses
must tx! considered together, with duo reference to tho antecedent
probability in favour of each. But as they are not mutually ex-
clniive, we cannot apply to them our general rule. Wo can only
infer that cither one or the other is the true hypothosis, or else that
»X)th hypotheses are partially true ; and this does not lea%-e us three
cases only to consider, lierauec the causes dealt with by tho hypo-
theses may co-exLst in different proportions. Tho statistics dealt

• Such an assertion aa this seems incomprehensible to tho
paradox mongers (as Do Morgan used to call those who propound
Buch theories aa wo aro considering). " Strike, bnt hear," they
•ay, and they wonder that none will hear, and that few even think
it worth while to strike.

with by Dr. Stark are, therefore, not capable of loading us to any

dehnite conclusion.

But it is not to bo inferred that in this case, and in other similar

cases, the statistics are valueless. The fact that they point to no

dctinito conclusion sliows only that they aro insuthcient. Other

statistical information may so supplomeut snoh imporfoot know-

ledge as to lead to tho deliuite conclusions wo require. And tho

consideration of imperfect statistics usually shows us in what

direction we aro to look for supplementary facts. For oximple, to

return to Dr. Stark's statistics. Wo have seen that thoy aro in-

sutficient in themselves. They point, however, to two hypotheses,

and we have only to detcrm'ino in what degree the two causes

dealt with by these hypotheses actnally operate, to form a sound

opinion on tho whole subject. I am not concornod, bo it noted,

with tho practical application of such inquiries, only with tho

bearing which they would havo on tho special qiiestion considered

by Dr. Stark. Now, if we study tho statistii-s relating to tho

number of marriages in times of prosperity or adversity, or, again,

in healthy and unhealthy seasons, wo should gain some slight in-

sight into tho i)robability of tho action of a principle resembling

selection. Wo might obtain statistics, again, as to tho trades of

those who marry, so as to compare tho number of married and

single in the different trades. Other statistical inquiries (which

might bo very diflicnlt to carry out in practice, however), such ns

inquiries relating to tho insurance of married and single, to tho

health and strength of each person throughout his life, and so on,

would throw further light on the subject of inquiry. Under the

actual circumstances, wo can only form probable inferences on these

subjects, but the conclusion wo arrive at is much more likely to be

sound when such inferences are consid"red, than when no attention

whatever is paid to one of tho possible causes of a result so in-

teresting as the superior longevity of tho married.

Another circumstance to be very carefully considered is the

actual number of cases with which our statistics may deal. It is

impossible to aj-rivo at correct conclusions unless this number is

eufiiciently large. Quitelet has related how a person assured liim

that a certain street in Paris was tho healthiest region, not only

in Paris, but in Franco. When Quelclct asked how this extra-

ordinary conclusion had been arrived at, liis-informant remarked

that Quetelet's own method of statistical research liad been

applied :
" I liave found that more than two hundred persons live

" that street, and tl;cre havo been only three funerals in three

the doath-rato so low aa

suppose, then," answered

Quetelet, "that if there had been no funerals at all, you would

havo concluded that by removing to that street you would live for

One point remains to bo touched upon. I have spoken of the

fact that in any very great number of trials, series of events may
bo erpccled to occur which would appear very surprising if they

happened in bnt a few trials. It would bo a mistake, however,

to infer that the occurrence of a strnngo series of events is to

bo regarded as on that occount less worthy of notice. Boswell

related that when he mentioned to Dr. Johnson that tho first

of tho new hackney-coaches which ho had seen had been actually

No. 1, tho Doctor ridiculed tho notion that there was anything

remarkable in the coincidence. " You were ns likely," ho rea-

soned, "to see that coach as any other." Now, althongh Dr.

Johnson was certainly right in this instance, yet it would bo a

mi-stako to conclude that such coincidences in general should bo

overiooked.» When a coin is tossed, it is as likoly that twenty

heads will bo tossed in succession ns that any other specified

arrangement will appear; yet undoubtedly if tho event had hap-

pened wo should bo justified in suspecting that a two-headed com

had been used. If a die is cast twenty times, and ace appears eight

times, wo might reason that the observed succession of throws wiis

antecedently as likely as any other particular succession, and this

reasoning would bo just; but, unquestionably, if such an undue

number of acos appeared, wo should think it not unlikely that tho

die was cogged. This opinion would be strengi honed if aco was a

• QuMelot relates a curious story illnslriting this ;
" During the

first Spanish war, n corps of tho French army, which was employed

in tho siege of a town, dreaded tho rccuiTenco of Friday, as a day

fatal to it, because tho enemy killed or wounded then more of their

men tlinn on any other day of tho week ; a strong prejudice was, in

consequence, established against Friday. Now after tho siege, it

appeared that tho artillery had been changed every day, and that

those who did duty on Friday wore superior marksmen to tho

others. Superstitious ideas," adds Quitolot, "have often less

foundation; from tho impossibility of discovering the true cause

under the circumstances in which wo aro placed, wo aro apt to

attribute thom to objects totally extraneous, not being willing to

I consider effects as existing without a cause."

years. Now, in what part of Franco is

five per thousand per annum ? " "I
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throw by which money was won. Withont deciding at once that
we were being cheated, we should watch somewhat carefully to see
in what proportion aces appeared thereafter. So it is when, at
card games, a player secures more frequently than probability
warrants some favourable "hand." There must be players who
eeem lucty on occasion, and there vmst be some who appear
exceptionally lucky for years. But this should not cause the player
to blind himself to the antecedent improbability of definite runs of
luck, and therefore he should not overlook the necessity for watch-
fulness when they have occurred. And lastly, in those affairs of
ordinary life in which chance plays a more or less prominent part,

but conduct yet counts for something, we are justified in inferring
skilful conduct where good fortune is long continued and strongly
marked. '• In the conduct of life," says the great mathematician
Laplace, " good fortune is a proof of skill which should induce us
to prefer placing our confidence in those who appear thus lucky."

(Bur Cf)cs(5 Column.
By Mephisto.

THE VIENNA IXTERXATIOXAL TOURNAMENT.

THIS week will see the finish of the Tournament, as on WcdtiCiJay

,

probably, the last game will have been played, and then the
Chess world may devote itself to the task of honourin? the \ictor

AVho this would be formed the subject of conjecture and conversation

in London Chess circles. Steinitz, who had been doing badly in the
beginning, gradually crept to the front, till on the twenty-siTth
round he came out ahead of all other competitors. The public like

to pin their faith to tried men, and it was generally then taken for

granted that Steinitz would come out as chief winner. This belief

was, however, dispelled by the news that arrived from Vienm,
which showed that Steinitz had relapsed into bad luck, w hile Mason
was doing wonderfully well and carrying everything before him
According to telegraphic information received in London on Thurs-
day, Mason was at the head of the list with 20, while Steinitz

stood at 19i. It was then generally believed that Mason would win
first prize, and bets were freely made on that expectation. We hope
to be able to publish telegraphic information, before going to press,

as to the actual result.

According to a telegram in the Daily Telegraph, of Monday, the
following was the state of the score on Saturday night, Juno 17,

after the conclnsion of the Slst round :—Mackenzie, Steinitz, and
Winawer, 214; Mason, 21; Zukertort, 20^; Blackbume, ISJ ;

EngUsch, 17J ; Paulsen, 16i ; Wittek, 16 ; Hruby, 141 ; Weiss, 14
;

Schwarz, 131 ; Bird and Tschigorin, 12; Meitner, llj ; Ware, 10.

The committee have thought fit to alter the order of the play on
Thursday last ; we cannot therefore properly estimate Mason's score,

as it is quite possible that in spite of his being half a game behind,
his position might be as good as that of any other man. The close-

ness of the five first men makes the finish a very e.\citing one.
On Monday Zukertort beat Weiss, Paulsen beat Ware, Hruby

beat Mackenzie, Steinitz v. Bird drew. Mason was engaged with
Englisch, and Winawer with Meitner.

Problem Xo. 4-5

l!v I!. 0. Laws.

,.
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(J?ur 2B\)i$t Column.
By " Five ok Clubs."

PLAY TUIRD IN IIANP, I'LAl.N SUITS (continued).

WHEN, third in hniul, you liold Queen or Kimvo and others,

and a email card has been led which second player does

not cover with a card liij^her than your honour, you must in orer)-

case play the honour. But if ton is led, and not covered by Knave,
yoQ n-onld not play the Queen, but pass the ten ; for, as already

explained, you lu'ain nothing by plnying the Queen if the load is

from Kinp.Knave, ton, while, if the ten is a strengthening card, you
lose all command of the suit if you cover. If you hold Knave, nine,

and others, and eight is IcmI, you may line-'so the nine or i)as8 the

eight ; eight can hanlly be played as a strengthening card, nor from
a three-card suit, containing both Ace, King, or King Queen, for

from cither of these combinations the proper lead is the King. If

the eight is the lowest of a foor-card suit, the suit can be no other

than Ace, Queen, ten, eight. If the lead is from a three-card suit,

the eight being the lowest, the other cards may be Aco Queen, Ace
ten, King ten, or Queen ten. The ten can therefore only be to

your left in the single case of the lead being from Aco Queen eight

—which is an unlikely load anyhow, though, of course, jiossible,

since leader may hold besides four trumps, and two weak three-

card suits. Vou are therefore, in all probability, quite safe in

lineFsing the nine or passing the eight according as you may wish
the lead to lie (supposing the trick to fall to the eight or nine).

When, ihird in hand; your best canl is small, yon play it, of

course, if it is higher than the card played on your right, or higher
than and not iu sequence with the card led. If you cannot cover,

and both the cards already played are small, remember that your
card tells both your ])artner and your adversaries of extreme weak-
ness, both in individual cards and numerically. In such eases the
question may arise sometimes whether it may bo better to deceive

the enemy or not by playing a false card. For instance, if your
partner leads four, second hand plays sis, and yon hold three and
five i if you jihiy the live, it will be thought that you do not holil any
other cajd in the suit. Cases may arise where it may be more im-
portant to cause the adversaries to suppose this erroneously, than
to leave them and your partner in doubt by playing the lower card.

It is worth your while in ever>- such case to consider which is likely

to be the more advantageous course.

The play of third in hand, second ronnd of a suit, depends gene-
rally on the fall of the cards. As a rule, you know pretty well how
the cards lie at this round, whether the original lead wore your
partner's or your own. In the former case you have the indications

from the original load, as already explained ; those from the play

second and fourth in hand, those from the renewed lead, and play

second in hand second round, besides your own original hand. In the
latter, as the suit is presumably your longest, you have rather more
information in your own hand than in the other case, and rather
less from the play -, but if yon have been watchful you have usually
learned a gooil deal. Thus, suppose, having King and throe other
clobs 10, i, 3, yon lead the 3, and the cards fall thus,

—

C3 C8 CQ CG
you know that, apart from signalling for trumps, your partner must
hold the two and five, second player has nothing below the eight,

fourth player nothing below the six. N'ow, suppose that on the
return of the suit your partner lead.'< the two ; then, as this is not the
highest left in his hand, yon know that besides the five he has one
other, which is not the Ace, for if he ha/l had the Aco ho would have
led it. Xor can it be the Knave, for if he had had Qaeen Knave, ho
would have played the lower of the sequence. You hold the King your-
self, therefore his remaining card must be either the seven or the nine.

Yon know this Ijefore second hand has played to second round. You
know also that second hand has not the Ace, or he would not have
allowed the Queen to take the first trick. Suppose, now, second
hand plays the nine. Then the only card whose ]>osition remains
doubtful is the Knave ; it may Ije to your right or to your left. But
you can piny with as much confidence as if you knew whore it was.
For if it lies to your left along with the Ace, which certainly lies

there, yon lose nothing by finessing the ten ; and if it lies to your
right yon gain n trick—apart from rulKng.
Take again the following case,

—

Yoor hand being Q, Kn, 5, 2 of Hearts (trumps), the first

round is

—

A. Y. II. Z.

H 2 n 9 UK II G
Second ronnd, to second in hand,

is let OS say— U 8 U 7
Yon know certainly that either four, or three, and ten lie with Y,

and no more. Kor three and four arc certainly not both with li, or

he would have returned his lowest. Neither four nor throe lie with
X ; thcroforo, one of these cards lies with S, who has, therefore, led
the beat of two. Y'ou can thus place every card, assumiug always
that all are playing according to the customary rules for good play.
B has cither the three or four left. 1' has ten, and either four or
three. Z has the Ace, and is holding it back for some purpose con-
nected with the strategy of his hand. Y'ou therefore play Knave
thii-d in hand ; whereas, had you not attended to the fall of the
eardr, you might have thought it a fair linesso—only ton ami Ace
being against you, and the Aco probably in fourth hand— to [lass

the eight, so as to make sure of taking tho last round in trumps.
As it is, you know that, after your Knave has taken tho second
round, your third lead of tho five will draw both tho Aco and ten,
leaving you with tho long trumi>.

A BiMPEH .IT Whist.—A correspondent, " Hazard," nsks how
to di'termine the odds against a bumper at H'/ii.v(.' The problem i.'»

a very difficult ono. in fact, it is )irnctically insoluble. Our
correspondent remarks that there are nine ways of winning a
rubber of two games, meaning, wo suppose, that each game may
be won, oitlior by five or more points, alono ; by three or more
points and two by honours ; or by ono jjoint or more and four by
honouis; and therefore tho pair of games in 3x3 different

ways. But, in reality, there are many more ways than
three in which a game can be won, even if we only
consider tho points obtained, and tho honours marked.
And to determine tlip tiuo cliaiices we must consider more
than this. Wo bIuiuM li.iv.- (u ilrlcrmino tho number of com-
binations of hands l.y wli.li wiili tho best piny, or with good play
on both sides, or witli iri...|.iiii(. pliiy met by bad play, or with good
play met by atrocious liliiTuleriii^.', and so forth, a game might bo
made in a single round j in how many ways it might bo made under
correspondingly varying conditions in two rounds, in throo rounds,
in four, and in five. The same would have to bo done for the second
game. Tho numbers thus obtained would have to bo multiplied
together, or rather tho number scpiared. Then tho total number
of combinations for 'all cases of ono round, two rounds, Ac, for

each game would have to be determined. The chance of a bumper
would be tho ratio of tho former number to tho latter. Bat no ono
could possibly work out tho problem in this way.

—

Editor.
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WAS RAMESES II. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

By Amelia B. Edwards.

III.—THE PHARAOH OF JOSEPH.

BUT, it will be asked, what was the name of this

Pharaoh, and what place did he occupy in the suc-

cession of Hykshos kings ]

Tradition, represented by the Byzantine monk, George
Syncellus before mentioned, and also by John of Antioch,
of whose work only a few fragments are preserved (see

Miiller : Fragmenta JiistoricorJivi f/racoriini, vol. iv.,

p. 555), assigns the name of Aphobis to the Pharaoh whose
dream was intei-preted by Joseph. Now Aphobis, or

Aphophis, is the Greek way of writing Apapi ; and Apapi
was a name borne by at least two Hykshos rulers, one of

whom belongs to the 15th and one to the 17th dynasty.
Of the first Apapi nothing is known but his name. It is

the second Apapi nnder whom Joseph is believed to have
tlourished; and this Apapi—the Apapi of the 17th
dynasty—was the last of the Hykshos kings. It was in

his time that a tributary prince of Thebes, Rasekenen
Ta-aken, raised the war of national independence wliich

ended in the expulsion of the shepherds. Sphinxes and
statues engraved with the name of Apapi have been found
in the mounds of Sfm (the Zoan of the Bible) where the
Hykshos est.ablished their capital ; and a succinct contem-
porary account of the war of independence is found at El
Kab, Upper Egypt, sculptured on the walls of the toml. of

a certain naval officer named Aaiimes, whose father servetl

on the legitimate side under Rasekenen Ta-aken, and who
was himself distinguished for personal valour tliroughout

the later campaigns of that same war, when the fortresses

of Avaris and Sherohan were besieged and taken, and the
Hykshos were driven from their la.st strongholds. In
Apapi II., therefore, we are dealing with an historical

personage ; and in all that relates to the war of liberation

and the expulsion of the usurpers, we are dealing with
historical facts. The Sphinxes of Apapi arc liuman-
headed, and in their hard-featured, melancholy faces not
only preserve the record of a singular and distinct Asiatic

or Asiatic-Scythian type, but in all probability hand down
to us tlie poi-trait of the king himself. The fortress-camp

of Avaris (in Egyptian Ha-uar) exists to this day in the
mounds of Tel Herr ; and as for Rasekenen Ta-aken, Prince
of Thebes, and King Ahmes I., by whom Apapi was
expelled and Avaris captured, their mummies were both
found last summer in the famous hiding-plate at Dayr-el-

Baharee, and are now on view in the Museum of Boolak.

Historians are agreed in representing the war of libera-

tion as a very long war, and Professor Maspero attributes

to it a duration of more than 1 50 years. I venture, how-
ever, to think that the hypothesis which makes Joseph the

interpreter of Apapi's dream is incompatiljle with the
hypothesis of so very long a war. 1 would even
go so far as to suggest that Joseph must not only
have risen to power under some earlier Hykshos king,

but that the war did not, Ln all probaliijity, last

longer than thirty years. Let us frst take the
internal evidence of the Bible narrative. That narrative

relates to the youth and prime of Joseph, and the scene is

evidently laid in a time of profound peace. There is plenty

in the land, and there is famme in the land, and people

come from far and near to buy and sell ; but there is no
hint of either internal or external strife. It is even said

that Joseph, after he had bought up the land for Pharaoh,

removed the people to cities " from one end of the

borders of Egypt even to the other end thereof
;
" a

precautionary measure which, by the way, was pecu-

liarly Egyptian, and which Barneses II. is especiallj-

recorded to have taken in dealing with captives from the

north and captives from the south, whom he transplanted

in enormous gangs, from one extremity of the country to the

other. But neither Rameses II. nor Joseph could have s'>

transplanted large bodies of either citizens or captives, if

the whole of Upper Egypt had been in arms. Seeing,

.also, with what minuteness of detail the early biography

of Joseph is given, it seems impossible that no mention
should be made of a harassing and prolonged civil war, if

such a war had at that time distracted the country.

Besides, it is expressly stated that "Joseph was thirty

years old when he stood before Pharaoh ;
" and although

the age at which ho is said to have died—namely, 110

years—was a typical phrase in use among the ancient

Egyptians to express the ideal length of days, and is, there-

fore, not perhaps to be accepted literally, yet it is certain

that Joseph lived to be a very aged man ; so aged that he

may well have flourished under two, or even under three.

Pharaohs. Be this as it may, however, I do not think wc
can be very far wrong if we place the promotion of Joseph

under the predecessor of Apapi ; nor if we conclude that,

Iiaving, as an old man, witnessed the beginning and greater

part of the war of liberation, he died, was embalmed, and
" put in a coflin in Egypt," towards the end of the reign of

Apapi, the last Hykshos king.

The immediate predecessor of Apapi is identified by Pr.

Birch* with a cirtaiii Hykshos Pharaoh calknl Sut-aa peh-

peh (or Sut-aa-peli ti) Nubti, whose name appears on a tablet

discovered by the late Mariette Pasha in the ruins of SSn

(the Zoan of the Hebrews, the Tanis ot the Greeks), where

the Hykshos established their capital city. In this tablet,

which was put up by a certain governor of the province who
held office under Rameses II., it is recorded that the king

ordered the tablet to bo made in honour of his ancestors,

and that the governor came to Zain "on the 4th day of

the month of :Mesori (the twelfth month of the year) of

the lOOtli year of Sutraa-peh-peh Nubti, Son of the Sun."

in order to be present at the festival of its installation.

See " Records of the Part," toI. vi. p. 36.
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The interest of this tablet," says Mariette Pasha, in his

Vppendix to the Catalogue of the Boolak Museum,
•• centi t« iu the date. Tliis dat<" is not Egyptian

;
it is

Egypto-Asiatio, as were tlie inhabitants of Tanis, Four

hundred years before, a shepherd-king, tho Nubti of our

tablet, had endowed the llykshos with a fixed calendar

<nAited upon the sacred year of the Egyptians. It is from

this calendar that the date of the tablet is taken, so

fumishin!^ an additional proof that in Lower I'^gvpt, under

Rameses'll., there yet existed a stock of alien races whom

tho civilisation of Egypt had not entirely deprived of their

autonomy."
.

In other words, the Hykshos calendar was still in use

in the time of Rameses II., four hundred years after its

iiu<ititution by Sut-aa-peh-peh Nubti. This festival of the

erection of the tablet was accordingly said to have taken

place in the year of Nubti 400
;
just as an event in the

history of a Mohammedan country would be reckoned

from the Hegira, or Year of the Flight ; or as an event

in the liistory of a Christian country would be reckoned

from the Christian era.

Unfortunately, the regnal year of Rameses II. is not

firen ; and there is nothing in the te.vt of the tablet to

show at what period in the life of this famous Pharaoh

the festival of the tablet was commemorated. We there

fore only know that the 400th centenary of the Hykshos

era coincided with one of the sixty-seven years of the long

reign of Rameses II. The coincidence is too vague to be

.ailed a synchronism ;
yet, despite its vagueness, it affords

\ kind of basis for rough calculation.

{To be contintied.)

HONEY ANTS.
By Geiant Allen.

t rllE Garden of the Gods in Colorado is a bit of show-

I scenery of the true American type—a gi-een amphi-

theatre, studded with vast ledges and clilis of red sandstone,

^reathered here and there into chimneys or pi lars, in which

a distorted fancy traces some vague resemblance to the

sculptured forms of the Hellenic gods. Hither a few

years since, Dr. McCook of Philadelphia went on his way

to New Mexico, where he wished to study the habits and

manners of a famous, but little-known insect the honey

ant To his surprise, he accidentally stumbled here upon

the very creatures he had set out to iind. There are two

kinds of entomologists : one kind, now, let us hope, rai)idly

vercin" to extinction, sticks a pin through his specimens,

mounts them in a cabinet, gives them systematic names,

and then considers that he has performed the whole duty

of a man and a naturalist; the other kind, now, let us

hope, growing more usual every day, goes afield to watch

the very lif<- of the creatures themselves at home, and tries

to learn their habits and customs in their own native

haunts Dr. McCook belongs to the second class. He

forthwith pitched his tent (literally) in the Garden of the

(Jodfl, and proceeded to study the honey ants on the

'''iLike many other ants, these little honey eaters are

divided into different castes or classes ; for besides tho

Drimary division into queens or fertile females, winged ants

or in-Ues and workers or neuters, the la.st-named class is

further suWivided u.to three castes of majors, minors, and

minims or dwarfs. But the special peculiarity which gives

ao much interest to this species is the fact that it possesses,

Inoareritly at least, a fourth cast^;, that of the honey-

b^rera, whose aMomen is distended till it is almost

spherical by a vast quantity of nectar stored within it Dr.

McCook opened several of the nests, and found these

honey-bearers suspended like fiies from the ceiling, to

which they clung by their l(>gs and appendages. All over

the vaulted dome of the anthill, these little creatures were

clustered in numbers, their yellow bodies pressed tight to

the roof, while their big round stomachs hung down behind

from the slender waist, perfect globes of translucent tissue,

showing tho amlicr honey distinctly through the distended

skin. They looked like largo wliite currants, or sweet-

water grapes ; and as they were actually filled with grape-

sugar, the resemblance was really quite as true inside

as out.

Wliere did the honey come from 1 That was the next

question. Everybody knows that ants are very fond of

sugar, and they often steal tho nectar in flowers which the

plant has put there to entice tho fertilising bee. So much

damage do they do in this way, that many plants have

clothed their stalks with hairs, or sticky glands, on purpose,

in order to prevent the ants from creeping up the stem and

rifling the nectary. In other cases, however, plants actually

lay by honey to allure the ants, when they have anything

to gain from their visits, as in the case of those Central

American acacias, mentioned by Mr. Belt, which have a

nectar-gland on the leaf-stalk to attract certain bellicose

ants, which so protect them from the ravages of their leaf-

cutting congeners. Of course, everybody has heard, too, how

our own species sucks honeydew from the little aphides, or

plant-lice, which have often been described as antcowa But

it is not in either of these ways that tho honey-ants get their

sugar. Dr. McCook had a little trouble in settling this

matter at first, for the honey ants are a nocturnal species,

and he had to follow them through the thick scrub, lantern

in hand ; still, he satisfactorily settled at last that they

obtain the nectar from the galls on an oak, where it must

simply be exuded as an accidental product of injury. The

workers take it home with them, and give it to the honey-

bearers, who swallow but do not digest it. They keep it in

their crops ready for use, exactly as bees keep it in cells of

the honeycomb. When the workers are hungry they

caress a honey-bearer with their antennoc, whereupon she

presses back a little of the nectar up her throat, and the

workers sip it from her mouth. The honey-bearers, in

short, have been converted into living honey-jars.
_
They

are thus passively useful to the community, for in this

curiously-ordered commonwealth they also serve who only

stand and wait

How could such a strange result as this have been

brought about? Dr. McCook, though not himself an

avowjd evolutionist, has supplied us with facts which seem

to sugf'est the proper answer to this dillicult question. He

has shown that the rotunds (as he calls them) are not, in

all probability, a separate; caste, but are merely certain

specialised individuals taken at haphazard from the worker-

major class. He saw himself in tho nests many worker-

majors, which seemed at that moment actually in course of

transformation into lioney-bearers. Now, it is easy enough

to understand why these social insects should wish to store

up food against emergencies. At all times, the qucson, tho

youn" female ants, the males, and i\u: grubs or larviu are

entirely dependent upon others for support Hence, alike

among bees and ants, stores of food are habitually

laid by, sometimes- in the form of honey in combs

and bee-bread, as with the hive-bee; sometimes in

the form of seeds and grains, as with tho harvesting ants.

During the winter months or the rainy season, when food

fails outdoors, there must be some reservoir at home to meet

the demand of the starving community. Under such cir-

cumstances, any trick of manner which tended to produce
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a haLit of storing food would be highly useful to the nest

as a whole ; and, taking nests as units in the struggle for

existence, which they really are, those nests which possessed

any such trick would survive in seasons when others might
perish. So the tendency, once set up, would grow and be

strengthened from generation to generation, those ants

which stored most food being most likely to tide over bad

times, and to hand on their own peculiarities to the other

swarms or nests which took origin from them.

A set of primitive ants, living upon the honey of the

oak-galls, have no tendency to produce wax, like bees,

because their habits with regard to their larvae do not lead

them to make such cells at all. The eggs and grubs

.simply lie about loose amongst the chambers of the ant-

hill, instead of being confined in regular hexagonal cradles.

Hence the bees' mode of honey-storing is practically im-

possible for them : they have not the groundwork habit

from which it might be developed. But the ants have a

crop, or first stomach, in which they store their undigested

food, before passing it into the gizzard, exactly as in fowls.

When ants come back from feeding, whether on flowers, on
aphides, or on galls, their crops are very much distended

;

and they can bring back the food to their mouths from
these distended crops, to supply the grubs and their other

helpless dependents in the nest. If, therefore, some of the

ants were largely to over-eat themselves, they would be

able to feed an exceptionally large number of depen-

dants.

Dr. McCook observed that some very greedy workers,

returning to the nest, fastened themselves upon the

roof in the same position as the honey-bearers, and in

fact seemed gradually to grow into rotunds. The other

ants would soon learn that such lazy, overgrown creatures

were the best to go to for food ; and, in time, these gorgers

might easily become specialised into a honey-bearing set

of insects. The workers would bring them honey, which
they would store up and disgorge as needed for the benefit

of the rest as a whole. If the honey passed into their

gizzards and was digested, they would be a positive dead
loss to the community, and so the tendency would soon be

eliminated by natural selection, because the nests possessing

such workers could not hold their own in bad times against

neighbouring communities. But as only a very small

quantity is ever digested—just as much as is necessary to

keep up the sedentary life of such immovable fi.xtures

—

the eflect is about the same as if the honey were stored in

cells of wax. The ants, in fact, utilise the only good
vessel or utensil they have at their disposal, the flexible

and extensible abdomen of their own comrades.

The greatest difliculty is to understand how the workers
first acquired the habit of feeding these lazy members to

such repletion ; but as all ants " take toll " of one another,

this is much less of a crux than it looks at first sight. A
very greedy ant, which not only ate much itself while out
foraging, but also took toll of all otliers in the nest, after

it was too full to move about readily, would be in a fair

•way to become a rotund. And as it would thus be per-

forming a useful function for the rest, at the same time tliat

it was gratifying its own epicurean tastes, the habit would
soon become fixed and specialised, till at last we should get

just such a regular and settled form of honey-storing as we
see in this Colorado species. Indeed, another totally distinct

type of ant in Australia has arrived at exactly the same
device quite separately, as so often happens in nature under
similar circumstances. Whatever benefits one creature

under any given conditions will also benefit others whoso
conditions are identical ; and thus we often get adaptive

resemblances between plants and animals very widely re-

niovetl from one another in genealogical order.

HOW TO RIDE A TRICYCLE.
By John Brownisg

(Trtaturerof the London Trin/cU Club).

T^HE greatest disadvantage the tricycle has to contend
with is the supposition that anyone can ride it

without learning. I have proved the reverse, to my
own satisfaction, in the following simple manner:—

I

have driven a double tricycle with my wife by my side
and fifty pounds of luggage beliind us for twenty miles
without fatigue, while I have ridden with a strong man
less than eight miles on the same machine without luggage
and been tired out. Yet my wife, on the occasion to which
I refer, did not drive, but had her feet on the foot-rests,

while the gentleman, being a very powerful man, was, 1
feel certain, exerting twice the strength I was using myself.

There seems to me but one possible explanation of this

—

that riders without practice press down both feet together,

pressing one foot down a little harder only than the other,

instead of lifting up one foot and pressing down the other
at the same time.

Again, tricycle riding brings muscles into action that
are not used in walking, and these mtiscles require to be
gradually strengthened by practice before either long rides

or fast riding are attempted. Many persons having hired a
machine, and driven it a few miles, have found it very

hard work, and given up all idea of purchasing one.

Beginners should restrict themselves for several weeks to

riding from five to ten miles at a pace not exceeding six

miles an hour.

I know one case in which a gentleman bought a tricycle,

and against advice rode it home about ten mUes. The next

day he wrote to the agent and asked him to send for the

machine and sell it for an}- price he could get for it.

Another instance I was told of where a gentleman hired a

tricycle in the north of London for a week, and paid for it,

and started to ride to Portsmouth. In less than two hours

he brought the machine back, and a-ked to return it and

forfeit any amount of the payment he liad made the maker

pleased, adding that he had had enough of it.

Hills should never be attempted until the rider can ride

well on the level. Considerable practice is required to ride

hills without great fatigue. Time and strength are saved

in the long run by dismounting as soon as the strain is felt

to be at all severe. An exceptionally strong rider may
soon succeed in riding up a tolerably steep hill, but he will

waste strength which would have carried iiim at a greater

pace or to a further distance if he had liusban.ied it by dis-

mounting. After a few months' practice the rider will run

up hills almost unconsciously which would ot first have

taxed him severely.

Next, as to riding down hill. Choose a machine with a

break which is applied to both tlie driving wheels. When
riding on the level or down a slight incline put on tlio

break slowly, but firmly. If it acts efficiently it will bring

the machine to a standstill without causing it to swerve to

eitlier side. Should it swerve round the rider should not

attempt to desceiul a steep hill on it until the fault has

been corrected, under the penalty of being thrown out by

its turning over. The swerving is caused by one break

acting on one tiro more than the break on the other.

Machines which drive both wheels by means of what is

called a balance gearing from one cliain are not liable to

this serious fault

In descending a hill on a tricycle w ith a trustworthy

break, the f.et should be taken ofl" the pedals and planted

firmly on the foot-rests, as the body is steadier, and the

macliine can be steered moiv accurately than when the

legs are moving rapidly, and the legs are, of course, rested.
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The iiiacLiuc sliouki not bo steered to avoid loose stones

wbt-u running down hill, the speed should be decreased,

and the rider should go straight through them. A tricycle

will turn in a much shorter space than a bicycle, but it

should never be turned when running quickly. The speed

should be reduced to about four or live miles an hour, and
the rider should lean over in the direction towards which

he wishes to turn.

The rule of taking the feet oft' the pedals when riding

down hill will not apply to tlie Humber Tricycle. That

machine throws a great strain on the arms as soon as the

feet are taken oil" the pedals. The feet are, with practice,

unconsciously used in steering, and after a time an expert

rider can steer this machine without holding the handles.

Beginners will find it well not to pull hard at the handles

of any tricycle continuously ; but to use them scarcely at

all when riding down an incline, only moderately when on

a level road ; and to reserve them principally for use when
working on rising ground, when, from having Vicen only

occasionally used, they will be a powerful assistance. Their

constant use will be found very fatiguing.

In all that I am saying I am supposing the rider wishes

to travel as far as his strength wiJl allow him, at a pace

of about seven or eight miles an hour.

Should his only object be to ride at the top of his speed,

he must almost stand on his pedals, lean well forward, and
pull hard at the handles.

A strong rider, with practice, can ride at the rate of

t»velve miles an hour for two or three hours, and at the

rate of ten miles an hour for four or (ive hours. The
amateur champion, Mr. Lacy Hillier, has ridden fifty miles

over an exceedingly hilly road in four hours, fourteen

minutes.

I am often asked to state the comparative speed of

bicycles and tricycles. I consider the tricycle is about two
miles an hour slower than the bicycle. The remark is fre-

quently made that the tricycle is much harder work than the

bicycle. I reply, not at the relative speeds I have named.

The tricycle has an immense advantage over the bicycle in

being capable of adjustment to the strength of the person

who is going to use it A machine with driving-wheels

54 in. in diameter, geared level, would require a strong and

practised rider to drive it up a moderate incline ; but by

replacing the lower wheel, which carries the chain, with a

wheel from an inch to two inches smaller, the machine can

be made to run so lightly that it may be driven easily—of

course at a slower pace—up moderate inclines by a lady,

or even by a child.

Tricycle riding is gaining ground more rapidly even than

bicycling. The best makers of well-known machines cannot

execute orders under about two months, and makers of one

well-known Sociable (that is double tricycle) will not at

prewnt accept orders to be executed in a stipulated time.

Tlie cranks of double tricycles are made in two ways. In

one construction the right foot of each driver rises and falls

at the same time. In the other the right foot of one driver

is half way up when the other is either up or down. This

is called putting the crank on the quarter turn. The last

arrangement is the best for hill-riding, but is not so con-

venient or erticient generally, as it gives the appearance and
sensation of two scullers in a boat taking strokes alter-

nat«ly—a proceeding most ungraceful in appearance, and
one by which strength is wasted.

The advantages of tricycles over bicycles are numerous and

evident They can l»e ridden at a slower pace than the bicycle,

or stopped at any time, without dismounting, to admire a

view, in.sj^ec-t a building, read the direction on a linger-post,

or speak to a friend. They will carry almost any amount of

luggage. A great many tricycles are now employed by the

postmen in country ilistricts for carrying letters and parcels.

Policemen and lamplighters are also using them. Tri-

cycling brings more muscles into play than walking, and is

a more exhilarating exercise. To the healthy and strong it

is oven more exhilarating than horse-riding.

Our greatest authority on health, Dr. B. W. Richardson,
F.R.S., recommends stout people to adopt it, and says that

a very stout person will find that he can ride six miles

with less fatigue than he can walk one.

I know many persons who have given up rowing after

a short experience of trieyling, sajing that the rush down
a breezy hillside is more exciting and exhilarating than a
row on either river or sea.

I consider that a tricycle-rider has almost as great an
advantage over a walker as a rider in a railway train has
over a rider in a coach. Where roads are fairly good, a
tricyclist can cover six miles with less fatigue than a pedes-

trian can travel three. It is probable that the rapid

increase of tricycling will, before long, cause a great im-

provement in our country roads. Were they made exceed-

ingly good, ten miles an hour could be ridden on a geared-

up or speeded tricycle (in which the wheels would turn

round quicker than the cranks moved by the feet) easier

than a pedestrian could walk four miles an hour.

The rapid improvement being made in double tricycles

is inducing many bicyclists to adopt Ihcm who have not

been tempted by the single tricycle. The weight of a
double tricycle is much less than that of two single tri-

cycles, and they can be ridden by two good riders at as

great a pace as a bicycle. The enjoyment of riding one of

these machines with a friend, particularly with a lady-

friend, must be tried before it can be fully appreciated.

THOUGHT-READING.
By the Editor.

DICKENS describes another feat which the conjurer

performed, which, were it not that the first can

only be explained as a feat of n)ind-ruling, we might
explain as a trick merely of legerdemain and quickness of

vision. But, under the actual conditions, it seems to indi-

cate powers of mind-reading far more surprising than any

ever noticed in parlour experiments. The conjuror "had
several common school-slates about a foot square. He
took one of thfmi to a fieldoilicer from the camp, decori and

what not, who sat about six from our scats, with a grave,

saturnine friend next him. ' My General,' says he, ' will

you write a name on this slate, after your friend has

done sol Don't show it me.' The friend wrote a name,

and the General wrote a name. The conjuror took

the slate rapidly from the officer, threw it violently

down on the ground with the written side to the floor,

and asked the officer to put his foot on it and keep it

there, which he did. The conjuror considered for about

a minute, looking devilish hard at the General. 'My
General,' says he, ' your friend wrote Dagobcrt upon the

slate under your foot.' The friend admits it ' And you,

my General, wrote Nicholas.' General admits it, and

everybody laughs and applauds. ' My General, will you

excuse me, if I change that name into a name expressive

of the power of a , great nation, which, in happy alliance

with the gallantry and spirit of France, will .shake that

name to its centre ?' [This was in 1854.] 'Certainly, I

will excuse it' ' My General, take up the slate, and read.'

(General reads :
' Dacoijkkt, Victohia.' The first in his

friend's writing ; the second in a new hand. I never saw

anything in the least like this ; or at all approaching to
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the absolute certainty, the familiarity, quickness, absence

of all machinery, and actual face-to-face, hand-to-hand
fairness between the conjuror and the audience with which
it was done."

It is clear that in this feat there was legerdemain, and
(in a sense) machinery, too. Several common school slates

were brought in, but one slate only was used. We may be

sure this, however it resembled the others, was not, like

them, a common school slate ; and that the name, Victoria,

was already written on it under the surface which was pre-

pared to receive whatever name the General's friend might
write. We might also explain the conjuror's knowledge of

what the General and his friend had written, by tlie

wonderful quickness and keenness of sight which conjurors

obtain with constant practice. That some can tell what
name is being written, by watching the movements of the

pencil-end remote from the slate or paper, is certain. I

am disposed, however, to consider this a case of mind-

reading, after the much more wonderful case cited before,

which can only be explained as an instance of mind-ruling.

In the following cases it seems doubtful whether mind-

reading or mind-guiding were in question. Prof. Barrett

is referring to trials made with the children and a young
servant-girl of the Rev. Mr. G, of whose personal integrity

he was convinced (though, of course, this statement re-

specting a person unnamed must be taken only for what it

is worth, that is, as an expression of opinion).
" Having selected at random one child, whom we desired

to leave the room and wait at some distance, we would
choose a card from a pack, or write on paper a number or

a name which occurred to us at the moment. Before leav-

ing the room the child had been informed of the general

nature of the test we intended to select, as 'this will be a

card,' or ' this will be a name.' On reentering she stood

—

sometimes turned by us with her face to the wall, often

with her eyes directed towards the ground, and usually

close to us, and remote from lier family— for a period of

silence varying from a few seconds to a minute, till she

called out to us some number, card, or whatever it might
be. . . . The first attempt was to state, without

searching, the hiding-place of some small object, the

place having been chosen by ourselves, with the full range

of the house, and then communicated to the other members
of the family. This was cflected in one case only out of

four. The next attempt was to give tlie name of some
familiar object agreed on in the child's absence, as 'sponge,'

'pepper-caster,' ifcc. This was successful on a first trial in

six cases out of fourteen. We then chose a card from a
fuU pack in the child's absence, and called upon her to

name it on her return. This was successful at once in six

cases out of thirteen A harder trial was now
introduced. Tlie maidservant liaving left the room, one of

us wrote down the name 'Michael Davitt,' showed it

round, and then put the paper in his pocket. The door was
now opened, and the girl recalled from tlie end of the

passage. She stood close to tlu; door amid absolute silence,

and with her eyes on the ground—all of us meanwhile
fixing our attention on the appointed name^and gave
after a few seconds the name ' Michael,' and then
almost immediately 'Davitt' To avoid any association

of ideas, we then chose imaginary names, made up by
ourselves at the moment, as ' Samuel Morris,' ' John
Thomas Parker,' ' Pha'be Wilson.' The names were
given correctly in toto, at the first trial in five cases out of

ten. Three cases were complete failures, and in two the
names given bore a strong resemblance to those s<'loctcd by
us, 'Jacob Williams,' being given as 'Jacob Wild,' and
' Emily Walker,' as ' 'Enry Walker.' It was now getting
late, anil both we and the younger children were very

tired ; and four concluding attempts to guess the name
of a town in England were all failures, though one of us
had previously obtained remarkable success in this very
experiment."

It appears to me that the failures in these and other
cases yet to be cited, arc as important a part of the
evidence in favour of mind-reading or mind-ruling, as the
successes. For they tend to show that there was no
general system of deception by which the members of the
family who had been present when the names were selected
informed the children by .signals previously agreed upon.
However, as it will be obvious that there can be no abso-
lute certainty on this point in cases in which any members
of the family knew what was selected, we proceed to con-

sider cases in which only the committee of investigation
knew the words or things chosen.

(To be continued.)

HOW TO GET STRONG.

WE have received, through the Editor, a great numbti
of communications, with which we propose to deal

consecutively before passing to the consideration of othc
exercises for the expansion and development of tin

chest.

Several correspondents ask about the mstruracnt called

an inspirometer, which is mentioned in a quotation from
an American work. We must trust to American readers

to answer this question ; for we have not ourselves seen or

used this instrument. The breathing test, used at various

places of amusement, though on a diflerent principle, serve s

the same purpose when properly used. A'ery few people

seem to know how to use this instrument The Editor
writes to us as follows, very much to the point, en
this subject :

—" Have you ever noticed what very poor
records most persons make with the breathing apparatus,

compared with what they can make when they go to work
properly ? You will see a well built man, standing some
six feet in his stockings, who, advancing to the instrument,

will begin to blow, watching the index with a look as if he
would send it round to 100 at least, yet will barely mark
200

;
yet there is nothing wrong with the big fellow's lungs,

as from such a record for such a height one might judge. Tell

him how to do it, and he will send the index well over 300.

I have watched a score of men who ought to reach 2fi0,

averaging not more than 150. Then I have taken the

tube, and though below the middle height, and too fleshy

for full breathing, have sent the index on beyond 200 to

250, to ;!U0 (till people began to ask whether I >>as breath-

ing out of my boots), and em to 340 or SoO^the greatest

I have reached being 353. Then one or two have a.'^keil

me, apart, how the thing was done, and I have explained

that before ex-spiring, the breath is to be drawn in till you

can draw in no more, and every atom of air so drawn in is

to be let out steadily through the tube, none e'scnpiiig

beforehand. I have then seen a man who had just., with

utmost eflbrts, readied 180, go easily above 300."

Speaking of fleshiness, it should be added to the usual

instructions respeH-ting the use of the breathing apparatus,

that any addition to the weight beyond that due to fair

condition, is certain to aflect the record with the breathing

apparatus.

Several correspondents ask our opinion of various exer-

cises, as rowing, riding, walking, tricycling, boxing, cricket,

itc. It will probably sound paradoxical, after the stress

we have laid on the necessity for exercise, to say that we

consider each one of these exercises, (is pur^tied ftf
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ipr<'ialUU, undeniably bad for the development of a well-

proportioned and thoroughly healthy frame. Take, for

instance, any first-class eleven at cricket ; select, if you
please, an eleven such as the Australian, in which all-round

aptitude is a characteristic feature, and you will invariably

tiud so large a proportion of ill shaped men as to show
that thoroughly well-built cricketers owe their goodly
proportions to exercises outside cricket Despite the
running involved in tlie game, four cricketers out of five

have badly-d'^'Iopcd chests. One would say a good bat
should have _'ooiI shoulders, but that batting does not tend
to improve tlu' shoulders is shown by two, at least, of the
finest Australian bats. Take rowing, again. Unless a
rowing wan does other work especially int<'nded to correct

the defect, he has invariably poor arms above the elbow, a
marked inferiority in the development of the chest as com-
pared with the back, and he generally has round shoulders
and a forward hang of the liead and neck. Boxing is

better, but it cannot be pursued with advantage as the
chief exercise a man or boy takes, and it is entirely

unsait«d to girls and women (for whom we write, by-the-
way, quite as much as for boys and men, though for girls

our calf-skin dumb-bo.xer may not be the best of all chest-

oj)ening exercises).

In answer to many inquiries, we note that Mr.
lUackie's work, "How to Get Strong," is published by
Harper i Brothers, New York. We do not know the

price. Much of its contents are specially intended for

American readers. Maclaren's little book (not on Dumb-
l>ells, as some readers seem to suppose, but on Training), is

published by ilessrs. Macmillan.

Other correspondents ask us what weight dumb-bells
should be for 'p^i^o'is of given height and weight. Every
one who uses dumb-bells should have them of different

weights for different exercises. There are some chest
exercises for dumb-bells which would tax the strength too
much if the dumb bells weighed more than two pounds
"•ach (these would be wooden), while for exercises in putting
Tip weight, the dumb-bell.s should weigh from six pounds
•ach to ten pounds cacli. It is better to have them too
light than too heavy, unless the person using them is going
in for athletic honours ; but we are not writing for sucli

persons.

Clubs have several usea for which dumbbells are not
available, especially for exercise in wrist play. We are
asked by some of what shape they should be, and where to
be purchased. We thought every one knew the ordinary
.shapes of Indian clubs,—straight handle, with a knob to
prevent the club slipping out of the hand and spindle-

shaped heavier part, in plain or polished wood. Any wood-
turner would make a pair for a few shillings, and would
require no other instructions but " Indian clubs of such and
aush weight eaclj." The clubs ought not to be heavy. Five
pound clu1(S (that is ten pounds weight the pair) will serve
men strong enough to u-ielff clubs of twice or thrice their
weight ; in fact, many flourish about heavy clubs and sway
heavy dum1>^b(ll3 with apparent ease, but really to their
own detriment ; for to support the strain of heavy clubs
or dumbU-lis, tlie chest assumes a constricted attitude, just
as it does in very hard rowing, and in several other exercises
which men pursue under the impression that they are im-
proving their development.
The effect of constant hard work in special directions

may best be judged l>y noticing porters, coal-heavers, and
the like away from their ordinary employment They do
their work so well, that one would say they were very
powerful men, and so in a way they are. But they cannot
walk freely

; nay, some of them can scarcely stand upright

(To be eonlinwd.)

A

HOME CURES FOR POISONS.
ANTIMONY.

NTIMONY and its compounds would not bo dan-

gerous were it not for the too prevalent opinion that

they may be used in all cases, safely, as enietics. Antimony
itself cannot be used in this way until it has been so

modified by chemical admixture as to be capable of decom-
position by the fluids of the body. For this purpose

tartarised antimony, in the form commonly known as

tartar emetic (the doubh; tartrate of potash and antimony)
is usually employed ; and most cases of antimonial poison-

ing have arisen from the administration of tartar

emetic in large doses. The employment of this

substance to detect children or servants who have
taken forbidden articles of food has led to some very
sad cases of poisoning. The practice cannot be too

strongly reprehended. Tartar emetic has also been
used, as foolishly, to cure confirmed drunkards of their

bad habit, by causing sickness. The latest case in which
the use of antimony as a poison, with criminal intent, was
suspected, was the so-called Balham tragedy. The case

was very diflicult to understand, but very instructive. It

may be remembered that Mr. Bravo had bought a quantity

of tartar emetic for the purpose of dosing Mrs. Bravo's

wine, so that she might be cured, if possible, of her

tendency to drink it in undue quantities. After a

quarrel he had gone to his room, and soon after began
to suffer severely from what eventually proved to be

the effects of antimonial poisoning. He lingered in

great pain for two or three days, and during that time
nothing transpired to suggest that ho had been wilfully

poisoned. After his death the body was examined, and it

was unmistakably shown that death was caused by anti-

monial poisoning. Mrs. Bravo was suspected of having

murdered her husband, the idea being that a medical

friend of hers had suggested to her the use of tartar emetic

to poison Mr. Bravo. The whole theory of those who
suspected Mrs. Bravo was absurd on the face of it, and,

proliably, but for the horror which the supposed crime

excited, the case would have been quickly closed ; but it

was continued until the cruelty of the cross-examination to

which Mrs. Bravo was subjected excited the pity of

many who had had very little sympathy for her at the

outset But the difljculty was to undtTstand how, in

reality, the poison had been administered or taken.

Mr. Bravo was well acquainted with the general proper

ties of tartar emetic, and knew that in large doses the

substance is poisonous. He could hardly have taken it by
accident, or have taken more than a suflicient emetic dose,

if he had proposed to use it in that way medicinally. The
only theory which at all corresponded with the evidence

was one wliich illustrates one of the characteristic proper-

of this substance. I\Ir. Bravo had threatened to commit
suicide, and had bought laudanum with tlu; avowed purpose

of using it to kill himself. Persons who talk in this way
very seldom do commit suicide; but it seems likely that

after the quarrel referred to above, in the course of

which he had repeated the threat, Mr. Bravo did

take a poisonous dose of laudanum,-—trusting, we
believe, to the tartar emetic in his possession as a

safe and sure emetic by wliich to get rid of the

laudanum, when it had served his purpose. But it so

happens that while tartar emetic is very ceitain in its

emetic action in nearly every case (being surpassed only in

this respect by sulphate of zinc), it should never be taken

in cases of narcotic poisoning, for in large doses tartar

emetic is itself a poison unless the stomach quickly rejects

it, and narcotic poisons so diminish the sensibility of the
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stomach that it will retain under their action what, under
other conditions, it would immediately reject Any one
unaware of this, who had taken a dose of tartar emetic to

cause vomiting after a narcotic had Lcen swallowed in

poisonous or almost poisonous quantity, would 1)6 apt

to repeat the dose, especially if ignorant of the quantitative

poisonous properties of antimony. This, in all probability, was
what Mr. Bravo did, until he had taken a poisonous amount
of that substance by which he had hoped to get rid of the
laudanum he had taken in excess. It was a noteworthy
feature of the case that even when his anguish was at its

greatest, he would not take laudanum for its relief.

Be this theory correct or not (for our own part, we have
no doubt of its correctness, for the simple reason that

every other is in some one or other respect absurdly incon-

sistent with the known facts of the case), it is well to know
tliat tartar emetic is not suitable in cases of poisoning,

though very proper, under medical advice, in other cases

where an emetic is required.

REMEDIES.

When tartar emetic has been taken in poisonous

amount, and vomiting does not follow, it must be excited

until, if possible, all the poison has been rejected. Copious

draughts of tepid water, tickling the back of the threat,

and other such methods of producing vomiting may be

employed. If, however, the poison cannot be got rid of in

this way, a decoction of tincture of quinine may be given

with advantage, for tartarised antimony is decomposed by
nearly all bitter or astringent vegetables which contain

tannin, producing an inert tannate of the protoxide of anti-

mony (which is the active base of tartar emetic and James's
Powder). Should no quinine be at hand, a strong infusion

of black tea should be administered, pending the arrival of

a medical man.

THE AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN.
ELECTRIC GEXEEATOES (continued).

T"f 'E will now leave our magneto machine in the hands
>* of our readers for a time. Possibly their own

ingenuity may suggest one or two moditications. One that

will reward the extra lal)Our and care involved is, winding
the armature with two wires side by side sLmultaneouslj-,

so that there will be four ends to deal with. By a simple

contrivance the two coils may then be used at pleasure

for intensity or quantity—that is to say, we may join

them up so as to become one continuous coil, or we may
connect the two internal ends together, likewise the two
external ends. This latter course is practically doubling
tlie size of the wire. The first arrangement would produce

comparatively a current of high electro-motive force and
small quantity, the second a current of low electro-motive

force but large quantity.

The next step that we may notice in apparatus of this

kind is the introduction of electro-magnets in place of the

ordinary steel magnets. These may consist of broad, Hat

pieces of iron, like those in the Siemens or Brush dynamo
machines (that is to say, the width e.xtendiiig the whole
length of the pole-pieces) ; or of a series of ii-on rods

enveloped with wire, as in the Weston m.ichine. Doubt-
less, but few have seen this machine, but they will not go
far wrong if they adopt the flat form, winding the iron

with No. 18 or 'JO cotton-covered wire. Wilde is credited

with introducing this form of machine. He used a small

machine with permanent magnets to produce the current
for magnetising the electro-magnet, and thus obtained in

the armature actuated by this electro-magnet a very con-

siderable current A small battery will serve the same

purpose. The smaller machine or battery is generally

known as an "Exciter." Its function is apparent It

must be remembered that the polarity of the electro-

magnets must be on the same principle as that which
applies to the use of permanent magnets ; that is to say,

the wire must be wound so as to induce north magnetism
in one pole-piece and south in the other. It will be ad-

visable to use four flat plates 4 in. by, say, C in., and \ in.

thick, joining the pairs of free or external ends together

by means of iron plates.

The next discovery was one of vital importance. Those
who have had any experience with electro-magnets, even

on so small a scale as are used in telegraph instruments,

will be aware that, however soft a piece of iron may be,

it is almost certain to retain, for a greater or less time, a

small amount of magnetism. This is called remanent, or

residual magnetism, and Siemens and Wheatstone (simul-

taneously but separately) found it sufficiently strong to

enable them, by an ingenious arrangement, to dispense

with the exciting current It is easily accomplished by

the amateur. Join one of the brushes to one of the electro-

naagnets (or field magnets), allowing the current to pass

thence through the other magnet, and out to one of the

terminals. The other brush is connected to the other ter-

minal as usuaL What takes place is this :— First, there is

a small amount of magnetism in the field magnets ; this

induces in the armature a small current, which, being made
to pass through the field magnet increases the inducing

effect The increased armature current also passes through

the field magnet, and so on and on, continually increasing

until a very powerful current is obtained.

This brings us to the end of our descriptions of simple

forms of generatoi-s. Before we can go any farther, we
must devote three, or perhaps four, articles to a brief

account of the various methods of measuring electric

currents, and of the units adopted in so measuring, never

forgetting, however, that we are writing for amateurs.

The Telephone i.v Fbaxce.—M. Cochcry, tlio French Ministcr

of Posts and Telegraphs, has asked the Cliamber for a grant ot

:i50,000 f. to enable him to establish a State telephonic servico

between certain towns in France.

Ax Electric Tramway.—The Portrush and Bushnols Electric

Tramway, near Belfast, the first that has been constrnctcd in U><"

United Kingdom, will be opened in the first week in August. Tho
ceremony will probably be i)erformo«l by the Lord-Lieutenant.

IXTERXATIONAL TELEGRAPH ST.vn.sTics.—According to statistics

recently issued, the length of w^ires in the various countries is o»

follows :—Germany, lo'J.UlO miles ; Russia, 134,465 miles: Franc*.

125,265 miles; Great Britain, 121,720 miles; .Austria-Hungary,

89,960 miles; Italy, 53,692 miles; Sweden and Norway, 2»»,445

miles ; Belgium, 16,345 miles, and Switierland, 10,010 miles. Tho
total numbers of messages sent during the fmst venr are riasfed an

follows :—England, 29,S20,4-I5: tVance, 19.882,»a8; Germany.
16,312,457; Austria-LIungarv, S.721t,321 ; Russia, 7,2!»S,422 ; Italy,

6,511,407 ; Uolland, 3,100,230 ; and Sweden and Xorwjiy, 2,02»,h06.

The following should have forme*! part of the first paragraph on

p. 63 :—The conclusions arrive<l .it by tho sub-commit fee ore, 1st.

—

The maximum ctKciency of incandescent lamps in the present statd

of the subject, and within tho experimental limits nf this investiga-

tion, cannot be assumed to exceed 300 candle-lights per horw-

power of current. 2nd.—The economy of all lamps of this kind i«

grcoter at high than at low incandescence. 3rd.—The economy pf

light-pro<luction is greater in high resistance lamps than in those of

low resistance, thus agreeing with the economy of dislributirn.

4th.—The relative efliciency of the four lamps txamine.1. cxpre.«scd

in Carcel burners of 74 spermaceti candles each. pn>iluied by one

horse-power of current, is as follows :

—

{\.) At 16r.indles : Kdison,

265; Swan, 24; Ijine-Fox, 23 5 ; and Maxim, 20' » (U.) At 32

candles: Edison, 41-5: Lane-Fox, 37 4 ; Swan, 35 5 : and Maxim.

32 4. To doable the light given by these lamps the cnrrcnt-cnrrgy

was increased, for the Maxim and Ijine-Fox lamps, 26 per cent

:

for the Edison lamp, 28 per cent. : and for the Sw:in lamp. 37 p«T

cent.
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ELECTROMANIA.
BV W. IIATTIEU WlLLUMS.

AHISTORY of electricity, in order to bo complete, must include

two dUtinct and very different subjects : the history of olec-

uioal gciouce, and a lu^tory of electrical exaggerations and delusions.

The progress of the first has been followed by a crop of the second

from the time when Kleist, Mnschenbroek, and Cunens endeavoured

to bottle the supposed fluid, and in the course of these attempts

stumbled upon the " Leyden Jar."

Ur. Licborkuhn, of Berlin, describes the startling results which

he obtained, or imagined, " when a nail or a piece of brass wire is

put into a small apothecary's phial and electrified." lie says that
•

if, while It is electrifying, 1 put my finger or a piece of gold which

I hold in my hand to the nail, I receive a sliock which stuns my
arms and shoulders." At abont the same date (the middle of the

last century), Muscheubroek stated, iu a letter to Keaumnr, that,

on taking a shock from a thin glass bowl, " ho felt himself struck

ia his arms, shoulders, and breast, so that he lost his breath, and
was two days before ho recovered from the effects of the blow and
the terror"; and that he "would not take a second shock for the

kingdom of France." From the description of the apparatus, it is

evident that this dreadful shock was no stronger than many of us

h."\ve taken scores of times for fun, and have given to our school-

fellows when we became the proud possessors of our first electrical

machine.
Conjurors, mountebanks, itinerant quacks, and other adventurers

operated throughout Europe, and were found at every country fair

and Jite displaying the wonders of the invisible agent by giving

shocks and professing to cure all imaginable ailments.

Then came the discoveries of Galvani and Volta, followed by the

demonstrations of Galvani's nephew Aldini, whereby dead animals
Wt-re nmdu to display the movements of life, not only by the eloc-

tr'clty of the voltaic pile, but, as Aldini especially showed, by a
transfer of the mysterious agency from one animal to another.
According to his experiments (that seem to be forgotten by

modern electricians) the galvanometer of the period, a prepared
frog, could be made to kick by connecting its nerve and muscle with
muiclo and nerve of a recently killed ox, with or without molallic

intervention.

Thus arose the dogma which still survives in the advertisements
of electrical quacks, that " electricity is life," and the possibility

of reviring the dead was believed by manj-. Executed criminals

were in active demand ; their bodies were expeditiously transferred

from the gallows or scaffold to the operating table, and their dead
limbs were made to struggle and plunge, their eyeballs to roll, and
th'-'ir features to perpetrate the most horrible contortions by con-
noi;ting nerves with one pole, and muscles with the opposite polo

of a battery.

The heart was made to beat, and many men of eminence sup-
posed that if this could be combined with artificial respiration, and
kejit njp for awhile, the victim of the hangman might bo restored,

pr .vidid the neck was not broken. Curious tales were loudly
wh tpfred concerning gentle hangings and strange doings at Dr.
Brookes's, in Leicester-square, and at the Uunterian Museum, in

Windmill-street, now nourishing as " The Cafe do I'fitoilo." When
a child, I lived about midway between these celebrated schools of

practical anatomy, and well remember the tales of horror that were
recounted concerning them. When Bishop and Williams (no rela-

tion to the writer) wero hanged for burking, i.e., murdering people
in order to provide "subjects" for dissection, their bodies wero
sent to Windmill-street, and the popular notion was that, being old

and faithful servants of the doctors, they were galvanised to life,

and again set up in their old business.

It is amunlng to read some of the treatises on medical galvanism
that were publiihed at about this period, and contrast their positive
statements of cures effected and results anticipated with the posi-
tion now attained by electricity as a curative agent.

Tlicn came the brilliant discoveries of Faraday, Ampere, Ac,
dommitrating the relations between electricity and magnetism,
and immediately following them a multitude of patents for electro-
motors, and wild dreams of superseding steam-engines by magneto-
electric machinery.
The following, which I copy from 77ie Penny Mechanic, of June 10,

1 '•37, is curious, and very in.structivo to those who think of investing
!• any of the electric power companies of to-day:—"Mr. Thomas
Mr.v<-nport, a Vermont blacksmith, has discovered a mode of
....'.;„,, mngnctic and electro-magnetic power, which wo have

Jtid for believing will be of immense imi>orlancc to the
This announcement is followed by reference to Professor

' _ .•/« Ameiiran Journal of Science and the Aria, for April,
l-.j7, and extracts from American papers, of which the following is

a 8p»-ciinen :—" 1. We saw a small cylindrical battery, about nine

inches iu length, throe or four in diameter, produce a magnetic

power of about 800 lb., and which, therefore, we could not move
with our titmost strength. 2. Wo saw a small whool, five-and-

a-half inches in diameter, performing more than 600 revolutions in

a minute, and lift a weight of 2-1 lb. one foot jier minute, from the

power of a battery of still smaller dimousions. 8. Wo saw a model
of a locomotive engine tmvelling on a circular railroad with immense
velocity, and rapidly ascending an inclined plane of far greater

elevation than any hitherto ascended by steam-power. And these

and various other experiments which wo saw, convinced us of the

truth of the opinion expressed by Professors ,Sillin\an, Keuwick,

and others, that tho power of maohinory may bo increased from
this source beyond any assignable limit. It is computed by these

learned men that a circular galvanic battery about 3 ft. in diameter,

with magnets of a proportionable surface, would jiroduco at least a
hundred-horse power ; and therefore that two such batteries would
be sutficiont to propel ships of tho largest class across tho Atlantic.

The only materials required to generate and continue this power
for such a voyage would be a few thin shoots of copper and zinc,

and a few gallons of mineral water."
The Faure Accumulator is but a very weak affair compared with

this, Sir William Thompson notwithstanding. To render tho data

of the above fully appreciable, I may note that three months later

tho magazine from which it is quoted was illustrated with a picture

of the London and Birmingham Railway Station displaying a fiist-

class passenger with a boi seat on tlio roof of the carriage, and
followed by an account of tho trip to Boxmoor, tho first instal-

ment of tho London and North-Wcstorn Ilaihvay. It tolls us that,

" tVo time of starting having arrived, tho doors of tho carriages

are closed, and, by the assistance of tho conductors, tho train is

moved on a short distance towards tho first bridge, where it is mot
by an engine, which conducts it up the inclined plane as far as

Chalk Farm. Between tho canal and this spot stands tho station-

house for the engines ; here, also, are fixed tho engines which aro

to be employed in drawing the carriages up tho inclined plane from
Euslon-square, by a rope upwards of a mile in length, the cost of

which was upwards of £400." After describing the next change of

engines, iu the same matter of course way as tho changing of

stage-coach horses, tho narrative proceeds to say that "entering

tho tunnel from broad daylight to perfect darkness has an ex-

ceedingly novel effect."

I make those paroUel quotations for the benefit of those who
imagine that electricity is making such vastly greater strides than

other sources of power. I well remember making this journey to

Boxmoor, and four or five years later travelling on a circular

electro-magnetic railway. Comiiaring that electric railway with

those now exhibiting, and comparing the Boxmoor trip with the

present work of the London and North-Western Railway, I have

no hesitation in affirming that the rate of progress in electro-

locomotion during tho last forty years has boon far smaller than

that of steam.

Tho leading fallacy which is urging tho electro-maniacs of tho

present time to their ruinous investments is tho idea that electro-

motors are novelties, and that electric-lighting is in its infancy;

while gas-lighting is regarded as an old, or mature middle-aged

Lnsiness, and therefore we are to expect a marvellous growth of

tho infant and no further progress of the adult.

These excited speculators do not appear to bo aware of the fact

that electric-lighting is older than gas-lighting ; that Sir Humphry
Davy exhibited the electric light in Alboniarlo-strcet, while London
was still dimly lighted by oil-lamps, and long before gas-lighting

was attempted anywhere. The lamp used by Sir Humphry Davy
at the Royal Institution, at the beginning of tho present century,

was an arrangement of two carbon pencils, botwoon which was

formed the " electric arc " by tho intensely-vivid incandosccnco and
combustion of tho particles of carbon passing between the solid

carbon electrodes. The light exhibited by Davy was incomparably

more brilliant than anything that has been lately shown either in

London, or Paris, or at Sydenham. Uis arc was four intliea in

U-nylh, the carbon pencils wero four inches apart, and a broad,

dazzling arch of light bridged the whole space between. The
modern arc lights are but pigmies, mere specs, compared with this

;

a leap of J or J inch constituting their maximum achievement.

Comparing tho actual progress of gas and electric lighting, the

gas has achieved by far the greater strides ; and this is tho case

even when wo compare very recent progress.

The improvements connected with gas-making have been steadily

progressive ; scarcely a year has passed from the date of Murdoch's

efforts to the present time, without some or many decided steps

having been made. Tho progress of electric-lighting has been a

scries of spasmodic leaps, backward as well as forward.

As an example of stopping backward, I may refer to what the

newspapers have described as tho "discoveries" of Mr. Edison, or

the use of an incandescent wire, or stick, or Hhcct of platinum, or
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platino-iridium ; or a thread of carbon, of which the " Swan " and
other modem lights are rival modifications.

As far back as 1S4(J I was engaged in making apparatus and
experiments for the purpose of turning to practical account " King's
patent electric light," the actual inventor of which was a young
American, named Starr, who died in 1817, when about 25 years of

age, a victim of overwork and disappointment iu his efforts to per-

fect this invention and a magneto-electric machine, intended to

supply the power in accordance with some of the " latest improve-
ments" of 1881 and 1882.

I had a share in this venture, and was very enthusiastic until

after I had become practically acquainted with the subject. We
had no difficulty in obtaining a splendid and perfectly steady light,

better than any that are shown at the Crystal Palace.

We used platinum, and alloys of platinum and iridium, abandoned
them as Edison did more than thirt_v years later, and then tried

a multitude of forms of carbon, includnig that which constitutes the

last " discovery" of Mr. Edison, viz., burnt cane. Starr tried this

on theoretical grounds, because cane being coated witli silica, he
predicted that by charring it we should obtain a more compact
stick or tliread, as the fusion of the silica would hold the carbon
particles together. He finally abandoned this and all the rest in

favotir of the hard deposit of carbon which lines the inside of gas-

retorts, some specimens of which we found to be so hard that we
requii-ed a lapidary's wheel to cut them into the thin sticks.

Our final wick was a piece of this of square section, and about

^ of an inch across each way. It was mounted between two forceps

—one holding each end, and thus leaving a clear half-inch between.
The forceps were soldered to platinum wires, one of which passed
upwards through the top of the barometer tulje, expanded into a

lamp glass at its upper part. This wire was sealed to the glass

as it passed through. The lower wire passed down the middle of

the tube.

The tube was filled with mercury and inverted over a cup of

mercury. Being 30 in. long up to the bottom of the expanded
portion, or lamj) globe, the mercury fell below this and left a Torri-

cellian vacuum there. One pole of the battery, or dj-namo-macbine,
was connected with the mercury in the cup, and the other with the

upper wire. The stick of carbon glowed brilliantly, and with
perfect steadiness.

I subsequently exhibited this apparatus in the Town-hall of Bir-

mingham, and many times at the Midland Institute. The only

scientific difficulty connected with this arrangement was that duo
to a slight volatilisation of the carbon, and its deposition as a bro^^^l

film upon the lamp glass ; but this difficulty is not insuperable.

A SURGEON'S TOOLS—CLEAN OR UNCLEAN?

I
HAVE told you one story out of our shop. Here is a second,

true as the first, quite.

The great master of British surgery, Sir Rusty Poyntz, and the

smaller (I 'm not going, sir, to say smallest), which was your

humble servant, met in consultation over a very sad and touching

case. It was that of a young Eton lad, a fellow of keen eye, deft

hands, and extra bright brains. His grand family house in a huge
Belgravian Sfiuare was but a golden cage for that handsome, sweet-

voiced skylark ; and, lark-Iikc, ho pressed his little heart against

the golden bars—now singing, now sighing for the blue air, the

Hashing rivers, the shout of the cricketers, the hum of the nine

liundred—save one—this one ! It was a case of abdominal dropsy
j

and that were a hard, a hardest, heart which did not ache when
the bedclothes were put aside, and the great, wax-like, tumid trunk

disclosed to view, full to distension. It was to be tapped.

As we went up the grand stairway. Sir llusty Poyntz opened his

pocket-case of tools, and picked out one adapted for that operation.

Mr. Smaller asked to look at it—previous experience having taught

him that Sir R. P.'s tools wanted a little looking to. Sure enough,

it was so now. The tool is called a trochai-. and consists of a split

tube, the canula fitting over a piecing, triangular, tapering, and
pointed end. Tho tube is slijiped down until it falls with a spring

click into a groove, thus keeping the edge of tho tube under cover

of the shoulder of tho stem, as the instrument is thrust into the

body. This done, the stem is withdrawn, leaving the canula beliind

to form a conduit, through which tho imprisoned licjuid of the

<lropsT rushes out. When in fine order, a more beautiful, simple,

painless instrument does not exist. But if the tapering point bo
dulled, its sides rusted, and tho edge of tho canula unprotected, it

were hard to find a more torturing instrument. And now, render,

hearken : that was the state of the tool in question, and that cruel,

crncl thing, was to bo thrust through the tender skin and tissues of

a sensitive and nervous boy, dull at its point, rust-coated down its

sides.

It was just that which I had expected, and I showed tho defective

instrument to the great surgeon. Ho had none better, and the

operation being of pressing imjjortancc, there was not time to pro-

cure another. " It don't signify, you know," said the " Great "
;

•'But it is a cruelly hurtful instrument in its present state," said

the " Smaller." Halting a little, I got some of the rust off, and
I slightly sharpened the cutting point and edges. How I longed

for my lovely Turkish stone and its persuasive oil. Well, the savage

tool rent its ragged way, and the brave lad, pulling himself together

—for you must remember that skinny, weazened little fellow had a

hero's gallant blood in him—and with a few half-stifled groans, and
one long-drawn sigh, the thing was done. A surprising quantity

of fluid rushed through the canula, the lad found immense relief

and ease of breath, and, with all of a boy's elasticity, in an hour

or two he lay smiling on his couch, his cunning fingers harJ at

work toy-making—the cruel hurt, the operation, and the Big and
the Little Surgeon "alike forgot."

But these things ought not so to be, and what is worse—rather

is better—they need not to bo so—for the suffering might not have

been inflicted, had Sir R. P. only imitated that wise and celebrated

boar, who used to keep his weapons always keen for service.

Besides, who in this day of small things—the air pregnant with

the beginnings of life—the earth steaming forth and the waters

laden with the potentialities for evil—who, I say, can tell but that

the unclean surfaces of a surgeon's weapons may not (I believe

they do) poison the tissues through which they are thrust. Reader,

despise not. thou, these prophe-'vings, and if by evil fortune thou

needest the surgeon, make Sir Rusty Poyntz see to his blade. Wliy,

there is one of our craft, a canny Scot is he, who not only keeps

a cutting edge on his instmraents, but actually dips the keen blade

into a " germ "-slaying solution before ever he lays open tho

million little mouths beneath the skin. I, mys»lf, over and oyer

again, after washing my cut surfaces with zinc chloride solution

(weak), have pressed them together again, varnishing the wound

with a film of blood, and then covering it over with a thick layer

of cotton wool (the filtration-power of which is now known to every

one), and exercising a masterly inactivity for a week or ten days, I

have then gently taken off the wool, with the sure joy of finding

the ugly gash healed from end to end. I cut out a hideous cancer

from a lady's breast, making one single cut more than 10 in. long,

and so treating it, found it strongly knit together throughout ^in

eight days. For why ? Because I cut with the very keenest of

edges—thus not tearing up the tender tissues, and also becanse

no " germ " of mischief could pass through my armour of cotton

wool.

Here's a lot of sack, Mr. Learned Editor, but I must have my
pennyworth of bread also devoured—and an important mouthful it

is. i had great searchings of thought concerning my little sufferer,

and the cruel instrument used ; and on this wise—What is tho

figure of least resistance to the dissevering part ? Docs it vary

with the nature of the substance to be severed, or is it similar in

all cases? and in the case of human skin, muscle, and other

tissues of tho bodv, what shape of instrument passes through most

easily ? I eanicstly seek a reply ; and on no other page than that

of Knowledok couid I have tho chance of obtaining an answer.

And—now 'tis vour turn to blush, sir—of no other man in England

could I hope for a right, well-reasoned, and well-demonstratod reply

as of you. I have made a good many human "cuts" in my
surgeon's life ; and, like another more distinguished gentleman in

the art of shedding blood, I have earned my diploma. " Ho mnet

shed much more blood, and become worse to make his title good."

But I have always tried to opernto as painlessly ns 1 knew how.

Pray, it it be possible, come over and help us and our followers;

andean the iniiuiry be offered thus for solution?
x ,, .

Query : What is the mathematical form (I mean shnpt) of least

resistance ; say in the instance of a tool (as in thU case) which has

— fii-st, to penetrate, and second, to bisect a body composed of skm

ovcrlving muscle or other forms of tissue ? When that is answered,

tho a"nswcr-giver will have the pleasure to know that he will save

a mass of human suffering it wo succeed in getting our mstrumont-

makors to adopt tho formula. Ho has invonteil another crnmb : bo

not crusty over it, I pray. Please inform your twenty thourand

readers that tho astute, svmpathetic, and skilful Mr. iMuallor has.

for some time past, left tho field of the battle for life. «ml is now «

non-combatant. Thus, sir, you perceive I may now, willioiit tread-

ing on anybody's toes or wounding their delicate su.sceptibilitics, lot

on my littlo porch and crow, or moro appropriately chant, the

coming suuriso in, with " hculiug in His wings. '
RoBKRT ELLIS.

Haven Spring, Mitcham.

FiBK Caised dv LionTNiNO.—Tho poor-house in tho small town

of Oesthamman, in Sweden, was set on firo by lightning and burnt

to tho ground on Juno 1. Out of fifty-two inmates, twenty pcnshed

in tho flames.
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, JUNE 25.

Sunday, 18th. Monday, 19th. Tuesday, 20Tn. Wednesday, 21st.

TiiuKSDAY, 22nd. FlilDAY, 23ed. Saturday, 24Tn. Sunday, 25Tn.

In the above charts the dotted lines are "isobars," or lines of equal barometrical pressure, the values which they indicaio being-

giren in figures at the end, thus—30-J. The shade temperature is given in figures for several places on tho coast, and the weather i»

recorded in words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by tho number of barbs and feathers, thus:— ^-

light ; ^ , fresh or strong ; y > , a gale
; >j > , a violent gale ; signifies calm. Tho state of the sea is noted in capita)

letters. The • denotes the various stations. The hour for which each chart is drawn is C p.m.

Tt is ftated tljat within tho last few months a representative of

the Chicago, Slilwankce, and St. Paul liailway has purchased in

England about 20,000;. worth of machinery for the new carriage
shops of the company.
Some old bricks having been observed to affect the compass-

needle by Ucrr Kepner, at Salzbnrg, in the Tyrol, ho then had two
bricks made from each of eight varieties of clay in the neighbour-
hood, one brick in each case being baked. Tho unbaked bricks did
not affect the needle, but seven of the eight baked bricks proved
polarly magnetic. Some further experiments have been made by
Hcrren Kell nnd Trientl. Particles of X)Owder of tho magnetic
bricks adhered to a steel magnet. Breunerite. mica-slate, argilla-
ceous iron-garnet, chlorite, and hornblende were, before heating,
anmagnetir, but intense heating produced a magnetic polarity,
the axis of which seemed to bo perpendicular to the plane of
stratification.

In a recent lectnro on some of tho dangerous properties of dusts.
Professor Abel, F.R.S., said that many experiments were tried
with sensitive coal-dust from 8eaham and other collieries for tho
purpose of asrertalning whether results could be obtained support-
ing the view that coul-dnst, in the complete absence of fire-damp,
ia susceptible of originating explosions and of carrj-ing them on
indefinitely, as suggested by some observers; but, although decided
eridencc was obtained that coal-dnst, when thickly suspended in

the air, will be inflamed in the immediate vicinity of a largo body
of flame projected into it, and will sometimes carry on tho flamo

to some small extent, no experimental results furnished by these
experiments warranted the conclusion that a coal-mine explosion
could bo originated and curried on to any considerable distance ii>

the complete absence of fire-damp. Some experiments made in a
large military gallery at Chatham showed that tho flame of ai

blown-out shot of IJ lb. or 2 lb. of powder miglit extend to a
maximum distance of 20 ft., while in a very narrow gallery, similar

to a drift-way in a mine, tho flame from corresponding charges'

extended to a maximum distance of 3.5 ft. These distances aro
considerably inferior to those which flame from blown-out shots ha»
been known to extend, with destructive results, in coal-mines, and
there appears no doubt that, in tho latter cases, of which tho-

lecturer gave examples, tho flame was enlarged and prolonged by
tho dust raised by tho concussion of tho explosion. But in th»
presence of only very small quantities of fire-damp, dust may
establish and i)ropagrfte violent explosions; and that, in tho case-

of a fire-damp explosion, tho dust not only, in most instances,

greatly aggravates tho burning action and increases tho quantity-

of after-damp, but that it may also, by being raised and swept
along by the Ijinst of an explosion, carry tho fire into workings
where no fire-damp exists, and thus add considerably to the mag-
nitude of the disaster.
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OiR Stak Map. —The circular boundary

of the map represeats the horizon. The

map bhows also the position of the Equator

and of that portion of the Zodiac uow

mo>t favourably situated for observation.

The names of ninety-nine stars of the first

three magnitudes are given lielow.

On June 30, at 1030 p.m.

On July 3, at 1015 p.m.

On July 7, at 10- p.m.

On July 11, at 9ir) p.m.

On July 14, at 9:50 p.m.

On July IH, at 9.1". p.m.

On July •2-2, at 9- p.m.

ARABIC NAMES OF STARS.

The following table exhibits the names of

all the stars of the first three magnitudis

whose names are in common use :

—

a Aiidromedas ...
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a Cassiopeiae ...
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Ifttersf to ti)t ©iiitor.

[T3k* Editor doet noDioUhimffl/ rfi>poniiUf for fheopiniona of \ia eorretpondenU.
It cannot undertake to return mtinttMcrtptt or to correrpond tritk their writert. AU
inmvntra/iofu ehould he a* ehort a* po'title, coniietentlt/ icitK full and clear Uaie-
enti of the tcriter'e meoninff.']

AU Editor^nl commnnicaiiont fhould he addreeied to the Fditor q/" KkoWLBDCI;
the Fublithert, at the OJice, 74, Great (^een-

llreet, W.C.
AU Eemittaneea, Chequea, and To»t-0£lee Order* should be made fayahU to

Vettrt. JTyman * Sone.
',' Alt lettere to the Editor riU be l^^nbered. ^or convenience of reference,

corretpondenta, when referring to any letter, tcill oblige by mentioning itt number
and the page on tehfch it appenrt.
AU LeHrrs or Qneriee to the Editor rhieh rrguire attention in the current iene of

tiuld reach the Publiehing O^ce not later than the Saturday preceding

(T.) Lettereto have a chaBce of appeariDp must be concise; they mast be drawn
op in the form adopted for letters here, so that they may go nntouched to the
printers ; private comraanicationB, therefore, as well as queries, or replies to
queries ^intended to appear as such) should be writteli on separate leaves.

(IT.) Letters which (either because too ionp, or unsuitable, or dealing with
matters which others have discussed, or for any other reason) cannot find place
here, will fither be briefly referred to in answerato correspondents, oracknewledged
in a column reserved for the purpose.

" In knowledee, that man only is

state of transition No
than fiiity of opinion."

—

Faraday.
" There is no harm in making a mistake, but preat harm in

me a man who makes no mistakes, and I will show you i

nothing."—7*V6i>.
" God's Orthodoxy is Truth."—CTar7« Elngiley.

THE LATE MR. DUXITAN.

We shonld be obliged if "J. L. W." wonld forward his address
to Mr. Litchfield, whose address is given at the foot of a letter

respect inp the late Mr. Dunman on p. 28 of Kxowledge, No. 32.—Editoe.

TOBACCO AXD COXSUMPTIOX.

[442]—The narration of a piece of personal eiperienco may not
form a wholly valueless contribution to the discussion of the con-
nection between smoking and an immunity from consumption. I

may thankfully say that the solitary complaint from which I ever
suffer is relaxed (or "gravelly") sore throat; and this only attacks
me if I am exposed to cold or wet. If, however, under such cir-

cumstances, I take a cigar, it acts as an absolute prophylactic,
apparently by drying up the mucous membrane. It is fair to add
that I often do not smoke for weeks at a time. It is quite possible

that, were I an habitual smoker, tlio very valuable effect of which
I have spoken might cease to accrue. As it is, to go out into the
rain without my cigar means an infallible sore throat ; to " light

np" as a preliminary step, assured freedom from it. W. N.

[4-13]—The question of a possible connection between tobacco
and consnuiption has been raised by a correspondent. Does
tobacco smoking prevent or cure consumption ? This question is

one of mournful interest to many English families, and it is one
which we have some means of answering ; for although wo are, in

common with most civilised nations, a tobacco-loving people, it is

at present only the adult male portion that so indulges. If, then,

it has any influence over the disease, wo should expect to find tho
benefit so derived confined to men. Let us see what statistics have
to teach us on this point.

Dr. Boudin gives tho following figures (" Traitc de Geogrnphio
et des Statistique Medicales," tome ii., p. 6-13, 1857) :—" In
England and Wales, in tho year 1838, 27,935 males and 31,000
females died of consumption; 1839, 28,1C6 males and 31,133
females

; (with the exception of London) 1812, 24,018 males and
28,098 females.
Tho fifth annual report of the Kegistrar- General (p. 398) gives

the following death-rate by phthisis (consumption), in 18 H, in tho
twenty-fivo large towns, comprising 1,883,093 inhabitants, and in

seven counties having 1,700,431 inhabitants :—In tho towns, 1,279

males and 4,427 females ; in tho counties, 2,8S0 males and 3,510
females. The general death-rate from consumptive diseases was in

|

1848, 31,573 males and 32,502 females; in 185), 32,278 males an<J

33,746 females. " These figures," Mens. Boudin goes on to Bay>
" are far from indicating a predominance of consumptive affections
amongst women, if one remembers that in nearly all the European
countries the number of women exceeds that of men."

Dr. P. C. A. Louis records (" Researches on I'hthinis," translated
by Dr. Walshe, p. 479. 1844), a series of 123 cases, analysed and
collected in wards containing 48 beds, equally divided between
individuals of both sexes, 70 of which were furnished by females,
and 57 by males. Dr. Louis in order to ascertain, if [wssible, tho
influence of sex on the mean duration of the disease, says (p. 377) :

—

" I compared two series of individuals, one of them comprising 97
women, and tho other 113 men. I found that the mean duration
had been twenty months in the women and seventeen in the men

—

a rather considerable difference, and one of the reverse kind from
tliat which might have been expected, inasmuch as phthisis being
more common in females than males, it might naturally have been
supposed that the sex most strongly predisposing to the disease
would also have hastened its progress."
There is nothing in these figures, then, to show that men derive

any benefit in the way of preventing or retarding consumption by
the use of tobacco. And if we now turn to some other statistics,

we shall find that the belief that women are more subject to con-
sumption than men is not universal.

Dr. A. B. Shepherd (Gulstonian lecture on the Xatnral History
of Pulmonary Consumption, 1877), gives a table of 849 cases of
ordinary phthisis (consumption) observed at the Victoria Park
Hospital. Of these, 465 were males and 38-1 females. .\t the
Lyons hospitals for this disease in 1873 were admitted 860 males
and 569 females, or a proportion of the former to the latter of three
to two. There is nothing very conclusive about these figures—the
preponderance of male cases over female is probably due to the
harder work and e.yposuro that is oftener the lot of men than
women—although this must to some extent be counterbalanced by
the baneful confinement of the female lower orders, from morning
to night, in squalid dens and poisoned alleys. But be that as it

may, there is nothing to show that tobacco has the slightest pre-
ventive or curative power over consumption.
May the day soon arrive when medical science shall discover a

ctire for consumption. We have much to cause us to look con-
fidently fonvard into the future ; and although unwi.«c legislatioD,

the result of specious huraanitarianism, has checked the advancing
tide of knowledge in England, yet men like Pasteur in Emnce and
Koch in Germany, unhindered by a paternal Government, are
making discoveries that shall redound to their glorj- as long as the
heart has woes, as long as this world shall last.

W. M. Be.\imont, M.R.C.S., Oxford.

[444]—I have read with interest Mr. W. B. Wicken's letter (Xo.
411, p. 630) on Tobacco and Consumption, as also Mr. Prosser's
reply thereto (No. 418, p. 28, Vol. II).

Smoking tobacco as a cure for consumption, I am afraid, will
never come to tho fore. Climate has, I hold, a great deal to do
with the prevalence or scarcity of this disease, for wo find that it is

most met with in moist temperate countries, like Great Britain, and
is comparatively scarce in countries which suffer tho extreme oJ
heat and cold.

But another reason for the prevalence of consumption in this

country (and in others) is the habit that human beings have
acquired of breathing through their mouths, and not through their

nasal organs. Tho air wo breath through the mouth gin-s down to
the lungs unpurified, while that breathed through the nose is de-

prived of obnoxious matter (with which tho air is always more oi
less filled), that organ having the property of purifying the air

breathed, as well as others. Mr. Pressor, in his letter, gives an
example of this. He says that tobacco smoke has undoubtedly n
soothing effect, for when his laboratory is filled with acid fumes, ho
has no inclination to cough, as long as he uses his pipe. It is rot
tho soothing effect of the tobacco fumes that prevents his ini;lina-

tion to cough, but, while ho has tho pipe in his mouth, he necessarily

breathes through his nose, and the air is purified (so far at least)

before it reaches tho lungs, and causes no irritation. There arc

many races of Indians who still possess this natural prnctice, and
were it reacquired in this country, 1 do not doubt that consumption
and other diseases of the lungs would become coin|>!ir«tively things

of the past. W. Ul'ME.

TURKISH TOBACCO.

[415]—Your corre.spondent, in letter 418, is a little bit ont in

regard to tho tobacco used by tho Turks for tho hookah nargilch.

The tobacco used, and 1 have smoked much of it (yet cannot stand

half a pipe of the mildest tobacco used in England), is called
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'•lunbcki"—Persian tobacco. It is either very mild, or else the
process it undergoes, before reaching the lunprs of the smoker, robs
it v{ much of its strenj,nh. Before beini; placed in the nargileh it

is muist«Ded, and then the moisture squeezed forcibly from it. Let
Mr. Vrosser try to smoke the Knglish forms of tobacco—to wit,
shag, birdsoye, retnms, gold leaf, &c., Ac.—in a nargileli, and he
irill alter his opinion as to to the " tunbeki " of Constantinople j

but then he only took "one puff." Another case of noglcctod
opportunities! He missed the chance of making the ncquaintnnce
of a smoke which does not depress you, after which you liaTO no
desire to drink, and to which the lower class of Turks owo their
furiitude under difficulties, their suavity of manner, and temperance
in all things.

'

A Co.\sT.tXT Keakeb.

THE FEVER TREE.
U6]— Mr. Sonthall, writing of the Eucalyptus Globulus, seems

t think it has not yet been acclimatised in Europe. Perha])s I
may be allowed to say that it grows luxuriantly all along the
Biviera, and more particularly in the noighbom-liood of Cannes, and
if acclimatisation consists in bearing flowers and fruit in the open
air, it is certaiiJy there acclimatised, for 1 have seen there trees
from s.xty to one hundred feet high, perfectly loaded with the
bluish fruit, or more correctly seed-vessels, from which a pointed
capsule is thrown off by the magnificent crown of white stamens
and pistils which form the flower (there being, I believe, no
petals). The seeds contained in the hard, woody case, nro nume-
rous and extremely minute, much smaller than a grain of mustard
eeed, and it seems diOiculf to imagine a tree—such as ono I saw, a
perfect giant, growing in the gardens of the Duo de Vallambrosa,
wh.re it had been planted only in (I believe) 1865—having sprung
from such a seed.

The people of the south of France are greatly impressed with its

efficacy in fever and rheumatism, for which latter disease they wear
branches laid over the part affected, and you never mention the tree
to a ]>easant without hearing :

" Ah, it is very good for the fever."
The manufacturers of Cannes use it largely in soaps and perfumes,
and one prejiaration, a toilet vinegar, is the most exquisitely per-
fumed and refreshing thing of the kind I have ever met with. It
seems a pity our chemists do not make more use of a tree which has
many capabilities, both as a febrifuge and a healthy and refreshing
perfume. A. W. Bickla.nd.

GLASS STYLOGRAPHS.
[447]—WiU " H. L. C." (letter 424, p. 28, No. 32, Vol. II.) bo good

enough to enlighten your readers a} to the way ho makes hia glass-
tube pens (if not a trade secret) and oblige many others as well as
ttis WllITEB.

PROBABILITIES.

[418]—Tlie remarks of " N." (401) having passed without com-
ment, and fearing they may induce a belief in the advantage of a
syotem of increasing or decreasing stakes, I wish to contribute my
mite to dispel such an illusion in as few words as I possibly can.
If a die be thrown a finite number of times, and any ono stake his
money so as to gain a given sum per throw, and retrieve losses
on unsuccessful throws, provided the gamester's resources are un-
limited, it is evident that n trials ending with a successful throw will

yield n m (or m per trial), and this will happen whatever odds may
be laid ! But if the speculator is not possessed of unlimited rc-

eonrccB, there is no advantage in varying the stake in anyway. If a
single die Ije thrown ad infinitum, the number of times the die is

onsticcessfuliy thrown on the second trial in proportion to the
number of nntuccessful throws on the first trial, will bo as five

to six ; the numtx>r of unsuccessful throws on the third trial,

will bear the same proportion to the number of nnsuccessful
throws on the second trial, and so on. The number of times the
die is thrown successfully in proportion to the number of uusnc-
ccssfol throws on any trial will be always as ono to five, the
chance of throwing a die successfully always being the same, irre-

spective of how many times it rnny have been thrown successfully
or nnsnccesiifolly prerionsly. Any succession of successful or nn-
succcMful throws is no guide to what may follow, notwithstanding
the fact that the proportion of successful to nnsuccessful throws
will ultimately assume the proportion of one to five. When a die
is thrown a finite number of times, the greater the number of
throws, the nearerwill the result approach the theoretical numbers

;

for this reason, in throwing a die, the first time it is thrown suc-
cessfully, the die will only onco have Iwm thrown on that particular
trial, and that once sncccssfully ; if we continue to throw the die,

the ratio U.'t ween the successful and unsuccessful throws on that
particoUr trial will assume the proftortion of one to five, and the
one successful throw on one partictilar trial will be farther re-

moved, and the more times the die is thrown, the farther removed
from the first trial will bo that trial in which each throw (one
or more) is successful. There is another increasing stake to
which the above remarks applj', viz., to win a given sum to-

gether with ))nst losses, so that if an ovont happen n times in
lit trials ending with a successful trial, you gain n times the sum
you sought to win on the first trial. This is exemplified by tossing
a i)enny, and doubling your stake each time you lose, reverting to
the original stake after each win. Supposing tho resources of the
gamester to be infinite, this is tho lowest rate of increment from
which any advantage can be gained. There would bo no advantage
in seeking to gain a given sum together with half tlie losses since
the last successful trial. In games of skill and clianco tho most
skilful player must ultimately win, as he is bonnd to get his share
of the luck, and it is to his advantage to increase the stakes at the
commencement of any fresh game, whether ho has been gaining or
losing previously. In playing any game of pure chance, there can
be no advantage from increasing tho stakes after a loss or a suc-
cession of losses ; if the odds are against you, you must lose ; the
higher the stakes, tho more you lose in proportion. Under any cir-

cumstances thero is no advantage in following any system of in-

creasing or decreasing stakes, or of investing so as to secure an
increasing amount of money either after a loss or after a gain. No
system has yet been or ever will bo devised that will convert
certain loss into certain gain. If you cinnot gain by making tho
stakes equal, you cannot by making them unequiil.

Thomas Johson.
Bromley, Kent, June 15, 1882.

SPECTACLES.
[•1U>]—Suppose you give us an article u]iou spectacles when

convenient. A short time since I bought from a country dealer a
pair of suitable focus, 30 inches, and capital frame. They wore by
a celebrated maker, and marked by him as " pebbles." Their
nominal focus proved to be exact, each lens gave a neat solar image
at jjrecisely tho assigned distance, but on testing them between two
nicol ])risms, I found no change of light or colour, such as is ex-

pected from quartz in polarised liglit.

Having a favourable opportunity, I submitted tho sjioctacles for

the several opinions of three practical opticians in Loudon. The
first said tho polish was apparently too perfect for glass

i but
placing on a table before the window a pile of common window
glass, eight or ten pieces, perhaps, about C inches sqiniro—a polariz-

ing bundle in fact—he held a tourmaline before tho eye with one
hand, and a lens of tho spectacles in the other in the lino of sight

between the tourmaline and the plates, and at once pronounced tho
material to be glass and not quartz. The second roi'oroo jjroduced

a pair of tourmaline tongs, and placing a spectacle lens between
them, gave tho same verdict. Ho showed how, when tho tourma-
lines were "crossed," tho rotation of a "pebble" lens between
them restored the light at certain intervals ; whereas tho introduc-

tion of a glass lens produced no effect whatever. Tho test of tho
third was simpler still : ho touched a Ions of tho spectacles with
the tip of his tongue, and said it was " not cold enough for pebbles,"
remarking that this was tho advantage possessed by quartz lenses

—

they were cooler to the eyes.

Now, is there anything in this ? Does tho question of specific

heat really arise ? or is the advantage only that of superior hard-

ness, as compared with glass, and consequent loss liability to

scratching ?

Tlien, too, supposing it to bo conceded that quartz is tho bettor

material, is anything gained by employing sections cut at a certain

angle with the axis of the crystal, as is maintained by at least ono
London optician ? Another, of equal eminence, asserts that pro-

vided the (|uartz bo pure, free from stria) and bubbles, and uniform
in density, you may cut it into slices for spectacle lenses where and
how you like.

Certainly the various appearances which are presented in the

polariscope by quartz crystals, according as they are cut parallel

to, at right angles, or at different angles with the axis, may indi-

cate that it is not immaterial to the lens of tho eye, what section of

the crystal be taken. But on tho other hand, tho eyo does not

often use polarized light with spectacles. T. S. B.

THE FIFTEEN SCHOOLGIRLS.
[450]—Tho best way t'hat I can think of to manage tliin problem

is the following. Designate tho girls by tho letter C and the num-
bers 1 to 14. Let one group for tho first day's arran^fement be C
1, 2, and set the numbers 3, 5, 9 as tho first members of three other
groups. With 3 join any other odd number (not already used), and
an even number, which must be, with 7, 6, or 10; with 11, 8, or 14 ;

with 13, 0, or 12. With 5 join numbers formed from those with 3|
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by doubling the odd number and subtracting 1 oi- 15, and doubling

the even number and substracting 2 or 16. With 9 join numbers
formed in the same way from those with 5. This will complete
four groups, and the fifth group will consist of the remaining
numbers, either 4, 6, 10, or 8, 12, 14.

Make the second day's arrangement by adding 2 to every number
in the first day's, except 13 and 14, from which you must subtraci

12. Make each day's arrangement from that of the proceding day
in the same way, and the problem is solved.

Any solution may be varied by making the odd and even numbers
change places—that is, each odd number changing places with the

next greater even number.
The explanation of this solution is that in the first day's arrange-

ment one odd number is combined with another differing from it by
2, one with another differing from it by 4 or 10, and one with
another differing from it by 6 or 8 ; and it is the same with the

even nimabcrs. Also the combinations of odd and even numbers
are such that one odd number is combined with an oven number
1 greater, one with an even number 3 greater,

one with an even number 5 greater or 9 less,

7 .. 7 „
9 „ 5 „

11 .. 3 „

I. » J) 1 less.

These differences are not changed by the successive additions of 2,

except by changing a difference to what we may call its comple-
ment, as + d to -f (J — 14. The place of every number in the first

day's arrangement will in the coui-se of the six following days bo
occupied by every other number of the same class (odd or even as
the case may be), and consequently every number will, in the

course of the seven days be once joined with C, and once with
a number differing from it by each possible difference, whether
the difference be added or subtracted.

This method is applicable with slight modifications to most other
Bcboolgirl problems, where the number of the girls is 13 n + 3, and
not otherwise ; but in some cases, and as 1 have particularly

noticed in cases of 60 ?i — 9 girls, there are difficulties in the way
of applying it which 1 do not know aay simple way of getting over.

For better illustration of the method of solving other problems, 1

add one solution of the problem of thirty-nine schoolgirls.

Make a series of odd numbers beginning with 3, by doubling each
term and subtracting 1 or 39 to form the next, and set the series

down in pairs thus :

—

3 5 8
9 17 26 With each of these pairs join the

33 27 22 oven number which is the sum of

15 29 6 the two numbers composing the

19 37 18 pair, deducting 38 if greater than
35 31 28 38. These numbers are the same
23 7 30 as the even terms in the series of

13 25 38 odd numbers, each increased by 1.

11 21 32 Now take the odd terms in that— series in order, add 1 to each, and
4 10 34 set them down in threes, as is here

16 20 36 done.

24 14 12

Those sets of three, with the addition of C, 1, 2, form the arrange-
ment for the first day, from which the arrangements for the other
days are formed by successive additions of 2 or subtractions of 36.

Algkrnon Urav.

MISPLACED SPA.

[451]—The efflorescence mentioned by "Curiosity" has been
found by chemical analysis to vary considerably in composition. It

often consists of sulphate of magnesia, also sulphate of lime, of

carbonate sulphate, or nitrate of soda, of chloride of soda and potash,

and carbonate of potash. It is attributable sometimes to the bricks

or stones of a wall, sometimes to the mortar.

In bricks burnt with coal fires or made from clay containing iron

pyrites the sulphur from the fuel converts tho lirao or magnesia in

the clay into sulphates. When tho bricks are wet thcso dissolve

;

wlion dry they evaporate, leaving crystals on the surface. Many
limestones oonuiin magnesia; these are acted upon during calcina-

tion by the sulphur in tho fuel ; sulphates nro formed which find

their way into tho mortar and produce tho oilioroscenco mentioned.
Again, the sulphur acids evolved from ordinary house fires attack
tho magnesia and lime in tho mortar joints of chimneys ; these dis-

solve and evaporate on the surface. Tho formation of chlorides is

nearly sure to take place if sea sand or sea water be used, or in

bricks made from cl.ay which has been covered by salt water.
" Prevention is better than cure."
The best plan is to avoid all tho materials above mentioned as

likely to give rise to efflorescence, in tho case of bricks; clay con-

taining pyrites or much magnesia should not be used ; special bricks
may bo burnt with coke or wood.
As regards mortar, tho use of limestones containing magnesia to

any gieat extent may generally be avoided. If, however, it does
occur, in spite of all precautions, the following remedies may be
tried :

—

In the case of ashlar work, the surface may 'bo covered with a
wash of powdered stone, sand, and water, which is afterwards
cleaned off. Tliis fills up the pores of the stone, and temporarily
stops the effiorescence. When tho wash is removed the efHorescenco
will recommence, but in a weaker degree than before.

Painting tho surface is sometimes eflicacions if it is done before
the efflorescence commences.
The mortar before use may be treated, to prevent it from causing

efflorescence by mixing with it any animal matter.

W. H. Peetwee.

EXTINGUISHING CANDLE-FLAME.
[452]—I do not know whether it has ever come under your notice

that an ordinary wax candle may be blown out without leaving any
red-hot snuff. Jf the candle be drawn backwards so that tho flame
envelopes the wick right to the end, the burning of the latter is

quenched, for the obvious reason that it is in the heart of the flame
where no air can reach it, and a sudden puff at this juncture puts
out the flame and wick too. Tho proper direction to blow in is that

of the tangent to the curve of the wick from the end of tho latter j

in fact, the experiment can, with care, be made to succeed withoat
moving the candle at all, if attention be paid to this point.

I have also noticed that tho third envelope of a candle-flame can
be made distinctly visible by burning a little sodium in the neigh-
bourhood of tho flame, so that, from being faintly blue, it becomes
tinged with yellow, and can be seen, in spite of the luminous layer

inside it. C. L. B.vbxes.

SECTIONS OF A CONE.

[453]—In drinking a glass of water, as the glass is sloped

towards the lips the surface assumes an elliptical form. It has
strnck me that since it was thus possible to obtain a section of a

cylinder, a somewhat similar contrivance might be used for demon-
strating the figures commonly known as " sections of a cone." My
idea is simply this—to make a hollow glass cone, and partially fill

it with any tinted liquid. By giving it different degrees of inclina-

tion, the surface of the liquid might be made to assume the form of

any conic section, from the circle to the hyperbola. Further, it the

apparatus were so arranged that the liquid occupied exactly half

the capacity of the hollow cone, we conld obtain tho limiting form
of two straight lines, by holding the cone so that its axis should bo
horizontal. I think tho advantages of this system are many and
obvious. First, it would bo cheaper than the wooden sections now
in use, which requii'e delicate workmanship ; secondly, it would
have the advantages of comjiactness and completeness, and would
run no danger of being lost piecemeal ; and, lastly, the demon-
strator, by a motion of tho hand, could actually show the ellipse in

the process of passing off into cither of its two limiting forms

—

namely, tho circle or the parabola—and thus attract tho attention

and interest of the pupil. George E. Cbawkoru.

Amongst tho coming electrical exhibitions, that to bo held at

Munich in the autumn will be of csjiocial interest, ns it is tho

intention of tho authorities to use, as tho driving-power for tho

dynamo-machines, tho water-force of the river lear, estimated at

3,000 horso-power, and to prove that it is possible to make use of

it to light, at a distance of some miles tho streets and houses, and

to distribute tho force to the different workshops.

Pricks or Books.—Tho following very sensible paragraph

appears among tho answers to correspondents, in our valuable con-

tempornry, tho Schnul llnaid Chronicle :
—" ' Educationist ' writes :

'1 should' bo much obliged if yon would add tho price of the books

you so excellently rovicw,' observing that 'thoy may bo 8ix|>oncc

or a guinea, and no ono can toll.'—Wo have had from time to lime

many commnnications from our readers in various jmrts of the

country to the game effect. We can only say that it would give us

great pleasure to affoni this information to our reailors^ but wo owe

also some consideration to tho proprietors of tho School /i.xinJ

Chronicle, who naturally consider it to bo tho duly of thi- publii>hcrs

of the books to inform tho public through our advortising columns

of tho jiriccs of the books which wo review. In a largv pro|K)rtion

of cases this information will bo found auioiig our ndverlisonionts,

but not nccossorily in tho same week in which tUo review appoara-

We think publishers would consult their own interest by announcing

tho prices of tho books inimcdiatoly after tho api>carauco of tho

reviews."
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anstorrsf to CorifSponijnUg.

((f KsoyiLiBai, Uu

information

AU t*mmtMctH»mM ftr tU Bdilor rtfMirimf tarif

> T itfoTt Ikt SattrJiij prtrrdf} Ike nrrnt iuii

<••/ nmlat>a» ^ K»ir» rtmftU mi to go to frtu tarl)

rrs to Co»l«sro!ir»!iTS.— 1. A'o quntionM a»J-i»j /or tcintijl.

' autvfTtJ tkrcmgk tktfott, i. lftter$ irnt to the Editor fore
t be forw,rrJe4 ; nor eon the namet or addreuee ^f eorreepondeuti be given in

r to fnctite tmqninet. 3. CorreepondentM ekomld ttrite on one tide onlg of

Ja>. Ufjis. On re-reading, yonr lelter seemed not to contain tlie

direct positive evidence necessary to make such cases scientifically

useful.— \V. H. Bi-TcnART. Mr. W. Maltieu Williams has not yet

published his promised work on " Comets and Xebuhv."—R.

Shewaed. I fear it is hardly in favour of your theory of solar

energy that it is "distinct and separate from any known." I do
not rvmember any true theory of which this could be said. At
present, however, my chief difficulty is that the theory could not bo
condensed into less than ten pages of Knowlkdge. Perhaps, if you
published it elsewhere, we might manage to give the essence of it

in less space.—E. D. G. We agree with you that Col. Ross's defini-

tion of analogy is incorrect. As in mathematics, " Analogy or pro-

portion is the similitude of ratios," so in general anology signifies the

similitude of relations, not resemblance between things.—A. McLean.
Many thanks. Your suggestions are all eicelleut. I proposed such
a publication to one of the principal publishers of Victoria ; but his

idea wus that it would hardly pay. If readers of Knowledge would
not object to a series of maps doing for the southern hemisphere
what those now publishing do for the northern, that would bo a

convenient way of producing the work. I think many, though
living in the northern hemisphere, might like well to know the

aspect of the constellations in the southern skies.—C. L. 13. Let
A B C be any triangle ; P, Q, R, the centres of equilateral triangles

on A B. B C, A C. Through A, draw a straight lino parallel to P R,

meeting the circles circumscribing the equilateral triangles on A B,

A C, in <• and b respectively. Thus it is obvious that b B and cC
produced must meet on the circle circumscribing the equilateral

triangle on B C (since the angles at 6 and < are each one-third of

two right angles). The triangle a b c is equiangular, and, there-

fore, equilateral. But b c being the greatest chord which can
be drawn through A to the circles b, <-, it follows that 6 o
and c a are also maximum chords. (For if longer chords could be
drawn through B and C, their extremities wonld give an equilateral

triangle circumscribing ABC, greater than ab e, or be would not be
a maximum chord.) Hence b a and c a must be parallel to P Q and
RQ. (For it can e.-usily be seen that the maximum chord drawn, as

6 o is drawn is parallel to the line joining the centres P and Q.)
Hence the sides of the triangle PQK, are parallel to thoso of the
triangle a be, or P Q R like a fc c is equiangular, and therefore

is equilateral also.

—

Constant Reader. Your query .seems in some
way to have gone astray. We certainly put it in our box to forward
to the writer of electrical articles, but suppose it was not sent.

—

BsiTANNlCfs. Would not the effect of the Saturday artillery prac-

tice be to produce heavy rainfall on Saturday and Sunday, if at all ?

Is there any evidence of a heavier average for these days ? Again,
the rainfall would be limited locally. Is there any evidence to show
that there is this local effect ? That under particular atmospheric
conditions heavy cannonading may bo followed by rainfall may be
true enough ; but " all great battles by land and sea " have not been
followed by heavy rains within twenty-fonr hours.—F. N. New-
coke. We might be able to find space for an occasional short
article on sulijccts connected with India, China, or Burniah, if

having a scientific bearing. Occasional notes on actuarial matters
would al»o be welcome.— S. Middleton. We have forwarded your
obliging commnnication to Mr. Haviland. who is now in yonr town.
—TKfTiiFtr. We may shortly have something to say on bicycles,

but for *oai'/i-txcrci«e the best use that can be made of a bicycle

is to exchange it for a good, light-running tricycle. Bicycle-riding
must Ijc regarded as the liold and clever achievement of a ilidicult

and hurtful feat. Consider the cramped, awkward, chest-com-
pretsing attitude of the most skilful bicyclists in riding, and note
how they walk, and you will sec that their exercise cannot bo good
for them.—W. S. BaofiK. Many thanks for your kindly and en-
cooraging letter. In part of our last issue the final result of the
Vienna Tournament was given. As we went to press before the
final ronnd wan over, yon can understand that the first copies could
not have it.

—

Lorekhith. Yonr answer to yonr question 2
ia qoiU; correct. As to the other question, the thing to be
proved is not true anieas n does not exceed a in a certain degree.

For instance, the integral part (it (v/a' + 1 + a)' is even when a^l
and n-10; I make it C72GO. go, again, when a- 2 and n-10, the

integral part of the expressions is even— namely, lisGOSO. Your
rcjily to Pynuuus's question is not clear to me. Why should there
bo an increase of 180 each your, when it is obvious that after a few
years more than 12 will get their advance ?

—

Ed. P. Toy. No
conjuror who valued his repute would trust to a person choosing
' a lion " for animal, and " a rose " for flower ; as you say, 80 out of

100 would, even if that proportion really hold. But I'hnvo asked
many the question you suggest, and I find a much greater number
siiy "horse" and "dog" than "lion," and though "rose"
has a slight preference over other flowers, " daisy," " butter-

cup," and " heartsease," are chosen nearly as often, while
"pink," "wallflower," "violet," and "primrose," are not
far behind. I should say about a tenth choose " rose,"

leaving the other nine-tenths for all the other flowers ; but cer-

tainly not so many as one-twentieth select " lion." Supposing the
chance one-tenth that a rose would bo selected by anyone taken at
random, and one-twentieth that a lion would be selected, the chance
that both would bo selected is oue-two-hundrodth, or there would
be 199 failures to one success. Taking even your numbers—80
out of 100 for each—the chance of both being selected would
bo G,IOO ten-thousandths, or there wonld on the average bo
tliirty-six failures in 100 trials—far too many to leave a conjuror
a shred of reputation.—J. W. D. Chcrchili. Thanks ; but I doubt
whether so many take interest in the matter as you think.

ELECTRICAL.

A. Neal. l.The lumj) is constructed al'ior Swan's tlcsigii, but may
be only a catch-penny. Light is emitted by all parts of the filament

proper, but sometimes the connecting copper or platinum wires
extend some distance into the bulb. Apparently so in your
lamp. You can increase the candle-power by increasing the current.

2. RuhmkorfE induction coils can be procured at all prices, from
13s. or 14s. upwards. 3. We intend writing on secondary batteries

immediately.—P. C. F. The statement that, in driving a dynamo
by steam the UP is in inverse ratio to R, although at first sight

paradoxical, is quite correct when only E and R are given. HP is

proportional to EC, that is, is proportional to C, E being fixed ; bnt
C is inversely proportional to R, therefore UP is also in inverse

ratio to R. If C and R are taken, then, of course, HP is directly

proportional to R, C being constant, because E increases at the

same rate that R does. Taking C'R= -jt- = CE, whichever of these

identities is used, the result is the same. Virtually, C and E ai'o

the only quantities from which U P can be obtained. Inasmuch, how-
ever, as C and E are associated with R in the manner expressed

by Ohm's Law ( C = jr-) i
knowing any two of these throe quanti-

ties, we can readily ascertain the third. To simplify matters, suppose
we use a generator of low internal R, and whoso E is 50 volts, to
maintain incandescent lamps arranged in multiple arc. Then, if

each lamp offers, say 25 ohms, the current through each will be
2 ampt^res. Manifestly, the U P developed will bo directly as the
number of lamps, but the R will be inversely proportional (from
the law of parallel circuits). Joining the lamps in series will com-
pel US to increase the E as each lamp is added. C being kept con-
stant, the H P will be directly proportional to the R in the circuit.

But in each case 'H P. By taking several of numerical

examples, and working them out, identical results will be arrived

at.

—

Alexander Howell. The colouration of phosphoric acid,

when dropped on your induction coil, was not due to electrical

action, but in all probability was the result of the chemical actiou

of the acid on the organic colouring matter used for dyeing the silk

or whatever else may be the substance of the insulating material.

TUE TELESCOPE.

Comet.—" Portable Equatorial " is a vague term—so vaftne, in

fact, that we cannot give a definite answer to your qsestion withour

you describe your form of mounting. In order to get at the Polar
region of the sky, your telescope ought to he mounted at one end of

the declination axis, being counterpoised by the declination circle

and a weight at the other. Of course, every equatorial stand (to bo
used as such) must bo a fixture, its Polar axis remaining, under all

circumstances, parallel to that of the earth. If you will be a little

more explicit in your description, wo will try to help you.^.T. W.
CofLBORN. No ordinary two-inch tele8C0|ie will bear a higher

power than 160, and it must be a very good one to perform well

with such an amount of amplification. In order to obtain thin

power on your own instrument, yon will require a Huyghenian eye-

piece, whereof the fdcns of the field-lens is 0-35 inch, and that of
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the eyelenB Oil inch. These lenses must be placed 23 inch

apart with, we need scarcely add, their plane sides towards the eye

of the observer.—Lancasiuee will find that selenography will supply

him with work at once interesting and useful. The study of the

Solar surface, too, may be pursued with an instrument of the size

of his, and the addition to it of a Browning's Star spectroscope

will enable him to see something of the spectra of the prominences

on the solar limb, to say nothing of its use in Stellar spectroscopy.

Should ho possess artistic taste, and be able to sketch, careful

drawings of such planets as Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, if made
at intervals, possess a direct scientific value. His best plan,

however, wi'l bo to purchase forthwith Webb's admirable
" Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes," which is in

reality a pocket Encyclopaedia for the amateur observer.

—

KxCEtsiOB. Ilerculis, as viewed on the meridian, with an ordinary

inverting eye-piece, now presents the appearance of a large star,

^vith a very much smaller companion almost horizontally to the left

of it. We have not a copy of " Half Hours " at hand ; but cer-

tainly no such change as your diagrams indicate has taken place in

this star. Its position angle has varied some 22° during the last

eighty-two years. Prior to the year 1871, the comes was below a

horizontal line to the left of its primary ; now it is just above such

a line. We do not know upon what authority Castor is described

as a ternary system in Nollwyn's " Astronomy." At any rate, no
sensible change has taken place in the relative position or distance

of the principal star and the 11' magnitude one since the year 1823;

and the system is universally regarded among astronomers as being

simply binary, the minute star having obviously no physical con-

nection with" the well-known pair. With reference to Pollux, the

word "coarse" was used as expressive of th*^ <
— .,^^,...^l.^.. .i.'^tnnce

of the comites ; "fine," as referring to the i ^^hen

Pollux is on the meridian on a dark night, yi t two
companions up, both to the right, and a lii:,' i

i

'
:;.iiiital

line passing through their primary. The larger slur it tiie two is

about half as far again from Pollux as the smaller one. This last

will require some looking for ; though, when caught, it may be held

steadily enough in a good three-inch telescope. The earliest recorded

position of comet Wells is on March 19 6894, 1882, G.M.T. ; when
it was situated in K.A. 17° 54' 38-1", and declination 33° 25' 5"

X. (which possibly ought to be 33° 24' 5" N.).

Long Distance Teiephoning.—Recent experiments have been
made with M. van Bysselberghe's system of telephony, during which
messsages were sent by telephone over a long distance simultane-

ously with telegraphic messages traversing the same wire. The
first experiment was made on an ordinary telegraph wire 353 kilo-

rafttres long, between Paris and Nancy ; and the second between
Paris and Brussels, over a wire 344 kilometres long. It is stated

that telephonic messages were distinctly heard, whilst the tele-

graphic messages were distinctly rendered by the Morse instru-

ments employed. M. van Eyssclberghe is the head of the Meteoro-

logical Observatory at Brussels.

Electbic Light in the City.—At a meeting of the Commissioners
<if Sewers, an abstract of the engineers' report was submitted, from
which it appears that the cost for twelve months, including the

filing of machinery, lamps, Ac., ranges, in district No. 1, from
€2,190 to £'5,750, as against the present cost of gas, £551 ; district

No. 2, from £2,350 to £4,270, as against £363 for gas ; district No.

3, from £2,470 to £3,800, as against £341 for gas ; district No. 4,

from £2,920 to £4,350, as against £612 for gas. Some of the com-
panies couple with their tender a request to be allowed to light

private premises within the district, and in that case the company
offer to make the charge for lighting, irrespective of the machinery,
4c., the same as for the gas saved plus 20 per cent. These figures

show a great disparity when conjparcd with other contracts.

The Electric Light at Che-sterpielp.—The bill for the public

lighting of the streets of Chesterfield since November 1 last, when
Messrs. Hammond & Co. undertook to illuminate the thoroughfares

of the town by means of electricity, has been received by the

Corporation. The period it covers is nearly five months, and the

total amount charged £272. During a great part of that time
there have been twenty-two arc lights and from si.xty to seventy
incandescent lamps in use, as well as gas-oil lamps. On the whole
the town has been very fairly lit throughout that period, and at

present the light supplied is excellent. The amount for public

lighting ]ier annum under the old system was £920. The work was
necessitated by the cutting off of the gas supply by the local

authorities, thereby leaving the town in darkness. Mr. Kingslnnd,
who was the superintending electrician, has boon appointed
electrical engineer to the Yorkshire Brush Electric Light

Company.

#ur i¥latt)ematiral Column.

TO OCR READERS.

I
HAVE been in some doubt whether to take first the series of

papers on the solution of Geometrical Problems, or those which
I promised in an early number, on the Differential Calculus. After
some consideration, however, I have decided to take the latter first,

because lessons on the solution of Geometrical Problems can be
obtained more easily than instruction really elementary and simple
in the Differential and Integral Calculus. In the " Easy Lessons "

now commenced, 1 propose to depart in some degree from a plan
which I followed in dealing with the Differential Calculus in the

pages of the English Mechanic some ten or twelve years ago. In

pursuance of a plan suggested to me by the ReT. Mr. Griffin, of

Ospringe, 1 propose to bring the Integral Calculus before the

reader at the same time as tho Differential Calculus, instead of

dealing with it later on. The connection between the two subject.i

will thus be more clearly recognised. I propose also to illustratt-

geometrically as many as possible of the relations involved in dealing

with the Differential and Integral Calculus, believing that in this

way the real meaning and value of the methods employed will be
more clearly recognised, while the interest of the subject will bo
enhanced.

I may notice in passing that space and time can no longer be

devoted to problems set for solution by our readers—that is to say,

to problems thus set in the way of puzzles. So many solutions,

good, bad, and indifferent, are sent for each such problem, that the

work of analysing and comparing them so as finally to publish the

best, while awarding to each its due meed of praise, is more than,

with our present staff, we are prepared to accomplish satisfactorily.

We shall always be pleased, however, to solve, or to publish for solu-

tion, problems which may have presented difficulties to students of

various mathematical subjects, provided always that such problems

have real interest and value, and aronot merely difficult.

EASY LESSONS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.
No. I.

Tlie differential calculus is the science which deals with the rate

at which variable quantities increase or diminish. When we say

that a quantity is variable, we imply that it varies as some other

quantity changes. For example, tho velocity of a train is variable.

It varies with the iime which has elapsed since tho train started—
it varies with the distance traverstd—with the s/eam jx>u**r em-
ployed— with the slate o/ the rails—and so on. But the differen-

tial calculus deals only with those quantities which vary according

to some definite law.

For example, when a body is let fall from rest tho distance it

traverses varies, according to a known law, with tho time elapsed

since the fall began. The differential calculus is able to deal

with such a case as this. Again the sine of an angle varies accord-

ing to a known law as the angle changes ; and the differential cal-

culus is therefore able to deal with this case also.

Now we can at once see the importance of a calculus which will

deal with variable quantities. Algebra and geometry and trigo-

nometry deal with absolute quantities. But it is often verj-

necessary to learn something about the variations of quantities, to

know when a variable quantity attains its greatest value, when it

is increasing, when diminishing, when it changes fastest, and so

on. Whenever variations take place according to a known law,

this is precisely what the differential calculus will do for us. And
its great advantage is that it will solve our problems systematically.

An ingenious application of algebra or geometry or trigonometry

will often enable us to solve problems which belong especially to

the differential calculus. But we require ingenuity for the purpose,

whereas the differential calculus solves such problems with cer-

tainty, even if wo have not a particle of ingenuity, so long only as

we follow tho proper rules. Even where it fails, it teaches us that

we are trying to solve an insoluble problem.

The first matter the calculus attends to is tho choice of a con-

venient expression for the rate at which a rarioblo quantity

charges. This expression is called a differential coefficinrt. 1 prefer

to illustrate rather than to define it. I wish also to illustrate it in

such a way as to remove at the outset the chief stumbling block of

the student of this special department of mathematics. 1 take,

therefore, a familiar case of a varying quantity :

—

When a body is let fall from rest, wo know that as it falls its

velocitv continually increases. Now this varying velocity affords •

very good illustration of a differential coefficient. The velocity of

a body may bo described as the rate with which the 8|>aco it ho»

traversed is increasing, as tho time elapsed increases. When we

change the time, wo change the space traversed. But unless the

velocity is uniform, tho change of space is not proportional to the

change of time. In the case of a falling body, tho velocity is not
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uniform; so that, if we consiJer one instant, the rate at which tho
si>ace traversed would change for any given interval of time would
bi different from tho corresponding rate at some other instant.

Reganiing the matter as illustrating the differential calculus, tho
drst thing to be found is a general expression for tho rate of change,
—the law determining the space traversed being supposed known.

Consider now the following way of dealing with the problem :

—

At the end of t seconds the body has fallen a space repre-
sented bv

i 9 i\

where p represents the accelerating force of gravity (or numerically,
a foot being taken as the unit of length, and a second as the nn'it

of time, a = 32-2). A second later the body has fallen altogether
a space represented by

J J (« + 1)',

so that m the course of that second the space actually traversed liy

the bo<lv is

i ? (< + 1)' - 1 S t»

And if daring that second the body moved with uniform velocity,
we should at once know what that velocity is. For, when'a body
moves uniformly over s units of length in t units of time it moves

over - units of length in one unit of time, and - therefore re])re-

scnts its velocitv. So that the velocity of our fulling body would be

if the body had moved uniformly during the second. But this is

not the case. The body moves faster and faster as the second of
lime is passing ; and its velocity at time t is therefore not obtained
by the above process. We should clearly get a better result if we
took a shorter interval of time. Suppose we take a very short
interval indeed, as a thousandth part of a second. Then we have
as before, the space fallen in t seconds

- i 3 '•,

the space traversed one thousandth of a second later

and the space traversed in the interval

-£-L !/

"lOOO * 2 (lOOC)'"

So that on the false supposition of uniform velocity daring this
minute interval, we get for this velocity,

Licoo a (iotJO)=J • luoo

or fff + -^.
20O0

This is clearly nearer the truth, because in so short an interval
as a thonsandth part of a second the change of velocity is exceed-
ingly minute. But still we have not the exact velocity.

If we had taken a yet smaller interval, as tho millionth part of a
second, we should have deduced for the velocity

gt + - - ^
2 (1000000)

which is yet nearer the truth.

And the minnter the interval the minuter tho second fraction
becomes, the first remaining unaltered. Also, the minnter tho
interval the nearer we get to the trno vnlne.

Bat there is nothing to prevent us from conceiving that tho
internal is taken infinitely minute, in which cacc tho second frac-
tion disappears, and also we got infinitely near to tho true value.
This valne then is

9t,
and as a matter of fact we know independently that this i« tho
velocity acrjaircd by a falling body in the time t.

Kow the reader will not need to be told that I have not gone
through these procOBses merely for the sake of deducing this special
result. I want him to convince himself of the reasonableness of
the above method, and also T wish him to note that though the
reasoning has introduced tho conception of infinitely minute
quantilit*, and though the result itself is a Hmiliirj value, yet that
re«nlt is none the less eiart. The velocity a body has at tho end of
any specified time is real, and not a mere mathematical fiction or
approximation. Prepared then to see that a real and exact value
can be deduced by a seemingly approximate method, let him
consider the following way of treating the very some problem.

Ix;t » represent the space traversed in time /, <t + .i « the spac«
traversed in time ( -^ A ( (where 4 « and .i t are to be looked upon
as simple qnantities, which may be read, if wo please, increment of
the ipace and inrremtnl of the time; or else, for convenience,
imply della-tpate and delta-lirne).

s + As^ig(t + Aty (ii.)

and therefore, subtracting (i.) from (ii.),

A s = ;7 ( A < +
I
(A ()'

so that if tho velocity of the body during the interval A t were
As

uniform, this velocity, or —., would

= j( + |Af.

This result, however, will not be true, unless A ( is infinitely

minute. Let A t bo supposed to be made infinitely minute, in

wliicli condition csll it dt ; then A s also becomes infinitely minute,
iiud may be called ds; and we get

^ = at + l.dt
dt 2

= gt, since d t is infinitely minute or nought.

Now this (luantity — , for which wo have thus obtained a definite

value (although d s and d t are each evanescent) , is called the
differential coefficient of a (tho space traversed) with respect to t

(tho time). It is really the rate at which the space is increasing at
the time t.

But tho reader will presently have to consider differential

coefficients in a general way. The above illustration has shown
him how a differential coefficient is deduced in a special case j and
also that a difforontial coefficient, though made up of seemingly
evanescent parts, may have an exact value, and (what is yet more

to tho purpose) has always a real significance. Tho — of our

illustration is that real and familiar relation, the velocity of a
falling body. And so tho differential coefficients we have to deal

with as we proceed, aro real matters, not mathematical fictions.

But the above case will servo as well to illustrate tho moaning of

what is called integration as the meaning of differentiation—tlie

process actually followed above.

{To be Continued.)

(Bm- WBWt Column*
By " Five op Clubs."

IT is remarked by several of our Whist correspondents that reason-
ing such as we considered in tho latter portion of our last

article, in dealing with play third in hand, second round, is too
recondite and elaborate for actual Whist jilay. In reality, however,
it only seems i-econdito because considerations which occur as carcl

after card falls, aro included in a single discussion, as if thoy had
all to be thought over before a particular card was played. As a
matter of fact, tho practised Whist player attends to these matters
almost unconsciously, making his inferences at tho time, and using
them afterwards. Thus Ace being led from Ace, ton, nine, eight,

two, by himself, and si.'c, five, three falling from second, third, and
fourth ])layor8, he at once notes that either second player or third

is signalling, and that foiu'th player is not signalling. Ho feels the

absence of the /owr rather than thinks about it. Again, where ho
knows that there is no signalling, and a high card is played which
does not cover one already played, tho practised Whist player does

not require an effort of attention to note that none of tho lower
cards are in that [jlaycr's hand—he at once knows it, and therefore

acts upon it.

The following hand illustrates tho way in which inferences are
made, and shows howitliey affect the piny. Tlicy seem to require

much caro and attention, hut arc all in reality jjci-fcctly simple, and
such as the Whist player with sufficient practice will make at once.

Clubs-Q, 10, 5.

Diamonds—A, Q, Ku,

10,5.
Spades-8. 5.

Heart8-K, 10, 3.

B.

Cluhs-S, 7, 6.

Diamonds- K, C.

Spades—K, Q, 10, a.

Uearts— Kn, 7, 1, 2.
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fonninff a most Indiorons example. Stoiiiitz adopted this move
acrtvinst Floissijr with some success, as can bo seen from the gamo
I^ublished in * former number.

(b) This seems a pert reply, for in case White should take the

Pawn, then Black retakes with the Knight, having thereby won a
move; or if White support this exposed Pawn, then Black could

further proceed to develope his game by attack on the advanced
position.

(.-) A f.'ood move, having for its object the attack on the lonely

outpost and also B to Kt5.

(J) This was either an oversight or an unsonnd combination.

(f) If 6. P takes P, then Q to R5 (ch) would give White the

Ijettcr game. On the other hand, by playing Q to Kt3, Black
.klmost obtains a winning advantage at once, on account of tho

iuable attack on White's QKtP and KUP.
(/) He elects to give up tho Rook rather than the KnigVit, as

Wliito obtains some considerable attack, but this is very adven-
I iirons play.

(j) Playing after Morphy's fashion, he gives up tho second Eook
in order to be better able to attack, as the threatened check with
the Black Queen on Q5 somewhat hampers White's movements ;

bat it is altogether an ertraordinary style of play, where issues of

the highest importance arc at stake. The position, however, is

pregnant with ingenious combinations. We give a diagram.

Position after White's 11th Move.

1
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ANTIQUITY OF MAN IX WESTEEX
EUROPE.

By Edward Clodd,

PART IV.

KENT'S HOLE, or Cavern, Ues in a hill in the vale of

Ilsham, about a mile eastward of Torquay liarbour,

and half-a-mile from the coast. It comprises, as the openings
in the face of the cliff indicate, two caverns which run
parallel with each other, widening here and there into

chambers to the extreme limit, when a passage connects

them. An inscription in one of the chambers, known as the
" Cave of Inscriptions," shows that some curious traveller

had wandered into its recesses nearly 200 years ago, and it

was partially sur\-eyed in 1825 and following years ; but it

is to the systematic research and unceasing superintendence

of Mr. Pengelly since 18G.5 that we owe that full knowledge
of its contents from which irrefragable conclusions con-

cerning the high antiquity of man in this quarter of the
globe are drawn.

Entering the eastem'division, to which the labours of Mr,
Pengelly and his committee have been restricted, we find

the deposits to occur in the following order, beginning with
the uppermost :

—

Xeolitiiic,—1, Blocks of limestone.'wcigking from a few pounds
to npwai^s of 100 tons, which have fallen from the roof nndcr the
action of frost, Ac, and of which mnny are cemented together b_v

carbonate of lime, i.e., stalai^nitc, 2, Black muddy mould, from
three inches to as many feet in thickness ; composed almost entirely
of decayed vegetable matter.

Pal roLtTHic,—3, Granular stalagmite, varying in thickness from
a few inches to five feet. 4. Layer of charred wood, about four
inches in depth, bnt occurring in one part of the cavern only, near
the entrance. This is known as the Black Band. 5. I.ight-red

loam, called the Cave-earth, the actual depth of which, thronghont,
is unascertained, as the examinations have been limitetl mainly to a
depth of fotir feet beneath the stalagmite, 0. Crystalline stalag-

mite, from three to twelve feet thick. 7, Dark-red snmly deposit
quite free from limestone, in which quartz pebbles and fragments of

grit are imbedded. Tliis is calletl breccia.

In conveniently classifying these deposits by the animal
remains found in thcin, Mr. Pengelly calls the two upper-

most (which are included in Neolithic times) the Ovine
period, because the sheep is never fotind below them, all

the bones being those of animals still extant. The three
deposits immediately below these, numbered .3, 4, and ."J

in the above list, he call the llij(^nine period, lieca'use the
bones of that animal predominate. The two lowest deposits
he calls the Urxine period, because lx)nes only of the ca\-e-
bear are found in them. Passing through the black mould,
the varying contents of which lie within the province of
the antiquary, we reach the uppermost layer of tJie Hyo'-
nine period, the bed of granular stalagmite. Mingled with
the remains of various animals, more or less extinct, as the
mammoth, cave-bear, cave-hy.-cna, etc., with shells.of cockles
and cuttle-fish, with charred wood and rounded pebbles

;

wo find herein flint^flakes, implements, and cores, or flint-

nodules from which flakes have been struck ; and, at a
depth of twenty inches, a portion of a human upper jaw,
containing four teeth, together with a fifth tooth lying
near it.

The black band, the site where the cave-men kindled
their fires for cooking, or perchance for warmth and for

scaring wild animals, contained about three hundred and
fifty flint flakes and cores, an aV)undance of charred wood,
a bone awl, bone harpoon, and needle with a well-formed
eye (in the Dordogne caves the stone implements were
found with which the eyes were drilled in the needles), and
the remains of rhinoceros, cave hya?na, horse, ox, bear, &c.

The cave-earth was richest of all in the number of stone
implements, and the abundance of teeth and bones. The
flint implements were of a markedly higher type than
those of the Drift, and, in their variety, suggestive of cave-

man's fertility of resource, as compared with his prede

cessors, for the list includes well-worn stone hammers and
whetstones, a bone pin, and barbed harpoons. The crys-

talline stalagmite contained bones of the cave-bear only,

but in the breccia, there were found, mingled with remains

of that aniF.ial, implements of flint and chert, " much
more rudely formed, more massive and less symmetrical in

form than those obtained from the cave-earth and black

band," and made, Mr. Pengelly adds, "by operating, not

on flakes, but directly on nodules, of which portions of the

original surface generally remain.''

Before making brief reference to content.s special to the

bone-caverns of the Continent, it should l>e asked how the

above l)ears out what was said in the first paper of this

series concerning the enormous duration and remoteness of

the ancient Stone Age. Of its remoteness we find suf

ficing evidence in the deepening of the valley to the extent

of between 60 and 70 ft. since man and his congeners

had refuge in Kent's Hole, while the period demanded for

this scooping out is itself limited when companxl with the

time required for the successive deposits in the cavern, and

for the intermittent interruptions which they sutlered by

the streams of running water which, a.-; the layers of loam

and sand, with their enclosed pebViles, show, now and again

entered the cave, disturbing the older deposits.

At first sight it may appear that an easy nietiiod of

getting rough measure of the time iavolved in the dcposi

tion of stalagmite is at hand in watching the rato at which

it goes on now. But no such criterion serves u.s, because

the rate at which stali\gniite accunmlates varies extremely,

being determined by states of climate, by air currents, by

the quantity and quality of the water, by tlie greater or

lesser porosity of the rock in course of dissolution, and

other causes, marked variations of rate occurring even in

the same cave. " In the Ingleborough cave, in Yorkshire, it

has been so swift that between 184.^ and 1S7.T a stalag-

niitic l)0ss, known as the Jockey Cap, has grown at the

rate of -2941 inch per annum ;' but such a rate is

exceptional, as otherwise our caves would speedily have

been filled up with such accretions.
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That inscription (one among others) in Kent's Hole, to

which reference i3 made above, does, however, lielp us

somewhat in the matter. On a large boss of stalagmite,

which rises from the floor, and which has been subject to

the continuous drip of lime-charged water from the roof,

this inscription is yet clearly to be read :
" Robert Hedges,

of Ireland, Feb 20, 1688." Evidence of its genuineness is

at hand in the description of it left on record by the Rev.

J. MacEuery, who explored the cavern in 1825. He says

that "the letters are glazed over, and partly efl'aced,"

showing that they had not been recently cut. That

description applies accurately to them now, after the lapse

of sixty years. Now, the film of stalagmite over these is

about one-twentieth of an inch in thickness, and the like

applies to still older inscriptions, in another chamber,

round the " Crypt of Dates," the genuineness of which
inscriptions there is no reason to doubt.

If we take as our standard of reckoning the rate at

which the stalagmite has acccumulated on the Hedges boss

and apply it to the bed around it, which is in places five

feet thick, wo get a result as startling as it is probably

excessive, because we have assumed uniform climatal con-

ditions throughout True, in his notice of the last edition

of Lyall's " Antiquity of Man," Mr. Alfred Wallace, an
authority not given to over-estimate, remarks that the sum of

half-a-million represents the years that have probably elapsed

since flints of human workmanship were buried in the lowest

deposits of Kent's Cavern,"* and after allowing a far more
rapid rate for the formation of both the crystalline anj gra-

nular stalagmites (to say nothing of intercalated deposits)

than the evidence warrants, the estimate which demands the

lapse of tens of thousands of years since the entombment
of rude flakes in the breccia cannot be gainsaid. Some
words of Mr. Prestwich, in a paper read before the Royal
Society, and which Mr. Pengelly has already happily

quoted, may be repeated here. He says that, "just as

though ignorant of the precise height and size of a mountain
range fern in the distance, we need not wait for trigono-

metrical measurement to feel satisfied in our minds of the

magnitude of tlie distant peaks, so with this geological

epoch ; we see and know enough of it to feel how distant it

is from our time, and yet we are not in a position atpre-sent

to solve with accuracy the curious and interesting problem
of its precise age."

HOW TO GET STRONG.
in.—THE CHEST (continued).

A CORRESPONDENT asks how the calf-skin bag (or

dumb-boxer) should be made, and how large it should

l>e. There is no rigid rule as to size, or material, or make.

A diBused hair pillow, doubled and tied up, will serve very

welL I'ut, if you take nine or Uin spindle-shaped pieces

of calfskin about •'> in. broad and from 18 in. to 2 ft.

long, and Bf;w together, they will form a bag which, filled

with sawdust or stuffed with hair, will be somewhat
handier for Ijoxing at

The exercisers for expanding the chest hitherto considered

^running, boxing, and inhaling to the full extent of the

lungi) produce their efTect chiefly in an indirect manner,

so far as the expansion of the chest is itself concerned,

though in a very dintct manner as regards the act of

breathing: the chest is made to expand because the lungs

jire exf>anded, either by the deep and quickened breatliing

resulting from rapid movement, or by the actual drawing in

Nature, Oct. 2, 1873.

of air in large quantity. We have now to consider exercises

which act directly to expand the chest, and thus help the
breathing apparatus indirectly, by giving it room for freer

action. For this purpose all exercises are good which
carry the arms well over the head, all those which carry

the arms out horizontally backwards, and all those which
bring the elbows close into the side with a backward motion

of the shoulders and upper nr»i>!. These last words must bo
specially noticed. Rowing, a capital exorcise for many
purposes, is nut, as is commonly thought, a good exercise

for the chest ; for though' at the finish of the stroke the

elbows are drawn close in to the sides and carried back
wards as far as possible, the shoulders and upper arms are

kept rather forward and drawn rather towards each other,

on account of the position of the hands on the oar, and
also because in hard rowing no strength can be spared for

a useless backward swing of the shoulders. In steady
rowing for pleasure, the hands may bo set a little further

apart, and the shoulders thrown well back at each stroke

with great advantage, so far as the health value of the
exercise is concerned. Rowing in this way is delightful,

though not at all suited for racing.

Beginning with chest expansion by exercises taking the
arms over the head— the best exercises of all for increasing

chest-capacity—we note that there are scarcely any but
artificial exercises nowadays for this purpose, that is, there

are scarcely any exercises which thus work the arms, as

rowing, boxing, fencing, ifec, work them in other ways, or

as walking and running work the legs. Climbing ropes is

a rather severe form of this sort of exercise, not readily to

be practised by most persons, and too severe for men past

or nearing middle life, when the body is generally too

heavy. The strain on the deltoid muscles tells heavily

before much good has been done in the way of chest ex-

pansion. There is the same defect in hanging exercises on
the parallel bars, or on the trapeze. These are for athletes,

and even with them, more for the strengthening of the

deltoid and other special muscles than for the expansion of

the chest.

Rather oddly, we receive just here, through the Editor,

a note from Sir Edmund Beckett, running as follows :

—

I do not know whctlior the writer on " How to got Stronff " will

care to licar that I know no cxcreiac whinli tends so much to oxpand
the cliost as bell-ringinp, being performod standing quilo upright.

I used to ring tho heaviest boll in poals, at Cambridge and eleo-

where, when I was young, and tho nino o'clock at St. Mary's nearly

every night, and I used always to feol that result. E. B.

Bell-ringing would be just the sort of exercise wanted to

open the chest : for here, the hands being close together

(instead of acting, as in rowing, to contract tho chest) acts

—at the most cUcctivo moment—to expand it The con-

struction we were about to describe for arm-above-head

exercise to expand the chest, can very readily bo used to

give an effect akin to that obtained in bell-ringing—which
is fortunate, because only a limited portion of the com-
munity can ring bells. (For 1,000,000 able-bodied men in

London to get each lialf-an-hour's bell-ringing—peals of

eight—per day, it would l)e necessary that there should be

constant pealing from 2,600 steeples !)

Let A, 15 (Fig. 1) be two pullies high up, on the same
level, against one of the walls of a room, W and w two
weight boxes (of course, mere weights will do) a AW,
bliij} stout cords passing over tho pulley and connecting a
and b, the two ends of a stout rod ab (a broom-handle will

serve) to the weight boxes, W, V). Tho short cord, cd, is

simply for drawing down tho rod, ah, till the upstretched

arms can reach it.

Now let the rod ab be grasped overhead, the arms being

vertical, and therefore tho bands separated by the breadth
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of the chest It is best to stand with the back to the wall.

Draw ab steadily down, till the hands and arms are in

about the position they have just before the feather in

rowing ; let the bar go steadily up again, to your full

reach. Continue this exercise about five minutes, being
careful to let the arms be drawn up to their full reach
above the head each time. The weights at W and iv may
at first only be some 10 lb. each (so that the heavier dumb-
bells tied at W and io will serve very well), but can be
gradually increased as the arms gain strength : though this

V

is not, be it noticed, the object of the exercise. For mere
muscular work they might be increased until each

amounted to nearly half the weight of the body ; but this

would not do for work in chest expansion. In this

exeicise draw in the breath fully as the bar rises, hold it

till you cannot comfortably hold it much longer, then

begin to draw down the bar ab slowly, breathing out

slowly as you do so, and after you have drawn the bar to

its lowest position—just opposite the lowest part of the

breastbone—breathe out the last particle of air you can

get rid of without drawing your shoulders forward. In

this way you will get most benefit from each pull, so far

as chest expansion is concerned. But if you want more
active muscular work, expand your chest fully when the

bar is at its highest, and then pull it down and let it up
steadily as often as you can without letting out your

breath, whicli you can finally do iu drawing the bar down,

taking in a full breath as it rises again. Or you may take

several pulls after cxspiring before taking in another full

breath. Only note that you ought always to let inspira-

tion be completed when the bar is at its highest, exspiration

being completed when the bar is at its lowest.

Now take advantage of Sir Edmund Beckett's useful

hint. Lay hold of the cord, cd, near c, at your utmost

upward reach, and pull downwards, as if ringing a heavy

bell. You can continue the downward pull till tiie hands,

close tog(!tlier on the rope, reach about to the alxlomen.

Repeat these pulls, breathing in any one of the ways de-

scribed in the last paragraph, for from five to ton minutes.

You will find (we have tried it, and know*) not only

• Tho reader will excnse ns for not eaying, as nsnol, Crede
experto.

advantage to your health, but absolute physical pleasure
in this exercise. We have never taken part in bell-ringing,
but wo can now very well understand how this exercise,
combined with the pleasant noise of well-matched V)ell3,

should have been regarded by the Puritans as a sinful
recreation — somewhat only on the principle which led
some one to say that the only thing wanting to make
strawberry-eating perfect was that it should be forbidden.
We never before thoroughly understood that passage in

Bunyan's life, in which we are told that, " having been
mightily addicted to ringing, he was very unwilling, for all

his reformation, to leave it ; but his conscience beginning
to be tender, he thought the practice thereof to be but
vain, and so forced himself to leave it, yet cm!J not keep

his mind from hankering after it. But then he was sur-

prised with fears that possibly one of the bells might fall

and kill him, so that he durst no longer go into the steeple,

but would stand at the door ; and even then he was afraid

Isst the steeple itself should fall upon him." Yet, says the
worthy chronicler, " this was only lopping off the branches
of sin while the root of unregeneracy remained."

{To he continued.)

PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECTRUM OF
COMET (WELLS.)*

By Doctor W. Hucgins, F.R.S.

ON May 311 obtained a photograph of the spectrum of

this comet, with an exposure of one hour and a

quarter. On the same plate I took a spectrum of a Urs.'B

Majoris for comparison. The comet's spectrum on the

plate consists of a strong continuous spectrum extending

from about F to a little beyond H. I am not able to

distinguish any of the Fraunhofer lines in this continuous

spectrum. The slit was rather more open than was the

case in photographing the spectrum of the comet of last

year ; this would make these lines less distinct, but the

lines G and H are well seen in the star's spectrum taken

under the same conditions. We may therefore conclude

that the part of the comet's original light which gives a

continuous spectrum is much stronger relatively to the

reflected solar light in this comet, than was tho case in

the comet of last year, and for this reason the Fraunhofer

lines are not distinguishable.

Observations of tho visible spectrum had already shown

that the comet diflcrs remarkably from the hydrocarbon

type common to all the comets, some twenty, which have

appeared since spectrum analysis has been applied to these

bodies.

The photographic spectrum shows, as was to be ex-

pected, that this essential dilFerence of spectrum exists also

in the more refrangible region. The very strong ultra-

violet group assigned to cyanogen is not to bo sivn on the

plate, and the bright groups between CJ and /», and between

A and II do not appear to be present.

• Substance of note rood before the Bojal Sooiety, Jnno 16, 1883.
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Tlu- liiiul of the comet wixs in sharp focus upon the slit,

aiul the coutiiiuous spectrum with <kiiiieil edges corresponds

to tlie nuch'us, which in this comet was very distinct In

this continuous spectrum at least live separate places of

greater l)rjghtness are seen, which very pi-obably represent

groups of bright lines, though they are not sulliciently

distinct in the photograph to admit of resolution. 'J'hat

this interpretation is correct, seems probable, from the

circumstance that these groups, as shown in the diagram,

project beyond the strong continuous spectrum on one

side. The side corresponds to where the light of the coma,

on the side of tlie nucleus ne.\t the sun, falls upon the

slit We learn, therefore, that the light of this part of

the coma consists for the most part, m this part of the

spectrum, of these groups, as here on the plate onlj- an
excti^dingly faint continuous spectrum can be seen.

It is not possible to measure with any useful accuracy

tlie U^ginnings and endings of the groups, as they arc too

faint at these points. ^Measures as accurate as the circum-

stances -would permit liave been taken of the brightest

parts of the groups. The wave-lengths of these brightest

A 4253
I

,\ 4412
parts are : \ 4507

,\ 4G34
,\ 4769

J

In the visible spectrum the bright lines of sodium
appear to have been strong, and it may be that some of

the light of some of the groups may be due to this

substance.

Professor A. Herschel and Dr. von Konkoly showed
long ago that the spectra of the periodic meteors are

difl'erent for different swarms, and it does not seem sur-

jirising that we have now a comet, the matter of the nucleus

of which under the sun's heat shows an essential chemical
difference from the long series of hydrocarbon comets which
have appeared since lb04.

Mr. Hind has kindly furnished me with the distance of

this comet from the sun at the time the photograph was
taken. The comet was then 42,380,000 miles distant from
the sun, while the comet of last year was CO, 420,000 miles

[distant] \vhcn I obtained the photograph of its spectrum.

AIDS TO THE STUDY OF GEOLOGY.
Bv W. Jdrome H.VRRI80X, F.G.S.

AT the request of the Editor I have undertaken to con-

tribute a series of geological papers to Knowledge.
These papers will take the form of accounts of visits made
to places of geological interest, e.specially to such as are

well-known holiday resorts, and are easy of access. I

shall also give an account of the geology of some of our
grtrat towns, showing what may bo learnt by a study of

the stones used in thera for building, paving, Ac, and
what natural sections are exposed in their immediate
nciglibourhoods.

In this preliminary paper I shall describe the apparatus,
Ixxiks, Ac, whicli are required for use in the field or in the
study, by those who desire to investigate the rocks.

Appakatcs for Field-wokk.—A good 'nuip is indis-

pensable. The geologist should provide himself with both
the plain map (Ordnance Department, Quarter-Sheets, Is.

each) and the coloured map (Geological Survey, Quarter-
Sheets, .Is. f^ch). The former will give him the hills,

while the latter will show where the various beds of rock
occupy the surface. Each quarter-sheet should be mounted

on linen, so as to fold into six ; it can then be conveniently

carried in the pocket. Catalogues of the maps and other

publications of these two tSovcrnmcnt Departments may
be obtained from Stanfoi-d's, Charing-cross, and from these

the particular maps rtMniired, according to the district to
be examined, can be selected.

Another necessary article is a hammer : the head should
weigh about one-and-a-quarter pounds, and have a square
face, made of mild steel ; the handle is best made of ash,

and should be divided into inches, so as to serve as a
measure. The shape and weight of the hammer will vary
with the nature of the rocks on which it is to be used

;

for old tough rocks, like those of Wales, the head should
be short and heavy ; while for work among soft and easily

splitting beds a lighter and longer hamnier-hoad is de-

sirable. The wedge-end of the hammer is Ijcst made at

right-angles to the shaft When rock specimens an^
desired, a light trimming-hammer should also be carried,

to reduce the specimens into shape in the Held. A cohl

chisel is a useful companion to the hammer ; it enables

fossils, crystals, Ac, to be detached, without the risk

which often attends their removal from the rock by
means of blows from a hammer.
The hammer should be carried by means of a leather

belt, provided with a slit through which the handle may bo
passed, and a leather flap to keep the hammer-head from
soiling or chafing the clothes. To the belt a small leather

case, containing a cowpas.'', may also be attached. A
geologist cannot keep to the roads, and must have the

means, not only of steering his own path, but also of

ascertaining the direction in which the rocks run, or their

strike, as it is called ; and for each of these purposes a
compass is necessary.

It is a rare thing in this country to see a bed of rock

lie horizontally for any great distance ; any railway cutting

or {juarry will usually show the strata slanting or dippimj

in some direction or ether ; the direction may be ascer-

tained by the compass, but to measure the degree, or anffh

of dip, we use an instrument termed a clinometer. By
hanging a little pendulum to the central point, marking
degrees on the circle, and adding a short, flat base, we can

make the compass serve also as a dip-measurer, or clino-

meter. This form of instrument, complete in leather case,

is usually sold at one guinea ; but a much cheaper clino-

meter can be made by drawing a graduated semicircle on a

thin, flat, oblong piece of boxwood, and pivoting a bi-ass

pendulum at the centre of the arc.

The Wa/lel, or L'tir/, must not be forgotten, for an
enthusiastic g(!ologist seldom fails to meet with many
specimen.s, in the course of a day's outing, which he will

desire to take home for further examination, or to add to

his collection ; a leather game bag answers capitally when at

work among the igneous or slaty rocks, whoso weight and

sharp angles rapidly cut through anything less tough than

leather. The satchels made of a stout brown material

which are much used to carry school-books in, also make
capital collecting-bags. A good supply of brown paper

should be provided, so that each specimen may be wrapped
up separately, while, if fragile shells or delicate crystals are

likely to be obtained, some chip boxes and cottonwool

must also be taken. To identify specimens it is best to

carry gummed strips of numbers ; these should be detached,

one by one, and affixed to each rock or fossil at the time it

is obtained, an entry' being made at the same time in a
note-book of the locality and exact position whence the

specimen was derived, with any other particulars of

interest

Many geologists always carry a little dilut(! hydrochloric

acid, in a small stout bottle, in order to be able to identify
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any limestone they may meet with ; the elVervescence which

results when a drop of this acid is placed on any rock is a

sure sign that it contains a large proportion of carVionate

of lime. Lastly, a poclxt magnifier, provided with two

lenses, will be needed to examine tinely-graiiu'd rocks, or

to scan their surface for minute fossils.

Let no one, however, think that all the aliove articles

a-e indispensable to good geological work : the tact is that

while they are all uS'-fiJ, they are none of them absolutely

n^c'ssaty. I have known a working-man, armed with

nothing better than a coal-pick, to acquire a knowledge of

the rocky structure of the district in which he lived, which

has enabled him to lend valuable assistance to the Govern-

ment surveyor.

App.\KATrs FOR Home-work.—A good microscope is

much to be desired, and I can recommend the instrument

specially designed for geological work by Mr. Swift. It is

now very much the fashion to make thin sections of rocks,

especially the igneous rocks, so as to determine, micro-

scopically, the minerals of which they are composed ; an
excellent machine has been invented for this purpose by

Mr. Jordan ; but this costs from .£8 to o£10. Ky cement-

ing chips of rocks to strips of glass, it is possible to rub

them down by hand—lirst on an iron plate with emery and
water, and afterwards on a waterof-ayr stone with water

only, until they acquire the necessary thinness and trans-

parency ; the process is a tedious one, but a Lancashire

working-man has in this way made hundreds of beautiful

sections of the fossil plants of the coal-measures. A
cahiiiel to keep specimens in may often be picked up
second-hand ; the drawers should measure about 20 in. bj'

LJ in., and should vary in depth from U in. to 1 in.

Books.—The best general text-book for beginners is

Lyell's " Student's Elements of Geology " (Murray) ; to

this we may add Rutley's " Mineralogy " (Murby), and
" Study of Rocks " (Longmans).

In'.\.mixg of Specimeks.—Book knowledge alone is of

little real value to the geologist. He must learn to recog-

nise (1) minerals, (2) rocks, (3) fossUs. To do this it is

absolutely necessary to carefully examine correctly-named

specimens. The dweller in London must visit the geo-

logical museum in Jermyn-street and the new Natural
History Museum at South Kensington for this purpose.

Named collections, or single specimens, are sold by many
dealers, among whom I have long known Mr. Gregory
(Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square) to be thoroughly reliable

and trustworthy. By far the best work on the study of

fossils is Professor Nicholsons " Pal.Tontology " (Black-

wood), but no one must expect to make much progress in

the study of fossil shells—or, indeed, any extinct forms

—

unless they first study, to some extent, the li\-ing species.

In my recently-published Viook on " The Geology of the

Counties of England " (Kelly A- Co.), I have given lists of

the more important books and papers on general geology
;

and have also proiixed lists of local papei-s, maps, and
books to the articles on each county.

There are two great libraries of geological iKjoks in this

country, and of each of them a catalogue has recently been
published. Tlio library of the Jermyn-strrct JIuseum
includes about 28,000 volumes. To consult the books, per-

mission must l)e obtained from the curator, Mr. F. W.
Rudler, to whose kindness and courtesy I, like many other
workers in geology, can bear willing testimony.

The library of the Geological Society of London is

lodged in Burlington House ; it may be inspeoted by ol>-

taining an introduction from a Fellow. Provincial libraries

are, almost without exception, extremely deficient in geo-

logical works. Even the volumes of the Pala?ontographical

Society, in which all the British fossils are Uing figured
and described, are hardly to be met with on the bhelves of
one public library out of ten ! Of the " Transactions

"

and other publications of the local scientific societies of
Great Britain, I do not believe there is a complete set
in any library whatsoever.

But, besides the study of specimens at home, tliere is

much geology which can only be learnt by looking at the
rocks on a grand scale in the field. It was said of Mur-
chison that " he had a fine eye for a countrj-,'' and it is the
acquisition of this power of reading the surface features of
any landscape that we should strive to obtain. No district
can be uninteresting, or can fail to furnish useful employ-
ment to a true geologist The pleasure of understanding
the causes which have produced our English scenery
doubles the delight arising from its contemplation, and
when, after viewing the rocks from a distance, we interro
gate them closely in the quarry or on the hillside, we shall

learn from them the hi.stor\- of the past, told without possi
bility of error, and with a fulness according to our powers
of interpretation.

EXCxLISH SEASIDE HEALTH-RESORTS.
By Alfred Haviljlxd, MR.C.S., F.R.M.C.S. Lond.

CLASSIFICATION" (Conlimud from page .53).

BEFORE leaving the subject of the effect of latitude

on the climate of the sea-coast, it will be well to
refer to an opinion entertained by many against the more
northerly health-resorts. It is supposed that because they
are so many miles north of London and other large towns,
that they necessarily must be cold, exposed, and unfitte<l

for some cases—for instance, the consumptive. A more
erroneous notion could not be conceived ; moreover, it is one
that operates prejudicially in two ways : it prevents many
from deriving benefit from their pure and bracing climates,

and acquiring that physical and mental tone so conducive to

the prevention of the development of their latent disease ;

whilst it misleads them to the more Southern resorts, thi-

mild, balmy atmosphere of which is often a short salvation

to those whose disease is developed, but impotent to give

the necessary vigour to the young, who hope to conquer
their disease, and eventually li\e anywhere. That the

Northern part of the English coast, and especially on the

north-eastern side, has a climate in whicli consumption
(Lat. Phthisig) does not thrive, may be shown by the low
mortality from this cause, which characterises this part of

the country, and forms so remarkable a grotip in the map
whereon the geographical disti-ibution of this disease is

portrayed.

If we look at a map of England, we sliall see that its

triangular form favours, in a striking manner, the pre-

servation of the insular character of its climate, for it

tapers from its southern base, or from the fifty third to the

fifty-fifth degree of north latitude, and thus enables the

seas on its western and eastern coasts to approach each

otlier, and to increase the insularity of this area almost in

the direct ratio of its receding from the south. If we enclose

England within an area, the limits of which are defined by

the longitudes ."•^ 4.")' W. ai\d 1^ ItV K (those of the Land's

End and Lowestoft), and the latitudes .lO^ and .'hV N., and

divide it into six interl.ititudinal zones or belt.s, we shall

be able to judge, accurately enough for our )>urpose, as to

the relative proportion of land to sea that obtains within

each zona
Such an area, if the width at the northeni Iwundnry \>e

made equal to the southern, instead of following the
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mpriiliiuis (wbich grow closer to each other as they approach

tlio north) would represent about 137,4 14 square Enjjlish

miles ; each zone would therefore contain about 2l',907

square Englislj miles. The distances between the parallels

of latitude are longer than at the equator. The average,

however, of G9i Engli.sh miles has been taken, and this

would give in round niiuiV>ers 23,000 square English miles

to each zone. We shall now be able to estimate the pro-

portion of land and wator within each zonal area.

laUrisUtodiBil Zone*.
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muuities with our own over-populated country, wc cannot

fail to be struck by the marvellous way in which, at the

antipodes, production has outstripped population and given

to progress a true cornucopia running over with an

abundance of the good things of this life.

Clearly between two such communities reciprocity should

exist in the fullest and most generous sense of the expres-

sion, and thanks to many happy causes, among which

the great acceleration in steam navigation is one of the

chief items, this reciprocity does exist in a large degree,

and unless our statesmen, in dealing with these nature-

favoured colonies, commit some extraordinary tiscal or

political blunders, we may fully rely in the future on

the readiness and ability of our Australian cousins to

make good the shortcomings of our corn-fields, our stock-

yards, our sheep-lolds, and even of our orchards.

Let us examine in detail, then, the true character and
extent of these Australasian resources in all their home-
bearing aspects. Turning to the parent colony, New South
Wales, we find that the total area includes 198,626,143

acres, or, in other words, it is about the size of England and
France combined. It is within bounds to assert that

everything produced in England can be grown in new South
Wah's, including^besides the familiar fruits of the temperate

zone—oranges, lemons, tigs, ic. During the latest year

for which we have comprehensive statistics, 252,540 acres

were under wheat, yielding nearly 4,000,000 of bushels,

while over 50,000 tons of good potatoes were also raised,

to say nothing of oats, barley, rye, sugar, and grapes,

which last gave 584,000 gallons of excellent wine and
6,600 gallons of good brandy. This is, however, not all.

There were, at the period in question, 706,498 acres under
cultivation, and no less than 21,351,4.33 enclosed ready for

agricultural operations, while some 6,000,000 acres lay

outside ready to be brought within the productive pale.

The stock returns were no less remarkable. SVe find

that there were on March 31,1881, of horses 395,984 ; of

horned cattle 2,580,040 ; of sheep 32,399,547 ; and of

pigs 308,205. Such were the resources, roughly speaking,

in bread, beef, and mutton of only a single member of the

great Australasian group, and at the date in question the

population, all told, was but 503,981 souls. The figures

relative to the live stock resources are of great moment, for

the requirements of Great Britain in the way of butcher's

meat are computed to reach over 600,000 tons per annum,
a quantity coEstaniiy increasing, be it observed It is gene-

rally admitted thati n England the meat consumption per

head is full 1201b. per annum, and it is well known that

we do not ourselves produce 80 lb. of this amount The
difl'erence has, therefore, to be made good from alien

sources. To till up the deficiency requires full 20,000,000
of sheep, and here we find that a single colony—New
South Wales—can very nearly accomplish this tremendous
commissariat feat unaided, and still feed her own people.

New South Wales, however, is by no means Australasia,

as wo shall presently perceive. Let us now turn to the

most highly civilised and, to borrow an apt scientific

phrase, differentiated of all the Australasian communities

—

Victoria.

TiiF. jABLOcnKOFP LiGiiT.— Tlio contrnrt for illiiininntiiiK llio

Avenuo do I'Opi'ra with tlio Jabloclikoff candles has been renewed
by tlio mnnici()nlity of Paris for three years. Power has been
Rrantod, in connection with this now contract, to introduce the light

into the houses in the district.

Wateb Power AMD the Ef-ectric Licnr. — It is rnmonrod that n
wealthy company is maVinf; arrangements to bny the water power
at Harper's Ferry, on the Upper Potonino river, witli a view of
lighting Washington city and Baltimoro by the electric b'ght.

3^tbit\3)i,

SHAKESPEARE STUDIES.*

EVERY Englishman ought to study Shakespeare till, as

far as in him lies, he knows him well. When certain

passages not corresponding with our present ideas are

omitted, the same may be said for every woman, and for

the young folks, too. We want Shakespearean teachers

for such study : so that the splendour of Shakespeare's gift

to his people and to the world, to his age and to all time,

may be rightly seen, while yet the spots on that splendid

sun may be recognised also. But, thus far, most of our
teachers—nearly all of this present day—are word-carpers,

metre-measurers, comma-counters, allusion-hunters, and
antiquarian note-gatherers. They do good service in their

own way, but it is not the kind of service which is

chiefly wanted. It is interesting to know that the

poet we have learned to love as Shakespeare spelt his

own name Shakspere, and probably pronounced it Shax-per ;

to learn that in " Love's Labour's Lost " the proportion of

unstopt to end-stopt lines is 1 in 18-1432 ±, while in

"The Winter's Tale" this proportion has sunk to 1 in

21214 ± ("Bless thee. Bottom!"), and to learn the

numbers and percentages of light-endings, of weak-
endings, of verse lines, and so forth (" God bless us,

a thing of naught!"), and to classify the plays into

Life-Plea Plays, Unfit-Nature or Under-Burden-Failing
Plays, Ingratitude and Cursing Plays, and Plays of

Reconciliation and Forgiveness.t But "when all is

done," this is not studying Shakespeare, any more than

measuring star-places is studying astronomy, or counting

the colours in a noble painting is studying art Even the

attempt to recognise from the style what Shakespeare

really has or has not written, in works attributed to him,

or what he has written when at his 1>est or not so well, is

of little real worth compared with the loving study of his

grand creations. Loving, yet not unthoughtful. We
would not see Shakespearean students accepting all that he

has left us, as if it were beyond criticism. There is scarcely

a play of his whose plot is without fault or blemish, and in

many of the finest the borrowed story, which not only

forms the groundwork of the plot, but is left to form tlie

plot itself, is absurd, and sometimes even monstrous. Those

who try, in their love for the poet, to defend or to praise

Trhit ir«= no pirt o£ his ^ork (tho^igh he «-s3 in fault for

not rejecting t), n tea ity fail to understand him, and do

his fame illservice. Claudio's light-hearted acceptance of

Hero's cousin, Bertram's sudden resolve to love Helena
"ever, ever dearly," the Duke's "Your evil quits you
well" to Angelo (murderer in intent), Valentine's "All
that was mine in Sylvia I give thee," and hundreds of such

flaws, belonged as certainly to the original story as Cscsar's

A'< III L'nite ! If we take them as Shakespeare's we mar
his work. Nor can any thoughtful reader fail to see in his

earlier writings the signs of weakness and bad ta.<.te,— the

weakness that of inexperience, the bad taste not his own,

but that of his age and surroundings. It is only by

separating these imperfections from his true and matured
work that we can rightly and lovingly appreciate the

greatest poet the world has known.
The edition before us is not injured by the petty talk of

letter- and line-counters, date-hunters, and the like, for no

• " Tlie Leopold Shnksporo." Messrs. Casscll, Pt-tler, A Golpin,

London.

t If there is one IhinR more than anolhor wliioh ronld mnrk a
man ns thoronRhly nnnblo to rei>i);nifO the trno >-aI«o of Shake-

Kjienro's gift to man. it is snch nn atlenipt (<i clncsify his many-
sided plays.
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one is obliged to touch tlieir ill-arranged note-heaps. We
doubt if any one could read through what tliey tell us.

Dippetl into occasionally, such matter is often interesting

enough, and always amusuig. It is unfortunate that

Professor Delius's arrangement of the plays in conjectural

chronological order sliould have been followed,—the (irst

part tlms becomes mainly occupied with inferior or

doubtful plays. Our ideal Shakespeare edition should

not contain '"Titus Andronicus," whether Shakespeare

wrote all, any, or none, of this hideous play. Part I.

of " Henry VI." follows, and in all tliree parts of

•' Henry VI." there is much which is entirely unworthy of

Shakespeare, as we know him in his greater historic plays,*

" The Two Gentlemen of Verona " comes next, an im-

mense relief, and then the "Comedy of Errors," which

Dr. Dowden, forgetting the ' Taming of a Shrew," calls

Shakespeare's only Farce. This play, whatever artistic

faults may be found with it, is one of Shakespeare's brighest,

the style of fun being something like Molierc's. It is in-

teresting, as seeming to bear undoubted reference to

Shakespeare's own life. Twins (Ilamnet and Judith) had

been born to him three or four yeai-s bcfore,t and twins

alx)und in the Comedy ; but that is not the point Pro-

bably about the timo when he wrote the " Comedy of

Errors," he being then some 23 and his wife 33, the

natural ellect of his unwise marriage si.\ or seven years

l>efore had begun to lie felt rather painfully by him. He
liad learned the lesson which he taught a year or two
later :

—

Let still tlio woman tako
All filler than lier.wlf ; so wears she to liiiii,

So sways she level to ber liiLaband's heart.

Also, it is to be feared, tliis other lesson, that.

However we do praise ourselves,

Our fancies arc more giddy and infirm,

More long^ing, wavering, sooner lost and worn,
Than women's arc.

(At least, when the woman Ls much the elder.)

It is no unfair assumption to suppose that in Adriana,

Shakespeare pictured the erst fair Ann Hathaway; in

.\ntipholus of Ephesus himself. (It would be sacrilege to

think thus of any characters in his later and greater plays).

• It is rather sin^lar that in "Titus Andronicas" and the First

I'art of " Ilcniy VI.," both of which contain passages utterly atro-

rh.un ill Style and treatment, insomuch that some question whether
> , ik.-^|*.in- wrote a lino of cither, both contain lines so similar to

,:;.i- 111 ]Ai earlier sonnets as to leave little doubt that they canio
iruiM iho same pen. Thus, compare " Titug Andronicus," act ii.,

scene 2 :

—

" 8ho is a woman, therefore may be woo'd ;

Shu ia a woman, therefore may be won."

And " Uenrr VI. ," Part I., act v., scene 3

—

" 8he 'a beantiful, and therefore to bo woo'd ;

She is a woman, therefore to be won."

Wiih thcso lines in the forty-first sonnet :

—

" Beauteous thou art, therefore to be nssail'd ;

Gentle thou art, and therefore to be won."

Perhaps, however, some tcn-s}-|lablo proverbs familiar in Bhake-
Hpearo's time may have l>cen quoted, or referred to, in all thcso
putmges.

+ --•.niiiria'i wtia his first-bom. Mr. Furnivall's acconat of
rly love is rather exceptionally absurd, llo is

Iniit tluit if Shakespeare was a "young stupid,"
! of us; and telling us that one day Anno and

'''
' more," he kindly explains " that is IJanto's," as

if tl- 1 ,-,< , . f Krancesca de Himini and Paolo were not known
to all.

Possibly ho may have meant the Abbess's rather severe

teaching for his wife's special benefit :

—

Ills meat was sauced by thy upbraidings :

Unquiet meals mako ill digestions;

11 is sports were hinder'd by thy brawls :

Sweet i-ccrcation barr'd, what doth ensue
But moody and dull melancholy,
Kinsman to grim and comfortless despair ? &c.

The other play in this first part is " Henry VI,,"

Part II., little better than Part I.

All illustrations to Shakespeare are " an abomination of

desolation," from Sir John Ciilbert's, Harvey's, and the like,

down to those illustrating Dick's " Penny Shakespeare."

Those in the present edition are among the worst we have

seen. Before issuing an illustrated Shakespeare, publishers

should wait till they can engage an artist as great in his

own line as Shakespeare in his,—and /fioi they should be

assured that their artist understood Sliakespeare.

A NEW GUIDE TO THE ALPS.*

TiiK season of Continental travel has come, and guidc-

liooks arc in request. Murray and Baedeker are dear, and
they overlook sometimes the minor wants of travellers.

They address their readers as though already experienced

travellers. The guide before us is very cheap (half-a-

crown cannot be called a large price for a book of more
than 400 pages, with many elaborate maps atul diagrams,

and crowded with information on all sorts of topics im-

portant to tra^ellers). If we do not altogether admit

the scientific accuracy of the description "indispensable,"

which occupies a whole page at the beginning of the

book, we must admit that a work such as this claims

to be, is, at the price, a very desirable addition

to the contents of the tourist's wallet It treats of

Switzerland and the Swiss, and Alpine auimal.s and vege-

tation, gives hints to tourists, discusses the various routes

of travel, and deals in special articles with hotels and
pensions, mountaineering, what to wear, glaciers, Swiss

butterflies and moths, avalanches, baths and springs, the

Alps generally, the Upper Valais, the Bernese Oberland,

the Italian Lakes, and many other subjects too numerous

to mention.

Some; omissions should be corrected in later editions.

The carriage-roads over the Ober Alp should have been

shown in the general map, while the railway under the

Lukmanier should have been omitted. We note also the

entire omission of the Gries Pass. Monte Gtuieroso and

the Ilieder Alp afl'ord good rest for the weary, not men-

tioned in the "J. E. M. Guide." Such omissions, however,

though they might be noteworthy in an old established

Guide, may well be excused in a new one.

Amon(;st the many electrical companies started during tlio past

few days is one for working a material called insulitc. It is intended

to be used as an insulator, superseding glazed porcelain, ebonite,

Ac, and is composed of sawdust and suchlike substances, held

together by oxokerit. In the prospectus, it is stated that the

material has been supplied to the General Post Office and a

number of electrical authorities. So far, however, as our informa-

tion goes, the Post Office has only had a few specimens for trial.

On subjecting the insulito to a moderate temperature, it expanded

like so much dough, and crumbled to pieces between the fingers.

It is, moreover, incapable of taking small screws. Under those

circumstances, telegraph insulator manufacturers and ebonite

merchants need fear littlo from this substance, which has been

brought out with such a blaze of trumpets.

• "The Alps, and Uow to See thorn: the J. K. M. Guide to

Switzerland." Kditcd by J. K. MudUoek. (Sirnjikin, Marshall, &
Co. ; Wyman 4 Sons, London.)
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TRICYCLE RIDIXG FOR LADIES.*

THE opinions of society, at least English society, are changing,

not slowly and surely, but quickly and surely, as to what
women may or may not do.

This is observable more especially in the matter of sports. Hardly
any athletic game is now brought fonvard but women can take part
in 'it with men, if they please. And let me say this is a privilege

and a benefit to both men and women, for nothing is more healthful

to both than their joining together in their amusements. Men have
a great respect for those, be they whom they may, who can play a

good game with them. It produces a kindly, hearty feeling ; and
when called forth by women, brings with it the addition of a
•chivalric honesty. He really does wish to give her a " fair field,"

while she really does wish to receive " no favour." This was very
pleasantly shown in a lawn tennis match which Major Wingfield
(who introduced lawn tennis to the English public) and a lady,

some little time ago. The lady proved such a formidable opponent,
that he declared that he had the greatest difficulty in beating her,

and that if she had not been unduly handicapped by the weight of

her dress, the issue of the game would, no doubt, have been
different. To test the truth of his conclusions, he begged that the
lady might have her clothes weighed, while he would also have his

weighed. His were found to weigh -ti lb., while hers weighed 10 lb.

This disproportion of weight to carry, as any one acquainted with
sport " well knows, is enough to make either man or horse lose a

race.

In a similar way women allow themselves to be over-weighted
throughout the whole of their lives, whether at work or at

In the matter of "play," tricycle riding affords another very
striking example. Nothing in modem times which has been offered

them can be reckoned a greater boon. Something to vary the

<lull uniformity of their lives—the daily monotonons walk, the per-

l>etual sauntering along the same streets, gazing vacantly into the
same shop windows.
The Sanitary Record for this month has a short article recom-

mending tricycles to its readers. It says :
—" Tricycles have over

bicycles the great advantage that they .ire suited to every age, to

both sexes, and the most varied physical conditions. Every one in

•rdinary health, and possessing the use of his limbs, can, without
offort, and without previous instruction, learn to ride a tricycle.

Very little practice enables the tricyclist to traverse considerable

•listances with ease, comfort, and safety, and at a very adequate and
satisfactory pace. A pace of from seven to ten miles per hour is

•easily attained on the tricycle, and maintained for several hours in

succession without effort. The exercise is distinctly healthful, and
the mere rapid motion through the air is of itself invigorating and
refreshing. Moreover, it is so much more pleasurable to many
than the slower exercise of walking, and the facilities for covering an
extent of ground and getting quickly out into the countrj-, or the
most pleasant suburbs of great cities, are so great, that we cannot
too strongly recommend our readers generally to try for thercselvcs
the advantages of the tricycle."

But here, again, women's clothes are a hindrance and impedi-
ment—a constant and unnecessary tax upon their strength and
-endurance.

It is not in this case, as in la^vn tenrus, the li/ling weight of them
which tells, but the resiiting weight. The Sanitary RecorO says,

<-vcryone " possessing the use of his limbs " can learn to rido a
tricycle, but can a woman tied up in petticoats be said to possess
the use of her lim'js f Every time she lifts her legs to move the
treadles they have to encounter, resist, and battle with the weight
of the overhanging skirts, while in going against the wind tliey

offer about four times as much resistance as the man's trousers, and
every tricycle rider knows how that extra labour tells in working
the machine. Moreover, the really unprotected, unclothed con-
• lition of the lower part of a woman's body requires that the
-Teater part of her attention and efforts should bo directed towards
;i feuding herself against ridiculous and indecent exposure.
Women naturally sensitive on these points hold aloof from

attempting tricycle riding on this account, and will continue to do
so till a more suitable and safe garment is provided for them. A
lady who is now a member of our Rational Dress Society wrote to

mo from Scotland, asking for a pattern of our divided skirt. She
said that ladies in her part of the country had to drive about a good
<lcnl in dog-carts, that she had often longed for some sort of dress
like the one we had introduced, because getting up and down in

these vehicles was "something too dreadfully awful."
It is this fear of making a " too dreadfully awful" exhibition of

herself which deters many a woman from tricycle riding, so that it

* From the ilonthlv Gazette of the Bicvcio Touring Club for
May, 1SS2.

is mostly confined to those who can indulge in it in the privacy of
their own grounds. But these are the women who least require the
exercise—they usually have carriages and horses, for riding or
driving anywhere they please—or they can transport themselves to
" foreign parts " whenever so inclined. With women of this class,

too, any amusement, however good and healthy, is but the fashion
of the hom-— to be indulged in for one season, and forsaken the
next. But if tricycle makers wish to secure a large and constant
sale of their machines, they must make them popular with that

much larger class of women whoso only mode of quick locomotion
would be a tricycle ; and when they bad once experienced its

lileasure and health-giving power, they would not lightly relinfjuish

the use of it.

Those who are interested in seeing lady tricycle riders the rule

instead of the exception, as at present, should turn their attention

to inducing them to adopt a dress suitable to it—namely, one that

clothes them properly and decently, and one that docs not, by unduly
handicapping them, overtask their strength and energj-.

I shall be only too pleased to assist any of the lady members of

the B.T.C. with suggestions, as well as to aid them in forming a
Ladies' Committee at any time.—Mrs. E. M. King, Hon. See.,

Bational Dress Society, 31, Curnwall-road, Bayswater, London.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS.

Bv W. J. U. CL.^RK.

THERE is one branch of entomology which we are sorry to say
has not received the amount of attention that its ini|KPrtanco

deserves; we refer to breeding from the egg. The method of accu-

mulating a good collection is far more satisfactory and profitable

than either catching the imago or breeding from the larra.

It is true that egg-hunting presents many difficulties to the

beginner, owing to the extreme minuteness, in some cases, of the

egg, but these will be got over with a little time and practice.

It is an nndispnted fact that a very large percentage of the eggs

laid annually by butterflies and moths do not dcvelojio into the

perfect insect, the reason for which must be looked for in the

ravages of birds, and other causes which destroy the caterpillar

soon after its exit from the ova, and also in ichneumon flies, which
kill the insect when in the pupal state.

When bred up in the house, all these destructive influences are

done away with, and a large number of the eggs will hatch out, and
finally become ]>erfect insects.

When hunting for egg-», a few shallow boxes made of thin wood
or card-board should be taken, in which the eggs can be carried

home.
A very careful search among the leaves (especially the under

sides) and twigs of trees, stalks, and leaves of grasses, fences, and
numberless other places will probably yield good results, and the

leaf or twig should bo cut off and placed in one of the Wforc-

mentioned boxes, as by this means they will not become broken by

touching one another.

If the eggs are attached to a wooden fence or railinir. the piece

on which they are deposited must, if possible, be carefully cut away
with them, as scra])ing or brushing off mujt ncrcr bo attompteti,

owing to the exceedingly fragile nature of the i xtenial covering

membrane.
Also take notice what trees are in the immediate vicinity, as one

of them will in all probability form the foo«l of the future caterpillar.

When the eggs are taken home, place flicra in a shallow box

without a lid, carefully noting down particulars about each hatch

of eggs—such as timo'of year and where found, whether laid singly

or in clusters, and any other circumstance connecte<l with them

—

as these notes form a vcrv useful reference for future years.

Five D.ws' Uihe ox a Teicycle.—First day. Uornsey. ,
i llon.lon-

Acton, llounalow. and Basingstoke to .\ndover. 7;tJ miles. Stx^)n<l

dav. Andover to Stonehenge, Salisbury, and Wliiloparish to

Koinsev, 43 miles—von- hilly, and strong head wind. Thinl day.

Komsev to Hotlev, Wickham, Southwiik. over V.rtsdown Hill,

llavant, Chichester, ond Anind.l. 501 raile.'i-hilly lo UavTint. and

strong head wind all the day. Fourth day. .\nind.l t.. W ortlunjif

(morning) ; in thcevcning Worthing to IIor.-ham. :U>| miles, t ifth

dav. Horsham, Crnwlcv. Krigate, Cn.ydon. Strcatham, Bnxton,

Wistminstor Bridge, Th.unes Embankment to llolU-rn Niaduct,

Wi miles, .\vomge, 17 oiM miles a day ; luggage carried, over two

stone. Lovely weather, ditto scenery, and most enjoyable fatigue-

less ride—Ex'-BicvcLisT.
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, JULY 2,

MONHAY, "20X11. W] DXESDAT, USTn.

TnoRSDAY, 29tu. Fkiday, 30tii. Saturday, Ist. Sunday, 2kd.

In tho aliove charts the dotted lines aro " JBobnrs," or lines of eqnal barometrical pressure', the values nhicli they indicate being

gircn in fi).'ure8 at the end, thus—30'4. Tlio shade temperature is given in tigures for several places on the coast, and the weather is

recorded in words. Tho arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by tho number of barbs and feathers, thus:— *~

light ; > , fresh or strong ; y j , a gale ; » > , a violent gale ; O signiSes calm. The state of the sea is noted in capital

letters. The * denotes the variona stations. The hour for which each chart is drawn is 6 p.m.

FORESTS AND RAILROADS.

FROM an otTicial report made on American railroads, wo have
("imc corimis fa/ts relating to the direct connection between

tlic railroadi and tl.e deforestation of tho United States. From it

we learn that it takes 201,000 acres of forests to supply cross ties

for tho rxilrmds of the United States every year. It takes
l.S,CiOfi,0<'0 ties to supply tho demand on these railroads, for which
',n an averniro the contractors get .tS cents apiece, making in tho
ai'gregatc 5,250.<OI doN. In building a new road the contractors
li;.-ar<.- r,n 2,700 ties to the mile, while it takes 300 ties to tho mile
to keep a cinslrnclcl road in repair. Contractors, of course, buy
pieces of timbt-r land as near to the proposed line of road as jjossible,

|a%ing for tho timber an average of about 20 dols. per acre, or
j,-iving the proprietor of tho land 10 cents for every tie got
ut. The aveiajfe of a goo<I piece of timber land i< 200 ties to

ti.e acre and 12 ties to the tree. The hir.o of a cross tie differs

• n different roads, but the usual size demanded is 8 ft. Gin. long
r.nd 1^ in. fare. White or bnrr <r<k is considered the bent timber for

the ['aq.ore. all hough cherry, maple, a>h, and even loc-ust have been
LS-yl. The la.Ht nomod| were first used on tho little Miami rail-

roa/l, and after a time thrown aside as unfit for the purpose.
Railroad mi n much prefer tics hewn oat with an a«o to thoso
•awn in a mill, and many contend that tho first-named will

considerably outlast the sawed ties. This theory is probably a
fallacy, as sawed ties have been placed alongsi<le of hewn
ties and remained sound twice as long. This business gives

employment to an army of choppers, who are paid 10 cents

apiece for each tie. Continued ])raetico makes tho choppers
expert in tho use of the axe, and a single man has been known to

get out thirty-live in a day; yet the average is only ten while an
expert will probably get out twenty. Duringthe war, when tics sold

at from GO to 05 cents, choiijiers were jiaid 121 cents ajiiece. Althongh
the contractor gets S!i cents apiece from tho railroads for each tic,

still there is a loss of from 5 to 7 per cent, on dockage and Btenlagc.

An inspector is sent by tho company to inspect the ties. Ihis is

generally a clerk from some of tho ofTices, who freqnently knows
liut little as regards the strength and durability of timber, and as a
confetjuenco some of the bett trees aro docked and only bring

20 cents apiece. The stenlngo is where the fcctionnien jmt in new
ties which have not been insi)ected and received, Mnd fail to report

the use of tho same to, tho roadmaster. Nearly all cros»-tiomoB

also contract for the bridge timbers and frcstling, as well as for

telegraph poles. For tho latter, chestnut and cedar aro generally

used, 'i'hey bring about 175 dols. njiieco, and aro cut mostly in

the Tamnrac swamps of Michigan and the forcsls of Southern

Kentucky and Tonnoseeo.— Hknky V. Mooiut, in tho Journal of

forestry.
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THOUGHT-KEADISG.
[454]—Ti.e account in last iveek's Knowiedgk cf the feats per-

formtd by a conjnror before the late Charles Dickens has reminded
me of similar feats of -nbich I was a witness at Athens in ISTo.

A French conjuror, whose name, I think, was Casenenve, pave me
a piece of paper, folded up, and asked me to hold it. He then
gave to one of the audience a has of lotto cuniLers, tn another a
Jack of cards, to a third a bag cf irory letters, to a fourth a ball

of string and a pair of scissors, and to a filth, a friend of mine
sitting next to me, a box of dominoes. At the conjuror's request
the first selected a number, the second a card, the third a letter,

the fourth cut ac random a piece from the ball of string, and my
friend chose a domino. When the first had chosen his number, he,

at the conjorcr's request, passed the bag to his neighbour, and so

with the others. The conjnror then asked me to open the paper
and to stand up and read aloud the contents, which were in French.
This I did. They consisted of sentences such as the following :

—

The card chcsen will be the Knare of Clubs ; the length of the
string cut will be 1 metre 15 centimetres, and so on. In each case
the prophecy was correct.

As before stated, the domino was chosen by my friend. 1 care-

fully eiarained the box and found it to contain a complete set of
dominoes. Uenry M.

[There is a well-written note by Professor Donkin in this month's
l^\n*t€evth t'*n^uri/, endeavouring to show that the evidence given
by Profess" r Barrett and two colleagues proves very little. With-
out at all accei tirg the Brain Wave Theory, I must confess that I

have been led by stveral remarkable experiences, to the conclusion

that mind can rule mind in some way.—physically interpretable, no
doubt, but not as yet explained.— Ei>.]

THE "Cur.D SXAP" IX JUNE.

[455]—I have read a good deal in K.nowifdge about the cold

week in May, and have seen M. de Fonvillc's asteroidal theory
exploded mo^t thomnghly, and, as I think that the nlmormnl tem-
perature of lUth—12th June was as much (r more marked than
the three days of May, 1 beg to suggest that the cause I'f the same
may bo fonnd in the enormous diameter of the cyclone, and the
slow movement of its centre, which encompassed ns, and the posi-

tion in it, in which we were placed at that period. It must have
been at least 2,< 00 miles in diameter.

If upon your weather chart we trace back the isobar curve, which
is nearly alwnys coincident with the direction of the wind, to tho

distance of the quadrant of a circle, we shall find that the air which
wo received must have been, only two or three days before, driving

over immense tracts of ice-bonnd mountainous cnnntry, even beyond
the arctic circle in Norway and liussia, and no doubt driving herds
of icebergs into the Atlantic.

We know that air is not warmed directly by tho sun, but by
contact with, and radiation from, a warm surface— generally land ;

that air cannot be warmed appreciably above 32° whero fnow
exists, and that only a email rise of temperature can take pinco in

passage over water; therefore, in this position, we receive tho
cold blasts at a temperature very little above what they left these
wintry regions at.

I think in this also may bo fonnd the difagreeablenesi of thn
N.E. wind— tho cold air travelling over our warmer lands has ki«

point of saturation so suddenly raised, that it wrings the moistoni
out of everything, fairly burns up vegetation, and produces that
unpleasant feeling in the skin (really a dryness) su well known
during these winds. It may lo advanced aga'iijst this that it very
often rains from the N.E. 1 should say that on such cccasions it

must have started from the far north raining much heavier, aad
is decreasing all the way south. At such times, owing to the
moisture present, the objuctiouablo feeling of the skin is not
apparent.

if this theory be correct, wo should always experience Encl»

weather upon the back of a large, well-develo[»ed cyclone, or upciii

the front of an anticyclone, when the centre, travelling slowly from
W. 10 E., passes to the north of us. J. Moksin.

CONSUMPTION.

[456]—Allow me to cffer a few hints which do not agree with
Koch's germ origin of phthisis. There are a few wril-kiiown kindx
of consumption, known asthe knife-orscisfor-griiders', the mineis'
or marble-masons', and the cotton-sorters'. In all these cases the
disease is duo to bieathii g troall particles of iron, coal, stone, or
cotton. These particles are carried into minute tubules of the
lungs, and there set up irritation and int!ammation by tl eir

presence. The sputa of these patients contain iron, coal, or stoni-

particles. There is also another kind cf consumption which docB
not come under Koch's theory, and that is fibroid consumption, duv
to excessive drinking of alcoholic liquids. Consumption is caused
by anything whiih tends to wcakin the body, amongst which im-
pure air may be set down as a great cause.

Many of the present generation are carrying tie germ theory t<»

excess. Many medical men are afraid t f geinis as if they wen-
poison, and will not allow a simple wound to hial without applyii'it

some germicide. The healthy body is the best known antidote to

germs ; a germ cannot flourish there ; it is like throwing seed on :»

rock—it soon |erishes. [But if the body ia unfortunately n'jt

healthy ?

—

Ed.]—Voors truly,

June 24. 18t>2. T. K. Allinsox, L.R.C.P., Ac.

BREAK FOR TWO-WHEELED VEHICLE.
[457]—Malvern town abounds in steep hills. The two-whecKJ

vehicles, from the doctor's gig to the butchers' and bakers' carls,

have double breaks, i.e., one to each wheel, actuated by a lever
similar in construction to that used on four-wheeled vehicles, applivd
to the back of the wheels, in a line level with the axle. U. U.
Hay 2f>, 1SS2.

FIELD EMETICS.

[458]
—

" As a practical thing to know (in the field), a rbargo <>i

gunpowder is a capital emetic

—

tiu it (in eirjort t-Wi)."— (lid-
Knowlei:cf, vol. ii., p. 8). Query—Would cot dolrmite, «1 aken
up with water (it wou.d not dissolve), often be of value, on acccuut
of the carbonate ol magnesia ? M.

TRICYCLINO.

[459]—Probably, many of your readers may be seriously thinkirf;

of procuring a tricycle, and securing exercise and change of eceni»

by that most excellent and delightful means.
lo such as may be that way inclined, n few words of advice as t<»

adjustments, accessories, Ac, from a prac'ised cyclist may, perhaps,

be useful.

I mentioned in my last letter the machine and siio of wheels I

have found to give me the most satisfaction, and will merely now
say that, whatever may be the machine selectiil, it thovid drtre hoth

uhet'U dirrct, without any complications, 1 lit* with simple chain*
with revolving ferules < n the links. 'Ihf»«' «ill le fonnd to hf much
more reliable than anything else, in spite t f objections in theory

that may be urged to the onlrary. 1 haw ridden luy mBchini»

some 4,lK)U measured miles since last Jnm-, and never yet had
any trouble whatever «ith tho chains. My atlvice is, s|x^i»lly avoid

all complicated mechanism, as it is snre lo ;;o wrong before long

when put to tho inc^^s:lnt jurnng of the roads, cr to make an
irritating, rattling noise.

With a large wheel, a weak rider can snurc great ease of work
ing by " gearing down," i.e., by having his top rog-«hrels with

m<ro co):8 than the bottom ones, which gl>c8 incrca>cd power b)>

hills, though, if carried to excess, it much decreases the spted.

All who wear tnaisers should ride u| on saddles—not seats. .\

saddle allows the legs to hang ficcly don nwardf, and to work witlioal
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rfstraint from the hip. Ami though in tho shop it may seem that

« •• scat " ia much easier whcu used as one might use au onlinnry

chair, and sat " siiuub " U|>oii, when ritling this cannot bo done,

and at tho same time permit the legs to move from tho hips (ag in

«Talking>, which is a sine <]iiti noii for comfort in riding. A man on

a seat must have his legs bent at an acwto angle at the knocs, and
he then presents a Tery unsightly appearance, with his kucos iioji-

ping up and down almost up to his chin, besides the extra fatigue

invoh-cd. Saddles arc made with a broad seat, and also with backs,

and they are really most comfortable, and tho pommel so divides

the fork as to avoid all dialing. Ex-Bicyclist.

[460]—It may interest those of your readers who arc trioyclists to

loam that Mr. Marriott, of Nottingham, has ridden from Derby to

Uolyhcad, through Burton, Lichfield, Shifnal, Shrewsbury, Corwon,
Bettw8-y-Coed, and Bangor, a distance of one hundred and eighty

miles, in iwenty-threo hours and three cjnarters on a tricycle. Tho
road for quite half the distance was mountainous, .some of tho hills

being six and scren miles long, and in many parts tho roads were
so rough that it was like riding through the bed of a stream dried

up. For a tricyclist. this is the longest journey in twenty-four
hoars on record. Jon.v Bh6w.ni.so, L.T.C.

INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE ON PLANTS.

[461]—In a number of Kxowledoe on which I cannot at present
lay my hand, I noticed some facts with regard to the influence of

climate on plant.". It way interest your readers to know that plants

foci severely the change in their usual habits which takes place
when they are transplanted from Europe to South Africa. Tho
Curator of tho Botanical Gardens here, who has, perhaps, more
practical knowledge of tree-planting than any man in tho country,
informs me that this is markedly the case with regard to fruit-

trees. The reversal of the season.'), occasioned by tho change of

l:emispherc, bewilders tho plants, which are in some sense " edu-
cated " to such a degree that they arc not able to survive the shock.
Tho only chance of getting them to grow is by grafting, when they
borrow tho constitution of tho tree on which they are grafted, and
acclimatise readily. Ordinary deciduous trees bohavo very ii-rc-

gularly also. Sumctimes they will pull through, sometimos they
die, but the first i uttings never appear to thrive. I understand that
evergreens are not affected.

Birds take to tho change of season well, if one may judge by
the few European sparrows which have beeri introduced. European
dogs generally die. Imported oxen and horses appear to do well,

provided they receive tho same amount of care which they expe-
rience at home. Cats thrive.

Perhaps I may bo pardoned if I suggest that tho appearance of

nnmerous articles from upholders of Darwinism in your capital

magazine, must not lead your less scientific readers to imply that
Darwinism is by any means universally accepted. It is, admittedly,
only a hypothesis. 1 use tho word hypothesis in tho sense to which
yon restrict it in " Pleasant Ways in Science " (p. 315), as an opinion
not based on phenomena. Dr. Mivart, one of tho greatest of living

anatomists, terms it, with all due solemnity, " a jmerilo hypothesis."
May I be allowed to recommend to those of your readers, who are not
terrified by mero weiglit of names on the other side to road care-
fully Mivart on the ' Genesis of Spcnies," Dr. Elam's " Winds of
Doctrine," and Dr. Beale's " Protoplasm," in which they will find

refreshing antidotes to the works of Danvin, Iluxley, and Uacckel,
the positive, comparative, and superlative exponents respectively of
the faiihionablo doctrines in trancendental doctrine. Especially let

them study well the history of " Batbybius Uaockelii," two unfit

evolutions from tho original Darwinic idea, which have ceased to
survive.

As a last suggestion (1 hope yon will forgive the space) moy I

remark that your magazine is extensively read this side the
equator, and that some good map.i of tho southern sky would bo
appreciated both here and in Australasia. j! Nixox.
Omhamstown, Cape Colony, ilmj i, J882.

THE SPAWN OF " DOIUS TUBEHCULATA" (COV.).

[462]—I have lately obtained a largo mass of the riband spawn
of tho largo Nudiliriinoliiato Mollusc, Dnria tubeyeulata, which, I

think, worth mentioning in your columns. While on a visit last
week with a relative at West Kirby, near Iloylake, Cheshire, I

availed myself of the oji|)ortunity which a tide of about 18 ft.

fTordcd, of a visit to the Uilbrc inland, at tho month of tho Dec.
I;ivingon a previous occasirm been fortunate enough to secure
vemi fine sfiecimcns of tho beautiful Dcndronotiiit arliorc/ccnii, 1

' ioaght I would trj- my luck again. I may mention that Ililbro
i-ilaotl during tho tides of the spring and aotamn equinoxes is well

worth visiting for specimens of marine zoology. Tho tides of last

week, however, were not sutficiontly low to expose at their full ebb
tho most promising places. At one spot 1 CBi>iod a largo white
mass of something hanging from a rock, and this I found to bo tho
riband spawn of Doris tiihciculata ; it was hanging from tho undcr-
lodge of a rock of red sandstone, to which it was firmly fixed,

except nt one end of the mass, where, for about three or
four inches, it hung loosely from tho rest. On detaching tho
mass and unfolding it, I was astonished at its great length.
1 did not measure it, but 1 am sure lliat it was more than a mile
long, and being in one uniform, uninterruptod band, it must have
been tho product of a single parent. Tho breadth of tho band I

afterwards found to measure one inch and four-tenths. Not far
from this spot, a Iloylake fisherman, who was after prawns, scooped
out in his net from under the ledges of the rock two creatures,
which ho politely gave to me ; these were two fine specimens of the
Nudibranch itself. The largest, which was of a beautiful lemon
colour, without a single spot of any other colour, measures—for I

have both specimens alive now—four inches in length and two-and-
a-half in breadth. Tho other is not so largo, and is handsomely
marbled with yellow, dark brown, and delicate pink. I do not
know whether this spawn-mass is of unusual size, but Alder and
Hancock speak of an unfolded coil of Doris spawn of nine inches in

Irnf^'tli and nearly ono inch broad as being ono of lai-go size.

.Spieiniens of Vuris tuherculula have been found measuring five

inches in length ; I should tliink that tho parent of the mass
I found must liavo been larger; for the riband must have
been fully forty inches long. This band, which is transparent,
and fairly tough, is full of countless numbers of ova or embtyos.
I have kept a portion of this spawn in salt water nearly a week;
on examining it under the microscope today, I find many of tho
embryos still alive and considerably developed. Very curious it is

to witness the constant activity of these baby-nudibranohs, as they
perform their rapid rotations within tho enclosing transparent mem-
branes. Jn some of these only ono embryo is scon, in many, two
are found ; and not unfrcquently, throo are seen to disport them-
selves in one membrane or chorion. Conspicuous aro tho two oval
lobes, which are thickly fringed with long, strong cilia, by means of

which the little creature rows itself rapidly within its circumscribed
" oval," and which aro destined to play the same locomotive func-

tion when it is liberated from its chorion. Now these cilia are in

motion, now they stop their machinery, and tho littlo croaturo
partially withdraws itself into an exceedingly thin, transparent
shell, somewhat resembling that of tho nautilus. Tho pedal process
(foot) is apparent, and careful focussing reveals the presence of a
delicate, transjiarent operculum on the under side of the foot. I

see clearly the two circular otoliths in the region of the mouth;
the stomach intestine and other viscera are evident enough,
in a mass, bat not easy to distinguish separately, owing to its

opacity. Tho muscle which attaches the embi-yo to tho bottom of

the shell is scon in tho shape of a senii-trnnsparont conical organ.
Nearly tho whole of tho rest of the body of tho embryo is separated
from the shell by a well-defined clear space. Tho figures in Alder
and Hancock's Monograph (Fam. I. pi. 3) are well shown, and what
is before nio convinces mo of their accuracy. Of the thousands of

thousands of ova contained in the spawn of tho nudibranchs, how
few aro destined to survive and reward the marine zoologists by
their presence as adult animals. I am reminiled ut what occurs in

oysters. Delicate locomotive larv;e, when free swimmers, aro

at tho mercy of tho rough waves, and in the troubled

sea of their infancy they have but littlo chance of settling

down to a quiet life, and developing the characters which
murk tho respective adult species; so that, I should suppose, tho

nudibranch babies require similar conditions to those necessary for

the development of the young collated oysters, vie., a calm soa and
a warm temperature, i secured one raoro nudibranch during ray

short visit at Ililbro, a fine JMis papillosa. But, beautiful in

colour and curious often in form as our nudibranchs are, it must be
confessed that they are, as adults, dreadfully sluggish in their

movements -painfully slow. This, 1 think, is especially true of

Dori.1 tnherruliita. " Do move on, sir," ono repeals in vain. I call

them " Cretans." Would you know why ? Because they are
" slow bellies." Even as Epimenides calls the people of that island,

in a lino quoted by St. Paul (Titus i., 12) :

—

Kp»}r«c «»< yl/ivarai, koki'i Sijpin, yaaripii; Apyai.

Of course it is only tho latter description that is applicable to

nudibranchs. W. UouurnoN.
Hay 22, 1882.

Coal Dndkb IvONDon.—.\t tho half-yearly mooting of tho pro-

prietors of the Sonthwark and Vauxhall Water CJompany, it was
mentioned incidentally that in sinking a now well at Streatham,
pieces of coal had been founri LjO feet below the surface.

—

Daily

Neivi.
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gnslun-fl! to Corrrsponlifntfi!*

*^* All commun\eation» for the Editor requiring early attention thould reach the

C^ce on or before the Saturday preceding the current isiue oj Knowlbdoe, th»

increaeing circulation of xhich compile ii$ to go to prett early in the tceek.

HiKTS TO COBSISPOKBIICTS.—1. Ab qnetfioni atlcing for icientijic in/ormation

can be anncered through the poet. 2. Letters tent to the Editor for correepondentt

cannot be forvarded ; nor can the namee or addreeeea qf correepondenta be gittn in

anencer to private inquiriee, 3. Correepondente ehould terite on one tide otily of
the paper, and put dratcinge en a eeparale teq/. 4. Each letter should hate a iiile,

and in replying to a letter, r^erence should be made to its number, the page on
which it appears, and its title,

M. E. H. H. Your answer to " Pjranius" is not coirect. IIow do
you make out fourteen for tliird year ? There would be twelve for

lirst year, each of whom at end of year would pay £40, making,
with £6,000 annual subscription, £6,480 ; out of whicli, twelve more
would each receiTe £500. At the end of second year there would
bo £6,960 for distribution, and thirteen (not fourteen) more sub-

scribers would receive, each, £500, and so on.— il. J. Madge. As
stated, we were referring to the idea as presented by our corre-

spondent. Permit us to say that your way of putting the theory
is entirely unscientific—the " evolution of immense volumes of

electrical energy which, flj-ing ofi from the sun's body into space,"

<ic., do such and such things, will really not do in the way of

scientific descrijjtion, even if the ideas underlying your account wero
sound. The theory that the greater eccentricity of cometic
orbits is duo to the cometic nucleus being "constituted of a
nature less amenable to electric absorption than the planets,"

is utterly untenable.—F. Sk:.t..\k. Thanks ; will consider both
points.—EBi.N-GO-BRAcn. Centre of earth generally regarded
as solid. We are approaching Hercules, rale not known.
Estimate usually given (150 million miles per annum)
unite untrustworthy.—F. Wixgheld. The question, p. 4-1, should
liavo been, When wiJI Arcturus cross the meridian three hours before
noon 'f The mistake is tolerably obvious, for if sidereal time on
December 9 at noon is 17 h. 10 m., it wiU not be 14 h. 10 m. at 3 p.m.,

but 20 h. 10 m.—J. Clakk wishes to know where in the writings of

Augustine the saying occurs :
" God is great in great things, but

greatest in small things " (veiy kind of Augustine thus carefully to

apportion his praise).— One Offe.sded. Your complaint is pre-

posterous. Wo cannot ask advertisers to certify that the goods
they offer at specific prices are worth the money. " Yea, indeed,"
as you put it, that would be absurd.—F. G. A. A bicycle in not
kept in the vertical position in the same way as a hoop. In the case
of a rolling hoop there cannot bo displacement from the vortical

without greater changes in the direction of motion of particles of

the hoop than the hoop's weight can produce. But in the case of

!i bicycle, oven when at Ugh speed, the weight of the rider would
.suffice to bring the instrument and himself over, did he not com-
bine with balancing movements such slight changes of direction as

cause the weight which had boon tending to produce sway in one
direction to act iii the opposite. The greater the rider's practice,

tho less these changes, till they are practically evanescent. But
no bicyclist could trust to the steadiness resulting from the mere
running of the wheels.—J. A. L. R. I doubt whether any photo-

graphs of tho recent solar eclipse will bo available for tho '" public

eye " for many months to come. Very little of importance was added
to oar knowledge of the sun on that occasion. All that about
evidence of tho dissociation of tho so-called elements in tho sun is

sheer windy nonsense. Professors Liveing and Dewar have dis-

proved tho supposed terrestrial evidence, and Professor Young
tho supposed solar evidence, and nothing new was obtained on
that point, last May.—PnAiiMACEi'TicAL CnEMUsT. Fear it is

only too true that bicycling injures tho spino, though strongly-built

men may not notice tho effect for a long time. Theoretically,

nothing could be much more mischievous to the system than jarring

tho body when in the attitude necessary for bicycling.— II. W.
.Mai.et. The lato Sir Charles I.yoll, on tho contrary, attached great

weight to Mr. CroU's geological investigations. Tho subject is,

however, as you say, very dillicult. 1 cannot quite see why I ho

mere fact that the undated carboniferous system has buried

the .Ti- miles of denuded matter, justifies your considering tho

work of denudation to have been done under water, and so mul-

tiplying tho time by 1,740! Again, tho goograiihiciil, and not the

physiographical (horrible word), is the true surface measure in such

oiscs; for tho average denudation per s(iuare mile is in question,

not tho avcr.ago measm'cd vertically to the surface, with all its

varying slopes.—A REAnKK ok Knowledge. The comet may pos-

sibly bo visible in tho positions indicated elsewhere ; but only with

a good telescope.

—

Campsie. Fear tho transference of engmvings
to porcelaia rather outside our range, but if any readers of Know-
ledge know how such work is done, wo will find simce for their

.iccount, if not too long.—AfGU.sTfs J. Harvev. Ah, yes ! get

Government to do anything, and it is sure to be done well,

—

Cioverument not being carried on by men like the rest, but by men
officially etherialiscd. Your " one hundred national painters," all

painting " for the glory of England," would be sure to raise the tone
of art. Our school boards ought to adopt this as a copy-book text,

—

Official Pcsition Ensures Continuous Aiuiduilij.— W.Vt'. I would like

to tell you at what point of tho celestial compass our globe is at

the summer solstice ; but—forgive my ignorance—what i« the celes-

tial compass ?—J. A. W. Oliveb. Thanks for your valuable and
suggestive letter.

—

Cabl S. The reverend gentlemen you quote
and name imagine that because they can only conceive a deity very

limited in his attributes (though they talk of Infinite Power, Om-
niscience, Omnipresence, and Eternity), science, which smiles at

their limited deity, is atheistic. They are quite honest, however, in

their denunciations. They have gravely told me of a scientific

club— president, Professor Tyndall— founded for tho advance-
ment of atheism. The object, no doubt, is to get rid of all

restraints, religions or moral. It is, of course, well known
that nine-tenths of all the offenders brought annually to judgment
in civilised communities are men of science (under disguised

names).—A. Aitke.v. Sorrj- for tho mistake about postage; but

the wrapper should have been sent to publishers, not to editor. I

do not think your solution of Pyraraus's question quite right, unless

we assume that, as fast as money comes in, it is used to give sub-

scribers their £500, or such part nf it as can be distributed, those

who have received a part paying a proportional part only of

the annual .£10. In that case, of course, your solution would bo

correct. Every one seems to understand the question differently,

by-the-way.—G. L. U.akbai'. If I remember rightly, there is

a good exposition of the Nebular llypothesis in Prof. Xewcomb's
"Popul.ir Astronomy."—II. A. B. (1) Arago's delightful Essay

on Lightning (in his "Meteorological Essays"). (2) The fact

that after June 21 tho days do not shorten as rapidly as

they lengthen after December 21 i.s due to the motion

of the earth being slower in Juno and July than in Decern

bcr and January. Tho ear<h, as it were, han^s longer in tho

solstitial neighbourhood. (3) The sun's orbit m stellar space is

not circuited in hundreds of thousands of years; thousands of

millions would be nearer the mark, I imagine. (4) The instinct

and reason differences hard to define.—R. S. McKebreli. Go
through the work to bo indexed, writing down the title and ]>ago of

each subject on a separate small sliji of pa])er, or, if of sufficient

importance, on two or more, varying the heading, as,—Spots i^n tbo

Sun, by W. Uupgins, p. 113; Sun, Spots on, W. Uuggins, p. 113;

Huggins, W., Spots on the Sun, p. 113. Ilieu sort ; first into

letters, then under each letter into proper alphabetical posi-

tion. — W. Lees. Wo have such a list ; but wo aro not

free to lend it ; so far as wo aro concerned, wo ivould

willingly do so. We do not belong to the society.—Serckast

A. SnARPE. Many thanks ; but electrical and telegraphic articles

already provided for.

—

Faheu.vt. That leaf (v., vi., in No. 33), is

not to be bound with the volume. The advertisement ytar. ni

foot of p. 47, was inserted by mistake of printers, as you can gntlicr

by glancing over ndvertiscuieut columns. The contributiir you

name has promised to do what those you refer to would not do, and

his papers will have an independent value accordingly, and bo

practically more useful; just as my valued friend F.R-A.S.

describes nothing in his " Nights " which ho has not oianiincd

at the telesco|» within o few hours of tho time of writing.

—J. U. ConUETT. Four weeks of ill-health (we aro quite well

again, thanks) must be onr excuse for not sooner replying. Liko

you, we have never soon oitlar A'cnns or Eve, in painting or statue,

represented otherwise than as a more or less be.iutiful young

wonuin, born in the usual way. Michael Angelo, who repn-sentod

Moses with horns, might Imvo venlurcjl on a bolder cours«' with

either of those ladies, or with both. Many thatiks for your kiml

advocacy.—J. L. 11. Thanks for solutions of mathematical

probl.-ms. Wo give shorter and more general solution.— J. Gbkv.

Doubtless the comet : see part of reply above to J. H. Cobbett.—

Excelsior. See reply to J. II. Cobbett.-A JiNioK. It shonld

hardlv bo necessary to say that I jwrsonnlly would prefer having

more" astronomy; but 1 yield place to others, and ask others

to do part, or must of the astronomy.—J. A. U. Tho diffi-

culty has lK>en that description of the microphone turni-d out to

lie very long and illustration rather exiKmsive. We cannot keep our

corrcspondenia' promises.— P. H. D. The ice theory li;»s .lilficullios ;

but if every year there is a cold spell due to ice, an.l the iiveraKO

lime for thVis a particular part of May, that would .account fi>r tho

observed fact—the thiTO cold days.—C. M. P.h.lk. Yea; thero is

room fi.r oil. Tho point is that with natuml increase, even as now

checked in England, a few hundred years would overcrowd

the earth, counting "humans" only.— .1. K. Yes; Browning's

Rninbnnd Spectroscope shows the niin-sign admirably.—VkubI'si

Sap. Yesj but how nU>ut tho prcprielors, if we thus do advcr-
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k'aiiii; prjitis?—J. W. Bloom, Ed. Wo sliaU bo only too Kind to

notioo the ntagnzinc ; as we \vni<>, your letter only to liaiiil from
hca"i office.

—

A&ab. Alas ! we Imro never played Napoleon, and
your iinestion is on enigma to us. — U. Sadler. Wo aj^reo

with you, and bo, wo fancy, would our friend, F.U.A.S.,

en further consideration, that thu common proper motion
of Castor and • implies that ti.ey art connected. — T. J.

llU'KiN. Thanks. (1) It would be a pity were a chance given

for " the enemy to blaspheme." Dr. Ball wont rather beyond
iho record in saying that if all the planets did not rovolvo

in the same direction, the solar system would have perished long

ago." Perhaps 1 wont also beyond the record in saying " it would
have been as well with the solar system as at present if some
planets went one way and some another." Laplace proved that

with all the planets going tho samo way round, and all

with small inclinations and eccentricities, there could bo no
destructive changes in tho solar system. liut, ho never proved
Uiat if any even of tho large planets went tho wrong way
round, there icouJJ be destructive changes. Dr. Ball, by sa.i ing,
" at all events, tho larger planets," shows that ho recognises

the quantitative character of tho problem, with which unaly.sis has
never dealt in a quantitJitive manner. 1 am satisfied tho revolution

of Jupiter the wn>ng way round would do no more harm than that

of the earth or Venus— pel haps IcfS, when duo ro»unt isjtaken of

the much greater scale of the distances in tho system of giant

planets than in that of tho terrestrial planets. Albeit, this has
never been ])njved. From the nature of liagrange's etjuations in

dealing with this matter, it may be rogirdcd as shown that tho

stability of the solar system would not bo absolutely certain, as now
(without much moro inrjniry ) if any of the planets went the A-rong way
round. (2) Any text book of geography which states that tho varia-

tion of the major axis of the earth's orbit has influenced climatic

relations, has undoubtedly bluudired. It should bo " minor axis,"

though the major axis is vci-y slightly variable, in long periods of

time, in an oscillatory manner. You quote Mitchell's " Orbs of

lloaven," but he was not competent to give an independent opinion

on such matters. We find him confounding the parallelogram of

velocities with the parallelogram of forces, and making other

mistakes equally fatal to his position as an authority.—W. 1'akkeh.

It is not easy to say what books would suit you, as tho range from
the easiest to the most diffi,;ult is fo great. East and west are

different in star maps and geographical maps, because wo look np
to the skies and down upon tho earth. N'ote, however, that in my
maps there is no right, or left, or top, or bottom ; but the middle is

the top, and the bottom is all round.—E. T. C. W. Might yon not as

well argue that since the moon affects tho tides, so may Saturn or

Jupiter affect the ocean in some other, bat quite as marked,
manner? Tho influence of the moon on lunatics, assuming it to

exist, might depend in some way on her attractive, luminous,
thermal, or magnetic influence ; compare any or all of these with
any corresponding influence which any one of tho planets could

exert, and you will see that astrology (which assigned much more
putent influences to Jupiter and Saturn than to tho moon) cannot
possibly derive supjiort, as you suggest, from lunar influences.— U.

Wood. 1 referred to pure chance tossing, not to the skilful repetition

of precisely identical tossings ; but I said suspicion would be justi-

fied. There arc two theories -one that tho coin has two heads,

the other that it is a fair coin—on the first tho chance of tho

observed cvci^t is 1, on the other it is about 1-milliontli.

Hence, the probability of tho first theory comes out, by
the formula we gave, very much greater than that of tho

second (supposing both antecedently to be equally likely) ; or it is

most probable, though not quite certain, that a two-headed coin is

Iwing used. If there were any feasible way of explaining as simply
the occurrence of twenty tossings always as predicted, though
not always of ono kind, precisely the same reasoning would apply
to a ca«c where each of twenty to.ssings was in favour of

the toi^ser. Suppose, for instance, tho theory to be that ho
has one two-headed and one two-tailed coin, and that ho is

HI) dcxternos that, while seeming always to toss ono coin,

ho in reality changes Ihem at will ; then if ho wins twenty
times in soccesHion, the chance of that theory being true
would Ije much more likely than Ujo chance that ono coin is

used,—even though the odds against )iis being so skilful and
aliio so dishonest, were, antecedently, a hundred or a thousand to
one.— K. Wood. Dear old Walkinghame-l had quite forgotten his

rulf^ (usually very bad) ; but certainly thope you quote for division
of decimals are pretty good, though that is an awkward scntcnco

—

" The 'jw.tient mvit hare »o nwny deriinal jilaccH an the dividend haa
more Ihnn the divitnr "—regarded as a general rule, and in connec-
tion with the fact that the dividend may havo/fu-cr decimal places
than the divisor.—GsAliATiM. Jt is the cii«o that any map can bo
iaint«<l in four colours, whatever the number and arrangement (it

divisions— only there mu^rt not be, as in England in counties, a part

of any one county, country, or ahiro within another or separated
from tho main body. Tho proof is not very simple— I have for-

gotten it. Perhaps some reader may rcnieniher it. I havo not
forgotten my promise about precession or limitation of abstrac
space. But I have been baflled, so far, by tho constant proceaaioii

of new subjects and the limitation of om- concroto space.

ELECTRICAL.
William Evans's Swan Lamps can bo purchased for Ss. eaoli

(support. Is. extra) of tho Swan Electric Light Company, Mosley-
stieet, Newcastle-on-Tyno. To light otic will bo an expensive
nuitter. You require twenty good Bunsen cells, quart siao, which
can bo procured at 68. each from Ormo & Co., Barbican, 'I'ownson

it Mercer, Bishopsgate-street, Griflin & Co., Long-ucro, London,
Mottershead & Co., Manchester, or, in fact, any good ])hysical in-

strument-makers. To buy tho parts and make the colls yourself.

the cost would bo about 3s. Gd. each. These cells will take about
151b. of nitric acid (sp. g. 1,420), at 4d. to Cd. per lb., and 4)b.
to Gib. of sulphuric acid (good commercial), at Id. per lb. Tho
battery will lust three to four hours, and tlio nitric acid may bo
used tlirco times, after which it will be too far spent to bo useful.

The only other part you require is the wire, the cost of which will,

of course, depend on its length.

—

Constant UtUDKB. OriginaHy
enormous battery power was used to work Atlantic cables, but »
method is now adopted with excellent results. Each end of tho
cable is connected to a condenser ; no current is sent into tho

cable, tho signal being transmitted by charging ono side of the

condenser from six or eight bichromate cells. 'I'his chargo (sup-

posing it to bo + ) induces a — charge on tho other side, and
a corresponding •(• charge on one side of tho condenser at

the remote end of the cable. The other side of the distant

condenser becomes char^'cd — ly, this latter induction actuating

the receiving apparatus. Tho resistance of tho older cables i«

about 7,uOj ohms, but tho more recent ones are a little loss.

Elkctbon. Tho Leclancho cell; soo last week's answer to H.
Bardsley.—Timothy Fishku. Tho chloride of silver battery should
be charged with a weak solution of ammoniac chloride (sal ammo-
niac). Tho zinc dissolves as a chloride, and tho chlordeot silver

is decomposed, the metal attaching in a spongy state to tho silver

wire, and the chlorine taking the place of that which unites with
the zincs.

—

Jamrs Grundy. 1. Tho machine is not cnlcuhitod to do
what you require. Y'ou want a machine wound with thick wire,

and offering very low resistance ; considerably loss than ono
ohm. 2. 'iho machine will not light two Swan lamps, unless

they aro very small indeed. Before I can attem)7t to advist-

any particular dimensions, I must know more about tho lampn
you mention. What is their reputed candle-power ? 3. Two
Bunsens in series would be plenty, but your Leclancho wHll

do very well. If tho resistance of tho coil of wire docs not exceed

8 ohms, join tho cells in half-series. 4. Your diagram not quite

clear. Tho magnets aro of tho horseshoe or U form, and should

be so ])laced in tho grooves as to make ono pole. piece a north polo

and the other a south pole. 5. Let the magnets come as closely in

contact with tho pole-pieces as you po.isibly can. 6. Jumin magnets
increase tho power, but you would do better still by u.sing electro

magnets. 7. You talk about using a machine where you cannot
use a firo for heating purposes. Do not forget that an electric

generator used in a coul-inine would, in all cases where naked flamo
is prohibited, prove disastrous on account of the spark at tho com-
mutator. You mustsend yourcurrnnt into tho minooithcr by means
of a wire, or in accumulation.— G. II. Moutimeu. Tho zinc jilato in u

Daniell cell should bo { to i of an inch thick. To amalgamate tho

plate, clean it in a weak solution of suljihurio or hydrochliiric acid,

then rub a little mercury over it. If the mercury does not adhere,

wash tho plate again and repeat until thoroughly amalgamated.
There are several other methods, but this is the best under tho
circumstances.

CUEMICAL.
W. H. U. Ydur query is not correctly worded; wo ijroaumo

you mean that "the ignition point of ammonia gas is higher than

tho temperature jiroductd iiy (not required for) its combustion."

It is well known that substances havo to bo heated to a certain

point before they will combine ; thus, phosphorus, which burns to

brightly in oxygen, requires to bo raised above tho ordinary tem-

perature before tho action commences. The heat produced by tho

union of tho first few molecules is so intense that the neighbouring

ones aro heated beyOnd tho ignition point, and po tho burning

procueds vigorously. There are otlier substances that havo very

little chemical attraction for each other ; coiiBcquontly their union

is productive of very little heat, and also they, as a rule, possess a

high ignition point. Now, if ono of these substances bo heated

sufliciently at ono point to cause it to burn, as tho heat

produced is not sulliiient to raise the tcmpi'raturo of the
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contiguous particles to the ignition point, the burning cannot
continue without the continued application of eitenial heat.

The combustion of ammonia consists not only of combina-
tion, but also of separation, of atoms. The chemical change is

represented by 4NU3 + 30; = 2Xj + 60^0, the hydrogen combines
with oxygen, and nitrogen is liberated. The heat prodnceil by the
combustion of the hydrogen is, in great part, used up in dissociating

that element from the nitrogen. For this reason the ignition point

is high, and the sensible heat of combustion low.^W. P. Provided
the combustion of coal gas is complete, precisely the same amount of

heat is generated, whether the gas be burned from a Bunsen, or an
ordinary luminous gas-burner. In the latter case, however, the
combustion rarely is complete, as witness our smoky ceilings.

Where the flame is used for lieating, say a kettle of water, the

iinnscn is more efficient, because it deposits no soot ; any
Huch deposit acts as a non-conductor of heat, and further

represents fuel that ought to have been burned up. Again,
a luminous flame radiates heat as well as light, and this is

another source of loss. In gas cooking-stoves, meat is roasted by
the radiant heat, and here small luminous jets are always employed
above and around the joint, but not under. The advantage of the
Bunsen under certain circumstances depends, not on its posses.sing

a power of producing absolutely more heat, but on its producing it

in a form more .ipplicable to the purpose on hand. If instances are
wanted of the densest ignorance of the elementary laws of heating,

glaring examples can usually be found in any exhibition of cooking
and heating-stoves.

—

Cekto. " Dnlong and Petit, who were the

earliest investigators on the subject, contended that all elementary
atoms hare the same capacity for heat, or, in other words, that

the specific heats of all elementary atoms are the same. If this

law be admitted, it is obvious that the determination of the

specific heat of an element must furnish a ready means of

fixing its atomic weight." (Watts's Dictionary.) This explains
Frankland's rule ; since 7 is the atomic weight of lithium, " the
weight of any other element in the solid condition which at the

same temperature contains the same amount of heat, as 7 parts of

lithium must be the atomic weight." This rule is particularly useful

in determining whether a particular number or a simple multiple of

it really represents the weight of the atom. In the case of solids

it is often difl[icult to determine this otherivise. Lithium is con-
veniently selected as the st.andard because its atomic weight is low.

The rule, with ecjual propriety, might read, "the weight
as 2-i parts of solid magnesium." Lithium has a specific heat of

O04O8. Bisulphide of carbon (CS;) is a very volatile liriuid, having
Ik most dis.igreeab!o odour. It is produced by passing sulphur
vapour over red-hot charcoal, and also during the decomposition of

various organic bodies. Wo can find no record of this substance
being found in coal, or the atmosphere of coal-mines. Carbon
bisulphide might bo detected in a sample of air from a coal-mine
by the following method :—First free the air, in the usual m.inner,

from sulphuretted hydrogen; next pass it in a slow ftream through
an ethoriil solution of triethylphosphine, contained in a set of

nitrogen bulbs ; a reddening of the liquid indicates the presence of

the sulphide of carbon. Experiments of this kind require a know-
ledge of analytic methods and manipulation. Jago'a " Inorganic

Chemistry, Tlienrotical and Practical," published by Longmans &
('o., at two shillings, will probably suit you. Davis's Geology, in

Collin's Elementary Science Series, forms a useful introduction to

the study of that science.—G. H. Moktimer.— Laughing gas is made
by heating a small quantity of ammoniac nitrate, which splits up
into water or steam and nitrous oxide, or laughing giis. The gas
may be collected over water. Mix it with air and breathe for a few

€Jur iftatDrmatical Column.

EASY LESSONS IN THE DIFFEBEN'HAL CALCULUS.
No. IL

ILLUSTRATING a differential cn-fficienl by the case of a body
falling under the action of the constant force of terrestrial

gravity, g, wo anppo,«ed the space (») fallen through by a body in a

given time (») to be known,—since for the purpose of our illustra-

tion it was not necessary to show how s is determined. But it so

happens that, in taking this instance to illustrate the intejrnl c.il-

cnlus, wo have to consider how » is determined, from what, iu

reality, is all that is known in this case. Wo know that the force,

i;, Ijoing constant, the velocity gcnerntod in any time U proportional

to the time, so that, it v bo this velocity, wo may write v - j(, suit-

able units of time and length being taken. (Usually the unit of

timo is a second, that of length a foot ; iu which case, p -322 and

Now, knowing that r = j<, wo may try the same expedient to

de ermine the space traversed at the end of any time ( from rest,

as wo employed in the inverse problem. Wo may divide up the

tim ! into a number of small parts, and Kupposo the velocity uniform

dor ng each short interval of timo. Let us see what comes of this

experimont. Take t = n r, where t is very small and therefore n

very large. Then, at the beginning of the rth interval, the velocity

is(r-l)3r, and at tlio end of this interval the velocity is r ^ r.

Thus the space traversed in the interval lies between (r- I) g t' and
rg t'. Doing this for all the intervals, and adding, we find that tho

total space traversed in time n t or < lies between

r0 + l-r2-h3+ . . . -H(r-1)-H . . . ^(n-l)]^r•
and[l<-2-f3+ -t-r + . . . . +n >r'

or between

"-^'"-"•^'"'
or (writing for r its equivalent l+n) between

lilzJ^jC and
^4rr^'''

2 2n 2 2»

The larger n is the smaller is tho second term of each expression.

But we may have n as large as we please, and so bring these two

expressions as near to each other in value as we please. This

means, of course, that the true value of each, when n is infinite, is

gj}

This, then, is the space traversed in time ( by a falling body

starting from rest, under tho action of terrestrial gravity. That is,

we have established the relation

using for the purpose what may be regarded as an algebraical

artifice—in reality, disguised integration.

Before showing how this process illustrates integration, let as

examine Newton's geometrical way of dealing with a problem such

as the above. Note hov: cumbersome h'th procensts are.

Let the time { bo rcprefentcd by the straight line A B, and the

velocity acquired at the end of timo t (from rest), by the straight

line B C at right angles to A B. Now suppose A B divided into a

number of small equal parts, say into n paHs, each e<iual to M N ;

and from all such points as M, N set up straight lines M P, N Q at

right angles to A B, and each taken to represent the velocity at the

end of the times re|>resentcd by A M, A N, Ac, respectively. Sinee

the vclocitv is proportional to tho time, it is obvious that all such

points as P and Q will lie on tho straight line A C (for, otherwise,

we should not have PM: QN: BC. Ac. :: AM: AN: AB).

Now. if wo suppose tho falling body to mov,^ during any

small portion of timo ropresonted by M N, with tho rolocity

at the beginning of that time, represented by P M, the *|iaco tra-

vers, d by tho body in that interval would bo rvpn>spnto<l by tho

rcetanglo V N ; whereas, if tho falling body moves durinit this

interval with tho velocity acquired at the end of it. roprosentod by

Q X, tho space traversed will bo represented by the rectanglo « N.
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Tlje arpa, then, representing the spncc actunlly traverscil lies

somoirberc between the two rectangles P N and iii K. Thus the
total <;.;uf .liMrilcil in time ( is reprcseiitcil by nn arcn loss than
t!.i \ It, B C ami theouttTitigiaj; Adildec/, Ac., and
pn . Utwocn A H, 15 Cand tlie inniT zig/afTddt't'c'/,

ii -^ r friiiM each other by the sum of the small

I'.i: , c-f', Ac. Now, altiiough when ii ia made
vir fore each rectangle like i.ni very small, the
iiu^ wl rectangles is very great, this by no means
Jir> 1 .lining very small. For sliding the rectangle
•».. , AB to the position pq, and doing the like for

all iL.- suiiiU i-;irullelo(jranis, wo have them finally covering the
rectangle Ct ; and the area of this rectangle becomes as small us we
please, when, n being luken as liu-gc as we please, kH becomes as
small as we please. Therefore the area of the triangle ABC, which
lic« between the two just named, may bo mado to differ from cither
by an area less than uny that can bo assigned ; and this is tho samo
as saying that this area correctly represents tho space fallen though
from reit under the action of grnrity. Now AB = f, and 110" = ;)'.

Uence area ABC-?i'- And s=^"
2 2

[Tlic reader must not fall into the mistake of supposing that wo
are here equating a distance to a triangle. AB n'prescnts a period
of time, and BC n velocity,—in this way only, th;it the number of
nnita of length in AB are supposed to correspond to tho number of
unit* of time in t, Ac. Just as we get tho right number for the
qaare feet in a rectangle by multiplying the numfccrs representing
tho lengths of the sides, thouirh feet cannot bo multiplied by feet to
give square feet, so here we get a correct numerical result, by using
the lengths of lines to represent numbers.]
Now, in each of the above processes, we have employed an

artifice, algebraical in one case, geometrical in another, to obtain
a result such as the integral calculus obtains in a systematic

We know in this case that the velocity at tho end of any time /

is g t, or, in other words, that tho rate at whioh tho space traversed
ia increasing, after time / has elapsed from rest, is j t. Now, wo

showed in Paper I. tiat tho differential coefficient of ^ wiili

respect to f is j t, explaining this to mean that the rate of increase

of the expression 2— with the variation of t is represented by g t.

Supposing, then, thot, in dealing with tho fall of a body under
gravity, we know velocity at time t from rest,—or the rate of in-
crease of t, the space traversed, at this time,—to bo gt, and also

know that gl is the differential eoefficicnt of —— with respect to

'i—we can at once write

« = -^ ± some constant.

(It has not, indeed, been yet shown that two quantities can only
hare the same differential coefficient when they are either equal or
differ by a constant i|uantity j but for the present this is assumed,
aa wo are now only illustrating tho nature and nso of differential
coefficients, Ac.) And as when 1 = 0, » = 0, the constant must bo

zero. So that we have, simply, «-.£-

.

In other words, from our knowledge that — is the quantity having

nl for its differential co-efficient with respect to /, wo are at once
able to say that a falling body whoso velocity at time t is gt, will in

time t from rest traverse tho space £-. Tho notation employed for

'' •.». Note tliat what wo have to determine is
"•'

' - described in the infinitely small intenals of
*'" liolc time ( is supposed divided ; in other words»' ' "f all small spaces, each represented by jt.At
when Ai i« ti,, ,i,,remtnt of the time. This sum, which we should
represent by igl.M, were the number of spaces not infinite, is in the

integral calculua represented by pjl.dt, when the nnmbcr is infi.

nitely great and M infinitely small, and wo write

gt.dl = :— + a constant./"
How wc find tho sum corresponding to particular limiting values
of the variable will be shown farther on.
Of coarse, wc have here selected a case where wo know 1>ofore-

hand that quantity of which the riropic expression we were dealing

with is tho differential coefticiciit. In other cases, wo might hnvo
more or loss trouble to determine this ; but a great number of

diffeivntini coefficients are known, and in every such cnso wo can
at oneo write down the cxpi-e.esionsof whieh they uro tho differential

coefficients—or, in other wools, wc can at onco solvo our jirobleni.

For other cases there are methods by which cither an exact or

aj>pro.\inuito solution can be readily worked out.

'I'o sum up the elementary points thus far illustrated :

—

When
there is ii iiiiinitilij lehose value dependu on some variable, the

diferenlial cocili ii'iit of the quantilij with respect to that variable

represents the rate at u-hich the quantity varies at the variable

changes in value.

When ifi) know the rate at which a quantity depending on some
variable chanjes with change of the variable—in other u-ords, when
we know the differential eocfficietit of tho quantity vith respect to

that variable—we can determine the quantity itself, if only we Itnon-

what quantity it is which has that differential coefficient.

When wo have indicated how tho differential coefficients of n

number of expressions can bo dotcniiincd, tlio impcirtniico of thesn

points will be recognised.

(ro be coutinuul.)

Pkoblkm 11.—AVo prefer to solve this problem in the followi

general form, us more instructive than a special casi :

—

Let AC, UD, the radii of two drums, he respcdirelj a and_ h

(b > a) ; and let AB = d, required Ihv Icnjth if belling necessary for

thern.

Let OCD be a coinmun tangent luretiiig BA piodueod in d.

Then,

()A : p tay

i:c = a si.-' (-)

He-jco lenglli of biltin,' rcqui ed = :J (aic EC + cD + are DF)
is kncw.i.

TiiK Poisonous Constituents op Tobacco-smoke.—A scries of

experiments has been recently conducted by Herr Ki.ssling, of
Bremen, with tho view of ascertaining tho proportions of nicotine

and other poisonous substances in tlio smoke of cigars. His paper,

in Dingler's Polytcchnisches Journal, gives a useful r(?sum(! of tho work
of previous observers. Ho specifies, as strongly poisonous consti-

tuents, carbonic oxido, sulphuretted hydrogen, prussic acid, picolino

bases, and nicotine. The first three occur, however, in such small

proijortion, and their volatility is so great, that their share in

tho action of tobacco-smoke on tho system may bo neglected.

Tho picolino bases, too, arc present in comparatively Rniall

quantity; so that tlio poiscmons clinractcr of tho smoke
may bo almost exclusively attributed to tho largo proportion

of nicotine present. Only a small part of tho nicotine in a
cigar is destroyed by the process of smoking, and a relatively

largo portion passes off with tho smoke. The proportion of nico-

tine in tho smoke depends, of course, essentially on tho kind of

tobacco; but the relative amount of nicotine which passes from a

cigar into smoke depends chiefly on how far tho cigar has been
smoked, as tho nicotino-contont of tho unsmokcd part of a cigar is

in inverse ratio to tho size of this part, i.e., more nicotine tho

shorter tho part. Kvidcntly, in a burning cigar, tho slowly-

advancing zone of glow drives before it tho distillable matters, so

that in tho yet unburnt portion a constant accumulation of tlioso

takes place. It would appear that in tho case of cigars that are
poor in nicotine, more of this substance relatively passes into

smoke than in tho case of cigars with much nicotine ; also that

nicotine, notwithstanding its high boiling point, has remarkable
volatility.

—

Times.
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^ur Chfss Column,
By Mephisto.

TIENXA INTERNATIOXAL TOURNAJIENT.
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Second Game or the Tie Plated on Jine 24.

Whi:

1. P to K4
2. KKttoBS
3. QKt to B3
4. P to Q4
5. Kt takes P
6. Kt takes Kt
7. B to Q3
8. Castles

BLiCK.
Steinitz.

PtoK4
QKt to B3
P to KKt3
P takes P
B to Kt3
KtP takes Kt
Kt to K2
P to Q3

Q to Ksq(a) Castles

P to B3
11. B to K3
12. Q to Q2
13. QR to Ksq
14. P takes P
15. R takes R
16. Kt to K2
17. Kt to B4
18. P to QKt3
19. RtoB3
20. R to R3

KB3

P to KBi
P takes P (I)

R takes R (cl.)

BtoK3
P to B4
B to Ktsq
QtoQ2
R to KBs(|
B to B2 (.

; Whitb. Black.
Winawcr. Steinitz.

! 35. R to QRsq K to K4
I 36. P to KR3 (o) R to R5 (p)
37. P to B3 B to B5
38. B to B2 (<,) R to R3
39. P to KKt4 (r) P to E5
to. P to R4 R to Kt3
41. RtoQKtsq(s) R takes R
12. B takes R B to B 8
Ui. K to B3 P to Kt t (0
41. B toR2 P to B3 (>t)

15. B to B7 B to Q6
j

40. K to B2 (i) K to B5
47. P to R5 B takes P (,e)

18. B to
~

49. B to R6
50. B to B8
51. P to RG
52. B to Q7

PtoQ4
P to B4
P to B5
K to K4
P to Q5

21. Kt to Qo (<0 P to R 1 {e)

22. Kt takes Kt(/)Q takes Kt
23. R to B3 K to Ktsq (•;)

24. QBtoKt5(;i)Q to K4 (i)

25. B to RC R to Ks(i (j)
26. B takes B K takes H
27. Q to B4 (i) y takes Q
28. E takes Q P to B5 (/)

29. P takes P (ni) R to K4
30. R to Bsq
31. K to B2
32. K to K3
33. R to QKtsq
34. P to QR3

53. PtakesP(ch) K takes P
54. K to K2 B to Q6 (cb)

55. K to Ksq
56. B to B8
57. K to Qsq
.-)8. B to B5
59. K to B2
UO. K takes P
01. K toQt
l!2. K to K5
03. K to B6

P to B6
K to KG
K to B7
B t.-»kos P
B to B8
B takes

P

B to Kt7
P to RG
P to R7
P to R8Q
KtoBG
K to B5

R to QB4 («) 04. K takes P
B takes P !

G5. K to KtG
B to K3

{

CO. P to Kt5
K to B3

I

Resigns.

R to R4 '

Notes by llerr Steinitz, from the Field.

(o) Not a good post for the Q. Herr Winawor probably intended
to support his Kt, in order not to bo subjectcil to the doubling of

his QBP, while reserving the choioo of squares for liia QB.
(h) Ho isolates the adverse P, but lie exposes himself to an attack

which ho afterwards finds somewhat troublesome, and which sub-
sequently required the greatest care in defending.

((•) Probably tho only move. It makes room for his^K, and
liberates his Kt for action ; tho latter could not move at once ; for

Wliito would have sacrificed the Kt for the KtP, which Black could
not venture to retake with the K, on nccount of the rejoinder, P to

K5 ((lis. eh).

(d) White is not to be tempted into saci-iCcing the Kt, whereupon
tho game might have proceeded thus :

—

Whitb. BtiCK.
I

WinTF. Blxci.

21. Kt lakes P Kt takes Kt 22. B takes RP RtoKRsq.and

I

should win.

(t) Again the only move ; if Kt to Kt sq. White could still take

off the RP, for if the B retook, the reply R takes B(ch) would win.

since the Kt could not retake, on account of Kt to BO(ch) ; if, how-

ever the Kt then took the B, White would mate in a few moves,

commencing with Kt to B6(ch).

(/) ^\'hite judiciously gives up all attack which he could no:

sustain ; for instance, by P to KKtl—since Black would then pin

the P by B to K3, and afterwards Q to Q2.

(g) First part of a plan for inducing the opponent to exchange
pieces and to bring about an ending.

(h) With the view of driving the Q to K4, and in order to te

enabled to oppose Queens at KB4 subsequently.

(i) She cannot retreat to Q2, as tho B would be opposed at BG
with advantage.

(j) It would have been very unwise to check with the Q at R8,

and then to take the QRP ; White would interpose the R, followed

by B takes B, Q to B3(ch), and R to Hsq, with an excellent game.
The move in the text is another preparation for this game in thi-

ending, as will be seen on Black's 28th and 29th move.

(i) The offer of exchanging Queens is ill advised ; White would

have had a perfectly even game otherwise. Herr Winawer sub-

sequently admitted that he had ignored the effect of Black's next

move after exchanging.

(l) This move exercises a most important effect on Black's

prospects in the ending, for it forces tho separation and isolation of

White's Pawns on the Q side.

Steinitz.

BUCK.

(»i) He could not evade the unpleasant necessity of capturing,

for, if he moved the B to K2, Black would still answer R to K4;
threatening R to QR4, and also to win a P at once by P to EEt4.

(n) Stronger than R to QR4, e.?. :—
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whereupon Wliito vroald win a piece by B to Kt(>(i-li'). IIo could,

however, no niorv protect the P ; if B to KtG, Illack could ndvauco
I'toQl.

(•j) Black has it :U1 his own wnv nftor this, niid rests cney.

ANSWERS TO CORRESrONDENTS.
•»• Please addrets Chesf-Editor.

T. Gillespy.—Prohlom 4o. If 1. R to U3, 1. 1' tjikcs B, and there
la no mate.

A. A. B.—Game received : will apjvcnr n? soon as possible.

Problem 45 correctly solred by Moleqne, Scncx Solitarius,

Francis J. Drake.

^ur 22H()idt Column.
Bv " Five of Clubs."

RETURNING PARTNER'S LEAD.

TnERE is scarcely any more obnoxious rule nt Whist than that
which many good players of their own hands insist upon,

that partner's lead should almost always bo at onco returned. The
player who always returns your lead nt onco is more nnnoyinp;
even than the one who, when the right time has come for returning
it, insists on keeping to his own suit. I would oven take exception
to Cavendish's rule that "with only moderately strong suits, which
you open to a disadvantage, you do better to return your partner's
original suit, or to lead up to the weak suit of yuur right-hand
adversary, or through the strong suit of your left-hand adversnry,"
than to open yonr best suit,

—

unless by the words, " which
you open to a disadvantage," he means to qualify the ex-
pression, "moderately strong suits," and not (as it seems)
to make a stntement respecting sKch suits. It is clear that,
with only weak thrcocard suits outride trumps, yon do better to
return your partner's suit than to lead one of your O'vn. On the
other hand, with a tolerably strong three-card suit, headed by a
senoence, you do better to lead your own suit. With a four-card
suit headed by anything bolow a Knave, you might return him his
suit ; but with such a suit as Knave, nine, eight, three, you ought
in my opinion, to show your own suit before returning his—esjic-

cially if j-ou have good cards in your short suits, so as to have a
good chance of an opportunity to lead again to him. This is always
to be considered ; for if you have only a moderately good long
anit, and weak cards in the other suits, you may have but one
chauce of returning his lead, while it may he of preat importance
that he should bo led to, and not have to load himself. Besides, ho
may h.ivo a strong suit, which may bo ostablis'hcd if ho gets a
return lead, and ho may then lead trun-.ps, and make a great
game

; whereas, if you lead your own moderately strong suit, you
almost certainly throw the play into the adversaries' hands.

There are some casei-, however, where, even when you have a
strong suit, yt,u should at onco return your partner's lead. Thns,
if after taking the trick yon remain with tho leading card in hi.s

suit (which tiie play shows to bo strong), you should play out that
card in order to clear his suit. Again, if you held originally only
two in his suit, and are weak in trumps, you should return his Ica<l,

i-o that, if he can, ho may load the suit a third timo for you to trump
it; for in this way you help him to clear his suit, w"hilo using a
trump which ot hi r«i«o would probably fall uselessly.
When the adversary to yonr left has shown great weakness in

your partner's suit, as by failing to head a nine, ten, or Knave of
your own nt the lirst round, it is generally unsafe to return tho
lead

; for the strength must lie between your partner and tho player
to your right, so that you are probably leading up to strength.
^ oar inrtner will, indeed, lead nnder not very favourable conditions,
fti you al«o havo shown wcnkneRg, so that tlie player to your right
will stand to your partner (leading) much as fourth pl.iyer usually
stands to third. But ho will not be quite so badly off as when you
load to him

; for the card first played by you third in hand may bo
the lowest of a sequence, for aught the player to your right can
generally know.
Tho mo>»t imimrtant rule, in returning partner's lead, and one of

the most important general rules at Whist, is to return the highest
of two remaining cards, the lowest of three or more. Tho only
exceptions to this rule are that (1) with the winning card and two
other* (left after firnt round) you lead the winning card, and (a),
with second anri third Ijest and another (after lirht round), you
lead tho iccond Uit, not tho small one. With these exceptions
(and an «ca«ion or two, perhaps, where your partner is nttcrly
wf«k, and you wish to deceive tho enemy), this rule is im-
(>crmtiva, and extends Ibroughoat the whole range of the suit.

Thus, with •!, 3, left after first round, tho return of tho 3 would
be a gross Whist blunder, as would bo tho play of tho 4, if,

besiiles tho <1 and 3, you hold tho 2 also. In those cases

nothing is directly gained or lost by tho load of l or 3. Yet
tho rule had its origin in considerations of play. For with

such cards as Queen and a small one, or Knavo and a small

one (lifter first round), tho lead of Queen or Knavo is manifestly

good policy ; for thereby you strengthen your partner : yon ars

numerically weak in tho suit, and most jirobably lose nothing your-

self; whereas with Queen and two small ones, or Knavo and two
small ones (after first round), you do well to keep back tho Quocn
or Knave, being numerically strong, and having a fair clinnco of not

only mnkinv! tlio honour, but remaining with tho best card in tho

suit after three rounds.
In trumps, this rule is even more important than in plain snits.

Tho whole strategy of the game may bo ruined by your telling your
partner (as you do in returning his lead wrongly) that you hold

originally only three trumps when you really held four, or that yon
held four when in reality you only held three.

A player who neglects this general rule, of which, of coarse, no
Whist player is ignorant, can only bo regarded as a very poor
player indeed. Scarcely inferior is tho ])Iaycr who, when this

signal is given him, fails to notice it, or who overlooks it when it

occurs in tho play of his adversaries. Omitting to notice tho signal

for trumps either in partner's or adversaries' play is in compariflOB

a small offence.

DoL-iiLK Dlmmv Peoblkm.—Lieutenant-Colonel Drayson gives the
following ingenious little double dummy puzzio :—Givo tho adver-
saries four by honours in every suit ; givo yourself and partner any
of tho othor cards you choose, and win five by cards against them,
you to havo tho lead.

Valuk or Goon Play.—A correspondent, as a further proof
that good play must tell, gives ns his oxpcrience, which was care-

fully taken down. In two years' play, he tells us that the first

year ho played 2,0G0 rubbers, winning 1,0117 and losing 072, leaving

a balance of 12j to the good, and, counting points, ho won 5,893
and lost 5,233—a balance of GOO to tho good. And in tho next
year he played 1,G2G rubbers, winning 855 and losing 771, or u

credit of 8i ruhbers, tho points being 4,701 wins, 4,15!) losses

—

showing balance of 652 to the good. In tho jjrovious year ho
l)layed 2,029 rubbers, winning 1,107 and losing 922, leaving ISo
balance on tho winning ; but that year ho did not koop a record of

points. This is, of course, a much higher winning average than
Cavendish's ; but, as our correspondent admits tho inferiority of his

player compared to Cavendish, probably the element of luck stops

in hero, lie adds that, in his long exjiorionoo of )ilay, thoro was
never a week, scarcely even a sitting, that ho did not see at least

one rubber lost by bad j)lay or won by good.

NOTICES.
The Back Numbers of Khowixdok, wilh the exception of No«. 1 to 7, »r»

in print, uud cud tto obtained from uli bookHellopH and uewMaffenlfi, or direct from
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THE COMET SEEN DURING THE
ECLIPSE.

By a. C. Ranyard.

ri"^HE accompanying sketch gives the position of the

J_ comet, as shown on my photographs, with some of

the more marked rays of the corona stretching out from
the sun's liuib on tlie side towards the comet ; hut no
attempt is made to indicate the smaller structure of the
corona. The scale of the wood-cut nearly corresponds with

the largest of the photographs. It will he seen tliat the
head of the comet is situated at ahout a solar diameter
from the sun's limb, and that the tail is greatly inclined to
the line joining the head of the comet with the sun's centre.
There is a slight curvature of the comet's tail ; but its

general direction is such that if a medial line, which we will

call the axis of the tail, were produced, it would not pass
through the moon's disc. It is evident that this inclination
of the tail cannot be merely due to an edcct of per-
spective, the tail of the comet being really radial, and the
nucleus situated on this side of the sun's centre, or on the
opposite side of the corona—for a straight line can only

be projected into a straight line or a point ;"and if the
sun's centre lay upon the axis of the comet's tail pro-
duced, the tail, from whatever position it w^as viewed,
would always appear as radial to the sun's limb. A little

consideration will thow that the inclination of the tail to
the line drawn from the sun's centre to the head of the
comet may have been greater than it appears in the photo-
graph, but it cannot have been less.

1 hough the fact that the tail of the comet was greatly
inclined to the radius vector struck me on first examining
the photographs, the probable significance of the fact has
only recently occurred to me. Small jets issuing in various
directions from the nuclei of large comets have frequently
been observed, but these jets do not extend to any
great distance from the nucleus ; and, as far as I am
aware, they have not been observed extending beyond
the outer envelopes of the head of the comet ; while
the chief tail into which the envelopes of the head
merge streams away in a direction opposite to the
sun. If the comet were moving freely in space (that
is, not in a resisting medium), and a repulsive force
from the sun was the only force acting upon the
matter of the tail, we should expect to find the tail either
straight, or curved in the plane of the orbit of the comet,
when the velocity with which the matter of the tail is driven
away is very great, compared with the orbital velocity of
the nucleus, we should expect to find a straight, or very
nearly straight, tail stretching away from the sun; but if

the velocity of the matter of the tail is not very great,

as compared with the orbital velocity of the nucleus, we
should expect to find a curved tail, with the part in the
immediate neighbourhood of the nucleus directed away from
the sun, for the matter of the tail on leaving the head of
the comet would have an orbital velocity which would carry
it onward equally with the nucleus, if undisturbed by a
resisting medium, and the small particles of the tail would
only drop behind as the motion of the nucleus and particles

of the tail were changed by the central forces acting upon
them. But if the comet were moving in a resisting

medium, the small particles of the tail would lose their
orbital velocity more rapidly than the matter of the
nucleus, and the tail would have the appearance of being
blown backwards by a wind.

Having regard to the direction of the curvature of the
tail, which is slightly concave towards the south, and to
the inclination of the general axis of the tail to a radial

line drawn from the sun's centre to the nucleus of the
comet, we may, I think, assume that the comet was moving
in an upward direction, but whether towards us or away
from us, and whether it was nearer or more distant from
us than the sun's centre, or whether it was coming up to or

had passed perihelion, must, I fear, remain a mystery.
The comet observed by Sir I. Newton in 1G80, and th.

comet of last year which was referred to by Jfr. Proctor
as having not improbably had its period sliortencd by tlie

resistance of the corona, both, probably, passed within a
third of a radius of the sun's surface. From general
reasoning one would suppose that under the inliucnco of

solar gravity the density of the gaseous atmosphere of the
corona would increase rapidly as we descend from the outer
limits of the corona towards the photosphere, but our want
of knowledge with respect to the tfmper.aturo of the
coronal area and the behaviour of dust particles and
gaseous matter at such high temperatures prevents our
tiuiking any useful assumption with respect to the law of

increase of density of the solar atmosphere. It is

known that in tlic chromosphere at the base of the

corona, liydrogcn, and many of tlie terrestrial elements,

give a spectrum of narrow lines similar to the spectrum
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^'iven in terrestrial laboratories under very small pressures;

r.ut, whatever the density of the gaseous matter of the

chromosphere may be, there are facts which render it pro-

liable that tliere is a resisting medium within the coronal

area which increases in density as we descend from the

outt-r limit-s of the corona towards the photosphere. The

struL-turos in the lower parts of the corona are more curved

than the rays which extend into the outer parts of the

corona, as if" they had been acted upon and bent by cur-

rents in an atmosphere, and the contorted forms of some

of the irruption prominences also indicate the existence of

I resisting medium. Definite evidence with respect to the

. \istence of such a resisting atmosphere has been deduced

from observations made by Professor Young with respect

to the rate of projection of irruption prominences. See a

paper by Mr. Proctor,' published in the Monlh'i/ Xotices of

the Royal Astronomical Society for December, 1871.

The comet oliserved during this eclipse is not the only

cometary body which has been observed in the neighbour-

hood of the corona daring an eclipse. The photographs

taken by Mr. Davis and Col. Tennant, during the eclipse

of 1S71, show an opaque nucleus, with dark concentric

structures partially surrounding it, which cut out the light

of the bright parts of the corona, and seem to have been

due to a small comet situated between the earth and the

corona. An account of these dark structures is given in

the ^fonlh(l| Xotia-1 for June, 1874. Professor Winnecke,

in describing the corona, observed during the eclipse of

ISCO, also speaks of a dark body which appears to have

lieen unconnected with the corona ; he describes it as a

parabolic dusky arc, which looked as if it was drawn with

sepia upon the brighter background of the corona. A
drawing of this curious body is given in the memoirs of the

Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, 7th Series, Vol. lY.

THOUGHT-READING.
Bv THE Editor.

IN the cases last considered, the explanation may be sug-

gest<'d that some code of signals may have been arranged

"y which the proper answer was communicated to those

'jue-stioned. ThefoUowing cases arc free from this objection :
—

" It will be well to give," writes Prof. Barrett, " a group of

results obtained when no member of the family was aware of

the .selected oVject Eleven times running we cho.se a card

at random, and on .six of th<-.se occasions one of the children

named the selected card (giving both suit and pips, or fully

de&ignating the court card) correctly at the first trial ; twice

the card was named correctly on the second trial ; and three

cases were failures. On none of these occasions was it even

remotely pos.'sibly for the child to obtain by any ordinary

means a knowledge of the card selected. Our own facial

•xpre.s.sion was the only index open to her; and even if we
had not purposely looked as neutral as po.ssible, it is difficult

to imagine liow we could have unconsciously larried, .say,

the two of diamonds written on our foreheads. The
outline of results during the present investigation, which

extended over six days, stand as follows :—Altogether,

.382 trials were made. In the case of lett<.rs of the

alphal>et, of cards, and of numbers of two figures, the

chances against success on a first trial would naturally be
_'.'> to 1, 51 to 1, and 08 to 1, respectively ; in the case of

hiimames they would, of course, be indefinitrily greater.

Oards were far most frequently employed, and the odds in

their case maybe taken as a fair medium sample; according

to which, out of the whole series of 382 trials, the average
number of successes at the first attempt by an ordinary

guesser would be 7 J. Of our trials, 127 were successes on
tlie first attempt, .50 on tlio second, 19 on the third,

making 202 in all. On most of the occasions of failure,

180 in number, second trials were made ; but in some ca-ses

the guesser professed inability, and declined to make more
than one, and in others we allowed three ; no trial beyond
the third was ever allowed. During the last day or two of

trial, after it had occurred to us to notice the point, we
found that of the failures to guess a card at the first trial,

those wrong both in suit and number were a small

minority. Our most .striking piece of success, when the

thing selected was divulged to none of the family, was five

cards running, named correctly on a first trial ; the odds
against this happening once in our scries were considerably

over a million to 1. Wc had altogether a good many
similar batches, the two longest runs being eight consecu-

tive successes, once with cards, and once with names

;

where the adverse odds in the former case were over 142
millions to 1, and in the latter something incalculably

greater. If we add to these results others obtained on
previous visits, it seems not too much to say that the

hypothesis of mere coincidence is practically excluded."

"The exceptional nature of this inquiry," proceeds

Professor Barrett, "goes far to invalidate arguments
founded on character and demeanour ; and, on this head,

we will only state our conviction that any candid critic,

present during the whole coursie of the experiment, would
have carried away a far more vivid impression of their

genuineness than the bare printed record can possibly

convey. Of more real importance is the hyi)othesis of

exalted sensibility of the ordinary sense organs. We could

discover no indication of this in any of its known forms
;

but by way of precaution, as has been already stated, we
commonly avoided even whispering any word, number, or

name that we had selected ; and the position of the ex-

cluded child, when the door was opened, would in every

case have satisfied the most exacting critic. The explana-

tion which might be sought in unconscious indications

given by the sitters, and especially in the movement of the

lips, has been already adverted to. Coming as we did to

this investigation with consid(!rable previous experience of

the same kind, we were throughout strictly on our guard

against giving such indications ourselves ; the possibility of

their being given by the family was, of course, excluded

where the family were ignorant of the selected word or

thing ; and on the remaining occasions our perpetual

vigilant watch never detected a trace of anything of the

kind. The ab.solute docility of the children—both the

guesser and the others—in taking any position in the room
that wc indicated, was naturally an a.ssistanco to our pre-

cautions. It may be further mentioned that, on a pre-

vious visit made by one of us, the child called the

required name through the shut door, or from an

adjoining room, having thus been completely isolated

from the very beginning to the very end of the

experiment."*

Other evidence of this sort will be considered further

on. At this stage it may be well to note the objection

raised by Professor Donkin. " The matter in question,"

• " Among the friends above roforrod to as having taken part in

thcBO inqniricH are IVofessor Balfonr Stewart and I'rofosaor A.
IJopkinHon, of Owen's Collogo. A communication lately received

by uB from them, embodying the results of their visits, and
written without any knowledge of the contents of this paper, states

f.'iots and instances criticisms as to the possible (or impossible)

relation to those facta of coincilence, collusion, iiiijhl, and hearing,

precisely similar to those we have given. Their experience waB
that ' in about half the cases the first guess was rif,'lil,, and in most
cases of mistake there was some marked point o£ similarity between
the object proposed and the thing guessed.' "
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he says, " has obtained a somewhat undue prominence of

late ; but if it is as simple and intelligible as it appears to

be to most who have investigated it with care, and with

minds free from mystical liias, any aid towards the extinc-

tion of what must then be regarded as an ig»is j'ahnts of

pseudo science carries with it its own justification."

Passing over cases in which there was actual contact

between the persons guiding and guided, Professor Donkin
remarks that in cases where there was no actual contact,

" common sense demands that every known mode of ex-

planation of facts should be exhausted before the possibility

of an unknown mode is considered." " It is equally

obvious that in all scientific inquiries the good faith of

individuals concerned should form no part of the data on
which the conclusion is to rest. We can never call on
science to put deception out of court by a belief in any
one's integrity. Half of the evidence which has propped
up the spiritualistic craze is based on the results obtained

through mediums of " unblemished character " in private

families, whose virtuous reputation has been largely sus-

tained liy the fact that they did not take money for their

trouble ; no regard being paid to innumerable other

motives and tendencies to deception." (This is very well

put.) He then considers the "code of signals" ex-

planation, which " fully serves to cover all the facts

in question," though it is only by straining the evi-

dence that the cases in which no members of the

family were present when an object was selected, that

Professor Donkin makes out this point. " From the

only rational point of view," he says, " that of scientific

scepticism, and, therefore, with total disregard of the

personal factor, this consideration seems in no way to

invalidate the line of comment here taken. It is not clear

to how many of the three observers the pronoun ' we ' in

the passage [above] refers, but, at any rate, we miss entirely

in the paper an_y specific quotation of results obtained in

the latter set of circumstances. But even if this evidence

liad been forthcoming, no mere ipse dixit on such a matter
could for one moment be admitted. Reason would
require us to entertain the great probability of mental
bias in some, at least, of the observers, or to discredit the

accuracy of their memory, rather than to allow that any-
thing has been adduced in this account of what (to say the

least) must be regarded as superficially-conducted experi-

ments, to warrant a recognition of any no\elty, or by con-

sequence to stand in need of explanation by a theory of

'brain-waves.'"

The spirit of extreme caution here indicated is alto-

gether sound ; the objection to novelty, as such, is as entirely

unsound. Nothinr/ could prove that mind acts on mind if

Professor Donkin's principle were accepted in its full ex-

tent. The theory might be established so far as he him-
self was concerned, by an experience of his own, but no
one else would be bound to accept it, and it cannot possibly

be proved to cacli person separately and individually.

Professor Donkin seems imaware of the fact that Dr.
Carpenter, who has dealt with such subjects more clcsely

perhaps than any living man of science, and always from
the sceptical side, admits all that, as I conceive, even
Professor Barrett and his colleagues consider proved. In
the following j)assage the reader will note the distinction

between what Dr. Carpenter has been led to suspect, and
what he regards as beyond question :

—

" Everyone who admits that ' there are more tilings in

heaven and earth than are dreamt of in our iihilosophy,'

will be wise in maintaining a ' reserve of possibility ' as to
phenomena wliich are not altogether op/ional to the laws of

physics or physiology, but rather transcend them. Some of
njy own experiences have led me to suspect that the power

of intuitively perceiving what is passing in the mind of

another, which has been designated as ' thought reading,'

may, like certain fonns of sense perception, be extraor-

dinarily exalted by that entire concentration of the atten-

tion which is characteristic of the states we have been
considering. There can be no question that this divining

power is naturally possessed in a very remarkable degree

by certain individuals, and that it may be greatly improved
by cultivation. So far, however, as we are acquainted with

the conditions of its exercise, it seems to depend upon the

unconscious interpretation of indications (many of them
indefinable) furnished by the expressions of the coun-

tenance, by style of conversation, and by various involun-

tary movements; that interpretation, however, going, in

many instances, far beyond what can have been learned by
experience as to the meaning of such indications."* " Look-
ing at nerve force as a special form of physical energy, it

may be deemed not altogether incredible that it should

exert itself from a distance, so as to bring the brain of one

person into direct dynamical communication with that of

another, without the intermediation, either of verbal

language, or of movements of expression. A large

amount of evidence, sifted with the utmost care, would
1)6 needed to establish even a probability of such com-

munication. But would any man of science have a right

to say that it is impossible ^
"

(To he ronlinuod.)

A STUDY OF MINUTE LIFE.

By Henry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.KS.

A SPECIMEN" of bottom yeast—the unterhefe of the

Germans—taken from a vessel in which fermentation
had been arrested for some time, showed, under a magni-
fication of 200 linear, that the little plant cells had been
starved. All of them were much too small, and instead

of being appioximately globular, many were sausage-

shaped, some like thin cylinders, and amongst them many
minute beaded rods, which would be ranked amongst the

Bacteria. Any further fermentation carried on under such
circumstances would give rise to products not wanted in

any process of brewing or wine-making, and, if nothing

worse happened, a good deal of vinegar would be

formed at the expense of the alchohol which resulted

from the action of the true yeast cells. Beer or

wine in that condition is popularly said to be pricked.

Pure diluted alcohol has no tendency to undergo a

fermentation into the vinegar condition, but if any of

the microfungi of the ^inegar-plant sort are present^ and
also some easily oxidable vegetable matter, the acetic

change soon occurs. One of the best modes of making
vinegar on a large scale is to cause a fluid containing

alcohol and sweet;-wort to trickle slowly over wood shavings

or birch twigs. A slimy substance forms in a few days

all over the shavings or twigs, and this modifies the alcoliol

into acetic acid. If the slimy stufT is examined under the

microscope, it is found to contain, besides yeastrlike cells,

millions of small beaded rods—a kind of bacterium. Both
brewers and wine-makers arc much troubled through

• Dr. Carpenter then mentions some very curious oxamploa
related in the autobiograiihy of Henrieh Zsehokke, who (according

to his own Btateniont) possessed this power in a very remarkable
degree, frequently beinp able to describe, not only the gener.jl course,

but even many particulars, of tho past life of a person whom ho
saw for the fu-st time, and of whose history he knew nothing what-
ever.
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these aud various microfungi they do rot want iutrud-

in-' into tiieir fermentations, and giving their liquids

a ^IaJ flavour. In other very numerous cases the

l*tr or wine seems all right at tirst, but will not

teep. Whether in cask or bottle, some of the intrusive

ferments continue in operation, either producing vinegar,

or some other substance with an objectionable llavour. To

minimise the danger, brewing should l>e carried on in pure

air, and with tlie greatest regard to cleanliness. Fer-

menting the wort in a warm temperature, as is common in

tliis country, is more favourable to the growth of the un-

desirable organisms than the cooler process so much
employed in Germany. It beer, made by " high fermen-

tation," that is at a warm temperature, and with the yeast

cells rising to tlie top, is intended to keep for a length of

lime, or to stand a sea voyage, it must be strong and well

hopped, the aromatic oil of the hop being unfavourable

to the growth of microferments. Besides getting sour,

l.eer and wine arc liable to turn ropy and putrid,

through the action of special ferments whose germs are

very widely diffused. Slender beaded organisms, straight,

curved, or spiral, some quiet, others in quick motion,

preside over these changes, producing what Pasteur calls

various " maladies " in the fluids they attack. The " low

fermentation " goes on slowly at low temperature, and the

veast falls to the bottom of the vessel. Tlie temperature

should be about 4.")° F., and great quantities of ice are

used in the German breweries to enable the process to be

carried on during the warmer months. The beer is also

kept in cool cellars, and Pasteur states that nearly 2 cwt
of ice is consumed in getting 22 gallons of beer ready for

sale. If well made and carefully bottled, this kind of beer

will keep without being of great alcoholic strength, or

highly hopped.

If wine is likely to be affected by the intrusive fei'ments,

Pasteur recommends bringing it near the boiling point

after it is put into bottles. This kills the microferments,

and, if carefully performed, leaves the wine with a good

flavour, but it is said that when so treated it does not

improve with age.

It is interesting to let a saccharine fluid spontaneously

pass into the acetous fsmientation and examine the orga-

nisms under the microscope. If a little yeast is used to

start the alcoholic fermentation, and the liquid is then left

for some time in a warm place and exposed to the air, it is

pretty sure to turn sour. From a wide-mouthed bottle con-

taining an ounce or two of a saccharine fluid so treated a

little ropy mass is taken from the bottom and found to be

couifKised of vast multitudes of minute beaded threads

thickly interlaced. Sometimes a leathery mass is found

—

the so-called " mother of vinegar," or vinegar plant.

Many families make tlieir own vine/zar by its means.

They put it into a pretty strong solution of coarse brown
Kugar, and in a few weeks find it is turned to good
1-inegar, and the plant greatly increased in thickness.

It is then like a stout piece of wet buff leather, and easily

splits horizontally. If a small piece is jilaced in a bottle

such as is used for Pre.ston salts, in a solution of lump
sugar, a growth is soon obtained transparent enough for

convenient examination. After viewing it with a low
power, one of 400 or more diameters should be used. A
numljtr of ycas^like cells, a.ssociated with multitudes of

Ijeaded, rod like cells, are then seen to be immersed in a
mavs of tough, gelatinous matrix. If a vinegar plant is

taken out of a vessel, with a sufllcient depth of fluid to

ke«-p its under surface and part of its thickness conqjletely

submerged, and placed in a sliallowcr one, so that it is

much more exposed to air, it does not continue to carry on
tlic acetous fermentation, but i» soon covered with crops of

blue mould. The sugar disappears, gets slowly burnt
up, but neither vinegar nor alcohol is obtained. In
some experiments by the writer, publislied in 18G5
by the Microscopical Society, it was found that vinegar

plants dried in an o\en, at a temperature too low to
burn them, were reduced to a state like dry gelatine,

which clicked when thrown upon glass. Exposed to

the air they absorbed moisture, and when thoroughly wetted
the various cells appeared uninjured, but most of them uo
longer produced the acetous fermentation. In one case,

the butyric fermentation occurred in a saccharine solution,

evidenced by the peculiar and very nasty smell of highly

rancid butter. In another case, after six months' immer-
sion, a dried piece of the plant began to form vinegar, and
produced loosely aggregated cells which carried on the
process.

The same kind of cells may produce quite different effects

under varying conditions. They may take the oxygen they
want from the air, or, if that is excluded, obtain it by
decomposing some substance present. The number of new
combinations that may bo produced by partial decompo-
sitions and oxidations is indefinitely large, and may give

rise to "maladies" of beer, wine, butter, ic, aud in the

human organisms, to various diseases.

WAS RAMESES II. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

By Amkli.\ B. Edw.\hds.

IV.—THE CONSECUTIVE AND SYNCUEONOUS

IT is difficult to make even the roughest historical calcu-

lation without some use of dates ; but, as I have

already said, no dates that can be applied to this early

epoch of Egyptian history are other than approximate.

\V'e may estimate the number of years whicli elapsed

between one given event and another given event, and wo
may thence calculate our way to a third event, and all

three conclusions may be relatively accurate ; but to label

any one of the three with a positive date i>.c. is, in the

present state of our knowledge, impossible. Still it is

necessary, if only in order to be intelligible, temporarily to

accept a fixed date of some kind ; and for this purpose I

propose to accept Mariette's date, ac. 1462, for tho

beginning of the XlXtli dynasty. Mariette, it should

be said, founded his chronological system on the

historical lists compiled by an Egyptian historian

named Manetho, who was high-priest of the Great Temple

of Jleliopolis and KeejK-r of the Archives, under Ptolemy

Philadelphus, u.c. 284-246. Manetho, though a native

Egyptian, wrote in Greek, which was the language of the

Ptolemaic court (just as Turkish, and not Arabic, is now
the language of tlie court at Cairo) ; and in Greek he com-

posed his famous "History of Egypt," whicli was either a

direct translation of ancient historical papyri, or an

original narrative based upon tliose early chronicles. This

invaluable work lias perished ; but some precious quota-

tions from it are found in the writings of Josephus,

Eusebius, and George the Syncellus before-mentioned.

Above all, the great clironological list of dynasties and

kings from Mena to Alexander is preserved entire in the

works of several Christian clironologibt.s. Following

this list, Mariette places the XlXth dynasty between

ac. 1462 and ac. 1288. The first three Pharaohs of this

dynasty were Rameses I., Seti I., and Pvamescs II. Tabu-
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lated according to the nuiiiLcr of their regnal years, as

recorded on the monuments, they stand as follows :

—

Rameses I. reigned G years.

Seti I. reigned 51 years.

Rameses II. reigned 67 years.

To calculate these reigns would, at first sight, seem

straightforward enough. If Rameses I. began the dynasty

B.C. 1462, must not Seti I. have succeeded u.c. 14.56, and
Rameses II. b.c. 14051 And would not the sixty-seventh

and last year of Rameses II. have fallen in B.C. 1339?

And if we cast up the three reigns, shall we not produce a

sum-total of 124 years ?

Unfortunate!}-, this is precisely what we may not do :

and for the reason that Egyptologists, although agreeing as

to the length of these various reigns, differ in loto as to

whether they were consecutive or synchronous. If con-

secutive—each Pharaoh succeeding to the throne upon the

death of his predecessor, in regular order—then the three

reigns would undoubtedly represent a period of 124 years
;

but if synchronous—that is to say, if one Pharaoh began
to reign during the lifetime of his predecessor, and counted

his first regnal year from that date, instead of from the

year when his predecessor died—then an entirely new
calculation, resulting in a much-abridged total, will have to

be made.
Fairly stated both ways, the question stands thus :

—

1. The XlXth dynasty began with Rameses I., who
reigned six years, and who may, or may not, have shared

his brief authority with Seti I., his successor. But Seti I.,

who reigned for fifty-one years, undoubtedly shared his

throne with Rameses II. for many years before he died

;

and Rameses II., more than half a century later, as cer-

tainly took his own successor, Menephthah, into the same
kind of roj-al partnership. Now, according to the syn-

chronous theory, which is Brugsch's theory, Rameses II.

dated his regnal year from the time of his association with
Seti T. ; at which time Brugsch supposes him to have been
about twelve or thirteen years of age. Some thirty, or

thirty odd, years of his long reign of sixty-seven years

would thus, it is maintained, be counted in with the reign

of his father. If, therefore, accepting B.C. 1462 for the

commencement of the XlXtli dynasty, we allow, in round
numbers, thirty years for the joint sovereignty of Seti I.

and Rameses II., we bring the beginning of the younger
Pharaoh's reign to B.C. 1435 ; his accession to the un-
divided crown to B.C. 1405 ; and his death, at the close of

a reign of sixty-seven years, to B.C. 1368. Total of three
reigns, from B.C. 1462 to B.C. 1368—94 years.

2. The advocates of the consecutive theory, as opposed
to the advocates of the synchronous theory, found their

argument upon the details of certain military campaigns
wliich are clironicltd in the form of sculptured bas-reliefs

and graven inscriptions upon the walls of various temples
in Nubia and Upper Egypt. Here, at battles and sieges
distinctly dated as having taken place in the fifth

and eighth years of his reign, Rameses II. is

represented accompanied by several of his sons, who,
though evidently mere youths, are at all events old
enough to take part in the thickest of the fight. That
the king is liimself depicted in these tableaux as a man
in the prime of life, cannot be accepted as evidence either
way, since the artist would, of course, so represent him, no
matter liow old or how young ho might be. But that a
youth of seventeen or twenty should be tlie father of sons
ranging from, at least, twelve to fifteen years of age, would
be somowliat miraculous. If, however, wo suppose the
monumental dates of the reign of Rameses If. to be
counted from the year of the death of Seti I., tlien

Rameses 11. would be thirty -five or forty years of age in '

the fifth year of liis reign, and old enough to be the
father of a large grown-up family. This, at all events, is

the opinion of Maspero, of Lenormant, and of the majority
of French and English Egyptologists. Starting, therefore,

with B.C. 1402, for the beginning of the XlXth dynasty,

the consecutive theory brings up the reigns of Rameses I.,

Seti I, and Rameses II. to a total of 124 years.

Beginning, as before, with the synchronous hypothesis,

and holding fast to b.c. 1402, for the commencement of

the XlXth dynasty, we will next see to what extent
these dates correspond with the era of Nubti and the
Hykshos calendar.

{To he continued.)

ENGLISH SEASIDE HEALTH-RESORTS.
By Alfred Haviland, M.R.C.S., F.R.M.C.S. Lend.

CLASSIFICATION {Continued from page 02).

II.—As TO THEIR Position on tue Seaboard; whether
THEY enjoy the WARM MOIST AlB FROM THE GULF
STREA.M, TUE BRACING AlR OF THE NOBTH SeA, OR AN
Atmosphere brought by the Winds after it has
LOST ITS Sea character by passing over thousands
OP SQUARE miles OF CONTINENT.

THE Gulf stream, which has such a powerful influence

on the climate, not oidy of our seaboard, but of the
whole of the British Isles, must naturally claim the atten-

tion of aU who really desire to acquire a sound knowledge
of the cause of the exceptional high air temperature of our
country within the interlatitudinal zones, described above,
compared with that of other parts of the northern hemi-
sphere lying within the same zones, but between different

degrees of longitude to our east and west
For the sake of clearness we may draw a distinction

between the winter and summer temperatures of our
atmosphere, inasmuch as their causes are distinct, although
both are originally due to one grand cause—the sun. Our
winter heat is an exotic, begotten by the sun-heat that
pours down on the waters of the Gulf of ^Mexico, a large

portion of which, as well as their point of issue, the Straits

of Florida, lie under the tropic of Cancer. This sun-heat,

tlius conceived by the sea, is transported in a north-easterly

direction, by the vast marine current of the Atlantic,

which owes its origin to the south westerly anti trade winds
(our true south-west winds), to the Arctic regions, where,
as it crosses the 80° of North latitude, its influence

is still so great upon the atmosphere above it, between
70° E. and 10° W. long., as to create a mean annual tem-
perature of 11° 22 Fahr., or an excess of 8° 96 over that

of all other longitudes crossing the same parallel. Tlus
same sun-heat, of which the Atlantic is delivered along th"

whole course of the Gulf Stream, gives life, liealth, and
vegetation to a large area of land, where, without its benign
influence, the winter cold would kill, or make life diflicult

to the weak and diseased.

Tliis vast volume of warm water, the Korth-eastcrn

branch of wliich, after its separation from the South-

eastern at 47° N. lat., and 2.'>° \V. long, flows to the north
and east along the coasts of Ireland, Scotland, and Norway,
between Europe and Iceland, and, as Haughton remarks,
probably extends beyond Spit/.bergen. The same author is

of opinion that "this portion of the Gulf Stream owes its

momentum to the .S'oi(//i-in>< niititniihs ; while the other,

or South-eastern portion, is deflected by the earth's rotation

to the south-east and south, and flows southwards along
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the coasts of Spain and Africa until it rejoins the north

equatorial curn^nt caused l)y the Xorlh-easI trades."

It we take tlie mean of the ditTerent estimates of the

magnitude of the Gulf Stream, as given by Maury,

Herschell, Colding, Croll, and Thompson, we shall find,

according to Haughton,* that nearly 38 (37-831) cubic

mi\os of warm sea-water are transferred from the tropics

to the north temperate zone per hour. This vast mass of

sea-wator leaves the tropics at a tempei-ature not less than
6.')" FalL, and is cooled down to at least 40° Fall, in the

temperate zone, ilaury estimates the rate of movement
at five knots an hour. Sir John Herschell at four, Croll at

four miles, and Sir Wyville Thompson! at three knots

an hour.

We have seen that this enormous volume of sea-water

transfers heat from the tropics to the north teuipcratc zone,

and tlien gives forth 2'>' of the 6.5° F. which it contained

at its point of issue from the Straits of Florida.

By the warmth thus brought from the southern latitudes,

the British climate is upwards of 120° warmer, writes

Buchan,+ in vittlcr than it otlierwise would be.

Haughton,
II
in his paper on the effects of Oceanic currents

upon climates, published in the Report of the Britisli

Association for 1881 (York Meeting), has given much
interesting matter on this subject. He there insists that

the effect of the Gulf Stream upon our climate is limited

to the winter, and that its effect on the summer tempera-

ture is »i7.

For instance, he shows that the mean temperatures of

•January and July, the coldest and hottest months of the

year, are as follows, taking the •")0° K latitude, which runs

through the Land's End, Cornwall :—The mean January
temperature at (Ivlf Stream lowfxtudeg is 4000° F., whilst at

all oilier loiijilrtd-s it is 1H-28°F., or 1372° beluw freezing-

point The mean Jul;/ temperature at Gulf Stream Jowji-

I'ldes (Lat i")©' N.) is 03-80° F., whilst rt< all other longitudes

it is 6-'r77° F., or lower by 1-97° F. ; and he concludes that

the (Julf Stream adds nothing to the July temperatures of

the localitie.s affected by it, but rather, on the whole, has

the effet-t of slightly diminishing the summer heat. The
general climatal effect of the Gulf Stream is, therefore,

to make the annxuil ranfje of temperature less
;
(the climate

more insular), but it has no effect whatever upon summer
heat or upon the fruiting of plants and trees that require a
given July temperature for reproduction.

The effect of the Gulf stream on the winter temperature
of our Seaside Health-Rcsorts is most marked, and by the
kind permission of Mr. Alexander Buchan, M. A., F.R.S.E.,

whose able works on meteorology are now so well known
and appreciated, we shall be able to illustrate this most
important part of our subject by giving his charts of Iso-

thermals, together with tho.se promised in our last. It will

theu be clearly .seen how each Health-Re.sort is affected,

not only by the vnnter wnrmth of the sea, but by the sum
mer hnal of the sun—the one temperature being exotic,

whiUt the other is indigenmw.

Ckvctat. PALAcr. — It in proponed by the Crystal Palace
authoritica to organise an exhibition in tbc coming antamn anil

winter, which shall inclodo both ffla and electric lighting. This is

an excellent moTC, and one in the right direction. The great diffi-

culty with which the anthoritieR will have to contend will, doubtless,
l>c the mntaat j-alousics now go openly paraded.

• Op. ci>.

^ "The Vi.yajfo of the Challenger: the Atlantic," vol. i., p. 371.
(Xncmillan, Undon.) 1877.

J " Introductory Text Book of Meteorology," by Alexander
Bnchan, MA, F.R.S.K. (Blackwood, Kdinbnrgh.)

i; p. 451.

HOME CURES FOR POISONS.*
VEGETABLE POISONS.

TT7E may leave mineral poisons for the present, to

>\ consider some which at the present season and
during the next few months are more likely to be mis-

chievous, .^viz., vegetable poisons.

The most dangerous of these are the Hemlocks, including

Hemlock Dropwort (J-Jnanthe Crocala), Water Hemlock
(Cicuta Virosa), and the Common Hemlock {Conium
Macnlatum), Fool's Parsley (^Kilnisa Cj/nnpiitm), Monks-
hood (Aconitum Napellus), Fo.xglove (Digitalis J'ui-jmrea),

Black Hellebore or Christmas Rose {Ilellehorus Niger),

Buckbean (.Vcni/anlhes TrijnUata), Henbane (Ili/oscgamus

Niger), Tliorn Apple (Datura Stramonium), and Deadly
Nightshade (Atropa lielladonna),—to which may be added,

though unlikely to bo taken in the same way, Cocculus
Indicus (ilenispernum Cocculus), and Tobacco (Xicotiana
I'ahacum).

The Hemlocks and Fool's Parsley are UmbelliJ'era; and
belong to the same order as carrots, parsley, celery, and
parsnips. They owe their danger cliielly to their resem-

blance cither in root or leaf to these kitc-Hcn-garden plants.

Fool's parsley in particular has often been eaten by mistake

for common parsley, from which, however, it may be readily

distinguished by the black and shining surface of the

under leaves, and their unpleasant smell when rubbed.

All these four plants produce similar symptoms (Hemlock
Dropwort in the most dangerous degree), viz., confusion of

ideas, often terminating in delirium or stupor, coldness of

the (ixtremities, and occasionally nausea and vomiting.

Monkshood is a well-known garden plant, distinguished

by its dark-blue, cap-shaped flowers, growing in clusters on
a stem about three feet in height. The loaves are deeply

divided, the upper surface dark, glistening green, the- under
surface pale-green. The .symptoms produced are vomfting,

convulsions, delirium, and stupor. There is generally no-

ticeable swelling of the tongue and face, and tenderness of

the stomach. 'The poison acts chiefly on the nervous sys-

tem. According to Orfila, the juice of the leaves causes

death in a short time ; the root is still more energetic in

its action.

Foxglove, though a wild plant, often finds a place in our
gardens. Everyone knows its tall stems, and the purple

flowers, shaped like a glove-flnger (whence its German
name, Jingerhut). The leaves are dark-green, and rough.

The symptoms of poi.soning by this plant arc lowering and
intermission of the pulse, faiiitness, giddiness, and cold

sweats, with hiccough and convulsion.s. The effect on the

circulation is characteristic of tlie action of Digitalis ; it

has been known to lower the pulse from 120 to 50 in a

few minutes. It al.so has a diuretic effect.

Black Hellebore is a dwarf plant, with deep-green leaves

springing from the root. The flowers resemble those of the

dog-rose in the numljer and shape of their petals. The
symptoms are vomiting, giddiness, cramps, and convulsions.

Bucklxjan, which is often gathered with the common
watercress, may be easily distinguished by th(! leaves,

which are always trifoliate, whereas the leaves of water-

cress are divided into five or seven segments. Buckbean
produces vomiting and colic, but seldom any serious

mischief.

• It is perhaps hardly necessary to point out that for decoction

of tincture of Quinine in our last paper on this subject (p. 71, lino 7),

decoction or tincture of Cinchona (or Peruvian Hark) should bo
read. The correction should bo made in kHu, as iiIbo a few lines

further on, where Quinine is again, by a printer's error, substituted

for Cinchona. The decoction may 1)0 taken in doHCS rif a wine-

glassful, at intervals of from half an hour to un hour, or the powder
itself may l<e used.
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Henbane is common in hedges and by the roadside.

The young shoots have sometimes been dressed for salad,

and the roots have been mistaken for wild parsnips. The
symptoms produced by this poisonous plant are dilation of

the pupils, vomiting, purging, giddiness, delirium, and
sometimes stupor.

Deadly Nightshade is commonly seen in our hedges, and
known by its lightish green leaves, brownish purple
flowers, and dark purple berries. The berries often prove
attractive to children, and have been eaten with fatal con-

sequences ; but the leaves and roots are also poisonous.

The following case, described by Orfila, gives a good idea

of the usual symptoms :
" One child ate four ripe berries

of the Belladoyina, and another six ; an hour after, both
committed such extravagant actions, that their mother was
astonished ; the pupils of their eyes were dilated, their

looks were altered, and they appeared labouring under a
cheerful delirium, accompanied by fever. The medical
man called in found them in a state of great excitement,
talking at random, running, jumping, and laughing con-

vulsively, with purple countenances and accelerated pulse."

Nausea and vomiting, generally without stomach pains,

are noted ; they seem to be caused by the gorged condition

of the blood-vessels of the brain. Dryness of the throat
is another characteristic symptom. But the most marked
feature of poisoning by Belladonna atrojia is dilation of

the pupils of the eyes. The stomach is insensible to the
action of ordinary emetics.

The same general treatment is to be adopted in all cases

of vegetable poisoning; but in all serious cases it is

essential that medical assistance should be obtained.
Emetics (the sulphate of zinc, if procurable, but if not,

the mustard emetic already described) should be used at
once ; the back of the throat tickled with a feather, and
copious draughts of tepid water taken to excite and pro-

mote vomiting. Where these measures fail, the stomach-
pump must be used. Neither ipecacuanha nor tartar

emetic should be used to cause vomiting, as during the
nausea they produce before vomiting is excited, the poison
is more readily absorbed. Vinegar must not be given until

the poisonous matter has been removed ; but afterwards,
it may be given in doses of a wineglassful, one part vinegar
to two parts water, once every two hours in mild cases,

but oftener—to half-hourly doses—in cases of greater
severity. Where there is stupor, the patient should bo
kept walking about, and if the stupor is great cold water
may be dashed over the head and chest Strong coffee may
be used where the narcotic efiect of the poisoning is very
marked. But as we have already mentioned, it is all-

important that in casts of vegetable poisoning a medical
man should at once be sent for ; the messenger should be
enjoined to tell the doctor the nature of the case, lest
haply, instead of antidotes and stomach-pump, he should
come mainly provided witli surgical instruments. In the
e.vcitement of a sudden case of poisoning, a messenger is

often simply sent for Doctor So-and 80, without being able
to say for what purpose the doctor is so suddenly wanted.

(To be continued.)

One or tuk First Frimts.—The Markland Electric Light Com-
pany announce that the shares offered to the public not having been
fully subscribed, the deposits paid on application will be returned
at OHco without deduction.

Undercroind Wires i.v New York.— Tlic Mibcommittco ap-
pointed at Albany to report npon the practicabilitv and feasibility
of laying wires nnderpronnd in cities in New York State have
made a report in which tlicy strongly nrge llie Legislature to pass
a law compelling telegraph and telephone wires to be run under-
ground.

JULY FLOWERS.
MIDSUMMER is a good time to master the plantains,

for they may all be found now both in flower and
in fruit together ; and they are a curious family of plants,
well worthy of close consideration. Probably everybody
knows the typical plantain form by sight—in the rough at
least ; but as it is well to take nothing for granted, one
may begin by saying that any roadside weed with a tall

spike of minute flowers, each consisting of four greenish
sepals, four thin, transparent, and colourless petals, united
into a s-hort tubular corolla, four stamens, and a pistil, is

perfectly sure to be a plantain. They are all more or less

exclusively wind-fertilised, and so they have long stamens
hanging out to the breeze, and feathery styles to catch the
pollen ; and the styles always come to maturity tirst,

being fertilised by the pollen blown from another head
before the stamens uncoil themselves. We have five

English species. Three of them have leaves about three
times as long asbroad, namely, PlmUago lanctolatu, P. major,
and /'. media. Of these, P. lanc>:(jlata, common ribwort,
is by far the most abundant. It may be known by its

long, narrow leaves, which rise from the ground nearly
erect, as well as by its yellow stamens, and by the fact

that each of its small, cup-like capsules contains only two
seeds. When ripe, it divides in the middle, the top falling

ofl' like a cover, and shows the two little kernels within.

This is the most degraded of our inland English species,

having completely accommodated itself to wind fertilisa-

tion ; its petals are a dingy grey or brown, and are tucked
away inconspicuously behind the calyx. /'. lutdia, the
hoary plantain, is far less abundant, and much prettier.

Though also mainly designed for wind-fertilisation, it

has not entirely ceased to attract insects; and so its

petals are still a faint whitish lilac, its stamens are

tinged with pink or purple, and it has a slightly

fragrant almond perfume. It may be known by
its close rosette of broad, silvery white leaves, pressed
tight against the ground in a bunch, so as to kill ofl" the
grasses beneath it ; as well as by the fact that its capsule
usually contains four seeds, at least in the young state,

though one or two of them sometimes wither away before

ripening. This is by far the prettiest of our Englisli

species. P. /najor, the large plantain, is frequent along
waysides. Its leaves are very broad, tapering into a stalk

at the bottom, and less upright than in the ribwort. But
the best distinctive mark is aflbrdcd by the capsule, which
contains a number of very small seeds, as well as by tlie

length of its spike, which is lower and longer than in the

other species. This is also a very degraded kind, with small

and very inconspicuous flowers, mostly concealed beneath
their large green masking bracts. It is often given as food

to canaries. The other two plantains are mainly seaside

weeds. /'. roronopiig, the buckshorn plantain, has leares

which sub divide into tines or branches, like a stag's antler,

from which rough resemblance it gets its English name.
Its tufted stock, with a ring of narrow, much-branched
foliage, is familiar to everybody on cliffs and pastures by
the seashore, as well as on sandy places inland. Its leaves

lie flat against the earth, showing ofl' their tracery-work
most delicately on the pale background of a sand-patdi.

The flowers are very inconspicuous, with brownisli stamens,
and the calyx is fringed with minute hairs. There are
four cells or divisions in the capsule, but the seeds seldom
all ripen. 7'. marilima, sea plantain, is the least interesting

of any. Its leaves are long and slender, but very fleshy,

something like thick green cords; and its flowers are

almost as minute as those of the buckshorn plantam.
The capsules have only two seeds. This is the most
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I. ijnuled spoeiea of all, its flowers being quite uuiioticeaWe,

owing to their greenness or brownness, and it is apparently

always wind-fertilised Nevertheless, all of the plantains

are originally descended from ancestors with bright petals

and honeyed nectaries, as may be seen by their united

corolla, which inyariably points back to an earlier stage of

insect fertilisation. /'. tncdia shows us best what is the

sort of type from which these degenerate little weeds are

ultimately derive<l. The others should be carefully com-

pared with it, and tlieir difterences noted and accounted

for. The key will be found in the relative adaptation of

each kind to wind- fertilisation.

RISTORI'S LADY MACBETH.
ALTHOUCII the plan and purpose of Knowlei)i:e are

inconsistent with regular dramatic criticism, the

appearance of a great actor or actress in an important
Sliakespearean part may well be regarded as a matter
within our scope ; for if the actor should " hold the mirror
up to Nature," as Shakespeare tells us, our great dramatist
has depicted Nature herself, and the study of Nature is

the aim of Knowledge.
If we study the work of great actors, and consider the

secret of their success or failure, it will be seen liow deep a
truth underlies the trite saying quoted above. Just in

proportion as the actor, granting him intellect to see what
is natural, holds the mirror up to Nature, does he move
his hearers. Each touch of Nature makes the whoie
audience akin with him. The gamut of feeling may extend
beyond the range of most of them, just as the music
assigned to a prima (ervrre runs beyond ^the range of ordi-

nary singers ; but even in scenes such as scarcely any can
estimate from actual experience, truth to Nature can bo
us certainly recognised as the truth of a great singer's voice

DUtside the ordinary range. Thus, if wc analyse the feel-

ings with which we follow a great actor or actress, wc find

that we are plea.sed or ofTi-nded (for the best and greatest

of them offend at times), just in proportion as they present

truthfully or the reverse the action and character entrusted

to them. This is true, despite what is also true, that on
tlie stage the lights and shades of character must be
intensified, in order that they may seem as strong as in

real life. The sceno-paiuter does not paint as a Claude
Lorraine would paint ; he uses devices such as a great

landscape painter would reject : yet if he is a master of his

art he aims at producing true eflTccts as certainly as a

Turner or a Claude. So it is, or so rather it should be,

with the actor.

Yet so little is this recognised by the general run of

actors, who, unfortunately, must always take a large part
in the representation of every play, that, as a rule, it is

painful to the real lover of Shakespeare to see any of his

noble dramas acted. Wc believe that this, rather than
any want of appreciation of the true value of Shakespeare's
work, is the reason why, as an actor and manager of the
day has said, Shakespeare "spells bankruptcy to the
manager." It is, indeed, certain that all the Shakespearean
plays require modification before they can suitably be n;

presented on the modern stage ; for the simple reason that
many accessories which were valued in his time, and there-

fore suitable, are now useless, or even ridioulou.s. For
example, although the witch scenes in Macbeth are in-

extricaVjIy interwoven with the plot, and, rightly arranged,
might still be effective, it is certain that in their details

they are now utterly unsuitable. No one is impressed
when the first witch remarks that, "Like a rat without a
tail, she 'II do, she 'H do, she '11 do ; or when the three

witches put into the cauldron a number of unpleasant in-

gredients. The more solemnly these scenes are given, the
more do they detract from the ellect they are intended to
produce ; so that, by the time Macbeth enters, wo aro
\ery ill-prepared to be all'ected by liis powerful con-
juration. IJut in this and similar cases the fault is not
Shakespeare's, but that of managers and actors, who cannot
see how, with changing ideas, such scenes have become
unsuitable. It was not liero and thus that Shakespeare
wrote " not for an age, but for all time." When^, however,
his real power is shown and should be felt, nine actors

out of ten fail to impress us with any feeling but a sense

of incongruity. They address the a'ulience, where speeoh
and action should be addressed to c.ich other ; they mouthe,
where they should .speak "trippingly on the tongue"; they
rant and rave, where they should bo grave and reflective ;

they aro vioh^nt, where they should be deeply moved; and
in scenes where passion and fire are needed, they produce
no cff'-ct on an a'ldience already tired of their mciningless

violence.

Madame Ristori, during the week ending last Saturday,

brought into strong contrast tlie right and the wrong ways
of presenting great Shakesperean parts. To begin with, she

is a woman of intellect ; and she has applied her intellect,

in the first place to tlio study of Shakespeare's Lady
Macbeth, and in the st^cond to the adaptation of her own
powers to the part. Slio has neither forgotten, on the one

hand, that it is Shakespeare's conception she has to deal

with, nor, on the other, that she can only in so far carry

out his conception as nituro has fitted her for the part.

Wo do not say that her view of the part is, in our judg-

ment, altogether correjt. Occasionally she seeincd to

merge the ambition, resolution, and subtlety of Lady
Macbeth, into an actually murderous temperament, of

wliich there is no indication in Shakespeare's Lady
IMacbeth. On the contrary, Lady Macbeth shows early,

and this indeed Madame Ilistori represented admirably,

that the ellbrt iiy which she had compassed the thought of

murder, had been too much even for her resolution. The
anguish e.spressod by the actress while Macbeth tells her

of his fears (" We liave scotched the .nnake, not kill'd it,"

itc.) was admiraVjly conceived, and justified, despite the

resolute " But in them nature's copy's not eterne," by the

tone in which Macbeth speaks of his plan.s. " Be innocent

of the knowledge," he fays, " till thou applaud the deed ;"

and again, "Thou marvcll'st at my words; but hold thee

still." The sleep-walking scene can only be rightly under-

stood or rendered, when these subtle indications of Lady
Macbeth's real character, and of Macbeth's recognition of

it, are adequately noted.

There was one fault in Madame Ristori's presentation of

the part, whicli .seemed to us a grave one. Lady Macbeth

has half persuaded her hu.sband, in the speech beginning,

" 0, never .shall sun that morrow see," to what lie had half

resolved on already. " We will speak further," is all he

says ; and seeing his face change into suspicion breeding

gloom, she answers

—

" Only look up clear
;

To alter favour ever is to fear.*

Leave all the rest to me."

Madame Ilistori closes this scene by a singular walk with

Macbeth across the stage, in which nothing is said by

either ; but Macbeth, by repeatedly raising his hand,

suggests that he is not convinced, while Lady Macbeth
warningly raising hers, as often suggests that ho must

yield to her. This might do fairly well—though we doubt

it—on a small .stage ; but continued across more than half

• Not " to be afraid," but to " cause fear," to " allri{,'lit."
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the width of such a stage as Drury Lane's, it has a decidedly

ridiculous eftect. We believe the close of this scene would

be far more impressive if Macbeth retired moodily and
doubtingly, watched by Lady Macbeth, as, anxious but

resolute, she slowly follows him.

In all the remaining scenes Madame Ristori's acting,

apart from somewhat too stately and Italian action in the

banquet scene, was superb—the sleep-walking scene even

more terrible, because more natural, than a death-scene

by Bernhardt.

Madame Ristori speaks English singularly well, though
with occasionally incorrect emphasis. Like all really great

actors she knows when and how to speak quickly, reserving

slow utterance for greater eftect in the more impressive

passages. Those around her on the stage, from the best to

the worst, or rather from the worst to the least bad, seemed
to regard the words belonging to their parts as oppor-

tunities for fixing upon themselves the attention of the

audience, opportunities to be made the most of by dragging

out the words as slowly as possible, emphasising every third

word, and shouting or shrieking ever}- third line. The effects

of changes of modulation, of varying. tones and rates of

utterance, they seemed to think not worth trying. And that

they were wise in their generation was shown by marked
applause from the gallery. In nio.st cases they followed

tradition as to action and emphasis—where they departed

from it they reached a lower depth. Macbeth's "Fill

full," solo voce, as a hint that he wanted his own goblet

well filled, is regarded we see by the Athenmim as a good
idea, not as an absurdity. Macduft"s despairing cry, " He
has no children," becomes a feeble, rhythmless, explanatory
remark, when emphasized "iTe has no children." But why
Jiote flaws, such as these, in what was full of faults?

All that followed JIadame Ristori's retirement after the

sleep-walking scene (including her recall, by the waj-), was
simply farcical—the fight between :SIacbeth and Macduff
unworthy of Richardson's Booth.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS.

By W. J. H. Clakk.

AL.\RGEIl number of bntterfliea and moths are out this month
than was tlie case in June, and most of those that were in

•full force then, still continue on the winp.
The Purple Emperor {Apatura Iris) is to be seen in the southern

counties of England, and most of the " Fritillaries," the Red
Admiral {(^anessa Alalanta), Tainted Lady (T. Cardui), Marbled
White {Arge Oalalhea), Grcyling (Satyrus' Semele), Small Copper
(rolyommatus Phlras), Green, Purple, and Black Hairstreaks
{Thecla nubi, T. Qierrus, and T. W.-A'.bum), and several of the
" Blues " may now be found.
Amonof the moths, wo may still find most of the " SpniXGlD.i: "

mentioned last month, and the Speckled Footman (EuUpia
Cribrum), Four-Spotted Footman {Litlir>sia Quadra), and Common
Footman (L. Complanula) are now on the wing.
The six Belted Clearwing {Scsia Ichnrmnoniformis), VTood Swift

{;/i'pi"a?KsSy!i»inMs), Short-cloaked Moth {Nnla CucitUntella), Muslin
Moth (Arclia ifendica). Cinnabar {Euchelia Jacohim:), Brown Tail
(Liparis Chrysnrrhea), Gold Tail (L. Anrifiua), Satin Moth (i. Si-
IMs), Gipsy {L. Dispar), Black Arches {L. Monacha), Lackey
(^Bombyx Neustria), and Oak Eggar (B. Qucrcus) should all be
«ought for during the course of the month.
Among the Geometr.*:, we may expect to find the Swallow-tailed

Moth (Vropteryi Sambucata), Bordered Beauty (Epione Apiriariu),
Little Thorn (IJ. Advenaria), Earlv Thorn {Selemia Illunaria),
Dotted Carpet (dlo'ia Glabraria), Mottled Beanty (Bnannia R'pan-
' '•), Common Wave (Cabera Exanthemnria), Common White

ivc (C. I'limria), Clouded Magpie (Abraxn.'! Ulmata), July High-
r (YpsipetcK Eiulafa), Common Carpet (Mclanippe Sublrislata),

"St of tho " Emeralds," and the Scalloped Oak (Crocallis Elin-
ivaria).

The NocTU.E that fly this month ate far too numerous to mention,
but amongst others we may expect to find tho following :—Tho Buff

Arches (Gonnphora Dedrasa), Peach Blossom (Thyalira Balis),

Marbled Beauty (Bryophila I'erla), Brown-line Bright-eyo (Leucania
Conijura), Common Wainscot (Leucania palUns), Dark Arches
(Xylophasia polyodon). Bordered Gothic {Neuria Saponariac), Straw
L'ndcrwing {Ceriyo Cytheria), Dot Moth (Mamestra persicarioe)

,

Garden Dart {Agrotis nigricans). Gray Arches {Apleefa nebulosa),

Marbled Clover (Heliothis dipsaceus), Golden Y (Phisia Iota),

Burnished Brass (P. chrysitis), Broad Bordered Yellow Underwing
(Trvphaina fimbria). Large Yellow Underwing (T. pronuba), and
the Old Lady {Mania Maura).
On the 2Sth ult. I had a Death's Head Moth {Acheroniia afropos)

brought to -me by a farm labourer, but I am sorry to say it was in

a very damaged state, though still alive. Have any of our readers
heard of this insect appearing so early in the summer .'

FIRE RISKS FROM ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

rpiIK following rules and regulations for the prevention of fire

J_ risks arising from electric lighting have been recommended by
the Council of the Society of Telegiaph Engineers and Electricians,
in accordance with the report of the committee appointed by them
on May 11, 1SS2, to consider the subject :

—

The members of the committee were—Professor W. G. Adams,
E.E.S., vice-president, Sir Charles T. Bright, T. Knssell Crampton,
R. E. Crompton, W. Crookes, F.B.S., Warren De la Rue, D.C.L.,
F.R.S., Professor G. C. Foster, F.R.S., past president, Edward
Graves, J. E. H. Gordon, Dr. J. Hopkinson, F.R.S., Professor D. E.
Hughes, F.R.S., rice-president, W. H. Preece, F.H.S., past presi-

dent, Alexander Siemens, C. E. Spagnoletti, vice-president, James
N. Shoolbred, Augustus Stroh, Sir William Thomson, F.R.S., past
president, Lieutenant-Colonel C. E. Webber, R.E., president.

These rules and regulations are drawn np not only for the
guidance and instruction of those who have electric lighting appa-
ratus installed on their premises, but for the reduction to a minimum
of those risks of fire which are inherent to every system of arti-

ficial illumination. The chief dangers of every new application of

electricity arise mainly from ignorance and inexperience on the part

of those who supply and fit np the requisite plant. The difficulties

that beset the electrical engineer are chiefly internal and invisible,

and they can only be effectually gnarded against by " testing " or
probing with electric currents. They depend chiefly on leakage,
undue resistance in the conductor, and bad joints, which lead to

waste of energy and the production of heat. These defects can
only be detected by measuring, by means of special apparatus,
the currents that are, either ordinarily or for the purpose of testing,

passed through the circuit. Bare or exposed conductors should
always bo within visual inspection, since the accidental falling on
to or the thoughtless placing of other conducting bodies upon such
conductors might lead to "short circuiting," or the sudden gene-
ration of heat due to a powerful current of eleetricity in con-

ductors too small to carry it. It cannot be too strongly urged that

among tho chief enemies to be guarded against are the presence of

moisture and the use of " earth " as part of the circuit. Moisture
leads to loss of cnrreot, and to the destruction of the conductor by
electrolytic corrosion, and the injudicious use of " earth " as a part

of the circuit tends to magnify every other source of difficulty and
danger. The chief element of safety is tho employment of skilled

and experienced electricians to supervise the work.

I. The Dynamo Machixk.

1. The dynamo machine should be fixed in a dry place.

2. It should not be exposed to dust or flyings.

3. It should bo kept perfectly clean and its bearings well oiled.

4. Tho insulation of its coils and conductors should be perfect.

5. It is bettor, when practicable, to fix it on an insulating bed.

(). All conductors iu the dynamo-room should bo firmly snp-

ported, well insulated, conveniently arranged for inspection, and
marked or numbered.

II. TiiK Wires.

7. Every switch or commutator used for turning the current on
or off should bo constructed so that, when it is moved and loft to

itself, it cannot permit of n permanent arc or of heating, and its

stand should bo made of slate, stone ware, or sorao other incom-
bustible substance.

8. There should bo in connection with the main circuit a safety

fuse constructed of easily fusible metnl which would bo mcltod if

the current attain any undue magnitude, and would thus cause tho

circuit to be broken.

9. Every part of the circuit should be so determined that the

gauge of wire to bo used is properly proportioned to the currents it

will have to carry, and changes of circuit, from a larger to a smaller
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o'nJuctor. should bo scfficii^ntly protcotcil witli suitalilo safety

fasps. so that no portion of the conductor should ever be allowed to

attain a tempcrntnre ciceedinp 150 dog. F.

X.B.—These fuses ore of the very essence of safety. They should

aln-ays be enclosed in ineonibustiblo cases. Even if wires become
perceptibly warmed by the oniinnry current, it is a proof that they

arc too small for the work they have to do, and that they ought to

be replaced by larger wires.

10. Under ordinary circumstances complete metallio circuits

should be used, and the employment of gns or water pipes as con-

ductors for the purivose of completing the circuit should in no case

be allowed.

11. Where bare wire out of doors rests on insniatiug supports it

should be coated with insulating mntoritil, such as intlia-rubbor, tape,

or tube, for at least two feet on each side of the support.
12. Bare wires passing over the tops of houses should never bo

less than 7 ft. clear of any )iart of the roof, and they should in-

variably be high enough, when crossing thoroughfares, to allow firo

escapes to pass under them.
13. It is most essential that the joints should bo electrically and

mechanically perfect. One of the best joints is that which is

whip[>e<l around with small wire and tho whole mechanically united
by solder.

14. The position of wires when underground should be cfTiciently

indicated, and they should be laid down so as to be easily inspected
and repaired.

15. AH wires used fur indoor purposes should be efficiently

insulatol.

!G. When these wires pass through roofs, floors, walls, or par-
titions, or where they cross or are liable to touch metallic masses
like iron girders or pipes, they should be thoroughly protected from
abrasion with each other or with tho metallic raa»ses, by suitable

additional covering ; and where they are liable to abrasion from
any cause, or to the depredations of rats or mice, they should bo
efficiently enca«ed in some hard material.

17. Where wires are put out of sight, as beneath flooring, they
should be thoroughly protected from mechanical injury, and their
position should be indicated.

X.U.—The value of frequently testing the wires cannot be too
strongly urged. It is an operation, skill in which is easily acquired
and applied. The escape of electricity cannot bo detected by tlio

sense of smell as can gas, but it can be detected by apparatus f.ir

mere certain and delicate. Leakage not only means waste, but in

the presence of moisture it means destruction of the conductor and
its insulating covering by electric action.

111. Lamp-s.

18. Arc lamps should always bo guarded by proper lantt to

prevent danger from falling incandescent pieces of carbon, and from
ascending sparks. Their globes should be protected with wire
netting.

19. The lanterns and all paits which are to be handled should bo
insulated from the circuit.

IV. Da.nges to Person.

20. To secure persons from danger inside buildings it is essential
BO to arrange the conductors and fittings that no one can be exposed
to the shocks of alternating cnrrents exceeding CO volts ; and that
there should never bo a difference of potential of more than 200 volts
between any two points in the same room.

21. If tho difference of potential within any house exceeds 200
volts, whether tho source of electricity bo external or internal, the
house should be provided outside with a " switch," so arranged that
the tupply of electricity can be at once cut off.

By order of the Council,

F. H. Wkbd, Secretary.
Offices of the Society, 4, The Sanctuary, Westminster,

A THEORY OF FORESIGHTS.

TUO.SE of our readers who tako any interest in rifle-shooting
know that the »mall-l«,ro Match riflo is fitted with a wind-

Kan'-'P, "n which is fcrewcd a foresight suitcfl to the vision of tho
marknman. These sights vary acconling to fancy, those most in
use biing the calliper, the solid bead, and the hollow bead or ring.
By m<-ans of tho wind-gauge, it will Ixj understood that tho bull's
eye may always be in alignment with the sights.

I pr<>|>o<ic to call attention to certain optical advantages attending
the noc of the hollow bead which, I believe, arc not generally taken
advantage of.

The ballseye at tho long ranges (800, 900, and 1,000 j-ards) is

3 feet in diameter, and tho rings arc made of different sizes. If

wo tako one -1 ind
eye being say -1 foi

follows :

—

diameter and ufo it at all three ranges, the
from the foresight, tho effect is roughly as

m ® ®
And it is obvious that, to obtain the perfect alignment necessary,
the bull's-eye must bo geometrically centred in tlio ring. As
wo get to tho longer ranges, tho bull's-eye fitting Fnialler, thin
geometrical centering becomes more ditlicult, a very slight error at
1,000 or 1,100 yards, in all probability, causing tho shot to miss
the bull ; we should, therefore, use a smaller ring as the range
increased.

In the use of rings of different sizes I have made the following
observation :

—

Let us tako tho range at 800 yards, the bull's-eye 3 feet in
diameter, tho distance of the eye from the foresight (in the back
position with tho back-sight on the heel-plate) 4 feet: tho apparent
size of tho bull at tho end of the barrel will bo found to be OU inch.
Now, if we take a ring 'OG inch, tho effect produced is this,

a portion of the black being hidden by tho diffraction fringe causecf

by light passing through the small ajjerture ; it is inexpedient there-

fore, to use a ring the exact size of tho bull, on account of tho
impossibility of detecting small errors. Although tho measurement
of diffraction fringe involves a somewhat e.\tcnsivo use of intogrnla

and differentials, it may be practically measured in this instance,

and becomes of very great importance. Let us tako a ling double
the apparent size, that is '12 inch. (I may here state that guumakorg
make these foresight rings accurately to tho hundredth of an inch,

and that Mr. Gibbs of Bristol has made mo several for experimental
purposes to thousandths ; for all practical purposes, however,
hundredths will be found sufficient.)

The effect is this (tho diagi-am being drawn accurately) :

—

The diffraction fringe has all the appearance of, and nets in the
same manner as, a solid ring, and, holding the bull exactly, the
effect of a slight vibration or inaccuracy is this :

—

By using such a ring tho trouble of geometrically centering tlic-

bnll is got rid of, and wo may centre it optically; when tho bull is

seen jicrfectly it is centred, and the alignment of the sights ia

accurate. This centering cannot be mistaken, for the bull suddenly
seems to expand to a great size.

(Jn this theory, and with the data given above, the rings for the
different ranges will be as follows :

—

Jiije 4 feet from Foreiijhl.

800 yards 12

900 „ -100 or roughly -11 or -10

(tho smaller ring, I think, is iirjfurablo.)

1,000 yards 'OilO or roughly -10 or •0!>

1,100 „ -087 „ -09

Eyeafl.Gin.fromFored'jId.

SCO yards -10.) or roughly 10
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, JULY 9.

Sunday, 2nd. Monday, oru.—

!

r-

TUESDAY, 4Tn.

.--«r^ -.J

Wednesday, 5th.

"6 r

Tuursday, 6th. Friday, Tth. Saturday, 8th. Sunday, Oth.

In the above charts the dotted lines are " isobars," or lines of eqnal barometrical pressure, the valnes which they indicate being
given in figures at the end, thus—30'4. The shade temperature is given in figures for several places on the coast, and the weather is

recorded in words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by the number of barbs and feathers, thus :— »-

light J >-, fresh or strong; > :> , a gale
; » > , a violent gale ; signifies calm. The state of the sea is noted in capita}

letters. The • denotes the various stations. The hour for which each chart is drawn is C p.m.

Eije 3 ft. from Foresight.

800 yards 09
900 „ -08

1,000 „ -072 or roughly -07

1,100 ,, -OGl „ OG

I have tested all these rings in practice, and have found the
theory true in all cases, the requisite conditions being, of course,
good eyesight and good light ; in very hazy, bad lights, nothing
but the most open sights will allow the bull even to be seen ; but in

strong lights, with a heavy mirage, I have found the rings equally
serviceable, the diffraction fringe hiding the image as effectually as
it docs the bull's-eye when it gets behind it. F. T. P.

The Stamping out of Smallpox.—An important experiment,
which is exciting the greatest interest in medical circles, is being
made at Leicester, under the care of Dr. William Johnston, medical
officer of liealth. There are more cases of noncompliance with
the compulsory vaccination laws in Leicester than in all the other
towns of the kingdom pnt together. Hence the past six months
have witnessed very serious outbreaks of smallpox of a very
virulent kind in the midlands, and at Liicestcr a verj- considerable
number of cases have been imported from London, Birmingham,

Nottingham, and other towns. Every one of these outbreaks was
stamped out by the following method :— Tlio corporation have
powers under a local Act of Parliament compelling, under a heavy
penalty, medical men and householders promptly to report

the outbreak of infectious diseases, including smallpox and
fever, the medical men receiving a small fee for each report.

In the event of a case of smallpox being reported at the

sanitary offices, which are directly connected with the fever and
cmall-pox hospitals by means of the telephone, an officer at onco
communicates with the institution, tho removal van is placed in

readiness, and beds are prepared for the reqnisito number of

patients. The medical officer of health and an inspector at onco
visit tho house where the outbreak lias occurred, explaining tho
nature of tho disease to the inmates, and invariably succeed in

inducing not only the patients to bo removed to tho hospital, but

—

what is of equal importance—in inducing every one who has come
into contact with tho sufferer, and every one living in the same
house, to occupy quarantine rooms at tho hospital. The telephone

is again brought into requisition, and the roninvals take place with
the least possible delay. Those in quarantine are provided with

every comfort and means of recreation until the period of quaran-

tine has elapsed, and meantime, the house where tho outbreak

occurred is thoroughly disinfected, at tho expcnso of the local

authorities.

—

Times.
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Ifttnd to tf)f (EiJitor,

[n* SJitor dcti notloIJkimtflfrtfponsibltforthtopiniontofiui

M* camnot ^ujrrl^ikf tc return montitcriftt »r to correryotid triik their vrittrt. All

eammnmir^liotu ,\o»U hi at ikort v rotnble, coniiittntlf kH\ full and clear $tiilf

mnt> of Ike writer; ni»i«.«.]
All EJtlor^-il r<mmnniealiont Atmld U addrn$ed lo tke Fdilor qf KitowurGB;

all Bneam communitaliom to Uu Pnhluker; at Ikl OJtce, 74, Orial V«<'"-
•fr.W. H'.C.

All Brmjttcneu, Ckequei, and Potl-C>/flct Ordert ikould be made fat/able to

lie—re. Weman t Sone.
*,• All lettrrt to tke Sdilor rill he Ktimberrd. Tor eonrrmrnce of rrferenee,

ccrreejonlenta^ wktn referring to anj letter^etill oblige by mentioning He number
m%d tke F^ge on tekiek it appeare.

•'In knowlrdpe, that mui only is to be coDtprr.ni»d and dpppised who
itate of trajivition Nor is there aDylhing more adverse I

than flxily of opinion."—farojajr.
" Show me a Duu who makee no miBtakee, and 1 will ehow you i

haa dose nothing."

—

Liebig.

TERRESTRIAL MAGXETISM.
[Wc have received an important communication from Professor

Tromholt, of Bergen, of which the following is a translation.— Ei).]

I beg to announce to you that next autumn I intend to propose
to the Norwegian Government the formation of an establishment
for investigating and observing the Aurora Borcalis and otlior

phenomena of terrestrial magnetism. With your permission, ^f.

I'Attroni^me, in communicating this project to yon and reriuesting

your counsel, I will indicate in few words the motives which have
led mc to seek the realisation of this idea, in many respects a new
one.

The theory of terrestrial magnetism is one of the i)roblems
which offers to natural science the strongest claims to examination.
If science has not been able as yet to solve more than a email por-

tion of the numerous problems belonging to this field ot research,

she has nevertheless been able at each step to prove more and more
clearly the enormous importance of the phenomena of terrestrial

magnetism in regard to the physical relations of our eartli. By
the discovery of a connection existing between these phenomena
and events on the sun's surface, the question has acquired cosmical
significance.

It would be useless, 3/. I'Astrotiome, to recall to you the great
and important part played by the forces of terrestrial mag-
netism in the whole physical life of the earth, in their changing
state, and their various periods, whether they present themselves
in the perplexing )i!ay ot the polar light, or whether they speak in

the changing movements of the magnetic needle, or by their in-

floence on the telegraphic network of whole countries.

No country in Europe, perhaps in the whole world, offers such
favourable conditions as Norway for the study of these phenomena.
Lying between the fifty-eighth to the seventy-first parallels of

north latitude, she extends farther north than any inhabited
country. She is nearer the seat of magnetic disturbances than
any part of the European continent. The maximum zone of the
aurora boreali.^ crosses the north and north-west portion of the
country. A continuous network of telegraphic wires extends from
its northern and its southern extremity. The telephonic lines of

Drontheim and Bergen are nearer the pole than any on the whole
earth.

There is thus no country to which the duty of taking an ener-
getic initiation in the study of the mysteries ot terrestrial mag-
netism more directly presents itself.

Having recognised these nnmerons advantages, neglected till

now, I have tried, during the few past years, to undertake, myself,
and at my own expense, a part of the great work which stiil re-

mains in this field, as yet scarce touched. In the antnmn of 1878,
I, for the first time, caused to be distributed in all parts of Norway,
an invitation leading (Acto de la Roci<;t£ dos Sciences of Chris-
tiana, IS80, No. 6) to the contribution of 8.(9 observations of 1.5).

aarr.ra.1, taken between September, 1878, and April, lb70, from 132
stations, principally in Norway.

This resntt enabled mo to prove that the aurora is a pheno-
menon occurring much more frequently, oven outside the Polar
regions, than is supposed at present, and that in a territory like
Norway it seldom fails to occur even in a year of minimum
frequency.

Counting from this modest beginning the plan has developed
itself raj^idly. Not only Sweden and Denmark, but Finland,
I'lijlaiiil, (iicenlnnd, and Iceland, are now included in tlio field of
111 all. in. The complementary work relating to the observations
r I i , iMiiter of 1879-80, although long since finished, has not yet

I rn [iiiLlishod. This series is much more extended and complete
tliiin llint of the former winter, and contains l.GOD observations of

200 auroras (boreal) taken from 357 stations. The material obtained
during the winter of 1880-81 is much richer oven than that of the
preceding winter ; it includes 5,200 observations of about 300
nnroras taken at 675 stations. The result for tho winter of 1881-82

will probably bo still vaster. I correspond, at this present time,

with from 1,000 to 1,500 observers of all the northern countries of

Euro])e.

As a supplement to these observations of the aurora borealis, I

have been able to get records at some fifty telegraphic stations,

Swedish and Norwegian, of all disturbances occurring on tho lines,

with note of tho time, the force, tho direction, Ac. From this

work, material as vast and ns astonishing as that from auroral
obsei-vntions has been obtained, the tolegraphio disturbances
showing themselves as frequent as the auroras ; scarcely a day
passes in Norway without some disturbance on tho linos. As soon
as I shall have received tho observations of an entire year, I will

publish them, with an atlas showing carto-graphically tho telegraphic

disturbances of each day, the auroras, and the storms observed the
same day, noting time and place, as well as the extent of night
cloud over the whole field of observation.

I have succeeded in constructing an apjiaratus, which, when
placed in connection with a telegraph wire, notes graphically all

the disturbing currents, according to their time, force, and direction.

This llheograph will soon bo in communication every night with a
telegraphic line, extending north and south, to a distance of about
1,100 kilometres (870 miles) which is not employed at night in

telegraphic work ; during the day it will bo connected with a
special tolophonic line.

I may add that I shall pass next winter (September to April) at

Kautokeino in Finmnrk flat. G9' 1' N., long. 21" 0' East of Paris),

to make there, in connection with tho Norwegian polar station,

Bosekop, situated lOO.kilomi^lrcs (G2 miles) further north, observa-

tions with respect to tho parallax of tho aurora borealis.

Although I have received all possible support and encouragement
from tho Government and scientific institutions of tho Northern
nations, it is evident that an organisation so extended and so com-
plete must end by exhausting tho energies of one man alono,

especially as I am obliged to devote tho greater part of my lime to

other labours. It is also clear that an entcrpriso arising only from
individual initiative cannot be pursued with ns much exactness and
perfection as when supported by a public institution.

[Professor Tromholt proceeds to describe the nature of his plan

in so far as it depends on such support as ho hopes to obtain from
the Swedish Government. A in.agnetie institution is to bo estab-

lished at Drontheim, and will contain all suitable instruments, Ac,
&c. Professor Tromholt hopes to make it tho central jjoint for all

observations of auroras in Europe. It will also take charge of all

observations of telegraphic disturbances. " I am persuaded," pro-

ceeds Professor Tromholt, " that an observatory such as this will

bo able to render important services to science, and I hopo that the

realisation of this idea will bo received with joy by tho scientific

world."]

I address this communication to you, if. VAslronnme, and to

other recognised authorities in this department of science, that the

question may be submitted to your judgment. I bog that you will

communicate to mo your opinion of the merits of such an institution,

so that tho weight of your name m.iy help to support mo in my
efforts to realise my jjrojcct. If (which I do not doubt) tho idea

should meet with your approbation I shall also be much obliged to

you if you would be kind enough to give mo your opinion and advico

as to the organisation of the Institution.

lloping to bo honoured by an early reply, which may bo expressed

in any Innguago yo>i may prefer, I have the honour to be, M.
I'Aiiironome, &c., &c.

Borgcn, June, 1882. Soi'iifs Tiiumiioi.t.

FIGURES OF FLUID-MOTION.

[1G3]— I hopo you, like your renowned nci(;hbonr, Mr. Punch,

keep a regular staff of young men, to whom you turn over, like

Mr. F.'s aunt to Clennam, all tho crusts of yoiir daily toast. For
you, like all men of the Fifth Imperial potentiality (you like these

fine terms, Sir—so easy to read out loud, and so full in the mouth,
you know—" scientifically wrong and mathematically to bo mis-

understood," as yon beautifully express it in the gorgeous shino of

"our" Knowiedce'h first-page) ; you, Sir, I say, are doubtless as

much toasted as you care for. Let the young mon, then, make a
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note of one of the simplest and prettiest demonstration of tlie

8till-liidden laws that govern the movements of " liquids in motion,"
and tell us all about them.

It is this : Into a two-pint porcelain mortar, break a (really)

new-laid egg, and see to the proper levelling of the mortar, then
procure a " Double Dover Egg-beater," and add a tea-spoonful of

finely levigated wliite sugar. Now di-ive the egg-beater, first slowly
and then extremely fast, and after a few minutes you will get
your reward ; for you will see a lovely illustration of some of the
exquisite figures in moving fiuids which the treatise of Sir. W. F.

Stanley has so exquisitely taught to us, although I don't think
he has, in any instance, observed the charming demonstration here
named. The bowl is of full golden, shining bubbles of softest look
and most tender lines. It is not one of my gifts to be able to

lucidly describe all that I have seen in this homely experiment.
But, after catching your new-laid egg, let one of " your young
men" tell your readers all that this humble pen of mine fails to
narrate, and, if he can, tell us " how it is done."
A "double," not a ''single" beater is desirable for producing

the varying shapes that dance in this golden tide. In proportion
to the rapidity of the revolving arms do the shape, size, and be-

haviour of the changing lovely forms and figures follow. At a
high velocitv, the outline of a heart shows itself, the regular
" Valentine " heart, none of your lumpy and unroraantic anatomical
hearts. It is impossible (but, doubtless, only so to myself) to

reveal the life and sensitiveness of these figures, and their strange
mobility. To me, they seem to set before us a science door through
crack of which we may behold a vista of fascinating and important
truths, waiting ihe resolute hand that will draw back the reluctant
gate, that we may enter in. Alas ! that hand belongs not to your
faithful servant, Egbert Ellis,

Eaven Spring, llitcham.

PROF. HUXLEY AXD MAECUS AUEELIUS.
[461]—Amongst the "pithy sayings " which the writer of the

Review in Knowledge on Prof. Huxley's " Science and Culture and
other Essays " jastly considers as well worth quoting and re-

membei-ing, there is one in particular to which I wish to draw
attention. Prof. Huxley says, " Do what you can to do what you
ought, and leave hoping and fearing alone."

Probably in all ages the thought of doing that which ought to be
done, without hope and without fear, has been common to great
minds; but I believe that it is to the Stoics, and to Marcus Aurelius
especially, that we owe that noble lesson. I quote in full, and it

can scarcely be too often quoted, one of the passages from " The
Thoughts ot Marcus Anrelius," which most resembles the modern
rendering of Prof. Huxley.

"If thou workcst at that which is before thee, following right
reason seriously, rigorously, calmly, without [allowing anything else

to distract thee, but keeping thy divine part pure, as if then
shonldst be bound to give it back immediately ; if thou boldest to

this, expecting nothing, fearing nothing, but satisfied with thy
present activity according to nature, and with heroic truth in every
word and sound which thou utterest, thou wilt live happy. And
there is no man who is able to prevent this." E. C.

IMITATIONS OF VOIXAXIC FOBM AND ACTION.

[tG5]—In a letter of mine to the editor of the Athenirum, some
years since, I described a mode by which, nccidentally, I had pro-

duced a surface similar to that presented by the moon. Having
nearly filled the basin of a large Arnot stove with sand, I poured
the water, for the purpose of moistening the atmosphere of the
room, upon it till it became saturated sand mud ; when the stove
got hot, an effect similar to that described in the pages of Know-
ledge, with regard to the plaster of Paris, was produced. But I

found that I could also realise mini.-.tui-e volcanoes, craters, and
eruptions, by pouring a moderate quantity of water in at the side

of the iron basin when the sand was dry and the stove excessively
hot. W. CAVE THOMAS.

THE POTATO.
[IC6]—With regard to "Farmer's" " five experiments," I have

to inform him that his results do not now surprise me, for he should
80 pluck the blossoms that all rising sap may be checked, throwing
it back into the roots

—

e.g., increasing the weight of tuber.
" Farmer " still adheres to his opinion about the " frosted

potato." If "Farmer" will inform me how to reconvert starch
once formed into sugar back a^ain to starch, then, and not till

then, can I believe that it is the " frost going out which makes tho
change." However, I should like to point out to " Farmer " that

the alkali of the wood-ash, besides the perfect manner of preparing
the food, might, and docs, make an unpalatable potato palatable.

Who can eat a potato cooked in the ordinary way after a glorious

"spud" (so-called) ? I cannot. Living all my life in the North,
and amongst farmers, 1 was well aware of "Farmer's" remarks
on the " large quantity of decomposing matter," therefore 1 made
that "as an undeniable statement." Tho results obtained on the
sandy ground are remarkable, but nevertheless true.

Farmer (329) asked me to give him my authority re " peat." I

gave it, but in letter 4fl5_he again says my statement is nonsense. I

prefer to take " Biedermann's Centralblatt fiir Agricultur-
Chemie " account of .•). genuine experiment before "Farmer's"
opinion to the contrary. It would have been otherwise had
" Farmer" been able satisfactorily to show that I had been talking

nonsense by bringing forth data to prove my statements incorrect.
" Farmer" has reminded me of a saying of Agassiz's through most
of this discussion, "that whenever a new and startling fact was
brought to light in science, people first say ' it is not true,' then
that ' it is contrary to religion,' and, lastly, ' that everybody knew
it before.' " Not that my statements are so very new or startling,

for I believe that the question, whether blossoms or no blossoms
yield the best results, has been before agriculturists for the last

forty years at least. It seems a pity that it takes " Farmer's "

body so many years to solve such a simple preblem. F. C. S.

TOBACCO AND CONSUMPTION.

[IG/j—After a talk on the subject with me, a friend, who had
one of his young chickens very ill with the "gapes," thought he
would try as a last resort the influence of tobacco smoke on the

Placing the chick under a bell glass, he blew tho smoke from his pipe

into it until the fumes had made the chick unconscious ; then, re-

moving the glass, he allowed the youngster to come round, it exhaled

smoke for a second or two and was sick, but no symptom of gapes

has been seen since and the bird is as well as ever it was.

If Koch or any other leader in germ research would try in a similar

manner the effect of smoke on animals, now under their treatment,

we might soon hear if this cure would hold good with respect to

animals suffering from the inoculation ot tuberculous matter; it

would, in aU probability, be necessary to make the animal uncon-

scious many times before arriving at satisfactory data on the

subject.

Since I first began to inhale—and I have inhaled nearly every

kind of tobacco, from New Orleans perique to the finest Turkish

from pipe, cigar, and cigarette—I have never been troubled with a

single chest complaint.
Would—as suggested by " W. 0. Prosser"—some of our medical

contributors, who have been abroad, please inform us if consump-
tion is prevalent amongst the following nations:—Mexicans, and the

nations of the South American Continent, tho Southern States of

America'; and if the custom of inhaling is carried on further north

than New York in the colder parts of North America ? We might

in this way gradually find out whether the influence of tobacco

inhalation "has the effect of wai-ding off or destroying consumption

irrespective of climatic Influence. P. C. S.

A VERY COMMON MIND TROUBLE.

[468]—The following, which appeared in tho ilanehcstcr Courier

of the 7th of this month, will, I trust, not prove inadmissible to the

columns of your magazine :

—

"In a large proportion of instances persons who live sedentary

lives, and labour habitually with their brains to the neglect of tho

other parts ot their bodies, suffer more or less annoyance from a

mind-trouble, which, under favouring conditions, may readily

become a disease. It consists of an uncontrollable and all-per-

vading feeling of doubt—not suspicion in the technical sense of that

term, but doubt as to the commonest facts and acts of ordinary

life and experience. At first tho victim ot this strange distress

tries to compel his self-consciousness to rest. lie resolves

that ho will not think of the act. It shall bo performed

instantly, or if it has been done it shall bo forgotten. He
goes away

;
presently tho thought suggests itself that, after all,

perhaps ho has not accomplished what he intended, or that ho has

done it badly. He puts away this suggestion, but it returns with

fresh force and overwhelms' him. All sorts of evil consequences

will, or may, ensue from his omission to lock that donr or drawer,

to turn off that gas-burner, or to place some ornament firmly enough

on its pedestal ! Tho demand, or impulse, to return and verify

the underlying belief that all is well, will brook no denial. The

creature of a craze like this miiy go to bed and try to sleep, but he

will toss restles.«Iy on his pillow, and at length ho must—or ho
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fancies lip must—pive in ; and from nny distuni-c, at nny pnins, ho
returns, penerallv to find that his fears have been wholly pronnd-
loss. Only those who have either themselves experienced this

tloobt, or repeatedly watched its Rrowth or witnessed its effects iu

others, can imafnno how terrible in itself, and what a prolific source

of mental mischief, so seemingly small a matter may prove. It is,

in f»ct, the first and warning symptom of many a grave, and

—

beoatise neglected—afterwards incurable case of mind disease."

—

J. Mortimer Granville. M.D., in iVood U'erdi.

From observation, 1 think that the more thoughtful and intelli-

gent persons are generally the victims, and indeed, after reflection,

it seems natural it should be so. I should like to see this subject

discussed in your columns, and to know the canse of it and the

cure.
'

W. M. M.

VABICOSE VEINS AND CYCLING.
[4G9'— I have head it said that medical men attribute the groat

prevalence vt varicose veins to the use of bicycles and tricycles.

I shall be glad to know if there is any truth in such a statement.

A Teicyclist.

TUE DOUBLE STAR, CASTOR.
[470]—May I be permitted to suggest with regard to your reply

to " Eicclsior," on p. 83 of Knowlkpgk, Xo. 35, that the fact that
"no sensible change has taken place in the relative position or
distance of the principal star and the 11' one since the year 1823"
(1829 ? U. and So's results are coufisscdiy not very accurate here),

tends rather to imj.ly a physical connection than an optical one. I

think you will find that the system is not "universally regarded
among astronomers as being simply binary," because this small com-
panion shares in the proper motion of" Castor in the same way as
the little pairs ;i' BOotis or i: 518 share in the P.M.'s of ^' Biiotis

o' Eridani ; all three being probably tcrnarj-. U. SAULEK.
[F.R.A.S. wrote the reply in question, not The Emtoh.]

MEDICAL WORKS.
[471]—"Enquirer" would bo glad if any of the readers of

KsoWLEUCF. would inform him if any societies similar to tho " New
Sydenham," i.e., societies which issue works on medicine and allied
sciences to subscribers, and terms of subscription. MEDICUS.

AN ARTISTIC DOG.
[472]—I send you the follon-ing instances of what may bo called

artistic appreciation in a dog. Jly dog, on whose ambiguous descent
" Skyey influences " have undoubtedly operated, jiointed in a
marked manner at a Japanese figure of a cat, in which the mons-
trous was blended mth tho life-like. It stood on the floor insido a
hop, and I Imd to call tho dog off just ns I might had tho creature
been alive, not before the dog had evinced more than curiosity.
Again, tho same dog came nncxpectcdly upon a life-sized plaster
bast of a man standing on tho pavement. This aroused his atten-
tion, then surprise, and nltimately fear, or indignation ; in fact, ho
barked in a way that reminded ni'e of tlio lato Frank Matthews as
Qoince, on meeting Bottom "translated."

It is clear that tho dog's sense of form alone was appealed to, as
neither object wag coloured in at all tho natural tints of the
respective originals.— Vours, Ac

, J. I'owEU IIk.k.s.

CHANGE OF COLOUR IN lll.OWl'lPE BBAD.S.

[173]—The colour of beads before the blowpipe is to bo attri-
batcd to the luminosity, or vibratory motion, in tho beads them-
selves, and not to reflected light rays.

In the case of the cooling gold bead, tho molecules become con-
densed, therf;by shortening their period of vibration, and causing
the Ipminosity of the bead to run up tho gamut of colour. So in
tho bismuth bead, the expansion of tho free path of the molecules
lengthens their vibratory pericd, and tho light runs down the
gamot.

Is it not possible that at various strings, when stretched, will
pick out each its own note in a harmony of sound, and respond to
it ; so all matter shines— I have no other word—with the colour
its vibratory period selects from the harmony of light ?

Aug. W. Ork.

TELEGKAl'H via BEHRING'S STRAITS.
'471"—Is it practicable to build a telegraph line ns far north as

Bchring's Straits, and then a cable to America ? There is one to
Uammerfest, in Norway, as far north. Such a route would have
the KTr^t advantage of a short cable, which could be multiplied
indefinitely at little cost, and would, 1 presume, work quicker than
a long one owing to the less induction. J. p.

9ns(U)fi£f to CorrrsponlirnW.

the Editor requiring earty attention rkould reach the
Office on or before the Sitturdtit/ prtcedtnij the current ieeue qf Knowledsb, th»
increaeimg circnlution nfithich compete ur to ffo to preet early in the vceic.

HllcTs TO ComsroKnuHTS.— 1. A'o queitioni aetcing for ecientijie tti/brmnKoi*
can be anrvered through the poet. 2. Leitere eent to the Kditor for corrcepondente
cannot be forwarded ; nor can the namee or addreeeee cff correepondente be given in
anewer to private inquiriee. 3. Correepondentt ehoutd ecrite on one eide only of
the paper, and put draieinge on a eeparate le^f. 4. Kach letter ehoutd huve a title,

and lit replying to a letter, r^erence ehould be made to ita number, the page on
which U appeari, and ite title.

LiKi'T.-CoL. Ross. Yonr opinion that " Knowledge " is " tho best
twopennyworth that England over had " is very gratifying ; but I

am obliged to decline further Green Beam and Blowpipe papers.
Your views on the former sulijoct I know to be incorrect ; of the
latter subject, so far as practical blowi)ipo work is concerned, I

know nothing; but space will not permit of further articles on a
subject in which few, I fear, tnko interest.

—

Stellabum Vox. (1) Tho
astronomical views of Tycho and Kepler were not without tincture
of astrological fancies—natural enough in their time. (2) Astrology
has no basis whatever in scientific facts ; one cannot siiy it is not;

" a correct science," for it is not a science at all. (a) As held by
the earliest Chalda?an observers, it may Imvo been associated with
a flat-earth theory ; but the later Chaldaan astronomers recognised
the earth's rotundity. (4) It is not " worthy of any credence
whatever."—T. R. A. You do not seem to have noticed that an
account of tho mastiff Kepler's arithmetical feats is given in the
series of articles on Intelligence in Animals. The work you mention
is in hand for review.—R. Ellis. Y'our poetical account of

medical story suggests something rather "dreadful." If you will

kindly consider that among our readers arc many of tcuder souls and
sensitive nerves, and so " do your spiriting gently," 1 have no doubt
the story would be very acceptable. Tho returned proof is suggestive

of a liveliness of imagination provoking to constant improvements.
But printers have a pleasing way of introducing tho letters, L, S,

and D, in connection with such changes. If every cDlmnn of
K.NOWi.EiiGK wore treated that way, I fear it would bo iiniirovi'il off

tho face of the earth. Thanks all tho same.- Anxioi .s I'uiknd.

Exceptional care is taken about such advertisements as those. Iu
the case you mention a sample packet was ordered, which proved
<|uite unolijoctionable.

—

Jas. Deas. I do not remember anything
ill your communication which was similar to tho very striking

achievement of Casoneuve. As far as I remember, yonr account
related only to parlour expel imcnts, which may always bo "got up"
by tho invention of simple signal codes. I think, however, it was tho
pait SM).'trl^t in;,' animal magnetism which seemed to mo to render
yni;i , ti,t I,: i. i 1.111—which was rather long—unsuitable. Pray
I" li 1 1 at there was not tho least intentional disparage-
niri \]

I , , kttcrs reached mo on tho same subject about
tlia' I ill [i I . |inios rather careful discrimination to draw tho

lino liein cell wli.it may bo useful as scientific evidence, and what
may not. Of course, H. M.'s evidence by itself may bo open to

exception. Uis friend may have boon also a friend of tho con-

jurer's. Ho himself may have forgotten some details. And so

forth. But his amount accords well with the evidence given by
Dickens. (I believe it was tho same conjuror in both cases.) On
tho other hand, general accounts of thought-reading at evening
parties, where tho narrator " is sure there was no deception,"

are really of no valuo from a scientific point of view. An
exact account of precautions to prevent deception should bo

given. (They were unnecessary in II. M.'s case, which depends
solely on his own veracity and the trustworthiness of his friend.)

—

II. W. Faucus. There can be no doubt that when largo masses of

aqueous vapour are suddenly condensed into the cloud form, or largo

masses of cloud still further condensed by tho gathering together of

minute water-drops or vesicles into largo rain-drops, electricity is

generated and vicc-vcrnd. It can also be shown experimentally that

when oxygen and hydrogen in due proportion aro converted ex-

jilosively into water, electricity is generated. But tho theory that

lightning and thunder are caused by tho explosive change of oxygen
and hydrogen in tho air into water is quite inadmissible. Hydrogen
and oxygen nowhere exist in the air in tho right, or anything like

tho right, proportions.—W. M. M. Thanks. Your letter shall appear
shortly.

—

Postcakd. You certainly have entirely misunderstood our
notes " On Some of Our Critics." We wish every reader who bcoh

any mistake, or thinks hO'docs, to call our attention to it. We have
been rather careful to show this. It is only tho icay of making cor-

rcctionswhich is in question. Compare thctwo following corrections

on tho same subject, and you will see that while one is not only
admissible, but useful, the other is not so well :

—

(1.) " It appears to me that Dr. Wilson's use of the term quad-
ruped as synonymous with mammal may mislead some of your
younger readers, though, of course, no biologist could for a moment
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misunderstand him. They might imagine tliat all four-footed

animals are mammalian, or that all mammalians have either four

legs, or (like man) four chief limbs."

(2.) " Dr. Wilson seems to imagine that all fom--footcd animals

are mammals, and all mammals four-footed. Will he permit me to

inform him that this is not the case. A crocodile has four feet, but

Dr. Wilson will tind, on further examining the subject about which

he writes, that a crocodile is not a mammalian. Man, on the other

hand, is a mammalian ; but man cannot be said to have four feet,

although during a portion of his existence he goes on aU-fours.

Nor can the whole, though a mammalian, be properly called a fonr-

Icgged animal ;" and so forth.
" Post-card" seems to think the writers I mentioned have com-

plained to me of such patronising communications as the last. This

is not the case. In only two cases (I introduced Mr. Grant Allen

only by way of illustration—no one has yet explained botanical

matters to him) have contributors had occasion to make what I

consider the right sort of answer to letters of the kind. This they

did, without any reference to the matter in writing to mj-self. lint

then came letters to me from the carpers, angrily denouncing
me for poking fun (which I had not done) at writers so

thoroughly [acquainted with " the quartile character of two-
fold duality." I may adil that, in his imaginary illustration of

Mr. Grant Allen ' attacked by a critic," "Post-card" speaks
as if the article on Hesperoriiis, &c. ("Birds with Teeth")
in No. 2, were from Mr. Allen's pen. I feel able to assert

the contrary, having, to the best of my recollection, written

that article myself. To " Post-card's " conclusion, that only pro-

fessors should correct the statements of professors, I entirely

demur; that is just the sort of thing against which Knowledge
sets itself,—the cant and humbug of specialism and officialism

(specialism being, however, an excellent thing in itself and when
free from cant, otficialism necessary, and not bad when free from
humbug).

—

Ignobamls. Cold weather of June may be capable of

explanation, but it certainly has not yet been explained.—W.
Benson. We saw many other objections, quite as serious, to your
theory; but the one we quoted came first to hand. How would
you exjjiain multiple tails, curved tails, side tails, cross streaks, and
the like ?

—

LieijT.-Col. Boss. Eegret to find you have in so short a
time entirely changed your views. You think that (1) Knowledge is

diminishing in circulation (oddly enough, only three days before
your letter came, "the largest weekly sale since we started" was
announced to me) ; (2) that it ought to diminish in circulation

;

(3) that its so failing is due to the delay or omission of your
articles (you do not say so in so many words, but imply it plainly

enough). You point to the Exchange and Sixpenny Sale notices of

volumes of Knowledge for sale as proof of this. The proprietors

were flattering themselves that these notices resulted from their

own announcements, though they want rather the first seven back
numbers to make up volumes than to buy back complete volumes,
which onr new subscribers will willingly do. It may interest yon
to learn that all the volumes originally in stock have been sold, and
that of others made up with numbers bought back, only seven
remained in stock a few days ago.—A Stcdent. You rather sur-

prise US; for Mr. Hume's view has been expressed even more
strongly by medical men of experience.— SctKNTU. Medical men
would probable advise you not to sit up reading till one. Whether
you can do so or not, without injury to your eyes or body, depends
on circumstances which only those who know you well personally

can bo acquainted with, on your constitution, habits, eyesight, &c.
If you neither drink nor smoke, and your food is usually plain,

reading till one should not hurt you. But if you find it necessary
to take strong coffee or tea, or "to bind your head with wet cloths
or the like, yon may rest assured you are injuring yourself. I can-
not myself advise yon, <)nite in the dark as I am, nor allow anyone
else to advise you through these columns, to what nn'ght bo very
good for A, B, C, F, and G, but very bad indeed for D (yourself,

let us suppose). On the other point, I do not know; but 1 fancy
that no societies meet on the dates you mention.

—

Alirep. The
solution would run sonu'what as follows, I suppose :

—

1 4
Sec.

(l,t,6,3, recurring)
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A. McD. Have forwarded your question to Mr. Grant Allen. I

quite agree with you that the handkerchief shows on a London fog

day, that it is better to breathe through the nostrils ; but not that

blowing the no.se is a bad habit. The mucus does not act aa an air

filter. The irritating action of the matter which has been filtered

out of the air causes the How by which mucus is formed, and so the

particles of carljon, &c., get in the way of being removed, preferably

by the process you think objectionable.—W. Southall. Thanks;
but the mistake is tolerably obvious. Our contributor wrote
" Decoction or tincture of Cinchona," which was misprinted
" Decoction of tincture," Ac. He added on proof a marginal note,

the last word of which was "quinine," but struck it out; unfortu-

nately the last word seemed to remain unscorod out and was taken

as a correction for Cinchona. We have forwarded your note.

There is,|of course, no objection to your correction ; on the contrary

wo thank you ; still, you should hardly have supposed that anyone

could be ignorant "of the fact that " decoction of tincture

of i|uliiiii", " .iiiil " ilrcoction or tincture of quinine" would
ci|ually I II II . ii-r. A correction of an obvious "printer's

error" \v il 1 I.;. • I ii more acceptable than one implying a
simply riili.uiuiis, auil, in fact, impossible blunder.—T. Moecak.

A number of correspondents object to the blowpipe articles, which

for that and other reasons have now come to an end. Bnt, as I

learn from Lieut.-Col. Ross that you are in correspondence with

him about a pyrological society, you can readily find other and

better ways of announcing the 'plan to pyrologists.—Eve-witness.

We will convey to Mr. Allen and the author of " The Amateur
Electrician" your suggestions about illustrations, but you must
consider onr smnll rri'-" -ivA ''i.^ absolute necessity that expenses

should be kept .1 . i: '11 t' > -i -wtli of our circulation has continued

some time long! r \ , i
• once do what you suggest if we

made the price tin ,:; imber. We prefer waiting till we
can make such im

I

I
i Imut increasing the price. Already

wo have gone, ill I i use (especially for original matter)

far beyond what i i i i
I iicsent circulation justify, encou-

raging though tin lii 1 ,1!n iy is. It is «o( very encouraging

to find our efforts in tlie way of cheapness altogether ignored as in

your letter.—B. M., F.B.C.S. Some singular experiences in my own
family circle confirm that view. But I do not care to cite them.

—B. M., F.R.C.S., wishes to know where the mild tobacco mentioned

at p. 79, letter 415, can be obtained.—Ecoxomkst. Suggestions

noted.—W. Peddie. Thanks.—J. R. C. Thanks; but we have

given general solution for case of belts not crossing—understood in

the problem. When they cross, solution is similar, so far as geo-

metrical principles are concerned.—H. C. Floyd. The geological

structure of that spot is well known, and will probably be referred

to by Mr. Harrison in the course of his papers.—F. Cowley. No ;

you cannot muUi] '

:• ' iinney. In the case of foot by feet,

all you can sa> i- : i.f feet in the length multiplied

by the number :
i a rectangle, gives the number of

square feet in tl is not multiplying feet by feet,

however.—J. B. Siiiriiv. Thank you; but that way of doing the

Fifteen Puzzle would not be of use to our readers.

CHEMICAL AMSWEBS.
QUEKIST.—Pure quartz does not lose weight by being heated alono

(hydrous varieties lose water) ; in a current of steam, however, it

slowly volatilises. If the mineral be powdered and fused, its specific

(irarity is altered ; that of crystalline quartz is 2T>, after fusion it

becomes 23. The same change takes; place without fusion if^the

mineral is kept for some hours at a temperature of about 2,000* C.

This lighter form is also found naturally, but only rarely occurs

in crystals. When it does so it receives the name of " Iridymitc."

These differ in shape from the crystals of quartz, and belong to

another crystallographic system.

MEDICAL.
" A beadeb op the Same " had better go where ho can got plenty

of exercise on elevated ground—the Yorkshire Wolds, the Sussex

Downs, Firth Hill, &c.—avoiding valleys for residence. He should

have a pursuit, whether it bo geology, botany, or any other study,

which will necessitate out-of-door exercise. He should clothe so as

to avoid chilh, and leave oft all spirila. Aa to the Turkish bath, ho

should consult liis medical man. A dose of Carlsbad salts every

other morning will help him.

IMPROVEMKNTS IN THE Rl'nnKH.'i OP ELECTRIC MAiniNK.".—By O.

J. Agostini.—Very fine clmrcoal-powder is rubbed up with petro-

leum to a tough liquid, and spread with a brush uix>n thin cotton

paper. The surface of the ordinary rubbers is covered with strips

of this paper. Tliey arc not hygroscopic ;
give a good development

of electricity, and cleanse the disc—IVicdmianirs Briblatter.
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^ur ifiattjnnatiral Column.

EASY LESSONS IX THE DIFFEKENTIAL CALCULUS.
No. in.

Bv THE Editok.

TUE plan wc adopted in Lesson L to obtain the differential

co-ffficicnt of the expression i gf with respect to the variable

', will give na the differential co-efficient of many other variable

expressions.

It may be well to trj' one other case, giving also an illustration

of the valae of such processts, before proceeding to obtain the
differential co-efficients of ^•arious familiar functions,

sc, for instance, that

Increase x by Ax,
(i)

I y by i« ; then

so that, subslractiiig (i.) from (ii.),

AJ: = aA!/— 2i/A!/- (At/)-

and—f =a-2i/— Ay.
Ay

Now make Ax and Ay inOnitely small, calling the
Then wo get

(ii.)

dx- and ihj.

-j- = a-2y-((y = a-2y.
dy

This process would be verj- cumbrous if applied to complex ex-
pressions. Therefore, the first matter considered in treatises on
the differential calculus, is tho determination of rules by which a
differential co-efficient may be readily obtained. In tho next paper
on the subject I shall give sgme of these rules, without dwelling; at
any great length on the reasoning by which they aro established.
Much of this reasoning, indeed, would bo beyond those for whose
special service these papers aro written. The advantage derived
from the practical application of tho differential calculus to pro-
blems not easily sslved in other ways, will encourage tho student to
discuss after awhile the reasoning by which tho rules of tho calculus
have been established. The great difficulty has hitherto been that
this reasoning, coming before the student has learned tho power of
the calcnlu.<>, has, by its length and complexity, prevented many
from ptirsuing the study of the subject.
But even at this st,ngc, it will be well to illustrate the application

of the differential calculus.

Suppose we had this problem given :

—

The Icnn'h '/ the line Ali i» A; v.herc must a j^oint P Ic talien in

ordir that the rectangle under AP, PB may be as great as poaaible ?

Since A I' is y, P B is (a-y), and the rectangle under AP, PB
(which call i) is y (a- y) ; that is

x = oy-y'.

We want z to be as great as possible. Now the differential co-
efficient of z with respect to y, is tho rate at which x increases with
increase of y (from to a) ; and so long as z is increasing, x is not
as great as possible. We must find then when x ceases to increase,
or when its rate of increase (or its differential co-efficient) is reduced
to nought. Now we have seen that when

z= ay-2y,
dz

ratting this e<iual to nought, we have tho equati(

a-2^ = 0.

~ J that P must bisect AB, in order that the rectangle under AP,
i'B may be a maximum.

Ilerw is another problem :

—

ACita eylin'Jtr ecrutructed to fulfil the condition that its height
Ali added to AO, the radiut oj a circular face, it C'lual to a

:^3
fittd length A. Required the height of the cylinder in order
ill curved rurface nuiy le at great at joatible.

Pot AB -y; so that AO-o-y.

Then the curved surface, which call .r, is represented by the rec-

tangle under tho height and the circumference of a circular face.

That is (representing tho ratio of the circumferenco to tho iliamcter

as usual by t),

z= 27r (a-y)y = 2n-(ay--y>).
Here, as before, we must havo tho rate of increase of a with increaso
of y (or the differential co-efficient of x) nought. But if wo went
through the process for determining the differential co-efficient as
above, wo should readily get

dx

and tho cquatii

T(a-2i/) =

(To be continued.)

0ut 212abi5t Column*
By " Five of Clubs."

DEAR FIVE,—I have been studying Whist einco Knowledge
camo out, having foimerly played a good deal, but without

much knowledge of tho principles. I see you aro working your
way (for us learners) through tho leads, play second and third in

hand, return leads, and so forth. But I have a question to ask
about matters you have not yet reached—illustrated in tho follow-

ing game, which forms the first example in I'ole's lucid treatise on
tho " Theory of Whist." Will you kindly givo some notes on tho
game. I do not express my own opinion as to particular points of
play ; but speaking generally, I may say that it seems to me tho
play on both sides (not of all four iilayers, however,) is decidedly

bad.—Faithfully yours. Deuce ok Hearts.

In tho game referred [to by " Deuco of Hearts," as given
by Professor Pole, the score, on which in reality tho play
would greatly depend, is net given. We assume that it is "love
all ;

" but if it were A B love, 1' Z three, B's play would be better

justified than it is under the assumed actual conditions, because
then nothing could save A B (if honours against them) but the

possession of such cards, or at any rate such a long suit by A, as B
ought, under ordinary conditions, to liold himself,—to justify his

signalling from five trumps one honour. On tho other hand, if the

score were A B four, Y Z three, B'a jilay would bo about the best
he could follow to lose the game. Tho play o( Y Z also would
depend much on tho score. Tho game is as follows :

—

The Uand.s.

J/ear(s-10, 7.

Spades—A, K, 10, 0,1,;)

Diamonds—5, 4,

Clubs-K, 8, 0.
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strength :
" but when he ti^als

he says, " I am strong enough to

play a forward game even without
your support, if you only bring in

trumps. B, in this case, has only

three probable tricks in trumps
and one in diamonds.

2. B completes the signal ; A's
is established. Z has no more

spades.

3. A rightly leads his best

trump. Y, from his own hand,
knows that ii, ia all probability,

has the King ; for if A had the

King he would not have led the

Ten, and if Z had the King, be-

sides the trump card, B would
only have had small trumps,
headed by 8, from which he would
hardly have signalled. Y should
therefore have put on the Ace.
He gains nothing by this tenace
being led up to, for if he had
played the Ace, he would still

have been sure of the third round
of trumps. as eventually played.

Meantime he could have forced
his partner in Spades.

5. Here i' plays very badly.
It is useless to lead from a long
suit at this stage of a game, in

which strength of trumps has been
declared against you. Z is not
likely to attribute strength to Y in

any other suit hut Clubs, even if

any harm could come, at this

critical part of the game, from
such a mistake. Leading Ace of

Diamonds to save the game would
have been sound play enough
though this might suggest length
in Diamonds : unless Z himself is

very strong in them, as Y knows
to be probable. But the force is

the correct play to save the game.
Of course Y knows that Z can
trump, the trump card not having
been played.

7. Even now, leading the Dia-
mond Ace would save the game.
(As a matter of fact it would do
much more, as B holds four Dia-
monds ; but of this Y cannot be
assured. All he knows about

Diamonds is that A, who has discarded one, is short in that suit

;

so that B is almost certain to have one at least). But 1' blunders
on with his long suit, on the chance that Z holds the King, and that
B cannot ruff. B is much more likely, so far as Y can judge, to be
able to mff Diamonds than Clubs, for Y has two Diamonds and A
is short in them, leaving at least eight between B and Z ; whereas
r holds five Clubs, A from his discard certainly had at least three
Clubs originally, while B and Z have already played ono each,
leaving only three to be accounted for between B and Z. Besides
this, it is an even chance that A holds the King, not Z.

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. Of course nothing can now be done. A
and jB make five by tricks, against T Z'a two by honours.

If at trick 5 Y had played properly, the game would have

Or "
o^ol lo o

occ

6.
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Editor determined to make this the subject of further investiga-

tions, and the game proceeded
Ktjakes Kt
PtoQl

KKt to Kto.

This move is of an attacking nature. Black, of course, cannot tako
the Knight. P to KK3 would also bo weak, on account of Kt takes P,
and, if K takes Kt. then Q to R5(ch) would give Wliito a fine'

attacking position. Chief Editor says in his note :
" An ugly move ;

not, I think, in the books. The two Knights and the Queen threaten
serious trouble on my King's side. Uowever, I tako the Bishop ;"
therefore 10. P takos B.

(To be continual)

Xote on the Steinitz-Winawer game, p. 86.

Deab Mephisto,—I have been so backward with my work the last

few weeks, owing to (what is unusual with me) ill health, that 1

have had no time to open a chess-board. Looking, now, over the
singular game (for a great niatcli) between Uerrcn Steinitz and
Winawer, on Friday, June 23, pp. 85, 80, 1 note that the ingenious
rariatioa suggested by you on move 16, while effecting a certain
draw, if Black moves K to Kt(sq), gives White (at least, 1 think
so) a win, if Black moves K to K2. Your continuation is

—

16. Q to KR5 16. Kt to Kt3
17. y to K6(ch) 17. K to K2
18. Q to Kt7(ch) 18. K to Qsq
19. Kt to B7(cli), and perpetual check follows.

18. K to Qsq
While plays 19. Q takes P(ch)
I do not see how Black can avoid mate in a few moves. Some of
the variations are very pretty, but I see nono ia which mate is not
forctd. Is it not so ?

About what follows I feel more doubtful, having only considered
the suggested line of play in passing, when running through the
game, as actually played. It seemed to me that if at move 14,
White (instead of playing Kt to K2, giving the position shown in
the diagram at p. 86) should play P takes P, and after P takes
P, which seems forced, should play Kt to KB3 (sacrificing Rook),
and after Q takes K, Kt to KKt, 'he wins by force. Black's best
move seems to bo to return his Q to QR8 ; but Wiite can then
play Q to KR5, and if Black Queen checks, move K to K2, safe
from further check. What, then, can Black do ?—In haste, faith-
fully yours, R. A. PllOtldR.

if after

For the better understanding of these excellent remarks, we give
the above diagram of the position after Black's thirteenth move.
We will first comment upon the second part of Mr. Proctor's letter,

in which ho asks whether, in the position given above, White would
have done better to play

It. P takes P 14. P takes P
(14. Q takes P would Ijc bad on account of B to KtS)

15. Kt to B3 15. Q takes li

16. KttoRl
This certainly looks promising, and Black would probably lose if ho
nr/w were to play Q to QI{8. He has a better move at his dis-

I>09al, however, which is

10. Q to KB8.
White may continue with

17. B to KC(ch) 17. K to Kt.sq
But afti>r this there is nothing to l>e done of a determined charaetc-r.
F..r if 18. Kt to Kl Black replied with 18. K to B2, in which case
White would do Ijest to draw by Kt to Q6 fch.), for should the Queen
check on K5 Black tan with ailvantnge cover with the Knight.

Or i( 18. Q to KR5, Black can also play 18. Kt to Kt3, for in reply
to 19. Kt takos Kt there follows 19. Q takes P (oh). 20. K moves.
20. Q takes Kt with an advantage.

In reply to 16. Q to KB8 White could also proceed with 17. P to
Kt3 or B to K3, which would be met (wo think effectually) by
Black with 17. P to KRl. Finally, in reply to 17. Q to Q4.
17. Kt to KI-. 18. B to K6 (oh). 18. K to K2. 19. P to B4.
19. K takes Kt. 20. P takes Kt. 20. K to K2, Ac.
As regards the first |)art of Mr. Proctor's letter, he is quite right

in saying that Black must accept the draw by moving the K to

Kt S(|. Wo wore so elated at our analytical success in finding out
the draw, tint wo ovoriooked that if Black plays K to K2 White
will win. Resuming the [wsition of the diagram, the variation pro-

ceeds tliua :

—

14. Kt toK2 It. Q takes R
15. P takes P 15. P takos P
16. Q to KR5 16. Kt to Kt3
17. Q to K6 (ch) 17. k t()_ia8q

IS. KtU)_K8 IS. K to B2
19. Kt toQ6(ch )

If Black now plays 19. K to K2, instead of KtoKleq, White
will win as follows :

—

19. K to K2
20. K to Qsq
21. K to B2
22. K to Qsq <

23. Kt to K2
(„) or (b)

20. Q to Kt7(ch)
21. Q takes BP(ch)
22. Q to B3(ch)
23. B to Kt5(ch)
24. Q to R.i(mate)

(a) 22. K to Kt(sq). 23. Kt to Kt5(ch) and mate next move.
(()) 22. K to Kt3. 23. Q to Kt4(ch). (If K to B2, proceed as

before.) 23. K to B3. 24. Kt to Q4(ch). 24. K to Q4. 24. Q
to B4(mat6).
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OUR NATIONAL GAME.
ROBERT FERGUSON, Monmouth's follower, used to

say :
—

" Let me make the ballads of my country, and
I care not who makes the laws." In like manner it might
1)6 said that sports and pastimes are factors as important in
the making of a people as their more serious avocations.
Wellington, we know, considered that Eton— that is foot-
ball, and cricket, and school sports generally—made the
fighting men of England, with a reservation "in favour of
fo.\-hunting as making our British cavalry : and, although
there are pursuits better befitting the dignity of man (out-
side the savage state) than fighting, "Wellington there,
speaking of what he understood laest, e.xpressed the general
truth, that the sports of a race largely influence their cha-
racter as a people. We may therefore fitly take for a
subject of inquiry, even in a magazine chiefly devoted to
.science and art, a game which, like cricket, is essentially
the national game of England, and—except in America
of English-speaking races.

Cricket deserves, it seems to us, the position it holds as
a national sport, though chiefly for reasons which perhaps
the most ardent cricketers leave out of account. Con-
sidered with regard to the amount and kind of exorcise it
involves, cricket is open to many objections ; while the
kind of skill which constant cricketing practice engenders
IS not exceptionally serviceable in ordinary life. Americans
oaamtam, indeed, that, regarded as a scientific sport, base-
ball IS superior to cricket—about which view, knowin"
baseball only from without, not from actual practice of the
game, the writer can hardly venture an opinion. Certainly,
if all that is .said of base-ball be true, .some parts of the game
—pitching for instance*—must require an enormous anuiunt
of practice, and thus to acquire something of a scientific
qha^acter. But, ai)art from any comparison between
orickot and baseball, it is certain that .skill in driving,
cutting, drawing, ami so forth (or such skill in placing the

yf Q Grace and a few other players possess i"
ball

ip^rked degree), the mastery of various bowling devices,

• It is said,

9ficnce that it

1 > clLtni-o its coarse
: I give to

id we hnvp boon assnj-cd hy .Xmcrioan nion of
ruly said, tlint a good " pitcher " can can.sc the hall

hen in the air, so intense is the " spin " he

and quickness and correctness in the field or behind the
wicket, are acquisitions of very little real value in life, while
the quickness of eye and limb which these cricketing
qualities indicate, might be acquired in others ways more
directly advantageous. Again, the exercise obtained in
the cricket field is intermittent and uncertain, and of
doubtful value in developing muscle and expanding the
chest (so, at least, says the writer of " How to Get StroiiT,''
in KxowLF.DGE, No. .35). But while in such points "as
these, cricket, delightful and fascinating though it is to
players and bystanders alike, is imperfect as an exercise, as
a sport it has qualities which render it exceedingly valuable.
It is better morally than physicall}-. The good cricketer
has constantly to put sijf on one side. He has to keep the
interests of

,

The Eleven, not of Number One, continually
before him. Even the most brilliant bat has, in the
interests of his side, to exercise self-control, not only in
reference to his partner at the moment, but to the whole pro-
gress of the innings so long as he is at the wickets. Bowlers
must do their work as the captain directs, the captain must
direct their work, or take part in it himself, as is best for
his eleven, not as may best suit himself. The field must
work together in due subservience to the captain's plans.
And while thus men are taught discipline, self-control,
and self-sacrifice (where need is), they are taught also
moderation in times of prosperity, caution in tfmes of
difliculty, courage and resolution when defeat seems to
stare them in the face. But defeat also has its good in-
fiuence

; and the cricketer who takes defeat pleasantly, not
making false excuses for obvious shortcomings, but resolvin"-
hereafter to correct them, not angry with the victors, but
determined to face them again as resolutely as ever, and
perhaps with better success, lias gone through a ^moral
exercise which cannot but be of service to his character as
a man. It is in this way, and not from any special value
which cricket has as a physical exercise, that the discipline
of the crickef^field tells on the character of a nation. \\'hen
we consider that (outside absolute pauperdom) there is
probably not one able-bodied man in ten thousand in this
country who has not at some time in his life played in the
cricket-field, the importance of the game as our chief
national sport will be fully recognised.

Yet, we must confess, it appears to us that of late
during the last quarter of a century, perhaps—cricket lias
taken a position not altogether desirable. When, in
former times, professional cricketers almost invariably
defeated amateurs (we reject the utterly ill-chosen names
Players and Gentlemen), things were more nearly as tliev
should be, we take it, than they are now, when men who
are to be lawyers, doctors, clergymen, statesmen, and so
forth, give so much time to cricket during their younger
days, as to acquire a skill rivalling and surpassing that
of men who get a Ijjrge part of their living from the
practice of the game. We doubt even whether the
devotion of so much time to cricket is not mis-
chievous from the mere loss of opportunities for
other games- cricket being decidedly imperfect as the
sole or chief form of exercise. But it is a much more
serious question how far study, and even mental develop-
ment, are inlluenoed by the excessive devotion to cricket
which is now found not only at great public schools but
all over the country. It may seem at a first view as
though only a few were affected in this way ; for i^eople
hear only of the few .it each public school, ^or at the uni-
versities, or the like, who acquire very great proficiency in
batting, bowling, and fielding. But those who come near
the best, and those wlio, just because they have never had
any chance of coming near the best, have given more time
to vain efforts than a Steel or a Studd to successful practice
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—make up a very large number. Anil the question arises

whi'tluT, even in the ease of those wlio can attbrd so much
tiuie during the years when they should lie fitting themselves

for the duties of life, the ttame is altogether worth the sacri-

fice made for it Crieket was a splendid game, though not so

generally well playid, when a strong and clever lad, working

at his lK>oks and studies, could gain enough skill with the

l»at or l>aU, cr l)Oth, to take a good place in his school or

college eleven, liut now, when we see Marlborough turn-

ing out a Steel, Kugby a Leslie, and so forth, who, almost

from the day of leaving school, are good enough to play

in a representative eleven of All England, it is tolerably

evident that the standard of school cricket is too high to

l«> reached, or e\ en approacheil, w ithout much more time

being devoted to the game than perhaps the wiser lads

themselves, and certainly the paients, shoidd altogether

ilesire, " ^\J1 work and no play " is as bad as " All

play and no work ; '' but "too much play and too little

work," too much Studd and too little Study, must have
mischievous etlects in the long run ; and unless we mis-

judge all that we have heard on such matters, a very strong

impression bi'gins to be entertained in certain quarters

(chiefly, but not wholly, parental) that this is so.

Yet of cricket, as a school or college game, we have a

far liigher opinion than of cricket as developed in our
great three days' matches. Here all the faults of cricket

are exaggerated. It is always full of uncertainty ; the

ball which takes a wicket may come early or late, a few
steps to right or to left in taking up his place may enable

a fielder just to reach a catch or cause him just to miss it,

and so forth «</ i)'ftHiluiii. But the chance and uncer-

tainty inevitable in cricket arc increased by uncertainties

of weather (allectiiig the condition of the ground), by luck

as to time of going in (who has not seen three or four

of the best men lo;:e their wickets when a side has had to

go in daring the last half-hour or so of bad and uncertain

light}, and by other causes, not necessarily belonging to the

game, though made to do so by laws as unchangeable as

(and as unreasoiiable as some yf) the laws of the Medes
and Pen-ians I Then how many matches end in a draw I

Three of the most interesting dunng the hist fortniglit

(Austr.ilians and Mar}lebone, Australians and Yorkshire,

and Eton and HaiTow) have so ended. It i.«, indeed,

especially unsatisfactory that every game e.\cept one, in

which the Australians seemed to have met their match
this season, has ended in a draw. How many games,
iigain, are finished long before the allotted time is up, to

the annoyance of spectators and to the loss of many worthy
professional cricketers 7

These defects, at any rate, uiight easily be corrected.

We shall sketch in our next a plan (which will certainly

never be followed, but that does not matter) by which no
game would ever end in a draw, or need ever be finished

till within half-an hour or so of the end of "time;" by
which Itoth sides would play under equal conditions as to

weather, hour, state of ground, and so forth ; by which the
men of neither eleven would be kept idling about, as often

happens now, for a wliole day—while yet a match played

out to the two full innings would be played under precisely

the same cricketing conditions as at pre.sent, and a match
completed in lets than two innings, or requiring more than
two innings to fill the three days, would still be played
under normal cricketing conditions during the whole time
that it continued.

The I'rinccM Beatrice litt» furwanJud a liar.dfomL' prescnl to tto
Free I.iLrary, I.<jn(]ou-atrvut, Bcthnal-i^ccn, E. The Uni^'orgity of
Oxford libcl tlif LordM ('ommiiuiioncrH of tho Admiralty havo niadu
lar^e (.Tantii of tlair |.olilicati(jnK to the above inslilution, which is

mpportcd entirely by voluntary contribntionii.

FOUND LINKS.
By Dr. Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E., F.L.S.

(Concluding Paper.)

I
PURPOSE in tliis concluding article to direct atten-

tion to the very interesting, and at the same time
astonishing, facts in favour of evolution which recent
researches amongst extinct and fossil Mammalui (or Quad-
rupeds) have brought to light Tho quadruped class pre-

sents us with a large and varied array of animal forms ;

and it is therefore needful that at the outset we should
endeavour to gain some plain ideas respecting the arrange-
ment of tho class into " orders." These latter are the
subordinate groups into which every " class " of animals
is primarily divided. To begin with, the quadrupeds
themselves, as a class, arc capable of being divided
into two distinct series. Of these, the first, as mentioned
in a pre^•ious paper, contains the kangaroos, wambats,
opossums, and their neighbours, along with the Omitho-
rltynclms, or duck-billed water-mole of Australia, and its

near neighbour, the Echidna. These animals form collec-

tively a division, which may be named that of " Lower
Mammals," inasmuch as, in respect of many points in their

anatomy, they exhibit a decided inferiority to our common
quadrupeds, and to the other members of the class. AIJ
other ([uadrupeds may be named " Higher Mammals," sinpe

they exhibit among tliemselves an agreement in structure

which places them above the kangaroos and their kith and
kin. Tabulating the great class of quadrupeds, we find

that the following arrangement gives a brief sketch at

once of the characters of the various " orders," and their

chief representatives.

Order the first is called the ifonotremata. It includes

the Ornithorhynchus and Echidna, both denizens of the
Australian region. These animals exhibit bird-like cha-

racters, as has been shown in a previous paper. They
possess 'S^farsupial bones," like the kangaroo races ; and in

many respects present us with a peculiar and special, but
still low type of quadrupeds. The second order is that of

the J/iiraiijnalia. These arc tho kangaroos, wombats,
phalengers, and opossums ; the latter alone being found

outside the bounds of the Australian province. Hero the

bird-characters have disappeared, although the included

animals are of low structure as compared with such forms

as tho dogs, horses, seals, itc, of higher orders. The
" Marsupials," as their name implies, usually possess a
"pouch," supported on the "marsupial bones" that rise

from the front of the haunch (see Knowi.kdoe, page 532,

Vol. I.). Even if the "pouch" itself be wanting (as in

some opossums), the bones supporting it are developed.

The Higher Mammals introduce us to order the third,

that of tho Cntncin, or Whales. A fish-like body, one

fully-developed pair of lindjs (the fore limbs) assisting in

the shape of swimming-paddles, a horizontal tail-fin, and

nostrils forming " blow-Iiolcs," are the characters of which

the whales, dolphins, porpoises, and the like are cha-

racterised. The fourth order is that of the Sirenia,

represented by two genera of animals—the Manatees, or

Sea Cows and Dugoiigs—long classified with the whales.

Here the body is again fish-like, and the fore limbs, which

are alone developed, form swimming-p.addles ; but the

nostrils do not form "blow-holes," and the skin is sparsely

covered with bristles. Tho EdenUita, or Ant-eaters, Arma-
dillos, Sloths, and Pangolins constitute the fifth order,

whose headquarters exist in South America. There is

only a single set of teeth in these animals, and the teeth

are further destitute of distinct roots, whilst they want
enamel. Scales or bony plates, as in the Armadillos, often

cover the body.
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An order of immense extent, tliat of the Ungulata, or
" hoofed " quadrupeds, forms the sixth division. Here the

largely-developed nails, called " hoofs," are met with, and
all four limbs are always developed. The rhinoceroses,

horses, pigs, ruminant animals (sheep, deer, oxen, camels,

itc), hippopotamus, itc, represent this group. The seventh

division is that of the elephants (Froboscidea), the characters

of these animals requiriug no special mention. The hyrax,

or " coney " of scripture, represents the eighth group, and
resembles the rodents or "gnawers" in some respects,

\vhilst it is also allied to the rhinoceroses, if the form and
structure of the molar or grinding teeth are considered.

The Cnrnivora, or lions, tigers, wolves, dogs, bears,

seals and walrus succeed, as order the ninth ; and
the Rodents, or gnawers, with chisel-shaped front teeth,

growing from permanent pulps, and represented by
the rats, mice, beavers, squirrels, porcupines, itc, form
the tenth division. The bats, or C/ieiropf<;i-a, with an
elongated hand of four lingers (and a short thumb), adapted

to support a flying-membrane, form the eleventh group.

The Jnseclivora are the twelfth order, and present us with
the moles, shrews, and hedgehogs as types. The Primates
(including the Quadrnmann, or monkeys, and Bimana, or

man) bring us at once to the concluding order, and to the

height of animal development.

(To he Continued.)

STIMULANTS AND STUDY.
By the Editor.

MR ARTHUR READE, described in les jVondes

as author of the Litterary Soxidth, has recently

elicited from my esteemed friend, M. I'Abbe Moigno,
certain useful notes about the habits suitable for literary

or scientific workers, ilr. Reade had remarked that men
of letters are commonly supposed to sustain themselves by
stimulants. It is to be feared, he says*, that fifty years

ago there was somewhat too close a connection between
stimulants and literature ; but since then the habits of

men of letters have, fortunately, undergone great changes.

The inveterate smokers and wine-bibbers no longer exist

:

six bottle men have become as rare as the dodo. Still the

question remains, are stimulants a useful auxiliary to

intellectual work ? The opinions of medical men as to the
use of wine are too diverse to have much effect. Nor are
they in much better agreement as to tobacco. That
tobacco is a poison is certain ; so are many things we use,

not only in medicine, but in food. The influence of

tobacco on brainwork has been the subject of interminable
controversy, and the question has occupied all classes of

society. One argument is that smoke helps men to think
(to dream, rather), and it is asserted that the journalist

smokes in writing, the man of science in solving a problem,
the artist in painting, the clergyman in composing his

sermon; that, in fact, every man great in science, in

literature, in arts, climbs the ladder of fame with a pipe or

a cigar in his mouth. Tennyson has composed, it is said,

his sweetest idylls under the influence of nicotine. Carlyle

has taught the world philosophy, smoking. Not the young
only have these ideas. According to Andrew, Moltke is a
great snufT-takor, and it was due to snufl" [la prise, avrait

tmtt fait) that Napoleon was so pitilessly expelled from
Belgium. Mr. John C. Murray, in his volume on smoking,
undertakes to show when it is dangerous, neutral, or

• What follows, np to Abbe Moigno's comrannication, is portly
an abstract, partly a tratitlation, of the version of Mr. Rcade's
cummanicatioii given in Les Mondes.

beneficial to smoke. He claims that Raleigh, Milton,
Dryden, Newton, Picot (sic). Steel, Addison, Swift,
Congreve, Bolingbroke, Pope, Johnson, Byron, Burns,
Scott, Campbell, .Moore, Dickens, spoke, wrote, and sang
under the influence of coffee, that plant of mystic power.
But for those wlio have recourse to tobacco, he adds, their
genius is generally but a lightning-flash or a meteor,
involving too great mental tension, likely to drag reason
from her throne and plunge it in the night of chaos.

(By my troth, these are very bitter words.) Another
medical authority says that a moderate use of tobacco
is as necessary to the brain-worker as moderation in the
use of alcohol.

On the other hand, the adversaries of tobacco regard
the idea that smoking helps sound thought as a most
mischievous delusion ; they maintain, on the contrary, that
it renders men incapable of intellectual labours. Tobacco
leads to physical and mental indolence.

Mr. Reade considers that the use of stimulants is a
subject which should be examined in the light of the ex-
perience of poets, artists, journalists, men of science,

authors, itc, in Europe and America.
M. TAbbe Moigno makes the following remarks in reply

to Mr. Arthur Reade's questions :

—

" Though I cannot offer myself as an example, because
my temperament is too exceptional, my experience may
have some degree of usefulness.

" T have published already a hundred and fifty volumes,
small and great ; I scarcely ever leave my work-table ; I
never take walking exercise

; j et I have not yet experienced
any trace of headache, or brain-weariness, or constipation,

or any form of urinary trouble, <tc., ic.
" Never, in order to work, or to obtain my full clearness

of mind, have I had occasion to take recourse to stimulants,
or coffee, or alcohol, or tobacco, ic. ; on the contrary, in

my case, stimulants excite abnormal vibrations in the
brain, unfavourable to its prompt and steady action (ej-er-

cice regulier).

" Often during my life I have fallen into the habit of
taking snuff. It is a fatal practice ; foul to begin with,
since it puts a cautery to the nose, filth in the pocket
{unfinnier dans la poche) ; unwholesome also ; for he who
takes snuff finds each morning his no.se stopped up, liis

breathing diificult,'his voice raucous or with a nasal twang,
because the action of tobacco is, in reality, to draw
humours to the brain.; lastly, unfortunate {nifaste), because
the use of snuff gradually destroys the memory,—this last

effect being for me completely proved by my own experi-

ence and that of many others,"

Abbe Moigno then gives Ihe proof that- in this form, at
any rate—tobacco injures .the brain, but the account, which
is too long to be given here in full, and too interesting

to be abridged, must be reserved till next week, when
we shall give it, along with his most remarkable experience
of the effect of a wise r'ojime, on his powers and on his

health. We believe all our readers will be interested to
learn how this veteran scientific worker has accomplished
his long-continued and arduous labours, while yet retaining

not only good but wonderful health.

(To ht continKid.)

HOW TO GET STRONG.
FROM a much-valued correspondent, the following letter

has been received through the Editor :

—

"Before you leave the subject of eliest expansion, I think
it worth while to notice what has been voucht>d for by too

many persons from personal experience to be dismissed
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!is paradoxical merely l>ocause it looks so. Within the last

aoiton years tliero have l>een a multitude of letters from

time to time in the KntflUh Mfcliauic and some other

periodicals, from jH<rsons of all ages, including some medical

men. describing tlie benefits which they or their friends

have received from what is commonly denounced as tight-

lacins. hut which may mean very ditVeniit things, according

!« it isuscnl to confine the chest or to expand it by contract-

ing only the waist projier, which really is the stomach. I

remember that drill-sergeants used to tell us at school to

'draw in the tlummick; and throw back the shoulders'

(pronounced not like sJion but lunr).

•• The two jioints insisted on by those who have gone

into particulars are that the chest or upper ribs should not

Ik" confined at all, and that when stays are worn (not a

mere lielt) they should be even larger than the natural size

at the top : and secondly, that the busk or plate in front

should l>e quite stiff, of either steel or wood, and as long as

will lie flat when laced up—which it is said that our

ancestors understood better than we do. Several of the

writers have said that this sometimes makes the diHerencc

l)etween causing and curing indigestion, and that the sen-

sation of a perfectly stiff busk at once convinces you that

it is the right thing.

"One or two of them say that they find this treatment

for only the first few hours of the morning suflicient for

the improvement of their health and strength in standing

and walking, an 1 the permanent expansion of the chest

quite as much as their waist has been permanently reduced

:

and in .some cases for reducing corpulence, which is a kind

of indigestion, and often a beginning of general weakness.
" These statements have been sometimes denounced by

medical and other philosophers, who think they know what

'mu.st be ' bett<'r than those who have personal experience

of what is, or is not The philosophers certainly got the

worst of it in all the disfussions that I have read. And I

am inclined to .igree with the opinion that there must have

been some better reason than mere vanity for the constant

revival of this fa-shion or practice in every civilised country

after many temporary declines of it during the last 1,000

yeari!. And from my own observation I am convinced that,

for every person who has ever been injured by excessive

. ontraction of the waist (as, of course, some have), at least

a hundred suffer from undue expansion of it, and from

stooping and contraction of the chest, which judicious

tightrlacing would prevent, and often does prevent, as at

least some doctors have written.
" A\ OnsEiivEU."

When we consider that undue expansion of the waist

Implies, in reality, a diseased, because abnormal, condition

of this part of the l>ody, i£ is not perhaps to be wondered

at thiit an abnormal remedy', like the modified " lacing,"

<lescrn»ed.l>y " An Observer," 'should in some cases produce

good <fT."ct». We would not recommend one who wished

to obtain strong and synmietrieal legs to use crutches
;
yet,

the use of crutches may produce a marked' improvement
in the case of a person, who, having diseasi.-d limbs,

has for a long while injured himself by using them without

artificial support Remembering, however, how the abdo-

men moves in normal breathing, we should say lacing must
in every case act injuriously on respiration. Women can

in that respect stand lacing bett<rr than men, for with them
the liosora ri»<'8 and falls in breathing, whereas with men
the .'ilKlomen moves, at least in normal masculine breathing.

1 know wveral who have tried lacing, on the

strength of the corresf)ondence referred to by "An
OlisftTver," without any of the good effects described, and
with some markf^lly l»ad effects—especially one, a threaten-

ing sense of fullness in the head.

Some correspondents write to ask how such a construc-

tion as was illustrated in No. 3G can bo arranged. We
wish it to be understood that in no case do we suggest the

construction of special apparatus. We only meant our

picture to illustrate the kind of exercise to be taken for

carrying the arms well over the head, with suitable" haul-

ing " work. A couple of stout hooks fixed in the wall, or two

rings fastened to stout nails, or any such contrivance which

would suit the room or the wall, would serve to carry the

cords which bear the weights. And for tin- weights, alinost

anything can l)e used—a couple of pretty heavy volumes,

dumb-bells, clubs, or anything giving about the right kind

of work in hauling. Nor is it necessary to have the middle

bar, or stick. A stout cord flung over the middle of the

horizontal part of the rope will give the required hold for

the bell-pulling action. Or, almost all apparatus may bo

got rid of by hanging two " extensors " of vulcanised india-

rubber to two pretty high nails, and hauling on them,

either one in each hand (the hands well apart), or holding

both together, as in pulling at a bell rope. In all these

cases it is a great point to be ready to devise and use

rough-and'ready contrivances—not 'to find,' in the absence

of pulleys or framework, an excuse for ijlrirkiiig some useful

exercise. ~
•

'
'

'

With these notes, this week, we must be content In

another paper or two, the clirst-expanding exercises will be

don(! with, and then (We shall pcoceed to consider exercises

for strengthening arms, legs, itc, and.giying synmietry to

the various muscles of the trunk, which is of far greater

importance to ninety-nine put ,bfj a hundred, than the ex-

ceptional development of particular mus(;les.

' (To 6e continued.)

PHOTOGRAPHY, FOR AMATEURS.
By a. Brothers, F.R.A.S.

ri^'llE ability to take a photograph docs not make the

L photographer an arti.st, and considered artistically,

a collection of amateur photographs is sometimes not

very satisfactory. The reason is not far to seek. The eye

is attracted by a beautiful scene ; the camera is at once

placed ; the miniature picture visible on the ground glass

is charming in the extreme, and forthwith a plate is

exposed. Pos.sibly the camera is placed in the middle

of a road, and the result on developing the ' plate is

converging lines, leading to beautiful .scenery, and a

wonderful expanse of uninten^sting road, with not a

single object to vary the lines. lTow«n-er beautiful the

scene m'ay ' appear to 'the eye, consider carefully what

is required ' to , form a picture, and it may be

possible, by changing the point of view, so to arrange the

lines that the foreground will be made to form an im-

portant part of the picture as it ought to he. The change

of position, by a few yards only, makes all the difference

between a bad and a good picture. If figures are intro-

duced, they .should bo matle to appear to belong to the

scene, and not interested in having their portraits taken.

It is .seldom advi.sable that a figure should bo turned

towards the camera. The straight linens of hedges and

fences crossing tho picture horizontally should be avoided

as much as possible.

Another wry important matter to obs<Tve is, that the

principal object in the view should not, as a rule, occupy

the rmfr'! of the picture. Much may bi; learned by study-

ing the arrangement of lines in pictures and engravings.
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It will seldom be found that a tree, a figure, or other

prominent object, is placed centrally. But there are ex-

ceptions to this ruh', which need act be considered here.

The use of the quick gelatine plates makes it possible to

introduce cattle into the foregrounds of photographs, and
these, if fortunately placed, make a most valuable adjunct,

and considerably enhance the artistic value of the result.

For distant views, wide - angle lenses sliould not be

used ; the eftect is to dwarf distant objects. The natural

angle of vision is about GO degrees ; therefore, if much more
of the subject be included, it cannot have an appearance

true to nature. Such lenses are valuable for near views,

as they enable us to bring into the picture points wliich

assist to make it more complete ; and the defect visible

in distant views taken with such a lens is not apparent in

the near view.

The beautiful atmospheric eflFects often seen in nature

when there is a slight haze over the distant landscape,

from an artistic point of view, is one of the most charming
aspects of nature ; but, unfortunately, is not always suitable

for photography. Tlie distant hills just visible through
the haze may not be visible in the photogi-aph, and we
have only the foreground and mid-distance. On the other

hand, the ert'eet in a photograph is not good wlien the
distance is as clearly defined as the foreground. Unfor-
tunately, the amateur cannot always choose his light or

time of day for taking his views. He is possibly merely
passing through the scenery, and he must take just what
he happens to see at the time : therefore, it must very
frequently happen that a good picture comes by chance,

and the majority of photographs are only of interest as

records of what happened to be the eflect at the instant

the view was taken.

The charming photographs one sees occasionally are

usually the result of much patient waiting. It often occurs

that the best view of a place can only be obtained at a
certain time of the day, and to obtain that view it may be
necessary to wait u.any days so as to catch nature just at

the favourable moment—the result may be worth all the
waiting.

In photographing buildings (or any other object indeed)
care should be taken that the camera be level. This can
be done with suflicient accuracy by the eye, and to avoid
too much'foreground the lens may be lifted by the sliding

front. When the camera is provided with a swing back,
the defect arising from having to raise or depress the
camera may be obviated. '

"
'

In taking views it not unfrequeiitly happens that the
sun may be shining directly into the lens. Sucli being the
case, the greatest care must be taken to shield the lens in
some way, or the plate will certainly be fogged.
The most usual plan for carrying plates is to liave a

j

number of dark slides, each made to hold two plates, I

which, of course, must be numbered, or a changing box
or bag may be used ; and it is necessary, therefore, to be
extremely careful to avoid exposing the same plate twice.

This occasionally happens, and it is a .source of serious

disappointment. In oi-der to a\-oid failure in this way, a
l)Ook should be provided in which a record should be kept
of each plate, stating number of plate, subject, time of

day, tlie size of stop (or diaphragm), the lens used, and time
of exposure.

We must not omit a few words about instantaneous
! 'I'ltography. If really instantaneous effects are reciuiri'd,

111- kind of mechanical sliutter must be used, and these
.;i be had in a variety of forms. One of the most simple

IS a slide witli an adjustable aperture, which is arranged to
fall in front of the lens, on being released at the re(]uired

instant The time of tlie exposure can be regulated by the

length of the aperture. Some very good effects may be

obtained by merely using the hand to remove the cap of

the lens, care being of course taken not to shake the

camera.

FAIRY RINGS.*
You demi-puppcts, that

By moonshine do the green soar ringlets make,
Whereof the ewe not bites.

SCIENCE has been scarcely more explicit than Shake-

speare concerning the identification of these mysterious

demi-puppets, although many attempts at explanation have

been made. In spite of this, I have a theory of my own,

which, halting though it be, I here expound.

I occupied during a few years a house on the slope of tJie

Hope Mountain, near C'aergwrle, in Flintshire. The
house is named " Celyn " in the Ordnance maps. It

commands a fine view of the Alyn valley and country

beyond. The most conspicuous of the pasture fields dis-

played below had no fairy rings during the first and second

years of my residence in the Celyn : but on the third a

large crop of them came into existence. They were

arranged in orderly rows, and so conspicuous that they .

forced themselves continuously on my attentiixt—were, '.in .

fact, almost irritating by their persistent appeals for ex-

planation. They w^orried me thus every day from the

September of one year to the July of the next, excepting

when the snow was on the ground.
^

I walked down frequently to the field and examined the

troublesome things, finding them always the same—viz.,

nearly true circles, and composed of coarser grass than that

surrounding them, and at times with a crop of small fungi

dotted over them. They varied very little in size, were

about six feet in diameter—too small to have been the

track of any tethered animal—but they evidently had re-

ceived some kind of special manuring.

. Suddenly, on one bright July morning, the mystery was
solvcA A crop of grass had been mowed, tossed, and
winnowed, and was'now in cocks ready for carrying to the

stack. The circumference of the base of these cocks corre-

sponded almost accurately with that of the fairy rings

;

their numbers and arrangements wore nearly .identical ;

some of the cocks actually covered the ai-ea enclosed by

the ringlets of the demi-puppets. . i

Then I remembered the liistory of the last year's harvest

on that particular field. A weary continuance of drench-

ing rain commenced just when the grass was cocked as now,

and it remaijied thus on the ground for several weeks,

until almost black with fungoitl rotting. Here, then, was
the explanation. The juices of the rotting grass had been

washed down the slopes of the cocks, and with these juices

were the fungus germs that " soured " the ground.

There would thus be efFected a sort of special or dif-

ferential manuring of circles, having outside diameters

corresponding to that of the base of the cocks, and a thick-

ness of ring equal to the depth of penetration and drainage

of the rain.

The last years history of tJiis field was impressed on my
memory by a small triumph of diktinnli- science applied

to agricidture. My own grass was cut at the same time

as the grass of this opposite field, and both were cocked

on Friday, in splendid weather ; but 1 had observed a

steady fall of the barometer, ami accordingly employed

extra hands, and made a great bustle to g«'t my hay

carried on Saturday— worked till midnight —thereby
amusing cousiderably my ncighboui-s, who were profes-

• By W. Mattica Williams. From the (t'liitleiiiaii's ilaijazinr.
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-ional fariuors. The fino weather continued thi-ough

s.itunlay and on till Sunday night, when the rain began
mil continued, witli the disastrous results above described.

I hope this Note may induce others to repeat luy obser-

wition by looking for these fairy rings, and, when tliey

lind them, inquiring whetlier any kind of lieap of vege-

table matter formerly occupied the area included within
their circuit.

THOUGHT-READING.
By tuk Editor,

Sl'PPO.'^lNCi trickery eliminated by the various tests

employed by Professor liarrett and his co! leagues,
the point to bo determined would be, of course, the method
l>y which the person qviestioned was led to a correct reply.
It must be remembered that the necessity of guarding
i-ainst trickery interfered to some degree with the prose-
ution of a systematic inquiry into the laws underlying

the observed phenomena. It is unfortunate that in in-

[uiries of the sort this diliiculty always arises. Thus the
leal phenomena underlying so-called mesnierism are full

of interest, and might be readily made the subject
i«f scientific inquiry, were it not for the trickery prac-
tised by many professed mesmerists, who, to impress
:iudiences, pretend to do what, in reality, is outside their
[lowers. In fact, the most satisfactory experiments in mes-
merism or hypnotism, or whatever we choose to call the
mental phenomena involved, arc actually those performed
on animals, simply because animals cannot be persuaded to
1»- tricky " subjects." That thought-reading should in like

manner be tested by experiments on animals may seem a
wild and fanciful idea

;
yet the responses of the Mastilf

Kepler, d( scribed in the series of papers on " Intelligence
in Animals (Vol. 1.), show that a dog may possess a
powir of reading his master's thoughts nkin to that which,
in the Thought-Keading hypothesis, is possessed by some of
ourselves.

To return to Professor J5arrett's inquiries :

—

" We endeavoured," he says, " to gather such indications
;is we could of the way in which the impression flashed on
the mind of the child. The first question concerns the
respective parts in the phenomena played by mental <//«

Mid mental rar. Among the experiments which we
counted as failures were very many where the number or
mrd selected was guessed, as it were, piecemeal. For
instance, the number 3.5 was selected, and the guesses were
t."* and 1.3. So .")" was attempted as 47 and 4.5. So with
cards : the seven of diamonds being chosen, the guesses
were six of diamonds and seven of hearts ; the three of
spades being chosen, the guesses were queen of spades and
three of diamonds. These cases seem somewhat in favour
•f mental eye, the similarity in sound between three and
thirty in 4.

'5 and .3.5, or between five and fifty in 4.5 and
•57, not Uring extremely strong ; while the picture of the
three or the five is identical in either pair. A stronger
argument on the same side is the fre<iucnt guessing of
king for knave, and vice versA. On the other hand,
names of apjiroximatc sound (also reckoned as failures)

were often given instead of the true one ; as ' Chester ' for
Leicester, 'Biggis' for Billings. Frogmore was guessed
first as ' Freemore ;' Snelgrove was given as ' Singroro,'
the last part of the name was soon giv(;n as ' grover,' and
the attempt was then abandoned ; the child remarking
afterwards that she thouglit of 'Snail ' as the first syllabKf,
Wut it had seemed to her too ridiculous. One of us has,
moreover, successfully obtained from the maid-servant a

German word of which she could have formed no visual

image. The children's own account is usually to the cflect

that they ' seem to see ' the thing ; but this, perhaps, does
not come to much, as a known object, however suggested,

is sure to be instantly visualised. Another question would
be as to the eflect of greater or less di.stiinco between the
sitters and the guesser, and of the inter\ ciition of obstacles.

It will have been seen that, in the exiuiiments con-

ducted by one of us on a former occasion, the inter-

vention of a door or wall seemed to make no differ-

ence. It would be interesting, again, to discover whether
numerical increase in the observers increa-ses the cflect, and
how far the presence of special persons is inllueutial. In
our experience the presence of the father—though by no
means essential, and very often dispensed with—seems
decidedly to increase the peicentage of successes. A still

more interesting and important question concerns such
conditions of success and failure as may lie in the circum-

stances, disposition, general capacity, and mood of the
subject, including such points as consanguinity and fami-

liarity with members of the circle, and also in the temper
and manner of the latter. We are dealing, not with
chemical substances, but with childish minds, liable to be

reduced to shyness and confusion by anything in the aspect

or demeanour of visitors which insjnres distaste or alarm.

The importance of a ' childly way with children,' and the

slightness of the diflerences of manner which will either

paralyse them into stupidity or evoke unexpected intel-

ligence and power, are comnionjilaces to anyon(! whose
duties have lain among them ; and attention to such

points m.ay be as prime a factor of success in these

delicate experiments as any other. The delicacy of the

conditions was illustrated in our own inquiry partly by
the inexplicable fluctuations of success and failure

allbcting the whole household, partly by the wide dif-

ference observed in the cajiacities of particular members
of it from day to day. The common notion that sim-

plicity, and even comparative blankness of mind, are

important conditions, seems somewhat doubtfully borne

out by our experience ; but of the favourable efrect of

freedom from constraint, and of a spice of pleasurable

excitement, we can speak with entire assurance. The par-

ticular ill-success of a sitting which we held one close

afternoon was attributed by the children them.selves— and
it seemed to us correctly—to inertness after thc^ir early

dinner. We could find no resemblances between these

phenomena and those known as mesmeric ; inasmuch as a

perfectly normal state on t\\n jiart of the subject seemed
our first prerequisite. Nor did wo find any evidence that

'strength of will' has any particular cilect, except so far as

both subject and circle may exercise it in patient attention.

On one or two occasions it seemed of advantage to obtain

vivid simultaneous realisation of the desired word on the

part of all the sitters ; which is most easily tiflected if some
one slowly and gently claps time, and all mentally summon
up the word with the beats."

This last ob.servation is significant, and if it could be

confirmed by a sufficient series of experiments, would go

far to establish tlie theory that mind can act on mind at a

distance—that is, without actual contact by which mind
impressions can be conveyed by a sort of unintended

signalling.

On this point, and especially on the theoiy of brain-

waves, which has' been suggested in explanation of the

numerous stories related of apparitions seen by friends at

a distance at the time of the death of tlie persons so seen,

or of some serious accident befalling them, we shall have

a few words to say in our next.

(To he continued.)
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MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE.
By the Editor.

MR. W. MATTIEU WILLIAMS, in an interesting

note upon the Origin of the Solar System, with

special reference to my article on the " Birth of the Moon,"

in the Gentlernau's Magazine, remarks (in the July number
of that magazine) on the assumption, too often made, he

tliinks, by mathematicians, " that whatever has been

demonstrated mathematically, must be infallibly true."

He says very pleasantly of myself that I am as free from

this form of scholastic dogmatism as any of my mathe-

matical kind
;

yet, even in my case, " this mathe-

matical self-righteousness crops out occasionally, as

in the paper above-named, where, referring to Mr.

<'ieo. Darwin, I say, " the reasoning relating to this

pai-t of Mr. Darwin's views does not belong to the sure

domain of mathematics, but to speculation." "This reads

oddly," proceeds Mr. Williams, " when closely following a

description of how Adams, twenty years or so ago,

discovered a notable flaw in Laplace's reasoning which was
purely mathematical, and further, that both Leverrier and
Pontccoulaut have rejected (it should be " did for a while

reject ") Adams' results, the latter ' even denouncing

Adams's method of treating the subject as analytical

Jegerdemain.' All this was in ' the sure domain of

mathematics ' of the purest and highest order, and
among mathematical giants ; the difference of results was
quantitive

—

i.e., mathematical—and not a mere fractional

percentage, the result obtained by Adams being ' only one-

half of what Laplace had made it.' Such instances of

•error, to wliich mathematicians, like all other human beings,

are ever liable, enforce the necessity of continual veri-

fication of mathematical conclusions, by coniparing them
with facts revealed by observation and experiment."

It appears to me that in the above passage 3Ir. Williams
overlooks the distinction between mathematical reasoning

and mathematical demonstration. A mathematical de-

monstration must be infallibly true, or it is not a demon-
stration ; but mathematical methods of reasoning may lead

to erroneous results—especially in problems of extreme
ditiiculty and complexity. We do not regard the processes

of addition, .subtraction, multiplication, and division, as

themselves unsound because they lead to incorrect results

when incorrectly applied. Xow, in the more difficult

applications of mathematics, errors are not only more
readily made than in simpler inquiries (just as mistakes
arc oftener made in long " sums" than in easy ones), but
they affect quantitative, more readily by far than quali-

tative results. We may be quite sure, after our differential

equations have been dealt with, that the answer is positive

or that it is negative—in otlier words, tliat the physical

result about wliich we are inquiring is of one or another

kind, but we may find it very difficult, or even impossible,

to determine what its exact value may be. It should be

reincmljered that the quantity which Laplace endeavoured
to estimate was itself a correction of a determination known
to be approximative only. Certain terras in those with
which the lunar theory has to deal had been neglected as

not likely to appreciaVily affect the estimated motions of the

inoon. Laplace took thein into account, and showed that

they lead to a larger correction than had been supposed,

and in fact account for an observed departure of the

moon from her estimated course. But in dealing with

them he thought he might safely omit certain dependent
terms ; and Adams showed, on the contrary, that these

also must be considered or else the "correction" is nearly

ilnublcd. The reasoning by which he showed this, was so

liliicult, tliat Pontt'coulant and Leverrier did not at first

perceive its force, just as inferior mathematicians might

fail to see the force of reasoning applied to the solution of

ordinary problems in tlie Differential Calculus. They of

course recognised after awhile the accuracy of Adams'

reasoning, but at first they rejected it

All this, while it shows excellently how delicate and dif-

ficult are inquiries in the higher branches of matliematics,

by no means invalidates the general proposition that

mathematical methods are sure and sound. On the con-

trary, the detection of Laplace's error shows that the

processes he incorrectly applied are themsehes altogether

trustwortliy. The use of logarithms in a long arithmetical

process will lead to a correct result, if there is no mistake

in the working ; if an incorrect result appears, we blame

the arithmetician, not the method. Albeit we cannot too

cautiously test mathematically-obtained results by obser-

vation and by experiment. J^ow I think mathema-

ticians deserve credit for doing this most thoroughly in

astronomy. So far from dogmatising about the lunar

theory, for example, they watch every movement of the

moon's to see if they have worked correctly. Tliey find

out the errors resulting from the approximate, or in some

cases, imperfect nature of their mathematical methods.

Then again, mathematicians themselves announce the short-

comings of their methods. It was not an outsider or a

non-mathematician who detected the mistakes of Laplace,

and he detected it by mathematical methods, and actually

against the evidence of observation—with which Laplace's

results were in perfect accord.

ELECTROMANIA.

rpilE real practical objection to all olcctiic lights is

X the cost. That has been somewhat diminished, but still

remains. With the voltaic battery the electric energy is obtained

by the combustion of zinc, and the consumption of zinc and other

materials is exactly proportionate to the amount of electric force

expended. AVith the dynamo machine coal is substituted for zinc,

but its action is more indirect. Tlie calorific energy supplied by

combustion has first to be converted into mechanical force by means

of a steam-engine, and in doing this much jiower is lost. Then the

mechanical force is converted into magnetic and electric energj

with further sacrifice. Besides the waste by dissipation of energy,

there are friction and otlier mechanical resistance to be overcome, iu

addition to the magnetic and electrical resistances.

In buniing coal gas the light is a direct result of combustion, the

only loss of power being that which is used in the distillation of the

coa'l and the leakage of the gas pipes. The cost of the first of these,

i.e., of the fuel burned under the gas retorts, is repaid with abundant

profit by the tar products, and the ammonia distilled over simul-

taneously with the gas. So valuable have these products now- become

that if wo were all to go to bed at sunset, and rise at dawn, so

that no gas should be required either in our streets or houses, the

gas-works would not therefore bo abolished. They would continue

the distillation of coal for the sake of the liquid pi-oducts, and

eould do this profitably, though throwing their gas into the air, or

merely burning it in huge llamlieaux to light the works.

As an example of the progress that has been made in the eco-

nomy of gas manufacture, 1 may refer to the fait that the pro-

prietors of tho original Vauxhall Gas Works were sued by the

flounder fishermen of tho Thames for killing tho fish by pouring their

" gas water " into tlie river. Tho company was thereby compelled

to cart this water away at considerable expense, with continually

increasing difhculty in getting rid of the nuisjincc. Xow it is tho

raw material of our largely-used ammoniacal salts, and an important

source of revenue to the gas companies.

An account of tho gi-udual development of the uses of the tarry

products would fill a rolumo, and a very interesting volume it might

be made.
Besides these, we have continually progressing improvements in

the methods of refining tho giis, one of the more recent being the

use of red iron ore dug out of Irish bogs. The burners, as every-

body knows, aro being continually impn>ved, and still wait a
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further and very jrrcat improvement in tho ilircction already ind.-

..ated bv Siemens nrgeuerativo pas burner, winch increases tlio

inwusitv of combu«tiou. This shortening of tho radiant wave-

lonifth8,"or conversion of heat into light, is a eciontihe effort that

really is in its infancy. The 6rst step towards the practical solu-

tion of the problem is aln.-ady made, vii;., its clear theoretical

statement. . ,

The iKMwibiUties of gas-lighting must not bo judgeil by tlio

eiisting supplv of London, which is disgraceful to M concerned

both as regards iinftlity and cost. This is amply proved by tho

exwricnce" of all those northern and midland towns that are now

supplying themselves with gas. If the prevailing elcctromania

could" rmiao any approach to practical competition, it would bo a

great benefactor, but 1 fear that this is impossible, and know well

enough that our best gas engineers thoroughly understand the iin-

iwtcucc of their supposed rivals.

That a brilliant light far excelling that of ordinary gas-buniers is

easily obtainable, either bv electric arc or incandescence, is indis-

putable. All who have worked practically and studied theoretically

the subject have arrived at the same conclusion as that of Starr,

King, Uorr, and myself in 184G, that tho incandescent light in

vacuo is the best, and that it is available for a variety of sensational

and exceptional purposes—theatres, light-houses, Ac; bnt for ordi-

narv- purposes of domestic and street-lighting, its cost puts it

altclgether aside, as too many will practically discover when all the

.Li.s upon their shares have been paid up, and the joint-stock

pcrators" have retired from tho lield.

Ill further (ienumstration of tho real age of this supposed infant I

.. i'.l quote a few more historical facts.

llore than thirty years ago three of tho largest streets of St.

Petersburg—the Newfki Prospect, the Erbson Strasse, and tho

Wosnesenski Prospect—were lighted by one lamp placed on the

tower of the Admiralty Buildings. In 185t the works for the con-

•truction of the Kai>oleon Docks at Koucn were illuminated with the

electric light, and SUO men worked there during the night as in day-

light. Wainier estimated tho cost at three farthings per nian for

three or four hours. -or abont ITs. per hour altogether. During tho

last nuarterof a century cicilric lights have been used in light-

hou:e< on our own and the French coast, and continue in ufc, the

old arrangements still existing in spite of the prospectuses of the

comimnies that are now angling so successfully for investing victims.

Tho sober, unvarnished fact is, that electric lighting has made

far less progress during tho lasl thirty or forty years than any other

mode of lighting now in practical existence. Gas-lighting, ns already

stated, has far outstripjied it in the iirimary matter of economy of

jiroduction. Un.«h lights and tallow dips have been superseded

by paraffin caudles, and snuffers and snuffei-traya are becoming

objects of interest to antiquarian collectors. The modern paraffin

candle's now sold retail at Cd. per ponnd are superior to the wax

and spermactti candles that' were used thirty years ago, and cost

:Jb. *>d. to :(s. Cd. per pound.

Midaie-agod men rememlier the mshlights. the tallow dips, the

mould candles, and the spcnn oil lamps, then' tho "solnr" lamps,

then the colxa oil lamps, then tho "camphino" lamps, the Carrel

lamps and' the Modf-rator I.imps, all of which are now practically

suiierseded by tl.c single, the duplex, and the triplex mineral oil

lamps.
The electric lamp has alone stood still since 184<j. Starr tried,

and I witnessed his trials of tho arc principle, with a score of

ileviccs for remedying the flickering, and he did remedy it more

effectually than it 'in now remedied on tho Thames Embankment

;

but he wisely abandoned the arc principle altogether. lie did this

l)ecau"c, as he explained, tho arc light is simply ii result of

the iiicande8c<-nco of particles of carbnn transfeiTcd from one

pencil to the other, and therefore it would be better to have a solid

incan'hiicent stick or filament heated in vacuo, or in carbonic acid

.ir •••r'.-cn. The specification was sealed Kov. 24, lKl-5. A drawing

. ' !' . .ii.;;iratU8 and a description may be found in the if'-rhanir'A

'.!' ' fnr April 'J.', 1H4<!, and a letter from myself diseussing

|,r < '.in . for tho idea of an incandescent electric light in the

'fay 9, ISIC.

irr's progress was cnrionsly like that of Edison,

r.oard the arc light, nia<le his first step with incan-

jng a platinum wire and a strip of platinum foil,

itinom and iridium. This nnrplfy/ was loudly cried
• r« three or four years ago, but it eolL-ipned. Then
'ilio.inl, whir:h was but a repetirion "f another
.-Starr's imigress. This effort of " The Wi/.ard

.: " i I'ai .
' wa« so well puffeil, that tho shares of the

' ,11. , I'.y ran o|> fmni 30 d'illar< to 3,5<J0 dollars each, and of course
. . 1

.• '. 1 in the n»nal manner.
Th. < ir.Uioarl incantation of the Wi^^rd being exhausted, another

foIlowc<l— vi/.., the bamboo—which, ns above explained, had also been
tried thirty-fire years before by Starr; bnt, in these days of im-

proved commercial enterprise, it has " tloatcd " its companies on

both sides of the Atlantic. When it has dono its work, wo shall

probably hoar of a further improvement, another great inspiration,

—viz. the re-invention of Starr's final gas-coko carbon stick, which

is incomparably superior to any of tho incandescent devices at

present flaunted in tho joint-stock market. ,

Edison %vill not be able to patent this in America, seeing that he

was refused a jiatent for tho platino-iridum idea on tho ground of

Starr's previous inventions patented by King; but in this country

anybody may repatent any invention, however old, and, therefoi-e.

wlien the now popular bits of thread are burnt out, more coinpanioB

may bo built upon tho harder, and far nioro durable gas carbon. .

I'havo already heard of patents for a slight modification, of this,,

which is formed not by burning away tho hydrogen compounds

from solid vegetable matter, such as wood, coal, <-ard. bamboo, Ac,

butbvjwcipifad'ii-; carbon from a gaseous coinin^nd of hydrogen

and carbon. In the gas retorts this is effected by the hydro;carbon

gas coming in contact with the red-hot walls.of tho retort. ,
In the

forthcoming improveuiciits on .the incandescent, oleetrio li^ht it

will be done by filling the electric lamp glass with hydro-carbon

vapour, and then preoii.itnting its carbon on tho thread of carbon

rendered incandesc(*nt by the current. •

Our old experience of 1845-0' proved that this will bo a real stoji

,

in advance, as, the carbon thus precipatod is so much.more durable

,

than any of the forms at present in use.

Tho above was written about three months ago, and I have held

it back hoping that tho electromania would have dted a natural

death ere this, but it has now attained such a magnitude, and some

of the prospectuses of new compai ies and extensions are so atrocious,

that to remain silent when ono has anything to say, and an oppor-

tunity of saying it, is almost equivalent to passive co-operation in

the conspiracies.

One more njipcal to the common sense of intending investors in

these con. I an..-. (;.,...iiiig, as we all fairly may, that the electric

light is luin.iialiK m.h. .1 li.r lighthouses, for theatres, for ffites, for

such work- .1 ill. . . 1 111.' Napoleon Docks, for tunnel-excavators,

for the Ih.ilO. Mi.-n.n lle.nding-room, and other special purposes

where cost is not an ol.ji'ct, do we require companies with hundreds

of thousands of capital to light those places ^ Do wo require any .

companies at all i' . , . •,.'»."^ '

The nature of the practical requirements tor electric liRjitypg^

prove that we do not. All that is needed is a. steam-engine, n

"dvnaino" machine, tho lamps, and connectiiig wires. These c_aji

be "supplied l.v privn"' firms, and can be worked oh tho preinis(>s far

more ecu. r. ::,,;' , tl.ir. from a distance by any great control.

machine.! |...\ver to various places. Such distribution

,

demands. ,, ..Liments of conducting wires, and is ac-.

compani.il ...'I, m. ..ii.in.l of loss proportionate to the distance of

transfer and the nninber of subdivisions. •
• -

•

;

At the Polvteehnic wo had an engine thot pumped the water,,

worked the fountains and models, and, whenever we required the

,

electric light or worked the electric railway, we simjily connected

,

with it the dynamo fa little machine by the side of the' engine) and
.

tho wires for the light, Ac, by means of their proper binding'

screws. 'The like may be .done on board 'of steam-pack(ft*,' in'

factories, mines, Ac, or wherever steam-engines.aro^in urc. Tliosoi

who beliov.o thet electricity is to make sucli progress, that, it shall •

supply the light and power of tlii> Inlun- f-lnnild be Biinieieiitly

logical to perceive that this jirogres.s ll.u^t sii|ierpede all ex.Hling

inventions, and therefore (hat the f.jiir millions thiit have' been

recently paid for tho shares' and the patent rights, and 'for. the

promotion of existing companies has been all ..
thrown awiiy-

Xinety-nine per cent, of the patents that have recently bpen speci-

fied at tho rate of ten to twenty per'week arc worthless rbpctitionK

of old inventions or delusions altogether.

Luxurious people who choose to pay for lighting their drawing-

rooms by electricity may easily do so. by meauH of a little gas-

engine and dynamo, worked in the back kitchen or butlers

iiantry. They have no more need to apply to a company with a

capital of .i;8'00,000 for such a purpose tltiin has a hairdresser t<.

do so for Bupidying tho motive power to his r.jtatory hair-brushinpr

machine.

FRENCH EXCAVATIONS IN ASSYRIA.

SOME most interesting jiarticuIarB of the exploration of M. ib-

Sarzec in Mesopotamia, which were recently mentioned in

KNOwr.nr.oE, are to be found in a letter from the discoverer himself,

read before the Paris Academy by M. Heuzy, and a commenoomcnt

at deciphering (he very ancient texts which nro engraved on'many

of tho antiquities has been made by Dr. Julius Oppert.

Tho Bite which has proved so exceptionally rich in arcbaologica

remains is situoted on the left bank of the Shattel Ilai, a latv<-
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WEATHER CHAETS FOE WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, JULY 16.

Sunday, Oth. Monday, 10th. Tuesday, IIth. Wednesday, lixn.

JSlxday, 16tu.
Thursday,^ Utu. . Friday, 14tu. •

^«
. Saturday, 15th.

giveJ"i^\tr;t'Se%'nd 1^:^ii^r' '^nJ^tj: '"'T'
°' '"'^'''

^""r'""?'
I-cssnro,thexaI„eswhich th^y indicate being'

canal excavated in.pre-hietoric times to.unite the two.grand wilter-ways- EuphratPB .and Tigris. The name Tello
1 to the spot

by the Arabs.'becauso of the nnmber of Tells, or artificial monnds,
which cover the buried city of Sirtella (or Zirgulla). .These Tells,
which are very numerous, aro scattered over a space of six or seven
kilometres the principal one beinf? at the noi-th-east part of the
Sronp. The largest mound was occupied by the ruins of a larpo
ediGce in the form of an clonpated parallclogmm, called by M. de
harzec a temple, but which may have been a palace, or both. The
buildiuR was elevated on a massive substructure of crude bricks
risinp to a height of fifteen metres above the uniform level of the
desert, and having tlio angles directed to the cardinal points of the
<:ompa.ss. During the .last two years, M. de Sarzoc's researches
have bcdn.chiiUy contined to disinterring, the edifice concealed in
this greater mound, and it was in it that were preserved the most
valuable. rchcs that liavo been recovered. Almost immediately

f.,'","'°
workmen commenced cutting a gallery into the

hill they came upon the exterior walls, which wore "constructed
of burnt bricks cemented with bitumen. All the bricks which
have been examined bear the name of Gudea.* In order to more

M. do Sarzec says " bear the ' cartouche ' of Guden." but does
not give any copy. It would be interesting to know if the roval
name IS enclosed in an oval, or cartouche, as in Kgyptian
hieroglyphs.

"""^

carefully preserve, and arrive at a true comprehension of the archi-
tecture of the building, the walls wore first laid bare all round
and then an entrance effected by digging away the d^'bris from'
some of the doors and windows. This naturallv was a tedious
and costly method, but both time and expense were amply repaid
by the resnlts.

• j i-

In the largest hall or court, which proved to be the central one of
the block, were found nine statues of diorite, also a sculptured
head, neaily lifesizo. In one of the passages lea.liiig from this to
another chamber they came upon portions of a statue with the bust
covered with inscriptions, and a small statue of peculiarly short
proportions, and carved out of a singularly green-coloured' stone.
Almost every jiart of the building produced something, but the
great inner conrt proved most prolific, contaiBinp. besides the nine
statues mentioned, many fragments of inscribed vases and statuettes,
an exquisite small head of beautiful execution, and another nearly
life-size, with curled beanl. In this, as in many of the passages and
rooms, numerous seals, cylinders, and other objects, were collected,
and at the foot of the outer wall, on the north-east face, a mutilatod
statue. M. de Sarzec does not tell ns whether he broke open the
thick outer walls at the comers in search of record cylinders, a
process which, however, after the discovery of the splendid perfect
decagonal cylinder of Assurbaiiipal by Mr. llnssani, embodied in the
very heart of a corner mass of masonry, seems to bo necessary iu
Babylonian explorations.
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In aildition to the larger niDuni), M. dc Snrzec excavated in all

the Tells of minor diniensiuns, liiidiiijj bonoiuli tliom in every case
in:ts..' rv t.n > I1-, .,f orudo bricks, each doubtless at one time serving
! - now destroyed. As long back as four years
n- i.ks jiroduceil two perfectly preserved terra-
ce-. . 1 with iusL-riptious. Ceucnth two of the mounds
twii i;i\i..i~. .:k uiriks, woi-e found, lined throughout with dried
bricks plastered ou the interior and cemented with bitumen ; near
these lay a hemispherical block of white marble, bearing a circular
inscription. At one place was exposed two fragments of a bas-
relief, engraved with very archaic cuneiform text, and carved with
baltJe-soeucs representing warriors prostrate on the ground, and
vulttires flying above them with human remains in their talons.
One of the most curious discoveries, however, took place on tho
plains, close to tho mounds, where, about thirty centimttres beneath
the primitive soil, lay four cubes of solid masonry, built up of largo
bricks and bitumen. In the centre of each was a c.ivity tilled with
fine yellow saud, and in each cavity was a bronze statuette, cither
of a man kneeling or a female standing. At tho base of each
atatue, embedded in tho bitumen lining of tho recess, were two
stone table'.s, one wbito and one black, the latter nearly always
bearing an inscription which was duplicated on the statuette itself.

In one respect, every " Tell " told a similar story, for all boro
ample evidence of destruction by tire, and many of the valuable
objects forming the collection, such .is fragments of alabaster and
marble vases, were found calcined and embedded in ashes. In one,
among other di'jris, were fonnd jiortioiis of a marble statuette,
numerous clay contract tablets and a lifc-.sizo figure of a bull's
horn, made of plates of copjwr, moulded over a wooden model
which ma completely cirbonised by the heat. Hero, also, lay tho
curious head we.iring a turban which explains the form of head-
dress so invariably delineated in such minute size on the oldest
liabyloutan sonld. Some of tho structures, as described by JI. do
Sarzec, oiliibit most remarkable architectural features, but it is

difficult to understand their arrangement without plans ; still,

enough may be ascertained to jirovide, together with an account of
Dr. Oppert's translation of some of the inscriptions, a further paper
which will prove of interest.

However desirous one may bo to elaborate a description of this
ancient civilisation, and correctly classify tho antiquities now col-
lected in the Salle devoted to M. do Sarzec's relics from Tello, at
tho Louvre, and appoint tliein their position in the history of tho
culture of mankind, it must be admitted that the time for doing
either has not ytt arriveil. Tho difficulty of deciphering the texts
is great, and even when they can be rendered into words, the mean-
ing of many of them is uncertain. For icstance, it is not known
whether the Gudca, whose name is upon nearly every object dis-

interred, was an indci>eodcnt prince or sort of viceroy over this ))art

of Mesopotamia. The signilication of the title I'atesi which he gives
himself not being exactly known. Dr. Oppert points out that some
words in the texts require to be read vertically, and altogether much
is at present uncertain.

A writer in a contemporary recently asserts, to his own satisfac-
tion, the decidedly Cgrio Finnic or Turanian type of features indi-
cated by the heads of statues, whilst M. lieuzy tolls us how sur-
prisingly Semitic he finds them. Fortunately, this uncertainty will
soon be dissipated ; the inscriptions are, when correctly understood,
ample to render up the wished-for information, and certainly their
secrets will slowly but surely be wrested from them. To such veterans
as Itawlinson and Oppert, who, unaided by a single analogy, have con-
quered tho difficulties of the three languages of tho lichistun and
other inscriptions, though the very sounds of tho signs were un-
known, these texts will prove biit slight obstacles, and when
mastered may afford a stepping-stone to approach the conquest of
till stranger scripts that nmy yet be disinterred from tho teeming
soil of Babylonia.

Tm Ei.l-viM AND SWA» Lamps.—The solicitors of the Kdison
Klcctric Light Company write stating " That tho board of that
company are niiviaod that the lamp known as tho Swan incandescent
lamp is an infringement of tho Edison patents." Tho solicitors of
the Swan Com[>any, rejoining, state that " they are advised that the
Swan incandescent lamp is not an infringement of tho Edison or
any other |>atcnt. 1'he .Swan lump liiix been before the pulilic un-
challenged for a considerable time, \,'^'X)o( tho lamps having been
nightly in n"! f'/r h -v.r:!! in.;'!,^ |,;i,i .it tho Savoy Theatre alone."
A' li this the beginning of a sham
h^' the two companies ? " It is

t" tho public. We believe tho
E'li^ . ,very of tho process for ox-
I*llirii.- fr.rr. tl,- tihitr.'iit tin iK-.liidcd gases, but it is our impression
that ilr. .Swan can claim priority.

JiAy::^-;^^

lr_t

IttUva to ti)e eiittor,
\Tlie KJilor JoftKotiold himtflfmpouMU/orlht opiiiioiii of hit rorretpoadenU.

lie cannot undertiike to return mttnutcriptu or to corrf/tponit leith thfir trritfra. Al
cnatmHniciitions thould be ae fhort aa pouaihle^ con»i»te»tlj/ vUh/nll and clear elaier
tufHtn of the vriter't meaninij.^
AUkditorial communicatione should be aitdretned to the Editor <j/' Knowlkdor ;"

'eationt to the Puliliahete, at the OJice, 74, Oreat Queen.all Bnm
elrett, IT.C.

All Itemittancet, Cheqm
3l,>srs. Weman If Son.

Puhliahere,

and Fotl-Office Ordere ihould be made payable to

_ All letter! to the Editor Kill be ]fumbered. For concenieno^ qf reference,
corrrepondente, lehen referrin(i to any letter, Mill oblige by mentioning itt number
and the page on which it appeure.

' In Inowlcdgc, that ]

-orso to accuTBcjr

stakes. Slid I will show tou a man who haa

TUOUGUT KEADIKG AND TUOUHllT KULING.

[17r>]—In tho " Answers to Correspoiuieuts," you state, and
rightly, that the truth of tho facts asserted in my account of

Caseneuve's feats depends solely on my veracity and tho trust-

worthiness of my friend. With regard to the trustworthiness of my
friend, lot me say that wo were travelling together, and that it was
the day after our arrival at Athens that wo attended Casonouve's
ontertainnieut. 1 am not at liberty to publish my friend's name,
but I enclose it for tho Editor's information.

With regard to the question of my veracity, I will content myself
with signing my name in full. HENUY MILTON.

[I am much obliged to our corresijondont for thus adding weight
to his evidence, though for my own part I had accepted his account
with full conlidence. Like Dickens's, it tends to provo more than
thought reading—-it proves thought ruling. There are few more
interesting subjects of 6cientific inquiry than this iullueuce of miud
over mind.—K. X. riiocTOK.]

RATIONAL DRESS.

[476]—Tho kind and oncoiu-aging notice you gave of the

Rational Dross Society and of my pamphlet, leads mo to hopo that

you would allow me to place before your readers a sketch of the

plan of tho " Anti-Fashionablo Magazine " 1 am an.\iou8 to start.

In tho first place, a periodical is wanted to act as a corrective

against those pernicious fashion i)npers which, month by month,
incite our women to self-torture and slow suicide. Secondly, I wish
to show that fashion in dress is but part of a larger question, and
that is, tho sinister influence which fashion exercises over tho whole
of our home and social life.

Wo women have been so prenched-to about the " wonitin's

B|jhere," that verily we liavo become sick of the subject ; but now
I am beginning to see what the sphere really is, and that it is a
beautiful one and a worthy one. Il means tho world of rest and of

jilcasuro, tho blossoming of life, tho outward expression of tlio

iiighest cultivation of tho age. Now, this sphere, not having true

principles from within to guide it, is ruled by arbitrary dictates

from without, called Fashion. To discover these principles, and
further to apply them practically to daily life, is a task of the very

greatest difficulty. As tho difficulties of sociology aro to those of

tho other sciences, so would tho difficulties of this Hclenco of

domestic life bo to sociology. If wo try to reform this small

portion of it—dress-—wo have to consult tho laws of health and the

laws of art—or, as I prefer to say, the laws of beauty—and at the

same time tho comfort, convenience, and several wants of the

various wearers.

I havo been accused of being apparently totally wanting in

artistic feeling, " a person singularly devoid of art sense," snys

tho Queen. On tho contrary, I worshiji beauty ; it is a perpetual

grief to mo that all beauty of form is being lost to us. Hut Art has

hitherto been antagonistic to Naturo in dress. It has not considered

tho needs of the liody to be dressed, that it is a moving, working
animal to bo clothed, not a gracefully posed lay figure to be
"draped " for exhibition in a picture or a statue. And, as 1 have

before said, the taste of the day is too vicious and degraded for any
true ideas of beauty or grace to bo evolved from it. We must bo
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cuutent to wait. This is our punishment for our sins against nature

.^ud true art. But it surely is vdtb this as with everything else in

life. ' Seek ye first the "kingdom of God (or the good) and His

Righteousness (or the right), and all these things (the outward

beanty) shall be added unto yon." It must he so, for beauty is

inherent in the good and the true. This is but an imperfect sketch

of what is but an imperfect idea in my own mind. My ability

to work it out is but small, but I wish to make it the work of my life,

and if I succeed even in the smallest degree, I shall think it no
unworthy work.

I shall be only too glad of any advice as to the best means of

l)ractically carrying out my plan.

31, Cornwall-road, Uayswater. E. M. Ki.ng.

METEOR, it.

477^—Many thanks to you for inserting my letter on " Meteor"
in Knowledge. I am pleased that you considered it sufficiently

interesting.

I saw in Nature, of June 8, page 12 1, a letter on the same object

from the Stoneyhurst Observatory, which is about twenty-two and
a-half miles from here in a X.X.E. direction. The meteor was seen

by several persons about there, bnt in a very different direction to

where I saw it. It first appeared to them near Arcturus, and passed
between S and £ Ursa Jlajoris, bursting under a Ursa?. This path
differs so greatly from mine that, taking into account the compara-
tive iieamess of tiie two placss of observation, I think it indicates

pretty clearly that the meteor must have been very near the earth.

Indeed, it appeared very near to me ; literally speaking, it did not
seem to be many yards from me. Unfortunately, I cannot give a
more exact description of its path than the one given in my previous

letter, as it passed so quickly and was such a startling sight, that I

had not time to note its exact position. Excelsiob.

LAW OF PEOBABILITIES.

[478]—Playing Loo with two friends many years ago, one card

—

the Nine of Diamonds—turned up trump such a vast number of

times that we were quite excited about it, and subjected the card

to a most searching examination, but could detect no difference

between it and any of the others. We then resumed play, re-

solving to count, and after that the same card turned up trump
thirty-nine times.* What does the law of probabilities say to

that"? Hallvaeds.
• In how many trials ?—En.

BEEAK FOE A TWO-WHEEL VEHICLE.

[-179]—Hinge a bar at each side at any point under the trap, and
6^ore the wheel. Lot these bars bo two or three inches longer

than the height of the tra|>, and kept back and off the ground by a
spring, and let there bo a foot or more of rod above the hinge that

may bo acted upon by the driver pulling it towards him by a cord,

screw, or any other sirrangement, and this will bring the lower end
more or less firmly upon the ground, and check the vehicle, and lift

the weight off the horse's back. This is the principle of the Carter
break that is ajiplied to bicycles, and I think is patented ; but
information on this point can bo got from Singer it Co.,
" Challenge " Bicycle Works, Coventry. G. S.

I

A MODERN SURGEON'S TOOLS.

[480]—The astute, sympathetic, and skilful Mr. Smaller will, I

hope, pardon Mr. Smallest relating as brietly as possible the melliud

adopted in a modern shop when an operation similar to that so

touchingly described by him is performed.

A trochar and canula of a new form, but possessing the same
much-despised point, proviouslj' well sharpened and polished to

]ierfection with Tripoli and wash-leather, is placed in a tepid solu-

tion of carbolic acid beside the patient's couch.

The ]laco selected for puncture is painted with a strong solution

of the same drug, which renders it completely insensitive. The
instrument removed from the bath is coated with a small quantity
of a beautiful antiseptic ointment called vaseline.

The operator with a rapid, skilful stroke, sends it through the

inscnsitivo tissues, and the pent-up fluid glides noiselessly from the
part through an indiarubber tubo to the vessel intended for its

^^•ception.

The form of the point as at present made is necessary, the
bltintnesa Mr. Smaller desires removed, enabling it to push aside

imj>ortant vessels lying in its course, thus preventing their severance
and injury.

'

A. Cowley Malley, B.A., M.B., B.Cu.

THE HIGHLAND CELT.

[481]—It seems to me that the word '• brown," as used by
' Charles Stewart," really means dark, and does not necessarily

imply "light, fair, or sandy," but the contrary; in tlu? word
(jaidhill-dhoneur, for instance, is not tho suSix a derivative of
" dhn," meaning black ? while tho southern equivalent, called

"dun," is certainly dark. Speaking ethnologically, I should call

brown hair the result of a mixture between tho aboriginal dark
Britons and the fairer Teutons or Gauls ; and tho reference to

Tacitus is unfortunate, because that author nses the word " rutila?,"

meaning unmitigated '* carrots "—not brown.
Then, again, Breadalbane can liar<lly be called the true highlands

of to-day ; that district lies south of the Grampians, and tho real

Caledonians—the wild Highlanders—are north of that range.

Perthshire was overrun and partly civilised by the Romans long

ago ; since which, a variety of Teutonic tribes have poured in, and
but little Gaelic is spoken in the country parishes ;

perhaps it would
prove more germane to the matter to ask Mr. Stewart's friendly

schoolmaster as to blue or grey eyes, and as to red hair ; for that

gentleman does not appear to sec that, even in tho days of Agricola,

the Caledonii are described as a mixed race, which fact leaves us as

far as ever from deciding what was the original complexion of the

primitive Highland Celt. A. H.

FIFTEEN SCHOOL-GIRLS,
Viz., A\&, BBb, CCc, DDd, i'Ee.

[4«2]—First day the A's, B's, Ac, to walk together thus :—

AAsi To make the problem more definite, add the following

BBb conditions, viz., that the A's oa tho other six days are to

CCc walk in the first three rows ; BCDE in the first row, or

Z)Dd first in the fourth and fifth rows; BCDE in the second

£Ee row, or second in the fourth and fifth rows ; bcdo in the

third row, or third in the fourth and fifth rows. The
following is obtained

:

ABC
ABC
ado
J'Eb
/;Dc

3rd.

AVE
AED
abc
JSCd
CBe

tth.

AMD
aDB
^ec
iCb
CEd

sth.

Afc'C

aCE
^bd
BDe
DBc

6th.
I

Tth.

a.BE aCD
ASB ADC
Acd Abc
CDb BEo
i;Ce 1 £Bd

It will also be observed that the girls in the last two rows on the

second day walk with the A's on the third, and those with the A's

on the second walk in the hist two rows on the third day, and so on
the fourth and fifth, also on sixth and seventh. C. E.

COLD SNAPS.

[483]—With reference to cold snaps, do you know what the

weather has been daring the spring and early summer at Madeira r

I spent a winter there a year or two ago, and found February

decidedly tho finest month. The beginning of May (I left about

the 12th) was absolutely cool, and the hills round Funchal were

covered with snow, which was represented to me as a most unusual,

if not an unprecedented, occurrence for tho timo of year.

In Teneriffo also, about the middle of April, the north-east trade

wind was blowing, and out of the sun the weather was cool, not to

say cold, particularly in the morning and evening.

I attributed, in my own mind, the freshness of Madeira in May,

and the character "of the Teneriffo wind in April, to ice in the

Atlantic. It would, therefore, be interesting to learn whether this

year, when wo know that there has boon an unusual quantity of ice

about, a ;similar retardation of warm weather has tjvken place in

these two semi-tropical islands.—Yours truly, G. U. 0.

HAIR TURNING WHITE.

[.(at]—Perhaps the following may interest some readers of

Knowledge. Less than a year ago I had a sudden and very heavy

disappointment. My mind was so disturbed that I could not sleep

at all during tho night. Towards morning it wcurred to nio that

my hair hail changed colour. But I felt ton sick to c«n< to examine

it. Either that morning or the next, I noticed a small white patch

of hair just over the centre of my forehead, and some days after the

back of my head was noticed to be covered with little groups of

rhito hairs. I tried by change of air and scenery to rog!»in my
spirits, thinking my hair would return to itsonlinary colour, black

;

but since then it has become slightly whiter. W. E. F.

SixPE.NCK each will bo paid for copies of No. 3 of Knowlkpck.
Apply, or address, Wymun i Sons, 74 and 5, Great Queon-stroet,

London, W.C. The i)ubli8hor8 have on hand, for sale, a few copies

of K.NOWLEliGE, Nos. 4, 5, (i, and 7. Price W. each.
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SI. B. Alhui. (1) Ah! if surmise wero but certainty. (2) In
lialf (111- 20,'JUO years the earth's axis has swayed through its pre-
i-cssiouul raii);e witli resijcct to the star-sphere; but its incliuation
to the plane of the ecliptic is not much altered, and, such change
as there is, is perioilic. (3) I do not know whether the gentleman
whose letter to your father you forward mo is now alive.— J. A. D.
If in an urn there are as many alphabets as there are letters in the
sentence, '• Up guard.<) and nt them " (i.e., 17 alphabets, or 4-12

letters) ; the chance thai these words will be drawn in their exact
order will obviously bo

jy'7/2. 1'. 1 .1 .3.1 .2.1 .2.1.1.1 .2. 1 .1 .1 .'

1

^412 . 441 . 440 i•i^

l.lx

1 would not deprive you of the pleasure of -working out this little

sum fi.r yourself.

—

Qi:kksii.veb. ' If the sides of a rifjht-angled
triani.'l%|ux> in geonutrical progression, and the area 575), you get,
if you jiut the sides e<inal to x. .r\i, and xy', the equations

—

. - "•
j' + j-'i/'=i'!/' or 1 + >/'=!/'

and x'!/-=579

whence v and x readily obtained.—J. IlAMir.To.v. That comet was
seen in Kngloud. Sei- subject Comets in my article on Astronomy
in the " Encyclopa-dia Britannica." It is a very celebrated comet.
—W. CorPEV. The work, if sent to us, shall receive what you ask
for—fullest consideration.

—

Jardi.ne Pehki.ns. .Saying the moon
lias an ai)pa^nt diameter of about a foot would imply that the
moon apjAared to be about thirty-six yards away. If this, regarded
as a roiemilic statement, is not nonsen.se, I do not know what is.

Have ^ou never seen the moon, as die rises above a di.stant hill,

appear larger tlftin a house on that hill, though you knew tliolinuso

Vj be a*f.'iio<I ileal more than a foiit both in height nnd breadth .'

.%)>rla*lit cliameters and distances between objects are nut measur-
able in-fect or yards, but by the angles they subtend. On the other
pOintKoutarQ riglit. Yes, my reference to indicating distance in
hogshoafis and kilderkins irn*, as you presume, a joke j yet
the absnniity is no greater than in indicatiug the appa-
rent diameter of the sun in inches. — C. E. lIuxKoi-.

Thanks for your interesting letter. —^ Vf. B. May 12 is Old
May;da.v/in the gbnge in 'which I wrot!e—that is^ Slay' 12 coiTc-
sponda toljie day of year which before the style was altered was'
called^ Slavj 1. But if the ttylo had"'not been changed in the
eightecnth^ccntuiS' the year 1 SCO would have been a icap-yoar,
and fi.iy-daywriUrd'liave fallen on \Vhat I's now called SIay'13. lu
that .sense Sfoy^fs is f)ld .May-day. 'After the year lEOi) Slay 14
will l>e (Jld Slay-da'y.—K. Buowx. No 'such sketch-maps are sold
to my knowledge. Iii my " Ualf-Hours with the Telescope " data
arc 'nftfttioneil "for- their construction.— E. R. Cowi.EV. Most of
those points will be treated of in the series of papers on " How to get
Strorfglj"* Author cannot answer individual (|ucrist8.

—

ClauijIUs.
Xo niffdical ' nuin would give an opinion without seeing you.
SeverSI'non-medical men would, I daresay, tell yon " all about it,"

if your. Ii^tter apix;ared. Seriously, you should not ask for opinions
which could nftfbftfbe utterly untrustworthy.—W. P. wishes to
know whore Turkish tobacco, incntioncd by " Constant Header,"
page 7'.>, vol. ii., can be obtained. Ho mentions also that
alKiut one mile from Swindon Junction, in an extenhion lino to
Marlborough, the ballast of the lino is full of costs of fossil

shells a rich field for the geologist.—,!. U. T. wishes to
learn wh.it formula is used for lr>garithms with the aid
of the table in Dc Slorgan's edition of " .Shriin's Logarithms."

—

«. Bkt.Nro.s. (1) Your solution of the top problem is quite inwl-
mixsible. How can it be said that gravity has not time to act ?

When a bullet is travelling at its swiftest, gravity finds time to act
with full effect. The difference )x;tween the pressure of the air on
the under and upfjcr surface of the top, again, whethor suflicicnt or
not to priHlncc any effect, acts upwards precisely aa the top's weight
acts downwards, though with much less cncrgj-. Therefore, if

gravity has not time to cause the top to fall by acting on the top's
weight, neither can it have time to cause the toji to rise, by pro-
ducing an upward air-pressure. {'!) With regard to the jiyramid,
the (juestiun rea.lly is how you conlil set up your p<.Tfeetly vertical
line M ft. high, and how from your horizontal line 100 ft. south of
it yon would bring this Df>right into line with Alpha Druconis,

Ac. What you say you would do, an astronomer or a praotioal sur- .

voyor would show you to bo absolutely impossible, with anything .

like the necessary degree of accuracy. On the contrary, the orien-
tation by slant subterranean ])assnges could bo made to all intents
and pur|H>se8 perfect. The passages would, at tirst, be bored with
only rough aj)pi-oximntion to the desired dii-ertion ; but the deeper
they were carried the more perfect would lie their working and
slant, because Alpha Uracouis could be oliservi'd along them at
every sub-polar passage. Whensoever tliey liiid been carried down
deep enough, a vortical boring could be carried down to the sub-
terranean chamber into which the slant passage opens, a plumb-
line could be lot fall down this vertical boring : it might bo a yard,
or a foot, or more or less (according to the success of this first rough
attempt to get a vertical mid line due south of the ontrancoj from
the observed direction of the visual lino along tho middle of thi?

descending jiassago to Alpha Draconis. \Vhatover correction
had thus to bo made, would, of course, bo made east or west
from the top of tho vortical boring, giving a point duo eontli

of tho centre of the entranco-holo of descending possoge. Th«
orientation thus obtained—practically perfect before the firsl.

layer of stones was placed—would bo checked and improved
(to something like theoretical perfection) as layer after layer was
added. I'crniit me to say that no astronomer would regard your
plan lis capable of any scientific accuracy, while every astronomei-
secs the plan of a long slant passage directed to the polo star to be
tho only perfect way, though involving much labour and expense.
As a trifling detail, it may bo added that the passage is there with '

the proper northing and slope. You may jirefer to believe that

though the passage is thus carefully directed due north, and with
an inclination bringing it to bear on the polo star of tho day, it was
really only meant for the sliding down of great stones ; so also

if you wero shown how jierfcctly the stand of an equatorial

telescope is suited to keep the telescope directed upon a star, you
might answer that, in your opinion, the instniment was intendetl '

for a pump: but you must not expect every one to agree with you.—
LoKEsMiTii.—How do you make £0,960 in third year provide for

fourteen allotments of"l'500 each, with'£I40 8vArCi'—G. E. A. I do
not find anything in Mr. Clodd's account of deposit of stalagmitji-

over inscription to show that the deposit only takes place round tho
^

letters and not over them ns well.—J. M. N. (j ray's Anatomy,
jirofusely illustrated.—J. Evans. With thanks. E. Cakus Wli.soN.

The subject has been fully '^discussed in e:irly numbers of Know-
ledge. The ice yachts only travel faster than tho wind when the
wind is more or less abeam. It can bo shown that when a yocht i«

'

running with a velocity bq'uhl to'the wind's (alu am) there remains
effottive driving action. , Do nut know whether tigers purr
like cats.— II. D. 'No, the funvard 'niofinii iloes not in any
affect the action of gi-avity.~ It is a law of motiiin that each forci-

acting on i^^body pipc^u^^ps its.J'ull egegj.—Tom T. {, Thanks.
Excuse delay ; your letter arrived %ylicn I was far from well. There
are delifflto liiil'characteris'tic 'distinctions' botwefen the business

type of face and Hhe literary or scientific type. They havo not, so '

far as I know, 'been classified, as Lc Brun classificfd the effects of '

different einotibns on the features (to refer only to'nrtistfo'classi-

'

fication)..; They are in no way connected with " tho science of'
phrenology ". (there 'is no such »cie»icc).—W. B. WicKen. ' Thanks i

for your veiy kind and encouraging communication.—W. U. G. I

fear it would' bb diflieult to obtoin any remunerative situation of the •

kind described.—E. X. Is it easier to swinf in deo]> thrfn in shallow '

waters' It would be well- to be shro of th'o fact before Seeking to _'

explain it. I havo swum for more than unMrrfur- at a- time in doofi
*

water, and for long spells in shallow water, without noting ony
difference of the kind.— EuiN-iiO.BnA(iiT. There are sevenvl methods
of vulcanising. One is to iminerso thin sheets of rubber in raeltcil

sulphur, and then roll them together. This is the most crude and
the earliest. I'arkes's is better. Tho rubber is immersed in 4(1

parts of bisulphide of carbon and 1 part of chloride of sulphur,

then heated gently and carefully till tho bisulphide is volatilised.

The rubber is next boiled in a weak solution of caustic potash

('JOO grammes to 10 litres), and then wosheil to remove the alkali.

I might add many other recipes, by tho aid of which, as with the

above, Eui.n'-oo-Bkagii will equally fail to obtain a moderately good
specimen until he has spoiled a hundred or less of trial samples.

and thereby learned the business.

ELECTRICAIi.

A. II. H. The Maynqoth battery has aljout three-fourths the

electro-motive force of a Bunsen, but it is very uncertain, irrogular,

expensive, nnd altogether aii unpractical typie. Your other query

involves several nice points, but if Jlr. Editor can, find room, I will

deal with it next week.— S. K. Kei.p. Your castings, 1 am informed,

were duly despatched on tho 2Sth ult. If not yet to hand, write

again to the founders.-Steady Slilscuidi:!:. See answer li«

"Co.v8TA.NT Reader" a fortnight since.
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^

^ti'tnre aniJ Slit t^OiSdip.

We regret to annonnce tlie prcmatnre death, at the age of 32, of

the celebrated electrician, M. Antoine Breguet, of Paris.

Messes. Felten axd Gcilleacsie give the following figures as

the relative resistances of equal lengths of rarious metals at the

same temperature and of the same section :—Copper, 15
;
phosphor

bronze, 6'5
; Swedish iron, galvanised, 8"7 ; Bessemer Swedish steel,

jralvaniscd, 9 ; German charcoal iron, galvanised, 10 3 ; Siemens-

Martin iron, galvanised, 108; coke-iron, galvanised, 12; patent

cast steel, 13-7 to 15-2.

A>" exhibition of life-saving apparatus of all kinds has been
opened in the Alexandra cPalace. The exhibition is divided into the

following six classes or sections:— (1) Railway safety appliances,

including continaons brakes, signalling, and point-locking apparatus,

switches, Ac, this being the leading feature ; (2) means for extin-

jmishing fires, and the rescue of people therefrom; (3) mining
t-afety. appliances; (-i) apparatus for all marine and inland water
emergencies; (.3) surgical and sanitary ; and (6) engineering and
miscellaneous safety appliances?

_

Insclite.—We have received a letter from Dr. Fleming, the

inventor of this material, complaining of the 'criticism we made on
it a fortnight since.' He sent us fresh •specimens, which are cer-

rjiiuly an improvement on those we saw a few weeks since, but it is

^till very far from being, in our opinion, of any practical utility.

Exception was taken to our assertion that the material would not

hold small screws, an assertion which we cannot' withdraw, inas-

much a.<i, although the screw bites well at. first, it can never be
driven fairly home. We believeth.it, as Dr. Fleming says, a supply
iif in^btors has been furnished to the Post-olBce, and they are

now ^dergoing a trial. ' There are other points we should like to

ref^ to, but we forbear, hoping that Dr. Fleming will be able to

q^rromo such practical ditficultics.

Investigation.-; made in Germany concerning the comparative
vitality of children under various methods of feeding exhibit some
liecnliar -results. Thus, of 100 children nursed by their mothers,
only 18'2 died during the first year;, of those nursed by wet nurses,
29-33 died ; of those artificially fed, 60.died ; and of those brought
up-in institutions, 80 died to the 100. Again, taking 1,000 well-to-do

persons and 1,000 poor persons, there remained of the prosperous,

:ifter five years, 913, while of the poor only 655 remained alive ;

Hfter fifty years, there remained of the prosperous 557, and only
283 of the poor ; at seventy years of age there remained of the
prosperous 235, and but 65 of the poor. The total average length
of life among the well-off class wa3 found to be fifty years, as against

ihirty-two among the poor.

Messes. Hebold & Gawalowski, of Brunn, make as follows a
strong, artificial parchment, impermeable by water, and capable
<jf serving for the diaphragm in osmotic operations on solutions of

impure sugar, ic. :—^The woollen or cotton tissues are freed, by
washing, from the foreign substances, such as gum, starch, &c.,

nhich may cover them. They are then placed in a bath slightly

<harged with paper pnlp ; and to make this pulp jienetrate more
• loeply, they arc passed between two rollers, which slightly compress
I liem. Tho principal operation consists in steeping the product for

.H few seconds in a bath of concentrated sulphuric acid, after which
it undergoes a series of washings in water and ammoniacal liquor,

until it has lost all trace of acid or base. It is then compressed
l)etween two steel rollers, dried between two others, covered with
felt, and finally calendered, when the sheets are fit for use.

OnsEBVATiox.-i made by M. Rafford, a member of the Societo
d'Horticalture at Limoges, show that a castor-oil plant having been
placed in a room infested with (lies, they disappeared as by en-

chantment. Wishing to find tho cause, he soon found under the
castor oil plant a number of dead Hies, and a large number of bodies
tiad remained clinging to the under surface of tho leaves. It

would, therefore, appear that the leaves of the castor-oil plant give
'•ut an essential oil or some toxic principle which possesses very
strong insecticide qualities. Castor oil plants are in Franco veiy
much used as ornamental plants in rooms, and thoy resist very well

ttriations of atmosphere and temporatiiro. As the castor-oil plant
is much grown and cultivated in all gardens, the Journal d Aijri-

culture points out that it would be worth while to try decoctions of
the leaves to destroy the green (lies and other insects which in

summer are so destructive to phints and fruit-trees.

' The Amrta in Japan.'—This clever stroller's stock-in-trade con-
sists of a little bench, furnished with a lamp, some plastic sugar,

i red and blue pigments, a few twigs of split bamboo, and a pair of

I 'scissors. Taking a lump of the sugar in his hands, ho makes a

funny speech to the particoloured little crowd, and ends by asking
what it is their pleasure he shall produce. " A dragon," shouts
some bold little beauty, while a murmur of approbation arises, and
every eye is fixed on the artist. Little by little, the terrible creature

grows out of tho paste, a collection of unrelated details at first,

which a few sudden touches complete as if by magic. Now some
one calls for a gourd, another for a tortoise, a third for a man on
horseback, and a fourth for a monkey swinging by its tail. It is a
contest between the children and the old man, but they cannot non-

plus him, try how they will. No matter what they call for, tho

ameya is equal to the occasion, and within three minutes his dex-

terous fingers conquer every dilficulty which his audience may pro-

pound.—^Mr. Pidgeon, in " An Engineer's Holiday."

On the 11th inst., Lieut. -Col. Webber. R.E., the President of the

Society of Telegraph Eng^ineers, held a reception at Chatham.
About 500 of the members attended, and were conducted in parties

of about twenty-five over- the various schools, ic, a short lecture

on submarine mines haring been previously delivered. by Major
Armstrong, R.E. The closing episodes'ina very .pleasant, day's ex-

cursion were the blowing down of a stockade by . 25 lb. of gun-
cotton, the explosion of a submarine mine containing 100 lb. of gun-
cotton in the Medway, and a subterranean mine of 1,0001b. of gun-
powder. As this was the first day of hostilities at Alexandria,

especial interest was attached to these experiments, and-everyone
present left with a very marked impression of the powers of these

materials, and of the vast superiority of gun-cotton over powder.
The sight of enormous columns of water in the one case, and of

earth and rocks in the other may, indeed, bo called magnificent.

Altogether it was an exceedingly enjoyable day, and the members
felt universally grateful to their guests. . ,

Notoriety.—The Guiteau case has brought out very strikingly

the passion for notoriety, which seems to be fast becoming the

disease of the modern worlcl, and'see'm^ likely to become one of its

great social forces, much as religions fanaticism was in the Middle

Ages. It is not until such an event as President Garfield's assas-

sination occurs that we get a realising sense of the burning desire

to escape from the ordinary obscurity of their lives by which tens

of thousands of persons are consumed, and the lengths they

are prepared to go, if need be, in absurdity,- to become known
or talked about. If- they cannot- accomplish < this by any act

of their own, they are only too glad to accomplish it by
connecting themselves in some manner, however queer or
grotesque, with some notorious person. If they cannot bo as
much talked about as Gniteau, they are made happy by being

able to retail Guiteau's talk. If they cannot have, like him, the

fame of being hanged, without the suffering'and the shame, they
are content to furnish a patent gallows, or make the rope, or

suggest a new device in knots, or in any manner whatever be
publicly mixed up with an affair about which everjbody is talking,

and to have the air of knowing something more abont it, bo it ever

so little, than other people. Of course this passion is fostered by
the publicity afforded by the newspapers, which, indeed, are to love

of notoriety"what the sun is to plants. That it will increase is very

certain, and that its power as a cause of crime as well as of folly

-will be recognised more fully as the years go on is, wo think,

equally certain.

—

The Kaiion.

In the July number of tho American XaturalUt, Mr. Ivan Petroff,

in a valuable paper on the " Limit of the Inniiit Tribes on the

Alaska Coast," makes some important observations on the rate at

which shell-heaps nccnmnlate. He says:— " The time required for

the formation of a so-called layer of ' kitchen refuse ' fonnd under
the sites of Aleutian or Innuit dwellings I am inclined to think

less than indicated by Mr. Dall's calculations. Anybody who has

watched a healthy Innuit family in the process of making a meal on
the luscious echinus or sea urchin would naturally imagine that in

the course ofa month they might pile up a great quantity of spinous

debris. Both hands are kept busy conveying the sen fruit to the capa-

cious month; with a skilful combined action of teeth and tongtie. the

shell is cracked, tho rich contents extracted, and the former falls

rattling to the ground in a continuous shower of fragments until

the meal is concluded. \ family of three or fonr adults. _and

perhaps an equal number of children, will leave behind them n

shell monument of their voracity a foot or ,eight-eon, inches in

height after a single meal. In localities in Princo William .'^ound

I had an opportunity to examine tho cnmp-sitcs of, sea-gUor hunters

on the coast contiguous to their hunting-grounds. Here they live

almost exclusively upon echinus, clams, and mus.tcls. which are con-

sumed raw in order to avoid building fires ami making smoke, and
thereby driving.tho sensitive soo-otter from the vicinity. The heaps

of refuse created under such circumstances during a single season

were truly astonishing in size. They will surely mislead the in-

genious calculator of the antiquities of shell heaps a thousand years

hence."
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^ir iflatOnnatiral Column,

EASY LKSSONS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CAIXIIAS.

No. IV.

WE ore now to consider tlio differential coefficients of certain

familiar expressions, and to lay down rules by which cho

T r. : ;m1 ! > ilii iont of any expression can be readily dctcniiined.

. Ut nie note that, for convenience, the nuantity

I jotliiicnt is to bo determined is commonly
. and the quantity whose variation causes tho

.- commonly expressed by r. 1 select ;; for the

i.irn.. r :itnl ivi.uii a fur the latter purpose. Let it be remembered
that then- is no real necessity for any lixed practice in this matter.

In tho last lesson, for example, I used in ono case s and ( instead of

;; and i, while in the other example I interchanged x and ;/.

I.pt me rei)eat that tho differential cocflicieut of ono quantity ;/

with respect to another x, is an expression indicating tho rate at

which the former incTtaees as we increase tho latter. 1 advisedly

\\<» the wonl inf rcn-ie as respects \i, even though increase of .i' may
canso decrease of \i. For in snch a case tho differential coollicicut

will come out ncjolire, and a negative increase is tho true alge-

braical equivalent of decrease.

And now for the differential coefficients of tho simple function.

If \i = a, oris constant, its differential cooDicient vfith respect to

IS of conrse 0.

I>>t y=«", where » is a positive whole number. In this case we
will po through the process for finding tho differential coefficient.

We increase x by A i and assume that i/ is thus increased by A i/.*

Then
'

-

y + A !, = (^ + A x)- - •

f a finite number of terms iuvolv-
*

I, Ir.L' fA .-V. fA ^)^ Ac.

and 1/ = X*

Then-fore subtracting

Av — n i"~' Ai + torma involvin;; 1 i^
.

< Ji . thnn the

first.

Hence.

_y- = ni"~' + terms involving Aj and. its powers.
A«
Now suppose Ax, and therefore Ay, to become indefinitely

minute, calling them res|)Cctivcly d x and d y, and wo have

<Ii/ _ .-1 . < * finite number of indolinitoly_ —nx
-^ miouto qoantities.

The pxtonsion of this proof to tho cases where n is frnctimuil or

negative, or both, would not suit these colomns. Let it gulHce that

for all values of n
if v-i-

dx
Bnt let ns remove this result from the rejn'on of algebraical

'iprcssions for a moment, in order that its significance, and the

significancf of sequent results, may bo fully recognised. Take ' to

be 10, and ri to be 4, then

y= 10'-1000.
Trv now the effect of adding to y somo small qnantity, nny

l-lOOth, or-01. Then instead of 10', y becomes (1001)*, and if

wu calculate tho value of this, we find it to bo
1004006001001

Tho effective part of the increment of y is tho -10, and fho pro-

: 'rtion it boars to the increment of x (or 1-lOOth) is 1000. This
' » limes the cube of 10, or ni"-*. .\nd so in Any cafO the

•••uicr may care to try : whenever y — i", a minute increase in the

. alao of s gives to y an increase n i'~' times as great.

The general result enables ns to at once express tho differential

rr,efficcnt of all such quantities as \/2>'^~ '''"' *° "" ^^ '^

only necessary to write these (or conceive them written), in tho
forms xi.r4.x^,t«>see that the respoctivo differential coefficients arc

>')rtant to remember that A X is a single quantity,
. X, bnt tho increment of x. In thf old nnta-
-implo expression was nned. Hut in a<lvaiicod

differential calculus, the notation of lliixions

f:ii|.' t'.-.illv, ,•,:,>! ihc elx's and e/y's olone sirve tho mathematician's

, and •

I'll we may write

Any ono who has become at nil practised in
3 v.,
applying tho differential calcnlns, would of conrso write down
Uieso results at once. It is plain, too, from the nio<l<> of proof that

if y = oj», where a is constant, -r- • an .t"~'.

* Tho next simple function I shall take is tho sine of an angle.
Anil having in \-iew tho importanco of tho reader's obtaining clear

views of Iho nature of a differential coefficient, 1 shall in this case
employ a geometrical way of finding such a coefficient.

Lot tho angle .x be repiescntod by AOU, Kig. 1 ; then using the
arc measure and making tho radius unity, wo have

» = arcAB,
and sin. x= BF, where BF is perpendicular to OA,

=V suppose.
Now let angle AUB receive tho small increment BOC, and call the
arcBC, A.ti; then, completing the figure, the corresponding incre-

ment of the sine is CD. Uenco
Ay_CD
A»~CT{

Now it is clear that as C is brought nearer and nearer to 13, the
figure BUD approaches more and more nearly to the figure of a triangle

similar to BOF ; and therefore, tho ratio —;— approaches more and

more nearly to tl llonco wlicn C so moving is jiist

of things call BC </,r, and CD dy)

rfw^OF__

dx OB'

not an ap-•The reader should very carefully note tliM

proximate result, but exact. In all tlieso i^ viri,- nrnitg are

dealt with, wo are compelled to consider niii .
i

: - in order

to learn the nature of tho final state el i '' "in- result

refers to (ftnt state of things, and not to :ni_. i ih nriliaii. state,

linirm-er near. The reader has niisfcd the cKseni inl [loint of the

method of limits if ho fails to see this. We have not to deal with

approximate resuJtj at all in thus applying tho method of limits.

I'crliaiis the beginner may recognise this truth more clearly if J

apply tho method to solve a well-known problem. Let it bo required

to detcnnino the angle ABT, included between a radius AB of the

circle liCF (Fig. 2), and the tangent BT at B. Take O a point near

B, and draw the secant CBD. Than conceive that C approaches E,

carrying the secant along with it. Ohvionnly when C has

thns moved np to B, tho Kccant will occupy tho position

of the tangent BT. Now in any antecedent position, as C in tho

figure, wo have tho triangle ABC isosoolos; and tho equal angles

ABC, ACB together, differ from two right angles by the

angle A. Ilenco ABC falls short of a right angle by half tho

angle A, so that ABD (which together with ABC makes up two

right angles) exceeds a right angle by half the angle A. Now
when C moves up to B, tho angle A diminishes, and ultimately

vanishes. Ilence the difference between ABD and a right ongle

ultimately vanishes j so that when the secant CBD has become the
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Let us btndy this result a little.

Remembering that the differential coefficient of a quantity ex-

presses the rate at which the quantity is increasing, wo see that

the above result implies that as wo increase the angle the sine in-

creases, until X is a right angle But after x has passed this

value, cos. x is negative. This implies that the sine thenceforth
diminishes ; and we know as a matter of fact that the sine does
diminish as the angle passes the fight angle.

Again ; notice how the differential coefficient implies the rate of

change. We know that cos. x is unity, or has its greatest value,

when a;= 0. As » changes from then the sine changes fastest.

Again ; cos. x is nought when .r is a right angle, and very small
when X is near!}' a right angle. Hence the sine changes very
slowly as the angle is passing the right angle. All this, of course,
is very obvious without any reference to the differential calonlns.

But it serves well to illustrate the application of the calculus to

more difficult inquiries.

I leave the reader to prove by a similar construction that,

,hj

"bvionslv also, if

®i\t miln^t Column*

SIU,— I send you a game from actual play, which I iiopo will be
both interesting and instructive to your readers. I have

annotated the play for the benefit of the less experienced players.

—

Yours, Ac, Frederic H. Lewi.-s.

Temple.

We commend the following game to the careful study of our
numerous Whist students. 'Ihe play is good throughout, except the
mistake on Y'a part, to which Mr. Lewis calls attention in his re-
marks

; but Y'a intention was excellent, and it was only A's deeper
play which foiled it. V had to take several things into account, .ind
he took all points carefully into account except one : viz., that the
lead could bo thrown into Z'shand. The abundant signalling in the
game is worth noticing, as also the way in which B omits the usual
signal for length in suit headed by Ace, Queen, Knave.

Tiu: IIaxi.s.

Diamonds—
(J, C, o,

Spades—8, G.

Hearts— K.
Clubs—Kn, 10, .-,, ••!.

Diamonds— H.

Spades—10, 5, I,

Hearts—A, Q,Kn
Clnbs—A, fi.
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" rPKOBLEil No. 46.

Rnd Position occnrrin^ in the Thorold Allgaier attack.

By Leoxaed'P. Eees.

^Vhite to play and mate in fire mo

PROBLEM Xo. 47.

Bt " Mczio."

Buck.

White to phiy and mate in three

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•«• Please address Chens-Editor.

G. W.—Beceivod with thanks. We note the difference in the
score.

Leonard P. Rees.—Von will find all information yon require.Wo do not for-ct anything, hnt we sav, Better late than never!
•A.. Freeman.— 1. Drawn fpime. 2. The same.
Correct solutions of Problem 45- received from H. W., Brenton

-Received with thanks. Will be examined.

THE DIET OF THE JAl>ANESE.

FEW natives, except otticens in tlio capital, sailors, and soldiers
oat beef. llutton and pork beyond the ti-ealv porls arj

scarcely yet kno»vn. About two lMindrc<l varieties of fisli are eaten
one half of the people eating fish every day. . The food of the
masses is ' ninety per cent, vegetable." A list of food-plants in
119C, not incladinK .sea-plants, has been prepared, with their analyses,
by Professor Edwar.1 Kinch, of the Tokio Vnivcrsity. A laieo
nnmber of these substances are nnknown, or at least nnuscd, in the
United States. Of rice, which occupies in its culture one half of
thocaltivated lan.I. there are two hundred and fifty varieties of seedm tho country. Millet is extensively used, but bread raised from a
•• sponge of yeast is scarcely yet known in tho popular diet, the
old Latin-Portuguese word pan being, however, in use.
The aoy-bean. which in chemical composition closelv aiiproaches

animal fibre, is extensively cultivated. Probably no conntry excels

Japan in the vancty of leguminous plants raised for food. Of
tubers and roots, the sweet potato is the most j,opular, thou^t.
strange to say, as much tabooed bv the aristocratic classes iis onions
are supposed to bo among ns. Sixteen million bushels of these
hatsuma potatoes " wore produced last year, while the "Java"

or Dutch -our common white potato-is left to foreigners, the
native palate not liking it. Lily bulbs-sixtcen varieties-sor^o as
food, boiled and ser^-od with "drawn butter." The lotus root is
eagerly eaten, without oblivion of country or d.-cay of patriotism
Poppy seeds powdered as condiment, infasions of salted cherrv
blossoms for drink, liorse-chestnuts and acorns, are anion" the
articles of diet.

Women s Deess.—The amount of air which any one can take
into the body at one inspiration is called lung capacity, or vital
capacity. The latter term, is very significant, implying, as it does.
that the working of the whole machinery of life depends upon the
air which can bo drawn into the lungs. The greater the
the better the health, the greater the strength\nd activity both ofmmd and body

;
whUe, the smaller the amount of air, tho less the

strength, the poorer the health, the lower the vitality, and the less
altogether of bodily power and brain power. Now, f venture to sav
that not one woman in a thousand has ever attained to. or at present
possesses, her full amount of lung or vital capacity. White men
from their youth upwards, hare encouraged the development of
lung capacity by vigorous exercise, bv wearing garments which
compress no vital organ, and offer the least possible impediment to
muscular activity, women, on the contrary, have taken no vigorous
exercise, and worn garments compressirg all tho vital or<>M«
hile ofifenng, at the same time, the greatest amount of impediment

ar activity—J/ r.--. Kinj on "Rational
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WAS KAMESES II. THE PHAEAOH
OF THE OPPRESSIONS^?

By Amelia B. Edwards.

v.—THE HTKSHOS KALENDAE AND THE EXODUS,
ACCORDING TO THE STXCHEOXOUS THEORY.

IT has been suggested that Sut-aa-peh-peh Nubti in-

stituted his Kalendar when he ascended the throne.

This is pure assumption. We know nothing of Nubti
but his name; and we know nothing of liis Kalendar*
beyond the fact that it liad been founded 400 years before

tlie tablet of San was erected by command of Eameses II.

But what we are fairly at liberty to conjecture is that

Xubti, at some undetermined point in the course of his

reign, sought to correct the fluctuations of the vague year

by the substitution of a fixed }'ear,t and that his improved
Kalendar, though apparently set a.'^ide liy the Pharaohs of

the Restoration (i.e., XVIIIth and XlXth dynasties), was
still in vulgar use 400 years later among the semi-

Semitic populations of the Delta. Let us say, then,

that Kubti instituted his Kalendar in the year B.c.

1800, just 338 years before the commencement of the

XlXth dynasty, and 97 years before the restoration

of the native monarchy in the person of Ahmes, first

Pharaoh of the XVIIIth Dynasty, b.c 1703. At this

time (b.c. 1800) the Hykshos dominion was about midway
of its third dynastic line, and at the height of its prosperity

and splendour. The tributary princes of Thebes had as

yet shown no disposition to revolt ; and the war of libera-

tion—which did not break out till the reign of Apapi, and

* If the mounds of San were thoron<;liIy e.icavated, notliin^ is more
likely than tliat a tablet, or many t.iblets, might be found, engmved
with this kalendar in fall, like the sculptured kalcndars of the
temples of Denderah, Edfoo, and Mcdinet Haboo.

t The Egyptian year consisted of twelve months of thirty days
each, to which were added five extra days (epaci) to bring np tiio

number to 305. Even so, the year fell short of the right time by a
(|Uarter of a day, which caused a loss of one whole day in every
four years, and thus, in course of time, changed the relative posi-

tions of the seasons. Many attempts were made at various periods
to substitute a fixed year; but none were successful until the
Alexandrian year (which began on August 20) was established
during the Roman period.

which, as I have already observed, cannot have been an
enormously protracted war—was still far distant. It was
therefore about this time, when there was peace through-
out the land and peace along the frontiers, that Joseph
must have appeared upon the scene. We may assume that
he was born B.C. 183G, and that, having been sold as a
-slave to one Potiphar (Egyp". Petipa-Ra : i.e.. Devoted -to-

lla), a native Egyptian officer in the service of the Hykshos
sovereign, he was cast into prison upon an unjust charge
B.C. 1808, being then twenty-eight years of age. Two years
later (b.c 1806) he would have" been brought forth to
interpret the king's dream ; being, as it is expressly stated,
" thirty years old when he stood before Pliaraoh King of
Egypt" (Genesis, Chap. xlL, v. 4G). This would be just
six years before the institution of the Hykshos Kalendar,
in B.C. 1800 ; and as the Bible narrative, which is here
unusually precise, shows all this chain of important events
to have happened under a single Pharaoh, we must con-

clude that the king who dreamed of the seven high Niles
and the seven low Xiles, and who raised Joseph to power
because of the interpretation of his dream, could have been
none other than Sut-aa-peh-peh KubtL
Prom this point (b.c 1806) we have now to reckon the

seven years of plenty, in the sixth of which the King
founded his Kalendar. The year B.C. 1800 marks, there-

fore, the new era of Xubti ; and the year B.C. 1799 marks
the last year of the good Niles. Next begin the seven
years of low Nile* and scant harvest, after two of which,

Joseph's brethren come from Canaan to buy com. This
brings us to B.C. 1797. Allowing a year for their double
journey, and for the journey of Isaac and his household,

we may next assign B.C. 1796 for the entry of the Hebrews
into Egypt. From this time to the death of Joseph (if we
credit him with the full traditional 110 years of life) we
have to count seventy years, so bringiug us to DC. 1726

;

that is to say, to twenty-three years before the accession

of Ahmes, B.C. 1703. During these seventy years,

Nubti will have died and been succeeded by Apapi,
who erects a magnificent temple to Set,t and adorns
it with an avenue of human-headed sphinxes, carved
in the likeness of his own features. By this act,

and by the despotic fanaticism with which he sought,

apparently, to promulgate the cult of Set among the tribu-

tary rulers of Middle Egypt, Apapi roused the slumbering
hatred of the conquered race. A revolt broke out, headed
by Sekenen-Ea Ta-aa, prince of Thebes. Tlie revolt

speedily became a national war, which, as recorded in the

before-mentioned tomb at El Kab.J ended only with the

final expulsion of tlie Hykshos. If, therefore (accepting

^lariette's dates for the commencement of the XVIIIth
Dynasty, rc. 1703, and for the expulsion of the Hykshos
in the sixth year of Ahmes, B.C. 1697), we allow thirty

years for the duration of the struggle, we must take ac.

1727 for the date at which it began. This would be one
year before the death of Joseph.

• The dreams of Phnraoh are essentially local. The seven fat

kine, signifying prosperity, may bo interpreted to mean the seven
mystic cows, companions of Osiris-Apip, which wo see represented

in the vignettes to various copies of the Ritual ; and the seven lean

kine, ominous of famine, may well bo the seven cow-headed
goddesses known as "the Seven Ilathors"^— minor divinities re-

sembling rapricious fairies, whoso functicin it was to distribute

good and ill luck. They "came up out of the river," which dis-

tinctly points to the annual inundation of the Nile ; while the soren
ears of poo<l corn followed by the seven cars of blasted com, as
distinctly refer to the good and bad crops consequent on seven good
Niles followed by seven bad Niles.

t Set, or Sutekh, tho national God of the Hykshos and tlio

Uittitos. Throe of these sphinxes were found in si(u by Mariettc.

t See KxowtEDCK, No. 35, p. 63.
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The rest of our calculation is soon made. The XVIIIth
Dynasty, iK'giiming with Ahmcs, aa 1703, and ending

with Hortmheb, ac, UGl', lasted exactly 2tl years. The
XlXth Dynasty began with Rameses I., and Kameses I.

(who reiguetl from uc, 14C2 to rc, 1456), was succeeded

l)y Seti I. Seti I. reigned for tifty-one years

—

i.e., from

ac 14i>6 to 1405. He, however, took his son, Ramcses II.,

into partnership ; and this partnership, in the opinion of

13rugsch, extended over the last thirty years of his reign.

It would, therefore, have begun in ac. 1435. And now,

observe (for here is the turning-point of Brugsch's syn-

chronous theory), Hanieses II. begins to dale Ins reign from
t/tis period of partnership. From B.r. 1435 we must
accordingly count the sixty-seven years of liis reign,

which would close with his death in the year u.c. 13(JS.

In the meanwhile Seti I. has died B.C. 1405, five years

after which event, in the year B.C. MOO, Rameses II.

celebrates the fourth centenai-y of Set-aa-peh-pch Nubti,
by erecting the famous " Tablet of 400 years " at Zoan
(Tanis). Finally, Raniescs II. is succeeded by his

thirteenth son, Mencphthah, B.r. 13G8. Jloses, who had
tied to Midian forty years before, now returns to Egypt
for the purpose of delivering his people. The story of his

contention with Pharaoh, as told in the Book of Exodus,
covers apparently but a short time. The plagues of Egypt
follow swiftly one upon another, and wc shall probably not
l>c far wrong if we place the ilight of the Hebrews in the

second year of Menephtliah's sole reign—that is, in n.c.

13GG. It now only remains to be seen how this date would
correspond with the teiin of the Hebrew sojourn, as

recorded in the Mosaic narrative. Turning to the IJook of

Exodus, we find that "the sojourning of the children of

Israel who dwelt in Egypt was four hundred and thirty

years. And it came to pass at the end of the four
hundred and thirty years, even the self-same day it came
to pass, that all the hosts of the Lord went out from the
land of Egypt" (Exodus, chap, xii., v. 40-41.) Ko historical

Rtatement could possibly be more precise than this. Kot
only is the number of years twice recorded, but a singular

coincidence is noted by way of corro>x)ration. Although
tlie same fact is ehsewhere roughly -stated in round num-
bers at 400 years, there cannot, I think, be any doubt that
the careful and precise computation of the twelfth chapter
of Exodus is that upon which wc are bound to rely. All
that we have therefore to do is to count back 130 years
from the second year of the reign of Menephthah ; and
430 years of retrograde calculation, beginning with the
year ac 13G6, will take us to ac. 179G, which is the exact
year already assigned to the arrival of Isaac and his

household, in the third year of the famine.

8TLMULANTS AND STUDY.
Bv THE Editor,

'"j"^IIE AbW Moigno gives the following interesting

X account of his experience, not only as to the efTects

of tobacco, whereof he had first only .spoken, but of the
effects of stimulants—or, rather, of the absence of stimu-
lants—generally :

—

"I have learned," he says, "twelve foreign languages,
all by the method which I have 'published in my ' Latin
for All

;

' that i.s to say, I draw up the catalogue of tho
1,500 or 1,*^00 root words, or simple primitive words, and
I fix their meaning in my memory by mneuiotcchnic
formulas. I had thus taken into my mind nearly 41,500

foreign words, whoso connection generally, or oftenest, has
no connection with the word itself, and from ten to twelve

thousand facts, with their precise data
" All this existed simultaneously in my memory, always

at my disposal when I wanted the meaning of a word or

the date of an event. If anyone asked me, for example,

who was the twenty-fifth king of England, I perceived

in my mind that it was Edward, called Plantagenet, who
ascended the throne in 1154. I was, as respects philo-

logy and chronology, one of the most extraordinary cha-

racters of my time, and Frani^ois Ai-ago used laughingly

to threaten to have mo burnt as a wizard.

"But I had lately fallen into the practice of snuff-taking,

and an abode of several weeks in Munich, where I passed

my evenings in a smoking-room with tho learned Bavarese,

who would each smoke four or live cigars, and drink two or

three cans of beer (the most illustrious of these savants,

Steinheil, used to boast that he smoked six thousand cigars

a year— si.c tausend cigarren iin yahr), I attained to

smoking three or four cigars a day. When I edited my
treatise on the Calculus of Variations—the most diflUcult

of my mathematical treatises—I would at times, without

thought of mischief, use up in a day the whole contents of

my snuff-box, which contains 25 grammes (nearly an

ounce) of snuff. Kow, I was painfully surprised one day

to have to recognise that I was constantly obliged to turn

to my dictionaries for the meaning of foreign words, which

before happened to me seldom, or never, and that the dates

of numerous facts which I had made my own had lied from

my memory.
" In despair at this melancholy failure of my memory, I

took forthwith an heroic resolution, which nothing since

has been able to shake. On Aug. 31, 18G3, I had smoked
three cigars and used 25 centimes (about 2id.) worth of

snulF; the day following, Sept. 1, 1863 [usually, Ed.], and
to the day of writing this, June 25, 1882, I have not

taken a single pinch of snuff or smoked a single cigarette.

" It was for me a complete resurrection, not only of the'

memory, but of the general health and well-being. It was
only necessary for mo to do what I did eighteen years

later, to diminish nearly one-half tlie quantity of food

which I took each day, to eat less meat and more vegetable

food, to obtain such incomparable health as one can

scarcely imagine—indefinite capacity for work, unconscious

digestion, perfect assimilation of food, no luemorrhoids,

no constipation, no wrinkles, pimples, kc, <kc., and i

may be permitted to allirm it with perfect confidence

—

those who follow in my footsteps will be rewarded as

I have been.

"Add to this the habitude, irrevocably established, d
never saying / will <h, or / am doing, but / have done,

and you have the secret of the enormous quantity of work

I have been able to achieve, and which I achieve each day,

daspitc my eighty year.s. No one will deny me, hereafter,

the honour of having been one of the greatest workers of

my age.

" f ought, finally, to add that I find it well for mo to

take at breakfast a small half-cup of coffee without milk,

to which, when only two or three teaspoonsful remain at

the bottom of the cup, I add a small spoonful of brandy,

or other alcoholic liquor. That is my whole allowance of

stimulants. How happy would those be who should adopt

my rigimn. They would be able, without harm, to sit at

their desk immediately after l)roakfast, and to stay there

till dinner-time. No sooner would they be in bed, at alx)ufi

nine o'clock, but they would be softly asleep a few minutes

lat<r, and could rise at five in the morning, full of strength,

after a nourishing sleep of eight hours.
" F. MoiONO."
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I would venture to add an expression of my own firm

conviction that a life of study is aided by the almost

entire avoidance of stimulants, alcoholic as well as

nicotian.

I do not say that the moderate use of sucli stimulants

does harm, only that so far as I can judge from my own
experience it aftbrds no help. I recognise a slight risk

in what Abbe Moigno correctly states — the apparent

power of indefinite work which comes with the almost

entire avoidance of stimulants ; but the risk is very slight,

for the man must have very little sense who abuses that

power to a dangerous degree. Certainly, if the loss of the

power be evidence of mischief, I woidd say (still speaking

of my own experience, which may be peculiar to my own
temperament) that the use of stimulants, even in a very-

moderate degree, is mischievous. For instance I repeatedly

have put this point to the test :—I work say from

breakfast till one o'clock, when, if I feel at all hungry,

I join my family at lunch ; if now at lunch I eat

very lightly and take a glass of ale or whisky-and-water

I feel disposed, about a quarter of an hour later, to leave

my work, which has, for the time, become irksome to me

;

and perhaps a couple of hours will pass before I care for

steady work again : on the other hand, if I eat as lightly,

or perhaps take a heartier lunch, but drink water only, I

sit down as disposed for work after as before the meal. In

point of fact, a very weak glass of whisky-and-water has

as bad an influence on the disposition for work as a meal
unwisely heavy would have. It is the same in the evening.

If I take a light supper, with water only, I can work (and

this, perhaps, is bad) comfortably till twelve or one ; but
a glass of weak whisky-and-water disposes me to rest or

sleep, or to no heavier mental eflbrt than is involved in

reading a book of fiction or travel

These remarks apply only to quiet home life, with my
relatives or intimate friends at the table. At larger

gatherings it seems (as Herbert Spencer has noted) that

not only a lieartier meal, but stimulants in a larger

quantity, can be taken without impairment of mental
\ivacity, and even with advantage, up to a point falling

far short, however, of what in former times would have
been regarded as the safe limit of moderation. Under
those circumstances, " wine maketh glad the heart of

man," and many find the stimulus it gives pleasant,

—

perhaps dangerously so, unless the lesson is soon learned

that the point is very soon reached beyond which mental
vivacity is not increased but impaired.

I must confess it seems to me that if we are to admit
the necessity or prudence of adopting total abstinence

principles, because of the miseries whicli have been caused
by undue indulgence— if A, B, and C, who have no de.<;ire

to make beasts of themselves, are to refrain from the social

glass because X, Y, and Z cannot content themselves till

they have taken lialf a-dozen social glasses too many

—

society has an additional reason to bo angry with the
drunkards, and with those scarcely less pernicious members
of the social body who either cannot keep sober without
blue ribbons or pledges, or, having no wish to drink, want
everyone to know it. I admit, of course, if it really is the
case that the healthy-minded must refrain from the inno-

cent use of such stimulants as suit them, in tlio interests of

the diseased, it may be very proper and desirable to

do so : but only in the same way that it might lie very
desirable to avoid in a lunatic asylum the rational discus-

sion of subjects about wliich the lunatics were astray. For
steady literary or scientific work, however, and throughout
the hours of work (or near them) it is certain that for most
men something very close to total abstinence from stimu-
ants is the best policy.

FUTURE SOURCES OF OUR FOOD
SUPPLY.

By Percy Russell.

II.— AUSTRALASIA.
VICTORIA—the island of Tasmania alone excepted

—

is the most contracted in area of all the principal

members of the Australasian group, yet, as I shall pre-

sently show, it can of itself furnish a very important quota
to our national food supply. The estimated area—some-
thing less than that of Great Britain—is .')G,440,720 acres,

and of these there were available for selection on January 1,

1881, nearly 10,000,000 of acres, while other lands were
constantly becoming available as settlement developed
pari j>assu with the advance of the railway system of the
colony. The area under wheat was computed at 707,188
acres, and the average yield was 13-29 bushels to the acre.

Maize, oats, and barley were, and are, successfully grown,
while all the ordinary English farm produce was raised in

great quantity and perfection, together with vines, which
are capable of almost indefini'c expansion, assuming that

Australian wines should once become fairly popularised in

these realms of ours at home. The live stock return com-
prised 216,710 horses, 278,360 milch cows, horned cattle

generally 8.50,998, and 8,651,775 sheep, to say nothing of

pigs and poultry. Although the population was in 1881
no less than 845,997, it is clear that the agricultural wealth
of the community was rich indeed beyond all normal old

world standards, and then it must be remembered that

Victoria is the most thickly populated member of the
whole group, consequent on the large extent of Melbourne,
which contained in 1881 no fewer than 280,836 souls

—

being, curiously enough, considerably in excess of the total

population of South Australia, and more than half the
entire population of New Zealand.

The agricultural and stock-raising capabilities of Victoria

arc very great. Indeed, almost all fruits and vegetables

grown in the British isles, are produced with facility, while

such is the marvellous fertility of some of the rich lands,

that as many as 60 bushels of wheat have been obtained

from the acre ! The vineyards are advancing apace, in spite

of the prejudice wherewith the Victorian vintages are still

regarded in this country. The average yield is some 250
gallons per acre, and if fiscal matters could be only equit-

ably adjusted, and these wines properly introduced amongst
us, we might have a practically inexhaustible supplyof sound,

wholesome, genuine wine, giving us as a nation something

infinitely better than the vin ordinaire of the continent at

an approximately nominal price. This, indeed, is a matter

which merits much moi-c careful consideration than our

government has get given to the subject, and the friends of

Temperance know -tt-ell that intoxication results chietly, if

not wholly, from beer and spirits. To make a nation

generally a wine drinking conmiunity is to take a long

stride towards virtual national temperance.

Passing now to South Australia, we have to consider a
region which in extent and productive potentiality, alto-

gether transcends our insular ideas of what constitutes

a considerable cereal producing region, Norfolk and
Sud'olk, for example, being big factors in the domestic

cuKulations of our English farmers. The total area of the

colony is estimated at about 903,690 square miles, or

578,361,000 acres. Of this vast area there had been

aliemit(-d up to 1880 some 8,940,327 acres, while some
29,000,000 acres remained ready for settlement Tliere

were in 1S81, about 1,730,000 acres under wheat, yielding

8,600,000 bushels, while 4,337 acres of vines produced half-

a-miliion gallons of wine. The live stock included 148,219
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horses, 283,3i:> lionied cattle, and G.oOO.OOO of sheep, but
the population at the period in question was only 270,80")

all tjld, whence it will be at once seen that the surplus in

the way of productions was verj- great indeed. Many
well organised railways are rapidly opening up the interior

to the cultivator, and let it be borne in mind that the
interior of South Australia is not the desert waste some
have iuiagineil. On the contrary, we have here splen-
did plains, including good soil, and while there arc
mountainous lands stretching ofl' for hundreds of miles,

tliickly wooded with the famous eucalyptus, and often
enclosing valleys which compare even with those of our
own land in its most picturesque recesses. Very much
of the scenery is, indeed, of a park-like character, and
although intervals of stern sterile tracts intervene, these
are seldom the rule, and many of these might yield to
artificial irrigation, which, by-the-way, is now being ex-
tensively developed in Australia, to neutralise the serious
effects of that principal enemy of the Austral husband-
man—drought. During the year 1881 the colony e.Kported
flour to the value of £837,580, while the brcadstuffs sent
out were estimated at £2,409,720. When we reflect that
the number of male inhabitants of this magnificent
region was only 149,.')30, including those under ago, it

will l>e readily admitted that here again production has
altogether outstripped population in a mar\ ellous manner,
and that in settling these grateful soils we have a very-

real and practical supplementary addition to our now
comparatively insignificant wheat-fields at home.

Bat we liave not yet by any means exhausted the
potential food-raising capacity of the continent. Western
Australia is a colony but little known or regarded in
England, and as at present its very small population is less

than 30,000 all told, it does not immediately enter into the
calculations of our food importers. Yet it is a region
well worth considering, since it includes some truly mag-
nificent expanses—country especially adapted for cereal
culture, while settlers only are needed to develope its

flocks and herds into proportions that would even exceed
the vast pastoral riches of South Australia, Victoria, and
New South Wales. The total area is truly enormous,
being l,0r)7,2.')0 square miles, or eight times the size of the
l'iiit<»d Kingdom, to which, by the way, it lies nearest of
all the members of the great Austral group. In 1880
there were neariy 04,000 acres under tillage, and about
a third was under wheat, the average yield being 1 .5 bushels
to the acre. The live stock included 34,508 horses, 03,719
homed cattle, and 1,231,717 sheep. All the principal

flowers and fruits of the world grow, or may be grown, in

these fertile lands. The whole range of fruits peculiar to

Europe can be reared in full perfection, while the olive and
vine flourish exceedingly. The abundance of flowers has
resultf^d in a vast increase of bees ; and honey is produced
in such quantities as to be locally of little or no value.
Very much of the soil is naturally well adapted for

farming purjioses, and in some quarters there are downs of
an ext<^;nt wiual to some European kingdoms, capable of
supporting almost countless flocks and herds. The fertility

of much of the soil in the vicinity of tlie watersheds is

astounding. Thus, on the Greenhough River, there is a single

flat containing some 10,000 acres, which raises 30 bushels
of wheat to the acre, and that with culture of a superfi-

cial charact';r. In other quarters there are vast forests

of the famous jarrah wood. Until of comparatively late

years, an idea prevailed that tlie interior was one awful, abso-
lutely sterile desert, dcstituteal ike of waterand of land marks.
Happily, Colonel Warburton, and sulwequently, Mr. John
Forrest, have, by their careful explorations, dispelled to a
great extent the fallacy. There are certainly extensive

deserts, but these are more like the rind ordinarily is to
the pulp of the fruit, than the reverse, as once popularly
imagined, and huiulrcds of miles in the far interior, beau-
tifully undulating i,'r;iss-grown plains have been discovered
analogous to the well-known prairie soil of the far west of

North America, where great harvests will some day be
reaped by the aid of machinery, when once the civilizing

railway has penetrated into these uncropped virgin soils.

In effect, the rapid development of the great trans-con-

tinental railway is bringing us approximately near to the
beginning of what must pro\e the true golden ago of the
antipodean agriculturist.

(To be continxed.)

NIGHTS WITFI A THREE-INCH
TELESCOPE.

By "A Fellow of the IIoval Astronomical Society."

AND now we come to tlie lo\ely object, of whicli Fig. 39
is nothing but a diagram, u Ilerculis ; the contrast

between the pronounced orange hue of the large star and
the emerald gi-een of the smaller one being perfectly

charming, c Ilerculis is a somewhat wide and very un-

equal pair. We insert it here on account of the extraordi-

nary discrepancies which appear in the descriptions of the

colour of the companion by various observers at diflerent

dates. This is a star which the observer will do well to

watch.

p Herculis is a close and beautiful double, the colour of

the companion being very fine. It is shown in fig. 40.

\ Herculis (between c and fi, map, p. 020, Vol. I.) is only a

single star, with nothing but its deep yellow colour to render

it at all remarkable. It is inserted here, though, since it may
interest the student to look at, or very near, the point in

the heavens towards which our entire solar system is

moving at the rate of some 422,000 miles per diem. One-

third of the way from « Herculis towards Vega (the

brilliant star « in Lyra) will bo found a widish pair, 200

of Piazzi's XVIIth hour of R. A. It is noticeable for the

beautifully-contrasted colours of its unequal components.

If we draw an imaginary line in the sky from « Ophiuchi

to I) Lyne, and travel 10° along it, wo shall arrive at

95 Herculis, a tolerably close star, whose componoits difier

but little in magnitude, though they have been alleged to

do .so notably in colour. Smyth called them "apple

green " and " cherry red." Another observer described them

as both golden yellow. At present they appear to us as of a

palish yellow, fjoth
_
nearly of the same hue. 95 is repre-

sented in fig. 41. /( Herculis, a wide and very unequal

pair, presents, as do so many other stars in this constella-

tion, very finely-contrasted colours. 11° from /5 Lyra?, on

line joining this star with « Herculis, lies 100 Herculis, a

pretty and easy little pair of equal magnitude. It is

shown in fig. 42. Such are a few typical objects among
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those with which this fine 'constellation abounds. Purely
telescopic pairs fairly swarm in it, and may be picked up
everywhere by simply sweeping the sky. At least seven

well-determined variable stars, too, are numbered among
its constituents ; and in addition to the two clusters of

stars of which we have given a short description above, it

contains two planetary nebulie and many interesting

fields of stars. It will prove a very treasure-house to the

incipient observer.

Libra, situated beneath a part of Serpens {vide p. 21), need

not detain us long. Its two principal stars, a- and /J, have
\ery distant comites ; but can scarcely be legitimately called

"double." About 5^° to the south by east of n the observer

will find 212 of Piazzi's hour XIV. It is just visible to

the naked eye. It forms a pretty but very easy pair with

a moderate power. This is really a triple star, but the

third component is hopelessly beyond our aperture.

fi Librre is an extremely close pair, but is said to have
been seen by Burnham with a 2 J, -inch achromatic. Its

appearance, as exhibited in an English 3-inch telescope,

is shown in fig. 43. It is not marked in the map on

p. G2G, but is a little more than 2" to the north and west of

a. About 6° west-south-west of // Serpentis will be found
Struve 1962 Libra?, a pretty and delicate, but not difficult,

object The remaining double stars (of which there are a

good many) in this constellation are all invisible to the

naked eye. Before quitting it we must look at that

beautiful object, 5 of Messier's catalogue—a fine cluster of

stars crowded into a nebulous-looking object. This lies

nearly 9° to the south-west of a Serpentis, and forms a

rudely-equilateral triangle with that star and jx in the same
constellation.

Fi.s;. i:

100 Uerculi; fi Libra- X Opl

Below Hercules, and straggling Ln and out of Serpens,
Libra, Scorpio, and Sagittarius, we find Ophiuchus, or the

Serpent-bearer. The Serpent borne by this gentleman we
have already described on p. 21. We now turn to its

carrier himself. fnlike Hercules, the major part of

Ophiuchus appears meagre and barren to the naked eye.

It, however, resembles that constellation in being replete

with objects of telescopic interest. Beginning with p',

which is, by the way, terribly low down, we find a beau-

tiful close pair of stars, with a pretty contrast between the

pale yellow of the larger one and the blue of its companion;
the pair forming the apex of a triangle with two other

conspicuous stars. \ will tax the observer's powers and
those of his instrument to the utmost This is a binary

star, with a period of 231 years ; its components are very
slightly opening just now. Fig. (1 gives some idea of it

as seen as a merely oval object, with a high power under
the finest definition. Some 3"^ north- west of i; a new star

blazed out in 1848, subsequently fading to practical invi-

sibility in small instruments. This neighbourhood should
be watched. 10° due east of Antares will be found 3G
Ophiuchi, a pretty and fairly easy pair. It is too close to

the horizon, though, for fine definition in these latitudes. 39
will be found 1° north-west of (i in Ophiuchus. It is very
nearly as badly situated as the last star. The components

are not very close; but their colours are tine. Another

star, much better placed, which may be looked at for the

colours of its components, is 67,41° east-south-cast of (i

Ophiuchi. It is very wide, though. 7, a most interesting

binary object, will, like ,\, prove a crucial test for the

observer. It will need an instrument of the highest class,

a high power, a very sharp eye, and an excellent night to

do anything with it ; and even with these advantages it

will only appear, like ,\, as a misshapen star. 70 Ophiuchi,

Fij,'. 15.—70 Opliiuchi.

G" to the eastsouth-east of /3, is an interesting pair, shown
in fig. 4."). The colour of the smaller star is believed, with

some reason, to be variable. It used to be violet or purple,

and is now yellowish. Ophiuchus is remarkably rich in

nebulous-looking star clusters. As they are not marked
in the map on p. 62G, our directions for finding them will,

we fear, appear somewhat vague. Beginning with 12

Messier, we shall find this about 8° 1.5' north-west by

west of f. 10 Messier is nearly half-way between /j Libra;

and a Aquila\ Messier 19 lies 71° due east from Antares
;

9 Messier will be found 3° south east of »; Ophiuchi. About
G.V° to the south-by-west of y lies 14 Messier; while,

finally, 23 Messier Ophiuchi, a fine cluster, will he found

about 5° north-west of /i Sagittarii.

A GHOST STORY.

PREMISING that my personal belief in Ghosts is of

the same kind and amount as that which I profess in

the existence of the Plucnix or the Hippogrift', I should

like to relate an absolutely true story of a circumstance or

adventure which occurred to an old friend of my own, for

the purpose of eliciting, if possible, some consistent ex-

planation of it from some of your readers who are interested

in psychology. I shall disguise the names of the actor (or

actors) in the strange history I am about to relate (I have

forwarded the real ones to the Editor) but nothing else.

During the first half of the present century, Francis and

Horace Jones (two sons of Captain Jones, of the Royal

Navy, who was drowned in the St Lawrence River)

emigrated to New Zealand. After undergoing various

vicissitudes foreign to the purpose of tliis narrative, they

settled down to farming, and built themselves a log-house

at one extremity of a clearing in tlie bush. The only other

occupants of this clearing (for, oddly, the natives never

came near it) were, what tliey called, some Scotch " Shep-

herds," but who were in reality great sheep-farmers and

stock- raisers. Between these Scotchmen and the Joneses

an intimacy naturally sprang up. Now one night—and of

all nights in the year it was Christmas eve— Horace Jones

went over to spend a few hours with these Scotchmen. 1

need not say that whisky toddy formed a prominent

feature in the celebration, and they toasted all those dear

to them, who were removed by the semi circumference of

the globe, sang " Auld Lang Syne," and, in fact, had a

good deal more than "a wee drap" in their " Ee," when
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llora-e Jones loft to go Lome. On getting clear of the

stockade and out into the bush, his walk was perhaps a

tliought tortuous, but he kept on as straight as he could go
(which was not, perhaps, saying much) in the direction of

his own home. lie had not, however, proceeded very far,

before he became aware that some (hin;/ was progressing

close by his side, going on when he went on, stojiping when
he stopped. The effect of the whisky toddy began rapidly

to evaporate, and pulling himself together he nervously

eyed his mysterious companion, lie was walking at this

time among trees, and the moon was hitlden by clouds, so

that all he could see with certainty was that whatever, or

wlioevor, it was that was accompanying him, was very tall

and of undetined figure. Well, he proceeded in this way,
getting every instant more collected, until he came to a

clear and open space, the moon at that instant breaking

out from behind a cloud. To his dying day, he has often

said, he shall never forget the sight which almost made his

heart stop, and which rendered him as sober as a judge in

an instant. Close beside and almost touching him stood a
native, a superb figure of a man, quite six feet high, naked
to the waist, but with his head cut otF, and the blood
shimmering in the moonlight as it trickled down from the

stump of his neck which remained ! With a shout or

shriek Horace Jones turned and ran with all his might to-

wards the Scotchmen's, as being the nearest point of refuge,

never daring to turn round and see if his ghastly companion
were following him ; he battered with his hands at the

door on reaching it, and as soon as it was opened fell

forward into the house in a fit. When with some ditliculty

he was rcsuscitat«d, he told his entertainers wliat he had
seen, they in their turn remarking as an odd coincidence

tliat, at the .^me time something appeared to have got

among the stock, which became as it were frantic. When,
however, Jones calmed down a little, I rather fancy that

they had some more whisky toddy. lie of course spent

til'! night there. On returning the next morning to his

own home, and ttdiing his brother Francis what had
happened, he was so unmercifully chaffed, and his super-

natural experience was so definitely predicated to be
the result of an earthly spirit, that lie held his tongue, and
bi-gan to (juestion whether there really might not be some-
thing in that hypothesis. Months passed, everything went
on as usual, and he forgot all about it.

Alxiut a year afterwards the Joneses wanted a chimney
built in their log house, and they called in the aid of some
natives to do the work. While paying the chief man,
Fnincb, who spoke Maori like one of themselves, asked
liiiii how it was that the natives, while .squatting all about
the neighbourhood, never came and encamped upon that

clearing, which, with a beautiful river running through it,

r-.'-omcd to present a singularly eligible spot for such a pui-

|»o.s'-. " Well," was the reply, " 1 will tell you why we
never come here. We have a tradition that in ages gone
1-y our tribe was at war with another tribe, and that they
used to fight hereabouts " (this Frank Jones has since often
told me was probably true, as you could not put a spade
into the ground without turning up human bones) "and"
went on this naked savage " they say that our chief was
treacherously sold to the enemy, who cut off liis head, and
lluit h'. walt:s lutrt of a nirjld without kin head, and that is

why wc never camp upon this clearing."

And then Horace Jones remembered what he had seen
on the previous Christmas Eve. 1.'. H. M. S.

[It seems to us the only admissible interpretation of the
story is that the native tradition had been mentioned, but
forgotten, till the stimulus of the whisky brought it to the
surface—so to speak. Po.ssibly it hsid been mentioned

during the excitement of some former " bout." Of course,
it would be interesting to know by what process of mental
trickery the corresponding image was " made up "—possibly

from some animal which had run beside Mr. Horace Jones.
But the capacity of the excited and whi.>iky-disturbed mind
to form such images is amazing.

—

Ed.]

A THEORY OF FORESIGHTS.

OUR esteemed correspondent, " F. T. P." writes to
point out that the second of the larger drawings

on p. 114, No. 37, is incorrect; instead of the disc

representing the bull's-eye being round, it should be
distorted by the encroachment of the diffraction fringe

upon it, on the right side. This, of course, is the vital

point of the whole thing. Unfortunately, our engraver,
seeing in the rather rough picture sent him what looked
like an ill-drawn disc, corrected the drawing, and made
the disc circular, whereas it should have been shaped
like the moon when some nine or ten days old, the
defect from complete circularity being on the right-hand
side. The pictures, unfortunately, did not accompany the

proof, or the error would have been detected, " F. T. P.'s"

description being very clear. Also on line 6, col. 114,

for " fitting " read " being," and in last line but one of

the h'tter, for " image " read " mirage." These corrections

should be made, the right side of the lowermost black
disc being reduced by a crescent of white (paint or the
like) till the breadth of the white fringe on that side is

equal to the breadth at top and bottom. " F. T. P.'s"

communication is so valuable, and his method so well

worth knowing, that we cannot but regret the inaccuracy

of the most important diagram, obviously though the

text suggests the necessary correction. It is important
that all diagrams not drawn precisely as they are meant
to be engraved, should have explanatory notes. For
instance, we have shown an engraver " F. T. P.'s " later

drawings, sent to show how the discs should be, and he
tells us that he could certainly represent both tlie black

spots by circular discs.

HOME CURES FOR POISONS.
YKGETABLE I'OISONS.

OUR purpose in describing the chief vegetable poisons

in our last was to indicate rather the ellects of

specific poisoiLS, and the best method of homo cure, than

the botanical distinctions of the several poisonous plants.

Several correspondents write to point out methods for dis-

tinguishing poisonous from non-poisonous varieties ; but

the subject is too wide to be dealt with in a few scattered

notes. Hereafter a paper may be written on that subject

specially. It will have to bo illustrated, as the technical

terms necessarily involved in written descriptions would
only be intelligible to botanists.

Two correspondents write to say that Deadly Nightshade

is not common in our hedges, though Woody Nightshade is ;

and one "presumes" that Bitter-sweet, or Woody Night-

shade {S'olanum Dulcamara), was mi.stakenly intended.

The description should have shown that Deadly Night-

shade (Alrofia Belladonna) was referred to throughout,

and not Woody Nightshade. The word " common " was
ill-chosen, however; for though Deadly l^ightshade is not

unfrequently met with in hedges and thickets in various

parts of England, it can hardly be described as commonly
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found there. Woody Nightshade, on the contrary, is often

seen. It should have been added to our list of poisonous

plants. It may be known by its zigzag stem, with alter-

nate leaves, the lower lanceolate or cordate, the upper

hastate or jagged. The flowers resemble those of the

potato, but they are smaller. The berries are red or

crimson, and are not unfrequently mistaken by cliildren

•for red-currants. The taste is bitter at first, then sweetish,

whence the names Bitter-sweet and Dulcamara (Didcis et

amara). The poisonous eflects are similar to those pro-

duced by Belladonna Airopa, and though not so active for

equal quantities, whether of berry, root, or leaves, are

sufficiently dangerous, resulting even, in some cases, in

fatal consequences.

LOWER LIFE FORMS.*

THIS book will be welcomed heartily by students of

zoology, because it shows them just the sort of work
which is most instructive. The author has not here given

a text-book of zoology, but a hand-book for the thorough

study of certain typical forms. Most teachers of natural

science find so much time and space required for the pre-

sentation of the facts on which philosophical discussion is

to be based, that little room is left for the investigation of

scientific relations resulting from the study of facts. Dr.

Brooks shows the student how to acquire a knowledge of

the facts for himself. He takes a few types for descrip-

tion ; calls the attention of the student to those structural

features which he can readily observe for himself
;

points out by admirably-drawn pictures the methods and
results of dissection and microscopical study ; and
indicates the significance of the observed facts. The
complicated figures which accompany most monographs
are not given, but the drawings of the author, or made
under his direction from nature, have been reproduced by
photographic processes. " 1% is hoped," says the author,
" that the practicability and significance of the cuts, as

guides to dissection and study, will more than compensate
for the artistic finish and technical skill which has been
lost by the employment of this method of reproduction."

But the apology is not needed ; we have seldom seen more
effective illustrations. The following are among the sub-

jects dealt with in this excellent hand-book :—The structure

of Amoba, Paramn^cium, and Yortieella ; the Multiplication

of Vorticella ; Calcareous Sponge ; the Starfish ; the Sea-

Urchiii
; Eirthworms ; Laeches ; Crabs, Crayfish, and

Lobsters ; the Anatomy of Cyclops ; the Grasshopper

;

Lamellibranchs
; and the Squid (Loligo).

PROFESSOR OWEN OX VIVISECTION-t

Ox March 28 last a meeting was held at the Royal
College of Physicians, in London, attended by many

of the most distinguished medical men of the day, the
object being to " bring the legitimate influence of the

medical profession more eflcctually to bear on the pro-

• " Haadbook of Invertebrate Zoolo^-, for Lnbriatinos and Sca-
8ido Work." By W. K. Brooks, Ph.D., Director of the Clicsapcako
'AimU'iwa.X Labo^jrtorj of the John Hopkin's University.

t " K\pori mental Physiolopry, its benefits to Mankind ; With an
A'Mress on Unveiling the Statue of William Harvev at Folkestone."
By Uichard Owon, F.R.S., &c. (Longmans * Co., London.)

motion of those exact researches in physiology, pathology,

and therapeutics, which are essential to sound progress in

the healing art." The Master of the Eolls remarked on
that occasion, that " it would be most desirable that the

public should be informed upon tho matters contemplated

by the Association." The book before us has been written

in response to this wish.

It will probably be useless to commend the careful

study of this little book (full of most interesting matter

outside its special purpose) to the more sentimental of the

anti-vivisectiouists, for wliom, by-tlie-way, Professor Owen
adopts the title of Bestiarians. But for those anti-vivisec-

tionists who are not prepared to allow a regard (very just

in itself) for inferior auituals to overrule all other feelings,

the study of this treatise will be useful and instructive.

They will see how much of the humanity of modem
medical and surgical practice is due to the practice which

the Bestiarians describe as inhuman. Professor Owen
shows that even inquiries not necessarily directed at their

outset to pain-preventing discoveries, have led to the relief

of an enormous amount of human suffering and untimely

death. As a striking example, consider the case of John
Hunters researches into the annual growth and shcddum
of the antlers of deer. A buck having been put at his

disposal, Hunter placed a ligature around the carotid artery

supplying the growing antler, on which the pulsations of

the formative " velvet " ceased, and the antler began to cool.

The buck was released, and examined a week later. To
Hunter's surprise the velvet had recovered its warmth, and

the growth was proceeding as usual The buck was there-

upon killed (a " fearful piece of cruelty," though the annual

hunting and killing of scores for venison is a " noble sport ").

He found the canal of the carotid had been obliterated ;

but sundry ordinarily minute branches sent off below (I'.t'

,

between the heart and the ligature) had enlarged, had

carried the blood to other capillaries communicating with the

carotid above the ligature, and the enlargement of these

previously inconspicuous vessels had restored the supply to

the cold antler, and with it the power of growth. Take

now the other side of the picture. Not long after, a

coachman, suffering from popliteal aneurism (caused by tli^'

pressure of the hard margin of the box-seat on the vesstK

of the ham), lies at Hunter's (now St. George's) Hospital

awaiting amputation of the leg, to which operation ho ha>

given liis consent. Hunter says to him, "If you will

let me make a small cut in your thigh, I may save your life

and limb both." "God bless you, sir," says the sufleror : "do

what j'ou thijik best, so you put me soon out of this torment.

"

A ligature is thereupon put on the femoral artery, and imme-

diately the tumour ceases to beat and begins to diminish.

The patient exclaims that his agony is over. True, the leg

begins to chill. Hunter will have no artificial heat applied,

only flannels swathed round the foot and leg. In a day tbr

natural warmth begins to return, but not the pulsations in

the tumour. The morbid mass grows smaller and smaller,

and in six weeks the coachman walked out of the hospital

on both legs, cured of his aneurism. This was in 170.').

In the years which have elapsed since, how many hundreds

have been saved from torture and the risk of deatli by th.'

application of this method, which substituted a compara

tively trifling operation for rarely successful aiuput.ation.

Even the operation is now usually avoided, pressure being

substituted for ligature. And this is but one instance

among n»any. Every one who wishes to gain a just ar.d

honest opinion on the vivisection question, should ivad this

interesting work by our veteran naturalist But those who

wish to gain a cheap reputation for tender heartedness

should avoid it, lest it convince them, against their will,

that their tender mercies are very cruel.
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, JULY 23.

Si-.VDAY, ICth, Wkdnespay, lOrn.

TuuusDAY, 20tii. Friday, 21st. Saturday', 22.nd. Sunday, 23nD.

In tlie above charts the (lotted lines are " iscbars," or lines of equal baromctricnl pressure, the values which they indicate beinp

gi^cn in fi>,'urc8 at the end, thus—30-4. The shade temperature is given in figures for several places on the coast, and the weather i»

recorded iu words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of wliicli is shown by the number of barbs and feathers, thus:— *-

liglt ; ^ , fresh or strong ; > ^ , a pale
; 5* » , a violent gale ; © signifies calm. The state of the sea is noted in capita*

letters. The • denotes the varitus stations. The I onr for which each chart is drawn is G p.m.

;^rirnrr »inti ^xi ^Dosdip.

It has been discovered tliat transitory colour-blindness is pro-

<Iacc<) by a stay of a few hours among snow-fields illuiniiiateU by
the sun, all artificial lights appearing green for a sliort time. The
exhaustion of the retina for tlie perception of red is more prolonged
than for other colours.

Pillt.Al)Ki.i'liu kills her ilogi, not by drowning thorn in a cage, but
by introtiucing carbonic-oxide gas into an apartment which, after

the ilogs have been driven into it, is made air-tight. One hundred
can lie killed in this manner at once, and their death is quick and
painless.

ToarEB City, Dakota, ha<i a water supply from a remarkable
artesian well. When the earth was penetrated 5(50 feet, salt water
was obtained. Twenty feet farther down a gravelly stratum was
stmck, yielding also salt water. After baring down COl feet fresh

water, mixed with (luicksand, came u|). Now, from a depth of 675
feet, there is a flow of pure, potable water of steadily increasing
qoantity.

Poprr.ATi(iN OF Jap.i.s.—The latest census gives the population of
Japan as 3e.a!',8,994—males, 18,42.3,274; females, 17,9.35,720—an

! of 3,000,000 since the last previous census in 1873. This

inciin«->, however, is in part attribiitod to the growing accuracy m
collectmg returns, the earlier estiiniites having been too low. Tho
population of the tlirco principal cities is thus distributed : Tokio,.

979,084 i Kioto, 830,829 ; Osaka, .';87,9!)8.

TliK University at Toronto, Ont., admits women, and in his com-

mencement address Chancellor Ulake spoke very favourably of tho

experiment. In the cliis-i of three years' standing tlioro arc three

women, and in tho next yoimf,'ci- live, while of tlii^ fn'Hhiiicii no leas'

than fortvfonr are fcni.'ilca. Moreover, I lie girls hold tlioir ovTiv

against the boys in siljolarship, niid get j.lenty of honours. The
Chancellor thinks that in a littlo time female teachers will be intro-

duced.

Two New Ocean Cables.—Under tho Bill which has passed

Congress incorporating tho llalthnon- and Ohio Cable Company,

the railroad company ii.iiir'in|il;,lr. irti.nocliato preparations for

laying two ocean cahlcx^ li
.

|i..l.i I. that one point of landing

on the American side will I ' '
1

I: n. or between that city and

New York, and tho otlnr n n \.„i,,[k, V'a. Tho latter cable is

likely to belaid rid Borniiida arjd I ho .\/.oro» to the coast of Portugal,

and tho northern line will prolinhly bo laid to England. Pre-

liminary examinations and prei)aratioii9 are in active progress.

Insect posts, like men, inako their way chiefly from cast to west.

With tho exception of tho grajio phylloxera and the Colorad.j

I

potato-bestle, Europe Jias not received from America any con
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Our Stab JIap.—The circular boundary

of the map represents the horizon. The

map shows also the position of the equator

and of that portion of the Zodiac now most

favourably situated for observation. The

names of ninety-nine stars of tliR first

three magnitudes are given below.

AUGUST

On July 30, at 1030 p.m.

On Aug. 3, at 10 15 p.m.

On Aug. 7, at 10- p.m.

On Aug. 10, at 9-4.') p.m.

On Aug. U, at 9 30 p.m.

On Aug. 18, at 91 5 p.m.

On Aug. 22, at 9- p.m.

On Aug. 25, at t^-lo p.m

ARABIC NAMES OF STARS.

The fullovfing U^jlt; exhibits the names of

all the stars of the firHt three magnitudes

whoso names are in common use :

—

a Andromclcc Alphcraiz
1 ... Mirach, iUtar

'
;,; ... Mmuch

a Aquarii Sadah,»:m

fl
Siidnlauvd

i Hkat
Altair

... Ahhain

... Tarazed

... Hamal

... Sheraian

... M(marl i III

... Ciipclla

a AqniUo

»1

a Annga>
»3

n BuOtia

Caniun Vcnot
Canig Majoris

' Capricorn!

a CaKiupeiai

,1

ilriikalinati

Arclnrm
. JVelkar

,. Itar, Hizar, ilirach

. Mitphrid

.. Cor Coruli

.. SiriiiH

.. ifirtaiii

.. Adara
.. Procyon
.. flotnei'a

.. Secunda Giedi

.. Denei Algiedi

.. Schedar

.. Cluxph
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siderable pest, while innumerable noxious species hare crossed the
Atlantic from Europe. There is a comparative scarcitv, too, cf
Asiatic insect species on the western seaboard of America,' notwith-
standing frequent ocean traffic. Spite of great arid plains and lofty
mountains, nearly all the insects of Eastern American States,
including those from Europe, have found their way across the con-
tinent to the fields, orchards, and vineyards of the Pacific States.

A Fkee Postal PnoxoGBAPnicAL Society has been founded as a
postal society for the convenience of amateurs in different parts of
the country for (1) the circulation of prints, negatives, Ac, (2) the
exchange of [.hotographs and of information on photographic mat-
ters, and for the general advancement of the science and art of
photography. This society will in no wav interfere with any society
now in existence, but will rather tend to the advancement of
existing societies by bringing their members more into communication
with each other. Entrance fee, 2s. 6d. annual subscription, 5s.
Further information and a copy ef the rules may be had on appli-
cation to H. H. Cunningham, Hon. Sec, 7, Fig-tree Court, Temple.

Tbebe is a weed in the South known as the wild coffee plant,
which has caused the planters a good deal of trouble and annoyance,
and has consequently been greatly despised. It has recently been
discovered that the plant has its use, as rope can be made from it
equal to the best hemp, and stronger and finer than jute. The dis-
covery was made by a negro who needed a piece of rope, but could
find none. On looking around, his attention was attracted to this
plant, and he cut the stalks and treated them in the same manner
he had been accustomed to see hemp treated in Kentuckv, and the
result was a fibre of good length and of surprising strength, which
the old man soon converted into rope.

Tholght Beading.—a Plymouth correspondent (notes the E,ho)
says a strange incident is reported in that town. On Tuesdav
evenmg a young man, residing at Devonport, called upon the Editor
of a local paper and begged to be informed if any telegrams had
l>een received giving the names of Englishmen killed during the
day in Alexandria. He was informed that no such message had
been received. He thereupon mentioned that during the afternoon
the mother and wife of a petty officer named Revington, servin<' in
Alexandria, had what they regarded as a token of his death. They
were sitting together in their house, talking and working-, when they
heard, or thought they heard, the voice of the absent eon and
liusband say, " Mother 1 " three times. With forebodings upon them,
the brother ^vas at once despatched to the nearest newspaper office,
with the result indicated. On Wednesdav, however, the relatives
of Mr. ReviEgton received a telegram from the Admiralty to the
cITcct that he was shot in the streets of Alexandria on Tuesdav,
whilst sen-ing on police duty.

The Salt L.ike (Utah) Herald says that sea gulls have been un-
commonly numerous and active there this spring. Wherever there
was a newly-ploughed field, there vou could see the gull, and as
fast as a furrow was turned up the birds would fly behind the
ploughman and commence devouring the insects which were thus
exposed to sight. They seemed perfectly fearless. And they have
grod reason to be fearless here, for the farmer looks upon them as
his rriencl, and they seem to understand fully that he holds them in
that light. They rty all about him, within three or four feet, and
while perhaps unwilling to submit to being caught, they will allow
any other familiarity that can bo practised, for they themselves
take a great many good-natured liberties. They will not touch
trrain.or anything that the farmer desires should remain untouched

;

th.y only eat the worms and insects which are injurious to tke soil
n, to crops. Only once before have the gulls been so numerons,
: .1 that was in ISks, when they sived the settlers from an invasion

' 1 mountain crickets.

^^
Ittttvi to tt)t eiittjjr.

[The Editor doet not hold )i

He cannot undertulce to retut
communieationt thould be m
mente of the trriler'e meanini)
All Editorial commuHiattii

all Buiinee, »

All Uemittiitcet, Clieqv.e; an
Meura. Xi\man tf So'l.
•»• All letlere to the EdUor

corretpondentt, vhen re/erriwi t
and the page on Khich it appear*.

>elfre,pon,Mefor the opinion, of hie corre.pondeut..
maautcnpttoT to corretpond riti their xritert. Alt
\ort ae poeeMe, coneietenlty rith/uU and clear etate-
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to the rnblt.her,, at the Office, 74, Great queen.

nd Poet-Office Order, ehould U made pagaile to

•ill le XumhrreJ. For <

,
rill oblige by mentioning it, number

y is to be contemned and despised who is not in
>or u there anything more advene to accuracy

AMEBIC.4.N Watciies i.s Xew Zealaxd.-Iu a report On the watch
and clwk trade of New Zealand, Consul Griffin (American) savs
that, though the introduction of American clocks and watches into
-Now /calaiid is comparatively of recent date, they have become so
very popular and so general in use that the trade in them bids fair
to swell to largo proportions. Most of these goods reach Now
Zealand by way of London. Mr. Bartlett, a leading jeweller of
Quoen-street, Auckland, said to Mr. Griffin :

" It is difficult to sell
an English watch, and as far as the Geneva watches are concerned,
they are l«ing fast driv.n from the market. Everybody seems to
want an American watch. I am not preparo<l to say that American
watches are any better than other watches, bnt it is the fashion to
to liuve them. There is not a boy or a servant girl in the country
who can raise five pound.q, who does not want to invest it in an
.\mencaii watch." Mr. Bartlett, while acknowlclging t ho popularity
of American watches, expresses a decided preference for the old-
fashioned hand-mado waU-h, but frankly admits that his customers
do not agroo with him.

" In knowledge, that man
itate of transition. , , .

than fllitT of opinion."—Furarfuy

do'^e norhSg."!:^-,!-;
""^" °° "'"'''" ""* ' "'" "'"^ ^"" ' "^ '"'° *"

AN EFFECTIVE ACCCMCLATOR.
[485]—Some time since you published in Knowledge a description

of Sutton s accumulator. A scientific friend, Mr. J. Williams Gifford
of Chard, informs me that he has obtained much better results
with an accumulator of which I append a description.
The accumulator consists of a lead trengh, coated on the inside

with finely divided lead. This is formed from red lead laid on and
retained in its place by a lining of canvas, kept close to the sides
of the box by wooden stays. In the middle of the lead box is
suspended a plate of zinc well amalgamated. It is weU thoroughly
to amalgamate the lead before laying on the minium, so as to form
a thoroughly good connection between the lead and the finely
divided lead formed from the minium.
To form the cells, they are filled with sulphuric acid and wafer,

one of acid to nine of water, and are connected in series ; the zinc
is thus dissolved by the acid, which changes to a zinc sulphate solu-
tion, while the lead oxide becomes the before-mentioned finely
divided lead. The cells are now ready for use. It is to be distinctly
understood that no external batterj- is to be used to form the cells -

their own current is quite sufficient. When formed, they may bo'
charged by a dynamo or battery, but require a motive force of from
5 to 6 volts for each accumulator.

It is well to keep the zinc thoroughly amalgamated ; this will
ensure the maximum of current

: I out after a given charge. If
the accumulator is only required to last from half" to one hour the
minium may be omitted with advantage, and the lead only
amalgamated, but if for several hours it must bo used, but will
slightly increase the internal resistance. Tho sulphate of zinc
solution made in forming the cell gives up its zinc, which is electro-
plated on the large suspended zinc ; the finely divided lead is
changed into lead peroxide by tho atoms of from the H.O split
up during action, while the H escapes as bubbles

; (hence it is
necessary to add a little wafer from time to time) the solution lelt
when fully charged being UjSOj -I- 1I..O. John Beowmvg

PROGENITOR OF VERTEBRATA.
[iSG]—"W. R." puts a highly interesting question to me.

requesting information regarding a statement made bv me in an
article in Good 11 n,d^ for lt.75, wherein 1 .«ay that from personal
observation I believed tho notochord of tho Ascidian larva to be
' ventral" in position. I need not sav to those readers of
Knowleiige who have perused my pnpe"r.s on •• Found Links."
that if I still ninintaiued this view, the homology or rela-
tionship (maintained by evolutionists) of tho ."sea-s.iuirt larva's
•notochord" with that of the lancolet could no longer bo
urged by mo. The correspondence of the two structures in so*-
sqnirt and lancelet respectively depends on tho recognition
of tho fact that they nro cxactiv and hereditarily related. Tho
notochord is tho enmo in both ; it is dorsal (or lie.s in the back)m both sea-sipiirtand vertebrate—such is the evolutionist's strong-
hold. Now, since 1N75, every naturalist has learnt a vast deal
respecfing "sea-squirt " development and vortcbrato homologies. I

have groat pleasure in fully and freolv acknowledging that,
although, whilst fairly stating tho t«o views hoM on tho subject
"'j''"5'. »'"1 whilst leaning to the si.lo of Von Barr. Mecznikow,
and others, I have since fouud reason to change my opinions, ana
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to cordiallT endorse the views of Kowalewsky. Indocil, in 1875,

although conrinced of the probabilities of evolution, I could not

accept the Ascidian relationship of vertcbrata. Now, however,

I deoiu it impossible for any candid naturalist (despite some
few unbolioriug opiuions) to do otherwise than to fully accept

Kowalewsky's views. Further acquaintance with recent work
will make each sceptic, as it made me, an ardent evolutionist

;

accepting the facts of nature, and the teachings of these facts, as the

only true guides to nature's meanings. As a matter of science, 1

consider the correspondence between the sea-quirts larva's structure

and that of the lancolet, to have been so fully made out, that no
«1oubt can bo entertained of the relationship I described in my
I'.iper on •• Found Links." Andrew Wilson.

APPARENT PARADOX IX PROBABILITIES.

[4vS7]—One of your correspondents stated, referring to some
mathematical work (not having the Xo. of Knowledge by me I

cannot give the exact reference), that if, out of a bag containing an
unlimited quantity of tickets, 100 -were drawni, and it was found
that oi) of them were marked A, 30 B, and 20 C, the chance that
the next ticket drawn wonld bo marked with some letter of the

101

102
vif the ticket being marked A, B, and C, respectively, would be
10.T

r--," (Perhaps I do not state the fractions exactly right, but, at

any rate, the second fraction was greater than the first. New, on
p. 577, you tell me that the fraction expresses the exact chance, not
meaning, I suppose, that both the fractions do in fact express the

oiact chances (for that, as your correspondent pointed out, would
involve a p.aradox, and a paradox in a case of this kind is an im-
possibility), but rather that the chances were e-xactly calculated

upon the theorj- erroneously assumed as the basis of the calculatiou.

Even so, the fact that the chances of such an event can be exactly

expressed in such a simple form seems to mo to be a very curious

one, and worthy to rank with two other undoubted facts which havo
always excited my admiration, namely, that the contents of a

sphere are exactly - of those of the containing cylinder, and that

I hope that your articles on probabilities may one day get out ot

the domain of common sense and the multiplication table, and
jdore the (to me) nuknowu region to which this question belongs.

Alcebnon Bbay.

[We do not feel free to carry our papers on probabilities beyond
the range they have already had ; but our correspondent can, wo
know, readily work out for himself the following demonstration of

the simpler law mentioned above, and afterwards extend the

reasoning to the more complex case. Let him then first show that

if we represent by ^(ii'), the sum l'' + 2'' + 3'' + ... to n terms,

then, if p white balls have boon drawn in succession out of a bag of

7. balliH, all either white or black, but in unknown proportion, the

drawn ball being replaced each time, the chance that the next ly

trnlls drawn will be white is ...,, „, . an exact proposition. Next let

l'" + 2'H
n»f(ii-'')

im show that when i is very great ^^——— " " ' "— is very

irly c^jnal to unity, an approximate proposition, only exact when
i-i infinite. He will then find no diilicnlty in showing that if in p
akcs, from an indefinito number of possible cases, the same event

occur, the chance that it will occur i

-E...]

the next 7 cases is

AX AXT TRAGEDY.

[•IS8]— I was reading the other day the interesting article on
" Honey Ant»" in j-onr journal; possibly the following anecdote
in crmnection with a species of ants in India may bo interesting to

some of your subscribers.

I ran vouch for the fact", as they were told me by the observer
liim-'lf, a gentleman much interested in natural history.

My frien I noticed one day one of t.'iis particular tribe of ants on
the •:;'.] of :: r I 'n, and put a dab of honey in his path. The ant
.-i'' ' nrefully, ate away to his heart's content, and
' ii-jmc, to return shortly with twenty or more
1 During his absence, my friend j.urposely re-

I' of the honey left, evidently to the aatonichmont

and discomfitnro of tho ant who had enjoyed the feast, and
decidedly to tho chagrin and rage of his companions, who, after

apparently listening with disdain to tho arguments of their comrade
(us shown by tho action of his antenna) and tho strong " ant
language" used on tho occasion), suddenly set upon, killed, and
devoured their unfortunate and vainly pix)tesling brother.

It certainly would bo an effectual method of getting rid of proved
human swindlers, but I should bo doubly sorry in that case to be
one of the " swindled." Uknkv J. Buck.

THE DOUBLE STAR CASTOR.

[189]—As Mr. Herbert Sadler (tetter 170, p. 118) appears to be
severely exercised in his own mind with reference to my reply con-

cerning Castor, on p. 83, 1 may perhaps ask for half-a-dozen linos to

explain exactly in what sense I gave it. I said, and I repeat, that

Castor is not regai-dod by astronomers as a triple star ; although in

speakingof tho 11th mag. Star having " no physical connection with
tho well-known pair," I certainly expressed myself too strongly.

If, however, Mr. Sadler is going to insist that all stars possessing

a common proper motion, are double, triple, and so on, then must
he, to bo consistent, call ft, y, S, i and Z UrsfC Majoris a quintuple

star ! inasmuch as your own admirable researches, Sir, havo shown
that these stars are all moving together through space, a result sub-

sequently placed beyond cavil by tho independent testimony
afforded by tho Spectroscope.* The fact is that " double star,"
" triple star," &c., are forms of expression conveying a perfectly

definite meaning to the telescopist, and to include stars more than
60" apart in either of these categories is to open tho door to very
ridiculous misdescription. One has only to note how t'.-.o late

Admiral Smyth padded his " Bedford Catalogue " with such objects,

to see where wo should be landed it wo followed out Mr. Sadler's

system to its logical conclusion.

A Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

[I may note here a rather amusing misprint in Answers to

Correspondents, somewhat reminding one of tho familiar " Mary
Stet " story. In correcting tho proof, I substituted, for what had
before been the description of tho 11th mag. star, tho words "small

star." This was taken very literally by the compositoi-—sec p. 100,

Ist. col., line 7.—R. A. P.]

A VITREOUS GLAZE FOR STONE.

[-100]—The following account of Gataki-o Hall has been sup])Iicd

me by Mr. Hubert Smith, of Bridgenorth, and is an extract from
a note in his work, published some years ago :

" Tent Life witli

English Gipsies in Nor\vay" :
—

"Thomas Gatakro was born 1.571, of a very old and ancient

family, still retaining their ancestral heritage of Gatakre in Shrop-

shire. The former II.1II of Gatakre was built of stone, three sides

of tho exterior of the mansion being entirely covered with a glaze of

greenish glass. It has puzzled many to account for tho method
by which the walls received their vitreous coating, effectually pre-

serving the stone from the action of the weather. The foundation

of a building on tho estate where the glass is supposed to have been
made still retains the name of the " (llass House." We have in our
possession some of the stone with its covering of glass, given to us

by one of the family. Tho roof of the mansion is said to havo been

supported by an enormous oak-treo turned upside down. This

interesting relic of former ngos was pulled down during tho last

century, and replaced by the i>resent large and spacious brick-built

Hall of tho Gat-acres of Ciat-aero.

Mr. Hubert Smith has kindly procured mo two little samples ot

the above-mentioned vitreous coated stone, and I find that the

glaze is somewhat unevenly laid on tho surface, varying in

thickness from a thin film to about one-eighth ot an inch in

thickness.

Tho stone used was a greyish sandstone, and may have boon

quarried in the neighbourhood, and was evidently well adapted to

withstand almost any amount of heat; and, judging from tho small

sjiccimens before me, a considerable degree of fire must have been

applied to tho surface, as that part nearest tho glaze is much
harder than at a depth of an inch. Mr. Hubert Smith further tells

me that all tho joints were also covered with the glaze.

I trust that among your numerous scientific readers, some ono

may be able to suggest a solution of tho above pnzzle, which is

evidently a lost art, and may, if discovered, bo of some nse in

preserving some ot our public and jirivate buildings from further

decay. J- Milo-Gbiitith.

• " Tho Universe and Coming Transits," p. 141. " Pleasant Ways
n Science," p. 143, Ac.
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GOLD IN IXDIA.

[491]—" J. S." will, 1 trust, excuse my answering his question

from eecond-hiind information, desirous as he is particularly to

obtain the opinion of some one who has been out in India. At
present, I am afraid, he will have difficulty in obtaining reliable

information on the subject, for Professor Ball is himself rather

puzzled owing to the conflicting nature of the evidence as to the

extent of the auriferous character of the quartz reefs of India. The
opinion, however, of a gentleman who—to use his own words—has
done more work (mining) in India than anyone else, besides having
had over twenty-fivo yeai-s' experience in Australia and Xew
Zealand as a gold-mining engineer, and of whom Professor Ball has
said, before a meeting of the Society of Arts, '" As far as we know
of him (Mr. H. A. Severn) by reputation, he was a gentleman dis-

tinguished from others, who must have reported (i.e., prospects of

gold mining) absolutely against their consciences," may be valuable

to "J. S."

For fear of taking up too much of the Editor's space, I leave out

Jlr. Severn's account of the great dilEcnlties encountered by him in

transporting mills, capable of crushing 500 tons of quartz per week,
through the Wynaad district, which, he says, might, not unfairly,

be compared to the rough work of New Zealand ; but I give nearly

verbatim his account of the Indian quartz. Arriving out there he
says, '• I was much struck with the great similarity between the

auriferous quartz of India and that which I have seen both in

Australia and New Zealand ; in fact, so far as I could see, the
quartz we were to treat was, as nearly as possible, similar in every
chemical respect to the best quartz in those countries. I have
Been some very fine samples indeed in various parts of the Wynaad dis-

trict, and several of the lodes were from 6ft. to 14ft. in thickness, with
a heavy strike extending overseveral miles of country." He then pro-

ceeds to show the folly of those gentlemen " styling themselves mining
engineers," who, seeing a speck of " surface gold in quartz," pound
it up, Ac, and base all their calculations from that speck ; and he
then says truly, that " what we want, which will take, I believe,

another eighteen months, is to get 500 ft. below the mean level of

the country, and there pick up the quartz . lodes. I am as
certain of getting payable gold in India as I was in working some
of the mines in New Zealand As a practical man, I can
hold out great hopes ; but we must get to a greater depth than we
are at present working." "'J. S." will see from the above, that to

really obtain a satisfactory answer to his question, it will be neccs-
sar\- to wait for another year, until the depth of 500 ft. has been
reached by the miners. Knowing Mr. Severn personally, I am
able to fully bear oat Professor Ball's high opinion of him.

F.C.S.

LOCAL WEATHEK LOEE.

[492]—From time to time I see letters in Knowledge which
indicate that considerable general interest is taken in the subject of

weather forecasting. You will therefore, perhaps, be able to find

room for a word about a matter intimately connected with that
subject.

In a letter printed in the Times, and which, I think, was quoted
in K.NOWiEDGE, I attempted to show where our present system of
weather forecasting is defective. The method pursued is wrong in

principle, and accordingly it yields unsatisfactory results. If

practical proof of what is theoretically evident be wanted, it is only
necessary to point to the fact that of the forecasts issued from the
Jleteorological Office, those for London and neighbourhood are the
most accurate, those for the rest of England much less so; while
those for Scotland are too often but bad guesses. This does not
argue any want of skill on the part of the great Victoria-street
functionaries. It only shows that their system is faulty ; and it

further indicates where the imperfection lies. Weather forecasts,
to be as accurate as possible, must bo framed by local observers.

Let me, very briefly, explain how the daily forecasts are made.
At certain hours, at certain stations tliroughont the British Isles

and north of Franco, certain observations are made. The results
are telegraphed to the office in I^ondon. By charting the particulars
thus obtained, the official in London has a bird's-eye view, so to
speak, of the state of the barometer, the fempcrnture, the wind,
and the weather prevailing over the British Isles at that particular
time. From the chart ho infers the presence or api)roach of a
cyclone, or the existence of an " area of high pressure," called an
anticyclone. He has then all the available data upon which to base
his forecasts. Lot us look at cue or two of the chances of error.
Suppose there are indications of an approaching disturbauco to the
west of Ireland. The barometer there is falling, the wind is S. and
rapidly increasing in force, dense masses of cloud are coming up
before tho wind. Now, we know what kind of weather charac-
terise.', as a general rule, each part of the cyclone, and it would not

be a very difficult matter to predict what weather would prevail at

the places which are about to be encountered by those different

parts ; but in order to do so, it is essential for us to know the eize

of the disturbance, the direction of its motion, and tho rale of its

progression, and those are precisely the particulars which we can't

get. The forecaster only knows that a disturbance is approaching,

and he must guess all tho rest. Then take tho case of an anti-

cyclone. If the forecaster has to trust in great part to luck in

founding predictions on a cyclone, he has to trust altogether to it

when an anticyclone lies over the country. Anything whatever in

the shape of weather might very well happen within an area of high

pres.sure, so long as this little disturbance is of local dimensions.

Thus it might rain at one place, hail at anether, blow at a third,

thunder at a fourth, and so on, all without producing the least

effect upon the '"area of high pressure." It is seen, then, how
largely guess-work enters into the calculations of our weather-

prophets.

Situated as we are, with about 2,000 miles of ocean in the quarter

from which nearly all our disturbances come, this can never well be

otherwise. The particulars of extent, direction, and rate of pro-

gression, which are so necessary, we caimot hope to obtain with any
degree of precision ; and so long as they are wanting, forecasts can
never be aught but unreliable.

I come now to the other class of weather-phenomena, with which
it is the more immediate object of tliis letter to deal, namely,

phenomena related in some way to the circumstance of place. And
I may say, to begin with, that while, when an area of high pressure

is over the country, the weather is entirely the result of local

agencies, a cyclone may also be locally modified by the same factors ;

so that in reality local meteorology occupies a far more important

place than has hitherto been assigned to it.

This letter is already so lor.g that I must refrain from entering

into the subject of local weather. What I wish more particularly

to point out id, that local meteorology rising in the scale of im-

portance, local weather-lore, which embodies the observations and
experience of generations respecting the phenomena peculiar to

localities, must rise with it, and that such folk-lore, if carefully col-

lected, would form an invaluable adjunct to the weather chart in

framing forecasts. Although I am no believer in the existing

administration of the Meteorological Office, I can quite well see that

great difficulties stand in the way of the adoption of what Mr.
Scott himself holds to be the best system, i.e., the supplementing
of the London forecasts based npon general laws by the experience

of local officials; but if that plan bo impracticable in tho meantime,
is it not possible to have the weather at each observer's station

described in sufficient detail to enable a meteorologist in London,
with a topographically-arranged book of weather-wisdom before

him, to make at least abetter guess at the approaching atmospheric

conditions than he otherwise could ? llero, again, there is the dif-

ficulty presented by the very sparse distribution of observers, but

notwiilistanding that, I believe some such plan as I have Buggested

would materially improve the forecasts.

In conclusion) I may say that any of your readers who may como
across weather-saws of purely local application, would oblige me
by sending them to mo (together with the name of tho district to

which they apply), as I purpose compiling a book of weather folk-

lore, arranged according to localities, as soon as I can find time.

J. A. Wkstwooi, Olivkr.

HAIR TCRNINt; WHITE.

[493j—I can supplement the experience of ' \V. K. F. lieiier

434, p. 133) by an analogous one of my own. Throe years ago 1

lost an entire estate through a fi-audulent agent. This involved a

most serious reduction iu my establishment ; the discharge of

servants, patting down carriages, Ac., and CAUsed me the most
terrible anxiety. I could not sleep for many nights, and, in the

result, my hair, which b.'foro my trouble was of a dark brown,
tamed in about ten days as grey as that of a badger. It has never
regained its colour up to the instant at which 1 write. W. N.

TRICVCLING.

[491]—111 a recent deliverance on tho subject of Tricycling, by
Dr. B. W. Kicliai-dson, he emphatically coiidemuod tho practice by
persons suffering from hernia. I lx?Iieve that a toler.ibly reliable

estimate places tho proportion of male subjects of heniia at one in

five or one in six, and as the vast ni.ijority of these ])crsons are not

disqualified thereby from participation in most kinds of field s|M)rts

and exercise, it may be useful to enquire why tricycling in particular

should be considered jioniicious. Some evidence njion this jwint,

based njioii actual experience would bo more satisfactory than a
mere medical dictum. E- A. U.
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AX IXSriROMETER.

[495—1 »c<> from one of vonr iMijiors on " How to get StroiiR,"

that queries as to the '• Inspiromotor " have been numerous.

Would yoQ eicuse mv mentioning a simple kind of " mspirometer

which f made after I had the pleasure of reading the first paper

under this title ? The enclosed dramng shows its construction.

It consists of two tin cylinders, the one—15 iutlies long—sliding

inside the other, which is 10 inches in length. Each of them has a

flat end, but the end of the hirgcr cylinder is soldered in about one

inch from the eilpe ; 80 that, when i)lacpd " on end " on a table, the

depth of each c ylinder from top to bottom inside is the same, viz.,

15 inches. The object of having the end of the larger cylinder one

inch from the e<lge, is to allow space for a J-inch block-tin tube,

which passes through the side of the cylinder, alongundcr the bottom,

and, going up through the centre of the bottom into the interior,

in a etraifht upward direction, terminates about half-an-inch from

the top of the cylinder. The cylinder is filled with water up to

nearly the top of 'this tube, and the smaller cylinder is then put in,

mouth downwards, into the larger one ; it would, of course, sink

gradually of its own weight, pressing out the air through the tube;

but it is fastened to the end of a cord, wliich, passing over a pulley,

luis a weight at the other end which keeps it just balanced. I apply

my mouth to the lower end of the tube and draw the air out of this

up|>cr cylinder, which descends according to the quantity of air

tliat paeses from it into my lungs, and that quantity is shown by

figures on the outside of the moving cylinder, forming a register of

ii.f-hcB, Ac, as they (the figures) descend.

Tljis cheap contrivanco sprvcs the purpose as well as any
':< licately-deviscd and finely-elaborated machine.

I am afraid to trouble you with this communication, but if I am
meri'ly obtroding frxjlishly on your attention, pray excuse me, as

yon pass this into that receptacle familiar to you, called the "waste
lioaket." I at least remain,—Yours very respectfully,

Ghi^ow, July },\HH>. .\ illC U S.

Sn£Au(r£( to Corresfpontientsf*

for t\t EJilor rrguiriitg tarty itttfntion lioittd r«if* the

be Salarday , r,c,d<«g Ikt ciirrtHl iMio of Kkowlidok. Ilie

qf ir»i<-» conpelt «• lo go lo prnr earln in tit «•«<•<:.

HlKTs'lo ComSBPOliDlilis.— 1. yoqunliom atking /or ninlific t-forwaUoH

m t» «».«««/ IkrOHgh Ih, foil. 2 L,ller, •rut lo l\i KMorfor corrnpot,dtnU

M.nl hi fbrraidid. nor raa l\t ii<ii»f» or addrrutt of corrttfondeMn te nven in

'--If iKauirirt S. Corrfrpondmlt .»o«M Tiilr on o«» fidt otlf tjfat

ilrariKQi on a .rti(ir(i(« Irnf. i. Euch lelirr thould havt a till; and

l.tirr, r^ertnct ihould be madt to i(. ntiinlcr, Ike page on xkick it

title.

'•»"» I' P'

Jiupfr, nnd f
IN replying
itfpeara, u»

FAiiEn.\T. Suggestions forwarded to author of those papers.

Many thanks. Glad the look of Volume I. idcascs yon.—CupiDis

CoGNOscERE. Thanks for extract from recent number of Txt-Btls .-

" Prof. Proctor says the sun never lacks a sniiply of fuel, and that

it will retain its energy and perpetuate its beneficent work eternally.

\\'e brcatlio easier now. An impression has got abroad that the

sun would burn out in 17,000,000,000,000 years." This joke

jiromises to last about that time. The passage appeared first in

an American paper, nearly ten years ago. (2.) You ask, Who is

I'rof. Proctor ? In 1873, about Oct. G (having Bailed from Liverpool

on Oct. i, and been sick and sorry in the interval) I was first

addressed as Professor Proctor by American fellow passengers;

and thenceforth, I have been usually so denominated in America an<l

by Americans. Thev mean it pleasantly, and I like them too well

to object, — though' I have repeatedly explained to them that

not only' have I never been a professor, bnt 1 have never

iM-en a candidate for any professorship, and have on four

distinct occasions declined professorships offered to mo,—three,

on very generous terms, in America (I have a presentiment

I shall one of those days accept one of these tempting offers), and

one in this countrv—the Professorship of Astronomy and Mathe-

matics at the Catholic University, Kensington. Thus I am so

eniphalically non-professorial that I might almost be called anti-

profcssorial. (.3.) You ask. What is the meaning of the statement

about the sun ? There you are " too many for nic." I have not

the least idea.- Tkia. I refer to periodic changes of the major axis

in length, not to variation of the epoch, or to effects of ether.---A.

Britl.\nd would like to know the date and place of the death ol

Edward Simpson, known as Flint Jack, the ingenious forger ol

fossils, flint implements, and Roman anti(iuiiiia. Perhaps some

reader can tell him ?—Tabaxaki. Thanks. Coinetion forwarded

to writer of those articles.—.!. F. Simpson. The trouble is as to space ;

the readings for one place only would be of little use, and not har-

monise with the maps. On the other hand, to give two registers

dailv, fourteen weeklv for each datum registered, for a score or so ot

places, would take much space. Will, however, think of the suggestion.

--F C S. The subject of your plan is a littleoutsidoour purpose.-

(1) You are right

difference between the sidereal i

earth's revolution is erroneous,

wardly motion (along the ecliptii

motion of the sun requires indei.

other mistake about longer axis of

wards has been re])ented so often t

not being corrected in the astronomical part

mathematical "*- "•-'" *''•"'

statement that the

ill 11- day proves the

iiK the sun's west-

t due to a real

Mion. (2) Tin-

,i.| )»iinting raoon-

li;inlly wonder at its

of a book by a non-

iroof of the

TOBACCO AXD CONSUMPTION.

'4SC]— I cannot see that the prevalence of phthisis in men or

-.-. !^ri,. h is ;.iv .irKuniciit in favour of or against tobacco smoking,

i own under what circuniHtances they live, and to

r.g. Except in the lower elaBBi'«,the life of woman
•. life of man. Personally, whilst a smoker, I had

:. my lungs, which I attributed to breathing through

I rarely smoke now, and always use my nose for

l,.-.:i'!Mng purposes. 1 have ne%-er bf«n ho free from colds. I will

not (.'ive my experience of trying to inhale tobacco smoke, as it was

disaiitrouj. Jobs Alex. Oi.ijkBD, F.R M.S.

,. ..riter. Airy's geometrical .

nature of the tidal motion may hereafter find space here.

(3) I do not remember such a passage in Newton s works.

I suppose he noticed that as the surface of tho water m
a bucket at the polo would be paraboloidal, with a defimtr

focus to which light ravs would bo reflected, there would not only

(theoretically) be jiroof of tho earth's rotation, but the means of

measuring its rate. Tho idea is a pretty one. I would suggest

substituting mercury, as water at the pole would probably freeze-

so, indeed, would mercury, part of tho time.-TaiA. After getting

, =-log (1-t), you proceed "if(=-], «--cOi ought it not to

bo -l-x,
<" Decidedly it ought; and it is. For smce log. (l-<)

= -», wo liavo (1-t) =c-: whence when (-1, e--0 «c —» .

Wherefore /<- cc.- G. G. Bf.azlev. Many tl.nnks ; have forwarded

your note to tho publishers. - Sindex. (1) You should havo

referred to number, page, and column.

you that the apparent size of a cloud „ i. »

(from observer) remains tho same. (I>'«t°''Cefrom earth perhaps.)

I do not remember answering aljout any such subject. (2) What M/t

vou mean by saying that I "seem to lose no opportunity of exhibit-

ing " 4c , ie. ? Where hasany'such feelingbeen shown once even in

these pages? If you choose to regard every scientific statement

which you cannot reconcile with " <Stc.," as an e.vhibition Of <tc.,

ic " that is not my fault. But yon should not misreprosent

matters. For my own pa.t, I find readers like yourself lose no

opportunity of exhibiting ihtir views about ic, ic. (3) fho

theory you refer to is jirepostcrons ; it is also an old one, long since

disposed of.- G. St. Claib. How can I give any opinion about

ertainly have not told

i-ary while its distanco
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TOUT theory till I know what it is ? From your seeming to regard
apparent proximitT to the snn as eridence o'f real proximitr, I feel
doubtful as to rour power to solve what astronomers have
long regarded as one of the most perplexing problems pre-
sented to them. But all things are possible. Thanks for
pamphlet.—J. A. Oilaed. It never occurred to me to add
a likeness of " the editor " to Vol. I. Whenever I see my like-
ness (.') in magazines, Ac, I find myself saving (with the little old
woman of nursery fame) " Sure this isn't I

.» "—H. F. W. I know
of no scientific men who bcUeve in lunar influence on the weather.
Many sailors and agriculturists do, just as many confirmed card-
players believe in all sorts of absurdities abont'lnck. Odd coin-
cidences, not directed by systematic observation, suggest these
false and fanciful notions.' Not one of the regular moon rules has
ever stood a year's steady testing.—T. A. "

That water mav be
decomposed by electricity is well known: but that when large
masses of cloud are charged with electricitr the water in the cloud
13 so decomposed is not known, and that "the atmosphere around
such a cloud comes to contain hydrogen and oxygen in the right
proportions for explosion is altogether impossible. Even as ^an
acoustic phenomenon, it is only possible to exjilain thunder as
produced by the electric discharge as—in less than the thou-
sandth of a second— it traverses many miles of air. I share
yonr admiration for a thunderstorm; and I doubt whether there
13 the slightest appreciable increase of danger when we enjoy the
grandeur of the storm instead of shrinking into backrooms or
cellars. In most rases, too, death by lightning is absolutely pain-
less. The flash is not even seen ; for the optic uerre takes hundreds
of times longer to carry to the brain the news of the flash than the
flash takes to destroy life throughout the whole bodv.—Ax Edix-
ECRGH Sc^-scBiBEE. In this number appears an account, illus-
trated, of an inspirometer invented and described bv a correspon-
dent.—H. Askew. Yon are among those to whoni an apolo"y is
due for long-delayed reply. II. Pasteur is nnquestionablv a beHjvcr
in evolution, and recognises the truth of the Dar^vinian theorv as to
one of the chief factors in evolution. Probably whoever cited him
as an opponent of Darwinism, supposed Darwinism and atheism to
be synonymous terms, which, of course, is utterlv absurd. There
13 nothing atheistic in the modem doctrines of evolution any more
than there is in the older doctrines. The argument of the narrow-
minded runs thus:—"/ cannot believe in a Deitv if I believe in
evolution on the large scale, though my faith is not shocked bv the
growth of a plant or an animal ; modem men of science do believe
in evolution on the large scale, therefore modem men of science
are atheists." From this bad logic may be obtained the followin<'
syllogism in relation to Pasteur :

—

Bebevers in evolution are atheists.

^
Pasteur is not an atheist.

.'.Pastenr is not a believer in evolution.
But Pasteur is a bcbeverin evolution, and Pasteur is not an atheist

;

nay, Pasteur finds himself led to reject atheism, chiefly because he
recognises the infinity of the domain of evolution. The God of
science, in fine, is Almighty and AU-wise ; shallow-brained, slope-
browed men, of the street-preacher type, therefore denounce
science as atheistical, and instead of savin;;, " I believe in God
Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth." thev din into oure^ their -wearisome " Thou shalt believe in my God,'"' that is, in aUod fashioned after their o^-u image. The less cannot contain the
greater

;
no hnman brain can conceive what God is ; science in

considering even the least of His works has come upon the un-
fathomable

;
but those least of all can conceive of God aright, who

praise as God the Idol they have fashioned from their inner
selves. Their pretended zeal against science is, in realitv, anger
at the contempt which Science feels for the punv wrKiden idol thov
hare made out of their feeble brains. Yet auppijse thev are honest
enough though blind—or, at the best, bat-eved.— G." A. Stobey
(.ater, hithe work may come in for treatment. Jnst now space
• rbids; but many thanks—Xemo wants to leam how lookiiig-

;i3ses are silvered.—Johx Geeexfield. Yes ; Laplace and
i.:i,grange proved that the planets, so far as gravitation is con-
cerned, may continue nio\-ing round the sun for ever. That is very
different from saying the universe can last for ever. Your own
communication showed that yon referred to heating and lighting asweU as movement. I am conscious of no irresistible intlnence
'
nusmg me to object to "solar rays moving in circles in space." I'iw only that, so far as telescopic vision h.is extended, rnva of
-lit and heat go straight. Surelv it was not verv severe to say of
-peculation involving the working round of sun-rnvs in enormous
roles that it is rather vague. How large are these circles ? In

^^ liat planes do they lie ? Whereabonts are their centres ? What
t irns the rays from their straight course? Whv does itmake them work in circles and not in some other c.irres ?
\\hen they have worked back, why should we not catch'em coming that way towards the snn instead of alwavs seem-

mg to come from the sun ? Such are a few of the questions
which occurred to me as I wrote the words, " rather vague."

—

W. B. WiCKEN. Thanks ; but luminous paint is not available for
presswork at 74 & 75, Great Queen-street. Will insert your other
letter on tobacco and consumption if can find room ; but alreadv
before the last fortnight's letters even touched, we had 6ve or si.T

pages of correspondence standing over.—C. C, Jtx. I do not
know why gooseberry jelly changes colour daring the second boiling.
Some reader may be able to tell us.—A. Smith. Your remarks
about Great Pvramid too vague for any use. I hear with interest
that Prof. Piazza—usually called Piazzi-Smyth—has disproved
the tomb theory for the Great Pyramids. 'That he had tried
to, I knew; that he had done so is news indeed. For ont
who writes rather dogmatically (though you rather condemn
the Pvraniidalist's coincidences than any I have insisted
upon), your other question is rather mild. Have yon
really been 'bothered a great while" bv the difficulty
of finding the vertical angle of a cone formed' from a sector of
given angle ? Let r be the radins (which will presently disappear),
a the angle of the sector, which may be anything short of 2ir, then
the arc of the sector is ra, and as this forms the circumference of

the base of cone, we have radius of base = r -1. Now the slant

Bide is r. Hence the sine of half the vertical angle, which of

ratio, and expressing it as a decimal fraction, you can at once
obtain from a table of natural sines the scmi-angle'of the vertex.
W. W. The points of the compass marked in my monthly star-
maps have relation to the earth only. The star-map shows what
stars lie to the north, cast, south, or west of a terrestrial
observer; which stars high up, which low down, and so
forth. The maps tell nothing of the position of the earth in
space. Your " plane of the heavens " is fully as mvBterious as
your "celestial compass." If you ask towards what p'oint on the
star sphere the earth is moving at any time, I can answer. The
earth is always moving towards that point on the ecliptic which
lies 90 degrees (or one quadrant) behind the place of the sun at the
moment. Thus on or about June 20 the sun is 90 degrws
in longitude from the first point of Aries. At that moment,
tlen, the earth is travelling towards the first point of Aries.
'• Whiiaker's Almanac " (a most excellent work) and anv star-
maps showing the ecliptic and marking the longitude" along
it (as my "Library Star Atlas." for instance, or the smaller
"Star Atlas") will serve to indicate the point towards which
the earth is at the moment travelling. Thus at the hour
of writing, July 22, at abont noon, " Whitakcr's Almanack"
(p. 42) shows that the sun's right ascension is 8h. Cm. 43s. Turn-
ing to one of my atlases, I find this point to lie very near the first
point of Leo, marked in the map with a lion's tail and also with the
number 120 degrees. (Tliis is in Jlap VI.) Going back 90 degrees
along the ecliptic, which, as the border nnmbcrs show, carries ns to
Map rV., and thence into Map II., I find that the earth is now travel-
ling towards a i)oint of the star-sjihere near the first point of Taums,
lying near the place where the three constellations, Aries, Pisces,
and Gctus, meet.-W. WiLsox, LL.D., Ac. I cannot at the moment
find a passage I noted in which Mitchcl (not Mitchell) confounds
the parallelogram of velocities (a kinematical) with the jiarallelo-
gram of forces (a statical), law. Ent in looking for it, I came
(at p. 135 of his "Orbs of Heaven") across a passage where he
confounds the latter with the second law of motion (a dynamical
law). His account of the so-called centrifugal force on p."l37 is as
unsound as Joyce's. The supposition of two forces mutually de-
stroying or counterbalancing each other, where in reality there is
but one force causing the body to deviate from the straight line in
which it is travelling and would otherwise continue to travel, is

essentially unsound. The account of Newton's demonstration of
the law of gravitation is full of mistakes. The account of pcndnlum
experiments for showing that the force of gmvitv is exerted by all
the particles of the earth's globe (pp. 148 and" 149) is altoge'thor
misleading,— utterly valueless, in fact ; while precession and nuta-
tion, the most effective proofs, arc left entirely unnoticed.—W. M.
I rather like the idea of a paradox column. 'TIic study of pnra-
doxers' absurdities serves some useful pur|X)ses. I have often
noticed that the misapprehensions which cnnsc a Newton Cros-
land, a Hnm|>den, a rarnllax, and such folks, to bud forth
into new and nonsensical theories, arc really entcH.nined, though
without leading to so prejiosterous a result, by many well-edu-
cated persons, who have studied scientific matlors insuflicicntly.—W. G. We cannot well do sums, so many are sent us, and
many times ns many would be sent if we "worked all. Then
those you send are go clementarv. AVith regard to the last,
involving a difficulty, note that the equation (l-a-)-' -1 +i + j» + x'
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- Ac, can only bo regarded as correct wlien the series on the right is

convergent. It is not so when * is greater than unity. The real

eqnation is

—

the last term of which can be neglected when x ia less than 1 nnii ii

is taken indefinitely large, but can br no means be neglected when
j: is greater than 1. For instance, when J= 2, this equation
becomes

—

jJ^=_l = l + 2 + 4+ +2--2—

when? the last term cjccceds in absolate valno by unity all the other
terms taken together.—jKs.>iiE BoycE. Not the ellipticity nlonr,
bat that and inclination of sun's path to ecliptic explain the
obfen-ed |KCuliarity the so-called equation of time. It is not
easy to explain tho peculiarity without diagrams. May ono of
these days lind space for an illustrated account iu these columns.—F. C. Geee.v. The explanation of the tides to which you refer,
rejieated so often—given not only by Mr. Chambers and others
ii)i:-mathcmaiical, bnt by Mr. Christie, tho Astronomer Koyal,—is

entirely incorrect. It may bo compared with this, as an explana-
tion of the reeling of an inclined top,

—" Gravity acting on
an incline<l top, causes it to topple over," the thing to
be explained being why the to[) doe.'f not topple over.
Ocean Tides will form a good subject for a future paper
in KxowLEiiCF. but though Time and Tide wait for no
man, those tides must wait for Time. Just now we are tied
to time and space.—W. Cave Thomas. Thanks ; will try to find
room.—A .Sceptic. Scepticism of that sort has done more to
foster Buperstition than tho stupidest credulity. Take mesmerism
as an example. There is something in tho phenomena observed,
though not what charlatans claimed ; the credulous accept pretty
nearly all ; bnt the foolish sort of sceptic runs about proclaiming
there is nothing in it : ho is shown that unmistakably there U
something in it ; forthwith he runs about proclaiming, just as
foolishly, full faith in all the absurdities claimed by professional
mesmerists. If yon want not to bo led astray by the untruths
told about Tlionght Rc.iding, do not mislead yourself by
tho supposition that there is nothing to bo explained. Meii
like Carpenter and others, who have done more than any
to take the ground from under tricksters, in psychological and so-

called spiritual matters, may be much more safely followed iu what
they admit, than tho vulgarist you quote in what (knowing notliing)
he rejects. Heal science has never encouraged a spirit of Incredulity,
though placing Douht in the chief place among the virtues. Show
me a man thoroughly incredulous, and I will show yon (ivithout
going very far) one who is on the way to l>o most thoroughly de-
ceived.

(Jhir i¥latt)fmatical Column.

EA.SY LES.SOX.S IX THE DIFFI- RESTIAt, CALCULUS.
No. V.

By Rkiiabd K. Proctoe.

IT may be well to apply the method already need to determine tho
differential coefficient of sin x, to tho other simple trigono-

metrical functions ; for rot only does the method indicate well what
a differential coefficient is, but as all these functions are dealt with
in the same way, the memory is aided to retain all their diifcrentinl
coclTicients.

As l)cfore, wo nso the circnhir measure for angles, and regard
ladiiu as unity. The construction of the Hgnrc is obvious.

Pat arc A15-r, B6-.a,r.
Then wc have seen that if

,h,

y~anx; j^-coga,

I'ut now y— cos »=0m,—radius Ijoing unity.
Ay-cos (x + A*)-cosz-Oik-Om=-;./rt

Ai" ¥!>" bI'

n t, 'B B;
.nil, we have — —

_

and when j ind Ixilli indefinitely

•'. when y — cos » ; _i — — gin r.

dx
Tut next y > tan * — AT. Doscrilx- arc Ti about •")

Then Ay - tan (z + Ai-)-tan j-rA-TA-T(.

Ax~B6''Ta' B6"t»'Bo'
en A I and A y tiro

bot li indefinitely small, we have— =— =

Tn Out
, T(i to o .1 . ,and — =— =scci'. So that when

BO t)A

y=tnu

When y=cot x, ivc have a precisely similar construction, but \\v

may here conveniently use the samo construction which has given
us tan X to give us cot ,r. For this purpose we set OC at right

angles to OA and call tho arc C!), x ; and Mi, A.r. Then we get A(
for tan x and AT for tan (ai + Ax). So that we havo tho sttnio

difference Tf, only in this case it is a diminution instead of an
TO TO

increase. Wo havo also, ,j7;=7tT = sec BA = cosecCB='ioseOKBO~OA"
(when Bl) vanishes). Her.co

dy
y — cot c

dx
= — cosoe'J) = —

Next take y= see «! = 0T.
Ay = sec (a; •» Ax) — sec x

Ay_ nt n

' Ax~B6"f
nT AT

and when Aa; and Ay arc both indefinitely

sec IS J
—=tan ic . BOO a' = -

cos'aj

as in dealing with cot.,

C0800 X «= —-:—

And similarly, cilling CO!),

y-coseo x; ^= — i

dx sin-x

Tlio student should havo tho differential co-eflScients of tho six

simple trigonometrical fimctions at his fingers' ends, as they are

constantly wanted. Tho six functions are here collected into tho

three which havo positive differential coefficients (for arcs less

than a quadrant), tho sine, tangent, and secant j and thoso which
havo negative differential coefficients, the cosine, tho cotangent,

and cosecant.

dy
If y - I

y - tana:; ^ =
,

y = sec a:

;

cos's

If M = COB ; = — 81

Lot us next try tho invorso trigonomotrical functions, and see

whether they admit of similar treatment.

Take y — 8in~'x. Then in our figure wo may reprceent y by arc

BA, whose sin is Tim, so that Mm roprescnta x

Thuay-BA x=Bm
Put U= i^xBO that (»(• Ax) -oA
Then Ay = sin"' (it -f Ax) -sin"' Ax

= arc Ai-arc AB
- Ub
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ix~bl'
^ "^'^ ^""^"^ '^^ ^^^ ^^ *'"® ^°^^ indefinitely small

Bb BO .

fl—o^"^'^'^ '•/ llenco when y=sin-'a!; ""

1 _ 1

v/1 — sin-i/ ^1 — x''.

Applying a similar method for the other simple

see y =

functions,
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GAMES BY CORKESPONDEKCE.

{Continued from p. 138)

Position nftor Black 10th move, P takes B

iir>M
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the trick, and card below loads next round.

REMARKS, INFEREXCES, ic-

A properly leads the pouulti-

mato card of his long suit. B,

iiMrssincr according to rule, and
^ ilooking the fact that the case

I 'iiga to the exception, deliber-

K- throws away the game.
-. Z leads Q, "from Q, Kn, 10,

Y trumps, folloiving Clay's

: not to pass a certain trick

...Ivss you see your way to

making three by refraining. B
begins to signal now that he has
tliro^m away tlie game.

3 and i. Y and Z begin to take
their tricks in Diamonds, B signal-

ling violently in a new suit.

5. Z properly forces his partner
instead of leading a Diamond. B
completes his signal in Hearts,

naturally.

C and 7. Y having made his

Diamond Qneen, leads a Club, as

very likely to give Z a ruff. For
V had five Clubs originally, and A
having led, has four at least.

With trick 7 the game is won,
whatever honours B may hold, for

the Ace of trumps will make the

necessaiy eighth trick. For the

sake of symmetry we give the re-

maining rounds as they would
probably have been played did the
rules of ^Vhist require that all

thirteen rounds should be played.

This game illustrates forcibly

the necessity of playing to the

score. Had B played his Ace of

Clubs first round, of course the
game was won, as he held.two by
honours in his own hand, and five

more tricks certain.

Forcing the Adversary. — Tlie

various ways men take to loose

games are truly wonderful. We
were looking on at Wliist, a short

time since, when we noted the
following: — A, original leader,

leads trumps (Clubs), Z, fourth

yer, wins the trick and leads

•arts. A has no Hearts, and
cards a Spade. X wins the

k ivith the Heart King. He
! now two trumps left, four good

Diamonds with King, Knave; three

arts with the Ace and two small
Spades. Ho led a small Diamond.
Wc do not care so much about the
Diamond, although, to ordinary
mortals it would apjiear that by
leading the Diamond, X was lead-

ing U]) to A's declared strength.
A lessor light would liavo said to

limself, " If, as I assume, A'a
strength is in trumps and Dia-
monds, at any rate I can take care
of the Diamonds." After the

game was out, we mildly suggested that tlio Ace of Hearts would
have been a strong card to lead, and wo received the reply :

" Yea,
to have it trumped, I suppose, Mr. Clever." X, who in his own
estimation is a verj- good player, thought the suggestion of leading
the Ace to have it trumped a joke, or the wild invention of a
lunatic. Yet we think that the Ace was a very good card to lend.

Had A ever heard that a player is never too weak to force tlie

strong hand? A' lost the game by not forcing his adversary at the
proper time, but X docs not know that ho lost the game, nor will he
ever know it or believe it. The next hand X was punished, for ho
had one of the prettiest hands wc ever saw. With Ace, King,
Knave, and another trump, a hand full of court cards, but with two
Hearts, the first force was got on X, and four long Hearts were

* *
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FOUND LTNKS.

By Dr. Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E., F.L.S.

{Concluding Paper.)

NOW, as regards the past history of the Mammalia,
there exists abundance of evidence to show that

many extinct quadrupeds stand in relation to these

existing orders in the light of " intermediate forms " or

"links." The recent researches of Professor Marsh
amongst the American fossil mammals have been fraught

with literally surprising results in this latter direction.

Prior, however, to Marsh's discoveries, there were not

wanting facts wliich pointed to the conclusion that the

demands of evolution for links between the existing orders

of quadrupeds would not be made in vain. Take for

example the single order of the Whales. Ko more circum-

scribed and apparently distinct group of animals exists,

yet their relationship to other orders of quadrupeds is no
mere matter of conjecture, but one of proof. 'There is a
fossil whale known as Z<-ngJodon, found in Tertiary deposits,

and so named from the peculiar double-nature of the
molar teeth. Whales with sucli teeth are unknown to-day,

and when the allinities of Zenglodon are examined, they
are seen to point to a clear connection with the Seals and
Walruses, belonging as wo have seen to the Cai'-iivora.

It would thus seem as if the natural idea that the Seals

•and Wiiales were near relations was founded on fact ; and
fossil whales certainly tend to bridge over tlie gulf betwixt
the two groups. IJut this case, powerfully as it argues in

favour of the connected series of animals which evolution

requires, is by no means .solitarj*. We have long known,
for example, of the Anoplothcrium, nn extinct quadruped,
which presents in itself a curious mixture of tlie cliaracters

of Pigs and Ruminant animals, i.e., those that "chew the

cud," and comparative anatomists will tell us that the jiigs

and hippopotamus group themselves show, in many
respects, an approximation to the Ruminants. Or to take
yet another example from Cuvierian times, we find in the

PalaioiJiei-ium aa animal which links the Tapirs to the

Horses, and which shows a combination of characters that
amply satisfies the evolutionist of its "intermediate"
nature.

But the more recent discoveries of ISIarsh throw the fore-

going cases into the shade in respect of the mass of material
which that indefatigable paheontologist has accumulated.
Thus we have been forced to constitute a whole series of

new orders for the reception of the forms Professor Marsh
has unearthed. What, for instance, shall we say of the
extinct D'moccrns and its neighbours? These Luge
elephantine animals united in themselves the characters of

Elephants, and of odd-toed " hoofed " ((Uadrupeds. With
limb-bones like those of l^lephants, Dinoceras possessed

teeth that exhibited a combination of the characters of

carnivorous animals with those of "hoofed " forms. More
extraordinary still were the Tillodonts from the Eocene
rocks of the United States. Here are combined the

features of hoofed quadrupeds [unjulata), Carniforous
animals, and Rodents. With a skull like that of a Bear,

Tillotherium possessed front teeth exactly resembling those

of the Rodents, or "Gnawers," and which appear to have
combined to grow throughout the life of the animal, whilst

the grinding-teeth were those of a hoofed animal. So, also,

another group of extinct animals, of which Toxodon is the

chief, presents us with a combination of characters

mingling those of the " Hoofed ' forms with those of

Rodents and Edentates—such as the Sloths, Auteaters, Ac.

As a final example of the curious " links " between
existing forms, which may be found amongst the treasures

disclosed by scientific inquiry, the curious " Flying

Lemurs" (UaleopUhecvs) may be mentioned. These
animals are found in the Eastern Archipelago, and re-

semble Squirrels in appearance. A curious fold of skin

stretches from the sides of the neck to the fore limbs, and
between hind-limbs and tail. The body is thus fringed, as

it were, by a broad fold of skin, and although, unlike the

bats, the flying lemurs do not possess true powers of flight,

the skin-folds serve as a kind of parachute, supporting

these animals in the air, as they take their flying haps
from tree to tree. In their internal anatomy these animals

exhibit transitional features, and on the whole may be

regarded as linking the Insectivora with the higher group

of the Primates in which Man and Apes ai-e included.

Whilst it seems tolerably clear that the Bats themselves

are merely Insectivorous animals which have undergone the

modifications fitting them for true flight

Sudi is a brief and meagre outline of the result of an

incursion into the province of geology as that science

relates itself to the past history of living forms. In con-

cluding the series of papers on " Found Links," I may
perhaps be permitted to add that the design of these

articles will have been fully served, if they may in any
way stimulate the personal inquiries of my readers into

the great study of modern times, namely, that of ascer-

taining how the univtrse of life has In-en modified and

evolved. Such a study is fraught with profit in more

ways than one. The search after evidence in favour of or

against Kvolution necessitates an amount of inquiry which

is certain to strew the observer's pathway with curious

facts concerning every department of life science. Furtlier-

more, the main question at ii-sue is one whidi in reality

underlies all our conceptions of life, and of tlie order of

nature. It is the question which tiie best and wisest of

mankind have ever asked and inquired of tiiemselves—the

How, Wiiy, and Whence of this world and iU belongings.

Hapjiy indeed are they who, in the spirit of earnest truth-

seekers, are permitted to engage in the work of discovering

new facts and phases of the wondrous story of creation,

which Nature is ever inviting us to peruso.
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THE RELATION OF EXERCISE TO
BRAIN-WORK.

RECENT nunili^rs of the I^ndon Spectator have coii-

tAJiifd verv iiit«^rt sting conimunk-ations on this sub-

ject NoHiiiig like a general rule can be evolvod from
them, Uxause individual temperament^ employment, and
circumstiihoes create an endless variety of cases that no
rule could cover. • The more witnesses, however, the

greater the ehance thht the inquirer will tind a hint suitable

to himself, and it is every one's experience that such hints

often dt termiue the happiness of a lifetima The author
of "The Duties of Women," a great believer in physical

exercise, thinks that it "need not and cannot well bo
taken on the same days when the heavy mental work
has to-be •done." Mind and body may best bo strained

alternately by days or by seasons. Especially docs she hold
that every woman should provide for some perspiring

exercise—" a natural Turkish bath "—at short intervals.

An Oxford man advocates pleasurable change as the chief

element of recuperation, more important than the muscular
exercise ; for wliich reason he prefers horseback and bicycle

riding to walking. His rule is
—" One hour of some

thoroughly good forin of exercise every day, and every
week several additional hours' 'change.' " Another con-
tributor has " uniformly found that reducing the diet, and
especially avoiding the too free use of heat-producing
foods, if not an equivalent for the lack of exercise,

at any rate enables one to pursue one's desk-work
in comfort, with efficiency, and without harm accruing."
No doubt there is sense in all these suggestions,

and Bome are w ithin the reach of everyone. We should
onrselvrs lay stress on the advantage of a thorough
gymnastic training as the basis of all subsequent modes of

exercise. 1 he muscular tone of the .system, once established

in this way, can be maintained with a minimum of effort

and time by the chamber use of clubs, dumb-bells, or even
simpler contrivances. The back, the chest, and the ab-

dominal organs, which are the chief sutferers from sedentary
pursuits, can thus f)e directly addressed in the counter-
vailing exercise. If to this can be added a .short lialf-

mile run in the open air, the account will generally be
found squared daily for any but exhausting mental exer-
tion. The rule, Imphlus venter non v^ut studere
libenter, is, of course, as good for exercise as for

brain-work. Beyond thi.s, it is hazardous to dog-
matise. ' Some cannot safely take a long walk on an
empty stomach, or before breakfast ; to others, nothing is

easier, more exhilarating, or apparently more harmless.
Some walkers have only rambling thoughts while on the
road ; others do their btat and closest thinking under such
circumstances. Rousseau belonged to the latter class : his
mind needed the motion of the body to stimulate it to its

utmost Yet he was not jaded by this two fold activity,

and was, moreover, alive to the passing beauties of the
scene : he did not oyerlook the wayside peri wink la With
some the morning and daylight hours are best for intellec-

tual performance ; others require the silen.-e of the small
hours of tlie night Anyone who can order his habits to
Buit his idiosyncracies, physical »nd mental, has no excuse
for running down from lack of proper exircise or from
ovor-exercite. Among all the felicities of Darwin's life,

this ability was certainly one of the most enviable and the
most profitable for mankind.—From the Nation.

Bvonnr. the Elkctric Lionr.—A Inrgo ir<.n bnoy wan rtrently
towed from tlio Oovermnont workd nt Tompkinsvillo, Hiaton
Uaod, to ihe lower bay, wboro it i» to hn used to support an
•Icctric light.

THE AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN.
KLECTIUCAL JIKASURKMENT.— I.

IT is only natural that before we attempt to measure a
substance, wc should inquire what that substance is.

Generally speaking, we can answer such a question. We
can say that we have a pound of potatoes, that a potato is

a vegetable product, and occupies space. We can see it,

feel it, taste it We can say that tlie potato is so many
inches in circumference, or that it displaces a greater or
less quantity of water. Not so with electricity. It

requires no argument to demonstrate that wo can get
neither a pound, a pint, or an inch of it. All substances
that can be so measured are ponderable, have a definite

chemical constitution, and are in many cases visible.

Electricity, on the other hand, is invisible, inodorous,

tasteless, and imponderable. The weight of a mass of

metal, ifcc, is not increased or decreased by charging it

with electricity.

If, then, electricity has neither of the properties by
which material substances are measured, we must ascertain

what properties pertain to it which are available for ren-

dering measurement possible. It is assumed that all aro

acquainted with the fundamental differences between force

and matter ; that whereas matter embraces everything

which has weight, force may bo said to be a condition of

that matter, or that which will produce a change in matter.

It follows that to measure a force, we can only do so by
studying its effects on matter. Thus wo speak of heat as

being suflicient to convert ice into water, water into steam,

itc. Similarly, wc may measure electricity by its capacity

for producing chemical changes, deflecting magnetic needles,

generating other forces (light, heat, ttc), and so forth.

Electricity, then, possessing all the general attributes of

those forms of force with the effects of which wo aro well

acquainted, we may fairly maintain that it also is embraced
in that classilication. To measure this force it is necessary

to say first a few words on its production. It is known
to most people of general scientific intelligence, that

if a piece of glass is rubbed with a piece of flannel,

or if two pieces of metal are connected and immersed
in acidulated water, an electric current is generated,

or if the junction of two pieces of metal is heated, or

if a magnet is moved in a coil of wire, we get electri-

city. But it would not be difllcult to find that many
other changes in the physical world aro accompanied by a
more or less active display of electricity. In fact, turn where
we may, electricity shows itself, and recent discoveries seem
to indicate in no very uncertain sounds that every move-
ment, whether it bo of the mass or the particle, whether
it be cliemical or physical, is accompanied by a greater or

less development of electricity.

We shall use the ordinary galvanic battery as the

method of producing the electricity which we are about to

measure.

'J'he strength of a current varies according to the circuit

through which it passes, but the first feature necessary for

us to understand is its potential. Potential is that property

of electricity which determines itn motion from one point

to another. Thus the power it has to overcome resistance,

to leap across air in the form of a spark, to burst through
the gutta-percha covering of a wire— in fact the power it

has to form a current, is its potential. We may compare
it to force with which high-pressure steam in a closed

vessel persistently endeavours to escape. If two bodies at

the same potential be connected with each other by some
conducting medium, such as a wire, nothing will occur,

but if one be at a higher potential than the other, a
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cnrrent will pass through the conductor, and so equilibriate

the two potentials. It is as impossible to say what this

potential is due to, as it is to assign a cause for chemical

affinity. All we can do is to say it exists, and that to a

considerable extent it is governable.

It is commonly accepted that if we plunge a red-hot

iron ball into water, both the water and the iron endeavour
to impart heat one to the other in proportion to their

respective temperatures, until ultimately equilibrium is

attained, when no further transmission of heat takes place.

Now we should be able to see that when the water and the

iron have arrived at the same temperature, no further

change will take place, or, in other words, equilibrium is

established, which will endure until a third body at a

different temperature is introduced, or until the tempera-

ture of one of them can be raised or lowered. There
must, then, be a difference of temperature to produce what
we may venture to call a " flow of heat." A close analogy

may be observed in electricity. A conductor connecting

two bodies at different potentials is traversed by a current

the intensity of which is equal to the difference between
the potentials, and this difference is called the electro- mottve

force.

HOME CURES FOR POISONS.

MERCURY, in the metallic shape, often, perhaps

generally, passes through the body without pro-

ducing any harm, but it is not so safe to take it as many,
judging from such cases of immunity, imagine, for it may
become oxidised, and cause serious mischief in that form.

Howeser, the risk from mercury in this form, or applied

as a metal to the skin, need not occupy much of our atten-

tion, since there are few persons so foolish as to try experi-

ments from which no good can conceivably result, and
serious harm may.
The chief forms in which mercury may be taken so as to

produce poisonous effects are the two chlorides — corro-

sive sublimate (formerly known as the bichloride, per

chloride, or oxymuriate of mercury), and calomel, the sub-

chloride or dichloride of mercury. Cinnabar, or vermilion,

the red sulphide of mercury, is also poisonous, but it is

not likely to occasion any domestic anxieties.

When the use of mercury in any medicinal form, but
especially the corrosive sublimate, has been continued

too long, or in too large doses, the system suffers in several

characteristic ways. The brain and spinal chord are in a

special manner affected, and serious diseases of the lirain

have been known to follow. The liml)streml)le and quiver,

and the tissues show a morbid sensibility which is very
readily recognised. The secretion from the skin is abun-

dant, and the salivary glands, becoming irritated, pour out
large quantities of saliva. When poisonous doses have
been taken, the effects on the salivary glands are not so

conspicuous, and indeed are often not noticed at all. In
severe cases, the .symptoms then rastmble very closely

those observed in cases of arsenical poisoning, only they

come on more quickly. An intense constriction of the

throat is a marked feature of severe cases ; violent vomiting

and pains in the pit of the stomach are nearly always
noticed.

Antidotes for mercury are selected with the object of

preventing or limiting, as far as possible, its local action.

Corrosive sublimate has the power of combining with albu-

minous substances, and therefore, when swallowed, abstracts

albumen from the coats of the stomach. In the process

calomel is formed. The poisonous action results from this

lombination witli the albumen of the stomach. Therefore,

to prevent or limit the poisonous action, albumen must te
supplied from without. If white of egg, which is pure
albumen, be taken into the stomach in good time, the coats
of the stomach will be preserved from injury. According
to Orfila, the proper proportion is the white of six eggs to
half a-pint of water. Decoction of bark or gall-nuts may
also be used with advantage. If the pains have beeome
intense before such remedies have been tried, we must
assume that the poison has already acted injuriously upon
the coats of the stomach. In this case, only a medical
man can be trusted to suggest suitable remedial measures,
the action of which will usually be more or less tedious.
Warm baths, diluent drinks, and a diet of milk and farina-
ceous food, are suitable when the stomach has been thus
injured. But usually medical advice can be readily obtained
in time for the initiation of remedial measures of this kind.

THOUGHT-READING.
By the Editor.

IN endeavouring to explain those phenomena which
come out, after careful elimination of doubtful cases,

we must be careful to avoid equally undue confidence and
scepticism. For my own part, I am disposed to agree wr^
Professor Barrett in considering that the assumption of ft

priori impossibility is more to be deprecated in th« pre-

sent state of our knowledge of Nature. There is very

little fear that science will accept any wild hypothesis in

explanation even of phenomena most unlike those which
have hitherto been brought within its sphere; for the
corrective capacity of science, already strongly developed,

increases daily. On the other hand, there is alwaj-B

some degree of danger that questions of interest

may unwisely be put on one side as not worth inqiiiring

into, because they do not at first seem explicable by
known physical laws. The two dangers are, howevrr,

closely related together. It is noteworthy that the mind
which most recklessly rejects evidence which seems newur
strange, is the readiest eventually to accept the most
wildly impossible theories. It appears to me that Professor

Barrett and his colleagues very fairly present the it jrl^H
difficulties in this case. Apart from the legitimate grounds
of suspicion, open—as they say—to all who have chanced

to encounter the alleged phenomena in their vulgarest or

most dubious aspects, " it is inevitable that, as the area of

the known increases by perpetual additions to its recog-

nised departments, and by perpetual multiplication of

their connections, a disinclination should arise to bi-eak

loose from association, and to admit a quite new depart-

ment on its own independent evidence. And it cannot

be denied that the department of research towards which
the foregoing experiments form a slight contribution, pre-

sents as little apparent connection with any ascertained

facts of mental and of material science. PsychologicAl

treatises may be searched in vain for any amount of trans-

mission of mental images otherwise than by purely sensory

channels."

Yet the only explanation science can seek is a physical

one. It is open, Prof Barrett considers, to surmise that

tliere is some sort of analogy to the familiar phenon.curn

of the transmission and reception of vibratory energy.

We are led along this line to conceive that some asso-

ciation may exist between the phenomena of so-called

tho\ight reading, and those strange stories of apparitions at

the time of death or of intense suffering, which Iiave been

narrated by so many persons of good repute (by so many,
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iudeed, well known to fame), as to make the simple re-

jection of Buch accounts a very unsatisfactory way of deal-

ing with the evidence.

Ilespecting these experiences, the editor of the Xine-
UfHth Century formulate<l thirteen years ago in the Spec-

taUjr the following attempt at an explanation :

—

" Let it l>e granted that whensoever any action takes

place ia the liraiii, a ehemieal change of its sulistancc takes

place also ; or, in other words, an atomic movement
occurs. ....

" Let it be also granted that there is, dilfused through-
out all known space, and permeating the interspaces of all

iHjdies—solid, fluid, or gixseous— a universal, impalpaMe,
elastic 'ether,' or material medium of surpassing and incon-

ceivable tenuity

" But if these two assumptions be granted, and the jmo-

seut condition of discovery seems to warrant them, should
it not follow that no brain action can take place without
creating a wave or undulation in the ether 1 for the move-
ment of any solid particle submerged in any such medium
must create a wave.

"If so, we should have as one result of brain action
an undulation or wave in the circumambient, all-embracing
ether—we should have what I will call Brain-Waves pro-
ceeding from every brain when in action.

"Each acting, thinking brain, then, would become a
centre of undulations transmitted from it in all directions

through space. . . . Why do not such undulations, when
meeting with and falling upon duly sensitive substances,

as if upon the sensitised paper of the photographer, pro-

duce impressions, dim portraits of thoughts, as undula-
tions of light produce portraits of objects 1

" The sound-wave passes on through myriads of bodies,

.iiid among a million makes but one thing sound or shake
to it ; a sympathy of structure makes it sensitive, and it

alone. A voice or tone may pass unnoticed by ten
-thousand ears, but strike and vibrate one into a madness
of recollection. ]n the same way the brain-wave of

l>amon, passing through space, producing no perceptible

•iFect, meets somewhere with the sensitised and sympa-
thetic brain of Pythias, falls upon it, and fills it with a
.familiar movement The brain of Pythias is affected as
by a tone, a perfume, a colour with which he has been used
to associate his friend; he kno«s not how or wh}-, but
Damon comes into his thoughts, and the things concerning
him by association live again. If the last brain-waves of

life l*e fre<piently intensest—convulsive in their energ}-, as
the firefly's (lying flash is its brightest, and as oftentimes
the "lightening before death" would seem to show—we
may, perhaps, seem to see how it is that apparitions at the
hour of death are far more numerous and clear than any
other ghost stories.

" Such oblique methods of communicating between brain
and brain (if such there be) would probably but rarely

take clTect. The influences woidd be too minute and
Kubtle to tell upon any brain already preoccupied by action
of its own, or on any but brains of extreme, perhaps
morbid susceptibility. But if, indeed, there be radiating
from living brains any such streams of vibratory move-
ments (as, surely, there must be), these may well ha^e an
effect even without speech, and be, perhaps, the modux
"ft^aruli of "the little flash, the mystic hint" of the poet
—of that dark and htrange sphere of half experiences which
the world hai never br-en without. . . .

" No doubt atomic movements, causing waves in space,

THUst start from other pa'ta of the body as well as from
thf brain. . . . But the question here is simply limited to

how brain are affected by the movements of other brains
;

;ust as the question of how on", pendulum will make other

pendulums swing with it is a fair mechanical inquiry by
itself, though doubtless other questions would remain as to

how the movement of the pendulum would aflect all other
material bodies, as well as pendulums, in the same room
with it^'

Of course, the difiiculty in this, as in all other attempts
at explaining these occasional and extraordinary expe-

riences, is, that there are no known physical laws which
would account for the supposed physical action, and that
as yet there seems no possibility of any experimental re-

searches on either of the brain-powers supposed to be
involved—the power of originating the suggested brain-

waves, or the power of receiving them. Then, again, it is

ditlicult to understand why, if the theory bo true, the
observed instances are .so few, comj)ared with the number
of occasions on which (considering the 1,.')00,000,000 per
sons existing on the glolje) wo might suppose the suggested
powers would be exerted.

If we follow Dr. Muirhead in likening the action of the
brain in such cases as these to its action when the organs
of sight, hearing, feeling, etc., communicate to it impressions

from without, the questions (which Dr. Muirht^ad reminds
me that I asked of him four or five years since) come
before us, " What is the organ by which ethereal wa\es
affect the brain l and how are they conceived to act ?

"

'J'his, he says, is asking too much, at least in the present

state of psychological pliysiology. Yet, until these questions

are answered, it cannot be said that there is any sound
scientific basis for the brain-wave theory.

ENGLISH SEASIDE IIEALTH-RESOUTS.

By Alfred Haviland, M.R.C.S., F.R.M.C.S. Lend.

CLASSIFICATION {Coniinucd from pane 110).

'^I'MIE accompanying climate chart of England and Wales
J. will, so far as temperature is concerned, enable us to

understand the eflects of the gulf-stream in winter and the

sun-heat in summer, on the climate of our sea-coasts.

The mean air temperatures of January and July are given,

simply because they are the months in which the extremes
of cold and heat are observed.

The dolled winter or Gulf stream isothermit (heat-

contours) must be studied so as (o leave a distinct idea on

the mind of the mode of their arrangement around otir

coasts. In the first place, it will be seen that they more
or less follow the lines of longitude, and therefore cross

the parallels of latitude at different angles. Secondly,

that they have two sets of curves ; o?w having their long

axes in the direction of the tidal wave on both sides of

England, whilst the others take an opposite direction.

The first set are seen to be deflected from their general

north-easterly direction on the west coast, first, by the

ICnglii^li Channel, when the degrees 4.3°, 42°, 41'", 40^ and
:!!)'-' have their long axes in mid-channel, from ofl Plymouth

to the Straits of Dover, in an IC.N.E. direction. Next come
the Bristol Channel curves, which give evidence of the impor-

tant part this broad inlet of the sea plays in tempering the

winters of those charnn'ng health-resorts with which the

north-coast of Devon and the coasts of Somerset and

South Wales anr studded. 'J'hese curves belong to the

same isotherms as tho.se in the Knglith Channel, but owinj;

to the axis of the Bristol Channel, their direction is as nearly

eas>t as possible. The curve in the ;i7° isotherm shows that

the influence of the Bristol Channel extends even as far as

the north-east of (Gloucestershire. In St. (George's CI .mnc 1

the curves deviate less from tljiir norni.il direction, tln^
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EXGLIRU SEASIDE TOWN'S AND
UEALTU-RESOIITS.
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OUR NATIONAL CAME.

Cl'TCKET has such a charm for all Englishmen, and
- such special fascinations for experts, that even its

faults aie loved—in this sense, at least, that few ardent

cri?ketei-s caii l>c«r to hear of any suggestions of change,

even though it be manifest that (on the whole) change

would introduce marked improvement There are also

certain points in the game, as at present played, wliich are

deservtHily in favour, that would be, to some extent,

aftK'N d \voit> the changes I am about to suggest intro-

duced. We shall see presently what these are. But
be it noticed that the defects to be corrected are not

trilling. They affect very seriously the value of the

gam"". It is practically a gross absurdity, for instance,

tfiat tlio finest game we possess should, in quite a large

number of cases, result iu drawn battles, wlien yet

the progress of the play has decidedly shown the superiority

of one side or the other. It is absurd that to the large

el(:nient of chance alread}- existing in the game itself there

should be added this further element as affecting the

s.jason'3 fortunes of vai-ious clubs, that the games in which
tfcey have been inferior may all, or nearly all, be played

cut, while those in which they would probably have won
may all, or nearly all, be drawn : or vice r-ers^l. Take,
for instance, the Australian eleven—doubtless superior to

any county eleven we can just now put into the field, and
capable of coping, with fair prospect of .success, with elevens

representing All England. It cannot be denied that to the

really gloiious success they have achieved on their n.erits

(a .success, howover, not surpassing that wliich has in past

years attended the season's work of various counties, as

Kent ai;d Sussex in times now regarded as remote,

.Surrey later, and more recently Gloucestershire) lias been
added a very conspicuous share duo to chance. At the
tim-^of writing, the Australians have won fifteen games and
only lost one (the game with C!ambridgf),* while five games
have been drawn—but most of the drawn games have
hiPtx drawn very much in favour of their opponents.
.Supposing only three out of the five to have been lost by
them, it makes a very different record to say that only
four games have been lo.it to seventeen won, than to say

that out of sixteen games played out they have lost only
orrr-.

We Lave alieady touched on the very serious defect in

ctirfcft as now played, that a match may not occupy the

full time assigned to it It is very disappointing to all

iatere^ted iii a contest, and should bo .so to the players

t'l'-m.ielve.s, when a three days' match ends in two days
;

and it is still more annoying when, after two days of play,

only three or four (or perhaps only two or three) wickets
rriiiain to be taken on the third day.

Th"? clement of chance arising from changes in the
stat^ of the ground a^ the game proceeds, or as

th'; v.eatber changes, and again, that arising from
tho time of day when an eleven goes in, must bo re-

gardful as most injuriously affecting the quality of the
Mmrr',—these do not belong to the " glorious," but to the
i^ioble " uncertainty of cricket "

; and no honest cricketer
Rh luid have any feeling but di.sgust when his side wins,
l)ecau-:c " We went in. Sir, with the ground like a billiard-

table ; but when we sent thorn in, about an hour before the
end of play for the day, the ground was a good deal cut up

• CaiiiiifTitinjr on this gamo, tho Timcn fin si lead injf article),
sfi-r Kiving llio correct score of the older Lytlletoii in the match
\.i'Ii (': mljridKC, durinif tho firnt visit of tho AiiHtraliann, said that
f.;.'. I.:;-.H jilnyed for OamhridfTO On that ocoaKion. Our stronff im-

I
r..M:(/u in that he did not play, l^einij unwell. Ue was at that

tinic regarded a* the best Cambridge bat.

and the light bad, so that we got their six best wickets fo'

less than ten runs apiece." Then heavy rains may com®
after the first day's play, and those who have gone in

under unfortunate conditions may have to resume en wickets

all in favour of tho ball, and, having to follow on, be all

disposed of to the tune of a one-innings defeat Yet they

may be as good as their opponents, or even better.

Cricket is such a fine, manly sport in itself, while the

element of chance inseparable from it is already so large,

that it should be the interest of all who really love the

game to make encoiatters asfhir as possible, aitd to eliminaUi

ever I) element of chance, irhich can really be removed without

touchiny thi essential charactfr of the game, while every

game voitld occupy the full time allotted to the match, and
no game ever end in a drav\ This could readily be eU'ected

by letting the wickets fall alternately on tho opposing
sides, instead of letting all ten wickets on one side fall

before the other side goes in : to which would accrue this

additional advantage, that neither eleven would bo kept
idle long, unless when a wicket gave a good deal of

trouble : l)ut an eleven which could not patiently allow

nine of its number to look on while the other two made a

good stand, perhaps saving what had looked like a lost

game, would scarcely be an eleven of true cricketers.

To illustrate by an example, rather than by a lengthy

general description, the nature of a game played on this

plan, we may suppose the following to bo tho description of

the cricket match between tho Australian eleven and tho

Maiylebono Ulub, as thus played :

—

"What iiromises to be one of the most interesting matches
of the seafcon, and a contest tending (as far as can be

judged from present appearances) to retrieve tho fame of

our English cricketer.s, was commonced Monday, July 10,

at Lords. The representatives of Maryleboiie were Lord
Harris, Dr. W. G. Grace, Messrs. Hornby, A. P. Lucas,

C. T. and G. B. Studd, A. G. Steel, Tylecote, and Evans,

with the professionals Barnes and Flowers. The club

having won the toss, put in Dr. Grace and Mr. Hornby, to

the bowling of Spofiorth and Garrett At l.'J Mr. Hornby
gave a chance to the wicketkeeper, which was not taken

;

but when the score was at 7G ho was tempted off his

ground by Garrett, and cleverly stumped by ]{lackham.

His innings of 4.5 was made in his usual brilliant stylo.

Tho Au.stralians then .^ent in Massio and Bannerman to

tho bowling of Steel and Flowers, but when only 5 runs

had been made, Massic was smartly taken at the wicket

The Club .sent in Mr. Lucas, who played with his

customary steadiness, several bump-balls misleading tho

inexperienced into the delusion that ho had been caught

out With tho score at 10.3, Dr. (Jrace was bowled for 46

by a magnificent ball of Spofforth'.s. Ho had played more
nearly in his old style than ho has yet done this season

—

in fact, his innings was faultless. The Australians

were even more unfortunate with their second wicket

than with their first They sent Murdoch in, but

before a run was added Bannerman was easily taken

(at mid-ofl) by Hornby off Flowers. Tho Club now made a

magnificent stand. C. T. Studd was sent in. Tho score

rose steadily to 137, when Lucas let out at a no-ball of

Spofibrth's, and was caught by (Jiffen at niid-on, much to

the disgtist of tho bowler. Wlien 112 had been made,

Studd was very nearly run out . . . [Hero is sup-

po.sed to intervene a full and particular account of the

play of Studd and Lucas, before tho latter lost his wicket]
" When the total had reached 208, Lucas sent Garrett high

through the slip.s, where the ball was held by Bonnor.

Lucas had made 4.') in his well-known safe stylo. Studd not

out G4. The Australians now sent in McDonnell, who
began rather wildly. Aft<'r a risky square hit (off Steel)
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for 2, and a fine square hit (on to the awTiing of the Grand
Stand) for four, the scoring was fairly brisk until McDonnell
skied a ball of Steel's to midon, where Evans made a clever

running catch. The Australians had now made 29,

(McDonnell 16), Murdoch not out, 3. The Club, with

199 to the good, sent in Lord Harris; but when 16 had
been added, Harris was caught at long-on by Palmer oil'

Garrett Total, 220; Harris, 4 ; Studd not out, 76. The
Australians, who now sent in Horan, were again un-

fortunate ; for only eleven runs had been added when they

lost their captain" (for 3 only), caught by C. T. Studd (a

fine one-hand catch) ofl" Flowers."

The description would go on, we may suppose, to describe

how play was interrupted by rain on Tuesday, the fall of

the remaining wickets, alternately, throughout Wednesday,
and we can imagine it ending (in accordance with the

actual play in the match) somewhat as follows :—
.... "The Club sent in Mr. Tylecote, and a few minutes

later a single from him brought the 300 on the board,

amidst a hearty outburst of applause. But almost imme-
diately after, the Cantab, who had made so grand a stand,

was clean bowled by Garrett, having made a fauliless

innings of 111; total, 300. The Australians sent in

Palmer to the bowling of Studd and Barnes. Palmer made
a single ofl" Barnes, but was immediately after bowled by him

;

total, 95. Evans came in next on the Club side, and when,
after two more had been made by Tylecote, Evans was
easily caught by Palmer off Garrett, there seemed every

prospect that the champion would have a part at least of a

second innings, but the tenth wicket of the Austialians was
defended with unexpected obstinacy. Spoflbrth (the new-
comer) and Gifl'en made runs with considerable freedom,

and at ten minutes before 7 the board showed 120. At
122 Steel replaced Barnes, and Spoflbrth cut him for two.

Flowers took the ball at the other end, but " the demon "

drove him twice to the boundary in successive overs. Steel

tried his hand at the pavilion end at 137, but it was not

until the final over before time was up, and with the last ball

but one of that over, that Grace clean-bowled Spofforth.

The match thus ended after the fall of ten wickets on each
side, the Club winning by 164 runs."

It will be understood, of course, that a match -would be
completed with the fall of the last wicket taken before time
was up, if that gave both sides an equal number of wickets

—otherwise with the last but one, unless after the last but
one had in this case been taken, the other side without
losing a wicket carried their score beyond that made by
their opponents, when of course they would be adjudged
winnei-s by so many runs and a wicket. Otherwise, every
match would be won by so many runs, never by wickets.

There would be no "following on" under any circumstances.

It seems not unlikely that if an arrangement such as

this were adopted—by which every match would be decided,

yet every match would occupy the full time allotted to it

—

three days' matclies would, for the most part, be replaced

by two days' matches, more games being arranged during
each season.

We are quite aware that in the working out of this

scheme several minor matters would arise to which excep-

tion would be taken ; but they would not be comparable
for a moment with the very serious defects which this

system of the alternate fall of wickets would obviate. Let it

suffice to note that, according to present arrangements, the

odds are greatly against a match satisfactorily filling up
the time allotted to it and yet being coniplet<'d within

that time, while in the great majority of games the toss,

or weather chances independent of the toss, largely all'ect

the result. With such defects it must be confe^sed that

cricket as at present played hixs some most unsatisfactory

features. As modified, it would deserve to be regarded
as the finest outdoor game of combined skill and chance in

existence.

A TERRIFIC COMBAT.

TUE following accooiit of a fiKht between a snako and a nit U
c.^tracteU from a Califomian paper, tho S'0'-A(- «,.Vai7, near

which city the enconntor is said to have been witnessed ; and has a
rather less impossible air about it than most ncwsl)a^)o^ yarns ia

which the "Ophidia" play a part. I transcribo Jt lertia'iln, in the
hope that it may prove of passing interest to your readers, not in

illusti-ation of any principle :—
" The snake was of nuusnal siie, and of a diffcrenl appearance

from those commonly found in water. Tlio rat was of the ordinary
brown variety, and was running along tho shore wdea' the fight

began. Tho snake was coili-d npon a littlt- point of niud just above
the water, sunning itself, and prob.ibly aaki-p. Tho rat, apparently
without noticing the snaku, jumped directly upon the fojds of tho
ser|)ent'8 body.

" Tho snake struck instantly, fastening its fangs between the
rat's shoulders. Then began a contest that, in its small way, was
truly thrilling. The rat, struggling violently, endeavoured to shake
itself free, while the snake as persistently eudeavowed t^ drag tho
head of its victim into its own mouth.

" Tliis feat it wa,s at first unable to accomplish. The rat writhed
in its convulsive efforts to escape, bit the big snake g'everoly in the
neck, just at the back of tbe head, until the blood Sowed and
mixed with its own.
"These eountt^r-jittai '. ' ho savagely painful, that

the snake loosened itR _-: vovcr, in half-coil. Bnt
the respite was too bri> : i mi opporturiFty fo escape,

for again the snake's lit i,, ji ; . . iiJi'd and closed, this time
u-onnd the rat's head.

" The hiMvy body of the rat swayed violently, but dr.-iggcd with
it the head of the snake, until the latter was completely out of coil.

By this time, however, the rat's struggle had become comparatively
faint, and the snake was apparently tKe victor.

" Bnt the ne.\t moment tho snake in its torn began to- struggle

violently, as if to relea,-ie its adversary's head, but iueffectually, and
the reason was soon apparent.

"The rat had bitten quite through tho snake's throat i and its

sharp teeth could be distinctly seen in the n.irrow slit thiy made.
" The writhings of the snake were now intense. H lasliid the

ground with its tail, and raised its thick folds to almost half its

length from tho ground.

"The spectator stood hesitating, scarcely knowing whether ho

onght or not to interfere. The next moment, the snake, -nith one last

convulsive effort, threw half its length into the muddy water, and
the doughty twain sank together to a common dc.ith."

This snake, if the narrative lie really a true one, must have beoa
some non-veuomons colubiine—probably some species of genua
Coluber, or possibly a large variety of Ueterodou or .\blabea ; a
non-constrictor, too, ofhcrwiso it would have crushed the rat to

death before att->mpting to oommenco tho swallowing process (its

"remaining in half-coil" is rather vague, and does not count for

much in any case). Most likely it was natnrally a frog and fish-

eater, like most colnbrino snakes, but was excoptionaJly ravenous

after desquamation. "Fangs" i:>, of course, a tiguraiivo expres-

sion ; clear enough in its import when applied to a wolf or i1og, but

rather apt to be misleading when used in respect cf a serpent.

Teeth are evidently meant, since it is obrious that the reptile could

not have been a poisonous one. Thero nro much fowor extrava-

gancies and palpable inaocur.icies in this anecdote tl.an are com-
monly met with in such. Tho declaration that it only " raised

altnost half its length from tho gronnd " oommonda itself to oor

admirntion ; most snnkos in so "trongly dramatic a siUm-tion would

have been seen to h'ap bodily into tho «ir. Tho brus iu» behaviour

of the rat precludes any pietenoo of " fivscination," also; while

"probably asleep" is remaikably ingenious, and maybe held up
for the consideration of certain writcr.< who as-'iuine a much greater

fnmiUarity with mntteis ophiologic;!] than the molest sp<>ct;vtor

of the above-quoted incident lays claim too, and who too often assert

that such and such a snako " was asleep at tho time, " or somi'lhing

to that effect. How on i-arth can they say when a snake is nsleepf

It can't shut its eyes, and mere qniesconco is most crtainly not

enough to indicate" it, sinoo tho reptile will often spring upon ita

j.rey from a ]wsition of n-pose which it may liavo occupied for

a long while jirevionsly, without any warning or indication by
movement.

Snakes do oeensiimnllv ealoh a tartar. Tlu>re is a pn-pamtion in

the Museum of the roil.ge of 8urge<mo, showiuL' the stomach of

one, the coats of which have been ruptured, anil the suiHTJacent
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skin perforated by the claws of a little lizard, whioh had retained
enfficicnt vitality to exercise them in that sitnation.— I am, Sir,

Totir uljedicnt 8er>'ant, AETHtm Stbadlino, C.M.Z.S.
20, Woodfonl-roa<l, Watford, Hcrtfl.

A PROCESSION OF ICEBERGS.

WiflLE a procession of iceborKS in New York Harbour would
be a gennine novelty sure to attract general attention, the

epectacle is so often witnessed in Placentia Bay, off tho sonth coast
if Xcwfonndland, as to possess little interest to spectators. This
bay is a deep inlet, ecvcnty-fivc miles in length, and nearly sixty
io breadth at its entrance. Tho icy monsters from tho North float

in with the tide in spectral procession, and then drift ont again in

irregTilar groap*, often colliding and going to piocos, and always a
Kirangely-pictnrcequc effect to tho bay. Tho illastration faithfully
depicts the scene as it presented itself to the artist on a i

visit.— frani Letlit'i IllxulraLd.

EXCAVATIONS AT EPHESUS.

AT a meeting recently held at tho Mansion-house, to pro-
mot*; the resumption of tho excavations at Kphnsus, on

the site nl the Temple of Diana, the I/orii Mayor, who presided,
«aid the famous Temple of Diana, at Kphnsus, ono of tho seven
woi.dcrs of the ancient world, had been hidden from view for many
M-nlories, and its exact site was unknown, when in 18C9, -Mr. J. T.
Wf»o], aft«r six yearn of »<-<irch, found its remains more than 20 feet
below the prew.-nt level. The trustees of the llritish Museum, who
had supplied the nieani to cipljre some of the public buildings at

Ephesns, then nutlmri.scd the exploration of tlic ruins of tho tc

and five yours wore devoted to the work, with the aid of Go
grants to the amount of £12,000. In 1874 very important excavations
at Babylon and Nineveh wore being carried on by the lOnglish Govern-
ment, and tho truatees resolved to suspend tho work nt Kpho.sua.asthcy
thought it inexpedient at the time to apply to Government for fresh

grants for tho purpose. Mr. Wood lind from year to year applied
for a grant to continue and eomploto the explorations at tho temple,
but tho times had been unfortunate for Bncli enterprises, and them
was little or no chanco of further Govornmont aid. An influential

committee, under the patronage of tho Duke of Albany and the

I)residency of Mr. Beresford-IIoiie, M.l'., had been formed to resume
the explorations by tho aid of a public subscription, and it was in

support of that object that that meeting was convened. Professor

Ilaytcr-Lcwis read letters expressing sympathy with tho movement
from tho I'rinco of Wales, tho Dukes of Connaught and Albany, the
Primate, Cardinal Manning, Lord Khaftosbury, Canon Farrur, and
othor8,includingSirF. Leighton,tlie President of tho Uoynl Academy,
who wrote that few discoveries had boon of greater interest to

the world of art and archaeology than those at Ephesus, and it

vtould be a grievous thing if this country, possessing, as it did, the

site of tho Tomplo of Diana, should not continue tho excavations,

which had already produced so valuable a harvest. Mr. Borcsford-

Uopc, M.P., said Mr. Wood was only on the threshold of his dis-

coveries, and the very idea of a further grant from Govornmont to

continao tho excavations was beyond hoj*. Mr. Newton, C.B.,

moved that tho complete excavation of the Templo of Diana at

Kphesus was iin object well worthy of support from tho nation,

which now possessed in the British Museum the only i)ortion8 of the

beautiful sculpture as yet discovered at tho temple, and that a sub-

scription list Ix) at once opened for tho jiurposo. Professor Donald-
son seconded the resolution, which was udopt<;d unanimously.
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY. JULY 30.
Sunday, SSkd. Monday, 24x11. Tlesday, 2.')tii. Wkdn'esdav, 2Cth.

Thdhsday, 27tii Friday, SSth. Saturday, £9Tn. Sunday- 30rii.' -""• iSUNDAY-, ourii.

letters^he * denotes the various Btationa. The hot:7;r;hicVeach ch^' is SarL' 6 p'.m."-
'''' '""' °^ '^^^ *" '^ °°'*^ '"

^"I""'*'

CHALDEAN ANTIQUITIES AT THE LOUVRE
^LTIIOUGH it wni bo .ecos.a:7 to await tho pnblicntion ofXX. M, do Sarzoc s pronueod work on liisoTnln.nHW i „t -1 •

posmbloto finally assi-n to hirChahlL .!l' n ?'
*^°'"''.' ''

L tv,_ 1 i <• -^ ""^„" w) 1118 (.naidoan relics thoir true nosition

L thi« "? t '°""",'- ^'" "^"^ "'•'^ -^ f«" considerations'^ogrrd"mg th.8 primitive civilisation, ooncorninR more nniticnlarlv thopeculiar .tyle pour.rayod in ,l,o objects themscN^ w1^ ^e Jinterost T„a is specially the oa'so because of (1 o ectuacnli
thosa-Usi.o"'"''

-^"^'"''"°f
-^ «"«' collection of an.iquiHesTom

Before proceeding to discuss thesn. it is worthy of notice that wocan Kloan enough from M. doSarzoo's letter to th^- French Academyto make ,t certain that the nrchitootural arrnnfjomont of ho cd li "s

uottV^ndHr:::"™"™ "
v-t'^

'^"™''^' •"'"' •'--"•^v i--
•"

uottn, and Rassani, as essential fraturos of tho temples and nalacosof Assyria. For like these, the buildings lately Lear hod havoUio angles carefully oriented to tho cardinal points of Vl^ com?

Fo^:d:tio,r':or;s™"'f 1 ""'',' !"•-•"'.--"'«' uponamassTo
hi^f l„ \ """?" "^ '''"'•' ^'""'•'« comontod with bitnmeneCrb:r„ Lzf'^' "

^«^-™'- - '^""^"-^ --^ -'-^-^

stiinesTsnccilli!'"''
°''^''^''/

f^
'•'° '""•«'="<'" ""^ "'« '""""oussuitnes rspocially a group of them found crowdo<l t<.gotl>or beneath

i.be soil in the large edifice occupying the principal m^,,,nd a. avm,! '

.re ttoH . '^.T'T'/!','
''',""' "''""'^^ proximity of position. Iheyare muted by the fact that they ore and all bear the name and titlesoft.udea pates, of /irgnlla. This collectionof statues, and indeed

all those found atTello, have one stereotyped attidnde, viz , tho armscrossed upon ho breast, the right hAnd held in ;he left. Tlu''posture .8 snniar to that which in Assyrian bas-reliefs (and iudecfamong Orientals at the present day) is indicative of the rcspTt of

in the lello figures n.ay bo because it was the conventional attitudeconsidered proper for a statue, yet it seems mon, natural to seekfor some other explanation. M. Uouzey, in his memoir on thesub ect, suggests one which certainly seems reasonable, and alsoenables us to understand why ,ho largest statue of all, wCh
:?!!;":i'l.'^,l''.."-,^!>''7''«r'"«l<-.""K «f *<« cuneiform inscription t

exception to tho rule.» llis
certainly that of (iudea, should bo

d Heroulo cat 6ngei oette statue do Gndea "pat^-si" do Sirtolla

?1?
C""8t.-u,t lo templo do Moulkit (nel.). II „ promis do donnero rnellement auss. longtomps qu'il acm gouverneur, un bath do

maldrtio^de:n""n ' ""'"P'T,'" '""" '^"'"•"'^"' P"" '''""'>™'- '«

mr r „ 1-
"^"^ ^

' '"J""<"ion d'Horeule
; puisse-til,our remplir sa promesso, ciiVuter son intention dans le tcmnl,.

(I llercule, et ijuo sa pri<yrc dovienno vfriu^.
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(.IKNT CHALDEAN STATLFI

theory ia that all the?e statues were, in a ccrta.ii bcnse, votive, that

u to fav, they were placed in a temple or sacr.d place cither betoro

the imn'(?e of one of the deities, or of the symbols of their divmity.

Henco the attitude of humility was the sculptor's mode of express-
1

iDB his roliffious fervour, and this view is somewhat supported when

we recollect how frequently this is the position assumed by many

of the HRures exhibited by the Assyrian statuettes.

One distinctive qualitv of tho Chaldean statues is the peculiar

character of tho proportions adopted by the sculptors, showing that,

at least in this respect, thev liad not attained to the perfect canons

prevalent at this pcriwl in Eforptian art. This is tho excessive

robustness and short or squat appearance of the figures. If, how-

ever, the execution is imperfect in this respect compared with that

of other races, it surpasses them in the tucccssful can-ing of the

node parts of the bo<ly and the manner in which the folds of the

raiment are indii-atcd, in these resfKjots heralding more nearly the

glories of the Greek masters than any other known prehistoric art.

The only clothing shown on the larger statues is tho largo fnngcd

shawl so often Uj be seen in Assyrian costume, but in these earlier

objecU the fringe is only oxprefiscd by a parallel line to show its

width, instead of being ornamented as in tho elaborate late Assyrian

work. In all cases the shawl is shown folded across tho body in a

similar style, so arrang(rd as to leave tho right arm and shoulder

nncovcred. Some of the small bronzo statuettes represent persons

clothed with a abort akirt, and in tho bas-relief containing tho

battlefield Fccne. with the detid lying on the ground; thero are

figorea clad in thia manner carrj-ing baskets on their heads which

they rapport with both hands, and, strange to gay, this is exactly tho

attitude of tho statuettes found by M de Sarzeo, and also of some

which ha\o been discovered by previous o\ploier8.

In concluKiou it may bo rointod out that excepting apparently

wilful injuries, these antiquiti'js are in ailniiiablo preservation, and

therefore we may be assured that whenever further researches are

made in the Mesopotamian delta, they will bo amply rewarded.

Scarcely a week passes but some valuable acquisition to know-

ledge is gathered from cuneiform inscriptions, such, for in-

Btanco, as I'rof. Saycc's discovery of a counterpart of ono of the

well-nigh unknown ancient Indian alphabets. In tho British

Museum are thousands of iuodited tablets, which are being

multiplied at a much greater pace than they can bo decyphorod and

published, and it is now evident that wo possess in these, and the

far richer treasures still buried beueath tho soil, more pnoelees

records of the progress of the human race than tho most ardent

archsoologist would have dared to hope for oven but ton years ago.

A Memubb ok the Society of Bihi.ical AKcnj-oLooY.

AcciDKST FROM LioHT.siNO.—A telegram from New York, a few

davs since, stated that a large brick building in Texarkana, Arkan-

sas State. ha<l been struck by lightning, and subsequently fell ^
an adjoining wooden building, used as a Iiqnor saloon complete^

cmsliiiig it. The aalo«)n caught fire, and several people who were

in it at the time were killed.

r Accidents of this kind aro of groat importance, and we ahonld

take it as a favour if any of our readers on hearing tho particn-

Inrs of disasters caused by lightuing would kindly send us the

information.—Eo.J
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irttfrd to tfje eiJitor.

than fixity of opinion"."-ji,r;d<,7
»n;^tl»»g more adverse to accuracy

done^norhSg."-i,4,"
"""*'' "^ '^"'""' ""' ^ "" "'""' ^'^ " """ ''''<' ^

A VERT COMMOX MIND TROUBLE.
f^^^^^Ti frequently >vh(n unuell have a species of this trouble

voz.. a ™dden thought to do or not to do an Tct. I rare
"
pav anvattent.on to ,t, putting it down to biliousness. The StrangpLt"^

1 repent not paring attention to it, as, had I done so some loss orunpleasantness would have been averted. [Alwavs! or in certaincases, which alone ai-e noticed ?—Ed.]
i-niaiu

John Alex. Ollaed, F.R.M.S.

TEA AXD COFFEE, HOT AND COLD DRINK.S.
[498]—A "cold water drinker" would be gla.l if any of thenumerous readers of K.nowlfdge could inform him whedier thedrinking of tea, coffee, cocoa, &c. preferable to that of water in

enTl7t''^''''/°\"'V''^-^''°'°P'''^' ^"-^ Psychological develop,

weather
" whetlier hot beverages are beneficial in cold

By inserting the above you will greatly oblige,

J. VVllLUMS, Ju.v.

ARE TOADS POISOXOU.S .= .

ooLtne-Jr^w''^^
" '=^S«.»'- Bernard dog which has just beenpoisoned. He was out with my servant, and she states it pickedup a large toad and carried it for a few yards in its mouth, when it

^^t" ^^"'!f
""^dropped the toad, 'it commenced to' foam a

flrt;nn?» \! *7T"'.'""^ T"' ^"y •'''''^«<^- O" y°° t'"°k thisactwn can bo attributed to the toad ? Thanking you in amicipa-
' Hehbert Beowx.

CALEDOXIA.
[500]--Mr. Charles Stewart says in yonr issue of June IC, thatCaledonia" and " GaidhUe dhonna" are almost identical ho

that thfwnt?. P7T ';°;r"*
^"'''"

^ ''»^« always „nder;too.l

L 'p,^r. f
„^^''^°';"', ^ns derived from " Carill davin," that

r should"^ „ , h" 7°°t''
''"'.''" ' "" "''""?« "P^" '» correction,

I si ould be glad to know the true derivation of the wordOaleuoma. nr tt r»W. H. PtAISMEK.

THOUGHT READING AND WILLING.
.
!^.501]-In your papers on "Thought Re.iding," Ac., I should be

!l tnte
^°"''l "'«'='; " ^^o'? «f '^'^"tio" »« inexperienced personsas to the danger of such experiments as " Willing." I have scona good deal of such trials, and think that with some constitutions

they are actnally prejudicial. On two occasions I havo known the
persons m led to bo put actually asleep in a sort of mesmeric
trance, the sleep on one occasion lasting a considerable time, niui,irom what I know of mesmerism bv my own experience, I havo nodoubt that, had any force been used to arouse them, disastrous
results would havo followed I have frequently known i.ersons ofnervous organization to be, to use an expressive term, "knockedup for the rest of the day by being "willed," eapeci«lly afterhavmg been (as IS quite possible) forced to do a certain act against
tncir own will. I consider that anyone meddling witli these snbitcts
without cvpericncc runs a considerable risk, and is decidedly pluyingwith edged tools. T. Preston Battersbv, P.R^V.S.

THE ARTISTIC PERCEPTION OF ANIMALS.
[n02]—With refer, nee to the subject of letter 472, p. 118,

iiiu a cat which I c-.uld throw into a paro.xysm of fear by
gliding a gaudily painted model of a Bnmicso boat, ;

of a dragon, towards her. She did not

I once
slowly

the form

,
- — awHy from it, butseemed to be fascinated—always retiring in sidelong fashion,

with arched back, and much " fulling" and " spitting." Notwith-
standing repeated introductions, she never grew reconciled to the
monster, and to the end of her days regarded it with horror. 1
think this rather strange, as the figure was ntteriy unlike anything
in nature, and so could not. one would think, have suggested any-
thing at all to tabby's mind. I should have expected her merely to
smell it.

'

I have heard it stated that a cat only looks at itself in a mirror
once in its bfe—that once being the first time it is given the
opportunity. Is this so ? J. A. Westwood Oliveb.

CHANGE OF COLOUR IX BLOWPIPE BEADS.
[503]—The remarks ef Aug. W. Orr on p. 118, letter 473, headed

as above, may possibly mislead some of the readers of K.vowledgk.A bead before the blowpipe flame is certainly a source of light.
]ust as a red-hot poker in the fire is ; but after the bead ia taken
Ircm the flame and has cooled to an extent that it is no longer a
source of light, this same bead has colour, and it mau chanie its
colour. Plainly, then, the light rays from such a coloured or colour-
changing bead which reach our eyes are borrowed ; in other words,
we arc only enabled to see th& bead by means of its reflected light.

Wm. Ackbovd.

A QUERY.
[504]—Will " Pangul " (page 145, Dec. IG) aUow me to write to

him for information about 2nd B.Sc. London ? I am obliged to
depend on my own reading for the exam., and should be rerr
grateful for any information. J. H. Ward.

Oakley-house, Caversham-hill, near Reading.

VARICOSE VEINS AND CYCLING.
[505]--To " A Tricyclist." Without being a medical man, I may

perhaps be allowed to express the opinion that varicose yeins are
not induced by cycling.
The action is smooth and easy (without any jars or concussions,

as m walking, running, or jumping), and thus favourable to sound-
ness even in those who have a fendtncy to enlarged veins.

In my own case, I feriuusly injured my knee at football, and long
before I could walk, even a few miles, without swelling and pain,
I could ride any distance at any pace without subsequent incon-
venience.

Of course, a novice may over-strain himself and cause injury in
tricycling, but varicose reins, and even hernia, have, I beUeve, "been
caused by running down stairs. I know several cvclsts. sort^Iy
troubled m this way (not brought on by riding) who ride in clastic
stockings «itli comfort and pleasure, some <

the racing path.
1 being prominent on

Lacy Hillieb.

FAIRY RINGS
[506]—The circles of rank glass referred to by llr. W. Mattieu

Williams were not Fairy Rings. No one who had ever seen trna
Fairy Rings could have mistaken such circles of rank grass for
them. Fairy Rings are very frequent on steep grassy hiU sides,
they are common on the South Downs, and on steep places like the
Devil's Dyke, ne.ir Brighton, and on the sides of the Chillem HilU
in Beds and Herts. Who ever saw grass-cocks on such places?
Fairy Rings are often only a yard in diameter, but sometimes fifty
yards or nioi-c across. Has anyone ever seen such siiiall or such
large grass-cocks ? Fairy Rings ai-e often semicircular, at other
times ogee-curved

; I have never seen graiw-cooks of these jwittenis.
The rank grass round where grass-cocks havo stood is known to
everyone.

Fairy rings are caused by the growth of the fungus commonly
known as the "Fairy King Champignon" {Mat-asmiiis Orca'lesj.
The rank circle of grass is caused by the decay of the prtvions
year's ngaric«, and every oiio who has' paid any attention to the
subject Well knows that the same circles incre»se in size year by
year. Another fungus, named Ariaricug geotropu^. causes Fairy
Rings of irignntic dimensions in gra.«sy places, and many other fungi,
largo and small, cause abnormal circtilar growths as the circle of
wharts common on decaying apples and pears, and the circles on
the head caused by the ring-worm fungus. W. 0. Smith.

[Letters to same effect received from E. A. H., J. Pennington,
and othoj;*.]

°
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:^ii5Uifi5j to CortTSpontifnt*
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umber, the pnge oh r*ic

H. J. UAinK. Von cannot pet over the diffioultj- tlint way.
The photograph bIiows the comet just as it would have bei'n scrii.

Now wherever the comet was, a Btrai'Kht lino from tlio s<in to the
comet's head, proiluced so as to give tlio nsual direetion of Iho tail,

would be 80t>n as a straif^ht line. In other words, if the direction of
the comet's tail had been exactly from the sun, the tail would linvo

te«med to extend directly from the snn. Set n ^'lobc soniowhero to

r«>pres«>nt the sun ; at any distance from it fix a strnipht rod aimed
<80 to siieak) dirci'tly at the glolx-'s centre. Now see if you can
find any spot from which when you look at the rod it will not seem
directotl apivirently etraijrht towards the Rlolie's centre. Or pet a
(ihotopraph phowinn it otherwise (if you can).— E. SI. Kixo. Very
k'liid to be of use — S. Baubkk. Will, if jmssible, insert the article iii

whole or in part : but if not, pray consider that our poverty (of apace)

,

not our will, forbids.— IUllvakps. (1.) .\m not acipminted with
the rules of I.00. If anything was gained by the fre(|uent turning
of nine of diamonds, should think the person who turned it open
to suspicion. (2.) The laws of probability cannot bo applied to
the case of selection of names for novel. Odd coincidents must
ari^e where there are a great number of events ; and wo note such
coincidences when they occur, as you noted the publication of a
novel named " lialf Skirlimgh " when yon had yourself written
one to be called " Ralph .'Jkirlaw." Captain Marryatt camo
near having to fight a duel on account of his novel' " Master-
man Beady," because a Mr. Mastcrman Ready, quite erroneously,
opposed the book was named after him. (3.)' I was much pained
to learn that any answer of mine had hurt you so much that it

seemed as if life were no longer worth living, "and turned over the
back numbers to finil the answer you referred to, with the painful
consciousness that— if so

—
" my ' banter ' must," indeed, have been

"tickling with a red-hot poker." I was rather relieved to find

—

p. 482, col. 2—that my fearful sledge-hammering, vitriol-throwing,
•oul-crushing rejoinder, had been simply worded thus :

" AVill you
excuse me if I hint that you have evidently much more leisure
than I have ; if enc corresijondent in twenty wrote at such length,
what could a poor editor do ? " Surely that ought not to
have produced so painful an effect. I do not sec where
the red-hot poker comrn in. I'roperly to reply to and
c->mment upon a letter which ran to four quarto pages,
closely written, required more time than I could spare, and I said
so, |>oliUl7 enough as I thought. Do you not see that the more
clearly I indicated my inability to answer you as I could have
wished, the more fully I showed what my wish was? 1 hope others
who think me vitriolic, sledge-hammer}-, and red-hot-pokei-j-, have
no juster reason for complaint.— .V FiKTV-yivK Vk.4R.s' Old "XAxtVK
or New Zoi.a.vd. " In what direction is the resultant force
generated by the varioiu motions of the earth expended I- " The
various motions of the earth, resulting from the various forces to
which the earth has been subjected, cannot be said to generate
force. You might with reason ask how the various motions of the
• art h have U>tn gi.nerateil, for though astronomy c.in show how
hcvcral of them are produce J, it has not yet accounted in measure
and quantity for all; and its cx|Ianation of the various motions
of revolution, reeling, the iwrturlmtions of each form of motion,
and to forth, arc a very difficult subject of study. Hut there
is no reality in the problem you submit. You write from so great
a distance, and have to wait so long for an answer, that I should bo
really glad to try to answer your question satisfactorily; but I

cannot understand it. You say, " No book on astronomy which I

have ever read has touche<I U|(on this point;" and this rather
relieves my mind, as showing that vou have got hold of a rather
ont-of-tho way difficulty (or that su'ch a difficulty has got hold of
yon ?). Then, immediaudy after, you say, "This theory is not my
own, and if I am afnid U, mention its author, it is liecauso I

rimemtjcr the .fTocU of the thought of him on pof.r De Morgan
alrtut nineteen years ago; it unnerved him so that ho actually
forgot in dincnssing his subject to furnish a little of that plain
liiid scn.iibic argument which on other matters he displayed so well."
This, again, relieves me ; for I am sure you are mistaken about Do
Morgan being unnerve)) ; whenever he did not furnish plain and
sensible argtimenf, it was Y^caav; he knew it would l« [xirfeclly
nsclcss. On the other points in your letter, you must have mis-

understood me greatly, if you gather from what I say in ray article
on the Pyramiil, in No. 17, that practical astronomy has determined
the distance of .\l|iha Oraconis (.\lpha Ccntauri is referred to) an
accurately as that of the sun ; how any one can rea<l what I thorn
say by way of connecting tho Great Pyraniid and the great fifteen
puzzle with the distance of Alpha C'entauri, ami not seo thst I was
jesting, I fail to comprehend. Certainly tho capacity some persons
display in taking hunter for earnest surpasses comprehension. I

once wrote an article in which, in humble imitation of nature-myth
theories, I advunccdthohypothesis, that Tom Tom, the Piper's Son,
was Thammuz, son of Kineros, the Piping one (or tho Wind),
and that in the mistry of the unfortunate nursei-y Thomas,
tho same nature-changes were synilKilifcil as in tho old legends
of the death of Thammuz. 1 expluiiiid also that little Jack
Ilornor, eating a Christmas ])ie. was the weak winter sun, horned ns
with rays, at work on the clouds of the winter sky (Christmas
being near the time of tho winter solstice), and so forUi. Reviewers
gravely discussed this banter, foino finding "strong arguments,"
others " insufficient evidence," in my article—only Bome one in ten
recognising the real object of the paper, wliich was to discredit tli«

exaggerated faith in nature-myths as interpreting almost everything
traditional, from nursery tales to tho Hebrew records. Since then
1 have felt that nothing not absolutely labelled " a goak " will ho
understood as such. (If I did not know fur certain that I nin
English bom— oven a Cockney, if Chelsea means Cocknoydom -

1 should imagine I must somehow bo an Amoricao, for among
Americans quiet jokes aro understood all round, and flavour
ordinary intercourse very pleasantly; no one lias occasion lo

explain " This is ' only pretend,' " as children say.) Still I did
think I might bo suspected of joking when 1 found tho Boss
Puzzle in tho Groat Pyramid. Or, must students of scionco ntver
smile ? If so, I would rather give up science ; but fortunately it is

not so.— ( J- ) . (Permit me to remark in passing that unless "pic "

-(i)'
bo of moderate dimensions, dividing it by two only before raising it

to the (th, is unwise). Tho question whether tho nineteenth
century began on January 1, 1880, or on January 1, lb01,is equiva-
lent to asking whether eighteen centuries amount to ITSJO years or

1800 years. On January 1, 1880, only 1790 years had elapsed
from the beginning of the Christian era; and, according to Cocker,
it requires 1800 years to complete eighteen times a hundred
years.—W. A. Bknnett. The " woman haloed " and thu
" goddess crescent-horned " aro one and tho same, and much more
ancient than tho lady you mention.— Dniiei.ievino Thomas. I

rather think myself that Mr. \V. M. Williams's theory of fairy

rings must go by the beard. It accounts for some rings (and

Shakespeare's may have been of that kind), but certainly not for

all.

—

Hkaus thinks there i» a science of phrenology.

—

A. S. No
medical man could ndviso without seeing you. Consult your family

doctor, if you have one; if not, one who has good practice as ;>

family doctor. As to general regimen— take much outdoor exercise,

shorten hours of sleep as much as possible, and sleep on a mattress.
" When you turn, turn out." Avoid all stimulants. Seek society

which will rouse emulation, whether in s;)orts or in studies. Uca<l

wholesome manly works of fiction, (not namby-pamby sontimen-

talisms), travels, history, and so forth.— Tlios. Adams, Jln. No
suitable [wrtrait of the editor exists. Either he is too modest, or

he thinks (as Emerson used to say—only pray remombor Emereoii

was an American, and would gravely say what he did not wish to be
taken quite in earnest) " that no portrait yit taken presents all tho

charms of tho original."—!!. S. McKKBnKi.r,. See review of books on

"Ureas," in this or early number, as to question of bolt rcrsiiK

braces.—F. J. Nanck. That cvplanation of a toj) spinning is

scarcely sufficient ; it describes what actually happens, but hardly

shows why it should happen.- Fkkd. IIaui'KK. "Draughts" is even

more scientific than chess; but so few take interest in it.—H. A.

Bi-LLEY. Many thanks ; but your arlicle goes over ground already

sufficiently treated or to bo treated.— W. U. KE.sraT..N. Dr. Car-

penter cites similar instances in his " Mental Physiology." Such
cases show how much certain powers of observation may Ijo

strengthened or extended by practice.— I). H. Tho word Khedivo
should properly bo [irononnccd Kaydeevny ; but it is generally

pronounced Khi<dive, and custom authorises this pronunciation.

Roth pronunciations of "pasha" aro given, but most authorities

place the accent on tho soconil syllable. .About Evora I do not

know.

Ebrata.— The fuotivoto to our article on " Lower Lif(^ Forms"

—

in review of Dr. W. K. Brooks' excellont work, " A Handbook of In-

vertebrato Zoolog>-"— unfortunately passed wholly uncorrected.

Tho verbal corrections aro obvious. The book, of course, is for

Laboratory and Seanide work, and is published by Messrs. 'Triibner

A Co., Ix>ndon. Wo t;.ke tho opporlunily (o add that the book con-

tains 2(X) ilbislrationN. Its price i.s las."
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(Jl^ur ^Jnrntiov Coliinin.

A CoBRESPONBENT thinks an occasional Tarailox Column might
afford instruction as well as amnscment. I think so too. But juat

now I think more of the evidence such a column might afford, that,

ill not admitting certain letters and theories into Knowledge, I

have been guided by the honest belief that they are not strictly

scientific. Now here is a letter which, oddly enough, was opened
next after the one asking for paradoxes. What can one do with
such commnnications ?

The P.D. TiiEor.y.

EDITOR, I flatter myself that the P.D. Tlicory has a good hold,

but, mistakes are so easily made ; If the Theory of the P.D.
Sir has any weight in it, lot it go ahead, 1 am sure it will find ils

road through all other theoi-ys, as it is composed from a natural
idea, taken nature to have only one course, path or way, nature
cannot go the wrong road without a change takes place, which it

cannot change its-self as there is only the one way, and that way
is its-self, it has the whole within its-self, nothing can change with-
out been mixed, nature is pure, if it wore to change by been mixed,
it would not be pure, nor would it be natiii-al—nor would there be
any nature ; Then what would we have, (N'othing) oh no, time says
there has always being something or else the light of our sun could
never be ever-lasting and pure ; AVhich denotes all things in one
class to be of one class or quality ; sho«-n. that all planets are of one
class, and all stars are of one class, also all of one class must move
round one way, there is no other way in nattire ; the same with
comets and meteor's, every thing in nature is self-acting, the snn-
l)eams upon our earth until it rises a vapour and spreads it like a
sheet which acts as a safety-valve or else our gi-een carpet would
soon be dTsmantled, we would not have any light if the sun did not
rise the vapour every day, as light cannot light without something
to light upon, nor can we have heat without the hght, or else every
thing would be cold, dark and Ufeless.

Sis,—I cannot see in any way the P.D. Theory has taken harm
by the new photo of A. C. Ranyard comet shown in Kxo.—July 1-t—1882 As we have only the one front view of comet, the tail

might have a very short or quick radius, but according to radius so

will the distance be from the centre, as gravitation has its radius or
l;nv worked from the centre ; judging from its tail, it must be a full

grown comet, such ns seen in gone by times when they looked
beautiful, old comets that appeared in olden times looked like a sun
without any tail

.Sir,—I would like to see Mr. R. A. Proctor, Try this system (on)
one twelve months. Or give me the address of one a American
:i-tronomer. a go ahead party. J. Ml'kkav.

^rt'cnrr ani) art ^Iros'sip.

I'KOFES.^oK Looms suaos that the h.aviuf.t rainfall is met with in

ilie rain-belt which surrounds nearly the whole globe lying between
the north-east and the south-east "trade winds. Mr."W. J. Black,
having been engaged in collecting reconls of rainfall at sea for

i.onie time back, gives an estimate of the rates per annum for this

lain-belt. That for the Atlantic (leoan is calculated at 133-37 in.

()or annum, that fcr the Indian Ocean at KO'Soin. per annum, that
lor the Austral-Chinese seas at lOT'lMi in. ; but none has yet been
made out for the Pacific Ocean, owing to absence of observation
altogeilierfrom that quarter.

MiMXO Statistics.- The Mines Ins.rctor for North Staffordshire,

f'heshire, and Shropshire, Mr. Thorn is Wynne, reports tl^at the
number of persons employed in the various mines under his juris-

• liction during bst jear'was 2t,4ii;i ajrainst 2-',S52 in l^^SO; the
ipiantity of minerals raised w.vs 8,1) 1 1.382 tons against 7,57<>,1t)0

ii>ns; the number of persons cmpliyed to raeh fatal accident was
."•S3 agninst 170: the number to earlilife lost was ol8 against 206;
the tons of mineral raised for each fatal accident were 205,818
iigainst I57,8i2 ; tons to each life lost, 112.201 against 08,205. The
number of mines was 210 against 3-lo, and the non-fatal accidents

were 313 against 321.

Tree Bukial in New Zkalaxd.-- The recent fall of an enormous
puketei tree near Opotiki, New Zealand, disclosed the fact that tie
Inilliiw interior from the roi'ts to the lii^t lurk, about fc rty-live feet

li-om the ground, had been lilled witli huinaii bodies. A confused
li.-iip of skeletons burst out of the butt of the tree when it fell. .V

I'lrnl paper says :
—" A more extraordinary sight than this monarch

of the forest lying ]>ronc and diseharging a perfect hcealoinb of

human skeletons can scarcely be conceived. Some are nearly
perfect, while others are mixed up in a chaotic mass of heads,
hands, feet, and arms, indiscrimiDatcly. All the Maoris here seem
to have been quite unaware of this natural chamel house, and
declare that it must have been filled long before their or their

fathers' time. Indeed, the appearance of the tree fully justified the

supposition that it must have been some hundreds of years since

this novel family vault was filled witli its ghastly occupants."

Mr. BorcicAn.T on .\tTiNG.—On the stage of the Lyceum
Theatre, on Wednesday (20th inst.), Mr. IJoucicuult delivered to a

large audience of actors and others interested in the drama a lec-

ture on the "Art of Acting; Its Rules and Principles." The
lecturer's object was to show that acting might usefully be taught
like paintirgand other arts. With this view he dealt with his

subject under the sevenil heads of articulation, gesture, posture,

and study of character, each of which he illustrated from his own
experience of the stage. As regarded gesture and posture, in par-

ticular, he showed that the true principles of the art existed merely

as a tradition, and had to be picked up by the conscientious actor as

best he could. It was not enough to Iiehave on the stage as one
would do in real life, as the lecturer proved by the simple act of

jiicking up his hat from the table to walk out. Tho actor had to

remember that his every action was presented as in the frame of a

picture, and that it had" to be studied with reference to the effect it

woidd produce upon the house. Thcart of listening, and of continuing

to sustain a character, even when he had nothing to say, was therefore

an important yiart of the actor's art, though a part, unfortunately,

much neglected. Under the head of posture, the lecturer insisted

upon the necessity of cultivating the "lost art of walking"—an

art now possessed only by uncivilised people, whose ankles had free

play, and who were in the habit of carrj-ing weights upon their

heads. Q'he study of character, he showed, ought to bo " fr«m

within" and not " from without." In other word?, the character

ought to be drawn from tho nude, and the costume fitted to it

afterwards. It was also desirable, whenever psssible, to study a

character from life, as Charles Mathews and Farren did for their

parts of Dazzle and Sir Harcourt Courtly in " London Assurance."

On all the points the lecturer contended that a course of instruc-

tion, such as was followed at the Conservatoire, would be beneficial

to those who desired to adopt the stage as a profession. The

lecture, interspersed as it was with much genial anecdote and

practical illustration, was both entertaining and instructive, and at

its close Mr. Boucicault received the cordial thanks of the house.

^ir iSatDfinatical Column,

EASY LESSONS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULCS.

No. Yl.

By Ritii.\SD A. Pro(tob.

WE have now to establish rules for dealing with compcsite

functions, and functions of functions.

First let us fake composite functions!— viz. (i.), the sums and

differences of functions, (ii.) the products of functions, (iii.) func-

tions divided by functions.

I. Let i( = r-! 11-'; + :, Ac, where r, v. y, :. Ac, are all func-

tions of J ; and when x is altered into (x + A.'), let « bo altered into

(,(+ All), ''into (c+ /^v), "into (hm- £,,<). &c. Then

„+ A»-(c+Ar) + ('r+ Aif)-(y +&:/)+(:* At) + *<•

II.Miee, subtracting the former equation fiom the latter

Au= Ar f Air- Ai. + A: + Ac.

and .lividing both sides by A r, we have

Now, suppose Ax to become indefinitely smiill, sv) that _--

A'!' , A'l , ^J. , Ac, become the differ, mini cvllioienta of

Ai- Ax At

y, ;. Ac, with respect to r. Then we have

rfii ir dtr _dii dz ^_ / ^.

Ji'di Ifr'Tr Jx "
II. I.el M - •! : ,-

V. :. as iK-forc lioiiig fTrcli.m.s i>f :, a
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tvn> changes tsildig pUce in ii,y, :, when » is cliini,'>'d into

»+A--. Then,
u+iiu=fy+ Ay) (: + &-)

— y2 + «Ay + !/At+ A:A?
au'I snbi-racting former from latter

Au = iAy + yAt+ AyA»

and
A: AyA<

AS

Now when Jx is mmie imlcfinitely email, this becomes

— • : — ^y— + —:-. (an indelinitelv small quantity)
dx dc dc dr

dn dij dt
""'

Ti^'H^^dJi

AnJ in like manner it may be shown that

if u-.-iryj ....
du dv . die du dz . ,,,

dx dx d r dx ' dx

III. Let u = ^, 1/ and : bcin«- functions of x. Then

—

= -^1 +±!l\ A-J^ + terms involving (A;)' io-
)

^y Ay y.A;

+ iterms involving Ay.Az, A;', ic.)

."..•subtracting, A u =—:

—

'Ll—f + (terms involving As', Ac.)

involving As', &c.)and £^=.i.^_-l'.£i + (te
Ai ; Ai 2' Ax

so that proceeding to the limit,

dx" z dx :' dx (C.)

Take next the function of a function. Suppose, for instance,
thatu-^(y), where y is a function of ». Lot y change to y + i

y

when Ay is some small but finite increment, and with this change
let u become u + Au, and x become i r Ar. Then wo have

u + Ju = ^(y + Ay)
Au = 9(y + Ay)-#(y)

and Au ^(w + A«)-«(i/)
Ai~

''

J^

^^(y + Ay)-»(y) Ay

Ay 'i*
Now let Ay become inde6nitely small, Au and Aa becoming also

. , _ . a(m + Aw) — 0(i/\ du
lu'lefinitely small. Then ^ =-•' becomes t", in accord-Ay dy'

ance with our definition of a differential cocflicient, and tho above
equation becomes

du du. dy

dt~ dy
' dx (T)j

If we note that relation (C) may bo written thus,

d« !_ dy dn

di" z ' dx'^ y dx

fa relation not apparent until D had been established) we see that
relations A, 15, and C may bo combined into the first of the following
rules, while D gives tho second :—

Kulo I.

—

To deOrmiw the differcrilial coefficient nf a enmponitc
/unctinn of a vnria},U, with rftper.t to Ihin variahle, differentiate each
component fiinrii'.n with renpect to the variable, aa if the rest were
eo^$tant, and add the rebuilt.

Rule II.— To determine the differential coefficient of a function of
a function of a variable, v.iih ntpeet to ihif variable, differentiate
with reipcct to the lael-menlioned function, and muitiply the
rerult by th« differential coefficient of thia function with reepect to
the variable.

It is hardly neoeosary to note that the differential coefficient ofa con-
rtani it zer.\ for this is only another way of saying that a constant
does not vary. It is also clear that if the differential coeffu-iml of
a quantilu ui zero, Ve quantity muit be cnnntan', for this is on!y
saying that a quantity which does not vary is constant. It is, more-
over, independently obvions, but comes out directly from Rule I.,

that if the differential coefficient of a quantity I's known, then the

differtntial coefficient of the quattity multiplied or divided by a
constant »s the former differential coifficient mu((«^Jied or divided

by the same constant.

Wo had occasion some time buck to note that (no q<iantilies

which have the same diff'rmUial orfficient can only differ by a
constani quantity. Wo can now prove this. For lot there bo two
quanlitie.-i y and t, both functions of a variable a', which have the

Eamo coefficient with respect to j ; so that

<ly^^-

jx " tic

Then if v-: = t', we have, by Kulo 1,

dx dv dx

wherefore u is a constant,- i.e., sinco u=y —
from 5 by a constant quantity.

In our ne.\t wo shall give some examples of diiTerentiation by
these rules.

only differ

I'lioBLEM 30.—A solution which has been snggcstcd to mo of

Query No. 30, page 323, vol. i., I give below i—
»• -h y = 11
y' -f X = 7

','. x' + y' + X + y = IS to this add and eubtracl 2i'y

i' -^ !/' -I- 2iy + J -(• y = 18 + 2xy

2xy

o' must bo a square or (30 being a square number i

must equal 1 ; wliereforo s + 1 = 6.—P.

[ Why does it follow tliat bocanse «' + 2.s- -I- a' is a square.

a' = I? •!» -h 2 X 4 + 5« = 49 = 7^ andj those arc all whole
numbers : x and y might be fractional.

—

Ed.]

A mathomaticol correspondout (Sf r. V. Cowloy) asks mo to ex-

])lain why, after saying, at p. 101, col. 2, that at tho beginning of
the ith interval the velocity is (r— 1) gr, and at the end of that

interval the velocity is njr, 1 go on to sny that tho space described
in the interv.il lies between (r — 1) gr' and rgr-. He says this seems
to bo assuming what I liavo to prove, " though in reality the space
so traversed is in reality J rgr'." There is no assumption in tho matter,
however; the spaco described in a given time, t, with uniform
velocity, v, is vt ; so that the space described in time r, with velocity

(r— 1) yr is (r— 1) jr', while space described in time r, with velocity

lyr, ia rj7r»; wo know that the space described in tho rth interval

(rin length of time) lies between theso values, because tho velocity,

is never less than (r — 1) yr during the interval, and never greater

than rgr. Our correspondent scorns to confound in some way the

spaco described at the end of tho rth interval with tho space de-

scribed diiriTiy the rth interval. The former is of conrse - (rr)"

(by tho usual formula «=!./"('.

interval is in realitv

The space described during tht

![(')•-

that it

^(2r-l)r

Writing this g {r—\)r^ wo see that it lies, as a mutter of fact, just

half way between the two limiting viilues mentioned above and in

tho text. In most cases where limits are mentioned in this Way,
all that wo can assert at first is that tin; quantity dealt with lies

somewhere between the limits mentioned, not that it lies, as it

happens to do in this case, exactly midway between thom.
Tlio same correspondent asks how, after showing that the spneo

traversed lies between two qnan(ities, I can rensonably say that in

the limit these two quantities are eipial. "How can a quantity
lie between two equal quantities.'" I fear if Mr. Cowloy finds

difficulty here, the whole subject will appear very perplexing to

him. Of what use would it bo to show that a quantity which we
want to determine exactly lies between two quantities which
ultimately differ by a finite quantity ? If wo can show tliiit a
quantity always lies between two others, H and C, which may be
written A + a and A —a', while both tho quantities a and a' may bo
made, under certain conditions, less than any assignable quantity,

then, and then only, we rian sny that under those conditions X - A ?

Why should we find any difficnlty in the circiimstanco that under
these conditions B — C—A ?

Piv>iir,KM.—To integrate ' \^y
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(But Chfss Column.
Br Mephisto.

PROBLEM Ko. 49.

By Leoxaed P. Re

White to play and mate in two moves.

\\

GAMES BY CORRESPONDENCE.
7"E hope our correspondents will not think we hare either for-

gotten or neglected them. We are as eager as ever to

please thera. but exigencies of space prevented ns from doing all

we wished to do. We clear np some of our arrears in publishing
this week some happy specimens of games played by Correspondence
through the medium of our jotirnal :

—

BETWEEN MR. E. P. WESTLAKE, OP (WOOLSTON)
SOHTHAMPTON, AND MR. E. A. DILLON, OF LONDON.

King's Gambit.

WnrrB.
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^r Wil)ist Column*

PLAY THIRD IN HAND (TRUMrS).

TUE play thirvl in liaiiil, in trumps, vurios often importantly fiv m
the play in plain salts, though it is not easy to lay down

m-nera! rules for (ietorminint; the ilifTorence. Usually, when you
play tmmps third in hand, the suit has either been 'led by your
|>artner origimUIy, or he returns your own lead of trumps. You
are playing tofrethcr, in this euse.'to draw trumps and bring in a
long suit. It is therefore often more important to keep the leail

than to pain a trick by finessing, so that beyond the customary
finesse from Ace, Queen (third in luind), you would avoid finessing
oarly in the play of trum]>s, especially to your partner's
original lead of trumps. On the otlicr hand, you can finesse
more safely in tramps than in other suits, for a winning card
is suro to make. And again in tho third round of trumps
it may often be well to pass tho trick, even when second in hand
has headed it, or when fourth in hand is suro to take it, so as to
secure tho last trick in trumps. These mattei-s depend so much on
previous indications from tlio play, on tho nature of tho hand
outside tramps, and so forth, that it is impossible to lay down
general rules : the best way of indicating correct principles of
play is to give illustrative hands for study. It need hardly bo said
tliat the trump card has to be taken carefully into account in con-
sidering what to play third in hand. It not only alters often the
finesse into sure play, as when Kuig has been turned uj) on
your right and you hold Ace, Queen, third in hand; but it

may make a finesse sound which otherwise would be unsoiiml.
Thus to finesse tho Knave third in hand from Ace, Knave,
witi or without others, would be usually unsound ; but it Queen or
King is turned upon your right, it is sound, as you finesse against
one card only, and if the finesse fails retain tho command. (Note,
in passing, that when trumps have been originally led by yourself,
it is often sound to finesse against more than ono card.)

"

]f your
partner has turned up King or Queen and leads a small trump,
the finesse from Ace Knavo is not so well, for in that case
your partner probably does not hold both King and Queen,
and, if second hand plays a small card, the odds are rather in
favour of either King or Queen bomg on your left. With King,
Knave, Ac, to your partner's original lead of trumps, finessing
the Knave is inexcusable. Of course, if Queen is turned up on
your right, or by your partner, you would play the Knave; but that,
equally of course, would not be a finesse.

In all cases, in plain suits as well as in trumps, finessing third in
hand must de])end on the score. If the failure of the finesse in
plain suits would lose the game, a finesse is inexcusable; it is

scarcely better, if failing would leave you at the score of two
instead of three, or lose instead of gaining you the odd trick. On
the other hand, if the failure of the finesse would leave you tho
odd trick instead of three, while its success would leave yon at tho
score of three, it is nearly always right to finesse, even when the
odds are rather against than in favour of success.

In our next we shall consider the inferences from play third in
hand, as we have already considered the inferences from the lend,
from play second in hand, Ac.
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THE AUGUST METEORS.
By the Editor.

ON the nights of August 10 to 1-1, and sometimes till

several nights later, meteors or shooting stars,

belonging to the family known as the Perseides, may be
generally seen, at times showing in great numbers. Hum-
boldt remarks tliat, on the festival of St. Lawrence
(August 10), "fiery tears" (supposed to be the saint's) fell

from heaven, and he quotes Dr. Thomas Forster as saying

that in a manuscript preserved in the library of Christ's

College, Cambridge, written in the tenth century by a

monk, the 10 th of August is di.stinguished by the word
" Sleteorodes." Thomas Forster seems to have over-

looked the effect of difference of style. In the seven-

teenth century, when the style was corrected, eleven days
were dropped* to set tlie calendar right; in the tenth

century the difference due to stylo amounted only to si.K

days ; so that the worthy monk's day for " meteorodes

"

corresponded to Aug. IG of our time. Tlie same meteor
system may be meant, however, as perturbations may have
affected tlie place where this family of meteoric bodies

crosses the earth's orbit.

It is interesting to compare what was said about shooting

stars by Humboldt, forty years ago, with our present

knowledge. Then there were sensible men who saw, in the

knowledge already gathered, the means of determining
many points wliich writers in our time too often speak of

as if they were recent discoveries. Then, also, there were
representatives of the sterile scliool of science who ridiculed

the results of sound reasoning, as if it were a fanciful hypo-

thesis ; men who called themselves observers, and spoke
with enthusiasm of the making of observations, the col-

lecting of observations, the classifying of observations, of

everything, in fine, connected with observations, except
the attempt to understand them and determine their

value, which these cleverly practical persons called nifre

theorising.

• The day following Sept. 2, 1752, was called Sept. It. In .wmo
po])uIar books of astronomy, Sept. 3 is subatitntod for Sept. 2, and
the sinRiilar statt'mont made that calling the day following Sept. 3
Sept. 14, involved dropping e^ei'fn days.— I i<!e Lockyor'a "Elements
<of Astronomy," and other snoh works.

Thus Olmsted at Newhaven, Conn., found that during
the celebrated fall of shooting stars on the night between
November 12 and 1.3, 183.3, the fire balls and shooting
stars all radiated from one and the same quarter of
the heaven.?, namely, the vicinity of the star Gamma
Leonis, and did not deviate from that point, though the
star changed its apparent height and direction with
regard to the compass points during the time of observa-
tion. A curious observation—to be recorded, sent to some
learned society, and forgotten 1 Not altogether £o.

Olmsted had a brain, as well as eyes wherewith to observe,
and he reasoned that " such an independence of the earth's
rotation shows that the luminous body must have reached
our atmosphere from vdthont. A fanciful theory, truly,

said in effect the mere observers, for they proceeded to
speak of meteors as though nothing of the kind had been
shown. The fact is, however, they were to be excused :

Olmsted's reasoning was demonstrative only for those who
could follow him ; he could give reasons, he could not give
understanding.

So also, the occurrence of showers on particular days of
the year—that is, at times when the earth is in particular
parts of her orbit round the sun—was recognised by
reasoning men as proof positive that meteor systems are

extra-terrestrial. Humboldt, though he was not, properly
speaking, an astronomer, yet studying astronomy like other
sciences, with care to obtain an insight into the facts, saw
the real meaning of this particular fact.

Noiv, of course, what was proved half a century ago by
Olmsted, Encke, and others, is the accepted teachuig of

science. The August shooting stars gave the first obvious
and easily understood evidence on the subject. When it

was noticed that the larger comet of lf<G2 crossed the
earth's track where the August meteors are encountered,
every one could understand what Schiaparelli meant when
he said that bodies following in the track of that comet
would appear (as they passed through our atmosphere') to

follow such path as the August meteors traverse, i.e., paths
seeming to radiate from the constellation Perseus. The
beautiful reasoning of Olmsted had been neglected ; the bold

fancy of Schiaparelli was at once noted : not more noted
afterwards when by sound reasoning he showed that his

lucky guess was a true one, than when lie first threw out
tlie idea. What followed is or should be well known.
Adams, by an admirable mathematical investigation,

showed that the November meteors travel in a period of

33^ years round the sun ; and it was found tliat Tempel's

Comet of 1 8GG traverses the self-same track. Aftor which,

it was justly regarded as proved that tliese meteor systems,

following in the track of two comets, are in some way
associated with them, and that, therefore, probably other

systems of meteors are similarly associated with comets

;

and other comets, in like manner, followed by trains of

meteoric bodies.*

The shooting stars, which will probably be seen during

the next few nights after these lines appear, may be iden-

tified with the Perseids by observing whether the paths
they follow—traced straight backwards—pass through the

constellation Perseus. Our Star Map for August (part 311,

for July 2S) shows that this constellation lies rather low
down towards the north-east—a little northerly—at 9.4.'")

• A fact singularly misunderstood by many. Tims, in Mr.
Dunman's charming " Talks about Science, just issued, it is stated

that, according to " Messrs. Thompson " (Sir W. Thomson) "and
Tuit," the tail of a comet is " a cloud of dust from the colliding

masses" [of meteors] " which the head trails behind it." Mr. Tail

said something of the sort— in fact, ho wrote that a comet's tail is

merely a shower of paving stones ; but that was before ho know
what astronomers had really proTcd.
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on Aug. 10, and at 9.30 on Aug. 14. The constellation at

those hours is nioWng ascendingly, and towards the cast,

remaining al>ove the horizon all night. Meteors of the

Perseid system may accordingly l>e seen at any time of the

night : in greater numlier, but with shorter paths near

Perseus ; more scattoreJly, but with longer paths at a

distance from that constellation. As the moon will be new

on Aug. 13, tlie opportunity for observing the August
meteors this year is very favourable.

Scattf reil members of the August system may be seen

for several days after the track of the main body has been

crossed. But, as the direction in which the earth travels

changes al«out one degree per day, science cannot admit

that, as Mr. Denning opines (who has done excellent work

in the observation of meteors), members of the August
system can Ix- recognised by still radiating from the proper
" radiant " of this system several weeks before and after

the time of central passage. To say that a shooting star

on September 14, for instance, radiated from the same

centre as one seen on August 14, when the earth's course

was thirty degrees different, is, for the mathematician,

equivalent to saying, not that they belonged to the same,

but that they belonged to different meteor systems.

ENGLISH SEASIDE HEALTH-RESORTS.

Bt Alfred n.vviL.\.\D, M.II.C.S., F.RM.C.S. Loud.

WINTER TEMPERATURES.

THE winter isotherms link together health-resorts very

remote from each other ; for instance, we find tlio.sc

on the North Coast of \yales—Bangor (^SH), Beaumaris
(.'>9), Penmaenmawr (GO), Llandudno (Gl) and llhyl

(02)—participating in the same mean January tempera-

tures that characterise the South Coast, between tlie

isotherms 40' and 42% within which lie places having a high

repute as winter resorts, for instance :—the Isle of Wight
(3;(), Bournemouth (34), Weymouth (S.'t), Lyme Regis

(.•5G), Sidmouth (37), and Exmouth (38). This fact is of

great moment to persons living in Central England, to

whom the distance from their homes to the South Coast
would often entail a prohibitory expense. Again, we find

lietween the isotherms 42° and 43' the moister climates

of Dawlish (39), Teignmouth (40), and Torquay (41),

linked, so far as temperature is concerned, witli the more
l>racing and drier resorts of the North coast of Devon and
the coast of Somerset, viz. :—Linton (50), Blue Anchor
(51), Bumham (•')2), and Weston-super-Mare (."iS). On
the East coast there is a remarkable uniformity of the
winter temfK-ratures, as will be seen on observing liow

closelv the 37' isotherm follows the contour of the coast,

and thus Jinks Hythe (2.5), Folkestone (24), Dover (23),
Deal (22), and Ramsgate (21), with the health-resorts of

the Vorkshire coast, which latter, however, have the
greater advantages of l>cing further removed from the
Continent, and a greater sea area in front of them.
The influence of the Irish Sea on the winter climate of

the whole of the west and north coasts of Wales is well

fchown in the chart. Those resorts which lie on the coast
of peninsular Cornwall have the mildest wintfir climate

;

for they are not only the mo.st southern, liut havi; the
immen.se sea area of the Atlantic l>cfore and around them

;

even in the coldest month, January, they enjoy a mean
temperature l^etwen the 44' and 4.5' isotherms, the latter

of which is out of the map, as its curve is found between
the I>ands End and the Scilly Isles. These resorts arc

Falmouth (44), Penzance (45), Sennen (4G), and St.

Ives (47).

Buchan remarks, with regard to the effect of the English
t'hannel on tlie course of the isothernials, that its greater

shallowness, its proximity to the Continent (whoso winter
temperature is lower than that of Groat liritain), and its

immediate connection with the North Sea (through tlio

Straits of Dover) waters are colder than the Atlantic at
this season ; it has a much less powerful influence in warm-
ing the resorts along the south coast of England than
the Irish Sea has on those which enjoy the mild climate

it transports to them. The rnjiid diminution of tempera-
ture from the Land's End eastwards to Kent is one of

the most marked features of the winter temperature. Tho
mean temperature of Helston (Cornwall), in January, is

4.">° r, from wliich it falls to 40" 5' at Bournemouth, and to
38° r at Canterbury.

With regard to the observation that the waters of tho

North Sea are colder than those of the Atlantic, we would
observe that, from obser\ations made at Scarborough for

the last five years, the average January temperature of tho

sea amounted 41° 2 Fahr.

We should be glad to receive further information with

regard to the temperature of the sea, as it is a most im-

portant factor in the climatt^s of our health-resorts.

Communications on this or any other subject should be
addressed to the Editor.

The Summer (July) Isotherms.—Wo have just seen

how the southern seaside health-resorts are bracketed

with the Northern during tho winter by means of tho

isotherms produced by the gulf stn^am ; we shall now see

how the two opposite coasts of England are, as it were,

brought together by the snnlieat isotherms. In tho first

place, we notice that these summer isotherms arch north-

wards over the land, showing that the sun-heat's influence

is felt in higher latitudes than over the sea, where in fact

we find the distances between each isotherm have been con-

siderably lessened by the cooling influence of the equable

sea temperature.

Beginning from the VI. zone, wo find that nearly all tho

south-west resorts lie to the south of the G3° isotherm, and

that a greater part of Devon and the whole of Cornwall lie

between it and the G4°. Wo must also note the effect of

the large masses of land in the IV. and V. interlatitudinal

zones in extending the sun's influence over the large area

embraced within the 63° isotherm, and further observe

how, in the central position of the latter zone, tho mean
temperature for July reaches to G4°. The Climate Chart,

at p. 1G3, sufficiently explains which of the several resorts on

tho east and west coasts of England and Wales share the

same isothermal zones, and obviates further description.

We have now seen what resorts, owing to their position

on the sea-board, enjoy the warm, moist air from the gulf

stream ; wo must now point out which of them liavc their

climate influenced by tho bracing airs of the North Seas.

It must bo remembered that the winds do not, as a rule,

in the.se latitudes blow in straight lines for any consider-

able distance from the several points of the compass,

either over England, Wales, and Ireland, or over Scotland ;

but that they rather perform circuits around certain areas

of low barometric pressure, and it is possible that a wind

which makes its way as a north-west wind through the

North Channel and over the Irish Sea to the coast of

Cumberland may, after passiug over GO or 70 miles of

land, find its way as a westerly wind in the Vale of York,

and assume a south-westerly direction before it reaches the

coast of the North and East Hidings of Yorkshire ; wlien this

is the case, which is by no means unfrequent, tho south-west

wind has the charact<;r of a cold and frosty current in the
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winter. Any ordinary chart of the world will plainly show-

how, during the prevalence of winds from the Is orthAVest to

the north-east by the north, the resorts on both sides of our

country which lie within II. and III. interlatitudinal zones,

enjoy not only the purest but the driest of sea winds, which
have blown over an almost boundless area of sea ; and it

will be seen hereafter that these resorts, which we have

just shown differ little from the southern in their winter

temperatures, have climates of remarkable tonic power,

which, when other factors are present, such as rock-bound

coasts, etc., acting as force-breakers to the wind, conduce to

the prevention in youth of the development of that dreadful

disease, consumption, which in the ten years 1861-70 killed

529,-125 persons.

THE HUMOUR OF THE AEYAN RACE.*

AN American writer. Miss Elizabeth Robins, has

recently been working in a branch of ethnology

entirely new—viz., the study of the humour of the Aryan
nations ; and the articles she has published on that subject

are replete with new facts, the result of much knowledge
and acute observation. They suggest, moreover, fresh lines

of inquiry, and some account of them may not prove un-

interesting to the readers of Knowledge. The primary
object of all historical studies is to arrive at a conception
of the growth of the human race, and to recognise in its

earliest eflbrts and strivings the mighty source from which
our present civilisation has been evolved. In such investi-

gations it is with profound satisfaction that we discover

the evidence of the working of the mind of man, and the
monuments of antiquity have little value to us beyond the

human interest they possess, j^ow, there is no facultj- of

man so purely human as that of humour, wherefore its

study has an attraction for us that some others do not
present. But it is not easy to trace with the historic

development of mankind. Even now wit and pleasantry
are difficult to apprehend, and fly Proteus-like from hiai

that pursues ; but of the earlier ages of our history mucJi is

lost that would enlighten us, and what remains is but little

understood. Yet Miss Robins' articles throw much light on
this by-way of ethnological science.

From the time when the Hindus crossed the snowy
Himalayas from their primordial home, and settled by the
banks of the Seven Rivers, they have maintained the
mental characteristics that quickly distinguished them ;

and thus the Hindu of to-day represents well his ancient
ancestors The dreary calm engendered in him by the
climate in wliich he lived caused the Hindu to repine at
the activity the requirements of life entailed, and his ideal

Elysium was a state of perfect passivity and rest " There
never was a nation," says Professor Max Miiller, " believing
so firmly in another world, and so little concerned al)Out

this." This weary spirit bore fruit in the Buddhist doc-
trine of Nirvana, which taught the Hindu to look forward
to his absorption into Atman, the One Great 8elf, when the
toil of existence should cease, as the chief and final

good. Such a metaphysical belief as this, when the
essence of progress is wanting, and the tone of mind
that led to it, have left a deep impress on Hindu
civilisation, and have marked its literature with a special

character. The Vedas of the Hindus, as Miss Robins points

out, contain many sublime passages ; their law-books are

filled with wisdom ; their epics celebrate the deeds of great

• " Hinda Humour—Loki—JIischicf in tlio Middle Ages."
By Elizabeth Eobins. dtlanUc ifonthlt/, 1881-82.

heroes, and their dramatic works have a strong affinity to
ours ; but even in these the quiescence of the Hindus pre-
vents the great lights of tears and laughter, the glory of
the literature of other nations. In other words, they have
never realised the higher pleasures and greater pains that
are the lot of more sensitive men. They were apt, in their
metaphysical speculations, to laugh at the folly of mankind
for rejoicing or despairing in a world where there was no
reality; and their humour is often so bitter and misan-
thropical, that it is often not easy for Western readers to
distinguish that which is humorous from that which is

grave. Miss Robins considers the story of Baital Pachisi
to be the masterpiece of Sanskrit humour, of which it is

distinctly typical. It represents the subjection of humaa
power and wisdom to the Vampire, the representative of
all that is vile, and it is withal so entertaining that it has
been very popular.

Unlike their kinsmen in Asia, who with the lotus-

eaters have " no joy but calm," the northern Aryans have
met in their migrations with hardship and cold ; and
learning to value that gift of life for which they have
fought so hard, they have been invigorated by labour and
rewarded by its fruits. The ancient Greeks, settled in

the land of Hellas, in "that fair clime where every
season smiles," speedily assumed the first place in Euro-
pean civilisation. They enjoyed a vigorous life, in the
open air ; and, communing much with nature, they became
lovers of the beautiful, which witli them was the external
form of the good. It was thus that the inhabitants of
Olympus were assimilated to themselves, and became the
types of the higher life of the Hellenic genius. But the
Greek gods were not humoroas in the sense in which we
understand the word now. They were mirthful, it is

true, and laughed loudly at the grotesque appearance of
Pan, and at his mad tricks, but their amusement was
chiefly derived from external objects and ridiculous decep-
tions. But the early Greeks had serious aims, and did
not think the comic worthy of attention, for which reason,
says Aristotle, the archon did not until late assign a chorus
to the comic {'oets. The humour of the Romans resembled
strongly that of the later Ci reeks, but it was of a rougher
nature, consisting chiefly of satire, often bitter of its kind,

with much buflbonery and broad fun.

Passing to the colder climes of northern Europye, the
Scandinavian and Teutonic races depended on the chase
for their livelihood, and were hardened by the toil that

attended it The old Scandinavians, stormful Jarls and
Vikings, wild huntsmen and sea-goers, imbibed a taste

for distant and dangerous adventure, and became brave
and fearless, sharp, vigorous, and original. No pessimists

they, like the Hindus, no philosophers, like the Greeks,
but men with whom the stream of life ran tumultuous
and cataract-like. They were rough a-.id homely men,
with big hearts and rugged exteriors, and loudly could
they laugh as they quailed their mighty ale over stories

of combat bravely done. And tlieir gods were like them-
selves. Even Odin, the all-father, " the terrible and
severe god," could drink like a Norseman. Thus he says .

" Drunk I was,
1 WHS ovor dniiik,

.Vt that cunning Fialars."

But the god Ix)ki, of whom Miss Robins has given a
vigorous sketch, is the type of the Norse genius, the incar-

nation of mischief, full of jesting and mummen,-, cunning
and fond of his own amusement And his history is that

of the pleasure-seeker, a quick descent from amusement to
vice ; and the mirtliful scofler V>econies " the calumniator

of the gods, the contriver of all fraud and mischief, and
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tLe disgrace of gods and men." " Loki is first god, then

god and de^-il combined, and finally devil /iiirct simple."

In her article on " Mischief in the Middle Ages " Miss
Robins carefully delineates the liumorous side of the

English people. Tlie middle English had a great fund of

quaint humour, and a fine capacity for enjoyment. They
had also a lively appreciation of the ludicrous and gro-

tosque, and were fond of punning devices and mottoes.

The mischievous nature of the Norseman, too, w as in the

people, but we have not space to go into the evidence which

Miss Robins has collected. " As distinct as the mythology
of Greece or Scandinavia," s.iys she, " was the fairy mytlio-

logy of medi.Tval Europe. It borrowed from the one grace

and sensuous recklessness, from the other ruggedness and
humour, and formetl a whole of sprightly mischief." The
fresh humour of fairy-land is indeed the charm of medieval
literature.

It is curious to note in these articles how the spirit of

the nations has been influenced Ijy the circumstances and
climates in which they have lived, for the humour of the

Hindus was inspired by fatalism, that of Greece by

philosophy, of .Scandinavia by hardship and warfare, and
that of England by the romantic and progressive spirit of

the Ant'lo-Saxon race. JouN Leyl.vsd.

FORMS OF CLOUDS.
By the Editor.

'INHERE are few more interesting and instructive

X subjects of study, especially at this season of the

year, when so many persons have daily before them a wide

stretch of sea horizon, than the clouds—whether they be

tlif light feathery clouds called cirrus, which lie often

more than ten miles above the earth's surface ; or the

cumulus clouds, like great masses of cotton-wool, which
form on a summer's day at heights probably varying

Ix-tween lialf-a-niile, or less, and two, or, at the outside,

three miles from the surface ; or stratus clouds, forming a

vast sheet e.xtending to the horizon, or near it; or the

various forms of cloud which accompany storms, whether
of wind or rain or thunder.

In the first place, it is interesting to compare our

first ideas as to the forms of cloud-masses with those

which arise so soon as we reason a little on the subject.

It is to be noticed that the cloud-strewn sky is always

full of illusions, whatever the shapes of the clouds may
t>c, and that, in certain cases, we are under the influence

of an absolute illusion quite beyond the power of any
reasoning to correct.

c/>cfO'^'^'°^^C>

When we look at a distant landscape, and see behind

ailUand trees and buildings, the clouds in a sky—or an
ii.solutely cloud-covered sky—api)arently extending up-
A ards from the horizon it8<;lf, we are unable to resist tlie

liiuiiion that the surface which thug forms a background to

objfcta at which we look horizontally, is itself either

vertical or nearly so. Thus, to take the case of a sky over

which clouds are freely scattered. If we think of the

clouds overhead at all, the idea we form of the sky canopy
is that its shape in section is somewhat like what is shown
in Fig. 1, where the rounded clouds fully outlined are sup-

posed to be cumulus and the others to bo cirrus. If we
limit our attention to parts of the sky near the horizon, wc
arc very apt to imagine that the cloud-surface seen at A or

15—which often appears continuous even when the clouds

overhead are widely scattered— is upright.

Now, in reality, on a day when the air in which cumu-
lus clouds are suspended (to use an inexact but convenient

tt'rm) is very clear, as it often is, the cloud-surface which
is the background to hills, trees, and liuildings forming

the landscape in any direction, is much more nearly hori-

zontal than vertical The shape of the cloud canopy,

o OxDOooo obooo o oo O a

Fig-

instead of being what is represented in Fig. 1, is more like

what is represented in part only (for very obvious reasons)

in Fig. 2, where, however, the layer of cirrus clouds is

scarcely shown high enough.

The real shape of the under surface of a layer of clouds
two miles above the surface of the earth is, of course, what
is shown in section in Fig. 3, where D is supposed to be
the point over head,—if only AB be drawn long enough
or OD short enough. But it would be impossible to show

this projierly on any scale available in the pages of

KxowLKDUE. If EOc represents the surface of the earth,

ADB the surface two miles above that of the earth, and
AOB the horizon plane of the spectator at O, the distance

AO can be determined as follows :—Draw the diameter

DCc^, which is roughly about 8,000 miles; then we know
that

the square of AO is equal to the rect DO, Ocf.

= 2x8,000
if we take the mile for our unit of length. Thus

A0= v/rG;000=127 miles.

If we had taken the true diamettir of the earth, we should

have made AO equal to 126 miles,—the difference being

not worth noticing. Thus we ought, in Fig. 3, to have AO
more than si.xty times as long as DO ; so that if DO were

a quarter of an inch long—and a shorter distance would be

inconveniently small—AO would be nearly IG inches, and

AU would want only about five inches of a yard. On the

scale of Figs. 1 and 2, in which the height OD is one inch,

the points corresponding to A and B of Fig. 1 should be

each more than five foot from O.

Thus the surface of the cloud-layer which forms the back-

ground of a distant landscape is very nearly horizontal in

this ca.se. It is still more nearly horizontal if the clouds

are lower. Suppose, for instance, the clouds half-a-mile

high. Then, putting OD in Fig 4 equal to half-a-milo, we

get AO=v/4000= C3 miles, or AO is 120 times as great

as DO.
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In the case first considered, with the cumulus clouds two
miles high, it can be readily shown (we do not trouble our

readers ^\-ith the proof) that the angle at which the clouJ

surface (which seems to meet the horizon almost vertically

at A and B) is really inclined to the observer's horizon

plane, is an angle of only about If degrees. In the latter

case, this angle is only about 54 minutes, or nine-tenths of

a degree.

If we take the quadrant BAD in Fig. .5, divide it into

three parts in E and F, and FB again into three parts in e

and/] then the tenth part of B/is a degree, and BAc/
represents the larger of the angles just mentioned. Thus,

Fig. 5.

when cumulus clouds hang about two miles high in clear

air, the cloud-bank near the horizon. Fig. 5, instead of being

nearly vertical (or like AD), as it seems to be, is inclined

like A(/ to AB. When the clouds are half-amile high, the

inclination is only half of even this small angle.

Since, then, the cloud surface to which we pay most
attention, that near the horizon, is seen thus aslant,

instead of squarely, or nearly so, as we seem to see it, we

can understand how much room there is for illusion as to

the true forms both of separate clouds and of cloud masses.

Such illusions we shall next proceed to consider.

(To he continued.)

LEARNING TO SWIM.

By Xatatob,

EVERY ONE admits that we ought all to be able to

swim
;

yet, if you ask the first ten men you meet
whether they can swim, you will find that at least five

cannot, and of women (who can learn to swim much more
easily than men) not one in ten can swim. Yet, out of a

hundred men in all classes above the very poorest, ninety-

nine have the chance of teaching themselves to s\\-im with

perfect safety, and quite easily, for one part at least of

every year ; and nearly the same proportion among women
have similar opportunities.

It seems to me the reason why, despite the talk which

goes on every year in the summer and autumn months

about learning to swim, so few who might do really achieve

the easy task, is that erroneous ideas are formed respecting

the thing to be learned. A skilful swimmer, professional

or otherwise, describes the art of swimming as eventually

it should be acquired by the learner. He tells a man or

boy who cannot support himself for a moment in the-

water—except, perhaps, by lloating on his back—that he

must go through such and such movements. Here is a

learner's first instruction, extracted lerhatim from an old

magazine :
—" Suppose a person standing up to his breast

in water, and about to strike off in swimming : the hands

are placed close to each other, with the palms undermost

near the breast, the body is thrown forward in the waler,

the hands are thrust out, and when the arms ar.' fully

e.xtended, they diverge horizontally (the la:ks of the hands

being turned towards each other), describing curves"

[excellent description], " until they are brought round

under the armpits and again extended. WhUst the arms

are describing their curves, the legs are drawn forwards

\mder the body, the knees being separated as much as

possible, and the toes turned outwards, and whilst the

arms are regaining their extended position, the legs are

extended backwards and outwards, the soles of the feet

being turned outwards." Now this is very pleasant to

read. So the learner, standing up to his breast, puts his

hands close together, the palms undermost near the breast,

throws his body forward in the water, and presently comes

up spluttering, having accomplished no part of the sug

gested operations except " describing curves " very vaguely

and very uncomfortably.

The fact really is, that the first efibrts of the learner

should be of a much less ambitious kind. No one ever yet

learned to swim all at once ; and many are prevented from

learning to swim at all by the circumstance that ficry oiu

fuiU who tries to do what most books on swimming tell

him to do, and what professors of swimming pretend to

expect him to do.

In the first place, the learner should not stand breast-

high in the water, at least on a sloping shore, or where

there is any stream. Not many years ago, some simple

lessons on swimming, begiiming with some such advice as

we lm\ quoted above, led a l>cginnor to his grave ; for.

tumbling forwards in trying to carry out the instructions,

he liegan to flounder, and floundering into deeper water,

was drowned. In a batliing-place with level floor, a learner

may safely take his first lessons with the water up to his
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nrmpiU when he stands upright But on a sloping shore

(and even then he must be well assured that the slope is

uniform and gradual, and the l>ottom such as he can stand
on firmly) he should be content to stand in water some
three or four inches below the armpits. If there is a

stream, he will do well to fast«n round his waist a stout

cord, attached to some thoroughly trustworthy post on the

bank. The same also at sea, if there is any tide or current,

or any but the gentlest undulations. It is l>etter also to

l>e with persons who can swim. In fact, avoid all danger.

You will not learn the worse for being safe,

.So much premised, note that the first thing to be learned

—the first, but after it is learned everything else conies

"^ily— is the art of retaining the balance in the water.

It is better, if you want eventually to be a really good
swimmer—that is to have good style and pace—to avoid

at first all attempts at actual swimming : it is essential

if your opportunities do not allow you to be so ambitious,

and you want chiefly to learn confidence in the water.

Ij^an gently forward, with the face towards the shore,

extending the arms forward and outwards, with the palms
down, fingers and thumb close, and the hand, thumb, and
lingers hollowed so as to form a sort of shallow cup. In this

shape the hands have great power to help you in balancing

yourself. Lean further and further forward—moving your
hands alx>ut a little, so as to feel the water and also their

power on the water, until your feet begin to be no longer

able to support you. By this time your shoulders are

immersed, and you feel the lifting power of the water, but
you are not properly balanced right and left. One shoulder

•iT the other dips as you tumble forward, and as your feet

Irave the ground your head goes under, which is not what
you want After a flounder or so (which itself has a good
efleot in teaching you, unconsciously, how water acts on a

floating body) j-ou are ready for another trial. This time,

re.solve that, on whichever side you find your body dipping,

you will use your cup-shaped paddle (the hand held as

describetl) on that side, with strong downward and
rather outward action. You will find this very efiect-

ive in tipping you up the other way : and you will

flounder quite as badly as before. After doing this a

few times, now one now the other side dipping first, and
being too efTectively stopped, resolve to use both your
hand paddles, first the one first needed to save its side

from going down, then, as the other side begins to dip,

the other, and then—if you have time (most probably you
won't, but that, a.s our Editor say.s, is a detail) the one
first used. You will now rather wobble than flounder.

You finally come to grief, of course, because your n.ethod

of u.sing your hand-paddles is too energetic. You put out

too much strength to save you from your first dip on one
side, and so you dip over to the other side

;
you correct

that dip too strongly, and so dip the other way. Your
next care then is to moderate your balancing movements.
You resolve that as you dip over you will make only a slight

effort for recovery. To your surprise you find even this

reduced efTort tips you over ; but now, if you still keep your
attention direct*?d to the altfjmation of the paddling action,

you make more wobbles than before, before finally floun-

dering over. You continue these experiment"!, reducing

the action at each new trial, and learning more and more
how very slight is the prop<:r action for correcting the ten-

dency to dip for want of true balancing. At la-st it dawns
upon you that balancing in the water is very different

from balancing in the air. The slightest movement of the

hand serves to restore the balance, when disturbed ; any-

thing t^eyond df^stroys the balance. So soon as this lesson

has Ijeen h-ame'l—most likely this will not be till aft/r

several days—the beginner can balance himself readily.

without at first advancing, or turning, or using his legSi

which as they leave the ground in these experiments may
be It^ft in any position they may naturally assume, while
the learner gives all his attention to acquire ease and
readiness in balancing the body by gentle movements of

the arms and hands. After that will come the time for

learning other things—amongst them the art of swimming,
which is something more than balancing the body afloat

in the water.

{To be continued.)

HOW TO GET STRONG.
T(1 EXr.VND AXI) 1)1:EPEX TlIK CHEST.

rpilE contrivance illustrated in Fig. 1 is due to the

J_ ingenuity of Dr. Sargent, of P>oston, Mass. It is

an excellent chestexpander. Over the pulleys PP cords

pass from the w(>ights to the handles A and B. The
ropes are just long enough to let the handles be about a

foot above the head when the weights are on the ground.

Standing now between and directly under the handles,

erect, the chest well filled, and the arms straight, grasp the

handles, and slowly draw the hands along the course

shown by dotted curves, raising the weights about 2ft
from the ground. Let the weight slowly return to the

ground, and repeat the process ad libilmii.

The weight can bo graduated to suit the strength of the

person using this apparatus. The exercise should in no

degree strain the strength, while it is continued say for

about five minutes. Mr. Blackie remarks that no better

present could well be devised for one of weak or narrow

chest than one of these appliances. Note, however, that

though the picture shows a somewhat elaborate arrange-

ment, this is not at all essential to the efrcctivo nature o£

this method. Two pulleys will serve as well as four, the

weights may be anything whatever, dumb-bells, clubs, bags

or straps with books in them—anything. No pulleys at

all need be used if none can be conveniently obtained,

but a couple of short stout reels, with long brass-headed

nails passing easily through the holes of the reels, will serve

very well, the nails being driven about an inch into a

suitable wall. In all these matU^rs, a little ingenuity will
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readily enable anyone to rig up something which will prac-

tically serve as well as the best carpentered construction.

Another plan, also Dr. Sargent's, deepens the chest as

effectively as the preceding expands it. In Fig. 2, B and
C are two bars (broom handles, or the sticks for single-

stick will serve very well) suspended by a cord which

^

D

passes over two pulleys PP (but one will serve, or the reels

used in the last exercise), to a weight A. When A is on
the ground, the bar B is about a foot above the head. The
following are Dr. Sargent's directions (unfortunately these

body-strengthening folk, drill-sergeants, fencing-masters, et

hoc genus omne, write not very clear English) :— Standing,

not under B, but about a foot to one side of it, and facing

it (he means, of course, a foot in front of B, and facing it),

grasp its ends with both hands, and keeping arms and legs

straight and stiff, and breathing the chest brimful (!], draw
downwards until the bar is about level with the waist

;

let the weight run slowly back and repeat, <id libitum. (It

will be seen that the contrivance does not require the rod

C, any more than it essentially requires two pulleys.

)

In a former paper, wc remarked that, instead of the

cords with weights, elastic extensors could bo used, by

attaching them to high nails and hauling upon them. After

trial, wc withdraw this statement. The exertion required

when extensors are used varies too much to l>c comparable
with the steady work of pulling up weights : it is a serious

fault, too, of all work with extensors that the pHbrt

required increases from beginning to end of the pull.

Lastly, for chest work, though many of the other exer-

cises for obtaining symmetrical development will tell on
the chest also, try the following with light—say six pounds'

—

dumb-bells. Holding the head and neck back so as to look

at the ceiling, the dumb-bells hanging at the sides, knuckles

out, carry the arms, without bending the elbows, outwards

and upwards until they are in a horizontal line, then onwards
in the same wide sweep until they are vertical, lowering

the hands then gradually until the dumb-bells nearly rest

on the shoulders ; carry them backwards by the same
movements exactly reversed. Repeat this ten or twelve

times—twenty or thirty if you conveniently can ; but

keep the chest well expanded all the time, holding in the

breath during the effort— if possible during the whole

series of efforts (only not continuing to hold the breath

when actual pain begins to be felt). This exercise has

a splendid effect in making the chest full and deep : it also

greatly strengthens the lungs.

THE USE OF DRUNKENNESS.*
By W. Mattieu Williams.

IN the early argumentative struggles between the advo-

cates of total abstinence from alcohol and their oppo-

nents, the latter believed they settled the question by
atiirjning that " these things are sent for our use," and
therefore that it was flying in the face cf Providence to

refuse a social glass. This and many similar arguments
have subsequently been overturned by the abstainers, who
have unquestionably been victorious " all along the line,"

especially since Dr. B. W. Richardson has become their

Commander-in-Chief.

In spite of this, I am about to charge their serried ranks

armed with an entirely new weapon forged by myself from

material supplied by the late Dr. Darwin, my thesis being

that the drunkenness which prevails at the present day
is promoting civilisation and the general forward progress

of the human race.

Jlalthus demonstrated long ago that man, like other

animals, has a tendency to multiply more rapidly than the

means of supporting his increasing numbers can be multi-

plied ; he and his followers regarded this tendency as the

primary source of poverty and social degradation. Darwin,

starting with the same general law, deduces the very

opposite conclusion respecting its iniluence on each par-

ticular species, though his antagonism to Malthus does not

prominently appear, seeing that his inferences were mainly

applied to the lower animals. Darwiji shows that the

onward progress, the development, or what may be described

as the collective prosperity of the species, is brought about

by over-multiplication, followed by a necessary struggle for

existence, in the course of which the inferior or unsuitable

individuals are weeded out, and " the survival of the fittest

"

necessarily follows ; these superior or more suitable speci-

mens transmit more or less of their advantages to their

offspring, which still multiplying excessively are again and

again similarly sifted and improved or developed in a

boundless course of forward evolution.

In the earlier stages of human existence, the fittest for

survival were those whose brutal or physical energies best

enabled them to struggle with the physical difficulties of

their surroundings, to subjugate the crudities of the

primaval plains and forests to human lequirements. The
perpetual struggles of the different tribes gave the dominion

of the earth to those best able to rule it ; the strongest and

most violent human animal was then the fittest, and ho

survived accordingly.

Then came another era of human effort gradually

culminating in the present period. In tliis, mere muscular

From the OtiiCfinon'ji i/oo(iii
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strength, brute physical power, aiul mere animal energy

have liecome less anil less demanded as we have, by tlie aid

of physical science, imprisoned the physical forces of nature

in our steam boilers, liatteries, itc, and have made them

our slaves in lieu of human prisoners of war. The coarse

muscular, raving, yelling, fighting human animal that

formerly led tlie war dance, tlie hunt, and the battle, is no

longer the fitteit for survival, but is, on the contrary, daily

Itecoming more and more out of place. His prize light.s,

his dog-fights, his cockpits, and bull-baiting are practically

abolishetl, his fox-hunting and bird-shooting are only

carried on at great expense by a wealthy residuum, and by

damaging interference with civilised agriculture. The un-

fitness of the remaining representatives of the priman-al

savage is manifest, and their survival is purely prejudicial

to the present interests and future progress of the race.

Such being the case, we now require some means of

eliminating these coarser, more brutal or purely animal

specimens of humanity, in order that there may be more

room for the survival and multiplication of the more
intellectual, more refined, and altogether distinctively

human specimens. It is desirable that this should be

eflecte<l by some natural or spontaneous proceeding of self-

extinction, performed by the animal specimens themselves.

If this self-immolation can be a process that is enjoyable in

their ow n estimation, all the objections to it that might

otherwise be suggested by our feelings of humanity are

removed.
Now, thc-sc conditions are exactly fulfilled by the

alcoholic drinks of the present day when used for the pur-

pose of obtaining intoxication. The old customs that

rendered heavy drinking a social duty have passed away,

their only remaining traces being the few exceptional cases

of hereditary dipsomania still to be found hero and there

among men and woman of delicate fibre and sensitive

organisation.

With these exceptions, the drunkards of our time are

those whose constitutions are so coarse, so gross and brutal,

that the excitement of alcoholic stimulation is to them a

delicious sensual delirium, a wild saturnalia of animal

exaltation, which they enjoy so heartily that every new-

raving outbreak only whets their appetite for a repetition.

While soWr they actually arrange and prepare for a forth-

coming holiday l»ooze ; work and save money for the

avowed purpose of purcha-sing the drink and its consequent

ecstasies, which constitute the cliief delights of their

existence. When a professional criminal has " served his

time," and is aVx)ut to be released from prison, his faithful

friends club together to supply him with the consolation of

an uninterrupted course of intoxication ; the longer its

duration the greater his happiness and the deeper his

oblications of gratitude to the contributing pal.s.

We know that such indulgence has swept away the Red
Indian savage from the Ameritan continent, and prepared

it for a higher civilisation, as the mammoth and grisly

bear have made way for the sheep and oxen ; and this

lieneficent agent, if allowed to do it? natural work, will

similarly remove the savage elements that still remain as

impediments to ihe onw^ard progress of the more crowded
communitifsi of the old world. If those who love alcoholic

drinks for the sake of the ex'-itement they induce are only

supplied with cheap and abunlunt happiness, our eriiTiinal

and pauper popiil.ition will be reduced to a minimum.
It is commonly supposed thatbecause nearly all criminals

are drunk.ards, therefore drunk'.-i nnm is the chief cause of

crime. This i.s a confusion of cause with effect Crime
and drunkennMS go together because they are concurrent

effects of the same organisation. Alcoholic stimulation

merely removes prudence and brings out true character

without restraint or disguise. The brute who boats his

wife when drunk would do so wiiou sober if he dared and
could ; but what we call the sober state is with him a con-

dition of cowardly depression and feebleness due to the re-

action of intoxication. If a number of quarrelsome men
assemble and drink together, they finish with fighting. If

a similar number of kindly-disposed men drink togetlier,

they overflow with generosity, profuse friendliness, and
finally become absurdly affectionate. The citizen who
would have subscribed but one guinea to a charity before-

dinner will give his name for five after the " toast of the

evening."

My general conclusion is that all human beings (excepting

the few dipsomaniacs above-named), who are tit to survive-

as members of a civilised community, will spontaneously

avoid intemperance, provided no artificial pressure of absurd

drinking customs is applied to them, while those who are-

incapable of the general self-restraint dtmanded by ad-

vancing civilisation, and cannot share its moral and

intellectual refinements, are pro^•ided by alcoholic beverages,

tt'ith the means of " happy despatch," will be gradually

sifted out by natural alcoholic selection, provided nO'

legislative violence interfere with their desire for " a short

life and a merry one."

[In these remarks, Mr. Williams omits to notice yet

another advantage of drunkenness : besides killing the

drunkard himself it tends to prevent the increase of

his kind. Unfortunately, the "happy despatch" of the

drunkard involves too often much misery to many who an-

not drunkards.

—

Ed.]

SKfbi'cUje!.

MODERN DRESS.*

V
CAPITAL little book, of which we should like to

quote nearly the whole if space permitted, and it

were (|uite fair. Dr. Pcarse considers clothing in its

relation to animal heat, cleanliness, circulation, respiration,

and muscular development ; he also touches on the methods

by which infection may be conveyed by means of clothing.

The following remarks on the question of braces versus

belts will be interesting to many correspondents who have

written about them, and give n good idea of our author's

style. "Tin use of braces in weakly men makes tlieia

stoop. They naturally press upon the chest, and men
would find their chests much freer -without them. To
those who are not accustomed to wear braces they are not

only uncomfortable but cause great physical uneasiness.

The objections to belts are of a different character.

I!y being tight round the abdomen, they interfere with the

natural process of respiration " [also with the process of

circulation], " and if any special exertion hits to be gone

through they are doubly injurious. By preventing the

enlargement of the abdomen, which occurs naturally at

every inspiration, and more particularly when straining,

they press injuriously the contents of the alxlomen against

its walls. This increased pressure during active exertion

on jiarts which are not protected by the Iwlt frequently

causes rupture. No one would think of putting a tight

band round a horse if he wanted it to run a race, and why
should it bo put round the human body under similar cir-

• " Modem Dpobr ; and Clothing in its Relation to- Health and

Diseaae." By T. l''rcdcrick Poaree, M.B. (Londcm ; Wyraan &
Sons.)
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, AUG. 6.

Sunday, July SOth. Monday, July Sis'". Tuesday, Aug. 1st. Wednesday, Aug. 2xd.

Thursday, Aug. 3rd. Friday, Aug. 4th. Saturday, Aug. Sth. Sunday, Aug. 6th.

In the atove charts the dotted lines are " isobars," or lines of equal barometrical pressure, the values which they indicate being
given in figures at the end, thus—30-4. Tlie shade temperature is given in figures for several places on the coast, and the weather is

recorded in words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by the number of barbs and feathers, thus :— *-
,

light ; ^, fresh or strong ; y > , a gale ; » > , a violent gale ;
signifies calm. The state of the sea ia noted in capital

letters. The * denotes the various stations. The hour for which each chart is drawn is 6 p.m.

cumstances, or dxiring violent muscular exercise 1 Working
men have got into the habit of -wearing these belts, but
they little know the danger and disadvantages which they

put themselves under. . . . The best method of supporting

the trousers is to wear a belt round the abdomen below the

level of the hip-bones, and passing lietween the top of the

hip and the prominence of the thigh-bones. This is also

the most comfortable method of suspending the trousers,

and if worn in this position it cannot unduly press upon
the abdomen."
Some views of our author are open to discussion, but in

the main his views are such as all persons of sense will

agree with him in. We must demur to Dr. Pearse's state-

ment that the toes, unless altered by wearing pointed boots,

are as shown in fig. 8, p. 51. He will find no single foot in

ancient or modern statuary with the toes directed straight

forwards (when the feet are set together). In the Victory
of Melos (the so-called Venus of Milo) the slant of the toes

is marked, and we may be sure the model had not worn
pointed boots.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
THE Registrar-General's weekly return shows that the annual

rate of mortality last week in twenty-eight of the largest English
towns averaged 19G per 1,000 of their aggregate ]>opulation, which
is estimated at 8,400,571 persons in the middle of this year. In
London 2,577 births and l.:t9!1 deaths were registered. Allowing
for increase of population the births were 21, ami the deaths no
fewer than 307, below the average numbers in the corresponding
week of the last ten years. The annual death-rato from all

causes, which had been equal to 181 and 17'7 in the two pre-

ceding weeks, rose last week to 188. During the first four
weeks of the current quarter the death-rato averaged only ISO
per 1,000, against 208 and 25'0 in the corres|Kmding jx-rioils of
1S80 and 1881. Tho 1,.'?00 deaths included two frwm small-pox,

10 from measles, 47 from scarlet fever, nine from diplithoria, 63
from whooping-cough, 1 from typhus fever, IG from enteric fever,

2 from ill-defined forms of continued fever, lOS from diarrha>a and
dysentery, and 6 from simple cholera; thus, 204 deaths wcro re-

ferred to these diseases, being 255 Iwlow the corrected average
numlier in the corresponding week of the last ten years. Different

forms of violence caused 5G deaths ; 45 were tho result of negli-

gence or accident, among which were 2a from fractures and con-

tusions, 2 from bums and scalds, 10 from drowniing, and G of infants

under one year of age from suffocation. The death of a female in
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the Middlesex Hospital wns referred to " asphyxia when under the

inflnencc of chloruform and etUer." The 23 deaths from fractures

and coutusions were thus causeil :—Two males, eacli aged six years,

run over by cab; males 35, 65, and female 57 run over by
Tan; female 2, run over by cart ; male 30 (intoxicated), fell from
cart; female 5, run over bytramcar; male 18, crushed between
railway carriais-s at Rotlierhitbe; male 20, run over on Midliiid

Kailway; male, 10 fell in street; male 55, fell from scnffold

;

male 68, fell from ladder; male 1, fell from window; male 2, fell

down steps ; male 34, fell do>vn ship's hold ; male 14, blow by
handle of truck ; male 30, by fall of bricks ; female 17 hours, by
fracturc ; male 10, by blow ; male 03, by injury ; female 2, by fall

;

and female lJ3, by injury. An inquest was held in each of these

23 cases, except the last two, which were certified by registered

medical practitioners. In Greater London 3,254 births and 1,G74

dottbs were registered, equal to annual rates of 347 and 179 per
1,000 of the population. In the Outer King 19 deaths were referred

to diarrhoea, 14 to measles, 11 to scarlet fever, and 11 to whooping-
cough. Ko fatal case of sniall-iwx was registered.

The St. Gotrard TrxxEL.— .\ftcr many contradictory reports as

to whether locomotives propelled liy electric energy were to bo
used in the St. Gothard Tunnel or not, we (Klectrician) hear again
that the attempt is to be made, and that experiments, for which
the sum of 1S0,0C0 fr. is set ajiart, are now being made at Berno
with this object.

To the student of heraldry and genealogy book-plates aro as

interesting and valuable as the e.«:entcheons on old church brasses

and monuments, llow many cases there ore in which wo should
not have known to whom a boi)k had once belonged, if it had not
been that it contained an old plate with the arms of the ownier

inside its cover, although unaccompanied by any name or any other
clue. I have in my possession several plates that besr on them
only the arms of their owners, without cither motto or name. Then,
again, book-plates aro valuable as in some instances they have
become the only reliable examples of the arms of a family or an
individual. Then theic comes into .icconnt the pleasure of hunting
and collecting them. How many happy half-hours has one spent
among the second-hand book-shops and stalls of London and the

country. looking over old volumes in search of them '.—Mr. Walfoid's
Antiqarian Magazine.

" Flint Jack."—Dr. Brewer, in that marvellous compilation of

his '• The Dictionary of Phrase and Fable," writes :
—

" Edward
Simpson, an occasional servant of Dr. Young, of Whitby, so-called

liecaase he used to tramp the kingdom vending spurious fossils,

flint arrow-heads, ttone celts, and other imitation antiquities.

Professor Tcnnant charged him with forging these wares, and in

1867 bo was sent to prison for theft." Let mo take this oppor-
tunity of advising those of your corresjiondents who may not
happen to have this work from which I have just quoted, to at onco
procurt the same. Just two reasons for giving this advice, and I

have done— (1) It will tend to lighten the labours of the learned
and patient editor of K.nowledge, which, in my opinion, is a very
important—ray, vital—consideration; and (2) The information
which one may be seeking after is, in fifteen cases out of twenty,
to be found in this work.—J. Vf. Howell. [Albeit, not fully in this

rase ; for our correspondent wanted to know when and where Flint
Jack died.—Ed.]

Dis<ovEBT OF Anciext Buixs IX NEW Mexico.—The Boston
Journal reports that important discoveries of the largest ancient
mini yet found on this continent, which extend for a distance of

fifteen miles up and down the banks of the Las Animas Uivcr,
about forty miles from Dnran^o, in Rio Grande county, X. M.,
have recently been made. Post Office Inspector Cameron, who
visited these ruins lately, Ixilicvcs the ancient villages were occupied
by the Moqui Indians, and not by the Aztecs, as is generally sup-

posed. Ho speaks of discovering a stone ruin 'WO feet by 450 feet,

which at one time evidently was throe stories high. The walls aro

five feet thick. There were about LW rooms in the building, of ten

feet cinare each. An enterprising Yankee who has pre-empted as

government land the ground on which the ruins stand, has Ixjen

doing a fine business selling relics to visitors. A discovery thought
important by the gentlemen of the Bureau of Ethnology was lately

made there of thirteen human rkclctons in a subterranean chamber
of the building menlionid. This bod evidently been used as a
bnrial vault. They were wrapped up carefully in a kind of coarse
cloth, and bore a close rcsemblanco to Egyptian mummies. This
cloth was of cotton, and woven with as much skill as if done at the

present day, which is considered not the least interesting jiart of

the discovery. The skeletons were perfectly Ilre8cr^cd and clean.

They were unmistakably those of Indians. A quantity of pottery
of the best make was also found in this tomb.

Itttfifl; to tin (Kbitor,
[Tkt Editor JoM not \ohl himtr!fre>pnn>iUr/or Ikt apim«nt qfhii

utcripfa or to corrftpoiitl tpith their tcrttert. All
I thort at pottible^ coiitislenlty withfull and clear state-

He cannot undertake to retn
communieatione ehould be

' the KTiter-t mean

llreel. W.C.
Ml Remittance; Cheoaee, and Fott-OJKce Orders should be made ravaliU to

3le,n-s }r,nian J^ Sons.
'

•,• Alt letters to the Editor will be Xumbered. For convenienc qf reference^
correspondents^ tehen r^erring to any letter, Kill oblige bj/ mentioning its number
and the page on vhick it appears.

'* In knowledge, that man only is to be contemned and de^piHed who in not in a
male of traosilior. .... Nor is there anjthiag more advoreo to accuracy
than lliity of opinion."

—

Faradag.
" Show mo a man who maliea no mistakes, and I will t,liow you a niiin who has

done nothing."—iifty.

FAIRY RINGS v. RINGWORJIS.
[507]—Tho largo fairy rings on the South Downs, described by

Mr. W. G. Smith (506), have been explaincil over and over again as
tho result of special manuring in the boundary track of tethered
animals. I do not disiiuto this explanation, e.i|)Gcially as I know
they are most abundant near tho edges of tho chalk cliffs, whcro
animals aro tethered to prevent them fi-om straving over tho pre-

cipice. The difliculty I endeavour to remove is that of tho small
rings. Mr. Smith misquotes mo, in describing tho rings I observed
as merely " circles of rank grass." I distinctly state that these
lings had "at times a crop of small fungi dotted over them."
Jlr. Smith asks whether anybody has ever seen haycocks only
3 ft. in diameter. I have seen many thousands, and havo
mado a hundred or two of such size myself. Uavo just mea-
sured ono mado a month ago, and left to tost my theory.

It measures 3 ft. 2 in., and was intended as a typical sample
of tho small heaps usually made in tho first gathering of tho wind-
rows by a single outreach of tho h,-iy-ruko. If rain follows each
gaUiering, they aro not disturbed until it ceases. Tho theoiy of

spontaneous outspreading of fungi is old and well worn, ono of tho

"many attempts at explanation" to which I alluded. It is very

superficially based on the analogies named by Mr. Smith — tho small

cii'cular specks or rings which are formed when tho mycclia or fila-

mentous stems of a fungus radiate from a centre and fructify at

their radial terminations. These circles arc, however, limited to

dimensions fairly comparable to those of tho ringworm fungus

quoted by Mr. Smith.
Toadstools have no geometrical instinct causing them to describo

circles of fifty feet in diameter, or oven of three feet. They simply

flourish where their omnipresent spores alight upon ground con-

taining the special manure that serves them as food. Every culti-

vator of edible fungi, from Dr. Badham downwards, knows that tho

droppings of animals at certain times, i.e., just when tethering is

most needed, supply such manure. If I am right, tho drip from a

heap of rotting grass does tho like, but, as I stated at tho con-

clusion of my note, further observation is demanded for the confirma-

tion of this hypothesis. W. Mattieu Williams.

FAIRY RINGS.

[508]—I have for many years taken a great interest in tho

formation of tho fairy rings, but cannot accept Mr. Matticu Wil-

liams' theory of tho same. I resided for a considerable jjeriod near

a largo dairy farm ; a field on the same was quite thickly studded

with these rings, of all sizes. Tho grass forming tho rings was of

a dark green, in some very coarse, in others very soft and
silky ; tho centre of tho rings was largo tufts of grass. Tho field

has never to my knowledge b"cn mown, nor yet havo heaps of

manure, cocks of hay, Ac, over lain on it.

Meadows adjoining, which aro mown occasionally, and in which

I havo often seen the hay-cocks lying for a length of time saturated

with wot, aro quite free from the rings. I think some other theory

must bo advanced to convince mo, and others, that such is the

cause of fairy rings. J. Dexter.

[Several other letters received on this subject, to tho same
general effect, from J. Symea, Unbelieving Thomas, K. Dorling, M.
Uathaivcy, Ac—Ed.]
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A CALCULATION-.

„„f^°^i~'^'!?
question of Pj-ramns, in yonr number of Jane 23 is
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'^°" '°"^ '""^ '"^""'^^^ ^'^'-''^

thft^'th^"""" ""f
'"^^^"'^'^^ ^"-e ™ade as soon as £500 is in hand, and

rn^PnT.. ^^"™«^]f
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a^dTh»f fh k""
*'^'': """""^^ ''"<'' "^-^ 'J'^fe «f the advance,

monthlv nnf.T'^i'^'^'Sf
1"""= subscribing £12 per annum, payable

SThv7' f ^ 2'^„'^^^<' received advances, then the numberof advances for each of 19 years will be respectively-
12 13 U 16 17 18
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'^ifhfrpl^T? "^^^"^ "^"'^- '^'"'^^l monthlfsubscription

Tonev «Hn^r f " ^T" '"°°*i''
'""^or, during which sufficient

^i:Sn::l'i::zjtiiTXr '"' ^^-'^ ^'''^'"«- «•'--- -^'^

AJouTadva^nc'eV'' !"' °.' ''!:'"^' '"°"'>^ "''" ^'^^^ '^^^
Returned £250,000

135,9

Amount in hand

£115,000

thril"
^;'bsoriptions for 230 months. The calculations leacbn.. to

be^^rimewWlIZrT'';/'^"'^"™'^' "'"' '" ^^° t''^'". 1^°'

Walwo"": Julilo^^&i"^'
"°' "°" '^°°"^
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BEEATHING THROUGH THE NOSE-TURKISH TOBACCO.
[510]—Mr. Hume in his letter (Xo. 444 r

sity of breathing through the nostrils, and
not quite correct in

be

9) shows the neces-

^SMn^:^crT7r""^¥'^™"^^^^'-3a-^-^he
cn^to^^t^ ./

tobacco-smote upon me, as it has always been my
^!nl^

'"breath m the manner he advocates, and find it difiicultto

Tl "f m" °P<"^V°° '." ""y °tl>^'- ^ay- Again, I cannot cor^

fnl.^ f '•A™'"'°P'r°*'"" *'"^ ""^-^ "''^ ««a filter to the

}TZff%' ^t^T"'
'^"""^^ '^"'^ "' ""y «"><! substance would

he «?,>.!
™ that way, yet anything of a gaseous nature would

Portion ofbrfn"^
as common air. It is quite probable that aportion of the fume would condense within the nasal or.-an • buth.s would only ?...,„ the evil, and not eradicate it. Whatever i

o fi t7.Hor% / ^ soothmg effect of tobacco-smoke, it is not dueto filtration; if it were so, there would bo no need to smoke askeeping the mouth closed would be sufficient
'

r at°'' a'littrvr"*'^""*
^^'''-

t*^'
P^"^ ondeavonrs to show that

forThP V !- T "\ '"S'''"'' *° *^^ *°''"^«° °'«"1 by the Turksfor the ^arglle. I am always ready to be convinced that I am
^7iZ^'^,7 \l'"^

'^''' "^? experience of a majority is contrary t"mine
;
but for the present I will persist in what I have stated inmy former letter. And I am not alone in my behef!as severa"

noxlousTomht ';i"f
'" Constantinople had warned me kgainst ttnoxious Tombek, before I tried the experiment mvself. Tli^ophiloGautier " ^'^ "Constantinople of to-day," says, "-Ihat the Tonibclds of a darker colour than the other kind.,, and is so strong hat iJcannot be smoked until after two or three washings " Per aps Ihad the misfortune to make the trial upon im-washed Ton.bekP or

.'nfiTof
''

It' c"' ^,T^??^'=
^''^^ P'^y-' "- " iitt'e ol^oi'the

^ onr ^ r w , .7"
Constant Reader" recommends me totry our English forms of tobacco. Docs he think it probable that I

well accustomed
may say that

Tnrk ::."„"" ""'';
"'x'

'"'",.'"; ""tamed in England or abroad. 'Ti"

guarantee to find as much solace in it as the Turk does in his

^.r.T' uV^" "''Slf'^'od opportunities!" says my friend. Iwonder has he never ncgected any himself? His belief that theTurks are temperate .n all things, seems to ignore (or neglect) the"
W. 0. PBOS.SEB, F.C.S.

am convinced that there is nothing to be compared with mathe-
matics, say, an hour's tussle with geometrical problems two or three
times a day. In this way I have astonished myself with the cures
1 have effected.

Above all things, avoid stryclinia (or nux vomica) and quinine,
and the like. I have known even stomachic tonics, such as
chamomile, do much harm. jj g
[We quite agree with II. S. about the mind-quieting qualitios'of

mathematics
; but mathematical studies are not to the taste of all.

and would only worry many. They are in my own case wonderful
pain-soothers. The toughest paits of my treatise on Cycloidal
Geometry were ^-ritten when I was suffering intense pain from
renal calculus, to which until the last few years I was much
subject.—En.]

ica^^^-'~'^^
'!tiotation of your correspondent, W. M. M (letter

408, p 117), very accurately describes a trouble from which I
suffered terribly five or six years ago, but of which I completely
cured myself. In my case it took the form of doubts as to the
safety of deeds, letters, Ac, which were in my care and could not
be replaced if lost, as to the correctness of technical and other
details in documents prepared by me, as to whether I had really
turned off the gas in my bedroom at night, and a number of similar
matters, such as a man in sound mental health attends to daily

1 them any cause for anxiety or worry. In each
doubt, any neglect or omission might have led to

serious con.sequences, and the thought of the possibility of these
resul s following weighed upon me so that I at length became quite
unable to accept the testimony of my senses to' the fact that I had
done what I intended to do in any matter of importance. I
attribute the mischief solely to "nervousness" arising from ex-
cessive brain labour. My professional work and many of my every-
day social duties were fast becoming an unbearable burden, and" I
telt that I had before me the prospect of failure in life, when, upon
the advice of a friend, I adopted a simple expedient which led to my
cure. 1 promised him and myself that on a certain day I would do
everything I had to do carefully, once for all, and then absolutely
leave it, let the consequences be what they would. I did so on that
day, on the next, and so on, reporting to my friend periodically that
1 had faithfully kept my promise. At first I had an arduous
struggle but 1 felt it was then or never, and I persevered ; nothing
happened to me and I gradually gained control of mvself, and al
last 1 was completely free from my fetters. '_

I hope my experience may be useful to others. Mintaka

without finding
of such cases,

w M ^r^ ! .^Tc"!
'"'""''°- °°<=^ be think it prwould attempt a trial of Tombeki, if I was not already welto the use of English tobacco? For his information 1

1

kinds oVfhI°j°'^!,P?''''''l°^™°'"'''?• """^ bave usednearly „..kinds of the weed that can be obtained in England or abroad. The

existence of Harems.

BRAIN TROUBLES.

for^the-''Mit^,''''T^ ""fr r'r*''' "° '="'•'' mentioned in your journal

uLn this ,n^- '^r }'"
r'''""

'"''' J-^^'y "-'"'^'"^ attention in it.

ac^stomed tf •'"'''?'" ^ ""F ''""'^ "•'"' ''•'tbority, as I am wellaccustomed to various forms of brain trouble.

health'iflot; !t!;?l ri' '"P°^'«"' indications are to restore thenealt
.,

it lo^ and to keep the bowels faiily loose. It is a eood

o on "dr"""
"='".'«'' ."<^^' 'be skin throughout the year. A varietyof out-door exercise IS essential. But from personal experience I

BICYCLES.
[513]—I am not sure whether the subject of " bicycles " is ranch

in yonr Ime as the Editor of Knowledge
; but as the matter I write

of possesses a mechanical interest, you will, I doubt not, whetheryou insert my letter or not, give it your usual courteous con-
sideration, and say whether you think my ideas correct.

In the best bicycles both wheels are mounted on ball bearings as
these run more easily. But in machines of a commoner kind, the
front wheel only has ball bearings, while the hind one is mounted
on cone bearings. Cone bearings are much stiffcr than balls • that
IS, there is more friction. Now this. Sir, is the point to which Iwish to draw your attention. The hind wheel of any onlinary
o4 lu. bicycle is never less than about 18 in. Hence "it rt-volvcs
three times as fast as the front wheel, and, other condiiions being
the same, would have three times the friction at its bearings.
I'rom this it would seem that the order of things with regard to tho
bearings should be reversed, and Ihat tho hind wheel should have
ball bearings, and if we must have cones at all thev should lx> in
tront. I have never put tho case to anyone in this light, but I havemore than once asked why ball bearings are put on the front whwl
rntlier than on the other. Tho answer I received was, that there is
more weight on the front than on tho hind wheel. This I admit,
but I do not think there is such a diffeivnco in pressure on tho
bearings as will justify anyone in asserting that tho front whev-l has
more frict ion than I he hind one. The frict ion due to pnvssure varies
as the pnssurc. \\c can assign to each wheel its share of tho
pressure.

I measured a 54-in. roadster to-day. The distance between tho
centres of wheels was 36 in., while tho saddle was only 11 in.
behind the centre of tho front wheel. Ucnee the pressures on tho
wheels are as 25: 11, or very little moi-e than 2 to 1. And since
this 13 not so groat as the relation between the friction due to
revolution of the wheels, I think it does not justify the practice of
putting ball bearings in the front instead of in the hind wheel
Having stated my ca.so. I ahouM 1h> gin.l. Mr. Editor, if you would

kindly give ine your opinion, and if I nm in error, show me tho
"K .vou beforehand for the trouble you liavo taken in

reading my letter, I am Tnos. B. Walkkb.
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G. Jareatt. Terlalim reports of the Association lectures nnd
papers would scarcely fit in with the plan and purpose of Kxowlkhge.
They might be (though even tlmt is doubtful) exactly described,

but unless this meeting differs very much from others, they would
not be very simply worded. \Yliat I hope to do is to give the
essence of the more interesting communications. I may probably
attend this meeting. Hitherto I have been deterred from attend-
ing such gatherings by the general prevalence of the cant of

science and what may be termed, without disrespect, scientific

fogeydom. The real i)ur|X)rt and purpose of scientific research, ac

well as the true value of scientific discoveries, seem often over-

looked at these meetings, while the guiding principle seems to bo,
" Claw me and I'll claw thee." The great object which the asso-

ciation should set itself is the humanising of science. Even those
of our best scientific workers who have consented to help (our
Darwins, Spencers, Mills, Ac, have kept persistently aloof) have
appeared at their Weakest " in this association." Still good work
has been done at these gatherings on occasion ; let us hope it may
be so on this occasion.—G. E. A. The inscription is not on the top
of the boss, but, as should have been stated in the pajjer, on the
sloping side. If the date be genuine (and the letters were there cer-

tainly fifty-eight years ago), and if the accretion from the calcareous
water continuously passing over it a film of only one-twentieth of

an inch has been arrested, the measure of rate of deposit will err

rather by being too low than too high.—Jos. Offord. Many thanks.
The subject has great interest for me. The pictures, if not too
erpengive to engrave, would Ixj very acceptable.—DiFFrciLTi'. I

should say, "Give it up"; if, then, you find it can be done without
trick, send it to me, with solution, for a problem in Knowledge.
/ give it up.—A. (1) You perplex me. In one sentence you say
you know scarcely anything of astronomy or physics ; in another
yon decide vcrj- positively and authoritatively (also quite wrongly,
but that is scarce worth mentioning) a question which can
only be dealt with by astronomers and physicists. You speak
very flatteringly of my knowledge and Dr. Ball's ; bnt speak
of our obstinacy in adhering to the idea that the earth was
onco red hot, or white hot ; asking, then, whether gases
conid consolidate without cooling, even allowing they were
hot at first—a question which really shows that you have not a
clear conception of what is at issue. "Another century will ex-

plode the fallacy j
" in other words, you are a century ahead of the

astronomers of to-day—yet later on, " One more silly question j

does the moon revolve in the same relation to the earth ns the
earth does to the stm ? . . . I feel quite ashamed of my stupidity."

The answer to the question is, of course, " No ; " but ... is it

silly ? and are you stupid ? If you really thought so, would yon
toll Dr. Ball and myself we are building on a " miserable delusion ?"

2. My " private sentiments " about vivisection are tolerably well
known. I abominate cruelty to animals as much as you can ; it

indicates an utterly detestable nature ; but I consider those who
would stop scientific inquiries, primarily directed to the dirtiinution

of pain and the saving of human lives, because they cannot bo con-
ducted without pain to animals (assuming all possible care taken
to limit and, where jiossilJe, prevent pain) to be cruel in much
(irreater degree than those even who wilfully torture animals. If one
dear to me were suffering under a painful disease, and I were told that
there was a good chance, or even any chance at all, that by an
experiment conducted on an animal a means of cure might be found,
I know that I should say let the experiment be tried as quickly as
possible

; give as little pain as possible ; if not inconsistent with the
nature and object of the experiment, use anaesthetics ; and, if the
experiment bo such that the animal would suffer aftcrivards,
destroy it immediately after the result of the experiment has
Ix-en •necured. I know 1 should decide thus, and—pardon me
for saying it—I am certain that under similar circumstances
yon would decide so too. Now, what right have you or I to

decide so, in a case where a human sufferer is very dear to
UH- father or mother, husband or wife (as the case may be),
brother, sister, son, daughter (grown up, young, or infant), and to
denounce a practice which, as conducted bj' every student of science
worthy to be called man, is simply the generalisation of the special

act I have considered ? Do you think the sufferers among the mul-

titudes unknown to you, among the poor, in hospitals, and so forth,

have no friends or relatives who think more of their real sufferings

than of the problematical tortures (or say even they were real) of
chloroformed animals ? Think of those dearest to you in suffering,

and ask how you would decide, were such n c(nestiiin put to you as I

have suggested; when you have quite inaile up your mind that you
would execrate the man who should try tlie experiment for your
dear one's relief, you may begin to objurgate the general practice;
but Hot as a tender-hearted being, in my judgment.—J. E. Okill.
Y'ou are as extreme about abstinence from stimulants ns A. about
vivisection. It is sheer nonsense to say in the face of all exporienco
that there is no innocent use of stimulants, and that, whatever be
taken, there will be a craving for more which very few can with-
stand, " for we know scientifically that each drop is but a link in

the forging of the chain which may probably bind and drag them
down to poverty or insanity." Nino out of ten who take wine, or
beer, or spirits in moderation, do not know what craving for liquor

means, at least by any experience of their own. During two parts
of my own life (in 1859-00, in 1879-81) my daily consumption of

liquor has been in excess of what would bo considered prudent by
medical men ; and at other times (for nine months in 18GG-G7,
for eighteen in 1877-78, and recently for short periods) I havo
taken no stimulants at all, and for tho rest of the time, since

I was sixteen or seventeen, I suppose not a day has passed
that I havo not taken either a glass or two of wine, or a pint or so
of ale, or a glass or two of spirits and water per diem. In all

those years, now nearer thirty than I could wish, I havo never
known what cravintj for liquor is. I havo often felt exceeding
thirsty, when taking much exercise, with the feeling that I would
much rather drink a glass of ale than a glass of water, and that

it would do me more good : but I havo never felt a craving even
for a glass of ale, and (being told alo was not good for mo) I

suppose I havo not taken so much as half-a-dozen glasses of ale

per annum for tho last ten years. It is the same with nearly
all men I know ; they can bo very moderate, or totally abstain,

or take a plentiful allowance, just as they may choose.

If the weaker brethren want tho stronger to go without stimu-

lants for their encouragement, well and good. I don't boliovo

much in those weaker brethren heituj encouraged. When they want
an excuse to backslide, they are pretty sure to find one. But, if it

were made clear to mo that I could do them good by joining tho

ranks of the professed abstainer;', I would do it,—provided I found it

agree with me ; otherwise, not.—J. Pakkee Fowler. Seo preceding

rojily. If, however, you find my " airing my views," (and 1 suppose
Airy airing his) about tho transic of Venus, akin to the display of

Blue Ribbon by the pledged ones, I should fancy argument useless.

But experience has again and again shown that common-sonso re-

strictions havo in the long-run much more effect than extreme
measures. Drunkenness is never quite so rifo anywhere as whore
teetotal movements have for awhile been most successful.—J. GoM-
PEBTz Mo.NTEFioRE. I also was rather perplexed by the statement

that Edward, called Plantagenct, was tho twenty-fifth king of

England. I suppose in French histories of England they count
tho Saxons, Danes, &c. Perhaps they call Alfred the first king

of England, or, starting from Egbert, drop out some. I know
of no English history in which Edward, surnamed Plantagcnet,

comes out twenty-fifth.—L. E. L., M. Kearden. Please repeat

botanical question. M. R. desires to know where in London
there is an extensive retail mart for books of general litera-

ture, light reading, works out of print. M. R. thinks that as

regards whist, and games of chance generally, ignorance is bliss.

—Dc riuslihus, &c. I find in whist capital rest after work ; tho

more I play it the less it seems to me a game of chance.—J. Parker
FowLEE. Thanks for experiment in willing game. The third

showing a danger attending such experiments is worth noting, but

wo havo admitted a letter calling attention to that point.—G.

II(>i>»o.v. Wo havo subjects more pressing than organ playing.

—

Sigma. I doubt if study occasions tho mind trouble described by
W. M. N. Steady mind work rather tends to cure it.—E. C. K.

Yes ; Venus can bo clearly seen on the sun's face without a tele-

scope. Of course, a smoked glass would be necessary.—A Scotch

SfiiscEiiiER. Messrs. Coxwell & Glaisher reached a height of about

C} miles, though French aeronauts aro disposed to deny this. At a
height of 7 miles the atmospheric density is reduced to aboiit one-

fourth ; the density of hydrogen at atmospheric pressure is only

about 7-hundredth8, ^ay one-fourteenth that of air, so that, sup-

posing tho balloon did not allow the hydrogen to expand, as

with the diminished pressure it would tend to do, tliero would still

remain ascensional power at a height of seven miles, but, of course,

very much less than at tho earth's surface. The lifting power at

the earth's surface is equal to about 13-14ths the weight of tho

balloon's content in air at sea-level ; at a height of seven miles it

amounts but to about 5-7th8 the weight of tho same content in air

of one-fourth the density at the sea-level, or is less in the same
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degree that 5-2&tli9 are less than 13-llth or 2G-28ths. It is thus
less than a fifth of what it had been at the earth's surface.—\V.

Cave Thomas. Many thanks for abridgment. It relieves from
a ditficulty.

—

.Sqi'ikt irill bo much obliged by any information about
table fountains.—E. H. Pressure varies directly as the height

of the barometer.—W. SouTH.HL. A botanical account, by a
botanical writer, shortly.—J. C. L. The peculiarity you notice is

due to alienation. So far as precession is concerned, the R.A. of

Sirius is steadily increasing throughout the year by about 2^ sec.

;

but as, owing to aberration, Sirius appears to move in a small

ellipse, whoso [major axis is 40J" or 2§ sec. in length, the steady
increase due to precession is converted into an apparent alternate

increase and diminution, the increase being the greater.—Lux. The
cause of the earth's tilt is unkno^vn ; but it cannot be that you
suggest. If any terrestrial cause were to carry the seas to the

northern hemisphere, the tilt would not be appreciably altered.

—

S. P. A slip for Israel, no doubt.—J. E. Beodie sends us accounts
of the Gas-light and Coke Company showing that the residual pro-

ducts, including coke, do not amount (as Mr. W. M. Williams said

in his article on Electromania) to half the cost of the manufacture
of gas, and in Bristol not to 40 per cent.

ELECTRICAL.

J. H. Ward.—1. Be careful to well soften the iron wire. 2.

Three layers of No. 18 or 20 cotton, covered and paraffined, will

suiEce for the primary coil. 3. The secondary coil sliould be well

insulated from the primary by several layers of paraffined paper.

You may use No. 36 or 38 wire, but it should be silk-covered. It

is no economy to use cotton-covered wire, because the insulation

necessary to compensate for the poorness of its insulating proper-

ties more than neutralises this or any other counter advantage.
The length of the secondary wire will depend upon the kind of

spark you require. If you want a short, thick spark, make a
comparatively short, thick coil, but if you desire a long, sharp
spark, then the length of your coil must be greater in proportion to

its diameter. A verj' convenient proportion is to make the total

diameter about one-third of the length. 4. The paper you send is

not the best
; you will find it better to use ono layer of paraffined

foreign note pajier ! with silk-covered wire this will be quite suffi-

cient. Have you determined to make your coil of uniform thick-

ness from end to end ?

THE TELESCOPE.
Geo. Harbison. You are quite right about S Herculis. Culpa

iirstra. On the very day on which your queries were received we
had been writing a description of another star, and, in a manner
absolutely inexplicable to us, seem to have repeated part of such
description in our reply to yourself. The comes is really, as you
say, nearly vertically over the larger star. Our statement that the

position angle has only varied some 22° during the last eighty-two

years is, however, strictly correct.—J. N. Colley. You have got

hold of one of the old Gregorian telescopes, with metal reflectors.

The loss of light in this form of instrument is very serious indeed,

as it has to undergo double reflection (with its consequent great

absorption), besides its transmission through the eyepiece. This
may, possibly, be aggravated, in the case of your own acquisition, by
the dirtiness of the mirrors. If they are clouded or speckled, you
may buy a little citric acid and water and a very soft wash-leather
as a means of removing impurities ; but, wo must repeat, the funda-
mental principle of the instrument itself must always cause a serious

loss of light.

—

Comet. You do not oven now furnish the informa-
tion whether your telescope is mounted (so to speak) at the top of

the polar axis, or on ono side of it. If the former, you must, per-

force, turn the instrument round to reach the pole, as you can never
place your telescope parallel with the polar axis. You had better

buy Noa. 386 and 389 of the Einjlish Mechanic for tho rudimentary
information you appear to require.

Dr. STANFOun E. Chaille, a prominent New Orleans physician,

has published an article in a medical journal to show the effect of

the Mississippi floods on tho health of tho city, lie presents tho

mortality statistics of twelve overflows, including in each case tho

deaths for tho year, and for tho preceding year, aiul for the follow-

ing one. After a careful examination of tho history, facta, and
opinions, ho concludes that these "fail to indicate that tho partial

inundations of New Orleans have ever inlluonced unfavourably its

mortality, whether by yellow fever, by cholera, by malarial fevers,

or by diseases generally. On tho contrary, tho evidence, though
imperfect and not fully conclusive, justifies tho inference that tho

deposit and decomposition of filth, and any other pron.oters of

disease which may be duo directly to inundations, are more than
counterbalanced by tho flood, which first covers up tho soil, from
whence springs so much disease, and then helps to clcanso it.''

Science anil 9it (8o£(gip.

SiN-CE the hot season began, sixty-four ship captains have died of

yellow fever at the different Cuban ports.

The Census Bureau of Japan reports for 1881 nearly 900,000
births and about 600,000 deaths.

The latest enumeration of Japan's military forces show 43,700
men in the standing army, including the Imperial Guard, and 58,000
Reserves.

An inexhaustible mine of corundum stone, tho next hardest known
substance to the diamond, has been discovered in Butts County, Ga.
It resembles the sapphire, is susceptible of high polish, and is

valuable in many ways.

Cholera increases s1ia\1\ in n i il iul, Tokio and Yokohama,
Japan. Its ravages are m lo poorer classes, several

high officials having bii ;, The daughter of Prince
Arisugaua, the Emperor's mi ;>, li. i :,rti r a brief illness.

Swans on the Thames.—The officials of tho Croivn and Dyers'
and Vintners' Companies have just completed tho numbering and
nicking of the swans on the Thames between Southwark-bridge
and Henley. There are now upwards of 400 old birds and cygnets
on the upper reaches of the river, nearly 300 of which are tho pro-

perty of the Crown, the remainder being owned by the Vintners'

and Dj-ers' Companies.

Tea Cultivation in New Zealand.—Some time since the Accli-

matisation Society of New Zealand invited Mr. Rcid, a gentleman
connected with the cultivation of tea in India, to make experiments
with tea-plants grown in the gardens of the society at Auckland.
Mr. Reid did so, and has lately made his report, which is eminently
satisfactory, and shows that the plant can be most successfully cul-

tivated in that district.

Mr. Proctor's LECTrnES ox Astronomy.—In reply to several

questions, the Editor begs to state that he has agreed to deliver at

several places, during the forthcoming lecture season, lectures

selected from the following list :—1. Birth and Growth of Worlds ;

2. Life and Death of Worids ; 3. The Sun ; 4. The Earth-Uke
Planets ; 5. The Giant Planets ; 0. The Moon ; 7. Comets and
Meteors ; 8. Tho Star Depths; 9. The Transits of Venus; 10. The
Giant Pyramids. All of these can be illustrated with the oxy-

hydrogen lantern (where procurable) from Mr. Proctor's collection

of more than a thousand photographic slides. The first seven

(only) can be illustrated by means of paintings on canvas.

Saving Life.—In consequence of the numerous fatal accidents

brought under the notice of the Royal Humane Society by tho

want of the knowledge of swimming, tho committee have resolved

to grant a silver medal annually to many of the leading public

schools for proficiency in the art with a view to saving life. Rules

have been drawn up for the guidance of the head-masters who
have signilied their cordial approval of the scheme. It is not con-

t. II ;
'

! I i> make the medal a personal decoration, as it is con-

i ! I i 111 would tend to depi-eciato the medals of tho society

1 . ; \ iiig life from drowning at personal risk. The rules

.si.UL :u I ii\ t L tliat a medal will be awarded to each selected school,

the competition to bo open to all the boys, subject to the approval

of the head-master, and to take place in 'the river or bathing-place

used by tho school, and to be carried out under the supervision of

tho head-master, or such umpire as he may appoint. Each boy to

have one trial under certain specified conditions. Tho medal and
its accompanying testimonial inscribed on vellum is to be awarded

to the boy who obtains the greatest number of marks in tho trials.

A Srrpo.sEi) Mkteor.— Mr. N. S. Drayton, of Jersey City, writes

as follows to the editor of tho Scientijic .'liiit'nVan ;—" On the

tho evening of the 0th, while engaged iu ' sweeping ' tho vicinity

of Ursa Minor tor double stars, my attention was drawn to a bright

object about the size of a star of the second magnitude moving

slowly from west to east. It passed within a degree of Polaris

and continued steadily on its course eastward, disappearing from

view in the neighbourhood of Capriconuis. Tn colour this object,

a meteor, doubtless, was deep red, without scintillations or train of

any kind, and its slow movement wos in marked contrast with tho

rapid flashing of tho common ' shooting star.' It was visible to

mo fully three-fourths of a minute, varying but slightly in bright-

ness during that time. In tho closeness of my attention to its

movement I neglected to note tho time of its appearance, but

judge it to have been near half-past ten. Perhaps there were

other of your readers who observed tho phenomenon, and can add

more specifically to my testimonv."—N. S. Dba\-ton—Jersey City

Heights, July 8, 1382.
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TiiF. riuRos AT AiEtANPiiiA.—In a letter to the Times Mr.
J. Kuchan Telfor. rcforriiip to the Phnrog nt Alcx!in<h-ia, con.
structed, accoriling to Weil, on the authority of Ijas, in 1472,
says the Arabian writer states that in that year u lighthouse was
Constructed by KaVtboT, near the old one. It communicated with
the city by nieau» of a dyke, and was provided with a house for
wor«lii|>, a mill, and a bakehouse, also a platform from which strange
T.-!sols conld he seen at the distance of a da/s sail, so that time
was afforvled for preparing the guna with which the tower was sup-
plied to resist their approach. The ancient lighthouse must have
been in eiisteno.' at soino period between the years 1425-1427,
because Schiltberger, who was there at that time, states that "near
the port of Alexandria there is a fine high tower, on which there
was not long ago a mirror, 4c." ; in the middle of that tower " there
is a temple." This account is confirmed by Makrizy (13G0-1 142)
who add.* that criers were seated around the mirrors to give warning
uimn the approach of an enemy. Abd AUatif (1161-1231) also tes-

tities to there being a mosque in the tower. It docs not appear by
the above evidence that the tower of to-day stands on the founda-
tions of the Pharos of Sostratns, which, however, must bo hard by,
and in all probability not difficult to determine.

MoNVMEXT TO SiE E. Landseeb.—Tbo name of Sir Edwin
I^ndscer will no longer lie commemorated in St. Paul's Cathedral
merely by the granite slab over his grave in the crypt, where liis

remains were laid to rest near those of Sir Joshua Heynolds, Sir
Thomas Lawrence, Benjamin West, Fuseli, and George Dawe, the
historical painter. A mural tablet of marble, sculptured by Mr.
Woolner. has been placed about twenty paces from the grave of
Sir Edwin, in a bay on the south side, in wliich is John Hennie's
tomb, and next to that where Sir Christopher Wren was buried.
In the uj-per part of the monument is a medallion portrait in profile,

supported, as it were, by corbels on which appear copies of the heads
of the now famous lions in Trafalgar-square. Above the medallion is

a moulding enriched with fern leaves, and over this a painter's
palette and brushes. The lower part of the monument is a bas-
relief from, perhaps, one of the best known of the ])ainter's works—'"The Shepherd's Chief Mourner"—which was doubtless chosen
as suggesting that feeling of sympathy between man and animals
which is characteristic of Sir Edwin Landseer's pictures. Beneath,
on a bracket, is the family crest, the head of an eagle holding a
key in the beak. The inscription, in small incised and gilded
letters, reads :— " Sir Edwin Landseer, U.A., son of John Landscer,
A.U.A. Bom March 7, 1802. Died October I, 1873. This monu-
ment is erected by his surviving brothers and sisters. 'He hatli

made everything beautiful in liis time.'
"

Bees at Koitii Kexsixgtox.—The eighth exhibition of bees and
their [)rodnce, liives, and bee furniture was begun on Thursday,
August 3rd, at the Koyal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington,
by the British Beekeepers' Association. The exhibition will close
on Tuesday. The wet season this j-ear has not been favourable for
the production of honey, but, owing to the exertions of the associa-
tion and the local societies, the keeping of bees by cottagers is on
the increase. Medals, certificates, and money prizes were com-
I>etcd for in 45 distinct classes grouped under the headings
of bees, hives, supers, lioney, comb-formation, cottagers' classes,

foreign and colonial classes, comestibles, miscellaneous, and
driving competion. The display of hives was very large and inte-

resting. In a tent erected in the grounds the driving competition
was held. Prizes were given to the competitors who in the neatest,
quickest, and most complete manner drove out the bees from a
straw ifkep, and [captured and exhibited the queen bee. Neither
the competitor nor the judges wore veils. The driver approaches
the liivo and blows a little brown-paper smoke into the entrance.
The bees take fright, and a remarkable instinct leads them to gorge
themselves with honey soSieicnt for two or three days' provision
as a preliminary to the exodus which they forsce. In this dull
and lieavy state the insects arc harmless. The manipulator
next turns the hive upside down and places an empty hive at
an angle of about 4.j degrees above it. Then he drums on the
lower hive, l«ating it with his hands ; the bees march into the
upper hive, leaving the honey behind them. Tliis the honey is

garnered (with the exception of the stirrup-cnps which the provi-
dent creatures have drunk) and the bees are preserved alive.
Premature swarms may also be similarly made, thus saving loss of
time in waiting for the bees to swarm in the natural way. The
imjiortant thing is to see that each swarm is provided with an
actual or pfit«ntial queen, since she alone is cap.iblc of continuing
the nice. The workers are females condemned by nature and their
early foo<l U> a conventual life. The drones are the males, created
merely that one should be selected by the queen of his or another
hive, and should perish immediately after becoming the object of
her violent affcetion. The unchosen drones ore killed or driven out
io starve wb'Ti their brief season is past.

^ir iWatlKmatiral Column.

EASY LESSONS IN TUE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.
No. Vll.

By EicnAUD A. PaocxoR.

IN our last lesson wo established the general rules for differ-

entiating composite functions, and functions of functions. Wo
now give some examples of the npiilioation of these rules. To
illustrate the first rule, take the following oases ;

—

Kcquirod the differential coellioiont of a -Ho— »' with respect to a.

The dilTerential coofliciont of n is 0; that of x is 1, that of— »' is

- 2-r. Hence
if 1/ = a ! ir— ib'

d»

Again put y=-(a + x-x')a'mx.
Then the differential coefficient of (a + x-x') is (l-2,r), and tho
first portion of tho reqiured cocflioient is therefore

(l-2ai) sinm.
Again, tho differential coefficient of sin x is cos x. llenoo tho

second ])art of tho required coefficient is

Wo add, according to our first rule, and so wo get

g=(l-2.) •(a,-

Next, to illustrate tho second rule, though wo shall prosoutly
have to go back to tho first :

—

Let ij={sin x)".

Here y is a function of sin a;. So that by second rulo we treat sin x
as if it were the quantity with respect to whicli y is to bo dif-

fcreiitiateO- We know that if y were equal to a-"', its differential

coeflioiint would bo n .r""'. Hence in this case wo have for tho

first factor of our coefficient n (sin ir)"~'. But tho rulo tells us wo
are to multijily this by tho differential coefficient of sin o), that is by
cos X. Hence we have finally

^= n(sinx)'-cosx.
dx

Take another case.

Let i/
= (a»-fa;=)t.

Here y is a function of (a' + x'). Hence by the second rulo wo
treat (o'-t-a;') as if it wero tho quantity with respect to which y in

to bo differentiated. If y were equal to rt* wo know that its dif-

We are to multiply this

-that is by 2 ir. Therefore

of the required coefficient is—r-=
irr-,-'

2 {a? + x^)i

by the differential coefficient of (a' + a^),-

we have finally

(?;/ 2X i

Yet one more case of the second rule.

We know that if i/ wero equal to - or x"' its diffi.Tcntial coefficient

would bo -x~"; or ---. Hence the first factor of tlio required

I

coefficient is We must multiply this by tho differential

(sin x)'

coefficient of sin x, that is by cos x. Thus wo get finally :

d;/ _ cos » _^ _ - _. (,n.„(.J r
dx (sin ic)'

This is one of tho results already obtained. But obsorve specially

that the differential coefficient of tho recij)rocal of any quantity may
be shown in precisely the same way to bo the reciprocal squared

multiplied by the differential coefficient of tho quantity taken

negatively. For example :

—

If y ='-J-.

dx {a' + x')' (a'-t-x'j^

And now finally (so far as the present lesson is concerned) lot us

take a case in which both of our rules arc ajjplicd, but more
directly dealt with under sub-rule C, for the caso of a function

I
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divided by a function. We will deal with it both ways, as more
effectively illustrating this part of our subject.

Let 2/ =?^
cosa-

By the first rule we get at onco the first portion of the required

coefficient. For, treating cos a: as a constant, we take the differential

coefficient of sin x, that is, cos x, and get the first portion, viz.,

^2!_^orl.
cos X

For the second part we treat sin ar as a constant, and have to

multiply it by the differential coefficient of the other factor
cos X.

By what was shown in the preceding case, this is

-_l_x-,;nrr.or?L'Lf.
cos" X cos'x

This multiplied by sin x gires for the second portion

the required differential coefficient is

nc

This would be obtained at once from' rule C, which states that
where one function is divided by another, the differential coefficieEt

is equal to

numerator's dif. coefficient _ numer. x denominator's dif. coefficient

denominator (denominator)''

or we may, as more symmetrical, put the differential coefficient of

a fraction in the form

—

dif. coef. X deuom. — denominator's dif. coef. x numer
(denominator)"

yVe have now had a good deal of rule-stating and rule-illustrating.

In our next we shall apply some of the rules to a few' problems
of maxima and minima. Probably some readers who have begun
to grow weary may be induced, when they see the value of the
rules, to master them more thoroughly than they have yet done.

dBuv C&esfs Column.
By Mephisto.

SEVENTH GAME IN THE MATCH BETWEEN MESSRS.
A. A. BOWLEY AND W. T. PIERCE, OP BRIGHTON.

GlUOCO PlAXO.

White. Black.
A. BOWLET.
' to K.5

Whits.

1. P to K-1

2. KKt to B3
3. B to B J.

4. P to QB3
5. P to Q4
G. B to K3 (r)

7. B to QKto
8. B to E4
9. P takes P

10. Kt to B3
11. B to Kt3
12. Castles
13. P takes B
14. P takes B (<?) KKt to K
15. K to Rs(| Kt to R4
IG. R to KKtsq 1' to R3

W. T. PlEECE.

Pto K 4
QKt to B3
B toB4
P to Q3 (a)

B to Kt3 (b)

B to Kt5
P to QR3
P takes P
B to R4 (ch)
P to QKt 4
Q to B3
QB takes Kt
B takes Kt

IS. P takes P
IS). B to B2

W. T. PlKBCl

P takes P
Q to B3 (f)

K to Qsq
Kt to Kt3
Kt to K4

! 20. B to Q4
21. P to KO
22. P takes P (ch)K takes P
23. B to K4 Q to K3
2 1. Q to B2 (/) P to Kt4
25. QR to Ksq QKt to B3
26. QIJtakesKt(.j')Kt takes B
27. B to B5 Q to QB3
28. R to K3 (;.) KR to Ksq
29. B to Q7 (0 R takes B
30. Q to R7 (ch) K to Bsq
31. Q to R8 (ch) K to B2
32. Q to R7 (ch)

Drawn (j).

NOTES.
(a) Inferior to 4Kt to B3.

(6) 5. P takes P is to bo preferred.

(c) G. P takes P, Q to K2 (best). (If P takes P or Kt takes P,
Black loses a Pawn.) 7. P takes P, Q takes P (ch). 8. Q to K2,
y takes Q. 9. B takes Q, P takes P, and White's game is slightly
to bo preferred.

(<i) White ought to have taken with the Queen, as the exchange
of Queens would be iu his favour, considering he has a strong centre
and two Bishops.

(e) If Q takes P, then B to Q4 with a strong attack.

(/) White's play is very good, but he now misses his chance. Ho
ought to have plaved 24. P to KB4, which would have won, i.e. :

—
24. P to KB4 24. P to QB4 (We see nothing better.)

25. B takes Kt 25. R takes Q
20. QR takes R and White will win in a few moves.

The Black Queen is threatened by B to Q5, and in reply to Q or K
moving, White will play E takes kt P, Ac.

(g) Probably played absent-minded, for B takes QKt wins a
piece.

(h) White cannot take the Knight on account of Q takes P (ch)

followed on R interposing by R to Q8 (ch), and winning the Queen.

28. R to Kt3 would also have been bad on account of 28. Kt takes

P. 29. B to K4, Kt takes R, 30. Q to Kt3 (ch) would be useless, as

the Black Queen would cover on B5.

(i) An ingenious move, which secures a draw.

(j) Black cannot depart from his position, for if he played K to

K3, then Q to Kt6 (ch) would win the Queen, i.e., K to Q4. Q to

K4(ch). KtoQ3. R to Qsq (ch), and wins. Again, if 32 K to B3,

then Q takes RP (ch), and on Kt interposing, Q takes KtP (cb).

K to B2, Q to B5 (ch), Ac.

PROBLEM No. 50.

By Alfeei) B. Palme

WHITB.

White to play and mate in four i

End Position, No. 46, by Leonard P. Recs, p. 139.

R to<J7 (ch)

Q to B7 (ch)

Kt to B6 (ch), Ac.

Problem No.

Kt toKt2
R takes P
R to K5 mate

Kt to B 1 and B mates

Kt (oh) and 3B mates.

1. K takes R
2. E or Kt interposes.

by Muzio, p. 139.

1. K to B4
2. K to Ktl

(a) 1. K to Q3

((.) 1. B takes P

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•,• Please address Chess-Editor.

Leonard P. Eces.—Thanks for Problem and Game, 'i'ou anj

right about Problem No. 45. Thanks for your offer, but the in-

debtedness is really on our side. Wo, however, accept, under the

condition that " we make thee judge," for which purpose we would
send you all solutions received.

Ffynono Club.—Colour of men is merely n matter of mutual
understanding, but for convenience of notation it is preferable for

the first player to have White.

Berrow.—Problem received with thanks.

Alfred B. Palmer.—(ianie received with thanks.

Correct solutions received of Problem No. -18 :— Herbert Jacobs,

J. A. Bower and C. H. I.vlle, J. K. Milne, Tofsir, Edward B. Norton,

Geo. H. Bonner, W. A. Lee. No. 49 :—Alfml R. Palmer, Schmenko.

J. J. Kave, John Watson. From Squire, J. K. Milne, J. G. (Dublin),

A. R. Johnson, G. Woodcock, Kit, Berrow, A. U. Cooke, E. J. J.,

Geo. H. Bonner, W. A. Lee.

W. Mead.—No, wo have not forgotten.

E. C. II.—Solution wrong.
A Reader wishes to play a game by correspondence.

SiXfEXCE each will be paid for copies of No. 3 of Knowledge.
Apjily, or addre8.H, Wyman A Sons, 74 and 5, Great Qneon-stnect,

London, W.C. Tlic publishers have on hand, for sale, a few copies

of Knowledge, Nos. 5, G, and 7. Price Bd. each.
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4^ur ©a&isft Column*
By " Five of Clcbs."

Pthe following intorpsting game, which appeared Gomo eight

V. ;ir> :i- ill the "Westminster Papers," Mr. P. U. Lewis (to

V ir readers have already been indebted for several

ommanications), played hand 1'. The play is

>: in thi) first ten rounds, the inferences plain and
• the remaining cards in plain suits could all bo

j.:;i . i I y :il'. four players. Thus A knows that 1' cannot have the

Qaeen of Spades (or he would have played it at trick 3), so that 'i

having renounced in Spades, it must lie with li. He knows that 1'

and Zmust hold each a Club— it matters not which has the winninij

Club. B knows in like manner that A holds the remaining Spade,

VZ a Club each. V knows his partner holds the remaining Club,

and that A and B hold each a Spade ; and Z knows the same about Y.

The Hands.
lUarU—,, 6, 3.

Clubs—S, 6.

Diamonds—K, 8, 4. 3.

Spades—A, K, 10, o.

K«arf5— K, 8, 5.

Clubs—Q, 10, 4.

Diamonds—A, 10. 2.

Spades—Q, Kn, 9, 3.

z
TnmpCari,

.<, B,=4
r. Z, -4

llearU—\, Kn, 4.

Clubs—K, Kn, 7, 3.

Diamonds—Q, 6, 5.

Spades—7, C, 4.

Z.

Hear(s—Q, 10, 9, 2.

Clubs—A, 0, 5, 2.

Diamonds -Kn, 9,7.
Spades—8, 2.

the trick, and card below leads next round.

REMARKS, INFERKNCES, Ac.

1 and 2. A leads from his best
and longest suit.

3. It is unfortunate for Z, with
four trumps, to have to ruff; but
of course he is wise in doing so at

the score, and indeed if the score
had been different.

4. Y does not hold the Queen.
5. As r returns the lowest Club,

he holds two more at least. Ho
cannot have played his only re-

maining Club, forZ holds probably
two more, certainly not more than
two, and h, having played the Ten,
cannot have any cards left bat the
Knave or Queen, or both ; even in
the latter case, a club would be with

and if there is one there must
be another, or Y holding two only
after first round would have re-

turned the highest. 1' notes that
li has not the nine of Clubs (see
notes on trick 11).

6. Thus as 'i docs not load the
Queen, A jilaces the Queen in B's
hand, and discards from his origin-

ally weaker suit of the two plain
suits remaining.

7. li docs rightly—at the score
—in leading from the suit from
which his partner has discarded ;

it is the best chance of giving A a
trick by raffing. A does not hold
the Queen.

8. It is clear A holds the Four,
the winning card being with Y or

9. Bhas verylittlochoicc. Lead-
ing Spade Queen would bo mani-
feiitly b!id,as A (original leader ofthe
Buit) holds the only remaining card
in it, BO that either K or Z can ruff,

thcother making a convenient dis-

card. A trump lead is not likely

to do any good, the trumps being

probably pretty equally divided,

and the game sure, unless 1' and Z
liold both Aco and Quoen, aud
make tliom separately. As the

Bcoro and play stand, it is better

tliat either 1' or Z should load

trumps than A or B,

11. From the lead of the 10, Y
knows that Z does not hold tho

King, for if ho held it ho would
have played it , unless, besides tho

Ten, ho had held another. But in

this case his trumps would boon
originally King, Queen, Ten, Two,
another, in which case (ovon after

being forced) ho could certainly

have led trumps curlier. Now tho

King being with tho enemy, who
liold the remaining Spades, Y Z
aro bound to lose if 1' takes trick

11. For then, if ho leads tho

Knavo of trumps, iho King will

take it, and a trick in Spades go to ^ B ; while if ho leads the Knavo
of Clubs, it will be ruffed (for A has already renounced, and B does
not hold the other Club), and the King of trumps will mako tho

odd trick, r takes the only course to win. Whether tho finesse

succeed or fail as a finesse (it fails, be it noticed), A 13 must loso

both the remaining tricks. This is obvious enough when tho cards
hold by the four players after tho tenth round aro i)laced on tho
table ; but how many a gumo has been lost in such a position by
taking a trick at tho wrong time.

DOUBLE DUMMY PROBLEM (Pago 104).

The second form of solution of this problem, referred to in our
last, runs thus :

—

Club, trumps.
A—C. 10, G, 5, 4 ; D. 10, 9, 8, 7, 0, 5, 4, 3, 2.

r—C. A, K ; H. Q, Kn ; D. A, Q ; S. K, Kn, 10, 9, 8, G, 5.

B-C. 9, 8, 7, 3, 2; H. 10, 9, 8, 7, G, .'>, 4, 3.

Z—C. Q, Kn; H. A, K, 2j S. A, Q, 7, 4, 3, 2 ; D. K, Kn.

NoTB.—The undorliDod card wins trick, and card below it leads next round.

A
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At the request of several of our readers, who consider

that these notes on Science and Art should be made a more
prominent feature, we propose in future to give " Science

and Art Gossip " the foremost place in our pages. We
shall be glad to receive from contributors, correspondents,

and subscribers generally, notes on matters of interest,

suitable for these columns, briefly (as well as plainly)

worded, and as exactly as possible described. We appre-

hend from past experience that a selection will have to be
made ; but trust none who may send notes will be annoyed
if want of space should prevent insertion.

The Trustees of the Gilchrist Educational Trust have
arranged for courses of " Science Lectures for the People,"

during the ensuing winter, in five towns of central Lanca-
shire, in five Scotch towns, and in Leicester, Lincoln,

Chesterfield, Doncaster, York, Reading, and Banbury. The
lecturers who will take part in them are Dr. Carpenter,

F.R.S. (the Secretary to the Trust), Professor Balfour
Stewart, F.R.S., Professor W. C. Williamson, F.R.S., Dr.
Martin Duncan, F.R.S., Rev. W. H. Dallinger, F.R..^.,

Mr. W. Lant Carpenter, B.Sc, F.C.S., Dr. Andrew Wilson,
F.R.S.E., and Mr. R. A. Proctor.

The report on the proposed grant to the French Minister
of Posts and Telegraphs of a sum of £3,600, in view of

the meeting of electricians, has been sent to the French
Senate, after having been adopted by the Chamber of

Deputies. This meeting will take place in October. One
of the reasons alleged for the delay is the necessity of

installing the magnetic instruments now in course of con-

struction for the observatory of Paris. Tlie assent of the
French Senate is stated to be beyond a doubt

Carrier Pigeoxs for Naval Service.—The Secretary

of the German Navy has resolved to employ carrier pigeons
in the coasting service, all the experiments with them
made by the Prussian Government on the coast of the

North Sea, since 1876, to establish communication with
the lightships lying off the coast having been successful.

The Syllable "- ing " in Place-Names.—Two of the
most important military roads are known as " Emming "

Street and " Watling " Street, names which they no doubt
bore not only during the Roman occupation, but probably
before. The word " street " appears to be surplu.sage, and
" Watling " a corruption of Keltic gaoidikacJi-tnnr/ {i.e.,

ea')Mch), signifying the Gaelic or Irish road, running from
south-east to north-west, as illustrated by applying the
name Watlingstreet to the Milky Way, which has a
course nearly parallel to it [This is a rather startling
statement The course of the Milky Way changes from
hour to hour, with reference to the compass-points.

—

Ed.]
" Erming " may be from the Keltic eirim-eanrj, a riding
road, one for the use of horses; and, possibly, it is the
most ancient of our commercial roads, opening a communi-
cation between the Phenician traders and the inland parts.

The forms " Watlinga " and " Erminga " are, probably,
survivals from the Roman names " Watlinga via " and
"Erminga via."—Mr. Walford's Aiiliquarian Marjazine.

.
The Royal Aquarium Winter Electric Exhibition.—We hear with great pleasure that the managers of

the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, taking advantage
of the conveniently central and accessible position of
the Aquarium, have made arrangements to hold an
exhibition, illustrating the latest applications of elec-

tricity to public and domestic requirements. It is in-

tended that the exhibits shall, as far as possible, be
subjected to practical and useful tests, with the view of

ascertaining the actual and relative valuer of the various
systems and apparatus shown. Thus a preliminary pro-

gramme has been arranged for testing the diflerent kinds
of incandescence lamps, for the best system of which a
prize of one hundred guineas will be otlered. It is pro-

posed that each exhibitor entering this competition should
be allotted a chandelier of 100 lights, the details of

arrangement being left to the respective exliibitors, while

the directors of the exhibition will retain the entire con-

trol of the various chandeliers. A record of all renewals
rendered necessary will be made, the diflerent causes of

such renewals being noted ; from time to time, photometric
measurements will be taken, and the power absorbed in

producing the light will be accurately ascertained. The
duration of lighting during the proposed term of the e.xhi-

bition will be about 800 hours, and, as it is intended to

make the necessary tests frequently, a very accurate

estimate of the relative values of different systems will be

obtained. In a similar way, information will be gained in

reference to storage batteries, and a prize of one hundred
guineas will be offered for the best system, including

batteries, adapted for a central dep6t, and small portable

wires to feed six incandescence lamps. In all, £1,000 will

be distributed in prizes, under the direction of a carefully-

selected scientific jury. We wish the enterprise the success

which it well deserves.

Fasting in Acute Rheum.^tism.—Dr. Wood, Professor

of Chemistry in tlie Medical Department of Bisliop's Col-

lege, Montreal, reports in the Canada Medical Record a

number of cases in which acute articular rheumatism was
cured by fasting, usually fi-oiii four to eight days. In no

case was it necessary to fast more than ten days. Less

positive results were obtained in castas of chronic rheu-

matism. Tlie patients were allowed to drink fnn^ly of cold

water, or lemonade in moderate quantities if tliey preferred.

No medicines were given. Dr. Wood says tliat from the

quick and almost invariably good results obtained by simple
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abstinence from food in more than forty cases in his own
practice, he is inclined to believe that rhouniatisni is, after

all, only a phase of indigestion, to be cured by giving com-

. plete and continued rest to all the viscera.

Scientific Observatories at the North Pole.—In

a recent paper, describing the oljservatories that are about

to be established in the Polar regions by the CJerraan and

other CJcvernments, Professor Neuniayer said that the

Cumberland Strait Station is notable for its position near

the niaijnetic North Pole, it being also not very far from

the centre of the magnetic forces of the earth. The diffi-

culties of this situation, consisting in the disturbances

produced by the magnetic currents, are obviated by

peculiarities in the construction of the instruments to be

employed there. He also stated that a conference of the

directors of meteorological stations is to be held at Copen-

hagen to consider the desirability of laying a telegrapli

cable from Canada through the region traversed by the

great storms of the American continent, so as to make it

possible to foretell the future weather for live or si.x days,

whereas, at present, the weather predictions of the Neiv

York Herald are of little practical value.

Cov^ERTiso A Negative ivto a Positive.—Captain

Bing, of Paris, has devised an ingenious method of making
a positive on glass from a negative, and on the same glass.

The back of the negative is covered with soluble bitumen

or asphalt and then illuminated through the negative.

After an exposure sufficient to render the light portion

insoluble, the remainder of the asphalt is dissolved off with

any of the usual solvents, leaving a positive. The silver

negative is then dissolved off with the chloride of copper

and a fixing agent, such as cyanide or hypo.

—

Scientific

A inerican.

To Keep Silver-plated Articles Uhioiit.—Frank L.

James, Ph.D., M.D., Prof. Chem. and Tox., St. Louis

ColL of Phys. and Surgeons, writes to the Scientific

American:—Articles of silver and silver-plated ware

rapidly tarnish when kept in rooms where gas is used for

illuminating purposes, and everywhere in cities like St.

Louis, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Ac, where the air is constantly

filled with sulphurous vapours. My cabinet of silver-

plated specimens, instruments, and water pitchers used to

give no end of trouble this way. This is all avoided now
by dipping the articles occasionally in a solution of hypo-

sulphite of soda. Ijarge articles, like pitchers and salvers,

should be wiped off with a rag dipped in the solution, and
dried with a soft towel. A rub with a bit of chamois

leather makes them as brilliant as new.

The American Association".—The American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science will meet at Buffalo,

N.Y., August 23.

—

Scientific American.

" L'ELECTRIciTf^;," in an article on the progress of elec-

trical science, remarks that in all the most striking of

recent advances it is improvement rather than invention

that comes to the front, and that no compromise or equivo-

cation can deny justice to the real original discoverers.
" liell does not efface lieis, in spite of the recent Chancery
suit ; Faure cannot destroy Plantc ; and Swan, Edison,

and the others cannot suppress the anterior lalwurs of

Changy."

H

WAS RAMESES II. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

Bv Amelia 13. Edwards.

A'l.—THE nVKSUOS CALENHAll AND TIIK EXODUS
ACCOUDING TO TUE CONSECUTIVE THEORY.

AVING seen how closely the relative d.ates of the

Tanis Tablets, the accession of Ahmes, the expul-

sion of the Hykshos, and the entry and Exodus of the

Hebrews can be brought into correspondence with the

synchronous theory, which merges thirty years of the reign

of Rameses IL in the reign of Seti I., we will next examine
how far the relative dates of these same events are

compatible Mith the consecutive theory, which counts the

first regnal year of Rameses IL, from tlic decease of Seti I.,

B.C.. 1105. For this purpose (it being obviously unnecessary

to go step by step over the ground a second time) a chrono-

logical table of the two schemes of reckoning will answer
every purpose, and enable us to compare the plausibility of

both hypotheses. It must be noted, however, that

certain of our dates have to bo regarded as compulsory.

Whether we do, or do not, admit the thirty synchronous

years of Seti and Rameses, the XVIIIth and XlXth
dynasties must always begin, according to Mariette, in n.c.

1703 and u.c. 1462 ; the Tablet of San must always count

400 years from some point in the reign of Nubti to some
point in the reign of Rameses II. ; and the Exodus must
always take place 430 years after the entry of Jacob and
his household into the land of Egypt.

ArPROXIMATE CnRONOLOC.Y OF THE EXODUS.
SvNcnRONous. Consecutive.

1836 Birth of Joseph 1800

1806 Joseph raised to power

1800 Era of Nubti 1800
Joseph raised to power 1V7S

1799 Sevcntli year of plenty 1769
1797 Second year of famine 1707
1790 Entry of Jacob into Egypt 17tj&

? AccessionofApapi (last Hykshos king)... ?

1727 Commencement of the National War 1727
1726 Death of Joseph

1 uno V Accession of Ahmes I., and commence- ) . i»r»o
*^*'^*. mcnt of XVIIIth Dynasty )

"^"^

1697. ..Expulsion of the Uykshos 1697

...Death of Joseph 109S

j^go
i
^"''""'"K of XlXth Dynasty, ai'^ 1462

j accession of Rameses I )

1456 ..Accession of Seti I

1-3.5 Co-royalty of Rameses II.

.1456

.... UM
(As Prince-regent only.)

I., and accession (in full) 'j j^qc

(As co-Pharaoh)

1405 {
^"^^^ °^

**""( ofKamesesII )

1400. ..Fourth centenary of Nnbti 1400

( Death of Rameses II., and
of Moneptithah

1.308

1300 Exodus of the Ilebrews

The above table, it must be understood, is drawn up
simply to show that, v)hether computed synchronously or con-

secutively, the great events of these important 500 years

of the world's history might quite po.ssibly have happened

in strict accordance with the relative spaces of time

recorded upon the ]5gyptian monuments, and in the early

books of the Bible. The difference between the two

methods of computation is a difl'erence which affects

Joseph's place in history, and leaves a margin of thirty

years for the date of the death of Rameses II. According
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to the one hypothesis, Joseph interprets Nubti's dream six

years liefore the establishment of the Hykshos Calendar
;

according to the other, he interprets the dream twenty-

four years after tlie establishment of the Calendar. By
the first reckoning, the reign of Nubti does not neces-

sarily cover a space of more than fifteen years ; by

the last, Nubti must be credited with a reign of

certainly not less than thirty-eight years, there being

just thirty-eight years between the institution of the

calendar and the end of the famine. The Bible, indeed,

implies that the same Pharaoh who had raised Joseph to

power was yet upon the throne when Jacob died seventeen

years later ; and that it was he who sent his elders and

servants, and a great company of horsemen and chariots,

to escort the mummy of his Prime Minister's father with

all honour to his place of burial in the cave of ilachpelah,

in the land of Canaan, beyond Jordan ; a sepulchre, by

the way, which has never been violated, and in which

—

held sacred alike by Jew and ^Moslem—the remains of

Jacob undoubtedly repose to this day. Again, the one

scheme supposes Joseph to have seen only the commence-

ment of the war of liberation, and to have died during the

reign of Apapi ; whereas the other scheme causes him to

outlive the whole struggle, to witness the downfall of

Apapi, and to die in the seventh year of Ahmes,
just one yeai- after the expulsion of the last remnants

of the Hykshos. Lastly, the synchronous theory brings

the Fourth Centenary of the Era of Nubti into the

thirty-fifth regnal year of Eameses II. (b.c. 1400) ;
while

the consecutive theory, adhering to the same date for that

event, brings it into the fifth regnal year of Rameses II.

The two schemes are, therefore, equally possible, and
perhaps equally probable, though neither is proven. I

give them merely for what they are worth. Of the actual

date at which these events happened we know nothing.

The particular years which I have assigned to them, first

synchronously and then consecutively, are advanced neither

theoretically nor controversially ; nor in any sense save

that of expediency. I repeat that they are assigned only

with reference to each other, and not as definite dates in

relation to the period in which we live. The whole scheme

—or rather the twofold scheme—might be shifted two or

three centuries up or down the scale of ages without affect-

ing its probability or its coherence.

I may here observe that nothing shows the loose and
uncertain state of Egyptian chronology more strikingly

than the curious diversity of opinion which exists among
the learned in regard to the date of the accession of

Rameses II. ; a king of whom it may be said that the

events of his reign are as well known to us, and as well

authenticated, as the events of the reigns of Trajan or

Titus. Tlie following table (which does not represent

all the opinions that might be quoted) differs by 72 years

in the highest and lowest estimates :

—

fMariette 1405

Rameses II. began | I.ppsias 1388
to reigrn, -{Wilkinson 1353

according to I Bnnsen 1352

l^Brngach 1333

Leatheroid.—Leatheroid is a new article made of paper.

It consists of a number of thicknesses of cotton paper

wound one upon another over a cylinder. The reniarkalilo

qualities of strength and adhesion it possesses arc derived

from a chemical bath, through which the paper is drawn
on its way to the cylinder. It is moulded wet, and retains

its form. When dry, it cuts like raw hide.

MATTHEW ARNOLD ON KNOWLEDGE.*
"XT'HEN we talk of knowing Greek and Roman anti-

\ \ quity, which is what people Lave called humanism,
we mean a knowledge which is something more than a

superficial humanism, mainly decorative. " I call all

teaching scientific," says Wolf, the critic of Homer, " which

is systematically laid out and followed up to its original

sources. For example, a knowledge of classical antiquity

is scientific when the remains of classical antiquity are

correctly studied in the original languages." There can be

no doubt that Wolf is perfectly right, that all learning is

scientific which is systematically laid out and followed up
to its original sources, and that a genuine humanism is

scientific.

When I speak of knowing Greek and Roman antiquity,

therefore, as a help to knowing ourselves and the world,

I mean more than a knowledge of so much vocabulary,

so much grammar, so many portions of authors, in the

Greek and Latin languages. I mean knowing the Greeks

and Romans, and their life and genius, and what they

were and did in the world ; what we get from them, and

what is its value. That, at least, is the ideal , and when
we talk of endeavouring to know Greek and Roman
antiquity as a help to our knowing ourselves and the

world, we mean endeavouring so to know them as to

satisfy this ideal, however much we may still fall short

of it.

The same as to knowing our own and other modern
nations, with the aim of getting to understand ourselves

and the world. To know the best that has been thought

and said by the modern nations, is to know, says Pro-

fessor Huxley, " only what modem litfratures have to

tell us ; it is the criticism of life contained in modern

literature." And yet "the distinctive character of our

times," he urges, " lies in the vast and constantly-

increasing part which is played by natural knowledge.''

And how, therefore, can a man, devoid of knowledge of

what physical science has done in the last century, enter

hopefully upon a criticism of modern life ?

Knowing the best which modern nations have thought

and said is not knowing their belles lettres merely. To
know Italian belles lettres is not to know Italy, and to know
English belles lettres is not to know England. Into know-

ing Italy and England there comes a great deal more,

Galileo and Newton amongst it The reproach of being a

superficial humanism, a tincture of belles lettres, may attach

rightly enough to some other disciplines ; but to the par-

ticular discipline recommended when I proposed knowing the

best that has been thought and said in the world, it does

not apply. In that best I certainly i iclude what in modern

times has been thought and said by t'le great observers and

knowers of nature.

Tiie great results of the scientific investigation of

nature we are agreed upon knowing, but how much of

our study are we liound to give to the processes by

which those results are reached ? The results have their

visible bearing on human life. But all the processes, too,

all the items of fact, by which these results are established,

are interesting. All knowledge is interesting to a wise man.

and the knowledge of nature is interesting to all men. It

is very interesting to know that from the albuminous

white of the egg the chick in the egg gets the materials for

its flesh, l>ones, blood, and feathers, while from the fatty

yolk of the egg it gets the heat and energy which enable it

at length to break its shell and begin the world. It is

less interesting, perhaps, but still it is interesting, to

• From an article on "Literature i

Century for tbo present month.
Science," in the }iintt(en!!i
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know that when a taper burns, the wax is converted into
carlwnic acid and water. But as we go on leArning and
knowing, the vast majority of mankind feel the need of
relating what we ha\e learnt and known to the sense
which we have in us for conduct, to the sense which we
have in us for l>cauty.

Knowledges which cannot be directly related to the
sense for beauty, to the sense for conduct, are instrument-
knowle<lges

; they lead on to other knowledge, which can.
A man who passes his life in instrument-knowledges is a
specialist They may he invaluable iis instruments to
something beyond, for those who have the gift thus to
employ tliem ; and they may be disciplines in themselves
wherein it is useful to every one to have some schooling.
Dut it is inconceivable that the generality of men should
pass all their mental life w ith Greek accents or with formal
logic My friend Professor Sylvester, who holds tran-
scendental doctrines as to the Wrtue of uiatheniaties, is far
away in America; and therefore, if in the Cambridge
Senate House one may say such a thing without profane-
noas, I will hazard the opinion that for the majority of
mankind a little of mathematics, also, goes a long way. Of
course, this is quite consistent with their being of immense
importance as an instrument to something else ; but it is

the few who have the aptitude for thus using them, not the
bulk of mankind.

The natural sciences do not stand on the same footing
with these instrument-knowledges. Experience shows us
that the generality of men will find more interest in learn-
ing that when a taper burns, the wax is converted into car-
l>onic acid and water, or in learning the explanation of the
phenomenon of dew, or in learning how the circulation of
the blood is carried on, than they find in leaniing that the
genitive plural of pais and pas docs not take the circum-
-flex on the termination. And one piece of natural
knowledge is added to another, and others to that, and at
last we come to propositions so interesting as the propo-
sition that "our ancestor was a hairy (|uadrupod, furnished
with a tail and pointed ears, probably arboreal in his
habits." Or we come to propositions of such reach and
importance as those which Professor Huxley brings us,

when he says that the notions of our forefathers about the
U-ginning and the end of the world were all wrong, and
that nature is the expression of a definite order with
which nothing interferes.

Interesting, indeed, these results of science are, impor-
tant they are, and we should all be acquainted with them.
P.ut what I now wish you to mark is, that wo are still,

when they are propounded to us and we receive them, we
are still in the .sphere of intellect and knowledge. And
for the generality of men there will bo found, I say, to
arise, when they have duly taken in the proposition that
their anc(ator was "a hairy quadruped, furnished with a
Uil and pointed ears, probably arboreal in his habits,"
there will l>e found to arise an invincible desire to relate
this proposition to the sense within them for conduct and
to the sense for beauty. But this the men of science will

not do for us, and will hardly, even, profess to do. They
will give ui other pieces of knowledge, other facts, about
other animals and their ancestors, or about plants, or
aV>out stones, or alxiut stars ; and they may finally l)ring us
to those "general conceptions of the universe which have
Wen forced upon us," says Professor Huxley, " by physical
science." But still it will lie knowledge only which they
give us ; knowledge not put for us into relation with our
sense for conduct, our sense for beauty, and touched with
emotion by b<;ing so put; not thus put for ua, and there-
fore, to the majority of mankind, after a certain while
unsatisfying, wearying.

If there is to bo separation and option between humane
letters on the one hand, and the natural sciences on the
other, the gi-eat majority of mankind, all who liave not
exceptional and overpowering aptitudes for the study of
nature, would do well, I cannot but think, to choose to be
educated in humane letters rather than in the natural
sciences. Letters will call out their being at more points,

will make them live more. And letters will not in the end
lose their leading place. If they lose it for a time, they
will get it back again. We shall bo brought back to them
by our wants and aspirations. And a poor humanist may
possess Iiis soul in patience, neither strive nor cry, admit the
energy and brilliancy of the partisans of physical science,

and their present favour with the public, to be far greater
than his own, and still have a happy faitjj that the nature
of things works silently on behalf of the studies which he
loves, and that, while we shall all have to acquaint our-

selves with the great results reached by modern science,

and to give ourselves as mucli training in its disciplines as
we can conveniently carry, yet the majority of men will

always require humane letters, and so much the more as

they have the more and the greater results of science to

relate to the need in man for conduct, and to the need in

him for beauty.

FUTURE SOURCES OF OUR FOOD
SUPPLY.

By Percy Russell.

III.—AUSTRALASIA (Continued).

aUEENSLAND i.s, to a great extent, a subtropical

region, and the strength of the leading agriculturists

of the colony is concentrated on the production of sugar

and coffee, rice, ic, and the like. Still, much good wheat
is raised, and thei'o are extensive areas—elevated plateaux

—where wheat can be grown to great advantage, as it is in

the Piinjaub. The ana of the colony is GC9,520 square
miles, but in 18.S() only 112,290 acres were under crop.

The live stock included 17'J,1.')2 horses, .3,162,7.'52 head of

cattle, and nearly 7,000,000 of sheep. The population was
220,000.

Tasmania embraces an area of 2G,215 square miles, of

which 140,788 acres were under crop, showing a higher

relative rate of agricultural ])rogress than Queensland.

The population was at the period under review 114,762,

and the live stock return was as follows :—25,267 horses,

127,187 horned cattle, and 1,783,000 sheep. It is gene-

rally agreed that Tasmania in many respects bears a very

close resemblance to England ; and this resemblance is, in

respect to its flora, very complete. I mean, of course, the

flora artificially introduced by the processes of settlements.

The abundance of fruit of all kinds produced is enormously
in excess of home wants, and vast quantities are exported

to the neighbouring colonies, and might be exported with
special advantage to England, if the necessary mercantile

machinery could be properly organised.

Passing from the continent to Now Zealand, that

Britain of the south, as it has been happily called, we find

that the total area is 67,419,107 acres, of which only

917,701 acres are under crop, 324,93.'j being devoted to

wheat. The live stock returns include 137,768 horses,

.')78,430 homed cattle, 13,069,338 sheep, over 200,000 pigs,

and more than a million of poultry. The total population

on April 3, 1881, was 489,909; it therefore follows that

in round numbers, to every individual man, woman, child,

or infant, there are in the colony more than twenty-five
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sheep ! As to vegetable products, the soil of New-
Zealand is specially well suited to all fruits or vege-

tables raised in Great Britain, while the indigenous

grasses in the interior are of a fine quality for feeding

purposes, and sustain in excellent condition the millions

of sheep which constitute much of the real wealth of

these nature-favoured regions. The famous Canterbury

plains are well known for the excellent quality and high

yield per acre of the wheats there grown ; while all around

the tortuous coast-line, reckoned at full 3,000 miles, there

abounds fish of fine quality, fit for table, and in numbers
practically tmlimited. Thus we may particularise the

hapuka, a large, cod-like fish, king-fish, sole, dory, flounder,

and very many others, to say nothing of oysters and various

Crustacea. In fact, the harvest of the sea would un-

doubtedly make a conspicuous figure in the food resources of

these islands, were it not that the harvests of the land are

so extravagantly ample as to render fish of quite secondary
account—like the fine honey of the West Australians, it is

too common to be of much commercial account
We have now rapidly sketched the food-raising capacity

of the Australasian colonies in a rough and superficial

manner, but sulficiently to demonstrate that there, indeed,

production is not only in the ascendant, but miist remain
so for many years to come, and, meanwhile, has for its

only check such mechanical difliculties as still prevent us
benefiting in our home food markets by the unlimited
superabundance of all the principal food-stuffs—to use an
expressive if uncouth phrase—that our antipodean friends
now find emphatically a burden on their hands. To em-
phasise the existing state of things let us now take the
aggregate estimate furnished by the best official sources of

production in the Austral world in relation to population
and territory. First, then, the total area of these bounteous
regions amounts to 3,103,903 square miles, with an aggre-
gate population of 1,499,258 males. The land under actual
cultivation was at the period in question 6,371,238 acres, and
the agricultural produce amounted to 36,346,9r)0 bushels of
wheat, 17,7^6,87.") bushels of oats, 3,."i06,191 of barley, and
6,33.5,239 of maize. In addition to all thi.s, there were
produced 424,1.5.5 tons of potatoes, nearly 1,000,000 tons
of hay, and 1,871,861 gallons of wine. As to the flocks

and herds belonging to this singularly favoured community,
just a million and a half strong, or, including females,

2,715,792 all told, we find the horses were 1,064,655;
cattle, 7,878,782; sheep, 65,915,765; pigs, 822,337;
making a grand total of 75,681,539. A further analysis of
these astounding returns brings out the remarkable and
suggestive fact, that while, taking the total population at
2,715,792, there were only -875 persons to the square mile,
the flocks and herds stood at 24 -38

! The revenue raised
by these peculiarly favoured colonists for the year 1879
amounted to £15,927,488, and in 1880 had increased
to .£17,069,016, while the value of the imports
amounted to .£45,060,666, and that of the exports
to £48,866,168 ! In other words, the value of the
trade per liead of the inhabitants, infants included, was
then about .£35 per annum. It is melancholy to con-
trast such a state of things with that prevailing among
ourselves at home. Australasia probably gives an example
of universally diffused real wealth, not only unknown in
any other country of the world, but historically unparal-
leled. It must be remembered, too, that this extraordinary
development of production has come about naturally
without any special concerted ed'orts on tin; part of the
colonists to sliow to the world what could bo done in
regions where the mass of the people were really en-
franchised and the true lords of the soil. It is easy to
imagine how much even this enormous productiveness of

the Austral colonies would be directly stimulated if

national systematic efforts were made here to organise

proper markets for the reception of their surplus food-

products, and if special lines of steamers were established

to bring regular supplies. At present, there are many
serious difliculties of detail in the way of this consumma-
tion, but let us trust that the time is not distant when the

British householder, aided by the practical popularisation

of mechanical and chemical science, may find his best

security against high food rates in the fact that his beef

and mutton are fed at the Antipodes, and that some of his

best bread and his choicest fniits are the products of South
Australian fields and Tasmanian or New Zealand orchards.

(To be Continued.)

WHAT WILL BE THE FORM OF THE
TRICYCLE ?

By John Browning,

Treasurer of the London Tricycle Club.

THE number of tricycles known by different names has
now reached over 300. These may be divided into

two great classes : frontrsteerers and rear-steerers—or
those machines which have the steering-wheel in front of

the rider and those in which it is behind. It is but little

known that Starley first brought out the Salvo as a hind-
wheel steerer. After a few months he changed the con-

struction to a front-steerer.

Soon after this, in the next season, the popular Meteor
form came into vogue. This was extensively copied under
various titles ; but during last season and the present
most of the makers who were making only hind-steering

machines have produced new patterns of good front-

steerers, while, as far as my knowledge extends, the
makers who were making front-steering machines have
confined their attention strictly to that type of tricycle.

This leads us evidently to infer that machines having
hind steering-wheels will become an extinct type in the
immediate future.

Against this inference stands the fact that the fastest

machine we have, the " Humber," is a rearsteerer, and
that all the novel machines which have been introduced
this season—the " Monarch," the " Arab," the " Rucker,"
and the " Sterling "—are of this construction.

Now, the " Monarch " ma} claim to be the tricycle re-

duced to its simplest possible form, having no more bear-

ings than a bicycle. It is a true double-driver, both
driving-wheels doing equal work. It can be made exceed-
ingly light, and it is an admirable hill-climber, possibly the
best known.
The " Rucker " is the first rearsteerer produced with

the pedals in the right place, tliat is, under the rider, and
behind the centres of the driving-wheels. It is a true
double driver, and it has the best steering-gear of any
machine made.

The Stirling, as well as its great novelt}- of driving the
pedals backwards to urge the machine forward, by which
friction is avoided and power in leverage from the dirce-

tion in working is gained, has the seat suspended by straps

from a frame, which is attached to the machine by strong
helical springs. The same frame also carries the handles.

With this machine, bad macadam—that terror of the tri-

cyclist—may be ridden over and scarcely felt.

M'ith machines, then, of the hind-wheel steering type,
possessing such important advantages, it may well be afiked
—why are front-steerera gaining ground almost exclu-
sively 1 There is a tolerably general belief that tricycles
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with hind steering wheels are unsjifo when ridinc; down
hill. It seems to me that tlie makers ha%-e themselves to

thank for this belief ; they mostly make the hind steering-

wlieel too small, and they always, for the sake of appear-

ance, put the steering-wheel too close to the rider. This is

in every way prejudicial to the working of the machine.
Hy making the steering wheel larger a better contact is

obtaine<l and more hold is taken of the ground.

This point has been admirably carried out in tlie well-

known '• Facile " bicycle. Again, by making the backbone
which carries the hind steering-wheel about nine or ten

inches longer, the wheel would keep down better on the

ground when running down hill ; it would also pass more
easily over obstructions on a rough road, and it would
ooiumunicate much less vibration to the rider, because

when rising itself it would, being farther from him, raise

him through a smaller height The longer the backbone is

the better the machine will carry luggage, and it should be

mentio«ed in this connection that, when laden with luggage

for touring, a hind-wheel steering tricycle is made steadier

and sifer, and steers better, while the very reverse obtains

with the front-wheel steering machines.

This season I have been riding only rear-steerers, with
great pleasure and benefit myself, and I cannot help thiuk-

in:j that if manufacturers will make the two small, yet

all important, alterations in them I have indicated, that

the-y have a great future before them. It may be that

they will require a little more time and attention to learn

to ride them well tlian front-wheel steering machines, yet

that will not be begrudged by those who wish to become
experts, if they know that an advantage is to be gained
thereby.

Hind wheel steering machines are the most gi-aceful in

.ippearance, ha\-ing nothing of the Bath-chair about them,
and they are by far the easiest to mount and dismount
from. They can be made lighter than front-steering

machines, and lend themselves more readily to novel varia-

tions in construction. Every front-steering tricycle re-

sembles strongly the first front-steerer introduced, the
Salvo, whilst no such similarity exists among rear-steerers.

It may be that from being more readily ridden without
any science, and from its being a stronger machine and
more proof against ill-usage, that the greater number of

the cheaper class of tricycles will be frontrwheel steerers
;

but, as the desire will increase to catch up with their more
nimble-footed brethren, the bicycles, while preserving as

far as pos.siljIe their own advantages, I think it most
probable that the hind-wheel steering machines will be
the high-class tricycles of the future.

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.
Bv A. Brotueks, F.R.A.S.

THE portrait of a friend taken by one's self, even if less

perfect than one done in the carefully-arranged light
of the professional photographer's room, is certain to
powjcss more interest from the fact of its being our own
work

; and the amateur will have no difficulty in finding
material on which to exercise his skill.

The desire to take portraits we may say is almost
'uiiversal with the beginner in photography; and we pro-
]>ov now to show how lie may obtain the best results.
Something more than a map of the face is required, and it

is not sufficient to place the sitter in the open air and with-
out further preparation " take " the picture. The sitter

should never be placed in full sunlight. Preferably the

light should come from the north, and it should be arranged
that one side of the face should be in shade. The outline

of the nose should be seen against the check. The proper
etlect may be assisted by placing a screen on the shade side,

and too niucli light from the top may be avoided by holding

a screen covered with some light material over the head,

ar.d by careful arrangement of the two screens the best

eflect may bo easily seen. Assistance may bo required to

unc.ip the lens, but if the screen be provided with a long

handle, the operator may do without an assistant

A word or two about Jucnssin;/ may be useful here.

With portrait lenses all parts of tlio subject cannot be in

perfect focus, therefore we must take an average, and this

is best obtiiined by seeing that tlio eye nearest the lens is

perfectly sharp, and the rest of the subject will be in fair

average focus. The hands often give some difficulty. See

that the sitter does not sit directly facing the camera, and
that the hands ar(> not too far forward. Let the figure be

turned jartly to the side if the hands are to be included,

and see also that they arc suitably "posed." The hands form

an important part in a well-arranged portrait A vignette

presents few difficulties.

The background is an important matter. Foliage some-

times may be utilized, but if only a vignette be required, a

large sheet of brown paper ii.\ed at a suitable distance may
be sufficieiit The tone or colour of the background should

be selected to suit the eflect desired. Backgrounds painted

on both sides in different colours can be purchased, and are

very suitable. Sometimes a porch or conservatory may be

utilized. Of course, with the quick gelatine plates, no head-

rest will 1)0 required. Neither is it necessary to use a

portrait lens, as in a good light a landscape lens will give

very good results, although if the amateur possess the

portrait lens he would use it for vignettes. The landscape lens

should be preferred if foliage or otlicr surrounding objects

are to be introduced, owing to tlio greater depth of focus

which such lenses give.

E.xcellent portraits may sometimes be obtained in an

ordinary room, careful attention being given to lighting the

subject The sitter should not be too near the window,

anci the dark side of the face can bo relieved by means of a

reflector, which may be a sheet of white paper held at a

suitable distance.

Before proceeding to print a portrait, the negative should

be carefully examined, and all defects should be removed

by means of lead-pencil or with some suitable pigment in

water-colour, the object being to stop out the defects to the

depth of the surrounding parts. Considerable skill is

retjuircd to " retouch " a negative. There can be no doubt

that a " retouched " portrait may be made smoother and
prettier than an untouched print. Whether such re-

touching is legitimate may 1)6 a matter of question, but as

the practice is now universal, an untouched portrait when
placed beside one " improved " is apt to be compared un-

favourably ; therefore, if the amat(mr desire his work to be

placed side by side with retouched portraits, ho must work
upon his negatives to produce the fashionable eflect The
retouching is efTected by working on the negative with lead-

pencil cut to a very fine point and then rubbed on fine

sand or emery paper. The negative must bo rested on a

suitable stand, with a strong light reflected through it

Obvious defects must first b(! removed, and then the skill

of the retoucher must be exercised to produce the desired

smootliness. Thi^ is done l)y carefully filling in the trans-

parent places ; and if increased high liglitsare required, the

lead pencil is applied to darken the parts. Our advice is

to do as little as possible beyond removing real defects ; a

perfect photograph ought riot to require the assistance of

«
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the artist, and it should be the aim of the photographer to

produce good photography.

Retouching on the negative should not be attempted

until the varnish is quite hard. Pencils of diflerent

degrees of hardness will be needed, HHH, HH, HB, and
B are all useful, and they should be of the best quality of

lead.

Vignettes require careful attention in printing. A piece

of cardboard should have an aperture cut roughly to the

shape of the portrait required, but somewhat smaller. This

cardboard shape should be placed about a quarter of an
inch from the negative, outside the printing-frame. A
piece of tissue-paper pasted over the aperture will soften

the light and produce the vignette effect.

It might be supposed that the expansion of paper by
moisture would be equal in all directions. Experience
shows that this is not the case. It will sometimes be found
after the prints are mounted that some are larger than
others. This, of course, in a portrait, is a serious defect,

as it makes the face too long or too broad, as the case may
be. The prints ha^-ing all been cut to the same size,

it is easily seen when they are mounted if the paper in use
produces the defect; and should such be the case, the
prints must be allowed to become dry before mounting,
and then, if the starch be applied quickly, the paper has not
time to fully expand before it is attached to the mount.
The defect referred to should be looked for, as unless the
prints are compared with each other, it may escape notice,

and the portrait would possibly be found to be defective in
some way, and the true cause not be suspected.

sKfbirtos.

GUIDE TO SOUTHAMPTOX.*
This is a useful and cheap little guide to Southampton,

written expressly for the %-isit of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science (the particulars of

which are given below). It contains an interesting

sketch of the ancient history of Southampton ; an
account of the streets and public buildincjs, parks,

quays, chapels, and so forth ; a sketch of the shipping
companies connected with the port ; and a sufficient

description of excursions, drives, and walks in the neigh-

bourhood.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

THE .arrangements for the fifty-second annual meeting of this

association, which is about to be held at Southampton, ex-
tending from Wednesday, the 23rd inst., to Thursday, the 31st, arc
now completed, and an elaborate official programme has been
issued. The first general meeting will bo held on Wednesday
evening at the Victoria Skating Rinlc, when Sir John Lubbock will

resign the chair to Dr. C. W. Siemens, and the president-elect will

give his inaugural address. On Thursday evening there will bo a
soiree in the Hartley Institution at the invitation of the Local
Executive Committee ; on Friday evening a " Discourse on the
Tides," by Sir William Thomsonj M.A., in the Skating Kink ; on
Monday evening a discourse on " Pelagic Life," by Mr. H. N.
Moseley, M.A., at the Skating Rink ; on Tuesday evening a soiree

at the Hartley Institution on the invitation of the Mayor and Cor-
poration; and on Wednesday afternoon the concluding general
meeting at the Skating Kink. The several sections will meet daily
at 11 o'clock in the morning from Thursday to Tuesday, both
inclusive, in various public buildings. The gcnornl committee
will meet on the 23rd for the election of the President and
sectional officers

; on the 28th, to appoint officers for 1883

• " Guide to Southampton and Xeighbourhoo<l." By Thos. W.
Shore, F.G.S., F.C.S. Published by Gutch & Cox, Southampton.
Price Eightponco.

and the place of meeting in 1884 ; and on the 30th, when
the report of the committee of recommendations will be
received. On Saturday afternoon, the 26th, there will be
five half-day excursions to various places of interest in the neigh-
bourhood, including one to Broadlands and Komsey, where Lord
Mount-Temple will entertain the visitors, and another to Xctley
Abbey and Hospital, where a garden-party is to be given by the

Surgeon-General and officers of the Army Medical Department. On
Thursday, the 31st, four whole-day excursions are arranged, some
on water, and some on land. The Bishop of Truro will preach a
sermon at St. Mary's Church on the morning of Sunday, the 27th,

when the members and associates, with the Mayor and Corporation,

will attend the service, and on the same morning the Kev. C.

Pritchard, Savilian Professor of -Astronomy at Oxford University,

mil preach at All Saints' Church. Canon Basil and Mrs. Wilber-

force give a garden-party in the deanery grounds on Monday, the
2Sth, and on the evening of the same day the Provincial Grand
Master of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight will offer a Masonic
welcome to visiting brethren. The Queen has assented to an appli-

cation for the members of the association to visit Osborne after her
departure for Scotland, which will probably be about the 25th inst.

Various other arrangements of a minor character have been made
to give a proper reception to the Association during its visit. Out-
side the immediate engagements of the Association, a lecture to the

operative classes is to be given in the Skating Rink on Saturday
evening by Mr. John Evans, D.C.L., on " Unwritten History, and
how to read it," the chair being taken by Dr. Siemens, the new
president.

A LUMINOUS SHARK
By C. F. Ugldee.

AMONG the later outgrowths of scientific investigation we find

the theory of abysmal light, intended to explain the presence
of eyes in many of the deep sea forms, their existence supposed to

be conditional upon the presence of light in the greater depths of

the ocean. The Ascidians and Alcyonarians are well known as
wondrous b'ght givers. The form of the former we are most
familiar with is the oval ball that seems growing upon a stem, and
waves to and fro with the tide like a veritable plant ; it is, how-
ever, a highly organised animal. Some of the Ascidians are free

swimmers, and live in colonies ; such is the Pyrosoma, one of the
most remarkable of all phosphorescent creatures, as well as one of

the largest. In appearance they resemble an elongated empty
barrel, about 5 ft. long as a maximum, with one end closed, the
other open, a proWsion that insures movement in a given direction.

The means of propulsion seems incomprehensible, but it is easily

explained, however, upon an examination of the animal. Each
individual in the colony draws in water from the outside and ejects

it into the interior, where it finds a common outlet at the open end,

the ciurent rushing out forcing the aggregation of Ascidians along
in the direction it happens to take. The surface is completely
covered with curious filaments that appear to wave to and fro.

Such is the general appearance of the creature in the daytime, but
in the night or abysmal depths of the ocean it presents an entirely

different sight, gleaming and glowing with a wondrous golden light,

that penetrates the water for twenty or thirty feet around it, and
resembling more than anything else a cylinder at white heat, vi-

brating waves seeming to pass over it in quick succession, pro-

ducing many different tints of yellow and gold. As may bo surmised,

at a distance of one hundred feet or more they resemble
worms three or four feet in diameter, of wavy, nebulous

matter, the centre burning brightly. The appearance of num-
bers of these wondrous creatures in the water is an ex-

traordinary sight, and looking down into the depths we seem
to be looking into space. Every break of the water is the

signal for myriads of beautiful creatures to spring into life, as it

were, the sea fairly igniting tho minute granules in the depths
l)elow sparkling and scintillating in the reflection. Great constella-

tions seem revolving in erratic courses, now rising and falling,

meeting each other, the lights intermingling, while smaller phospho-

rescent jelly fishes, like stars of lesser magnitude, revolve about

them, completing the curious scene. The light given out by the

Pyrosoma is not confine<l to tho water, but is letlectcd above it,

covering everything with a pale, ghostly light. The snils of vessels

are lighted up by it, and cast dark shadows al)out, while within four

or five feet vf tho animal a newBpa|>cr can be read with perfect

ease.

But the most curious light-giving forms discovered are the fishes.

Among the bony fishes of grvat depths, the families Scopolids,

Stcnioptychids, and Stomiatids have long nttmcted attention, on
account of the rows of bright spots that ocotir upon their sides,

now found to bo luminous. These arc found pspocially upon the

fishes ChauUodv$ Sloani, St'>miai boa, Scoptlut liumMdii, Ac. In
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the IcXthyococcus ornatus and Si-oyn'.us Ranntiquii they aro spe-

cially abundant. In one ppooics of the former a largo luminous

spot occurs up>in the fn'iit of the houd.

The distinguished naturalist of the ChalUn<)er expedition, Willo-

moes-Suhm, now deceased, saw Scopelius phosphorescent in tho

night, of which he says :
" One of them hung in tho net like a

shining star as it came out of the darkness. Possibly the scat of

the light is in the peculiar side organs, and it may bo that Uiis

phosphorescence is the only source of light in tho great depths of

the 8«^a."

The thought that in the dark abysses of the deep sea every

animal carries its lantern, as themiuercarries his lamp on hisheail,

i« a very fascinating one ; and, indeoii, Uerr Willemocs-Suhm

observi-d several other fishes that were provided on tho smooth

head and on the head-beard with a " remarkably largo sense organ."

Valenciennes has also remarked of the g<nms Hemirainphus that it

bears a strongly glittering phosphorescent pustule on the tip of its

LtJUINOrs SHARK
(Squalui futyens).

FISH WITH I'HOSPMOBESCKNT SPOTS

{Ichlhyococcus ornattu).

" When tho larger specimen, taken nt night, was removed into a
dark apartment, it afforded a very extraordinary spectacle. Tho
entire inferior surface of the body and head omitted a vivid and
greenish phosphorescent gleam, imparting to the creature, by its

own light, a truly ghastly and terrific appearance. Tho luminous

effect was constant, and not prceptibly increased by agitation or

friction. I thought at one time it shone brighter when tho fish

struggled, but I was not satisfied that such was the fact. When
the shark expired (which was not until it had been out of the water

more than three hours) tho luminous appearance faded entirely from

tho abdomen, and more gradually from other parts, lingering tho

longest around the jaws and on the fins.

" The only part of the under surface of the animal which was
free from luminosity was the black collar around the throat j and
while the inferior surface of tho jiectoral, anal, and caudal fins shone

with splendour, tho suiwrior surface (including the upper lobe of

the tail fin) was in darkness, as also were the dori-al fins, back, and

summit of the head.
"

1 am inclined to believe that the luminous power of this shark

resides in a peculiar secretion from the skin. It was my first im-

pression that tlio fish had accidentally contracted somo phosphores-

cent matter from the sea, or from tho net in which it was captured,

but the most rigid investigation did not confirm this suspicion, while

the uniformity with which the luminous gleam occupied certain

portions of the body and fins, its perfornmnco during life, an*
decline and cessation upon the approach and occurrence of death,

did not leave a doubt in my mind that it was a vital principle essen-

tial to the economy of the "animal. The smallncss of tho fins would

ap])car to denote that this fish is not active in swimming ;
and, since

it is highly predaceous, and evidently of nocturnal habits, wo may
perhaps indulge in tho hypothesis that the phosphorescent power it

possesses is of use to attract its prey, upon the same principle as

the Polynesian Islanders and others employ torches in night

fishing."— Scicn(t/ic American.

N

Among the fishes discovered by the Challenger expedition was tho .

Echiotoma microdon, a dark fish from two miles beneath tho surface.

Helow its eyes were two luminous B|>ots; a narrow elongated one
|

above the maxillary, and a small, short organ nearer the eye.
j

Another species, the ilieripnun, had long fringed barbels ; lumi- i

nous spoti above the maxillary, small and round. This was found '

•m the .\niitnilian coast in 2,150 fathoms.
,

.\ momatoid fish, Uathyophig, found over three miles below the

•urface, had long barbels ; small luminous organs above the middle

of the upper jaw, and a number of others along each side of the

aljdomcn ; also on the tail and outer ventral rays.

In the Ipnops tho Ijody was long, covered with cylindrical scales,

and devoid of luminous organs. ITic head was depressed, long, and
djiatulate, its entire upper surface occupied by a remarkable

!

phosphorescent orfjan that was longitudinally divided into two
symmetrical halves.

]

The most remarkable light-giving fish, however, is a shark, a

species of HcymnvM, and allied to our morse of the southern coast,

discovered by Dr. Bennett in Australian waters. The light in this i

casQ was tmivcnal. Id relation to bis find, Dr. Bennett gays :— I

THE CHARMS OF SWORDFISHING.
()W that whaling has to so largo an extent ceased to bo the-

important industry it once was, the most exciting sport which

the hardy fishermen of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard find loft

to them" is tho catching of swordfish. Tho name of this fish

describes its most peculiar feature, the pospcssion of a long and

sharp sword attached to tho snout, and, although it cuts but a

small figure beside the whale in point of size, it does not yield to

the more ponderous deni<.en of tho deep in the reckless daring

with which it fights for life when attacked. A schooner dcsignefl-

for the copture of swordfish is provided with a " pulpit,"

uhich is the name given to a littlo jilatform built on tho

. xiremo point of the bowsprit, about three and one-half feet

ill height, and having a semi-circular iron strap, supported by

blanchions. When a fish is sighted by tho look-out, who stands

on a sort of platform affixed to tho head of tho foremast,

the vessel is brought as near as possible, nnd then the captain takes

his place on tho " pulpit," armed with a harpoon. The barb of the

harpoon, which is about six inches in length, is backed with an iron

]iocket in which the iron shank rests, and the shank is attached to

the vessel by a short line, by which it is freed from the fish when ho

is struck. In order to secure a great swordfish the barb must bo

driven right tlirongh him. Then when the shank comes out and tho

lino is pulled taut, the barb " toggles on," as the fishermen call it—

that is to say, it catches on tho other side, and no effort of the

victim will free him from tho line. When the fish feels the sharp

iron penetrating his Hcsh, ho usually springs half out of tho sea,

then plunges back into tho depths and makes off so fast that water

has to be poured over the line attached to the harpoon as it runs out

from the boat to prevent its catching fire. When tho fish finally comes

to a standstill, tho men begin to draw in the line. Sometimes al will go

well until the monster is brought along*.iile, while again tho fish, after

being drawn well in, will dash off afresh with such speed that the

men hauling tho line will bo shot over the side into the sea. hven

when he has finally been dragged near tho vessel, tlio fish may

suddenly summon all his energy and rush upon tho craft with a

violence which will shako it from stem to stern, and if ho succeeda

in hitting it with his sword, may drive a hole through which the-

water will pour in. Gradually, however, his Mreiigth is exhausted

with tho constant loss of blood, nnd at last he is hauled alongside,

when two iron " landers," resembling boat-hooks, and having curve*

steel hooks at tho extremities, are handed over the side and thrust

into his gills. By the use of these his great head is held, while »

stalwart sailor climbs down over tho side with the " thumper,

'

a weapon between a tomahawk ond a sledge-lmmnier, and

gives him a scries of ponderous blows between tho eyes,

despite his struggles. Then a great hook is got over bia
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, AUG. 13.

ScxDAY, Arc. 6Tn. Moxdat, Ave. Ttii. Tuesday, Aug. Stii. Wednesday, Aug. 9th.

Thcksday, Aug. IOtii. Friday, Aug. 11th. Saturday, Aug. 12th. Sunday, Aug. 13tu.

In the above charts the dotted lines are " isobars," or lines of equal barometrical prcBSore, the valneB which they indicate being
given in fignres at the end, thus—30-4. The shade temperature is given in figures for several places on the coast, and the weather is

recorded in words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by the number of barbs and feathers, thus :— ^
,

light ; ^, fresh or strong; y t , a gale ; » > , a violent gale ;
signifies calm. The state of the sea ia noted in capital

letters. The • denotes the various stations. The hour for which each chart is drawn is 6 p.m.

wide, extending, crescent-shaped tail, the throat halyards are
brought into rojnisition, and he is hoisted aboard, although he may
yet make one or two desperate flaps before he dies. When several
li«h are sighted at once, a crew will not wait for the death of one
before attacking another, but buoy him by means of a water-tight
barrel, having a ring attached to two lines wound tightly around
it. This is Ix-nt into the line as it is run out by the fish, and then
the barrel is thrown overboard. The fish is always puzzled to make
out what this means, but all his straggles to escape from it prove
fruitless, and at last the barrel floats calmly upon the water, point-
ing oat to the fishermen where their victim lies. A good-sized
swordfish is 15 ft. in length, and weighs about 7001b. Fine, juicy
teaks arc secured from it, which command a good price in the
market, and a schofmer which has good fortune off the Nantucket
coast can carry to Boston a load which will well repay the crew.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
THE Registrar-General's weekly rctnm shows that the annual

rate of mortality last week in 28 of the largest English towns
avfragM 201 per 1,000 of their aggregate population, which is

CBtimate<] at 8,469,571 persons in the middle of this year. The six

healthiest places were Derby, Halifax, Brighton, Bristol, Cardiff,
and PlymoDtb. In London 2,540 births and 1,370 deaths wore

registered. Allowing for increase of population, the births exceeded
by eight, whereas the deaths were no fewer than 353 below, the
average numbers in the corrcsi)onding week of the last ten years.

The annual death-rate from all causes, which had been equal

to 17 7 and 18'8 per 1,000 in the two preceding weeks de-

clined again last week to 184. During the first five weeks
of the current quarter the death-rate averaged only 181 per

1,000, against 213 and 247 in the corresponding periods of 1880
and 1881. The 1,370 deaths included 1 from small-pox, 33 from
measles, 38 from scarlet fever, 15 from diphtheria, 57 from whoop-
ing cough, 1 from typhus fever, 13 from enteric fever, 118 from
diarrhoea and dysentery, and C from simple cholera ; thus, 282
deaths were referred to these diseases, being no fewer than 235
below the corrected average number in the corrf«|)onding week of

the last ten years. Different forms of violence caused 47 deaths ;

30 were the result of negligence or .icridcnt, among which were 17

from fractures and contusions, 3 from burns and scalds, 13 from
drowning, and 4 of infants under one year of age from suffocation.

The 17 deaths from fractures and contusions were thus caused :

—

Male, iiged 15 years, and female, 5, run over by van; males, 58

and 72, run over by cart ; male, 34, crushed by van ; male, 21,

cmshcd under horse; male, 61, run over on Great Eastern Kail-

way ; male, 20, run over on Midland Railway ; male, 48, run over on
railway at Gunnersbury ; female, 52, fell down stairs (intoxicated) ;
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male, 2, fell from chair ; male, 41, by fall in passage ; male, 10, fell

from scaffold ; males, 2 and 4, by fall ; male, 14, injured by
machinery ; and male, 4, by blow. An inquest was held in each of

these seventeen cases. Seren cases of soicide were registered. In

Greater London 3,288 births and 1,671 deaths were registered,

equal to annual rates of 35-1 and 178 per 1,000 of the population.

In the Outer Eing twenty-one deaths were referred to diarrhoea,

including ten in the district of West Ham. Four fatal cases of

diphtheria occurred in Harrow sub-district.—Times.
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" In knowledge, thst man only is to be cont

state of transition JTor is there J

than fiiity of opinion."—Jaratfu^.
** Show me a man who makes no mistakes, and I will show you a man who has

done nothing."

—

Liebig.

STIMULANTS AND WORK.
[514]—I have just read your quotation from the Abbe Moigno

(page 142) and yonr own comments thereon. 1 have tried experi-

ments very similar to those you describe, with exactly the same
results; in fact, so far as intellectual work is concerned, I might
describe my own experience by direct plagiarism of your words.

Besides these, I have tried other experiments which may be
interesting to those who, mthout any partizan fanaticism, are

seeking for practical guidance on this subject.

As many of yonr readers may know, I have been (when of

smaller girth) an energetic pedestrian, have walked over a large

part of England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, crossed France
twice on foot, done Switzerland and the Tyrol pretty exhaustively

;

in one walk from Paris taking in on the way the popular lions of

the Alps, and then proceeding, vin, Milan and Genoa, to Florence,

Rome, Naples, and Calabria, then from Messina to Syracuse, and
on to the East. All this, excepting the East, on foot. At another
time from Venice to Milan, besides a multitude of minor tours, and
my well-known walk through Norway.

In the course of these, my usual average rate, when in fair

training, was 200 miles per week. The alcohol experiments con-

sisted in doing a fortnight at this rate on water, scnipulously
abstaining from any alcoholic drink whatever, and then a fortnight

using the beverages of the country in ordinary moderate quantity. I

have thus used British ales and porter. Bavarian beer, French wines,

Italian wines, Hungarian wine in the Tyrol, Christiania iJl, Ac,
according to circumstances, and the result has been the same, or

with very little variation. With the stimulant I have, of course,

obtained a temporarj' exhiliration that was pleasant enough while
it lasted, but after the first week 1 found myself dragging through
the last few miles, and quite able to appreciate the comnton habit

of halting at Broadside "pub" or wine-shop, for a drink on the

way. No such inclination came u|)on me when my only beverage
was water, or water plus a cup of coffee for breakfast only (no

afternoon tea). Then I came in fresh, usually finishing at the best

pace of the day, enjoying the brisk exercise in coo! evening air.

Physical work of this kind admits of accurate measurement, and
I was careful to equalise the average of these experimental com-
parative fortnights.
The result is a firm conviction that the only beverage for obtain-

ing the maximum work out of any piece of human machinery is

water, as pure as possible j that all other beverages (including even
tea ami coffee) ginger-beer, and all such concoctions as the so-called
" temperance drinks," are prejudicial to anybody not under medical
treatment. To a sound-bodied man there is no danger in drinking
any quantity of cold water in the hottest weather, provided t( is

s%BaUov:ed tlovoly. I hare drunk as much as a dozen quarts in the

course of a stiff mountain climb when perspiring profusely, and
never suffered the slightest inconvenience, but, on the contrary,

have found that the perspiration promoted by frequent and copioaa
libations at the mountain streams enabled me to vigorously enjoy
the roasting heat of sun-rays striking so freely and fiercely as they
do through the thin air on the southward slopes of a high
mountain.

I am not a teetotaler, and enjoy a glass of light wine, bnt always
take it as I sucked lollypops when a child, not because " it is good
for my complaint," or any such humbug, bnt simply because 1 am
so low in the scale of creation, as imperfect, as far from angelic, as

to be capable of occasionally enjoying a certain amount of purely

sensual indulgence, and of doing so from nothing higher than purely
sensual motives.

If all would admit this, and freely confess that their drinking or
smoking, however moderate, is simply a folly or a ^-ice,* they would
be far less liable to go to excess than when they befool themselves
by inventing excuses that cover their weaknesses with a flimsy

disguise of medicinal necessity, or other pretended advantage. In
all such cases the physical mischief of the alcohol is supplemented
by the moral corruption of habitual hypocrisy.

w! Mattieu Williams.

* [All the rest of Mr. Williams's letter is so very sensible and so

very much to the point, that I must confess I read with extreme
surprise a sentence which implies what I cannot but regard a3

utterly wrong, and worse than wrong. My esteemed friend in his

extreme love of honesty and plain speaking, wants those who do as
he does, to push honesty to a point which is, I take it, uncommonly
near humbug and hypocrisy. In the first place all need not admit
even that their taking daily a little wine or spirit, or ale, or cyder,

is a mere indulgence, for it is certain there are tens of thousands
who honestly believe the moderate use of alcoholic stimulants to be
essential to their health, and there are thousands who have proved
this by carefully watched experiment. But if we set these

on one side and consider only those who take an occasional

glass or smoke an occasional cigar, because they like it, be-

cause it gives them a certain amount of pleasure, doing them
so far as they can judge no harm whatever, why should

these, of whom I confess I am one, admit and freely confess

that their drinking, however moderate, is simply a folly or a rice ?

Where does the folly or the vice come in ? It seems to me uncom-
monly sensible to take any ])leasure which hurts no one, including

one's self. I am in the habit of regarding a man who denounces
his fellows for taking innocent pleasures, and calls those pleasures

follies or rices, as a mischievous hypocrite,—generally as a man
who strives to hide real wickedness, by which I mean wrong-doing
to others, or selfish disregard for their interests, by protended zeal

about trifles, which are not even triflingly wrong, but perfectly

innocent. The man who warns one whom ho knows to be weak
from the social glass I respect ; the man who tells another whom
he knows to have a good average amount of common sense and
strength that he is a fool or vicious if he takes a social glass, I

assume at once to be a humbug and a hypocrite, for in no other

way can his action be explained : and experience shows the interpre-

tation to be systematically correct. What, then, should wo think

of a man who says as much of himself ? But, apart from this, the

general principle that pleasures are follies or rices merely because

they are pleasures of the senses only, is an outrage on common
sense. Life is full of pains and sorrows, cares, anxieties, and occa-

sions for self-sacrifice ; it also affords opportunities for many
pleasures of all classes—emotional, sensorial, intellectual ; not to

take these when one may without injury or loss to others or one's

self, is the only folly I see in connection with them, to whatever

class they may belong. To imagine there is wisdom in rejecting

them—unless it be for the sake of others—is utter folly; to imagine

that a Being of infinite wisdom, who so made us that we cannot live

our lives without sorrow and suffering, tnkcs pleasure in seeing His

creatures reject such innocent picasnres as lie in their way, seems

to me much nearer blasphemy than much that goes by that name.

—En.]

THE LIBRATION OF SENSATION.

[515]—In my little book, "The Revised Theory of Light," I

showed that tho received explanation of the phenomena of the

octilar spectra is full of discrepancies, and inadequate. And in that

work and previous lectures I ventured to substitute my hypothesis

of tho Libration of Sensation, by which title I seek to express that

tendency of the nervous system to oscillate from one extreme to an
opposite condition, in the ratio in which the initial sensation was a
departure from the nervous system's normal state. This law of

libration or reaction might bo shown to hold thn.nghont the whole

human constitution. A point of contact is thus established between

the organisations of the macrocosm and microcosm. They are
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linked by the f^rMt law of compensation, by the law of the equitable

ilistribation of force, wliirh may be thus stated, vir., that whatever
aberration'takes place in exeesa of a mean state must bo rectified

by un oqoal [?J and opposite one in defect, and vice i'«rsii, or wcll-

beinp would be imperilled.

The fact that the sentient eye is the only " ooloor-bo!c," and
that ittemal to it there are but mechanical vibrations of different

periodicities, is not sufficiently present to men's minds to prevent
them from reasoning as if colour were a property of the vibrations

themselves. This has been the case with resjwct to the explanation
of the ocular t^iectra ; the phenomena have been regarded as external

effects, instead of internal, and due to the reactions of the nervous
system ; they are sequent sensations which may be |)erceived,

thouph the eye be closed against all external vibratory action. An
initial sensation of a black s(K>t in a white field is succeeded by one
of a white spot in a black field. A sensation of a dark colour in a
white field, by its light complementary sensation in a dark field, and

We find, then, that the changes in the sense of colour which are
produced by the cooling of beads, and which were alluded to by
a correspondent in a recent number of Knowledge, also occur in the
retina by the reactions which take place after an initial sensation.

The complementary spectra arc entirely subjective phenomena.
After a very strong initial sensation of hght, the sequent spectra
endure for a sufficient length of time to enable anyone to experi-

ment with them. For instance, after being dozed by the sun, any
sequent spectrum, say dark green in a light Cold, will appear light

red in a dark field, and become dark green again in a light field,

—

here, then, are instances of the vibratory reactions within the
r\ uu; system producing different sensations of colour.

W. Cave Thomas.

HERNIA AND TRICYCLING.
olO]—Dr. B. W. Richardson is altogether mistaken about this.

I am fis years of age, and have had hernia on both sides for 30 years.

When 04 1 commenced to ride a tricycle, riding doily three miles to

business and three miles back, without the slightest inconvenience.
I ought to say that I wear a Cole's double truss. This time of the
year I enjoy three or four games of bowls every fine evening with
impunity. K. K.

SIXGCLAR BAIXBOW.
^517]—I do not know whether I am contributing anything to

Knowledge, but what I have to relate is quite new to me.. A
thunder-shower was a|iproaching us the other evening. A most
brilliant and perfect rainbow was formed with a secondary bow,
also very bright, but in addition, between the two wnj a third, in

the shape of an ellipse, with the colours in the same order as those
of the primary-, and touctiing tliis near the ground. It was not
sufficiently perfect for me to see whether it touched the secondary
bow, but I think that if it had been perfect it would have done so.

J. F. HoUNTnWAITE.

HAIR TURNING GREY.

[518]—My grandfather was surgeon of U.M.S. Ardent at the
battle of Copenhagen. One of his assistants (a young man who
had only just joined the service when the fleet sailed for the
Baltic) was so overpowered with fear that he cowered down
stupefied daring the whole of the engagement, and his hair, which
was dark, became white. I have frequently heard my father, him-
self a naval surgeon, refer to this case, and I believe it to bo strictly

true. J. Thomson.
28 July, 1882.

EFFECTS OF LIGHTNING.
[511)]—In a thunderstorm which 1 witnessed near Bcrryville,

Tirgioio, July, 1879, a wooden house with iron stove and pipe was
struck, and a woman killed. On examining the structure I found
three places where the wowlcn boards of the walls were smashed
outwards just at the level of the floor. Rough, jnggcd holes had
Ijecn pierced, the cnrrcnt, which entered by the stove-pipe, having
diTide<l, and left the house on three sides. One of the tracks could
bo traced to a well about six yards distant, down which the dis-

charge paucd. G. R. Winne.

A POWEBFVL electric light on the steamer liotehvd created an
immense st^nsation among the Indians at Fort lierthold, in Dakota.
The light was tamed upon a group on the shore, when they wero
fiaralysed for a moment, and then they set np a dismal chant, lay

down and rolled, and were with difficulty pacified. They called it

the white man's big moon medicine.
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Alleyne Reynold.!). Our paradox corner is not for paradoxes of
that sort. The one you quote naturally arises from the initial »=
x + 1. Wlicncc, you say, x = infinity j but, however largo x may be,
x+l-x is always unity. Squaring both sides leads to «• = »:•

-I- 2.i;

+ 1 i
whence x= —i; but wero as infinite, you could no more cancel

the two terms «' hero than the two x's in the original equation.

—

Paget Higgs. Quaternions would scarcely suit the majority of our
readers.^—Uv. Bowman. Fear space will not permit. The influence
of moon on weather is a very prolific subject. I can, from my own
experience, affirm that no two believers have identical views.—H.
Nelson. Only experienced engravers could say whether a spec-
tacle or an eycgluss would best suit a " wood engraver, who
is frequently prcvontod from working by the lines on the
l:)lock becoming misty and indistinct." Bicycling is not sup-
posed to have any special influence on tho eyes.—F. P. Mr.
Allen, in using tho word "wish," neither means "an intelligent

desire " nor only that a special feature is presented. He means
t hat the colours of iJotals differ in different species according to the
kind of insects which it is good for each plant to attract. Ho
supposes his readers not wholly wanting in imagination. When a
writer on tho ivy speaks of it as clinging, say, to an oak, does ho
mean that tho plant is capable of an intelligent clasp ?—E. 0. H.
You are right. I had not noticed tho date. I was so startled by
Edward being called the twenty-fifth king that I quite overlooked
the wrong date. Those cigars must have left their effect on tho

good AbbtS oven to this very day.—G. R. Smith, L. Colmbly, E.

UnderH-ood, J. M. Hargreave, K. Smiles, R. F. Grierson, and others.

Wo cannot undertake to solve problems. They como in in too

great numbers.

—

Flsee. I regret to hear you are among surround-
ings so unfavourable to chess. Tho position of a chess-player

who can get no one to play with him at any game but draughts
is truly lamentable. 1 wish I know of any book on Draughts like

Staunton on Chess—not for my own sake (for draughts seems to

me a very monotonous amusement)—but that I might toll you.—
M. B. A. Neither can scionco understand tho attraction of gravity.

—W. B. W. You jump rather hastily at our expression "angiy
with tho drunkards," asking if anger is tho best spirit in which to

try to repress crime, and speaking of revenge, &c. I used the word
rather as implying strong objection than any fooling of personal

animosity. Are you quite consistent ? You are going to be a total

abstainer, though not one of those who are tempted to drink; yet

you will not join the Blue Ribbon Army. How, then, is your
abstinence going to do any good ? Now if wearing a blue ribbon

meant—let us say—that tho wearer was a reformed drunkard,

there might be some pluck and credit in donning tho symbol.—E. H.
Stevens. A cyclone is understood in meteorological phrase to mean,
not a storm, but a region of low jiroasurc or barometrical depression

;

an anti-cyclone to mean a region of high pressure. Tho terms aro

ill-chosen.—J. Deas. Letter marked for insertion.—O. II. T. Tho
inner sotelHto of Mars goes round the planet in less time than tho

planet takes to revolvo on its axis, because tho satollito is within tho

distance at which the period of revolution would be equal to that

of the planet's rotation. This, however, is rather how than why.

I cannot say why some comets revolve round tho sun in different

directions from the planets. If they all went tho sumo way as tho

planets I could not tell you why that was, either. The moon can

only cause tho earth to rotate moro slowly by exerting an action,

tho reaction corresponding to which increases tho moon's distance.

—

W. Aenison Slater. I am interested to loam from tho Paris

Figaro that " Un Astronomo Anglais, M. Proctor, pcnso qn'ils"

(c'est k dire, les cananx supposes do Mars), " sont dua h

I'induslrie des habitants." It is a sliume, I think, that M.
Proctor never told me he thought so. — .1. F. Simpson. Many
thanks. Your communication unfortunately arrived when wo
were very much in arrears with our correspondence. Fear

wo can hardly find room for the notice you suggest; but if you

could draw up a short one, would try to insert.— I'auat.lax. These

angles are tho coiatitudes of Greenwich and tlio Cape, namely,
39' 0' and 56° 5' rcsiwctively.—Cuabon. Do not know how assis-

tants are appointed to Observatories and Nautical Almanac Office.

—

II. W. P'aucus. It was tho conception thot in or near the placo

where tho disturbance occurs there is an explosive mixture of
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oxygen and hydrogen, in snfficient quantities, to which I referred.

You seemed to forget that observers hare repeatedly been before,

daring and after thunderstonns, in the very region where this pecu-

liar constitution of the atmosphere should have existed, if you are

right.

—

Canadensis. Your suggestion is excellent. As to the P.D.
theory, it really seemed too bad to keep all J. M.'s effusions for my
own particular edification.—J. M. G. The subjects of your first three

queries will be very suitable for future articles, scarcely for replies

here. (4) There are not half-a-dozen stars whose distance can be

regarded as determined. I place no reliance myself on any
parallax but one—that of Alpha Centauri. (5) Let earth's mass
bo 81m, moon's mass m, distance of earth's centre from moon's d ;

let X be distance from moon where attractions neutralised. Then
by the known law of gravity m-hx' = Slm-i-(d — x)' ; whence
J! : d — x::l : 9 ; or x : d::l : lO ; thus the body's distance from
the moon must be one-tenth the earth's.

—

Ahthck Black. You
have rather misapprehended my reply to " Gradatim," and the

nature of the question he asked (naturally enough, as my answer
was meant for him only). "Gradatim's" original query referred

to a passage in Clerk Maxwell's little book on matter and
motion, on referring to which you will find that the point you
mention is fully considered. I wrote knowing " Gradatim " knew
this. All these " answers " are to be read as replies to individual
querists, not as independent statements.

—

Wm. J. Logeeman' (?).

(1) I cannot remember receiving the letter you refer to. The
subject, as you describe it, would not have suited these pages; but
you may be assured your kind offer would not have passed wholly
unnoticed. (2) Our electrical contributor added the remark that
accidents of that kind (from lightning) are of great importance—

I

suppose in connection with the subject of risks from electric

lighting. (3) Thanks for note that Evora (town in Portugal) is

pronounced Ayvorah—accent on first syllable very strong, so that
the two next are very short. (4) We by no means peevishly limit

Knowledge to the abstract sciences. Cricket is a fit subject for our
pages in the same sense that it is a fit subject for literature. You
say, " If cricket is a fit subject for Knowledge, could you not find
place for an occasional paper on ' Philology, the science of
languages?'" Why, certainly; we could even do that if cricket
were an unfit subject (also for an occasional paper on
Logic).—BoTD Moss, F.R.C.S. It is only vivisection so in-

tended and so regulated that has ever found approval here.—Charles L.\ssalle. No, I do not " suppose you require any
puflBngs of your works "

; because none of them have been sent to
the office of Knowledge for review, far less for " puffings." Articles
which, as I judge, have already been sent to other quarters, have
reached me, with certificates, laudatory comments, and so forth.

Should I have inserted the articles, or the certificates, or both ?

—

W. S. Montague. I would use Todhunter, I think, for study ; but
read Williamson's, as treating the same subject from a different

standpoint.

—

Hon. Sec. Have inserted your query, not feeling

competent to express an opinion.— S. W. Desires to learn how to
fumigate mahogany or oak wood, so as to give a deep rich colour
and tone to new wood.—Jonx J. Nobrin, Jun. The energy is ex-
pended in both ways. First, on the brake as it checks and finally

stops the turning motion of the wheels ; then on the rails as
they check and finally stop the advancing motion of the
untuming wheels.

—

Zypero. Scarcely sufficient evidence given
to show that that is the sole and true cause of Fairy
Rings. — W. H. Stone. Alas, how can we find room ?—
T. W. W. Would much rather say " T. W. W. Yes." Would it

be long ?—C. 0. The subject of " mnemotechnic formula?," is, I

agree with you, well suited to Knowledge.— C. J. B. lu both
cases the denser body falls fastest j because in each case there is

a certain amount of resistance to overcome in falling : the heavier
body, having the greater momentum, does the work soonest. Only
in a vacuum does a light body of the same shape and size fall in

same time through a given distance from rest as a heavier body.

—

Blind-wokm. (1) Astronomy knows no Vulcan. (2) I do not
insist on the sun being inhabited when cool enough. Without a
special warmer and light-giver he might not be a very comfortable
world. Perhaps there might bo inherent warmth enough for all

practical purposes, and a proper amount of light might shine from
his interior, through suitable aix-rtures on largo masses of floating
cloud. I do not know how this will be arranged.—J. C. Lloyd.
It is not certainly known at what time the Mammoth lived.

Analysis of water, if wc have space, later. Can scarcely find time
for discussing specimens of flowers sent for identification.

BOTANICAL.
H. H. H. (Liverpool). I do not know how to make skeleton

Irnvos, but 1 bolievo you will find a recipe in the book called
• Enquire Within." Corcagiensis (Cork). Soldinclla alpina is a
jilant of the primrose family, closely allied to Dodecalheon, the
.-ijcalled American primrose. It is not related to tho Edelweiss.

The botanical name of the Papaw tree is Carica papaya. I hsTC

often heard that its leaves have the power of making tough beef-

steak tender, but I never experimented upon it, though it grew in

my garden in Jamaica. This is the first time, however, that I havo

ever heard of its use in preventing meat from decomposing, and I

suspect that your informant was mistaken. The leaves, pressed

against the head, make an excellent cold compress for tho headache.
—High School (Nottingham). I don't quite understand the nature

of your objection to the phrase " double calyx." I see it is used by

Mr. Bentham, and, I think, by all other botanists. The calyx of

potentilla is double, because it consist of five sepals, alternating with

five external bracts. Of course, if you choose, you can say the

bracts are not part of the calyx ; and if so minded, you may call

them an involucel. But I don't see that it matters as far as the

facts are concerned; everybody would understand at once what one

means. On the whole, I prefer the old statement that language is

meant to express otir thoughts, to Talleyrand's amended version.

—

G. 0. Dephaga. To preserve plants, first, if possible, got a perfect

specimen, i.e., one with root, stem, leaves, flowers, and fruit

together ; but as this is sometimes practically inconvenient (for

example, in an oak or even a cherry tree), get as near it as you

can. Lay it flat between several sheets of coarse, unsized

paper (not blotting-paper), taking care to place the jiarts as

separate as possible. Press it with a big, heavy book. Change
the paper once or twice, till the plant is dry. Thick-

stemmed and thick-leaved specimens may bo split with a knife.

Verv succulent plants may be dipped in boiling water ; but

the "flowers must not be immersed. You had better try Bentham's
' British Flora," which will not only give you full instructions for

preserving specimens, but will also enable you to identify all

flowering plants, ferns, horsetails, or club-mosses, indigenous or

naturalised, in the British Isles. lint you must be prepared to

take a little trouble.—A Reader (London-street, Edinburgh).

Sporting in cultivated turnips may be due to any of three causes

—

first, to reversion; second, and most frequently, to changed condi-

tions of soil, climate, manuring, Ac. (for all plants sport most

often under cultivation) ; and third, to hybridisation by insects

with the other ctiltivated varieties of Brassica campestris, namely,

swedes and rape-seed, or with closely-related wild species, such as

charlock ; but this last cause would, I think, operate less often.

It is impossible to be sure in any case, except by isolating your

causes. You may experiment for yourself, but where the conditions

have occurred spontaneously you can only surmise.

CHEMICAL.
X. Y. Z. The papers, according to your description, are pre-

pared correctly; but the indicati(ms afforded are uncertain, as other

causes affect the paper. Thus, the rapidity of the action is modified

by the humidity and temperature of the air ; further, paper once

coloured becomes again decolourised by exposure. Other gases

also liberate the iodine, and thus colour the starch. Honzenn

prefers litmus paper, slightly reddened, and impregnated with

potassium iodide; this paper is rendered blue by ozone, the same
colour not being produced by any gas except ammonia.— F. T.

Drake. It is not wise to inhale or administer laughing gas, except

by and with tho advice of a medical man or other person duly

expcrieBced in the use of the gas (such as a qualified dentist).

The gas, when required for breathing purposes, should also bo

prepared and purified by a comjietent chemist.

^ir iHattjtmatical Column.

EASY LESSONS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCDLUS.
No. VIII.

Bv Richard A. Proctor.

THE following examples may servo conveniently to illustrate tho

ajiplication of even tho first principles of tho differential cal-

culus to problems which otherwise would present considerable

difficulty :

—

Pboblkm I.— I7i« captain o/ a racing boat has a vacancy in his

crew, and is desirous of so Jillini) it as to counterpoise ths boat as

much as possible on the side of the new comer. The breadth of tht

thwart tn be filed is 2/f. ; assuming a man's u-eight to be proportional

to the cube of the linear distance h» occupies on tht Ihvart, and that

a man who would occupy but haJf the thw<trt weighs six stone, what

would be the beet leeight/or the new oarsman .'

A G B M C

Fig. 3.

Lot AC, Fig. 3, represent the width of the thwart, \ M that of
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centre of pravlb. r.'« , r. Let A M = 2 r. fo that the

uvcr i;. where G A = J. A M - 1.

Then the man's weijiht is proportional to the cube of x, and may
be reprcsenteJ by I'ur*. (The m will not trouble ns.) And tlu-

moment y cf the man's weight around the centre line of the boat's

Icnirth is

or y-mjr'(l-r). Since AB= lft.

Hence, following first rule given in the last lesson but one.

^-3m«(l-r)-fiix'.
dx

This represents the rate at which y increases as wo increase x.

When V is as prcat as possible, there is no longer any increase,

ilicreforc we mast equate the above expression to zero, giving

3mi(l-i) = mx',

or 3(l-T)-l
3x = 2

hi^.

lUst be tho amoant of thwart occupied by the oarsftnan

effective. • a man occupjang

ft. of thwart would weigh 6 stone, our oarsman should weigh

-ay
-lbs.

Wo see that whether for a maximum or miuimnm wo must equate

^ to zero. Tho question itself will sl.ow whether u mailinum or

dx
minimum exists for tho deduced value of .r.

One more example will close tho present lca.son.

PaoBLKM III.—.4 sphere has a radius r. What is the greatest ri,jht

cone which can be inscribed in the sphere?

128,,

.3^- lb.

Problem 11.—A person is in a boat B (Fij. 4) three miles from the

e.:re>t point A, nf a straight »h«reline, C D. He uishrs to reach E,

I
oinl 5 miles from A, as quickly as possible. lie can walk 5 miles

n hour, but onlj row 4 miles an hour. Where must he land ?

B

Suppose F is the point where he should land, and call A F,

Then B A is perpendicular to C D.

And BF-v/TiA' + »'=v/9 + »'.

Uencc time taken in traversing B F is .i—-—

'

Again FE — 5— a:,

Lot B D (Fig. 5), tho height of iho cone A B C, bo «•. Then D C,

tho radius of the base, is a mean proportional between B D and

1) E. That is I) C = ^x (2r-»).
II once tho area of the base

= ,rx (2r-..).

and the content of tho cone

= ..(2r-,)x? = Z:|.'(2r-.).

(I assume a knowledge on tho reader's part of the relations between

tho content and surface of cones, cylinders, spheres, and so on.)

Now put V for content of cone ; that is, put

and lind the differential coellicient of ly according to Uio lirst rule.

We can write it down at once, thus,

^=i5* (2r-x)-—
dx 3 ^ ^3

(the reader will at once see that tho two portions of this value aro

obtained by Rule I., in last lesson but one.)

Now so long as by increasing x, y increases, wo havo not a

cone. Ilence, since tho differential coefficient expresses

dy

and time taken in traversing F E is ——
Thus if »- total time occupied in reaching E, we have

6 =-l- +—

•

Now following the two rules, we get readily,

dy„ X _1

This cxprcrfiscs tho rate at which the time increases as F is moved
away from A. One can see that when x is very small the value of

— is negative, since a negative increase is decrease. This shows

that oar man will get to F more quickly by landing to the right of

A (cloac by) than actually at A. And as long as -^ continues nega-

at as z increases, we reach at last

0.

the rate of increase, we must havo - = 0,
X
irx'

(2r-x)^x\
4r.<.-3x'. (i)

vhero it is bIiow

a value for which -— ceases to bo negative and becomes poaitivc,
<U

passing through tho value nought. When r has that valne, the

rh'trfrnmi! hnn refi/'h«l its utmost ; so that to obtain tho maximum
j^,. ..„..;,.. w.. \ -,- .. r.nly to solvc thc cquatlon,

X 1.

4 v'9 + a»~6
„r, 51-4^9+7',
i.<-., 23x'-]C rO + jJ)

This gives a I* -144
3z-12
*-4.

So that our traveller must land four miles from A or one mile from F.

This gives .i-^> and, therefore, D must not 1

in Fig. 5, but D E must be equal to twice D. Tho reader will

notice that (i.) is also satisfied if x = 0. We see tliat when ic-=0, tho

volume of tho cone is also nought. This is a minimum not a

maximum value. It is clearly quite as necessary that the diftor-

ential coefficient should vanish to give a minimum as to give a

maximum. In all cases like the present, and indeed in nearly all

the most useful simple applications of tho calculus, tho conditions

of the problem itself show us wlien wo havo a maximum or a

minimum. There are rules for analytically determining this
;
but 1

shall not trouble tho reader with them. lie sees in this casc^

that tho content of the cone starts from when tho height is 0, to

again when tho height is 2 r ; hence at some part of tho passugo

from to the cone must havo a maximum value ; and tho abovo

process show.s him (what ho could not readily find by any other)

that tho cone has its maximum value when D E-2 O D.

Wo regret that a very easy problem wits given at p. 172 instoad

of this :

—

To integrate ''""(^'iTl)''^"

Wo regret that tho omission escaped our notice in proof (or the

index may have broken off in i.riiiting). Tho problem as actually

given was correctly solved by J. K. C, An Engineer's Son, Kit,

Menelans, Arbuthnot, and others. X. Y. Z. solves correctly,

another problem yet, having written 4v' in numerator. Iho

problem which should have been given (as above) is by no moans

OuK WiiiwCoLUMK.—" Five of Clabs" considers that duing tho

holiday season, Whist on alternate weeks, wUl satisfy our readers.
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<Buv Cfjfss Column.

GAMES BY CORRESPONDENCE.
TN the following game by correspondence tho notes were taken
J- by both plaj ers independently of each other, as the game pro-
giessed. We give both sets of cotes.

Two Knights' Defence.
Whitb.

Chief Editor.

1. P to K4
2. Ktto KB3
3. B to B4
•I. Kt to Kt5
5. P takes P

Chess Editor.

P toK4
Kt to QB3
Kt to B3
P to Q4
Kt to QR4

0. B to Kto (ch) P to B3
7. P takes P P takes P
8. B to K3 P to KR3
0. Kt to KB3 P to K5

10. Kt to K5 Q to B2 (1)
H. PtoQ4(«)(2)BtoQ3
12. PtoKBi PtakesPenpas
13. Kt tks PonB3 B to KKtt
14. P to KE3 (3) B to KtG (ch) 4
15. KtoBsq(6) B to B4

I

WHrrii. Bljck
Chief Editor. Chess Editor

I

3(3. Kt takes R (7n)KtakesKt ( 13)
137. QRtoKBsq(14)KttoE4
38. Kt to K4 Q to Q5
30. Kt takes Kt Kt takes Kt
40. K to R2 (n) K to K2
41. RtoKsq Q to B3
42. K to Kt sq R takes 1'

43. QtakesRP(ch)K toB3
44. Q to B2 (o) Q to Q3
45. KtoKGch(p) 15 Q takes R
46. Q takes P(ch)K to R2
47. R takes Kt R takes R
4S. Q takes R Q takes P
49. Q to B7 (ch) K to Kt sq
50. Q to Q8 (ch) K to B2
51. Q to Q7 (ch) K to Kt sq
52. Q to K8 (ch) K to Kt2
53. Q to K5 (ch) K to R2
54. P to KR5 {q) Q to Kt8 (ch)
55. Kto B2 QtoQG()-)(lt;)
56. Q to K7 (ch) K to Kt sq
57. Q to K8 (ch) K to R2
58. Q to K5
59. K to B3
60. K to K4

K to KB4
62. K to KB5

16. B to K3 Castles KR
17. Kt to QB3 QR to Ksq (c)
18. Q to Q2 (d) Kt to Kt2
19. B to Q3 Kt to 03 (.
20. BtoKB4(^)(6)BtakesQB(7)
21. Q takes B Kt to R4
22. QtoKR2nd(/)B takes B (ch)

it n \° nf" ^"^ I' *° ^^ 5^- ^ '° B3 K to R3
Zr ^. Si , ,..

^' '° ^- (9) <50- K to K4 Q to 08 (()

ir 1 1° IIU^^ I *" ^"^^ 61. K to KB4 Qto Q7(ch) («)

o« P \^^p^ .^ l^°
^^ 62. K to KB5 Q to Q6 (ch)

OQ P \^'' I ^'^ 5' '° "^ '1*^)
i63-

K to KG y to Kt6 (ch)

SO I ^^l , ^ l^ '"J^"^
(ch) 64. Kto KB6 QtoKKtsq(17)

^< P *
\^^^^^ 5 '° ^- (^^^ 65. Q to K3 (ch) K to E2

IV 5 * v5^ ^ "'''°' P 66- Q to K4 (ch) K to Rsq

f^ o ° ^p',^ 5 '° ^6 (i)
,

67. Q to K7 Q to KtS

fi' ?'. J^ - ^' '° ^^ '^»- Q t° K8 (ch) K to R7

35: k: z If\1) ittf-'T- "" '° ^'' '-'' ^^^"^^-

NOTES BY CHESS EDITOR.
(1) Q to B2 deserves a slight preference to Q to 05, the usual

continuation.

«>if
^ ^^

•A*,° ^^* f""""e<l by 12. P to Q4 is given as the proper
reply, or it Black rephed with 11. P takes P en pass., then 12. Kt
takes P, B to Q3. 13. Castles; but the move in the text is bv nomeans to be considered as bad.

bv^Kt fo'
0^"^ *"""' " difficult game. White might hare defended

R p\ ^t-.c
/*'',^''' *''' '''"' s'l-onger it White then retook with the

B, B to Kt6 (ch), and Castles QR.

„n i^l l^iJ^n^"^ ^.T",!!';'
''"'" "'"'P'-o^cd Black's attack, followed

°P^> ' '° ^^ ^''°"'<' ^^'"'e 'e'ake with Queen.
(6) This reply somewhat frustrates Black's intentions ; the posi-tion is very mteresting. We give a diagram of tho

Position- .\ftkk Wiiiti-:-.s iOni SIuvk.

lif:^ ^
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Instead of 86. K takes Kt, Black ought to have proceeded

follows .

—

Kt to KtS
PtoQ4
g to B3
Q to Q^ __ or Kt to R5 (best)

Q takes RP Q takes QP if Q takes HP
R to R^ (best) R to Qsq if Kt takes Kt Kt tiikcs Kt

kt to kr (ch) R to K8 (ch) P takes Kt Kt takes Q
Q takes Kt R takes R wins Kt to 155 (cb

and White wii*^- R to Ktt; (ch) Kt takes Q
K to Bsq i best)Kt takes Kt if RtakesKtCBT)

*' Kt take R (ch) Kt to Kt5 (ch) Kt takes Kt
Kto^Ksii_ K to Rsq Rto^K4

'- R to K6 (ch) P to B6 Q to B3
and wins. and wins. with a fair

game.

<U) A pood move, which materially affects Black's position.

(15) An ingenious device by which White simplifies mattei-s.

(16) The ending is also of some interest. White tries hard to

win ; the move in text bids fair to draw. Q to B7 (ch) K to K3
would not have been good, as Black cannot allow the White King

to cross over to the Queen side.

( 17) Black held out as long as possible, but TiVhito played with

very good judgment in bringing his King forward, and now he wins

bv force.

NOTES BY CHIEF EDITOR.

(a) P to Q4. " Gossip " corrects Wormald for giving this move

intend of P to KB4, but the reply given by " Gossip " BQ3

12. -?^li. applies equally to both lines of play. If I had referred,
Castles

however, to Cook's synopsis (3rd edition), I should probably have

played 11. P to KB4, as ho quotes Mr. Waytc's remark on the

position attaineil in the above game after Black's thirteenth move,

that Black has the advantage. Nevertheless the advantage is, I

think, more apparent than real.

(b) 15. K to Bsq. The only move, of course. After this Wliitc

will have a cramped position for a long time ;
yet he seems to have

ample resources for defence. Black can hardly pursue his attack

effectively without bringing round his Queen's Knight, and to do

this he must cross the diagonal along which Black's Queen supports

the advanced Bishop. Then will be the moment for White to free

himself.

(c) 17. QR to Ksq. Showing how the attack is to be pushed. If

merelv aiming at the general development of his forces Black

would" probably have played his KR to Ksq, but to push the attack

on White King, the command of the KB file is important.

(f() 18. Q to Q2. Threatening a counter-attack, should a suitable

moment come. B takes RP, Q takes RP. Black will have to guard

against any developments by which, after this, Q to KKt5 (ch)

would win back the piece. Herein lies an element of safety for

Vfhite.

((•) 20. B to KB4. This removes the obnoxious ecclesiastic from

his threatening position.

(/) 22. Q to QR2. If Q to KR4, ^j-^^-^^^ ^vSwi:
with fatal effect.

(i) 21. P to KKt4. At once protecting the QKtP and driving

Knight back.
(h) 2G. P to KR-t. It is evident Black means to bring his KR

into eff.^ctive action, but by advance of KKtP his purpose may be

foiled. For this advance, then, I prepare.

(i) 28. P takes P. Black is pl.iying a bold game. This Pawn is

clearly advanced to support his QKt at KKt G. Yet, I think, I can

Kifcly take the Pawn he offers, for he will have to provide for his

King's Rook, and then I can provide for mine.

(j) 30. K to Ktsq. The only move for safety.

(k) .32. R Ki KG. Defending his Pawn attackingly.

(I) 35. Kt to KG. Attacking his Queen defensively.

(m) 36. KtUikcs R. If this (followed by P to Ql should he

reply bv Kt to Kt5) is not a sufficient defence, there is none on the

board.
' So I need waste little time in analysing the defence. It i-i

a case of muft.

(n) 40. K to R2. Threatening the KBP, which Black's reply

effcctu.'illy guards.

(o) 44. Q to B2. The situation abounds with dangers, and Her
Majesty is wanted at home.

(p) 4.5. K to KG(ch.) Hero is a way of escape from my un-

comfortable position, though at the sacrifice of the exchange (for

myQR jiawn will be captured). I shall rcmoin with one pawn

ahead and a fair chance of winning, whereas at present there is a

risk c.f mate in my hampered corner, and it is almost certain that if

mate is avoided (as with caro it mav be) thoro will bo a draw by
" perpetual move." If I move R to H2 tho roply, Q to KKt3 compels

Rook to return. If 1 move K to U2, Q to KB3 compels King to

return. If he play R to Q8, and afterwards Q to Q5, my rooks and

Queen being where they arc, how can I escape either mate or

loss of my Queen i* If the chance of escape were likoly to remain

open for another move I would push my QR Pawn (to save it after

e.\changes). But in those ca-ses " if you will not when you may "

(the provorb is something mnsty), Bo I take at once the chanco for

safotv.
(.;) 54. F to KR5. This, of course, is what I have been playmg

for the last five moves.

(r) 55. Q'tiTQG. If Black keeps to this sort of play, tho game

is, 1 fear, drawn. I can get my Queen to KBG with a check, and

then advance KKP; but there will be no escape from perpetual

check.

(a) 58. Q to Qsq. Still I see no way to win.

(() 60. Q to Q8. Of what wickedness is Mephisto capable
!

I

could now play Q to KR8 (ch), and then advance KRP, both pawns

being still guarded by Queen, onbj to this he would respond Q to

K7 (ch) mnninri at once! Note, however, that apart from this,

the play' of Q to"KR8 would bo bad, for in that position she can

never protect King from repeated checks, and the gamo would be

drawn. It is drawn, I believe, any way.

(«) 61. Q to Q7 (ch). Demoralised, I imagine, by tho failure

of his evil design at move GO, Mephisto gives mo a chance. 1

confidently cross my Queen's guard of KRP. He dare not take it,

and once round that comer I can win.
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Southampton, Aug. 22, 1882.

If we may judge from some of our daily and weekly
contemporaries, the proper thing at this juncture would
be to occupy live or six columns of Knowledge with

matter more or less carefully compiled from a South-

ampton guide-book. As. however, we do not see in what
way this would be useful to those of our readers who are

not visiting Southampton, while those who are will probably

provide themselves with one or other of the various guide-

books sold here, we will not inflict on our readers disser-

tations on Cerdic the Saxon, the Danish irruptions into

Hampshire, Bevis of Hamptoune, and other subjects not

strictly pertinent to science or art, or even to tlie British

Association, except as aflfording matter for gossip during

the excursions with which the committees propose to lighten

the work of science. As to the Association itself, it is known
to our readers that Dr. Siemens will preside, as successor to

Sir John Lubbock, that Professors Thomson, Moseley, and
others will deliver lectures, and that there will be the cus-

tomary sectional gatherings. Whatever of interest may
transpire on these occasions we shall describe, without
technicalities, and as clearly and succinctly as possible, to

the readers of Knowlf-doe. noting that, as on former
occasions, the bulk of the yearly volumes issued by the

Association has not always afforded an exact measure of

the matters of real novelty and interest brought before the

members and associates, so it may be that we shall not find

it necessary to describe, even in abstract, every single com-
munication which may on this occasion be brought under
the notice of the Association. In thus endeavouring to

separate the wheat from such chaff" as may possilily come
under the action of our winnowing fan, we believe we shall

be rendering as useful a service to our reatlers as in sub-

stituting, as far as possible, the words of ordinary discourse

for the technicalities of scientific verbiage.

Several correspondents ask that there sliould be
more astronomy, and especially that the papers sliould

be resumed and extended in which monthly notice

was given of celestial phenomena. When these were

in progress, several complained that there was too much
astronomy, and the editor (himself naturally prefer-

ring to have as much astronomy as readers would stand)

yielded to their wishes. He proposes, however, after

British Association matters have been disposed of, to

resume and extend (but with care to attain compactness)
the astronomical notes, which seem to have proved of real use

to amateurs. Among the plans which he intends to carry

out, is the monthly issue of a map of some constellation

favourably placed for observation, with the places shown of

all double stars of interest in Mr. Webb's " Celestial Objects

for Common Telescopes," accompanied by drawings of ten
or twelve of those objects. He trusts thus to form a collec-

tion which will prove of interest and value to amateur
telescopists. A series of views of the northern heavens
as seen from southern latitudes, which will be in reality

views (for the same hours) of the southern heavens as seen

from northern latitudes (a problem which we present for

the amusement and study of the flat-earth men) will also

appear monthly in Knowledge. Our geological contri-

butor has not hitherto been able to fulfil his promises, but
we trust he will shortly do so.

A Max of Great Brain.—The heaviest brain ever

weighed in the United States was taken from the skull of

James H. Madden, who died in Leadville on July G. The
doctor who attended him during his last sickness had
observed the immense frontal and lateral development of

his head, and determined to weigh the brain, but his

astonishment was great when it brought down the scales

at sixty-two and a quarter ounces. Cuvier's brain weighed

sixty-four and a half ounces—considerably surpassing all

other records—but the brains of Napoleon, Agassiz, and
Webster, though phenomenally heavy, were much liu'hter

than Madden's. It is an interesting circumstance that

Madden was not a naturalist, a soldier, or a statesman,

but a gambler.

Measurements of the winter movement of a large

glacier in North Greenland (the Fjord of Jacobshavn),

have been recently made by Herr Hammer, and the

siuumer observations of Herr Helland on the same glacier

in 187.5 can be compared with them. The velocity is

much the same, apparently, in summer and in winter

;

about fifty feet in twenty-four hours may be taken to re-

present the rate in the middle of the glacier, where it is

greatest.

LTpiiE.wiNO or Land.—The Finnish newsp.apers record

a striking instance of the extent to which the land on the

shores of the Gulf of Bothnia is being gradually upheaved.

It appears that on June 2-">, 17 •'>•'>, a land-surveyor named
Erik Klingius, residing in the parish of Bergo, between

the town of Nikolaistadt and Kaskii, made an excavation

in the smooth rock at an elevation of two inches above the

level of the sea. On being lately measured, the present

height was found, after the lapse of 127 years, to be six

feet five inches above the sea-level.

W.\TER FROM Wood.—By thrusting the ends of green

scrub wood— " mallec scrub "—in the firt>, and catching the

sap driven out at the other end in a bark trough, an

Australian supplied himself with water and saved his life

while crossing in a waterless region. He says that a dozen

malice sticks, 4 ft long and 2 in. or 3 in. in diameter, would

give a pint of water in an hour, and suggests that the

same device may possibly be found of vital importance to

other bush-rangers and travellers in arid regions.
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The National Galleut.—Tlio Bill whifh Earl Gran-

ville haa introdui-t-d with rt'gard to the National Gallfry

proposes to empower any two or inoro of the Trustees,

tosrether with the Director, present at any meeting specially

as^^mbled for tlie purpose, to order tliat any pictures or

other works of art under their control, which can, in their

opinion, be sparetl from the national collection, bo lent to

any public gallery. Such a loan would bo made for such

time, and subjivt to such conditions, as the meeting might

determine. A condition of a loan would be that all prolits

derived from any exhibition at the gallery to which the

loan is made shaJI be devoted altoiiether to the promotion

of science and art Pictures which have been accjuircd

under any gift or bequest would not be lent until the ex-

piration of Hfteen years from the Gallery's possessing them.

-Vad this period is extended to twenty-fivo years where
tliere is a condition of the gift that the pictures given Kimll

l>e kept together, or one that is inconsi.st<-nt with their

being lent. The expression '"public gallery" includes

those in the United Kingdom which are under the control

of the Government, or of any municipal authority, or of

any society or Ix'dy approved by any two or more of the

Trustees of the National Gallery and the Director.

Malabia in New England.—A short time ago the key

to the niysterious extensien of malarial diseases in Now
England was supposed to have been found in the damming
of the streams for manufacturing purposes. Now the

BfKton Adc^rtls'-r says that intelligent people living in the

liistricts invatled say that the appearance of malaria in New
England dates from the introduction of the cultivation of

tobacco on a large scale upon the intervales of the Connec-

ticut, and tliat its spread has kept even pace with the

extended growing of this crop. The most plausible theory

of the introduction and propagation of the aerial poison is

U»is : To keep up the productiveness of the soil, fi^rtilisers

are freely used. The manure is brought from New York
city, mostly in scows, which are unloaded on the banks of

the river where the cargo is to be u.sed. All the autumn
and winter the.se heaps of putrid matter are fermenting and
brf?eding disease. The air that comes in contact with these

piles of filth is contaminated, and rendered as unlit for

human lungs to inhale, as it is offensive to the senses.

A Vexomocs Lizard.—Stories about venomous lizards

of different species are abundant in Indiaand other tropical

countries, but on investigation have always been found to

l»e destitute of foundation. There i.s, however, one lizard

of which the bite is certainly highly dangerou.s, though pro-

baVjly not fatal, to man. This is the Heloderm {IwJoJiirma

horrida) of Mexico and Lower California, commonly
known to the natives of those countries as the "scorpione"
or "scorpion." An example of this lizard has lati'ly been
presented to the Zoological Society's collection by Sir John
LuMjock, and may now Vie seen in the reptile-house. The
deofJIy effect of the Viite of this lizard upon small mammals
ha.s l<ccn proved by actual experiment, and Mr. J. Stein, a
traveller in Mexico, who was bitt/m in the finger by one,

Huffered from Bymptoms simil.ar to thosQ produced by a
make bite, Tlie specimen in the Zoological Society's col-

lection is al)Out l.'i in. long, and was forwarde<l to Sir John
IxibVx)ck by Mr Tn-adwell, of the Central Arizona Mining
Company. It in Vwlievefl to be the first that has reached
Europe alive. An arti«rle by Dr. Andrew Wilson on this

interesting animal will appear in an early number.

The National lygislatnro of the Unit<'d States pursues
iatelligcnt and intollectnal course with respect to

foreign literature. " Perhaps," says tlie A mcrican Naturalist,
" the secretary of the treasury desires to aid the friends of

repeal by a r'ductio ad abfiirdum of some of the piovisions

of our tariff law. By a ruling of this department made
some time last month, all books coming through tho foreign,

mail for private persons are charged a duty of 25 p.c. it of

the value of 1 dol. and over. To collect this amount the
book must be sent from the Postoflice to the Custom-house,
then from tho Custom-house to tho appraiser's store, whore
a valuation is put on it. It is then returned to the Custom-
house, from wliich a notice is issued to tho addressee. All

this requires the filling of blanks and tho obtaining of the

signatures of eleven or twelve officials, by which the

government is richer frequently by 2h or 50 cents. A
more disreputable law it would bo diUlcult to imagine.

Only tho poor student is taxed in his efforts to elevate

himself above the general dead level. The aspirations of

the seeker for knowledge have, it seems, to be paid for,

although by following them tho student usually resigns tho

opportunity of financial success in life. We know very
well that it is not the producers of books in this country

that desire protection. The sale of their wares abroad

depends on their merits, and the production is not to be
stimulated by a protective duty. It is tho publisher who,

like another noted character, sits

" Ilnnl by tlio tree of knowlodgo,"

to whom we are indebted for this beautiful piece of legisla-

tion. We are not opposed to a protective tariff under
certain circumstances ; but we are opposed to one on the

intellectual development of our people. It is worse than

blood-money, it is soul-money. It is a discrimination

against the cultivators of thought and mind, and intelligent

nieiniiers of our Natloiuil Lcgibliituii; must .surely, ere long,

see it in this light."

CLOUD IN THE AIR.

By the Editor.

{Conlinved from page 170.)

ONE of the most interesting consequences of tho real

form of the cloud layers above the horizon of a
place is the greater cloudiness of tho sky near the horizon,

even when clouds are no denser in the air above those spots

which lie towards the horizon than thi^y arc overhead. I

have often been amused to hear th(! passengers on an ocean

steamship speak of the cloudy region towards which the

ship is travelling, as if they would presently lose the

pleasant sunlight, when, in reality, a glance back along the

ship's course, or on either side, showing just tho same

cloud-wrapt sky all round, should have shown that the

clear sky overhead was an effect of the observer's position,

not due to any real difference in tho state of tho air over-

head.

It may be well first to notice that even when there are

no clouds at all, and when the air overhead seems per-

fectly clear, the sky near the horizon may seem involved

in thick mist, though the air t/iere bo in n^ality as clear aa

the air overhead. The deception is akin to that which

Sir Edmund Beckett has noticed in that most interesting

work of his, "A IJook on Building "—aAiw, though not

precisely the same. A "curious and common delusion,"

he says, "on the part of the dwellers in houses in low and

obviously damp situation is, that by some peculiar

idiosyncracy of the air, or providential interference, the

fog never reaches them, but always stops at some con-

venient lioundary which they point out to you. But if
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they will go and stand boyond that boundary, in a fog, they

will discover the equally curious fact that their honse is

then just within the fog ; the explanation of which is,

that you can see a certain distance through an ordinary

damp fog much as if tKere were none, but no further"

Just so if you are near a particular part of the sliore on

what seems a perfectly clear day, you shall see the shore

to a certain distance—perhaps ten or twelve miles or

more—beyond which it is lost in haze ; but when
you have reached the spot which had seemed thus

enwrapped in mist, you find the part where before

the air had before seemed clear to be equally enshrouded
;

the reason being, as in the other case, that you can see

through a great quantity of air laden with light haze, j-et

beyond a certain distance you cannot see ; and by a delu-

sion, common to all cases of vision through clouds, the

haze, which is really very thin, and really lies along the

whole space between the eye and a distant object or land-

scape, seems to be thick, close to, and around the object or

landscape which it hides or nearly hides from view. Aiding
this illusion, of course, if not playing the chief part in

causing it, is the delusion we are now considering, as to

the true shape of the atmospheric region above our natural

horizon.

Let us, for instance, consider the question of the general

haziness towards the horizon. Consider a layer of air one
foot thick, throughout which a very thin haze is spread,

so that to an eye looking squarely through the layer no
perceptible effect of obstruction is perceived. Overhead,
then, the sky is perfectly clear, so far as this particular

layer is concerned. Let us consider what its obstructive

effect will be close by the horizon, assuming that it lies at

a height of (roughly) an eighth of a mile above the observer,

who is supposed tri bave a sea horizon. Note that the lower
it is, the gr^^ater will be the effect, or lather the difference

of, effect we are considering :—Let C, Fig. 1, be the place

of the observer, AUB the upper surface of the layer of

air we are dealing with, adb its under surface, and db one
foot. What we have to determine is the breadth Xa or 6B
through which the line of sight towards the horizon passes.

Proceeding as we did in last paper, we find (putting the
diameter of the earth as 8,000 miles)

(Ac)-==DC. 8,000=1,000; and {aC)-=dC. 8,000
.•.(AC)=-(«C)'=AC-(.C)(AC4-Ac)= Aa.aB=Drf.S,000
Thus wo have the proportion

—

A«:Drf::8000:Ac

"8000:^/1000
:: 8000: 32:: 22.-):! roughly.

So that the line of sight passes through 22 .5 feet of haze-
laden air, or roughly 71 yards, in direction CA and OB
instead of the one foot of such air through which it is

dircct«'d in looking towards D.
But now note tliat in the case of such very thin haze as

occupies the air on an ordinarily clear (or even a very clear)
cloudless day, the most elleetive part of the haze lies much
nearer the ground than the eighth of a mile ; and that the
nearef the ground is any layer we deal with as abo\e, the
^eater is the disproportion between Aa, B6, and Dd.

Suppose, for instance, we had considered a layer also one
foot thick, passing at a height of oidy 40 yards, or one
44th part of a mile overhead. Then wo should have found
(AC)3=8000-^44= 182; whence we shall have AC equal
to between thirteen and fourteen miles. (Note, by-tlio-way,

the striking circumstance that a layer of air 40 yards high
reaches the horizon plnne no nearer than some 13 or 14
miles away). This would give Aa a greater than T)d as

8000 is greater than about 13t, or about 59 times. So
that for this layer the line of sight passes through nearly
20 yards, instead of one foot, as it does overhead. For
lower layers yet, and we must remember that the layers

come right down even to the observer's place, the dispro-
portion is greater yet It follows necessarily that how-
ever lightly the air may be laden with haze, the observer
looks through a great quantity of such haze, when it is

directed towards the horizon. Only when the air is very
pure indeed, then, are the heavenly bodies near the horizon
seen under conditions approaching those under which they
are seen when high overhead.

But the effects are still more curious when we consider
cloud layers, for here we have often effects of foreshortening
to consider, which alter a sky overhead, over which clouds
are scattered with wide spaces between, into a sky entirely

cloud covered, when we look towards or near the horizon.

Into these effects, and others akin to them, we must
nest inquire.

{To be continued.)

A GLASS OF WINE.

Bv Dr. F. R. Eaton Lowk, M.A.

A GLASS of wine is not unfrequently regarded as a
kind of passport to new friendships, and a tenacious

cement to old ones. A parting " glass " is supposed to be
the true expression of our regret on taking leave of a friend

;

while another glass is the inevitable exponent of our joy
upon his return.

Something akin to this highly refined and pleasing
custom obtains amongst uncivilised races. The simple
African entertains his friends with his choicest palm wine,
which has been stored up for festive occasions in calabashes;
while the Tartar, actuated no doubt by the best intentions,
well plies his company with the oldest arrack.

The virtues of a glass of wine have been so highly ex-
tolled in some quarters, that one would suppose it to be a
panacea for half the ills that flesh is heir to ; while, on the
other hand, some writers, no doubt with equal sincerity,

have ascribed to its daily use some of the most terrible

evils that can afflict humanity.
The object of the present paper is not to attempt tbc

settlement of contested points, or to enter upon the debate
able ground opened up by the question in its physiological

aspect ; but simply to see what liquids and solids we have
got in our glass of wine. When tlic physiological action of

the separate constituents is understood, it will not be dilfi-

cult to arrive at an approximate notion of the aggregate
ellect upon the human constitution. The most interesting

ingredient in wine is, of course, the alcohol, or the intoxi-

cating principle. Alcohol is one of the products of the
fermentation of sugar ; and this process of fermentation is

one which has given rise to much difference of opinion
amongst physicists, as it involves a phenomenon altogether
out of the range of chemical decomposition. Fermentation
has been known from the earliest ages ; but it was not till

yeast was examined by Fabroni, an Italian chemist who
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lived towards the end of the last century, that some light

began to dawu upon the sulyect. About 200 years ago,

tlie famous Dutch uiicroscopist, Leeuwenhoek, discovered
tliat yeast consistetl of a collection of minute cells or grains,

as he called them, rtoating about in a thin liquid. No
further investigations apjx\ir to have been made into the
nature of this subst^ince for another hundred years, when
M. Appert, at the beginning of the present century, turned
his attention to the subject of decay, and its prevention.
He found that meat and other organic matter might be
j.res.'rved from putrefaction for almost any length of time
by cutting oil" all access of air. Yeast was one of the sub-
stances which came under his examination, and he found
that air was essential to its formation, and tliat, if the
wort of beer or the must of wine is boiled and kept in a
<:losely-stoppered bottle, no fermentation will ever be set
up. This was a verj- important discovery, because it re-

vealed to us tlie e.Kistence of minute germs or sporules in
the atmosphere, which have the power of setting up those
chemical changes in sugar which accompany the process of

fermentation. Further experiments showed that if we
tilt«r the air in its passage into a bottle of fermentable
matter by a plug of cotton wool, so as to prevent the
entrance of the sporules, no fermentation will ensue, not-
withstanding the fact that the air has free access through
the plug. If the vitality of the sporules be destroyed by
pa.'ising the air through a red-hot platinum tube, all power of
originating fermentation will, in like manner, be lost. It
had before been noticed by Cagniard de la Tour that
Leeuwenhoek's little grains grew from one another ^ that,
when a cell became fully developed, it gave off from its

side a minute bud or embryo cell, which, in its turn, en-
larged, and ultimately sent forth another bud. This propa-
gation Ijy gemmation or l)udding is e.xactly analogous to
the mode of growth in cellular plants, as mildew and other
fungi Yeast is, therefore, neither more nor less than a
plant of a low order, and has received the name of tonda
(Mycoderma cerevisi;e). Fabroni soon afterwards ex-
amined these yea.st-cells chemically, and found that they
consisted of a kind of bag, composed of cellulose, or woody
fibre, containing a liquid whose composition was protein-
aceous or nitrogenous. As the cells which compose the
fle-sh of anim.ils contain an all)uminous liiiuid of similar
composition, Fabroni called yeast a vegeto-animal. So far
the yeast-plant \\ax\ come within the range of experimental
demonstration

; but when chemi.sts began to theorise upon
fermentation and the inodua oppraruhnu, they entered the
arena of speculative uncertainty, within which they are
still groping. That yeast is the agent which causes the
decomposition of sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid is

indi.sputable, and that it appropriates some of this sugar for
the purposes of its ownnutrition is equally certain, but ill what
way its power is exert*;d is a question upon wliich eminent
fhemLsts are still at issue. M. Thenard and M. Pasteur
l<elieve that the torula attacks the sugar, and by assimil-
ating a jKjrtion for its own growth, causes the decomposition
of the remainder. Liebig, however, denies this, and as-
.•rilK?8 the decomposition to the action of the vital forces
having their origin within the plant itself. The doctrine
of spontaneous generation, which some have held in refer-
ence to the yeast-genns, is altogether inadmi.s^?ible in the
face of modem evidence. The protoplasm, or liquid matter
of the yfawtsacs, contains ammoniacal salts and alkaline
I.liosphat<.-.s, so that the plant lives not only at the expense
of the sugar, but of the gluten which is associated with it
in the must of wine and the wort of beer. The cells are
••xc**ding!y minuU;, the largejit being only the two-
thousandth of an inch in diamet<T, while the smallest are
not more than the 8»;ven-thousandth of an inch in diameter.

Now let us see what takes place when sugar undergoes
fermentation. AVhen glucose or grape sugar is exposed to
the air at a temperature of 2.")° C, or 30° 6, the sporules of
the torula tiud in it the conditions of their existence, and
chemical changes are at once set up. There is an appear-
ance of frothing from the escape of gas through the syrupy
mass ; and when the action is complete, all sweetness will

have vanished, and a spirituous taste become apparent.
In fact, alcohol has been produced, and carbonic acid gas
given off.

The formula for glucose is C„IT,jO„ which in plain
language means, that it is composed of 6 equivalents of
carbon, 12 of hydrogen, and G of oxygen. This may be
shown to be equal to alcohol plus carbonic acid by the
following equation :

—

C„H,30, = 2 (C,II„0)-|-2 (COJ
The formula for alcohol being C^H^O, and that of

carbonic acid being CO, the equation represents that from
one equivalent of grape sugar we obtain 2 equivah^nts of

alcohol and 2 of carbonic acid. Lavoiseur was the lirst to

examine iiuantitatively the products of the decomposition,

and came to the conclusion that the weight of the carbonic

acid and alcohol together was exactly equal to the weight
of the sugar employed. For many years this was accepted

as true ; but subsequent experiments proved that this was
only true of about 94 per cent, of the sugar, and that the

remaining G per cent, was split up into other compounds,
as glycerine 3 -.5 per cent., succinic acid OG per cent.,

cellulose and fatty matter, forming the sac or bladder of the

yeast-cells, 1-7 per cent Fernunitation is, therefore, a

much more complicated affair than was at one time sup-

posed ; in fact, a fractional part of the percentage is not

yet satisfactorily accounted for.

There are other kinds of fermentation besides the

alcoholic ; thus, we have the acetous and the mucous fer-

mentations, which are likewise duo to vegetable sporules, of

different species; while the butyric fermentation is caused

by the ova of an animal, which can exist only in an atmo-

sphere of hydrog(!u. The alcohol we are now dealing with

is called ethi/l alcohol, to distinguish it from other alcohols

obtained from other sources. Thu.s, an alcohol can be

obtained by the dry distillation of wood, which is called

methi/l alcohol, methylated spirit, or wood spirit, which is

commonly used in the arts, as a cheap substitut<! for spirits

of wine or ethyl alcohol. Again, the potato yields an
alcohol called anii/l alcohol, potato spirit, or fusel oil. All

these varieties contain the same constituents, but in

different proportions, and are therefore iaomerir. They
differ in specific gravity, solubility, volatility, and in their

action upon the human system. They boil at different

temperatures. Rectifi<!d ethyl alcohol boils at 172° Fah.

(77 C). Methyl alcohol boils at a still lower temperature

—110 F. (GO C) and when placed in an exhau.sted tube, as

the " pulse " glas.s, boils with the heat of the hand. Amyl
alcohol is very heavy, and does not boil below 270 F., or

.')H'' above the boiling-point of water. The heaviest of

these alcohols is metliyl alcohol, or wood .spirit Water
being taken as 1000, the specific gravity of this spirit is

HM, while that of ethyl alcohol is only 792. Fusel oil is

nearly as heavy as wood spirit, having a density of 811.

As our glass of wine contains, or ought to contain, only

ethylic alcohol, we shall leave the other varieties out of

consid<!ration. Wo have seen tliat the composition of

common alcohol is Cjl{„0. This is regarded as a radical

C'jH, combined with the elements of water, HO, one

equivalent of H in HjO being replaced. To this radical

the name of ethyl is given, hence the ti^-ni ethyl alcohol

in the same way. Methylated spirit is suyii)OS<;d to consist

of a radical methyl combined with the elements of water.

I
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Now the formula for water is H^O, so that the radical

ethyl has replaced one of the equivalents of hydrogen
;

hence we may call alcohol a hydrated oxide of ethyL We
have said that the alcohol of wine is derived from the grape

sugar. The more sugar there is in the fruit, the richer in

alcohol will be the wine produced. Thus the luscious

grapes of Spain and Portugal produce the strongest wines
;

while the more acid fruit of France and Germany produce

wines proportionately poorer in alcohol. British wines

again are still weaker, and require not only the addition of

sugar to disguise the acidity, but also of alcohol to prevent

acetous fermentation.

The vine is cultivated in warm latitudes all over the

world. On the equator itself in South America it is grown
for the purpose of making wine ; and in Hindostan it is

met with at an elevation of 8000 ft Marsala or Sicilian

sherry is made from grapes grown upon the sides of Mount
Etna at an elevation of 5000 ft

Having settled that our glass of wine contains alcohol,

it becomes an important matter to determine how much of

that body we are consuming. Port and brown sherry

contain naturally about 22 per cent of alcohol by volume.

The distinction between volume and weight must be borne

in mind : otherwise we shall be supposed to be at issue

with authorities who place the percentage at a much lower

figure. The proportion of alcohol in natural port and
brown sherry by u-eight is about 15 per cent Natural
port and sherr}', however, are hardly procurable in this

country. The wine shipped to this country is almost
invariably fortified by the addition of brandy, for the

purpose of arresting fermentation before all the sugar has

been converted into alcohol. To such an extent is this

practice carried, that the percentage of alcohol is often

brought up to 32 by volume. An ordinary wine-glass

contains about two fluid ounces ; taking our port, then, to

contain 26 per cent, of alcohol by volume—a very fair

average—we shall have 5^ fluid ounces, or about 2^ wine
glasses of pure alcohol to the pint of 20 ounces. Supposing
our wine-glass to hold the tenth part of a pint, then our
glass of port or sherry will contaui abouth one-fourth of its

bulk of alcohol. Madeira comes next in strength, and
contains from IS to 20 per cent of alcohol. The light

wines of France and Germany average 10 per cent, while

champagne has 12 to 14 per cent of alcohol. Instruments
for determining the amount of alcohol in spirituous liquors

is called an "Alcoholometer." It is simply a hydrometer
which sinks more or less in a liquid according to its specific

gravity. The greater the proportion of alcohol, the
lighter is the liquid in relation to water ; and the deeper
will the instrument sink in it These instruments, there-

fore, determine the alcoholic strength by weight, and not
by volume.

ENGLISH SEASIDE HEALTH-RESORTS.

By Alfred Havilaxd, M.R.C.S., F.R.M.C.S. Lend.

CLASSIFICATION (Continued from page 177).

LAND and Sea Winds. A very natural question

arises in the minds of many health-seekers as they
stand by the sea, and look towards the horizon it forms.

It is, " What is the land opposite, that is separated from
us by the arc of the vast expanse of waters before us, as
they curve around the earth, and clothe it in obedience to

the grand law of gravitation V Outliers, as the Britisli

isles are of the great Europ Asian continent, and lying, as

they do, in the North Atlantic ocean, the answer will, of

course, depend upon the position of the standpoint whence
the speculative survey is made. The question is no idle

one, for it involves another of greater importance— viz.,

do the winds, which blow towards us, come to us after

having travelled over thousands of miles of deep sea, or

have they lingered in their coui-se over the vast continent

from which we are detached, and reached the shore on
which we stand, after traversing the narrow and shallow-

channels which embrace us on two of the three sides of

England.

The climate chart at page 1G3, and the "weather
charts " that are now published weekly in Knowledge,
will help us to understand the relation that our eastern

and southern coast-lines bear to the lands which flank us
on those sides. "We must, therefore, refer our readers to-

them, whilst we briefly dwell upon this, the first division of

our subject.

We will take the east coast first, from the south bank of
the Tweed to the North Foreland, and, for simplicity

sake, will only use the ordinary eight points of the com-
pass—K, NE., E., SE., S., SW., W., and NW.

Xorth.—From Berwick to Lowestoft (16) ; on facing

this point we have the sea, uninterrupted by land, stretch-

ing to its North Polar ice-boundary ; the wind, therefore,

in passing from the arctic regions would cross the path
of the gulf stream as it flows from the nortb-western side

of the Shetland to wash the north west coast of Norway,
and within these gulf stream longitudes would traverse

the 60" N. Lat, where it would meet with a mean air-

temperature even in the coldest month of the year^

January of 33° 60 Fahr., or an amount of heat 37° 04r

greater than that of the mean of all other longitudes in-

the same parallel. Thus we see how the influence of this-

wonderful stream is brought to our eastern coast over our-

North Sea, by even the north wind. The mean January-

temperature within gulf stream longitudes at 60° N. Lat.,.

being 33° 60 F., as compared with —3° 44 within all other

longitudes.

On the other hand, we find that at the same point

in the gulf stream in July, the mean air temperature,

according to Ferrel's researches, would be 57° 40, as com-
pared with 56° 94 within all other longitudes, or only a
difference of 0° 46 Fahr.

If we take a good representative meteorological station in

the North Sea, such as Scarborough, we shall find that the

Xorth wind is the prevailing sea iriud throughout the year.

Thus, from the observations kindly furnished us by Mr. AV.

C. Hughes, F.M.S., we find that, during the five yeai-s

1877-81, the number of days it blew amounted to 35° 19

per cent of the aggregate during which these winds
prevailed. Thus, within the interlatitudinal zone II , in

which this health-resort lies, the sea winds are as follows,

with the percentage of their prevalence:—N., 35 19. :

E., 24-73; N.W., 15-93; S.E., 12-11
; N.E., 1200. The

Xorth wind at this station is least prevalent in inntcr

(Dec, Jan., Feb.), 14-1 per cent, and most so in the

sprbuj (March, April, ^[ay), 30 6 per cent, culminating in

May; in summer (June, July, Aug.), 29-1 percent, and
in autumn (Sept, Oct, Nov.), 2G-3 per cent : so that in

the North Sea it may be said to be rather equably dis-

tributed throughout the seasons and the year generally. It

may be added that the above winds are the sea winds
along this line of coast between the two points indicated.

Xorth-East.—Norway and Sweden are the countries

which oppose an observer on this coast looking in this

direction, and over these countries some of our nortli-east

winds liave travelled before crossing the North Sea to reach

our shores. We say some, because it is now well established

that these and other winds in different parts of their circuits
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appear to have very differont direotion?. From observa-

tions extending over ten years at the following stations on
the Norwegian and Swedish coasts, it appears that the

n>can air temperature in January at the ponit of dt-parture

. f these winds is ^^.T" r>, or 3° 5 less than the isotherm of

our west coast (:>"'') during the same month. Thus
Ohrtstiansund, C3' 7' Lat X. lias a mean monthly air

t.-mperaturo of 31" 3 Fahr. ; Bergen, GO^ 1'4' Lat N. 3:^ 3
;

Skudcnses, 59'' 9' Lat K. Si'"!; and Mandal, S.S" 2'

lj>t N., 31" S. lu passing it may be noted that

Mandal, although the most southern of these stations,

lias a mean January temperature 1° 5 colder than
the most northern, Christiansund, which being on the

nortii west<?rn coast of Sweden, has the immediate benefit

• if the gulf stream. These stations in summer (July) have
;i mean temperature of 55'' 4, or 5° 1 lower than the mean
of the four isothernials, 59°, 60^ GT, and 62°, between
IJerwick and Cromer ; hence the cooling and refreshing

influence of this sea wind in the height of summer on our
t-ast coast It must now be observeft that, at a time when
the gulf stream influence is ni7, and the sun-heat all

powerful on tlie land, the most southern station, Mandal,
has a mean air temperature of 58° 9, whilst that of the
most northern, Christiansund, is only 54° 4, or a difference

of 4° 5. This north-east wind has a large marine element
in it

On the east coast it is the least prevalent of the .sea

winds ; it liogins to become more frequent in March, and
generally reache.s its maximum in April and IMa\-. Com-
pared with the other sea winds we have seen that the per-

centage of its prevalence is 12 00 throughout the year.

During the mouths of its greatest prevalence, the Norwegian
and Swedish stations have a mejxn air temperature of 40° 5

in April, and in May 46° 6, while the mean of the isotherms
l»ctwcen ISerwick and Cromer are 46° 8 in April and 52°

in May, the temperature of the sea for the.sc months being
about 42° 7 and 46° 3 rc-pcctively. Thus it is that the days
on which this wind blows, a depression in the air tempe-
rature is experienced. It is the wind that brings what are
calle<l " black frosts " as distinguished from the " white," or

hoar frost*, which are eminently local in their character, and
the result of unchecked heat radiation under a serene sky.

The north-<>ast wind before it reaches our shores has to
travel over six or seven hundred miles of sea.

The western part of Europe must now engage our atten-
tion, as over it blows the wind which of all others exercises
the most important tflects upon our country. The observer
a-s he travels from north to south along our east coast
will have opposite to him, within the interlatitudinal

Tonf I., Denmark, with its two station.", Tarm and Copen-
hagen

; within zonea II. and III., the coast of Germany
which unites Deiiiiiari: with the Netherlands ; within
mne IV. the Netherlands ; and zone V. Belgium. This
<x)ast line is the we.st<m boundary of the great central
plain of Europ*-, which is walled in on the east by the
ITral mountains, stret'-hing from the north to the south of
Europ«-. A wind that has traversf-d such a plain before
nracliing our hhoros must have had its marine character
'ntirely altered, and it is a most important question whether,
and under what circumstances, it.s short sea passage enables
it to recover its title to be called a sea wind. This we shall

naierve for our next paper.

\» <T lo r.Ai;f..rnia, Auatralin i« tho most prwiactive of golrl-
''• Tho goM-bcaring U-rritory of Victoria ftlono is

"liinrf. niil.n; of New Hoalh Wak-H, la.GoO;
11,0 i,.)uur.- ioilcii. An in the Ilwky Monn-

"•
-. cold ii fonnil lx»lh in qoartz-rockand filuccr« ;

h-it, 1 \r. I. ,. n.iitM of California, those of Aoitrulia arc Ijccominp
•rretj jre»r IcM produdiTc.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND ITS RISKS.
rpiIE rapid development of electric lighting which we
L have witnessed during the past year or two has, as
might have been anticipated, been accompanied by more or
less important misadventures. Koughly speaking, these
may be divided into two classes—first, accidents to the
body ; second, accidents to property. A few eflbrts have
been made to formulate and help guard against the recur-

rence of these accidents, the causes for which are, in the
great majority of cases, easily disoernilile by practical

electricians. There is, however, hardly a subject so

importAiit and so frequently ignored by amat(!urs and
unpractical men generally as the necessary methods for

confining the electric current to the channel through
which its course is intended to lie. Its importance is com-
parable to the necessity of making strong boilers to confine

steam, or of thoroughly washing the glasi^ and other
apparatus in the hands of the amateur or professional

chemist.

If the electricity is properly confined or insulated, the

chances of danger to the body are reduced to a minimum.
These dangers arise only from currents of high intensity

such as are used for arc lights ; and the wires transmitting

such electricity should not only be carefully insulated, but
should be fixed in such a way as to prevent tho compara-
tively soft insulating being rubbed away by friction against

the corners of houses, tunnels, chimney-stacks, itc. It

would be well if some competent authority were employed
by Government to fix a legal minimum amount of insula-

tion, and to stipulate with tho various companies that

fre(|uent, careful, and trustworthy tests should be taken.

We e this done, we should hear nothing of such accidents

as that which occurred at Hatfield, and which wo cannot
stigmatise in milder terms than by calling it barbarous.

Should such an authority be appointed, one of its most im-

[ o tant duties will be to see that the earth is rarely, if ever,

used as a return wire. The dangers to property are of a

very did'erent kind. They result from the volume or

quantity of the current. When this gets to be more than
tlio conductor can sustain, it becomes hot, and may
eventually set fire to the building. This we know to have
frequently happened, and as it is not always possible to

guard against a current getting too large for th(! conductor,

an automatic device should be invariably ins('rted by
which the circuit is broken and the current no longer

allowed to flow. In certain places great stress is laid on

a regulation that the conductors should bo at a consideraV)lo

distance from each other, but where proper means are

taken to ensure thorough insulation, this V>ecomes unneces-

sary. Whether anyone is ever appointed for this particular

work or not, it is certainly to be hoped that we shall soon

have something more definite than tho generalisation to

which we were indulged in the report we published a week
or two ago. The gross ignorance displayed by very many
electric light engineers (!) demands this, and the sooner

Kom(^thing is done, the better will it bo for the vendor as

well as for the buyer.

LEARNING TO SWIM.
Bv Natator.

{Continued/rom patje IflO.)

AVING acquired the art of balancing easily in the

water, body aslant, back uppermost, you are practi-

cally ma.ster of the situation ; for, while the balancing

comes easier at every trial, many ways of making progres-H

come naturally to you. For instance, if you put the

H
i
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palms of the hands together, and so thrust them forward,

then separating them and forming each hand into a cup-

shaped paddle, in the way already described, you carry

them with a wide sweep backward, so that tlie hand-

paddles drive back as much water as possible, you are,

of course, carried forward ; and you can repeat this

action as oft^n as you like, without using the legs

at alL Or again, if you let your arms and hands

simply wave about in front of you, keeping your

balance, you can use your legs and feet in a rough-and-

ready way to propel you, drawing the feet up under you
aslant to the water, and kicking them back square to the

water. Or you can progress more systematically by the

process called " swimming like a dog," in which each hand
is alternately slid for«-ard, points of the fingers first, as far

as it will go, and then drawn strongly back, held down-
ward from the wrist in the cup-paddle form, while the legs

also move alternately to give a kind of slow, backward
kick, like that olready described. In these and many other

ways you can now get about in the water, not very quickly,

but probably as fast as you want to go, and quite safely,

—

though, of course, it is well not to go out of your depth.

Still, this is not to be called swimming. If you want
to swim well, you must learn from the beginning a good
style,—which really means the sound, scientific application

of the methods of progression possible in the water. That
you may the better do this, do not be in a hurry ; but first

practise several things which will increase your confidence

in the water, and enable you, when you do begin to learn

the true swimming strokes—the breast stroke and the side

stroke—to give your whole attention to style.

First, then, learn how to float on the back.

This is easier by far than learning to balance with the
back uppermost (and the mouth out of water—a desirable

state of things for those who prefer to breathe). But it is

not right to learn firfl to float on the back, just because it

is so easy that the learner is apt to stop there, and make
no further progress. Besides, in turning from back floating

to front floating, it is just as well to be able comfortably

to balance in the latter position, and not be obliged igno-

miniously to splutter and struggle into a standing position.

Standing up to the breast in the water, your back to-

wards the shore, hold the arms out on cither side, or inclined

rather upwards and backwards, lean gently backwards

—

further and further, until the arms and the back of the
head enter the water : you leave the ground, and at the
tirst few trials you feel as if your head and shoulders 7?n<.<<

dip under. But they cannot do it, even if you try. The
odd thing is that when you lean forward from a standing
position in the water, you feel as if you could readily

balance yourself, yet as soon as the feet leave the ground
the beginner invariably goes head under, but when you
lean backwards with the arms outstretched, you feel as if

you were surely going under, yet as soon as the feet leave

the ground j-ou find yourself lying as comfortably on the
water as if you were on a feather bed. There is scarcely

any tendency to roll sideways, and what there is is very
easily controlled by the hands in the water. But so little

is there that after the first few trials you can put your arms
or hands under the back of the head and float on your back
as if you were going to sleep in that position on the green-
sward.

To progress in any required direction, when floating on
the back, is exceedingly easy. You can hold the arras

«asily alonspide and work the hands from the wrist,

" cupping " them for greater driving action, if necessary,

or you can use the arms more freely, taking advantage of

their full sweep. The legs can be used by gentle kicking,

slanting the feet as you draw them up for tho kick, and

squaring them against the water as you give it But you

can now try a method of propulsion with the legs, which

will prove much better, and gi%'e you an insight into the

true principle of leg propulsion in swimming. Floating on

the back, gently draw up both legs, and kick them out

simultaneously as far apart as you conveniently can ;
there

then lies between them a triangular space of water. Bring

them now, still extended, close together, forcing out, of

course, towards the feet, the water which had lain between

them (the action is like closing the blades of a pair of

scissors). This action, you will find, produces a strong

propulsive eftect,—the forcing of the water backwards

urges, in fact, the body forwards.

While learning these preliminary exercises in order to

acquire a good swimming style, both for breast-stroke and

side-stroke, learn to roll over easily from the back to either

side, and from the side to the front, until you feel as little

care about any of these movements as you would about

the corresponding nv vements in bed. To make them more

difticult, change your floating positions from back to front

either way after expelling the air from the lungs, being

careful, however, to do this at first only in shallow water

;

for though, after a little time, no difficulty whatever is

found in bringing the mouth above water when the lungs

are exhausted, it is, at first, rather discomfiting to find

how very little floating power remains after the air has

been expelled. I have seen a learner very much confused

by the depressing eflect of a hearty laugh in which he had

indulged when floating. But of course, after a little

experience, the learner finds out the advantage of keeping

his floating apparatus, the lungs, well filled with air. It

also does not take him long to learn that it is not quite the

right time to replenish them when the mouth is under water.

(To be continued.)

BUTTERFLY PRINTING.

By E. N. Parker.

BEFORE commencing a description of this (to my
mind) most useful way of preserving butterflies and

moths, I may perhaps be allowed to mention that " Butter-

fly Printing" is not an exact term for the method, which

should be more properly described as " Butterfly

Gumming," or by some longer collection of words, which 1

will leave to your readers to put together for themselves.

The best time for the work will be found to be during

the long winter evenings at home, after the collecting

season is over ; but 1 think this description is timely now,

as a number of specimens of the common sorts can be

captured, and used for practice and gaining experience in

the method about to be described, without which the

collector would, no doubt, hesitate some time (and with

reason) before using his perhaps solitary specimen of some

rare species, taken after the expenditure of a large amount

of time, trouble, and, possibly, money.

The materials are few and simple, and all that will l>e

found absolutely necessary arc two conmion penny paint-

brushes of camel-hair (so-called) one largo and one small,

an ounce of gum arable, and a quire of thick cream-laid

note-paper, a pair of tweezers, which should be pointed

bluntly and slightly lient, so that tho points meet when

squeezed without the rest of the instrument touching (or

a pair of tweezers taken from the microscope box, slightly

bent in the same way, will answer as well) ; a tumbler or

wineglass broken across the stem, and a few sheets of thick

blotting paper torn into strips of about 6 in. long by 2 in.

broad.
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Our butterfly caught, killixl in the usual manner, impaled

and brought home, all the material being made ready, and
the gum dissolved in cold water and strained through a

piece of muslin, the operator must take it (holding tightly)

by the pin, in the left hand, and with a sharp knife or pair

of scissors cut off tlie four wings as closely as possible to

the body, letting them drop on a clean sheet of ordinary

paper.
'

The next step is to take the tweezers and arrange the

wines with the underside uppermost, and place the tiuubler

over tliem to prevent a breatli of air moving them.

Then take a half-sheet of note-paper and fold it across

the middle, and having opened it again, smear it over about

half the surface towards the middle of the paper with the

gum ; hold it by the edge with the left hand, lingers length-

wise, and with the second linger of the right hand distribute

the gum over the paper, pushing it from left to right, an<l

then turning the paper round and doing the same, until on
holding it up and looking at it sideways in the light no
lines can be seen. Place the paper breadthwise before you

;

and with the tweezers arrange the wings on the nearest

half of the gummed paper, placing tirst the upper wings
and then the lower wings as they would appear when the

insect is " set '' in the usual manner, leaving, however,

room for the body, which must be carefully preserved and
ticketed in a manner which will show what wings it belongs

to.

Having arranged the wings, which, once placed, must
not be again moved under pain of the specimen being

spoilt, fold over the paper, l.-t it stick together, and rub
hard on the outsides, top and bottom, where the wings are

placed, w ith a pocket-handkerchief over the finger. Open
tlie paper, remove the wings, which may be done by
blowing or lifting them gently and carefully with the
tweezers from the end nearest the body, and all the scales

will \,e found to have stuck to the paper in order as on the
butti-rfly itself, there being an upper and under view.

After this, the paper must be washed over with clean

water, to remove the gum (being careful to go close up to,

but not over, the scales), using the blotting paper to absorb
it, and, when the surface is quite clean, placed in a heavy
book to press and dry.

When thoroughly dry (in a1x>ut halfan-hour) commence
to paint in, with ordinary water-colours, the body, between
the wings, to do which well, and get a good copy, will re-

quire some practice.

When this is finished, the paper may be cut in two and
stuck into a scrap album with thick cardboard leaves ; the
species, upper or under wing, being written in one corner,

and the place and date of capture in the other, or as the
collector's fancy may dictate.

Tl>« great utility of this system appears to me to be
that «p«icimen8 are freer from any chance of being destroyed
by moths or dust when by Occident the necessary supply
of camphor is forgotten to be renewed, and a much more
portable collection is obtained, which can be laid on the
drawing room table, carried aljout, or even dropped, with-
out danger to the sp*;cimen8.

I have transferred to jiap-r in this manner a number of

West Indian butterflies caught more than fifty years ago,
and given to me in various stages of decay and destruction.
One fact has Ureri revealed to me by this process wliich

I did not know Ufor*-, and that is that most l»utt<frflies and
mothx have two w.-tn of fn-ales ami fringe round the borders
of the wings. This is proved by the fringe bi-ing perfect
on both the upp«T and undf-r vii-w, and by the fact that I

Ijave once or twice lK«n able, with great care, to take two
impressions from the same wings.

In every case but one, I have found the above described

method to be sui-cissful, and that one failure is in tlu- 1 l.n-

butterflies, of which the under sides of the scales (which
appear iijipermost on the print), are of a whitey-blwi-

colour, and not the bright tint which we see so often flitting

about our fields.

I trust that I have made the above fairly plain, thouc'li

not so short as 1 or you might have wished ; but ii

any of your readers find a ditliculty in carrying out tin'

directions, 1 shall be pleased to answer any questions they
may like to pvit. The key to the whole filing is the con
sistenco of the gum and delicacy of touch.

HAS THE MOON AN ATMOSPHERE ?

By Mr. Ranyakd.

NO lunar clouds are ever seen floating over the

sharply-detined objects of the lunar land.scape. As
the sun rises upon the moon, the transition from dark-

ness to light is quite sudden. No zone of twilight stretch-

ing beyond the sun-illuminated region can be detected,

and as the moon passes over bright stars, there is no gradual

diminution of their li,;,'ht as they approach the lunar limb,

but they disappear suddenly, as if snufled out, at

the instant that the lunar limb covers them. It is

quite certain, therefore, that the moon has not a vapour-
laden atmosphere which is as dense, or nearly as

dense, as the atmosphere which envelopes the earth.

There is no e\idence tending to show that rays of light are
bent as they graze the lunar limb. Rays graz ng the earth'*

surface in a similar manner would be turned through aa
angle of more than a degree from their original course by
refraction in the earth's atmosphere, for it is known that

stars, when seen upon the horizon, are raised more than
half-a-degrco above their true places by the bending which
rays of light undergo before they reach the observer. If

there were any su3h refraction of light by a lunar atnio-

sphere, the sun would never be entirely hidden by the dark
body of the moon during an eclipse. During the reccrjt

total eclipse, as seen from Sohag, the moon's diamcrter was
about half-a-minute of arc greater than the sun's diameter,

and at the time of central eclipse, when the centre of the

moon's disc coincided with the centre of the sun's disc, the

sun's limb would have remained visible if there hod been
o lunar atmosphere giving a refraction equal to I-240th

part of the refraction which would have been causc^d Ijy

the earth's atmosphere. Hut not only was the sun's limb
hidden at the time of central eclipse, but it remaineci

hidden for more than a minute—in fact, the observed dura-

tion of totality agreed within o few seconds with the dura-

tion calculat(^d on the supposition that there is no bending
of light by o lunar atmosphere.

There is always some discordance amongst observers ai

to th(r actual duration of totality, for the disappearance of

the sun's light is not an absolutely instantaneous phenome-
non, so that occasionally trained observers standing beside

one another ditl'er as much as three or four seconds in their

estimates of the, time of the commencement of tli(; total

phas<!. There is also some uncertainty as to the real diame-

ters of the sun and moon. Hut after making allowance
for these uncertainties, we may safely assert that tho
observed duration of total eclipses agrees with tho colcu-

lat<:d duration sufficiently closely to (jnable us to bo sure

that there is not' an atmospliere about the moon capable of

causing a refraction equal to one two-thousandth part of

the refraction wliioJi would bo caused by the earth's

atmosphere under similar circumstances.

liut this docs not prove that there is no lunar atmo-
sphere, or even that there is not a lunar atmosphere equal
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OiR Stab JIap.—The circular boundary

of tlie map represents the liorizon. Tho

map shows also the position of the equator

and of that portion of the Zodiac now most

favourably situated for observation. The

names of ninety-nine stars of the first three

magnitudes are given below.

On Aug. 29, at 10 -.30 p m.

On Sept 2, at 1015 p.m.

On Sept 6, at 10- p.m.

On Sept 10, at 9-4.5 p.m.

On Sept U, at 9 30 p.m.

On Sept 17, at 91 5 p.m.

On Sept 21, at 9" p.m.

On Sept 25, at 8-45 j).m.

On Sept 29, at 830 p.m.

ARABIC NAMES OF STARS.

The following table exhibits the names of

all tlie stars of the first three magnitudes

wliose names are in common use :

—

a Andromeda)
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to one five-hundredth part of the terrestrial atmosphere,

for the mass of the moon is less that one-eightieth part of

the earth's mass, so that the weight of a body at the

moon's surface is less than one-fifth of the weight it would
have upon the earth's surface. And an atmosphere like

our own would, if removed to the moon (the temperature

remaining the same), Le more loosely packed, and would
extend to a much greater height above the surface.

There is another method by which the existence of a

lunar atmosphere may possibly be detected. Besides

bending rays of light, the earth's atmosphere absorbs cer-

tain wave lengths more than others, so that in the spectrum
of sunlight which has passed through the lower strata of the

atmosphere for some distance, as at sunrise or sunset, there

are certain lines which are not to be found in the spectrum
of a high sun. M. Thollon, who was one of the observers

of the total eclipse at Sohag, has spent many years in

making a great map of the solar spectrum, in which he has

laid down the position and relative intensities of the solar

lines, and he has also mapped down the places of many
hundreds of atmospheric lines which are proved not to

belong to the true solar spectrum, because they grow more
intense as the sun sinks towards the horizon, and vary

wth the amount of aqueous vapour present in the atmo-
sphere.

The instrument with which M. Thollon has made his

observations is a bisulphide of carbon spectroscope, giving

a dispersion equivalent to thirty-one prisms of 60° of

ordinarily dense flint glass, and giving a much brighter

spectrum and far better definition than could be obtained

with such a cumbersome train of prisms, if it were possible

to mount them and keep them in adjustment. M. Thollon
has in a very simple manner contrived to make the solar

rays pass three times through a system of prisms and half-

prisms, so that the eye-piece of the viewing telescope and
the slit remain fixed, while by a motion of the prisms,

different parts of the spectrum can be brought into view.

M. Thollon has made with this instrument a map of the

solar spectrum 49 feet long, showing more than 4,000
lines.

*36 -^S: ^3S -^39 -^iO *41 '•rZ *43 -*M -*<i -^46

_L

The wood-cut, copied from one of M. Thollon's drawings,
represents the well-known B group, which lies towards the
red end of the spectrum. It is a group which is modified
in a most striking manner by atmospheric absorption.

During the total solar eclipse of July, 1878, Professor
C. A. Young examined this region of the solar spectrum
with the slit, of his spectroscope placed upon the image of
tlic solar crescent, so that light from the sun's disc entered
one half of the slit while the other half of the slit was upon
the image of the dark moon. On looking into the eye-piece
of his spectroscope a brilliant solar spectrum was seen in
the half of the field corresponding to the half of the slit

which was upon the sun's disc, while the other half of the
field appeared quite black. The division between the two
halves of the field was exceedingly sharp. There was no
gradual dimming of the solar spectrum close to the moon's
limb, and Professor Young was not able to recognise any
of the well-marked terrestrial absorption lines, or any new
lines in the solar spectrum, though he spent some time ia

carefully examining the region close to the moon's limb.

Professor Young's observation was made with a grating
spectroscope of 17,300 lines to the inch, which in the
spectrum observed gave a dispersion about equal to the
dispersion of M. Thollon's liquid spectroscope; but the
amount of light and the sharp definition obtainable with
Professor Y''oung's instrument was not equal to that given
by M. Thollon's instrument.

It will be seen that the light which enters the slit

close to the moon's limb must, if there be a lunar atmo-
sphere, have passed through the densest portions of it

;

but although the air of Colorado, where the observation
was made, was very dry (and the sun was at a consider-

able altitude, more than 41° above the horizon, so that
there would be very little absorption taking place in
the earth's atmosphere, and the lunar absorption
lines, if any, ought by contrast to have been well
shown), Professor Young was unable to detect any trace

of absorption. 1 was observing near to him, and he kindly
gave me an opportunity of looking through his instrument.

I was much struck by the sudden transition from the
ordinary solar spectrum to utter darkness, a transition

totally unlike that which is observed when the slit lies

across the nucleus of a sun spot. The edge of the spectrum
was much more strikingly abrupt and sharply defined than
the edge of the spectrum which corresponds to the sun'3

limb when the slit is placed radially on the uneclipsed sun
so as to project beyond the solar disc, and the dark lines

of the solar spectrum were sharply cut off, apparently
without alteration. No evidence, therefore, was obtained
by Professor Young tending to show that any absorption
of recognisable amount takes place at the lunar limb.

In our next article we will examine the evidence which
was obtained by MM. Thollon and Trepied during the
recent total eclipse which they observed in the dry air of
Upper Egypt.

(To he continued.)

A Super Sensitive Thermometer.—Since the days when
Mr. Edison brought out his micro-tasimeter, which proved
so sensitive to heat, until now, we have had no instrument
devised for measuring extremely delicate changes of tem-
perature. Such an apparatus has, however, been recently

devised by M. Michelson, and brought, at least in its ex-

perimental form, Viefore the French Physical Society. It
is based on the principle of bimetallic thermometers, but
ebonite or hard caoutchouc is chosen instead of one metal.

Hard rubber is ten times more dilatable than platinum
under heat, and a spring composed of platinum on one side
and ebonite on the other will curve under the least increase

of temperature. At the extremity of the spring is fixed a
small glass stem, forming an elbowed lever, which abuts
against a light mirror suspended by a silk fibre. AVhen the
spring curves or straightens, the mirror is dcfiected, and a
ray of light from a lamp reflected from its surface to a scale

moves up or down the divisions of the scale. By giving t«
the spring and lever a relatively great length, this instru-

ment can be made very sensitive, and the inventor hopes
to be able to measure the thousandth rf a degree Centi-
grade.

—

Engineering.
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TWO ELEMKNTAKY BOTANY BOOKS.*

'^pilERE is notliing lianlor on earth than to find fault,

I and espcoiall)- to find fault with established authority.

If possible, one would like to praise everybody, and above

all to praise earnest men of science, whose title to speak

about their own special subject is quite undoubted. But
we cannot find it in our liearts not to utter a word of pro-

test against Professor Bentley's little manual, which he

has prepared " with the intention of supplying young boys

and girls with a simple introduction to the study of plants."

It is meant to be " quite intelligible to any boy or girl

beyond the age of twelve years, who has even received but
a moderately good education." And here is some of the

fare provided for the phenomenal boys and girls beyond
the age of twelve years :

—

Thug, if the blade is pinnatelv-voined the dirisiona are corre-

spondingly placed, nnd iho Icof is pinnatijid, pinnatiparttte, or
pinnatittelni, aicording to their depth; or when palmatcly-
veincd nnd divided accor<linf;I_v the leaf is pnlmalifid, palmalipar-
Mr, or palinatis-eleJ, in like manner. When the divisions are
themselves divided in u similar manner to the blade itself the leaf is

lipinnalind, Ac, the application of which terms will be readily
understood without further explanation.

Elsewhere, from a single page of this little primer, we
extract the following choice expressions :

—"Coiled up in a
circinate mannfr," "young (lowers in a scorpioid cyme,"
"sori," " inclusiuni," "sporangia," "a ring or annuhis,"
" antheridium," " .spirally-waved filament termed a sper-

matozoid," and so forth ; while the next page takes us

into all the dry details of archegonia, embryo sacs, germ
cells, and the rest of it, which, as Mr. Silas Wegg justly

remarked, had much better be discussed " in the absence
of Mrs. Boffin." Organography, morphology, alternation of

generation—this is what tlie boys and girls above the age
of twelve years have to study. And yet they have
received but a moderately good education ! Why,
Alacaulay's famous schoolboy was but an ignoramus by
the side of these modern prodigies !

The anonymous author of " Plant Life," seems almost
equally unable to think himself away from the technicalities

wherein he was instructed, and to think himself into the
position of the hapless children for whose instruction he
is supposed to write. It is true, he has been heavily

weighted by the " requirements of the Education Depart-
ment, as published in the Revised Code "

: and certainly

the collective wisdom which prescribes an acquaintance
with cells and vessels or the phenomena of germination
deserves to be treated with deferential caution ; but even
that awful and impersonal entity, the Revised Code itself,

could hardly desire that the babes and sucklings of the
Board HchooU should be crammed with such solid pudding
as thia :

—

Within is a cellular body, each cell of which contains a curled-
op i-'^'t: i./ TIk'kc antherozoids, when sot free, find their way
]'•' ' :ind fertilise it, the reiinit being that (,Towtli
i» ' 'H of the ar-hfjonium ciiWcH the nuelons. It

«J' • inyia, and in so doing tears away the upfier
p""" •"» which remains attached to it as the ca'ypfra.
PVim (:,•-.• ii).'un<» it will bo seen that a variety of reproduction
obtains among the cryptogamic plants.

All this is very true and very beautiful, no doubt ; but
aa we read it we wonder, somehow, whether it would not
l»e possible to write a lx>tany book for children in a simpler.

• " Manuals of Elementary Science," Botany, by Professor
B<T)tlcy (H P.C.K.). " Easy I-essons in liotany," by the author of
" Plant Life." (L-jndon : T. Pisher Unwin.)

pleasanter, and more natural way. Might not one begin
with the pretty pink flower itself, the thing that little

children know and love, instead of beginning with " the
root or descending axis," and proceeding duly to the andras-

cium and the gyniviiuni, and all the other horrid structural

details? iMight not one explain first the uso and meaning
of llower and fruit, and then work back to leaf, and stem,

and root, and cells, and vessels'! Might not one do all

this, with the accompaniment of some simple diagrams, and
yet never once employ such charming words as lyrete, run-

cinate, palmate, digitate, and pedate ? liut, then, a botany
book written upon those lines would perhaps bo actually

interesting, and what would the Revised Code say to thatl
No, collective wisdom is all for the best, no doubt ; and the

poor children must go on with these weak and beggarly

elements to the very last. Yet, we venture to predict that

all the good they will ever get from them will bo a pro-

found and deeply-rooted hatred of systematic botany.

" The Botanical Ati,as ; a Guide to the Practical

Study of Plants." By D. McAlpine, F.C.S. (Edinburgh :

W. it A. K. Johnston, 1882. Part 1.) This is a capital

work of its sort, well designed and well printed, with most
of its information brought thoroughly up to date. It

consists of dissections and magnified views of illustrative

plants, which will show practical students wliat they ought
to see for themselves in the specimens they examine. Not
only is the structure of each species well exhibited, but
attention is called in passing to functional uses, while such

points as the devices for favouring or ensuring cross-

fertilisation in the sago and the wallHowors are admirably

brought out in the drawings and enforced in the letter-

press. Here and there we notice a little vagueness of

detail in the essential organs of the flowers represented,

and the descriptive literary mattor requires more careful

editing ; but we hope to see these slight defects remedied

in forthcoming parts, and we can cordially recommend tho

work to all amateurs or beginners who wish for a guide in

the diflicult matter of plant dissection. It is prettily

coloured, too, which gives it the first introduction of a

pleasing appearance, and it is comniendably free from any
unnecessary technicality of language.

Mns. R. C. Baknaui), of Bartlow, Leckhampton-hill,

Cheltenham, sends us some excelUint lithographed illustra-

tions to " Houston's Practical Botany," which are to be

had " only by application to the arti.st." They are well

and faithfully drawn from nature, and tho structural

details have been carefully brought out. Above all, Mrs.

Barnard has succeeded in catching what botanists call the

"habit" of the difFerent plants—that is to say, their dis-

tinctive individual appearance. There is nothing so diflicult

to do as this, for draughtsmen will often give every tech-

nical detail with perfect correctness, and yet tho whole will

be so unlike the real plant that nobody will recognise it for

the same thing. It is like expression in portrait-jiainting

—

depetident upon such petty turns or twists of feature that

only a true artist can ever catch it For her present

purpose, Mrs. Barnard may be considered as such.

AccoRDINO to Dr. Frankland's report upon llio (|iialily of tho

waters furnished to tho metropolis during .Inly, llio 'ihaTncs water
distributed by the five companies drawing their Hiipply from thiit

Honrce was of better average quality than in any previnnH month of

the year, although all the samples, except thai dniwn from the

mains of tho Lambeth company, woro sliglitly turbid from in-

cITicient filtration. Tho I.ica water, distributed iiy tho Now Kivor
nnd East London Companies, also showed considerable imjuovoinent
in quality.
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, AUG. 20.

Sunday, Aug. ISxn. Monday, Aug. Htii. Tuesday, Aug. 1.5th. Wednesday, Aug. IGth.

Thursday, Aug. ITth. Friday, Aug. 18th. Saturday, Aug. IQth. Sunday, Aug. 20th.

In the above charts the dotted lines are " isobars," or lines of equal barometrical pressure, the values -which they indicate being

given in figures at the end, thus—30'4. The shade temperature is given in figures for several places on the coast, and the weather is

recorded in words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by the number of barbs and feathers, thus :— ^
,

light ; >- , fresh or strong ; . > i > , a gale ; »* ^ , a violent pale ;
signifies calm. The state of the sea is noted in capital

letters. The * denotes the various stations. The hour for which each chart is drawn is 6 p.m.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
THE Kegislrar-GeneraVs returns for the past week show that

in London 2,G70 births and 1,528 deaths were registered.
Allowing for increase of population, the births exceeded by 21,
while the deaths were '18 below, tho average number in tho corre-
sponding week of the last ton years. The annua! death-rate from
all causes, which had slowly increased in tho four preceding weeks
from 177 to 19-2 per 1,000, further rose last week to 205. During
tho first seven weeks of the current quarter the death-rate averaged
only 18'6 per 1,000, against 215 and 236 in tho corresponding
periods of 1880 and 1881. The deaths attributed to diarrhoea (in-

cluding dyson'ory), which had been 103, 118, and H7 in the three
preceding weeks, further rose last week to 1 G 1-, hut were 83 below the
corrected average weekly number. Those IG !• deaths from dian-hcea
included 127 of infants under one year of age, and 29 of c'lildren

aged between ono and five years. Tho fatal cases of whooping-
cough, which had boon G3, 57, and It in the throe preceding weeks,
roso again to 52 last week, which wero 11 above tho corrected
weekly iiverago ; 5 occurred iii .^t. Pancras, l in St. Gcorge-in-
tho-East, 4 in Bermondsey and Rotherhithc, and 6 in Lambeth.
Tho deaths referred to diseafes of tho respiratory organs, which
had steadily increased in tho four preceding weeks from 157 to 223,
declined again to 197 lust week, but exceeded tho corrected vrcckly

average by 30 ; lOG were attributed to bronchitis, and 45 to pneu-
monia. Twelve cases of suicide were registered, which exceeded
the corrected average by 4.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS.

By W. J. II. Clarke.

THE PROMINENT MOTHS.

AMONG the division of Lepidoptera known as the Cii»pWa'«,
we find a very interesting and peculiar class of moths styled

" Prominents." They derive their name from a small projecting

tuft of scales on the lower margin of tho upper wings, which standa

out very prominently when the insect is at rest.

In England, twelve species in all have, up to tho present, been
found, but many are of such extreme rarity that very few cabinets

possess authentic British-caught specimens of all tho varieties.

Tho first in order is tho Plumed Prominent (PlUnphova Plufm-
gera), a very handsome but rare insect. It has been found in

Buckinghamshii-o in tho month of October, but only on very few
Tho fore wings ore semi-transparent, of a raw sionna
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colour, with a bar of n puler liuo bcyoiul the coutro. The cater-

pillHr feitls on the nmple. auJ is to bo found in June and July.

The next sjiecies we loiue to is the Pale Prominent (ftiloiontis

Palpina), which is much more common than the last. This moth
is of a pale browu coloar, with three bands of a darker brown, and
black dots and stripes scattered over the wings. The caterpillar

feeds on the poplar and sallow, and is of a green colour, covered
with small raise*! white 8)>ots, arranged in si.\ bands, with a yellow

line do«-n each side. It changes into a chrysalis in the beginning of

OctoU'r. and remains in that state during the winter. The perfect

insect appears in June.

Tlie tolerably common Coxcomb Prominent (Notodonta Camelina)
is the next in order. It is a very handsome insect, the fore wings
being of a rtisty bmwn, and the hind wings of a similar but paler

colour. The caterpillar is very i>eculiar in form, and feeds ou the

oak, birch, maple, Ac. ; the body is green, with worts or raised

spots on the back, tipped with pink, from which issue tufts of black
hairs. On each side of the bo<ly is a white line, composed of spots

joined together with stripes ; the caterpillar is to be found during
the present month and the beginning of next. The moth itself

comes out daring the summer mouths.
The Maple Prominent {Xotodonta CucuUina) is a very rare

insect, the caterpillar of which feeds on the maple. It has been
caught at Halton, in Buckinghamshire, in the month of May. The
caterpillar appears in July.

Next we come to the Scarce Prominent (A'o(orfoii(a Carmelita).

This moth is to be found on the wing in April, and should bo
sought for on the trunks of birch-trees and places adjacent. The
fore wings are reddish grey, with the upper edge darker where
there are two ))alc yellow spots, from which proceed lines and
black dots transversely. The caterpillar is green, with a largo
nnmbcr of raised yellow dots all over the surface, and a buff-

colonred line down the side, and is to be found in the month of
June on birch-trees.

Next upon our list of Prominents comes the White Prominent
(Xotodonta Uirolo'), a very rare and beautiful moth. It appears
on the wing in June, and is said to have been captured in StafTord-

shire. The wings of this moth are white, with black spots and
other markings, the front margin of the fore wings being slightly

arched. The hind wings are light, but without spots, and the
whole of the head and the rest of the body of the same colour. The
caterpillar, like most of the Prominent larvae, is green, with a
yellow 8tri|ic down each side.

The remaining six species will be described in next paper, as
space forbids in this.

Peofessob Tommasi has written a letter to the Piccolo, describing

a case of hydrophobia in which the powerful drug pilicarpiiia had
been used without effect. The professor writes :

—
" The prodigious

effects of this potent remedy soon showed themselves -profuse
sweats and enormons salivation ; and yet the malady continued its

fatal course as usual. I was one of those who had hoped in the
good eCTects of pilicar])ina in cases of hydrophobia, and now this

hope has vanished, and it is necessary that the fact should be
known."

Moi-\TAlNEEBiNG AS ExEBClSE. — Mountaineering is doubtless
excellent exercise for the nervously strong and muscular, but it is

unfortunate that it should be the pastime of the very class of
persons least well fitted for its pursuit. Those who lead habitually

intellectual, and, to a large extent sedentary lives, incur great peril

of injury and accident when they resort to this arduous and
altogether exceptional form of exercise in their annual holiday.
They may be steady of nerve and clear-headed, strong of wind and
limb -, but the strain is too severe, and the overtaxed faculties of
sonic and power msiy at any moment give way suddenly, when life

will tic jeo[«rrlised or sacrificed. Members of our own profession
need a word of caution in renprct to the way they spend their
hardly-enmed vacation. We do not think th.it, as a "class, they are
particularly addicted to the climbing of monntains, but there are
some who forget that unaccustomed labour of any kind, although
it may be performed impulsively and i)erhaps with seeming ease

—

because th'-re is for the moment some reserve of force on hand— is

not safe work. A breakdown must reasonably be expec'ed, and it

is not prudent to venture life or limb on the hazard. Mountain-
eering, like everything else, requires long and continnous practice
to make it an exercise which can rt^asonably lio reckoned as salutary
and within the liounds of a sound discretion. It is too laborious,
t'K-i fxa/-ling to the scnsc-orgiinii, and tixj severely exhausting to all
the (lowers of life and enert.'Ti-, to bo undi-rtaken without more than
a men' fwling of cournge and power, which may be misleading.
The monntaini-er thould be always in training, or ho should only
attempt such climbing as calls for no particular cxiicnditure of
nerve or moscle force, and involvea no extraordinary risk.

—

The
Lancet.

Itttsvi to tfte (Eliitor,

renponfihU fur th« Ppiuitimofh'ts correrpondentK
utci-iptu or to corrfspouJ uitk their irrittrB, Alt

commtimciittOHM tnoHia be a* anort u» pimtibU^ conuiattntly v^xihfull and clear itait*

menU qf the tcriter'e meaning.'}
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Meaara. yVyman ^ Sont.

•,• All lettera to the Editor kHI he Numbered. Ear vont>enienc» if reference,
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MR. JIA'ITIIKW .\l!N()I,n OX KXOWLEDOE.

[520]— I learn by your extract from the Niiit-tcenlh Century, oi>

p. 193, that 31r. Matthew Arnold is still hammering away at his

chronic craze, concerning the supernal importance of the study of
ancient classical literature. It may appear presumptuous on my
part to differ with the apostle of sweetness and light—nay, I am
thoroughly sure that it ui/( ap])car presumptuous to Mr. Arnold
himself, affording as he does so admirable an illustration of the
appositcness of the celebrated definition that " toleration is lotting

you believe as I believe, intoleration wishing me to believe as you
believe." As one, however, who, perforce devoted some years of
his life to classical study, and who has spent no inconsiderable

part of the remainder of it in tho acquisition of knowledge
of the natural and physical sciences, I at least claim to speak with
a certain amount of oxperionco, expei'ience which, in tlio ease of
scientific ttady, I venture to think Mr. Arnold is scarcely in a
position to ^haro. Now, if tho end of life be to cultivate the
u-silii'tii- f;i(ully in tiian, tlurc ixi.sts, I venture to affirm, oven in

mnil.rii (li. ^:n iiniljiii^r ,,|' imi-,1 i;i>viil) literature, tho most ample
ni;iii-ii.iis f..rtliis |,iir|Hisc; .•iic.h.-ilile, moreover, to thousands to
whom tlic piuiib .Enc-as j-Lpiusuiits nothing, and to whom the
childish and indecent legends of the inhabitants of Olympus are
(happily) a sealed book. The classics, in real truth, nicroly supply
a system of mental gymnastics ; suited well enough to a certain

intellectual typo, but failing conspicuously when applied to another.

I really wonder how much there is in our extant classical literature

which is read for its own sake ?- -by which I mean for the saka
of the information or instruction conveyed by it. It suits tho pur-

pose of Mr. Arnold to covertly sneer at and depreciate the value of

the statement of bui h a fact as that " when a taper bi)riiB tho wax
is converted into carbonic acid and water;" but I confess that I

find more that ministers to " the sense which wo have in us for

beauty " in Faraday's " Chemical History of a Candle," than I do
in many parts of the works of Aristophanes : while I assuredly
derive much more vivid impressions of what is most distinctively

bestial in tho human race from tho perusal of Juvenal's Sixth

Satire than I do from learning, through tho imperishable

researches of Darwin, that the ancestor of man was pro-

bably "a hairy (piadruped, furnished with a tail and pointed

ears, probably arboreal in his habits." I should be more
urgent in insisting on tho essential unsoundness of Mr.
Matthew Arnold's advico "to chooso to be educated in humane
letters rather than in tho natural sciences," wire T not convinced

that, in the present enlightened condition of |)i;l.lir ..iiiiiinti, he hnn

but small chance of being listened to. 'I I i

''

•

"I ihr

Cosmos is destitute of those elements win I- i i" > inruiH

ajsthetic faculties, or exercises a less refining ml ;• r i 1
1

liuiriaii

mind than tho perusal of nasty fables, no onf Imi ;i very l.uiatical

enthusiast would, I think, now venture to assert. I coiifi'ss that

investigations into tho physical structure of our visilijo Stellar

Universe has exercised an indefinitely more elevating and jiurifying

influence upon my own mind than even tli(- iiirusal of the story of"

Leda and the Swan did.

A Fellow of the Roval Astoo.vouical .Society.
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FAIRY RINGS.

[521]—It may be objected to the new phase of Mr. 'Williams's
" hypothesis " that the Fairy Rings I referred to often occur on
preeipitonsly steep hill sides, where tethered animals are never
found. Similar rings are often an intolerable nuisance on the well-

kept lawns of mansions, opposite the drawing-room windows, in

positions where hay-cocks and tethered animals are (not to put too

fine a point upon it) extremely rare.

A Fairy Ring starts from a single fungus, or a small group of

fungi ; this little group exhausts the ground, and renders it unfit

for the further gro-n-th of fungi. From this starting-point the

underground spawn radiates, and in the second year the Fairy Ring
appears ; it is then about 6 in. or 9 in. in diameter. The fungi

decay, and tliis decayed material suits the growth of grass ; this

luxurious grass (manured by the previous year's fungi) is usually

termed the Fairy Ring. The third year the ring will be a foot or

more in diameter, and so on to a hundred feet or more, the spawn
always increasing from the centre outwards. Haycocks are never
six inches or a hundred feet in diameter. If a small hole is

dug just outside a Fairy Ring, the spawn of the fungi is in-

Tariably met with. When there is too much or too little rain,

the fungi cannot come up, and this accounts for the curious

absence of the Fairy Ring fungi in some seasons ; the circle of

spawn is, however, alive in the ground, and if the next year is

suitable, the ring of fungi again appears, always just outside the
lu.xnriant grass. In some places where Fairy Rings are common,
two or more circles of underground spawn come in contact ; at the

point of contact the rings cannot go on, so semicircles or ogee-
curves are the result. Tethered animals do not walk about in

circles a foot in diameter, in semicircles, or ogee-curves.
Mr. Williams has confused several things together—the rank grass

found about haycocks, manure-born fungi, and Fairy Rings. They
are all quite distinct from each other. W. G. S.mith.

MECHANICAL PARADOX.

[522]—Thanking you for replying to my last query, may I

trouble you «-ith the following ?

In a book entitled " Remarkable Men " (published by The Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge) I find the following called
" Ferguson's Mechanical Paradox," in which he (Ferguson) says :

" Suppose you make one wheel as thick as other three, and cut
teeth in them all, and then put the three thin wheels all loose upon
one axis, and set the thick wheel to them so that its teeth lock into
those of tlie three thin ones; now turn the thick wheel round, how
must it turn the others ?

' Turn the thick wheel which way you will, it shall turn one of
the thin wheels the .^ame icay, the other the contrary way, and the
third 710 XL-ay at all."

In the book above-mentioned, this mechanical paradox is fully

illustrate.'1, but not explained, and I have failed as yet to get an
explanation of it. Cupidus Cognosceee.

ARE TOADS POISONOUS :

[523]—I have domesticated toads, frogs, lizards, slow-worms,
snakes, and other reptiles, and have studied their habits. Some of
my observations do not accord with the statements in the biological
toxt-books, but on the question raised by Mr. Herbert Brown (No.
•I'JO) they arc quite in harmony ^vith the usual descriptions of tho
acrid secretions emitted from the pustules or warts on the skin of
toads. I have seen several cases of dogs attacking toads, and in all

the dog has suffered considerably in the manner described by Mr.
Brown. On one occasion I dropped a, toad much in the same
manner as dogs do. His skin came in contact with an excoriation
on my hand, and the result was like picking up something very hot
indeed. Tliey are quite innocent of any " sting " or poison-tcotli.

W. Mattiel- Williams.

SINGULAR COINCIDENCE.

[524,] — A curious circumstance which happened to mo in
Switzerland in the year 1877 may perhaps bo deserving of record.
On August -i I left my quarters at tho Hotel Rigi Schcideck, where
T had occupied No. 123, for tho Hotel National, at Lucerne. Hero
1 was struck by the fact that my room had the same number ; but
my surprise was greatly increased when on proceeding on August 6
to the hotel at Giessbach, I found myself again confronted by 123
on my door. The sequence, too, of the numbers was curious, and
it so happened that the party consisted of three, though one of
tliese occupied a separate room. T. W. Webb.

AN AUGUST METEOR.

[525]—On the evening o

the act of viewing with adu
in Perseus, my attention w:

burst into view in Perseus,

gaged upon. It shot slowly ;

I inst., about 1.45, whilst in

II I dc -light the great cluster
' :i magnificent meteor which
.suuth of the point I was en-

thc direction of Ursa Major,
leaving a beautiful stream of light in its wake, and burst about
half-way to that constellation. I fixed my glass (a 3 in., with a,

power of 80) on it, and perceived a long waving light of a greenish
hue, slowly fading away. Against the dark background it seemed
like an immense crack in the sky, and had a most remarkable
appearance. It was clearly visible for 45 seconds.

Yours trulv,

Dukinfield, Auii. 11, 1S82. William H. Siublet.

TARNISHED DAGUERREOTYPES.
[52G]—I have a tinted daguerreotype which is much tarnished, so

that the figure can onl}- be seen in a particular light, and then imper-
fectly, while the surroundings are bluish-green. I should feel

much obliged if I could be informed how or where it can be re-

stored. I am a subscriber to Knowledge, and read in an early

number that it can be restored. I was referred to my chemist,
who, brought up with photographers, never heard of restoring a
tarnished daguerreotype. F.

DRAMA FOR AMATEURS.

[527]—Wanted, the names of two or three dramas subject to the

following conditions :— (1.) Sufficiently elevated and improving in

tone for representation by a Mutual Improvement Society at one of

their meetings. (2.) One that we could curtail, if necessary. (3.)

Containing a cast—say three ladies and three or more gentlemen.

We should have three months for preparation, and possess a fair

amount of amateur talent. Hox. Sec.

THOUGHT READING.

[528]—You may be interested to know that I have been suc-

cessful in a feat of thought reading somewhat similar to, though
less wonderful than, that performed by Cassneuve, described by
your correspondent " Henry Milton." It was this :

—

I wrote on a slip of paper the name of, say, a flower and an
animal, folded it up, and gave it to a friend, requesting him to look

me steadily in the face and mention the name of the first flower that

came into his head. Having done tliis, I asked him to mention the

name of the first animal that occurred to him. In both cases the

answer was correct. I have tried the experiment several times
since, and have been, generally speaking, successful ; on the second

guess, almost invariably so. The modus operandi was simply that

my friend should look me straight in the face and mention the first

which occurred to him of tho kind I had told him to think of. I, on
my part, simply concentrated my thoughts on the object to be
guessed.

"

James Deas.

BALL-BEARINGS TO BICYCLES.

[529]—In reply to your correspondent, Thos. B. Walker, I think

he has fairly made out his case, but it will probably interest him to

know that in many of the best makes of tricycles the manufacturers
have reversed the method adopted in the construction of bicycles,

and have put ball-bearings to the small stoering-wheel, while using
plain bearings to the large wheels. This is the case with the

Burdess Sterling Tricyle, which I am at present testing, and of

which I think favourably. 'I'luro is gnat originality in the con-

struction of this machine ; til III '. :in < I liven backwards to drive

the machine forwards; il liler great power, and
steadies the Machine in qui. I. ,1 : -..ing down hill.

Your correspondent's \m1! r ; m .1 Mmuks will, I have little

doubt, be useful in directing the atti-iition of manufacturers to the
desirability of putting ball-bearings to the small or trailing wheels
of bicycles. For my own part, if I wore compelled to have a
bicycle with only one set of ball-bearings I should prefer those

bearings being applied to the hind wheel, because I have found that
they generally run well where they have to run with a great

velocity and under small weight, but more frequently get out of

order when they have to bear any amount of weight while running,
and when they do get out of order they are very difficult to set

right without tools and appliances, which amateurs seldom possess.

Jonx Bbowmng.
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John GKEExnElD. If the snn's raj-s have been all these millions
on millions of years working their way round, and even now give
DO trace of oiming back, I fear I mnst ask you to wait till they do
begin to cfpmo buck before discussing your theory. Scioncc finds
whiit looks like ample reason for being certain that the solar rays,
or rather light-ondnlations, travel in constantly enlarging spheres
around the sun as centre. There is absolutely nothing known in
physics to suggest that this action can ever reverse its course.
There was no occasion to correct the spelling, the printers would
have done that if your letter had been marked for insertion;
but it could not be, except for Paradox Corner.

—

Xamuk. 1.
Draw throngh middle point, c, of AC, a perpendicular, cOD, which
will also be a diameter to the circle, being the centre. From
take on OD a length, OE, eqnal to Ac. Then EB, perp. to OD
will meet the circle in the required point D. 2. The highest point
of a primary is never so high as 45 degrees above the horizon. It
is highest when the sun is on the horizon, and it is then about
41 digrecR high. The higher the sun tho lower the rainbow, and
the fewer the degrees in its arc—Amatei-k desires to know tho
name, price, and publisher of best book giving chemical tests for
various substances.—L. J. P. Rodwell's Scientific Dictionary, price,
I think, 10s. 6d., gives modem scientific terms —J. II." Grant.
Tour description of Watfs parallel motion suggests that you are
considering a simpler form than the one I am familiar with.
Will you kindly send a sketch showing where C, C, ic., of your
dc oription arc situated ? You mnst not exjwct to find any way
of dm rmining a so that tho equation you have obtained shall bo
a.4 nearly as possible an equation of the first degree ; all yon can
do is to obtain an expression for tho deviation from the straight
when tlim is a maximum (that is, where x is greatest or least) and
then differentiating with respect to a determine for what value. Of
o this maximum deviation is least.— W. A. E. wants to know
whether alcohol in yeast, when made into bread, is destroyed in the
baking ? also if alcohol is to bo obtained from bread baked brown
by tie addition of pure water; and if so, whether excluding the air
would be a preventive.— H. B. Lino.say. 1 . Tho Kdinburqh Review is
decidedly wrong. Our English system of numeration reckons a bil-
bon OS (a million)', a trillion as (a million)' and so on—a very sen-
sible and uniform method. Americans use the unwise (and prncticiilly
absurd) plan of calling a thousand millions a billion, a thousand
billions a trillion, and so on. It would jiuzzle their arithmeticians to
explain how the hi-, tri-, and quadri-, Ac.,of those numbers pre to bo
wtcrpreted. 2. It is commonly supposed a French league is three
English miles

; but there are, in fact, two French leagues neither of
which is quite three miles in length, one of 2,000 toineg, or 242
English statute miles, which was formeriy the legal posting measure
the other the 25th part of a degree, or about 277 English miles!
The former is evidently inUiided by Flammarion in the passage
you refer to. Tlie English league is the 20th part of a degree, or
three nautical or geographical miles.— F. Craw.shaw. Letter for-
w»rd«I to publishers. English astronomers regard the day as
beginning at noon at Greenwich Aug. 3, 1 o'clock p.m., being
Aug. 3, 1 h.

; but Aug. 4 1 o'clock a.m., Iwing Aug. 3, 1.3 h. But
referring to civil, of course there must always be a question at any
placo neariy IH) degrees from ns, how the onlinary day that

ling should U- callwl—whether, for instance, at or near
I. Uh., a«tr<jn'.mical time, or noon of Ang. .'t, civil or mean

solar time at Grf.nwich the day which is near its commcncc-
mcDt .luill U- ™ll..d Augn.t 3 or 4. If wo pass eastwar.i from
OrccnwKh (tho earth being supposed to cease rotating for tho
moment) we find tl,e hoar earlier ami earlier in the morning till,
when we arrive at IWj east, it is midnight, and the morning hours
or Aug. 3 arc just aUot to begin. If wo go westward, wo find tho
time later and later in the afternoon till, when we arrive at l(-0'
west, which IS the same place we reache<l tho other way, it is mid-
night and the m/.ming hours of Aug. 4 are just about to iK-gin.
But f„r other longitudes wo meet with the same dinicolly. All wo
can ^y of the day at any placo is that it oveHaps the Greenwich
day of the same name by such and such a portion. Even at Paris
for example, there arc '.l\ minutes, when the day differs from
the (^eenwich day. Thus, from 11.50} in the evening of
Aug. 3 at Greenwich till midnight closing Aug. 3 at Greon-

Aog.

wich, it is tl beginning of Aug. 4 at Paris.—W. Mkadow-
CKAKT. When you liuvo said that tho appio is in tho smaller
box, and the smaller box in tho larger, what more is there to siiy ?

—J. A. Oi.LARn. That seems about it. Besides, there is a certain
degree of probability that what tho mind regards as probable will

really occur.— J. Thomson. Do not know of Ling's book. No instru-

ment has yet been invented for measuring brain movements. As
trepanning would sooiii a necessary preliminary, I venture to pre-
dict that such nn instrument, when invented, will net bo widely
popular.— A. McD. 1. Dr. Ball refers to apponrances in tho
transit instruments, which inverts. 2. No : R.A. of a star is not the
time when tho star crosses tho meridian of a pliico; hut the interval
in time between the passages of tho meridian by (i.) the first point
of Aries and (ii.) the star. 3. You nio right in your correction of
what Dr. Ball says as to zenith dist + cnlat. being equal to polar
distnnce ; it should be colat. ± zenith distance, according as star
crosses meridian south or north of tho zenith.— A. Stradlino. .Most

willingly; not undcrtiiking, of course, to insert everything.—T.

CllASR Cox. Darwin attributes tho colours of human races to the
gradual influence of sexual selection. Slight difrerences at first

between different races were gradually increased. When the change
was in progress, there mnst have been, what is now not seen, a
marked difference of colour between the two soxes. As to tho lady
and gentleman you mention, scienco may express an opinion when
it has had evidence of their having existed.— E. Scott. Darwin
touches, in his " Descent of Man," on tho origin of the emotions,
feelings, conscience, &c. It is not very wonderful that wo have
but very vngue evidence on this point. You ask whether evolu-
tion recognisfS the human soul, and, if nothing can be destroyed,
what becomes of it alter tho death of tho body p I am not
concerned to say what evolutionists believe about tho soul, a
future life, and so forth. Theso matters Ho outside nur field

of inquiry ; but as to your question, regarded scientifically,

might it not be paralleled thus,—Scienco recognises tho human
mind ; nothing can bo destroyed ; what becomes of it after death ?

or thuf, Scienco recognises human strength ; nothing can bo
destroyed ; what becomes of our strength after death ? Scienco
con only recognise the strength, the mind and its powers, the soul

and its emotions, ns functions of the body.

—

Esckimador. Yon
must have been misinformed by tho person who stated that a book
giving the Latin roots (puro radicals) issued by the Clarendon
Press, was suppressed lost tho pupils should outleam tho teachers

!

—C. A. Wir.i.iAMsoN. Tho information was given in Knowledge
for August 4, p. 170. Publishers, Messrs. Trubner & Co., priuo 15s.

—J. Rawclifkk. Fear cannot find space for critique on Mr.
Whewell's article in Ji^urntd of Science, October, 1S80, on
"Free Forces in Nature."— J. Bedford. You are known.—Faciebat. Before November wo shall have some papers
on meteors and shooting stars. Dropped K. because many
misunderstood.— F. J. M. Fear must nsk some reader with more
leisure than wo have to determine on what day tho full moon fell

in July, 157.1.—W. W. Fawcktt. In what way do Dr. Hermann's
assertions affect what I said ? Have I ever asserted there were no
cruel and wrong-headed vivisectionists ?— Z. Y. X. Many thanks.
We have sent on the electric boy to our electrical contributor for

his opinion.—tJ. Wii-son. We do not sec the ditliculty. It is certain
that ever since sub-aerial denudation has been in progress, every
formation must have been partially consumed to jirovido materials
for the next

; portions also would remain much as they were
originally formed. Why should you go on to reason as if

geologists asserted that "the whole of each formation was con-
sumed while the next was forming ? In so doing you make
the difliculty which troubles you.— H. Marriott. On tho hot-

test day you will often see cirrus clovds, which consist of

ice crystals. Whatever theory wo accept as to tho formation of

hailstones, we know (hat they arc formed where the air is at a tem-
perature below tho freezing-point.—J. Ralph. Yon have taken Mr.
Mattieu Williams somewhat too seriously; of course ho does not
really mean thnt drinking habits shonid bo encouraged in order to
get rid of the worse members of society. Besides, ho speaks only of
the coarser type of drunkards. Wo insert, however, as much of
your letter as wo can find space for.—A. H. Skf.lton. I noticed tho
two misprints at p. 170, 18S0 for 1800. There was only one wrong
in proof, and I corrected that, but somehow with tho result that
both were made wrong. It did, not, however, make tho answer
unintelligible ; for I received a note from tho querist thanking
mo for the rejily, which ho ha<l manifestly read as cor-
rected. So, ns tho answer had only been intended for him,
I did not think it worth while to correct tho mistake.
There was a very annoying erratum in No. 41, first page.
I had written that some regard "tho results of sound reason-
ing as if they were fanciful hypothesis." For " hypothesis,"
I found " hypotheses," which I corrected. To my horror I found
the sentence altered into tho nngrammatical and onmcaning form
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in which it actually appeared, the resnlts of sound reasoninf; being

regarded as if i' wero n fanciful hypothesis. Hypothesis in the

abstract, as distinjfuished from any particular hypothesis or hypo-

theses, was, of course, what I intended.—S. W. Flannel next to

skin as best for bodily health,—therefore better for the mind,

—

mens snna, &c. For the other trouble there is nothing but resolute

will ; which of us has U'lt been troubled that way ? Still, busy work
which has also interest for the mind will in the long run chase from

us thoughts we hi-ve no wish to entertain.—.!. E. Okill. Pardon
me, it is you who have " missed the mark again : " preferring beer

to water is not the same as craving strong drink. As the old song

has it, when I am hot and tired

I loves a glass of good beer,

I'm partikler partial to beer.

Yet I assuredly have no craving for it, and for fen years have
scarce tasted it. You think few, but, fo far as I can judge, every
reader .of Knowledge reads these Answers.

—

John Rouse. Although
the discoveries of asteroids have been rather common of late years.

the subject is full of interest. planning a paper in which thi

ingenious ideas of my friend, Professor Kirkwcod, of Bloomingt(

Indiana, will he considered. I look upon his discovery respecting

the arrangement ol asteroidal distjinces as full of interest.— J. V. E.

There are so many articles waiting th.at I fear it would be unwise
to invite you to send yours. It would, however, be returned. Nrtt

undertaking to return, &c.., is not the same as undertaking not
to return.—E. A. Fk.4xcis. I venture to mention my " Half
Hours with the Star."," published by D. Bogue, price 2s. 6d., as

likely to help yon. I have no pecuniary interest (never had
in fiict) in the sale of the book, or would scarcely mention
it. Still, I think it wonld be of use to you.— M. AI. W. We
shai-e your views ; but the subject is outside the line we marked
in our first number. It is better avoided.

ELECTRICAL.
.I.iSTEs Xelsox Fr.ASER. You need not be afraid of asking ques-

tions, simple though they be, more particularly if they are such as

it is difficult to find a direct answer to in the ordinary elementary
text-book. Where specially made zinc is unobtainable, amalgama-
tion should always be resorted to. It is a simple process, which you
can carry out for a few pence. Get a little sulphnric acid (a penny-
worth of oil of vitriol friim the oil-shop will do) and mix with water,
in the proportion of one of acid to about twelve or more of water.
Place your zinc in this {to remove surface impurities), and leave it

until it nearly stops fizzing. Then with the aid of a piece of wool, &c.,

the zinc being still wet, rub in a little mercury until yon get a
uniformly bright surface. If it isn't bright all "over dip it in the
water again, and then give it another rub. Don't be wasteful with
the mercury. A globule about the size of a pea is amply sufficient

for a good-sized plate.— S. Ckosse. The half of the ring nearest
the magnet assumes a polarity opposite to that of the inducing pole,

while the remote h.ilf assumes the like polarity. The neutral line

in this case is the diameter of the ring at right angles with the axis

of the magnet. No change is produced by coil copper wire round
the stationary iron ring.

(Bur 2236 tst Column.

By " Five of Clubs."

THE following game illustrates well tho advantage of under-
standing partner's play, or of being assured that partner

plays according to some definite plan in particular cases. The hand
resembles one described by Drayton, and so closely, that it may be
regarded as tho same hand. (It was written from memory of that
hand.)

The n.iNDs. r.A.
Clubs—q, Kn, 0,

Hearts—10, 7, 0.

Spades- 9, 8. 2.

Diamonds—Q, 0,

Cluhs—A, 8, 7.

Hearts—A, Q, 1

Spades

—

r>. .'1.

Diamonds—A, ]

z
Club A'jriy.

A

Clohs—lO. 5.

Hearts—0, 5, 4, 2.

Spades—A, K, 4.

Diamonds-K, 10, 7, 4.

Z.

Cluha—K. 6, 3.

Hearts— K, 3.

Spiides— y,Kn,I0,7,G.

Diamonds—8, 5, 3.

THE PL.A.Y.

NoTB.—Tho card underlined wins the Iricli, and card below leadi

nnsM
O llo ol Py 10 O

9^ 9^ I

I

\~'^'~

>? ^ <? ^ <p

REMARKS, INFERENCES, &c.

1. A having only three-card suits,

outside trumps, and not sufficient

strength to justify a trump lead,

leads the best card from a short

suit. li holding the Knave knows
that the lead is not from Q, Knave,

ten, or from strength. He infers,

therefore, that .-1, who is a steady

player, has four trumps, but is not

strong enough to lead trumps. He,

therefore, having four trumps,

leads one, through >;'s King.

2. A cannot as yet tell whether

has led from strength in trumps,

or, recognising evidence of length

in trumps in .-I's hand, has simply

through the hi'uour to heli>

him. He therefore does not re-

turn a trump.
nd 4. B again plays through

the honour ; and now A, seeing his

partner must have four at least,

5. Returns a trump, which draws
the King.
The rest of the hand plays itself.

At 8 and 9, Y pl-<ys to clear his

partner's suit, but the third round

in spades is ruffed.

We cannot say we altogether

approve -4's play. Having no
means of knowing whether dia-

monds were his partner's suit or

one of his opponent's, he should not,

we think, have thrown away the

Queen ; had the suit been headed

by the Knave, he could not have-

done better than to lead (he best.

i:i
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^ur Cbrds Column.
Bv MEniisTO.

MENTAL I'HOTOGRAPnY FOB AMATEURS.

A ('lAMi; BT R. G. AND II. C. Brothebs.

"IT/'E think the nbove designation the most npproprinte one to

VV opp'y t" blindfold play. A ganio is not carried on without

sif;ht of the board by means of memory p<ire and simple—that is,

the rwoUectiiin of ajl moves made—but by means of devoting the

juind to the n-oollection of the position as a whole. In blindfold

phiy. the player is constantly engaged in taking a photograph of

the' |M>$itiun. but without the help of the optic nerve, which usually

transmit* a reflection of the board to the brain. It is, therefore, a

mental reflection, or photograph, which enables a player to play his

moves, and make his combinations, without sight of the board

—

i.e.,

blindfolded.

Amateurs who wish to practice blindfold play, must bear tlio

above facts in mind in their practice. A great holj) in that direc-

tion may be obtained by patting up on a board easy positions, and
after looking at them steadily for a time, try to recollect the position

without sight of the board.
Messrs. H. C. and R. G. Brothers have sent ns a game played

together blindfolded, which extended to fifty-seven moves. It was
•veil contested throughout. We give the end position :

—

Position AnxE Black's iSau Move.

R. G. BBOTnEBS.

Buck.

Whitb.

II. C. Beotiiebs.

The game wag continued with :

—

-W. R to Kt8 R to R7(cb)
45. K to Kt sq R takes P
4C. R to QR8 P to B5
47. R takes P P to EG
4S. R to R6(ch) K to Q2
49. R to R7(ch) K to Ksq
50. H to EC K to B2

PosmoS AFTER Wiin-E'

CniCF Editob

51.
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Science auti 3rt 6o55ip.

Remahkable mirages are frequently observed in the

southern and central parts of Sweden, and a specially note-

worthy one was seen recently over the Lake of Orsa. A
number of large a)id small steamers were reflected as if

plying on the lake, and the smoke could even be seen rising

from their funnels. Later on, the scene changed to a land-

scape, the vessels now taking the form of islands in the

lake, covered with more or less vegetation, and at last the
mirage dissolved itself in a haze. The phenomenon, which
lasted from four to seven o'clock p.m., is said to have fur-

nished a most magnificent spectacle.

Si i>iE speculative merchants in Bergen have obtained the
light of cutting block-ice for export from the enormous
glacier, Fon or Svartisen (69° 25' north, 35° 15' east, on
the Senjen Island, in Norway, the northernmost of its kind
in Europe. The fjuality of the ice is good. The glacier is

about 120 square miles in extent, and the distance from
its border to the sea is only a couple of miles. A similar

attempt to utilise the glacier Folgefonden was made some
years ago, but failed, owing to the blocks in their down-
ward course breaking through the wooden conductor in

which they were slid down to the sea.

)R CiiKisTiAX exhibited at a recent meeting of

the Physical Society of Berlin, a new method of preserva-

tion by which organic bodies are coated galvanoplastically.

A mulberry-leaf, a cral>, a butterfly, a beetle, the brain of

a rabbit, a rosebud, and other objects were plated with
silver, gold, or copper, and showed all details of their

outer form, down to the finest shadings. The objects to
lie preserved are first put into a solution of silver nitrate

in alcohol, then dried and treated with sulphuretted and
phosphuretted hydrogen, when they form good conductors,
which, brought in the usual way into the galvanoplastic
bath, can be coated with any desired thickness of a metallic
deposit

One of the hardest woods in existence is that of the
desert ironwood tree, which grows in the dry wastes along
the line of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Its specific

gravity is nearly the same as that of lignum-vita>, and it

has a black heart so hard, when well seasoned, that it will

turn the edge of an axe, and can scarcely be cut by a well-

tempered saw. In burning it gives out an intense heat.

A SULPHUR mine in Sicily was recently set on fire in a

very curious manner. A waggon loaded with sulphur was
being drawn up an incline, when the rope supporting it

broke, and the waggon rushed back into the mine at a
frightful speed. The rapid motion developed heat enough
to set on fire the highly combustible ore, and the flames

spread so quickly through the mine that thirteen workmen
were unable to escape, and thirty or forty otliers were
seriously injured.

A remarkable sand-storm, accompanied liy an intensely

cold temperature, raged in Iceland for two weeks during

the spring. The air was so filled with dry fine sand that

it was impossible to see for more than a short distance,

and the sun was rarely visible, though the sky was clear of

clouds. Nobody ventured out of his house except upon
matters of most urgent necessity, and many who were
exposed to the storm were frozen. The sand penetrated

into the houses through the minutest crevices. It was
found mixed with articles of food and drink, and every

breath drew it into the lungs. Thousands of sheep and
horses died.

Dr. Schweinfurth has succeeded in freshening and pre

serving many of the leaves and flowers from garlands fouml

on the breasts of mummies discovered last year at Deir tl

Bahari. A small herbarium is thus formed from plants

which grew thirty-five centuries ago. A number of the

species have been identified with those now found in the

East.

The call for an electrical sheep-shearer made by a New-
Zealand correspondent in The Scicntijic American some
months ago, has apparently brought forth fruit in an un-

expected quarter. It is now announced that the head of

the Hudson Bay Fur Company, Sir Curtis Lampson, Las

applied electricity to the trimming of sealskins. The skin

is " fed " over a knife-edge bar, above which is stretched a
fine platinum wire, which, raised to a white heat by an
electric current, meets the longer hairs which rise above
the under fur, and mows or burns them down.

At a recent meeting of the Paris Academic a paper was
read on a use of electrolysis in dyeing and printing, by

!M. Goppelsrteder. For example, he impregnates tissues or

paper with an aqueous solution of chlorhydrate of aniline,

puts it on a non-attackable metal plate, which he connects

with one pole of a battery or small dynamo. On the tissue

or paper is placed a second metal plate having a design in

relief and joined to the other pole ; on pressure and passage

of the current the design is reproduced. A modification of

the method gives chemical discharge of colour. The current,

again, is used to prepare vats of indigo, aniline black, Ac :

the hydrogen which arises at the negative pole beujg

utilised. It is also used to prevent oxidation of colours in

printing.

Throu(;u an excess of current accidentally brought

about, the w ires for conducting the electricity for illumi-

nating the stage of the Paris Opera lately l^ecamo red-hot,

burnt their covering of gutta-percha, and caused a fire,

which, however, was speedily extinguished with a few

buckets of water. Such events as these are of the class

that result from w hat must be culpable carelessness.
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The lon{»est span of wire in the world is used for a

'ilctrraph in Indiii, over the river Kistnnh, between

IVrorah and Sectannsjruni. It is more than 6,000 feet

'•iiisj. ftjid is stn'tclud between two hills each 1.200 feet

liik'h.

We are informed that the IVitish Electric Light Com-
]>a«y have recognised the fact t^f their infringement of the

F.dison patents for electric lighting by paying a substantial

<um as royaltj' to the Edison Electric Light Company
> Limiteil).

AVb are given to understand that " the School of

Telegraphy and Electrical Engineering," which lias been
Arrying on its work at 4, George-street, Hanover-si]unre,

nnder the less elegant title of "the School of Submarine
•-•id Military Telegraphy, Telephony, Electric Light, and
Twhnical ln.struction Company," has removed to li',

Princes-street, Hanover-square, and that the school re-

fl't-ns after the summer vacation, on Sept 1.

Asbestos Paint.—A public demonstration of the United
A.sbestos Company's fire-proof paint, as a preventive of

lire, took place recently on a piece of vacant ground
in Whitehall - place, adjoining the Thames Embank-
ment The demonstration had been arranged with special

reference to the inquiries now being made respecting the

tire-proof qualities of this paint For the purpose of

testing these, two wooden buildings, constructed in the

form of theatres, one of them coated with ordinary paint
and the other with aslx-.stos paint, were filled with shavings
;\iid fired at the same momeut, and, in the course of a few
minutes, the first named was a mass of blazing ruins, while
the only sign of injury shown by the asbestos paint was
that it had been blistered with the heat A second ex-

pirimrnt was then made for the purpose of showing the
'llicacy of a draught-proof curtain, in the event of a fire

breaking out upon the stage, in preventing the spread of

llames. The experiments were generally regardetl as satis-

factory in favour of the asbestos paint

THE BRITISH ASSOCTATIOX.
Bv THE Editor.

THE tone in which the meetings of the British A.ssocia-

tion are almost always spoken of by the press,
weekly as well as daily, is one of such unmixed gratulation
that we hesitate to express what, nevertheless, is our care-
fully formed opinion to a contrary eflfect We see and
hear it stated on all sides that these annual visits of the
Association to important centres of the population stir up
throughout the country an enthusiasm for science which
otherwite would not have existed ; and the Association
itsnif gravely claims as its own work that growth of scien-
tific z'al which certainly has continued during a largo
portion of the existence of the British Association. In his
opening addrcwi this year. Dr. Siemens even implied that
"thosn special societies which have sprung into existence
sin'-e the foundation of the British Association " (the
Phyiiical, Om-.^p-aphical, Meteorological, Linnaan, .tc, Ac.,)
owe their exi.st/>nce in rcaKty to its influence. Nay, the
very development of scientific journalism which began
before the founding of the A"isof:iation, and has done its
work in creating and fostz-ring it, is spoken of by Dr.
Siemeni a? part of the work of a body whose meetings
oocapy ).at a small portion of each year, and whose work
x'^m? to th-)**; who contemplate it from the outside, with

some apprehension of the real wants of unscientific people,
to be quite incapable of producing the eflects thus in all

good faith attributed to it

When we come to analyse the actual proccodinga of the
British Association, at any of its meetings, we cannot but
recognise the fact that these holiday gatherings of science
can scarcely developo in any useful way (except by the
sort of scientific tax levied on the towns visited) the
advancement of science. Putting on one side the work of
the various sections in as far as it is done by men of

science for men of science—which amounts, indeed, chiefiy

to the kind of work known as " mutual admiration"—what
particular eflect is likely to bo produced on the general
public by what comes before them at these gatherings'?

At most of them, you will be told, the presidential address

is altogether the most interesting part of tho affair : at

others, addresses on subjects of special interest may invite

and attract attention ; but nearly always there is a great

falling-offin attention and attendance after the presidential

address. Now the address of tho Presid(;nt is nearly always
a recapitulation of successes achieved up to the time of the

meeting, and chiefiy during the preceding year. It may be

an able literary work, covering skilfully tho whole ground
of science, like Sir John Lubbock's address last year at

York ; it may be a brilliant lecture, such as Professors

Tyndall or Iluxley have delivered, with so much that is

striking— in both senses of tho word—that the hearers

really are interested (but not more than they would be in

a special lecture given by skilful speakers, as are Tyndall

.ind Iluxley) ;''or it may be a recapitulation ^vauting both

in oratorical and literary skill, yet still a fair general

account of what has been done in the past year ; or, lastly,

it may be a recapitulation by a specialist of such w-ork

only as has been done in his special department But, in

any and every case, in what way can a recapitulation of

scientific progress possiVjly interest cither the scientific or

the unscientific ? The scientific know all about it ; .the

unscientific cannot possibly care at all about it, present<-d

in a crude and condensed form (as it must be in a recapitu-

lation). Such interest as a Lubbock may excite by literary

ability in an address, or a Tyndall or a lluxlcy by lecturing

skill, is in reality outside the task specially to be performed

in these addresses.

Thus, during Dr. Siemens' address—to take a concrete

example, a fair average sample of these things—the

audience could be readily classified by an observer of any
keenness, into two portions— those who were wearied

because they knew already all that the speaker told them,

and those who were wearied because they could make
nothing of such statements as were fiung at their heads,

as, for instance, that " a Watt expresses the rate of an

Amp;-re midtiplied by a Volt while a horsepower is 7tG

Watts, and a Choval de Vnpeur 735." To u.so the

charmingly simple mode of illustration which Dr. Siemens

beamingly bestowed on his audience, as something sweet

and poetical which they would like to remember, un-

scientific minds must not lie crossed at a .sharp angle by

scientific statements, but " looked upon as the asymptotes

to be approached indefinitely by the hyperbolic course " of

scientific exposition.

I am not sure but that the most encouraging feature of

the presidential address was the efiect produced in the

" place of skulls" on the platform. If the scientific part of

the audience had been interested, the uns<;ientific might have

despaired indeed; "if this is what interests men of science,"

they might have thought, " how rrtn men of science have

anything to say which would interest us." But when one

bald pate after another was Vjowed in sleep, and of the

others on the platform scarce a tenth tried to hide the
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effects of a " twice " (or twenty times) " told tale," the rest

of the audience might have gathered comfort from the

thought that science nmst have something better in store

than this dried food. As a matter of fact many of the

audience seemed to have no such consoling hope, and during

the last half of the address, the cries of the coachmen were

heard by a much larger section of the audience than the

voice of the president. It is not dilBcult to understand

why, during the rest of the Association week, soirees and

excursions attract more than sectional meetings and evening

discourses. We venture to express our strong conviction

that for months if not years to come, the interest taken by

Southampton in science will be considerably less than it

has been during the past few years.

The President's Address.

It will be understood that thus viewing the mere re-

capitulation of well-known facts, we do not propose to

trouble our readers with a full report of an address, nine-

tenths of whicli related to matters long since sufficiently

dealt with in these columns. We give in full only those

portions of the address which we think likely to prove

of interest. The words of one who has done much to

advance science must always be worth hearing when he is

dealing with his own subject, or expressing his own views
;

and even in an address intended to be a recapitulation, a

man of original thought cannot at times avoid his own
subjects or the expression of original ideas.

After touching on the deaths of Charles Darwin in the

fulness of years, and of Professor Balfour, when his work
was but fairly entered upon (reference to the more recent

loss of Professor Stanley Jevons might not ungracefully

have been added), Dr. Siemens referred to the past and
future of the British Association—to the past as encourag-

ing, to the future as full of promise. He then spoke of the

harmony which should exist between theory and practice

in science. " The advancement of the last fifty years," he
said, " lias, I venture to submit, rendered theory and prac-

tice so interdependent that an intimate union between them
is a matter of alisolute necessity for our future progress.

Take, for instance, the art of dyeing, and we find that the

discovery of new colouring matters derived from waste
products, such as coal tar, completely changes its practice,

and renders an intimate knowledge of the science of

chemistry a matter of absolute necessity to the practitioner.

Tn telegraphy and in the new arts of applying electricity

to ligliting, to the transmission of power, and to metal-
lurgical operations, problems arise at every turn, re-

quiring for their solution not only an intimate acquain-

tance with, but a positive advance upon, electrical science,

as established by purely theoretical research in the
laboratory. In general engineering the mere practical art

of constructing a machine so designed and proportioned as

to produce mechanically the desired effect would sufiice no
longer. Our increased knowledge of the nature of the
mutual relations between the different forms of energy
makes us see clearly what are the theoretical limits of

effect ; these, although beyond our absolute reach, may be
looked upon as the asymptotes to bo approached indefi-

nitely by the hyperbolic course of i)ractical progress, of

which we should never lose sight. Cases arise, moreover,
where the introduction of new materials of construction,
or the call for new effects, renders former rules wholly
insufficient. In all these cases practical knowledge has to
go hand in liand with advanced science in order to accom-
plish the desired end. Far be it from me to think liglitly

of the ardent students of nature, who, in their devotion to
research, do not allow their minds to travel into tho
regions of utilitarianism and of self-interest. These, the

high priests of science, command our utmost admiration
;

but it is not to them that we can look for our current pro-

gress in practical science, much less can we look for it to

the 'rule of thumb' jiractitioner, who is guided by what
comes nearer to instinct than to reason. It is to the man
of science who also gives attention to practical questions,

and to the practitioner who devotes part of his time to the

prosecution of strictly scientific investigations, that we
owe the rapid progress of the present day, both merging

more and more into one class, that of pioneers into the

domain of nature."

He soon after adverted to the diversity of usage in

this country and the Continent as respects weights and
measures :

—" As regards the measures of length and
weight, it is to be regretted that this country still stands

aloof from the movement initiated in France towards the

close of last century ; but, considering that in scientific

work metrical measure is now almost universally adopted,

and that its use has been already legalised in this country,

I venture to hope that its universal adoption for com-

mercial purposes will soon follow as a matter of course.

The practical advantages of such a measure to the trade of

this country would, I am convinced, be very great, for

English goods, such as machinery or metal rolled to current

sections, are now almost excluded from the Continental

market, owing to the unit measure employed in their pro-

duction. The principal impediment to the adoption of the

metre consists in the strange anomaly that, although it is

legal to use that measure in commerce, and although a

copy of the standard metre is kept in the Standards

Department of the Board of Trade, it is impossible to pro-

cure legalised rods representing it, and to use a non-

legalised copy of a standard in commerce is deemed fraudu-

lent."

Dr. Siemens spoke next at considerable length on the

subject of electrical measurement—suggesting the use of

two further units—a unit of magnetic quantity to be called

a " Weber " (Clausius's suggestion), and a unit of magnetic

power to be called a " Watt." His remarks on electrical

energy, on telegraphy, the telephone, and the electric rail-

way, contained nothing which would be new to our readers,

or which will not presently be dealt with in a more readily

understood manner in these columns. In addition to

what has already appeared in Knowledge respecting Dr.

Siemens' experiments on the infiuence of the electric light

upon vegetation, the following may be added as of interest,

" In experimenting upon wheat, barley, oats, and otlier

cereals sown in the open air, there was a marked difference

between the growth of the plants influenced and those un-

influenced by the electric light. This was not very appa-

rent till towards the end of February, when, with the

first appearance of mild weather, the plants under tho

influence of an electric lamp of 1,000 candle power placed

about five metres above the surface, developed with extreme

rapidity, so that by the end of May they stood above i ft

high, with the ears in full bloom, when those not under its

influence were under 2 ft. in height, and showed no sign

of the ear."

Dr. Siemens next referred to electric railways, remarking

that while they possess great advantages over horse or

steam power for towns ; in tunnels, and in all cases where

natural sources of energy, such as waterfalls, are available,

it would not be reasonable to suppose that they will (in

their present condition) compete with steam propulsion

upon orduiary railways. What followed on the definition

of metals from their solutions, on electric lighting, and
on secondary batteries, woulil not lie new to readers of

Knowledge. Speaking of by-products in gasworks—

a

subject on which Mr. Mattieu Williams has already written
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in thiso pages—Dr. Sinuens made tbc following reraark-

al>K- statements :

—

'•The total annual value of tlie gasworks by-products

may l>e estimate*! as follows :—Colourinj,' matter,

£3,350.000; sulphate of ammonia, £l,947,Oi'0; pitch

(325,000 tons), .l'oG.'<,000 ; creosote (•-'5,000,000 gallons),

£208,000; crude carlKilic acid (1,000,000 gallons),

£100,000: gas coke, 4,000,000 tons (after allowing

2,000,000 tons consumptiiii in working the retorts), at

I •-'.<., £^2,-l00,000—total, £8,370,000. Taking the coal

used, 9,000,000 tons, at I'Js., c-jual £5,400,000, it follows

that the by products exceed in value the coal used by very

nearly £3,000,000. In using raw coal for heating pur-

poses these valuable products are not only absolutely lost

to us, but in their stead we are favoured with those semi-

gaseous by-products in the atmosphere too well known to

the denizens of London and other large towns as smoke.

Professor Roberts has calculated that the soot in the

pall hanging over London on a winter's day amounts

to fifty tons, and that the carbonic oxide, a poisonous

compound, resulting from the imperfect combustion

of coal, may be taken as at least live times that

amount. ilr. Aitken has shown, moreover, in an in-

teresting paper communicated to the Royal Society of

Kdinburgh last year, that the fine dust resulting from

ilie imperfect combustion of coal is mainly instrumental

in the formation of fog, each particle of solid matter

attracting to itself aqueous vapour ; these globules of fog

are rendered particularly tenacious and disagreeable by the

presence of tar vapour, another result of imperfect combus-

tion of raw fuel, which might be turned to much better

account at the dye-works. The hurtful influence of smoke

upon public health, the great personal discomfort to which

it gives rise, and the vast expense it indirectly causes

through the destruction of our monuments, pictures, furni-

ture, and af>par»;l are now Ijeing recognised, as is evinced

by the success of recent Smoke Abatement Exhibitions.

The most effectual remedy would result from a general

recognition cf the fact that wherever smoko is produced

fuel is l»eing consumed wastefully, and that all our calorific

etlects, from the largest down to the domestic fire, can be

realised as compleUdy, and more economically, without

allowing any of the fuel employed to reach the atmosphere

unburnt This most desirable result may be etlected by

the use of gas for all heating purjjoscs with or without the

addition of coke or anthracit<^\"

We must not pa.ss over references to the probable future

improvement of our merchant steam shipping by the use

of more f>erfect engines (gas-engines, of half the weight of

the present, and working with only half the present ex-

penditure of fuel) of the new kind of steel (mild steel)

introduced 1 y the Admiralty in 1870-78, by which 20 per

cent of the weight of a ship's liuU can be saved, of double

Ijottoms, and solid bulkheads for the division of a ship's

hold. "With such improvements," said Dr. Siemens, "the

lialance of advantages in favour of steam vessels (or, rather,

prop<.ller vessels) would be sufiicient to restrict the use of

sailing craft chiefly to the regattas of Southampton and

neighViouring port*."

After «p<-aking of deep-sea soundings, and recent im-

provements therein, Dr. Siemens referred to the proposed

means for crofiin;; the Ihthmug of Panama, and the sug-

gmied flootlinx "^ '''e Tunis Algerian desert. He spoke

of the new Eddy»tone LiKhthotise, and the St. (iothard

tunnel, the proposed tunnel lielow the P'nglish Channel,

and England's impressive "military anxieties " respecting

it After touching on other gul>-pontine works, suggested

or in progress. Dr. Siemens cpokc of the improvement of

explonive agents, cannon, ic.

His remarks on the jihenoniena of electric discharges

were of considerable interest. " By the discharge cf

high-tension electricity through tubes containing highly-

rarelicd gases (Geissler's tubes), phenomena of discharge

were produced which were at oneo most striking and

suggestive. The Sprengd pump allbrded a means of

pushing the exhaustion to limits which had formerly

been scarcely reached by the imagination. At each

step the condition of attenuated matter revealed vary-

ing properties when acted upon by electrical discharge

and magnetic force. The radiometer of Crookes imported

a new feature into these imiuiries, which at the present

time occupy the attention of leading physicists in all coun-

tries. The means usually employed to produce electrical

discharge in vacuum tubes was Ruhuikorir's coil ; but Mr.

Gassiot first succeeded in obtaining the phenomenaby means

of a galvanic battery of 3,000 Leelnnclio cells. Dr. De La

Rue, in conjunction with his friend Dr. Hugo Miillor, has

gone far beyond his predecessors in the production of bat-

teries of high potential. At his lecture 'On the Phenomena

of Electric Discharge,' delivered at the Royal Institution in

January, 1881, he employed a battery of his invention

consisting of 14,400 cells (14,832 volts), which gave a

current of 054 ampere, and produced a discharge at a

distance of 71 inch between the terminals. During last

year he increased the number of cells to 15,000(15,450

volts), and increased the current to 1 amp6re, or eight

times that of the battery he used at the Royal Institution.

On the occasion of his lecture, Mr. Do La Rue produced,

in a very large \acuuni tube, an imitation of the aurora

borcalis ; and he has deduced from his experiments that the

greatest brilliancy of aurora displays must be at an altitudt>

of from thirty-seven to thirty-eight miles—a conclusion of

the highest interest, and in opposition to the extravagant

estimate of 281 miles at which it had.bcen previously put."

It was hardly to be expected that the eminent electrician

should not make an attempt to galvanise into the semblance

of life his defunct theory of the conservatism of solav

energy. In some way peculiar to the inventors of in>-

possiblc theories, he finds evidence for his speculations

where others recognise decisive (though in this case little

needed) evidence against it. The long extensions of the

corona not far from the equatorial regions, seen during tho

American eclipse of 1878, if constantly visible, would cor-

respond with the theory. But if th(! theory were true,

they should be always visible. During the Egyptian,

eclipse last May they were absent ; but " No matter," Dr.

Siemens thinks ; "the outflowing equatorial streams I sup

pose to exist could only be rendered visible l)y reflected

siinlinht, when mixed with dust produced by excc^ptional

solar disturbances, or by electric discliarge ; and the occa-

sional appearance of such luminous extensions would serve

only to disprove the hypothesis entertained by some

that they are divided planetary matter,
^

in which casfr

their apjiearance should be permanent "—it being, he-

might as soundly have added, a well-known pro-

p(;rty of planetary matter to remain permanently at

rest.* "Stellar space filled with such matter as hydro-

carbon and aqueous vapour would estaljlish a material

continuity between the hun and his planets, and betweeu

• The nrgumont is this : If tlicro were Uio oODBUnt Btrcumi'rK-

forth from tho oqnivtor imagined l.y Ur. KicmcnB, the oqimtorial

BtroaiiiH Hhould alwnys bo there. If there is oosmical dust travel-

liiiB round and about tho sun in orbits of all dogroes of eccentricity,

not only would eclipscB ocen in different monthH differ much inter

.«—but owing to tho conHlant motion of the cosmic matter, bo alflo

would cclipHCB seen in dilTcrcnt ycarB in tho same month. Ur.

Sicmong think* just the rover«e doubtlcsB liaving Bomo ronHoni'.

Unfortunately he ODiitH to mention tliem.
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the innumerable solar systems of -which the universe is

composed." We are not told what would be the extreme

tenuity of such matter necessary that even the nearest

sun should show his light through twenty millions of mil-

lions of miles of it, or of what possible benefit the action

of rays on matter midway between our own sun and the

nearest sun (i.e. matter ten billions of miles from either)

could possibly be to the systems circulating either around

our own sun or around Alpha Centauri (and the like for

other stellar neighbours not quite so near). Still,—No
matter. In a vague sort of way, we may be able—at

least Dr. Siemens says we may—"to trace certain con-

ditions of thermal dependance and maintenance, in which
•we may recognise principles of high perfection, applicable

also to comparatively humble purposes of human life. So
then" (though the sequitur ma.y not be very obvious to all,

the idea itself is worthy of all praise), " we fellow-workers

in every branch of science my exhort one another in the

words of the American bard who has so lately departed

from among us :

—

Let ns then be np and doing,

With a heart for any fate

;

Still achieving, still pursuing.

Learn to labour and to wait.

Mathematical Section.

From the address by Lord Rayleigh, president of this

section, we extract the following well-considered reaiarks :—" In one important part of the field of experimental

science, where the subject-matter is ill understood, and the

•wrork is qualitative rather than quantitative, success

depends more directly upon sagacity and genius. It must
be admitted that much labour spent in this kind of work
is ill directed. Bulky records of crude and uninterpreted

observations are not science, nor even in many cases the

raw material out of which science will be constructed. The
door of experiment stands always open ; and when the

question is ripe, and the man is found, he will, nine times

out of ten, find it necessary to go through the work again.

Observations made by the way, and under unfavour-

able conditions, may often give rise to valuable sug-

gestions, but these must be tested by experiment in

which the conditions are simplified to the utmost,

before they can lay claim to acceptance. When an
unexpected effect is observed, the question will arise

whether or not an explanation can be found upon admitted
principles. Sometimes the answer can be quickly given,

but more often it will happen that an assertion of what
ought to have been expected can only be made as the result

of an elaborate discussion of the circumstances of the case,

and this discussion must generally be mathematical in its

spirit, if not in its form. Tliis is shown by the investiga-

tions of the well-known experiment of the inaudibility of a

bell rung in vacuo. Leslie made the interesting observation

that the presence of hydrogen was inimical to the produc-
tion of sound. Years afterwards Stokes proved that what
Leslie observed was exactly what ought to have been
expected. The addition of hydrogen to attenuated air

increases the wave-length of vibrations of given pitch.

Examples such as this, which might be multiplied ad
libitum, show how dithcult it often is for an experimenter
rightly to interpret his results without the aid of mathe-
matics. The experimenter himself should be in a
position to make the calculations to which his work
gires occasion. I should like to see a course of mathe-
naatical instruction arranged with especial reference to

physics, within which those whose bent was plainly

towards experiment might, more or less completely, confine

themseJiTS. Probably a year spent judiciously on such a

course would do more to qualify the student for actual

work than two or three years of the usual mathematical

curriculum. On the other side, it must be remembered

that the human mind is limited, and that few can carry the

weight of a complete mathematical armament without some

repression of their energies in other directions. The dif-

ferent habits of mind of the two schools of physicists

sometimes lead them to the adoption of antagoni.stic views

on doubtful and diflicult question.s. The tendency of the

purely experimental school is to rely almost exclusively

upon direct evidence. The tendency of the mathematician

is to overrate the solidity of his theoretical structures, and

to forget the narrowness of the experimental foundation

upon which many of them rest."

Chemical Section.

In the course of his address to this section by Professor

Liveing, the following interesting remarks were made on

two matters which have recently been the subject of con-

troversy, now regarded, however, as disposed of. " When
we find that the combinations of particles of the same

kind are as definite as those of particles of different kinds,

and that they are both subject to precisely the same me-

chanical laws, we are hardly justified in regarding the

forces by which they are produced as essentially different

To get rid of a gratuitous hypothesis in chemistry must be

a great gain. But, it may be asked, why stop here 1 Why
may not the chemical elements be further broken up by

still higher temperatures'? .-1 priori, and from analogy,

such a supposition is extremely probable. The notion

that there is but one elementary kind of matter is at least

as old as Thales, and underlies Prout's hypothesis that the

atomic weights of our elements are all multiples of that of

hydrogen. This famous hypothesis has gone up and down

in the scale of credibility many times during the present

century. Quite recently," said the speaker, " a fresh re-

vision of the combining weights has been made on the

other side of the Atlantic by Professor F. W. Clarke, who,

on the whole, concluded that Prout's hypothesis, as modified

by Dumas, is still an open question—that is to say, his

.

final numbers differ from whole multiples of a common
unit by quantities which lie within the limits of errors of

observation and experiment. Let us turn again to the

evidence afforded by our most powerful instrument for in-

specting the inner constitution of matter, the spectroscope.

A few years ago ^Ir. Lockyer supposed that the coincidence

of rays emitted by different chemical elements, particularly

when those rays were developed in the spark of a powerful

induction coil and in the high temperatures of the sun and

stars, gave evidence of a common element in the compo-

sition of the metals, which produced the coincident ra.ys.

Later results cannot fail to shake our belief in the exist-

ence of any common constituent of the chemical

elements ; but it does not touch the evidence which the

spectroscope affords us that many of our elements, in

the state in which we know them, must have a very com-

plex molecular structure. The spectroscope has in the

last few years revealed to us several new metals. AVhy

may there not be elements which, while they diller as littl*

in atomic weight as do nickel and cobalt, are, on the

other hand, so similar to one another in all characters that

their chemical separation is a matti^r of the greatest ditfi-

culty, and their difference only distinguishable by the spec-

troscope 1 The spectra may bo thought to suggest so much,

and how shall we decide the question 1 At any rate, the

complications of the spectroscopic problem can only

be unravelled by the united efforts of chemists and

physicists, and by the exercise of extreme caution." Prof.

Liveing said he could not dismiss the subject of chemical
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dynamii's vrithout alluding to the ingenious theory by
vhich the President of the Association has proposed to

account for tlie conservation of solar energy. Uorameuting

on this, he remarked that, " if it l«e true that the compounds
are decomposed by absorbing the sun's rays, we ought to

find in our atmosphere the products of decomposition ; we
ought to find it in free hydrogen, carbonic oxide, and
acetylene, or some other hydrocarlnjns. The hydrogen,

from its Ein.oll sprcilio gravity, would not be concentrated

in the lower regions of our atmosphere in the same propor-

tions as the denser gases, but carlionic oxide and hydro-

carbons could not fail to be detected in the air if they

formed any sensible proportion of tlio gases in interplane-

tary space.''* Dewar anil he had recently shown that if

nitrogen already in combination—as, for instance, ammonia
— lie brought into a hydrocnrlion flame, cyanogen is pro-

duced in sutlicient amount to give in a photograph (though

not so OS to be directly visible) the characteristic spectrum of

cyanogen as it appears in the comet. It is therefore, he

said, " no longer necessary to make any other supposition to

account for the cyanogen bands in the spectra of comets,

than that ammonia, or some such compound of nitrogen, is

present as well as hydrocarbons in a state of ignition."

Quite recently Dr. Hugginshas observed that the principal

comet of this year has a spectrum of an entirely diti'erent

character, but he is not yet able to say to what elements

or compounds it is probably due. The notion that comets
may bring us news of distant parts of stellar .space, towards
which our system is driving, where the atmosphere is not
like ours—oxygen and nitrogen—but hydrogen and hydro-

carlons, may fascinate the fancy, but the laws of occlusion

oblige us to think that the meteorites have not merely
wandered through an attenuated atmosphere of hydrogen
and hydrocarbons, but have cooled in a much denser
atmosphere of those substances, which we can only con-

ceive as concentrated by the presence of a star or some
large aggregation of matter. No comet on visiting our
system a second time can repeat the exclusion of its

occluded gases unless its store has been replenished in

the jntenal ; and it will be interesting to see, when Halley's

comet next returns, whether it shines only by a reflected

light or gives us, like so many others, the banded spectrum
of hydrocarbons.

WAS RAMESES 11. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

By Amelia B. Edwards.

vii.—tue twin cities, pa-tdm and pa-hameses.

HAVING endeavoured to show how the foregoing
monumental and Bible dates are capable of being

brought into concordance, and how the chronological pro-
blem (which some have pronounced to be insoluble) ceases
to l>e forrnidable when carefully tabulated, I now propose
to examine, not the chronological, but the hi.storical

evidence which connects Rameses 1 1, with the period of
the oppression.

M. de Rotig«:-'« identification, it will Ijc remenibcred,+ is

founded in the first place on the name of the city which
was built by the forced labour of the Hebrew settlers; and,
in the second place, on the length of the reign of Rameses

•The calm way in which Prfjfcjwor I.irciriK crushcg, under
elsemicml coniiJcratfonii, «he theory siroady killed by physical and

-.fViFmaticml maoninfr i« worth obnerring.

+ Be* K!»oin,i!t)0«, No. 85, Vol. II., p. 2.

Now, if it were possible to identify the site of this city

(Raamses), or, better still, the sites of both tJie "treasure-
cities " specified in the Bible, and if it could also be shown
beyond reasonable doubt that tlicy were indeed built by
Rameses II., then the correspondence between Hebrew and
Egj-ptian evidence would amount to positive proof.

The Hebrew evidence is brief and precise :
—" And they

built for Pharaoh treasure-cities, Pithoni and Raamses."
(Exodus i., 11.)

That is to say, they built a treasure-city (in Egyptian, a
Jickhon) called Pa-Tum, or Pi-Tum, and a treasure-city

called Pa-Rameses, or Pi-Ramcses ; the one signifying tho
" Pa," or abode, of Tum, and the other the " Pa," or
aViode, of Rameses. Tum was a solar Deity chiefly

worshipped in the East of Delta, where lay the land of
(loslien. Rameses is a royal and divine name, meaning
the Son of Ra. It was borne as a proper name by two
Pharaohs of tlie XlXth Dynasty, and also by a long suc-

cession of Pliar.aohs of the XXth Dynasty ; but in the

hands of Rameses II. of unbounded arrogance, it became
something more than a mere alliliation of tho King to tlic

Sun-god Ra. It became the name of a living and personal

(!od, Rameses Jlcr-.Vnicn, Pharaoh a)\d deity, self-elected

in the flesh to the circle of tlie Gods. In this sense, Pa-

Ramcses, no less than Pa-Tum, was a city dedicated to a

deity ; and we may be certain that Pa-Tum and Pa-

Ramcses each contained a temple in honour of the tutelary

God of the place. Nor is tho juxtaposition of the.se two
names. Pa Turn and Pa-Rainosc.s, altogether fortuitous.

The God Ra and the God Turn were closely related in the

system of Egyptian solar myths ; tho one representing tho

diurnal, and the other the nocturnal, sun. Or, in other

words, Ra was the risen sun, the giver of life and light,

while Tum was tho setting sun, precursor of the shades of

night. They were even said (as M. Grdbaut has shown in

his celebrated translation of a " Hymn to Amen-Ra") to

engender each other—day giving birth to night, and night

becoming in turn the parent of day. And it is in this

sense, as symbolising life, death, and resurrection, that we
frequently find Ra and Tum represented together on
funereal taVilcts.

PivRameses and Pa-Tum were therefore twin cities,

sanctified by the twin temples (the "Abodes" of Tum and
Rameses) after which they were named ; the cult of the one
temple being the complement of the cult of the other.

Hence it is reasonable to conclude that Pa-Rameses and
Pa-Tum were situate not very far apart.

The question next arises—where verc they situate? To
this it m.ay be answered that tliey were undoubtedly

situate in the land of Go.shen ; that .same land which, in

the XLVIIth chap, of Genesis is called indifferently both

Goshen and Rameses. That it should be called " Rameses "

thus early in the .^acred narrative is in itself a very signi-

ficant fact. It shows that at the time when the Mosaic
books were compiled— or, in modern phrase, edited— this

province was no longer exclusively called by the name of

its ancient capital, Gessen, or Goshen, but was also

familiarly known by the name of the Pharaoh who ordained

the building of the treasure-cities. It also shows that it

is in this district of (Joshen, or Rameses, that we must
look for the site of that llchltcn called " Raamses," which

is the object of our present inquiry.

There has been a great diversity of opinion among
Egyptologists as to -tlie site of this famous Btkhen, the

difficulty of identifying which is considerably increased by
the fact that it was the supremo will and pleasure of

Rameses 11. to give his name, not only to every new city

of his own creation, but even to cities built long before his

time and already famous in history. Thus at Aboo
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Simbel, to the town which sprang up in connection with

the great rock-cut temples of Ra and Hatlior, this Pharaoh
gave the name of Pa-Rauieses. To a town—or perhaps a

new out-lying suburb—south of Memphis, he gave the

name of Pa-Rameses. To at least three towns in the

Delta, he gave the name of Pa-Rameses. And Brugsch-

Bey some years since discovered a hieroglyphic text which
shows that he even imposed the name of Pa-Rameses upon
the ancient and niagailicent city of Zoan. Basing his

opinion upon this text, Brugsch maintains that Zoan (in

Egyptain, Tan ; in Greek, Tanis ; in modem Arabic, San)

and the " Raamses " of the Bible are one and the same.

M. Chabas proposes Pelusium, a lonely mound in the midst

of a waste of marshes by the sea shore, about twenty miles

due east of Port Said. Others have suggested Heliopolis

(On), Babloon (old Cairo), and Toossoom, on the Suez
Canal. Lepsius and Ebers, both of whom have personally

inspected the locality, give their verdict in favour of a
mound locally known as Tel-el-Masroota, or Maskhuta,
better kno\vn to travellers in Egypt as the station called
" Ramsib," which is the last station but one on the line

between Cairo and Ismailiah.

THE AMATEUE ELECTRICIAN.
ELECTRICAL JIEASCEEMENT—IL

FOLLOWING upon what was said in the preceding
article, electromocive force may be defined as " a

difference of electrical potential, Ln virtue of -which elec-

tricity is transferred from one place to another." If, then,

we connect two bodies of equal potential, there being no
difference between their potentials, there will be no electro-

motive force, and consequently no current. If we were to

connect two boilers with steam at a high pressure, by means
of a pipe, no movement or reduction of pressure could take
place. The pressure is there, nevertheless, and were either

of the boilers but partially exhausted, the energy laid up
in the other would dcvelope an equilibriating flow which
would continue until the unequal pressure no longer existed.

In the^battery cell a difference of potential is maintained by
the series of chemical changes which help to upset the equi-

librium as quickly as it is established. This action is well
described by Tyndall, who says, "An incessant effort,

never fully satisfied, is made to establish electric equili-

brium
; the incessant renewal of the effort maintains the

electric current." In dynamo-electric machines a difference
of potential is maintained by the rotation of the armature.
Returning to our connected boilers, it should be apparent
to all that the pressure in both will be the same, whatever
may be their relative capacities ; that is to say, if one is

twice the size of the other, the pressure in the smaller one
will be exactly the same as in the large one, but the
amount or weight of steam varies in proportion to the
capacities.

The same principle is seen in electricity. The intensity,

or, more correctly speaking, the electro-motive force, of a
battery is solely dependent upon the sum of the differences

o£ potential, and is quite independent of the size, weight,
or shape of the plates. A little reflection will make clear
the fact that the force or intensity of the action, say, of

sulphuric acid on a single atom of zinc, is identical with
that exerted upon a million atoms. Discard for a moment,
if you like, the electrical side of the question, and regard
only the aftinity existing between the metal zinc and the
acidulated water, and the same conclusion will enforce
itself. The easiest way, perhaps, of making this point
clear is by analog}'. Let us liken the action to a battle

between equally numerous armies, in which every com-
batant fights his hardest, and supposing the men on
each side to be all of the same strength, and tilled

with exactly the same desires towards their opponents,

it is clear that the struggle will be as strong between
any two opposing men as it will be between the whole

of the two contending armies. The numerical equality

assuined in this simile is warrantable, because however
much water we may use, a single atom of zinc can enter

into union with but one atom of oxygen (one of the t^vf)

constituents of water). What, then, is the advantage oi

increasing the size of our plate • If there is nothing

gained by so doing, a pin's point of zinc opposed to a pin's

point of copper should give us the highest attainable

intensity. The advantage gained is somewhat similar to

that which would result from increasing the size or capacity

of our boiler. We generate more electricity, a great€r

amount or quantitj' of it, a current capable of doing more
work of certain kinds. We shall see more clearly what
this means when we take into consideration the applica-

tions of Ohm's law.

The electro-motive force imparted to a current by any
particular source of electricity is a matter of great impor-

tance, and becomes a factor requiring careful and accurate

measurement. The unit of E.M.F. (elejtrc-motive force)

is called a volt, in honour of Volta, one of the pioneers of

electric Science.

A committee, appointed in Paris last year, is now occu-

pied in settling the method of determining the value of a.

volt ; but even were this task accomplished, the term in-

volves so many complex calculations, that before we c-ouLl

give a satisfactory definition, we should have to monopolise

two or three whole numbers of Knowledge. Approxi-

mately, the volt is equal to a Daniell cell in good condition.

Consequently, this battery is generally used as a standard

of E.M.F.

Fig. 1 represents the form of standard cell used in the

Postal Telegraph Service. It is easily constructed, very

reliable, constant, and altogether may be fairly regarded

as the best form. In a wooden trough or case are three

chambers. Tlie left hand one contains water, in which a

zinc plate (Z) i<; suspended. The right-hand chamber
contains the flat, porous pot, immersed in water. A copper

plate (C) and sulphate of copper crystals are placed in the

porous pot The centre chamber (.\) is about half-filled

with a semi-saturated solution of sulphate of zinc, in which

the zinc plate and porous pot are iiun\ersed when the

battery is m use. A small rod of zinc (z) is placed in a

small compartment at the bottom of the cliamber, its

function being to displace any copper which may get into

the zinc solution, thereby keeping that solution clear, and
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ao m&intainlng the constancy of the cell. The two side

ohainlH-rs ar* called "idle" cells, as the zinc plate and
porous pot are placed in tlieni when the cell is not working.
Tht' KSI.F of this standard is a little more than one volt

—

vir . 1 -079.

A POISONOUS LIZARD.
J!v Dr. Asdbew Wilso.v, F.R.S R, F.L.S.

'PHE poii-session of a poison-apparatus is liy no means a

X connium event in tht^ animal world ; although, indeed,
very diverse animals are possessed of otl'cnsive means of

this kind. Low down in the animal scale we find the
jelly-fishes, sea-anemones, and their neighhours, possessing
these curious stinging organs called " thread-cells," the
virulence of which many an unwary liather has experienced
to bis cost. Each thread-cell is really a minute bag,
tensely filled with fluid, and containing, coiled up in its

inte.rior, a thread or filament. When, from any cause— as
l>y pressure, for example—the cell is ruptured, the fluid

e.wapes, and if the thread and fluid together come in contact
with the tissues of any animal liahle to be airectcd, the
animal in question will Iw paralysed, cr even killed. In
tlii.s way the Hylra, or " fresh-water polype," captures its

prey ; and even in the lower deeps of the animal world
(as amongst the I»/iisutiit, for example), these thread-cells

appear to be represented. Higher up in the animal series,

we come upon the poison-apparatus of insects, carried in

their tails, as also is the "sting" of the scorpion. The
centipede's poison-fangs are situated, on the contrary, in

its mouth. Amongst the shellfish, or J/o//«.sr»-, no poison-

secretions occur. In fishes, as the lowest Vertebrates, wo
certainly know of one or two cases in which an approach
to a poi.son-apparatus is found. The frogs and toads, "ugly"
as they may Ik-, are yet not " venomous," .Shakespeare not-

withstanding. Acrid and irritating secretions may bo
poured out from the skin-glands of these animals. Such
secretions are seen typically developed in the toads ; but
they are not " poisonous," in the common sense in which we
u.se that term.

It is in the chiss of reptiles that the venomous attains

its full development. Here, in the group of the snakes,
we reach the acme of poison evolution. A typically

poi.sonous snake, like the Rattlesnake or Viper, possesses

two elongated and hollow " fangs," borne on its upper jaw.

Tli'-ge fangs are merely largely-developed teeth, and their

hollow i:it*rrior3 each communicate by means of a canal

with the poi.son gland. This gland, placed in front of

and below the eye on each side, is merely a modified
tnlivartj ijUiri'l, and corresponds to that gland in man
known as the pnrotiJ, and which becomes enlarged in

children suffering from " mumps." It is highly int'-resting

to find that whilst the poison-secretion of a snake is

nifrdy permanently modified salira, we know of cases
among qua'lrupeds in which the fluid of the mouth becomes
ti'mporarily vinomou.s. The case of the rabid dog is the
iiio^t familiar example of this fact ; and it is curious to re-

flect on the similarity in nature which exists between tin;

virufi of animals so widely separated as are snakes and
innmnaala.

The clavs of lizard.H is well known to be related to that
of the snakes hj many ties of structural kinship. Both
are groufjs of the reptilian class, and we find certain
lizards {e.g., the harmless blind worm of Britain), which
may be as destitute of legs as any snake. No lizard, until
within a few days since, was known to be poisonous, or to
pfjywiui any structures suggestive of the poseession and
manufact'ire of a poisonous secretion. Horrible, ungainly

and ugly as many lizards are, no fear of evil consequences
could have been experienced in handling them, and
naturalists would have given a very decided negative to

any inijuiry respecting the existence of a poison-secretion

in the lizard group. But as it is the unexpected which
happens proverbially in political and social life, so

zoological existence has been startled by the news that a
truly poisonous lizard has at length been discovered.

This lizard is named the Unhdirma horrida, and hails

from the neighbourhood of Puebla. It is, therefore, a

denizen of the New World, and has found its way to the
reptile house in the London Zoo' through the kindness of

Sir John Lubbock. The traditions of the lizard are, it

appears, unfavourable, if its Indian character is to be

believed. The natives appear to regard it as a malignant
deity, and are said to endeavour to propitiate the .supposed

evil power by the ofler of sacrifices to the lizard god. When
first brought to London, the reptile was regarded as an
interesting example of a rare species of lizard. Like the

rest of its V)rethren, it was b<>lieved to be thoroughly and
completely harmless. True, stories had now and then

been circulated by travelleis in Mexico, that there existed

in that country a lizard, or reptile of allied nature, whose
bite was believed to be terribly fatal. But naturally

enough, without evidence of the existence of such an
animal, naturalists relegated the story to the domain of

legend and exaggeration. Without direct evidence of such

a statement, no man of science, basing his knowledge of

lizard-nature on the exact knowledge to hand, would have
hesitated in rejecting the story as, at least, improbable.

Yet it is clear that the stories of the New World may have

had an actual basis of fact ; for the llalodcrmn horrida

has been, beyond doubt, jiroved to bo poisonous in as high

a degree as a cobra or o rattlesnaki>.

At first the lizard was frei^ly handled by those in charge

at Regent's Park, and being a lizard, was regarded as

harmless. It was certainly dull and inactive, a result pro-

liably due to its long voyage and to the want of food.

Thanks, however, to the examination of Dr. (Jiinthcr, of

the British Museum, and to actual experiment, we now
know that llidoirrma will require in future to be classed

among the deadly enemies of other animals. Examjning
its mouth. Dr. Giinther found that its teeth formed a literal

series of poison-fangs. Each tooth, apparently, possesses

a poison gland ; and lizards, it may be add(!(l, are plen-

tifully supplied with these organs as a rule. Experimenting

upon the virulence of the poison, llalodnrma was made to

bite a frog and a guinea pig. The frog died in one nlinut^

and the guinea-pig in three. The virus required to pro-

duce these eli'ects must be of singularly acute and powerful

nature. It is to be hoped that no case of human mis-

adventure at the teeth of Halnderina may happen. There

can be no question, judging from the analogy of serpent-

bit(^ that th<-' poison of the lizard would aflect man. The
sacrifice of a guinea-pig and a frog may be, and most pro-

bably will be, cited by rabid anti-vivisectionists as a cruel

experiment Sensible persons will apply another term to

the test whereby the virulence of the lizard was esta-

blished, and humanity thereljy placed on its guard. Fore-

warned is forearmed, whether we consider the case of a

burglarious attack on our premises, or the bite of a lizard.

i

Ark Toaph I'oisonois ? The Inrgo wart-liko (flimdH on the heaH

and lj!ick of tho toad Hccretc ii tliick, yellowisli-wliito lluid of nii

cxcoedingly ncrirl and offcnHivo nntiiro. If thoHO glamlM iiro Hqnoezed

or roughly handle'', tho secretion JH oxudcd through ii inimbor of

j)orcs, like pin-holcH, in tho snrfaco of tho ghmdH. Nn douht it iH

owing to this fact that the toad had gained ils niiinc m a vcnomoim
reptile.- W. B. Wkken.

fl
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WEATHER CHARTS FOR WEEK ENDING SUNDAY, AUG. 27.

MoxDAT, Am. 21.ST. Tcesday, Aug. 22kd. Wednesday, Aug. 23rd.Sunday, Aug. 20tu.

-^ ' r^'

,".»" i .-V

Thuksday, Aug. 24Tn. Friday, Aug. 25th. Saturday, Aug. 26Tn. Sunday, Aug. 27tu.

In the above charts the dotted lines are " isobars," or lines of equal barometrical pressure, the values which they indicate being

given in figures at the end, thus—30-4. The shade temperature is given in figures for several places on the coast, and the weather ia

recorded in words. The arrows fly with the wind, the force of which is shown by the number of barbs and feathers, thus:— ^
,

light ; ^, fresh or strong ; ^ > , a pale
; j* *-

, a violent gale ;
signifies calm. The state of the sea is noted in capital

letters. The * denotes the various stations. The hour for which each chart is drawn is 6 p.m.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

THE Registrar-General's weekly return shows tliat the annual
rate of mortality last week in 28 of the largest English towns

averaged 22" per 1,000 of their aggregate population, which is

estimated at 8,460,.'J71 persons in the middle of this year. The six

hoalthiest places were Derby, liristol, Halifav, London, Birkenhead,
and Brighton. In London 2,554 births and 1,401 deaths were re-

ciatered. Allowing for increase of population, tho births were
three and the deaths 91 below the average numbers in the corre-

sponding week of the last ten years. The annual death-rate
from all causes, which had slowly but steadily increased in the
five preceding weeks from 177 to 20'5 per 1,000, declined
again last week to 188. During the lirst eight weeks of

the current quarter tho death-rate averaged only 18G i)er 1,0C0,

against 211 and 229 in the corresponding- periods of lb80 and
1881.

The 1,401 deaths included one from small-pox, 27 from
measles, 36 from scarlet fever, 18 from diphtheria, 40 from whoop-
ing-cough, one from typhus fever, 14 from enteric fever, one fi-ora

an ill-defined form of continued fever, 158 from diarrha'a and dysen-
tery, and six from simple cholera. Thus 302 deaths were referred

to these diseases, being 77 below the corrected avernge number in

the corresponding week of tho last ten years. Different forms of

violence caused 48 deaths ; 42 were tho result of negligence or acci-

dent, among which were 20 from fractures and contusions, 11 from
drowning, 2 from poison, and 4 of infants under one year of age from
suffocation. The 20 deaths from fractures and contusions were thus

caused :—A male, aged 40 years, fell from a bi-ougham ; males

1, 4, 4, run over by van ; male 6, crushed by van ; male 27, mn
over by waggon ; male 8, crushed by waggon ; female 4, run over

by tram-car ; male 42, run over on London and South-Western
Eailwaj- ; female 2, fell from perambulator; male 2 and female 58,

fell down stairs ; male 35, fell from ladder ; female 8, fell from
window ; female 92, fell out of bed ; male 13, fell while at play

;

male 55 and female 45, by fall ; male 25, crushed by machinery ;

and female 10, by blow of stone. An inquest was held in each of

these 20 case.^. Three cases of suicide were registeriHl. In greater

London 3,245 births and 1,760 deaths were registered, equal to

annual rates of 3 IG and 188 per 1,000 of tho population. In the

outer ring the 55 fatal cases of diarrhoea corresponded >vith the

number in the previous week, and included 20 in West Uam district.

Of the 8 deaths from scarlet fever, 4 occurred in West Ham, and 3

in Tottenham sub-districts.
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HOW TO GET STRONG.
10 STBEXCiTHEX TUE MUSCLES OUTSIDE TUE CUEST.

(ClmlitmrJfnm pagf 181.)

'^I'^UE e.xeivisos we have liitbcrto cousidered have been
1. directc'd to tlic cnliu-geuioiit of the chest itself— first, di-

rectly, by actual expansion of the frame enclosing the spacewe
call tie chest (I do not here limit the word to the front of the

trunk, or breast) ; secondly, indirectly, by their action on
the respiratory organs. SVe have now to consider how
those muscles may be strengthened and enlarged which lie

oatside the chest, viz., the pectoral muscles, which have
their origin near the breast-bone and iiuier edges of the

upper ribs and arc attached to the upper arm, and the
dorsal muscles, w hich, rising from near the lower two-thirds

of the vertebral column, are also attached to the upper
arm. Speaking roughly, we may say that the pectorals

carry the arms forward, as when we bring tliem upon the
chest, while the dorsal muscles carry the arms backward,
as when we linish the stroke in rowing. In bo.xing, both
sets are very freely used, the dorsals when we prepare to

hit out from the shoulder, the pectorals when we carry that
laudable purpose into execution.

It should be noticed in passing that the development of
both these sets of muscles often gives to the chest the
appearance of being very well developed, when in reality it

may not be so. This is especially the ease with the pectoral

muscles, which often are so developed as to suggest the
idea of splendid chest development, when in reality the
chest is flat and small. Dlaikie very well remarks on this

point, and we have repeatedly noticed the fact in the gym-
nasium, that "whoever knows many gymnasts, and has
seen them stripped, or in exercising costume, must occasion-
ally have observed that, while they had worked at exercises
which brought up their pectoral muscles until they were
almost huge, their chests under their muscles had somehow
not advanced accordingly. Indeed," he adds, " in more
than one instance which has come under our observa-
tion, the man looked as though, should you scrape all those
great muscles coiiipIet*;ly ofl', leaving the bare framework,
he would have actually a small chest, much smaller
than many a fellow who had not much muscle. There
hangs to-day—or did some time since—on the wall of a
well-known New York gymnasium, a portrait of a gymnast
stripped above the waist, which shows an exact case in

point The face of such a man is often a weak one, lack-

ing the strength of cheek-bone and jaw, so usual in men
of great vitality and sturdiness—like Morrissey, for in-

stance— and there is a general look about it as if the man
lacked vitality. ^Many a gymnast has this appearance,
Vx;cause he takes so much severe muscular work that it

draws from his vitality, and gives him a stale and ex-
hausted look, a very common one, for example, among
men who remain too long in training for contest after
contest of an athletic sort." It has been for this reas .n

chiefly, tliat we have set first the exercises for enlarging
and detjjening the cheiit itself, as a matter more vitally

important than the enlargement of any special muscles
whatever. We can now, however, tuni with advantage to
• xerciscH directed to enlarge particular seta of muscles.
The most effective exercis«j for strengthening the pectoral

muscles is one which cannot be safely taken until these
muscles are already tolerably well developed, viz., dipping
from the parallel bars, or between the backs of two stout
chairs. This exercise is usually given specially for the
triceps muscles ; but it depends even more on the action of
the j»ectorals, insomuch that while men with strong pec-
toral* and moderat<;ly strong triceps muscles can accom-

plish thcsi^ dips pntty well, men with strong triceps and
only modi riitcly-strong pcitorals often fail to accomplish a
single dip without pain. To take the simplest form of the
exercise :—Set two strong and rather heavy chairs back to
back (you may with advautivgo put half-a-dozen heavy
books on the seat of each.) Rest one hand on each, and
lifting the feet from the ground, steadily lower the body,

till the chin is nearly on a level with the hands. So far

all is fairly easy ; but now conies the work. Steadily lift

the body to its former position. Then, if you con, repeat

the dip, and continue dipping till you have had enough of

it : it is not likely to take long at lirst. (The feet must
not touch the ground from the beginning of the lirst dip to

the end of the last.) But do not altempt ecen a siny/e dip
unless you jind, after lutverin;/ yourself, that yon can,

vithout very great effort and without pain near the breast-

bone, begin and continue the rising movement. You will

only hurt yourself, and stop for several days all exercises

directed to that strengthening of the pectoral muscles
which is what, in this case, you particularly want.

Some such exercise as the following may be used, before

attempting the dips, to test and afterwards to enlarge the
pectorals :

—

Using the instrument already described at p. 180, but
the weights much heavier than for tlu; exercise there de-

scribed, stand under the handles A and B (fig.). Draw them

down till they reach the chest, and then change the hold,

so that you can thrust them down on each side of you

—

that is, till the arms are extended straight down from the

shoulders. Now slowly raise the hands, carrying them up
slightly in front of the body till they roach nearly to the

shoulder ; then thrust them down again to their full

ext<;nsion. llepeat, making all the inoveineuts steadily

and slowly, till you are comfortably tired. After a short

rest, or turning for awhile to other exercises, return to this

work, till you arc tired with it yet once more. After a
fortnight of such work, you can safely try your first dip

;

and once you have begun dipping exercise, there is no limit

to the amount of work you can give the pectoral muscles in

this way.
The following exercise is good for the upper parts of the

pectorals :— Hold out a pair of tolerably heavy duinli Ijclls,

one in each hand, so that the arms arc extended horizontally

on either side of the body ; then slowly lower the dumb-
bells a foot, and as slowly raise them two feet. Repeat
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this for as many seconds as yon find convenient. Do not

try minutes, unless you feel that you mtis( ; but if you

time yourself, using 10 lb. dumb-bells, you will feel no

absolute obligation to continue the exercise after the first

half-minute or so, especially in your earlier trials.

{To be continued.)

BOOKS ABOUT HEALTH.

THERE is no branch of literature in our day in which

the activity is more constant than that devoted to

popular instruction in the art of keeping healthy. There
are periodicals devoted to it exclusively. Every year lialf

a dozen books make their appearance, mainly at this season,

telling us what to eat, drink, and avoid, how to live long,

how to escape sickness, with sub-directions telling us how
to chew, what time to go to bed, how many blankets we
should sleep under, what sized pillow we should use, what
time to rise, the proper temperature of our bath, how to

rub ourselves on getting out of it, how often we should

wash our feet, how much exercise we should take, and at

what hour we should take it, what we should wear next

our skin, and what kind of hat we should wear in summer.
In fact, most of the books on health now closely resemble

in minuteness of information the useful little manuals for

mothers, regarding the care and treatment of children in

the nursery, with which the world has so long been familiar.

The adult who chooses to avail himself of them, conse-

quently, need never take the smallest step in the care of

his person without the best medical advice. There is

nothing, from the brushing of his teeth in the morning
to the blowing out of his candle at night, which he may
not perform under professional judgment, without looking

into the strictly technical books at all.

From one point of view the abundance of this hygienic

literature is an excellent sign, because it shows the rapidly

increasing attention of the medical profession to the art

of prevention, whicli will probably before many years

greatly overshadow, if it does not supersede, the art of

cure, and which there is no doubt has of late outstripped

the art of cure in efficacy, and stands higher in the esti-

mation of all the older doctors. Telling people what to

eat, drink, and wear, and how to work and play in any
particular climate, is simply advising them, in Darwinian
phrase, to adapt themselves to their environment so as to

escape the remorseless law of natural selection, which
makes such short work of those lo%^cr animals which
pay no attention to hygiene, or are born with feeble

constitutions or the wrong colour. But then there is the

danger of giving people more advice about their bodies than
their minds can bear, and to this the literary doctors are
undoubtedly exposing us. They have done much good,
especially among th(! women, wlio fifty years ago lived in

violation of even the elementary rules of a healthy existence.

Tliey have improved people's food and clothing a good deal,

and liave almost ejected a revolution in popular habits—in

the matter of ventilation, for instance. But in the minute-
ness of the directions they are now giving about exercise,

digestion, l)athing, and the like, they are either deepening
the morbid streak in the human mind, or leading jirople

into mistaken and often injurious experimentation. Nothing,
for instance, is more prejudicial to health than too much
thought about health, and this the health literature of the
day undoubtedly tends to foster. In fact, that it does not
do more mischief among tlie men is probably due to the
fact that most of them arc so busy that they have no time I

to study their own sensations. An idle man who tried I

to regulate his life by the rules of any popular health

manual, and watched the effect of his regulated food and
his regulated exercise, would almost certainly become

a hypochondriac ; and that many who start with some
trifling constitutional weakness do become hypochondriacs

in this way there is little doubt ; in fact, with regard to

the body, as with regard to the soul, there is much danger

in casuistry, and the rules of health are very apt to be the

casuistry of the body. A man wlio ran to a spiritual

director every day to find out the exact moral quality of

each of his acts, and its bearing on his spiritual health,

would soon find that there was but little spiritual health

left in him, and the man who is constantly a.sking himself

whether this or that is good for his body, and getting his

answer out of a guide-book, is very likely to have an
analogous experience. In fact, so true is this, that one of

tlie conditions of health may be .said to be the diversion of

the mind from all thoughts about disease.

Another defect in the kind of literature of which we are

speaking is the too great absoluteness of its teachings.

There are but few health books, if any, read l>y the young.

The young are generally well, and generally indisposed to

intro.spection, either mental or physical. They find they

can eat anything at any hour, and they find that the

proper amount of exercise for them is the amount they like

to take. They are not interested in indigestion or sleep-

lessness, or any of the other ills for which the books

seek to provide. If one happens to be with a party

of young men in which the subject of food, or drink, or

clothing comes up, one finds that it is discussed wholly

from the standpoint of taste. They exchange views about

what they like and dislike, and are immensely bored by

observations on the hygienic quality of their tastes. Rules

of health, in fact, are seldom perused or called for by any-

body below the age of forty—at which, as the proverb

saj's, " every man is a fool or a physician "—that is, he is

either a person on whom health preaching would be wasted,

as it would be on a cow or a horse, or a person who has

through experience accumulated a body of hygienic doctrine

of his own which no doctor can shake. Go into any

company of middle-aged men, and listen to a discussion

of meat or clothing, and you find that the question of

healthfulness dominates the discussion. Each man's con-

tribution to it is apt to be in the main an account of his

own experience of what " agrees " with him ; that is, he

passes judgment on food, on dress, on exercise, on bathing,

on hours of sleep, according to his experience of his sub-

sequent physical sensations. It is this class, in fact, which

buys and reads most of the health books, because it is

most interested in morbid conditions of the liody. But it

makes the health-books, with their cx-cathtdrd tone, very

strange guides, when we discover that in such a company
as we have mentioned probably no two men's experience

is the same about anything. One finds unlimited cucumbers

most refreshing, another the smallest piece of cucumber
deadly poison. One. finds tea late in the evening necessary

to a good night's rest ; another finds tea later than five

o'clock in the afternoon fatal to sleep on the following

night One fnids a light breakfast the best preparation

for a good day's work, and a sure cure for rheumatism ;

another finds a hearty breakfast indispensable to any

activity, either mental or bodily, and the only safeguard

against dyspepsia. One cannot dine later than two p m.
;

another is mi.serablo if he dines before seven. One cannot

drink coffee ; another finds coffee essential. Early rising

clears one man's brain ; it makes another stupid and

incapa\)le all day. One finds a daily cold bath the making
of him ; another tried it once and nearly died of it. One
needs two hours' daily exercise for any effective brainwork

;
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another finds the less he takes the Ijotter he thinks. So it is

about tobac-co aiid about alcohol, and about bed blankets

aiij al>out woollen undershirts, and about almost every

habit, article of diet, or of clothing. Not only are there,

in the matter of physical health, as many tastes as there

are 3>en, but apparent nearly as many requirements. In

fact, if we go behind the health books to the sources from
which the authors extract their conclusions, we shall find

that almost the only certain and unassailable rule of

hygiene which will bear universal application, is that pure

air is good for the human aninml, and that the more of it

he has the better. All else is doubtful and disputed, or

weakened by inscrutable peculiarities of individual con-

stitution.—From the A'alioii.

Spoxt.\xeovs Combcstiok of Cottox.—During one of

the hot days of June, a Connecticut lady thought she

smelled something burning upstairs. In searching for the

fire she entered a small close garret room used for storage.

She opened a window, and instantly a bag of carpet rags

hanging there burst into flame. The rags had been there

all winter. The tire was promptly smothered ; and when
the bag was opened it was found that only balls of cotton

rags were burned. Whether the rags had been dyed is not
stated.

Mis.s Ameli.a B. Einv.\nr>.'< has received a letter about
Prof. Maspero, dated August 13, from which the following

is extracted ;
—" As for Maspero, I have news of him from

his brother. Notwithstanding that our consul, M. Monge,
urgently recommended him to leave as long since as July ^<,

he persisted in remaining at Boolak, where he was working
day and night upon the completion of the new rooms lately

added to the museum. For these rooms he had but lately

received the necessary credit which should enable him to

decorate and fit them up. On tlie l.'Jtli, however, our
Minister of Public Works, under whose control he acts,

despatched a formal order for his immediate departure.

Despite this order, I believe he would still have remained
had he Ijeen alone ; but he had with him his young wife,

who is but just recovering from a severe illness, caused by
the extreme heat on board the steamer in which they have
been living, and his mother-in-law, Matlame la Baronne
d'Estoumelles (the mother of our (hartjed'offuiri'ii at Tunis),

and these latlies refused to desert him. The railway lines

of the Isthmus were threatened ; his brigade of soldiers

had been withdrawn ; and his steamer was in danger of

Ijeing requisitioned for purposes of war. This boat was
his only home, Tlie hotels were empty and shut up. The
Europf-an shops were all closfrd. He had no resource but to

obey. He has left the musf^um in charge of his Nazir, the
faithful Kourschid ElFendi—a brave old Circassian, who
was especially valued by Mariett<! on account of his energy
and integrity. All the precious relii-s in wrought gold,

and everything which might tempt the cupidity of mere
»poil<-r8, have l>een removed ; and I think there is nothing
to f<-ar from orrlinary thieves ; but, if it comes to burning,
pillaging, and assassination, as at Alexandria, I do not sec

how even Masp-ro's f.nnence would avail to defend the
building. As in war-time a house wliich it is particularly
sought to prot«:t is converted into an ambulance, the old
tumble-down dwelling in which Mariette lived has been
a««igni-<l to some Arab hareems . . . . Jt was not possible
for .M. Maspero to remain at IsmaTliah ; he has therefore
starV'l for France by way of Italy, where he is at the
pnwnt moment He is expected to arrive in Paris about
tb'' 20th iait, where he will hold himself in readiness to
return to his post as noon as such return is possible."

Ifttris to the (Eliitor,
{Tht Editor Jofa not hold himfet/rttpoMtible/or th* opiniom of hit corrfapondtnft,

Ilf eoHnot unjertakt to return mintutrriptt or to corrfupntitt trith their trriler». All
eommimtfotioNt thould lie iie thort u$ poaiibU^ contiMtently vith/ult and clear »tat«'

All Kditorial commHiticitiiotia ehould lie addreeeed to the Kditor of KnowlvdOE :

all Liitineti commyinieationt to the J'uiliiher,, at the Ol/ice, 71. Ureal Queen,
ttrert. ff'.C.

All Jtemitlaneet, Ckequet, and Po$t-Offlce Orderi ihoulj be made payable to

Me..rM Ifuman J^ Son$.
*,• All Uttere to the Editor trill be Numbered, For ronvenienp* t}f reftrenre,

corretpondenU, «hen r^ferrintj to any letter^ Kill oblige 6y mentioning tie number
and the page on vhieh it appeare.

lol «, that I

than flxitr of opinion,"

—

Faradin
" Show'mo A man who makes n'

done nothing."

—

Liebig.
miiilakos, and I will show you i

ALCOHOL AND INHERITED VICES.

[530]—I am mtlier ninused on rending tlio little fii>nnon with
which my friend Mr. Proctor lins suiiplomontod my loUer, No. 514,
page 201, especially with the latter part as applied to myRolf. My
owu position, as explained in my penuUimato ))nrapiaj)h, is rigidly

logical. How Mr. Proctor can approve of tho rest of my letter and
find fault with this is inscrutable. If I am ri-lit in what I stated as

tho rcsnlta of my experiments and observation.s, the drinking of

wino or heer, or tea or coffee (except as medicines when ill), ia n

jime vice, a pAi/dt'cii/ vice, of course. Its cssontial nature remains
absolutely tho same, whether it be big or little.

I said " fully or vice," using the synonym to prevent that mis-
understanding of my meaning into which Mr. Proctor has evidently

fallen, lie rcafls the word " vice" as implying immorality. I used
it properly, in accordance with tho definition wliich I find on
referring to tho first dictionary that comes to hand, viz., "a defect,

fault, blemish, or imperfection."

Having stated my own case, I say, "If all would do this," *c.

Here, perhaps, I ought to have been more explicit, in order to

except those who really do believe that alcohol is tho " concciitratod

nutriment " described by Dr. Eppa, or who have disiiitirrod tlin

dead and buried paradox of Liebig, who imagined that certain drugs
may increase tho activity of tho animal raachino by checking tho

waste of its tisanes.

I am as well aatisfiod that alcohol, nicotine, morphia, theine,

caffeine, Ac, arc not constituents of the healthy human brain, ornnj
other part of tho healthy human frame, as Mr. I'rootor is of the

rotundity of tho earth, and when I hear of a ni:in proposing to im-

prove a sound brain or sound body by tho addition of any of these,

1 regard him as Mr. Proctor wonld regard ,liihn Ilumiiden, had be

contemplated an excursion to tho limits of his flat earth in order to

])eep over its boundary odgo.

This, as I said, does not prevent mo from taking a cup of tea or

glass of wine occasionally, but I do so as I do a thousand other

things, from purely sensual motives, and not from any high moral

or intellectual convictions. I reeommond others to admit that they

are not angola, that they are not always influenced by purely moral,

intellectual, and apiritual motivoa. If wo thus frankly acknowlodgo
(he true character of our many small vices, their growth would Ih>

materially checked. This is especially tho case with inherited vices.

I will cite only ono example. Our Universities, our public and
private schools and colleges, have inherited from the middle ages

the dirty f.ible8 of tho Greek mythology and tho Latin poets.

Insl<rad of treating these as wo treat tho corresponding literature

of Holy well-street, they arc described as conducive to "culture,"

Ac. Kvorybmly who dares to think freoly, nn<i in capable of doing

so, knows that this is humbug, however " respectable" it may have

become. We know that the stated reasons for retaining tho dead

languages in their present educational position are not reasons at

all, but mere apologies. Tho dead languages woro not introduced

for tho puqioRCB which they are now said to servo; they aro mere
educational inheritance's sustained by tho fact that tho majority of

teachers know little else. If thcso men, instead of hunting np
virtuous dcacriptions of thoir own intolloctual vico (aeo definition of

this word quoted above) had frankly admitted its true character,

their natural ambition and desiro to do right would havolod to their

better qnalificalion, and have swept away this monstrous educational

incubas in I lie course of a ainglo gonoration. Tho same with a
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in ultitndc of minor vicious inheritances that aro sustained and en-
forced by conventional pressure ; they would all yield to vigorous
self-Bcrutiny and frank admission of actual motives.

W. Mattieu Williams.

[I tliODght it would be clear enough to Mr. Williams that what-
ever in my remarks may have read like sermonising, was not
applied to him. But he mistakes in supposing he had proved the

folly or vice (whether in his own or the usual sense) of taking an
occasional glass of wine or smoking an occasional cigar. Ho has
proved by his own experience (and really only in his own case, but
let ns take it as proved generally) that to anyone taking Tnuch
e.xorcise in the open air, alcoholic stimulants taken daily are useless,

and worse. He has not proved, or gone anywhere near proving,

that an occasional glass of wine or beer does any injury whatever
to any, far less to all ; until this is proved, nothing has been done
to show that there is either folly or vice in taking a glass of wine.
If it is pleasant to take a glass of good wine, and Mr. Williams
admits it is, and if it does no harm whatever, and he has not shown
that it does, the balance of advantages is in favour of taking it, in

just such degree as is found to be innocuous. That some persons
who lead a sedentary and studious life absolutely require an
occasional glass (not necessarily even one a day, but one at times)
is believed by many who know much more about human physiology
than either Mr. Williams or myself. A learned friend of mine to

whom I mentioned a few years ago that for more than a year I

had taken no stimulants whatever, warned me from his own
• xperience against a conrse which he considered (but I do not) to
be full of danger. But this, after all, is not the point. The question
is, is it or not innocuous to take an occasional glass of wine, or
spirits, or beer. Until it is proved that it is not, and cannot be
innocuous, 1 hold that there can be no folly—for those who can
readily afford the indulgence—in taking the glass, whenever it suits

our convenience and gives us pleasure, to do so. The definition of

vice quoted by Mr. Williams is a special one—no more the usual one
t han the other definition, according to which a vice is a character in

(lid mystery-plays. Mr. Williams would find, I think, that if he
said a man had a "vice" the general meaning put on the word
would not be precisely that which it bears when, for instance, I

speak of the "vice" of Mr. William's mode of reasoning in this

alcoholic question.

—

Richard A. Pboctoe.]

BICYCLES AXD THEIR DEFECTS.

[531]- Having been a bicycle rider for nearly fifteen years, and
riding during that time all kinds of bicycles, from the 34-iu. bone-
shaker—upon which I rode forty and fifty miles a day many times
with the greatest pleasure—to a 55-in. modern Stanley-tread spider
machine, and having read everything upon bicycling thatlcouldget,
I think I am in a position to state some of the defects of the modern
bicycle. The principal defects in the old-fashioned machine were
the weight and appearance. In the modern bicycle these defects
have been removed, but, in carrying out the remedy, bicycle maker.s
have gone to the extreme. To reduce the weight the spring of the
bicycle has been almo.st done away with, and the back wheel
reduced almost to a castor.

The modem bicycle has many advantages over the old-fashioned
one, the increased number of spokes, and the ball bearings, and
the lighter weight behind ; but these I need only mention as I wish
to speak of the defects. I consider the greatest defect in the
modern bicycle to be the very short spring, wliieli causes the
rider to experience, whcu riding over rough ground, a continous
jar or vibration, almost as bad as when riding in a cart without
springs. When I rode a bicyle with a long elastic spring the
uinchinc ran over the rough'ground easier than with the short spring
bicycle of to-day, and there was no vibration, and I could see objects
around distinctly. With a short spring the objects have a tremulous
.ippearance except when riding on very smooth roads. Another
detect in the modern bicycle is tho very small back wheel. A small
liack wheel will not run over inequalities so easily as a largo one.
The experience of modern bicycle-riders is, as a rule, that their
bicycles shako them a good deal. I believe tho cause to bo tho
very small back wheel. Bowl two iron lioojjs, a 10 in. ono and a
50 in. ono ov.-r rough ground, and watch the motions of both, and
sec which runs tho steadier. Another defect ia a very small saddle.
If a man wants to "sit at case" ho chooses an easy chair, and not
tho top of a post to sit upon ; tho same holds good with a bicyclo-
Baddle. If, therefore, bicycle-riding ia to be a pleasure, I conclnde'thnt
iho spring must be as long again as now made, and tho back wheel
must be ^0 in. to 21 in. in diameter. Bicycle-makers have pcrfectcil
tho macliino for racing purposes on the track or path, but they
have forgotten that all bicycle ridora aro nut sportsmen and racers.
In making machines, let them study case in propulsion and comfort
in riding, and there will not bo so many give up riding after a few

runs as there now are. My longest journeys, and those done with
the greatest ease and pleasure, were on a 18-in. " Challenge," with
a long spring and a 20-in. back wheel, which machine was made in

the year 1875. Calkb Adams.

FAIEY RINGS.

[532]—I would respectfully suggest to Mr. Mattieu Williams

that his theory of the cause of these interesting phenomena does

not account for the appearance of fairy rings in pastures. I have
in my mind several pastures (where in all probability the grass had
been grazed by sheep for many years) in which these rings were
common; and, if I am not mistaken, the common "puff ball" is

the fungus these rings produce. May not the rings be produced
from a central point ? Say a nuclens of fungus, takes root in the

turf. The peculiar adaptability required in the soil for their growth
becomes annually exliausted, and tho plant (if I may so call it)

extends its roots into the fresher soil in an evercxtending circle.

If some of our country observers and botanists would look for these

rings in pastures, and ascertain if they are found in circles of vary-

ing circumference, I should be inclined to think that fact would go
far to prove my theory.

The green colour of the grass, " Whereof the ewe not bites," in

my opinion is the effect of the fungus itself, and not of any local

excess of manurial matter ; but I fancy some of our botanical

readers can tell us all about the matter, for I have a vague recol-

lection of seeing au account of the natm-e of fairy rings in some
botanical work. W. B. Wicken.

[533]—Mr. Mattieu Williams, in attempting to disprove Mr.
W. G. Smith's explanation of the origin of fairy rings says that
" tho large fairy rings on the South Do^vns have been explained

over and over again as the result of special manuring in the

boundary track of tethered animals." Now this cannot apply to

the South Downs in this neighbourhood. On tho hills about Lewes
fairy rings of all dimeusions, up to more than 50 ft. in diameter,

abound, and it ia well known that cattle are never pastured on these

hills, whether tethered or otherwise ; the only animals fed are

sheep, which roam in any direction. I have for years watched these

rings, which, in the autumn, are always accompanied by fungi, the

fungi growing outside the crop of rank grass. When these fungi

decay they supply a highly nitrogenous manure to tho ground
where they grew, consequently their place is occupied the suc-

ceeding year by rank grass, and the fresh fungi are again upper-

most, that being the only place where their spores can germinate.

Tlius the increasing size of these rings is explained and as easily

witnessed, and we can see that a single fungus is capable of

starting a ring which may grow to very largo dimensions.

J. H. A. Jenxer.

HOT AND COLD DRINKS.

[53-i]- In reply to J. Williams, jun. (-198), allow me to state that

cold drinks are natural to man, though most humans now-a-days
are so used to hot drinks, that they do not feel satisfaction—really

stimulation--unless they have them. Hot drinks are injurious to

the tongue, teeth, gullet, and stomach.
They aro injurious to tho tongtie, for they deaden its sensation,

aud, after taking hot soup or drink, the longuo becomes quite

numb, and unable to taste the finer finvours of a dish.

The teeth are greatly injured by them, aud many dentists say

caries (decay) is due to them alone. Thoy crack the enamel, and
thus allow caries to set in. When caries has once set in, hot drinks

aro a common cause of neuralgia. Who has a bad, unstopped
tooth, who has not often had face-ache from a hot drink ?

Again, experiments were made on cows ; some were given food

cold and some hot. Those who got it hot soon showed signs of

caries of the teeth.

Hot drinks cause a slight dilation of the bloodvessels of tho

gullet, and scalding hot drinks cause stricture of the gullet. They
are specially hiutful to the stonutch. They cause irritation of tho

nerves of the stomach, and consequent mild inflammation of that

organ, so that after a hot drink the stomach is red and congested

;

in time a debilitated condition is set up.

A temperature of 100 Fahr. also destroys tho active ferment of

the gastric juice— pepsin, and so leads to indigestion.

In China, where hot drinks aro tho rule and water the exception,

the people aro subject to henmtemcsis (vomiting of blood), said to

be caused entirely by their habit of taking hot drinks;

If tho stomach is at all disordered, hot drinks give rise to much
griping pain, and in many cases to vomiting. In cases of

diarrhoea, too, hot drinks only increase it, whilst cold ones tend to

lessen it.

In answer to tho second part, thirst is not common in winter,

unless sugary, salty, or hot spiced foods havo been taken. In cold
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wvathor the air ccntains more moisture tlian iu hot, and in cold

weather wo do not perspiro so much, as can bo scon from tho extn\

amount of water otherwise removed from the system. Hot drinks

incn-a^e tho volume of lieot in iho body, and if that is not required,

we quickly p.-t rid of it by the skiu, hence much perspiration iu hot
weather during tea-tin\i*.

Water is the best thirst quencher, but if simple food be taken,

the ne»'d of ilrinks will be very small. I know many vegetarians
who .! n.ir .irink nnythinj» from month to month, tho only fluid

tti. noes of the fruits which they eat.

•t drinks may bo taken lukcwnrra for n very
1 little apparent damage. Tho least injurious
i-x ilenty of milk, and allowed to stand until nearly
ccKil. A iT"...! list is to apply the little finger to the drink, and it

it be not hot to it, then it may safelv bo taken.—Yours truly,

Au.j. 4, 1SS2. T, K. Allixson, L.R.C.P., Ac.

TIME OF FULL MOOX.

[535]—By means of Professor Dc Morgan's " Book of Alman.icks,"
I Imvc calculated, for your correspondent, that tho time of full moon
in July, 1573, was at or about 8 p.m., on Tuesday, July 14-.

Henhy J[.

an^fijj to Corirspontitnts!*

thi fott. 3 Lttlcri tetiUo tltt Editorfor corrfpomJtHlt
liK the namft or aJdretitt <^ correMponJentt heitiren in
I. 3. Corretpondent* thould writt on ont tide orly of the
1 a Mrparale Irof. i. J?<i<-* Itlirr thould hate a liHr, otid

t akould b» mad* to its Hkn&rr, tht j

D. W. TCBXEH. I am sorrj-, but thero is absolutely no space for

articles on the Turkish and Egyptian matters you mention.—Kev.
T. F. D. Thanks for pointing out shortcomings as to astronomical
matter. So many had said there was too much.—W. Napier. If

you use a Nautical Almanac tho directions will be rather complex,
as follows:—To make a morning tide-table for Ipswich, tako tho
second column of tidal hours for London from the Nautical Almanac,
wherever the hour in that column eiceods 13 Ii. 23m. ; and deducting
13 h. 23 m., you get tho morning tide hour for tho day following
that named. Thus you find opposite KebruaiT' 7, in second column,
20 h. 37 m. ; from' this deduct 13 h. £3 m., giving 7 h. 11 in.

This is the morning tide hour for Febru.try 8 at Ipswich.
^VTien tho hour lits between 12 h. and 13 h. 23 m., deduct
1 h. 23 m. from tho hour in the left hand column increased by
12 h. This is the morning tidal hour for tho d.iy named. Thus,
opposito Jan. 12, 1881, you find in tho two columns Oh. 4m.,
and 12h. 33m., tako then from 12h. 4m., Ih. 23m., giving lOh. 41m.,
which is the morning tide hour at Ipswich on Jonu.iry 12. For tho
afternoon hours, take tho tidal honrs in the first column where they
eiceed Ih. 23m., and so get afternoon tidal hours for the day
named—as on Jan. 22, 1881, where Bh. 11m. is named, tho afternoon
tidal hour at Ipswich is 4h. 48ni. Where tho hour named in first

column it leys than Ih. 23m., tako the second column, and diminish
by Ih 2P,rr

. Tluw. r..r Jan. 12, ISSl, where hour in wcond column is

1-" • nil. 10m. f.r the afternoon I irie at Ipswich. If,

I" what everyone should have, a Whituker's
A.' r all this much more simply, by taking Ih. 23m.
'•'

I i^r high tide at London Uridge, in a page
' li month. I have given the rule for
''

i,' how early you may wish to get out
•' I'Ki DrpKN.wB. Meteors cannot leave
•'•

I :i iilrmi-t, unless, encountering tho
I' ii considerably diminished.
-\ , wlintever effect tho planet
" .1 aids itself will generate a
"

. ;1." nietc-ors away from it.

—

''
"t but m till TO not some mistake ? I do not

•I
• ^"- In tho coumo of the analysis 0-' is treated

"" < i« rint r/mrt— an incorrect mathematical
I'

•
' '

. -W. M'Ma.mh. You think

I*
lifuir in charging 2d. for tho

" not do the same. You aro
'"• lave done (for the matter was
Iifi rv.^ r. . I. II, ,„;. l,.ir,.|.( ;.K ji, tin irs) we have l)cen very much
fairer than the publiahcn of other periodicals, or, rather, wr: have
been unfair to oancire*. Take the Engliih Ucchanie. It charges

its subscribers (and most fairly) 2d. yearly for index j wo have
charged them nothing. It prices the index number ut 3d., bo thai

every one has to buy tho index who takes in tho Eiujlish }fechanli-

regularly, whether ho wants to bind the back numbers or not (and
not ono in six wants to do so). Our publishers supply those
only who want tho index. Tho index would bo very profit-

able if priced at ono penny, and included with a 32-page
number priced at 3d. ; and still more prolitablo if, as in

Natvre and Bomo other weeklies, it simply occupied so
much space in a number of tho usual size. As it is, though
the publishers do charge other than subscribers 2d. for tho index, its

publication does not cover its cost. This, 1 imagine, will satisfy your-
self and tho other readers you speak of. I must confess supporters
of that kind nro disheartening enough. A publication is started on
tho most generous terms to readers and contributors (I venture to

say no jiublication of tho sumo kind has over been started on so
generous a plan), yet a certain section of its readers raise objec-

tions on every paltry point they can think of, mostly in utter ignor-

ance of tho real state of things. Thus wo aro asked, after wo have
been in existence a certain time, to oblige some readers by pub-
lishing monthly parts ; the irablishers find that for tho additional

expenses, as well as risk iu kcopiug back so many single

numbers to make up parts, tho price of each monthly part must bo
2d. beyond the price of tho single parts included in tho month

:

immediately an outcry is raised over this paltry 2d., which doos not
in reality compensate for tho cost of our attem|it to oblige monthly
subscribers. We are asked for an index, and the publishers imme-
diately make a present of it to subscribers, and charge Ihoso who
care to buy it sepai'ately 2d. per copy, losing money by the arrange-
ment, because five-sixths of tho readers of journals like this do not
bind. For thus bringing a loss on themselves in tiying to oblige

readers, they got such thanks as your letter conveys. Let me once
for all point out that tho object of Knowledge was to supply sound
and clear scientific writing by leading writers at a very low price to

readers, and at a bettor price than has been usual in such cases,

to writers. I, as editor, gave to Knowledge time and work, worth to

mo ten times as much as I could possibly lio])o to receive for my
services. I am ready to continue this j I am anxious to seo tho

publishers responding to every advance wo mako by giving bettor

and better matter to readers, better and better terms to writers.

They share these views with mo. Hut conceive how encouraging
wo find it under these circumstances to receive letters showing such
kindly feeling as yours, such thorough appreciation of what
we have tried to do.—A Stiue.nt. Much obliged, but not ono
in a thousand of our roadcrs would caro for quaternions.

—

B. M. It is singular how diflienit you seem to find it

to understand my position. Can you not seo that I have nothing

to do with the cruelties of continental vivisectionists ? I have
reviewed what Trof. Owen has said as to his own opinions, which
seem to me reasonable and sound. Why should I bo guilty of tho

impertinence of asking him whether he abominates, as he ought tu

do, certain atrocities of which ho does not speak ? I tako it for

granted that he does, and that so also does Prof. Huxley, but to ask

either whether they do would simply bo to insult them. You say

that I am unwilling to show both sides of the question ; permit me
to point out that I show neither side, but tho middle.— 11. A.

BuLLEV. Pardon me, I believe sufficient attention han been given

by science to tho infiuence of tho moon on the weather, with tho

result of showing thero is none. Saxby's Almanac I have tested

myself, with tho result of finding that whatever in it is now is not

in the least true, excc])! by accident ; what is true and trustworthy
in it can be found in Whilaker's Almanac.— J. S.\ndeii8. You
take Mr. Williams too much in earnest. Drunkenness is certainly

an evil, and every man should do his best in his own circle to

diminish it as far as possible. It would be us reasonable to sow tho

seeds of jdague and pestilence as to wilfully encourage drunkenness j

and you may bo sure Mr. Williams meant nothing of that kind.

Ilis vein of humour is too subtle for many of our readers.— lONo-

liAMi'H. 1 do not know how Cetewnyo should spell his name, and,
" not to put too fine a point npon it," I do not care. It is bad enough
to fight tho "nigger" kings ; but to talk of them, about them, or

with them (I speak from experience, having been a fellow passen-

ger of ono of the charming lot), in a little too much. To seo our

nigger king como on Imard with a garland of leaves round his

Tif.cit, and attended by white men (some wero Americans, too),

made similarly ridiculous, while his gallant army of full 150 stood

in single line, or marchpd to tho strains of " Pinafore j
" to hear his

attendants, ono at least among whom was a gentleman by birth and
stan'ling, address him as "Your Majesty," and even some of the

pnsHengera followed suit, and then to gaugo his intellect, and find it

as shallow as a negro barber's in a one street village, out West, was
enough, in my humble judgment, to sicken tho conventional dog.

Yet, after oil, it was but a small-scale copy of what happens some-
times outside of Zululand and tho Sandwich Islands.
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EASY LESSONS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.
No. IX.

Bt Bichabd a. Peoctor.

TWO functions still remain to be dealt with, log .r and a', after

which the student will be able to differentiate any functions

whatever, simple or complex.

First, then, let !/ — log,, T. Increasing ,t to x+ ^x, whereby y
is increased to y + A y, and then subtracting, we have

A!/=loga {x+ t.x)-\og„x

=loga 11 + -) writing h for A x, for convenience.

=_j_n-l!+i^_&c.l
log.aLo! 2a? Sx' J

1 r^-A*z_iciAy

' Now when h is vei-y small, all the terms within brackets, except
the fii-st,"may be neglected, for thev are less in absolute value than

h_r, .
h.h'

in?
&C.1

a quantity vanishing with h. Hence, finally,

when Aw, Ax are both indefinilely small, we have
dy_ 1

da! itlog,.a

It follows that if !/ = log,,i

Next let V =

as follows :

—

conteit ourselves by proccedii

1

^= a' logoff.

[There is in reality no objection to regarding -1. as the reciprocal
dx

of — , however true it may le that —:- is to be regarded as a
dy dx

single expression.]

It follows that if !/ = e'

^^=e'also.
doc

We can now differentiate any expression we please, however
complex. There is scarcely ever any room for much ingenuity in

the choice of methods in differentiating. Still at times we find

that space is saved, and we avoid the chance of errors in writing,

by modifying onr method of procedure.

Here are a few examples of differentiation :

—

1. Let y = x (a' + u') ^a'-x'
Here, proceeding on the straightforward course, we get

= (a' + x'). '-x' + 2x>s
y'a

But we might have proceeded thus :

—

log y = log X + log (a' + ,t') + J log (a'- x')

,', differentiating with respect to x

I dti \ . 2x X

<'-4x

dy _a' + a'a)'— 4^'

y-Iog (log j)
dy 1 1

y = lo? Oog [log'])
dy^l J^ 1

dx xlogi' log (logx)

y^^^l'. Here we treat x' as the vaiiable exponent.

= loga. a'' (x x^'+j:'. log r)

= loga.a'' x^ (1-tlog r).

y = a''"S'

dy _\og a . a^'<"'

d7 J

y-.v-''

g = log...^'x'(l + :og.r) +x'(x^)

= log ,v . 1 •'
.I-' (1 + log t) + x^ ,r^'

I have occasion for a hearty laugh at a mistake of my own, of a

full size—nay, overgrown. Gulliver tells us that the tailors of

Laputa measured folk for their clothes by mathematical methods

—

observing altitudes, triangulating, and so forth, but that generally

some mistake in the computation caused the clothes to be exceed-

ingly ill-fitting. I made the captain of a racing eight calculate by
the differential calcnlns the proper size for one of his crew, but a

very bad blunder made him obtain a wrong result. And really the

blunder was so bad that the wonder is he did not deduce by the

differential calculus a man two feet or twenty feet high, which

might have involved him in difficulty. An odd thing is that my
blunder was made eleven years ago, the problem having originally

appeared in my short series of Easy Lessons in the English ilechanic

(which lessons must have interested many, seeing that no one noted

the mistake ; thirteen readers of Knowledge have already pointed

it out). In our columns the problem was simply reprinted and

corrected from the printed original : (I think >n additional error

crept in ; but have no means of kno%ving, being away from my
back volumes of the Evytith Mechanic.) The solution should, of

course, have run thus :

—

Let AM (breadth of man) = 2j ; man's weight = mx' ; moment
of his weight around centre line of boat's length = mx'. GB =

mx'{l-x) = mx'-vix*. Therefore ^ =3mx'-4n«i'; and equating

to zero, X = -, or AM =
g : so that since a man 1 ft. broad weighs,

according to our assumption, G stone, our new oarsman should weigh

6 (2) = 8i = 20J stone.

I need hardly say that if, eleven . ears ago, n y solution had been

correctly obtained, with this ridiculous result, I should havo

slightly modified the conditions. For instance, I might have

assumed that a one-foot seat corresponded to a weight of 4 stone

instead of 6, in which case the reasonable weight ISJ stone would

have resulted for the new oarsman.

The value of the differential calculus is not affected by my
mistake, which, however, teaches the value of care, especially in

dealing with very easy problems.

A. W. Bawtrce, one of the thirteen who note the above mistake,

points out the following clerical errors in the Easy Lessons (I am
only able to check his crrrcctions for articles in Part 10, being

away from home, and not having Part 9 by mo) :

—

p. laC, 1. 14 fi-om bottom, 1,000 should be 10,000.

1. 13 „ „ y should be x.

p. 1.j4', 1. 8, tan I and tan (j- -h :Sj) should be cot x and cot (x + Ax),

p. 155', 1. 2, ^ should bo ilf
dy dx

)). 171', bottom line, " functions of: " should be" functions of Jr.''

J).
1S8', 1. 18 from bottom, the equation should bo

£•' ^
dx°2(«' + a')*

p. 20-1', I. 21 from bottom, 5 = iic., should be y= Ac.

Jloat of these are obvious misprints, but they should be corrected

in the text.
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13 V Mepuisto.

i;ame playkd a vkw days,ac;o at jikphistci

ROOMS.'
SioTtii Gambit.

PtoKl
Ktto K1I3
PtoQl
Kt tak. s r
KttksKn6)
B toy3
Costlea

PtoKB4
P to B5 (<)

Kt to QU3
Q to B:{

B to K3 ( f)

QRt..Qs<,iA)
B to qin
I' takes P

V to K4
Kt to QB3
V takes P
P to Q3 (a)

P takes Kt
P to Kt3 (e)

B to KKt2
Kc to K2 (d)

PtoB3
Castles

P to Qi
P to Q5 (.,)

K to K sc{

P to Bl
Kt takes P

Mrpbistu.

10. B to B I

17. Kt to g5
18. B takes Kt
19. QtksR(el,)0)
20. R takes B (eh)

21. R(Q8f|)toKB8q
22. Kt to BG(/)
23. Kt to Ho (elO
2-1. R(B8UoB0(eli)
25. R(Bsi|)l(.B5(eli)

20. B takes B (ii)

27. B takes P
28. B takes 1'

211. K to n s.i

Bla.k.
.\n»li<ur.

y tog2
Kt to K» (0
P t likes B
B takes Q
K to Kt2
B to R3 (k)

Q to K2 (»,)

K to U.'i

K takes Kt
K to Kt5
P to B5 (o)

P to yo
Q to B t (eh)

resife-ns (,,)

XOTKS.
(u) It is not a very easy thing to su|>]H>ri an opinion ba.sed npon

f^encral prineiples only ; this move ealls for an adverse criticism of
the same nature. It brings the position somewhat analogous to a
Philidor's defence, which, in itself, is weak. Black's King Bishop
is blocked in, and his game will soon assume a cramped a8|>ect.

(fc) There is nothing to be gained by 5. B to QKtS, as Black will

reply with 5. B to Q2; bat by first exchanging Knights (to prevent
Kt to QKtii) and then playing 6. B to Q3, White creates a break in

Black's game, and furthers his own development.
(<•) Tliis seems best for Black.
(d) We think 8. P to Q4 would have given Black more freedom

of action if White replied with Kt to B3. Black would take the
Knight, or in reply to Q to B3 Black might have played Kt to K2.

(«) Somewhat premature.

(.0 12. P takes yP, followed after P takes P by 13. P takes
KtP was sound play.

(j) BUick fell into the trap which White set, at some considerable
risk to his own game, for Black might have obtained a good game
by 12. P takes KP, followed by B takes BP.

(h) This move gives White a superior game. Black cannot take
the piece, on account of B to B4eh winning the Queen.

(i) If 17. Kt takes B, 18. Q takes Kt, R to B2, 19. Kt to K3,
R to Baq, 20. Kt to Bo with a good game.

PosmoN ATTER Black's 18tii Move.

White by thij sac-rificc brings alwut an interchting ending.

. I'll for Black to prevent the alt(u:k of
K-. move in the text Ih not without
.r-e, win the Black Queen, but ho would

(4 takes U.

K lU y (ch) Kt tkn BP (ch)
,

and Black has a good game. Or if White sliouUi «in the exchange,
which Black offers him, he would not fare any better, i.e.,

,., R takes It .„ R (Bsq) to B3 ^ P take
""

B takes Kt -^' Q take
ml aga"" B takes B

has a fair game.
(() This moyo wins by force.
(in) Even giving up the Queen would not help

,., _^
Kt takes Q _^

B takes H
"• R takes R -^' R lakes R (eh)

-''

by being a piece ahead.
(») Decisive. 20. P to R3 (eh) would he less certain, ns

mata can be forced.
(o) Merely to prolong the game.
(p) White threatens B to K2 (ch) and R to U5 male.

and ^V1

PROBLEM NO,

By II. A. N.

wniM.

White to play and mute in tlireo moves.

SOLUTION.

PiioiiLEM No. 50, by .\r.KUF.ri I

K to Kt7
B to Bsq

i. I'At.MEK, p. 189.

1. P toB7
2. V to Q t

3. P to K3

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•,• Pleiuie address Chess-Editor.

Alfred li. I'almer.—Problem received with thanks.

Edward Wilson will oblige by replying to M. ,T. Uooton.

Leonard P. Roes.— Problem received with thanks.

C. S. Bright.—Solutions of Nos. iH, 49, and 50 correct.

Correct solution of No. 50 received from John Watson, Herbert

Jacobs, and Squire.

NOTICES.
The B»ck Numbem of Knowledob, with the piception of Nob, 1 to 7, are

in print, and can lie ohlainod from all bool<«cller« and newnBgenti, or dirnct from
tho PuhliHhorii. Bhould anv diflSculty ariiie in obtiUBinfc the paper, an ajiplicatioD

to the PutilitiherB is rcHpectfully requeated.
The Titlo PnffO and Index to Vulumo I. price 2d., pOBt-freo 2\d.

Bindinf; CaAOB for Volume I., price 2fl. eacu. Complete copica bound
(includini; Title, Indi-i, and Ca«o) for 3». each."'"' ' .... .......,__,

ithronghThe Poat-oOico regulAtioua prevent the trauamiBBion of volu

The followioR Monthly Parte of KitowixDOii are now to be had (Part
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II.-(.Jan,, IB82.) Containing four numbcrB. Price ind. PoBt.fri
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Tuis week, owing to pressure on our space from British

Association matter, we omit the Wf'p.ther Charts, Our
Mathematical Column, and Whist. With regard to the

first, we may note that many readers complain of the space

occupied by these charts, " which tell us, after all," they
write, " only of past bad weather." The charts were in-

tended to form a collection of weather records, convenient
in form, and useful for future reference. Their scale, in-

deed, is rather small ; but no more space could be spared.

For our own part, we should be only too glad to devote the
space they occupy to other matter. We shall leave our
readers to decide. If we tind that far the larger portion

would prefer that these charts should be omitted and other

matter replace them, we shall attend to their wish. Only a

certain amount of space, of course, can be spared (on the
a\-erage) for weekly illustrations. If these charts disappear,

other illustrations, probably more useful, will replace them.
Of one thing our readers can be assured ; we wish to meet
their wishes, so far as is consistent with our scope and
purport, to the utmost of our power. Our power is

limited to some degree by our price ; but we do not propose
to increase it by any change in that direction. Still we
must note that some of our readers ask us to do much more
thaji could be afforded without such a change. We adhere
as far as we can to our original plan and purpose. We
warmly tliank those who have helped to increase tlie circu-

lation of Knowledge ; but when many write saying that
the new subscribers they have obtained want " more
astronomy," say some, " more electricity," say others,

more chemistry, biology, Ijotany, entomology, metallurgy,

geology, lie, ic, Ac., and more illustrations, and when we
tind that a weekly as large as one of our monthly
magazines would barely meet all these views—we find

ourselves rather at a loss what to do for the best

A joke fifteen months old has but now come to my
knowledge. When I purchased from Messrs. Smith, Elder,
it Co., their rights m my three books— " The Borderland
of Science," "Science By-ways," and "The Poetry of

-Vstronomy "—they sent me (September 2) their collection

of the press criticisms of those books, mostly new to me.

By the merest accident (for life is too short to read press

criticism) in turning these over I came across the following

odd illustration of the profundity of the Saturday Revieic,

and the wide reading of the learned writers who " do " its

criticisms. The Satun/ai/ Review for May 28, 1881,

dealing with my "Poetry of Astronomy," questions whether

I can be a ji;dge of poetry, for this solitary and also

singular reason—" Of the fineness of Mr. Proctor's ear, we
may to some e.xtent judge," it says, with fine irony, " from
his selecting for quotation a specimen of rhyme so exquisite

as

—

expanse of liquid, pure,

Transparent elemental air."

It takes the Saturday Review to explain how badly Milton

rhymed in the " Paradise Lost !
" We can imagine a

criticism of that work two centuries ago, if the Saturday

Review had but existed then :
—" We learn that the author

is blind ; he must be deaf, too ; at any rate we may to some
extent judge of the fineness of his ear from a specimen of

rhyme so exquisite as

But, unfortunately for Milton, there was no Saturday
Review to teach him how to write poetry, as they have
taught Browning and Tennyson.

In the report of the Anthropometric Committee of the

British Association (presented by Sir Rawson Eawson), it

is stated that the greatest stature is found in Scotland and
the Nortli of England, and the shortest in Wales, the Welsh
border counties, and the south-west of England. The
counties inhabited by men of more purely Saxon descent

are of medium stature. Allowing for the ethnological dif-

ference just mentioned, the inhabitants of elevated districts

possess a greater stature than those of alluWal plains. The
highest stature in the country is "0 inches, and the lowest

66. Sir Rawson Eawson added that the average stature of

the Scotch people is 68 71, of the Irish 67 90, of the English

6736, and of the Welsh 6666 in. The average of the

United Kingdom is according to this 67-66, or 5 ft. 7|in.

From observations made by Dr. Baxter and others in

America, it has been found that the average height of our

transatlantic cousins is just about the same as ours. Gene-

rally, it might be saicl that not only in England, but in

Europe, stature seems to diminish with the latitude of the

race. Professor Roberts said he considered that the size

and activity of the brain have much to do with physique :

others suggested that the use of tobacco arrests growth :

and Mr. Sclater-Booth remarked that climate, elevation,

distance from sea, occupation, diet, and smoking modify

growth.

" Great dill'erence exists," said Professor Leoni Levi at

the late meeting of the British Association, " in the classes

of crimes and offences in England, Scotland, and Ireland

respectively. Honour and property are safest in Ireland ;

the person is safest in Great Britain ; drunkenness is worst

in Ireland. Geographically crime is least in the north,

midland, and south-eastern counties, and most in the north-

western. The agricultural counties have less crime than

the manufacturing and mineral. Crime following the

density of population, the bulk of our criminals consist of

persons having no occupation and common lal>ourers, whose

means are precarious ; hence the relation of crime to savings

and wealtli is very intimate. The number of persons com-

mitted for trial in England and Wales in 1880 was 19 per
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vM?nt less than in Scotland, and r>3 per cent loss than in

Irelxnd, and so tht- amounts of deposits in the savings

Uaiiks is 30 p^r cent more in England and Wales than it

is in Scotland, and 7.> per cent more than in Ireland.

Prosperity moves hand in hand with virtue ; misery with

oppression and crime. The bulk of criminals are gene-

rally found to l>e illiterate, and drunkenness is both a direct

and indirect cause of crime. Family dissensions are found

to contribute a large qtio'a to crime, and an ever active

• ause is the existence of the criminal classes."

In a letter to the Timt>», " Some of the Victims" write :

— " As many of your readers will now be visiting localities

where i-aluable pebbles are said to abound, it is as well to

wani them Ix^fore having them cut that much deception is

practised. We have been spending a month at a well-

known watering-place in Wales, and while there picked up

stones on the l>each, said by the principal lapidary in the

tow» to be l)eautiful amethysts, topazes, and crystals. Some
iif those selectetl by him we had cut as specimens, others

we had mounted. Upon showing the uncut pebbles to an

••niinent geologist he pronounced them to be pieces of quartz,

and told us that the lapidaries substitute real stones im-

ported from (ierniany in lieu of those they receive from

the visitors, }lf -says it is possible to find coloured crystals

in the rocks of the neighliourhood and on the beach, but

they would l>e quite transparent when divided, which was

not the case with those we found."

As Ei'iHTY Pound H.^ilstosf:.—Considerable excite-

ment was caused in our city last Tuesday evening by the

announcement that a hailstone weighing eighty pounds had
fallen six miles west of Salina, near the railroad track. An
inquiry into the matter revealed the following facts :—

A

party of railroad section men were at work Tuesday after-

noon several miles west of town, when the hailstorm camo
upon them. Mr. Martin Eilwood, the foreman of the

party, relates that near where they were at work hailstones

of the weight of four or five pounds were falling, and that

returning towards Salina the stones increased in size, until

his party discovered a huge mass of ice weighing, as near

as h<> could judg", in the neighbourhood of eighty pounds.

At this placp the party found the ground covered witli hail

as if a wintrv- storm had passed over the land. IJesides

securing the mammoth chunk of ice, Mr. Eilwood secured

a hailstone something over a foot long, three or four inches

in diameter, and shaped like a cigar. The.se " specimens "

Treri- placed upon a hand car and brought to Salina. Mr.
W. J, Ilajler, the North .Santa Fe, merchant, became the

po^'i'^ssor of the larger piece, and saved it from dissolving

by placing it in sawdust at his store. Crowds of people

went down to see it, and many were the theories concern-
ing the mysterious visitor. At evening its dimensions
were 20 X 10 X 2 inches.

—

S'lfirm (KarisaK) Jonrnnl.

Hkakim; tiik Aritoi(.\ iiv Telkpiioxf. —An observer

of the recent aurora at Mont Clair, N, .J,, Aug. 1, writ<«

that on connecting tlie two jwles of his t<'lepliono, one with
•he wat/T-pipe lewling to ciKtern near his dwelling, and one
with the gas-pip*" If-a/Jing all over town, he heard the elec-

tTical crackle going on, substantially the same as is heard
when the samo connection is made during thunderstorms.
Iff, however, reports that the auroral crackle was more
'Iflicat'- in iH xound than the thunderstorm crackle, and
Uiat W-side the crackle there were at intervals, of perhaps
half a-second each, separate short taps on the telephone
iif>phra((m that gave a slight ringing sound.

IsirouT.VNT OniEN-T.M, M.\MsciurTS. — The trustees of

the British Museum have acquired a most important collec-

tion of Oriental manuscripts, consisting of 138 volumes,
more or less fragmentary, containing (1) Arabic commen-
taries of the Bible, with the Hebrew text written by
Karaite .Tews

; (2) liturgies and hymns both of the Karaites
and the Rabbinic Jews

; (;?) Karaite polemical treat&es
;

and (4) grammatical, lexicographical, and philosophical

treatises. Among the commentaries with the Hebrew
text are some of the highest importance. They rank
among the oldest Araliic m.inu'^cripts hitherto known.
Three are dated a,ii, ;i48=A.i). !>.")!), a.ii, 395= A.n, 1001,

and A.II, 437= A.D, 104r), The Briti.sh Museum has hitherto

possessed only one single manuscript of this kind, dated
A.I1. 398= .^i). 1007. Besides being of so early a date,

these manuscripts show the cause of the law laid down in

the Talmud, " that the sacred Scriptures must not be

written in any than the square H(>l.rew characters." They
demonstrate! for the first time that the Jews were in the

habit of writing the Scriptures in other characters. Another
point of extreme interest to the Oriental student is the fact

that, though the commentaries are written in Arabic, they

contain large quotations from Anan's commentaries in

Aramaic, thus proving beyond doubt that Anan, the

founder of the Karaites, wrote in Aramaic— the language

sp k'cn in Palestine in tlie tin.e of Christ.

BuRiKD Cities in Gdkf.ch — Dr. Schliemann is carrying

on new e.\c:iMiMon8 atJIissariik, with the assistunci^ of two
eminent tJerman erchit(!cts. No fewer than l.'iO workmen
are daily employed in laying bare the foundation of the

ancient cities. Two perfectly distinct cities have lately

been discovered in the burnt stratum, the lower ono resting

on the largo walls which have hitherto by mistiike been

attributed to the second city. Hissarlik now turns out to

have been the Acropolis of this lower burnt city, this being

proved by the walls and the pottery, as well as by two
vast brick buildings, one of -them 4.) ft broad by 100 ft

long, tlie other 23 ft broad by less than 100 ft long.

These buildings seem to have been temples, a separate

gatewa)', Hanked by enormous towers, leading up to them.

There are, besides, three or four large buildings, apparently

dwelling-houses, but no smaller buildings. The city walls

now stand out very imposing. They rest on a substiucture

of large blocks, 33 ft high, afterwards superseded by great

brick walls. All the treasures formerly found by Dr.

Schliemann are now ascribed to the first burnt city. Dr.

.Schliemann has found in the temples copper nails of a very

peculiar i-hnpe, weighing from 1,000 to 1,190 grammes.

The second burnt city, being the third city from the rock,

and hitherto identified with the Homeric Troy, turns out

to have had but very .small houses, and no lower town at

alL Dr. Schliemann will <oiitiiiui- his excavations till the

beginning of August

TIIK BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
By the Editop..

AS I write the British Association inenting is drawing

to a close. The final meeting of the (Icneral Com-
mittee lias l)een lield, mutual congratulations and lauda-

tions have been exchanged, and the sum of .£1,2HG raised

on this occasion has been appropriated (all l)ut a small

balance for outside expenses) in grants "for scientific pur-

poses." liritish Association science is dispo.sed to rest and

Ik! satisfied (for the present) ; .Southami)ton, if not alto-

gether satisfied, has liad quite enough of science, and is
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disposed to rest too. At the closing some, given by the

Mayor and Corporation of the "good old town," as the

former, with startling originality, calls Southampton, there

was a crush, and finally a dance, in which somehow the

dancers seemed to be shaking the dust of science from

their feet*

The next meeting is to be held at Southport, opening

on September 19 ; and according to present plans, the

meeting of 1S8-1 is to be held in Canada! One of the

greatest mathematicians living, Professor Cayley, of Cam-
bridge, will be present at the meeting of 1883, which, had

an Oxford man been appointed president, was to have been

held at Oxford : as it is, the invitation of Oxford has been

"postponed." TanUf, kc.

Geology.

From the address of Mr. Etheridge, I extract the

following passage, as of interest :

—

"In Selsea I draw attention to a locality where historical

evidence is based upon physical causes and changes that

have long been, and still are going on, to modify the form,

extent, and structure of the Sussex coast, from the mouth
of Chichester Harbour to Littlehampton and Bognor. The
peninsula of Selsea is celebrated in English history as one of

the places where Christianity was first taught in this country.

It was one of the most ancient Saxon establishments. This

peninsula was granted by Edilwalch, King of the South

Saxons, to Wilfred, the exiled Bishop of York, about the

year 680. At that time it is stated to have contained 5,220

acres of land, with 85 families and 250 slaves. The parish

now contains only 2,880 acres; 2,340 having been slowly

denuded away by the action and encroachment of the sea.

This encroachment and destruction during the past 800
years has been very extensive. The creek called Pagham
Harbour, on the south-east side of the Bill or peninsula,

was due to an irruption before the year 1345, when 2,700
acres of land were destroyed. The site of the ancient

cathedral and episcopal palace of Selsea, believed to have
been situated to the south-ea^t of the present church of

Pagham, is no longer to be determined, but there is no
reason to doubt but that it stood nearly a mile out in what
is now sea. We are led to believe that when Selsea

became known to the English nation it was an island, and
that in Bede's time the process of silting up the estuary

must have commenced, and the completion of this process

would seem to have been before the Conquest. The action

of the tides on this coast carries tlie sancl and shingle from
west to east, therefore the gradual wasting which has
taken place on the shore of Bracklesham Bay has served
to supply a large portion of the material of which these

marshes are formed. The ground on which Selsea, Bognor,
Littlehampton, Worthing, and other places on the Sussex
coast westward of Brighton are built, is of very recent
formation, being composed of gravcl.«, sands, and loam
belonging to the post-i>leiocene or pleistocene series."

Biology.

Professor Ganigec, in his opening address, gave a long,

elaborate, and, to say the truth, rather wearisome account
of scientific researches into the process of secretion. Our

• In passing it may be noted tliat, hail it boon possible, some
other place than tlio Hartley Institution slumld linvo been chosen
for the soirCts, as the Institute had to be closed for a whole day
before each, and it is tho only place in the " good old town" where
there is anything like a library, with such works of reference as
men of science value. " Closed for decorations," tho janitor's
anawer to visitors at these times, led to the suggestion that tho
Institute was not primarily intended for soiri-s ; though, indeed,
there was nothing iu tho way of decorations which might not have
Ijcen arranged by active assistants in an hour or two.

readers, except specialists (who, however, we trust, read

Knowledge rather for simple accounts of matter outside

their special department, than for such specialistic papers

as would weary all otlier readers) would not thank us for

more than the following brief summary :

—

" Elaborate studies made by science into the process of

secretion "have brought into greater prominence the

dignity, if one may use the expression, of the individual

cell. The process of secretion appears as the re-

sult of the combined work of a large number of

these units. Each, after the n. miner of an independent
organism, uses oxygen, forms CO,, evolves heat, and
derives its nutriment from the medium in which it lives,

and performs chemical opera; i ns of which the results only

are imperfectly known to us, and which depend upon pecu-

liar endowments of the cell ' rotoplasm, of which the causes

are hidden from us. So 1 ing as the protoplasm is living,

the gland cell retains its power of discharging its functions,

and in many cases does so, so long as the intercellular liquid

furnishes it with the materials required In some cases,

however, the gland cells are specially sensitive to a varia-

tion in the composition of the nutrient liquid, certain con-

stituents of which appear to stimulate the protoplasm to

increased activity. In the higher animals the cells, par-

ticularly in certain glands, are in relation to nerves which,

when stimulated, afiect in a remarkable manner the trans-

formations of their protoplasm, leading to an increased

consumption of oxygen, an increased production of carbonic

acid, an increased evolution of heat, and an increased pro-

duction of those matters which the cell eliminates, and
which constitute its secretion."

Zoology.

Professor Lawson, in his address on Zoolog}-, chiefly of a

very technical character, made the following remarks on
the work of the great naturalist we have lately lost :

—

" Many now present would never forget the intense excite-

ment which took place in the early days of the doctrine of

evolution, and the manner in which Darwin's views were
met at the meetings held at Oxford, Cambridge, Norwich,
and Exeter. In those days whatever Darwin advanced
was viewed with hatred and suspicion, and the popular

mind only saw in his works that which tended to over-

throw established beliefs in the existence of a Creator. But
all the bitter attacks made upon him he met with silence,

and never resorted to angry retort, for he could alibrd to

disregard contumely and misrepresentation. The mem-
bers of this department would also remember how, year by
year, these attacks grew less frequent and bitter, anil wliole-

sale denunciation gave place to intelligent questioning,

until at last Darwin's views were generally accepted by all

scientists and inquiring minds as accurate, and a few
months ago his coffin was followed, not only by scientists

and laymen, but by clergymen of all denominations, many
of whom, no doubt, thus sought to atone for the many un-

just things which they themselves thought and said about
him when they themselves were not really acquainted with

the object of his labours. Darwin had the good fortune to

live to sec his doctrines promulgated, and almost univer-

sally accepted. All naturalists regarded him witii an ad-

miration and respect accorded to no naturalist since the

days of Linnteus."

iNTKLiifiEN-CF. IN Anmmals.—An acquaintance placed his parrot
on the lawn to watch the people. A large cat walked up to malce
its acquaintance. " Thwish, wish, go away!" Cat declines, goes
closer. " Uuugh, Eough, como hero !

" (whistles). liough comes,
cat departs.—John Alex. Ollakd, F.R.il.S.
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PROFESSOR BOYD DAWKIXS ON
RIVER DRIFT MAN.

'PHE follow!

L address '

ling IS an al>stract of Professor Boyd Dawkius's
to tlie department of Anthropology, or at

least of that portion of it which relates to our Pleistocene

ancestor, River Driu Man—a term not meaning, Viy-the-

way, as many (we liiul) imagine, a being who passed the
principal part of his tiuio in drifting about rivers, but man
in that stage of human development whereof the chief

evidence we have is found in river drift

Tlie characteristics of the evolution of living forms may
lie summe<l up as follows :

—

I. Eocene—in which the j lacontal mammals now on
earth were represented by allied forms belonging to
existing orders and families. Li\ing orders and families

appear ; lemurs {IcmuriJir) in Europe and North America.
Evidence found in fresh-water and marine strata;

lignites.

II. Miocene—in which the alliance between living and
placental mammals is more close than before. Living
genera appear; apes (gimiada) in Europe and North
America. E\-idence— fresh-water and marine strata

;

volcanic dihris (Auvergne) ; lignites.

III. Pliocene—in which living species of placental
mammals appear. Living species appear ; apes, gimiadte,

in Southern Europe. Evidence found in fresh-water and
marine .-.trata ; volcanic debris (Auvergne).

IV. Pleistocene— in which living species of placental
mammals are more abundant than the extinct Man
appears ; antlirojiidn . the paheolithic hunter ; living species
abundant Evidence—refuse-heaps, contents of caves,
river deposits, sub-marine forests, boulder clay, moraines,
marine sands, and shingla

V.—Prehistoric—in which domestic animals and culti-

vated fruits appear. Man abundant, domestic animals,
cultivated fruits, spinning, weaving, pottery making,
mining, commerce; the neolithic, bronze, "and iron
stages of culture. Evidence—camps, habitations, tombs,
refuse-heaps, surface accumulation, caves, alluvia, peat
l>ogs, submarine forests, raised beaches.

VI. Historic—in which the events are recorded in
history. Evidence—documents, refuse heaps, caves,
tombs.

The orders, families, genera, and species in the above
summary, when traced forward in time, fall into the shape
of a genealogical tree, with its trunk hidden in tlie

secondary period, and its branchleta (the living species)
passing upwards from the Pliocene, a tree of life, with
living mammalia for its fruits and foliage. Were the ex-
tinct species taken into account, it would be seen that th(!y
fill up the intervals separating one living fonii from another,
and that they too grow more and more like the living forms
as they approach nearer t(> the present day. It must be
rememl^red that in the alx)ve definitions the fossil marsu-
pials arc purposely ignored, because they began their
specialization in the secondary p«;rio<l, and had arrived in
the Eocene at the stage which is marked by the presence
of a living genus—the opossum (DvUlphyH).

It will U^ Mt<-n that our inquiry into the antiquity of
man is limiU-d to the last four of the divisions. The most
specialis*^ of all animals cannot Ije looked for until the
higher mammalia by which he is now surrounded were
alive. We cannot imagine him in the Eocene age, at a
time when animal life was not sudiciently diflerentiated
to pr.««!nt us with any living genera of placental mammals.
Nor is there any prol^ability of his having appeared on the
earth in the Miocene, because of the absence of higher

placental mammals belonging to living species. It is most
unlikely that man should have belonged to a fauna in
which no other living species of mammal was present He
belongs to a more advanced stage of evolution than the
mid-Miocene of Thenay. I'p to this time the evolution of

the animal kingdom had advanced no further than the
Siminda- in the direition of man|; and the apes then haunt-
ing the forests of Italy, France, and CJermany represent

the highest type of those on the earth.

We may also look at the tjuestion from another point of

view. If man were upon the earth in the Miocene age, it

is incredible that he should not have become something
else in the long lapse of ages, and during the changes in the
conditions of life, by which all the Miocene land mammalia
have been so profoundly atl'ected, that they have been
either exterminated, or have assumed new forms. Nor
in the succeeding Pliocene age can wo expect to find man
upon the earth, because of the very few living species^

of placental mammals then alive. It is not until we
arrive at the succeeding stage, or the Pleistocene,

when living species of mammalia begin to abound,,

that we meet with indisputable traces of the pre-

sence of man on the earth.* The rudely chipped im-

plements of the River-drift hunter lie scattered througli

the late Pleistocene river deposits in Southern and Eastern
England in enormous abundance, and as a rule in associa-

tion with the remains of animals of Arctic and of warm
habit, as well as some or other of the extinct species of

reindeer and hippopotamus along with mammoth and woolly

rhinoceros.

The geographical change in Northern Europe at th') close

of the I""orest-bed age was ^ery great The forest of the

North Sea sank beneath the waves, and Britain was de-

pressed to a depth of no less than 2,300 ft in the Welsh
mountains, and was reduced to an archipelago of islands,

composed of what are now the higher lands. The area of the

Englisli Channel also was depressed, and the " silver streak"

was wider than it is now, as is proved by the raised beach

at Brighton, at Bracklesham, and elsewhere, which marks
the sea-line of the largest island of the Archipelago, the

Southern Island, as it may be termed, the northern shores

of which extended along a line passing from Bristol to

London. The northern shore of the Continent at this time

extended eastwards from Abl)eville, north of the Erzgebirge,

through Saxony and Poland, into the middle of Russia,

Scandinavia Ijeing an island from which the glaciers

descended into the sea. This geographical change was
accompanied by a corresponding change in climate.

Glaciers descended from tlu; higher mountains to the sea

level, and icebergs, melting as they passed southwards,

deposited thcar burdens of clay, sand, and erratics, which
occupy such a wide area in the portions tluai submerged of

Britain and the Continent. This depression was followed

l>y a re-elevation, Ijy which the British Isles, a part of the

Continent, and all the large tract of country within the

100-fathom line, again V^ecamc the feeding-grounds of the

late Pleistocene mammalia.
An appeal to the animals associated with the River-drift

implements will not help us to lix the exact relation of

man to these changes, because they were in Britain before

as well as after the submergence, and were living through-

out in those parts of Europe which were not submerged.

It can only be done in areas where the submergence is

clearly defined. At Salisbury, for instance, the River-

• Tliu I'loiBtocpnc period is the e(|uivalciit of the Qimlomttry ol'

tlio French, and tlio I'oHtiiliocene of tho olilcr workR of Lyell, and
including all tho phenomena known in liitiliulr« ouUido tho Arctic
Circle, wliero ico no longer is to be found, under the nanio of glacial

and intcr-glacial.
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drift hunter may have lived either before, during, or after

the southern counties became an island. When, however,

he hunted the woolly and leptorhine rhinoceros, the

mammoth, and the horse, in the neighbourhood of

Brighton, he looked down upon a broad expanse of

sea, in the spring Hecked with small icebergs such as

those -which dropped their burdens in Bracklesham

Bay. At Abbeville, too, he hunted the mammotli,

reindeer, and horse down to the mouth of the Sonime on

the shore of the glacial sea. The e\idence is equally

•clear that the River-drift hunter followed the chase in

Britain after it had emerged from beneath the waters of

the glacial sea, from the fact that the river deposits in

•which his implements occur either rest upon the glacial

'days, or are composed of fragments derived from them,

as in the oft-quoted cases of Hoxne and Bedford. Further,

it is very probable that he may have wandered close up to

the edges of the glaciers then covering the higher hills

of Wales and the Pennine chain. The severity of the

climate in winter at this time in Britain is proved, not

merely by the presence of the Arctic animals, but by the

numerous ice-bome blocks in the river gravels dropped in

the spring after the break-up of the frosts.

The Eiver-drift man is proved, by the implements which

he left behind, to have wandered over the whole of France,

and to have himted the same animals in the valley of the

Loire and the Garonne, as in the valley of the Thames.

In the Iberian peninsula he was a contemporary of the

African elephant, the mammoth, and the straight-tusked

elephant, and he occupied the neighbourhood both of

Madrid and Lisbon. He also ranged over Italy, leaving

traces of his presence in the Abruzzo, and in Greece he was
a contemporary of the extinct pigmy hippopotamus (//.

Pentlamli). South of the Mediterranean his implements

have been met with in Oran, and near Kolea in Algeria,

and in Egjpt in several localities. At Luxor they have

been discovered by General PittRivers in the breccia, out

of which are hewn the tombs of the kings. In Palestine

they have been obtained by the Abb^ Richard between
Mount Tabor and the sea of Tiberias, and by Mr. Stopes

between Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Throughout this

wide area the implements, for the most part of flint or of

•quartzite, are of the same rude types, and there is no
diflerence to be noted between the haches found in the

caves of Cresswell, in Derbyshire, and those of Thebes,

or between those of the valley of the Somme and those of

Palestine. The River-drift lumter ranged over the Indian

peninsula from Madras as far north as the valley of the

Nerbudda. Here we find him forming part of a fauna in

which there are species now living in India, such as the

Indian rhinoceros and the arnco, and extinct types of o.xen

and elephants. There were two extinct hippopotami in the

rivers, and living gavials, turtles, and tortoises. It is

plain, therefore, that at this time the fauna of India stood

in the same relation to the present fauna as the European
fauna of the late Pleistocene does to that now living in

Europe. In both there was a familiar association of

extinct and living forms, from both the genus Hippo-

folamns has disappeared in the lapse of time, and in both
man forms tlie central figure.

We are led from the region of tropical India to the

banks of the Delaware, in New Jersey, by the recent dis-

coveries of Dr. 0. C. Abbott. Here, too, living and extinct

species are found side by side.

Thus in our survey of the group of animals surrounding
man when he first appeared in Europe, India, and North
America, we see that in all three regions, so widely removed
from each other, the animal life was in the same stage of

evolution, and " the old order " was yielding " place unto

the new." The River-drift man is proved by his sur-

roundings to belong to the Pleistocene age in all three.

The evidence of Palaeolithic man in South Africa seems to

me unsatisfactory, because as yet the age of the deposits in

which the implements are found has not been decided.

The identity of the implements of the River-drift

hunter proves that he was in the same rude state of

civilisation, if it can be called civilisation, in the old and

new worlds, when the hands of the geological clock

pointed to the same hour. It is not a little strange that

his mode of life should have been the same in the forests

to the north and south of the Mediterranean, in Pales-

tine, in the tropical forests of India, and on the western

shores of the Atlantic. The hunter of the reindeer in the

valley of the Delaware was to all intents and purposes the

same sort of savage as the hunter of the reindeer on the

banks of the Wiley or of the Solent.

It does not, however, follow that this identity of imple-

ments implies that the same race of men were spread over

this vast tract. It points rather to a primeval condition of

savagery from which mankind has emerged in the long ages

which separate it from our own time. It may further be

inferred, from his widespread range, that the River-drift

man (assuming that mankind sprang from one centre)

must have inhabited the earth for a long time, and that his

dispersal took place before the glacial submergence and the

lowering of the temperature in Northern Europe, Asia,

and America. It is not reasonable to suppose that the

Straits of Behring would have oftered a free passage,

either to the River-drift man from Asia to America, or to

American animals from America to Europe, or vice versH,

while there was a vast barrier of ice or of sea, or of both,

in the high northern latitudes. I therefore feel inclined

to view the River-drift man as having invaded Europe in

pre-glacial time along with the other living species which

then appeared. The evidence, as I have already pointed

out, is conclusive that he was also glacial and post-glacial.

In all probability the birthplace of man was in a warm,

if not a tropical, region of Asia—in " a garden of Eden ;"

and from this the River-drift man found his way into

those regions where his implements occur. In India he

was a member of a tropical fauna, and his distribution in

Europe and along the shores of the Mediterranean prove

him to have belonged either to the temperate or the

southern fauna in those regions. It will naturally be

asked, to what race can the River-drift man be referred?

The question, in my opinion, cannot be answered in

the present stage of the inquiry, because the few frag-

ments of human bones discovered along with the imple-

ments are too imperfect to aflbrd any clue. Nor can

we measure the interval in terms of years which separates

the River-drift man from the present day, either by

assuming that the glacial period was due to astronomical

causes, and then proceeding to calculate the time necessary

for them to produce their result, or by an appeal to the

erosion of valleys, or the retrocession of waterfalls. The

interval must, however, have been very great to allow of

the changes in geography and climate, and the distribution

of animals which has taken place—the succession of races,

and the development of civilisation before history began.

Standing before the rock-hewn tombs of the kings at Luxor,

we may realise the impossibility of fixing the time when
the River-drift hunter lived in the site of the ancient

Thebes, or of measuring the lapse of time between his days

and the splendour of the civilisation of Egypt In this

inquiry I have purposely omitted all reference to the suc-

cessor of the River-drift man in Enroi^e —the Cave man,

who was in a higher stage of the hunter civilisation. In

the course of my remarks you will have seen tliat the story
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told by the rudely chipped implements found at our very
door in this place (Southampton), forms a part of the wider
story of the first appearance of man, and of his distribu-

tion on the earth.

WAS KAMESES II. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?
By Miss Amelia B. Edwards.

Vni.-C(.iNIMTIOXS OF PLACE AND n.VTE.

\ I'lIETHER the mounds of Telel-Maskhuta* do, orW do not, cover the ruins of the city of " Raarases
"

is a question which can, perhaps, only be placed beyond
dispute by the spade of the excavator ; but, pending that
linal test (which I trust is not far distant), the evidence
in its favour is undoubtedly very much stronger than any
which can be adduced in favour of the other sites before
mentioned. And, strong as it is, I scarcely think that
ever)- point in that evidence—unless very cursorily by
myself,+ more than two years ago—has yet been fairly

stated.

Before proceeding to e.vamine that evidence, however,
it will be well first to note the conditions which have to
be fultilled by any sites claiming to represent the "treasure-
cities " of the Bible, and then to see how far these con-
ditions agree with the sites advocated by llerr Brugscli,
3L Chabas, and others ; namely, Tanis, Pelusium, Helio-
polis, Babloon, and Toossoom.

1. We have to look for two "treasure-cities," or
Bekhennu, dating from the reign of Rameses II. ; nev
cities, lie it observed, " built for Pharaoh," like so many
others during that reign.

2. We have to look for them (for the reasons already
stated) in the land of Goshen ; a district also known at
and after the time of Moses as " the land of Rameses."

'?. Being twin-cities, the one sacred to Tum, the other
sacred to Ra (in the divine person of Rameses), with, as
it were, an interdependent worship, we may reasonably
e.xp<^t to find them somewhat near together.

Now, as regards the first condition, that of newness :

Tanis (Zoan), which Brugsch absolutely identifies with
Raamtes, must lie at once rejected ; for the sanctuary of the
Grr^at Temple was as old a.s the e.xcessively remote period
of the Vlth dynasty ; besides which, the mounds of Zoan
are to this day strewn with remains dating from the Xllth
and Xlllth dynastie.s, and with remains of the Hykshos
perio<l, all many cent'iries earlier than Rame.se8 II.

Furtlierraore we have the authority of the Bible (Numbers
xiiL, 22) for the fact that " Hebron was built seven years
before Zoan in Egypt;" Hebron being a place as old as the
times of Abraham. Of Pelusium we cannot speak posi-
tively, for the original Egyptian name and early history
of this city are unknown

; but Heliopolis was certainly
older than Rameses II. by something like sixteen hundred

• It no hdpf^nii lliBt Ihn valloy in which tho Britidh (roops
«rc now fnc<km|X'<) Id-twcon Inmniliiih nnfl Zn(;aziff in tho prcciHo
ocnoof our pr<».nt incjuiry; aiirj it wa« on Tol-ol-Maskhuta, <1.'-

•cribo<I by Tlie 7imM c'rr<n|K.n.lont m "a remarkable nioiind of
con«idcrable h«i(rht an<l (rn-at nizc," that Kir Garnet WolHelpj
pUnlffrl bi« email Utt-ry daring the enicauompnt r.f AnffiiKt 2-1

(8w The Time; AnKniit iiS). TolK.|-K,.l,ir, whrrc Ambiii forcpg nro
entrrnchtd, ha», by >omo K(fypt<,lo(ciiitii, Ik-od proponed ax tho
poMiblc mte of I'lthom ; bot, sa will hereafter be »hown, another
moaoH, locally known u Tel A boo Kooleyman, ha« more evidence
in iu f»Tonr—A. B. E.

t fV.. my letter on "The Sit« of Haamgen," The Arademy, April

years. The great temple of Heliopolis wa.", at all events,

founded by Usertesen 1., second Pharaoh of tho Xllth
dynasty. Babloon, a stout old fortress of the Roman
period, built in genuine Roman fashion in courses of thin

red bricks, is just as much too modern as Heliopolis is too
old ; and Toossoom, which consists of a few unimportant
remains on a sandy height at the S.E. extremity of Lake
Timsah, going from Ismailiah to Suez by the canal, is alto-

gether inadmissible.

Our second condition is that Pa-Ranicses and Pa-Tum
shall be situate in the Land of Goshen. Again, therefore,

I'anis must be rejected ; for Tanis, the capital of tho pro-

vince known to the Greeks as tho Nome Tanitis (of which
tho Egyptian name was Khent-Abot) is certainly not in

the Land of Goshen. Neither is Heracleopolis Parva,

which Brugsch identifies with Pa-Tum (Pithom), and which
is represented by a mound close upon the marshy shores of

Lake Menzaleh, in a district of which the ancient pro-

vincial classification is unknown. Herr Brugsch, according

to a proposed derivation which we will presently examine,
believes this part of tho sea-board of the Delta to form part

of the ancient Sethroitio Nome; but the position of the

Sethroitic Nome has yet to be determined. Pelusium,

which M. Chabas identifies with " Raamsts," and Etham,
which he identifies with " Pithom," are neither of them in

the Land of Goshen, but lie oil' upon the coasts near the

Pelusiac mouth of the Nile, in that same district which
Brugsch ascribes to the Sethroitic Nome. And as for

Heliopolis, the capital of tho Heliopolitan Nome, and
Babloon, tho Roman fortress already mentioned, so far

from being situate in the Land of Goshen, tho ono is but
five miles from Cairo, and the other is a part of Cairo, or

rather of ancient Fostat, just outside Cairo.

Lastly, we may expect to find "Raanises" and "Pithom"
not very far apart. Pelusium and Etham, 'Janis, and the

mound by Lake Menzaleh, are within a moderate distance of

each other, and so fairly meet the requirements of the case.

But Heliopolis and the rest stand alone ; and even those

who recognise Pa-Rameses in one or another of them, have
no neighbouring mounds to propose fcr the companion site

of Pa-Tum.
To sum up :—Pa-Rameses was a " treasure city

"

founded by Rameses 1 1, in the land of Goshen. Neither
Tanis, Heliopolis, nor I'.abloon were either founded by
Rameses 11. or situate in the land of Goslien. Of the

found.ition of Pelusiniii, and of its Egyptian name, we are

ignorant ; but it was not situate in the Land of Goshen.

Of Toossoom we know nothing, save the insignificance of

its remains, the improbability of its position, and the fact

that it was in tl'e Arabian Desert, and not in the Land of

Goshen.

{To be continued.)

THE SEAT OF WAR IN EGYPT.
I!v MisH A,Mi:i,iA B. Edwards.

IN a h'tter to the Tiwm, Miss Edwards remarks on the
biblical and archieological interest which attaches to

the valley through which the British forces are now fight-

ing their way from Ismailiah to Zagazig :

—

" The Freshwater Canal by which this valley is traversed
follows the course, and in some places flows in the actual

bed, of a canal constructed by Seti I., second Pharaoh of

the XlXth JJynasty ; which Canal, starting like the present
work from the marsh lands near Bubastis (the modem
Zagazig), was carried during tho lifetime of Seti as far as

the sheet of water now known as Ijike 'J'iiiii-.ah. After his
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death, it was continued, probably as far as the Red Sea, by
his son and successor, Rameses II. This valley anciently

formed part of the Land of Goshen.
"According to De Rouge, Mariette, Lepsius, and the

majority of Egyptologists, it was under Rameses II. that

the Egyptians made the lives of the children of Israel

'bitter with hard bondage;' and in the opinion of the

same high authorities (an opinion based upon evidence
which I am at this present time examining in the columns
of a contemporary publication)* the mound of Maskhuta,
or Mahuta^the same ' remarkable mound of considerable

height and great size ' upon which your war correspondent
tells us in his despatch of the 24th inst that ' our feeble

battery was placed ' marks the site of the city of
' Raamses,' for the buUding of which the Hebrews were
compelled to make bricks with stubble of their own
gathering. These bricks, moulded of sun-dried clay

mLxed with chopped straw, and stamped, some with the
cartouche of Rameses II., and some with the cartouche of

his successor Menephtah, the Pharaoh of the Exodus,
are to be found in any number in and about the mound.

" Two neighbouring mounds are claimed as the site of

Pithom, the other ' treasure-city ' of the Bible :— 1. Tel-

el-Kebir, where there is a \ illage and station on the line,

and whence, according to Sir G. Wolseley's official telegram
in the Times of Saturday, August 26, the rebel army was
reinforced by railway on the 2Ith inst. ; 2. Tel-Abu-Sooley-
mein, a mound lying somewhat south of the mouth of the
valley, in the direction of Belbeis.

Tel-el-Maskhuta is situate within a few hundred yards of

the station marked ' Rameses.' "

SCIENCE IX ITS APPLICATION
DOMESTIC LIFE.
Br Percy Russell.

TO

THE adaptation of scientific discovery, in all its multi-

farious results, to the ordinary routine wants of

humanity, must surely rank among the greatest practical

triumphs of the age. It is not so very long since science

—

and, indeed, most matters to which the phrase technical
could be rightly applied—were purely esoteric, and the
mass of mankind was expected rather to express admiration
for, than to participate in, the work of the foremost savants
of the day. It has been aptly observed of Plato, for

e.xample, that, like Acestes, in Virgil, he aimed at the
stars, but struck nothing ; while Bacon, the father of ex-

perimental and practical philosophy, fixed his eye on a
mark within the human range, and hit it in tlie centra
In a word, the former began and ended in mere meta-
physics ; but the latter, commencing in accurate observa-
tion, closed in a variety of arts, all of which have benefited
mankind materially.

The second annual Exhibition of Domestic Labour-
saving Appliances and Articles designed for the promotion
of household thrift, opened at the Agricultural Hall,
London, on Aug. 24, is in many ways a practical and
highly suggestive commentary on the above view of the new
relations, comparatively speaking, of science and normal
contemporary life. Here we have palpably before us the
tangible results of much patient philosophical thought, of
profound chemical research, and especially of the higher
mathematics whose practical use is so little understood by
the majority. The season—and it had endured for cen-
turies—of exclusiveness in science has finally vanished,
and its greatest expositors now no longer deem it beneath

their dignity to adapt the best results of even their pro-

foundest inquiries to the abridgment of human labour, the

prevention of disease, the multiplication of even mere

material comforts, and, indeed, to very much that, some
generations ago, was generally deemed beneath the dignity,

and even outside the proper province, of our principal philo-

sophers. One important outcome of this vast change has

been to give a breadth to scientific inquiry which was often

wanting before, and to infuse into it an accuracy which

was sometimes absent when speculation took a merely

metaphysical form. If, observes an able writer, a mathe-

matician made a blunder in defining the properties of eight

circles on a sphere, the world was none the worse, but if

he made a mistake in estimating the centrifugal force in

a wheel, he might indirectly wreck a factory.

The Domestic Exhibition comprehends, indeed, a

variety of appliances and contrivances, many of which are

fouBded on the most exact scientific principles, related to

such homely, but, rightly viewed, all-important subjects as

lighting, warming, and ventilating buildings, the more
effective and wholesome preparation and cooking of food

—

a thing of equal moment to the savant and the ignora-

mus—the labours of the laundry, sundry purely hygienic

matters, and, finally, to that admirable, healthy, and refining

recreative utility— if the phrase may be used—gardening.

It will be readily perceived from this slight sketch that

the various exhibits cover a very wide range indeed, and

include much that is really of the highest importance to

the material well-being of our household life, both in its

outdoor and indoor aspects. In regard to the ventilation

of buildings—a matter of the most vital consequence—

I

noticed an admirable self-acting air-pump ventilator, which

is automatic in its working, and can be applied with

equal facility to all kinds of buildings, great or small, and

is, moreover, capable of being harmoniously blended with

any style of architecture. This ventilator is constructed

on accurate scientific lines, and ought to be carefully

studied by all interested in the subject of ventilation.

We noticed, inter alia, a very effective gas-engine, which

has much to commend it where moderate motive-power is a

desideratum. The engine is simple, safe, and economic.

It occupies very little space, and may be placed in the

upper storey of an ordinary house. There is no danger

whatever of explosion, and as a substitute for manual

power it is undoubtedly of comprehensive utility.

Another noteworthy labour-saver is that known as

Griscom's electromotor and automatic battery for sewing-

machines, ic. The force required is obtained from a box

of bichromate cells, and can, it is claimed, be regulated at

the will of the operator.

There were also good examples of arrangements for

warming buildings of all sizes ; and, as might be expected,

some excellent things in the way of gas-cooking stoves.

The advantages of gas for cooking are certainly great, and

the adaptation of some of the stoves shown to the purposes

in view is in every way admirable.

The sanitary importance of pure water is now popularly

appreciat<>d, and it is generally understood that very much
disease and premature death may be traced directly to the

use of impure water. The battle of the filt<'rs is, there-

fore, a subject in which we are all of us interested, and I

was certainly struck by a contrivance known as the

" Filtre Rapide," which bids fair to come out of the com-

petition a victorious champion. It is said to combine all

the advantages, and to be destitute of all the disadvan-

Uges, of the best filter extant, while it has some valuable

merits special to itself. These are great claims, but tlicy

appear justified by the facts. For one tiling, the water

during filtration is aerated thoroughly, wliile the filter can
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be taken to pieces and propt-rly cloaHed at liome by any
person—an obvious advantage over some kinds in use.

With regard to constructional matters in respect to

domestic architei.ture, ktc, I saw some examples of

improve*! glazins;— in one instance equally applicable to

cur\-ed ss to straight raftere ; an excellent mechanical
arrangement for opening fan-lights, sky-lights, &c.—things

i-ausing extreme trouble in many houses ; and above all,

• juite a new method of window ventilation, which is very

simple, and yet ingenious ; by merely lowering the top

sasli, whi'.-h is made about a foot higher than the solKtt of

the window opening, a free verlical current of air is intro-

duced into the apartment between tlie glass of the top and
lK)ttom saslies, and yet to all appearance the windows are

closed. Besides this tlie sashes are made to turn on centres

and in-line at any angle, and thus they can be cleaned

from the inside only—a matter of no small importance.

There are some other special advantages belonging to this

invention, known as tlie Patent Imperial Window, which,

by-the-way, has already obtained two prize medals.

Economy in gas was not o\erlooked by e.vhibitors,

as I observed a very good example of a burner regulator

in action ; some se^-tional hot-water coils, patent boilers, a

portable heating apparatus, and several ellicicnt hydraulic

.•Tims, self-acting, for raising water, were also among the
features of the show.

Washing machines and laundry appliances in general were
well represented, as were sewing-machines of many types,

and other like matters, specially applicable to the ladies'

section of the household.

Gardening re<|uisites were in considerable force. I

noticed some really striking exhibits in the way of wire
arclies, fencing, elegant trellis-work, garden furniture, and
requisites of all kinds ; aviaries, poultry-run.s, and the like.

^me of the designs in wire-work are really artistic, and
these exhibits are equally useful and beautiful in the
aiajority of cases. A very useful and truly economic appli-

ance shown is a patent irrigator, which is well adapted for

gardens of all sizes. Possessing, as it does, a horizontal and,

at the same time, a revolving action, it can be furnished
with such a variety of jets that natural rain may be simu-
lated, from a mere mist to a heavy downpour. As a virtually

self acting apparatus, this irrigator is worthy the considera-

tion of all who have gardens of any size.

Pas.sing from outdoor to indoor requirements, a word
must Ik; .said in praise of the Remington type-writer, ex-

hibited with an obvious improvement, inasmuch as lower-

case letters are now added, and thus it is no longer neces-

sary to use exclusively capital letters. Sorao space is

gained, and thi- appearance of the work produced is greatly
enhanced. The merits of the type-writer are too well

known to nr^ed further mention.
Viewed as a whole, this, the second exhibition of the

kind, is a striking fact-testimony to the benign efforts now
generally mad"- by our hading scientific men for the ma-
terial amelioration of the ills and discomforts of human life,

and for aiding in many practicable and truly beneficent ways
the great caus*-s of hygienic progress and domestic economy
in their very widest sense.

H.\S TIIK MOON AX ATMOSI'lIKKK r

l!v Mk. ItAxvAita

(Conlinutd from pa'je 21.').

i LTHOUOH Prof. Young had failed to find any
, V trace of al»sorption causfxl by a lunar atmosphere,
M. Thollon determined to repeat tlie observation. There

were at Sohag two large bisulphide of carbon spectro-

scopes, one belonging to M. TrOpied, the Director of

the Observatory at Algier.s, which had been made upon
the model of M. Thollon's spectroscope, and the other
^I. Thollon's own instrument. The form of these

spectroscopes does not permit tlie observer easily to turn
the slit round. It was agreed, therefore, tliat they
should be mounted so that the slit of one of them
would be radia! while the other was tangential at

the part of the moon's limb where the last jiortion

of the solar light would be visible. M. Trepied's slit was
placed radially in the position niarkod by the thick line A

in the figure, while M. Thollon's slit was placed tangen-

tially in the position indicated by the dotted line B. Their
instruments were erected within a few feet of one another,

in a building constructed of reeds and wood, some ten
yards to the south of my tent observatory. It was ar-

ranged that during the partial phases of the eclipse I

siiould visit their enclosure and observe with their instru-

ments the spectrum close to the lunar limb. I cannot do
better than give a translation of M. Thollon's account of

his observation. It is taken from his report, which was
jiresented to the French Acadcuny, and is published in the
" Complcs Rmidux " for the 19th of June, 18B2, page 1,633.

He says :

—

" My great apparatus performed marvellously, and had
never given me more beautiful images. I passed in review
with scrupulous attention all the telluric region of the
spectrum, commencing at the red end. Between A and 1!

I could not perceive any notable cliange. Arrived at B,

I was (juite surprised to see a decided reinforcement of the

rays which compose this group. I hesitated to communi-
cate this observation to M. Trcpied, for fear of disturbing

liim, when he announced to me that he saw this reinforce-

ment of the group B in a striking manner. It was of the
highest importance to verify this fact ; so, after some
seconds of repose, I applied to it all the force of my atten-

tion. All the contour of tlie moon which was projected

upon the sun was successively Ijrought upon the slit, and,

strange and inexplicable as it is to me, I did not succeed in

reobserving the reinforcement as it had appeared to me in

the first instance, nor even to see it in a manner I could

b(! quite sure about. Mr. llanyard and M. Puiseux, on
being referred to, saw the phenomenon with the same cer-

tainty as M. Tripled in his apparatus, and with the same
uncertainty as myself in mine. This difrerence was caused

perhaps by the dillerence of the orientations, Tlie slit of

the spectroscope of M. Tripled being parallel to the line of

centres, cut the limb of the moon perp(;ndicular!y, while

my slit met the limb tangentially, or in a very oblique

manner."
M. Trepied, in his report of observations of the eclipse

published in the " ComplfH liendus," p. 1,G39, says:—"I
commenced in the red region; arrived at the B group, I

observed a reinforcement of the dark lines close to the

lunar limb. The group I!, as one can see it in this instru-

mr-nt, is mudi- up of a group of sixteen .sharp lines, and
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then on the side towards A, of a series of double lines

very regularly spaced. In this second part of the group

it is always the least refrangible of the two rays which is

the darkest ; and it was the least refrangible ray of the

pairs \\hich was the most affected at the moon's limb. I

tried to estimate to what distance from the limb of the

moon the reinforcement extended. The part of each line

which was darkened appeared to me to correspond to

aliout l-40th of the height of the spectrum. Since the

length of the slit is 7 millimetres, and corresponds to an

eighth part of the diameter of the solar image, it is easy to

conclude that the absorbing layer, if it exists, which is

capable of producing the observed reinforcement, does not

extend to a height above 5" above the moon's limb. The
phenomenon was much less ^^sible in the apparatus of M.
Tliollon, as Mr. Ranyard and M. Andre Puiseux bore

witness. On the hypothesis that there is an absorbing

layer about the moon, this difference of effect may be easily

e.xplained by the difference of the orientations ; it will even

be a necessary consequence. I ought to add that even in

my apparatus the increase of intensity of the lines was

incomparably more feeble during the last phases of the

eclipse—very doubtful for Mr. Ranyard and nothing for

MM. Thollon and Andre Puiseux."

I have given these observations at length, so that your

readers may judge of the comparative certainty with which

the observers principally concerned speak of the evidence

they obtained as to the existence of absorption in the lunar

atmosphere. My own examination of the spectrum before

totality was very short, and in order to speak with certainty,

I should have been glad of an opportunity of further ex-

amining the adjustments of M. Trepied's instrument. I

can only speak with certainty as to the non-existence of

absorption after totality when I examined the spectrum at

greater leisure. Before totality, I did not notice the

difference in the thickness of the double lines of the B
group, tliough M. Trepied called my attention to the

matter while I was looking through his instrument, and
said that he had noticed such a difference. All the lines

seemed to me to be slightly intensified near to the edge

of the spectrum, where they were sharply cut off by the

moon's limb.

I did not at the time make an estimate of the distance

from the edge of the spectrum to which the slight thicken-

ing of the lines I thought I could detect extended, but the

phenomena I observed (which may have been a more
physiological effect of contrast, or may have been due to a

want of accurate focussing of the image of the solar crescent

on the slit), extended to a distance of certainly more than
l-40th of the breadth of the spectrum. The next day, on
talking the matter over, I thought that it must have ex-

tended to at least 110th of the breadth of the spectrum.
A height of 5" to which the darkening of the lines observed
by M. Trepied extended would correspond to a height of
nearly six miles above the moon's limb. In the terrestrial

atmosphere absorption increases very rapidly as we ap-

proach the earth, and making all allowance for the difference

between terrestrial and lunar gravity, it seems difficult

to believe that phenomena of absorption could be traced to
a height of twenty four miles above the lunar limb.

It is quite possiVile that there might be a difference in
the condition of the lunar atmosphere at the two limbs, for
the limb of the moon which was examined before totality
had just been exposed to the intense heat of the sun for a
fortnight, while the limb which was seen upon the sun's
disc after totality had been cooling during the long lunar
night, and it is possible that absorbing vapours miglit
arise under the solar heat which would again be deposited
during the lunar night Fortunately, it will not be

necessary to wait for another total eclipse to repeat the
observation. A partial solar eclipse is all that is required,

and large spectroscopes in all parts of the world from
which such an eclipse is visible may be simultaneously

directed to the lunar limb.

In connection with this observation, I should like to
direct the attention of naked-eye observers to the line of
faint illumination which, at the time of new moon, is

visible along the outer edge of the dark moon; that is,

along the limb which has recently been exposed to the
solar rays. Is this line of faint illumination due to
dispersion of the sun's rays within an atmosphere
which has been raised by the sun's heat? I think that
it is pretty certain that the phenomenon is not due
to an effect of contrast between the linnicre cendre on
the body of the dark moon and the background of sky

;

for I have held a circular diaphragm at a distance
from the eye, so as just to exclude the light of the sky,
and the band of faint illumination along the moon's
limb was still visible ; and my old friend, Jlr. Webb, of
Hardwick, has kindly repeated this observation for me,
and confirms me as to the objective character of the
phenomenon. It is difKcult to see why, if the light is due
to earthshine, the limb of the moon should be the brightest
part. Such a band might possibly be caused by a phos-
phorescent light from the lunar surface, which slowly dies
away as the lunar night advances. But if this were the
case, there should not be a similar band of brightness seen
along the dark limb of the morning moon, which has been
in darkness for half a lunation. I should be glad to learn
whether other observers see the band extending with equal
brightness along the whole limb, or does it seem to them
to be decidedly brighter in the region of the lunar equator i

And do they see a similar band of brightness along the
limb of the morning moon ?

SCIEXCE IN CANADA.
By the Editor.

A PROPOSAL has been made that a meeting of the
British Association should be held in Canada, and

in fact it has been decided, at least for awhile, that the
meeting of 1 884 should be held at I^Iontreal. For my own
part., I think the decision a mistake, and rather a serious
one. Apart from objections raised with good reason by mem-
bers of the British Association, the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, which has much more life

in it than tlie British, has been held this year at Montreal ;

and I rather imagine that if the British Association should
meet there two years hence, there would be some degree of
disappointment. I know wliat American tastes are in
matters scientific, how much they pi-cfer freslx to dried
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food in science, and I know that tlie kind of food purveyed,

for eiaiuple, at Soutliauipton this year, would emphatically

fio* suit American tastes, whether in the United States or

in Canada.

But the Times, in an article which even in this silly

season stands out conspicuous for combined silliness and

insolence, finds a " more excellent " reason for disapproving

the selivtion. This is what the Tiiitm (or some one who,

having for the time the run of Jupiter's house, has found

and put on an inappropriate lion-skin) tells us about

Canadian science :

—

" Canada is great in extent, but not great in science.

HumbKr scientific views and less advanced thoughts than

till' British Association will bring with it would serve her

as well for any instruction she will derive from them. Our
scientific men must be well aware of this. They can have

no seriiius purpose of holding a scientific meeting in Canada.

Their wish must be to have an agreeable outing, to be

looked up to with blank wonderment, to be pointed out

wherever they go as the men who have done something or

other which no other human beings have succeeded in

doing, the magicians of the modern workl, men skilful

in strange, out of-the-way arts. Their acquirements and
their performances will be alike taken on faith. If

they talk sens<-, they will be listened to. H they talk

nonsense, they will be listened to all the same, and with

the same degree of intelligent appreciation. We must not

be surprised that our scientific men like the pose and the

surroundings. They are mortal beings, of the same
passions as the rest, and capable of being attracted in the

same way as the rest We do not at all grudge them the

glory and the pleasure in store for them on their Canadian

\Tsit Our only regret is that the gain of Canada will be

our loss, and that in lt<8t, if the present design is carried

out, we shall be deprived of the scientific lessons which the

Association has given us during the last half-century. The
invitation to Canada ought not, we think, to be accepted.

A meeting of the Association in Canada can be in no sense

the same thing as a meeting on English ground would be.

But that the invitation should have been given, and should

have been pressed, and that the way for its acceptance

should have Wen as smooth as it could be, are very wel-

come signs of Canadian good feeling to the mother country.

The wish of our colonists Ls that they should not be con-

sidered strangers to us. Their country is to be a part of

our country. We are to be at home on their soil. The
British As.sociution is to be the common property of Great
Britain and of Greater Britain. We are glad to be on
these terms with Canada and with our other colonies.

They are our rivals already in -some things more congenial

to their habits of life than scientific pursuits are. They
have met us as oarsmen, and have beaten us so complet<;ly

as to make us a little ashamed of ourselves. Special rules

liave had to be invented, in the interest of our pot-

hunters, to prevent them from carrying away too many
prizes at our regattas. In cricket we can hold our own,
but even in cricket Australia runs us close." There is

much more of this, but qiiorsum Imc Uim pulida leiidaiUt
" Australian cricket has been a somewhat new revelation

to us. We knew that they played cricket in Australia,

but until they came over to this country and gave us proof

what they could do, we had no notion that they played it

so exceedingly well. Contests of this kind, on the river,

or on the cricket-field, or with the rifle, are healthy in

every way. If they go againht us, we must accept our fate

with the In-st grace wn can, and must take comfort in the

thought that we have lieen l»eaten by men of our own race
and blood. But when the challenge la transferred to other
ground, when we are atkcd to send our best scientific re-

presentatives to Canada, we may fairly ask for some proof •

that Canada is deserving of the compliment Her
hospitable intentions are beyond all doubt, but if her
hospitality is accepted, it must bo accepted on its own
account, and not with any added notion that Canada is a
fit place for a scientific gathering. We shall be sorry if

the British Association is tempted away from its home
duties for the sake of a run in Canada. With the move-
ments of its members as individuals we have nothing to

do, and surely Canada might be content to receive thom as

individuals, without insisting that they shall conio as an
associated host, and under a corporate name which has not

been of their own cn^ation, and which is not at their own
disposal, but is common English property."

NEW VIEWS ON CRICKET.

SPEAKING of the cricket changes recently suggested

in these columns, " A Lover of Cricket " makes the

following remarks in the 'Times for September 1st :
—"The

suggested change is simply that while, as now, wicket after

wicket should fall on either side till the tenth and last was
taken, the fall of separate wickets should alternate between
the two elevens, instead of the fall of all on one side alter-

nating with the fall of all on the other. Thus, call the two
sides A and B. Say side A, having won the toss, go to the

wickets, the ground suiting them. After a while they lose

a wicket ; then side B go in, on ground very little changed,

till, in turn, they lose a wicket Side A go again to the

wicket, sending in a man to replace the one whose wicket

has fallen, precisely as in the game as usually played.

After another wicket lost on side A, side B do likewise.

And thus the sides alternate, wicket after wicket falling on
either side, till the first innings is completed, the record of

the innings appearing in precisely the same form as at

present Then a second innings is commenced, and, if

possible, played out in the same way ; if time does not

allow this, the game is decided by the score when B's last

wicket fell, at which time, of course, sides A and B have

lost an ecjual number of wickets. If, on the other hand,

the second innings is completed long before time is up
(some time limit, as an hour or two hours, might be

named in the laws), sides A ond B would continue to send

in man after man as before, till time expired.

" To illustrate this method, take the recent match between

the Australians and England from the end of the first

innings. The Australians, then in a minority of 38, would
have sent in Massie and Bannerman, who (playing as they

actually did) would have knocked off the deficiency and

put 28 runs to the good before Ma.ssie's wicket fell. Then
England would have sent in Hornby and Grace, who would
have only knocked oil' 15 of the 1.'8 before Hornby's wicket

fell ; so that when the Australians went in, with Banner-

man and Boimor, they would have been 13 to the good,

increased to 17, when Bonnor's middle stump was knocked

out of the ground. The loss of Barlow's wicket would

have left England still 17 behind; and the loss of Ban
nernian's on the other side would have left the balance

unchanged. Then Grace and Uly(!tt putting on 3G would

have put England ahead by 19 runs. And so the game would

have gone on with alternating positions (most intijresting

to spectators), till the end of the B(rcoiid innings, with

England seven in arrears. But that would not have been

the end of the game. All the remaining time on Tuesday

and on Wednesday would have been occupied with a most
interesting contest between the two elevens.

" It is claimed—and with obvious justice—for this method
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that, if it were followed, no game would ever end in a
• draw, none would fail to fill the whole time assigned to it,

and in none would either side have any undue advantage
from the state of the ground or weather. It may be added
that matches played on this plan would be intensely inte-

resting, and that neither side would be kept (as now often

happens) waiting idly during a day, or even two days, of

a long innings. But the three great advantages first

named are such as to dwarf all others, and, I conceive,

to make such few disadvantages as the system (properly

arranged) might involve altogether as nothing by compari-

son.

"The system is worth trying. Once tried, I believe it

would quickly replace the imperfect system at present in

vogue, which in four cases out of five leads to most unsatis-

factory results."

THE USE OF OPIUM.

AT the quarterly general meeting of the British Medic.il Tem-
perance Association, held recently in the rooms of the

Medical Society of London, 11, Chandos-strect, Cavendish-sqnare,
a paper was read by Dr. G. Shearer, of . Liverpool, on " Kecent
Apologists for the Opium Trade." Dr. Norman Kerr presided.

The attendance was small. The most poweifnl apologist, in his

opinion, Dr. Shearer remarked, was the present Prime Minister.
In 1870, daring a debate in the Honse of Commons, in reply to

Sir W. Lawson, Mr. Gladstone said, " I aflirm that if we are to
denounce the use of opium as something which is universally,

essentially, and irretrievably bad, that must be done after it has
been proved that the use of opium is to be broadly distinguished
from the use of every other stimulant—a point which is not
settled yet." But, argued Dr. Shearer, though there is a distinc-

tion to be drawn between opium and alcohol, and the common use
of the former might vastly exceed in its baneful effects the common
use of the latter, which there was an overwhelming weight of
testimony to prove, still for the purpose of justice and fair dealing
towards an injured people this was unnecessary. There was a
preponderating weight of testimony as to the destructiveness of the
vice. Among the Chinese people no advocates for the practice
could he found ; the nature of the commercial treaties between the
Japanese and the Coreans and other nations, which were absolutely
prohibitive of tl)0 trade in opium, and the action of the Indian
Government in putting down the retail sale of the drug in Burmah,
went as far in proof of the unmixed mischief caused by the use of
opium, he should think, as Mr. Gladstone could desire. Against
the views of Sir George Birdwood, Deputy Surgeon-Gereral Jlroro,

and Dr. Ayres, he set the evidence of many medical men, beginning
with Dr. Kane, who had seen the results of the custom in his

practice in the United States. Dr. Kane i\TOte that, " Viewed from
any standpoint, the practice is filthy and disgusting; is a reef that
is bound to sink morality; is a curse to the parent, the family,
and the Government ; is a fertile cause of crime, lying, in-

sanity, debt, and suicide ; is a poison to hope and ambition ; a
Bunderer of family tics; a breeder of sensuality; a destroyer of
bodily and mental function ; and a thing to be viewed with abhor-
rence by every honest man and virtuous woman." The late Dr.
Reid, of Hankow, stated that " Opium differed from alcoholic in-

dnJgence by the absolute necessity of having a daily quantity. A
drunkard may abstain until means accumulate to enable him to
purchase liquor, and may do his work efficiently in the intervals

;

but the opium-smoker must have his daily stimulant, or he breaks
down." Dr. Myers, of Takow, Formosa, thought opium-smokers
might be divided into two classes—first a minority who, being
cither officials or well-to-do persons, could afford to give vent to
their passion and indulge to an extent which would in many cases
justify the worst that had been said as to the effects and conse-
quences of the vice; and, secondly, the majority, consisting of
persons who were obliged to work hard for a living, and among
whom moderation was the rule. Kven among the former class
there were some who )iad a remarkable power of self-regu-
lation, taking just so much as they knew would abate the
craving and remove the state of exhaustion, languor, and
misery consequent on previous indulgence, and stopping short of all

unmanageable or incapacitating indulgence. There was no doubt
that many in this class retained sufficient self-control to continue
the practice consistently with the discharge of their official duties
or business, and with a fair measure of health and strength for
many years. The tolerance of poisons by the human constitution

was one of tho most singular and least invesiigated of the processes

of life. Uaving quoted the testimony of several observers, medical

and official, as to the effects of opium-taking, Dr. Shearer spoke
from his own experience, gained during a residence of over six

years in China, which had led him to the conclusion that the Chinese

did not enjoy even comparative immunity from consumption and
diseases of the respiratory organs ; that while the drug might be of

value during the paroxysms of febrile disorders, it was not a pro-

phylactic against fever, and that, considered merely as a stimulant

and substitute for food, its usefulness had been overrated. The
truth was, that many used the drug with apparent impunity for

many years, and that manj', but much the smaller number, were
very seriously injured by the practice. Dr. C. R. Drysdale moved,
and Dr. J. J. Ridgo seconded the following resolution, which, after

discussion, was unanimously adopted :
— "That this meeting, having

considered the evidence for and against the use of opium, condemns
it as most injurious to health and happiness."

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS.
By "W. J. H. Clarke.

THE PROMINENT MOTHS (continued).

IN our last paper we gave a short sketch of the first six Prominent
Moths, and this week we purpose finishing that family by

giving desciptions of the remainder.
The last mentioned was the Wliite Prominent (Notodonta bicolor),

and next upon our list we find the Swallow Prominent {Notodonta

dictcea). This is a very handsome species, the fore wings being of

a greyish-brown tint in the centre, with the front edge darker,

and a large purple-brown spot near the tip ; the inner margin is of

a fine brown, which shades off into the lighter colour of the centre.

The hind wings are of a very pale hue, with a compound brown
blotch at the anal angle; the body and thorax are brown. The
caterpillar is green, with the usual yellow stripe down the side ; it

has also a black lino on the twelfth segment. The leaves of the

poplar and willow form its food, and the insect in all its stages

should be looked for thereabouts.

Xery similar to the last, and next in order comes the Lesser

Swallow Prominent {Notodonta dictwoides). In colour it is precisely

similar to N. dictwa, with the exception of tho white mark oil the

anal angle of the fore wings, which is linear in dietary being wedge-
shaped and more noticeable. This moth flies in June, and is not

very abundant. The caterpillar is, we believe, green, with a yellow

stripe similar to the last, but we have never had the good luck to

capture one. It feeds on the birch.

The Iron Prominent (Notodonta dromcdarius) next claims our
attention. This moth should be sought for during the month of

June, and thoujjh not common, it is to be found generally through-

out the Midland and Southern counties of England. In colour the

fore wings of this species are dull purplish brown, with a buff patch

at the base of the front margin ; the hind wings are greyish-brown.

The caterpillar appears in August, and feeds on the birch and alder

;

it is yellowish green in colour, with a dull purple stripe down the

back" from the second to the fourth segments, and the remaining
portion of the body is covered with small humps.
Next on our list of Promincnts comes the Three-Humped Promi-

nent (Notodonta trilophus). This very rare species is on the wing
in May and August ; tho fore wings are dull yellowish bro^vn, with

two brown streaks, between which is a dull spot ; tho hind wings

are white. The caterpillar may be sought for on tlie aspen, poplar,

and birch during tho month of July. It is dark-green in colour,

with humps on several of tho segments, and a reddish streak down
the back, from the head to the fifth segment j along the spiracles is

a broken, reddish streak.

The next species coming under notice is the Pebble Prominent
(Notodonta ziczac). This, the commonest of tho British Prominents,

is one of the most handsome, and in tho caterpillnr state tho most
singular. The colour of the wings is yellowish brown, with a slight

reddish tinge towards the upper margin ; beyond the middle there

is a large oval patch of purple and brown. The caterpillar is of a
greyish colour, with tlireo palo stripes on tho sides, and is covered

with humps in every direction ; it feeds on the juiplar, and is to bo
found towards the end of June, and in September and October. The
perfect insect files in May.
The last species of all i's the Great Prominent (Notodonta Irepida).

It is the finest of its tribe, sometimes attaining the great size of

two-and-a-half inches acro.ss tho wings. The whole surface of tho

wings has a beautiful marbled apjiearance, tho colour being smoky
brown, with two streaks of a darker brown before the middle, and
some brown spots on tho hind margin. Tho perfect insect ajipoars

in May ond June, and is rather rare. Tho caterpillar feeds upon
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thp «ik. and is grwn. with two white h'ncs down the back, and an
oblique red stri|>e, edgvd with yellow on the side of each scgnitiu.

It shoald be sought for from July to September.
In the fore£f<iing notes we have endeavouretl to jmint out tin'

principal characteristii-s of eneh siwcios of this iuterestinfr fumily

of moths, B9 few entomologists appear to have taken as nuuli

notice of them as their beautiful structure deserves, and we should

advise all collectors to more thoroughly examine tree-trunks and
under fallen leaves during this and the next month, as many of the

rarer Prominents might become more known by these meaus.

(Pur IJnratior Coinrr.

PROFESSOR SCUWEDOFF'S THEORY OF HAIL.

THE British Association supplies this year, and not for the first

time, a full-gro»vn parado\, which students of science, who
should have known better, have been ready to support.

In Section A, on Monday, Aug. 28, Prof. Sylvanus Thompson
blandly occupied nearly an hour of the meeting's time with a most
monstrous theory as to the origin of hail—a theory- advanced ori-

ginally by Prof. SchwedoCr, but adopted, or at least supported, by
Prof. Thompson, despite its manifest absurdity. After describing
some very large liailstones, including one (whose description was
received by the meeting with irreverent laughter) as large as an
elephant, and three days a-melting. Prof. Schwedoff contended in

this p«J>er that hail is not of atmospheric origin, generated from
moisture suddenly in aerial storms, but comes from ultra-terrestrial

regions. In short, hailstones, according to this portentous theory,
arc meteors of cosmic origin.

Of course, with interplanetary space occupied, according to Dr.
Siemens' ingenious paradox, by aqueous vapour, nothing would
be more natural than the formation of crystalline masses of water
in eitm-terre.itrial space. These, wherever found, would be drawn
sunwards, one would suppose ; and the only way in which they
could encounter the earth would be when they were formed outside
the earth. Then, if they were drawn towards the sun when it was
in the way, they would fall on that side of the earth which was
furthest from the sun—that is, where night was in progress. If

hail always fell in the night, this would be a very ingenious theory
by the way ; only, oa a matter of fact, hail falls oftener in the
daytime.

Sir W. Thomson at once rose to his feet, when his almost name-
sake had concluded, and asked whether this meteoric theory of the
origin of hail was put forward as a joke ? He showed that meteoric
hail falling through the atmosphere with jilanetary velocity would
perform 13,000 times as much work as would raise water one degree
centigrade, which—he rather thought—would molt the hailstones.
Here occurred one of those little scenes which occasionally lighten
the dreary work of scientific talk-fights (the most utterly time-
wa«ting occupation I know of). Lord Rayleigh slyly said ho had
heard of another meteoric theory, which some said was advanced
in jest quite as much as Schwedoff's—the theory that meteors,
fragments of a burnt planet, may have brought the germs of life

to this earth. ("The Kettle to the Pot objects," ho seemed to
hint, " its arirdid superficies.") But Sir W. Thomson repudiated
the suggestion of jest in his notorious germ theory. He
did not himself think, he said, that life as it now exists

on this earth had sprung from meteoric visitants, fragments of a
pUnet which had burst millions of years before ; but he maintained
that it could not l>e proved to be impossible that some forms of life

might thus bo brought to a planet (wherefore Sir W. Thomson
most have Ijccn very imf«erfertly reported at Edinburgh). Neither
can it be abnolulely proved to Ix,- impoRsihle that the moon is made
of green cheese. If we assign to the meteoric germ theory the

iding that wo give to the theory of the verdant cascity of
will not l)e much the worse for cither. Professorthe I

SchwedolTs theorj- stands on about the same footing. It is utterly
nnlikely that ice-masw>8 exist in interplanetary space ; still more
utterly utter is the improbability that such masses could reach the
earth onmclted. If they did reach the earth, they would not show,
as hailstorms do, a preference for some regions and an utter
dislike fcT otheri (Peru, for example). Still, the theory is not
m'.re inroncivab'y improl^ble than Sir W. Thomson's germ theory,
or than llio thoory I formed myself, " in the days of my" scientific
"youth," that the mo<m'K whiLeni-ss (she b<'ing really more ncurlv
hUrk than white) i> <lii.- t., «tiow on h'r plains, and slopes, and

I sides.

.;*
f^0f/^'^[S^y^

Irttfis to X\)t (Eiiitor,

[r*« 'Editor doea nol hulj himirlfreiporiMiblefor Iht opinion* o/*i» corretpondenl:
He cannot undertukf to return monutcripti or to correspond with their u-ritert. Alt
communieationa akoKld be aa ahort aa poaaible, conaiatmtly with full and clear ttatt'

•nrnfl of the writer'a aeanin,/.']

All Editorial eommunieationi ihoiild he addreaied to the Editor of KwowiSDOK :

all Bnaineaa communicationa to the Publi.hera, at the Office, 7i, Ureal Qneen.
ilrrtt, IF.C.

All Remittancea, Cheques, and Poat-Office Ordera ahoulj be made payable to

Ueaara llVniin 4- Sana.
•,* All Ictlera to the Editor trill be Kumbrred. For convenience rf reference,

correapondente, when r^errinij to any letter, will oblige by
and the page on which it appeara.

thftn fixity of opiuion."

—

Faraday.
*' Show me a man who makes no mistakes, and I will show you a man who has

done uothiDg."—lAebig.

ALCOHOL AND BRAIN WORK.

[536]—I think I can recognise the " learned friend " of whom
you speak in your answer to the fiery denouncer of "fire-water,"

and perhaps a little more detailed information may be of use to

you and others, from one wlio is as near as can bo to a teetotaller

from infancy, and yet may be said to bo infinitely difTeront from
one, as the smallest known quantity is infinitely more than nothing.

I am utterly indifferent to pliilosophy, whether alcohol is "poison,"
as milk is in excess, or " food," as castor oil is partially, or a con-

stituent of the brain, as phosphorus is, or whatever anybody may
choose to say that it is or is not.

I was four years at Cambridge, beginning nearly fifty years ago—
a far more bibulous time than now—without over drinking a glass

of anything stronger than the college " swipes " given us at dinner,

and occasionally a glass of the much bettor alo at a parly, having
been reared without even that, and disliking wino and spirits still

more to this day. And I did much tho same after I camo to

London, until I gave up even that small quantity of alcoholic
_

drink— I forget for what reason ; and I thought I did as well with-

out it. But soon after I pot into largo practice at tho Bar (without

a scrap of notice, which I thought very unfair and unusual on tho

part of Nature), I became unable to sleep, often for several nights

together, and never well except after somo very bad nights. I

guessed at tho cause, and turned on my beer again, and gradually

mended, but not completely for five years. After that I turned my
beer into a daily half-pint of cider (in what the British merchant,

the type of honesty all over tho world, calls a jiiiit bottle, with a
false bottom which seems annually to increase), because I found
beer tended to rheumatism and some kidney ailments, of which
last, cider is a well-known preventive—at least to doctors in tho

cider counties, though to very few elsewhere, it seems.

That is my experience as a man working with my brains. My
earlier experience as a worker with logs and hands was that

alcohol is of no uso whatever, and that seems to have boon proved
over and over again. I must add that I have known ono man of

considerable ago able to go on doing hard work with his hood on
tectotalism, though I have known sundry, like myself, think they

were doing very well on it for a time, and I have heuril of a few
others. Of course, that proves that some may while others cannot,

and it may bo worth everybody's while to try tho o,\|HTimont

;

but they had better watch it carefully, for fear Nature sIkjuUI play

them tho same trick as she did rao, and comedown upon them with-

out notice. Tho cleverest doctor I over knew, now dead, though
tho manager of a water-cure establishment, used to toll me tho

same, and particularly that he had annually to euro with a littlo

disguised alcohol the "leader of somo teetotal society who used to

come there annually for " wator-curo," as ho supposed.
Youii " Lkaunki) Fkiend."

ALCOHOL AS A FOOD.

[537]—I have never in my life (not oven when young and merry)
known what it is to be intoxicated. I cannot find words to describe

adequately tho feelings of disgust, shame, and jiity that a drunken
man inspires mo with, I dislike, and do not often visit, public

places, but when for the snko of friendship I hnvo to do so, tho

conventional small measure (one-eighth of a jiint) of spirits dis-
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comfits me very much, and it becomes a struggle for mastery
(between myself and the unholy spirit). Yet I most emphatically
dcclai-e that I consider alcohol a necessary " food " for me, " under
the conditions in which I hare to work and live."

These conditions are, " more or less," shared by many thousands
of my fellow-creatures, from the artisan, trade professional, and
literary classes, and differ very widely from the primajval condition
of man described by Mr. W. Mattieu Williams in his letter (Xo. 514,

p. 201). In such a condition, " all stimulants are unnecessary, and
what is unnecossai'y must be injurious."

But even when man does not entirely spend his time in exhilar-

ating pedestrian exercise, nor always breathe fresh mountain air

and drink from the refreshing stream, he can (if he likes) dispense
with stimulants, provided, first, he has the means, and secondly, the
leisure, to secure for himself bodily comfort, fresh air, and exercise.

These will supply the waste of energy by man's daily avocations in

a far better manner than stimulants will do. But when man lives

in what I may call the third condition (and which is my lot), then
I say alcohol cannot be dispensed with.
My work is purely mental and literary. Of this I have about

twelve hours daily. My meals occupy me about two hours,
travelling to and fro about two hours, and I have eight hour's sleep,

making in all the twenty-four liours of the day. 1 have two holidays
in the year (Good Friday and Christmas Day). I am acquainted
with the seaside from picture galleries ; and with country rambles
on bicycle or tricycle only from Mr. Browning's interesting articles
in Knowledge.
To come to the point, I believe from my own experience stimu-

lants have an injurious effect upon mental work. I dare not take
the smallest c|u,iiitit-. ..f ij. in the middleof the day, -vvithout feeling
hazy and gi^lily. .-.i

I I -> ;,l,l,. to see things clea'rly. But now 1

come to my lin.l :i--;> i tmn : "I take alcohol to" overcome the
fatigue of the Ij.jdy, Lausul by the labour of the mind, after the
brain has done its daily work."

I draw particular attention that I used the term food for alcohol,
and I maintain, in spite of a whole faculty, that there is a line
below which alcohol (especially in its most' natural combination,
such as pure wine) is an ordinary food, above that line it is a stim-
ulant, and above that "a poison."

I can neither afford to pay for, nor do I believe in the existence
of, pure wines in this country. I therefore prefer good brandy, as
being most agreeable and wholesome, and I will describe my method
of taking it.

At night time, when tired and weary, a little brandy is some-
times necessary to enable me to fall into a good sleep, for after
heavy mental work the mind will not easily rest of its own accord.
I might therefore take for supper a cup of chocolate or coffee, with
" one " (no more is necessary) small teaspoonful of brandy in it.

If I take some light nourishment (I do not take heavy suppers),
such as stewed fruit, rice, or some other farinaceous preparation,
with milk, or milk and one raw egg mixed, then even half a tea-
spoonful of brandy will not only make these (mostly sweet) pre-
parations agreeable to the palate, but also supplv me with the
necessary stimulative energj- "to bridge over time intervening
between cessation of work and the regaining of strength by natural
means, such as rest or sleep." If by want of exercise I feel very
low (and often bilious), then I do not take any food at all at night,
but increase the quantity of brandy to two teaspoonfuls, taken in
half a tumbler of soda.

I may also describe the consequences of not taking any brandy
when feeling very low and fatigued. These begin about half-an-
hour after repairing to bed, and consist in ceaseless energy of the
bram, want of sleep, ami L-ra.luiil weakening of the action of the
heart, which sometimes i, -i,li. ,,, , ,!, stressing struggle for breath.
Of course, a medical 111 I

,
i lake more exercise! work less!

go to the seaside ! an. I . i ; : : But not being able to fill

his behests, I must ]i\L (..r tin ) u,\ uwn way.
Let me finally add that, little as 'the quantity of alcohol is that I

take, I wish it by no means to be inferred that I make a practice of
it. I rather try to avoid taking it. When feeling strong enough,
and well able to bear my daily task of labour, then sometimes
weeks will pass without my taking a single drop of alcohol in any
form whatever. Mephisto.

FAIUY RIXGS.
" Where witches on kail runts did prance,
And whirling, led the merry dance."

[538]—I offer you a little contribution on the "Fairy Ring"
puzzle, and trust that it may bo suitable for the pages of Know-
LEHGE.

When a lad of ten years, I had occasion frequently to wander
over a largo old-land pasture field belonging to my father. It con-

tained about 180 acres, and was sixtv er seventy years' old grass,

but had never been cut for hay. 'For forty-seven years I have

kept up an intimate acquaintance with this large park, walking or

riding over it almost every week in the year. My attention was very

early called to the fairy rings, scattered all over the place. I had

neit'her heard nor read" of such rings, and many a time did I stand

and wonder what produced them. I watched them from year to

year, and saw them gradually widening the circle. Some of them I

saw break on one side. The circle opened more and more, until it

was shaped just like a D, tliusO, without the perpendicular stroke-

Others I noti.,..l ),,..',..• in, ,-,i p,Mi .r iI.h" i-ints of the Circle,.

thus Q, am;
more atteni n

years repr> -i

About for
warm, daiii|i,

grazing in i!

prudu.

gave them
few

,1'.
1 I

'!,;,-,..., i !,:i' I :: ''-I d of them.

I

. am not sure to a Year or two) we had a

iiirr. That year we had twenty horses

i'
I

,:.. and in the' earlv autumn every horse-

a Jitia jilot of fungi. " Sow," 1 said to myself,

' I'll watch you ;
" for I had noticed that at a certain season of

the year the same fungus grew on all the rings. These are my
observations. The little plot of fungus of a foot in diameter of

the first year was in the second autumn changed into a ring

of three feet in diameter. When the fungus died off in

the autumn, the grass springing up on the path of the

fungus was dark blue, and what I believe to be a bad grass,

as I never saw the stock eat it. On the little plot of a foot

in diameter of the first year's fungi, there were no fungi in

the second year, and the grass had assumed its natural colour in

centre of the ring. The path of the fungus widened outwards,

leaving yearly a larger inner circle of grass restored to its usual

appearance. Some of these little plots which I knew forty years

ago are now 180 feet in circumference. The most of the rings of

forty years ago have become broken and scattered, and as good as

lost 'to the ordinary observer. Rings are broken up by coming m
contact with the path of contiguous rings, or old rings, or with

spots of the land containing no food for fungus, and the remnants

of them get into all shapes and sizes; but retain their blnish-green

colour so long as anv fungus grow. The spores of fnngi permeate

all soils, and onlv w'ant proper food to develope them. The ring

arises from the o'riginal manuring being applied in a circle, and the

bed of fungi would take any other shape you wished, by laying on

the dung in that shape. The fnngi, once vigorously produced, wnll

spread outwards on all sides for many years, but will not grow and

thrive on the identical soil, without special manuring a second year.

I don't think hay-tea will develope fungi, but I am not certain. The

extremity of the tether of donkev, horse, or cow being the parent

of a fairy ring is, 1 think, not a ha'ppv conjecture. I fear my letter

is too long for Knowledge. Many thauks to Mr. Mattieu Williams

for his fair and candid thoughts on this interesting subject.

D.WID C.\RK.

[539]—When I was a lad, my father took me to see some very

remarkable examples of these rings. They were of all sizes, from

a foot in diameter to about fourteen feet ; the colour light yellow,

owing to the grass composing them having been killed. They were

quite circular, and quite sharply-defined on the ground of green

grass. The rim or bodv of these rings measured from two inches

in the small ones to ne'arlv a foot in the larger ones. They were

all crowded together, pivl'-v,.-:.! ,.f them intersected; but even

then every part of . i

' r,.ly defined, and every one kept

its own proper biv .try. These were the only ex-

amples 1 have com. a .. - «i i. il.e grass composing them was.

killed. All the others 1 liave seen were composed of grass much

greener and of stronger growth than the rest of the lawn on which

they appeared ; for in every case which has come under my observa-

tion these rings appeared on old, uell-kept, frequentlymoxcn lairns,

and warm, very sheltered situations.

To one like myself, who has lived all his days in the country-, the

idea of the rings, sometimes seen after haycocks have been removed,

being mistaken for the true fairy rings, is amusing. It reminds me
of a town cousin, who, the first time ho saw haycocks, came to the

conclusion that thev had been put up to frighten the crows.

J.VMEs Patesson, Glasgow.

LEARNING TO SWIM.

[310] After reading your instructions on swimming. I thought,

you would not object to hear how I taught myself to swim. In the

first place, I avoided the handbooks and bath-tcaehcrs, with their

infernal bolts, more than 1 would poison ; in fact, the only thing I

did, after watching how fellows swum and dived, was to dive

myself. When in the water, I kept under as long as my oxygen

lasted, struggling energetically the while in my endeavours to make
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pnvToss nnder orator. On roachini? tho surface, I kept on witli

niT enJcavours.* Some " old boys," wlio watolicii my endcavoura
fur tho first two days, usimI to remark that they never renieniberod
any one learning so quickly.

There ig, however, a caution to be given to those boys who
possess an unenviable amount of animal fat in their oompusitions;
for a feUow-schoollxiy, now living, thought ho would follow suit, and
threw himself boldly into the water. This is what wo saw : Two
legs hanging down, though not touching tho bottom ; a head like-

^vise hanging down, also about two feet from solid ground ; a pair
of bathing drawers alone risible above water. Wo thought this

fine, coupled with tho energetic movemonta of tho arms anil legs,

Uko a decapitated frog electrified ; but one of our boys happily
conceived the idc» that the kid was drowning, so we linulcd liiili

out. Another minute would have ended his life. F. C. S.

VARICOSE TEIXS AXD CYCLING—ARTISTIC PERCEPTION
OF ANIMALS—ACCIDENT FROM LIGUTNING.

[541]—It appears to me that "Lacy Ilillier" takes a somewhat
erroneous view of this subject. I am not a medical man, but only
speak from experience and from the information I liavo derived
from friends ; which I may say I have found more useful than that
obtained from members of the medical profession. Varicose veins
arc veins in which the valves, whether double or single, no longer
act ; the n.ee of elastic stockings therefore being, as it were, to net
to a certain degree by expansion and contraction as valves. An
exercise which brings all the muscles in the leg into play is there-
fore obvioufly the best, provided tho exerciseisnot carried to excess.
Standing is the worst jwssible position, lying down ayriori tho best,

riding the worst of the moderate exercises, owing to tho action of

the saddle on the two chief veins of the thighs. Bicycling I have,
and so have all my friends, found the worst of all amusements,
except, perhaps, riding, for varicose veins, as the actions of all the
mnscles of tho legs are not brought evenly to bear on the veins.

Elastic BtCK'kings should always l>e worn after the veins have once
appeared. No amount of absolute rest will cure the veins, for I

hive tried it. Walking and running are good for tho veins; I

used to follow the bounds on foot, run trails, paper clinses, ic,
being out the whole day, and not feel pi-in in the veins, whereas a
day's bicycliig left its mark Ix'hind. Having ridden a bicycle for over
nine years, 1 wns sb'e to form a fair idea ns to its influence on my
veins. Seeing that there is no cure for the veins, except extermina-
tion, accompanied even then with the chances that fresh surface
ones will come to light, or others become varicosed under tho
mnscles, which is a more <!nnperous phase of the disease, I

strongly ndvifc any person with bad varicosers (as we call them)
to leave off riding a bicycle.

With reference to J. G. Westwood Oliver's query at tho end of
his letter ('t('2), permit me to say that, from experience, I find that
it all depends on the cutcness of the cat looking at the mirror ; i.e.,

some see through the fraud at once, others seem to do so and forget
it »ftrrwar»Is, while others, again, fail to understand the deception
until they have been shown the reflection over and over again.
The following I cite from memory— it occurred some years ago

in the North of England, at tho rectory of a clergyman. Please,
therefore, excuse details :—Tho house was struck three times in
succession. One fla'h (and it is on account of this I write) ac-
tually came (hrnui^h the glass of nno of the windows, leavinsr a clean
hole in the glass afterwards, which was fused evenly all round.
Another flash entered the drawing-room, and I lielieve ran down tho
bell-wire and tore up some of the gas-piping in the basement. The
damogf- done to the house wns contiderable, as may be Bn|iposed.

V. C. S.

VARirdSE VEINS AND CVCLIXO.

I
^t'^j— It has l>een asked if cycling induces varicose veins. My

cxperiencf ii that it has no such effect. In many cases it seems
to be rather preventive than otherwise. For" men who have l)een
walking or standing; much during the day, and whose legs and feet,
in cr>n«oqnence. fe<-l hoavy, weary, nnd full, with n tendency to
varicosity, a little exircise on n bicycle relieves this condition;
whereas it would 1 e nifgmiaUd by walking, running, or jumping.
Even for those with varicose veins already induced, I believe
cycling to be one of the least injurious of all leg excrciHcs, provided
that tho leg has free phiy, there being no part of tho dress con-
•trictlng it at anj point. A. Uabtlev, M.B.

[643]—The nac of bicycles and tricjxles does not cause varicose
rthtB, but the me of garters and kneobrecchcs buckled, or tightly

• The mcthfjd is all very well U there are folk by to haul the
r.er out if nccesfarr. " Natator's " lessons arc for self-teaching.

buttoned round tho knees, does cause them. On learning to bicycle,

about three years since, 1 had a narrow escape from having varicose
veins, caused by tho use of garters aud knee-breeches aa above.
Since then 1 have always worn knickerbockers just largo enough at
the knee to allow the foot and leg to pass through (no olaatio), and
have a loop nt the top of tho stocking so as to pass n tnpo through
it. Tho tope is fastened at tho end of a piece of clastic, the top
end of which is sewn on to tho waistband of tlio knickerbockers.
Uraces must bo worn to counteract tho pull of tho elastic.

E. F. B. Uakston.

UERNIA AND TRICYCLING.
[5J-t]—I am glad to see a letter in a recent issue of your vnhi-

oblo paper, a letter headed "Hoinia nnd Tricycling." This is n
subject I nm interested in, as 1 suffer frnn that complaint, and am
very fond of tricycling. Some of your readers mny be glad to

know my experience after having ridden some thousands of miles.

1 started by riding ton miles u day, and since then have increased
it to seventy, nnd do not feel the slightest ill effects; on the contrary,

my health is very much im])roved. I hojie Dr. Richardson will still

further investigate the mutter, as I feel sure many people, suffering

like myself, are denying themselves n most delightful nnd healthy
jileasuro through want of proper advice, which advice I consider
can only bo given by those who rido tricycles. Of course, there
are some complicated cases of hernia where it wouhl bo most
dangerous, but in tho ordinary cases there can bo no harm, pro-

\ iding persons nro fitted with suitable trusBcs.

R. Ski'T. Ai.iiKit.

TRICYCLES.
[5t5]—Having been an enthusiastic tricyclist for the last four

years, and being tho captain of a tricycle club, perliajis you will

kindly allow me to say a few words u|»n tho subject.

Mr. Browning overlooks two very important advantages gained
by the front-steering machines.

1. In machines of tho "Salvo" type, iniirly tho whole of the-

rider's weight is thrown ujidn il,. Jin mm' wlicrU, suUk-ient weight
only being thrown upon till' M. .. i nuble it to "bite."

For this reason wo havoacl'iii i ^ n i ..nof tho wheels only,

while in tho case of a rcai '.'m - n ii .iinc, wo always have a
dead weight on throe whcols, bo in lliis n spcct tho "Salvo" type
of machine has an advantage almost equal to that of the " Otto,"

and, of course, when descending a hill with the feet on tho rest,

there is sufficient weight on tho front steering-wheol to insure its
,

answering its purpose without tho fear of an accident.

2. Machines of the " Salvo " type can bo so easily mounted from
behind while in motion.

I drew attention to this important fact by a letter which ap-

peared in tho Cyclist some time ago. No time is lust in mounting
or starting; tho machine is mounted (as in the case of a bicycle)

while you are running with it at full speed. Tho advantages of

this are obvious ; but they are not offered to us when riding u rear

steering machine.
A great deal of tho pleasure of tricyclo riding is lost when

Bailing down hill on a machine of the " Meteor" typo by tho want
of a comfortable foot-rest, as in the " Salvo," " Fleet," " Premier,"

Ac, which enables one to stretch their legs lor a while.

I think in the tricycle of the future it will not bo so much a
questitn of form as of a means for ]iropelling machines by other

than our logs as tho motive power. Can tho day bo far distant

when compressed air will bo tho chief mode of propulsion ?'

C. Cabus-Wilson.

A WARNING.
[5tC]—Being desirous of obtaining tho first three numbers of

Knowlkdoe, I advertised for tho some in your "Sixpenny Sale

Column." Among several answers I selected one and forwardiil

the amount by Post-office Order, but I have not received tho papers
nor heard anything further from the writ it. I fortunately sent an
Order payable ten days after date, wlii' h I liavc Hlo|ii>ed. On tho

day I wrote to stop my previous ..i.l.r I imiviil n post-card
dating froma Post-office near ManchcMi t

1
' nl i - llin writer was

probably a clerk in tho Post-oflice, Ifoj . nl. i i ii i.ni.iiiit, with tho
result that I havn not received any jui|iii "i 1 I imylliing further

about them. Thinking my experience of piinliaHing Knowlkdoe
may be of use to your readers, I venture to scud this for insertion.

EXE.

ARE TOADS POISONOUS ?

[547]—In reply to this query, I find tho following in " Ualf-

Ilours in the Green Lanes."— 'AH that is hnniifiil about (liis i)Oor

Iwast (i.e. the toad) is the secretion of tho skin, which is ncid, and
evidently protective. Mony a young and playful \>i'i>i>y, that has

<
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cndeavonrerl to carry a toad in its moutli. has found out the pro-

[lerties of this secretion to its cost, and the fcaming at its mouth
has plainly indicated its disagreeable nature This 'toad's

envenom'd juice' has long been known to ancients as well as

modems." W. Caelixg, Jun.

VEGETARIAXISJI AND FITS.

[548]—I have known two cases of epileptic fits cured by Tcge-
tarian diet—one a man over forty, who lived and worked hard till

past sixty ; the other a young man still liring. A vegetable diet is

said to produce flatulence ; it did the opposite with me—it cured
it in about three months. John Alex. Oll.ujd, F.K.M.S.

THE CALEDONIANS.

[549]—Mr. Plaisher, in Knowledge of the 4th inst., ask.o, very
naturally, as it has been so often said by those practically ignorant
of the language, if the word Calcdonii does not come from coille-

ithaoine. Certainly not, as the usage of the language forbids it.

We say daoine-sith, daoine-nasal, davine-Airghaelach, &c., lie., but
not the converse, sith-dhaoine, nnsal-dhaoine, Airiihea'ach-dhanine.

Such would be placing the cart before the horse, and quite inad-
missible. B. S.

STIMULANTS AND WORK.
[550]—I am heartily glad that you commented on the surprising

dictum of Mr. W. Mattieu Williams, that the drinking of wine is a
folly or a vice. There are many who are in the habit of taking
wine every day of their lives, and who are yet neither fooli>h nor
vicions. The man who enjoys a good dinner runs, I think, the
same risk of being called foolish or vicious as the man who enjoys
a glass of good wine. The folly begins, in my opinion, when a man
exceeds and passes beyond moderation, either in eating or drinking.

With the principle of total abstinence I disagree, because in its

essence the principle is against n.iture.

RoEEET Macpheesox, M.D.

ARTISTIC PERCEPTION OF ANIMALS.

[551]— I am not sure I quite understand the meaning of the las*

paragraph in your correspondent's letter. Does he wish to say that
a cat, havirg seen its reflection in a mirror, becomes at once con-
vinced of tlie true nature of the phenomenon, and therefore never
cares to notice it again ?

Having studied the habits of cats—animals in which I take a
gi'cat interest—for many years, I am in a position to affirm that
when a kitten sees itself in a looking-glass for the first time, it

evidently imagines it has a stranger before it, and it is only after
many experiments, such as touching the snrface of the mirror,
uttering certain sounds in cat-language (cats have a language),
and, where possible, examining the back of the glass, that it at
last becomes assured that what it sees is its own image. JI. W.

, angturrs to CorifstponDnitsi*

•,• All romtHumealiovi for nt JEJilor requiring rar!} allntion thonld rtach Iht
Office on or b'fore the Sulurday pr'eedivg tht current itnie of KuowtBDOK, the
inereating circulation of vkich compelitit to go to preu early in 'he tceelc.

HlHTS lO ConRBSPOXDBXTS.— 1. Xo qtiettion, atliivg for tcienlifc {'formation
can be anetrered throuph the port. 2 i-tttere tent to the Editorfor corretpondente
cannot beforecaidtd, nor can the nam^e or addreuet of correepondente be gicen in
anewer to private inquiriet. 3. Correepnndentt thould rrite on one eide o*'ly of the
faper^ and put drowinyt on a teparnfe lenf. \. Each letter ehould hare a tit!

replying to c r^erence thould be made t

Rev. J. J. Lambert will have to discontinue Kkowledgk unless the
Amateur Electrician appears systematically, and there is more of
it. Quite so; we must have weekly a page of eleetricitv.—J.
HoPKiNsoN, L. MtscRAVE, K. S. Ripley, O. S. are very much dis-
appointed that wo have not more peolopj-. Our geological con-
tributor has disappointed us, but—yes—we must have a weekly
page of geology.—TELFUscopL'rr, Mr. Patteb.'jon, John Baker, 'i'oixc
A.STRONOMFK (excuse me delaying rei)ly to you for so long, but the
questions and answers we are now dealing with we have been for
some time collecting), M. S. Jellicoe, R. Watford, and others waiit
regularastronomical papers with maps; this will occnpv,sav,two pages
weekly.— BRBvrrT says, "Please teach me the Greek alphabet : thanks

in anticipation." Why, ccrt:iinly.- M. Texnant is well pleased with
our papers on Moths and Butterflies

.,
trusts they will appear regularly.

Quite so : column and a half a week (this thing is getting monoto-
nous.)— J. M. Peteksex wants to know why we have discontinued
Dr. Wilson's papers. We have not discontinued, but,—Let them
appear regularly, one page a week. Next J. Lettsom knocks at our
editorial door, " Yon have had very little lately of those charming
wiiters, Mr. Grant Allen and Mr. Edward Clodd." We admit
it, they arc charming writers, and we have had little enough
room for them lately. We must find two pages weekly
for them.—J. Moss, Ignokamis No. 2, T. R., want more chemistry :

a page a week.— J. H-iegeeave, R. T. P., M. Tillotson and others
(come in), desire papers on metallurgy. Let us see if one page a
week will do for this.—M. Comptox and J. Boxn-ky {come in), are
good enough to say that tVey like the Editor's papers, and wish he
would give more. Shall we give three pages weekly?— R. C. and
S. D. P. (come in) want more Illusions.—R. Smith, X. Y. Z., L.

Lucas, J. H. T., Q. Ellis, and others (come in I and leave the door
open), want to know what place text-book matter on Electricity,

Chemistry, etc., should have in a magazine which ought to be a
sort of explanatory newspaper of science ? What, indeed ! we must
at least have five pages of other matter for every page of the
kind yon object to.— For Ocbselves, we remark that to oblige

all and offend none is impossible ; but to oblige all, without
minding that some are offended, we want at least fifty pages
of original matter besides ten or twenty pages for extracts of various

sorts ; in point of fact, we should provide a weekly shilling magazine
for twopence. Fortunately, we have faith that the great majority
of our readers are not quite so unreasonable as to expect this.

—

A CoREESPONDEXT wishes to recommend a book by Mr. English, to

those correspondents who wish to preserve flowers and fungi. Mr.
English's book has already been mentioned in these columns.—

A

Derbyshire Scbscribee. The monthly notices of the Astro-
nomical Society are issued as their name implies, monthly, during
the session of the society, or from November until June, with
one supplementary number during the recess. They appear about
five weeks after each meeting, and it is stated that they cannot appear
earlier; but, somehow, when I edited them, I managed to make
them come out three weeks earlier. They were formerly only to
lie obtained by Fellows ; but when I was secretary of the society

I brought in a motion changing this undesirable state of things,

and they can now be obtained for a payment of 10s. annually

—

whether they are worth this, I will hardly venture to say. Looking
back over the last year or two, I find that on the average about
one-twentieth part of each volnme contains matter of interest, and
about nincteen-twcntieths of that appears (generally rather earlier)

elsewhere.— S. W. (answered by A. H. P.). Mix quicklime with
water into a thick paste ; spread on the wood, and leave for a few
minutes until of the shade required.—Mr. Burton Fletcher
(answered by John Browning). I beg to say that the machine
ridden by Mr. Marriott in his wonderful ride through Wales was a
" Hnmber" tricycle. At the time I wrote you the account of the
ride, I was not aware what tricycle had been used, or I should cer-
tainly have given it. The address of the makers, which your corre-
spondent may wish to know, is Hnmber, Marriott, & Cooper,
Bccston, Nottinghamshire.

ENTOMOLOGY.

Ax ExTiiusiA.>iTic Subscriber. ''British Entomology," by John
Curtis, is the best book on the subject. It is published in eight
volumes, by Lovell, Reeve, & Co., 5, Henrietta-street, Covent-
garden. I do not know the price, but I think it might he bought
second-hand, by advertising, for a moderate sum. If An Extuusiastic
Subscriber will write to me, through the editor, stating what
branches of entomologj- he wishes to study, I shall be pleased to

recommend him the best manuals on the subject

—

Cloaxthus.
R. Maclachlan has written a very goixl catalogue of Nenroptera

;

it is published by the Entomological Society, I believe. The British

Museum has also a catalogue, but written iu Latin ; I do not know
if it can be procured by the general public. The first is the more
recent.

Letters ix Type.— .Artificial Stone, by Ernest L. R. ; Highland
Colts, by Charles Stewart ; Train Waves and Memory, and Brain
Troubles, by Dr. Jope ; A Luminous Sea, by H. P. Vaoher;
Ferguson's Mechanical Paradox, bv F.K..\.S. ; Size of Rising
Moon, by G. E. ; Local Weather Lore, by Michael Reardon : Sin-
gular M'ental Illnsion. by W. II. Perkins; .\ Glass of Wine, bv
W. H. Johnston, and H. P. ; Drunkenness, by J. A. Ollard and W.
Bevil Browne ; Tarnished Dagtierreotypea, by A. Brothers ; Physio-
logical Experiment, by Z. ; Skeleton l.eaves.'by E. C. N. ; The' Use
of Drunkenness, by J. Ralph ; Talking Canary, Ac, by Charles L.

Cnne j Turkish Tobacco, by Tunbeko ; Flint Jack, by J. E. Okill.
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©ur Cfjfds Column.
Bt ^Iepuisto.

r HOB I. EM Xo. 32.

Bv Hekbert Jacobs.

1^ lAI 1^

White to ploy and

PROBLEM NO. 53.

}y Leonard P. lUi:-;.

White to play and mate in three moves.

1 he following is a brilliant specimen ef a panie at the odds of
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The suggested cricket changes continue to form the
subject of letters in the Times. " Old Harrovian " sug-
gests a limitation of the first innings to one hundred runs,
with corresponding limit to second innings if reached.'
Another writer mentions an excellent plan adopted at
Philadelphia to decide games which otherwise would be
drawn, \-iz., by taking the average runs per wicket
taken, in unfinished games. He also notes how much
time could be saved if cricketers woidd only play up,
uistead of lounging through the game as they often
do. One writer (Old Kennington Club) thinks the new
arrangement suggested in Kxowledge would not do
because ten minutes, at least, would intervene be-
tween each wicket '. He omits to notice how much time
IS lost, as It is, between each wicket. Of course, the plan
proposed there might easily be modified, so that the chancres
would not occur too often. Twenty overs might be plaved
before any change, and followed by as many as would" be
necessary to take as many wickets as had fallen durin^
those overs. Other details could readily be altered. But
It IS little likely (as was pointed out in the first paper on
tilts subject m Knowledge) that any change will be made

I ! ;
^•^- ^'''''^^^ '" ^''^ agreeable a lounge to be

altered by any arrangement that would ensure a real con-
test m every encounter. It is said that nine-tenths of our
amateur players prefer drawn games.

_
The Jews as yet do not seem to have gained that hold

in the United .states which they have obtained in most
iiuropean countne.?. It appears by the census of lf<SO thatm that year there were only 230,984 Jews in the whole of
the Lnited States. Hut the emigration from Russia has
added some 17,0tiC» to the number, so that the total Jewish

^^n nnA°"
"^ *''^ country may be estimated at about

-W.OOO. Out of this number Xew York claims 80.518-
Pennsylvania, 20,000; Illinois, 12,62.5; California;
l^.S.^U; and Ohio, 12,.')Sl_thesc five States thus con-
taining more th.an half the Jews of the entire country.

„ -%^nJ.^'-l^'
^^'^^ '» Maryland, 8,.-.00 in Massachu-

setts, i,oob m Louisiana, 7,380 in Missouri, 5,593 in New

Jersey, and the rest are scattered over the country from
Maine to Oregon. More than two-thirds of all the Jews of
the country are congregated in the principal cities. New
York has 60,000; San Francisco, 16,000; Brooklyn,
14,000; Philadelphia, 13,000; Chicago, 12,000; Balti-
more, 10,000; Cincinnati, 8,000; Boston, 7,000; St
Louis, 6,500 ; New Orleans, 5,000 : Cleveland, 3,50o'; and
Newark, 3,500. This determination of the race to the
centres of population is also

the Jews in Europe.
noticeable characteristic of

As illustrating how the prospects of electric lighting are
advancing, it may be noted that whereas, on the inquiry
before the Select Commission, Dr. Siemens said that it n.-as

impossible to sv.pjjh/ electriciti/ for domestic lighting, from,
one source, over a greater area than a square quarter of a
mile, at New York 5,000 lamps were lighted simultaneously
over a district of one square mile, only one source of supply
being provided, the electric light running through eighteen
miles of mains. In the district there are 1,500 consumers
of gas, of whom 1,100 have subscribed for the electricli"ht.

The statistics of the latest census of France, taken at
the end of last year, show some singular results, although
they cannot, says the Times, be said to be re-assuring "to
those who are interested in the future progress of "the
country [at least if we are to assume that the prosperity
of a country is proportional to the population per square
mile.

—

Ed.]. The fact that the whole of France has ex-
perienced within five years only an increase of 766,260
inhabitants, is a disagreeable one to be faced, as repre-
senting practically an almost stationary condition of popu-
lation

; but it becomes still more unsatisfactory, when v.-e

find that this increase, small as it is, has to "be credited
almost entirely to five-sevenths of the larger towns, and
that the rural population is distinctly retrograding. The
census of 1876, which fixed the number of arrondissements
at 362, of cantons at 2,868, and of communes at 36,056,
showed the population to be 36,905,788. At the present
time it stands at 37,672,048. Of the 87 departments, 34
(mostly agricultural) show a decrease, the 53 which figure
as increasing containing more or less manufacturing or
commercial centres, such as Nord, with its iron and
coal works and textile factories, in which the in-
crease is 83,674 ; Seine (containing Paris), 388,480

;

Rhone (Lyons), 36,339 ; Bouches-du-Rhune (Marseilles),
32,649 ; Aude (Carcassonne woollen factories), 27,07/

;

Pas-de-Calais, 25,822; Alpes Maritimes (Nice and
Mentone), 23,017. Some of the decreases of departments
are very considerable, such as Vaucluse, with the manufac-
turing town of Avignon as its centre, which has declined
to the amount of 1 1,.")54 out of a total population of 255,703
in 1876

;
Marche is still worse, for with its naval stations

and ports of Cherbourg and Grenville, it has declined by
13,.")33, and Calvados, containing Caen, Bayeu.x, and Hon-
tleur, by 10,390. In forty seven of the principal towns, we
find assembled one-sixth of the whole of the French popu-
lation, which is not a favourable outlook for moral, sani-
tary, or physical reasons. Paris lias now a population of
2,269,023, or an increase of 280,217 ; Marseilles numbt>rs
360,099, with an increase of 41,231 ; Lyons 376,613, with
an increase of 33,798 ; at the rate of about 10 per cent,
for the last three mentioned. On the other hand, Bordeaux,
witha population of 221,3(i5, shows an increase of only
6, 1

Gri, which is to be accounted for by the presence of the
phylloxera. With the exception of Marseilles, the French
ports have not increased much since 1876 ; Nantes, with a
population of 124,319, having increased by only 2,072

;
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Dunkirk, with 37, ."2S, incroasp -2,647 : Boulogne, 44,842,

inoivas«» 4.767; Havre, 10.\8G7, increase l;?,799. The

naval stations have tlcclinod, showing a curtailment of

outlay—>-iz., Cherbourg, :?.'',G!)1, decrease 1,49"); Toulon,

70.103, decrease 40G iBrest, GO, 110, decrease 71^!. As a

ruie, the textile centres, sucli as Rouen, Lille, and Rouliaix,

show the most satisfactory rates of increase.

A vF.RV large number of both men and women [among

the patients at Hanwell] are the victims of alcohol. One

poor woman, who, after being at Hanwell for several year.s,

was sent out, four years ago, perfectly cured, was back at

the institution within ten days, and her case is now con-

sidered liopeless. When discharged she went back to her

old trade of bookbinding, at the back of Fleet-street

Some of her old gin-drinking cronies enticed her into a

t.avem, and in less than a week she was a raging maniac.

This is an old storj-. Scores of both sexes are confined at

Hanwell whose lunacy is directly traceable to alcohol, but

these by no means represent the number of its victims.

Dr. Ric'hards's estimate is that the lunacy of a full half of

all his patients is the result of hereditary taint, and that a

very considerable percentage of this may be credited to

intoxicated parents.— Weekly Tinws.

Sea Bibds.—In a letter to the Timei, " Fenime du

Monde" says:—Sir,—I beg of you to continue the cam-

paign so well commenced in favour of the sea birds. The

bcautv they lend to the coast should alone suffice to protect

them,'without counting the value your correspondent justly

claims for them as aids to the fishei-s and to the seamen.

As it is quite certain that even good shots wo\ind nineteen

of these gulls to one that they kill, and lose very often even

the rare few they do kill, it would lie a million times better

for all sea birds to be protected through all seasons. As it

is for any birds the August days are far too early for the

close-time to cease. Ajiropos, I cannot forbear from urging

at this moment upon all -women the necessity of setting

their faces against the employment of birds in costumes and

in lx)nnets. I am myself accused of being too devoted to

the art of dress, and I go to the great Paris couluricres and

mo'Iigtts, to whom one cannot, as a rule, dictate. But I

make it at all times clearly understood, even by these, that

I will not have birds put upon anything that I wear, and,

of course, none are ever sent to me. It would be so easy

for all women of tlie world to do the same, and the use of

bird* in costumes would then be left to the vulgar, who
would in turn abandon it I see in reports from America

and Africa that those exquisite creatures, the liumming-

birds, are rapidly becomings© scarce from the millions that

are caught and killed, that their total extinction is to be

dreaded. Yet, despite this grievous fact, one continues to

srp cr.=tumes trimmed with whole fringes of these fairy-

'.\\:- l-ildren of the sun. It is in these things that women,
• ; .

'.-. women of fiosition, can do so much if they will

•:'.<tand exert themsfrlves. The rougli potting the

..i.Mil Btrirrn swallow or the ocean gull, and the great

' firing fringes of humming-birds are at the extremes
' ! ti -ocial scale ; but they are on one level in coarseness

01 111.re and cruelty of act

The STixoiNC-TnEE.—The "stinging-tree" of Queens-

land, Australia, is a luxurious shrub, jileasing to the eye,

)>ut dangerous to the tcuclt It grows from two or three

irichf'i! to ten or fift*>en feet in lieight, and emits a dis-

-ii'T' > ..'.1<- odour. Hays a traveller :
" Sometimes, while

-' "•:,;: turkeys in the thnjlffi, I have entirely forgotten

•; ••.;i ^'ing-trtc till 1 was warned of its close proximity

by its smell, and have often found myself in a little forest

of them. I was only once stung, and that very lightly. Its

eflV'cts are curious. It leaves no mark, but the pain is

maddening, and for months afterwards the part, when
touched, is tender in rainy weather, or when it gets wet
in washing, iVc. I have seen a man who treats ordinary

pain lightly, roll on the ground in agony after being stung,

and I have known a liorse so completely mad after getting

into a grove of the trees, that he rushed open-mouthed at

every one who approached him, and had to be shot. Dogs,
when stung, will rush about whining pitcously, biting pieces

from the ati'ected part."

How TO See the Attitudes of Animals i\ Motion.
—A correspondent of the Scientijic American writes as

follows :—While experimenting in photography, 1 devised

a kind of quick moving shutter, which I could operate

with my fingers by mo\ing a lever outside the tube. It

occurred to me to look at aninials in motion by merely
putting the tube to my eye without any lens and operate

the shutter. Immediately I had before mc a series of

in.stantaneous views without the costly appliances, and at

will I could verify tlie strange attitudes set before us by
the photographs of Muybridge. One who has not tried it

will be surprised and pleased at the perfection and instan,

taneous character of the sights he will get of a moving
object It takes but a very short "exposure" to make
the picture on our eye complete. The moving object is

catight and shown to us just as it happens for the instant

to be. Any device for opening the field of view quickly

will answer, and in this way artists and scientific men con

study the curious attitudes which any animal presents, and

may reconsider, as Muybridge and others are doing, tho

conventional methods of representing a moving animal.

Benzine will answer much better to exterminate roaches,

moths, itc, than anything else. It will not hurt furniture

in the least, and can easily be applied.

i

Improved Rui.rk.—Mr. George L. Knox, Secretary of

Col well Lead Company, f)3, Center-street, New York, has re-

cently patented a ruler, by which the ink that may pass from

the pen to the ruler is absorbed and eflectually prevented

from running down upon the paper to be ruled. This is

an ordinary ruler having in one of its edges a deep groove

extending its entire length, and in this groove is placed a

folded plate of slieet metal. In the recess of the folded

metal plate a strip of blotting paper or other absorbing

material is placed, the outer edge of whi. h reaches to near

the outer edge of the ruler, as shown in the annexed en-

graving. The metal of the folded jilate has some elas-

ticity, 80 that whei) removed from the groove the sides will

open slightly to receive the absorbing strip, and when

placed in tlie groove it acts as a spring against tho walls

for holding itself securely in place. The metal plato may
be removed at pleasure for renewing the absorbing strip

and for adjusting its edge at a proper distance from the

edge of the ruler.
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THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

By the Editor.

MAXY seem to consider that our remarks on the

British Association (regarded generally and also

with special reference to the recent meeting at Southamp-

ton) have been unduly critical. We are open to correc-

tion, and if any one can show that the work actually done

by the Association during the fifty years of its existence

has been worth the time and labour bestowed on the

meetings, to say nothing of some £100,000 paid by
members and associates, we shall be very glad, in the

interests of science, to hear the evidence. For ourselves,

we must confess we cannot see that the progress of science

is in any way advanced by these gatherings, while the

dignity of science certainly seems to be impaired when in

one city after another. Science comes before thepublic saying,
" -Vo(/-you shall have something good,"and retires presently

from a wearied community, which has heard very little that

hasbeen intelligible and scarce anything worth remembering.
It seems to us that, despite the utter silliness of the Times'

article from which we quoted last week, that desire to pose

before gaping thousands as men who have done something
no one else has done, which the writer of that article seemed
to recognise in the suggested visit to Canada, must have
something to do with these annual gatherings. Nor does

the idea seem altogether absent that what that insolent

writer said of Americans may be true of the citizens of the

"good old towns" visited by Science. Men of science

seem to think that " if they talk sense, they will be listened

to ; if they talk nonsense, they will be listened to all the
same, and with the same degree of intelligent appreciation."

Of course, in the utterly oflensive sense in which these words
were applied to Canada (and by implication to America gene-

rally, which has sent its men of science to Canada this year)

this is very far from being true ; but it is perfectly true tliat

men of science who talk, as nearly all did at Southampton
this year, in jargon which is as a strange tongue to their

hearers, may talk nonsense and be no more understood
than when they talk sense, in the same jargon : for neither

one nor the other would be understood at all. If Sir

William Thomson, for example, had spoken of ecliptic

tides, or of electric tides, his remarks would have been
quite as well appreciated by ninety-nine hundredths of

his hearers as when he spoke of elliptic tides (meaning
really tlie monthly waxing and waning of the moon-raised
tides, as the moon moves nearer to us or farther from us
in her elliptic orbit). In Canada, or the United States, or
in Australia, where audiences are most thoroughly com-
petent to distinguish sense from nonsense, " ecliptic tides

"

would have done as well as "elliptic tides," because both
expressions belong to scientific jargon, and jargon quite
inexact and misleading, since what Sir W. Thomson called

an elliptic tide is not properly speaking a tide at all, and is

assuredly not elliptic. There is, probably, not a man,
however, in an audience so perplexed, but would be able to
perplex men of science equally by the jargon of his own
trade or profession.

Of the benefit these gatherings do to science genei-ally

we may gain some inkling by noting that in all the daily

jiapersw^f'r ahKunlities were published professedly as reports
of tlie meeting. We need not go beyond the case just
referred to—Sir W. Thomson's JMscourso on the Tides.

The 'fillies' report of that discourse, for instance, was
altogether absurd. Passages absolutely essential to the
sense were omitted by the reporters, in calm confidence
that the nonsense thus produced would bo read " with the
same degree of intelligent appreciation as the rest" And

the confidence was justified. The weekly journals (even

some which, like the English Mechanic, claim a scientific

character), as placidly quoted this egregious nonsense, as if

it had been profound science. Handed to a leading-article

manufacturer, the report became the basis of one of those
" Times articles," in which the British public places such
implicit reliance, wherein, on this occasion, ordinary cyclo-

pa'dic information about tidal waves was associated with

certain electric tides (an ingenious new reading for the

ecliptic absurdity), of which Sir W. Thomson, with sly

sarcasm, remarked that they were " not to be wondered
at." Yet the sarcasm touches himself also ; for if such

nonsense as electric tides " need not be wondered at " in a

Times leader, the fault resides nearly as much in the jargon

of the scientist as in the ignorance and presumption of the

article-monger. How is the world to be taught science if

men of science will not even try to speak intelligibly \

Even, however, those papers which have united in

raising the chorus of adulation, have been obliged to admit
that the splendours of science which they laud have not

been altogether appreciated. " We hear the meeting

spoken of as tame," says the Times, in an article almost as

silly, though not quite so offensive, as the other ; " but we
have not been able to detect any sign of greater tameness

than usual " [which is very likely]. . .
" The Southampton

meeting is no unworthy successor of the York Jubilee. . .

Southampton has not been treated to the mere leavings

of that great feast ! . . British science has suffered no
collapse after the excitement of last year ! " . . [As if science

were likely to collapse because there was a scientific

meeting a year ago.] " It is marvellous how, year after

year, there should be such abundant evidence of continued

and fresh work ! . . We cannot detect any signs of falling-

otr this year in any respect. Workers seem as eager as ever

to come forward and tell what they have been doing," ic,
usque ad nauseam. The unscientific public, it should

have been added, seem just as unwilling to listen to them,

which also " is not to be wondered at," since most of them
will not express themselves in clear and simple language.

SIR W. THOMSON ON THE TIDES.

SIR WILLIAM THOMSON'S discourse upon the Tides

at the Friday evening discourse, during the meeting

of the British Association, was not, properly speaking, a

lecture. A series of statements, scarcely connected

at all, were poured upon the audience, to the manifest be-

wilderment of all except a few, who, having been acquainted

with the subject and Sir W. "Thomson's way of presenting

it Viefore, were entertained by liis vivacity and by his

obvious enjoyment of the effect he was producing. The
real subject of the lecture was reached some five or ten

minutes before the discourse came to a close.

Under these circumstances it is absolutely impossible to

give either a full report or an abstract of the lecture, in

such a form as would interest the majority of our readers.

We propose, then, simply to select such statements from
the lecture as are of intrinsic interest or importance, with-

out attempting to do what the lecturer did not care to do

—

to present tliem, that is, as parts of a clear, consistent, and
luminous discussion of the subject of the tides :

—

From calculations by Mr. (.i. II. Darwin, the rigidity of

the earth, as a whole, is aliout the same as that of a globe of

homogeneous steel as large as the earth.

In some parts of the earth no lunar tides can be recog-

nised, only a rise and fall occurring, either once or twice in

a solar day. These may depend on meteorological causes,

as on winds, or changes of temperature, due to solar
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action. Thev would in this respect reseuil.le the diurnal

. hange of atmospheric pressure, shown by the barometer s

greater height at about ten forenoon and evening, and

depression at or al>out four morning and afternoon. We
must also remember, in explaining the annual solar tide,

that, Usides effects due to the sun's varying distAiice, there

are annual meteorological causes of variation. Thus there

are the monsoons and trade winds, clianging with the

seasons of the vear. These, however, ai-e not tides. [One

passage in this part of Sir W. Thomson's discourse was

very singularly reported in the 7'i//if.s-, thus :
" The results

of ol>servation are utterly inexplicable on the theory of

gravitation,"—a statement calculated to delight the heai-ts

of Hampden, Xewton Crosland, Parallax, and the whole race,

in fact, of anti-gravitational paradoxers. It should hardly

Ije nec-essary to say that Sir W. Thomson made no sucli

statement. What he really said was, tliat outside the

movements of water due to the attraction of the sun and

moon, there are others not to be so explained. To some

newspaper reporters this would be iiuite the same thing, of

course, as saying that the observed movements are quite

inconsistent with the theory of gi-avitation.

—

Ed.]

" But does not the weather change with the moon 1

"

[A manifest digression, carefully reported, however, as a

JMirt of the evidence relating to the tides.] Careful

observations with the barometer, thermometer, and anemo-

meter [that is, careful observations of the varying density,

temperature, and movement of the air] have failed to esta-

blish any relation whatever, and have proved, on the

contrary," that if there is any dependence of the weather

on the phases of the moon, it is only to a degree (juite im-

perceptible to ordinary observation. [To myself, constantly

asked to say whether the moon influences the weather, and

if so, in what way and in what degree, it is a comfort to

lind—however unexpectedly—a statement on this subject

hy Sir W. Thomson. Lunar and planetary influences, Mr.

K A. Bulley tells me, are not duly considered by science,

and he maiiifestly doubts me when I say they receive all

the attention they merit Sir W. Thomson's statement is

.lear enough on this point, and will, therefore, be good for

many readers of Knowledge (and especially, Mr. Bulley,

tor you).

—

Ed.]

To r«-turn to the tides.

The first rough view is that tlie moon attracts the waters

f the earth to herself, heaping them up on her side of the

irth. That would be the case if the earth and moon
• i-re stuck on the two ends of a strong bar and put at

--.t in space—a state of things which does not actually

xht
Wliy does not the moon fall to the earth, as according

t!,. Newtonian theory it is always doing 1 Because it

tion perpendicular to the direction in which it

1 the continual fall produces merely a continual

< f din ction. That is the dynamical theory of what

.;- i to b<- called centrifugal force. The parts of the moon

nearest to the earth are those which tend to fall most rapidly,

th.- inrtsf.iitln stare those which tend to fall less rapidly.*

I report, carofally copied in certain weekly
or' nft'-T the manner of such reports

—

I _. 1
., ronnrct wlint hod thuH f.ir been

Mif- cartli! The report simply
I ii c-iiiiBtant, or nearly eonntant,

"f L-riivity of tlio two," wliicli,

nt; to tlir; farllior and
it the oiitorand nearer
i.H<-, of roume; hut of

'jrOB eornmonly consiHt.

Nil'. II in tho Time* of ecliptic

fully reproduced in the EvgliBh

organs!

Now as the moon moves round the earth, constantly falling

towards her, so does the earth revolve round the moon, or,

more correctly, each revolves round the common centre of

"ravity of the earth and moon. Each preserves a constant

distance, or very nearly a constant distance, from the com-

mon centre of gravity of the two. The earth, as a ^v•l.ole,

experiences an attraction depending on the average distance

of its parts from the moon ; but its parts nearer to the

moon are more strongly attracted, and those farther from

the moon less strongly attracted, than those at this average

or mean distance. The result clearly is a tendency towards

the moon and from the moon. Thus, in a necessarily im-

perfect manner, is explained how it is that the waters are

l„ot heaped up on the side towards the moon, but) drawn

up towards the moon and fall away from the moon, so as

to tend to form an oval figure. [An explanation, however,

which is altogether misleading, as no one could l;now better

than Sir W. Thomson himself ; only doubtless ho felt that

the true explanation was beyond the capacity of most

of his audience. There is that tendency towards and from

the moon ; but the dynamical tendency is not at all to form

the oval figure shown in textbooks, with the longer axis

directed towards the moon, but to form an oval figure-

the section of an ellipsoidal water surface-with its shorter

axis directed moonwards.

—

Ed.]
., ^ j

As to the ditterence of the tendencies of matter towards

the earth's surface, on account of lunar attraction. Sir W.

Thomson stated that, when the moon is either overhead or

directly under foot, tho weight of a body at the earth s

surface is diminished by a G,OOO,O00th part, as compared

with the weight when the moon is ninety degrees from

the vertical. * Or again, a plummet will be drawn aside by

a 12,000,000th part of its length when the moon is
[

o 1

the vertical," says the Times report, complacently fol-

lowed in many weekly papers] ninety degrees from the

''^ThTcarth does not yield under the influence of these

disturbing forces, because of her enormous rigidity regarded

as a whole. Mr. G. II. Darwin's results, referred to abo>e,

conclusively dispose of the theory t.hat the earth i.s a mere

crust, forty or fifty miles thick, and full of mo ten lava.

There is a tide-really a tidal variation-depending on

the moons chang.^ of declination, which has, of coui^e, a

half-monthly period, the moon being on th« ,^1"'^t«';.*;;;';=^

in each lunar month. This may be termed the fortnightly

or lunar declinational tide. [There is in fact, as Sir W
Thom.son subsequently explained, a slight heaping up of

the wat<T round the equator and lowering at the poles,

once a fortnight, when the moon is crossing the equator,

alternating with lowering round the equator, and heaping

up at the poles when she attains her extreme north and

south declination.] There is also a tidal variation which

I
if we want to confuse an audience] we may call a tide,

due to th..- moon's varying distance in each lunar month.

This tide, whose period is, of course monthly, may be

called the elliptic tide, because it depends on the ellipticity

of the earth's orbit. *„,.,„,.
In a n.-wspaper report it is bound, of course to appear

^ the ecliptic };*, while in an ama/.ing "leader wli.c-h

adorned the pages of the Times for Monday, August JH,

this tide appears as the electric tide, "an error little to be

wond..re.l at," writes Sir W. Thomson in the Jimes for

Wednesday, August .'50,—a remark whose biting sarcasm

seems to have escaped the attention of the editor (or who-

• Here, again, tlio Timcii report was utterly absurd, though hero

n(;ain it W08 followed ))y several scientific papers. It stated that

tho weight is diminished when tho moon is overhead, and increased

in tlio some degree when tho moon is unilcr foot, in each case by

onc-6,000,000th part—an egregiously incoirect statement.

1
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ever attends to such matters). [It is little when, in a

report, an elliptic tide is called an ecliptic one, but really

matters have reached a pleasing pass when Sir W. Thom-
son gravely tells the editor of the Times that it is not to

l>e ^\ ondered at, if in a leading article which is even con-

descendingly explanatory, an electric tide appears upon the

scene.

—

Ed.] The moon is alternately nearer to and farther

from the earth by a difference of about 26,000 miles

(13,000 miles on either side of her mean distance) a little

more than one-tenth of her average distance, in [very

nearly] the monthly period of her revolution in her elliptic

orbit

Lastly, Sir W. Thomson mentioned the experiments

carried on by Messrs. G. and H. Darwin on a pendulum
so delicately suspended as to be sensible to the smallest

influences. They found incessant vibrations, which show
that the earth's surface is constantly palpitating, so to

speak, chiefly from local disturbances. These palpitations

were in fact minute and unceasing earthquake tremors,

completely masking the delicate regular periodical variations

which their pendulum would have shown had the earth

been worthy of its name

—

terra firma.

A STUDY OF MINUTE LIFE.

By Hen-ry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

POSTPONING for the present a further consideration

of the microferments, the wants of young microsco-

pists may be met by a dip in a waterbutt, or shallow pond
in a sunny situation. Besides other creatures likely to

reward the experiment, it is probable that the eggs,

larvie, and pupai of the common gnat may be caught, and
will amply reward careful examination. The female gnat
lays eggs of long, conical shape, and glues a number of

them together so as to form a floating raft. They are too

small to be readily recognised by an unpractised eye, with-

out a hand magnitier, but if any specimen of water contains

larva; and pupa', small brown masses floating on the

surface may prove to be eggs. When hatching-time

arrives, they split lengthwise, and out comes a most
curious creature, which grows pretty quickly, changing
its skin by frequent moultings. A few ounces of water
obtained as mentioned, will probably exhibit larva? in

various stages of growth. A two-ounce wide-mouthed
bottle, just filled from a water-butt, contains scores of

them, many about on(veighth of an inch long. Hold-
ing the bottle up to the light enables the naked eye to

see them as wormy-looking things, with big heads and a
many-jointed abdomen, curiously forked at the lower end.

Many move about briskly by Hicking what may be popu-
larly called their tails ; others are suspend(Kl upriglit, head
downwards, and quiet, just kecjiing one of the forked ends
out of the water ; others are in a similar position, but com-
pletely immersed. The moving ones are violent in their

jerks, which indicate great muscular power in proportion

to their size. Closer examination with a magnification of

about fifty times shows the internal structure through the

transparent integument, and amongst other things it is seen
that the creature is provided with the tracheal breathing-tubes
belonging to insects, and that the prong of the terminal
fork, which is often thrust just through the surface of the

water, can open a way for tliem to receive the air. Pro-
bably the four leaf-like expansions attached to the other
fork may serve as gills. At any rate, the active creature
can stay for some time under water, and when a swarm of

them are watched in a bottle, they will be found at various

depths, some at the bottom, and, as in the case before us,

few caring to come often to the surface for a gulp of fresh

air. When not jerking about, they either float head down-

wards, almost stationary, or slowly sink, and then with

a kick dash the water behind them, and rise up again.

Their motions are in all directions, and though scores are

moving briskly in our bottle, which is less than two inches

in diameter, collisions are rare.

After well examining their ways in the bottle with the

naked eye and pocket lens, one or two should be trans-

ferred to a small shallow glass cell, and a power of about

a one-inch objective employed. The great roundish head

is thus seen to be broadest near the base, with two con-

spicuous black eye-spots, and to be furnished with two large

antennre, and numerous bristles. It is a lierce-looking

object. At about one third from the tip, each feeler has a

large tuft of bristles, a smaller one above it, and a terminal

bunch. Next to the head, which is very movable, comes a

wide thorax, followed by a ten-jointed abdomen, bristled

ornamentally on both sides of each joint. If the light

from the suVistage mirror of the microscope is thrown a

little slantingly through the creature, two large vessels of

a satiny aspect are seen to run one on each side of the

thorax through the abdomen, and into a tube that springs

from the eighth joint of the abdomen. From the thorax:

smaller objects of the same sort spring from the larger

ones, and enter the head. These objects are the breathing-

tubes {trachea), and their peculiar sheen in glancing light

comes from the coils of wire-like material that keep them

open. For collecting food, the mouth is furnished with

two tufts of bristles, fan-like when expanded, and used,

like the so-called wheels of rotifers, to lash the water into

whirlpools, and bring floating particles into its gullet.

Only very small objects are swallowed, but when they aue

massed together in the intestinal tube, they make a,

considerable show.

Besides the tracheal tubes and intestinal canal, a long

vessel is seen rhythmically pulsating—acting like a heart.

After these objects have been well examined with an

inch-power, a half-inch may be used with advantage. This

enables the structure of the tracheal tubes to be more
distinctly seen in their minute ramifications, taking air to

all parts of the little animal. I\Iany of the bristles will

also be found elegantly feathered, and the muscular bands
with which the vigorous motions are eflected may be dis-

cerned.

What is called dark ground illumination gives tliese

creatures a splendid appearance under a low power. They
look self-luminous, and shine with brilliant pearly and
opalescent tints. The principle of this illumination is that

no light reaches the eye straight through the object, V>at

only such rays as are refracted by it. With a little prac-

tice, it can be managed by a slanting action of the substagt

mirror, but a finer cfl'ect is obtained by a spot-lens, that is,

a lens which has a patch upoit it to stop the passage oS'

light excepting through tlie margin which is left clear.

This is placed at a suitable focus under the object, which >?

made to glow brilliantly upon a dark ground.

Besides the great larva, the pupa must be looked for,

and if a lucky dip is niade, it is sure to attract attention

from its grotesfjue oddity, though no one not in the secret

would imagine it had any connection with the larva, or

would ultimately disclose a winged gnat It is a queer,

bigheaded thing, with two hornlike projections and a

slender, tail like abdomen, sometimes curled close to the

body, and then vioUntly jerked to make it dart through the

water. The breathing tubes of the larva terminate at the

tail end, as we have seen ; those of the pupa end in the

two horns which it thrusts through the surface of the fluid
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when it wants a supply of frt>sh air. A careful exauiina-

tioii of this creature ena)>les the wings and other parts of

the future gnat to l>e seen inside it, folded up neatly and

'•onipactly. The compound insect eye is also well seen l>y

throwing light upon it The student keeping a supply of

these objects and watching thoni from time to time, is sure

to be rewarded l-y seeing the little nionster split open, and

allow the gnat to crawl forth and unfold its moist and

glittering win^s. If caught and mounted as a slideoliject,

the fresh plumes with which wings and body are decorated

make a beautiful display.

WAS RAMESES 11. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

By Miss Amelia B. Edwards.

IX.- THE LAND OF GOSHEN.

' pHE territon." so familiar to us under its Biblical name,

I
•' the Land of Goshen," was anciently an Egyptian

Aume, or province, called " Kosem." The ancient geo-

graphical lists sculptured on the walls of the temples of

Abydos, EdftX), Phihe, A-c, enumerate forty-four of these

nomes, twenty of which were in the Delta, Kosem \va.s the

twentieth mune of the Lower Country. Its capital—or,

as we should now say, its county-town—was named " Kos,"

or"Pa-Kos"; in Hebrew, " 6'fti«en " ; in our Biljlc-trans-

lation, "Goslien." Under tlie Greek rule, Pa-Kos became
" Ffaacusa

;

" but as " A'og " it survived in the Coptic

tongue, as long as the Coptic tongue* remained a living

.kiigtiage. As "Fa-Koos" it survives to this day in

•i.<; Arabic name of a miserable mud village, close to

lie Al)oo-Kebeer station on the line between Zagazig

.md Salaheeyeh. Tliis village nestles at the foot o£

some ancient rubbish-mounds, beyond which lie undu-
lating hillocks, covered Ln spring with waving corn-crojis.

These mounds and hillocks mark the site of that city of

Goshen to wliich Joseph (being in attendance upon the

Pharaoh at Zoan) hastened in his chariot "to meet Israel

his father "
; so showing, by the way, that Jacob and his

house entere<l Egvjit from some point south-east of 'J'anis.

The topographical limits of the land of Goslien (other-

vise the nome Kosem) are not known ; but the chief town,
' ^ishen, probably occupied a tolerably central position in

li'- province. Jt lay, at all events, to the east of the Nile,

'« the south-east of Tanis, and to the west of Lakes Halah
md Timsah. Southward.s, it is believed to have terminated
M the valley calle<l the Wady Tooniilat, or Tiimilat, now

•1 .•••r-'-d by the line of railway which connects Zagazig
I iiiailiah.t A great wedge-shaped tract of desert

lrf?tween Fa-Koos and Wady Tiimilat; but recent
• ' I'ions connected with the motlem Fri'shwater Canal
md the new line of railway have shown that this is, at
ill events in j>art, a 8ub8«quent encroachment At tlic

I line of the Ilebrew sojourn, the whole of this wedge-
hnpwl district was probalily rich with pasture. It also

x'l-eived a share of the annual inundation ; extensive beds
if Nile clay having l>een found near Tel-cl-Maskhiita* in

1H61, by the engineers of the Freshwafajr Canal Company.

• TIk- f''i|.-i. ( nrmr a dead IsnffDnero, and nfio'lonly ill the

)

rrh) wna a lato form of Kgyptian, ju«t ii« Italian
:. itin.

I* I pointed out in lout wcoIc'r number, in tho

i 'I'Lii ij.ijuj.il, it will be fptnpmbcriyl, in vnrionRly written .Maik-
faot*, Miuruota, MmIidU, and Maliuto.

These clay-beds—which, if Telel-Mivskhuta be really the
" Hiuimses " of the Bible, furnished tho Israelites with

material for tho bricks with which they built tho treasure-

city of Pharaoh—were largely used in building tho new
town of Ismailiah.

Part of the old Land of Goshen is, however, still flooded

yearly by the Nile, is still carpeted with llowers in

spring, and, where aided by artificial irrigation, still

bears its double and trijilo crop per annum. Upon tho

cahn surface of its backwaters and canals, the lotus still

spreads its broad leaves and opens its cup-like blossoms to

the sun ; and the groves of acacia, sycamore-lig, pome-
granate, orange, banana, and palm, which surround its

scattered villages, are still each

" A populous Paradise of bees ami l)irds."

By these yet fertile tracts—the mere fringes of the old

province—we judge how tho land of Goshen may once

have been in truth "tho best of tho land."

Except in the geographical li.sts before-named, I am not

aware that any mention of Goshen tho province, or Goshen
the city, has yet been found upon tho momiment.s. Tho
latter can never have Ix^en a place of jiolitical importance.

It was a market-town ; a county town ; a local centre

where justice was administered—such a place, in short, as

the modern towns of Minieli, or Girgeh, or Keneh—not a

place likely to be mentioned in religious or historical

documents. As a territorial distinction, the name of

" Kosem " would seem to have become obsolete under the

XlXth Dynasty; surviving only as a legal archaism in tho

lists. We have, at all events, the evidence of the Book of

Exodus, and the testimony of several Egyptian documents,

to show that, from the time of Rameses Ji., when the now
" treasure-city " was built and Goshen city ceased to be

the chief town of the province, the old name of the Nome
fell into either partial or complete disuse, and the " land,"

or county, of Goshen came to bo called after its new
capital, "the land of Rameses."

That Wady Tiimilat formed a part of the land of Goshen

is a fact wliich has not been questioned even by those who
di.spute the identification of Tel-el-Maskhuta with tho

treasure-city of Pharaoh. It is a valley running almost

due east and west between Zagazig and Ismailiah;

the distance from Zagazig to Ismailiah being 47^ miles,

and the length of the valley about 28 or .30. "" Every

traveller who journeyed by railway from the one

terminus to tho other before this war began, caught

pleasant glimpses of that green and winrling track, and of

the heron-haunted canal, fringed with reeds and water-

plants, which runs through it like a .silver thread in the

middle of a broad green ribbon. To tho north of tho

railway line, all is grey d(^sert. To the south, beyond the

canal and the Wady, all is desert again. Here and

there, (unseen from tho railway-carriage windows) the

scenery of the Wady is varied by scattered ruins and

mounds of ancient towns — Tcl*-Al)Oo-Sooleyman, Tel-

el-Kebeer,t Tel-Retabah, and Tel-el-Maskhuta. The two

former have by different authorities been suggested as the

site of Pitliom ; while in 184.^), when Lepsius visited the

Ea.st of the Delta, tho modern village situate at the foot of

the mounds of Tel-el-Maskhuta was still called by the name
of " Ramses." There is a station at this point, where, but

the other day, the trains used to stop, while the Arab guard

shouted " Ramsis I ' Ramsis !
" Now, at the moment when

I am writing these words, Rameses is the site of tho

• "Tel"or"Kom" (Arabic) HignifiPH u inounil. " Tel " is chiefly

1 OHO in I.<)wer and Middle E(<ypt j
" Kom" in Upper Egypt.

+ Spolt " Kctjir " by the iicwHpapcr corroHpoiidents at tho Boat
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Guards' Camp, and a battery of English guns is planted

on the mound of ^Maskhuta.

It has generally been supposed that the name of
" Ramses " was given to this place by the French con-

structors of the line ; but at the time of Lepsius' visit in

1845 there was not yet a foot of railway laid down in

Egypt. The name of " Ramses," or " Ramsis," is, there-

fore, in all probability as old as the period of the Hebrew
sojourn.

(To be continued.)

THE AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN.
ELECTRICAL IIEASUEEMEXT.—III.

THE next point we have to consider is Conductivity, or

"that property of matter in virtue of which an electric

current is propagated through it." All matter is not
equally endowed with this property—that is to say, elec-

tricity does not pass with equal readiness through all the

various substances with which we are acquainted. For
instance, iron does not conduct, transmit, or propagate

electricity so readily as does either copper or silver ; nor
does mercury so readily as iron, nor water as mercury.
There being, then, a wide divergence in the relative con-

ducting properties of diflerent bodies, it may naturally be
asked— Is there any line of demarcation or any definite

law governing the facilities oflered for the passage of an
electric current 1 If 'v.e limit our inquiry to diflerent

masses of the same material, our answer will be in the
affirmative ; but no one has ytt explained why copper
should conduct better than iron, zinc, tin, <.tc. Xor will

we attempt to accomplish such a task.

Ohm, who first formulated the law which bears his name,
•declared electricity to be propagated in a manner closely

akin to the way in which heat is transmitted, and that the
best way to study the laws influencing the more subtle

force is to investigate and apply the laws generally ac-

knowledged as governing thermal transmission. Since that

time experiments have demonstrated the truth of Ohm's
deductions. So closely, in fact, are the forces of heat and
•electricity allied, that the tables of co-efficients are almost
identical—that is to say, bodies which readily conduct
heat as readily conduct electricity, and vice verstl ; and
the same relation which exists between the thermal con-

ductivities of diflerent bodies, exists also between their

electrical conductivities. Conductivity is a property
inherent in all substances, but in different degrees

—

that is to say, every substance conducts a greater or less

amount of electricity. There is, however, as is well

known, a vast diflerence between the best and poorest
conductors. Thus, pure copper conducts G,75i million

times as well as distilled water, and 16 million times as

well as sulphuric acid. Water, again, is an infinitely

better conductor than air, ebonite, sulphur, and very
many other substances. Practically, the conductivity of

such bodies is nV. The almost total absence of this

property in some forms of matter renders them of vital

importance to tlie electrician. The converse of conduc-
tivity is resistance, or, in other words, bodies which
conduct well ofler but little resistance to the passage of

a current of electricity, and bodies v.hich conduct but
poorly do so by virtue of the greater resistance which
they ofler to the passage of the current. Indeed,
as every substance offers a greater or less resistance,

we can with advantage start witli this property of matter,
and classify substances rather in the order of their resist-

ances than of their conductivities. So, then, we measure
the transmitting value of a medium, not by the amount of

its conductivity, but of its resistance. And in measuring
resistance, it will be seen that we at the same time measure
the work which a current of electricity performs in over-

coming that resistance. Wc require, however, a standard
of measurement, and what this standard or unit shall be
is a question which has caused many heart-burning con-

tentious, and which is not yet quite settled. The unit

which has long been in use in England, which has, on
account of its eminently scientific origin, been almost uni-

versally accepted, and which will soon be stamped with the

authority of an International Congress, is known as the

Ohm, or B. A. unit. We will not attempt to define its

origin or derivation, but say simply that an Ohm is the

unit of resistance, and is equal to that oflered by 18i inches

of copper wire, 004 of an inch thick (about number 40
gauge).

Resistance varies as the length of the wire, and
inversely as its section, that is to say, in the first place

that if a mile of wire oflers a resistance of 2-5 Ohms,
ten miles of the same wire will ofler ten times the resist-

ance of 250 Ohms ; and, in the second place, if we use a
wire so much thicker or larger as to double its sectional

area, we halve the resistance. For wires of uniform
make, it is evident that with equal lengths the sectional

area varies directly as the weight. The effect of tem-
perature upon resistance is very important. With metals,

the resistance increases with the temperature, so that a

piece of platinum through which an electric current is

passing increases in temperature and resistance, sympa-
thetically, until, if the wire is not too thick, the heat over-

comes the cohesion of the particles, and the wire breaks.

With partial conductors the reverse is the case. This is

especially noticeable in the carbon filaments of the various

incandescent lamps. The Edison filament, which, when
cold, oflers a resistance of about 180 Ohms, offers only 100
Ohms when heated to its full illuminating power. Nor is

this feature unimportant in its influence on practical tele-

graphy. The waters of the Indian Ocean are generally

very warm, and in consequence of this, the insulating

properties of the pereha in the cables is very sensibly

reduced, their efficiency for telegraphic purposes being
necessarily reduced in proportion. There are in general

use two methods of measuring resistance, viz., the

"Bridge," and the " Diflerential.' These it will be our
duty to consider very soon.

THE TREE-TOAD.*
By Mary H. Hinckley.

A RECORD of several seasons gives the appearance of

l\. Ilijla versicolor in the spring, in ililton, ilassa-

chusetts, from about the 1st to the 10th of May. Tadpoles
of this species I have found most abundant in the water of

small, still, shadowy ponds near large trees. The eggs are

attached singly and in small groups for a distance of one
or two yards along the grasses which grow up and rest on
the water. Unless the grass is parted they are not
readily seen. The gelatinous substance surrounding the
eggs is exceedingly thin. When tiret laid they are of a

drab colour on the upper surface, which becomes lighter

after a few hours in the water. The under surface is

wliite ; the extent of this colour varies ; in some cases

only a spot of drab is seen on an otherwise white egg. The
period of egg-laying, according to my observations, extends

• Abstract of a piipcr published in tho " Procoodings of the

Boston Society of Xntural Uistory," Vol. sxi , Nov. 17, ISSO, from
the American Xaturaliat.
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fnrnj the first week in May to July. The development of

the ess 's rapid, Wins; accomplished within forty-eight

hoursf When first hatchtnl, the tadpole is about a quarter

of an inch long, of a polo yellow colour, dotted with olive

on the head and sides of the l>ody. During the first week

the external gills are developed and resorbed. At the

same time the olive colour gradually increases and deepens

till it extends over the upper surface of tlie tadpole. A
tine dotting of gold colour also appeai-s on both upper and

under surfaces. In the water, however, they look black.

The holders, at first so prominent, disappear within ten

days. The head and body are short The tail is broad

and thick. The eyes are prominent, set widely apart, and

of a brilliant Jlame colour; the iris in some specimens is

quartered by dark lines. The lips are broad. The nostril

openings and two perpendicular lines on the muzzle, also a

line from before the eyes down each side to the tail, are

gold coloured. Transverse bars of the same tint on the

upper edge of the tail are sometimes seen.

The taidpoles are shy and quick in movement as young

fishes, mo\-ing through the water with the least perceptible

motion of the tail. They do not collect together, but

where there is room enough, each tadpole goes its own way
independently. They are hardy, and, probaV)ly owing in

some degree to their quick movements, arc more exempt

from mutilation Viy water enemies than other species, rarely

losing eyes or tail.

When about three weeks old the hind legs are in sight

as small white buds in front of the base of the tail near

the lower edge on each side. An iridescence' of great

brilliancy is seen on the white surface of the abdomen and

sides of the body. The head and upper portion of the

body show a bluish, metallic sheen, and the tail, which is

more or less flecked with brown or black, becomes in some

specimens a bright red colour. It would be dillicult to

exaggerate the l>eauty of colouring of these tadpoles : it

exce<Mls in brilliancy and variety any species found in this

1 Kality.

As the legs become more fully developed, the colouring

of the head and 1)ody tends from dark olive to a light,

greyish-green. In the seventh week the body begins to

lose its roundness, and the arms are seen to be moved

under the skin, as if the tadpole were impatient to get

them free. The head then appears disproportionately

large. At this stage the tadpoles vary from grey to pea-

green in colour. They are found in the shallow water near

the shore, where many fall prey to various aquatic birds.

During the eighth week they appear to take little food
;

the arms are thrown out, the tiiil is gradually resorbed, the

mouth developed, and the frogs leave the water. While a

few gpeciraens retain the colour of grey up to this time,

nearly all will )>e found of various shades of tender green

on the upper surfaces, bordered with diflerent tints of grey

or salmon colour. The abdomen is white. Green asserts

itself much earlier in some specimens than others ; but I

have never seen a tadp<jle of this species develope into tlie

frog that did not sooner or later become green. The
markings on the back also vary in time of appearance ;

but the colouring of black on the Iicaid, body, and limb.s,

the smooth, shiny patch below the eyes, the granulated

aj.fK^rance of the skin, and the yellow colouring in the

folds of the legs, usually apf>«ar in the order of their

ni'-ntion, and after the frogs have left the water.

Last 8«ason a small [Kind in an open pasture, about

fifte*;n rods from a wood, furnished a good opportunity for

observing their movements on leaving the wat<;r. l>Vorn

the 10th to the 24th of July, numlj<T8 of the young frogs,

with tails in different 8t«ge» of resorjition, were found on

the ground, wet-ds, and grasses about the pond, which by

this time had become reduced by evaporation to a shallow

pool. They represented a variety of shades of green ; ii

few were grey, and occasionally one was scarcely to be
separated in colour from the mud on which it rested. I

observed those on the ground frequently capture the small

spiders which were numerous there. As soon as they left

the water their object, e^idl'ntly, was to reach the wood.
Apparently aware of tlieir danger in this exposed journey,

they drew attention to themselves, when approached, by
continually springing out of harm's way ; but after the

shrubbery was reached they rarely made any attempt to

escape when discovered, trusting wholly, like the mature
frogs, to their disguise of colouring for safety. I founil

^.i!(fj)/l#i
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several of them on a small apple-tree which was in the lino

of their journey. They were on the new growth which
was overrun with Aphides, and the frogs had a.ssumed a

deep emerald-green, so like the leaf that it was diflicult at

first glance to distinguish them from it. After they

reached the wood I could trace them no further. I think

it probable that some observers havomi-staken //. versicolor

at this age for the adults of another species of Hyla.

My knowledge of the frogs from this stage till they

reach maturity is confined chiefly to those leared in a
fernery. For the first three months they retained the

green colour, as a rule, with occasional changes of tints of

brown and grey, matching the earth or branches to which

they cling. After that time shades of grey become the

rule and green the exception. The black markings on

the head, body, and limbs did not change, excepting to
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vary in distinctness. Their food, which they never took

unless alive, was Aphides at first, but soon flies formed

their chief diet. During the day they commonly remained

motionless, hidden behind the bark of the branches, with

feet and hands, which are evidently extremely sensitive,

compactly folded under the body, so that only their outer

edges ea"me in contact with the surface on which they

were seated. Occasionally they would pat the discs

against the sides of the body as if to moisten them.

Their activity was reserved for the night, although rain,

accompanied by a south wind, caused them to move about

uneasily. About October 1 they left the branches and

ferns and nestled away in the damp earth and moss, where

they remained through the winter, unless exposed to a

temperature above 60=. They took no food from the

first week in October till the l-4th of the following

May, when I gave them their liberty. They were then

placed on an oak tree, where, after climbing till a suit-

able crevice or hiding - place was found, they backed

themselves into it, and became to all appearance like a

part of the bark of the tree.

THE SEA-BATHIXG IXFIRMARY
AT MARGATE.

[In the following from the Morning Post, onr readers will probably
recognise the hand of one of the most esteemed contributors to

Kxom.EPGE.

—

Ed.]

OX Monday, Aug. 28, without public announcement,
ceremony, or parade of any kind, was accomplished

one of those signal acts of private benevolence by which
our country and our century are honourably distinguished.

Tliat is to say, at the annual anniversary meeting of the

directors and committee of the Royal Sea-Bathing Infir-

mary, Margate, Sir Erasmus Wilson presented to the chair-

man the keys of the new wing, which, at a cost of nearly

£30,000, he had munificently added to that old and de-

serving institution. This new wing, entirely designed l)y

that accomplished architect and able litterateur, -Mr. James
Knowles, the well-known editor and proprietor of the

Xineleenth Century, consists of four spacious wards, four

nurses' rooms, two day-rooms, a large swimming bath-

house, and a chapel. The four wards are constructed

to hold sixty-four beds, and could well hold more if re-

quired. Two of these wards measure 63 ft. in length by 24 ft.

in width, and the other two measure r>6 ft in length by
2i ft in width, the height from floor to ceiling being 16 ft

throughout The nurses' rooms measure loft, by 12ft
Attached to each ward is a bath-room measuring
10 ft. by 'J ft, and a lavatory measuring 9 ft. by
7 ft 6 in. The swimming bath-house measures 60 ft by
30 ft, and is roofed by a huge skylight 27 ft above the
level of the floor. It contains 3-5,000 gallons of water, is

surrounded in the usual manner by a platform some 4 ft

to o ft in width, and is furnished at the upper end with a
row of dressing-closets, containing each a wooden seat and
pegs for clothes. The whole of this bath and the walls of

the bath-house are lined with white porcelain-faced bricks,

picked out in delicate bands of bufl' and blue. The wards,
nurses' rooms, day-rooms, bathrooms, lavatories, iVc, are
entirely lined throughout, vails and ceilings, with the
same porcelain-faced bricks, picked out with the same
tints of bufl" and blue. The special needs of the
patients in this hospital (all of whon\ are suflercrs

from scrofula and other diseases of the skin) being
sea-air, sea-bathing, cleanliness, ventilation, and an even
temperature, everything has been designed and carried out

with strict regard to these curative conditions. The walls

are built hollow ; so guarding against excess of heat in

summer or cold in winter. The doors are all of double thick-

ness. The system of ventilation is so arranged as to admit
cold air from under the floors through the warm-water coil-

cases which stand in the centres of the various rooms and
form part of the warming apparatus ; while the vitiated air

is sucked out above throuyh valves just beloi': the level of the

ceilinffs, v:hencc it is carried off through continuous air-tight

metal lubes running along the hollow vails in connection

with the furnace chinmeg-shaft. By these ingenious con-

trivances an uninterrupted sucking action is kept up, and
an unchecked supply and renewal of fresh air is provided.

Additional ventilation is also obtained through thewindows,
which can be opened entirely or only let down at the top, the

upper part being shielded by screens of wire-gauze, to

prevent downward draught. Furthermore, and with a
special view to rendering all the surfaces proof against the

adhesion of contamination, disease-germs, dust, kc, the

floors are all laid down in the hardest teak planking ; the

walls and ceilings, being jjorcelain-lined, are capable of

being washed in every part, and the verg sash-lines to the

uinJows are made of wire-cording. Nor is this all. The
whole new wing—chapel and swimming-bath excepted—is

constructed with a flat terraced roof, supported on shallow

brick arches, which arches (crossing the rooms trunsversehj

overhead, and lined, like the walls, v:ith vhite porcelain

tiles) are furnished with iron channeh, or gutter-pipes, to

receive any condensed vapour tchich may rise to the ceilings

from the atmosphere breathed by the patients. Hence no
foul droppings and no return of vitiated air in any form
is possible. The terrace on the roof measures 350 ft in

length by 32 ft. in width, and is designed to form a breezy

and delicious promenade for the patients. It commands
an immense view of sea and shore, town and country, and
has all the advantages of a pier, without being actually in

the sea. An engine-room, constructed in the 1: asement of

the northernmost ward, contains engines for pumping salt

and fresh water—the former for the swimming bath, the

latter for warming and washing purposes, the motive power
being an Otto noiseless gas-engine.

We have dealt thus at length upon the sanitary features

of Sir Erasmus Wilson's magnificent gift, for the reason

that many of these arrangements are as novel as they are

scientifcallg ingenious; and because the building is de-

signed, and we believe destined, to serve as a model con-

structionforfutui-e imitation. It is but just to Mr. Knowles
to add that the whole of these admirable adaptations of

means to an end are his own invention. A sanitary problem
was proposed to him by Sir Erasmus Wilson, and it is thus

that he has solved it, to his own lasting fame, and the nor

less lasting benefit of others.

THE rOISONOUS LIZARD.

AAMERICAN naturalists declare the gila monster, known
to science as lltloderma susperta (Cope), or horrida,

to bo harmless, and are not satisfied with the evidence
given by naturalists of the Zoological Gardens, in support
of the theory that it is poisonous. " It is to be hoped,"

says the Scietitifir American, "that the matter will now be
more fully investigated ; it is barely possible that our
American naturalists have prejudged the case," [Those
who want to air their familiarity (real or assumed) with
Greek, are not bound to speak here of naturalists, for they
may say herpetologists— it sounds finer]

S\'ith regard to the name of this animal, a writer.
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C. C. H., in Lain! and IVat-^r, remarks :
—" Heloderm is its

name, Ilfh^lerma horriduin scientilically. My only know-
letlge of the Gret-k language is that it is subservient to

science, and zoologically defiant of gender and case, some-

times of 'spelling ; therefore conjecturally helo, the first

part of the generic name, may have reference to the palo

yellowish or sunny colour of this creature, as certain flowers,

heliantheraum, heliotrope, and helianthus, are named from
heliot, the sun, as our botany books instruct us ; and derm
is certainly skin. Helodenn is of a pale ochre or maize
colour, with a coarse reticulation of black marks all over

it; and its specific horridnm, deferentially inferring its

terrible, dreadful qualities, is not given in slangy disgust,

as is supposed to be the case with its neighbour, Crotahts
horridii.i. • Horrid rattlesnake '

' exclaimed a lady visitor

in my hearing. ' What's the use of calling t/iat one
' horrid," as if they are not all horrid 1

'

"

The explanatian of the name is erroneous. If the
reference were to the colour of the sun, helioderma would
have Wen the name. The reference doubtless is to the
black marks on the skin, which were fancifully compared
to nails {/ifliig=a nail or stud) ; so that the name would bo
luiilnkin. Why the adjective should be neuter, we fail to

see, IJeltHl-'rma horridnm would imply that the skin is

horrid, horridum agreeing with the neuter word derma
(Gk.). But it is the animal, not the skin, which is horrid,

and the animal is the Lacerta, of the species heloderm, or

nail-skinned—a Lnrerta called horrida, or guspecta, because
of its real or suspected venomous (jualities. Our contributor,

Dr. Wilson, is certainly mistaken, by-the-way, in calling

the animal haloderma.

FISHERMEN'S SUPERSTITIONS.

THE " Fighcrman's Own Book" contnins an intcrestinff chapter
on the above subject, from the pen of Capt. J. W. Collins, who

savs that the fact that fishermen seem to bo more dependent upon
lutk than almost any other clafs of men, and that they are con-
Btonlly meeting with events calculated to excite superstitions, may
account to somo extent for their lM?in(; credulous. Amonp the
finhemien's suiiorstitions of which he treats are—a belief in lucky
and unlucky sailing days ; a belief in Jonahs ; the superstitions
concerning dropping a hatch in the hold, breaking a looking-glass,
driving nails on Sunday, Ax. ; and instances are cited where such
Bupcrstitions scorn to have been well founded, and others in which
they arc shown to have been without any foundation.

Mr. .Scudder, in his interesting report on the Greenland halibut
fishery, trtats briefly of the game subject. " The only difference
betw< en .'Sunday and any other day of the week," ho says, " w.is that
no nail must be driven on that day, for they said that would ' nail tlio

trip.' Their superstitions are a little curious. The old notion that any
cnterjirine commenced on Friday would bo unlucky has, in a great
mcABure, dinapiK-ared, on account of the fishermen having read in

the p.-i[*rs a long list of great events that ha<J happened on Friday.
The ••bjcK-tion to hammering on Sunday was so strong that tho
captain delayed fixing a part of tho rigging from Sunday until
Ml. !.<!.;.• •ill iliiii .•i...,nr,t. There is one superstition about which
*' .1 ir. They will never leave a hatch np-
* 11 Cling the fire, and had taken up the
I • coal, which was kept in the bottom
'! on fl'.or. The hatch I had placed in
'' le of tho cabin that, if it had fallen
d 'om side up. Ono of tho fishermen,
*>

I as vcrj- sensible, scning tho hatch in

t' Mr. Scudder, don't leave tho hatch that
way,' lit. I wl .t, I ii-k. .| liim why, he explained that if it should
•lip down it would be upside down, which would bring ill-luck upon
tho whole trip. I replied, ' I^et's try it,' and knocked tho hatch
down on the floor Ixjttom up. I do not rcmeml*r of ever fiaving
bc«n more suqiriiH^l than I was to see him jump to turn tho hatch
over. f(e then said, ' I don't know what tho captain would say if

he saw that.' One of the fishermen tolil of a captain he was with
who nrorc terribly at him because ho pushed a dory off from tho
retfil with the bow of tho dory toward tho sun. I found, however,
omo difBcally in gcttinf; tbo men to acknowledge their belief in

many superstitions, and I should not havo found out thoso I havo
mentioned, had not tho incidents spoken of culled them into action.

I think, as a whole, they wore, for sea-going men, rciniukiibly free

from suporstition."

UTILISING SMOKE FROM WOOD.

AT Elk Rapids, Michigan, is a blast furnace in which aro manu-
factured fifty tons of charcoal iron per day. Thero aro 25

charcoal pits, constructed of brick. Each pit is filled with 100
cords of hard wood, ond then firod. The vast amount of snioko from
these pit.", which wos formerly lost in the nir, has now been utilised

by Dr. Pierce, a chemist. Cheniienl works havo boon erected,

which are thus described :— First, they havo a circular tube mado
of wood, with pino staves IG foot in leii^jtli, bound together with
heavy iron hoops. This tube is placed directly over tho pits in a
horizontal position, with an opening from each pit into tho tube.

At the end nearest tho building thero is a largo drum containing a
rotary fan propelled by machinery, tho power of which is gas.

That acts as a suction or draft for tho smoke, which is conveyed
into five stills filled with cojiper jiipo 2J inches in diameter. Tho
boxes in which tho pipes are situated are 20 feet square, 8 foot deep,

mado of heavy pine, and filled with cold wator ; these aro all con-
nected by co|)per pipes ; they are coimected with the main still 100
feet in length, 10 feet wide, 8 feet deep, tilled with copper pipes 2^
inches in diameter in a horizontal position, surrounded with cold

water, from this convoyed to a purifier, from which runs what is

called pyroligneous acid, which is os clear as amber, with an un-

pleasant odour. From tho acid is produced ;—First, acotato limo ;

second, alcohol; third, tar; the fourth part prodnoea s.is, which is

consumed under the boilers. Each cord ol' « i J imhIhh; :iS,000

cubic feet of smoke ; 2,800,000 feet of humm .

'
-

'

1 ^ ny 2-1

hours, lU'oducing 12,000 pounds acetate of li III' :."•' /in jlmhol,

25 jiounds tar. These articles havo a eniiMii.i' nl ...hn' in tho

manufacturing of various articles. Tho alcolml liiis liein ((.ntracted

to a firm in Buffalo, Now York, for fivo years, they furnishing tho

packages and receiving it at tho works at 80 cents, per gallon. Tho
smoko from 40,000 cords of wood consumed per annum is thus

mado a source of much profit, as tho works aro nearly automatic.

—

Boston Courier.

The application of dynamite to tho breaking np of masses of iron

too great to be broken by other means, was successfully tried near
Chicago recently. A refractory chunk, " salamander," of twenty
tons weight, was placed in a pit. A hole was drilled in tho iron,

and a charge of dynamite was inserted. .Several bars of iron,

weighing tons each, wore placed over tho pit in order to prevent
small pieces of metal from Hying heavenward. Tho cartridge was
connected with a battery, stationed ono hundred feet from tho pit,

and after tho spectators had found secluded jilaccs, tho word was
given, and in an instant tho twenty tons of iron that had previously

stood all kinds of hammering, was reduced to fragments. Tho
steel men were completely surprised, and admitted that a feat was
performed that before was hold impossible.

—

Scientific American.

Anotiieb E.xrEi)iTioN TO Franz.JosEK Land.— Tho Dijmphna,
with tho expedition of Lieutenant Uovgaard on board, sailed, as

reported from Copenhagen, on July 18. It is tho intention of

Lieutenant Hovgaard to adhere to the programme originally an-

nounced, viz., to proceed first to Cape Chelyuskin and thence mako
for Franz-Josef Lanrl, ])U8hing for the north next spring in slodges.

His ship of 150 tons burden has been strengthened for tho ice both
inside and out. IJe has jjrovisions for twenty-seven months, and
coals for fifty days, with full steam at six knots ; bosidos which ho
hos rigged the vessel as a three-mast schooner, with square sails

on her foremast. He takes several sledges and nine dogs
of a Newfoundland breed. 'J'ho expedition consists, besidos tho

commander, of Lieutenants Olson and I'ardo, of tho Danish, and
Lieutenant do Rensis, of the Italian Navy, IJr. liarch as surgeon
and botanist, and Mr. Holm as zoologist, Mr. Litonins (Swede),
engineer, and Mr. Ernest, mate, besido a crew of Cftoon men,
ono of whom, tho Norwegian Sivertson, wuh in the Veif.aex|iedition.

They aro to ascertain whether Franz-Josef l.nl n ill, i n nils to

the neighbourhood of Capo Chelyuskin; win i •
:

•< • ,ii Ijii.uis of

the current and ice are such that a basis for lui 1

1
. i

i |,l iilnn can
bo reached here withotit too great a risk ; ami ..In i,hi i tin; i iiKtom

coast of Franz-Josef Land trends to tho northward ut this jioint.

They propose to winter near Capo Chelyuskin, or on tho south coast

of Franz-Josef Land, if it can bo reached, and they hope to return

within sixteen months. Observations will bo taken thronghont tho

winter in occordanco with tho jirogrammo of tho international

expeditions.
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** In knowledge, that man on

than fiiitT of opinion,"

—

Faraday.
" Showme a man who makes no mistakes, and I will show von a man who has

done nothing."

—

Liebig.

TO MR. PKOCTOR.

[352]—Paradoxers can become indiEmaiit when contradictecl, as

you know, having, like myself, received some epistles from that
" polite letter-writer," John Hampden. What, then, mnst be the

state of mind of a paradoxer when his chiefest, his dearest, his

pettedest, his fundamental paradox is attributed to another ? You
have done me this wrong, and, therefore, when next we meet, &c.

In your " paradox comer," page 250, you place Dr. Siemens on
my rightful pedestal. The "ingenious paradox " of supposing—aye,

of even assuming—that interplanetary space is occupied by water
is mine, and mine only. Grove and others have fiUed it with
oxygen and nitrogen, Sterry and Hunt with carbonic acid; but
" water, water everywhere " is my paradox, argued and stated as

the fundamental basis of my essay on " The Fuel of the Sun,"
printed in 1S69, and published 1870.

Hitherto none of the orthodox have attempted to refute this

paradox by a discussion of the arguments upon which it is based.

Until they do so, I shall not argne seriously with them, but merely
refer to Chapter III. of the above, and quote the following from " A
Simple Treatise on Heat," written ten years later:

—

" The water of our ocean being equally capable of evaporation
into the dense air immediately above it, or the lighter air above the

clouds, or all the boundless space stretching between the orbs of

heaven, be that space a vacuum or a plenum, must thus evaporate,
or have evaporated, into all the interstellar space until that space be
saturated according to its temperature, and such space must have
s^me temperature, seeing that it receives all the radiations of all the
countless suns. Therefore, the fact that our ocean is not dried up
indicates the existence of ' water, water everywhere,' filling all the
interstellar and interplanetary space of the universe, and having
its density proportionate to its temperature" (i.e., the temperature
of space).

The above passage is corollary to any exposition of the general
elementary facts of aqueous evaporation, more especially of the
law that water is evaporated into the space surrounding it and
saturates that space, be it vacuous or filled with much or little of air

or other gases ; or, " in other words, that the limit of evaporation of

liquid water into surrounding space is simply a function of tempe-
rature, and not of the previous contents of that space."

I have heard of people who aflRrm that space has no temperature,
and at the same time that our sun, and all the other suns of the
universe, are dying out or cooh'ng down. These orthodoxers then
take another breath, and assert that heat is force, or a mode of
motion, and that force and motion aro indestructible. Then
another breath, and further assort that lieat is transmitted by the
oscillations, gyrations, collisions, Ac, of material particles ; then
another, and that there are no material particles between the sun
and the earth.

As I refer to orthodoxers, and not to paradrxers, I mnst wjite
courteously, otherwise I should say that they do this all in one
breath. \V. M.trrtEU Williams.

[Is it paradoxical to suggest that there may be aqueous vapour
in interplanetary space ? A very clever correspondent of the
Enylifh Mechanic in former times— I forget how far back—Mr. K.
L. Garbett, used to maintain that some comets are aggregations of
the water of space—I think he even adopted Whiston's notion, that

the Biblical flood was brought about by a big water comet. That,

of course, was paradoxical. But the idea of aqueous vapour in

space is reasonable enough. Paradox comes in when we try to

get terrestial hailstorms out of it.

—

Ed.]

ARTIFICIAL STONE.

[553]—The utilisation of refnsc opens up a largo field for

scientific investigation. Much has already been done, thousands

of pounds have been saved annually, many manufacturers have
arisen, and consequently work has been found for thousands of

people, solely on accotmt of discoveries made in this department of

research.

A good example of making waste matter into a marketable
product is afforded by the manufacture of artificial stone.

This stone can be used for a great variety of purposes, chief

among them being for paving, edging for paths and gardens,

but chiefly for building. It is easily worked, and can be
made into any design, and at a short distance it cannot be dis-

tinguished from real stone. It has many advantages over real stone.

It is much cheaper ; it gets harder and harder for at least seven

years ; it does not break up in frosty weather ; and lastly, it does

not discolour when exposed to the atmosphere.

The larger kinds of stone-work are made in wooden moulds. A
layer of plaster two inches thick, generally composed of one part of

Portland cement and two parts of stone dust, is spread evenly over

the bottom and sides of the mould ; a mixture of brick rubble, broken
up small, and coke breeze, both of which have been previously well

washed, are worked up with Portland cement, and then put into the

mould and rammed well in. Another layer of plaster is then pnt
over this, and the whole left to dry fcr a week. The moulds and
their contents must be kept under cover. This is specially needful

in frosty weather, as if they are left out when freshly made for a
single night the stones break all to pieces. But when once they

are properly drj', they will stand any amount of cold.

The facing for paving stones, as they have to stand a good deal

more wear, is made of a mixture of sand and Portland cement in

equal proportions. Ee.ve.st L. R.

HIGHLAND CELTS.

[554]—In reply to A. H. :— (1.) Any person who reads and
speaks Gaelic, or has adictionary, knows that "donn" and "dubh"
are in Gaelic as distinct as brown and black in English.

(2.) Tacitus, he says, uses a word meaning " unmitigated

carrots." This word, however, also means golden and bright

yellow, colours frequent amongst us Caledonians, but invariably

tinged with brown. Tacitus himself shows that he means the

latter, as he says it points to a German derivation of our race.

That the Germans are a fair and not a red-haired race we all know,
and A. H., not to go further, says so in his letter.

(3.) We have the astounding statement that Breadalbane lies

south of the Grampians. I live in the centre of Breadalbane, with
a range of the Grampians to the south. The battle of the Grampians
was fought still further south.

(4.) A. H. says that but little Gaelic is spoken in our conntiy

parishes. To one living, as I do, near Killin, to put it mildly, this is

nonsensical.

(5.) He says the Caledonians are described as a mixed race. I

ask where ? Certainly not in the ancient chronicles and ancient

Gaelic poetry. Xor yet can it be found in unwritten tradition,

usages, names of places and sculpture. In point of fact, Breadalbane

(especially western) is the very acme of unmixed Caledonianism.

All modern authorities I positively refuse to accept, as the bulk of

them have no real knowledge of ns, our language, poetry, usages,

i-c, and betray their ignorance at every turn, as " .\. H." does.

Xow for facts. On 27th instant there were present at Killin

Public School 63 scholars, and of these 51 had brown hair and blue

eyes; 11 brown hair and brown eyes; 1 red hair; and with black

hair and black eyes, none. At Kenmoro (eastern Breadalbane)

Public School there are at present 100 scholars. Of these, 48 have
brown hair and blue eyes ; 43 bro^»n hair and brown eyes ; 6 red

hair and blue eyes ; 2 black hair and dark brown eyes ; and one, a,

stranger, from London, black hair and black eyes. These are

certified in writing by the respective teachers.

Charles Stkwart.

BR.UX WAVES AXD MEMORY.
[555]—May I compare or connect Dr. Muirhead's theory [Mr.

Knowles's] given in Knowlepce. Aug. 4, with a theory as to memory ?

1. Physical memory— i.'., the memory by which bodily move-
ments are performed. Here, the frequent renewal of the same
impression on the nerve cells by efferent impulses, and connected
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with motor impnlses starfoil by the will, gives to a certain mnnlwr
of i-*ll molccuK-s a " stt " in a'lUfinite direction. The cells tend to

erolve impulses more easily in one direction—that is (2), the mole-

cules tend to vibrate in n detinite direction. The motion at Inst

becomes automatic—almost purely retlex ; that is, an efferent im-

pake, which might (rive rise to many varied forms of efferent

impulses, has, by frwjuent renewal, come to bo ossociatcnl with a

certain definite efferent impulse. Examples may bo easily found of

2. Intellectual memory, connected with the acquisition of know-
ledge, Ac. Bain says : '" Uenowed feeling occupies the very same
part, and in the same manner, as (he original feeling, and in no
other port, nor in any other manner that can be assigned. Again, ho

snpi>09es that a cell, once the sent of an impression, becomes s|)ecinlly

set apart for that impression, and for that only. I have not his book,
" Mind and Body," and cannot see the conto-vt at present ; but this,

according to the present fashion of explanation, seems to mo to

imply a " set " of the cell molecule, just as is believed to occur in

connection with physical memory—that is, in memory, ns a result

of some impression received, certain groups of brain cells have

developed a tendency for their molecules to vibrate in one direction

rather than in another. When motion is communicated to these

cells, it can only be in that definite direction ; it gives rise to cer-

tain changes (chemical), which form the recollection of the im-

pression, ond which may in some cases bo referred outwards from
the sensorinm to the end organs. There are several ways in which
recollections arise. We may again meet with an object which gives

rise to an impression we have experienced before. The impression

sets those cell molecules in motion with less effort than normal—wo
recollect the impressions. Again, recollection may arise volun-

tarily. Uow does this occur ? Again, involuntarily—impressions

which we cannot trace to any sensory impression directly or by the

association of ideas

—

i.e., the correlation of certoin groups of nerve
cells.

Voluntary recollection does not seem to admit of explanation so far.

It is with involuntary recollection that I would connect Dr. Muir-

head's theory of apparitions. The formation of nn imjiression at

first originates an ether wave. This, if it should return to the

vicinity of the nerve-cells, might affect them, causing the molecules

to vibrate in the direction in which their motion has been deter-

mined. Uow this return is to occur, I don't see. An impression

of a like nature undergone by another brain would originate an
ether wave of the same nature, which, falling on brain-cells " duly

eensitive," would, as above, give rise to the special impression

connected with that ether wave. Two ether waves compounded
might originate an idea by the action of molecules of about the

same set. As to Mr. Knowles' friends, Damon and Pythias, may
I sugeest that the brains of two persons, who had been accustomed
to Ije under the inlluencc of the same impressions, mental and
physical, would thus, on the hyjKithesis given above, pass into

partial identity of condition as far as the molecular structure of

com-sponding brain-waves is concerned. I don't think it would be
too much to sny, on the hypothesis given nl«)vc, that such brains

wonld hove a considerable influence over one another. [Please

consider the two last f>aragraphs of the extract from Mr. Knowles
lo be inwrted here.j Atomic movements of inanimate objects

causing ether waves would cause the recollection of these same
objects.

" Fools msh in where angels fear to tread." Jfay 1 ask, as to

your question to Dr. Muirheod, whether any special organ is neces-

sary for the apjireciotion of these ethoreol waves 'f The ether,

circumambient, all penetrating, passes also between the cells and
molecules of the central vertex. Jlay not the waves of this ether

act diretrtly on the ner>-c molecules I' As to how they act, even I am
not a wild enough speculator to venture a theory just now. When
asked to explain memory and such trifles, it is much pleasanter to

retreat under the sepia cloud of " molcculor action," "atomic
change," und «o weiter, than to confess our utter ignorance ; but
after all one fccU rather doubtful as to the amount of sntigfuction

afforded by the explanation.
Edinburgh, Awj. 5, 1882. Dk. Joik.

DRCXKEXXE8S.

[656]—My experience is that drunkards live long, ond do not die

out sjiecdily. Their children suffer for the acts of their fathers,

and would no doubt die, only they generally decline to follow in the
steps tliat liave Virought them disgrace and misery, and so our race
berftm>-s weaker and wicker. [Is this really the case I' Aro vie nil

weaker tlian our grandfathers?— El>.] For in these artificial days
the weak live as well as the strong. Mattieu Williams's theory
might haro done for other ages, but it won't work now.

Joiix Ale;i. Ollauij, F.U.M.8.

[557]—The question of temperance societies and pledges is being
actively discussed in Knowi.kdok just now, but there is one rnisoii

d'i'tro for them which has not yet come nj) there. It is said to bo
a folly for a man wlu> does not feel the craving for drink, to gi»o
up, save for example, his enjoyment in a glass which does him no
harm. But surely, in the present state of society, many men aro
placed in positions where they aro iu constant danger, unless they
exercise much thought and 'system (and how few have these at
command !), of being led into habits of drinking. Men, I menu,
who frequent clubs, messes, and such places where wine and spirits

are always going, and "nips" constantly pressed ujicm them by
hospitable friends. Workmen, again, who have to go from house
to house, and get beer given them at each. Now, 1 think yon
would heartily commend such men for abstaining (if they found
alcohol did them little good) from playing with such nn edged tool,

just ns one commends a resolution "to abstain altogether from
gambling or betting. Facilis desccntus Avcrno is true of alcohol

above uU, and surely it is wise for young men at least to keep off

the slope. Temperance societies in both sertions have, I believe,

done far more good thus, by making men think, than by curing ni

few drunkards, but it, is a work that can obviously never be gauged.
W.BkVIL BlloWNE.

[It appears to mo that men placed in such positions as our corre-

spondent mentions, should at least make the resolution never,

under any circumstances, to drink in public under the conditions

named ; but that need not render it necessary for them to refrain

from such moderate and regulated use of alcohol as they may find

wholesome and readily controllable.—En.]

FKKGUSON'S MECHANICAL PARADO.X.

[558]—I have never seen the book entitled " lUnmrkablo Men,"
to which " CupiduB Cognoscore " refers in letter 522 (p. 219), and
am therefore ignorant in what way Ferguson's paradox is illustrated

there. As a matter of fact, it affords an examiilc of what is known
in mechanics as nn cpicyclic train. As usually constructed, a;

heavy base standing on the table supports a fixed toothed wheel,

on the axis carrying which, and beneath it, an arm goes roimd ; on
this arm aro two axes, one nenr its extremity carrying the thrco-

wheels of which your correspondent speaks, while the other carries

an " idle " Marlborough wheel to transmit the movement. Let u»
suppose that the fixed wheel has 60 teeth, the "idle wheel "any
number that is convenient, and the three thin wheels 61, 60, and
59 teeth respectively. Then it is pretty evident that when the-

arm is made to revolve round the fixed wheel, the wheel with the-

61 teeth will advance slowly in the same direction as the arm ; that

with 00 teeth will remain statioiuiry, and the wheel with 59 teeth

will go backwards. " C. C." will, of course, note that tho intro-

duction of tho intermediate or " idle " wheel, in no sense affects,

tho principle.

A Fellow ok the Royal Astronomiial Society.

SPOTS ON THE SUN.

[559]—The date at which Mr. A. Green's (piery arrived in Juno,

and the very unfavourable weather which followed its reception,

prevented us from having tho sketch of tho sun-s|>ot made whicHr

GROfP OF Sun-spots, Aixu.st 21, 1882 (10.|5 a.m.).

he asked for. We, however, now append a eiirefnl drawing of

the Ijeautiful group which was ujxjn the solar disc at tlit date oi'

its execution, in hope that it may serve bis purpose.
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COXSUMPTIOX FROM STAYS.

[5Co]—In the reforence to " taper waists " [431], in your issue

of June 23, page 59, " F. W. Harberton " [Viscountess Har-

berton] seems to ijpiore statistics, and to be ignorant of esta-

blished phYsiological facts. Dr. Kidge [432], in the same issue,

sliows that more males die from phthisis than females, although,

as F. W. H. savs, fnlly 00 j er cent, of women are deformed
by stays, and it' is not probable that over 10 per cent, of the

opposite sex " lace." It is impossible for stays to produce con-

sumption if Koch's theory is correct. If it is not, tubercles

do not begin to form at the lower end of the lungs, where they

are comiTesscd, but in the upper part, which the corset leaves

free. Females breathe higher up than men (thoracic breathing),

and the effect of lacing in the waist is to expand the chest and
upper end of the lungs, and thus check the growth of tubercles.

Pregnancy also interferes with free and fuU respiration quite as

much as tight stays do, but, instead of causing consumption, it

affords, at least, temporary relief. Carl Both has shown that a

person has three times as much lungs as are required in health, and
hence neglects to use them all ; if a woman chooses to dispense with

the lower portions for a few hours a day, she rarely suffers from it.

That injury may result from very tight lacing no one can deny, but
the anti-corset men injure their own cause when they make false

charges against an article that every woman wears, and knows to

be less injurious than they say it is. By pointing out the real

dangers of tight-lacing (dyspepsia, sterility, Ac), and not the

imaginary ones, much good can be done. " Total abstinence " has

injured the temperance cause, and he who preaches moderation
accomplishes far more good ; so it is with stays. Another error of

F. W. H. is in supposing that "taper waists" can only be attained

at the expense of tight-lacing, while the fact is that, in many cases,

moderate pressure, judiciously apiplicrl, will make what he eaUs a
" taper waist " n-ithout any 1 1 .

I am afraid the editor will : his letter, because it

does not follow the old rule it all times and in every
manner; but a scientific join

i

nt to present all the

facts, even if they seem to contradict prccouceived ideas.

E. H.

[E. H.'s letter is printed in full, even the last paragraph, in

which he rather unjustly suspects me of disliking moderate views.

It so happens that on quite a number of subjects about which
extreme views are held, I have expressed moderate views. I have
advocated, or at least defended, the moderate use of stimulants,

where many readers have urged me to Blne-Ribbonise Knowledge.
I have held a middle course on the Vivisection f|uestion, opposing
equally the brutalities of some vivisectionists and the colder form
of cruelty which some anti-vivisectionists display. So far as I

know, I have no extreme views on any subject. Even in dealing
with the Endowment of Research, supposed by many to be a

subject on which I am rather earnest, I have advocated reasonable
State support in the very papers in which I have most strongly

denounced scientific mendicity and Jlicawberism. I have acted
on the rule, Medio tulissimiis ibis (which a spiritualist friend trans-

lates, "You may very safely visit a medium")—or, rather, my
idiosyncrasies tend that way. E. H's fears were ill-founded.

—

R. P.]

FLINT JACK.

[561]—It may be rather late, but as no one has satisfactorily

answered A. Britland's question, I think the best he could do would
be to write to the Curator of the Wilts and Devon Museum, Salis-

bury, where there is a large collection of forgeries, and a portrait

of Flint Jack, alias Flint Willie, Shirtless, Bones, Ac.

J. E. Okiii.

Letters ik Tvpe.—Brain Troubles, by Dr. Jope; A Luminous

Sea, by H. P. Vacher; Size of Rising Moon, by G. E.; Local

Weather Lore, by Michael Reardcn ; Singular Mental Illusion, by

W. H. Perkins ; A Glass of Wine, by W. H. Johnston, and H. F.

;

Tarnished Daguerreotypes, by A. Brothers ; Physiological Experi-

ment, by Z. ; Skeleton Leaves, by E. C. X. ; The Use of Dmnken-
ness, by J. Ralph ; Talking Canary, &c., by Charles L. Cane ; Turkish

Tobacco, by Tnnbcki ; Xew Method of Preserving Organic Bodies,

by W. Mattieu Williams; Defects of Bicycles, by John Browning
and H. T. Round ; Hot and Cold Drinks, by JI. D. ; Jordan-Glycerine

Barometer, by C. J. W. ; A Poisonous Lizard, by Solanum j Botani-

cal Repulsion and Attraction, by Beccabunga ; Singular Rainbow,
by William Ackroyd ; Mechanical Paradox, by C. T. M.

aiiEtofrg to CoritsfponUfiitsf.

*,• All commumcaiioni for Ihe Sdilor requiring earl) aHtnUon ihmilj reach Ihe

Office on or before the Saturday preceding the current itsue of ExowLIDGI, ihe

increating circulation t^f which compete ue to go to prete early in ihe week.
Hints to Cobbespondents.— 1. Ko quettionn aekivq for ecientific information

can be answered through the poet. 2 Ltttere $ent to t)te Editorfor correrpondcnte
cannot beforwarded, vor can the namee or addreeiei of corretpondente be gicen in

anewer to private inguiriee. 3. Correepondenta fhould write on one tide or.ly of the

paper, and put drawingt on a teparate leaf. 4. Each letter thould have a title, and
in replying to a letter, r^erence should he made to its number, the page on which it

appears, and its title,

EGYPTIAN CHRONOLOGY.

Hahyaeds.—With regard to your note, for which I am much
obliged, I can only say that I do not profess to be a chronologist,

or to reconcile Bible statements which differ from each other.

Believing the clear, straightforward, unvarnished tale of Exodus
to be the original version, and the later variations mere departures
from the original, I have preferred to accept the statements in

Exodns, and to abide by them. I believe Abraham, for instance,

to have been laid in the Cave of Macphelah, and not in Sychem,
and I believe the sojourn to have been, most likely, 430 years in

duration. But, as a fact, I doubt all chronological statements
before the time of Shishak and the fall of Jerusalem. Up to that

-time I regard all chronology as merely approximate. We know
how the most ordinary statements of events happening in our o>vn

day, when we have printing-presses and telegraphs, get garbled,

magnified, and turned upside down by mere verbal repetition. And
how much more must statements regarding lapses of time have
become garbled, and magnified, and altered, when repeated from
mouth to mouth, and from generation to generation, in ages when
there was no press, no sifting of evidence, and no means of com-
parison ? It must be observed that I have scrupulously avoided

fixing a date for any of the events relating to Joseph, the Exodns,
Rameses, Ac. I have again and again insisted on the fact that I

use figures and dates onlj- for con reniVnce, and that my dates are

merely approximate, and may be shifted " up or down the scale of

ages" to almost any extent. A. B. E.

Jas. Deaxe. Many thanks for Mr. Russell's paper. He cer-

tainly presents the meteoric theory of the cold snaps in a much
more effective form than any in which it has yet been advanced.

I propose to present his theory presently in a paper which I

will •n-rite on the subject. In passing, however, let me note
that in the extract you send me a mistaken idea is advanced
(without being corrected, as it should have been) that the August
meteor system lies between the earth and the sun in February.
This is certainly not the case..—F. W. wishes to know hoxr, also

(which is harder) why the teeth of cows differ from those of other

quadrupeds.—HrxTiXGFORD wishes to know how best to learn Latin

withont teacher.—J. P. Simpsox. I am much obliged to yon for sketch
of R. W., but fear it will be long before space can be found. British

Association pushes aside so much. Electricity in atmosphere in

type. It is rather technical.—P. T. Letchforp. Letter about
tricycles forwarded to Mr. Browning, who will note it. We are

getting weekly more into arrears with letters, or would insert it.

—

J. Fabry. Probably what you saw was an August meteor, so near
the radiant that its path was almost without apparent length,—in

other words it was moving almost directly towards you. Saying
that it appeared to you " about the size of a hen's egg, relatively,"

does not convey a clear idea of its apparent size. You should have
mentioned how far off an egg would be to appear about ns largo as

your meteor. Then again, what sort of hen ?— SI. Tester. We
iiave asked " Natator," and he tells us ho thinks those india-

rubber collars may be used without harm ; they certainly help

some learners ; but you should only use them so as to learn as

quickly as possible to do without them.—T. R. Ai.ux.sox. Every
one knows what a " caul " is ; but if any one wants to sell n caul,

and thinks some one may want to buy one, what is it to us ?

—

W. G. S. notes that the stono objects referred to by W. M.
probably do not exist in " flint," as it is doubtful whether
there is true Hint in South Africa. He refers readers to

"Journal of Anthropological Institute," vol. xi.. p. 12ft. — Al.o.

Bray. You aro quite right. The chance that the letters of the

sentence " Up, Guards, and nt them." will be drawn in their right

order from an urn containing seventeen alphabets, or 442 letters, is

not what I said in the number for Julv 31, but
17'»xl6«x"l5

.441

I hope G. A. D. will notice the correction, and excise my mistake

—

which I cannot exjilain. Jly answer implied that becanpe there

were 2 u's in tho sentence, there were 34, not 17, ii's in the urn,

and so forth; but why I shotdd have imagined this at the moment.
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1 i-aimot imagine now.—C. L. Cane. Your letter sent to printers,

but may be delayeil -eij;lit or uiue pages of letters waiting.

^J. E. UrosoN. What is there to explain? It is pretty

obvious that if you buy 30 omnges at two for a Id., and 30
•t three for a Id., you pay 25d. ; while if you sell the lot

at two for 2d., you get only 2 W., or lose Id. If you mean
that one could ex|>eet anteeedently neither loss nor gain, I would
invite vou to notice that by taking 10 sets of 20 oranges from the

first lot, and combining with 10 sets of 3, made up out of the

second lot. yon can make up 10 seta of 5, for each of which you
paid 2d. There rvmain 10 oranges of the first lot, for which you
paid 5d. If now yon sell these for 4d., yon are antecedently likely

to h«o a penny by the transaction. If there had been 20 at 2 a

penny, and 30 at 3 a penny, the 50 might have been sold at 5 a

penny, with neither loss nor gain. Such proportions should always
hold to imtke the bargain sound.

—

Tinbeki. Pray excuse long
deUy in thanking you for sample of Persian tobacco. I wanted
your letter to Bp|>ear long since.—A writer with hieroglyphic sig-

nature asks nine questions, most of which are such as only advanced
students of astronomy would take interest in, and thcu would know
the answers. Among the rest, occurs this question, " Is there any
way to do subtraction and addition by logarithms ? " Why, certainly.

Thus, suppose yon wish to subtract 2 from 7. Double the logarithms
of "and 2, and find of what numbers the results thus obtained are the
logarithms. Divide the difterenceof these numbers by the sum of 7 and
2 ; the quotient mil be what you want. Some prefer to subtract 2
directly from 7.— Epsilo.v, who will soon be a Durham B.A., wishes to
know the best means of becoming a surgeon in the least possible time.

He lives near a good medical school at Owen's College, Manchester.
—J. W. liiMirnBoYn. Would insert your interesting letter 'if not
overcrowded. It seems to me the good effect of exercise you
mention arises from the stimulus to the circulation. Quite agree
with you alx)ut the pleasant effect of a single glass of wino when
mind is ilij ressed or bixly wearied. Ucware, however; it is a deadly
poison ; that single glass, perhaps once or twice a week, is absolutely
certain to kill yon in less than a century.—M. M. Williamson.
Would return the letter on Blasphemy, but fear it was not pro-

served.

ASTRONOMICAL.

B. M., F. N. C. R.—" F.R.C.S." promises ns to look at Z Cancri
and Stmve 175 (Bird's Star near Castor) as soon as they come into
.•I rather more favourable position. Just now it is between 3 and

.i.m. before either of them is 30' high.

CHEMICAL.
Kelt.—For the Advanced Stage in Inorganic Chemistry, Science

and Art Department, the following works may bo studied :

—

Theoretical, Rosooe's "Elementary Chemistry," for Practical
Analysis ; laeo's " Inorganic Chemistry," published by Longmans <t

Co. The latter also gives a considerable portion of the theoretical
dirisionof the subject. (Answers to two other querists were inserted
in No. 3<;, under the heading "Cekto.")— Iota. 1. The flame
from a Itun»4>n burner if hotter when air is mixed with the gas tlian

when the gn.s is simply burnt in air, because the more intimate
mixture of oxygen gas (a constituent of air) with the coal gas
(comixiHod of hydrogen and carbon) produces a much more
complete state of oxidation or combustion.

BOTAXICAL.
K. C. H. (Worthing).—Perhaps my explanation of the difference

between t'ernniums and [lelargoniumg was a little too condensed.
All fK-largoniuma have one sepal with n spur, the spur being com-
bined with the flowcr-stnlk or pedicle. The best way to under-
stand th'ir structure is tirst to take a common nasturtium or Indian
creM (Tr'-jnrolum nuijwi) and liend back its spur till it touches the
stalk. Now, imagine the two firmly grown together, and you have
exactly the arrangement of the pelargonium. There are always
two 7ietalii more or lens unlike the other three ; at the base of these
and l»-twt<n them lies the hollow tube or spur— the "small deep
liole " which yon mention. Thiii runs along the flower-stalk as far
aa the little prfdulK^rance, where the honey is secreted. If you cnt
acrms the ttalk with a ri^n-knifein successive slices you can readily
follow up the tul)0 t'j this jKjint. A little examination will show yon
how the part« of the flower are spccinlisi.'d for fertilization by the
but'- rfr . -*IM. iri»/rt II.. Ir I..i.i.' pnAnmcPH into the tube. Observe
•-; 'I'irity first.nndafterthey have
>'''

' - five rays and turns upward so
' iiiHeet which brings it jKillen
'•' ! you mention as to the leaves
is q'li'- ui.;.,iin.l.<l. .< V. I! (MiimUiwn). Cap<!r spurge (K«-
jiJiortia lalh'jrit) it acrid and poisonous. I did not know Ijcforo
tl>M it prfiduced an eruption ; but if yon happened to have any

slight cnt on your lingers, some of the poisonous juice might easily

have got into your blood. The plant derives its very mfsloading
name from the .fact that its capsules slightly resemble capers; but
many people have bcou more or less poisoned by rashly concluding
that'they could ]>icklo and eat thorn with impunity.

GEOLOGICAL.
Fli.nt-Jack. I notice that no rejily has yet lieen given to the

query as to the time and place of the death (if lie be dead f) of tho
celebrated fabricator of stone implements and other spurious an-
tiquities, whose great misfortune it was to be born about five

thousand years too late. When I became Curator of tho Leicester

Museum, in 1872, I found that the institution possessed severnl

specimens of his handiwork ; but a knowledge of his abilities had
by this time become widely disseminated, and it is a fact that ho
was only able to sell somo really good examples of neolithic Hints

by offering them as his own workmanshi|i ! During tho no.\t two
or three years he was frequently an inmate of tho Leicester work-
house. About this time 1 carefully watched his mode of chipping
flint, and certainly his dexterity in manipulating that refractory

substance was very great. After breaking a flint nodule in

half with a heavy hammer, he would select a portion, and
by smart blows delivered from tho elbow, detach long, knifo-

liko flakes, guiding and lengthening tho fracture by tho

pressure of liis fingers. Tho flakes so obtained ho would
fashion into knives, saws, <tc., by rapid up and down blows
of a thin iron rod, bent at one end. 1 often tried to induce him to

attempt the imitation of some of tho wonderful Danish daggers or

spear-heads, made out of Hint, yet not much thicker than card-

board, and having surfaces rippled in the most beautiful manner,
Over these he always shook his head and repeated again and again.
" 'tis a harbariniis art, lost to mankind !

" One day, I think it was
the autumn of 1875, ho came to the Museum in unwonted alarm,
and announced his intention of making an early departure, for
" they were dying off like flies at tho workhouse, and ho would
sooner die in a ditch." This was the last I saw of Edward Simp-
son; irreclaimable scamp and true tramp though he was, I cannot
help a kindly feeling for him, and 1 should bo glad to learn, with
your querist, where and liow his wanderings wore ended.—W.
Jekome Haurisun.

TKICYCLING.

Mb. Litciikord.—I had had my attention drawn to the mistaKo
in my article. It was by a slip of tho pen that I described tho
" Ilumber" asa rear-steerer—of course it steers in a similar manner
to a bicycle, by the movement of the front wheels. The truth is

that I had in my mind the title of my article on tho form of the

tricycle, and your correspondent will see that in tho case of tho

"Humber" there arc two large wheels in tho front and one small

wheel behind. Possibly rear-steering machines may not prove well

fitted for riding at tho very highest or, in other words, racing

speed. But I doubt if this would materially affect their sale.

When, as Mr. Litchford states, the rear-steerer was found un-

steady, both liimself and his fellow-competitor were probably

going at between twelve and fifteen miles an hour. Very
few tricyclists care to ride faster than from eight to

ton miles an hour, and at this rate of speed most of tho rear

steerers I have tried have been fairly steady, thiiugh they might
have been improved in this respect by having the pedals brought
underneath tho rider, and the backbone lengtljeneil in the manner
1 have indicated in my previous article. I think it quite possible

that the greater number of tricycles will, for ilii. future, bo made
of the front-steering type. For ii ulri who purohaso

a machine and wish to ride at -m practice, a
front steerer will bo best, bin i i

i
i Imii tliat the

rear-steering machine need ncciH ;iji1; I- m air. My prin-

cipal object in writing my article w:is to point out that

the ba<l re|)utation this class of machine lias acquired has
been due to errors in constniction. Last year I had an ugly

accident myself while riding a " Salvo," which I believe to bo

the safest of all front-steering machines. In this experience I am
not alone. A well-known and excellent rider turned more than ono
somersault, when running down hill on a " Salvo" a few weeks since.

This year I have ridden only roar-steorers, without any apjjroachto

an accident. Of course, I have ridden carefully when descending

steep or very rough hills. Your correspondent is mistaken in sup-

posing that tho hill-olimbing power of the " Monarch " is duo
entirely to the small size of tho wheels and long cninks. In my
" Monarch" tho cranks have but 4J in. throw, while the " Premier"
I have has cranks with nearly GJ in. throw. Many riders besides

njyBolf will be sorry if manufacturers generally give up making
rear-steering tricycles. I am looking forward to tho " Sterling,"

with its novel application of back-pedalling, being made one of tho

best machines of the day.—Joii.v BuowM.NO, L.T.C.
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&nv iWatDematiral Column,

I
SEND Tou two questions -nhicli I would be glad of a reply to.

The first was intended to be given at e'camination for licensed

surveyors in this colony (New Zealand). Your papers on proba-

bilities suggested No. 2.

—

Toowoomb.4.

Prob. 1.

—

Prove the follov.'iiij method of drav.-in'j tangents to a

circle from a point O.

Drmv any tioo chor.h OAB, and OCD. let AD n,id BC meet in

Y, and CA and DB i« X. Let XY meet the circle in P and Q, then

OP and OQ are the tangents required.

This property is true if ABDC is any conic section, and is most
simjily ]iroved as follows :—OAB and OCD being chords from a

point "(), CA and DB intersect on the polar of O, and so also do AD,
BC. Therefore XY is the polar of 0, and P, Q, in which XI'
cuts the conic, are the points in which tangents from O meets the

conic.

But Toowoomba's letter suggests that the solution of the problem
might probably have been required to be independent of the theory

of polars.

Try then the following,

—

Take OB, OD as axes of y and .f, and let OC =« ; OD = n'; 0A = /?;

and OB=/3'.
Then the equations to CA, BD, CB, and AD, are respectively—

a ^ ir a'^ fy
Hence the equation to XY will be of both the forms

(i),

and .. (i.f-^ )=.

since (i) is the equation of a lino passing through X, and (ii) is the

equation of a line passing through Y. Obviously the only equation
which is of both these forms, and therefore the equation to XY, is

obtained by putting »i = m = l. Hence equation to XY is

Now let the equation to the conic ABDC bo

fi.t' + hxij + cif + dj(! + eij + f=0
Put y = 0, ami divide by x', giving

(iii).

(iv)

The two vaUies of - obtained by solving this qu.idratic are, of

cour.sc, .— and cr — and — ; and we know that tlvia sum
OC OD o a'

= -<!. 'Jims,

L + X =-d, and similurlv — + 4 = " '^•

a „ •
li li'

Hence, equation (iii) may bo written

<!x + ey + 2/=0 (v)

Now let ./, 1/' 1 e the co-ordinates of P, and ,i
',

y" those of Q,
the points in which tangents from meet the cui'vcs ABDC.

Th'Mi we know that the equations to the tangents at P and Q may

{2ax' + by' + d)x+{2ry'-tW + e)y + dx:' + cy' + 2f=0
(Zax" + by" + d)x + (2cy" + bx" + e)yi dx" + ey" + 2f=0.

_

Since these both pass tlirongh the origin, they must be satisfied

when a; = Oand i/= ; that is, we must have
dx' + ey' + 2f = and dx" -H £i/" -I- 2/= ;

Or both the points "P {x'y') and Q (x", y") lie on (v), that is on the

straight lino XY. Q. E. D.

[I have given the proof more fully than is necessary. For
equation (v) is known to bo the equation to the chord through the

points in which the tangents from the origin meet the conic (iv)].

Problem 2.

—

Having iron the first game at whist, it is nsual to lay

the odd:', 5 to 2 on winning the rubber. How are these odds calcu-

lated?

The odds are'incorrect. Independently of the deal, it is an equal

chance that the second game is lost, and also an equal chance

that the third game is lost ; so that the chance is i x i or i that

the rubber is lost by the wieners of the first game. The odds are,

therefore, 3 to 1 in favour of their winning. With the deal they

are rather more than 3 to 1 ; without the deal the odds are rather

less than 3 to 1.— En.

(J^ur ClifSs Column.
By Mepiiisto.

SOME GENERAL REMAIiKS UPON THE STRATEGY OF
THE GAME.

The First Move.

MANY of our readers who know the rudiments of Chess play,

cannot follow the analysis of an ordinary game without feeling

somewhat disappointed. Such a game will present to them many
unintelligible points, which they cannot explain themselves. They

wish to know the precise reason for every move. We will endeavour

this time to satisfy—and, let us hope, improve—this weaker class

of om- Chess patrons.

1. P to K4.

We have a lively recollection of the despair of a young man who,

when playing with a young lady, was, with great perseverance,

asked why people always played 1. P to K4, and why not any other

move. The only answer he could give was, everybody begins with

that move. This, however, did not satisfy the inquirer at all, who
wanted reasons. In our opinion there are various reasons, based on

the theoretical foundation of the game. Firstly, the Pawn occupies

as nearly as possible the centre of the board, and is intended to

form the nucleus of a force which, being centrally posted, has the

greatest command over the enemy's camp, both to the right and

left. A good position is the first step towards the attack which

leads to victory. Secondly, P to Ki liberates two very important

pieces, namely, the Queen and the King's Bishop. The more

squares your pieces command, the more you limit your opiionent's

possible moves, and as the game proceeds, if you succeed in con-

centrating the commanding action of your pieces on one of your

opponont'.s Iii. (•.=, \nu will cut ..ft' the defence or retreat of such a

piece, and ciipl HI r'ii : ;iih1 m .M:itc is nothing but the successful

posting of VMiii- pi. < (^ in Ml, !i ;i c.ninianding position as to cut off

tho defence nr rem :ii ..f tli.' li..>tik' King. Like every otherpotent

fact, this proof can also be mathematically demonstrated. By
moving 1. P to K4, your Bishop has the command over five squares

and the Queen over'four— viz., B to RC and Q to R5. This gives

nine moves, and it is imi)Ossiblo by any other first move ou the

board to obtain tho command over nine squares by tho pieces

liberated. 1. P to Q-t only gives the command over seven squares

by the Queen aud the Queen's Bishop. This undoubted mathema-

tical inferioritv is, however, counterbalanced by the fact that in

reiily to P to Q-i your opponent cannot reply with the superior

move of P to K4, as then the Pawn could be captured, which neces-

sitates P to Q4 in reply to 1. P to Q4. Thirdly, the King's Bishop's

Pawn is the weakest point in an opponent's camp, it being only

jirotectod bv the King, and 1. P to K4 enables B to B4 to follow,

also Kt to KU3. Both these pieces indirectly threaten the Pawn
on KB7, the Bisliop from B4, and tho Knight from Kl5, where it

might be plavcd to, or the Queen from, R5, where it also might be

played prior 'to or after moving tho Knight. Of course. Black has

a ready defence, but while he is defending. White develops lus

forces, and is enabled soon to bring his King into safety by

Castling.
1. P to K4.

For the student this is, no doubt, the best reply, althcu^h one
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other more is possible, which, however, can only bo ventured on
after a certain proficiency has been obtained in the strategy of tlie

inuie. This is 1. I' to K3, the only object being nt once to make
imiKissible ail the various combinations in connection with the com-
ma!.. lin.- :uti..u ,f the Bishop on m. Pto K3 also leaves Black
lil' : r, unlike P to K+, the Pawn is not attacked by
\V _ A- lo KB3. P to K3 may bo followed up by
1'

: ibout nu e<|uul development of forces. The
»'• -nt by the reply of P to K3 is called the French
dif. !:.••. V..rii.:i< i.ther first moves are possible for Black, such as

L P to QB4, the Sicilian defence, and 1. P to QKt3, the fianchetto

;

but all iheso moves necessitate P to K3 sooner or later, ond there-

fore belong to thot latter category.
Having at some length dwelt upon the general principles that

govern an opening, we will now .proceed more briclly with a gunu-
itself.

1. P to K4 1. P to Kl
2. P to KB4

Temiwrarily abandoning a Pawn, but on Black taking this Pawn,
White will be partly compensated by o()taining a strong centre by
beiii.; enabled to play P to Q-t later on, wliicli, likewise, threatens
Black's Pawn on B5, the defence of wliicli is difficult, and gives
White a splendid opportunity for attack.

2. P takes P
Theoretically, Black ought to bo able to maintain this Pawn, but

the defence is extremely difficult. Should the second player elect not
to eip^ise himself to the attack, ho can reply either with 2. P to Q4,
or 2. B to B4, both of which yield a fair defence.

3. B to B4
This is called the Bishop's Gambit, in distinction from tho King's

Knij.-ht's Gambit, brought about by 3. Kt to KB3.
3. Q to U5 (ch)

It is now gi-nerally acknowledged that before giving this check it

is advisable to play 3. P to Ql first, thereby voluntarily giving up
ihe Pawn, but freeing the Queen's Bishop, and relying upon tho
inferior position of tho White King, which ought to "toll in tho End
yame.

4. K to Bsq
The only safe move

4. P to QKt4
\Viih the intention of diverting tho Bishop from his commanding

I -ition.

5. B takes KtP 5. Kt to KB3
li. Kt to KB3

• To displace the l^uecn from her present position ; for instance, by
playing Kt to Kto Black would threaten Mate by Q to B7, and aleo
<hnaten the Pawn on K2. Had White played G. P to K5, Black
would have replied with Kt to Ko, threatening the same Mate, and
also to win the exchange by Kt to Kt G{ch).

6. Q to ns
7. P to Q3 7. Kt to H4

Tlireatcning Kt to Kt6(ch), retiring the Knight from where it

ran bo attacked by P to K5, and olso serving to defend tho
Bishop's Pawn.

». Kt to R4
Preventing Kt to Kt6(ch), and with a view to an attack by
Kt to Ho.

8. Q to Kt4
The intention being to escape tho menacing move of Kt to B5 by
attacking Ijoth the Bishop and tho Knight.

;t. Kt to B.-, 9. P to QB3
At first sight 9. P to KKt3 looks better, as it threatens to win a
piece should White retire tho Kt to Q4 by Black plaving B to Kt2.
But in r..ply f. fl. P to KKt3, White wotild have played P to KK4,
and, after tlK." Black (^ueen retiring to KB3, it iM clear Black cannot
take the Knight, as this would leave his own Knight unjirotccted,
and to be captnre<l bv the White Queen with a good game.

10. K t'oKt«f|.
A mairnifircnt move, the force of which will bo seen as the attack,

ivl.i. h ii tlw.Teby initiated progresses.

10. P takes B
11. P to KKt4 11. Kt to KB3
\2. Pto KlU 12. Q toKtS
13. P to K5

\Vhit«'i object in giving np his Bishop ia now more api>arcnt, ho
"'•ly iireuc* the hostile Queen.

13. Q to Kt4
14. Q to B3

Tiiis threatens the dangerous move of Bishop takes Pawn, which
1 k cannot prcTcnt.

14. KttoKtsq
n.akc ror/m for the Queen.

1.5. n take P 15. Q to U3
IG. QKt to B3

Further strongthcuing liis attack by threatening Kt to Q5, or

Kt takes QKtP.
IG. B to B4

17. Kt to Q5 17. Q takes P
Black had nothing bettor. This is tho only move which guards

his KKtP against Kt takes P(ch).

18. B to QG
A most wonderful power of perception. It further embarrasses

Black's game. Ho cannot take that Bishop on pain of mate in four

moves as follows. 18. B takes B. 19. Kt takes B(ch), K to Qaq,

20. Kt Hikes P(ch), K to Ksq. 21. Kt to QG(ch), K to Qsq.

22. Q to HS mate. White disregards the loss of his Hooks for tho

sake of attack.

18. Q takes Il(ch)

19. K to K 2

Wliite'.s object in giving up tliis second Rook is to bo enabled to

)ilay Kt takes KtP(ch) ; it would, therefore, havo boon better for

Black not to take tho Kook, but play his Queen to Kl7, so as to

defend his Paw-n on KKt2 as long as possible.

19. B takes R
20. P to K5

White now threatens mate in two by Kt takes KtP(cli), K to

Qsq, and B to B7 mate.
20. KttoQRS

Black's intention was of course to prevent tho check with tho

B on H7 after Kt takes P(ch) and K to Ksq, but B to R3 would havo

been better for that purpose, as it would havo provided a retreat

for tho King on QBsq and QKt2. White now eftocts a mate in

three moves in a highly ingenious manner.
21. Kt takes P(ch) 21. K to Qsq
22. Q to BGch

Now of course tho Knight must take, wliieh enables White to

play.

23. B to K7 mato.
We have purposely selected this game, wliich by siiiiie is con-

sidered the finest game over played, and is known as tho imniortal

game in which White was played i)y tho late Professor Andersen

and Black by L. Kieserit/.ky. Wo hope its perusal will give our

readers a good insight into the strategy and combination of Chess.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*,* Please addrea» Cheas-Editor.

Herbert Jacobs.—Problem will receive attention.

II. B. Kinipton wishes to play a garao by correspondence.

Leonard P. Rees.— 1. K to Q2 does it.

Mebsuta.—Pray learn tho English notation ; tho King cannot

give mate.
J. G.—Problem 49. If B to Bsq, llien P lukca B, beconios a

Queen, and mates.
Correct solutions received of Problem No. ."jl l)y Aryco (etc.),

C. S. Bright, T. Wilson MorriH, A. Wahltuch, .1. K. Milne, Squire,

Charles llarlley, .lohn Watson, Sydney llerbeit, and llorbort Jacobs.

Problc'in No. 52. fieo. II. Bonner, Schmucke, J. K. Milne, H.

.Seward, Leonard P. Uees, and Borrow.
Problem No. 53.—W. C. Thomas, Borrow, H. Seward, J. K.

Milne, Schmucke, Sydney Herbert, Geo. H. iionner, and Herbert

Jacol)a.

Incorrect solutions of No. 50, 11. f!. Watson. No. 51, J. fi.,

A. J. H., F. J. C, :uul Th. I.. Junes. No. H'l, W. C. Tlionias ami

Sydney Herbert.

The Bick Number.

tiio po>t.
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Discovery of a Co.met.—A circular from Lord Craw-
ford's Observatory at Dunecht says :

— " Monsieur Cruls
telegraphs from Rio Janeiro, by the Science Observer Code,

the discovery of a comet on September 11-718 M. T. (Riol)

in R. A. 9h. 48min ; Dec! - 2° 1'. M. Cruls says that it

is visible to the naked eye, and is probably the expected
Comet Pons of 1812."

Mr. a. Aixslie, of the Common, Ealing, says the Times,
telegraphed to us yesterday :

—"This morning, at 10. -1.5, I

found a magnificent comet west of the sun about G rain,

and about 1-3° south. It is approaching the sun rapidly,

and is, no doubt, the comet referred to in the Earl of

Crawford's Circular, No. .5-1." [For Mr. A. Ainslie, of the
Common, Ealing, read Mr. A. .Ainslie Common, Ealing.

—

Ed.]

The Use of Balloons in War.—The objection to the
use of balloons in war time always has been the possibility

of the enemy firing at and disabling them, to the certain
death of the unfortunate occupant Mr. A. Cooper Key
writes to a daily paper suggesting a plan by which this

risk could be obviated. He proposes that a small captive
balloon, from which four cameras fi.xed to a square frame
are suspended, should ascend to a given height—say half
or three-cjuarters of a mile ; the four lenses, previously
focussed, must be towards the earth, and closed with in-

stantaneous shutters, capable of being moved by galvanic
battery, the wires from which could bo carried by the
rope which tethers the balloon, and the frame in which
cameras are fixed should have facing plates at an angle of
45°, and be prominently painted in diilbrent coloured
symbols which could be clearly read oft" from the field of
observation. The officer in charge should be provided with
a field-glass, mariner's compass, and a sheet of ptiper with
symbols painted to correspond with those on tlie camera
frame, so as to note the position of balloon the instant
contact is made by means of the battery. Thus, when the
balloon is brought to earth, the exact situation in which
the pliotograph was taken can be ascertained.

Edison v. Maxim.—A suit has been brought by the
Edison Company against H. E. Maxim for infringing
Edison's incandescent lamp patents. The trial will probably
take place in Paris in November next.

—

Electrician.

The Enyineer says :—The unsanitary condition of cer-

tain towns in the United States has drawn attention to

the fact that wooden houses, and especially wooden founda-
tions, are liable after a certain time to cause malarial

symptoms. So many malarious attacks have been expe-
rienced of late years in San Francisco that the medical
men began to suspect the buildings, especially as the
structures themselves, which are nearly all built on wooden
foundations, began to show disturbances, cracks appearing
in the walls, and the floors settling. Scientific investigation

into the causes of these troubles points to the fact that the
wood used in the foundations becomes decayed by contact
with the sand, which destroys its fibre and leaves it porous
and brittle. The next stage in the process is the formation
of a fungus growth from the edge of the wood, composed of

infinitesimal insect life, which burrows the remaining
wood until its vitality is gone, and the insect itself dies.

Physicians attribute many of the unpleasant smells and
the bad health that hang about the inhabitants of these
dwellings to this malarial condition, which to a great

extent disappears as soon as proper foundations are sub-

stituted for those of wood. There are doubtless many old

houses in this country which, without being actually

dangerous to health, have constantly hanging about them
a damp odour of decay, giving rise to malaise, and it is

most probable that the woodwork will in many cases be
found to be permeated by insect life.

Ancient Works in Florida.—The Traiers Jlerald de-

scribes the finding of an ancient work in digging a canal

between Lakes Eustis and Dora, to open up the more'

southern lakes of the great lake region of Florida. The
first excavations revealed the existence of a clearly-defined

wall lying in a line toward the south-west, from where it

was first struck. The wall was composed of a dark brown
sandstone, very much crumbled in places, but more distinct,

more clearly defined, and the stone more solid, as the digging

increased in depth. The wall was evidently the eastern

side oC an ancient home or fortification, as the slope of the
outer wall was to the west. About eight feet from the
slope of the eastern wall a mound of sand was struck, em-
betlded in the muck formation above and around it This

sand mound was dug into only a few inches, as the depth of

the water demanded but a slight increased depth of the

channel at that point ; but enough was discovered to

warrant the belief that here on the north-western shore of

Lake Dora is submerged a city or town or fortification

older by centuries than anything yet discovered in this

portion of Florida. Small, curiously shaped blocks of sand-

stone, some of them showing traces of fire, pieces of pottery,

and utensils made of a mottled flint were thrown out by
the men while working waist deep in water. One spear-

head of mottled flint, five and a-lialf inches long by one
and a-quarter inches wide, nicely finished, was taken from
the top of the sand mound, and about four feet below the

water level of the lake.

The Telephone in the Divin(vBell.—The Neiocastle

Chi-onic/e says the telephone has been applied as a means
of signalling between the workmen in the River Wear
Commissioners' diving-bell and the workmen in charge of

tlie crane and air pump for governing the bell, in the craft
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employed for submarine work. A successful trial was

made recently at the entrance to the South Dock, Sunder-

land. The signalling between tlie diving-bell at the bottom

of the river and the machinery in the craft at the

surface was all that could be desired. In fact, everything

that proceetis within the bell can be heard above, every

.stroke of the hammer or whisper of the men. It is woi-tliy

of remark that in this application of the telephone, which

will W exhil>ited at the forthcoming North-East Coast

Marine Exhibition, to be held at the Tj-nemouth Aquarium,

thf workmen in the bell have no necessity whatever to

sp.'ak into the telephone. So long as the telephone is within

the l>ell it records all that is passing. This is not the first

occasion on which the telephone has been applied to the

diving-belL In ilarch, 18S0, an experiment similar to the

above was made at the Earl Grey Dock, Dundee.

TnE FocR Gre.\t Ponrs.—Liverpool ranks as the most

important port in the world, n-ith an annual tonnage of

2.G47,372 ; London stands second, with a tonnage of

2,.!30,68S ; Glasgow third, with 1,432,364 ; New York
fourth, with a tonnage of 1,153,676. As a manufacturing

city. New York leads the world.

A Coloured Re.\ctiox of Atropine and Daturine.

—If a specimen of either of these alkaloids or of their salts

is covered with a little fuming nitric aciil, let dry upon the

water-bath, and when cold moistened with a drop of potassa

diisolved in absolute alcohol, a violet colour is instantly

produced, and soon passes into a fine red. Only the violet

colour is characteristic, as strychnine also gives a beautiful

red colour if similarly treated. According to the author,

0-000001 grm. of atropine sulphate can thus be detected.

None of the other important alkaloids give a similar

reaction.

—

D. Vitali.

Mr. Joseph M. Coi.i.iM.irAM writes as follows in the

Tim^s alx)ut dogs Vmrking at horses :—Allow me, as an old

dog fancier and one who has had most kinds of sporting

dogs, and who htm broken and trained various kinds, to say

that not one in a hundred dogs ever shows the annoying

fault of barking at horse.s, but that when one does contract

this fault it is all but an impossibility ever to break him of

it ? The offender will disregard all rating or scolding, and

soon lieeomes crafty enough to keep out of the way of the

whip. He l>ecomes a dangerous brute from this habit of

barking in front of, or at the heels of, any passing horse,

and is deservedly looked upon by any equestrian or driver

as an ill-conditioned cur, which only a dose of poison or a

charge of shot will cure. My obserNktion leads me to say

that collies or shepherd dogs and retrievers are the most
frequent oflTenders, and the former are sometimes dangerously
savage.

A Bertiion Bo.\t in a Gale.—We made reference to

this Vioat a few months ago, when referring to the Naval
and Submarine Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall.

What we then said is fully Ijome out by the following

oxtract from T/f En/iin/-^r —"It has been believed by
many that the remarkable collapsible boats invented by
Rev. R L Berthon, and now coming into general use,

though good for some purposes, could never stand the t(;st

of a gale of wind or compete with other boata in sailing

powers. To prove the fallacy of this opinion, Captain

Frederick Harvey, R.N., and Captain Whalley Nicholson,

ventured to take an ocean trip in a 2Sft. boat of this kind,

built at Romsey for the Union Company. With four

seamen they embarked in the s.s. Fsqniho, by the per-

mission of the Royal Mail Company, on Friday, the 11th
inst. On Monday the 1 1th, the boat and its crew were put
overboard about 100 miles west of the Scilly Isles. There
was a very strong wind and high sea. Owing to the thick

weather and constant rain, the lioat's crew got no observa-

tions, and when they ascertained their whereabouts by
hailing a ship, they found themselves about sixty miles

west of Cape Finisterre ; they then bore away more to the

north, and reached the Scilly Isles on Saturday at 3 a.m.

Here they stayed till Sunday, the 20th, at 4 p.m., when in

more than half a gale of wind they started again for South-

ampton, and made the wonderful run of 240 miles to the

Needles in thirty-five hours. Wo believe this is quite un-

precedented for a ship's boat. Sometimes they logged more
than ten knots an hour. That an open canvas boat should

live in such a stormy sea as would ha\o swamped any other

is remarkable enough ; but that she should have been able

to carry sail through it all, and at such tremendous speed,

is quite astonishing. The courage and skill of Captain

Ilarvey and his able coadjutor. Captain Nicholson, an
ollicer in the army, were admirably displayed in starting

again from Truro after encountering such a gale of wind
as they had in skirting 'the Bay of Biscay from south to

north. One member of the crew—who were all volunteers

—was the Ijoatswain of the unfortunate T>'v.tov, wrecked

at the Cape last year. This man expressed his wish to

join the party in order to prove that it was no fault of the

P.erthon boat on Itoard the Teuton that it did not save the

passengers. His testimony on this point concurs with that

of all the other survivors, that the said boat was never

lowered nor opened at all, but, like others of the boats, went

down with the ship. The total distance run on this occasion

could not have been much less than SCO miles, and when it

is consid(^red that the whole time she bore the brunt of the

gale which raged hero in the beginning of last week, we
have abundant proof that Berthon boats arc not exceeded

in seaworthiness and speed l)y any otliei's in the world.

The boat is now afloat in the inner dock at Southampton,

and has not suffered in the smallest degree. She has been

visited Ijy a great many members of the British Association.

The dimensions of the boat are as follows : — Length,

2.S ft. 4 in. ; breadth, 8 ft. in. ; depth, 3 ft. 9 in. When
.shut against the bulwarks of a ship her width is 22 in.

with all her gear stowed in her, such as masts, sails, oars,

water-beakers, and anchors. Tlie time required to open,

set up, and lower such a boat is less than one minute. It

was done before IGO members of the Jiritish Association

on Saturday last in forty-five seconds. It is an interesting

question whether the great ela.sticity of these boats has not

something to do with their unusual speed."

The woodcut intended to ilJustr.ate the " Improved
Ruler," recently patented by Jlr. G. L. K'nox, of NcwJ

York, was accidentally printed upside down in a portio

of our last issue. We now append it in its correct form.
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ANTIQUITY OF MAN IN WESTERN
EUROPE.

By Edward Clodd.

COXCLUSIOX.

THE general character of the deposits in Kent's Hole

resembles so closely that of the accumulations in

bone caverns of the Continent, that reference to these

would be needless but for the presence in them of certain

relics of palteolithic art which are rare in English caves

and, so far as is known, altogether absent from Xeolitliic

deposits, as the "kitchen-middens " of the Baltic shores and

the lake-iillages of Switzerland. The exploration of rock-

shelters in the Dordogne by Lartet and Christy brought to

light a series of scratched or etched fragments of bone and
stone remarkable for their graphic sketches of animals of

the reindeer period, and for their witness to the advance

which Cave-man had attained over his predecessor of the

Drift That such work as this was done, implies not only

the existence of the germs of art, but also leisure for

their cultivation, and places man of the Ancient Stone Age
on a level of culture not inferior to that of savages yet

extant
On pieces of ivory, horn, schist, &c., we find rude, but

spirited, pictures in outline, sometimes lightly shaded, of

the OS, the horse, the cave-bear, man, and, as evidence of

his wanderings to the coast, of the whale and seal. The
attitude of the animal is often ingeniously adapted to the

shape of the material, as in one specimen where the pre-

historic, certainly pre-Rapha>lite, artist, working on a fi'ag-

ment of reindeer's horn, has doubled up the fore-legs under
the belly and stretched out the hind-legs along the blade of

the poignard into which the horn was converted. But
among the many specimens unearthed, the most striking—if

we except that of a reindeer feeding, which was found in the

Kesslerloch cavern, near Schafl'hausen—is that of a mam-
moth, or woo'ly-haired elephant, on a fragment of ivory,

the long hair and curved tusks being faithfully drawn,
while the feet are hidden, as it were, in the long grass

through which the creature waded. That we are enabled
to say the sketch is faithful is owing to the discovery of

frozen carcasses of the mammoth in Siberia, with solidified

blood and flesh—in fact, in such perfect condition that even
microscopical sections of some of the delicate internal

tissues have been made from them. But the mammoth
and the grave that thus preserved him deserve a chapter
to themselves, for which, perhaps, space may hereafter be
accorded in Knowledge.
With the materials from the bone-caves, we are able to

compose a fairly distinct picture of the rude tribes which
roamed over Europe at a period subsequent to the savages
of the Drift, yet enormously remote from the earliest

immigrants of the Newer Stone Age. Leading the wan-
dering life of triljes dependent for food on the chase, thoy
camped-out by the river-side, under trees, or huts built of

branches, resorting, as need arose, to tlie surer protection
of the cavern and the rock-shelter. With the barbed
spears and arrows, so common among their relics, they
caught the fish and shot the fowl ; trapping, stalking (as a
sketch from the Duruthy case shows), or killing with pon-
derous weapon of stone bigger game, as tlie reindeer, bison,
horse, sometimes the mammoth, rhinoceros, and cave-bear.
The flesh, cut into pieces with flint-knives, was cooked in
vessels of wood or skin (for no traces of pottery occur),
into which were dropped hot stones as "pot-boiler.s."

The bones were split for the marrow. The skins, scraped
with flints and sewn with bone needles threaded with
sinew, were welcome covering under the cold conditions of

the Reindeer period—albeit, man was a more hairy creature

than now, and, as portraits from the Pyrenees caves show,

he protected his hands with long gloves. Reference has

been made already to indications of the use of " rouge " by
palaeolithic ladies in the red oxide of iron found in English

and Continental caves, and to this may be added the dis-

covery of necklaces of skulls and teeth, some of these

last of the lion and the bear. They were, perhaps, given

as proofs of their daring by the "braves" of the period !

Absolutely ignorant as we are of the whence and
whither of Drift-man, we are in like case respecting Cave-

man, although able to fix with more precision the limits of

his range. That he has no representatives among the races

of Europe is certain, but from evidence based on kindred

habits of life, artistic feeling and physical features inferred

from relics, as, for example, the smallness of hand from the

size of weapons and implements, some authorities regard

the Eskimo as his lineal descendants, " banished now, like

the musk-sheep, to the inclement regions of North America,

and isolated from all other peoples." Similarities such as

the above are, however, no suflicient proof of ethnical

relationship, and no definite opinion for or against the

connection between Cave-man and the Eskimo can be given-

Such clue to deterioration of race as the remains of

Pak-eolithic man themselves would furnish is imhappily

missing. The exceeding scarcity of human bones, both in

the drift and in caverns, does not, however, afiect the con-

clusions respecting man's high antiquity and primitive

savagery drawn from relics of undoubted human origin

imbedded in ancient deposits, and there are many reasons

which explain that scarcity. A sufiicing cause is at hand
in the changes, vast in their cumulative efiect, wrought
upon the earth's surface by rain, frost, torrent, and
chemical agents. Nature, so careful of the type, " so care-

less of the single life," is stiU less careful to preserve its

dead framework : and when we remember that all her
energies work for its conversion to uses of the lining, we
cease to wonder at the imperfection of the geological record

and at the small proportion of fossil remains of organisms,

even of the giant reptilians of Secondary times and the huge
mammalians of Tertiary times. The numerical inferiority

of man to the animals surrounding liim, especially hyrenas,

which would spare none of his bones, further explains

their absence, as does the fact cited by Sir John Lubbock,
that in the gravel beds of St Acheul, "no trace has ever
been found of any animal as small as man. The larger and
more solid bones of the elephant and rhinoceros, the ox,

horse, and stag, remain, but every vestige of the smaller

bones has perished." Coming to our own time, when the

Lake of Haarlem, on which there had been many wrecks
and naval engagements, was drained, only scanty fragments
of Spanish and other vessels were found in it, and not a
single human bone.

When we contrast man's fragile body with tlie imperish-

able nature of his earliest implements, the sparseness and
fitfulness of his presence with their countless numbers and
continuous use over an enormous range of time, the scanti-

ness of the one and the abundance of the other bamsh our
surprise while not lessening our regret

In the cave deposits, of which only a general account
has been gi\en in these papers, we touch the last traces

of man's presence in the Pala-olithic Age. As already

set forth, the great gulf of altogether diflerent physical

and climatal conditions separates him from the Neolitliic

races, between whom and the European peoples of to-day
some trace of continuity may be faintly discerned. Yet
the connection between the two is not to be severed, and
the testimony yielded by the chipped flints of the one
and the polished axes of the other points in the same
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direction ; that is, tliat the primitive state of mankind

was one of savagery, tliat tlie farther Lack mquiry is

pushed in everv habital-le quarter of the slol'*?. such cul-

ture as exists is" found to hav,- been preceded >)y barbarism ;

and tliat the savage races of to-day represent, not the

degradation to which, as many assert, mail has sunk, but

the condition out of which all races above the savage have

emerged.

The adherents of the development theory do not overlook

tJie fact that civilisation has been arrested and overthrown

iKcasionally and locallv, for both hemispheres have

witnesses sad enough of' that ; neither do they forget that

knowletlge has been here and there used as an iustruuient

hurtful to culture. But these do not miliUte against the

general result—a progress in which none of us see, or, if

healthily constituted, desire to see, finality.

Note.—Since giving Mr. Wallace's estimate of the

antiquity of man, as based on the rate of accumulation of

stalagmite in Kent's Cavern, I find that this estimate rests

en a misunderstanding, the accretion being reckoned by him

at one-eighth of an inch, instead of one-twentieth of an

inch, in -.'oO years. The estimate, however, remains sufK-

ciently high to support the main argument.

VENUS NEARING TRANSIT.

By the Editor.

rplIE planet Venus is not only interesting just now

JL because of the approaching transit of the planet

across the face of the sun, but also as the ruling star of

Hve. Her movements at present are such that she appears

to be gradually increasing her distance from the sun,

attaining her greatest elongation (east) from him on

September 2G, at one in the afternoon, at which time she

will be separated about 4G° .'51', or T 31' more than half a

right angle from bim. But after tliat time she will draw

gradually nearer and nearer to him on the heavens (it must

be clearly understood when we speak of the distance of

Venus from the sun increasing and diminishing, that we are

not referring to actual distance, but to apparent distance

in the sky). During the first five weeks or so of thi.f

approach, Venus, which has been growing brighter and

brighter since she has been an evening star, will still con-

tinue to increase in brightne.ss, until on November 1 she

will attain her great<;8t brilliancy, after which, during

five more weeks, she will grow less and less bright, as she

draws nftarer and nearer to the sun in the heavens, until

on I>ecemV«;r C she reaches him, and [>asses across his face

towards the west to become a morning star.

Before considering the transit of Venus specially, it may

be well, as Venus is the planet of the evening at present,

to consider her as she pre-sents herself at each passage

through her various phases of app»Arance.

For rather more than eight months Venus is seen as an

evening star, getting brighter and bright<!r slowly, for the

fimt seven montlis, and then getting fainter much more

quickly, until at last she is lf*t to sight In aUiut a fort

night she is seen as a morning star, getting bright«?r and

Virighter quickly during rather more than a month, and

then getting slowly faint<r and faint*fr during seven

months, aft<;r which she can no more lie seen. So that

Venus shinca al*out eight months as a morning star ; aft<;r

this remains out of sight for a>X)ut two months, and is thim

seen as an evening star ; and so she goes on changing from a

morning to an evening star, and from an evening star to a

morning star continually, and always changing in bright-

ness in the way just described.

Venus was called of old the Planet of Love; and when

it was thought that the t.tars rule our fortunes, the rays of

Venus were supposed to do a great deal of good to those

who were born when she was shining brightly. But m
our time, men of sense reject the notion tliat because a star

looks beautiful, like \'eiius, it brings good luck
;
or that

because a star looks dim and yellow, like Saturn, it brings

bad fortune. They know that Venus is a globe like our

own earth, going round the sun just as the earth does.

Our earth seen from Venus looks like a star, just as Venus-

looks like a star to us. And if there are any creatures

living on Venus who can study the stars as we do, they

have quite as much reason for thinking that tJie globe on

which we live brings them good luck, as wo have for think-

ing that tlicir globe brings uk good luck.

Of all the stars we see, Venus is the only one which is

in reality like the earth in size. All the others are either very

much smaller or very much larger. Jlost of them—in fact

all the stars properly so called— are globes of fire like our

sun, and are thousands of times larger than the globe \y(!

live on. A few others are like Venus and the earth, in

not being true stars but bodies travelling round the sun

and owing all their light to him. But it so happens tiiat

not one even of these is nearly of the same size as the

earth ; they are all either very much larger or very much

smaller. ^'enus is the only sister-world the earth has,

among all the orbs which travel round the sun. There

may be others in the far off depths of space, travelling

round some one or other of those suns which we call

" stars," but if so, we can never know that such sister-

worlds' e.\ist, for no telescope could ever be made which

would show them to us.
• , i

And as Venus is the earth's sister-world, so is she her

nearest neighbour, except the moon, which is the earth's

constant companion. The globes which form the suns

family, go round him in paths which lie nearly in the same

level, ^'enus is the second in order of distan earth

the third, and Mars the fourth (Fig. 1 ). So that Mars is our

next neighbour on the outside, and Venus our next neigh-

bour on the inside ; but the path of Venus lies nearer to
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ours than that of Mars, the four planets -which travel

nearest to the sun.

But it will be convenient for us to consider at present

only the paths of our earth and Venus.

Tip. 2.—The paths of Venue and the Earth around the Sun.

(On lh; scale of this fig^ire the Sun's diameter would be little more
than the thickness of the circles, represcntinsj the orbits of

Venns and the Earth. Venus and the Earth would be scarcely

discernible points.)

Fig. 2 shows the shape and size of the paths of Venus
and the earth, S being the sun, the inside circle (with eight

little globes shown upon it) being the path of Venus, and
the outside circle the path of the earth. The earth takes

a year going round her path, while Venus goes round hers

in about seven months and a half, so that just as the two
hands of a clock going round at different rates come to-

gether at regular intervals, so Venus and the earth come
at regular intervals on a line with the sun, as shown at E
and Vj ui Fig. 2. But it will be easier to see what changes

must happen in the appearance of Venus, if we suppose

the earth to stay still as at E, and Venus to go round from
the position V, to all the other places V,, V,, Ac, shown
in the figure. It takes her about nineteen months to get

tlirough all these changes. When she is at V ^ she is very

far away, as the figure shows. Her bright face—that is,

the face the sun shines on—is turned towards the earth

full front, and the face she shows is therefore like 1 in

Fig. .3. She goes on to V„, drawing nearer, and turning a

small part of her dark half towards the earth ; so she looks

as 2, Fig. ;>. At V^ she is still nearer, and turns still more
of her dark half towards the earth ;

looking like 3, Fig. 3.

At V^ she turns rather more than half her dark side

towards the earth, and looks like 4. At this time she

looks much brighter than when she was on any part of the

path from V, to V^. But now she draws up to the place

V , where her dark side is turned fully towards the earth.

Her face is like the horned moon during this part of her

course, but grows larger and larger, until when she is at

V „ it would be as large as .') in Fig. 3, if it could be seen.

But at this time it is out of sight, just as the moon is

before she shows as a new moon. Afterwards Venus goes

through the same changes, but in the reverse order, getting

smaller and smaller, but turning more and more of her
bright face towards us, as shown at 6, 7, 8 and 1, Fig. 3.

Remembering that Venus takes nineteen months in passing

through all these changes, we see how it is that for about

seven months she gets brighter and brighter as an evening

star (this is while she is moving from near V^ toV^).

She then continues about a month more as an evening

star, but growing fainter (while she is moving from V ^ to

near V J. After this she becomes a morning star, growing

brighter for a month or so (while she is moving from near

Vj to Vg). And lastly, for eight months more, remaining

a morning star, she gets gradually fainter (while she is

moving from V^ to VJ.
When Venus is observed without a telescope, she always

looks like a bright point of light, because she is so far from

us. But with a telescope, even a small one, the changes of

shape and size shown in Fig. 3 can be easily seen. They
were first seen by Galileo, the great Italian astronomer, ia

•f f o

Fig. 3.—Showing the Phases of Venus.

the year 1610. If we could only see Venus's bright face

instead of her dark one, when she is nearest to us, we
could learn more about her ; but as it is, Venus cannot be

seen at all when nearest, and the more of her bright face

she turns towards us the farther away she gets. Yet we
have learned many interesting facts about her, and a few
which no one ever could have thought we should learn.

Venus looks very beautiful to us, but our earth must
look far more beautiful to creatures li\'ing on Venus. For,

as is seen from Fig. 2, when Venus is nearest to the earth,

and turns her dark side towards us, the earth turns her
bright face to Venus. If ^'enus looks so bright as she

does when only turning towards us a small half-face like 4

orG (Fig. 3), and when shining on a bright sky, how glorious

must the earth appear when turning a bright disc as large

as 5 (Fig. 2), toward Venus, and shining on a black sky 1

For observe : when Venus is at V,, Fig. 1, the earth E is

on that side of her which is just opposite the sun. The
earth is therefore seen at midnight. So that, beautiful as

our sister-world looks to us, our own world looks still more
beautiful to Venus. It shines at midnight in her sky as a

star far brighter than our star of morning and evening,

and close by it the moon must bo quite clearly seen, now
on one side, now on the other. One cannot but wonder
whether there are creatures on Venus who admire this

beautiful sight in their skies, or try to find out if that

distant world, our own earth, is the abode of living

creatures.

{To be coyi(i7iued.)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

THE unusual activity which has of late pervaded

electrical circles has, as might naturally bo expected,

opened the eyes of many fathers to the fact that a field

promises soon to open, if it be not already opened, in

which there will be free scope for those who devote their

energies to it with a view of making it remunerative.

With so many over-crowded professions before him, on
electrician's prospects are certainly not tlie poorest among
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the many that may present themselves. Under these cir-

cumstances it is not to be wondered at that when
hoiul-jiiii efforts are made to guide young men in paths

electrical, there should l>e a reatly response to an appeal

for pupils. I'ntil recently telegraphy was the only really

practical application of electricity, and as tlie Post-office

engineering staff is recruited from other branches of the

service, the tield was almost limited to the cable companies

and the manufacturers. Very great impetus has, however,

been given to electrical industries by the invention of the

telephone and the secondary battery, and the introduction

of electric lighting into tlie domain of our domestic economy.

In our issue of the 2nd instant we announced tlie re-opening

of the School of Telegraphy and Electrical Engineering.

As this is the largest, and the only general, electrical engi-

neering school, it can scarcely be said to be invidious if we
make a few general remarks upon the institution and its work.

Established in iMit^, it is now in its fourteenth year, and

tlie progress it has made is remarkable. Intended origin-

ally as a school wherein to prepare telegraph engineers and
skilled cable operators, it has de\ eloped into an institution

of such ambitious dimensions, as to declare its ability to

send forth capable men in every practical application of

electricity. Submarine telegraphy, nevertheless, still holds

a very prominent position in the school, and the apparatus

in use is one of the most complete collections in e.xistence.

What may be called a uniquilij is the artificial cable, con-

sisting of a collection of resistance coils and condensers,

so arranged as to exhibit all the phenomena and
all the practical difficulties presented by a real oceanic

cabl& With good teaching cajjacity, this piece of apparatus

is a host in itself, inasmuch as all kinds of imperfections

can be readily and correctly imitated in almost any part of

the circuit Greater interest, perhaps, may be attached to

the apparatus for showing the retardation a current expe-

rienws in traversing a long cable. This apparatus consists

of a series of resistance coils and condensers, having small

receiving instruments at ten different points in the circuit,

representing as many stations on the line from England to

Australia. The receiving in.strunients are similar to the

mirror portion of Thomson's Mirror Galvanometer, in which
a ray of light falls upon a very small and almost imponder-

able mirror attached to a small magnet capable of rotating

around a vertical axis when acted upon by a current

circulating in a coil of wire. It is very interesting and
eminently instructive to notice these magnets with the

mirrors attached moving one after the other, and so

indicating the time taken in charging the whole length of

wire.

In telephony, the arrangements appear good, and every

effort is apparently made to keep pace with the rapid

strides recently made in this branch of the science. Electric

lighting promises to afford a very large field, and the

managers of the school have done well in securing a C II. P.

gas-engine, of an improved make, which they use to drive

dynamo machines of the Gramme, Siemens, and Brusli types.

Arc lanips of several forms are at the disposal of the

students, and in the upper rooms they may Vje seen busy
at work making Fitzgerald incandescent lamps, in which
the fihiment is made from Swedish paper treated with
chloride of zinc. The paper is placed in the hands of the

pupils, and they have Uj carry it through every process

until the lamp is finished. A number of the lamps are

fitted np in a show-room, on the ground-floor, and the
uniformity and brilliancy of the light ftmitt<;d by them is

evidence, to Ray the least, of can-ful training. Having
said thus far of the work of this institution, wc
think we may fairly indulge in a little criticism.

The protipcctus says that six months suffices to

turn out good men. Of course, wo must allow
the managers to bo better judges than ourselves, but
our experience teaches us that an electrician is not so
easily made, and that twelve or eighteen months' assiduous

labour would not be by any means too much. Electricity

occupies a very wide and ever widening field, embracing
also a great deal of what may be called speculative science,

and a man, however studious and gifted, requires to be
possessed of a good groundwork before he can hope to

achieve much in general electrical engineering in the brief

period of six months. If there is any fault to find with
the school itself, it is that it is too electrical, and not suffi-

ciently mechanical. We should much have liked to see

these embryo engineers doing a little real engineering,

making, repairing, and improving all kinds of apparatus,

from the magnetic needle upwards. Nevertheless, an elec-

trician who entered his prof(>ssion a decade or so since

must., on viewing such a building, regard his young com-
petitors with a feeling something akin to envy, for then no
such advantages were od'ered to the most ardent studerit

;

and our hope is that those who go to the School of Tele-

graphy and Electrical Engineering to get an insight into

a new profession, will appreciate the very advantageous
ground they occupy in starting.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS.
By W. J. II. Clark.

WE have now arrived at a slack time for entomologists,

as the number of butterflies and moths which
gladdened our eyes during last month and the preceding

ones has sadly diminished, and very few, comparatively

speaking, are now to be found on the wing. Many arc

dead, and some have found a comfortable home where they

can spend the winter and return to our sight as soon as

the warm sun of spring has peeped out.

The wot weather wo have been having lately has also

been greatly against the entomologist, but if it is more
favourable during the ensuing weeks, we may expect to find

flitting about among the lanes the Small White (Pierih

rope), the Brimstone (Gonopteryx rhamni), the Clouded

Yellow (CoHas edusn), and the Pale Clouded Yellow

{t'oHas J/i/alir), the Comma (Vanessa C.-Album), the Fen-

cock (Va7iessa /rt), the Red Admiral {Vanessa Atalanta),

and the Brown Hairstreak (Thecla Belulo).

Among the Si-uinuid.*;, the Humming Bird Hawk
{Macroglossa Stellalarum) and the rare Convolvulus Hawk
(Sphinx Convolvuli) will be on the wing.

Very few GEOMETRyK are to bo seen now, but probably

the September Thorn (Ennomos erosaria), August Thorn
(Ennomos angnlaria), the Vestal (Sterrha sacraria).

Autumnal Moth (0/)oral>ia filigrammaria), Many Lined

(Phillinhiph'ryr rnrijnnclarin), Treble-bar (Anaitis plagiata),

and the Streak (Chesias spartiala), will be taken during

the course of the month.

We may also expect to have the good luck to find the

Figure of Eight (DUoha crirnleorephala), Pale Oak Eggar

(Trie/dura CraUiyi), Autumnal Bustic (Noclua <jlarrot<a),

Mcrveil du Jour (Ayriopis ApriUna), Flounced Ch(!Stnut

(Aijriopis pislacina). Lunar Underwing (Agriopis lunosa).

Green Brindled Crescent), Misdia Oxyacanlhw), Red Lino

(,)uaker (Orlhnsia lota), Black Rustic (Epimdn nigra).

Centre Barred Sallow (Cirrhedia a-crampcliiKi), Sullow

(Xanl/iia r.nrago). Pink Barred Sallow (Xoiilhiii, kUilijo),

Orange Sallow (Xt;runlhia cilrago), Dusky Lemon Sallow

(Xanlhia gilvago,) the Brick (Xanlhia ferruginea), Lesser

Lute String (Cymalophora dilula), Rosy Rustic
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(Flydrcecia micacea), the Bullrush {Nonagria typhce), and
he Silver Y {Plusia gamvia).

Is^ow is the time to begin pupre digging, as a very large

proportion of our British insects have retired into the

pupal state for the winter, and a great part of them take

up their quarters under the eartL The operation consists

in digging round the roots of trees with a trowel, or a

small spade, preferably the latter, to the depth of about

six inches, and tlioroughly examining the earth as it is

turned up. The modus operandi is first to turn up a

spadeful, and after breaking it into small pieces with the

hands, and tearing all roots asunder, in case any pupie of

the BoMBYClD.E should be present, to carefully scrutinise

every inch of it, and if any chrysalides are found, to pick

them out, box, and bring them home. This requires more
practice than any other branch of insect collecting, as the

pupae are so very often of the same or a similar colour to

the earth by which they are surrounded, that a very

particular examination is necessary to find every chrysalis

contained in the earth just lifted up.

The Reverend Joseph Greene, one of the most careful

and painstaking pupa-diggers ever known, says that
" parks and meadows with scattered timber trees " are the

most likely spots to yield a good harvest, whilst " those

trees from which the surrounding grass has been worn
away by the feet of cattle (in such a manner as to leave a

ring round the trunk, for if the cattle come too close they

do harm) and those situated on the borders or banks of

streams, dykes, Jcc, when the soU is dry and friable, will

be found most remunerative."

The best trees are the oak, ash, beech, and elm, whilst

the poplar, willow, birch, and hawthorn, though not so

good, will often prove very productive.

The following is a short list of the pupa; to be found at

the roots of the first-mentioned trees :

—

Oak.—Oak Beauty {Ainphijdasis prodromar ia). Great
Prominent {Xolodon/a trepida). Lunar Marbled Brown
(Noiodonta chacnia). Marbled Brown {Xotodonta dodonea),

Ash.—December moth (Pcecilocampa popidi), Coronet
{Acromycta Ugiutri), ic.

Beech. — Coxcomb Prominent {Noiodonta camdina),
Square Spot (Tephrosia consonaria), Nut-tree Tussock
(JDemas coryli). Red-necked Footman (Lii/iosia ruhricollis),

&c.

ElM.—Lime Hawk moth (Smerinthus siUtf), Scarce
Umber {{Hyhernia auraukaria). Spring LTsher {Uybernia
leucc^hearia), March moth {Anisopleryx ascnlaria), Spraw-
ler ^I'etasia cassinen), "White Spotted Pinion (Cosmia
dijffinis), Grey Shoukkr-Knot {Xylina rhizolilha), &c.

There are numerous other methods for obtaining pupa?

besides digging, and in next paper we will describe tiie

most generally employed, as space forbids this week.

ARE TOADS POISONOUS?
Sir,—In answer to this quer)-, propounded by Mr.

Herbert Brown in a recent No. of Knowledce, a decided
affirmative may be returned. The toad is venomous, though
not in the way that is implied by the general acceptation of

that term, as is commonly believed. Nothing can be more
harmless than thi; bite of the common toad— if it can be
said to bite, for it has no teeth. But the glands coi\tained

in the papilhv and rugosities of the skin covering the
back, and espeoially those which can be plainly seen
in the form of two bean-like eminences just behind
the head, secrete a milky, highly-acrid fluid, which is

exuded profusely on irritation. Indeed, if it were not

for this poisonous secretion, the poor toad •would fall

an easy victim to many enemies, having neither

the agility of the frog or lizard to enable it to

make its escape, nor the teeth and claws of other rep-

tiles wherewith to defend itself. Cats, which are eager

hunters of frogs for food, spit and foam at the mouth when
they pick up the wrong batrachian by mistake, and are

often afi"ected in a similar manner to Mr. Brown's St.

Bernard ; frog-eating snakes, too, detect the diflference, and
will not take toads, as a rule. When a snake, greatly

pressed by hunger, swallows one, it usually rejects it again

immediately afterwards, and not unfrequently dies. Those
frogs which prey upon their own kind (as most frogs do)

despise their ugly relative from an alimentary point of

view ; and, curiously enough, certain toads which devour

frogs share the same antipathy to their race. Except
with very small animals, the poison appears to act

rather as a local irritant than a tox:emic agent
;

it has no eflect upon the sound skin, but will cause any
abraded surface to inflame to extensive ulceration, while

great pain results from its application to the conjunctiva

or internal mucous membranes. Any one who can over-

come his repugnance to the creature sufficiently to put his

lips or tongue against the skin of an angry toad will

experience an intensely acrid taste ; he should shut his

eyes in making such an experiment, as the post-occipital

glands sometimes emit their secretion in a jet. Mr. Frank
Buckland quotes a case which occurred in Oxfordshire,

where a drunken brute bit a toad's head off Happily, his

teeth went right through these glands, and his mouth and

throat immediately became swoUen and inflamed to such

an extent, that his life was in jeopardy for some hoiirs.

These characteristics are much more strongly marked
in many of the tropical Bufonidu'. ily giant toads

{Bufo agua) used to swelter venom when they were

taken in the hands in such abundance that it would

pour off their backs and drip from them, before they

became tame ; and I was thus enabled to collect

a large amount. This species feeds on rats, and it

is possible that this copious exudation may serve to pre-

vent their prey from biting them when seized by the leg,

or otherwise awkwardly caught. I once put a " cribo
"

snake {Dromicus fugitivtis) into a box with three of these

toads for a single night, for lack of other accommodation
;

it was a fine active specimen, five or six feet long, and its

movements during the night so disturbed them, that in the

morning I found the floor of the box all awash with fluid.

The snake was lying on its back, apparently dead : and,

though it recovered somewhat on being plunged into a

bath, it survived only a few days.

Arthur Str^vdlixg, C.M.Z.S.

CuRiocs Way of Utilizixg A.\ts.—Some interesting facts arc

coiitribnted to a scientific journal in a little paper sent by Dr. C. J.

Alacgowan from Han Chow, Province of Hainan, China, on the
" Ctilization of Ants as Insect Destroyers in China." It seems that

in many parts of the province of Canton the oraugo trees are ia-

jurod by certain worms, and to rid themselves fi-om these pests, tke

iuluibitants import ants from the neighbouring hills. The hill

people throughout the summer and winter find the nests of two
Bpciios of ants, red and yellow, suspended from the branches of

various trees. The " orange ant breeders " are provided with pig

<ir iroat bladders baited inside with lard. The orifices of these they

ap|ily to the entrance of the bag-like nests, when the ants enter the

blailiKrs, and, as Dr. Macgnwan expresses it," become a marketable

commodity at the orangeries." The trees are coloniieU by placing

the ants on their upper branches, and bamboo rods are stretched

between the different trees, so as to give the ants easy access to the

whole orchard. This remedy has been in constant use at least since

10 10, and probably dates from a much earlier periotl.—Fra ii fc

Leslie's ."
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CLOUDS IX THE AIR.

Bt the Editor.

(Continued from page 200.)

IN our last we considercil only how a horizontal layer of

mistlaJen air would appear, showing how the line of

ii^ht towards the horizon would pass through a much
longer range of such a layer than a line towards the point
overhead. The etVect in making the sky near the liorizon

niiBty is great in that case, but there is a much more
-marked elFect in the ease of a sky over whicli cumulus
clouds are scattered.

There is a picture familiar to my memory, but I cannot
at tJie moment "place" it (I think, however, it is in
" Kaemtz' Meteorology," a book I have not seen for many
years), in which the effect of foreshortening in bringing
rounded clouds apparently closer together is very simply
shown.

Suppose AZ (Fig. 1 ) to be a layer of cumulus clouds at

equal distances from each other, tlie cloud at Z being over-

head for the ol»server at O, OH his horizon. Then if

lines are drawn from O to touch the sides of the clouds

shown at Z. 1. l", .», 4, ."., C, Ac, we see how the space

a continuous layer. This layer, though really formed by
the under surfaces of the horizontal layer of clouds,

I

appears to the observer at to rise vertically, or nearly

I so, from the horizon.

I There is a rather pretty way (which I have not yet seen
' described) of showing liow the sky whitens, in such a case,

I

towards the horizon, assuming tlie clouds to bo roughly

I

spherical, and strewn in reality with a certain general

uniformity throughout the layer which they form. It

j
depends on the geometrical property tliat if a sphere be

placed on a plane, and a fixed point on the same side of

the plane is supposed to be luminous, the shadow of the

sphere is an ellipse of unvarying minor axis wherever the

sphere may be set on the plane. This can be proved

enclosed by the two lines touching any cloud licars a con- analytically in a numV)er of pleasant ways; but there is

stantly increasing proportion to the space left between two also a simple proof which I devised when 1 was an under-

clouds, until at last—as at ^>, G, 7, 8—this latter space dis- graduat<! at Cambridge (somewhat to the disgust of the

appears altogether, and the clouds to the left of this spot, lecturer on plane co-ordinate geometry, who wanted an

though really as far apart as those near Z, appear to form analytical proof) :—Suppose DE (Fig. 2) to be the plane
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turned edgewise to the eye ; P the fixed luminous point at

a given distance PF from the plane ; ABF the sphere so

situated that its centre C is seen projected on the perpen-

dicular PF ; PBE, PAD planes touching the sphere, their

line of intersection being a straight line through P parallel

to the plane DE, and seen as a point at P. Then, obviously,

DE is the breadth of the shadow of the sphere ABF, and

as obviously DE is constant. For
FE'" : CB^ :: PF^ : PB- :: PF^ : PC-- CB^

and CB, PF, and PC are given constants. Thus, the

breadth or lesser axis of the elliptical shadow of the sphere

is constant wherever the sphere may be.

We may regard the spherical clouds in Fig. 1 as equal

spheres, all touching the horizontal plane AZ ; for the

luminous point we may set an eye at O ; and we have

learned that the apparent projection of any of the clouds

on the plane AZ is an ellipse whose shorter axis is

constant, while its longer axis, of course, becomes greater

and greater the farther the spherical cloud is from Z.

Now, if a blue plane AZ were occupied by a number of

•equidistant white circles, an eye at O would recognise the

same proportion of whiteness in all directions, for the

white circles and the blue spaces between would all be

foreshortened and reduced in equal degree towards 6, 7, 8,

•or A. But since the spherical clouds are not projected

into circles all of the same size on the blue blackground,

but into ellipses all of equal breadth, and longer and longer

the further they are from the centre, there is a propor-

tionate increase of white sky with increase of distance from
the point overhead.

Thus, if we suppose a horizontal layer, as in Fig. 1,

really covered with clouds arranged as in Fig. 3, the pro-

jection of these on the horizontal plane AZ, would be as

shown in Fig. 4. But, as seen by the eye, the proportions

of this projection would all be so reduced radially outwards
that all the ellipses would become circular (for in whatever
way we look at a sphere it always looks perfectly round),

and we should have the arrangement shown in Fig. 5,

where the relative whiteness of the general surface is the

same for each part as for corresponding parts of Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows the law according to which the sky gets
more closely cloud-co\ered with distance from the point
overhead, though the individual stars get smaller. Tt

shows the sky to a distance of about T) deg. from the
zenith, tliat is, half way down to the horizon.

{To be continued.)

COMPOUND NEST.

By Daniel C. Be.\kd (in the Scientific American).

ALMOST every one whose business or occupation has

introduced him to an intimate acquaintance with the

salt marshes that line our eastern coasts is familiar with

the odd, chattering notes of the marsh wren. This little

bird finds its board and lodging among the reeds and rank

grasses of the damp, salt meadows. Morning and evening

its song, if such vocal eflbrts can be so called, may be

heard, but especially does it delight to sing at night. Often

after a long sail, when belated and overtaken by night, the

writer has welcomed the harsh, but not unpleasant, notes

of the long-billed marsh wren {Cislothcrus palustris) as a

signal from shore and home.

Not long since a boating party caught in a dense fog

only discovered their dangerous proximity to the shore

from the warning notes of one of these little coastguards.

Componml Nest of tlic C. P.ifvstr

Other birds find refuge and sustenance among the salty

sedges inhabited by the marsh wrens. Among them may
be seen the brilliantly-decorated Agefaitis p/i(r7iicfus, com-
monly known as the red wing or swamp blackbird. The
lustrous black plumage of the male bird shines in the sun,

giving out greenish metallic retlections. Its shoulders and
lesser wing coverts are ornamented with crLuison epaulets.
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giving it a vcr)- martial and rich appearance, in strong

contrast with Uie mcKlest brown plumage of its friend and

neighbour, the marsh wren.

Some time ago the writer published an article and

illustration of a lish- hawks nest, the interstices of

which were filled in with Uie nests of the cow blackbird

((/uMoiVi/* yiirpurfiu^), making a sort of compound nest,

or tenement house, of the structure. Following the above-

mentioned article was a second, illustrating and descnbmg

the strange two-story nest the summer yellow-bird builds

to cover the eggs which that tramp, the cow blackbird,

delights to surreptitiously deposit in the nests of smaller

birds.

The same young collector that secured the writer the

yellowbird's double nest, discovered and brought to him

anotlier two-stor)- nest This time botli nests bore unmis-

takable evidence of being inhabited. The lower compart-

ment, from its peculiar spherical form and the reeds and

cat-tail cotton of which it is composed, would be at once

Kjcogniscd as the nest of the marsh WTcn, even if it did

not contain the little chocolate-coloured eggs of that bird.

The upper nest is cup-shaped, three inches inside depth and

diameter. The outside is made of coarse straw and fibres,

and the inside lined with fine grass. A single glance

suffices to prove it to be the nest of a swamp black-

bird.

Two bluish-green eggs, with strange hieroglyphic markings

on the end, occupv the upper lloor, and three little brown

^gs are hidden in the lower nest The blackbirds must

have commenced the upper nest about as soon as the wrens

finished the lower one.

In both the upper and lower stories of this seaside tene-

ment house the eggs were warm when discovered, which

proves that tlie mother birds had been off the nests but a

ft-w moments. The writer knows of no other recorded

instance of a compound nest occupied by the red-winged

blackbird and the little marsh wren.

The sketch on page 279, made from nature, shows the

construction and difference in style of architecture of the

nests, as well as the ditlerence in the size and appearance

of the birds tlicmselves. It is a fact worth noting that in

all three instances of compound nests the blackbird plays

the part of a parasite in a greater or less degree.

Edison's L-vmps.—The Edison Electric Light Company,

of 71, Coleman-street, E.G., announce that the price of

their lamps is now reduced to 4s. each for quantities of

100 and upwards, and 48. 6d. each for smaller quantities.

These lamps are now being very extensively used in all

parts of the glol>e, and there is little doubt but that the

company will, before long, earn a rich harvest, thanks,

however, as we pointed out some months since, to the

quality of tlie labour employed. Even in America, where

electricians are, we believe, somewhat plentiful, Mr. Edison

has found " he had a greater demand for light than he

could supply, owing Uj the lack of experienced men to put

in the wires." He also says, referring to the colossal in-

stallation in New York, that the loss of current or leakage

in six miles of conductors is equal to only -351 of the

current necessary to supply one lamp. Several thousand

kmps are in the circuit The supply of current is always

at hand, and the price V>eing uniform with that charged for

ga.s (which, however, is dear in New York), many con-

sumers " have ordered out their gas-meters." The Edison

li^'ht, which is fitted in one of the wings of the Central

T« legraph Office in London, is said to Ix; giving nnlwunded

satisfaction.

CARBONIC ACID IN THE AIR*

By M. DrMAs.

OF nil the pnscs tbnt the ntmosphero contains, thoro is ono which

offers a special interest, ns well on account of the part

ascribed to it iu the mntuftl intcrchnnKO going on between tho two

organic kingdoms, as on account of tho relation that it has been

observed to occupy botwoon earth, air, and water ;
this gas is

carbonic acid.
, . ,

Kver since tho fact has been established that animals consume

oxygen and give out carbonic acid as the product of respiration,

while plants consume carbonic acid and give out oxygon, tho

qnostion has often been osked whether tho quantity of carbonic

acid contained in tho air did not represent a sort of sustaimng

reservoir, which was being continually drown on by the plants

and resupplicd by animals, so that it has doubtless remained un-

changed owing to this double action.

On the other hand, Boussingault has long Biuco shown that

volcanic regions give out through crevices and fumarolos ouormous

quantities of carbonic acid. The deposition of caiboiiate of hrao

that is continually taking place on tho sea-bottom is, on the other

hand, fixing carbonic acid in quantities which wo may accurately

estimate from the strata of limcstono seen on the surface of tho

earth Wo might imagine, that in comparison with the hugo

volumes of carbonic acid sent forth in volcanic districts, even in

tho oldest one, and tho mass of carbonate of lime deposited on the

sea-bottom, tho results attributed to tho life of plants and animate

would be of no consequence either for increasing or diminishing

the physiological carbonic acid in the air comparable with thoso

which are accomplished by tho purely geological exchange.

Schloesing has recently succeeded, by a happy application of the

principle of dissociation, in showing that the amount of carbonic

acid ill the air bears a direct relation to the quantity of bicarbonate

of limo dissolved in sea water. If tho quantity of carbonic acid

diminishes, the bicarbonate of tho water is decomposed, half of its

carbonic ocid escapes into tho atmosphere, and the neutral carbonate

of limo is precipitated. Tho aqueous vapour condensed from the

air dissolves part of tho carbonic acid contained therein, and carnoB

it along, when it falls as rain upon tho earth, and takes up there

enough lime to form the bicarbonate, which is thus earned back to

'
ThTphvsiological role of carbonic acid, its geognostic influenoe,

and its relations to most ordinary meteorological phenomena on the

earth's surface-all these contribute to give special weight to studies

concerned in tho estimation of the normal quantity of carbomc a«id

'"Nev^r'tholess, this estimation is attended with great difficulty.

Not every one is able to take up such (luostions, nud not all pro-

cesses are adapted to it. The lirst thought which would naturally

ari.se woald be to enoloao a known volume of air in a given vessel,

and then determine its carbonic acid by measuring or weighing it.

In this way we should obtain tho exact relation between a volume

of air and the volume of carbonic acid in it, for any given moment,

and in any given place. If, however, this be done with a ten-litre

flask, for example, it would only hold 3 c. c. of carbonic acid, weigh-

i„L' milligrammes; and, whether it is weighed or measured, the

crrnr may easily ecpial 10 per cent, of tho real value, hence no

deductions could be drawn from tho observed facts.

lor this reason larger volumes of air were taken, and a current

of air, whose volume could be accurately mt'asurcd by kno\vn

methods was passed through condensers capable of retaining tho

cartwnic' acid. But in this case tho air must pass very slowly

thn.ugh it, BO that the process may lust several hours; and since

tho air is continually in motion, owing to vertical and horizontal

currents, the experiment may be begun with the- air of one place,

and concluded with air from a far distant spot. For example, if an

experiment lasting twenty-four hours was made in Pans when the

nir moved but four inttres per second (nine or ten miles per hour),

it niiifhl bo begun with air from the Department of the Seine, and

end with air from the Department of the Uhonc, or the Belgian

frontier, according to th

So long -

rection of the wino.

..»« lytical methods of siifiicient dolioacy to

w'ith"^rtainty't'he 'hundredth, or at least the tenth of a

lligrammo of carbonic acid, it was very difficult to determine the

titv in tho air at a given time and place It frequently

noHHible to analyno upon tlve plain air that has dcHceiided f'omtho

heights above, and to examine by bright daylight the effect of mght

upon the atmosphere. .... ti.

Htill other difficulties show themselves m such inveBtigations. It

Hcems very easy to collect carbonic acid in potuah tabes, and t«

determine its amount from tho increase in weight of thetubcBj but,

An address before the Paris Academy.
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alas ! to how many sources of error is this method exposed. If the

potash has been in contact with any organic substance, it will

absorb oxygen. If the pumice that takes the place of the potash

contains protoxide of iron, it will also absorb oxygen. In both cases,

the oxygen increases the weight of the carbonic acid.

Every experimenter who has been compelled to repeat the

weighing of a somewhat complicate piece of apparatus, with an
interval of several hours between, knows how many inaccuracies he

is exposed to if he is compelled to take into calculation the changes
of temperature and pressure, and the moisture on the surface of

the apparatus. After fighting all these diificulties, and frequently

in vain, the experimenter begins to mistrust every result that

depends only on difference in weight, and to prefer those methods
whereby the substance to be estimated can be isolated, so that it

can be seen and handled, weighed or measured, in a free state, and
in its own natural condition.

The classical experiments of Thenard, of Th. de Saussnre, of

Messrs. Boussinganlt, on the quantity of carbonic acid in the air,

are well known to every one ; they need only to be organised,

repeated, and multiplied.

J. Reiser, who has conducted a long and tedious series of expe-
riments on this subject, has adopted a process that seems to offer

every guarantee of accuracy. The air that furnishes the carbonic

acid is aspirated through the absorption apparatus by two aspira-

tors of 6U0 litres capacity. The temperattire and pressure of the
air are carefully measured. The carbonic acid is absorbed by-

baryta water in three bulb apparatus. The last btilb, which serves

as a check to control the operation, remains clear, and proves that

no binoxide of barium is formed. The baryta water used is titrated

before and after the operation, and from the difference is calculated

the quantity of carbonate formed, and hence of the carbonic acid.

These tedious experiments, which varied in duration from 6 to

25 hours, require at least two days of continuous labour. They
were repeated 193 times by Keisec in 1872, '73, and '79. They were
made in still weather, and in violent winds and storms. The air

was taken at the sea-shore, in the middle of the fields, on tlie level

earth, during harvests, in the forests, and in Paris. Under such
varied conditions, the quantity of carbonic acid varied but little;

the numbers obtained were between 294 and 31. which may be
taken as a general average of the carbonic acid in the air.

The quantity of carbonic acid in the free atmosphere is tolerably

constant, which must necessarily be the case according to

Schloesing's proposed relation between the bi-carbonate of lime in

the sea and the carbonic acid in the air. The only cause that seems
at all competent to change the geological quantity of carbonic acid

in the atmosphere is the formation of fog. As the aqueous vapours
condense, they collect the carbonic acid ; and the foggy air, as a
rule, is more heavily laden with this gas than ordinary air.

It is not surprising that there is less carbonic acid in the air

collected on clear summer days, in the midst of clover, Ac, that is in

an active reducing furnace ; if anything is surprising, it is that the
quantity of carbonic acid does not sink below 28,

It is also a matter for surprise that in Paris, among so many
Eonrces of carbonic acid, the furnace fires, the respiration of men
and animals, and the spontaneous decomposition and decay of

organic substances, the quantity of carbonic acid does not
exceed 3o.

If, theu, the great general mean of normal atmospheric carbonic
acid deviates but little from 29 or 30, it is not doubtful that under
local conditions, in closed places, and under exceptional meteoro-
logical conditions, considerable variations may occui- in these pro-

portions. But these variations do not affect the general laws of the
composition of the atmosphere.

There are two entirely distinct points from which the measure-
ment of the atmospheric carbonic acid may be contemplated.
The first consists in considering it as a geological element which

belongs to the gaseons envelope of the earth in general, and it leads

us to express the general relation of c-arbonic acid to the quantity of

air, as about three volumes in lO.OCH).

The second, which relates to accidental and local phenomena, to

the activity of man and beast, to the effect of fires and of decom-
posing organic matter, to volcanic emanations, and finally to the

action of clouds and rain, permits us to recognise the changes
which can occur in air exposed to the influences mentioned, and to

a certain extent confined. Without denying that it is of interest

from a meteorological and hygienic standpoint, it does not take the

same rank as firsfa

J. Reiset's experiments, by their number, accuracy, the large

volumes employed, and the interval of years that separate them,
have definitely established two facts on which the earth's history

must depend : the first is, that the percentage nf carbonic acid in

the air- scarcely changes ; the second, that it differs but little from

To?,7ru hy volume.
These results are fully confirmed by the results which were ob-

tained by Franz Schulze, in Rostock, in 1868, 'C9, '70, and '71. The

averages which he got, with very small variation, were 2-86G8 for

1809, 2-9052 for 1870, and 30126 for 1871.

More recently Muontz and Aubin have analysed air collected on

the plains near Paris, on the Pic du Midi, and on the top of Pny-

dc-Dome. Their results agree -with those published by Reiset and

Schulze.

The grand average of carbonic oxide in the air seems to be

tolerably fixed, but after this starting-point is established it

remains' to study the variations that it is capable of, not from local

causes, which are of little importance, but from general catises con-

nected with large movements of the air. Upon this study, which

demands the co-operation of a definite number of observers

stationed at different and distant points of the earth, the experi-

ments being made simultaneously and by comparable methods.

M. Dumas called the attention of the Academy to this point, in

connection with its mission of selecting suitable stations for

observing the transit of Venus. The process and apparatus of

Muentz and Aubin offer the means adapted for making these

experiments, and seem sufficient to solve the problem which science

proposes, of determining the present quantity of carbonic acid in

the air.

If these experiments yield satisfactory results, as we have good

reasons to believe they"will, it is to be hoped that annual observa-

tions will be made in properly-chosen places, so as to determine the

variations which may possibly take place in the relative quantity of

atmospheric carbonic acid during the coming century.
—

" Compt.

Rend.," p. 589.

[Although this proposition was made by a Frenchman to ma
fellow scientists, would it not be well for some American to accept

the challenge, and bring it before the coming meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, in the hope

that we too may contribute our mito of effort in the same direc-

tion ?

—

Ed.]

Ancient Moxuitexts.—The following are the antiquities to which,

so far as England and Wales are concerned, the Government Bill

for the better protection of ancient monuments applies. In

Anglesey, the tumulus and dolmen, Plas Xewydd ; in Berkshire,

the turnulus Wayland Smith's forge, and Uffington Castle ; in

Cumberland, the stone circle Long Meg and her daughters, near

Penrith, the stone circle on Castle Rigg, near Keswick, and the

stone circles on Burn Moor; in Derbyshire, the stone circle, the

Xine Ladies on Stanton Moor, the tumulus Arbor Low, Hob Hurst's

house and hut on Bastow Moor, and Minning Low in Glamorgan-

shire, Arthur's Quoit, Gower ; in Gloucestershire, the tnmulas

at Uley ; in Kent, Kit's Coty-house ; in Northamptonshire, Danps'

Camp and Castle Dykes ; in Oxfordshire, the Rollrich Stones; in

Pembrokeshire, the Pentre Evan Cromlech; in Somersetshire, the

ancient stones at Stanton Drew, the chambered tumulus at Stoney

Littleton, Wellow, and Cadbnry Castle; in Westmoreland, May-

borough, near Penrith, and Arthur's Round Table at Penrith ; in

Wiltshire, Stonehenge, Old Sarum, the Vallum at Abury, the sarcen

stones within the same, those along the Kennet-road, the group

between Abury and Beckhampton, the long barrow at West

Kennet, near Marlborough, Silbury-hill, the Dolmen (Devil's Den),

near Marlborough, and Barbnry Castle.

Electric R.uiwats.—The development of electric railways and

tramways is now considerable. Putting aside numerous lines that

are merely talked of or projected, those which are working, autho-

rised or in course of construction, show a total length (according to

the Revue IndustrieUe, July 19) of 160 kilomiMres— i.e., abont 100

miles, and grants are becoming even more numerous. The lines

actually at work are those of Lichterfelde (about 26 kilometres in

length), and that from the Spandaner Rock to Charlottonbcrg, near

Berlin ; another line, from Port Rush to Bush Jlills, in the north

of Ireland, has been inaugurated (length about 10 kilomJtres),

and also in Holland, one from Zandvoort to Kostverl.iren Oongth

a little over two kilometres). Among lines authorised or in

construction, the folio-wing aro noted :—In Austria, the Moedling

line, near Vienna (2t kilometres), to bo constructed by the Southern

Railway Company there. In Germany, the line from Wiesbaden to

Niirnberg (two kilomitres), and tha't from the Roynl mines of

Saxony to Zankerode. In England, a line under the Thames, con-

necting Charing-cross and Waterloo Stations (1'2 kilometres) ; also

a line in South Wales (60 kilometres), for which the force will be

derived from fall of water. In Italy, Turin, and Milan will soon

begiu the construction of electric tramways. In America the

Ellison Company have arranged for the working of SO kilometres

on one of tho great lines from New York. Another small line

(1-8 kilometres) is to be made at St. Louis, in Missouri, by Mr.

Eeisler.
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Ftiraday.
** Show'me a man who make* no mistakes, and I will show jou a man who has

done nothing."—Zt>&(y.

SINGULAR RAINBOW.

[5C2]—What J. R. Rountliwaite describes in Knowledge for

Aug. IS id a Tory rure siVlit, owing to two circomatanccs which he
appears not to have noted. When such a tertiary bow has been
«c«n before, there has been a sheet of water lying between tlie

obaerrer and the bow. and the sun has been at a low altitude.

M. Elicnne saw one at Chartres on Aug. 10, lUC5j and Halky, the
aatroDomer. saw a tertiary bow on Aug. 6, 1C98 j in both the cases
a river was between the observer and the bow, and the sun was only
about 6* above the horizon. Half-a-dozen such bows, or fragments
of them, have been seen during the last ten years, and in all there
has been a reflecting sheet of water and a low-lying sun.

XV'\

Some ninety years ago a fragmentary quarternary bow was seen.

The obwr%-er was a Mr. Stnrge; the place Alverstoke, on the sea-

coast of Hampshire ; and the time evening, July 9, 1792, with the

an low in the horizon to the N.W. Portions of the primary and
secondary won- accompanied by fragments of tertiary and quartor-

nary bows, as in the accompanying diagram. I have dotted the

continnationn of these fragments to give an idea of what would
have been seen if the atmospheric conditions had been favourable.

Where the secondary and tertiary Ikiws overlap, there would have
lii-cn, as in the case of Hallcy's observation, a portion of a white
arch. William Ackbovd.

MECHANICAL PARADOX.

[563]—The " learned pemon" with the dead language name,
who has made the inqniry about Ferguson's mechanical paradox,
will find the identical article itself in the museum collection of the
British Horological Institute, Northampton-square. It was made
to demonstrate the Unity of the Trinity. C. 6. M.

HOT AND OLD DRINKS.
'50r—Sorely Mr. Allinson {TiM) is wrong in saying that "a

temperature of 100' Fahr. destroys p»-[>«in, and leads lo indi-

gestion." According to McKcndrick {" Physiology," p. 2.10,

ed. 1878). " the transformation of albumen into peptones" is only

" arrested at 5° and GO" C, i.e., -tl" and 140° Fahr." Again, the
"rodneas" of tho stomach, which Mr. Allinson says follows the
imbibition of hot drinks, follows equrilly (Ams it not?) tho de-

glutition of a piece of bread. K. U. o.

[oG3]—Mr. Allinson (53-1, p. 23."i) says that " a tcinperature of

UX)° F. also destrovs the active power of the gastrin juice

—

(.opsin." This is a mistake—very likely tho printer's. 100° F. is

I lie normal temperature of tho stomach, and tho most favourable
for tho action of jiepsin, whether in the stomach or as fomid in

experiments on artificial digestion. Kirkos, in his " Handbook of

Physiology," says :
" Pepsin probably acts tho part of a hydrolytic

ferment." Tlio characters of these ferments arc (page 201 ) :
" This

action is quite prevented, or much retarded, by cold, a moderate
warmth (100° F.) greatly focilitates it, while a high toniperaturo

(above 140' F.) completely prevents this action." Ico-pudding
after a heavy dinner, and the American habit of drinking much
iced water, are often tho cause of indigestion. In tho matter of

drinks, as in most things, tho rule medio tutissimus holds good.

M.D.

SKELETON LEAVES.
[56G]—A large saucepan of cold water, a piece of scrubbing sonp

about four inches square, cut into small slices. Gather viatnrc

leaves, seed-vessels, Ac. ; put some soaji into tho water, then a

layer of leaves one by one, then more soap, then leaves, and so on.

Put on a lid, set the pan by the side of a fire, and lot it simmer.
After an hour take out a few leaves, and try them between the

finger and thumb ; if tho pulp separates readily from tho fibre,

remove them from tho fire; if not, lot tho pan remain. Somo
leaves, such as ivy, orange, i-c., are done in an hour or two ; others

of a tougher fibre take half-a-day. Seed vessels of mallow or

campanula take a short time. Largo poppy or stramonium requires

perhni)8 two days. Now lay a loaf U])on a plate, under a taj) of

running water, and beat it with sharp strokes with a hard brush^

—

say a toothbrush ; the green matter will run oft with tho water.
When the skeleton is quite clean, dry it u))on blotting-paper.

To bleach the specimeng put a quarter of a pound of chloride of

lime into a large bottle of water, cork it, and lot it stand somo
days. Strain it, and mix with more water in a basin ; immerse the

leaves, &c. Again carefully watch and remove them as soon as

they are white, for tho lime soon renders them brittle and rotten.

Wash again in pure water, and dry as before. As tho atoms usually

come away from most leaves, it is well to boil several stalks sepa-

rately, and after bleaching to mount the leaves by gUTiiming them
to the stems. E. C. N.

BRAIN TROUBLES.

[.IGT] I have had lately a good deal of reading to do in a

relatively small amount of time—more oxactly, I have boon " cram-
ming" for an examination. In this painful process, ono has to

tabulate facts, or make a pr6ci« of a paragraph either mentally or

on paper. To write out these tables, Ac, takes up more time than
I can spare, henco I have to do it mentally. Now the brain

trouble, if it can be so-called, comes in. In reading light literature,

as I generally do for a short timo before going to bod, I find myself
carrying on tho same jinfrid—tabulating facts or fictions of the

smallest importance, and, more annoying, referring back to previous
paragraphs to rofrt-sh my memory as to tho earlier parts of the

table. Tho same thing takes place when any conversation is going
on around me, and oven while walking about I find myself trying

to impress faces, even tho appearance of any of tho various objects

one meets, on my memory ; in caao any of tho same nature may
turn up in the examination. This is done involuntarily, and,

indeed, requires somo mental effort to overcome. It is interesting

OH an example of the force of habit—I don't know if wo should

call it "unconscious cerebration." It is a small trouble, but very
annoying. John JoI'K, M.D.

A LUMINOUS SEA.

[508]—Your extract from the Heienlific Amerirun on "A Lumi-
nous Shark " reminds mo of an interesting sight I onco had the

good fortune to witness, viz., a luminous sea. On Monday, Jan. 20,

1871, I wag abont 750 mil9s S. 78° E. from Achen Lighthouse, in

the Arabian Sea, and at 1.30 a.m. was called on 'dock to see tho

nbovcmcntioned phenomenon.
Tho whol<^ sea to the horizon was as white as milk, being ono

unbroken expanse of jihosphorescont light, and presented to mo
what I should imagine a plain of snow in the Arctic regions would
resemble at night. Tho ship I was in at the timo was drawing
about 22 ft. of water—the suction-valve to the circulating pump of
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the engines would he about 20 ft. below the water-line ; all the

water sudveU through this valve was discharged from the ship's side

at the water level, after having passed through the t-ondcnscr. This

condensing water was as brilliant with phosjihorescence as that at

the surface, and the mingling of the two was quite invisible. This

shows, then, that the water was impregnated with the organisms

that cause the light just as thickly at 20 ft. deep as at the surface.

And I would ask to what depth does this phosphorescence extend ?

or are the organisms that cause it universally distributed over a

certain area to an unknown depth, and only flash into existence, as

it were, when near the surface ?

It was a calm night, with a cloudless sky, and for half-an-honr I

enjoyed the novelty of this milky sea before turning in again, though
I believe we were nearly two hours passing through it altogether.

It was curious, also, to note how much darker the sky appeared at

the horizon—[doubtless an effect of contrast.

—

Ed.]—where the line

between sea and sky was very definite, than immediately over head.

H. P. V.VCIIER.

'A GLASS OF WINE."

[569]—In the article by Dr. Lowe, headed " A Glass of Wine,"
which appeared in Knowledge of Aug. 25, there is a want of pre-

cision of statement as to what is to be understood by the terra

"alcohol." This uncertainty may lead to undue apprehension in

the minds of some readers when the .medical aspect of a glass of

wine comes to be noticed, as no doubt will be the case in subse-

quent numbers of Dr. Lowe's paper. The matter will perhaps
strike you as important enough to call for some explanation or

correction.

When Dr. Lowe states that "port and brown sherry contain,

naturally, about 22 per cent, of alcohol by volume," he surely must
mean 22 per cent, of proof spirit, the alcohol metric standard of

this country ; 22 per cent, of pui-e alcohol by volume corresponds

to 38'87 per cent, of proof spirit, as shown by the tables in Thudi-
cum's and Dupre's " "rreatise on Wine," and in other accepted books

;

22 per cent, of alcohol by weight answers to 40'07 per cent, at proof

—

a still higher quantity. In point of fact, no natural wine contains

so much as 39 per cent, of proof spirit by volume. A wine may be
fortified by the addition of strong spirit up to this point, but in the

natural state, 20 per ceut. of self-developed proof spirit would be
more than the average.

There are other statements in the last paragraph of the article

affected by the same misuse of the term alcohol. It would be,

indeed, a terrible reflection to the moderate drinker that, in every
pint of port or sherr}^ imbibed by him, he was consuming two-and-
a-half wine glasses of pure alcohol !—two-and-a-half glasses of proof

spirit, which is about half the strength, would not alarm him quite

so much. W. H. Joitxstox.

[570]—Dr. Lowe, in his article on "A Glass of Wine," m.-ikcs

rather a curious mistake, which you may perhaps think it worth
while to correct. He states that methyl, ethyl, and amyl alcohols

are isomeric ! Uamologous is probably what he means. H. F.

POISONOUS LIZARD.

[571]—A poisonous lizard is well known amopgst the jilanters in

the west-end of the island of Jamaica. When living there some
years ago I often heard of it, but never saw one. The planters
call it the " Galliwasp." No doubt it is the Heloderma horrida of

Dr. Wilson. Solancm.

BOTANICAL REPULSION AND ATTRACTION.

[572]—Thank you for your outspoken words on " Elementary
Botany Books." The last sentence in the review has been
thoroughly verified in my case—viz., " all the good they will ever
get from them will be a profound and deeply-rooted hatred of

systematic botany. I had to cram so n>ncl> technical botany into

my brain from such books as you refer to, and condemn, for my
eiamination (by Professor Bentley), that the disgust at tho very
name of botany was intense ; when my oyo lighted upon a botanical

work, either in my library (fur I did not yield to tho temptation to

burn them), or on a bookstall, that day, from that moment, I con-
sidered spoilt. This hatred of systematic botany haunted me for

nearly twenty years, during which time I never opened a book upon
the repulsive subject. Two or three years ago a friend asked mo
out to the fields "to communo with wild Uowers " ; with much
persuasion I consented, and I found that botany, like all else,

had two sides to it, and, unfortunately, that tho seamy side was tho
Hr.st one presented to mo in tho text-books, and which had so dis-

gusted me. Since, however, my friend showed mo its refined face,

I have become an enthusiastic botanist, and cannot find food enough
to satisfy my botanical appetite. I have devoured Hooker, Ben-
tham, Bentley, Bobington, Lindley, and Lubbock, and still my
appetite is craving for more. The relishes I offer it these days are

Grant Allen's Vignettes and Evolutionist, and the tit-bits that

appear from time to time in Knowledge from the pen of tho same
interesting writer. Could you, sir, not induce Mr. G. A. to write a
book on botany on the lines" pointed out in the review ?

Beccabcxga.

TARNISHED DAGUERREOTYPE.

[573]—The tarnish referred to by "F." is oxide of silver, and it

can be removed by floating over the plate a solution of cyanide of

potassium. The strength of the cyanide solution will depend on
the amount of oxide to be removed. If tho discoloration is very

dark, the cyanide must be strong, but a slight oxidation may be

removed by a weak solution. A small lump of cyanide may be put

into, say, two ounces of water, and in about two or three minutes

the solution may be poured over the plate repeatedly. The solution

will, of coui-se, at first be weak, and the effect, as the cyanide dis-

solves, must be watched. As soon as the tarnish disappears, tho

plate may be washed in clean water, and then dried over a spirit-

lamp or by a bright fire. The plate may be held by one comer with

pliers all through the process. As the cyanide of potassium is a

deadly poison, the greatest care must be taken in using it.

The daguerreotype referred to is " tinted." This colour is only

on the sui-face, and will probably be removed by the cyanide and
water in washing. The surface of the picture must not be touched,

or it will be injured. Dust may be removed with a very soft

brush.

Daguerreotypes, when the air is carefully excluded, are very

permanent ; they should be covered with glass, and tho edges

bound together with gummed paper. But all daguerreotypes do

not require even this protection, as I have in my possession many
portraits taken over twenty-five years since by Messrs. Beard ifc

Foard, which are as perfect as on the day they were taken, and they

have had no other protection than a grooved deal box.

A. Brothers.

TURKISH TOBACCO.

[574]—I see W. P. wishes to know " where Turkish tobacco,

mentioned by Constant Header, page 79, Vol. II., can be obtained."

The only place I ever got it was in the Bazaar at Constanti-

nople. It is cheap ; the best, if I remember rightly, being about a

mejidieh (3s. lOd.) an oke (or 2 lb.). Whether it "is mild—that is,

whether it contains less of the active principle of tobacco than

other sorts—I am uncertain. The water throngh which the tobacco

is drawn in the nargileh becomes very much discoloured and offen-

sive. The tobacco is coarse and uninviting in appearance.

At Athens they give you quite a diffei-ent sort of tobacco, which

1 found hot, pungent, and too strong for my delicate stomach.
TUNBEKI.

SINGULAR EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL.

[575]—" Mephisto's" letter. No. 537, p. 250, I quite agree with,

although the quantity he mentions (a teaspoonful of brandy) is

very small, and would have scai-ccly any effect on very many
people.

I am very sensitive to alcohol, and one of its effects on mo is

I)eculiar, I think. If I drink an ordinary glass of beer or stout,

and sit quite still after doing so—say reading for about twenty

minutes—and then attempt to speak or move my mouth in any

way, tho attempt is accomiianied by exceedingly sharp pains on

each side of the face, just below and in front of tho ears. This

effect docs not follow if, instead of sitting still, I work actively

after drinking. I know no other person similarly affected, but

perhaps some of your correspondents do, and will kindly explain.

I very seldom taste, and never more than one glass, and stout

snits mo best, excepting brandy, which I take in two, and occasion-

ally three, teaspoonsful. Ueo Fido.

Letters in Tvi'E.—Size of Rising Moon, V>y G. E. : Locnl

Weather Ix)re, by Michael Renrden ; Singular Mental Illusion, by

W. H. Perkins; Physiological Experiment, by Z. ; The Use of

Drunkenness, by J. Ra'iph ; Talking Canary, Ac, by Charles L. Cane

;

New Method of Preserving Organic Bodies, by W. Matiieu

Williams ; Defects of Bicvcles, by John Browning and H. T.

Round; Jordan-Glycerine B'aTOmeter. by C. J. W. ; Dr. Hunter's

Experiments, by Mathildo Van Eys ; Monkey and Mirror, by Deo
Fido.
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SiMi'tES wishes to know if Bayma's Molecular Mechanic
\» (till ill tyjie, and what works, if any, have been published since
on " the theory of eimplo elements."—J. T. Hinton. There is

certainly :i mistake in the passngo quoted from Ferguson. See
replies on the subject.

—

Iota. A September transit of Mercury is

impossible, becaoso when Mercury is in inferior conjunction in

September, he is not near a node of his orbit. Ilis longitude when
he is in inferior conjunction is the same as the earth's ; and as she
passes in September from longitude 338° to longitude 8° (roughly),
whereas Mercury's nodes lie in longitudes 45° and 225" (ronghly),
a transit cannot possibly occur in September.—T. H. Laing. It' is

not a " new discovery " that 0"* is not equal to ;
0^'= (4)', that

is, is equal to infinity squared. Substitute x instead of for Cr'
in your siiphism, and where is it I"—E. Wii.so.N. Do Morgan's
" Book of Almanacs."—J. Uimmikk. Do not know where there is

any transhition of Prof. Virchow's address on "The Liberty of
Science."—Cossios. Thanks. I wos away fnjin town when p'roof

reached me, too late for return. Transit shortly.—W. liRowN.
That promised work appeared several years ago under the titlo

"Geometry of Cycloids" (including Trochoids, ic, ic), publishers
Ixmgman 4 Co. Price 10s. Cd. I cannot speak confidently of any
books on geometry U-yond ordinary course of Euclid, Solid and
Conic Sections, ic, not r|uito kno«-ing whether you include analytical
books. Have you read Salmon's books on Conic Sections, and
the Higher Plane Curves, Frost and Wolstenholmo on " Solid
Geometry "? (Both analytical, however.) Between ourselves,
I have not been a great reader of mathematical books. When
a mathematical difficulty, outside my reading, occurs to me, I

generally invent my own method of dealing with it. Hence I am
about the last person in the world to recommend " a book or books
in English. German, French, Italian, or Spanish." That old edition
of Euclid, by Isaac Barrow, shoold be full of interest to a geome-
trical student.— E. A. Browx. I most heartily thank you for
your kind and encouraging letter.—P. Binyon." Many thanks,
but at present we are "choked" by matter standing over, and
Jevons* logical alphaljct could linrdlv find space.—E. 8. B., E. K.
Rai.li.vo, a. W. Tillktt, J. TiionAsi John Tiiom.son, C. Hahiiis,
E. O. H. Thanks.—R. P. Tvi.eb. If there were no nir, a ship or
other object would be depressed eight inches below horizon plane
when she was a mile distant, four times as much two miles away,
nine times as much three miles awoy, and so on. But, owing to the
refractive f»ower of the air, the depression varies (according to
state of the air) from about six to about seven inches per
mile. Calling this deprexsion <£, the depression at a distance
of n miles is n* d.—G. T. Rtvm. I would insert your letter
if it were not quite so long. Our arrears increase, desjiite
all wo can do to keep them down. Pray excuse mo on
that score. As for temjjtrance, I think the tone I have taken
ha^ 1 .

. ii r r, ,.. ,];,i^.;., n]</derato. I take, in reality, much the
I Mr. Williams—wo neither of us are tee-

'ul>erant honesty (which, like all virtues
n. "vice"—vide Webster, Worcester, and

..ho calls his moderate use of wine or
!/• • r ii I'm;. IT .1 >iic, whilo I do not, you may depend there
is no real difference of opinion between us as to tho use of
•timnlaot*. Anyhow, ho is going shortly to give hia views
h'Ti-. in full. I must have expressed myself very ill, if I

'liBt Mr. Williams's own word's camo near humbug
lint, if any one tells another who is taking

I I'i Ntimulant that he is foolish or vicious, then I

[Kxrii.y. The nrgnment from mortality statistics
II men ore separated into two clasncH, those who

iri.m liquor, and those who do not so abstain, it is
• .'.rt.'.lity will bo greater in the class of non-ah-

' r. This needs no pr'»of ; but it can i)rove
'^ moderate use of stimulants. It might

.•ii.tic« you quote show, that if men were
• 'lasses, ranging from total nlMtainers to

ii.v. Krr.t'- "iriiiikiir'li', the mortality would be found gradually to
diminish till we came to a class of men like AbW Moigno,
Mrjihiato, and " my learned friend," who took some small allow-

ance, and thcuco grndunlly to increase till tho topers wore roaohrd.
—SwiuMiNG. Try wadding, soaked in oil, for tho ears when
swimming.— H. Tate. Your theory will not explain curved tails.

—J. A. Ollahu. Thanks for tho stories, for which I will try

to find i-ooni, but fear may not be able to. As to the dates,

unfortuuately, as soon as wo have got ouco round, we loso

all wo had gained, or regain all wo had lost.— E. P. B.

Hak.ston. It is said to bo proved (which only proves it

is said) that two ships on a calm sea approach each other.

Theoretically they should, as they ore bodies having mass, and,

therefore, attracting each other, but so slowly that a lifotiino

should pass before they collide.—Cahb. Fkk. Can find uo trace of

missing query. Index long since ready.

—

Co.nstant Ueadkk wants
to know which are best books for study of zoology, whether thoro
is a zoological society in Liverpool, and if a Liverpool clerk can
become a U.Sc. without leaving or giving up his situation.- -

U. B. Tho snow does not withstand tlio blazing boat. It molts
" like anything." I have boon there, and know.—A. 11. MonsoN.
See abstract of Sir W. Thomson's discourse in our columns. Tho
Times report, followed by Engliah Mechanic and other paiiors, alto-

gether too absurd.—J. Watson, Jun. I do not know Todhuntor's
smaller Algebra, but should imagine it would suOice for your
juirjioso. If you got the larger you should leave out a great deal.

The chapters on Infinite Series, Continued Fractious, Probabilities,

would be of little use. Spherical Trigonometry is essential for tho
study of theoretical astronomy, though much iu Todhunter's book,

small as it is, can be omitted. Tho elonionts of tho Differential

Calculus—really as easy as Algebra or Trigonometry— should also

be studied, as you advance.—A Reaher desires to know which ia

tho best work on Logic.

—

Bkoinner, ditto for naming specimens in

Jlerbarium (cheap book).—W. Mackwoktu. Cannot undertake to

forward geological specimens to authorities on tho subject.

—

Obion (1) All solid food, I fear. I cannot vouch for the value of

the remedy. It seems heroic, hut Orion was a hero. (2) Tho
property may bo thus proved. Let tho digits of a number, N, bo

Pii Ps. Ps. *e., p, being in tho units' place. Then N=Pi-f lOft-t-

lOOijj-hlOOO Pi+&c., and if n bo tho sum of tho digits pi, jij, ic,
then

N- u= 9pj -t 99^3 + 9P9p4 + &C.,

a multiple of 9.—J. Ghkenfield. Only admitted for tho sako of

argument; there is nothing in nature to show it likely, or oven
possible, that solor undulations can return in any form.—H. AuiiREY
lIusHAND. As much heat is added as would bo required to raise tho

^

quantity of rain which has fallen from tlio form of water to that of

a<)Ueous vapour. But, as btatcd, the jjroblom is not sufficiently

definite. We must, however, deprecate the sending of problems to

us, easy or difficult. Tho solution of problems is outaido our pur-

pose.

—

Geo. Cbaio asks whether a friend of his is right in saying
" that London Bridge had been lit up by tho cliHlric light, but was
discontinued on account of the restive cuiidilion t>f the horses."
" Is this correct," ho asks, " as applied to London or any other
bridge ? "

—

Slasher. Slash away, to your heart's content, at us,

but not at poor old Horace. What has ho done that yon should
cut him uj) as you do? Wliat Horace says is not "that noblo
hexameter "

(!)

ifulato nomine dc tcfahula narraivr.

It is enough to make him turn in his grave, if ho had not already

turned (into dust), to alter bo his familiar

.... mutato nomine de ta

Fabula narratur.

A. B. C. Does not the difficulty arise from taking a case where iV
does not vanish, and in treating it, putting SU = 0?—T. A. (1) Yos;
rain often falls after a ligliliiing Hash, often so soon after as to

suggest (considering how long tho rain must have been falling) that

the rain began to fall before the lightning Hash was scon. (2) It

is the case that in explosions there is condensation anilacoiiHiqiKiit

rush of air towards tlio scene of tho explosion. In a great exjilosion

which occurred at a rhemical factory in France, the windows woro
all blown inwards. (3) Have forgotten my reply to U. Askew, and
subject of his question. May I ask you what it was about ?—A. K. W.
Seeing how our corrospondenco is overflowing, you will understand
and forgive my inability to insert your rather long letter about Mr.
Williams's views and " Mr. Editor's." You overlook one point. You
speak of tho indulgence in an occasional glass for other than medi-

cinal purfioses as "doing no g'Hjd," though you speak of it aa

"giving pleasure." Is the pleasure (if not hamiful) no good?
Surely it counts for Boraething. For my own jiurl,, looking back
over my past life, I repent mo (l can use no other word) for every
missed opportunity of taking pleasure, innocent to myself and not

harmful to others. Moreover, I believe the df>c( rine to be a most
wholesome one, and calculated to gri^atly increase tho hapjiiness of

the human race, both directly and indirectly, that, when we are

morally certain a pleasure will neither barm ourselvoa nor
others, it is a duty to take it. Tho energy devoted to
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8elf-rcstraint in legitimate pleasure-taking may be better em-
ployed (and 13 all wanted) in resisting temptation to what is

really wrong— if it be only to bad temper. I believe in

a doctrine of mental and moral correlation as surely as

in the correlation of physical forces, and hold that the self-

conceit, detraction, and sour temper of ascetics (to say nothing of

subtler defects) are directly due to their waste of moral energy in

resisting and rejecting innocent pleasures.

—

Alg. Bbay. You are

right. The (p-t-1) is in the numerator. Your letter appeared
because it was the easiest way of indicating the problem. I

could not afford time for an answer which would have been
of no use to any other reader. I do not think you have
quit© caught the answer to the parados. Tlie paradox arises

in reality from our assuming knowledge that does not exist.

The proof for the series 1- +2= +3^ -Hie, has occurred to others.

It shall appear; though, probably, after some delay.—A. H. wishes
to know how photographs are produced in which the figures stand
out brilliantly white, like statuary, against a dark background

;

also to know which are the best books for Stage 10 Mathematics of

the Science and Art Department.—J. P. "We could not venture to

give an opinion without seeing the planisphere. The course you
propose would be the best.

—

Loeesmith. Thanks.—J. C. L. There
is some mistake, certaiEily. The H. A. of mean sun quoted is not

exactly that of the mean sun at noon at Greenwich on May 28,

187i; the seconds should be 25.1.3, not 25.73 ; but it is near enough
to be very far from the R. A. at noon at New York.— Iota (1). The
moon appears larger near the horizon, through an optical delusion
only ; when measured with any angle-measuring instrument, the
moon is found to bo smaller near the horizon. (2.) The moon turns
on its own axis once in every Inaar month.—G. M. The question is

rather too wide to be dealt with in this section; may be made the
subject, of an article.

—

Haltaeds. Are not all those cases expli-

cable as mere coincidences ? Considering how many thoughts arise

in us and how many events occur to us, such coincidences must be
always occurring. Why should we wonder when they do occur ?

MATHEMATICAL ANSWERS.

GwERFYL. If you had worked correctly, you could not have an
error of five millions in deaUng with numbers of 8, 9, or 10 digits.

Give some example, and the matter may be explained. 1 do not
know of an eight-dec.-place logs. The seven-decimals suffice for all

ordinary purposes. The calculation of logs is a subject rather too
complex and requiring too much space to be dealt with in Answers.
—R. N. Thanks for solution of Problem 44. It avoids the diffi-

culty you point out in mine. The other point you notice is obviously
an erratum. Will find space for solution if possible ; but we are
already much in arrears with mathematical matter, and conse-
quently short of space.

0ut aaa&i'st column*

By "Five of Clubs."

THE following game illustrates early lead from a sIk

trumps when the long suit is established, and there
re-entering cards :

—

The Ha.nds.A.
Hearts—X, :i.

Clubs— K, 10. 9.

3.

Diamonds—A. S.

Spades— .\. K.

Hearts~K, Kn, 1.

Clubs- -A, 7.

Diamonds—Kn, 10. ;

Spades—Kn, ;i, iJ, i.

T.

Hearts—Q, 7, 2.

Clubs—Q, 8.

Diamonds— 6, 5,

10, 8, 7,

ireu.-ts~\i>, 9, 8, 0, 5.

Clubs— Kn. 2.

Diamonds— K, Q, 9, 8.

Spades—Q, 2.

CiVTlox —Bfwsro of Ihe Pnrty ofTerini; limitations of tho "Dig Wavwlev"
and Big J • Pen. Sold by all rospectablc Stationers throughout the world.

•' Thev come as a boon and a bleasinc to men.
The Piokwick. the Owl, and the Warerley Pen."

Also the Hindoo Pens, Diagonal Points, Ifos. 1, 3, and 3. Sample Box with all
ine kinds, Is. Id. by post. Patentees of pens and penholders, Macnivcn &
BT„Tr,"'K ;S"; , r i'"j l"" ?I»i"'J-'s Government. Offices, 23, Blair-slreel,
Edinburgh. (Eslabhshed 1770).

A T B Z

4. 4-1 ,^**\
I II 4-

1
1

'?
I
!<? t?

1^

It round.

EEMAEKS, INFERENCES, itc.

1. A having seven Clubs, leads
the antepenultimate.

2. B having no very good suit,

returns his partner's load ; from
tho fall of the cards he sees that
all the remaining Clubs are with A.

3. Although with only two
trumps, A having five winning
Clubs, two winning Spades, and
Diamond Ace, leads trumps, hoping,
by forcing, if necessary, to get out
trumps and bring in bis long suit.

He leads Ace to ensure two rounds
of trumps at least.

4. B knows from A's play that
A has not led from a long suit of
trumps. For if A had had five

trumps, headed by tho Ace, ho
would have led trumps first round.
B should have helped A in getting
out as many trumps as possible,
by playing his King and leading
the Knave. Tlie finesse succeeds,
as it happens, but it was not good
play.

5. Remaining trumps are with Z.

6. B leads Spades in response to
.4's discard of a Diamond.

7. A forces Z, of course. Y dis-

cards from his weakest suit ; B

9. A again forces Z.

The rest of the game plays itself.

O O Answees to Coeeespondents.

J. MoTLE and L. Pa.nteex.(?)
Whist will continue weekly (or
perhaps only fortnightly) later.

—A. GoEHAM. 1. See No's, follow-
ing 13, in which Ps play of the
Ten is discussed at length. My
corrected opinion is that the play
was not good, except under tho
particular circumstances. 1' knew
his partner would draw the desired
inference. Y and Z had played
much together—that was the only
excuse for Y's departure from rule.

2. In the first case under this

heading, Z having enacted one
penalty, no other can bo enacted.
B can take the card again into his
hand or leave it exposed, it can
scarcely matter which. In the
.second case, where the other
iieualty is enacted, tho card can
Im- called either as a lead, or in its

t uni (if playable without a revoke)
to a trick. 3. In No. 43, p. 22, A
has already shown that ho holds
but three Diamonds by leading
Queen and following with a smaller
one. What now information can
ho give by playing Si.x instead of

Two second round ? B knows that A has not moro than three
cards, and also that ho must have had three at least ; for there aro
no possible conditions under which Queen would be led from Quoeii
and another at the first round. 4. Honours are counted, I imngino
(though tho game without honours is far better.aiid moro scientific),
because inferior players would have but a poor chance were it not
for the cleineut of chance introduced by counting honours. Count-
ing half honours, that is, two for four honours, and one for three
honours against one, would be a fair comiiromiso. if tho clubs
could agree in recommending it.

—

Nemo, (i.) I know nothing of
Bezicpio. (ii.) A having already won the trick. B, on taking his
partner's trick, seeing A about to lead, snys :

" Partner, the trick
is mine; don't play?" Is the remark allowable? It seems to
us B is not only allowed but bound to prevent kis partner, if

ho can, from loading out of turn. But it would have been bettor
to say simply, " ily lead, partner."— FiVK or Ci.l;BS.

®

* +
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(@ur Cf)r69 Coltinm.
Bv MtniisTO.

'^pilE following tcrmiuat occurred iu a game played at tin

ghton :

—

PaTilioD Chess Kooi

after Black's eighteenth move

Me. W. BEXxtrrr.
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School of Telegr.4.phy.—On !Monday, October 2, Mr.
W. Lynd, a gentleman of several years' experience, will

open a school of telegraphy for young ladies and gentlemen
at Fair Bank, 13, Oaklands-grove, Uxbridge-road, W.
Instruction is to be given in the various telegraphic

systems used in the Postal Telegraph service, the apparatus
for the purpose being made after the Post-OfBce pattern.

WTiile a course of instruction at this school will give an
initial advantage to those of its pupils who join the per-

manent start' of the service, by far the greater gain will, we
imagine, accrue to those who desire employment at the

numerous sul>offices, which constitute a considerable portion

of the postal system, and are destined, at the present rate

of progress, to still further increase in number and im-

portance.

Crystal Palace Exuibitiox.—The amount subscribed

by gas companies towards the expenses of the special com-
mittee of the Gas Institute in connection with the forth-

coming exhibition at the Crystal Palace now reaches about
£4,000.

In addition to the prizes already announced to be
awarded at the forthcoming exhibition at the Aquarium, a
£.50 prize is to be awarded for the best electro-motor for

stationary work, or for tram car work, (a) absorbing h h.p.,

(b) absorbing 2i h p., (r) absorbing 5 h.p. The etlective

value of the receptor as economical for the transmission of

power will be the chief point of contest—that is to say, if

1 h.p. is put in by strap indication at one end, the strap

indication of the work done at the other end will be

measured, and the comparison thus made.

Edison r. Swan.—At the meeting of the Swan United
Electric Light Company held last week, the chairman stated,

with reference to the threatened litigation between Edison's

Company and theii-s, that there could be no doubt as to the

separate character of the inventions, and that he thought it

not unlikely that the companies would join forces rather
than fight each other.

Mineral Productions in Europe. — The French
Minister of Public Works has just issued the annual

statistics of mineral industry. We extract therefrom the

figures below showing the mineral production of the prin-

cipal countries in 1880. The total amount is 380,657,000

tons, representing a value of about £2-50,759,467. France,

23,257,657 tons; England, 171,061,476 tons; Germany,

59,680,754 tons; Belgium, 17,172,749 tons; Austria,

14,216,282 tons; Hungary, 2,281,373 tons; Italy, 1,107,624

tons ; Spain, 2,584,361 tons. These amounts include com-

bustible minerals, iron, lead, copper, zinc, sulphur, tin,

manganese, antimony, marine salt, and rock salt.

The following table, which has been prepared by the

French Ministry of Public Works, gives the railway mile-

age of the various countries of Europe and the United

States up to the end of last year, with the number of miles

constructed in that year, and the population per mile :

Germany
Great Britain

France
finssia 14,745

Atistria-Hungarj- . 11,880

Italy 5.450

Spain
Sweden & Norway

Total. Built in IS

21,313 331
18,157 164
17,134 895

Switzerland

.

Holland ....

Denmark . . .

.

Rotunania....

Turkey
Portugal ....

Greece

4,616
2,561

1,557

1,426

1,053
916
866
757

6

Population
per Mile

2,154-

1,93».

2,170

3 5,586

262 3,200
109 5,321

176 3,492
273 1,408
48 2,203
22 ],83l

83 2,835
25 1,919
56 5,860— 2,891

8 5,870— 28,000

Total 107,306 2,455 3,168
United States 104,813 9,358 502

It appears from this that the United States mileage was
only 2,493 less than the total of all Europe, and at the .

present time it exceeds it, as the former country has built

about 6,000 miles this year, whereas Europe has not ex-

ceeded 1,500. The diflerence in the number of persons per

mile in the two cases is also very great, Europe taking six

times as many persons to support a mile of railway as

the States, and can only be accounted for by the fact that

American railways are constructed much cheaper than the
European ones.

AccoRDiKG to the census reports, the popu'ation of the

United States in 1880 was 50,155,783, of whom 36,843,291
were whites native born, and (),679,943 were whites

foreign bom ; the coloured population being 6,632,549-

Of foreign born whites, 2,772,169 were natives of the

United Kingdom, 1,966,742 Germans, 717,084 British-

Americans, 194,337 Norwegians, 181,729 Swedes, 106,971
French, 104,541 Chinese.

"The Americans," says Mr. G. Phillips Bevan, "who
were to a certain extent influenced by the representations

of that colossal scoundrel Kearney, in California, were not-

a little surprised when the figures of tlie census revealed

the presence of the Chinese in very much smaller numbei-s

than were stated and believed. So vague, indeed, was thi'

previous knowledge, that even our Consul in San Francisco

reported that in 1876 there were over 150,000 Chinese in

the States, which numbers, during the agitation of the

next year, were conveniently increased to 200,000 in

California alone. The census tables of 1880 showed that

the whole number of Chinese in the States was orly

105,717; and although, from climatic and labour reasons,

the percentage in a few of the States was rather large, the

total proportion of 105,717 Chinese to the 51,000,000

inhabitants of the United States was so absurd, that the

Chinese bugbear collapsed at onco, to the shame of many
who had taken part in the agitation."
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iNrKOTioN- AT Seasidk Loucixgs.—We are continually

! -.yiving cuttings from newspapers and communications

. >£ various kinds, pointing out—in too many instances very

j.ainfully illustrating—the perils of infection which lurk

*iu seaside lodgings to which the weakly or jaded resort for

rest and health. There is an irony in the fate which

mikes these places notorious as centres for the propagation

of disease. It is not easy to suggest a remedy, because

those who live by letting lodgings regard their visitors as

fair game at any risk. If a lodger contracts fever or

diphtiieria, and dies or is removed one week, the bill "To

La'I
" will be up again the next week. It luxs been

repeatedly suggested that there should be a systematic

rfgi.^trati'on and inspection of lodgings, but apparently the

time has not arrived for the need of such a measure to be

publicly felt Perhaps, when the many cases which are

uow scattered, and therefore overlooked, come to be

collected and reported en nia^se, public opinion may bo

stirred in the interests of self preservation and common
sense.

—

Lane t.

Ikdiaks as Workmen.—The popular theory that the

Indian cannot be made to work is not altogether unfounded.

It by no means follows, however, that he cannot be induced

to work, and work well, when removed from his n.itive

surroundings and supjilied with the proper incentives.

The Indians in the industrial schools at Hampton, Vn.,

and at Carlisle, Pa., have shown a readiness to acquire

trades and a capacity to learn to handle tools skilfully, that

must stagger the projiidices of those who have adopted the

frontier creed that the only useful Indian is a dead Indian.

At the recent public exorcises at Carlisle, a Plains Indian

was the proud, though seemingly stolid, exhibitor of a

waggon built entirely by himself, a piece of work that

older mechanics might not have been ashamed of. The
Springfield R'piihlicnn says that there are now on exhibi-

tion in Boston samples of shoes and harnesses made at

Hampton Institute, which both in finish and se^^^ceable-

ncss are able, in the opinion of competent inspectors, to

compete successfully with the products of regular work-

men. The shoes are part of a contract for two thousand

pairs which the Government gave to the Superintendent

of the Institute, General Armstrong, last spring. The
Govirnment has also ordered seventy-five sets of double-

plough harnesses. General Armstrong is confident that

within five years, as the hundred Indians at Hampton,
the three hundred at Carlisle, and others under instruction

elsewhere, Ijccome ma-sters of the craft, all the shoes and

harnesses needed for the plains, can be made by Indian

young men at home.

Tub largest strap for the transmission of motive

power in the world was recently completed at Berlin.

Its width is 160 centimetres, of about 6 feet 3 inches, and

its weight a ton and a half. As many as 200 of the

largest and heaviest ox-liides had to be used in making this

gigantic strap. It is intended for a starch manufactory in

•iermany, where it is to transmit a motive power equal to

500 horses.

Mr.DiCAL men have always differed as to whether the

Vjest treatment of frozen persons was by a gradual or rapid

application of heat. To settle the matter, Laptchinkski

has madeawrrjes of very careful experiments upon dogs,

with the following results : Of twenty animals treated by
the method of gradual resuscitation in a cold room, four-

teen perished ; of twenty placed at once in a warm apart-

ment, eight died; while of twenty immediately put into a
hot lAth, all recovered.

The largest locomotive ever built has just been com-
pleted at Paterson, N.J., and is one of twenty-five ordered

by the Central Pacific Railroad. Its weight without the

tender is sixty-two tons. The size of the cylinders is

twenty bj' thirty inches. These engines have eight drivers

and a four-wheeled truck.

Statistics of the Postal Union.—The following sta-

tistics for 1S81 have been issued by the central authority

of the Postal ITnion in Switzerland. During the year the

Union was reinforced by the accession of Chili, Columbia,

the Little Antilles, Grenada, St Lucia, Tobago, the Turks
Islands, Barbadoes, St Vincent, Guatemala, Haiti, and
Paraguay, while, since the commencement of the present

year, Hawai and Nicaragua have also joined. In round
numbers, the amount of business carried on during

1881 included the transmission of ;3,86G,OOO,0OO letters,

649,000,000 postal cards, 3,000,000 cards with paid

answers, 1,983,000,000 newspapers, 1,023,000,000 printed

packets, 04,000,000 patterns, 98,000,000 small parcels.

The post ollice orders granted were 95,000,000, representing

a value of 8,04.5,000,000 f. Daily throughout the globe,

the Postal Union expedites upwards of 13,000,000 letters

and post-cards, without counting printed matter, while the

distribution of each year includes 3,448,000,000 letters in

Europe, 1,240,000,000 in America, 70,000,000 in Asia,

30,000,000 in Australia, and 11,000,000 in Africa.

The Velocity of Light.—Preparations are nearly

completed at the Case School of Applied Sciences, Cleve-

land, Ohio, for a reinvestigation of the velocity of light,

by Professor A. A. Michelson, late of the Naval Academy
at Annapolis. The velocity found (180,380 miles a second)

difFered slightly from that obtained by M. Cornu at the

observatory at Paris in 1874, and also, it is said, from

that obtained more recently by Professor Newcomb at

Washington. The results of the last-named observations

have not been published. Mr. Michelson has, accordingly,

been requested to repeat his experiments, money for the

purpose, about §1,200, having been promised from' the

Bache scientific fund. The Cleveland Leader says that two
small buildings have been erected for the experiments on

the grounds of the Case School. The larger of the two,

10 X 4.J ft, contains the chief apparatus. Two thousand

feet west of it is a smaller building containing a stationary

mirror. In the experiments the light traverses the space

between the buildings and back again to the apparatus,

by whose movement data are obtained upon which the

velocity of the light is measured.

The Area of IModeun State.s.—Some interesting facts

may be gleaned as to the relative size, according to area,

of the various European and American States. The largest

Slate in the civilised world is Texas, which boasts an area

of 274,356 square miles ; the smallest is the little State of

Monaco in Europe, which has only an area of six square

miles. The .Vustrian Empire contains 240,943 square

miles; the German Empire, 212,091; France, 204,091

Spain, 177,781 ; Sweden, 108,042; California, 157,801;

Dakota, 150,932; territory of Montana, 14.3,776; Nor-

way, 122,280; New Mexico, 121,201 ; Great Britain and

Ireland, 120,879; Italy, 114,296; Arizona, 113,916;

Nevada, 112,090; Colorado, 104,500; territory of Wyo-
ming, 97,883 ; Oregon, 9.5,274 ;

territory of Idaho, 86,294;

territory of Utah, 84,476 ; Minnesota, 83,531 ; Kansas,

H0,891 ; Nebraiska, 75,995 ; territory of Washington

09,994; Indian territory, 08,991; Missouri, 05,3.50
j

Turkey in Europe, 02,028 ; then come a number of othe

American States, aftf;r which are Roumania, 45,0421

Bosnia and Herzegovina, 28,125; Bulgaria, 24,3001

Servia, 20,850; Netheriands, 20,527; Greece, 19,94l(

Switzerland, 15,235; Denmark, 14, .553; Eastern Rot
melia, 13,500; Belgium, 1 1,373 ; and Montenegro, I,77C
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MONKSHOOD.
By Grant Allen.

1^0 look at these queer, irregular blue flowers, growing

on a long and handsome spike in the old-fashioned

garden border, nobody would ever dream of saying that

they were in reality altered and modified buttercups. And
yet that is just what they really are, with all the marks of

their cui-ious pedigree still clearly impressed upon their

veiy forin. Pull one of the blue blossoms off, and pick it

carefully to pieces, and you will see how strangely and

profoundly it has been distorted by insect selection.

Monkshood is most essentially a bee-flower, and in ex-

amining it we see the results of bee action plainly set forth

in every organ. If we pick a common meadow buttercup

for comparison with it, we shall be able to see exactly

wherein the two flowers difler, as well as why the one has

gained an advantage in the struggle for existence over the

other.

The outside whorl of the buttercup consists, of course,

of five separate greenish sepals, which together make up
its calyx. Inside the sepals come the five golden petals

composing the cup-shaped corolla ; and inside the petals,

again, come the numerous stamens, and the equally nume-
rous carpels or unripe fruits, each containing a single,

Eolitai-y little seed. Moreover, all these parts are regularly

and symmetrically arranged round a common centre, so as

to form a series of concentric whorls. But when we look

at the ^monkshood, we see no such simple and orderly

arrangement in its architectural plan. At first sight, we
recognise no distinct sepals or petals ; and the coloured

organs that take their place are very irregular in

shape, and disposed in an unsymmetrical fashion—or

rather, to speak more correctly, their symmetry is not
radial, but bilateral. When we begin to pull our blue
blossom to pieces, however, we gradually recognise the
various parts of which it is composed. First of all come
five sepals, not greenish as in the buttercup, but bright
blue ; and not all alike, but specially modified to fulfil

their separate functions. The uppermost sepal of all is

helmet-shaped, and it forms the curious cowl which gained
the plant its suggestive name from our medieval ancestors.

The two side sepals, to right and left, are flatter and
straighter, but very broad, while the two lowest of all are

comparatively small and narrow. The whole five are
bright blue in colour. Pull off these petal-like sepals,

and you come to the real petals beneath them. At
first you can liardly find them at all

;
you see only

two long blue horns, covert d till now by the helmet-
shaped upper sepal or cowl, and each with a queer cup-
like sac at its extremity, containing a small drop of
clear fluid. That fluid is honey, but T should advise you
to be careful in tasting it not to bite ofl' any of the flower,

for monkshood is the plant from which we get the now
famous poison, aconitine ; and a very little of it goes
a long way. Unlike as they are to the familiar yellow
petals of the buttercup, one can still gather from their

position that the two long hnms are really petals. But
where are the three others 1 Well, you must look rather
close to find them, and perhajis even then you won't suc-
ceed after all ; for sometimes the three lower petals have
disappeared altogether, being suppressed by the plant, as
of no further use to it. In this particular specimen, how-
over, they still survive as mere relics or rudiments, three
little narrow blue blades, not nearly as big as a gnat's
wing, placed alternately to the lower sepals. As for the
stamens, they are still present about as numerously as in
the buttercup ; whereas the carpels, or fruit-pieces, are
reduced to three only, which in the ripe seed-vessels here

on the lower and older part of the spike grow into long
pods or follicles, each containing several seeds.

Thus, then, the flower of monkshood agrees fundamen-
tally with the flower of the buttercup ; while, at the same
time, it has undergone some very singular and suggesti\e
modifications. In both there are five sepals ; but in the
buttercup all five are alike, and all five are greenish;
whereas in the monkshood they have acquired diflx-rent

shapes, exactly fitting them to the bee's body, and they
have become blue, because blue is the favourite colour of
bees. Again, in both there are five petals ; but in the
buttercup all five are similar and yellow, and all five secrete

a drop of honey at the base ; whereas in the monkshood
two of them have become long and narrow specialised

nectaries, while the other three, being no longer needed,
have grown obsolete or nearly so. Once more, the stamens
remain the same ; but the carpels have been immensely
reduced in number, at the same time that the complement
of seeds in each has been greatly increased by way of

compensation.

Well, how are we to account for these peculiar modifica-

tions 1 Entirely by the action of the fertilising bees. The
secret of the monkshood depends, in the first place, upon
the fact that its flowers are clustered into a spike, instead

of growing in solitary isolation at the end of the stem, as
in the common buttercups. Xow Sir. Herbert Spencer has
pointed out that solitary terminal flowers are always
radially symmetrical, and never one-sided, because the con-

ditions are the same all round, and the visiting insects can
light upon them equally from every side. But flowers

which grow sideways from a spike are very apt to become
bilaterally symmetrical ; mdeed, whenever they are not so,

one can always give an easy explanation of their de\-iation

from the rule. Proljably the blossoms of the monkshood
began by arranging themselves in a long and handsome
spike, so as more readily to attract the eyes of insects

;

and that was the real starting point of all their

subsequent modifications. Or, to put the same thing

more literally, those monkshoods which happened
to grow spike-wise succeeded best in attracting the
bees, and therefore were most often fertilised in the

proper manner. Next, v\e may suppose, the large green

sepals, being much exposed to view, began to acquire a
blueish tinge, as all the upper parts of highly developed

plants are apt to do ; and the bluer they became, the more
conspicuous they looked, and therefore the better they got

on in competition with their neighbours, especially since

bees are particularly fond of blue. As each bee would
necessarily light on the middle or lower portion of the

flower, he would begin by extracting the honey from the

two upper petals ; but it would be rather awkward for him
to turn round, head downward, and suck tlie nectaries of

the three bottom ones. Hence, in course of time,

especially after the flower began to acquire its present

shape, the two top petals became specialised as nectaries,

while the three lower ones gradually atrophied, smce
the coloured sepals had practically usurped their attractive

function. Cut as the flower can only succeed by being

fei'tilised, all this-e changes must have been really subordi-

nate to the great change which was simultaneously going on
in the mechanism for ensuring fertilisation. Slowly the

blossoms altered to the bilateral shape—they adapted them-

selves by the bee's unconscious selection to the insect's

form. The uppermost sepal grew into the hood, so

arranged that the bee must get under it in order to reach

the lung nectaries containing their copious store of honey.

At the same time the bee mut-t brush against the stamens,

and cover his breast with a stock of adhesive pollen-

grains. When he flies away to the next flower he carries the
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pollen with him ; anil as he rifles the nectaries in the

second blossom, he loth deposits pollen from the last plant

upon the sensitive surface of the carpels in this, and also

collects a freslx lot of jwUon to fertilize whatover other

tlower he niav next favour with a call. The increased

i-ertainty of fertilisation thus obtained enables the plant to

dispense with some of the extra carpels which its buttercup

ancestors once possessed ; and by lessening the number to

three, it nianajLces to get the whole set impregnated at a

single visit But, as three seeds would be a small number
to depend upon in a world of overstocked markets and

adverse chances, it makes up for the diminution of its

carpels by largely increasing the stock of seeds in each.

Thus the whole shape and arrangement of the monks-

hood liear distinct reference to the habits and tastes of the

fertilising bees. It is a mountain plant by origin,

lielonging to a tribe which took its rise among the great

central chains of Europe and Asia, and these Alpine races

are usually highly developed in adaptation to insect ferti-

lisation, because they depend more absolutely upon a few

upland species than do the eclectic (lowers of the plains,

which may be impregnated hap-hazard by a dozen ditterent

flies, or motlis, or beetles. We can still dimly trace

many of the links which connect it with very simple

and primitive buttercups, if not directly, at least

by the analogy of other plants. For all the

buttercup tribe show us regular gradations in the same
direction. Tlie simplest kinds are round, yellow, and
many-carpelled, like the buttercups. Then those species

which display their sepals largely have dwarfed petals, like

liellebore and glol>e-flower, or have lost tliem altogether,

like marsh-marigold, which trusts entirely for colour dis-

play to its big golden calyx. The still higher anemones
have the sepals white, red, or blue ; and the very advanced

columbine has all the petals spurred, and developed into

nectaries, like those of monkshood. l!ut columbine

still keeps to single terminal flowers, so that here the

live petals remain regular and circularly symmetrical,

though the carpels are reduced to five. Fancy a number
of such columbine flowers crowded together on a spike,

however, and you can readily picture to yourself by rough
analogy the origin of monkshood. The sepals would now
liecome the most conspicuous part ; the two upper petals

would alone be useful in insuring fertilisation, and the
lower ones would soon shrivel away from pure disuse.

The development of the hood, and the lengthening of the

upp<,T petals, would ea.sily follow by insect selection. It

is a significant fact that our only other spiked buttercuji,

the larkspur, has equally irregular and bilateral flowers,

though its honey is concealed in a long spur formed by the
petals, and accessible to but one English insect, the
humble Ikc.

VENDS NEARING TRA>'SIT.

By the Editor.

(Conlinutd from pwje 275.)

IN the firfct part of this article, I liave given an account
of the various changes of appearance presented by the

l«autiful star which sometimes shines as Hesperus, the star

of evening, and sometimes as Lucifer, the morning star.

I>.t U8 now consider what this star really is, so far, at least,

as we can learn by using tijh^copes and other instruments.
Venus has, in the first place, been measured, and we

find that she is a globe nearly as large as the earth. Like
the earth, she travels round and round thi- sun continually,
but not in the same time as the eaKli. The earth goes

round the sun once in twelve months, while Venus goes

round once in about seven-and a-half months ; so that her

year, the time in which the seasons run through their

changes, is four-and-a-half months less than ours. If

Venus has four seasons like ours, — spring, summer,
autumn, and winter,—each of these seasons lasts eight

weeks. Venus also, like our earth, turns on her axis, and
so has night and day as wo have. Her day is not quite so

long as ours, but the dillerenco—about twenty-five minutes
—is not very important

So far there is nothing in what we liave learned about
Venus which does not agree well with the idea that the
planet is a world like our earth, where people like ourselves

might live very comfortably. For it would not matter
much to us, probably, if the year were shortened by four

or five months, and the day by half-an-liour—supposing

always that trees and vegetables were so made that they
could thrive under the change. In fact, if anyone leaves

the temperate regions to visit the tropics, ho has to under-

go a greater change. For in England, and throughout the

United States, the seasons change from the heat of summer
to the cold of winter, and back again to the heat of summer,
in twelve months ; but at the equator, the greatest heat
occurs in spring and autumn, or at intervals of only six

months. So far as the length of the year is concerned, an
American or an Englishman could very well bear the

change to the temperate zone of Venus, where the interval

between the successive seasons of greatest heat amounts to

seven-and-a-half months.

But when we consider some other points, we see that

Venu.s, beautiful though she looks, would not bo a com-

fortable home for us. Venus is much nearer to the sun

—

the great (ire of the solar system—than our earth is. She
receives, then, much more heat from him. In fact, it is

easily calculated that if our earth were S(^t travelling on
the path of Venus, we should receive almost exactly tfwico

as much heat from the sun as we do at present. This

would be unbearable, except, perhaps, in the Polar regions

;

and even there the summer, with that tremendous sun
above the horizon all through the twenty-four hours, would
be scarcely bearable. Besides, wliat a contrast between

the hot Polar summer and the cold Polar winter, wlien for

weeks together the sun would not be seen at all. Altogether,

this earth would be a miserable home for us if her path
were as close to the sun as that of Venus.

We see, then, that either there must be some peculiarities

about Venus which prevent the sun from heating people

there as he would certainly heat us if our home were there,

or else the creatures which live on Venus must be difierent

from ourselves and the other animal inhabitants of our
earth. Unfortunately, we cannot make telescopes largo

enough to show us what is going on upon that planet, and
there is no reason for hoping that such telescopes can ever

be made. What wo know, however, about the planet's

condition does not seem to show that creatures living there

would be more comfortable than we should be if the earth

were put wliere Venus is. Just the contrary, so far as we
can judge. The seasons on our earth are caused by the

fact that she turns on a slanted axis. If her axis were
ujiriglit, there would be no seasons; if it were more slanted,

the contrast between summer and winter would be greater.

Now Venus has her axis much more slanted than the

earth's, so that her seasons must be very marked ind(^'d.

Thus the heat of her summer weather must be even more
terrible than if her globe were inclined like the earth's.

But there is yet anoth(;r point to be noticed. On the

upper slopes of lofty mountains, there is snow all the year

round, even in the torrid zone. That is because the air up
there is so rare that t does not act like the denser air
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lower down, which is a sort of clothing for the earth,

keeping the heat from escaping. Now if the air of Venus
were very rare, something of the same sort might happen
on thit planet. Just as people who live in torrid zones

seek the high mountain slopes in the hottest seasons of the

year, and tind there a temperate climate, so the inhabitants

of Venus might find it possible to bear the sun's intense

heat if the air of the planet were rare like that above the

snow-line in our mountain regions.

But it seems that, on the contrary, the air of Venus is

even denser than ours. And it seems also to be a moist

air, which is just the kind of air that keeps the heat in

most. The air of Venus is, in fact, so dense and moist
that the planet would be very uncomfortable (quite apart

from the intense heat) for creatures like ourselves.

The density of the air of Venus has been shown in

several ways. Perhaps the most satisfactory proof is that

which was obtained during the last transit of Venus across

the sun's face, on December 9, 1S74.

On that occasion, when the planet traversed such a path
as is shown in Fig. i, a phenomenon of great physical

interest and importance was observed.

Fig. 4.

When the planet was at A, entering on the sun's face, a
bright arc of light was seen round the part of the planet
which had not yet entered upon the sun's face. This arc was
not a mere faint light, but strong sunlight, as bright as that
derived directly from the sun's disc. When the planet was
at C, a similar arc of light was seen, as shown in Fig. i.

horizon, it is the air which really brings him into view, by
bending his rays round the curved surface of the earth.

So we are quite certain that there is air of some kind on
Venus. And we can even tell how much there is. Pro-

fessor Lyman, of Yale College, America, has made obser-

vations of this kind (not exactly the same as are illustrated

in Fig. .5, but depending upon the same bending power of

the air on rays of light) ; and from what he has seen, it

appears that the air on Venus is about twice as dense (at

the planet's surface) as the air on the earth.

Remembering that the sunlight has passed through this

air, -we can understand that the light which comes to us as

in Fig. 5 may tell us what sort of air it has passed through.

The spectroscope can tell as certainly—though the observa-

tion is, of course, more delicate—that it has passed through

the vapour of water in the air of Venus, as the rainband

spectroscope on our own earih can tell us of the presence

of aqueous vapours in our air. That is what astronomers

learnt in December, 1874, when the globe of Venus was
passing, as in Fig. -i, between our earth and the sun.

There cannot be moisture in the air of a planet unless

there are seas and oceans on the planet's surface. Xo
doubt, then, Venus has her continents and oceans, her

islands and promontories, and inland seas and lakes, very

much as our earth has. Then there must be rivers on the

land, and currents in the ocean ; there must be clouds and
rain, wind and storm, thunder and lightning, and perhaps

snow and hail.

Whether the planet is an inhabited world or not, it

would be diificult to say. Perhaps it is a world getting

ready for use as a home for living creatures. Most
physicists believe that the sun is gradually parting with

his heat. If, millions of years hence, the sun should only

give out half as much heat as he dees, Venus would be as

comfortable a place to live in as our earth is now. But at

present it may safely be said that if Venus is inhabited, it

must be by creatures very diflerent from those inhabiting

the earth.

{To be continued.)

WAS RAMESES II. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

By Miss A.melia B. EdwvVkds.

X.—PA-RAMESES.

OUR first step when seeking to identify the sites of

Pithoni and Raarases is to collect such scattered

mention of cities bearing these famous names as may be

gathered from ancient Egyptian writings. These references

are, perhaps, more numerous than might be e.xpected.

The name of Pa-Rameses occurs much more frequently than

Tkere is only one way in which this arc of light can bo
accounted for, and that is by the action of air upon Venus
bending the sun's ray.s, as shown in Fig. Ti, so that the sun
is seen round the corner. Our air shows us the sun in this

vay, whea he would be quite out of sight if there were no

the name of Pa-Tum. We meet with it in several documents

of contemporary date (that is to say, in papyri of the time of

Ranuses 1 1, and his immediate successors), and also in one

important lapidary, or stone-cut, inscription. This last is

found in the great rock-cut Temple at Al>oo-Sinibel in

air; for when we see the sun's disc just touching the I Nubia, and covers a large tablet built up between two of
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the Osiride columns in the first Hall. The text* consists

of 37 lines of sculptured hieroglyphs, and it purports

to he an address from the God Ptluili Tatuuen to Ranieses

II., followed l.y the King's reply to the same. The speech

of the Gotl is conceivt-<l in the most florid stylo of oriental

compliment The King is his son, made after his own
likeness ; an eternal King ; a prince for ever, with " limbs

made in ehvtruni, with liones of brass, with arms of iron."

There is plrnty wheresoever he bends his footsteps. The
Nile is always high for him; tlie harvest always abundant;

tlie tisliing always plentiful. To him his divine father

grants i^uccess in all his works, enabling him (in allusion to

tlie enormous Colossi seatetl in front of the temple) " to

cut the mountains into statues immense, gigantic, ever-

lasting."' He then goes on to say:—"Thou hast built a

great residence to fortify the border of the land, the city

of Ramesi-s (Pa-Rameses) ; it is established on the earth

like the four pillars of the sky. Thou hast constructed

within it a royal Al>ode, where festivals are celebrated to

tliee as is done for me within." This last " within " does

not mea:i within the walls of the same " Abode," or temple,

in which Ranieses was himself worshipped as a divinity.

It is usetl in the .sense of the inner, or inland, country, as

oppose<l to the frontier country ; and means Mempliis,

which was the great centre of the cult of Pthah. The
topograjihical and strategical allusions in the above lines

are very valuable. They sliow that the Pa-Raineses in

question was a iwir city ; that it was a fortitied place upon
the lorders ; and that it was dedicated to the worsliip of

the Pharaoh in his divine character. It thus fulfills all the

conditiims necessary to its identification with the "Raamses"
of the Bible.

The contemporary papyri in which we find mention of a

city (or possibly of various cities) called "Pa-Rameses"
are chiefly letters, or cojiic s of letters ; some being the

intimate corresjxindence of i)rivate persons ; others being

business letters on the most matter-of-fact subjects ; while

some, in a more ornate style, would seem to have been
transcribed either as exercises in penmanship, or as spe-

cimens of elegant composition, like the epistles in " The
Polite Letter- writer " of our grandparents. That such
documents, written upon a material so perishable as

papyrus, should have survived the wreck of ages, is at
least as wonderful as that the language in which they are

expressed, and the crabbed script in which that language
is writti-n, should U- as intelligible, and as legiljle, to

Egyptian scholars of this day as tliey were to those wlio

wrote and read tliem three-and-thirty centuries ago. And
if in these pages of fugitive correspondence we indeed find

passing mention of one, or l>oth, of those " treasure-cities
"

which wiTc the scene of the oppression of the Hebrews,
the niar\el culminates. These lett<-r.s, found buried with
mummies in their coflRns, or in earthen pots among the
ruins of ancient dwelling.s, or in hiding-places excavated in

the rock, have Uen Wjught up from time to time by
travfllers in Egypt, and have so been re-sold to various
European Museums. Some with which we are now
esp<-cially concerned are among the famous " Ana.stasi

"

papyri of the iJriti.sh Musf;um, wliili! others form part of
a very- large and curious document called "The Great
Hieratic Papyrus of Bologna." Tlie " Anastasi papyri

"

(so callwl liecaune purchasixl from M. Anastasi by the
trustees of the British Museum) consist of a collection of
lett':ni, copies of letters, miscollaneous memoranda, minutes

• Tn>niiIato<I for the firiit time com|>lctoly by M. E. Navillo, in
" Reconl» of tho Piwt," Vol. XII. Tho mme inscription, with n few
npCPMarjr alteration*, waa appropriate'! to hi« own honour by
IUine«r« III., and i* •colptorcl on one of the pylons of the Tcrnpio
f Mcdintt Uaboo, boiit by that I'haraoh.

on judicial matter?, treatises written apparently for edu-

cational purposes, and tho like. The Great Hieratic

Papyrus of Bologna (which is in one piece, and measures
nearly two-yards and-ahalf in length) contains transcripts

of sixteen letters by various scribes, mostly in the service

of Menephtliali, the son and successor of Ranieses II. It

is dated by the copyist in the eighth year of that Pharaoh.

The allusions to Pa-Rameses which occur in these letters

are casual and unimportant. The scribe Mahoo of tho

Royal Workshops, writing to the scribe Pinem, cautions

this latter to pay particular attention to the building of

certain chariots for the superintendent of Panegyrics, adding
" As I am dospatdied to the town of Rameses Mer-Amen
(Pa-Rameses* Mer-Amen) take care that they are got
ready." Tho Chantrcss of Amen, SherauRa, writes a
letter of alTectionate greeting to one Piai, evidently her
near relative, invoking the Gods to grant him healthy

strength, and tho favour of the King. "All is well with

me," she .says, " I live. Be not anxious about me ; but my
heart woukl fain have news of thee daily. Behold, I go

to-morrow to rejoin thee at Pa-Rameses Mer-Amen," itc.

Others of these letters name Pa-Rameses still more in-

cidentally, the writers merely invoking " all tho Gods of

Pa-Rameses " to bestow health, and strength, and long life

upon the person to whom tho communication is addressed.

Some of these scribes and letter-writers lived at Memphis,
but others were evidently residents of Pa-Rameses. We
must rot forget, however, that there were three towns of

this naiiKt, and possilily nioie than three. It is therefore

just as likely that the foregoing allusions may have been
made with reference to a Pa-Rameses not identical with

the Pa-Rameses which was built by the Hebrews. When,
however, we turn to the evidence of the Anastasi papyri,

we at once tread on surer ground. Here is a curious des-

criptive fragment, of which we possess two copies, in the

above collection :

—

"His Majesty has built him.self a Bekiikn, the name of

which is Aa-nekht Its station is between Zahi (Palestine}

and Egypt. It is piovisioned with all kinds of delicious

food. It is planned like llermonthis (Erment). It is

stable as Memphis. The sun rises and sets upon its double

horizon. All men hasten to remove from their own cities,

that they may live within its boundaries; having the

Abode of Amen' in the west, the abode of Sutekh- in the

south, Astarte* in the east, and Ouadji* in the North.

The Bekhen is as the double horizon of heaven, Barneses-

Mer-Amen is its God," &c.

The word liekhcn is of frequent occurrence in the papyri.

Its meaning is somewhat vague, but in its ordinary occu-

pation it would seem to be a military storehouse and
stronghold ; a place where provisions and arms might be

kept in readiness, and where booty might be conveniently

di-posited. In this sense it answers with peculiar fitness

tfj the Hebrew n^JDot'^y translated "treasure-cities."

Professor Maspero renders '^ ItMip.n" by "villa"; meaning
thereby a sumptuous royal residence including temples,,

barracks, and all kinds of builditig.s, like the villas o£

the Roman Emperors. In tliia sense, a Belc/ten of the

extent and splendour above described may well be trans-

lated by "villa." All /M/tejinw, however, were not fortresses^

• Mcr-Ainen (bolovorl of Amen) in an iiitegrul part of tlio name-
of RnmcHCH II. It» addition horo in no wiao affects tljo identity of
tho name of tlio town. " I'a-RnmcBos Mer-Amen " would, in fact,,

bo more corrcet than '' Pa-Rameses." It was also sometimes called

Pa-Uameses Aanokht, or tho town of Uamcscs tlio Victorious.

t Sco K.\oWLKi>OK, No. U, p. 220.

1. Amen, the great God of Tho Thebaid. 2. fiutclih, tho God of

tho Ilykshos and Ilittitcs. .1. Asturte, a fiidonian OoddcHS ad-
mitted into tho Egyptian I'untlieon. 4. Ouadji, the Goddess of tho
North.
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or palaces, or tempi

the name Bekhen is

and, as M. Chabas has pointed out,

aetimes applied to the dwellings of

private persons.

Although the Bekhen of the present papyrus is not

actually called Pa-Rameses, we are told that its name was
Aa-nekht, and Aa-nekht was the secondary name of Pa-
Rameses (see preceding footnote). Also, it was a new
Bekhen, which his majesty had "built for himself" ; and it

was stationed between Egypt and Palestine, which was the

precise position of the Land of Goshen ; and Rameses
Mer-Amen was "its God." Here, again, we have all the

conditions necessary to the identification of the Bekhen
Aanekht with the Pa-Rameses of the Aboo Simbel in-

scription, as well as with the '• Raamses " of the Bible.

The following description of Pa-Rameses (evidently the
same Pa-Rameses) is from the pen of the scribe Amen-em-
apt, who writes to the scribe Panbesa, announcing the

arrival of the Pharaoh, Menephthah, then travelling in

Lower Egypt:

—

"Lo, here is one shall bring to thee this writing of

cadenced words. When thou receivest my letter, see that

thou takest .'JO bronze outen*—or rather 100 outen—from
the hand of the scribe Ra-aii for the use of the servitors in

the divine abode (Temple) of Rameses Mer-Amen
See that thou do it quickly, for behold Ba-en-ra Meramen
(Menephthah) to whom be life, health and strength, comes
this way towards his birthplace in Heliopolis Ob,
very bright is the day of Thy comingf 1 Oh, sweet is Thy
voice in speech ! It is Thou who has enclosed Pa-Rameses
with a wall—the frontier of the land of the foreigner ; the
boundary of Egypt, Oh, gracious Lord 1 the beautiful out-

post ; the tower adorned with lapis and tunjuoise ; the
exercise-ground of the cavalry ; the parade-ground of the
archers ; the landing-place of Thy maritime auxiliaries

who bring Thee tribute 1 Praises be to Thee who comest
with thy warriors discharging poisoned and burning
arrows ! The Shasu (Bedaween) flee when they behold the
Pharaoh," kc.

In this e.xtract, the points to be especially noted are,

firstly, the allusion to the Temple of the deceased Pharaoh,
Rameses, deified ; secondly, the fact that this Pa-Rameses
is a frontier place on the side of the Shasu, or Bedaween
Arabs ; thirdly, that it was a place of communication by
water with th^ sea, and that the maritime auxiliaries came
thither in their galleys ; fourthly, that it had been enclosed
in a wall of circuit by the reigning Pharaoh, Menephthah
Ba-en-Ra Mer Amen, son and successor of Rameses II.

This last, as we shall hereafter see, is a point of much im-
portance.

The statistics of longevity in Prussia are striking. In
December, 1880, there were living 359 persons who were
at least 100 years old, 128 of them being men and 231
women. Of the men, 32 were still married ; of the women,
five were. Twelve of the men had never married and nine
of the women never had. Of persons born between 1781
and 1790, 5,35.5 were stOl living, the men being 2,025 in

number and the women 3,330. The records further show
that the number of persons born in the last century and
still living—tlioso, therefore, who were at least eighty

years of age—reached a total of 77,668.

• The ancient Egyptians had various metallic substitutes for coin,

which were used as conventional siprns of exchange. The bronze
oaten weighed 91 grammes. The subject of later Egyptian moneys
of the Ptolemaic period has been learnedly and exhaustively tieatcd
by M. Revillout, in his " Chrestomaf hie Demotique j

" so solving
many problems that have long batBed both Egyptologists and
numismatists.

t The scribe here breaks into an effusion addressed to Mencplitliah.

This change of tense is common in Egyptian texts.

THE RAIN-BAND.*
By C. Piazzi Smyth, Astronomer Royal for

Scotland.

"ITJ'HAT may be done with the spectroscope in the

> > matter of weather is, for the present at lea-st, con-

fined almost entirely to the question of raiu— as. Will it

rain, or will it not ; and, if it will, heavily or lightly ? The
manner in which the spectroscope accomplishes this useful

part is by its capacity for showing whether there is more
or less than the usual quantity of watery ^apour permeating
the otherwise dry gases in the upper parts of the atmo-
sphere, this watery vapour not being by any means the
visible clouds themselves, but the invisible water-gas out of

which they have to be formed, and by means of which,
when overabundant, they obtain their privilege for enacting

rainfall. So that never were wiser words uttered and more
terse philosophy than those which are to be found in the
ancient Book of -Job, wherein, of the wondrously " balanced

clouds " high up in mid-air, it is said, " They pour down
rain according to the vapour thereof."

More or less of this water-vapour is always in the air,

even on the very clearest days, and a happy thing for men
that it is so : for, as Dr. Tyndall and others have well

shown, it moderates the excesses of hot solar radiation by
day and cold radiation of the sky at night, and is more
abundant in the hotter than the colder parts of the earth.

Wherefore, according largely to its temperature for the

time being, the air—otherwise consisting almost entirely of

nitrogen and oxygen—can sustain, and does assimilate, as

it were, a specified amount of this watery vapour, invisibly

to the naked eye, the microscope, or the telescope ; but not

so to the instrument of recent times, the spectroscope.

And if the air vertically aliove any one place becomes
presently charged with more than its usual dose of such

transparent watery vapour (as it easily may, by various

modes and processes of nature), the spectroscope shows
that fact immediately, even while the sky is still blue

;

clouds soon after form, or thicken if already formed, and
rain presently begins to descend.

But how does the spectroscope show to the eye what is

declared to be invisible in all ordinary optical instruments?

It is partly by its power of discriminating the diflerently-

coloured rays of which white light is made up, and partly

by the quality impressed on the molecules of water at

their prim;eval creation, but only recently discovered, of

stopping out certain of those rays so discriminated and

placed iu a rainbow coloured order by the prism and slit of

the spectroscope, but transmitting others freely. Hence it

is that, on looking at the light of the sky through

any properly adjusted spectroscope, we see, besides the

Newtonian series of colours from red to violet, and

besides all the thin, dark Fraunhoftr, or solar origi-

nated lines, of which it is not my object now to speak,

we see, 1 say, in one very definite part—viz., between

the orange and yellow of that row of colours, or
" spectrum," as it is called—a dark, ha^y band stretching

across it. That is the chief baud of watery vapour ;

and to see it very dark, even black, do not look at a

dark part of the sky or at black clouds therein, but

look, rather, where the sky is brightest, fullest of light to

the naked eye, and where you can see through the greatest

length of such wcll-illumincd air, at a low, rather tlian

high, angle of altitude, and either in warm weather, or

above all, just before a heavy rainfall, when there is and

must be an extra supply of watery vapour in the atmo-

sphere. Any extreme darkness, therefore, seen in tliat water-

• From the rims.
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vapour band beyond what is usual for the season of the year

and the latitude of the place is an indication of rain-material

accumulating abnormally ; while, on the other hand, any

notable deficiency in the darkness of it, other circum-

stances beuig the same, gives probability of dry weather,

or absence of rain for very want of material to make it

;

and the band has, therefore, been called, shortly, " th(!

nain-band." Thus, also, "rain-band spectroscopes" have

been specially constructed by several most expert opticians

in size so small as to be carriable in the waistcoat pocket,

but so powerful and true that a glance of two seconds'

duiation through one of them suffices to tell an experienced

ob' erver the general condition of the whole atmosphere.

Especially, too, of the upper parts of it, where any changes

— as they take place there almost invariably earlier than

below—enable Jsueh an obsciver to favour his friends

around Lim with a pre\ision of what they are likely soon

to experience.

As an example of what may be done, and done easily,

ifter a certain amount of experience and understanding of

the subject has been acquired, I append, from a lady's

meteorological journal, her notes of the mean temperature

of the air and the intensity of the rain-band for each of the

lirst 6fteen days of the present month ; and in a final

column have entered the amount of rainfall measured at

the Koyal Observatory, Edinburgh, on each of those days.

The darker the rain-band the larger is the figure set down
for it ; and it will be seen pretty plainly, on running the

eye down that column and the next one, that with an

intensity of either or 1 no rain follows, or, we might

almost say, can follow ; but with an intensity of 2 rain-

fall begins, and with 3 it may be very heavy. All these

rain-band notes have been made with a spectroscope no

larger than one's little finger, purchased some six years ago,

and taken on many voyages and travels since then :

—

Depth of Rain
Mean Tem- mea.surcd in

D»le, Seplemlcr, 1S82. peratare of ,, . , , gauge at Itoyul

the air.
ltam-l>ancl observatory,
intensity.

Edintniri-H.

Oes. Fohr. Incli.

Friday, 1 571 ... 3 ... Oil-

Saturday, 2 ......... 59-2 ... 3 ... :i53

Sunday, 3 580 ... 2 ... 015

Monday, 4 544 ... ...

Tuesday, 5 557 ... 1 ...

Wednesday, 6 55-2 ... ...

Thursday, 7 53-8 ... 1 ...

Friday, 8 59 4 ...

Saturday, 9 540 ... 1

Sunday, 10 570 ... 1 ...

Monday, 11 52-2 ... 1 ... 010

Tuesday, 12 486 ... O ...

Wednesday, 13 528 ... 1 ...

Thursday, 14 495 ... 3 ... 02

Friday, 15 562 ... 2 ... 570

(To he continued.)

HIGH TIDES.

MR. JAS. PEARSON, M.A. (author of an excellent

treatise on the Tides), writes as follows to the

Tinifi :—The spring tides of March and September always
ri.se con.siderably higher than those in any other months of

the year, but it is only when a combination of astrono-

mical and atmospheric circum.stances favours their develop-
ment that their efTects become remarkable. The magni-
tude of the lunar and solar attractions on the ocean is a
matter of accurate prediction ; the disturbing influence of

the atmospheric pressure, both as regards direction and
magnitude, is fickle and uncertain from year to year. It so

happens that at the end of the present mouth

—

i.e., on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday in next week
—each of the constituent forces by which the tides ai-e

generated is at its iiia.cimiim, or very nearly so; it depends
entirely on the weather how far their effects may be aug-

mented. But there is this to be noticed, that the night

tides considerably exceed the day tides by reason of what
is tcchnicallj' called the " diurnal inequality." The ex-

planation of this inequality has up to the present time

been a difficulty, and even now tin; latest interpretation of

it has not been generally published. Old-fashioned
observers used to say that its periodicity coincided willi

that of "the dews," and they supposed the two classes o{

phenomena were in somts way connected. Nothing, "t

course, could be more foolish than such an idea. Tlir

" diurnal inequality " of the tides can be most satisfactorily

accounted for. Although to an ordinary observer the day

and night tides seem to approach our shores under precisely

similar conditions, yet, in reality, neither in their course

of travel nor in their mode of production do they exactly

resemble each other.

The largest tide has its magnitude augmented by the

fact that the crest of the tide-wave which follows the moon
travels daily from the Southern to the Northern Hemi-
sphere in a direction most nearly coincident with that of

the great expanse of water in the Atlantic Ocean over which
it passes ; the smaller tide has its magnitude diminished

not only because it is due to the action of the moon on
that side of the earth most remote from it, but more than

all because its course is partly diagonal to that of the

former, the tide-wave crossing the Atlantic, roughly speak-

ing, in the direction of its breadth, while in the other case

it crosses in the direction of its length.

Computation gives the following as the heights of the

tides at Liverpool on the before-mentioned days :—Tues-

day : day tide, 27 ft. 3 in. ; night tide, 29 ft. 1 in. ; Wed-
nesday : day tide, 28 ft. G in. ; night tide, 30 ft. 2 in.

Thursday : day tide, 29 ft. 2 in. ; night tide, 30 ft. 4 in.

Friday : day tide, 29 ft. ; night tide, 29 ft. 5 in. ; 8 ft. G in.

to be subtracted for height above Old Dock-sill at George's

Pier.-—Yours, etc., James Pearson, M.A., F.R.A.S.

Fleetwood Vicarage.

WHO DISCOVERED THE DIVISION
IN SATURN'S RING?

^^'H'R real historical importance of the subject of this

letter must be accepted as my excuse for an intrusion

into your already terribly overcrowded columns.

On p. 217 of Breen's "Planetary Worlds," the autlior

says :
" Shortly after this discovery a division in the ring

was detected by the English observer Ball ; and Huyghens
was written to in IGG.'') by Wallis to direct his attention

to the anses (sic) or ring, and to see " whether he then^

meets with nothing that may make him think that it is not

one body of a circular figuns that embraces his disc, but

two?"* Can any one of my brother readers of Know-
LKDCJE tell me where this letter of Wallis's is to be found 1

My reason for inquiring is this, that during a recent

very interesting discussion with my friend Mr. C. Leeson

[• It seems io mo, by tlio way, quite possible that Wallis hero

referred to two bodies on opposite sides of the ball, not to two
concentric ring.s. Ball's picture shows nothing of the latter sort

;

yet seems somehow to have been regarded at the lime as agreeing

with Wallis's idea ; whence possibly, later, when that idea was
misunderstood, the ni'Stake as to Ba'l's obscryation. The intjuiry

is interesting.

—

Kd.]
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OCR Star ilAP.—The circular boundary

of the map represents the horizon. Tlie

map shows also the position of the equator

and of that portion of the Zodiac now most

favourably situated for observation. Tin-

names of ninety-nine stare of the first threi;

maf^ntudes are given below.

On Sept 29, at 1030 p.m.

On Oct. 2, at lOl'i p.m.

tjn Oct. G, at 10' p.m.

OnOct. 10, at 9-4ri p.m.

On Oct 14, at 9-30 p.m.

On Oct 18, at 915 p.m.

On Oct 21, at 9- p.m.

<Jn Oct 2.5, at 8 -45 p.m.

On Oct 29, ut t<-30p.m.

AR.\BIC NAMES OF STARS.

The following table exhibits the names (.1

all the stors of the first three magnitud.s

whose names are in common use :

—

a AmlromedjD

a Aqoorii ...

n AquilsD ...

AariKn>

Camm Vcnftt.

Canin MmjorU

A Cat.U Hinoru ...

a'Capriconu

Alpherati
Hirnch, ilizar

Almach
Sadalmelik
Sadaltund

. Skat
Allair

Alihain
Tarazed
Uamal
Shtralan
Uetarlim
Capella
ilenkalinan

,
Arcturut

. Nekkar

. Jtar, Mitar, Mirarh

. iluphrid

. CorCaroti

. Siriu,

. Uirtam

. A tiara

. I'roeijon

. Gwnrim
.
Secunda Oiedi

. beneb Algiedi
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Prince, F.R.A.S., on the subject of Saturn's ring, I have
been induced to examine into the evidence which exists as
to the personality of the observer wlio first saw it divided
into two concentric ones. On p. 49 of the first edition of

?rp^^ w.'\."^1^™'".
^''> I ^=°'l you saying that "in

u,\ '^f'"
^^'^ discovered a black stripe of consider-

able breadth, running quite round the northern surface of
the ring, and having its outer and inner edges concentric
with the ring." Going back, I find Mr. Hind, in his
'Soiar System" (published in 1852), p. 105, attributing
this discovery to William Ball and his brother Dr Ball
and prior to this again the late Admiral Smyth statin- the
same thing as to the two brothers seeing it, in vol i

p. 51, of his "Celestial Cycle " (the " Prolegomena "). Now'
1 fancy that I have succeeded in tracing the (at all events,
modern) authority for this, in that wonderful farra-o
Kitchiner on Telescope.s. On p. 354 of that work the
Cooks Oracle thus delivers himself :

" The earliest account
which I have met with of an observation of the Division in
Saturn s Ring is in the Phil Trans, for 1666, by Mr Wm
and Dr. Ball, on October the 13th, 1665, at 6 o'clock, with
a very good telescope, near 38 feet long, and a double eye-
glass. This observation has induced the supposition that
baturn is surrounded not l^y one circular body or rin" only
but by two." I would ask the reader to note carefully
the verbal correspondence between this concluding sentence
and that alleged by Breen to liave been used by Wallis in
his letter to Huyghens of the same year. Well, naturally,

^,*'-, '* ,*^""» ^^''- ^""°^ ^"'^ I ''id ^-as to refer to the
FhilosopJncaJ Transactions for 1666, and, on doing so, I
found to my great astonishment that everything that
appeared there on the subject was a communication fromMr ^^llllam Ball, of Mainhead, which I here reproduce
verbatim el literatim. " LXXVII Oct. 13, 1665^ at six
of the clock, with a very good telescope near 38 foot Ion-
and a double eye-glass, ,y«<K;-„ appeared to me somewhat
otherwise than I expected, thinking ifc would have 1,een
decreasing, but I found it as full as ever, and a little
hollow above and below (Plate 3, Vol. I., Fig. 132)."

I append a facsimile of the engraving which illustrates

urf T^ and meagre statement. Not one word about the
Dr. Ball who appears in the later narratives, nor of the
two bodies of circular figure that embrace the planet's

d..sc. Nay, in the illustrative drawing not a vestige of an
indication of division in the ring ! It is, of course, possible
that Walhs (who, as is well known, was the Savilian Pro-
fessor of Geometry at Oxford, and was one of the founders
of the Royal Society) may have })een in communication
with the brothers Ball on the subject of their observation
and may so have learned orally what induced him to write
and question Huyghens

; but certainly nothing in William
Balls printed observation could have justified Wallis's

?,"r''n-°"-,
'^'^'' '" ^''y ^ '^"^ '=""»"« to I«arn whether

Walhs s letter to Huygens is still extant, and, if so, where
It IS to be found. At present the evidence connecting Ball
with the original discovery of the division in Saturn's rin-
seems to me to be of the most slender kind possible.

Forest Lodge, Maresfield, Wim.i.\m Noni i-

Uckfield.

ANIMALS IN NORWAY.

A ^2,RI^fPONDENT of the n,nes (A.G.B.K.), makes
fi^w

following remarks on a very pleasant feature ofthe Norwegian character, viz
,
kindne.ss to domestic an"malsIn that country, he says, "these animals are treated asthe friends rather than the slaves of man. As a result

ToTf ,rt%T ""l^"ow"' ^""^'^ ^''"°^ th""- dams atwork in the fields or on the road as soon as they have sutli-

harness f^,:
'".^ *^" f"^'^ '"'"'''^^' themselves Z

nto? ,1

'"'^ -"^ •'* ^"""^ ^'^•^"S t° ^orce its headinto a collar in imitation of its mother. Horses aretrained to obey the voice rather than the hand bearin'
reins are not usecl^ and the whip, if carried at all, is hardfyever made use of. Great care is taken not t<^ overload
carts, especially in the case of young horses, and con

continue fat, in good condition, and capable of work tillthe advanced age of 25 or 30. So tame are the Norwe-ian
horses and cows that they will allow casual passers-bv- tocaress them whi e they are lying down. Even domestic
cats will approach a boy with confidence, knowing that nochasing or worrying awaits them. One very hot summer'sday 1 met a woman holding up an umbrella to carefully
screen what I supposed was a little child at her side from
the scorching rays of a mid-day sun, while her o^vn headwas covered only by a handkerchief. In driving by I tried
to gam a glimpse of her charge, and found, to my great
surprise, that the object of her care was a fat, black pi-The question of humane methods of slaughtering aniniafs
has ately been prominently brought forward in England.
In this the Norwegians show us a good example, they
never use the knife without first stunning the animal Inthe above remarks I am alluding to the country districts
of Norway; in the towns the national characteristics
become modified, although even under these conditions
kindness to animals is still remarkable.
To those whose hearts are sickened by the sights of

cruelty daily witnessed in our streets it must be a conso-
lation to learn that a country exists where these thin-s areunknown where men are instinctively considerate to the
animals dependent on them, and where no legislation is
required to enforce the claims of the dumb creation

THE ENDOWMENT OF EESEARCH.
A DISCUSSION took place on this subject on the

i-\. second day of the Social Science Congress in the
Department for Education. The general feeling seemed tobe against those special forms of endowment which liave
been advocated by cerUiin no,n tolerably active workers.
Ihe discussion is thus reported in the Times.—

INIr. Rowland Hamilton, lion, secretary of the Depart-ment introducing the question from the general educational
standpoint which it had always been the object of the
department to maintain, inquire.! (1) into the relation whicli
the prosecution of research bears to our national systom •

(-) how It may allect and be afVectod by the ellbrts nowmade to extend general culture ; and (.i) into its claims on
our national resources. In the early stages of training the
methods which conduce most to insure sound teaching
are the same as those which will best qualify pupils
in after life to take their part in such work as that
of original investigation, and the endowment of
research should not trench upon the means devoted tothorough liberal education in any of its branches. The
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advantages which the influences of scientific method should

aflbrd to our Mlucational system will be amply repaid by
the increased number and elliciency of those who will

hereafter be able to take part in scientiiic work and an
intelligent and practical interest in its progress. The
educational uses of scientiiic teaching have yet to be fully

consideretl, and we might reap them by the endowment of

one or more professorships, round which the experiences

of many who are interested in this important branch of

the subject might concentrate, alike to the advantage

of " liberal " culture and of more special training for the

labours of researcL As to the endowment of the more
special forms of research as more commonly understood,

there is hardly any limit which it is desirable to assign to

it, provided due assuranc en tliat the work desir

efficiently carried out Tiie services thus rendered are pre-

eminently of general and national importance, and must
be provided for by national expenditure. The economic
doctrine of supply and demand as regards the interchange
of individual services is wliolly inapplicable to the question.

The difficulty lies in the aduiinistration of the funds de-

voted to such purposes, so as to insure that they are given

to those duly iiiialided to use them. The method of State
grants in aid, dispensed through tlie agency of existing

societies and learned bodies who have earned a title to

public confidence, might be largely developed with the

greatest advantage, and the relative functions of the

Government and of such societies m their relation to this

subject were discussed. The multiplication of " idle

fellowships " had a demoralising tendency. While any
undue interference on the part of the central adminis-

tration was to be altogether deprecated, it was essential

to reserve to the State an ultimate and quasi judicial

control, which would best secure that publicity and definite

responsibility which are the best safeguards against abuses
in any direction.

Mr. Cooke Taylor, who opened the discussion, said this

was an age of investigations. He was not much in favour
of the endowment of research, but if they were to have it,

it should l>e upon the lines laid down by Lord Bacon in his
" New Atlantis."

The Rev. J. F. M'Callan, one of the local secretaries,

beliered that discovery was promoted not by endowment,
but by enthusiasm. In his opinion, the endowment of

research would be merely making a perch for acti\e men
to go to sleep upon, and would not promote investiga-

tion in any special way.

The Rev. J. Bevan thought a good deal might be done
by private enterprise.

Mr. Walter Wren (London) said that rewards ought to

be given for something done, and not payment for some-
thing to l>e done. He regarded this agitation for the
endowment of researcii as a new form of alms-begging
or charity-hunting. J»y endowments they would be
simply op*;ning the door to jobbery on a most gigantic

scale.

After some further discussion,

Mr. Hamilton repli<rd. He said he entirely agreed with
Mr. M'Callan and Mr. Wren with regard to what was
called the abuse of the endowment of research. I5y the
endow-ment he simply meant that those who were engaged
in research should, upon due proof that they were so
engag»fd, \ji: exempt from carking cares and dillioulties.

People could not live upon nothing, and there was no doubt
that at pri-jv,nt any ol<iect of research must be investigated
by people of indefwndent means. He thought it would l)e

well that m<»n9 should be provided so that those engaged
in research might obtain assistance without feeling under
a personal obligation to anyone.

^(bictusf.

A SCHOOL BOOK ON HEAT.*

IT is singular how few of those who are not actually

students of physics have any clear idea of the nature
of heat, the laws of its recejition, transmission, and radia-

tion. The most absurd mistakes are made on these

subjects wlien any simple phenomenon of heat is familiarly

discussed. As the phenomena of heat are the most
common of all those which ordinary life brings into our
notice, they might well be studied in our schools, instead

of some of those preposterous subjects which the folly of

the fifteenth century set as the chief matters for school-

training, and the stupidity of the nineteenth persists in

retaining. If the wiser of the earlier period had selected

subjects for study, or if the more sensible of our own day
had their way, our children would not be obliged to learn a
number of matters of no earthly use to most of them while
subjects which actually include the very laws of their exist-

ence are utterly neglected. A bright boy of fourteen shall re-

peat for you glibly, in Latin, the rules of Greek syntax or

prosody, and translate a page of some more or less olfensive

poetry about the loves of gods and goddesses ; and when he
is forty he will positively remember enough of his classical

lore to know the origin of most of those English words
which have been derived from Latin or Greek (which know-
ledge might all have been obtained in the compass of a
week at the outsi<le). But ask him how exercise makes
him warm 1 why llaiinel is good for his cricket suit on a
hot summer's day, and also for his football suit in winter?

why his breath forms a visible cloud on a cold day and not
on a hot one ? or any simple rjuestion of this sort, and the

chances are (even now, when physical science is supposed
to be taught in our schools) that he will be all at sea.

Among the adult, ignorance about the laws of heat is

still more common and still mor.j surprising. For a boy
cannot be expected to learn what no one cares to teach

him ; and if he finds that he cannot gain credit and jjrizes

without being able to write Latin verses or to show that

triangles are to each other in the duplicate ratio of their

homologous sides, ho will give all his studying time to these

things, just as he would give it to the study of chess or

whist if proficiency in these pursuits were made (as it might
as wisely be) the test of progress. But that persons who
have leisure for study should remain absolutely ignorant of

such subjects as the laws of heat, light, and so forth, laws

relating to phenomena constantly occurring, is less easily

explained, unless it be regarded as the result of a carefully

instilled feeling of disregard for all that takes place around
them.

Yet our own experience shows us that many who ob-

viously know little would like to know a great deal about
such matters. We receive multitudes of letters showing
that though the writers may not know the ditl'erence

between conduction and convection, or may regard specific

heat as some special kind of heat (like obscure heat, for

instance), while the mechanical theory of heat is obscurer

to them than a half-obliterated manuscript in Goojurattce

Indian, they are very anxious to learn what science has to

say on these subjects.

To all such we very strongly recommend Mr. Larden's ex-

cellent book on Heat.' It is intended as a text-book for

use in our public schools ; but (while admirably suited for

that purpose) it should be read by all who wish to have

• A School Courte on Heal. Uy W. Laiidex, M.A., Assistant-

Master in Cheltenham College. (Sampson Low, Marston, & Co.,

London.)

I
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clear ideas about the physics of heat as at present uader-

stood. Mr. Lardner assumes that the reader of the book

has no previous knowledge of physical science at all. His
explanations, therefore, are at tirst very elementary in

character. Farther on, as the reader gradually becomes
familiar with his subject, they become more succinct. The
mathematical parts require uo very profound study of ma-
thematics, and are very clearly, yet satisfactorily, dealt

with. (The general reader, even if he has enough mathe-

matical knowledge to master these portions easily, can pass

lightly over them, content to recognise the principles on
which calculation is based, without wasting his time in

testing their accuracy.) The questions and examples given

at the end of each chapter are excellent. We have been
particularly struck by the completeness of the treatment of

the various subjects : just, too, where difficulties are likely

to occur, they are referred to, and removed. The illus-

trations throughout are excellent

There are a few slight errors here and there. For
instance, at p. 8, " the end C " of a tube is mentioned,

though it has no existence in the figure ; on page 20+, we
find specific heats Ci and C.^, instead of c^ and c, ; and so

forth. But the work contains so much, that the wonder
rather is that there are not more mistakes of this kind.

Among errors of a ditferent sort may be mentioned the

statement that astronomers believe the sun's heat to be

maintained by the downfall of bodies which had been
travelling around the sun, and the remark that the planets

are known to be slowly but surely closing in towards the

sun. (There is a footnote on the same page—288

—

referring to Dr. Siemens's theory, which has been unani-

mously rejected, or neglected as not needing rejection, by
all who are competent to form an opinion upon it) Our
author's remarks on the tides also, are open to misconcep-
tion, where he speaks of the earth "in its daily revolution

sweeping through the protuberance of water due to the

moon's attraction."

But these faults are slight and easily corrected in later

editions of the work. They detract scarce perceptibly from
the great value of this thoroughly excellent and honest
book, every page of which shows signs of careful study to

make matters clear and simple to the reader. The con-

trast between this book and some of the trashy text-books

of science which are finding their way into use is most
marked. The latter part of the work is naturally the most
interesting, as there is less occasion for explanation of

general principles. The chapters on Radiation, the
Mechanical Theory of Heat, and Heat Engines, ou^ht to

be as interesting as a well-written story to an intelligent

learner.

BIBLE ENGLISH.

Mr. W.\suixgton Moon is the self-appointed guardian

of the English language. Ever since he sat in judgment
on "The Queen's English" in "The Dean's English," and
was commended by those rather questionable judges, " the

young buccaneers of the press," he has missed no oppor-

tunity to exhibit his logical precision, liis acumen in

detecting faults, and his familiarity with Lindley Murray.
He not only points out errors in the writings of all our
best authors, but when those among the living ones who
think it worth while, defend themselves, he shows them
how their defence ought to have been worded. In the

work before us he " presumes," he says, " to take upon
himself" the "consideration of the revised New Testa-

ment regarded grammatically."

• " The Revisers' Entrlish," by G. Washington Moo.v, F.U.S.L.,
author of " The Dean's English." (London : Hatchard's.)

We do not know Mr. Moon personally ; but we should

imagine he must be a troublesome person to convei-se with.

If not, his works belie him. We picture him speaking

—

in the ordinary converse of life—somewhat as in the

following imaginary scene :

—

Tr.aveli.er (meeting Mr. Moon).—Can you tell me, sir, where
this ro.id goes ?

Mr. Moox (aside).—He should have said, "If you can, ^cill yon
tell me?" {Aloud.) Sir, the road dote not go anywhere, it re-

mains always here.

Traveller.—Pardon me. I should have said, " Where does this

road lead ?"

Mr. Moo.\.—To lead, sir, is to go before—to guide (vidt Webster,
Worcester, and Walker, especially Walker). The road cannot go
before yon. ; ; :

Traveller.— I perceive, sir, you are precise. I want to know
where I shall arrive if I follow this road ?

Mr. Moox.—You cannot follow that which is at rest, for the word
foUou-

Traveller.—Excuse me, my time is limited. Where shall I
arrive if I travel on this road ?

Mr. Moox.—Your query is wanting in precision. Where yon
arrive will depend principally on the duration of your progression.

Traveller {after a pause). Supposing I should walk upon this

road, at a rate of, say, four miles per hour, during, let us suppose,

two hours, what are the various places through or near which my
walk will bring me ?

Mp. Moox. This is very painful. There are no less than seven

mistakes of the most glaring kind in the sentence yon have just

spoken. Your use of the word *' supposing " is quite inaccurate.

Who are supposing ? Then, having already used the word once,

you should not have used it again in the same sentence. Again,
what does "say" moan? Also, why use the Latin word per,

when "in an" would have served your purpose? You speak of

various places. But the word various, so used, is quite unmeaning.
If it were not redundant it would be incorrect, for the word
various implies that the objects to which it is applied vary from
each other. Xow, the places through which you have to pass
may, for aught you know, be precisely alike. Further, you should

not have said " my walk," but " my walking." The word " bring,"

also, is inappropriate. I will go home and write an essay on each
of the questions which I have raised respecting your incorrect

language ; and
Traveller. In the meantime, will you kindly teU mo what I

want to know ?

Mr. Moox (asid-.) He does not mean " in the meantime," but
before that. {Aloud.) No, sir; that is what won should tell me.

Not to speak of telling yon, how can I eveu learn what you
want to know, when you fail to express yourself in terms at once
clear an4 accurate. Permit me to quote for your edification a
passage from the preface to my treatise on the " Revisers' English."

•'The mind which allows itself complacently to delight"

—

Traveller. How about tautology ? [He goes upon his waif.

Mr. Moox. (.-Isidt'. A most inexact expression !) Understand,
sir, that in what I write no one has ever yet detected imperfections—"complacently to delight," I say (raisimj his roice) "in any-

thing below the highest standard of excellence, is thereby dwarfing

its faculties ; for (louder) we become assimilated to that wiiich wo
worship, and {shouliiiy) [we] are ennobled or debased by the in-

fluence of that upon which our minds dwell with satisfaction." Ho
is beyond hearing ; I will write a series of letters for Public Opinion,

and point out his multitudinous errors. I iriH bo heard; he shall

(Saxon, seealan) listen to me.

In this spirit Mr. Moon has revised the revisers' English.

We do not much admire tlie revised version of the New
Testament. Its authors set themselves an impossible task.

They proposed to correct the faults of translation in the

Authorised Version, to retain as much as possible of its

antique style, to adhere to English idioms, and to write

what all should understand. The result is a singular con-

glomeration of tautology, Greek idiom, obsolete expressions,

and commonplace language.

In all former attempts to translate the Bible, the

language of the time was adopted, and thus each trans-

lation not only expressed the ideas of the Bible writers in

such language as men commonly employed, but left to

future ages a record of the language in each sucoessire

stage of its development Our revisers have been afraid
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to attempt this. As priests wear garments which were
fashionable several generations ago, and as in fornirr times
llint implements were used in saored offices to do what for

ordinary purposes was done with instruments of steel or

iron, so now archaic forms of expression seem to be regarded
as essential in religious books. One wonders whether faith

has become so weak that the Bible would not bear transla-

tion into tlie language used by the prose writers of the
present day.

The difficulties which the revisers thus created for them-
selves have naturally led to faults of e.xecution, and on such
faults Mr. Moon has pounced with characteristic delight.

Where the revisers have very carefully followed the text,

they scarcely write English, though thoy have adopted as a
principle that the idiom of our language should not be
violated by forms of expression which it cannot bear. But
Mr. Moon, in his anxiety to do battle, charges recklessly

on perfectly defensible positions. For instance, lie adopts
as a principle that a verb must be plural when it relates to

several substantives ; and he will not hear of any objections

to this principle, based on the practice of our best writers

and speakers. But, as a matter of fact, the question
whether the principle is sound or not depends entirely on
the practice of writers and speakers. The Greek language
is logical, so is ours, so is the French ; but in the Greek
Mr. Moon's principle has no existence, whereas in French
it rules absolutely. Whether it exists in English or not,

depends on the practice of our best writers in use,

Quern jHiieg arhitrium est, et jus et norma loqiiendi.

(A line, which, by-the-way, illustrates the Latin practice).

Now, the English custom in this matter is more nearly
akin to the Greek than to the French. We can say either

"Thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory," or

"Thine are the kingdom, the power, and the glory."

We cannot say " Thine are the kingdom, and the power,
and the glory," for the simple reason that the first " and "

indicates the reiteration, in reference to the power, and then
to the glory, of that which has already been said about
" the kingdom." Mr. Moon, in dealing with this particular

example, seems quite unable to see how much stronger is

the form actually used for the doxology than that
which he would substitute. All good writers know that
by the use of the singular in such cases, the word
"and" acquires the force of "and also." Mr. Moon
would probably answer that in that case, " and
also " might with advantage be used instead of
" and ;

" for he appears to have not the slightest con-

ception of the weakness, dulness, and heaviness result-

ing from the constant use of every word which may be
essential to the logical complet<!ness of a sentence. J lis

own writing it ponderous to a degree. He crowds incon-

gruous ideas together in long and involved sentences, the
meaning of which can seldom be seen at a first reading.
Like all criticasters, he aims at fine writing; but in his

attempt to combine glowing description with logical accu-
racy, he often succeeds only in affording "awful examples,"
and he is not always even quite so accurate as he might be.

Here, for instance, is a sentence of his writing :

—

There ia K-ofx- in tlie varied themeB of the Word of God for the
grandect onf«n-nttemnce« of lanf^ua^e ; and these, bearing tlioxu
themca, *hoald peal through the mighty cathedral of the world, in
tonc« which cjuld not but thrill with renponsivo vibrations the
throbbing hearts of its many million HrorHhi|ipcrg.

This is very fine writing. The " organ-utterances of lan-
guage" are good; and when youclearlyg<;ehowtheseand those
are related, you dimly recognise that " these, bearing those,
can peal," ic, but whether the many million worshippers
(it should Ije many millions of worshippers), worship the
cathedral or the world, or what they worship, i.s by no means

clear. Can Mr. Moon possibly have been afraid to speak

of " the many million.'? who worship in it," becau.se there is

a rule which very much troubles weak writers (and a very
silly rule it is) that a sentence should not end with small

words, prepositions, or pronouns ?

It would be well if one who can write I'^nglish well—
accurately yet without allcctation—would try tins ellect of

one of the gospels, or even a chapter of one, in the English
of our day.

METACHROMATISM, OR COLOUR CHANGE.

By William Ackrovi>.

IT is usuiil for people to regard colour as a Used quality—

a

(liinlity which it would bo as diflicult for a substaiieo to alter

as for the Ethiopian to chniigo his skin, or tho leopard his sjiots.

This idea of the fixity of colour is, however, easily got rid of. Let
tlio render by an effort of imagination condense a year into a few
moments of time, and lot him follow with tho mind's oyo all tho
changes in fruit, llower, and foliage. Then will it appear to him
that the colour »f tho landscape is ever changing.
On a very small scale tho san\o changeablonoss of colour may bo

shown in the laboratory without any appeal to the imagination.
Coloured substances may be made to change from tint to tint while
one is looking on.

Take a small fragment of bichromo (potassic dichromato) and
put it on a piece of white porcelain ; heat it strongly over a S))irit

lamp, Hunscn burner, or any other clean source of heat, it will then
be seen that the bichrome changes its colour from rod to dark rod.

Upon cooling, it regains its original colour. Note well that tho
cold bichrome was red, and the liot, dark rod; in other words, the

expanded bichrome was dark rod, and tho contracted red simply.

These facts we may tabulate thus :

—

)!ll llItOMK

When heated

or exiiaiidod

, cooled

tractod.

The arrows refer to the order of colour change— e.j., when one
heats the bichrome it changes in tho direction of tho left-hand

arrow, and when one allows it to cool it changes in the opposite

order, as shown by tlie right-hand arrow.

Now, there are many substances which change their colour when
they are heated. Thus, oxide of zinc changes from white to yellow
and orange, and porcelain even will change from white to yellow.

Chromate of barium changes from yellow to orange; chromato of

lead from orange to brick-red and black red; mercuric oxide from
orange yellow to orange, red, and brown ; and suboxide of cojiper

glass from scarlet to blackish red and black. Colour changing
bodies regain their usual, colour, as a rule, when thoy have cooled

to their usual temperature, although sometimes tho exact shade ia

not regained, probably from the substance not having fully con-

tracted. We have here cases of inorganic adaptation to environ-

ment as striking in their way as those of animals acquiring white
coats under the influence of Arctic cold, or of white folks becoming
dark skinned under the induenco of equatorial heat.

In running over tho few examples we have given, it will be per-

ceived that in these colour changes, when a body is being heated,
there is a certain order which is invariably followed j thus white
substances become yellow, but never rod or black, and a red siib-

stanco may become brown or black, but never white. It will bo
further noted that in one kind of coloured substances black is tho

extreme result of heating, and, on tho other hand, no amount of

cooling will carry a substance beyond whiteness; i.e., a hot orango-

colourod body may become yellow when cooled, or oven white, but
nothing else beyond. If wo, therefore, airango a series of colours

with white at one end and black at tho other, the intermediate

members of tho scale being placed in tho order in which colour

changes are observed to take place in various substancos, then we
obtain a metachromatic scale. Tho following is m;/ motachromatio
scale :

—

niack
Hro>

Ileatmg or | „^,^^^^

,. i Yellow
expanding. ^ q^^^.,^reen

Illue

White or colourless.

Cooling or

contracting.
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It appears tliat another metachromatic scale has been devised
besides my own. The two scales arc not identical, however, nor
does the same meaning appear to be attached to both. Thus the
deviser of the scale to which I refer, writes :

—" White (as being
the combination of all colours) concludes the scale at the limit of

expansion, and black (as an absence of light) at that of contrac-

tion."* This is the very opposite of anything I have ever taught
regarding metachromatism, and from the experimental evidence I

have already given, the reader will perceive that it is undoubtedly
a mistake.
By spectroscopic examination, I have ascertained that the change

of colour in a body upon elevation of its temperature is due to

increased absorption of light towards the violet end of the spectrum.
A simple experiment suggests itself to me by which the reader may
demonstrate this point to his own satisfaction without the spectro-

scope. A borate of copper bead, as obtained in blow-pipe analysis,

is blue when cold and green when hot. Now a transparent yellow
substance generally absorbs the violet end of the spectrum as far as
the blue border of the green, according to the thickness of the
absorbing substance. Treacle is a body of this kind. Take the

blue bead and dip it in treacle. Upon taking it oat with a thin film

of treacle covering it, it aJ^pears green. In other words, covering
the bead with a thin film of a substance absorbing the light of the
violet end of the spectrum has the same effect, so far as its appear-
ance goes, as raising the temperature of the bead, and consequently
the latter operation increases the bead's absorption of the violet end
of the spectrum.

As we have seen, this increase in the absorption of light to
which metachromatism is due, culminates in blackness, or what
would be termed spectroscopically continuous absorption. At the
other end of the scale, one would hare a continuous spectrum from
the absence of absorption, and between the two extremes, partial
absorption. In 187i Lookyer proposedf five orders of spectra,
ranging from the spectroscopic appearances of bodies at ordinary
temperatures to the emission spectra of high temperatures. I

regard his 3rd, 4th, and 5th orders as misplaced, and would sub-
stitute for them the orders I have placed opposite them in the
following comparison. The error has evidently arisen from a
mixed study of what I have termed transverse and structural
absorption effects.

t

ORDERS OP SPECTRA.

After Lockyer.

1st Order, Line spectra )
2nd Order, Channelled-space >

spectra j

3rd Order, Continuous absorp-l
tion at the blue end. I

4th Order, Continuous absorp-
tion at the rod end.J

5th Order, Uniqne continnons
absorption

Class II. Absorptive.

Metachro-

Continuous absorption . . . Black.

Partial absorption— ") Brown.
i.e., absorption at

| Red.
the blue and rod I Orange,
ends, or at any in-

f Yellow,
termediate part of I Green,
the spectrum J Blue.

Continuous spectrum ...White.

iLtntt& to tf)t etiitov.

• opinionn of hit corregpondentt.\_The Editor does nothoht himselfrefponitiUe/oi
Se cannot undertake to return mtinutcripts or to >
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all Easiness
street, W.C.
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^'"^""' ""' ^"'-Office Order, should le made payable to
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Space will not allow of my going into the theory of metachro-
matism, and I would add, in conclusion, that those readers who are
interested in its biological applications may consult the " Proceed-
ings of the British Association for 1877," pp. 100-1, and " Science
Pop All *' vnl ; T^»^ 9K1 t:i\

ings

for All," vol. i., pp. 251-50

* Chemical Neics, Sept. 8, 1876, p. 109.

t " Proceedings of the Royal Society," Juno 11

J Phil. Mag. for December, 1876.

Caotiok.—Beware of the Party offering limitations of the " B
and Big • J " Pen. Bold by all reopoctablo Stationers throughout I

Also the Hindoo Pens, Diagonal Points, N09. 1, 2, and 3. Snmpic Doi «ith all
Iho kinds. Is. Id. by post. Patentees of pens and penholders, Moeniven S
< aileron, I'en-maliers to lier Majesty's Government. ODlces, 23, Blair-slreet,
Edinburgh. (Established 1770

'* fehow me a man who makes no mistakes, and I will show you a man who has
done nothing."

—

Liebig.

CONSUMPTION FROM STATS.
[57(;]—It appears to me that in his haste to denounce the editor

of Knowledge (5G0), E. H. has omitted to read, with any care, my
remarks of June 23 (431), which are the ostensible cause of his
letter. I was well aware that, according to statistics, consumption
was commoner among men than women, but I cannot see that I
say in that letter that stays produce lung disease directly in the

What I said then, I say now, that they cause an external de-
formity, which many people, (E. H. probably among the number)
are not ashamed to admire, forgetting that the corresponding in-
ternal deformity, which they do not see, produces a state of things
incompatible with health and vigour, and that the children of
women in this lowered state of constitution are more likely (as in
the offspring of other deformed animals) to fall a prcv to consump-
tion and other diseases of that class which belong to feeble
constitutions.

E. II. is partially right in what he says as to women being able
to breathe higher up than men, but that only holds good as long as
no exertion is made. Women engaged in hard work breathe much
as men do, and I should like to see a woman walk up a hill, or run
upstairs, without re^uirtiii; the full use of her lungs. They do not
generally get it, but that is not to the point.
What E. H. says about a particular state of health curing con-

sumption, on account of the difficullij of respiration, will probably
cause amusement to most of the readers of Knowleiige. The fact
as to the cure is so, but the reason is very different and too well
known to need repeating here j besides, not being a doctor, it is
hardly a subject the explanation of which I am qualified to enter
upon.

Wo have not yet come fully to the end of the evil to the com-
munity oi' this .sy.sti'iii of "waists." It is only within the last
twenty y.ms il ti ^i:i\s liuve been cheap enough for all classes to
wear tlum. ti

1 ;

-,. of ten years old and upwards. Therefore,
till lat.ly iIm 11,1; I! \x.is constantly recruited by the cliildren of
mofliirs ulh M Ijuilii's were of the shape that nature ordained.
'riii- i^ iiMiv li.ingfast altered. Uow many jieople, for instance,
ill''

1
li 1 III tliat 28 to 30 inches would be the size of the waist

el :i Ih:i1iIi\ woman of medium height when left to nature? In
coiuiusion, miglit I suggest to E. U. to i-cad Mr. Tr6ves' "Dross
of tho Period," published by the National Health Society, 44,
Berners-street, and also a letter written by Dr. W. B. Carpenter,
in tho Echo of April 6 or 7, as he will there see what men who
undorstand anatomy and disease think of waists.

P. W. II.4RBERTOX.

THE TUBERCULOUS OR WARTY-SKINNED LIZARD.
{Ilelodcrma Horridutii.)

[577]— In reply to tho paper on the " Ilolodorm," in Knowledog
of Sept. 15, and in allusion to my own error in venturing a guess as
to the meaning of its name, permit me to offer a word. In announc-
ing tlio arrival of this venomous lizard in Land and H'aft'rof Aug. 6,
1 wrote:—" Conjecturally, A<i'o may have reference to the sunny
colour "

; because, while having been verbally informed that this
was the meaning of the word, I myself rather doubled it. Books
have subsequently proved bettor instructors, and, on comparing tho
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-oriptions given liy various nutliors with the living nnimal, wo si>o

. .»rl_v that the (ictinition of the wonl /ie-Iii</<riii, ns given in Kxow-
lEiHiK. is the correct one— vit. from >}.\oc, a nail, a wart, or stml,
and cip/ta, the skin. In some other loologicnl teruiii, helo is sinii-

larlv ascd to describe a warty or tuberculous tegument ; as, for
exainplo. ill i-ii'.omolopy, helophorus, wart-bearing. One of this

.liios is At'ri***
—

" avec les ecailles tubercules"

—

of colour, exactly describes the little jironii-

r knobs, with which its skin is covered. Tlio
: ^ ; -i.se warty plates is hexagonal ou the back, but a
Vii-.lv ksi n^-uUir on the sides and limbs.
And by rx-ason of this rough, warty derm, would not the adjec-

tive AemJuin apply to the skin, and not to the animal, and there-
fore be correct in the neuter gender, to agree with derma f At
tir*t Bight we naturally associate the "horrid" with the reptile;
but it may bo doubted whether Wiegmann did so in giving it the
name; which is probably from horHdus—rough, shaggy, nigged,
Ac. By the way, may not the horridtis, as applied to the crolalus,
Ih> s.imilarly eicplained, because this species has a jmrticularly rough
integument of dull, sharply carinated and deeply imbricated scales ?

This is merely conjecture, until I can consult the authorities.

C.4TUEBI.NE C. UOPLEY.

ALCOUOL.
[")78]—Adverting generally to your correspondence concerning

thi- action of alcohol as food for the body after its ]ihysieal jKiwers
nr.' strained by mental labour, I should like to offer a'fow remarks
with regard to " Mephisto's" letter (p. 250, No. 537) in particular.

•• Mephisto " apiiears to mean that the action upon the human
system, of fresh air, pure water, and moderate exorcise is almost,
if not quite, identical with that of alcohol. Can this be correct ?

I should think not. In the former case those elements arc supplied,
the use and consequent loss of which have caused tlie exhaustion.
In the latter case the already wearied muscles and nerves are
excited to further actirity. Although a similar result is obtained
in both instances, there is a most essential difforenco in the real
state of the system. Tlie physical feelings of a man who has
roconpcd his exhausted energies with open-air exercise, and mental
rest are widely removed from those of one who has stimulated his
hanl-worked faculties by the use of alcohol.

I am no " Blue Bibbonist," but I do think that there is no state
of man where alcohol is really essential, except, perhajis, when one
is habituated to its regiilar use. Chemical analysis shows little or
nothing in the composition of alcohol that can bo termed "food"
either for brain or bodj-.

I am a more humble, if not less enthusiastic, follower of the same
pursuit that " Mephisto " makes his daily avocation. I also am
engaged in purely " mental and literary " labour. In the study of
science and scientific appliances I do an appreciable amount of
brain-work. I read K.nowledge not cursorily but with a view of
extmcting all the information from that valuable source I can, yet
I never feel the need of alcohol, and, as I dislike tho taste of it, I

rnrily ti.uch it. I find I can retain sufBcicnt energy for at least one
davK consumption, and so can every man who is in really good
health. I rise every morning with enough vital power to carry mo
well through tho day, unless I nm affected by abnormal causes,
which I can always truce.

Hut of course, nothing er.n>-Iusit'e can Ije deduced from individual
experiences ; and in conclusion, I would merely add, that if my
friend " Mephisto " were to take a teetotal countrj-man from his

pare air and healthy exercise, place him in one of our hard-working
merchants' oBices, and supplement his ordinary fare with the
"alcoholic food" he pro|>OBC8, I believe ho would find in that
c>untr\ man anything but a confirmation of his theory that alcohol

npplics, even in any degree, tho jilacc of fresh air and
Leonabd V. Uees.exercise.

Lrrrriifi ix Trpr.—Size of Rising Mcon, by G. E. ; Local
Weather Lore, by Michael Rearrlcn ; Singular Mental Illusion, by
W. II. Perkins; Physiological Kxperiment, by Z. ; Tho Use of
Drunkenness, by J. Ilalph ; Talking Canary, Ac, by Charles L. Cane j

New 5f.th«l of Preserving Orgimic Bodies, by \V. Matticu
Willinn,!,

; Defects of Bicycles, by John Bron-ning and II. T.
n>:i,A: Jonlan-GIyeerine Barometer, by C. J. W. ; Dr. Hunter's
Kii.rr,.,nn, by Mathilde Von Eys ; Monkey and Mirror, l.y Deo
I'i'l"

: < oinr-idences, by A. H. W. ; Lapidaries and Deception, hy
H. M. W.; Figure Training by Corsets, by Alfred Chadwick, M.D.

Eebata.- No. 4fi, p. 25ft, second col., I. 44, for "ninety" road
" forty-five." Xo. 47, p. 273, second col., I. 24, for " dctcriorotion "

r»-»d " determination."

9n£rturis( to Coiir<jponlinU£{.
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increiuimg eireutittioH qfrkirh eompeU ut to polo prf$* 0arlg in the week.
UlHls TO COKKBSPONDBNTS.— I. Ko qHeitione iUkinq /or toient^flc in/ormation— -- nucered through the poet. 3 Ltii '

'
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lyy. There are no copies of Dr. Muir Howie's paper on tho Effects
of Tobacco in pamphlet form, but tho iiuiiibors oontaiiiiiig it moy
be obtained.—E. A. II. wishes to know if any competent reader of
K.NOWLEDGE can state if it is feasible, advantageous, or otherwise,
to apply compressed air as a means of locomotiou for private
carriages.—R. B. R. I can see no reason why a rainbow should not
bo seen by reflection at the surface of water.— C. Bkowne. Try Mr.
Grant Allen's " Evolutionist at Large."— D. Pmi.i.il's mentions
that Normandy's "Commercial Ilandbook of Chemical Analysis"
is a standard work on tlic subject (Crosby, Lockwood & Co.), 12s. or
123. I3d.— C. J. Bhown. Mr. Allinson certainly erred in saying tho air

contains more moisture in cold weather than in hot, tlio reverse being
the case (on tho average), lie doubtless meant that usually in

cold weather tho air is more nearly saturated with moisture.—R.
F. Wavgh. The weather predictions are simply " bosh"- nothing.
It would bo "impossible" to consider all that correspondents say.

Still, 1 have had useful hints ; and one can fairly judge, from a
preponderating majority, what is best for readers.— A. H. Swinton.
According to my present lights 1 can do nothing to encourage any
such publication.— A. II. \V. Many thanks for your kindly and
encouraging letter.—W. Pbobvn Nkvins. According to tho Dar-
winian theory there is no thinking in tho matter. At some
remote period, members of that family of lizards had a better
chanco of escaping their euoiuies tho quieter they wero when
enemies were near. Thus more and nioro of tho livelier

perished, and by this process of natural selection of tho quieter

ones for breeding tho race became more and more quiet in times of

danger, until at length the present jiocullarlty was fully evolved.

—

J. H. A. Jenneb notes that in letter 533, about Fniry Rings, in

lines 15 and IG the word "uppermBst" should be "outermost."

—

E. F. B. IIauston. Mr. Strudling evidently did not put very full

faith in the snake stoi-y. There arc, as you say, certain idiots who
find a joke in inventing stories of the kind, that they may laugh at
those who receive tho stories. If they know the utter contempt in

which men of sense hold them, they would probably turn thoir

ingenuity to something more profitable—as starting bogus com-
panies, selling adulterated food, or other swindling. The startling

theory that the equator is moving north is one of their stories. A
change which would rot bo detected in a hundred yeiirs by
tho rough method described would be as obvious as tho sun
in the sky to astronomical oliservation. — CnESiicus suggests

that fermentation may be akin to that Catalytic acticn of which a
theory was propounded by Berzeliiis. Tho " living germs" theory
seems, however, demonstroted by the evidence.- 1). Stewabt.

Yonr thinking of a " bear," and the lady snying a "bear" when
you asked her lo name an animal, was good evidence in favour of

thought-reading. But " fuchsia " for " geranium " was not so woU.

I have just tried the experiment. I thought hard about tho " gera-

nium," and tho flower unkindly selected by tho laly oxperimontcd

on (" wife of mine, in point of fact," as Mr. Dorrlt, jun., might havo

said) was a "buttercup." I thought of an animal, tho "hear,"

and her mind was forcibly impressed with tho idea of a
" giraffe." 1 next tried tho " cow," and she could think of

nothing but a "Hon." After this, I oncluded that cither

thought-ruling was not Jiiy "fort," on .^rt(•lIlUS Ward puts

it, or thought-reading was not hera. Vit in ordiniiry life

wo repeatedly antiripato each other's tlioiiKhtp.— M. O'Connor.

"Hie writer of that review ought to receive Cl.Ot^O.OUO n.uitiplled

byO-K2.—D. T. Duller. Yes; that would now bo thought very

moderate dispersion for a C4i° prism. But in Newton's time glass

prisms could only have been made of very inferior glass. M. 11.

Close. After what has been already said on tho subjixt (which

you either entirely misapprehend or else you are attempting a

feeble joke), I find nothing to say about your letter but that your

definition of the word " moment " is entirely wrong. That is one

use of the word, but not its primary use. See an admlrablo article

(undoubtedly by De Morgan) on the subject under head " Mo-

mentum," or " Moment," In the I'enny Cyclopa.dia.— K. C. R. See

letter from Mr. M. Williams, shortly.—G. St. Clair. (1) Ditto j

(2) Nothing can bo inferred on these points from a singlo observa-

tion of a comet, and the photograph is equivalent to that.—C. If.

Romanes. Wc keep over your letter for a while. Could you not
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send a sketch, however rongh, showing how the pipe and flap are

situated ?—P. H. M. wishes to know how best to polish stones for geo-

logical spocimens,—W. H. S. Taking yonr postsci-ipt first, in which

yon express some anxiety lest I should "sit upon" your letter, my
answer must be akin to that of the Cherubs, when the polite

French saint on whom they had called said, " Asseyez-vous,

mexdcurii." " Nous n'avons pas de quoi, monsieur," was their reply.

In like manner I find nothing to sit upon in your letter ; on the

contrary, I find it very kindly, courteous, and considerate. The
difficulty about supplements on special subjects is that they would

have to be high-priced, as the number of specialists is small. From
a rough calculation I find that for a thousand astronomical readers

a supplement of 16 pp. would have to be priced at 4d. at least.

After all, the purpose of Knowledge is rather to encourage general

than special study of science. We want our specially astronomical

readers to enjoy our papers on subjects botanical, zoological, elec-

trical, chemical, &c., and so with other subjects. I suppose the pro-

fessed botanist would hardly expect to learn much that was new to

him from one of Mr. Grant Allen's charming papers, though I hope

(for his own sake) that his special study of botany would not deprive

those papers of the charm which they have for those who, like

myself, have only a general knowledge about botanical matters.

So again, though I hope that professed students of astronomy
may find something to interest them in my lighter essays on astro-

nomical matters, 1 do not write for them, but to interest, as far as

I can, those who are not astronomers.—J. H. Cobbett (representing

four others), L. K. MooRso.\t, R. Prothero, Fixe Weatbkr,
Meagles, H. H. Taylor, and others, in great number decide

against the Weather Charts ; Ja.s. Wilson, Jl'n., JI. Hartington,
and a few others, like the charts, but are not disposed to insist on
them ; Meteorologist must have them. " Must he ? " If the
majority decide against them, " let him not hope to have
them."— M. R. I really must set that Top Spinning. (No
occasion to explain that you " did not mean your severity."

I read "fun" in the first line. " Cupidus Cognoscere" is re-

ferred by M. R. to Ferguson's Select Mechanical Exercises.

—

B. M. Well, I must confess I think with Tyndall and Huxley
that many anti-Vivisectionists are fanatics. But who ever called

them " bestial " ? " Bestiarian " is a very different thing ; it is a

term no anti-Vivisectionist should be ashamed to accept. In fact,

moderate as my own views are, I should call myself a Bestiarian in

Owen's sense. You think I do myself injustice in saying that I

have nothing to do with the atrocities of some Continental Vivi-

sectionists. Would yon think, if I said I had nothing to do with
atrocities described in the daily papers, that I should be suspected
of applauding them ?

—

Newton Crosland. Hampden and Parallax
no more consider tlieir arguments refuted than you judge yours to

be. I fear the distinction yon draw between yourself and others of

the heterodox is not gcncnilly recognised.

—

Rerry Rix. Snch sug-
gestions as yours (and so made), are really useful to an editor. I

think the subject you name (spectroscopic analy.sia), one which
specially requires treatment in such a journal as this. I thank you,

and by no means complain as of the grumbling few.—A Critic.

All egotism is silly. Why pile up epilliets ? One would almost
imagine you were angry ! Now, you are not egotistic ; for yon
write rude things, on a post-card, anonymously ; which means
that you would rather know yourself contemptible than be so known
to others. Being altogether above egotism, you should only pity, not
abuse, those who still have some respect left for themsel ves. Not every
one can go, as you do, beyond Mawworm, who only liked to be de-
spised, whereas you evidently like to despise yourself. For
portrait, see Punch, p. 123, current vol.

—

Ebkn. Jones. Transit
of Venus now fairly begun. Agree with you about the weather
Charts ; but if you only knew how we were entreated to have them,
you would understand.—F. C. I trust the dyspepsia for which you
want a remedy has not been caused by your " reading our answers
to correspondents this last six months." By-the-way, I see it was
not, as you go on to mention that it has lasted eighteen months. I

doubt if even our medical contributors would venture to suggest a
remedy for an ailment of such long standing, without much fuller

particulars, and seeing you personally.—E. H. Lef.ney, H. J. Wat-
son, A. J. Cannot drop either Whist or Chess.—W. C. Thomas.
Many readers want the smaller type to be all but wholly disused.

ELECTRICAL.

Z. Y. X., thinking it may interest our readers, lias kindly .<!ent lo

say that while in Brighton a few weeks ago there was exhibiting

there " an electric boy ; he gives an electric shock to anyone who
touches him, and walks about so that he can bo examined. The
exhibitors state that he was bom in Australia, of English parents,
and lias been exhibited there, as well as in Now Zealand and the
United States; that ho began to show extraordinary electrical

powers after his fifth year, which increased with his age ; that lio

had good health and wonderful curative powers in cases of

neuralgia, rheumatism, and headache." I do not remember having

seen or heard anything of this marvel, and should be very careful

to ascertain that there was actually no deception being attempted.

Such a thing might easily be done. I should like to hear more of

this.

—

Henry MacEwen. Urquhart's "Electric Light" is pub-
lished by Messrs. Crosby, Loekwood, and Co. It does not give

much of the information you require, but his " Electrical Engineer-

ing" will doubtless supply it. The book, however, is not yet

published.— Henry Edmonds, saying that he knows nothing of

electricity, asks for the name of a good initiatory text-book. I am
afraid that unless he has the means of seeing or working experi-

ments, his progress will be more apparent than real. He cannot do
better than start with Angell's " Electricity" (Collins' series) and
Dcschanol's "Electricity and Magnetism."—C. B. In practice

the terms " intensity" and " quantity" are still, and will doubtless

for some time continne to be, freely used. The names or terms
may be in themselves "remnants of an erroneous theory" con-

cerning the nature and propagation of electricity, but they have
still the same significance as regards the -properties, or working
capacities, of a current. The term "intensity " is synonymous with
" Electro-motive force " and "quantity" with "current-strength."

The question is being more fully dealt with in the articles on
" Electrical Measurement" (see Knowledge, Nos. and 41), and
I think a perusal of them will be much more efficacious than a

restricted answer to a query could possibly be. Reference might
also be made to previous " answers " appearing in previous Nos.

Letters Received.—G. Carid.—H. F.—C. Francis.—W. Davies.
— E.R. Cowley.—T. P.—A. Stradling.-Pleni Almoni.— E. P. W.—
A. N. S.—Hack.—W. B. Bishop.—X. Z.—Brynm.—A Perplexed

Student.—H. H. French.— S. Lawther.— W. Moon.—Abstainer.

—

Stanley Baldwin.—W. S.—Leander.—No Alcohol.— Z. Y. X.—
Iota.—J. Glover.—J. Watson.—Yale Yrneh Rulitra.— C. C. C. C—
J. Eraser.—E. Holloway.—G. Henslow.—C. H. Romanes.—E. D.—
A. Gorham.—W. N. Bell.—E. S. B.-J. M. G.—J. A. Ollard.—G.

Kamensky. — Sufferer. — Indicus.— W. Hicks.—A. R. Woods.

—

T. D. N. M.—A. Bray.— M. B. A.- Mangier.—H. McKendrich.—
G. Glasgow.—C. J. Eve.— C. Pool.—J. Huddlestone.—W. H. Ruth.

—H. A. Bulley.—L. R. L.—M. A. Close.—A. W. D.— It. M.—
W. P. H.—A. A. Murdoch.—J. B.— F. Lobritz.—J. J. Rostri.—

J. S.—R. Leigh.—B. M.—A. P. S.—Hallyard. Others received

since Monday.

EUEorEAX Postac.e.—A recent article in the Deutsche Industrie

Zeitumj, on the European postal traffic of 1880, shows that the total

number of articles sent was 6,200,577,592. Letters and postal cards

were in the proportion of 013 per cent. ; newspapers, 229 ; book-

packets and patterns, 15-8. England was first, with 272 per cent,

of the whole ; Germany second, with 233 per cent. ; France third,

with 196 per cent. Nearly everywhere there is an increase of

letters and postal cards per head of the population. An estimate

shows that in England each inhabitant allows ten days between t\yo

letters ; in Switzerland, two weeks ; in Germany, twenty days ; in

Russia, two hundred and eighty days ; in Bulgaria, about three

years. There were 55,479 post-offices in 1880, an average of one to

every 5,8599 inhabitants. The emploin's numbered 250,665. The
postal traffic has increased 58-8 per cent, in eight years, and in the

whole of Europe the surplus is about f27,O0O,O0O.

INFLL-ENCE OF CoERCIVE FoRCK ON THE HeAT PrODUCTB BT
Magnetisation.—Mr. L. Pillenx has made some experiments from

which ho concludes that magnetisation produces great heat in

paramagnetic metals. In order to obtain a marked effect, ho

magnetised and demagnetised iron and steel cores at short inter-

vals by means of a Do Mi'riten's alternate current machine. In

this way he succeeded in raising the temperature of an iron core

to at least 300* C. Ho states that a piece of pure tin brought

into contact with the heated core melted instantaneously.

Replacing the iron core by cores of copper, brn.os, and tin, llr.

Pillcux found that their temperature remained unaltered. Using n

steel core, he found the heat considerably greater than in the case of

the iron core. In the case of a very soft iron core the temperature

was still less, and when using a core consisting of a bundle of very

soft iron wire the temperature showed a further ilccrea.'Je. From
his experiments Mr. Pilleux concluded, first, that the heating of tho

cores of electro-magnets must be attributed to magnetisation and

not to induced currents; and second, that the coercive force of tho

cores increases their propensity for becoming heated in tho same
manner as the resistance of a wire causes its tempcmturo to bo

raised by the passage of an electric current through it.—La Lumiere

Electrique.
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Science aitii ^rt ^osf^ip.

The Astronomer-Royal for Scotland considers that the

comet which has recently been observed near the sun is no
other than our friend the Menacing Comet, otherwise

known as the Spectator's Comet, which is to set the sun
aglow after a return or two, and so bring about the destruc-

tion of the world, if not of the whole solar system. We
give his remarks upon the suliject in another column.

The comet seems not only to have been near the sun in

the sky, but actually near to him in space. At least its

spectrum showed the sodium lines, bright and well-defined

;

and we know that in the case of Wells's Comet, tlie only

one which has shown these lines, they did not make their

appearance until the comet drew near the point of nearest

approach to the sun. The discovery that the cometic

spectrum changes as a comet approaches perihelion is not
only highly significant in itself, but full of promise. After
all, the mysteries of comets may not be so inscrutable as it

has seemed likely they would prove.

The sodium lines, writes Thollon, from Nice, seemed
displaced towards the red end of the spectrum. This
would show that at the moment of observation the comet
was receding rapidly from the earth. The Sf.n: York
Tribune says it shows the comet was approaching the earth

rapidly, but that is a mistake. Displacement towards the
red means recession ; approach is indicated by displace-

ment towards the violet.

It was thought a triumph of science when the induction
balance was used to determine the place of the bullet in

President Garfield's l)ody. The bullet was wrongly
" placed "—a mere detail. Science is, however, consoled.

The instrument worked all right, we are told, in a paper
read before the Montreal meeting of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science ; only unfortunately,
it mistook (or Professor mistook ?) a bedspring for tliC

bullet ! No wonder some European surgeons doubt
wliether Guiteau really killed the President. Professor

Esmarch says that " repeated probing by fingers and
instrument.", not protected by Lister's method, caused the
suppuration which led to the fatal result." The little bills

of the American doctors range from £.5,000 for J)r. Bliss, the
principal physician, to £200 to Dr. Lamb for the aTitop.sy.

Remahkable luminous phenomena were seen in the
southern skies on the evening of Monday last. There
were auroral streamers and a strong auroral glare of a
whitish red colour towards the north (about the direction
of the magnetic meridian. The lights seen in the southern
sky resembled whitish luminous clouds, along a band rising
from the horizon about south-east, and passing over to
about north-west. The way in which these clouds varied
in apparent lustre, sometimes fading almost out of view,
and anon seeming to glow with light, was most remarkable.

By the last San Francisco mail, we learn that Mr.
Binnie, of New Zealand, has devised a plan for making
gas from fat, air, and water. The machine employed
has two retorts, and a constant dropping of gas is main-
tained from a service pipe, while from another, water
trickles, the relative proportion being one drop of fat

to four drops of water. The two ingredients are united
with air admitted by a valve, and as the three unite, gas is

immediately formed and afterwards purified in the usual
way. One man can work several machines. The gas
produced burns clearly and has no unpleasant smell. Mr.
Binnie calculates that in Dunedin, where the method is to

be tried, he can save the inhabitants full Ss. per 1,000
cubic feet.

The Commissioners of the Aberdeen Harbour have
begun to lay pipes for "pouring oil on the water," to calm
the surface in bad weather. Cheap tishoil is used, and
harbour authorities all over the Kingdom are anxiously
hoping for stormy weather, that they may test, as soon as

possible, the value of this method of allaying troubled seas.

It is said in several American papers, usually well

informed, that all passenger trains in that country will

before long be preceded by pilot-engines, like the queen's

train in England. It is not clear how this is to add to

the safety of passengers. What is to prevent the pilot-

engine itself from causing a smash 1 Quis custodes ipsos

custodiat ? When Queen Victoria travels, the idea seems
to be, Let every one get out of the way, q>iam celerrime

(see her instructions to her loving but, it appears, too

obtrusive people—" subjects " the law calls them, though
it does not tell us the date of their subjection—after the

impressive Mislkloe case, which none should forget). But
thougli pilot-engines may ensure safety to the train they

precede, they are by no means an element of safety in

themselves.

GEORGE.S LECLANcnt, the inventor of the justly-cele-

brated battery bearing his name, died in Paris, on the 14th

ult., at the early age of 43. He was educated at the

Koole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures de Paris, whicli

he left in 18G0, and entered the Compagnie du Chemin de

Fer de I'Est as a chemical engineer. In It^G" he left this

post to de\ote his attention to his invention, wliich, it is

almost needless to say, h.is met with that universal favour

it so justly merits.

Underground TEMPEn.^Ti'RE.—The report of the British

Association Committee on " Underground Temperature,"

shows how impossible it is to give a mean rate of incre.nse.
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It st..:<.i that Uic loMiU of fourtoi'ii years' olisorvation

dio»-s that tlie inortMse of subtorraneau teniperhturo

varies in its rate of iiK-rease downwoi-ds, from 1^

Falu per 130 ft. at the ISootle Waterworks, Liverpool,

1,392 ft. deep, to V Fah. every 34 ft. at the Slitt Mine,

Weardale, Northumt-erland, G60 ft deep. A mean increase

of tfmperatur<> j>er foot is found from these figures to V>e

•01,'.63, or 1' Fah. in 64 ft

Tjik British Anny ^Medical Department reports that

uniformly black troops sufler much more than white men
from the" evil influences of tropical climates. For example,

in the West Indies, last year, while the mortality among

whi:e soldiers was a little more than eijiht and one half per

tJiousand, the coloured men died at the rate of nineteen

per tliousand.

Is the early stages of typhoid fever. Dr. Guillasse, of the

French navy,' has adminis'tered cotlee with marked success.

Three tablespoonfuls are given adults every two hours,

alternating with one or two teaspoonfuls of claret or Bur-

gundy wine, A beneficial result is immediately apparent.

A little lemonade or citrate of magnesia is also administered

daily, and after some time quinine is recommended.

inches. It has a tail about eight inches long, completely bare,

except a tuft of long hairs at the end and a ridge of short

haii-s on its upper part. It is also a marsupial, the pouch
being well developed. It is of a soft blue colour. Its only

mode of locomotion is by jumping, precisely like the kan-

garoo. It can jump eight or ten feet.

Ax industrious statistician in England has found that

out of 13'.i,143 persons of both sexes engaged in literary

work of various descriptions, only twelve became lunatics.

It is doubtful if any other profession can make an equally

favourable showing.

TilEKE are nine hundred inmates in the Georgia Insane

Asylum, and a physician connected with the institution

says four-fifths of them were insane from the effects of

liquor drunk by themselves or their parents.

DcBisG a violent thunderstorm at Lebanon, Pa., a short

time ago, a meteor weighing one pound eleven ounces fell

into the centre of the principal street, appearing like a ball

of fire as it struck the ground.

Severb Gale .\nd Ei.ecthic Storm.—A gale of unusual

severity visited our coasts on Sunday la.st, doing an

immense amount of damage, especially on the Irish and

S. otch coasts In the Hebrides it is described as having been

a perfect hurricane from the south-west ilany ships were

torn fron their anchors at Stomoway and driven ashore;

others arc supposed to have Ijeen driven to sea, and "a
large num>)er of pleasure and small fishing l>oats have

iK-en sunk, driven ashore, or broken to pieces. In

places whol"! fields of unsecured corn have been scat-

U-red and destroyetl. Karly on Monday morning the

t'-legraph wires, more j)articularly those running S.W. to

N.E., were aH"«-cted by the passage of earth currents, whii.-h

continued at intervals throughout the day, and reached

tljeir fp-eaU-st strength in the evening, when there was a

brilliant dinplny of aurora borealis, one of the most striking

fcatnn-8 l>^iiig the "electric clouds." These were at a

conjiderable height, and had a striking resemblance to

Diassea of light eimt-ii, illuminated from behind by the

rnoon. The earth currents ceased to be noticed at about

3. .30 a.m. on Tueidf.

There is a kind of dwarf kangaroo in the Staked Plains

of Nortb-Westem T<-xa8. Its Ijody is aI)Out eight inches

long ; its fore-legs are not more than an inch and a half to

two inches in length ; while its hindlegg are all of six

Tub Sutro Tunnel, now completed, discharges 3,000,000

gallons of hot water daily from the Comstock mines. This

water has a temperature of 111.'')'', and is conveyed through

a closed pipetlunie to prevent the escape of vapour. After

a passage of four miles through the first tunnel, it lo.ses

suddenly 70""" of heat A second tunnel, 1,100 feet long, and

an open waterway a mile and a half long, conduct the water

to Carson River. Along its course are hot-water baths and

laundries, and a plan is on foot to conduct the hot water

through pipes under gi-ound to be made available for pur-

poses of irrigation and for supplying artiticial lii'iit to hot-

iiouses.

Co.\L - Beds.—A correspondent of the 'J'iiMs, writing

from the Cape, says :
— " From the explorations set on foot

by the Cape Government, and recently reported upon, it

would seem as though the great Stormberg range of moun-

tains contained an indefinite amount of coal. The Storm-

berg coal-beds have been locally worked for some time past

with very poor appliances. A coal-mine, called the Mol-

teno, is about to be oyiened some sixty miles north of

Queenstown, in which the principal seam extends over an

area of -00 acres. Though intercalated by beds of .shale,

it contains about 2 A ft of workaVjlo coal, the section being

thus given:— (1) Sandstone roof; (2) coal, Gin.
; (3) grey

shale, .') iiL
; (1) coal, 10 in.

; (5) black slate, 'Jin.; (6)

bottom coal, It in.
; (7) thaly sandstone. No. 2 coal is

described as soft, but bright, burning easily, with a white

ash. No. 4 is a highly bituminous and good house coal.

No. 6 is a hard, compact, and excellent steam coaL"

Newspaper and magazine criticisms are sometimes strik-

ing. In the Alhmnnim, a few -weeks ago, we were told

that a scntimeiital part like that of Benedict, in " Much
Ado about Nothing," would not suit Mr. Irving ! This is

quite a new light to play-goers and readers of Sllak(^speare

alike. We shall hear next that Mr. Irving should take

only heroic parts, such as Dogberry, Launce, and Ague-

check.

AsD now we learn from a tru.'^tworthy source that Mr.

Charles lleade (whose humour is keener, deeper, and truer

than Dickens's) has no sense of humour at all.

Which brings Ouida on the scene. This lady, it

appears, cannot read most English novels (many English

novel-readers cannot read Ouida— positively find her

wearisome) ; but she can read Heade a littht—at any rate,

he is bett«;r than the rest, who always seem, to the judicial

Ouida, to writ*; either for school-children or for polico-

sergeants. This lady finds Reade humorous, though occa-

sionally rather grim. But, sitting in judgment on him,

more mo (a moth criticising an eagle), she finds that he

has never attempted to depict the woman of the world.

She evidently has not read " Love Jnc Little, Lovo me

I>ong" (indeed, from her remarks on Julia Dodd, she

obviously does not know that Lucy Dodd— the most dis-

agreeable of Reade's women^had already appeared as

Lucy Fountain), or she woiild have found in Mrs. Bazal-

gette at least an attempt at the portraiture of a woman of

the world.
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GEOLOGY OF LLANDUDNO AND lUlYL.

By W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.

THE arrangement of the rock masses whicli form tlie

north-east of Wales is tolerably clear and easy to

make out, contrasting strongly with the broken and in-

tricate nature of the strata which lie further west. In this

article I shall describe the geological structure of the

country lying cast and north of a line drawn from the

mouth of the Conway to Cerrig-y-Druidion, and thence to

Chester. Either Llandudno or Khyl form convenient

centres from which to explore this area, which has Denbigh
almost in its centre, and Mold near its eastern boundary.

The Government Geological Map, sheet 79 (in four parts,

price 3s. each), includes the greater part of the district, but
Llandudno lies in Quarter Sheet 78 N.E. The purchaser
of the new edition of Prof Ramsay's excellent Survey
Memoir on the Geology of North "Wales (Stanford, 21s.)

will, however, find included in that book an extremely
clear coloured geological map of the whole of Wales,
although, of course, it is on a comparatively small scale

(10 miles to an inch).

Surface Features of the District.—Starting from
almost any point in the Tale of Conway, say Llanwrst,

and walking eastwards, we ascend a long slope, and soon
find ourselves on the table-land of Denbigh, a barren and
scantilypeojiled district, traversed by few travellers, and
seamed by many little streams (of which the Elwy is the

principal), running eastwards to pour their waters into the

Clwyd.

The strata numbered from 1 to 8 constitute the solid

yologij of the district : they liave been up-heaved, or
tilted-up, on the west, so that they liave a general easterly

slant or dip ; the glacial and alluvia! deposits rest irregu-

larly upon the upturned edges of these older rocks. The
diagram (fig. 1) represents the relation of the strata to one
another :

—

Fig. 1.

Unfortunately, the real position of the rocks is not
nearly so simple as that shown in the diagram: the
several rock-masses have been so upheaved, broken, and
bent by the various movements of the earth's crust which
have taken place since their formation, that their actual
niode of occurrence is considerably more complex.
Lower Silurian Rocks.—Walking southwards from

Llandudno, we come to the low ridge of the Diganwy Hills,

formed of a cream-coloured felsite (an ancient lava) of
Lower Silurian age ; the felsite is overlaid by grey grits

and blackish slates seen in several quarries. Tracing these
beds southwards by Conway Mountain, they are found to
increase greatly in thickness ; they are, in "fact, the well-

known Caraduc and Dala Beds which form the entire mass
of Snowdon.

Crossing a breadth of ten miles of this table-land, we
come to the eastern limit, overlooking the fertile Yale of

Clwyd, which lies parallel to it. Continuing our easterly

walk, the Vale is quickly crossed, but on its eastern side

we get a long climb up the highest of the hills (Moel
Fammau, 1,823 ft.), whose rounded summits form another
north and south ridge; beyond this is a narrow table-land,

or rather an elevated shallow valley, bounded on the east
liy a lower ridge, whose slopes run down to the plain of

Cheshire.

Geoloc.ical Form.\tioxs —The country over which our
imaginary walk has extended is composed of eight main
beds, or layers of hard rock, all resting one upon the other,

with an easterly inclination, so that the lowest (and oldest)

stratum forms the Vale of Conway, while the highest (and
latest-formed) constitut"s the plain of Cheshire.

The laV)ours of Sedgwick, Murchison, and the officers of

the Geological Survey have proved these beds to follow

one another in the following order :

—

Fitnnation. Suh-diiisions.
Thickness

i

11. feet.
I

Alluvium OtooO
Glacial Drift to 100 '

8. Bunter Sanilstoiie 5()0

Cl. Coal-measures l.-SOO

fs FoR3i,VTlox
j e. Millstone Grit 7.W
(.5. CarlionifeiDUS Limcstoiio l.lHH)

(• 4. Wenlock Shule 2.r>(IO

UrPEB SiLuniAX ] 3. Uenbi-hshire Grits I,5ti0

( 2. TaranuoQ Shale 500
1. Caradoc or Bala Beds ... 1,000.^

Rkcent ...

Pl.KISTOCENE
Trias

Carbo.nii

Lottf

L^pper Silurian Rocks.—To examine the strata next
in succession

—

the Tarannon Shales—we must cross over to
the town of Conway ; from Conway due south to Llanbedr,
a distance of about five miles, we shall find a band of fine

smooth grey or blue slates, 500 feet thick, lying between
the Bala Beds and the Denbighshire Grits ; "but no such
smooth slates are to be found between Diganwy and the
Llandudno Junction Station ; in this area the gritty strata

lie directly upon the Bala Beds. This local alienee of the
Tarannon Shale is due to an overhi/) ; the Bala Beds formed
a sea-bottom on which the Tarannon Shales were laid

down ; a rapid subsidence of this sea floor led to an irre-

gular recession of its coast-line, so that the succeeding
sandy deposit, the Denbighshire Grits, overlapped, or ex-
tended beyond tlie margin of the earlier mud, which,
consolidated and compressed, now forms the Tarannon
Shales (fig. 2).

This diagram also shows the great vncon/ormabilit;/, or
want of parallelism, between the Lower and the Upper
Silurian rocks ; a fact which points to a great interval of
tunc having elapsed between the formation of the two sets

of strata.

To examine the Denbi;/L<ihire Grits we must walk along
the eastern slopes of the Vale of Conway ; except as a local

development of sandy grits with intorstratiUed shale, tliese

beds arc not interesting, for their fossils are few and hard
to find. The same is the case with the overlying Weiilocl:

Shales, which, with the (Jrits, help to form the wide and
barren plateau that lies between the Conway and the
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< \vry± On the western half of tliis plateau, the Silurians

«iip to the east, but they rise again as we follow theni

.-astwards, tlius forming a synclinal curve ; still further

east, they pass iniihr the Vale of Clwyd, on the eastern

side of which the Wenlock Shales are found with a KVft'-rli/

dip, forming the range tliat includes Moel Famniau ;
along

this eastern range they are well exposed at Cwm and many
other points, as bluish-grey unfossiliferous coarse slates or

niudstones.

(To ht con<inu«<i.)

ENGLISH SEASIDE HEALTH-RESORTS.
Bt Alfbkd Havilaxd, JLR.C.S., F.RM.C.S. Lend.

CLASSIFICATION-.—LAND AND SEA WINDS.
(Conlimiced/nm pagt 212.)

EAST. From the east coast, within zone I.,* we look

straight across to Denmark, as we have said, with its

two stations, Tarra and Copenhagen. The peninsular and

northern part of Denmark separates tlic Cattegat from the

North Sea. This zone includes Berwick (1) and Tyne-

mouth (2).

From Hartlepool (3), Redcar (4), Saltbum (.5), Whitby

(6), Scarborough (7), Filey (8), and Bridlington (9), witliin

zone II., the observer when looking east is opposite the

North Frisian Islands, Sylt Point, Vesterland, the Isle of

Heligoland, and the mouth of the Eider.

The coast within zone III., including Spurn Point and
< ireat Grimsby (11), is opposite Hanover and the mouth of

tlie Elbe.

Cromer (14), Great Yarmouth (l.")), Lowestoft (16),

Aldt>orough (1~), within zone IV., look towards the East

Frisian Islands, Terschelling, Vlieland, and Texel, which

form a part of the Netherlands, and enclose the channel

leading to the Zuyder Zee, on which Amsterdam, at about
'<2' 22' Lat N., stands.

From tlie coast within zone V., on which we find South-

. nd (IS), Sheemess, Heme Hay (19), Margate (20), Rams-
gate (21), and Deal (22). The observer, on looking due

east, would have opposite to him the mouths of the Maas

;

at about .'iP 38', Lat N., the East Scheldt River ; and at

."il° 32', Walcheren Island, where in 1x09 the marsh fever

decimat4.-d the Engli.sh army, under the incapable Com-
mander-in-Chief, Lord Chatham, the elder brother of

William Pitt, who managed to get 7,000 of his men killed

by this disease, and lialf of the remainder permanently

disabled. Walcheren Island is opposite the mouth of the

Thames.
We have now seen that that part of the east coast

which extends from Ilerwick to the mouth of the Ilum-
>>er looks towards Denmark, which peninsula—averaging
f-.l miles a<T08s—separates the North Sea from the Catte-

gat and the Baltic S«-a ; so tliat winds proceeding straight

from the.se easterly jxAnts have considerable marine cha-

racters. From the mouth of the Humber, however, south-

wards to the South F'oreland, f)ur coast faces the westf;rn

end of a Ijclt of continent unbroken by a single sea inlet

from the wr«t coast of Europe to the east of Asia; so

that one could walk on dry land eastward witliin this belt

from the west coast of Eur'tpe to the western shore of the

Gulf of Tartary, in the Okhotsh Se^, IIT^ long. E., pa-ss-

ing through Ilolland, Gennany, Poland, Russia, the
Steppf-s of the Kirghiz, and Asiatic Russia ; but the

Eurof*-Asian continent contains a still longer belt to the

the one jast mentioned.

We have called attention to these gcograpliic.il facts, not

that we believe that any wind that reailics our shores has

ever passed along this belt in its entire length, Viut to show

how impossible it is for any wind tlint comes to us for any

length of time from n remote part of the Continent to be

otherwise than deprived of any marine clinraeter it might

have set out with. We are speaking now of those east

winds tliat blow to us from the Continent, week after

week, at some periods of the year, especially during the

spring months ; and which have such a baneful ellect on

the consumptive and those subject to rheumatism and

neuralgia. We do not inchide' in the category of east

winds those which come to us from off the sea

in the course of their circuits around some local

area of low l)aronietric pressure ; nor the morning

.vt'd brrfzcs on the east coast, which are caused by the

sun-heated surface of the land causing the air ahovo

it to ascend, and the cooler air over the sea to take its

place. After sunset, the earth rapidly radiates its heat, and

cools down to a lower temperature than the sea, over

which the warmer air ascends, and, as it were, makes way

for the cooler air of the land which (lows towards it,

causing the evening htnd breeze. On the west coast, of

course, the morning nea breeze would be westerly and the

evening larul breeze easterly. Sinii)le as the phenomena of

the land and nea breezes are, they contain the elements

whicli bring about the circulation of the whole atmosphere

of the globe ; and when once mastered and studit-d in con-

nection with the earth's rotation, will considerably help

the student to understand the causes of the winds and their

influence on oceanic currents.

The east wind as we get it in England is characterised

by great dryness ; in fact, it is the driest of our winds, and

is in direct contrast to our south-we.st wind, which is the

most moist. I^Ir. Alexander Buclian, in his papers on the

prevailing winds of the world, has shown why these winds

prevail in Great Britain in spring. Ho says that they are

always dry; but in some years, as in May, 186(1, they

reach an alnv st unprecedented dryness, such low humidities

as 44 and 37 (saturation point being 100) having been ob-

served at many places in Scotland at nine a.m. As to

their cause, he remarks that the Isobaric charts for the

.spring months exhibit a smaller difference of mean pressure

between Great Britain and the north of Europe than

during the other months. This smaller difference arises

from the more frequent occurrence during these months of

/lif/luir pressures to the north and north-east, or lower

pressures to the south and south-east of Great Britain than

in Great Britain itself ; and it is from the repeated occur-

rence of these throughout the year, that next to S.\y'. or

W.S.W., easterly winds are the most prevalent. Sometimes,

and in some years—notably during 1807—high pressures

prevail to the north-west of Great Britain, in which caso

the cold current comes to us a north, north-west, or even

west wind. But it matters not from what direction, or in

what guise, the cold, dry current comes to us, its noxious

characteristics an: the same, and it is nearli/ as injurious to

health and vegetation os the "horrid east."

It must be remembered that mere drywsH would not

cause all the evil that is laid to the charge of the east wind.

So for as this character, is concerned, it is just possible that,

under the circumstances named by Mr. liuchan, tin; winds

he names would be dry and exhaust all the moisture possible

from trees and plants, and it is possible also that their

keenness and dryness combined would materially all'cct the

public health in the manner generally attributed to east

winds, but the winds named are essentially sea winds, and

never lose their marine charact(T entirely, for, although

they may be deprived of much of their moisture, they
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remain still ozoniferous, and never can become entitled to

the term efirte, as the wind that comes to us from the

Continent always is.

After floating over the Continent for days, and perchance

weeks, such a vast volume of air as blows over the narrow

sea between England and the Continent could scarcely

acquire in the short space of time occupied by its passage

a true marine character ; and evidence of this is seen in its

great dri/ness and the deficiency in what has been termed

ozone. For many years we took observations at all hours

and in a variety of localities, both inland and coastal, and
we invariably found that the east wind was defective in, if

not entirely free from, ozone.

This want of the vivifying element of pure air, combined
with a want of moisture, we believe to be the cause of the

obnoxiousness of the east wind to all, and especially to

those who are delicate. We shall show, in a future paper,

how fatal it is in those parts of England that are not pro

tected from its malijrn influence.

OF AN OBSERVATION NOT LONG SINCE
MADE IN ENGLAND OF SATURN.

THIS Observation was made by Mr. William Ball,

accompanied by his brother. Dr. Ball, October 13,

1665, at six of the Clock, at Mainhead, near Exeter, in

Devonshire, with a very good Telescope near 38 foot long,

and a double Eye-glass, as the observer himself takes

notice, adding that he never saw that Planet more distinct.

The observation is represented by Figure 3, concerning

which the Author saith, in his letter to a friend, as

follows :

—" This appear'd to me the present figure of

Saturn, somewhat otherwise than I expected, thinking it

would have been decreasing ; but I found it full as ever,

and a little hollow above and below. AVhereupou the

Person, to whom notice was sent hereof, examining this

shape, hath by Letters desired the worthy Author of the

Si/steme of this Planet that he would now attentively con-

sider the present Figure of his A uses or Rhig, to see

whether the appearance be to him as in this Figure, and
consequently whether he there meets with nothing that

may make him think that it is not 07ie body of a Circular

Figure that embrn'^p<! his Diuhe, but firo."

And to the end that other Curious men in other places

mif;ht be engaged to joyn their Observations with him, to

see whether they can find the like appearance to that
represented here, especially such Notches or lloUownessos,
as at A and B, it was thought fit to insert here the newly-
related Account.

—

Philosophical Transactions, Vol. I. for

1665 and 1666, p. 152-3. (The engraving faces p. 155.)

THE RAIN-BAND.*
Br C. PiAzzi Smytu, Asteonomee Royal foe

Scotland.

(Continued from page 291.)

BUT if so much can be done by so small a spectroscope,

the questionmay be well asked whether more still might
not be accomplished with a bigger and more powerful one,

especially seeing that the dispersive powers of both chemical

and astronomical spectroscopes have in late years been in-

creased to a most astonishing extent The question is im-

portant, and somewhat new as well. I propose, therefore,

to devote the remainder of my space to its answer, rather

than to the practical rules for using the smaller instru-

ments, especially, too, as they have been already introduced

to the public, both by my friend, Mr. Rand Capron, in his

pamphlet, " A Plea for the Rain-band," and by myself, in

the fourteenth volume of the " Edinburgh Astronomical

Observations ;" also in the Journal of the Scottish Meteo-
rological Society, and in the September number of the

Astronomical Register for 1877.

The greater part of higher power spectroscopes are not

suitable to rain-band work, for their fields are usually too

dark. But having recently built up for myself a large-

sized variety of the instrument, possessing perhaps the

greatest combination of power with transparency yet at^

tained, and having it always mounted in an upper chamber
looking out at an altitude of about 5' over the north-

western horizon (or most suitably for rain-band work), I

will try to describe shortly its action therein.

The classical " rain-band," which in the little instru-

ment is merely a very narrow fringe to an almost infinitely

thin black line, is so magnified laterally in the larger instru-

ment as to fill the whole breadth of the field. The thin

black line before spoken of is now not only split into two,

but each of these are strong, thick, sharply-defined lines,

separated from each other by six or seven times the breadth

of either. These are the celebrated Solar D lines, Dl and
D2 arising from the sodium metalloid burning or incan-

descent in the sun. They are, therefore, perfectly unin-

fluenced by changes of the terrestrial atmosphere, hot or

cold, wet or dry, and are, therefore, invaluable as references

for degree of visibility of the water-vapour lines and bands

which rise or fall in intensity precisely with those changes.

There are several of these earthly water-vapour lines and
bands in and between and about the D lines themselves

;

then a long breadth of band towards the red side of Dl
;

then a pair of lines not so widely apart as the D lines, but

sometimes just as sharp and black ; then two or three

fainter banJs ; then a grand triple, of which the nearer

line sometimes attains greater blackness than either D
line ; then beyond that three distinct, equal-spaced, isolated

bands ; and further away towards the red a stretch of faint

haze and haze-bands.

All these go to make up the one thin rain-band of the

little spectroscopes ; and I fortunately had, through the

month of August and the early days of Sept<Mnber, oc-

cupied myself each morning in noting the greater or less

intensity of each, and all these water-vapour lines and

bands in terms of the i.wo Solar constants D 1 and D2
;

and every such morning there was an abundance of details

to see, to recognise, and to measure. But on tlie morning

of Monday, September 1, when the little instrument had

truly enough marked on its very small scale, I almost

starU'd nt finding in the large instrument every member
of its long rain-band group, unless it were a vanishing

trace of one or two of the strongest, utterly gone ; while

tlie two D lines were in their accustomed strength, but
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far greater clearness, for now thry were all alone in the

field, save the ultra thin Solar iiiok.-l line between them

and one or two others, e<]ually thin and Solar on their Mue
side. The stages of perceptil>le sliade of water-vapour

lines which had thus l>een swept away, between their this

day's invisibility, and their tremendous stn'ugth no longf^r

before than the previous Friday, might have been expressed

by a scale not divided into three parts only, but into 30
;

and implied such a very unusual amount of absence of

water-vapour, that I not only felt sure of no rain falling

either next day, or perhaps for several days after, but that

the weather must also be coming on colder as well. There-

fore it was that I took the step of instantly writing as I

did to a lociil paper, promising the perplexed farmers dry
weather at last, though probably sharp and cold, to get in

their crops.

And how was that expectation fulfilled 1 Various me-
teorologists in dilVerent parts of the country have already

declared themselves wi-ll satisfied with it But I would
now l>eg further attention to the little daily register already

quoted, showing that from and including that day, ^Monday,

September 4, up to and including the next Saturday, nipt a

drop of rain fril at the Observatory, lietwcen the follow-

ing Sunday aiid Monday, a drizzle, but only amounting to

0-04 inch, occurred, and after that there were three more
days equally dry with the preceding ones. I?ut on Thurs-

day, the I4th, the rain-band reappeared in both spectro-

scopes in all its force ; rain began to fall the same day, and
next day's measure at the Observatory amounted to more
than half-an inch. Wherefore it is to be hoped that the

farmers had busied themselves etlectively while the dry
weather lasted, fo» the return of these spectral lines of

watery vapour showed that their autumn opportunity was
then gone by.

LEARNING TO SWLM.
By Nat.vtor.

(Cond'n'.wJ/rom paje 21.3.)

]X my former papers I considered chiefly the beginner,

. showing how one who knew absolutely nothing about
swimming might make his first attempts with safety, and
learn rea<lily the all important art of keeping his balance,

whether on his back, which is very easy, or with his back
uppermost in the more usual po.sition, which is more
difficult To swim properly requires somewhat more study
and practice.

The great general principle in swimming is that the arms
and le;.'-^, in all methods of swimming, are to be brought
forward with the least, and to be carried, or rather driven,
back, with the grtjate.st possible effect This not only dis-

tinguishes good swimming from bad, in any given style,

>>ut alfo distinguishes the different styles from each other.
Thus the " breast-stroke " is b<ftter than the style called

"swimming like a dog," because in the former the whole
arm is n8<d in propulsion, while in the latter little more
than the hand is us<d ; and again, because in the " breast--

stroke" the legs are driven ba' k in a much more effective

manner, a.s will be presently explained. So also, the
"side stroke" is more effective than the "breast-stroke,"
at least for short distances, because the arm, or rather
one arm, i« carried forward clear out of the water, or
without encountering any water resi.stance at all.

But before our learner I>cgin8 to learn any stroke, let him
carefully not* the following point, the neglect of which has
ruined the »*yle of many promising swimmers :— The hod;/
ihoidd remain, at/arai posnbU, at the name level duriruj llie

vhoh offai-h stroke. ^lany swimmers act as though at each
stroke they were striving to save themselves from a watery
grave. They d'ive the hands downwards as forcibly as
they drive thera backwards, the result being that the
shoulders rise out of the water at each stroke, instead o£
keeping as much under as possible. A good swimmer will

scarcely be seen to rise perceptibly in the water, even as
be draws in his breath, for he always inllates his lunga
when the body would otherwise be slightly sinking. There
are, indeed, some who adopt a slightly diti'erent plan : they
swim with the mouth under water, except when thoy want
to breathe, when they turn the head round as if to lie witb
the cheek on the water as on a pillow—a movement which
brings the mouth just enough above the water to enable
the swimmer to breathe. This is theoretically the proper
way to breathe so as to minimise work, for in this way a
maximum amount of the body's volume remains all the
time under water ; but it is better to learn this n)ethod of

breathing later. It is sufficient at first to bear in mind
the general principle that, in swimming, not a particle of

strength is to bo wasted in up-and-down movements.
The strokes should be taken so that they shall drive the
body steadily forward without either lifting the body or
causing it to sink .<;o as to require raising.

So much premised, let us consider how the " breast-

stroke " is to be taken.

The swimmer is supposed to bo simply balancing himself

in the water when he prepares to try the movements now
to be described. Placing the hands together close to the
breast, with the wrists touching the collar-bones, or nearly

so, the palms downwards, and in horizontal piano with the

closed fingers, the swimmer launches his arms forward to

their full reach in front of him, still keeping his hands
together. While he is doing thi.s, he kicks his legs out-

backwards to their full extent, and so as to throw the feei

as far apart as possible. Of these movements only th&
latter is propulsive. The former merely brings the arms to
the right po.sition for their backward propulsive stroke.

But though the legs and feet in being kicked out back-

wards produce a propulsive effect, especially if the feet

are well ]ilanted, as it were, against the water during
their backward sweep, yet it is not in this motion that

the legs do the most effective part of thiir propelling

work. The arms arc now to bo carried backwards with a.

powerful sweep, the hands being held in the slightly cup-

shaped form already described, and the stroke being taken
with just so much downward movement, and no more, as is

necessary to counteract the tendency of the head to sink

when the support of the hands is removed. While the hand.<>

are thus brought towards the hips, the legs are to be

brought forcibly together, like the legs of a pair of shears

when we close it It is in this mov(rment that the legs

produce their greatest propulsive effect, an effect which
many who think they know how to swim, entirely lose,

simply kii-king their legs straight out backwards, and then
drawing them up under them for the next strok(\ This
drawing up of the legs under the abdomen must only be
begun when the legs have been forcibly brought together,

both perfectly rigid till they are in contact. The closing

movement of the legs is complet«:d while the arms are

doing their Viackward stroke. The legs are then drawn up
under the stomach, the feet being bent back as when we
stand on tiptoe, while the hands are Ijrought to their first

position by passing from the hips to the chest, the palm
and fingers as it were gliding over the body. Then the

movements described are repeated. The arms are thrust

forward as before; the legs are kicked out; then, while

the legs are brought fonilily together, and afterwards

carried forward, the arms take their propulsive stroke back-
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wards to the hips. Then the movements are repeated, and
so on, till the swimmer is tirtd, or thinks well to change
his stroke.

{To he continued.)

THE COMET.

IX a letter to the Editor of the Scotsman (dated

Sept 24), Prof. Smyth, Astrom.mer-Rojal for Scot-

land, writes as follows :—Could there have been anything

more heartbreaking to all astronomical souls than the

uninterrupted cloud by day and cloud by night of our
unfortunate climate ever since the announcement of the

brilUant daylight comet of Monday, Sept, IS \ Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and thus far

Sunday also, and their several nights, have each and all

been uniformly, utterly covered in with thick, impene-
trable clouds ; and yet we ought to confess that one other

thing might have occurred even so as to make that cloudy
appearance more aggravating, more grievously disappointing

stUl. That one overtopping culmination of misfortune
would have been, if the spectroscopic observers of Dunecht
and Nice had reported that the bright sodium lines of the

comet's nucleus were deflected towards the blue end of the
spectrum. For in that case the comet would have been
coming up to its perihelion ; and its necessarily ecstatic

display at that period, under fervid solar illumination,

might have been taking place precisely during these ultra-

cloudy days of the past week.
But both of the spectroscopists of last Monday—the

one in France and the other in Aberdeen—declared that

the displacement of the lines was towards the red, the

meaning of which is that the comet was going rapidly

away from us,* that it had already passed its perihelion,

and was rushing off into distant, cold space, to cool down
its substance, which the incandescent-making heat of a
very near sun had just caused to give forth the bright

spectral lines noticed by the observers. And, in fact, by
the time that our terribly thick and moist clouds do at

length clear away from above our heads, the comet may be
so far away on its aphelion path from both the illuminating

sun and ourselves as to be barely visible.

But what comet was it ?

The little that was seen on Monday in Scotland is not
enough to give any clue: and no London journals, whether
scientific or political, which I have seen up to the end of

last week throw any light on the matter. But your paper,

sir, I am happy to say, did contain on Saturday a note by
cable from America, which, if fully correct, is of most pro-

found import. Indeed, nothing so important to all man-
kind has occurred Ufore through 1800 years at least of

astronomical history :t and there is this prospect of the

statement being true, that it is given under the name of

Professor Lewis Bo<s, one of the most able and learned

mathematical astronomers of the Union, and we may say
now (such has been the rapid progress of astronomy during

• It by no means follows that because a comet is receding from
the earth it is recedins also from the snn. A comet mav bo ap-
proaching the sun rapidly when receding rapidly from the earth.
Or it may be passing its perihelion when so receding from us. But
as the comet's apparent distance from the sun was increasing at the
time, it ia more probable that the comet had passed its perihelion.
—El).

t There is a reference here, we imagine, to the Grand Gallery in

the Great Pyramid. Of course, the comet seen near the sun m
Sept. 19 indicates the approaching end of the Christian Dispensa-
tion. Possibly it may be a return of the star seen by the Wise Men
at the time corresponding to the other or northern end of the Grand
Gallery.—Ed.

the last few years in that country) of the irorld. He is

said then to have concluded from his observations that the
comet of last Monday was the comet of 1680 and 1843.

A comet on each of these occasions was recognised to have
passed closer to the sun's surface than any other known
comet But why has it come back so soon 1

In 1843 it appeared to be moving in an orbit of one
hundred and seventy years, and yet it came back in 1880,
or in only thirty-seven years ! That was startling enough,
though only looked on by the world as a case of failure of

astronomical prediction. But having gone off in 1880, on
an understanding generally come to by the best astronomers
in Europe, North America, Rio Janeiro, the Argentine
Republic, and Australia—at all which latter places it had
been well observed—that it was not to return before thirty-

seven years (and other comets, such as Halley's and Encke's
keep to their times of revolution round the sun nearly uni-

formly for centuries), behold this comet has returned now,
on the strength of your cablegram from America, in two
years

!

In which case, who can say whether it may not be back
again from space in a few months ; and then, not merely to

graze close past, but actually fall into, the sun, which is so

evidently increasing its hold upon it at every revolution ?

Wherefore we may be near upon the time for witnessing

what effects will be produced when such an event takes

place in the solar system, as astronomers have only dis-

tantly speculated on, and no mortal eye is known to have
ever beheld. But we mu.st be calm, patient, philosophical,

judicial ; for the calculations involved are excessively

tedious and difficult when much accuracy is required. The
whole of the observations, too, require to be gathered in

from all parts of the world, and extensive comparisons of

the varying results of different computers have to be made,
examined, and discussed with the greatest severity ; for

how often are there not two appearances very like each
other in the immensity of nature, and yet not the same
identical thing'—I am, ia C. P. S.

[We venture to make a slight remark on the above. It

relates merely to a matter of detail. Whatever the comet
seen on Sept 18 may have been, it certainly was not the

comet of 1843 or of 1880. Professor Boss may be a very

able astronomer : but, if so, he is a very careless man. We
fear the same must be said of Professor Smyth. For it

may be shown (we shall show it next week) that the comet
of 1843 or 1880 could not, in any part of its orbit, be seen

from the earth's place on or about Sept. 18 trithiyi two
degrees of the position in which the comet near the sun was
acliially seen that day. Kor was it a matter of calculation

or requiring nice study, or " calm, patient, philosophical,

judicial investigation," to show this. Any one who has

clear ideas of the actual relations of the solar system ought

to be able to see in a few moments that the whole orbit of

the comet of 1843, seen from the place of the earth on

Sept 18, would lie far north of the place in which Thollon

saw tlie new comet on that day.—En.]

ViCTOSiA HAtL.—It is sometimes said that London working men
are less interested in science than the mill-hands of our northern

manufacturing towns. If this is so, it is probably, in part, bocanso
their attention has not been adequately directed to it. An e.\[ieri-

nioutal course of lectures has been planned by the Committee of

the Victoria Hall, Waterloo-road, to bo lieUi im Friday evenings, at

one penny admission, or sixpence and threepence for seats in the

balcony. The first is to bo by Mr. W. I.nnt Carpenter, on '•Tele-

grams, and How they Come," on the 2',>th inst., followed, on Oct. 0,

by one on "The Dog as the Friend of Man," by Mr. .\rthnr Nicols.

F.G.S., and on Oct. 13 by one on " .\ Telescopic Visit to the Moon."
by Mr. Mattien Williams, If these tuccccd, it is proposed to extend
the course.
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NIGHTS WITH A THREE-INCH
TELESCOPE.

Bv A Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

/ \WING to die delay whicli has unavoidalily taken place
' ' in the publication of this series of papers, the con-

-t' ilation Scorpio, with which we shall be^in to-night, now
souths in daylight, and from the very small altitude of tlie

chief objects in it, is most inditlerently placed for the

obs<>ner.* The chief object in it, a, or Antares (Map,
p. !48) is a double star, but, save under the most excep-

tional atmospheric circumstances, beyond the jiower of a
three-inch object glass. Nevertheless, on a superlatively

tine evening, and with the highest power at his disposal,

the student inai/ pick up tlie companion as a minute green
sp<'ck, or wen, attached horizontally to the left of the
blazing red disc of Antares itself, i- Scorpii will be seen
at first sight as a wide double star, but a little attention
will show that the smaller star is not single. /5 Scorpii is

a pretty and easy pair, tlie contrast of colouring in its

components being very pleasing. It is represented in

Fig. 46. Half-way between this and Antares, the cluster

T Aquila; is a very good test indeed. Fig. 48 shows it as
seen at moments of the best definition.

In that pretty little constellation, Dolphinus, the only
star which need detain us is 7, depicted in Fig. 49. The

li Scon.ii

SO Messier may be picked up. In the instrument wo are

emplo\-ing, however, it will be seen as a nebulous object,

strongly resembling a telescopic comet. <t is a i)retty pair,

hut terribly near the horizon. If the student will draw a

line from Antares to i; Ophiuchi, and travel 10^ along it

from a Scorpii, he will come upon L'3G of Piazzi's hour

XVI., a pretty little pair, which will repay scrutiny.

Clos<'ly following 30 Ophiuchi lies 31 Scorpii (this ought

really to be 3>< Ophiuchi)—a pretty severe test for a three-

inch telescope at any time, and, at present, beyond its

power.

Adjoining Scorpio to the ea-st is Sagittarius, but this

need not detain ua long, as only two suitable objects are

to b.' found in the Map on p. 214, which we are employing.

Theie are /i 1, a striking triple star represented in Fig. 47
;

and '.'"2 >Ies8ier, a pale nebulous mass half-way between

,1 and T Sagittarii. This (like >'0 M. described above) is

really a duster, but is irresolvaVjle with the means at our

disposal.

Aquila, to the north of Sagittarius, is the next constella-

tion we shall examine. Forming an equilateral triangle

with I and i Aquila is 11, a sevire test for the instrument

•we are employing. The minute companion I'J" above and
to the left of the larger star will require the highest power
at the ob.servcr's disposal to sec it at all. At the right

hand extremity of the base of an isoscehm triangle, whereof

V Aquihf forms the other end, and c Aijuihi- the apex,

J3 A<|uil:p will Ix? found. The comes of this is also a

-,Uir that is invisible with any power less than 2.00 or so.

* Tlic lint two paiagrspbi of t)ii« |>a|H;r r>'lnt<! to ulijccts well
' icod when the ps|i<.T wa« writt'-n Iiy my frieii'l K.K.A.S. ; but
>w not to. The fault ii mine.— K. A. P.

contrasted colours of the components will at once strike the
observer's eye.

And next Lyra will claim our attention, and, as is only
natural, we shall begin by directing our telescope to its

brilliant leader Vega. Hero, again, is a severe test, a fine

night and a pretty high power being needed to glimpse the
comes at all. In Fig. 50 we give something of the appear-
ance of this object, but it is inijiossible to reproduce in

black and white the vivid blue l)la/.o and the mouldings
and twirlings of the difVractiou rings which surround the
;,'reat star. Moreover, the size of the minute comparison
is exaggerated, or it could not print at all. Not far oil we
shall find another most interesting object. We refer to

the double-double system t' and t- Lyra;, shown in Fig. 51.

/i CyKiii.

Between the two pairs lies another minute star, shown in

our sketch. There are two others smaller still ; they,

however, require a larger aperture than ours to soo them
at all. i Lyra; is a wider pair, but pretty from the con-

tra.sted colours of its components. Between ji and y Lyrie,

but nearer to the former star, will bo found that astonish-

ing object, f>7 Messier Lyra-, the so-called " liing-Nel)ula."

Fig. 52 is an att<^mpt to give some idea of its aspect as

seen with a power of 70, but wood-engraving does not k^nd

itself well to the delineation of nebulie. ;; Lyrse is a

widish double, but interesting from the contrasted colours

of its components.
We now turn to that glorious region occupied by Cygnus,

in which the merest vague sweeping cannot fail to reveal in-

numerable objects of beauty and interest. We shall, though,

select a few of the most striking ones in it for detailed

description, as the student can easily wander over the con-

st<^llation when he has examined them. We will begin, then,

with /3, the lovely colours of who.se components have always

rendered it a favourite with the juvenile observer. Fig. 53

gives an idea of the general aspect of this star. 1^° North

of X lies another wide, but beautifully coloured pair, 278 of

Piazzi's hour XIX. Nor is x itself less beautiful and

interesting, contrasted colours again fonning its chief
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charm. ^L Cygni, a close and unequal pair, will require a

high power to see it. 2° South-west of e is 49 Cygni, shown
in Fig. 54 ; while 3° south of t lies 52, in which the corn-

Fig. 54.

ponents are a little more widely separated. In both cases,

as is common in this constellation, the diversity of colours

is very beautiful If we draw an imaginary line from a

through I' Cygni, we shall come upon a star (marked, but
not numbered, in the Map on p. 214) which must always
possess the highest interest for all astronomical students.

This is'J&l Cygni, the very first of those suns which fill the

selection of them for description difficult ; but the beginner
may hunt up M. 39 (roughly, half-way between a and u
Cygni) to commence with, fi Cygni is a very pretty triple,

the colour of the close pair presenting a pleasing contrast.

{To be continued.)

THE HERRIiS'G KING.

THE attention of scientists has frequently been called to
the band fishes (J'(mioidci), more on account of their

odd form than for their value as a food fish. Their body
is of an extraordinary length, and is flat, like a band or
ribbon, and is covered throughout with small, beautiful,

bright and shining scales. The dorsal tin extends over the
entire back, and the ventral tin is missing altogether, or
consists of a few long, thin, or fragile bone spurs, which are
in the front part of the body near the pectoral fins.

Among the band fishes, the herring king, which is found
in the northern seas, always creates more or less of a sensa-

tion every time one is caught, and that is seldom and far

universe, whose distance from the earth was determined by
the illustrious P.cssol. We need occupy no further space

in a purely practical paper like this, than to say that, so

stupendous is the interval separating our solar system from
this oViject, that light (travelling lSG,.'iSO miles a second)

takes something like si.x years to pass across it ; so tliat the

student whom our description may tempt to look at this

interesting object, will see it (not as it is to-night but) as it

was six years ago, when the light which enters his tele-

scope left it ! Gl Cygni is shown in Fig. 55. Cygnus is so

crowded with beautiful fields of stars as to render any

between. As this fish lives in the greatest depths of tlio

ocean, it very rarely occurs that one is waslied ashore. It

was first discovered on the Norwegian coast in the neigh-

bourhood of Bergen, in 1776, and as the lierring were passing

along the coast at the time, the new fish was named the
Herring King. Later this fish was observed on the Scan-
dinavian and Scotch coast, and lat«'ly a specimen was
caught at Stavanger, and was preserved in an almost
perfect condition. The most striking feature is the

exceedingly great length, as most of tlie specimens caught
measured from 9 to 18 feet in length. The head is
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relatively very small, an<l provided with minute teeth. The
bright, silverj', ribbon shajM-d body is provided with dark
spots and stripes, and the dorsal tin is of a mild pink
colour. The tirst spines or ossicles are of an uncommon
length, and form a fan shaped and exceedingly fragile

head ornament, which was not found in a perfect condition
in any of the specimens.

—

^Scieutijic Americaju

AXDIAL yACCI^'E.

DR DRYSDALE, of London, in a paper read before
the Sanitary Congress, said that he had previously

recommended that the State, " if it made vaccination obli-
gatory, should give a choice to all to have recourse to
animal vaccine instead of humanised. As time passed,
however, it began to be ascertained that animal vaccination
had far higher recommendation. It was stated by Martin,
'^ 1'^''''. that erysipelas, one of the dangers in arm-to-arra
vaccination, was unknown when animal vaccine was used

;

and latterly, in l!<80, it had been given in evidence by
Dr. Warlomont, of Brussels, Dr. Martin, of Boston, and
Dr. Meares, of San Francisco, that animal vaccination
was a perfect preservative against small-pox. Of 80,000
vaccinations made by Dr. Aleares, not one was taken
with small -pox in the epidemics which attacked so
many, and proved fatal to so many of those who were
supposed to be protected by having been vaccinated with
long-humanised lymph. Dr. Drysdale remarked that he
himself had witnessed the great dill'erence in the appearance
of the scab when humanised and animal lymph were used.
In the former case, the crusts fill before the tifteenth day,
and the scar was often extremely slight; in the latter, tfie

crusts often remained on for four weeks, and the scar
was like that described by Jenner in his early cases.
Humanised lymph was not now nearly so protective as it

was at the commencement of the century. Then it was
supposed to protect for life. Now, one-tenth of the vacci-
nated when attacked with small-pox died. He concluded
that there was no longer any doubt on this question, and
that humanised lymph should be entirely abandoned, as it

had been in B.-lgium, Holland, and the United States, in
favour of calf lymph. The State should as soon as pos-
sible have stations in the United Kingdom, and dispense
gratuitously animal vaccine, as it now does humanised."

AUTUMN LEAVES.*

WE can imagine no more suitable orcharming present,
at this season, than the beautiful work before us.

It has always seerned to us that if an answer is needed to
the gloomy question, "Is life worth living?" which some
in these days have thought lit to ask, the answer is to be
found in the hky and in the woods. Life is always worth
living for those who ha\ e eyes to see and sense to feel the
glory of the cl< ar or cloud-drifted sky, the infinitely varied
Ijcauties of woodland scenery. No writer of our day has
done more than Mr. Heatli to r.pen men's eyes to the grace
and charm of forest scenes. Pictorially and poetically, he
has brought before us the varied wealth of our woods, our
hedgerows, and our pleasant tree-strewn meadows. Ho

• Aut'imn Leave). By Fbaxci.h Gkosge IIeatiij with twelve
coloured x>laU.-i. (Sampjion Low, Karston, Scarle, & Rivington :

has caught, also, with true poetic feeling, that aspect of

the woods in which their beauty is combined with the far-

otr splendour of the sunlit sky. Hero, for instance, in

the book before us is a passage in which the peculiar love-

liness of the blue sky as seen through the foliage of

trees is admirably depicted :
" Oaks where we stand,

growing from either bank, fling their branches
from side to side, and meet and interlace midway.
But at one spot there is an opening in the leafy

shroud, and through the ' vignette ' thus woven by the

natural and untrained garlands of oak foliage we see the

blue sky, and though it is but a patch of uniform colour,

and we cannot now see as we could at night the contrast-

ing beauty of the stars -' golden nails '—as a pretty

fancy loves to consider them, ' of the floor of heaven '—the

sunny blue serves to throw out in strong relief the
autumnal colouring of the oak leaves." In this work Mr.
Heath describes and pictures the tints of autumn foliage,

not only as we sec them displayed in great masses in forest

scenery, but (with special care) as they are seen in detail.

In a former work he has illustrated the leaves of our trees

in the summer months. Here he has undertaken the more
difficult task of depicting them as they appear when
the changes begin to take place on which the exquisite

tinting of the trees in autumn depends. He shows us, in

fact, the touches by which the great artist Nature produces

those charming eflects which our painters love to copy, so

far as their less masterly touch permits. It is singular,

by-the-way, that with Nature teaching them in our
woods the beauty of soft tints and gentle contrasts, our
British tastes should be chiefly for glaring contrasts and
the primary colours, whereas in America, where the woods
in autumn actually glow with lich colours and splendid

but ever beautiful contrasts, the prevalent national tastes

should be in favour of tertiary tints, and associated rather

than contrasted colours. In Australia, on the other hand,

where the autumn colours are much brighter than in

England, the taste for bright and gaudy colouring is more
marked e\en than in this country.

It has been proved that the tissues of plants contain a
number of difl'erent colouring substances, to which the

pleasing name c/iro/iio/JiyU has been given, to distinguish

these colouring matters considered collectively from rhloro-

jiltijU, the substance which, when present in the superficial

cells of leaves, causes them to assume, under the action of

light, their characteristic green colour. " At night," writes

Mr. Heath, " oxygen is largely absorbed by the green parts

of leaves. When these are performing healthy functions

and are in full vigour, the action of sunlight causes them
to part with their oxygen. But as they approach the

season for their fall, the active functions of assimilation and
exhalation become retarded. The oxygen absorbed at

night is not freely given oil' during the daytime, and its

retention in the cellular tissues causes, under the sun's

rays, tlie exquisite tints of autumn. How much," he
adds, " these striking effects may be partly dependent upon
chemical substances other than oxygen, absorbed into the

tissues of plants from their roots, towards the approach of

the season for the fall of the leaf, and how much on the

action of light upon all these substances, science has not

yet been able to accurately determine."

Mr. Heath gives us many specimens in this work of the

actual colouring of autumn loaves, tho " blossoms of

autumn" as they have been poetically called. These pic-

tures show with singular accuracy the outlines of form,

the characteristic venation, and tho tinting of the leaves.

The method by which these beautiful pictures have been
obtained is described in the t<;xt, though not, perhaps,

quite BO fully as many readers might wish. There are
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eighteen delightful engravings of Xew Forest scenery,
executed from drawings hy .Mr. Short, who, living amidst
the lovely scenery of the forest, " has learned his art from
the great book of Nature,"

Mr. Heath's work is one which we can thoroughly
recommend as well to the lover of nature as to the student
of art and science. It is a most enjoyable book.
Moreover, it is as handsome in paper, type, and binding as
book can well be. Its price (considering the nature of" its
contents, and, in particular, its twelve charmingly coloured
plates, is very moderate.

PHOTOGRAPHY AT HOME.*
Of late years there has been a revolution in the art of

photography, through which not only has a great change
been brought about in the rate at which pictures can be
taken, but they can be obtained under much more pleasant
conditions. Instead of a dirty, messy, and half-poisonous
operation, it has become one which a lady can perform
without soiling her fingers. The little hook before us shows
how the new methods can easily be learned and applied.
It gives a brief sketch of the history of photography,
describes the wet and dry processes, and gives a number of
useful hints about the practical details. The writer points
out that the constant study of pictorial effects, the lights
and shadows cast by clouds, the changing tints of foliage,
and other phenomena of nature, cannot but raise tlie
artistic tone of the mind which practises them. He would
even advise parents to let their boys and girls pay some
attention to photography, which, if it be only looked upon
in the light of a hobby, is at once harmless, healthful, and
inexpensive.

THE POLYTECHXIC Y. M. C.

INSTITUTE.

LAST Christmas the Polytechnic was purchased by Mr.
Quintin-Hogg, and adapted to the purposes of the

Young Men's Christian Institute, at the sole expense of
:Mr. Quiutin-Hogg, the cost being more than £2.3,000. The
Institute devotes itself almost entirely to the requirements
of apprentices, young mechanics, carpenters, bricklayers,
cabinet-makers, engineers, plumbers, and so forth—work-
shops being prominent features in its system. The portion
of the Polytechnic which was formerly occupied by the
Small Theatre has been entirely rebuilt, and formed into
a fine suite of rooms, which are devoted to the chisses
in the science, art, and technical schools. Adjoiiung is

a well-fitted and well-furnished chemical lal)oratory.
The Central Hall—the home of the old diving bell -his
been converted into a magnificent gymnasium, which is

said to be the best in London. The Lecture Hall will
accommodate 1,.">00 persons. There is a tine library and
reading-room, with first-class lavatories, fitted with every-
thing a mechanic might require to avoid the necessity of
going home before attending the Institute or the classes.
The applications for admission are already largely in excess
of what had been anticipated. We have looked through the
syllabus of the evening classes in science, art, technical
and general subjects, with constantly-growing wonder at
the wide range and admirable selection of the subjects dealt
with.

• Photography at Home ; its Appliances and Apparalm /oi
Amateurs. (Marion «t Co., London.)
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SIZE OF RISING IIOOX.

[579]—Your late articles on "Forms of Clouds" remind me of
a theory I have long since arrived at as to the cause of the mag-
nified appearance of the full moon at or near the horizon. It is
briefly this :—There are two skies with wliich the eye is famih'ar—
the cloud sky and the star sky, differing remarkably in shape
and in the objects they present to observation. The star sky
is hemispherical, and may be represented by a semicircle.
All objects belonging to it are apparently eqnidistant from the
observer, and each is of the same size, whether seen overhead or
near the horizon. Thus, sun, moon, and stars have no appreciable
difference of size, and when the atmosphere is clear, but little of
distinctness, in whatever part of the sky they are seen. The cloud
sky, on the other hand, as shown by your diagrams, may be repre-
serited as resembling a small segment of a very large circle. The
objects in it are comparatively near when overhead, and very
remote when at its extreme parts. Thus a large bird in its flight
becomes gradually smaller, and at length is lost in the distance,
and, similarly, the largest balloon, though clearly visible when
overhead, diminishes as it recedes, and becomes but a point at the
horizon, even though, all the while, it may preserve the same
vertical distance from the earth's surface. Now if in this cloud
sky a second balloon were to be seen near the horizon beyond the
clouds and other intervening object.^, and having its outliiie clearly
distinguishable and its angular diameter equal to that of the balloon
overhead, the observer would instantly feel conscious that such
balloon must be enormously larger than the other, and it would
scarcely require any further reasoning process to convince him that
this must be so.

A precisely similar, though momentary, mental impression is

experienced when the clear broad surface of the rising moon looms
up behind the clouds and other intervening objects, such as distant
houses trees, ships, Ac, seeming, from its apparent proximity
and relative position to those objects, to be moving in the samo
atmosphere which encloses them. Instantaneously the observer's
mind refers the great luminous mais to the cloud sky, and, as he
suddenly recalls the well-romomberod dimensions of the same orb
when seen overhead, the comparison, just as in the supposed case
of the balloon, flashes on his perception and produces the curious
illusion referred to. If the observer now turns his back, anil, by
means of a small mirror, throws the reflected moon upward into her
proper sky, she resumes, at once, her wonted size, and the illasion

disappears. G. E.

LOCAL WEATHER LORE.
[uSO]— In rejily to your letter on the above-mrntioned subject,

I send ynu three ape.tliegms, Ac, Ac— not, indeed, quite local, bnt
\yhieh you may not have heard of. They are :

—

First.—" Saturday's Moon comes seven vears too soon."
Now, I remember hearing that " saw " fixim my father one very

wild Saturday evening in early summer that' wo hud a walk
together, lie was a man of limited education, but of cinsiderablo
sense, dashed, however, with a little superstition, it might bo. I, a
young lad, in my assumed superior knowledge, ridiculed the notion;
but I recollect ihnt many years after, and father had joined the
"great majority," taking up an is.suc of a rc-^iectable local news-
paper, the Cor^ CoH<a'(u(ioii, I observed in it a lengthy article.
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»ho«irii: by statistics, Ac, thnt, however it comes about, a Sntur-

ilav's mooa

—

i.t.. anew moon occorring U(iou that day of tho week
- jiroves itaclf to bo a very unwelcome visitant.

The second I recollect uitvtiiig with in tho family H»rald, aud it

nn thus :

—

" Si sol splendescat Maria Puriticante,

Major erit hyems qunm fuit ante."

Which distich has been trauslatetl thus:

—

If CniullemBS-Day be cloudy aud dark
It will carry cold winter away on its back ;

But if Candlonios-Uay bo dry and clear.

Then half the winter's to como this year.

Well, I declare I think I have observed that adage to be a correct

one. [^So have I, often : and as often the reverse.

—

Ed.]
The third, I might say, constitutes my reperton,'. 1 should have

more, but cannot lay bauds on them. Tho third, then, would bu
telling you the " Secn-t of Polichenelli—St. Swithin's. This has

hei*n designated RU]>er8tition too, but here is what is said about him
in the " Mirror," vol. II., p. 132 :

—"There is not any occasion to

have recourse to a miracle to account for such a phenomenon. Ex-
jierience has amply shown that whenever a wet season seta in about
the end of June to the middle of July, when the heat of tho sun is

usually the most intense, it generally continues to nearly the end of

summer. When the action of thnt orb has considerably abated, tho
rain affording matter for exhalation, always naturally the strongest

at the hottest |>eriod of the year, and these exhalations yielding in

return matter for rain."

So, too, speaks a much higher authority—Howard on " Clouds."

Tho following excerpt I have taken from Mather's " Drug
Circular" :

—

" WEATIIEB WISDOM.

" When yon wish to know what tho weather is to be, go ont and
select the smallest cloud you sec. Keep your eye upon it, and if it

decreases and disapiieors, it shows a state of air which will be sure

to be followed by fine weather. But if it increases in size, take

your gn.>at-coat with you, if you are going from home, for falling

weather will not be far oiT. The reason is this : when the air is

becoming charged with electricity, you will see every cloud
attracting all lesser ones towards it, until it gathers into a shower;
and on the contrary, when the fluid is passing off or diffusing

itself, then a largo cloud will bo seen breaking into pieces and
dissolving."
" Evening red and next monung grey, are certain signs of a

beautiful day."
" When the glowworm lights her lamp, the air ia always damp."
" If the cock crow going to bod, he'll certainly rise with a watery

head."
When tho peacock londly bawls, then we'll soon have rain and

B(]aalls."
" When ducks are driving thro' the bnm, that night the weather

will take a turn."
" If the moon shines with a silver shield, be not afraid to reap your

field."

" When rooks fly sporting high in air, it shows that windy storms
are near."

—

Xntet and Querie:
Hoping that the above contribution may bo useful,— I remain, sir,

vr.urri, Ac., Michael Ueikukn.

SINfiCL.^R MKXTAL ILLUSION'.

^5S1 —Will you kindly allow me to supplement tho terrible ghost
storj- in a recent issue of Knowi.fdge with some remarks upon an
incident which happened to myself, and which comes, perhaps, under
the same class of mental illusions, though dilToring from yours as
being of calmer character, and less oncumbcnrd by exciting antece-
dents or by concurrent alarm. The scene was my sleeping-room, and
the time aljout midnight. I do not quite know when, only that it

was quite dark. My \>ei\ stood in a corner, a wall l>eing close
behind it, and another (inrallel with it, on my right us I lay in bed,
at atx>ut two and o-half feet distance. One night, while peace-
fully sleeping, I suddenly woke up to perfect consciousness. Tho
whole comer of the room on my right, near my head, appeared full

of light, so bright and clear as to perplex me. I reasoned with
myself, " There is no window there, no fire, lamp, candle, or other
artificial light of any kind, and yet it's nearly as light as day."
'<!-»' rvinif more narrowly, I saw a pillow end to end with my own,
l).i- f urt.iin of my txid intervening, u[H.n which, and also upon tho
n»:.i-I;.- turned down be<l-clothes, I distinctly saw every neat plait
ar.'l f'iM. This stat« of things continued three or four minutes,
and then ins<-nsibly faded off into darkness. I was not conscious
of any agitation or mental distnrliance, for the vision rather
interested me. I thought it nngtihu-, of course, but I fully under-

stood it to bo a dyspeptic action of my erratic brain, for my
temperament is nervous in the extreme.

I am |>erfeotly sure that no ouo entered or left tho room during
the continuance of the phenomenon.

It is clear that the objects I saw might have been of distressing

character, in which ease I might have jirodiieed a story fellow to

your own. I am thankful they were no more than passive and
tranquil sheets and )iilKiw cases, and light in which to see them.
For the simjile truth of mv nurrativo 1 vouili.

W. U. I'KKKINS.

TUB USE OF DRUNKENNESS.

[582] -Such a vico as this can never burn itself out, or it would
have disappeared long ago; it is ever ihawing fresh victims into its

grasp to supply the places of those whom it destroys. Uonce, a
nation, such as tho North American Indians, which does not possess

the moral i>rinciples necessary to combat its influence, speedily dis-

appears ; and wo may rest assured that llii> liojio of England lies

entirely in those humanitarian feelings, whirli have been tho main-
spring of the Temperance Reformation, now happily beginning to

bring about a diminution in the quantity of alcoliolio liquors

consumed.
Surely Mr. Williams is wrong in assuming that to nearly every

drunkard belongs a base and vicious disposition when sober!

How many tens of tlionsanils of our countrymen are there

of whom it is a ))rovcrbial saying that they are the kindest of

fathers and tho best of husbands until " tho drink gets in them ?
"

How many aro there in their sober moments who aro goaded by the
qualms of conscience, and tho thought of tho misery they aro entail-

ing, knowing that in a few hours tho despotic thirst will agoin bo all-

clamorous, blunting tlio conscience, until tho saturnalia is once more
over, when again conscience will speak, it may be, however, in a
fainter voice ? So much for tho process, " enjoyable in their own
estimation." If Mr. Williams is sceptical of tho reality of this

picture, ho should give the subject consideration.

Racc-develo]>mcnt is attained by a nation—as strength by an
individual—not by tlio growth of an nnhealthy tendency, which,

so fur from killing tlio impure parts, will pollute tho lunij), but by
tho elimination, as far as possible, of every taint, and consequently
tho production of a healthier field for tho natural forces to work
ujion. J. Ralph.

THE NEW USE OP ALCOHOL.

[583]— I cannot help thinking that Meiihisto (who gives his ex-

perience of alcohol in K.S'owlkdce, Sept. H) would find a cold bath

at night, followed by a few minutes' dumb-boll exercise, as efliciont

for inducing sleep as alcohol, aud preferable to it in its after effects.

Would he bo so good as to tell us if ho has tried it, and if so, with

what effects ? J. S.

JORDAN-GLYCERINE RAROMETER.
[58t]—Will any corres])ondent kindly give n description of

the principle of, and niodo of making, tho "Jordan-Glycerine
Barometer r"' C. J. W.

MONKEY AND MIRROR.

[585]— I was in a monkoy-houso near Miinchostcr, sonio time
ago, when one of the monkeys, having got lioM of tho cover
belonging to a shaving-box, in which was inlaid a Hnmll looking-

glass, caused very much amusement by holding tho glass in one
hand, and, whilst looking straight into it, feeling behind it with tho

other hand for the monkey it thought it saw, which I think was a

very intelligent proceeding, and exceedingly practical.

Deo Fido.

THE "NEW METHOD" OP PUKKERVING
OltGANIC BODIES.

[586]—The galvanoplastic preservation of organic bodies ex-

hibited by Professor Christian at Berlin, and described in Know-
l.ElioE, page 223, is nearly forty years old. 1 practised it myself in

181.5-G. If I remember rightly, it was I'arkcs, of Birmingham, who
invented tho process, which was to dip the object in a solution of

phosphorus, in bisulphide of carbon, and then into a ilihite solu-

tion of nitrate of silver. Or tho object wan first dijipod in the

silviT solution and then exposed to phosphorus vajrour. A coating

of silver was thereby deposited on its surface.

I improved tho original process by diluting the i)ho»phoras Boln-

tion with turpentine, and adding a little boiled linseed-oil to this.

The result was a thin adherent varnish, containing sufliciont phos-

phorus to precipitate tho silver as a continuous film. I found that

this precipitation was still further assisted by adding ammonia to

I

I
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the silver solution. Being then engaged in electro-depositing as a
business, and these iniprovemeuts economising the process con-

siiicrably, I kept them secret for awhile, and sold my phosphorus
solution at a good profit, as bisulphide of carbon then cost 2s. per
ounce retail, and witli one ounce I could make above twenty ounces
of the "improved" solution by merely adding the cheap oil and
turpentine. I sent a considerable quantity to St. Petersburg.

Practically, however, the method is of very little value. The
crab, buttertly, and beetle .shown by Prof. Christian may be better

preserved by simple drying ; and the brain of a rabbit, or other

soft putrescent object,' only show all their details, as described,

when the film of metal is too thin to preserve the object in its

original form. If made thicker, it becomes rough and warty, as

all wlio are practically versed in electro depositing well know, and
the object is thus defaced.

But for this, works of art in plaster of Paris might be converted

into bronzes by simply coating them with copper. I worked at this

for some time and made such bronzes, but they were very unsatis-

factory. The artistic finish of the original was marred by the

coating of metal, just as such things are too often spoiled by
successive coats of paint.

The prettiest application is for the silvering or gilding of skeleton

leaves, or similar light objects requiring only an immeasurably thin

film of metal. This has survived, and is, I believe, still practised.

There is another and far more practical use of the silver pre-

cipitation of phosphorus— viz., that of forming a conducting
surface on wax moulds and other matrices.- I used it largely in

conjunction with plumbago, depositing the silver first, and then
brushing over with the plumbago. Sly solution was thus used in

St. Petersburg, and may now be useful to some of the readers of

Knowledge. W. Mattieu Williams.

DEFECTS OF BICYCLES.

[587]—AH riders capable of forming a judgment, and free Jrom
prejudice, will agree with your excellent correspondent, Caleb

Adams, in the opinion he expresses respecting the defects of the

modern bicycle, but what makes his letter of such especial value at

the present time is that a determined effort is now being made to

import the defects of the modern bicycle into the tricycle. A
number of gentlemen, principally racing bicycli^ts, have been
endeavouring for months past to introduce path racing for the tri-

cycle, alleging, as the principal value of such races, the great im-

provement that will result from proper machines for racing pur-

poses being built by the manufacturers, and thus great alterations

being made in the tricycles which have to be ridden on the road.

Doubtless the result of this would be much smaller springs, with
less elasticity, and, to reduce weight, mnch smaller steering-wheels.

Such alterations would produce little effect that could be felt cither

on the asphalte track or cinder path, but would be destructive of the

good qualities of the tricycle for riding over ordinary roads or

touring purposes. John Browxixg.

[588]— I should like to add a few words to the letter of Mr. Caleb
Adams (No. 531, page 235). With the general tenor of his ex-

jicrience ray own experiments agree, but surely Mr. Adams has
overlooked the efforts of the best modern makers to supply a spring

which shall be at once neat and efficacious. The " Arab " and
Uillman's " gig" spring will readily occur to the practised rider as

samples of what I mean.
The small back wheel adds greatly to the appearance of the

machine, and its ill effects may be almost entirely counteracted by
using a large-size rubber tyre on it. So far as the comfort of the

rider goes, the thicker tyre should be on the back wheel, instead of

on the front.

As to large saddles, this is entirely within the personal control of

ever}- rider. Lamplugh, the great saddle maker, supplies all sizes,

from immense tricycle saddles, suitable for sixtecn-stone riders, to

the smallest racing saddle, and any size is readily affixed to any
bicycle. I have this season used a very largo size with the best

results. U. T. llou.VD.
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Canary, ic, by Charles L. Cane; Dr. Hunter's Experiments, by
Mathilde Van Evs ; Coincidences, by A. U. W. ; Lapidaries and
Deception, by IL M. W.; Figure Training by Corsets, by Alfred
Chadwick, M.D ; The Fifteen Puzzle, by A. B. ; Flint Jack, by
E. T. r. W. ; Long Tricvcle Hide, by J. F. P.; Spiritualism, by
E. P. W.

SixPExcE each will be paid for copies of Nos. 2 and 5 of Know-
ledge. Apply or address, Wyman & Sons, 74 to 70, Groat Quoen-
street, London, W.C.
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mmunicationt for tht Editor requiring early attention should reach the

be/ore the Saturday preceding the current w*«« of KkowledgB, the
tncreaaing circulation of which compeli u* to go to prete early in the Keek.
HiKTS TO CoBBBSPOSOBSTS.— 1. Xo queitiont atking Jor tcintific ii/ormation

can be antvered through the poet. 2 Ltttere tent to the Editorfor corretpondeute
cannot befortcardtd, nor can the namee or addrenet of correipondentf be gicen in
anttcer to private inquiries. 3. Correepondent* ehovtd write on one tide O'.iy of the
paper, and put drateingt on a teparate leaf. 4. £ach letter thould have a titie, and

ekould be made to it* number, the page on which i

J. H. W. L. Fancy many would not like portraits. It sti-uck me
at the British Association that the insides of scientific heads are, as

a rule, better than the outsides.—T. H. Thanks. That subject

(the seas) is full of interest. Have dealt with it in the first paper
of my " Poetry of Astronomy," " When the Seas were Young," but

will try to find room for a paper on the subject in Knowledge
soon.

—

Jas. Pearson- : Will notice it soon.—W. C. Thomas, T. H.,

P. BoswoKTH Smith, D. R. C. J. Caswell, A. J., H. J. Watson,
J. W. Williams, E. H. Leexey, J. H. W. L., Eben. Jokes, wish
the weather chart discontinued.— Ex. Wv., Lionel T. Wal-
ler, J. EorxDHEAD, 51. Meees, and others, would prefer some
weekly weather record, but are content, if the majority are,

that KxowLEnGE should be without it.—Ax Old SrBscRiBEB tells

us that a highly scientific friend approved highly of the Charts

—

Jonx Gkeenfield thinks that as we still recognise the mark of

Balaam's rod on the ass's back, and the impression of Peter's

thumb on the haddock (also on the John Dory), so may we find in

the earth's tilt a mark of " its having been moved to prevent the

snn's setting when Joshua wanted more light to defeat the

Amalekites." Science raises its hat to Mr. Greenfield, and bowing,

passes on.—C. J. Caswell. I liked the tables myself ; but they

were denounced lustily. Fear your friend will hardly enjoy the

joke so much as you do.—D. R. Effects of interference too

complex, I fear, for discussion here. But two persons not near

each other, and both at a considerable relative distance from an
orchestra, should hear similar sounds, just as two ships tolerably

far from the region where various causes have troubled a sea, are

similarly affected, though not near each other. At any given moment,
the undulatory conditions are, of course, unlike; but the general

effect is the same.

—

Rendrag. Will find space for the balloon extract

if possible.—G. S. Silent lightning is common when the air is

moist ; it indicates less electric tension than is present in ordinary

thunderstorms. You say it seems to leap from the" ground ; and in

books we often sec the" statement that lightning is generally seen

to pass from the clouds to the earth, though occasionally the

other way. But it is demonstrable that no eye can tell which way
the lightning travels.—D. Davie,<. An obvious misprint—probably

tables stereotyped. Do not know the ballad about half-crown

and run-over boy.—H. A. Bvlley. It seems to me, as a layman,

that there is much truth in yonr remarks ; but I fear readers of

Knowledge would object to a discussion in these columns of the

relative merits of homa'o|)athy and allopathy.^—E. D. Wareixc. (1)

What do you understand by salt water? If yon mean simply a

solution of common salt in water, the easiest way of distinguishing

salt water from sea water would be by tasting. But if you wish to

know how sea water may be distinguished from other kinds of salt

water, the answer would depend on their nature. In ordinary

sea water common salt forms only about two-thirds of the solid

matter, of the rest the chief constituents are chloride of mag-
nesium and sulphate of soda (about 5i parts and -ii parts,

respectively, in a thousand). Carbonate of lime and silica

are also present. (2) I do not know how sulphate of iron

stains can be removed from white marble. Perhn]>s some reader

can inform us.— E. Brvxetti. I fear it is hopeless to try to move
the M.C.C. to any change.—F. C. S. Your letter about smoking

and growth is, unfortunately, too long. I think it is only smoking

by young lads which is supposed to interfere with growth. But,

for "my own part, I look with great distrust on statistics of that

sort. On the other subject (alcohol and brainwork), space is a

little overcrowded just now. I want that list of letters in type to

be shortened quickly.— M. G. Olpham. The difficulty is that it is

Edward, not Henry, "in Lm Monties, the Abbe's own iwpor. A " slip

of the pen " woui'd hardly account for such a mistake. Many
thanks for your kindly expression of opinion about Knowledge.—
E. R. More astronomy now, since some readers arc so prt?Fsing.

1 was so bashful, you i.erceive.-J. H. W. L. Fonr. without the

specimens our zoological and geological contributors ci'uld hardly

decide. The geological question would be especially difficult. Of

course, the dental formula, in the other case, is not right for the

dog, the likeliest animal otherwise. Are you sure about the molars ?

—iGNORAMfs No. II. (1) Do "objects at a distance look smaller

than they really are t " If your question means why do objects look
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..li.r tlie fartiiiT off tbty aro, 1 finr I can linriily apliiin mailers.
i. :.y liiHg a jiair of itni|>afs<K u| c« wiiUr ilin Inrihcr jou jmsli

tun-arxl* tho hin^ro any objict put between its lops ': Tliero ie no
" theory on this subject." (2) •' Were my reuiorkt! alout Colewayo
meant to lo Fsrrn.stical (Issue of Sept. 1) ?" I tliink I remarked
t' -

-' '1 and semi-savape linps. all ripbt in tbcir own
laipUnennt and iiilclUctra'Iy (in any matter

. .ntiniptible. 1 tliink 1 furi'lior expressed yet
;.r .r ratber disgust) for j>eople wlio, because tliesc

men tin i:di.>i kinps, crowd round tbem, stare at them, bow down
to them, and so forth. That was not intended to be either sar-

cttstical or ironical, sarcasm and irony beinjf mtirelv different from
dispust and contempt.— W. O. Wooi.uojiiiE. (1) "l do not know
what are tho qualities of telescopes by Neprotti i Zambra. But
you could entirely trust Mr. lirowuinp's own estiniuto of tho
second-hand telescope yuu mention. (2) There is no complelo
history of tho Advance' of Science within the last f..rty or lifly

ycai^. (3) Lives of great men arc so numerous that it is impos-
sible to aeloct. (4) I do not know of any work in which all

reoemly-inventcd improvements arc described.— J. Uahgrbave.
Surely you must make a mistake. The child cannot have falUn
'• from the lips of a near relative ;" relatives, near or far off, do not
carry childrcD in their mouths. I have referred to the /fi/trcc, and
my mind is relieved. "Uaponet" does not say that tho child fell

that way, thouph what he says might be so intlrpreted. What he
says is that he had heard the account of the child " which fell out
of a movinp train, from the lips of a near rc'ulivo."—A Uriton.
Why, certainly. The .\merieans are always shootinp each other.
You ofi.n find it difficult to make yourself heard on Broadway, by
re:iM)n of the constant firing of revolvers. It is equally true that
It i« quite unsafe to walk beyond the suburbs of New York, lest an
Iiuliun sli'.uld tomahawk you. Seriously, you should read a littlo

more, and nad better books; yon would not then believe such
foolish stories. I have been, altogether, two years in America, and
durin;; all that time 1 only once heard a pistol fired in anger, and
that was firwi bv a lunatic.^jAS. Nicholson. Book received.
Th.ink». It shoU bo reviewed shortly .--JI. G. Wells would like to

have some information about emigration. But the information ho
pi^es about his friend who wishes to emigrate is not very full. This
friend baa £500, is strong, and intelligent. If that is enough to
vhiiw where he had better go, perhaps some corresiioiident will

kindly say.— Cu.«KLF.s James. The account you pivc of themeteir
is no! e.tact enough to be of use. For instance, what is " the velo-

city with which a body tc-enis to move from a state of rest?"

—

A. r. S. Thanks. Will shortly start tho monthly astronomical
n<'t--< von wish for.—K. A. Law. Y'es ; there were many remark-
ab meteors in 17s3. Ciilbert White writes :

" The summer of 17^3
w.is an omaiing and |K)rtentous one, and full of horrible pheuoniei;a ;

for Usides the alarming meteors and tremen<ious thunder-storms
that affrighted and distressed the different counties of this king-
dom, the [icculior haze or fog that jirevailed for many weeks in this

island, and in every fart of Europe, and even beyond its limits,

was a, most extraordinary appearance, unlike anything known
within the memory of roan." This agrees well with Cowper's

" Fires from beneath, and meteors from above,
Portentous, unexampled, unexj)lained,

Havo kindled beacons in the skies."

.\. Stbai.li.vc. Thank.s ; you will see that we have already used
:: 1. :ter on the subject of the' lizard's name.— E. U. Cowlky. Neither
• f the works you name is now a trustworthy guide. In my bejok on
t !i'- son, the motions of the earth and sun are dealt with rather fully.

—W. H. Collins. Many thanks ; but articles of the came kind havo
alr> ady api>earcd. U.A. Billky. You mistake ; SirW. Thomson is

full;, aware of tho nature of lunar influence, ns understood by seleno-
ni' • .r<.:..-i.i- His way of expressing hiniKelf was simply a sort of

^ for a more complete rejection.— J. A. Ollahii. 1.

.• yon con actually detect any incorrectness in the
iy that method :' 2. Uave you done so large a slmro

' ;,ou canform an opiniononthe paitIcularc|Ucstion
I . ! -.;(;ii by my " learned friend ?" 1 have myself tried the non-
ft' /lie drinks, and 1 consider their value for the purpose indicated
to i,.- uil. But then my exi>erienco maybe qnjte excepticnr'. 3.

J'a.r;. riigs arc now nearly eihaunted.—T.' I>. W. M. Mr. Proctor does
n<'t p. t under the influence of his ixjison until after his work is done.
Bui I have n<>ked him your qucKlii.n ; and he begs me to say that the
moons attraction and the moon's influence in raining tides aro very
different things. The latter in part depends on the relative dis-

tal. . of the nearest and farthest paits of the enrlh, and the earth's
cei,lr<- from the mtxm. This introduces an element which increases
the < ffict of proximity. I eijiect to persuade Mr. Proctor, in

one ii'. his che<rful momenlx, to write a short article on the tides.

—

M. B. A. I find it very difficult to answer your questions. You
•eetn so much more certain about everything than I feel about any-
thing. I cannot but think you are wrong about "the nasty oxygen."

Surely oxygen cannot bo nltopether nasty and destruelive.—W.
lluK^. The idea that nothing can be destroyed—that "when the
brains are outthemnnis" yet not "dead," but his thoughts go about
in tho ether, affecting men in some way wo cannot understand

—

is pleasant, but it can hardly be fa!d in re|iresiiit us yel any esta-

blished truth. I do not know of i<u\ 1 1 h u\ .
llll^ :ii,il;,-iln about

thoupht-ivading. St KKKiiKRdesin n i i i stam-
mering.—A Peui'lkxkh Stidknt. i i |i n mildly,

mistaken. If 0-»-2 is not equal to (i
I ivln i! . i Ml rlrmuO'i'

1 suggested, in answer to another eornspnnih ni tliut tlial leviower
should be rewarded by the sum of i'l,OU0,0OU niiiUi|ilie(i by 0-1-2.

I would now suppes-t a different reward for him. Let him receive
the sum of £10,000,000, multiiilicd by tho difference between and
0-t2.

—

Yai.c. Y'uNEn BuTiiKA. Yes, there is a way of making up
one hundred out of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, C, 7, 8, '.). Try again.

KLECTRICAL.
H. Williams. The platinum wire ])a.iaing through the glass of an

incandescent lamp, to which tho filament is attached, does not 'be-

C(mio incandescent, because it is com]iarativoly thick, and does not
therefore offer the necessary amount of resistance. Tho best way
to repulato tho intensity of a current is to regulate tho speed at
which the dynamo is driven. Where there is a largo installation, it

is usual to have a lamp or two in tho cngino-room, which, by tho
light emitted, form a kind of gauge.-A. H. Keelino. A Diiniell

cell is easily made, (iet an eartlieowaro jar of about quart capacity,
costing Gd. tu'.M., a jiorous |iot sufliciontly high to stand half tothroo-
ipiarters of an inch above the level of the jiir. i'oiilie plates got a piece
of thin sheet-coijjier (say ali.'ni r, in, 1,. \.v \ .,y :, mhIk's), tlio thinner
t lie better, for cheupnoBs. I'iimIii ...'• i- i

' t ,il lorm to go inside

the porous pot. Clet also :.:!... i ., . :,i li ..f an inch thick,

and about G inches by 9 or In un I., h, an. I 1.. n.l a into a cylinder to

Bland inside the earthenware jar, and outside tho porous pot. The
zinc should bo amalgamated (see answer to J. N. Frazcr, Knowledge,
No. (13). To charge the cell put crystals of sulphate of copper (in

buying it nsk for eU'Ctrii-al) into the porous pol, so as to half fill it,

then (ill up with water. Fill tho outer portion up with water
acidulated with about one-twentieth its volume of Bul])huric acid.

Then get a coujile of binding screws or terminals, ono for the zinc,

the other for the copper. If you can use a soldering iron you moy
save the shilling or so for terminals by attaching jii'jces of copper
wire direct on to the plates. Tho metal plates, although directed

to be six inches high, should stand half-an-inoh or BO above the

porous pot and earthenware jar resiiectivcly.

(EHir iflatt)fmatical Column.

EASY LESSONS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.
No. X.

By RicnABD A. Psoctob.

WE will consider a few more applications of tho differential

calculus to problems of maxima and minima.
A li, Fig. 1, is the section of a plane horizontal surface; L, B,

light vertically above A. If A B = I ft., at what height should L be,

that the illumination at the point 11 may be as great as jioHsiblo ?

fit is clear there is a ma
level ns B, the illumination

zero if L is at an infinite liei

LetAL-,/'. (The light i

to act as if collected at u po

Then BL-y/A H'-t

- y.n + .c'

And, according to the known laws of ill
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at B varies inversely as the square of the distance B L, and directly
as tl,e sine of the an-le LliA. Hence, taking m (wliicli will „o't
eventually tronblo us) as a suitable constant, we may rei.rcsent the
ilhunination at B by the expression

m AL m.AL
^ „ ,

(bl>'b~l= BL»
Call this illumination y; then

"^ <'

Now, to differentiate this expression, we take first the differential
coefficient of the nnmorator and multiply it into the denominator.
Ihis gives m(l + x')i

Then we take negatively the differential coefficient of the deno-
minator and multiply it into the numerator. This gives

-^(l + .')t.2^xm.r,or3(l + .r')lma.=

We have only to put the square of the denominator under these
two expressions, thus

(1- ^) = -.3(l. =)»»,,:

(1 + ^')'

to get the differential coefficient of y, and we could reduce and
simplify this expression considerablv. But observe, we onlv want
to equate the coefficient to zero (that being, as in former cases, the
way of getting the required value of x). . So that we have no
occasion to write out the differential coefficient as above, or to
reduce It We need only write its numerator and equate that to
zero. ^^"^S^y^^ ni(l + x')i-3il + x^)imx''^0 (iii.)
or, (1 + .c-') = 3.V- [dividing out bv m (1 + x')!]
That is 2x^=1

.r=-L
V2

Hence A L should be about 8^ in.

If we had taken A B = a instead of
the result :

—

u.-.,..., a'' + x^ = 3j
<", 2x^ = a'-'

should have obtained

v'2

Note that tlie writing of this problem would be very phort in
practice. Jn fact, after expressing y in terms of x, as at (i.), the
student would write down equation (ii.) at once; and solve as
above.

Observe, again, that wo can vary onr method of attacking these
problems by varying the relation whose change is to give our
iii.'ixmmm. For instance, suppose we attacked the above problem
in this vrise :

—

l.rt the angle L B A, Fig. 2, be called a-. Then we know that
E L = B A sec x. And the illumination at B may bo represented by

B A' sec

Putting this equal to ;/, we have,

Hence

[T le,

.m[-2 ' X cos a]

vo the reader to see how this is obtained by applying the
x-uies given in preceding papers, noting that a very niodenito
degree of practice will enable him to write down such a result at
once.]

Kquating this expression to zero, we have
cos' X cos r = 2 cos it sin' x.

Hence £1IL£^1
cos' » 2

.._ _ 1

v/2
A L

H a'

"('"CO A L = --i^- =— as before

Neither method has the advantage in this instance, but often a
good deal depends on a proper choice of the method to he fiillowi-d.
For example, suppose B is a point on a desk (Fig. 2) sloped at an
anprle ri to the horizon, and that wo require the height A f, which
will f,'ivi' the inaximum illumination in this case. Then the first
metlHid would be very inconvenient ; but, on applying the seeond,
""-' ^»' 'f V i« little altered. We onlv have to p'lit, instead of the
factor sin x (i.e., sin LB A), the value sin (x-c) [i..:, sin 1, It M ',

Pivn'g y = mco8'a:8in (.r-a).

And this is differentiated quite a? easily as the other expression,

giving i- . ^' = -2 cos ar .sin x sin (.--«)
J!i dx

+ era' X CCS (x — a).

Equating thi^ to zero, we 1 ave,

2 cos X sin x sin (x—a) =

2sina^sin(;r-a)=cc
cos (x — a)

{x-a). (iii.)

Here we want only a moderate familiarity with trigonometrical
processes to get out our result, for equation "(iii.) is the same as

2 cos a -2 CCS (2,r— a)=cos a + cos (2x—a),

that is 3 cos (2x-a) =cos o,

This is sufficient for finding x, because a is supposed to be known.
Suppose, for example, a is equal to eight degrees, the slope of my
desk, for I have taken the notion of wnrkivg out this particular
problem u'iih the practical desi.jn of determining how hijh I should
sft the moderator u-hich illuminates the paper I am uritinij upon ;

wo have then,

coi (2a! -8") = J cos 8°

= i (•99027) from a table of natural cosines
- -33009

= cos (70° 43") nearly enough
.-. 2j;-8'= 70"44'

And A L, Fig. 2, is equal to B A tan t. Now, in the case of my
desk and light, B A is equal to 18 in., and B, the part of the desk
where I actually write (shifting the paper to this point as I write
on \\n? by line) is about 4 in. above level of table, so that the height
of the light should be (4 + 18 tan 39° 22') in.

I take out the log tan of 39° 22', which is 1 91401, and add to it

the logarithm of 18, which is 1-26527, getting 1-1G931, which is the
logarithm of 14-7(i8. Adding 4 to this, I find that the best height
for the light of the moderator (above surface of table) is as nearly
as possible IS] in.*

lU.ssuNs employ petroleum successfully upon fome of their
railways for driving locomotives, using for this purpo.se the crude
naphtha as it comes from the wells. Most of the steamers that ply
the Caspian Sea use the liquid fuel, wliich is very much cheaper
than coal. It is consumed with injectors fuch as are used in this
country, and the combustion is regulated with the greatest case.

• The reader well u]) in his " Gulliver" may be reminded hero
of the tailors of l.nputn, who apjili. d matliematical methods in
taking their customers' measure, and were led semelinics by errors
in calculation to make ill-fitting garments. An error in the working
(if the above problem might easily (for instance) have given l-87in.,

or 187 in., instead of ISJin. ; and the care rccessnry to secure a
tine result might well seem greater than the probtim, practically
viewed, is worth. I have indeed merely taken the pn blem as a
convenient illustration of the fact that the dimrenlinl cahnhis
may often bo a|>plied to practical matters, without dcsii ii g to
insist on the special value of the result tbtainid in this particular
instance; though, be it noted, that as the light of my lamp stood
but IGi in. high, I set the lamp 2} in. higher after I had woikod out
the above result.
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^ttr C!)r«(9 Column.
Br MiriiisTo.

PROBLEM Xo. 56.

Alfeed B. Palmer.

Bucr.

'"fl
3S

4f"

VHITI.

White to play and mate in tliree mOTCS.

PROBLEM Xo. C7.

lY Leoxaki) p. Reks.

White to play and mate in three movCB.

The following game was played at Manclicstcr between Mr. A. A.
lowley and Mr. Kay-Leather :

—

Two KxiciiTb' Defexce.
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^titmt anil art <gci5£!ip.

The comet which came to perihelion on Sept. 17 last

seems to be a return of the comet of 1668, which is pro-

bably the same as the comet of 1843 and the comet of

1880. If so, there seems every reason to believe that a
few months will see the comet back yet again, and that the

end then will not be far off,—the end of the comet, we
mean, not that of the earth, as some seem to imagine.

The orbit of the comet of 1843 is shown elsewhere.

Dr. Hind's elements of the new comet differ considerably

from this orbit, but they do not agree well with the observa-

tions. He infers that the elements were much affected

during perihelion passage on Sept. 1 7. His elements are

as follows :

—

Perihelion passage, Sept 17-1047, M.T. at Greenwich.
(This means about half-past two in the afternoon of

Sept. 17):—

Longitude of Perihelion 271 395
„ „ Ascending node 347 446

Inclination 37 96
Logarithm of Perihelion Distance 809201

Motion—retrograde.

The comet was first seen by Mr. Finlay, First Assistant
at the Government Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, at

5 a.m., on Sept 8. He gives its place thus at 5 h. 14 m.
a m. on the 9th :

—

Cape M.T.
^

H. A.
^

Dec.

Sept. 8, at 17 h. 13 ra. 58 8. 144 59 514-0 45 .TOO

The following observations have been made on the dates

named :

—

R. A. Doc.

Sept. 1801062 „ . , r 11 30 58 + 1 22 24
GreenwKh S „ .j 5,, ^ 2-1 3S

19-99437 ; "- ^-
C 11 15 24 - 25 32

22, noon, Palermo 11 5 39 - I 51 —
28, I7h. 15m. Vienna M.T. 10 45 62 - 5 51 —

A NOTE from Mr. Proctor, explaining his mistake as to
the possible identity of the new comet and the comet of
1843 (a mistake which appeared in a portion of our last

issue) was published in the DaiJi/ Nrus, Stdndard, Morniiu/
Post, DadJ Chronich, and DciUi/ Telajraph of Saturday
last The correction was sent to the Times also, but did
not appear there. It was not to be expected that it would :

the Timti does not correct its own mistakes, whether in

science or politics. Why should it help to correct other
folks'?

The Daihj yews, in an article on "whistling," which it

argues is done only, as the poet says, " for want of thought,''

remarks that Athene tlirew away the flute (probably the
Indian nosepipe), because it distorted /i is features. Athene
is generally supposed to have been a lady. Alcibiades said

no man of sense would play the flute, because his best

friend would not know him when he was performing on
that instrument, with which, therefore, he would have
nothing to do.

But " Cosmopolitan," in the Globe, points cut that the
fishermen of Ceylon whistle for their bait. The fishermai^

runs down some yards to meet an advancing wave,
agitates the water, and probably some sand also, with the

fingers of one hand, and then runs backwards, whistling all

the time. When the wave retires he follows its retreat,

and almost invariably finds a long worm on the sand at the

point where he had agitated the water. The opinion of

the natives is that the whistling acts as a charm to the

worm, and causes it to rise to the surface.

Mr. Percy Russell has discussed in these columns the

meat supplies of the world, and has shown that in Austra-
lasia there is abundant provision for our present wants.

But Dr. Drysdale, as reported by the Squire, gives much
fuller promise ; for he says there is a never-failing supply
in Australia and " several other hemispheres"—possibly in

Venus, Mars, or Mercury.

Considering the high tides which we have recently had.

it is not much to be wondered at that the inhabitants of

South Belgravia should have been considerably alarmed
about the risk of inundation, for there are p.arts of the

river wall, at the end of the wharves in the Grosvenor-road
and at the bottom of St George's-square, wliere, should the

river rise a few inches higher than it did last SeptemWr,
a very serious inundation would take place. A public

meeting of the inhabitants of South Belgravia will before

long, we understand, be convened to urge on the Govern-

ment the necessity for tlie immediate raising of the river

wall in these places.

An electric launch named the Electric!/;/ has made a

trial trip on the Thames, propelled by forty-five accumu-
lators. Tlic trial is considered to have been a successful

one, and we shall doubtless soon hear more of this applica

tion of electrical power.

The first Golden Eagle which has been seen in Argyle-

shire for many years appeared last week. It was seen by
a keeper on the Strachur estates near Loch Fyne. Is it

necessary to ask what that keeper did ! The bird was a

rare and interesting specimen ; so, of course, he shot it

And yet they doubt whether modern so-called civilised

nations are descended from savage races.
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The quantity of gas usod in London last year, accord-

ing to the analysis of the London gas companies' accounts,

pivpared l>y >ir. .John Field, was, in round numl>ers,

20,230,000,000 cubic feet, which is equal to a bulk of one

mile square bv 726 ft. high, and its cost to the pul>lic was

£2,911.000.

The proposition to hand over Kew Eyot to a speculator

is, of course, an atrocity of which only such beings as

Commissioners of Woods and Forests or Tlianies Con-

servators could be guilty. But a counter proposition to

hand it over to Sir Joseph Hooker's tender mercies is in-

finitely worse. Judging from the development of Kew
Oardens under his suave administration, the eyot would

presently Ije surrounded by a wall 1 •'> ft. high, with one gate

(0 ft by 2 ft.) to admit visitors between two and five p.m.,

subject to the courteous admonitions of a red-striped

functionary, apparently selected for his fitness to terrify

•hildren. Walking sticks and reticules rigorously excluded.

M. FossEGRivE discusses, in the lievue PhUosophupie,

the various meanings which have been assigned to the

words analysis and synthesis. He shows that Newton,
wlio said analysis means passing from etFects to their

causes, was right,—"that is comprehensive analysis": but

Heoke, who said that analysis consists in passing from

causes to their elFects, was not wrong—for the comprelien-

sive analysis of Newton is also txlennive syntheiiis. It is,

however, more important to make correct analysis or

synthesis than rightly to define either.

M. P. DE TcHlFlATCHEFF contends that the great deserts

of Africa and Asia arc not sea-beds, recently laid dr)', but
h*ve 1)een upraised at remote geological epochs, their sands

being not of marine origin, but the product of rocks dis-

aggregated by \4-indB, changes of temperature, and so fortL
The Asiatic deserts are far older than Sahara.

The TELEpnoxK ix America.—According to a report

presented to the recent telephone convention held in

Boston, there are about 00,000 to 70,000 subscribers in

the United States. In New York there are 2,873, and the
smallest numlier in any one place is 10. There is a steady
and continued growth all over the country.

The sugar-beets on the Continent have been attacked
by a new disease.

The female woodcock in America has been observed by
Mr. F. L. Harvey to carry away her young from danger
between her feet

The author of " In.sect Variety" is preparing for pub-
lication a Ta>)lc of Sun-spots and Earthquake Phenomena,
"by means of which many public calamities may be pre-

dictJ-d' Public institutions or privat<; individuals desirous

to assist are )nvit<rd to suliscribe. Address—but no, our
advertising columns are open. Zadkiel's Almanac also

predicts public calamities, price Od., and is likely to be
''<]aa1ly truutworthy.

A JOINT annual meeting of the two ./Vnti-Vivisection

Societi<-« took place, fays the QiiarUrhj Joumnl o/ Science,
at the end of August. There were present, " besides the
Rev. Mr. firove and the inevitable Mr. Jesse, no fewer
than three men, four women, a small girl, and four
reporters. " The A. V. S. Societies are looking up.

At Princeton, N.J., a splendid new equatorial has been
set up at the Halsted Observatory. Its object-glass is

23 in. in diameter, and it has a focal length of 30 ft

Professor Young, one of the most skilful astronomers of

the day, lias charge of the observatory.

SKAitcn LioiiTS von the Navy.—The British Electric

Light Oomjiany have received an order from tho Admiralty
to supply tho following search-light apparatus for war
vessels :—Eight large 40,000 candle-power Gramme ma-
chines, eight projectors, and eight hand-lamps, as used in

the late war.

At a meeting of tho Birmingham School Board last

week, the Education Committee submitted a memorial to

the Privy Council seeking the power for School Boards to

establish training colleges for teachers owing to the in-

sufficient accommodation in the present training colleges.

The memorial was generally approved, but referred back
to the Education Committee for a slight alteration, after

which the Board will appoint a deputation to wait upon
the Education Department

During the last voyage of the steamship Kirklicafon,

Captain Cook, from Goole to ]?ruges, when she was but a

few miles from the mouth of tho JIumber, bearing towards

the Newark lightship, a violent thunderstorm broke over

the ship. In the course of it a violent shock was expe-

rienced, as if she had been in collision with another vessel.

The portion of the crew who were below ran on deck to

see what had happened. It is believed that, though no
damage was done, the vessel must liave been struck in

some way or other by a flash of lightning.

Fatal Accident.—The Stanrlard's New York corre-

spondent says :
—" A workman who was repairing a lofty

Brush light here received tho electric current which was
supplying forty lights. It passed through the man, who
fell dead, the body dangling among the telegraph wires

below. The hands were seared, and the face bore the

expression of intense agony."

Elkctric Railways.—The number of railways to be

worked by electricity is now considerable. Those which

are working, authorised, or in course of construction, show

a total length of about 100 miles. Tho lines actually at

work are those of Lichterfelde, 1 .')G miles, and that from

the Spandeur Bock to CharlottenVjerg, near Berlin ; the

Port Bush to Bush Mills, in tho North of Ireland, about

G5 miles; and also in Holland, one from Zandvoort to

Kostverloren about 1 3 miles long. Among lines autho-

rised or in construction, tho following are noted :—In

Austria, tho Miedling line, near Vienna, 15 miles, to be T^

constructed by the Southern llailway Company there. In

Germany, the line from Wiesbaden to Nurnberg, 13 miles,

and that from tlio Boyol mines of Saxony to Zankerode.

Tho line under the Thames connecting Cliaring-cross and

Waterloo stations will V)o about three-fourths of a mile
;

also a line in South Wales thirty-seven miles, for which

the power will be derived from fall of water. In Italy,

Turin, and Milan will soon begin the construction of

electric tramways. In America, the Edison Company have

arranged for the working of HO kiloniitres on one of the

great lines from .N'ew York. Another small line, ll miles,

is to be made at St I^ouis, in Missouri, by Mr. Heisler.
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THE SUN AND THE BROOK.
By Richard Jeffeeies.

Author of "The Gamekeeper at Home."

fllHE sun first sees the brook in the meadow where some

JL roach swim under a bulging root of ash. Leaning

against the tree, and looking down into the water, there is

a picture of the sky. Its brightness hides the sandy floor

of the stream as a picture conceals the wall where it hangs,

but, as if the water cooled the rays, the eye can bear to

gaze on the image of the sun. Over its circle thin

threads of summer cloud are drawn ; it is only the

reflection, yet the sun seems closer seen in the brook,

more to do with us, like the grass, and the tree,

and the flowing stream. In the sky it is so far,

it cannot be approached, nor even gazed at, so that

by the very virtue and power of its own brilliance it

forces us to ignore, and almost forget it. The summer
days go on, and no one notices the sun. The sweet

water slipping past the green flags, with every now and
then a rushing sound of eager haste, receives the sky, and
it becomes a part of the earth and of life. No one can
see his own face without a glass ; no one can sit down and
•deliberately think of the soul till it appears a visible

thing. It eludes—the mind cannot grasp it. But hold a

•flower in the hand—a rose, this later honeysuckle, or this

the first harebell—and in its beauty you can recognise your
own soul reflected as the sun in the brook. For the soul

finds itself in beautiful things.

Between the bulging root and the bank there is a tiny

oval pool, on the surface of which the light does not fall

There the eye can see deep down into the stream, which
scarcely moves in the hollow it has worn for itself as its

weight swings into the concave of the bend. The hollow is

illumined by the light which sinks through the stream out-

side the root; and beneath, in the green depth, five or six

roach face the current. Every now and then a tiny curl

appears on the surface inside the root, and must rise up to

come there. Unwinding as it goes, its raised edge lowers

and becomes lost in the level. Dark moss on the base of

the ash darkens the water under. The light green leaves

overhead yield gently to the passing air ; there are but few
leaves on the tree, and these scarcely make a shadow on
the grass beyond that of the trunk. As the branch swings,

the gnats are driven further away to avoid it. Over the

verge of the bank, bending down almost to the root in the

water, droop the heavily-seeded heads of tall grasses which,
growing there, have escaped the scytlie.

These are the days of the convolvulus, of ripening berry,

and dropping nut. In the gateways, oars of wheat hang
from the hawthorn boughs, which seized them from the

passing load. The broad aftermath is witho\it flowers

;

the flowers are gone to the uplands and the untilled wastes.

Curving oppositi; the .south, tlie hollow side of the brook

has received the sunlight like a silvered speculum ('very

•day that the sun has shone. Since the first violet of the

meadow, till now that the berries are ripening, through all

the long drama of the summer, the rays have visited

the stream. The long, loving touch of the .sun has left

some of its own mystic attraction in tlie brook. Resting
here, and gazing down into it, thoughts and dreams come
flowing as the water flows. Thoughts without words, mobil(>

like the stream, nothing compact that can be grasped
and stayed : dreams that slip silently as water slips

through the fingers. The grass is not grass alone ; the
leaves of the ash above are not leaves only. From
tree, and earth, and soft air moving, there conies an
invisible touch which arranges the senses to its waves as

the ripples of the lake set the sand in parallel lines. The
grass sways and fans the reposing mind ; the leaves sway
and stroke it, till it can feel beyond itself and with them,
using each grass blade, eacli leaf, to abstract life from earth
and ether. These tlien become new organs, fresh nerves
and veins running afar out into the field, along the winding
brook, up through the leaves, Itringing a larger existence.

The arms of the mind open wide to the broad sky.

Some sense of the meaning of the grass, and leaves of the

tree, and sweet waters hovers on the confines of thought,

and seems ready to be resolved into definite form. There
is a meaning in these things, a meaning in all that exists,

and it comes near to declare itself. Not yet, not fully,

nor in such shape that it may be formulated— if ever it will

be—but sufficiently so to leave, as it were, an unwritten
impression that will remain when the glamour is gone, and
grass is but grass, and a tree a tree.

HOW TO GET STRONG.
(Contmuedfrom page 233.)

TO STRENGTHEN THE UPPER BACK AND SHOU

IN our last, we considered the muscles in front of the

chest—or, technically, the pectoral muscles. We
have now to consider how the muscles of the upper liack

and shoulder—the dorsal muscles—may be strengthened.

Here, for the first time in these papers, we are con-

sidering muscles which are more apt to be over-developed,

relatively, than to have insufficient amount of exercise. It

is much more common to see men round-shouldered in con-

sequence of undue development of the muscles of the

upper back, than to see the muscles of the arms or legs,

or of the front of the chest or alidomen, too fully deve-

loped. The deformity— for such it unquestionably is

—

may, indeed, generally arise rather from insufticient deve-

lopment of other muscles than from excessive use of the

dorsal muscles. Still, it remains the case that probably of

all the muscles of the body those which in this country are

generally attended to best are the muscles of the upper

back and shoulders.

The reason of this is that the favourite forms of exercise

in this country are such as encourage the development

chiefly of these muscles. " Rowing," says Maclaren, " is

the chief of all our recreative exercises; no other can enter

the lists against it ; in fact, it has collected and concen-

trated in itself all the attractions and all the emulative

distinctions of all others." Next to rowing, boxing used

to be a favourite exercise, and it still holds a place in our

gymnastic system. Now, boxing is good for the chest and

pectoral muscles, and in rowing the muscles of the legs mai/

bo very actively employed. But in both exercises, and in

others which are in higli esteem in this country, the dorsal

muscles are actively used. In rowing especially tliis is the

case—insomuch that you can tell any rowing-man when his

shoulders are stripped, iiml some rowing niou even when
they wear their usual clothing, by the way in whicli the

muscles of the upper back and shoulders outweigh, so to

-speak, tho muscles of the front of the chest

The idea that rowing expands the chest is as absurd in

reality as the cogniito mistake that it specially strengthens

the biceps muscles. Yet both mistakes are so common
that if you tell most rowing men that their exercise is

better for tho shoulders than for the chest, better for the

forearm than for the upper arm, and better (if properly

managed) for the legs ti\an for tiie arms, they will think

you are laughing at them. Yet it has been demonstrated

by actual measurement that this is the true state of the
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i- iM'. " Rowing," says Maclaren, " gives employment to a
jKirtion of the buck, more to the loins and liips, and most
of all to the legs, but it gives little to the arms, and that

little chiefly to the forearm ; and least of all to the cliest"

He was speaking, however, of rowing in light racing-boats.

In ordinary river-boats, the forearms get a good share of

work, and the dorsal muscles probably get more work than

the legSL As for the chest, it gets so little work that it

seems, in the case of many persons who devote a great deal

of their time to rowing, actually to shrink.

We cannot direct attention too strongly to what Jlac-

laren has said on this point, because what he says is true

of every kind of rowing, from pulling a heavy, " inrigged

tub," to rowing in the lightest outrigged craft which has
ever yet been constructed. " The pari of the body vhich
receives tlu smallfM nhare of the exercine in rou-ing is thf.

efiest" he says ;
" it has little or no employment in the

muscular eflbrt required for the propulsion of the boat;
and this i» impresgively exident in the results. Xot only

does the thest mnke no advance in devrlopmenl in this exer-

cise, but if it be exclusirely practised, an absolutely de-

pressing effect is jtroduced." No single result of recreative

or systematical exercise may be more fully substantiated

than this. Take any crew in the University, just as it

stands, and at any stage of its practice, and it is

possible, in a given space of time, by varied sys-

tcmatised exercise, to increase the chest of every

man by a given number of inches, with a propor-
tionate development of power ; let this cease, and ex-

clusive rowing exercise be resumed, and the progressive

development of the chest will also cease ; nay, its muscles
will lose their condition, and their power will decline, in

obedience to the organic law that power is in relation to

employment, for here they have virtually none. I could at

this moment point to men who have had rowing for ex-

clusive exercise since they came to the University,—men
endowed with an organisation capable of the finest develop-

ment, whose chests have been almost stationary for years,

the years during which they should liave made the greatest

advancenient—who have now, in fact, the same develop-

ment in this region which they brought from school, lin-

gering at thirty-six or thirty-.seven inches, when forty or
forty-one was fairly within their reach.

Wo shall illustrate our next article with two pictures,

one from a photograph of a successful oarsman, the other
showing what properly-proportioned chest, arms, and
fchoulders should be like,

{To be continued.)

SECOXDARY BATTERIES OR
ACCUMULATORS.

ONE of the greatest marvels of the age is the immense
interest attaching to this series of apparatus. In a

sense, the excitement consequent on the demonstration of

the practicability of electric lighting is less, ina.smuch as for

several decades past that subject htis been periodically

revived in the minds of scientific men. Notwithstanding
the fact, however, that secondary batteries are now In^fore

the general public for the first time, it must not by any
m<aiis be supposMl that they arc novelties to the Ijcttcr-

informed physicists.

It is not necessarj', nor would it l>e advisable, for us to

go back eighty or more years to lay W-fore our readers the
history of the secondary battery and the principles that
govern it We will pass over the preliminary but im-

portant work of Calvani, Volta, Hitter, and a number of

otlier devotees, pausing to say a word or two about tho
celebrated gas battery of Sir William tirovo, which may bo
said to embrace the fundamental principles of secondary
batteries.

"In this battery each cell consists of a vessel containing,

acidulated water, in which the lower portions of two
platinum plates are immersed, their upper portions being,

surrounded, one by oxygen and the otlier by liydrogen,.

enclosed in inverted tubes. Each tube has a platinum
wire passing through its upper end and connected with the.

enclosed plate. These wires are tho terminals of tho.

separate cells, and in combining a number of cells into a

battery, the oxygen tube of one cell must be connected
with the hydrogen tube of the next When the circuit is

completed a current circulates, opposite to that whick
would have evolved the gases from the acidulated water,,

and the quantity of gas in the tubes diminishes. Chemical
combination, in fact, goes on betweeii the two gases of any
one cell through the intervention of the acidulated water.

The plates employed in this battery are usually coverect

with a deposit of finely-divided platinum, which increases,

the rapidity of the action."* This late feature is some-

what important With a gas battery of fifty pairs, Grove
produced electric lights, eti'ected various chemical decom-
positions, itc.

To M. Gaston Plante, however, more than to any
other man, justly belongs tlie first place of honour in this

branch of scientific labour. It is a most remarkable fact

that the very thing which the general body of practical

workers regard as an obstacle other men take up, and by
its means confer an immeasurable boon on humanity. It

was so in the case of M. Plante. Electricians had strivea

very hard to rid themselves of the troubles arising from
what is called tho " polarisation of the battery." For this

purpose the Daniell cell was invented, which to this day

stands forward as pre-eminently the best for the ordinary

requirements of telegraphy. Polarisation results in the

deposition of one or more of the constituents of th(!

liquid in the cell on one of the plates. In the simple

cell, with zinc and copper immersed in acidulated

water, the zinc is oxidised, and converted into zincic

sulphate, while hydrogen gas is deposited on tho copper

plate. Inashoit time this hydrogen becomes a powerful

source of an opposing current, the cell being then useless.

Substituting a simple metallic salt for the acid, the metal

is, generally speaking, deposited on the copper, or whatever
sul)stance may constitute the negative plate ; the acid

portion of tho salt comliining with the zinc, or positive

l>late. But the same thing which takes place in the battery-

cell may be made to occur in any part of a battery circuit.

Here, then, lies a part at least of the action of Grove's Gas.

J'attery. A current, in passing through the water, de-

composed it, the two constituent gases—oxygen and hydro-

gen—accumulating, the former at the positive electrode, or
point of entry of the current, and the latter at the negative-

electrode, or point of exit

This principle may be seen elsewhere, for wherever we.

pa.ss electricity through a compound liquid, a change in the.

chemical relationship may be found, and this change will

always be such as will tend to generat<; an electric forcft

opposite in direction tf) that which brought about its exis-

tence. Such, then, is "polarisation." liriedy defined, we.

may say that " polarisation is the electric re-action at

the poles or electrodes of a cell, and is of the nature

of a countf;r-electromotive force." How M. Plante made,

use of this polarisation, we will say in our next

I

DoBchanel's " Xatural Philosophy."
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SCIENCE OF THE HORSE'S MOTION.

THE reiiiarkablo pictures of the horse in motion, as

revealed by Mr. Muybridge's instantaneous photo-

graphs, taken in California, at the instance of Governor

Stanford, show that the impressions produced upon
the human mind through the eyes, in closely watching the

motions of a horse when running a certain distance, are

very ditTerent from the impressions which will be made
during the same run upon a highly sensitive photographic

plate.

In a recent number of the Avierican Queen, we find a

peculiar drawing, which is of value as illustrating at one

view tliese extraordinary diflerenoes of impressions.

The two upper figures show the impressions ordinarily

made upon the mind's eye by tlie horse and rider in the

acts of running .ind leaping. Here we have grace, vigour,

and strength very well exemplified. The smaller figures

below are mostly made from the instantantH)us photographic

pictures before mentioned, with tliis important qualifica-

tion, however, that while many of the positions of the

liorsos are correctly taken from the photographs, the posi-

tions of the riders are, we suppose, the work of the fancy

of the artist There is an old adage, that things are not
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what they seem to W ; and it is proverV)ial that the eye of

man is an organ tliat is easily deceived. It is certainly, at

pit»s«nt, an agreeable kind of illusion which makes us see

the horse as we do see it, and not as tlie photo plate sees

and records it.

It is possible, however, that in the future, now that the

photograph points out so many forms and motions that

have escaped our attention, we may be able to sharpen our

eyes, and hereafter to see things about the horse to which

heretofore we have been blind. And it may come to pass

that all those singular attitudes shown in the lower part of

our illustration, which now seem so absurd and awkward,

will become endowed with grace and lieauty in our minds,

while the old forms will be dismissed as untruthful and

therefore ugly.

—

Scientijic American Supplement.

WAS RAMESES IT. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION ?

Bv Ameli.\ B. Edwards.

XI.—I'A-RAMESES (Continued).

THE letter last quoted, announcing the advent of Me-
nephthah at Pa-Ranieses, was addressed by the Scribe

Amenemapt to the Scribe PanViesa. We are now about to

read a letter from the Scribe Panbesa to the Scribe Amen-
emapt This document also forms part of No. III. of the

Anastasi papyri It has been translated into French by

MM. Chabas (I.'*C4) and Maspero (1S72); and more re-

cently into English by the late C. W. Goodwin (see

"Records of the Pa.st," vol. vi , 1S7G). It was also in

part deciphered by the Rev. J. Dunbar Heath as far back

as !!<.'>.-..

The letter of Panljesa is a very remarkable production.

It is, in the Egyptian sense, a poem. Tliat is to say, it is

phrased and divided into short lines like the Hebrew Psalms.

Red dots are pliiced above certain words to show where the

lines W'gin. The style is thoroughly Oriental ; and, not-

withstanding the ages which separate us from the literary

public of the XlXth Dynasty, we are yet able to appre-

ciate its florid and somewliat hyperbolical beauty. By the

Egyptians of that time, it wa-s evidently regarded as a
classic ; the document in the Anastasi papyri forming part

of a transcriljed collection of choice pieces. Also, it was
not a boiui-fiih letter, in the sense of a private communi-
cation. It was a literary letter ; a composition addressed,

by way of dedication, to a superior, and intended for cir-

culation among people of culture. It is not, however, as

a specimen of Kgv'ptian style, but as a topographical docu-

ment, that the letter of Panbesa is especially valuable to

our inquiry.

The document, I should observe, is greatly mutilated
;

and most of the fruits, flowers, and fishes mentioned in the
course of the poem are unknown to us under their Egyp-
tian names. Where these are explained, the explanations
are chiefly borrowed from Dr. Birch's foot-notes to Mr.
Goodwin's translation. The text is ba.<!ed principally on
Mr. Goodwin's version, with some aid from that of Pro-
fessor Maspero. The date of the composition may be con-

fidently assigned to the reign of Rameses II.
;
probably

towards the end of his long career, the writer being the
same scriVie, Paiil>f:sa, with whom the same scribe, Amen-
emapt, wa.5 in corresjKjndence during the reign of
Menephthah, the successor of Rameses II. The poem
would seem to have l>een composed in celebration of the
Royal visit to Pa-Rameses.

The Letter of Pandksa.

The Roribo Puiibosn greets liis Lord, tlio Scribo Amonenmpt, to

wlioin bo life, lionltb, and sircngtb !

This is sent for the informntion of my Lord.

This is for my Lord's pleasure.

When I arrived nt I'a-Kamksks Mf.r-amen
I found nil in good order, beiiiitiful, peerless;

Like the foundations of Tlicboa,

Where to live is linppiness.

Its fields are filled with delicious things;
It is provisioned daily (") with good food ;

Its tanks are stocked with fish, and its

I'onds with wator-fowl

;

Its meadows are fat with pasture;
With tho tuftod Ates (*) blossom,
And the Tenraka (') plant, sweet like honey,
Which grows in tho fields of tlio water-wheels.
Its threshing-floors are piled to tho skios

With wheat and bnrloy.

Leeks grow in tho beds

;

Gourds on tho trellis;

Grapes, and olives, and figs in tho orchard.

There is sweet wino of Khemi ('')

Far above honey.

There are red Utu (') fish from the river of lilies

;

Speckled mullet from the tanks;
X'oprunf') fish from tho river Puhartii (Euphrates);
IIan:>ta(') fish from tho canals of Aanekht(').
Tho Pool of Horus gives salt

;

Lake riihura(-'') gives nitre.

Its galleys come and go in the port.

Kichca and provisions abound daily therein.

Gladness abides with those who dwell in it

;

None dispraise it.

Tho lessor folk arc there equal with the pioat folk.

Come, let us celebrate its heavenly festivals

And its season-holidays!

The papyrus-marsh is gay with iUnhu {") blossoms.

Tho Pool of Horus is covered with flowers of Asi (*)

;

There are Sabnra (') flowers from the Arboretum ;

Garlands from the vineyards
;

Wild-fowl from the inundated lands.

Tho coast-men of the sea bring cols, and the AhIi Alu ('').

Tho maidens of Aauekht (*) arc in holiday attire every day.

Their locks are rodoler.t of perfunicil oil

;

They stand in their doorways,
Their hands full of nosegays
And of green boughs of Pu-fTathor ('),

And garlands of Lake I'ahura,

On the day of the entry of

liA-t'SKII-MA SOTKr-KN-llA,

The Mcntu (*) of tho Two Lands ('),

The morning of the Feast of Choiak ("') !

And everj- man is like his neighbour.

Making his ])ctition.

Oh, the sweet drinks of Annekht

!

Its pomegranate-wine is like flame

;

Its syrups are flavoured with
Carob-frnit surpassing honey.
Beer of Kati is brought to the port

;

Wine comes from the vineyards
;

Sweet oil from Sakabami
; (")

Garlands from the arbours.

The sweet singers of Aanekht
Are of the school of Memphis. (°)

Joy reigns and prevails tlioro

Uninterruptedly.
llA-lHKH-MA KoTBP-EN-Ra
(To whom life, health, and strength !).

The Mentu of tho two Lands,
Haueses Meu-Ahkn
Ir its God

!

NoTKB.— (°) Meaning that it had a daily market. (') Unknown.
(') Probably cucumber, or melon. (*) Egypt. (') Tho eanals of

the neighbourhood ; Aanekht being ono of tho names of J'a-

Kamcpcs. (/) One of tho Hitler (or natron) lakes in the Isthmus
of Kuez. (') A flow«r with red and violet jietalH. (') Apparently

a kind of water-plant. (') Aanekht, i.»., Pa-liamcses. Heo above.
(i) Tho abode, or temple, of Ilathor; meaning, probably, boughs
from the «iw;red enclosure of that temple. (*) Mi:ntu, the Mars, or

war-god, of Egypt. (') Upjjer and Lower Egypt. (") Choiak,

the fourth month of the season of inundation. (") Unknown
locality. (") The ifemj>/it'>de»j5«e(i(e of tho Latin authors.
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Now the important points to be noted in this little poem
are :—

•

1. That if Pa-Rameses was supplied with rare fish from
the Euphrates, it must have been in some kind of com-
munication with the Red Sea.

2. That it was in the neighbourhood of a piece of water
called Shet-IIor, or the Pool of Horus.

3. That it was also near one of the bitter lakes, the

water of which is impregnated with nitre (Xatron).

t. That it was a place accessible to shipping.

5. That the local deity of the town was Rameses II.

This last point—and it is a strong one—coincides with
all the former evidence. There were temples in Pa-

Rameses to other gods ; but the supreme deity of the

place was its royal founder.

The mention of Shet-IIor is also very important, when
taken in connection with another mention of this piece of

water which occurs in a celebrated stone-cut inscription on
the walls of a small court on the south side of the Great
Temple at Karnak. This inscription (which I shall have
occasion to examine more particularly byand-by) records

how a great invasion of the ilediterranean races took place

soon after the accession of Menephthali, and how the king
fortified Heliopolis and Memphis, and " established out-

posts before Pa-Baris (Bubastis), in the vicinity of the
canal Sliakana, to the north of Shetllor."*

I may here observe in passing that I have not quoted
all the instances in which Pa-Rameses is mentioned in the

papyri of this period ; but I have quoted all that are note-

worthy. The remainder are mere incidental allusions,

invocations to the gods of the place, addresses upon letters,

and the like.

Of Pa-Tum,orPa-Toom—which was, both strategically and
historically, a much less important place than Pa-Rameses

—

we find but one unmistakable mention in the papyri of the

period. The document in which this mention occurs also

forms part of the Anastasi collection (No. VI.). It dates

from the Vlllth year of Menephthah, and purports to be
a report written by some captain of the frontier guard,
relating how certain Shasu (Bedaween) had sought and
received permission to graze their herds in the well-watered
pastures about PaTum.

" We have done all that was needful in suffering the Shasu
tribes of Adumah (Edom) to pass the fortress of Meneph-
thah Hotepherma (to whom be life, health, and strength !) on
their way to the Pools of Pa-Tum of Takou, that they may
feed their cattle in the great pasture-lands belonging to the
king (to whom be life, health, and strength !), the Sun of

all Countries, in the year VIII. . . . their names have
been entered on the list. . .

" itc, kc.

To this I may add (not liaving Mariette's " Denderah "

at hand, and relying on the authority of !M. I'Abbe
Vigouriux), that the name of Pa-Tilm, designated as a
town on the Eastern frontier, appears in the great geo-

graphical li-sts of the Temple of Denderah.
Lastly, Jlerodotus—who is always to be relied upon

when speaking from personal observation, and not repeat-

ing tales told to him by chrrows and priests—not only

names the town of Pa-Tum, Ijut with great precision

describes its position in relation to the city of Bubastis
and the canal mentioned in connection with Bubastis
in the great lapidary inscription at Karnak before
referred to. He is writing about the canal, which he
mistakenly attributes to Nekau, the son of Psammetichus,
whereas it was actually begun and carried to a considerable

• For tmnslationa of this inscription, see " The Invasion of
Egypt by tho Greeks," by Ur. Birch, " Records of tho I'ust," vol.

iv., and Chabas's " Antiquitc Historiqno." Paris. 1873. I

distance by Seti I. " This prince (Nekau)," he says, " was
the first to attempt the construction of the canal to the

Red Sea—a work completed afterwards by Darius the
Persian—the length of which is four days' journeys, and
the width such as to admit of two triremes being rowed
along it abreast. The water is derived from the Nile,

which the canal leaves a little above the city of Bubastis,

near Patiimus, the Arabian town, being continued thence
until it joins the Red Sea." (See Rawlinson's " Hero-
dotus," book ii., chap. 1-58.)

That the Paturaus of Herodotus was the Egyptian
Pa-Tum, and that the canal here described is the canal of

the Karnak inscription, are facts which admit of no
shadow of doubt ; and that Pa-Tum and Patunius are the
Pithom of the Bible is, I think, equally certain. Sir

Gardner Wilkinson, in his foot-note to Rawlinson's
translation of this passage, remarks :

—" Herodotus calls

Patiimus an Arabian town, as lying on the East side of

the Nile " (vol. ii. p. 206) ; and, in point of fact, every
Nile tourist to this day follows the example of Herodotus
in thus loosely describing sites to the east of the river.

The desert on the right bank is always the Arabian desert,

and the desert on the left bank is always the Libyan
desert Also, this part of the frontier-land, including the

old Nome of Kosem, or land of Goshen, was called in the

time of Herodotus by the more modern name of the

Arabian Nome—meaning the Nome farthest east, in the

direction of Arabia. Neither Patiimus, nor Bubastis, nor
the canal was Arabian in any other sense.

Mr. Stephen S. Haight says that last year he saw a
house struck by lightning, and the eave plates completely

destroyed. No other damage was done, and, beyond a
slight shock, the family sustained no harm. At both ends,

of the house there was a lightning conductor, but neither

of them bore any mark of the discharge. In front of the

house was the pole of a telegraph line, stayed by a wire to

the gate-])Ost. The stay wire was melted, and the gate and
gate-post damaged. A deep furrow also ran from the gate

to the brick sidewalks, where it terminated in a hole. A
tree in the course of the furrow was killed. He (the

speaker) had no doubt that the damage was due to the

stay wire, and, moreover, that the attractive power of the

hemlock tree is greater than that of the deciduous trees.

Camels live from forty to fifty years : horses average

from twenty-five to thirty; oxen, about twenty; sheep.

eight or nine ; and dogs, twelve to fourteen. Concerning

the ages attained by non-domesticated animals, only a few

isolated facts are known. The East Indians b.-lieve that

the life period of the elephant is about 3CiO years, instances

being recorded of these animals having lived 1.30 years in

confinement after capture at an unknown age. Whales are

estimated to reach tho age of 400 years. Some reptiles

arc very long-lived, an instance being furnished by a

tortoise which was confined in 1633 and existed until Xl'Vi,

when he perished by accident Birds sometimes reach a

great age, the eagle and the swan having been known to

live one hundred years. The longevity of fishes is often

remarkable. The carp has been known to live 200 years ;

common river trout, fifty years ; and the pike, ninety

years, wliile Gesner—a Swiss naturalist— relates that n

pike caught in 1497 bore a ring recording the capture of

the same fisli 267 years before. Insects are very short-

lived, usually completing tlie term of their existence in a

few weeks or months. Some even die vipon the very

day of entering on their new life. As a general rule

not to be applied too closely, larger tjpes of animals live

longer than smaller.
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CLOUDS IN THE AIR.

By the Editor.

(Ci>n«i»u<d /rom page 279.)

IN our last wp considered the effect of foreshortening on

roanded clouds ; we have now to consider how those

clouds which arc really long, parallel bands appear, as seen

from different points of view. As before, wo imagine clouds

and arrangements of clouds altogetlier more regular than

in nature. In fact, it is only thus tliat the problems we
Lave to deal with can be effectually treated ; for if we gave

to the clouds we considered peculiarities of shape such as

actually e.xist in nature, it would be impossible to dis-

tinguish properly the effects of such peculiarities from the

-effivts due to the position of the clouds, or cloud-bands,

%k-ith respect to the observer.

Let us suppose, in the first place, that the clouds are

arranged in a series of parallel bands, as shown in Fig. 1.

Tliese clouds may be supposed to be roughly circular in

section athwart their length. The portion of sky supposed

to lie shown in the figure may be regarded as about the

having, in fact, the same form as the outline of one of the

bands shown in Fig. 'J, about midway been the centre and
the edge. Wo see from Fig. 1 that tliis does not really

show, as it seems to do, that the cloud is higher in the

middle than at eitlit-r side, but that tlio part of the edge

which seems highest is nearer than the part which looks

lower. Thus when a part of the under edge of a cloud-bank

which we are npproiiching soenis liigher than the rest, we
may iuf.r tliut tliiit jiart is neanr than the rest, and that

same as is shown in the three last figures of the last article

(pp. 278 and 279), or alnjut forty-five degrees from the

-zenitli, all round. [But lat<r, when we have to consider the

effect* produced by for<!8hortening near the horizon, we
tnay aliio regard the picture as showing the whole atmo-

sphere alx)ve a place.]

Li Fig. 2 tlie cloud-ljands, shown in Fig. 1 as they

actually are, are shown as they appear to an eye placed

immediately Vx:neath the region reprejiented. In other-

words, the centre of the figure represents the point over

head, while the circumference represents a circle on the

sky al>out forty-five degrees above the horizon. We see

that the bands, which are really straight, app<;ar to the eye

to l>e curved. It may l<c noticed here that this figure

'n&bles UR also to recognise the real meaning of the curved

outline ofUrn seen in the case of a cloud covering the

region over head. Such a cloud will oft<;n be seen to have
an outline like an arch, drawing close to the horizon on
either side, and rising high alxive the horizon in the middle—

-

Fig. 2.

the sky overhead will soon (if wo continue our advance)
be free from clouds.

But while the parallel bands of clouds in the region

overhead an? thus modified in form, a much more marked
change atiects parallel bands lying near the horizon. Of
course, the nature of the change depends in part on the

direction of the bands. If we look towards that part of

the horizon where the length of the cloud-baiids is at right

angles with the line of sight, we see the bands all brought

together by foreshortening, so as to form a mass of stratus

cloud, marked by a series of striations parull(!l to the

horizon. If, on the other hand, we look towards the

liorizon in a direction parallel to the cloud bands, a very

different efl'ect is produced. For then, by a well known
•effect of perspective, the vanishing point of the parallel

bands is on the horizon, and the clouds appcsar to radiate

from the horizon, as shown in Fig. .3. It is obvious that

the same effect will l^e produced whether w(! look in cither

of the two directions parallel to the cloud-bands—so that,

when the whole of the visible sky is occupied by parallel
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cloud-bands, there are two opposite points of the horizon,

whence the clouds seem to radiate as shown in Fig. 3.

This, Ijy-the-way, may help to e.xplain a phenomenon
which is often seen in tropical and sub-tropical regions,

and which many observers seem to tind perplexing—ths

existence at the same time of two .sets of radiations from
the setting or rising sun : for it is clear that if there are

a series of straight and parallel rays from the sun near

the horizon, these, like the parallel cloud-bands, would
appear as a series of radiating beams, not only around the

sun, but around the point of the horizon opposite to him.

(To be continued.)

THE MENACING COMET.
Bv R. A. Proctor.

IN my last I promised to show that this comet was seen

where the comet of 18-i3 and 1880 could not have
been seen—within two degrees. I am unable to do
this, simply because there is every reason to believe

to point out ray own mistake here. I tell him that the
mistake arose from an exuberant anxiety to find out the
truth, and tell it to readers of KxowLKDOh:. To this he
replies, " That's all right, and now's your chance."

Seriously, I doubt whether many readers of Knowledge
could have found out my mistake if I had chosen to leave it

alone, but it is a clear duty to correct it I wrote so soon
as I had detected it (which was within an hour of my
receiving first copy of Knowledge) to the six leading daily

papers, to correct it, and, with one exception, they kindly
gave me the opportunity.

Now to give a more correct account of matters :

—

In Fig. 1, c, p, (I,
represents the perihelion portion of the

orbit of the comet of 18-13 around the sun S, g^ >)eing the

rising node, ?S the descending node, i! Di is the orbit of the
earth near the time of the vi^rnal equinox, tlie position of

which is indicated by the line S 'Y'- The places of the earth

on Sept. 12, 17, 18, IS), 24, and 28, are shown at Q, A, B,

C, D, and E respectively, and the direction lines from the

earth on those days to the new comet are shown. (The
last was added after the block had been already cut) The
plane of the paper is supposed, for convenience of reference,

that the comet which circled close around the sun on
Sept 17 is no other than our friend the Menacing Comet,
come back not in fifteen years, as the Speclnlor said I said

it might, but in less than two years and eight months.
I had corrected the proof of Prof. Smyth's letter on the

comet, when it occurred to me (for my sins, no doubt) to

make a rough calculation to see whether the orbit of the

oomet of 1813, seen from the earth's place on Sept 18,

crossed the position occupied by the comet on tliat day. I

turned to my comet portfolio for my diagram of the orbit

of comet 1843—or rather of the part of the orbit near the

sun. Unfortunately, the arrow put in to represent the
direction of motion had been carelessly drawn the wrong
way, making the comet's course direct instead of retrograde,

and thus altering the rising node into th(? descending node,

and vice vernd. Having occasion for dealing rather quickly

with the matter, I did not notice the error, and naturally

came to an erroneous conclusion. The Editor of Know-
LEDOB remarks on this, that as I have no hesitation in

pointing out the mistakes of others, I ought not to liesitato

to correspond with the plane of the comet's orbit (the

comet of 1843 is here referred to), and as the inclination

of this plane to the ecliptic is about 3.5J degrees, we must
suppose i D t' to be inclined at this angle to the plane of

the paper, t being above that plane by tlie distance k /, and
r below it by the equal distance k' I'. So much under-

stood, the real direction of the lines Qq, Aa, Bh, Cc, Drf,

E»?, can be at once recognised. It will l>e seen that they

i

agree with the observations recorded elsewhere for these

respective dates.

These direction lines are so situated that they cut the

plane of the orbit of the comet of 1813, in the points

a, b, c, and J, lying on or very near the orbit of tliat

comet About the line Qi/ there is room for doubt, the

telegram from M. Cruls at Rio Janeiro, having probably

been incorrectly rendered.

The other observations (which are given in detail at

p. 319) agree so well with the th(>ory that the comet is

,

moving in the orbit of the comets of 1813 and 1880 (at

, least in the part of tlie orbit near the sun, for at aphelion
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the orbit has been entirely changed) as to leave scarcely

room for any doubt that the coiuet has como back again

lont; before it was expvctod—how soon to rt-turn yet again,

and how soon to be liiially absorbed by the sun, it were at

present somewhat rash to say. But in another paper I

have given some evidence which makes it look very much
as though the end of the comet were not many monthi otl".

In the next numlnT I sliall consider at length how that

destruction of the comet, wluch now seems certain, is

likely to be brought about, and witli what probable effects

on the sun aiul on this eartk

(To he coutlnutd.)

WHEN WILL THE COMET RETURN ?

THE following, besides dealing with the comet, shows

how the motion of a body moving in a very eccentric

orbit in a given period may be conveniently dealt with.

I have shown in my " Geometry of Cycloids," that the

common cycloid may be used for measuring the motion of

a body in a very eccentric orbit around the sun— at least,

this follows directly from what is illustrated there in tlie

plate facing p. 209, where the curves for all orders of

motion, from motion in a circle to motion in a straight line,

under gravity, are given together. We see in that picture

a certain curve for an eccentricity of nine-tenths, and this

curve lies very close to the common cycloid representing

the time-curve for motion in a straight lino (eccentricity

unity). How much nearer (in fact, not distinguishable

from the cycloid), would be the curve for an eccentricity of

Ci'Jl'>0 such as the comet of If'lS had! Supposing the

period of the comet reduced to one year, the eccentricity,

assuming the perihelion distance 500,000 miles, would be

92,.500
,
Q00 -500,00 920 184

92,-500,000 "925-185

Or the distance of focus from perihelion less than one-

eight«-enth part of that shown in the plate above mentioned.

Thus tlie time-curve would lie only at one-eighteenth part

of the distance from tlie cycloid at which the curve for

eccentricity 94-10 is placed, which yet lies so near the

cycloid that, if drawn by itself, the eye could not recognise

any difference from the true cycloidal figure.

We may, then, for the purpose of a rough calculation

such as I am about to make, take the cycloid for our time-

curve after the manner described in Section \\L of my
treatise on the Cycloid (the section explaining my " Gra-

phical Use of the Cycloid and its Companion to determine

the Motion of Planets and Comets ").

The particular problem I wi.sli now to deal with is this :

—

Supposing the comet of 181.'}, which had been before

moving in a period of more than 100 years, moved after

1>^1.3 in a period of .37 years, and after 1880 in a period

of less than .1 years, so as to be back at perihelion on
S<'pt^-mlj<-r 17th la.st, we might fairly infer it would not
!«• at all unreasonable to infer that its next circuit

would \xi accomplihhr-d in a year. Let us see, then, in

what time, roughly, it would accomplish any distance from
the sun on its elongated orbit

Lrrt APa represent the orbit of a comet, C its centre,

AC= earth'g dutmce, or 92,500,000, S the sun (AS=
aljout 500,000 milen), AQO a half cycloid liaving aA for

axis. Then, as I have iihown in rny " Cycloidal Geometry,"
if MPQN is drawn parallel to the base AD, the time
in which the comet moves 'from A to P is to the time from
A to a as QN* is to MN.

Now, instead of drawing a cycloid aQD, with special

care, to give us the times wo want, suppose wo make the
calculations suggested by this construction. They are very
easy.

Draw the circle a 11 A cutting MP^N in K. Then we
know from the properties of the cycloid that

tjN=arcAR-MR
Suppose now AM=a third of AC ; that being about the

distance traversed by the new comet from S, as observed
on Sept. 24.

Tlien CM --=
I CA = -GGGGG . . . if CA = 1 ; then from a

table of natural cosines we find that arc AK, whose cosine

is 'GGG ... is one of 48° 12' ; and (this we take out at the

same time) the sine of this arc is -745476. Turning next

to a taV)le of lengths of circular arcs, wo find that the arc

AR of 48° 12' has a length of -841249. Hence

QX = 841249--74547G = -095773

And AD = semi-circumference = ."i -14 1593.

Thus the time from A to P = fpny^jT; of half a year

95773x182-025
= 3141593 *^*y«-

log. 95773 = 4-9812431

loc. 182-625 = 2-2G15G02

7-2428033

log. 3141592 = G-4971499

0-745G534 = log. 5-5674.

So that on this supposition as to the period, 5 days 13

hours 37 minutes would have been required to carry the

comet over the distance actually traversed between Sept. 17

and Sept. 24, or in 7 days.

Let us try an or))it of diflerent dimensions ;

—

Suppose Aa, the major axis, to be only one-half the

earth's, so that by Kepler's Third Law the period, instead

of being one year would be 1 year -4- 2-, or l-^ys (we
need not work out this value—as we shall obviously want
the logarithm of the number of days in this new period,

and this will be obtained by subtracting the logarithm of

v/K from the logarithm of 182G25 already in use).

If now Ato represent about a third of the earth's mean
distance on this new scale, where AC represents half

the earth's distance, then obviously Aot=^~^AC; and

2^=^= -3333 Hence Ar is an arc of 70'' 32':
AC 3

mi= -942835 (using table of natural sines as before) ; and

arc rA= 1-23 1039. Thus
yn=I -231039- -942835=28820'!

or time
288204 1

from A to /)=
3141593 v/8

^f 3G5- days.

I
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Xow,

—

log 28820-1=

log 182 G25=

:5-4597000

:2-2G15602

J log 8 =0-4515450
fog 3141593=6-4971499

7-7212602

substract 6 9486949
6-948C949

0-7725653=los 5-9233

This is still too small ; so that if we are right in con-

cluding from the ol)servation at Vienna on September 24,

that on that day at noon the comet had reached the position

shown at '/, Fig. 1, p. 327, the projection of which, Sm, on the

axis, jik; is about one-third of SD, then the period in which
the comet will return to perihelion is certainly less than

half a year. It is, however, to be noted that in that case

the orbit has been reduced in width (minor axis), so that

some such point as d' would be the true position of the

comet on September 24, the projection of which, Bin, on
kp is rather less than Sm.

For my own part—so far as observations hitherto made
enable me to judge—I expect the comet back in less than
half a year.

WHO DISCOVERED THE DIVISIOX I}T

SATURN'S RING r
*

EVERY one interested in the chronology of the discovery

of Saturnian detail mu^t thank you for your verbatim

extract from the " Philosophical Transactions " at large on

p. 307. My own quotation, on p. 295, was from the well-

known abridgment of the " Philosophical Transactions,"

by Lowthorp, published in 1716, which is to be found in

so many libraries. Reading the original article now, in

extenso, it seems practically certain that your own inter-

pretation of Ball's meaning (foot-note, p. 294) must be the

correct one ; and that both he and Wallis (who was, pre-

sumal)ly, " the person to whom notice was sent hereof "),

regarded the " Notches or HoUownesses, as at A and B,"

as evidence that there was a separate ring, or perhaps

two veritable ansa>, on each side of tlie body of the planet.

I have seen an engraving from a drawing by Huyghens,
in which this form of duplication is considerably exagge-

rated in comparison with that shown in the iiguro you
reproduce on p. 307. Certainly, if Ball had the slightest

notion that two concentric rings surrounded Saturn, it is

odd that he gave no indication of the division in his sketch.

If the accompanying far-simUe of Cassini's sketch of the

planet, taken from Lowtliorp, be wortli reproduction, it

will show at once how unmistakably the French astro-

nomer saw the real interval separating the two rings, and,

• A noto wliicli should liivvo iirrrodeil ttie title of tlio extract
referred to, was accidentuUy omitted. It iiiontioiiod tlint the
extract had been sent to us by Mr. J. Ward, and seemed entirely

to dispose of the claim made on Ball's behalf. Then the title

(which read rather strangely) should have followed in small
capitals, boinR really a sub-titlo only. We arn glad to notice that

a writer in tho Athenaum has followed Captain Noble's lead, and
seems on his way to tho same solution and conclusion.

consequently, I would submit how truly he is entitled to
the entire credit of the discovery. " Ball's division " is

certainly a solecism, and should be banished from all future

astronomical works, as descriptive of the space separating

the two bright rings of Saturn. [Readers of the original

and new editions of my " Saturn and its System," please

notice this point : Cassini and not Ball discovered the
division in Saturn's ring.] William Xoble.

OXYGEN AND DISEASE GERMS.

MR. F. J. FAR.IDAY calls attention in the Times to

certain remarkable facts communicated by M.
Pasteur to the recent Hygienic Congress at Geneva.
Starting with the suggestion by Dr. William Roberts,

F.R.S., that disease germs might be "sports" from harm-
less saprophytes which had acquii-ed a parasitic habit, it

has been argued that such "sports" might be developed by
cultivation in the presence of noxious gases, or in confined

places in which the proportion of free oxygen present in

good air did not exist. The hypothesis has been specially

applied to the evolution of the tubercle bacillus, but it is

obvious that it is equally applicable to the evolution of the

germs of other diseases, such as typhoid fever. The pro-

cess described by M. Pasteur at Geneva, as having enabled

him to convert the virus of the form of typhoid fever which
caused great mortality among horses last year in Paris into

its own vaccine, has a noteworthy bearing upon this

hypothesis. M. Pasteur first tried to " attenuate " the

virus by cultivating the specific microbe, which he had
already discovered as associated with the disease, in

contact with air. But experiments showed that the

culture retained its fatal attributes for a certain period,

when it suddenly became absolutely sterile, or, in other

words, the microbe died. M. Pasteur then adopted a
method which can only be adequately described as a pro-

cess of nursing the microbe, so as gradually to adapt it to

a new mode of life, or, in other words, to modify it without

destroying its fertility. Taking a virulent culture from
the blood of a rabbit which, through inoculation, had died

of the disease, he sowed fresh portions of this culture in

veal broth on successive days, and kept the series in con-

tact with air. He had thus a graduated series of cultures

from virulent stock in process, each of these cultures

having been subjected to the modifying infiuence of oxygen
for a difl'erent period. M. Pasteur was thus able to seize

the moment when the culture which had been exposed

the longest to aeration became sterile, and to select a
culture on the eve of sterility, which he transferred to a
fresh infusion already found to be specially suitable to

the microbes, and which consisted of two parts of veal

brotli with one part of pure rabbit's blood. Having, in

fact, reduced the microbe to the verge of sterility, or death,

he subjected it at this critical moment to an invigorating

regimen, and thus protracted its vitjility and made it the

stock of a new serit-s of cultures. By repeating this pro-

cess again and again in all its details, M. Pasteur ultimately

evoheil a race capable of serving as the vaccine of the

origiiuil virus, oxygen having been the modifying influence

throughout
There is a striking analogy between the treatment thus

described and that by means of which, about six years ago,

Friiulein Marie von Clmuvin evolved ambhjstoma, a land

salamandir, from the water-breathing ^lexican axolotL

She selected healthy animals, and first kept them in shallow

water, so that they were not quite covered by tlie water.

When their iiealth tleclined she restored them to deep

water. Gradually slie accustomed them to sliallow water,
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sncl eventually kept them on land in damp moss. She was
oblii.'pd to force them to eat by compelling earth-worms to

wrii5;le down their throats ; and fet-ding them well at the

critical stage of metamorphosis seems to have been tlie

miin condition of success. When the change from gills to

lungs was perfected, they fed tliemselves with avidity.

But Nature herself, notwitlistanding the ditliculties e.\-

perienced by Fraulein von Chauvin in transforming her

axolotls (some of which died under the treatment), appa-

ri'ntly succctnls sometimes in evolving amUi/nloma from tlio

Mexican newt ; therefore, assuming the variability of

spei-ilic microl)es under the influence of oxygen, there is

nothing unusual in the idea of the parasitic germs of

epidemics being spontaneously evolved from liarmless

saprophytes under peculiar conditions of culture, such as

the presence of various gases instead of free oxygen. In
that case, ill-ventilated sewers, stagnant pools, and other

places where aeration is not efficiently carried on, may con-

tinually evolve new crops of specilic disease germs. More-
over, no embryologist will object to the attribution of the

characteristics of species to the infinitely little, and the

resistance to retransfonnation under artificial conditions

displayed by M. Pasteur's typhoid microbe is only what we
might expect, on the assumption that it is a confirmed new
species. Fraulein von Chauvin's axolotls had to be forced

to eat under the new conditions which she provided for

them, and they would certainly have died if they had been
left to themselves.

The behaviour of M. Pasteur's typhoid microbe, which
retained its specific or virulent character even under the

influence of oxygen, until it suddenly died, is singularly

like that of the a.xolotls. Does it not also explain the often

sudden disappearance of epidemics 1 The typhoid germs,
having acquired a parasitic or virulent habit, say in the

sewer, are conveyed to the bodies of human beings. Though
subsequently exposed even to the abundant oxygen of a

healthy locality, they resist its influence for a certain period,

spreading death meanwhile, and then, under the influence

of sanitary conditions, they suddenly become sterile and
Uie epidemic disappears.

3KfblfVU£(.

"TALKS ABOUT SCIENCE."*

fT^E have Vx-en anxious to .spr-ak very favourably of this

> y t>ook, for reasons which will suggest themselves to our
readers ; but we cannot speak of it altogether so favourably

as we could wish. The duty we owe to our readers conflicts

with our wishes. It is but fair to mention, however, that

Mr Welsh, in the preface, says the volume has been pre-

pared " rath<T as a slight memento of one whose method
of teaching endeared him to a wide circle of students, than
as containing any original contributions to the general

knowledge of the subjects of which it treats." Many,
doulitlewt, will like to possess this little book as a memorial
of Mr. I)unman's life and laViOurs. Here, however, we are

concerned only to inquire how far thf- papers before us pre-

sent the true facts of science, and what are its r|ualitics as a
liteia-y production. Unfortunately it falls short in many
imf)ortant rr!sj>ects. We could pass over the facile way in

which space is wasted, though we have little liking for the
style of condescending badinage which has been introduced
by some South Kensington writers and lecturers, a sty U; which
the author of this l>ook seems to have liorrowed rather than

•Ta/U alroul Science. By the Isto Tilos. Ul.nhan, witfi ii

l>iogn|>hical nctice bj CnAKLU Welxii. (London : Grillitli ii

Farrm.;

independently adopted. When Mr. Lookyer ti'lls us, for

instance, tliat rays, after passing into tlio spectroscope, "tie

themselves into a true lover's knot, before they come out
again " we do not feel that the image, however familiar,

is either explanatory or poetical. Nor are the phenomena
of solar atmospheric absorption explained by saying that

certain rays " are gobbled up on their way to the earth, and
come to us witli a balance on the wrong side of the account."

But apart from faults of stylo which Mr. Duiiman has
copied from his exemplars, there are many serious errors as

to matt<'rs of fact in the papers before us. Th(!ro is no
reason, for instance, if readers likt> tlmt style, that a writer

should not explain in a condescending nuinner why wo wear
dark clothes in winter ; but the explanation sliould be
correct In a single paragraph, the book before us tells us

that dark clothes conduct heat better than light ones ; that

they keep in the heat better than light ones ; that light

clothes radiate the heat instead of absorbing it : all which
stjitements are quite incorrect Mr. Dunman's explana-

nation of the way of finding the latitude at sea is open to

exception. " Supposing," he says, " a sailor wants to find

out his latitude— in other words, his distance from the

equator—this is what he does. Certain bright stars are

well known to him ; he knows exactly how far ofi

they are from the North or South pole, as the case

may be ; ho turns his telescope to a star which ho knows
to be 10° from the north or south, but ho finds out that

that star is 30° away from the point over his head—that is

to say, 30" away from liim ; thirty and ten aro forty, he
knows that lie is 40° from the North Pole. Now, the

distance from the Equator to the North Polo is 90°, and
forty from ninety, any boy in tho first standard will tell

you, leaves fifty ; and therefore the sailor knows that he
is in .")0° north latitude by such an ob.scrvation as the one
I have supposed. So, you see, the iinding your latitude is

simply noticing your distance from certain stars, tho posi-

tion of which is well known." Tho explanation is very

plainly worded, butunfortunately it is entirely (erroneous.

Such parts of it as aro, wo suppose, intended correctly,

are unmeaning. It is just such explanations as those which
send an audience away from a lecture with the fooling,

" Dear me, how easy it all is !" A fooling which changes

presently to tho thought that nothing has been nially

ex]>lained. After all, it is easy to (explain nothing (our

public men do that for us every day). It is also easy to

understand nothing. Naturally, in treating tho much more
difficult subject of the longitude more mistakes aro made.

Mr. Lockyer's mistake, which makes noon observations

at sea do duty for determining time, which of course they

aro quit(! unable to do, is repeated. Tho lunar method,

which Mr. Duntnan calls the lunar theory of finding the

longitude, is then tackled, which would have boon a daring

feat for Sir John Ilerschel. " I don't know of any one

having attempt<.'d to make that most abstruse Bubj(x-t clear

to a popular audience " Mr. Dunnian admits. This is how
the difficult task is achieved. " There is published in

Ijondon a wonderful almanac, called tho ' Nautical

Almanac,' which is published every year five years in

advance, and in that almanac there is laid down the exact

Greenwich time for every possildo position of tho moon
among tho stars. Conse(iuently, all that tho sailor has to

do is to find the exact jmsition of tho moon among the

stars, and to turn to his ' Nautical Almanac,' and having

found that position against it he will see marki^d the

(Jreenwich time." It would be well, indeed, for sailors

if the matter were as simple as it is hero described.

There is much pleasant reading in this work ; but we
are afraid we cannot honestly say it is a trustworthy guide

on any subject of which it treats.

I
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THE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY AND ELECTRICAL
ENGIXEERIXG.

[589]—The more critical portions of the article on Electrical

Engineering which appeared in your issue of September 22

—

an article which, rendering unsolicited justice to the endeavours
we have made for many years past, goes far to repay us for the

labour and sacrifices which have accompanied them—has received

very careful consideration on our part. This has confirmed us in

our determination, to which we had already nearly arrived, to

increase from six to nine months, the period in which we undertake
to qualify for useful electrical work, any youth possessed of a fair

educational training, and a taste for some of the applications of

science. But we feel called upon to give some explanation of the

method by means of which wo have obtained a most encouraging
measure of success—in some cases even beyond onr expectations

—

within the smaller minimum period of tuition, and of the reasons which
induce us to think that the longer period above-mentioned—which
might still be regarded as inadequate—will be ample for our purposes
under our system of tuition. We have already intimated that we do
not accept as students those who have not in themselves some foun-

dation upon which we can build a superstructure of useful and
extensible theoretical and practical knowledge. And, as wo have
also intimated, we arc sometimes surprised at the amount of natural

talent we find, only waiting for development under a proper system.

A capacity for somewhat severe work is a primary qualification we
do not lose sight of. Then it is part of our system to make prac-

tical and experimental work a recreation in respect to theoretical

studies, and ricevers<3. We may claim also that it has been our
good fortune to secure the best available talent and knowledge for

technical tnition ; in some cases from quarters in which, by reason

of pressing demands upon time, co-operation in this direction

would ordinarily be declined. For instance, some of the editors and
members of the editorial staff of more than one of onr foremost
technical journals take charge of certain branches of tuition. It

should be mentioned also that endeavours are always made to dis-

cover the particular or most prominent aptitude of each student, so

that his energies may V>e directed into the right channel. To this

course we, in great measure, ascribe the fact that so many of our
men, shortly after leaving the school, find themselves, /nci/e yriii-

eipes, virtual!}-, if not ostensibly, at the head of some important
branch of some large commercial undertaking.

In regard to the theoretical training : this may be considered
under the two broad headings of electro-statics and electro-

<lynamic8, each being interlinked with certain kindred studies.

Ordinarily, the former of these two branches would bo neglected,

and attention would bo given almost exclusively to the latter of

them, since they have been considered as two very distinct sciences,

of which the latter is practically the more important. Hut it may
safely be stated that no electrician can have any real mastery over
his work who is deficient in electro-statics. Now the main charac-
teristic of the theoretical training at the school is that the student
is not called upon to wade through two totally distinct sciences.

The perfect analogy between the two branches of electrical science,

the almost absolute identity of the theoretical and practical formnlro
involved in them, is not only pointed out, but acted upon to tho
extent of making tho two branches mutually elucidate each other.

It is not too much to eay that if tho analogy in question were

ignored—as too frequently it is—nine months' tuition would be alto-

gether insufficient for the theoretical training alone; whilst its

recognition throws such a light upon the science that within six

months the student may feel that he already has mastered its

essential principles, and holds the clue to its more recondite

[n rcfffird to mecTianical work, we may mention that the students
are cnciiuraged to take to pieces and reeonstrnct the instruments
mill a]pparatu8, dynamo-machines, lamps, &c., used for their daily

jiractical instruction. They receive information also as to the
coiistruvtion and working of steam and gas-engines, economy of

fuel. &c.

Wo have hitherto taken no notice whatever of the statements,
more or less unjust, if not injurious, to ourselves, which ha<e
recently been put forward in advertisements issued by the new
establishments which have sprung up in various directions; bnt wo
may without Offence point out that the real requirements and diffi-

culties of tuition in the direction aimed at are as yet unknown, and
have not only to be discovered, but also overcome by the promoters
of these undertakings. T. J. Jones.

12, Princes-street, Hanover-square, W.

EFFECTS OP ALCOHOL.
[590]— After feeling nearly exhausted by a long and fatigning

day's work, which terminates at 10.30 p.m., with, perhaps, a stiff

North-easter and a shower, as a finis!i-up on the way home, J. .S.,

in letter 583, p. 31-t, advises me, as an improvement on my habit of

taking a small quantity of alcohol mixed with light food, "to have
a cold bath, followed by dumb-bell exercise." He also wishes to

have my opinion of his proposition.

Well, I think his remedy incomplete. A slight touch on the head
vnth a poleaxe would give the requisite finish. Mephisto.

FIGURE-TRAINING BY CORSET.

[591]—From time to time the advocates of stays or no stays give

forth their extreme notions, most of them crude in nature and
physiologically wrong. It is difficult to tell in what light some of

them view the matter, for the conclusions to which they are led

indicate that they have been jumjied at without thinking.

The letter No. 560, on page 2G7, is a step in the right direction,

showing an inclination on the part of the writer to adopt moderate
views and express a reasonable opinion. I do not believe for one
moment with P. U. U. that fully !)0 per cent, of women are de-

formed by stays ; it would be extremely difficult to arrive at a safe

statistical conclusion at all. If such were the case, I should not
hesitate to say that 90 per cent, of women know nothing of lacing,

for if lacing the figure is practised in a judicious manner, instead of

deformity would come elegance and health. If such a statement

be taken as true, then 90 per cent, do not know how to apply tho
corset.

A well-applied corset leaves the upper part of the chest perfectly

free, and dcvelopcs the capacity of the lungs in that situation—tho
most important situation, by-the-by, especially in the female sex.

Tulicrculnr consumption usually attacks the apices of tho lungs, a.

part far removed from the pressure of a corset, however tight—in

fact, the tighter the corset in the lower part of the chest, the greater

amount of work and expansion in tho upper part, but this would
not lead to consumption. A similar state exists during pregnancy,

when the utenis encroaches npon the lung space.

There ap])ears to be only one way in which tight-lacing directly

can bring about consumption, and that is by so compressing tho

lung in its lower part that no fresh air can enter it, a sort of collapse

and carnification ensuing, a diminished use leading to degeneration

of lung tissue. Such a state of affairs would only take place when
tight lacing has been suddenly jierformed and persisted in at an

ago when the figure has become somewhat set.

-V woman is better in health, and certainly far more elegant in

figure, when wearing a jiroper- fitting corset ; nor is she so liable to

suffer from such diseases as consumption, dyspepsia, or spinal

curvature. I quite deprecate, however, beginning tight-lacing

suddenly or violently with the simple object of reducing tho figure

quickly to genteel proportions, or for fashion's sake.

What 1 consider to lie perfection in the application of the corset

to the female figure or to tho male is to begin early in life, say at

the age of seven or ten years, and then only with very yielding

materials, permitting the corset simply to touch the contour of the

body, though a little firmer at the waist. .\s the girl prows up tho

chest expands, the bust of tho corset may bo very pro|>crly mado
larger, the waist at the same time being kept within bounds, I do

not doubt some would advocate it being kept at its original measure-

ment. If such a system bo carefully carried out, there never would
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vssurL- a!i\nhoro, and the girl wlio readies wonmii-
I ion of a figure with its rouiul and taper

I woll-developed chest. SUo will bo
: and stooping gait which is tho natural

. ; of stays imperfectly or injudiciously

»..;> and will be necessary to restrain, limit and
• figure. Without aid nature seldom forms a good
i early correction, instead of violent and sudden

lii.ity, is the way to oehievo success—no evil effects

lie. Parents should sec to this matter, and take as
the pliyeieul growth and proportion of ligure of

they do iu their mental development.
f the corset, tho degree of comfort with which it

' the tost of utility. Korly care and judicious

:. every case succeed in attaining elegance and
..:ii. ALFKED CUAOWICK, U.D.

Lettebs is Ttpf..—Physiological Experiment, by Z. ; Talking
' .nary, iic, by Charles L. Cone; Dr. Hunter's Experiments, by
M;ithilde Van Kvs ; Coincidences, by A. H. W. ; Lapidaries and
Decoj.tiun. l.v H. M. W.; Wollaston & Fairy Rings, by A. W.
Po>vurd ; The Fifteen Puzzle, by A. B. ; Flint Jack, by E. T. C.
\y. ; Long 'Iricycle Hide, by J. F. P. ; Spiritualism, by E. P. W.

gnstotrs to Coricsponlifnts.

BJ /or tit Editor rtqttiring early attmlion thould reach tht
Saturday ;/r»«</ii.j the cnrrrnl M.n» o/ KsoWLIDOl, tht

' K-kick eompeh h« to go to prei» tarty in thf tcerk.

'Utyn.—l. yo queitiont a»k\vg Jor tcimtifie information
• tkt pott. '1 Lttttrt tent to t\r Editorfor eorrffpotidtiita
r can tk* nan/f or addreettt of eorretpondent* be i/icen in
"1. 3. Corrtnxmdrnlt etiould write on onr tide o'ly <j/- the
I on a irparale leaf 4. Each letter ihuuld hare a title, and

uld 6e wuid* to it* numbtr, the fagt on which it

NjnrroN Croslaxd. ^\liat Professor Smyth says is in perfect
ai.'rteni.nt with what I said. Obi-ervc, ho says, "moderates tho
eicesses, ' meaning that the water vapour causes the difference
betwceii tl.c temperature of the day and night to be less ; it docs
this by very slightly diminishing the heat received from tho sun
(scarcely to any perceptible degree in fact), while it very largely
diminishes the radiation from tho earth at night—in fact most
of the time.—C. C. C. C. Your method of dealing with sums
in doable rule of three is good, but wo have not space for it. I

Icd'jw of a way of putting the matter which I have found very
easily understood. It will occupy less space than yours, and I may
pretently give a short note about it.— Sta.nlev liAi'.DWix. Some of
the accounts of fairy rings given by correspondents caimot bo
ciplaintd in that woy—that is, that they grow over the roots or
stumps of trees.— E. j'. Hollow av. Glad you are ple.ised.— E. C. D.
Do not know which would be called tho best books of geometrical
riders.' You will find the names of several books on «(|uaring tho
circle and trisecting the triangle in Dc Morgan's " Budget of Para-
doxes."

—

Wm. Wood, J ink. I should have said a few weeks ago,
"Would that there were more readers like you;" but since 1 asked
for opinions aI>out the weather charts, I have received so many
kind and conniderato letters, that I now quite recognise wliat a
%-erjr small jirofortion of readers the grumblers represented.

—

An.-TAiXf;t I so fully recognise the misery produced by excessive
drinkii.g, and I know so well bow many there arc who cannot
abktain from eircBS, and therefore should abstain altogether from
"I"'' " ' tiiiiot but >ynipathise with yonr views. But I

'
' 'o » ho have not the slightest temptation to

< li.Mlcmte allowance should be expected to give
"• 'to your theory that everyone ought to bo a
liii." i.r I,. ,.,», i>t the weaker seek safety in such resonrccs, and
be cornoiit to let us go on in our own way. In fact, lot the Blue
UiMx,n !/<• regarded aa tho budge of those who cannot trust them-
I"-;-. '-. !• N usually undcrstoo<l, I find, to bo worn only by
^'

'

which is rather hard on the Bluc-Kibbonists.

—

'' was, ten years ago, my own experience,
' ; found reason to agree with my "learned
' The circular halo round the sun is caused by
' f ite in the ujiitcr air; it is, therefore, not
I rriinbow.—J. M. 6. Do not know the price or
I .orks yon name.—G. Glasgow. (1.) The star

:, IS of the second magnitude. (2.) The map of
:i -.'.rj' inaccurate ; a bright star between the Pole-star

. irdians lias no exist<;nce a* such in the hcavcni. Then
rc-ally belonging to Draco are shown as belonging to the

Little Bear. (3.) I think the Nebula in Andromeda may as well bo
shown, though there is no absolute necessity for so doing. (4.) Tho
stars yon name r, fi 15, nnd r -are all of tho fifth magnitude.

—

Ploni Almom informs " Con-siniit Header" that there is iv Micro-
scopical Society iu Liverpool, and that Mr. Thompson, of 0, Lord-
street, might bo able to tell him tho Seorotnry's name. Best book
probably Nicholson's, but Cornish, of Piccadilly, and Owens
College, Manchester, would send him a list to choose from.
Uo further recommends Stanley Jovons' olemontary book on
Logic. I intended my reply to " T. A." to mean only that in

several explosions there has been tho out-rush to which ho
hud referred.—TnoMAS Kimber. Timo-difforonces betwoon various
jilaces seem so easily dealt with when the longitude is known,
that I cannot see the advantage of any of tho plans you mention.
—C. Francis. (1.) I do not know of any scent that will " make
a person light," nor of any that will " sot him right when ho has
been made light; " I cannot say that 1 quite know what you mean,
either. (2.) Doubtless some correspondent will toll you a way of

making silk air-tight.—H. F. Tho InleUcctual Obacrver is not now
iu existence,—worse luck. It was one of the very best scienco

magazines ever published.—G. Caird desires infoniiutiou about
Boyal Exhibitions at tho Normal School of Scienco. Ho asks if

Todhunter's Trigonometry for Beginners is sullicient for Honours
third stage or for ordinary third stage.

—

Willlvm Davies. Tho
magnets would keep tho pendulum in motion, at least for a time ;

friction would soon bring it to rest.

—

Harvard GRAnAHE points out
that Mr. Acfcroyd's results, instead of being in opposition to those in

the Chemical News, arc in perfect agreement with them, and, in

fact, might bo deduced from them. In one case there is a scale of

colour reflected from substances at different tomjieratures, while in

tho other we have a scale given out by bodies raised to temperatures
at which they become luminous.—A. J. Haynes desires information

about American universities. In rejily to his query about tho

absence of mathematics, we note that no loss than eight sections of

the articles on the Differential Calculus aro now in tho j)rintcr's

hands; four are in type.— E. C. H. Your questions aro worthy of

a fuller notice than wo could give you in these short answers. Will

try to deal with them soon.

—

And. Aitkkn. Many thanks for your
suggestions, with which I quite agree. As to the UilTerential Calculus,

I think Todhunter's as good a book of its kind as vou can readily Use.

— E. T. C. W. (1.) Vol. II. will close, as you say, with No. 61.

(2.) Pages v. (No. 33), vi. (No. 43) not to bo bound up. (3.) No
jiarticular results followed from tho Hippocampus controversy;

both tho disputants considered that they had tho host of it. (4.)

I have not been siiecially informed on tho subject, but—ot a
venture—I should say that when tho moon was commanded to

stand still over Ajalon by Joshua, this did not ' make any differ-

once in its motion," and the moon could and did " turn exactly

tho same face towards tho earth before and after." I was not

there at tho time, however, ami should not care to speak
positively as to what did or did not happen in that encounter.

Can you, in turn, tell me whether Scamander flowed as before

after Vulcan " breathed " that " fiery blast around," which caused
tho river to " rear his languid head," and appeal, " short panting,"

for a rest ? But possibly you were not present on that occasion.

—

S. J. There is ample room for you in tho waste-paper basket; send
some more.— B. M. You could not find any cyclopiedia without

omissions or imperfections. It would be unfair to note those of ono
in particular.—Thikleb. If you insist that (T'-O (or, if you like it

bettor, that (r' =0), there is an end of tho matter. You begin with
a mistake and naturally obtain an erroneous result, which you call a
sophism. You oan explain it your own way,—with great ease, I

should imagine.—A P. S. Thanks : this world enough for tho

present; the " occult" does not specially interest mo.

—

Hallvards.
Your letter would raise discussion which would bo out of ])lace in

Knowleikik.—K. Lkigii. Thanks, but correspondents prefer we
should make no attempt at weather-charting in any way.

—

J. Stack. I agree with you that medical aid which
simply keeps life in a used-up and depraved body is not an
unmixed Idessing. But your views might bo misunderstood, and
BO offend.^J. J. BfliiE. The elastic recoil would suflico if you
breathed out into a jierfectly elastic bag; but how is tho energy in

the moving air, as it leaves tho lungs, to bring air back again ?

—

J. B. Possibly some correspondent can tell you the best wuy of

destroying crickets. Tho following acted well " in our house at

home," some three years back ;—A careless servant (first provide

your careless servant)' loft two or thrco used tins which had once
held condensed milk, ond wore still wot nnd sticky, inside tho

kitchen fender. Next rooming they were full of cockroaches and
crickets, which were forthwith consigned to a watery (boiling

watery) grave. Next night no insects aiijwared on tho scene.

Soon after some young ones began to bo seen, which were caught

in like manner. For months afterwards tho kitchen was clear

of these nuisances. If you should try tho method and it succeeds,
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please let me know.—A. A. Murdoch. No room for Dranfjhta

or Billiards, though nndoubtedly, like Whist and Chess, scientific

games.—H. M. Thanks, but no space for your story. It shows
that trout clearly recognise the difference between " the free and the

constrained motion of a rigid body ; " yet, I dare say not one of

them has studied Routh's " Rigid Dynamics."—A. McD. Mr. W. M.
Williams's theory is not open to the objections you make. Ac-
cording to it, as he e-tplains it in his " Fuel of the Sun," our oceans

could not bo diminished by evaporation, for he supposes inter-

planetary space to be " saturated "—that is, whatever amount of

aqueons vapour would saturate the interplanetary atmosphere at

any point, at the temperature and pressure there existing, is actually

present. This answers the first three questions. As to the fourth,

it is impossible to say what the weight of the vapour of water is,

unless you s.ay where, and under what conditions, it exists at the

moment.

Letters Recefved.—J. Munroe, F. Gardener, J. Searson, F. W.
Richardson, Hallyards, J. M. L., Young Chemist, F. C, Wood,
Opifer, B. Lingwood, Taranaki, W. H., Bansall, Newton Crosland,

S. Spicers, Dentist, H. B. Richardson, G. Griffith, H. G. White,
W. P., E. Brown, H. A., T. A., Surgeon, J. B., F. W. Lambley,
F. R. M., J. Greenfield, A. W. Soward, I. Probert, Vega, A. G.

Haynes, Matriculating Student, J. Fraser, Malcolm Douglas, Sub-
scriber, E. Irving, J. H. Ward, Odontalgia, Excelsior, G. Massie,

C. Cams-Wilson, E. T. C. W., A. Leluem, J. T. B., T. N. A., M. E. L.,

C. Witham, J. E. S., C. S., L. Dobbin, Naus Solannm, E. D. G., J.

Spiller, Grateful, C. E. S., W. B. Wicken, H. H. Newton, C. H.
Romanes, Ignoramus, F. Keith, D. lUingworth, A Highlander,
J. P. K., Upsala, G. R. W., M. B. A.

^ir iHatDfmati'cal Column.

To determine the time in u-hich a bodij leaving the sun's surface
t-ertically, xcith a velocity of 3S0 miles pe'r second—bdng that u-ilh

which a body travelling to the sun's surface from rest at an indefi-
nitely great distance would reach that surface under the influence of
his attractive force—it is required to determine how long that body
ivould be in reaching a distance of thirty millions of miles from the
centre of the sun.

O R p q P
Lot O be the snn's centre, R the point on his surface from which
the body is projected; OR = 430,000 miles, OP -30,000,000; but
put OR = r, OP= a. Also let OP = x, pq = d.r, and velocity at
R= f. Then we know that the velocity of the body varies in-
versely as the square root of the distance from O. Hence velocity

at p = u /_^ jjjj^ jjjjjg ^f traversing P9 =-v/

—

dx. Hence

time of traversing the distance RP

iWT-'l
„ 3u 1110 /a> /270

"^ 2 2~^^''^'
""''
V "7 =V "^ • 100000000, the mile

being the unit of length and the unit of time.

Whence the quantity within square brackets =250,000,000 nearly
enough. And the time required

25,000,000= — - '— seconds

57 X 3600 X 2i '

4925

This is also very nearly the time in which a comet, moving in
exceedingly eccentric orbit, >vith perihelion close to snn, wonld take
in reaching the same distance from his centre.

CiCTlox.—Beware of (he Party offering imilations of the Bi(t W»T«Tley"
and Big " J •' Prn. Sold by all re«pect«hle Stalionern throughout the world.

" Thev pome a« s boon and a 1>Io§t>)nf; to men,
Thi. Pi.-l-iriok. the Owl. and the Waverlev Pen."

Al«o the niniioo IVnu. Diagonal Points, No«. 1, 3. and 3. .''ample Boi with all
the kind-. N. Id hy post. Patentee* of pens and penholder*. Afacnircn ,^

Cameron. Pen-maker* to her Majesty's Qoteninient. OOlces. S3, Blair-street.
Edinburgh. (Established 1770

<Bnr aaafti'st Column.
By " Five of Clubs."

THE evenings are closing in again, and Wliist begins to resume
its place in the day's recreations. We propose, therefore, to

continue our discussion of the principles of Whist play, with occa-

sional illustrative games, problems. Whist gossip, and so forth.

But as some of our readers may have forgotten what we have
already written, we propose to give a very brief summary of the

chief rules,—those rules which every Whist-player oaght to have
constantly in his memory, the breach of them being, in fact. Whist
atrocities. For details the reader can consult our former papers.

The Lead (from strength in plain suits),

See preceding numbers, especicdly No. 14.

Lead Ace—
(1.) From Ace and four others at least, following with small

one ; or (2) from Ace, Queen, Knave, with or without others,

following with Queen if there were not more than four in the

suit originally, otherwise with Knave.
Lead A'tn^

—

(1) From Ace, King, and others ; following with King.

(2) From King, Queen, and others; following with small one it

King makes.
Lead Queen—
From Queen, Knave, Ten ; following with Knave, if Queen

makes, unless you were more than four in suit originally, when
follow with lowest of head sequence.
Lead Knave—

(1) From King, Queen, Knave, two others or more. (2) From
Knave, Ten, Nine, ^vith or without small ones. Sequent play

will depend on the fall of cards in the first round. The trick will

not probably fall to leader in either case, as either adversary or

partner, holding Ace, would generally play it.

Lead Ten—
(1) From King, Queen, Knave, Ten, and (2) from King, Knave,

Ten, with or without others.

Lead Nine—
From King, Knave, Ten, Nine.

In other cases lead lowest if you have only four cards ; lowest

but one (the penultimate) if you have five or more; some play

lowest but two (the ante-penultimate) when holding six or more.

The LE.\n in Tbvmps (from strength).

Note the trump card, and only lead np to an honour turned on
your right when very strong. Do not hesitate to do so, however,
when you have strength in trumps, and either you or your partner

has a good suit. Play a waiting game in trumps, your object being

rather to get the command than to win the earlier rounds. From
King, Queen, and small ones, it is generally better to lead the

lowest.

LE.tDrXG PROM A WEAK SUIT.

From Ace, King, or Queen, with two small ones, it is best to

lead the lowest, unless you have reason to believe your jwrtner has
strength in the suit. (Some, however, from Queen two small

ones, load Queen.) In other cases, when obliged to lead from a
three-card suit, lead the highest. From two cards, if driven to

such a lead, invariably lead the highest.

N.B.—Note the inferences from these rules. Your own hand
will often serve to tell you precisely what the lead moans. Thus,

supi)Ose Ace is led and you hold King, Knave,—you tnon know the

lead is from Ace fonr others. Again, Knave is led by your partner first

round, and you hold King, Ton; you know that the lend is not from
strength (see leads from strength above) ; hence, that your partner

holds four trumps, and three three-card suits, all weak, the best

being headed by the Knavo played. So in multitudes of other

cases.

Play Second Ha.nd.

With King, Queen, ono other, or Quron, Knave, one other, or

Knavo, Ten, ono other, or Ten, Nino, ono other, play lowest of head
sequence ; but with same heod sequence and two others or more,
play lowest. With King, ono other, or Queon. one other, in plain

suits play the lowest, unless you specially want the load.

Of course, tliero are other Vnlos for play second in hand, see Part

21 and several preceding parts ; but these are the most clomentary
rtiles-though often neglected.

In our next we shall summarise the rnles for ploy third and fourth
hand, and repeat some of those general rules which form the
elementary language of the game. We shall then resume our more
complete analysis of Whist principles.
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^ur Cbrds Column.
Br MKriiisTO.

SiiLUTIONS.

No. 5+, by John Simpson (p. 2S6) ;

1. Q toQB+
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Offence anli art (So^^ip.

Ax observation, unprecedented in the history of comets,

was made at the Cape Town Observatory, on Sept 17, at

4 h. .50 min. 58 sec. Cape mean time, corresponding to

-I h. ."!7 min. 3 sec. Greenwich time. " The comet was

followed," writes Mr. Gill, "by two observers with separate

instruments, right up to the sun's limV), where it suddenly

disappeared," at the hour named. To be seen under these

conditions the comet must at the time have been intensely

brilliant—partly, no doubt, tlie effect of solar heat and

Light, but partly alsn, we conceive, on account of the

resistance it experienced in its onward rush at the rate of

certainly not less than 340 miles per ferond .' The time

when Mr. Gill's assistants saw the comet reach the sun's

limb, preceded by 1 h. 35 min. the time of perihelion

passage as given below.

The Emperor of Brazil telegraphs to the Academy of

•Sciences that the comet was visible in full daylight on the

isth, 19th, and 20th September. The spectroscope showed

the presence of sodium and carbon. On the ilGth, from

1 h. 10 min. to 5 h. 40 min. in the morning, it was a

-plendid object.

Dr. Hi.vd finds now for the comet the following

elements: Perihelion Passage, Sept 17-21G9 Greenwich

.M.T.=Sept 17, 5h. 12 m. p.m., instead of Sept 17 about

- h. 30 ra. p.m.
New Comet, Comet,

estimate. lOOS. 1843.

I.ongitnde of Perihelion 276 145 277 2 278 3;>

„ „ Ascending node ... 346 7 357 17 361 12

Inclination 37 59 35 5S 35 41

Logarithm of Perihelion Distance 7-90653 767210 774036

(We have added 360^ to the Long, of Asc. node of comet
1>^43 to make the comparison easier.)

Wf. publish elsewhere an interesting letter (which

appeared in last Saturday's I'imrs) about the comet
Uut what a pity it is people will not learn enough of

elementary matters iu astronomy to write correctly. The

letter, for want of such knowledge, is full of absurdities.

The comet is "appearing in latitude 10° N," it "rises

almost perpendicular to the sun," and " travels the length

of its tail (45'') in less than an hour " (which would in-

volve a real motion among the stars at the rate of 30'

ill less than an hour, or twice round the star sphere in less

than a day '.) ; it " measures some 3.000 miles to the naked

eye from its corona," and at such and such a time " the

great flame was in an apparent flutter," whicli is all just

impossible nonsense. ,

The Isle of Wight wOl be raised to white heat by the

too rapid motion of its trains. A 'rate of fourteen miles

in an hour and a quarter is advertised. Luckily for the

island this terrific speed is not always attained.

The Peterhead Police Commissioners ha\e resolved that

the electric light shall not be supplied to their town by

any company. They are the owners of the gas-works.

There appears to be on the part of the \arious corporations,

itc, throughout the country, a determination to resist the

introduction of the electric light into their respective

districts by the companies owning the patents. However,

many of these local bodies contemplate introducing the

light on their own account. If this spirit is maintained,

the concessions for which so many thousands have been

paid will be scarcely worth the paper they are written on.

The Telephone and Ballooning.—Last week several

ascents were made by members of the Academie d'Aerosta-

tion Metcrologique, from the Place Saint Jacques, Paris.

Amongst other things, conversation was carried on with

people on the earth by means of a telephone line suspended

from the balloon. The height at which the balloon is said

to have been was 500 ft.

A MINE has been found in a mountain near Salzburg,

Austria, which, it is considered, gives indications of having

been occupied and abandoned at least two thousand years

ago. It contains a large and confused mass of timbers,

which were used for support, and a number of miners'

implements. The timbeis were notched and sharpened,

but were suVject to an inundation, and left in confused

heaps. The implements were mainly wooden shovels, axe-

handles, itc. Among the relics, also, was a basket made of

untanned raw hide, a piece of cloth woven of coarse wool,

the fibre of which is very even and still in good prcser\-a-

tion, and a torch, bound together with tlax-fibre. Tlie

probabilities are that the ancient salt miners were over-

taken by the flooding of the mine, as mummified bodies

have been discovered also. The find seems to have be-

longed to the pre-lloman times, as the axe-l>andles were

evidently used for bronze axes, specimens of wliich have

been found upon the surface of the mountain. The relics

arc of a high order, the basket Vieiiig superior even to some

that were used in tlie early historic times.

Ikon chessboards and chessmen, with concealed magnets

to steady tliem on the board, are sold to travellers in

Berlin.

The recent Imperial decree relating to the precautions to

be taken against fire in the Vienna theatres enacts that all

theatres built from this date are to be complt-tely detached.

The stage is to be divided from the auditorium l>y a wall

not less than 20 in. high and IS in. thick alK>ve the roof,

so that in case of fire tlie stage may be isolated from the

rest of the house. The stage must be of sufficient height
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for the curtain to l>e raised without being rolled. No one

is to W allowed to live in the theatre, and the stage car-

penter's shops, the stage applianees, and the refreshment

l>ars are to be outside tlie tlieatre, this latter regulation to

l>e applied to tlieatres already in existence. All the dresses

worn by the actors and actresses arc to be dipped in a pre-

paration which makes them more or less fireproof, and no

explosive matter is, under any pretence, to be left in the

theatre. Very strict pro\isions are made with regard to

the seating of the theatre, so that there may be plenty of

room for easy e^it, and the prefect of police is to have the

power of deciding how many firemen shall be allotted to

each theatre. The manager of the theatre is to l>c held

personally responsible for the carrying out of all these

regulations down to the smallest detail, and he will be

severely punished if, upon the very first alarm of fire, he

fails to give the public notice.

We note elsewhere that a deputation waited on Blr.

>haw-Lefevre, on Monday, with respect to the present dis-

_M-aceful condition of Kew Ciardens. The English, truly,

'.r>- a paiient people, or they would long since liavc put an
• !uphatic end to what amounts to . the appropriation of a
valuable portion of tlie national property by the Hooker
family. The gardens are bricked out of sight by a mile-

long wall, and during the best hours of the twenty-four for

gjirden scenery the real owners of the gardens arc excluded

by a system of administration which we should call boorish,

if that were not altogether too mild a term to apply to what
(when we consider how many thousands of our people are

injured and robbed of their rights by it) can only properly

Vie termed cruel and lirutal. We shall return to tliis sub-

i'ct next week.

Bismarck objects to the displacement of Gcnnan
characters by the Roman letters used by other Eurojiean

nations. He would even stand by the ingeniously mys-
terious written characters which ha\-e apparently been
invented to prevent foreigners from reading German letters

or MS. One cannot well wonder that Germany has turned
out some excellent readers of hieroglyphic and cuneiform
inscriptiona Germans are trained in such work from their

childhood upward.

Pkofe-seor Tyxdall, referring to our triumphs in

K'zypt (shades of Pitt and Fox '.), says, after Tennyson,
• Thank God, we are a people still !

" This national feeling

ii an im[»ortant factor in human progress, though science

iews it rather doubtfully. Our nation has had, perhaps,

ti worthy cause of pride ere now as Telel-Kebir gives.

l;ut I'v/y this the j,pr,plf'/i war ? If it was, then the people
-hould give their thanks. A journey to Balmoral may be
icceptable to our men—or, st.iy, the men are not com-
i:ianded to be commended— to our oflicers, after their return

:rom Egypt But a review in the park, with thousands to

!iout applause (if so >je), would look more like a people's

1 raise.

Lf).vb0X College ok PBAf-ricAL E.\f;iXEKiiiNv;.—This
liege has just l»een opened at 1 C2, Great Portland-street,

London, W., to afford practical and systematic instruction
'

: engineering. Actual workshop practice is to be its

ain feature, though not to the exclusion of theory. Thr;

liege i.s under the superint'indence of Mr. F. S. Pichler,

< K., formerly a.<>8Lgtant to Hir Charles Wlieatstone, and
itterwards for many yf^ars the deviser of the mechanical
!.'')velticg which distinguished the late lloyal Polyt<;chnic,

i . Inding the famous life-size automata of Leotard and
IJiondin.

TuE OwKXS CoLLEiiE, M.^KCiiESTEit.—Professor Arthur
Schuster, assisted by Mr. Gee, is announced to give a theo-

retical and practical course on the technical applications of

electricity on Ihursday evenings, in the Physical Labora-

tory. The syllabus is comprehensive, and embraces :—
Curi-ent producers, current measures, telegraph construc-

tion, duplex and submarine telegraphy, telephony, magneto
and dynamo-electric machines—description and comparison

of dill'erent systems ; electrical lighting, testing of strong

currents and electro-motive forces, ditl'erent systems of

lanips, photometers, electromotors, electric railways, itc.

' The 'fi lilts," says the Photographic Neirs, "is acquiring

quite a reputation for being behindhand with its news.

Photographing from a train in motion is a feat it has just

heard of, and probably next year we shall be told tho

operation can be performed on board a steamer as well.

Our contemporary also speaks of a shutter moving so

rapidly that 'only 1-lOOth of a second' exposure is given

by it. Apparently the Timof: is incapable of conceiving

anything faster than itself just now." Considering that

five years ago Janssen claimed to give only the 1 :200th of

a second exposure in his solar photographic operations at

INIeudon, the Times does seem rather behind the time.

Mkssrs.

publish a

SAMPSON Low,
:heap edition

Gilpin's "Forest Scenery,

up to date, bj' Mr. F. 0.

Leaves." It is a curious

third edition of " Forest

Gilpin himself, and which

reprint, was unknown to

this famous work, and the

British Museum.

Mausto.v, it Co. are about to

of the illustrated re-issue of
" edited, with notes bringing it

Heath, author of " Autumnal
fact that the existence" of the

Scenery," which was revised by

1 forms the text of Mr. Heath's

Sir T. D. Lander, first editor of

re is no copy of it even in the

The National Portrait Gallery is to be re-arranged, the

portraits now at the British Museum being added to the

collection. The (iallcry needs another change in the way
of subtraction. It is an insult to every lady and gentle-

man in the country, to every Englishman and every English

woman, that a National Portrait Gallery should include

portraits of the female associates of royal iniquity. No
man who has any respect for wife, oi- sister, or mother, or

daughter, should cross tlie threshold of the National Portrait

Gallery till these offensive pictures have been either removed

or put in a room by themselves—a Bad ( lallery, so to speak.

Whoever put these women among our national "celebrities"

might bo duly honoured by Iteing pictured in the same

room. That pr-rsons descended from their brood should be

in the I louse of Lords is an offence not now ea.sily corrected ;

but we need not have pictures thrust before us (as wUionnl,

save the mark) of those to whom the British nation owes

this legislative insult. It is understood that the queen's

sympathies are with those among the women of this

country who are good and pure. She possesses influence.

She should get the jades removed.

Mii8. Lanotky sailed for New York on the Hth.

American ladies did not welcome Mrs. Rousby very

warmly at their " receptions." Yet she was not the worst

actress England has sent across the Atlantic. One wonders

how they will receive Mrs. Langtry.

Ol'ii space having been somewhat encroached upon this

week, we shall have next week a thirty-two page number.
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GEOLOGY OF LLANDUDNO AND EHYL.
By W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.

{Continuedfrom paje 306.)

Tde Carboniferocs Fobmatiox.—Beds of the ^[o}'-nfain

or Corhoniffrous Limestone, preserved by their position at

the base of a synclinal curve, form Great Orme's Head :

the change of dip from northerly to horizontal, and then to

southerly, is well seen T\-hile taking a drive almig the mag-

nificent road of five miles in length -nhich encircles the
" Head." Little Onue's Head is a continuation of the

same rock, while Llandudno lies in the gap between the

two Heads, produced by the forces of denudation acting

on strata thrown into an anticlinal curve, and thereby

specially laid open to the atmospheric and marine forces.

Striking out to sea from Little Orme's Head and the

corresponding headland on the south side of Ehos Bay, the

Mountain Limestone cur\es round southwards beneath the

water, and strikes the coast again at Colwyn Bay, forming

the picturesque heights west of Abergele. From this point

the limestone strata extend southwards in a long narrow
line past Denbigh to the extremity of the Tale of Clwyd.
But while the strike of the limestone beds is north and south,

their dip is to the east In this direction they disappeai-

under the Xew Red Sandstone which forms the level sur-

face of the Vale of Clwyd, to be brought up again by a

fault which ranges along the eastern side of the valley and
exposes the Limestone in several patches, as near Bodfari
and Llan Yedr. At the north-east end of the Vale, the

Mountain Limestone forms the hill called Moel Hiraddug,
whence a line of hills runs eastwards to Prestatyn, and
thence southwards, forming the hills that lie west of Holy-
well and Mold.

Everywhere the Mountain Limestone presents a

similar appearance, as a thick bed of compact grey
stone, the central portion being lighter in colour, or

nearly white. Fossils are plentiful, especially in the
higher beds, chiefly such marine shells as Prodiiclvs,

X/ii/nchoneUa, and Spiri/era, branching corals called

Syringopora, and the little cup-coral {CijutJwphyUum)

;

while the- rings which were the joints of sea-lilies

(Crinoids), lie thickly on almost every slab. In the
quarries above Prestatyn I obtained many formidable-

looking fish-teeth belonging to the genus Bhi:odus. In the
Minera district, further south, Mr. Morton has recognized

four zones—Lower Grey, Lower White, Upper White, and
Upper Grey—each characterised by certain fossils, in the
Mountain Limestone, and any geologist who makes a stay

at Llandudno or Ehyl should bear this fact in mind, and
endeavour to trace these zones in his neighbourhood.

^lany bdes, or fissures fiUed with metallic ores, are
known. The most important of these is worked at

Talargoch, about three miles south-east of Rhyl ; it yields

about i',700 tons of zinc ore (value £12,000) and 900 tons
of lead ore richly impregnated with silver (value .£9,200),

annually. The limestone itself is largely quarried for

burning, for road-metal, and for building purposes.
Certain lieds of red sandstone and conglomerate underlie

the Mountain Limestone on the west side of the Vale of

Clwyd ; they occur in Ffernant Dingle, about one mile
souti of Llysfaen, also near Henllan. Tliese bods' have
been mapped as O/d Red Sandstone by the Survey, but I

believe they are identical with similar strata known in

the Lake District and in the Isle of Man, and that they
form the base of, and belong to, the Carboniferous Lime-
stone.

The Milhtone Grit is well seen resting upon the Lime-
stone at Gronant, Gwespyr, Holywell, and at many points

west and south of !Mold. There is a small patch of it in
the valley south of Little Orme's Head, and another round
St. Asaph. The lower beds are black and flinty-looking :

they are a kind of chert, and are quarried at Gronant to be
used in the Staflbrdshire Potteries ; above these cherty
bed come sandstones, not very coarse in texture, worked
at Gwespyr and other places for building-stones, mill-

stones, scythe-sharpeners, iVc. Fossils, with the excep-

tion of plant-markings, are scarce. Further south, near
Oswestry, the marine shells of the Mountain Limestone
have been found to range high up into the Millstone

Grit, and it would be a most interesting task for any
geologist residing in the neighV)Ourhood of Holywell or

Prestatyn to endeavour to determine whether the same
thing occurs further north.

The Coal-hteagures form a little coal-field along the Dee,

at Flint and Bagillt ; dipping under the river, the beds
rise again on the Cheshire side, where there is a colliery at

Xeston. The possibility of the occurrence of coal-seams

underneath the Vale of Clwyd has been considered, and in

1860 a borehole was made near the Foryd, close to Rhyl,

which passed through the following beds :

—

ALLVTUt Deposits, 54 (t. ; Gravel and Clay.
Glacial Beds. -t4ft. ; Bed Clay and Sand.
Xew Red Saxdstoxe, 500 ft. ; Red Sandstones and Shales.
CAKBOxiFERors ? 150 ft. ; Red ilarls and Shales.

Although it is a pity that the boring was not continued
to a greater depth than 7i8 feet, yet the probability is

against the occuiTence of useful coal-seams in this district.

The Trias or Xew Red Sandstone.—The soft red
sandstone which forms the level floor of the Vale of
Clwyd represents the Lower Bunter Sandstone of the

Midlands. Here, as elsewhere, it is quite unfossiliferous.

Glacial Deposits.—Nearly all the low ground of north-

east Wales has a coating of what is called Boulder Claij.

which is a reddish imstratified clay, containing an abund-
ance of scratched stones of aU sizes. This deposit creeps

up the hill-sides to a considerable height, while higher
still beds of gravel and sand are met with, also referable

to glacial times. Many travelled blocks of granite arc

found along the coast, some of which can be identified with
Lake-district rocks, having been carried southwards during
the glacial period by glaciers or icebergs. The smoothed
and rounded (»io!(to?inee) outlines of the hills. (best seen

from a distance), clearly tell of the passage of a hea\'7 mass
of ice over the district. Considered in this light, a study

of the pebbles on the beach will lie found interesting : at

Rhyl, since the town stands on a dead alluvial flat, this

will be the only use to which a geologist can put his

hammer ; an examination of the low sand-hills which here

fringe the coast will, however, show him the geological

phenomenon known as " false-bedding " in perfection.

Pre-histokic :Man.—Owing to the absence of flint, the

hills are not so productive of weapons fashioned out of that

(to savage tribes) favourite material as the Downs of

Yorkshire or Sussex. There are, however, numerous well-

preserved remains of tumuli, camps, and hut-dwellirgs.

Caves are not unfretjuent ; the best known is situated at

Cefn, about two miles south-west of St Asaph, half-way up
a vertical limestone clifl" ;W0 ft. high, overlooking a grand
ravine cut by the river Elwy. Here flint and stone im-

plements, with many teeth and bones of certain extinct

animals, have been found embixlded in the stalagmitic floor.

From these brief notes it will be seen tliat in this region

there is much for the beginner to learn, and many pro-

blems which an experienced geoloirist might render aid in

solving. My difficulty has been to compress a notice of

even the principal facts into the necessarily restricted limits,

of this article.
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THE AMATEUR ELECTRIC lAX.
KI.KCTIUCAl. MK.V.SIREMKXT.—IV.

HAVING explained Uie Volt and the OIuii, we now
come to a (juestion equally important, but perhaps a

littlf more intrioato, viz., the gtmii/t/i of t/ir mrni,/. The
nnit strengtli is called an Amptre, and is that amount of
lurrent nsulting from an electromotive force of one Volt
passing through a total n'sistance of one Olim. By the
total resistance is n\eant the resistance of the battery as
'veil a.'i the wire

; and whatever instruments may be in the
itvuit, so that the ordinary Daniell cell, while it has an

: -M F (electromotive force) of about one Volt, will notpro-
uice a current of one Ampere, liecause the resistance of the
cell is more than one Ohm ; it is, in fact, about ten Ohms.
fiuch a cell, having its poles connected by a short thick
strap of copper, would give a current equal to one tenth of
Ml Ampere. This is best seen by reference to the world-
fametl Ohm's Law. By some mysterious means this law,
doubtod and denied for half-a-century, now fully borne out
by experiment and accepted by every electrician, is by the
tyro or the student regarded with feelings somewhat akin
to awe, whereas it is in reality one of the simplest, most
beantiful, and most universally applicable in the whole
range of scientific inquiry. This great law is expressed by

the equation
ij

=C!.

'•r, in other words, the electromotive force (in Volts)
divided by the resistance (in Ohms) gives us the strength

of the current (in Amperes). The resistance embraces, as we
said, all re.sistances in the circuit.

We will endeavour to simplify matters Ity taking a few

examples. The resistance of a Daniell cell being 10 Ohms,
lit cells will offer 100 Ohms, .".0 cells .'>00 Ohms, and so on.

r.y joining the two ends of our battery together by means
of a short piece of thick wire, so as to oiler practically no
external resistance, we shall get

ith one eel! _- = — := 1

with 10 ce'

with 50

R~10
E_ K)^

I{~100^

and so on, showing that we get in each case -1 of an

Anipi-re, and that to all intents and purposes one cell is as

-ooti OS 100 cells. If, however, we insert resistance in the

xK-mal circuit, in the form of a telegrai>h win- and in-

trunients the rehult will be very diflerent. Suppose wo
Krtvp a linf offering 100 Ohms! Then, letting R=tho
re«i8tanc« of the battery, and 11'= the resistance of the

line, we gr-t

with one cell ^%,= ^}j^^= 00^

wiUi 10 cells ^ = IP = 050U + R' 100+100 "^"

with 20 ceiU

with .'lO cells

or,G
_E__ 20

R + R'~-'O0+100'
_E .^.0 _ .

R + R'~ 500+100"
'^^^

111 the first two instances the strength of the resulting

urr<nt increases considerably with the number of cells

Tnployerl, but in the two latt<r cases this proportion is not
Maintained, owing to the relative reduction in the value or
Miiportance of the line resistance. Taking a longer line,

ay I>ondon to Newcastle, offering 5,000 Ohms, including

300 Ohms for the resistance of tin

get
receiving apparatus, we
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will, if the E M F remains constant, vary in strength with

the resistance in the battery. Thus supposing a battery of

."i crlls in series yielding a current of -1 Ampere to produce

•i'l'.'l'^

I I H^

<D-
Fig. 1.

a deflection of 5", two such batteries placed side by side as

ill Fig. 1, will yield -2 Ampere and produce a deflection of
10°. The equation in the second case becomes

because in adding the second battery we practically double

the size of the original cells, and so halve the resistance.

The EM F is not affected, as the energy or potential of the

current is independent of any variation in the size of the

plates.

Tliis topic will be resumed in our next.

NIGHTS WITH A THREE-INCH
TELESCOPE.

By a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

(Continued from pane 311.)

IF the reader will lish with a power of 70 or 80 between

/5 Cygni and Delphinus, some 7° south-east of the former

star, lie will strike upon that very curious object, 27 Messier,

Vulpeculse—the so-called " Dumb Bell " nebula, of which

ridiculous pictures appear in certain works on popular

astronomy. We have done what we could to present a

portrait of tliis nebula in Fig. .')6.

M. Vulpccul; H Driiconii

The sprawling constellation Draco, which straggles over

so much of the circumpolar sky, is our next in order for

examination. From its situation the amateur can scarcely

expect to scrutinise many of its chief objects in suacession

without getting a back-ache, and a still' neck to boot, so

inconveniently are they placed. Let us, however, express

a liope that the intellectual pleasure to be derived from

such a search may quite outweigh its concomitant physical

discomfort. If we draw a line from -/ Draconis, through

/3, and carry it on twice the distance between them, Wf
shall strike 17 Draconis, a pretty and intirestiiig triple.

fi Draconis, a close but easy pair, is shown in Fig. .">7.

Rather more than 1 \° south of /5 Draconis is a small but

very pretty double star, 147 of Piazzi's hour XVII. It

is invisible to the naked eye. If we draw a line from

the Pole Star to y Draconis, and fish on it, about half

way between those stars, with a low power, we shall light

upon that strange object, Herschel .'57, IV., Draconis.

This is the nebula which our greatest living English

spectroscopist. Dr. Huggins, found to be gaseous, in 18C4.

A'iewed in the instrument employed for the purpose of

these papers, it presents the appearance of a large pale

blue star out of focus. South-east of t Urs;e Minoris

to Draconis will be found. It is a wide and ea.sy pair.

159 Draconis, half-way between y and i, ajipears in the

books as a triple star. It will require an extremely tine

night and a high power, however, to show the comes to

the principal star, whose light and proximity (juite over-

power it ; so that it will ordinarily appear as a very wide

double only, in a three-inch telescope, a Draconis is a wide

pair, but the colours are very pretty. The last object in

this constellation which we shall look at to night, t Dra-

conis, will form a severe test, at once for the observer's

instrument and his eye, and for the state of the atmo-

sphere. He must employ the highest power at his com-

mand, and even then the companion will often be involved

in the diffraction ring surrounding the larger star. Fig. -^S

gives an idea of this star when caught at moments of the

best vision.

D

EARTHQUAKES IN THE BRITISH
ISLES.—I.

R. MILNE, recently returned from Japan, notes that

men in England pay less attention to earth

tremblings than they merit, though we have no such reason

for noting them as they ha\ e in Japan. We aic, however,

all interested in the question whether this, our country, is

liable—even at lon^r interv.als of time—to the influence of

destructive earthquakes. We know that there arc coun-

tries which seem as firm and unshaken as our own is wont

to be—countries which have remained for . enturies undis-

turbed by any save the faintest indications of earth-

tremor, whicli have yet been suddenly visited by those

fierce throes which hurl in a few minutes the largest and

best built cities to the ground. We ask ourselves whether

the inhabitants of Lisbon could have felt less secure than

we ourselves do of immunity from serious danger! Yet

we know that without warning, that large city was made

in a few moments a mere heap of ruins, in and around

which lay the unburied bodies of sixty thousand of her

inhabitants.

We often have had evidence that our country is, at lea.st,

not wholly unaflected by the action of subterranean distur-

bances. An area one hundred and fifty miles long ami

some seventy miles wide--possibly much larger—was dis-

turbed only some twelve years ago by a smart shock of

earthquake. The eflects produced by the shock were not

very remarkable—indeed, when one compares them witli

the efl'ects of the late earth-throes in Panama, British

earthquakes generally remind us of the old line,

" Sloiitos pnvturiuiit, imscitur liiliciilus imis."

The solid foundations of England may be shaken, with no

more remarkable results than the disturbance of a few

people in bed at the time, noises " resembling the scurrying;
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•" rats or mice across tlie room," rattling of crockery-ware

..a cuplxMird, "as though a cat were shaking a shelf," and

on. Yet Ihfre the earthquake is, and it is quite possible

•Jiat the force which actually produces the disturbance is

ic of tremendous energy. For it is an unsound argument

t 1 jHjint to the cllV-cts which luay be protluced by ordinary

;rface shocks. It is true that the fall of a building, the

xplosion of a magazine, and even the passing of a vehicle,

^vill sliake tlie ground. Hut the conclusion often drawn
i:>>ni these fact.s—namely, that an earthquake may come

f ver>- sliijht and local causes— is unsound. A shock which

1 felt over half this island comes from no slight cause, anil

is in no way comparable with disturbances which are e.\-

|^?ricnced over an area of but a few miles at tlie outside, as

•Allen a i>owder magazine exjilodes. The subterranean

urce of these wide-spi-ead quiverings of our stable English

,round are, we may be sure, dcej)seated and energetic,

. -.en if it underlies immediately the region in which its

ac:tion is frit. But if, as is probably the case, the throe is

propagat**! from a distant source, and comes to the surface,

so to speak, in our western counties, it may \)e comparable

i:i ener^, for auglit we know, to some of those violent

il.terranean heavings which liave worked the most terrible

L.ischief to tlie human race.

Indeed, we have good reason for believing tliat the earth-

I'lakes felt in England lielong to the same system, and

ome from the same centre of subterranean action, as those

\v hich have shaken Portugal, Morocco, and Algiers, Southern

Italy, Tnrkey-in-Europe, and Asia Jlinor. There is a

I -culiarity about the British earthquakes which is well

\^ ortli noticing, and seems to Ije e.\plicable in no other way.

Thrc* hundred earthquakes and upwards liave been recorded

a=. having shaken these islands, and it has been found that

.li nearly every instance the wave of disturbance has tra-

\-lled in the same direction. This direction is (roughly)

•:om south-west to north-east, and the seat of disturbance

thus indicated is that submarine region between the Azores,

r^neritle, and the Cape Verde Islands, which is looked upon
x-, the principal source of the greater European eartluiuakes.

Precisely as the last of the great earthwaves wliicli devas-

tates! Peru came sweeping in from the Pacific, so the throes

which destroyed LislK)n in 17-'>'.» swept in from the west.

And though there arc other sources of di.sturbance in the

South-European volcanic district, yet it has been the opinion

of thf most eminent geologists that these all communicate
with the source underlying the western Atlantic, and that

the latter source is the most deep-seated and therefore the

most important of them all.

We proceed to give a brief account of the most remark-

able evidences wliicli these islands have a(rorded of the

energy of subterranean forces, either acting immediat<'ly

beneath them, or propagated along deep-lying channels

from the far distant seat of disturbance which we have
indicated.

.'^ome of tlie earlier earthquakes of which records have
Utn hand*-d down woidd seem, if the accounts can be

trustf-d, to have Ix'cn much more imjtortant than those

which have recently taken place. Wendover relat<-s that

in 07 \ the whole of England was shaken by a great earth-

quake ; and the earthquake of 1 08 1 was accompanied, we
are told, by a tremendous roaring noise—"a heavy VjcIIow-

ing,** as one chronicler says— which was heard throughout
the length and breadtli of tin; land. In the Sa.Yon chronicle

it is stated that there was, in )Of<I), "a mickle earth-

stirring over all England 1 A somewhat remarkable efl'ect

was axcrilied to this earthquake. It hajifiened that the
liarv<i,t wan verj* backward in that year, and it was sup-

posed that this wa« due to Uie earthquake, as though per-

haps the seeds had l>een shaken somewhat down from their

original place, and had so taken a longer tiiiu' in attaining

maturity.

A very singular event occurred in 1110. During the

occurrence of a very sharp shock of earthquake at Shrews-

bury, the River Trent was dried up at Nottingham "from
morning to tlie third hour of the day," says tlie narrator,

Florence of Worcester, " so that men walked dryshod
through its channel."

We are now approaching a period when the most
remarkable earthquakes which have ever been known in

England were experienced. In ll.'J.S a great earthquake
was felt over a large part of Groat Britain. In 11G5,

according to JIatthew Paris, " there was an earthquake in

Ely, Norfolk, and Suflblk, so that it threw down men who
were standing, and rang the bells." In lisri, shocks were

felt which were so violent that Lincoln Cathedral was flung

down, and an immense amount of mischief was worked in

that and neighbouring counties. Two years later there

hap]iened another earthquake, in which, according to

Matthew Paris, many V)uildings, and some which were

strong and well established, were thrown down.

If we are to believe Matthew Paris, the earthquake

which took place in lL'47 was attended by some very note-

worthy phenomena. He relates that the shock was ex-

perienced witli especial violence on the banks of the

Thames, where many buildings were flung to the ground.

But the singular feature of the event was that, a few days

after, the sea became unnaturally calm, as if the tides had

ceased, and so remained for about three months. It seems

dillicult, however, to associate the two events together in

any way ; and doubtless the calm of the sea, though it

may have been remarkable, is to bo ascribed to ordinary

causes. Possibly the character of the phenomenon has been

much exaggerated.

In l:i4S, the western parts of England were shaken

with an energy far exceeding anything which has been

known in recent times. Wide rents were opened in the

churches of the diocese of Bath, and a portion of the tower

of Wells Cathedral was flung down and fell through tlu;

roof. The cathedral at St. David's was also seriously

damaged.
But from all accounts, it would seem that the earth-

quake of September, 127.'), the last of the series of events

whicli beh^nged to the epoch wo have referred to above, was

the most remarkable of them all. Matthew of Westminster

relat<'S that " by the violence of this earthquake the church

of Saint Michael of the Hill, outside Glastonbury, fell down
levelled with the soil." And it is said that many of the

largest churches in England were destroyed or greatly

injured by the same shock.

It is rather a singular circumstance that this period of

activity was associated with an interval during which

Mount Vesuvius was remarkably quiescent. After tin-

eruption of 10(9, ninety years pa.ssed, during which the

mountain was not disturbed, and then another long rest of

108 years. That this repose was not duo to ony inter-

mittencc of subterranean action is clear from the fact that

the volcanic district around Vesuvius was forced into un-

usual activity— as if an effort were made in this way to

compensate for the temporary cessation of the great crater's

activity as an outlet of discharge to the elastic fluids and

lava which are formed during 8ubt<!rranean disturlmnces. It

is related that the Solfatara I/ake was in eruption, and the

volcanic islanrl of Ischia, which had been at rest for

fourt<*ii centuries, was roused into so active a state that

in 1.302, aft<;r many heavings, the island gave vent to a

lava-stream of enonnous dimensions. I'his stream flowed

for a distance of two miles.

it may seem startling to many to find earthijuakes in
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England associated with the movements of so distant a

volcano, but we shall see as we proceed that there is good

reason for believing that an association of this sort actually

exists. Very few geologists doubt, indeed, that Vesuvius

is connected with the region of disturbance we have already

referred to as the probable centre whence English earth-

wravea have been propagated.

THE COMET.
Br THE Editor.

(Continued from page 328.)

IF we are right in concluding that the comet which

passe<l its perihelion on Sept IV is the same body

which was seen in 166S, 1S43, and 1.^80, the inference

unquestionably is that the comet will before very long lie

destroyed by being absorbed into the sun. Let us inquire

how this process of absorption, or such a process, would

take place. I find that very erroneous ideas are

commonly entertained on this suViject It is supposed liy

many that each successive return must of necessity pro-

duce' greater and greater effect : and again, that the

acti6n by which the orbit is changed from a long oval to

a circle is that which must in most marked degree affect

the comet's physical condition. But the reverse is, in both

instances, the case. Theoretically the effect at each return

to perihelion ought to be less and less in the comet itself,

and diminish its period and the length of the greater axis

of its orbit in less and less degree : and again, the effects

produced on the comet's physical condition by solar action

will theoretically be enormously greater after the orbit has

been changed to the circular form than they are now while

the orbit is elliptical

Let us, in the first place, consider the varying velocities

of the comet at its point of nearest approach to the sun,

this point—the perihelion—remaining unchanged in

position, but the greater axis and period diminishing.

The formula for the velocity at any point in an elliptic

orbit is as follows :

—

v==o(£->)

where C represents the accelerating force of the sun at a

unit of distance, a the mean distance or half major a.vis of

the orbit, and / the distance of the body at the moment.
Suppose now that the distance of our comet from the

sun's centre, in perihelion, is half-a-million of miles, or

roughly, one 18-"ith part of the earth's mean distance, and
note that a bod_v mo\-ing in an orbit having an infinite

major axis and perihelion 430,000 miles from sun's centre

would travel at a rate of 380 miles per second. Thus we

which our comet,coming originally from a practically infinite

distance, reached its perihelion on its first visit to our solar

system, we have
o

V^ = C

wherefore \-

500,000

380 ' *^yg = 380^86=355.

Let us find now a general formula connecting the velocity

»' at distance r in a parabolic orbit with v the velocity

at distance r in an elliptic orbit, having mean distance

a. We have
-

. = c(?-^)
\r a'

I- r V /• a/ ia-r

and

and so long as c is very small compared with a we have
11 -kj _ ?(—

»

r _ r

f ia — r u 4« 4f7

This is a very convenient formula in the case of our
comet, for we have in this case *'= 352 (miles per second).

Thus, suppose the mean distance « reduced from infinity to

3,000,000,000 ; then velocity in perihelion (at 500,000
miles from sun's centre) is less than this by

5 352

120000 (352) or by o^qoo "'^^^ P®"" second,

i.e., by less than ^\th of a mile, or 26 yards per second.

This is all the reduction of velocity in or near perihelion

required to change the orbit from the parabolic form to an
elliptic orbit, having a mean distance rather greater than
Neptune's, and a period not very ditl'erent from the time
occupied by the comet in returning after its ^-isit in 1668.

For, putting 1843 as the time of its next return, and,

therefore, 17.t years as its time of circuit, we find the mean

distance corresponding to this period to be % '(17.'>)-. Here
is a case for the use of logarithms : (for who wants to square

175, and then work out the cube root of the result ? Not
I, certainly : but)

—

losr. 175 = 2-24304

3)4-48608

1-49536 = log. 31-287

showing a distance 31^ times the earth's, or about 2,910

mOLions of miles.

Next, let us see what reduction would be necessary to

reduce the mean distance to 1,000 millions of miles. The
same process shows that the loss of velocity is

—'—- (352) or -^-^ miles,
40000 ^ ' 8000

i.e., about three times as much as in the former case,

say 78 yards per second, which means a further loss of

velocity at this next perihelion passage of al>out 52 yards

per second. This corresponds nearly enough with the

period of 37 years, in which the comet seems to have per-

formed its next circuit,—between 1843 and 1880. For

we get in that case for the mean distance i/'(37)- : whence

the sum
log. 37= 1-56820

add log. 03,000,000:

1 04547
;
7 -96848

9-01395=log. 1,032,000,000.

So that if the comet came out from a practically infinite

distance, and were retarded during perihelion passage V»y

only 26 yards, it would circuit next in a period of 175

years : and if at its next return it lost only 5:2 yards per

second mon; it would complete its next circuit in 37 years,

or therealwuts.

But now, what would be its velocity in perihelion, if it

travelled once round the sun in 2| years, its perihelion

distance of 500,000 miles being unaltered 1 The mean

distance corresponding to this period will be^'^V' times the

earth's. =yrill
Now log. 7 111 =085193
Jrd of this =0 28398
L"g. eartli's distance =7 06848

6-2.5246 =log. 178,840,000.
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Thus the mean distAuco of the comet during its last

ciri-uit was no less than ITt'.iS 10,000 luilcs, its greatest

distance nearly twice this, or, roughly, about 357,000,000

u]ile&

The velocity in perihelion corresponding to this mean
distance is less than tlic velocity per second with which the

comet first reached perihelion, by

J^(3-.-J)orbv 3'V;00^j,^
71,:>36

^
• 143,072

This is about a quarter of a mile or more, exactly 410 yards

per sei-ond, a reduction of velocity much more important

than either of the former two, but still small enough

compared with the velocity actually possessed by the comet

in perihelion. The actual reduction from that at the j)re-

itnling perihelion passage is (410 — 78), or 332 yards.

A still larger reduction in tlie velocity at perihelion

would be recjuired to reduce the period from two j-ears

eight months, to one year. For with the latter period

the reduction of velocity in perihelion from that due to

motion in a parabolic orbit would be

5(352) ++ , .,
,

4x930°'" 93 of. a mile per second.

This is about 833 yards per second, or a reduction from

the velocity at the preceding perihelion passage by
833— 332 = .")01 yards per second.

There is reason to l>elieve that a more important reduction

than tliis took place—in which case the comet will be back

in less than a year.

SCIEXCK OF 77/ A' TIMES.

SCIENTIFIC articles in 7'A.- Tlmrs ar.' generally worth

reading, for the same reason that the Spartan helots,

when disguised in liquor, were worth watching—to wit, as

awful examples. But there arc degrees, even in such cases

as these. Under what conditions, we wonder, can the

following sentences from an article on earthquakes have

be<'n written ^—" When the earth was conceived to be a

crust tloatint; on a sea of liquid fire, observation alone, and
not experiment, seemed applicable to the storms which

tossed and blasted the superincumbent mass. The ocean

of molten lava resembled a capricious monster, which obeyed

impulses incomprehensible to the sufferers by its fretful

furj-. An earthquake, according to the more recent belief,

which Mr. Mallets reasonings and illustrations have raised

to the level of a law, is but a variety, gigantic in its pro-

portions, of a process always in operation, and among the

regular machinery for the action of nature." [Did any-

one ever read such Knglish '(] "The earth is perpetually

br<-athing and sighing throughout its whole frame. Its

throbs cause a succession of minute motions as pene-

trating as the laltours of earth-worms, and as effective.

Sfjniewhere a1>out the stupendous mass a similar species of

movement is ever manifesting itself with a larger volume
in the form of oscillations. .... As Professor Milne
remarks, in the origin of the aj>tonisliing ebullitions called

earthquakes principal are usually modified by secondary
causes. .... The object of Professor Milne's lett<;r is to

urge the claims of seismology tc> fuller recognition in

countries tc/iicA n^it/icr can boagl nor have causa to

drrml thf. iMTlhtiuakes of the J'acific. Phenomena, he
point* out, are present in unfailing and unvarying
abundance within thes*- more t^-niperate regions. They
wait or they c<imc l<ack to Ix; inspected with a fjatience

and a rffgularity unknown in the resorts of earthquakes.
Modem s<.'ience has no inclination to toleratr; that the earth

should Vje suffering incessant modifications without inquiring

what they are and how they are accomplished. Nature
and its acts and faculties have too complete an unity for

science to possess any option of neglect were it disposed

to be neglectful. 'J'he mieroseinmic motions and the oscil-

Uuions to which Mr. J/ilne ri'/ern, {f they are jmrt of the

ordinarij economy of nature, must mi.c with and all'ect all the

rest of' its departments. Even/or the purposes of experiment,
it is ilnpossilile to ' Iniry' or ' eat them up.' The sole remedy
is to consult them. The field has as yet few explorers. Its

conditions of exploration and the attainable results are

hypothetical. An extraordinary assemblage of phenomena
is sure to reward the eaily pioneers, lliey have a new
world before them. But nature, the more multiform its

energy and manner of working, shows itself only the more;

uniform at heart. Its laws are as simple as their agencies

are complex. Science dissipates mysteries at the moment of

(/rasping them. When the recesses of the earth are probe/
thry will lie found to hide -no dark secrets defying tests and
(trraiigeiiii nts. The same analysis which promises to re-

duce earth tremors to a system, and display by what
physical instruments they are produced, may supply a clue

to the portent of an earthquake, yulure is as impatient (f
mdiislrosilies as sciei.ce. ]Vhen nature and science are

hthonring together apparent physical anomalies are very

speedily smoothed out and effaced."

Comment on inanities such as these would be idle. We
have italicised the most salient absurdities, but there is

little to choose between these and the others, or between
the passages we have quoted and the rest of this scientific

" leadc^r." If these are ourjeaders, heaven help the led.

Yet many wonder that " the general reader " is not

attracted by science. How should he be when it is pre-

sented in such garb as this 1

A HINT TO BOTANISTS:
OR LEAF COPYING.

IN reading the interesting account on the method of

taking the impression of butterflies' wings, which 1

have often myself practised, I recalled a very simple,

though excellent, plan for taking the impression of leaves

and flowers which I think is not generally known, and
which I intend to describe so that our entomologica?
friends may not have all the advantage over our botanical

scientists. In the first place procure a small bottle of oil

(I always use olive), a camel'shair brush or piece of rag,

half-a-dozen sheets of white unruled copying paper, and a
few sheets of white notepaper, also a good old-fashioned

tallow candle with a large wick ; having placed these

articles ready to hand, commence operations by taking the
leaves you wish to perform upon and putting them undei-

a press, if you possess or.e, or put them in a largo book so

as to get them with a fairly even surface ; then take a

large sheet of your copying paper and oil it completely by
rubbing it with your rag, taking care not to put on more
oil than is necessary ; this oiled paper must then be

placed in a good draught or in the open air till it

is fairly dr}'* (as otherwise the impression will be

faint). When it is ready, light jour homely tallow,

and taking the corners of your oiled paper, hold it over

the candle so that the flame just touches it, moving it

about to prevent it from scorching. Do this until a fine

layer of carbon is deposited on the paper, tliick enough to

only just see the light of the candle through the paper as

• Yon can, of course, filwnyB keep some roudy, an it tukoH nljout

two or tbrco hourg to got moderately dry.
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you hold it over it. Be careful that the paper is equally
black all over, as otherwise the impression will be blotchy.

When you have clone this, extinguish your candle and
place your prepared paper on the table, black side upper-
most. Then take your leaf on which you are going to

perform, and, cutting out a piece of black paper of that

size, place the leaf upon it ; then, over that, place another
sheet of paper, and with your finger rub carefully and
evenly o\er the place where the leaf is, taking care not to

shift its position. After this, lift off the top paper, and
carefully raise your leaf from the blackened paper on to a

.sheet of white note-paper, and, when once you have laid it

on, do not move it in the least, or it will smear; then,

placing a.clean piece of paper to cover the leaf, again rub
well, and quite evenly, over where the leaf lies, for about
two minutes ; then remove your paper and leaf and you
\\ill find a beautiful impression of the leaf, with all the
Acins, even to the most minute, standing out in black. If

this is allowed to dry it will not smear in the least, and
will always retain its original freshness.

I do not suppose that my explanation has been very
clear, but I have tried to make it as plain as possible. I

have seen a very beautiful collection of flowers and leaves

done by this method, and when they are arranged in

groups or various forms, according to taste, they produce a
very pretty effect Some think tinting them with colours

also very effective, but that is as your fancy may dictate.

J. F. Roberts.

Electrotyping Telegraph Wires.—The Postal Tele-

graph Company of New York have recently acquired an
electrotyping establishment in Ansonia, Connecticut, for

the purpose of covering the steel w ire they employ with a

deposit of copper. The present capacity of the works is

sufficient to deposit two tons of copper a day, and extensions

are now in progress to treble this amount. When these

extensions are completed, !)80-horse power will be employed
to drive dynamo machines for supplying the current

necessary to cover thirty miles of wire a day, with 500 lb.

of copper per mile.

On Monday a deputation waited upon Mr. Rhaw-
Lefevre with reference; to the restricted facilities for

entrance to Kew Gardens. The deputation complained

that not only were the public excluded from the gardens

every day until after 1 o'clock, but the Temperate-house

gate, close to the very handsome picture gallery, recently pre-

sented by Miss North, was being bricked up, and another

entrance made 3.50 yards further down the road towards

Richmond. It was pointed out that a large number of

houses, ranging in value from .£100 to .£300 per annum,
had been erected near th(! Temperate-house gate, and a new
road made leading from the railway station to it, in the

hope that it would be opened to the pul)lic, but the new
gate would be at a spot where there was no population,

and would give access to the least interesting part of the

gardens. Mr. Shaw-Lefevre informed the deputation that

the work was being carried out on the recommendation of

Sir Joseph Hooker, the director, who had represented

to the Department that it was for the public advantage.

It was not desirous to multiply the entrances to the

gardens. It was intended not only to lirick up the

Temperate-house gate, which had never been open to tlie

public, but also to close the entrance now availaljlo for the

public near Richmond, opening instead the new gate, which
would be very ornamental, between the two. He would
consider whether railings could be substituted for bricking-

up the Temperate-house gate, so as not to shut out the view

from the road. [Why not railings all along 1—Ed.]

ilfbi'ttosf.

MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.*

ELECTRICAL science and its applications have forced

themselves so prominently before the public during
the past few years, that it is only natural we should observe
a considerable increase in the number of^jublications issued

with a view to giving more or less reliable information to

those who desire it, or, we may rather say, to cultivate a
more extensive taste for it. Amongst the class-books de-

signed for the use of those who, having no previous know-
ledge of the subject, are anxious to make themselves
practically acquainted with its many mysteries, we know
of no better than the little work now before us. Dr.
Wormell has already gained a well-merited reputation in

the world of physical science, which cannot fail to be
increa.sed by this, his latest eflbrt. He aptly points out
in the preface that " the general purpose of science in

education is to cultivate in the student an intelligent

attitude of mind in relation to the things and phenomena
about him, and to give him ability to describe as well as to

examine and use them." The author has, therefore, taken
considerable trouble to incorporate an excellent series of

instructions in laboratory practice, and has thereby assigned

to the work a place by itself. The practice is designed

mostly with apparatus of an extremely inexpensive but
very efiicient kind, and such as can generally be made by
the student. The book is divided into a number of
" lectures," each one dealing with a special branch, the

lectures on Magnetism being uniformly good, and several

of the experiments of a very telling but simple nature.

Terrestrial magnetism and its effects upon iron ships, with

the means devised for the " correction " of their permanent
and temporary magnetisations, are very ably dealt with, and
the dangers that would accrue were such corrections neg-

lected, are pointed out and illustrated. In the lectures on
Electricity, the studious combination of hand and head-work
is continued, the experiments growing in interest and im-

portance; liut perhaps the best portions of the book are those

which deal with measurements and instruments for measur-

ing—best, not so much because of their superiority over

the other chapters or lectures, but rather because there

has hitherto been far too strong a tendency to ignore that

branch of the science which entitles it to a place amongst
the exact sciences. The lecture on " Capacity and Poten-

tial " is an unusually clear and concise exposition of what
appears to be to the student one of his greatest difficulties.

It makes the important relationship existing between
capacity and potential so easily comprehensible, that no
further trouble with the subject should be experienced.

Careful attention has also been devoted to the explanation

of the principles involved in magneto and dynamo-electric

machines, as well as telephony and other applications of

electricity.

The work is almost free from errors. There are, liow-

ever, a few—possibly printers'—mistakes in the telef»raphic

characters, and it is to be regretted than an instrument

which has been out of date these last twenty years should

be given as an illustration of the Morse telegrajih instru-

ment of today. A more serious error has crept in on

page 131, wliere, using a Galvanometer of low resistance, it

is stated that cells being added in series to increase the

electromotive force (E. M. F.), "the current (c) is propor-

tional to the E. M. F. producing it, or .... C varies

• Jl/n<;iu'<ii!iii and Kleclrieitij. An KUmeniary Teil-ltook fir
Studeulg. Uy Ui<iiari> Wokmki.i., D.Sc. XI. .\., Head-Master of tlie

City of LoiKlon MiiUllo-Class Schools, (bumlon : Thomas Murby.i
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as E." This is only true when the external resistance is

greatly in excess of the internal resistance. The error is,

however, corrected further on in the excellent lecture on
" Resistances."

AltogetluT the book comniands a front rank amongst
elementary textbooks, ami is well wortliy of our recom-

mendation. It is written in language which is simple Imt

to the )>oiut, and our praise is due for the manner in

which so much reliable information has been intelligibly

compressed into so small a compass.

TuK Electric Liuht at Watekloo House.— The
\tcnsive premises, situated at the corner of Cockspur-

street, in the occupation of Messrs. Hailing, Pearce, A
Stone, have just V)een titled with sixteen arc lamps by the

Metropolitan (Brush) Electric Light t'ompany, the motive
power being derived from a 1 2 horse-power (nominal) Otto
gas-engine,

Wb shall have HanifKlen and the three-headed Parallax

(Ooulden-Birley-Kowbotliam) upon us. The daily papers

tell the following story :
—" An interesting experiment

in signalling by sunshine has been made by our army
in Egypt. Colonel Keyser ascended one of the Pyramids
near Cairo, and setting up a heliographic mirror, reflected

a ray of sunshine all the way to Alexandria, a distance of

some ISO miles. The signals, a]>pearing like pin-points of

brightness, were distinctly readable on tlio coast, and took

the form of a mc-^age from Sir Garnet Wolselcy to the

Khedive" The distance is scarcely 120 miles; nearerllO:
but taking six inches for the depression in one mile from
earth-cur\-ature, corrected for refi-action, we find for 5.")

miles a depression of more than l,40O feet; so that a
tangent to the earth's surface at a point midway between
Alexandria and the Pyramids, would pass 1,100 feet above
each of those places. Thus, if the mirror were 1,400 feet

al)Ove the sea-level at the Pyramids, it might have reflected

sun-rays to a point 1, HilJ feet above the sea level at Alex-
andria. But a le.ss height at either end would not serve,

or if there were a less height at one. then there must be a
great<r height at the other.

Elements of the Comet.—As we expected. Dr. Hind's
elements of the new comet, as given in our last number,
have had to receive considerable modification. Instead of

making the logarithm of the perihelion distance ^ 00201,
he makes it now T'.iUC-'i.'i. The eflect of this on the esti-

mated p<'rihelion distance in miles may be seen from the
two following little sums :

—

10 + log. j>erihelion distance=8 00201 or 7-90G.')3

log. earth's distance =7-90848 790848

C-OG049 .5-87501

These logarithms correspond to a perihelion distance of

1,11 ."i/JOy miles and 7">0,000 miles respectively. We believe

the distance we adopt, d, viz., .500,000 miles, is nearer the
mark. At any rate, this approach liy 3C.'5,000 miles to our
e»timat4- is satisfactoiy. Dr. Hind remarks that his lat<;r

elements atrord indication of disturbance of the comet's
motion n<ar the time of passag'- through perihelion. It
can l>c shown from his elements that, at the time when
Mr. Gill sivw the conx.t touching the sun's limb (the edge
of the sun's disc), it should ha^e been projected more than
->' within the limb. It follows that the comet was much
ntardwl fjuring perih<lion passage, as wi; shall show more
f^articularly next week. All yet known aljout the comet
tfcnds to show that the comet of 100."^, of 1843, of 1880,
and of I "82 are <//<-, and tliat at the place of nearest
approach to the sun this comet is very seriously distorbed.

lettfrs to tf)t ©liitor.
[Tk0 SJitor {lofiMotMoId himsflfrefponiiibU/ur the opiuioniiofhi$ corretpondent»,

le coHNot utiJertakt to rrtum mtinutrrit'tt or 'to corr<ff>omi tcith their vrit«r$. AH
Bible, coiitiMtentltf with full and cleur ttatt-

ttrett, W.C.
Alt Remittane€$, Chequee, and Pott-OMce Orders ahouU be made pavahle io

Uesert. H>miiH 4" Son*.
\* All letter* to the Editor %rill he Kumhered. For convenience qf reference

^

" In knowledf^e, that man onlv is to be contonmod nn<

statoof traoBition Nor ia there Biiylhiiig

than fliity of opinion."—Jiirarfwj/.
" Show me a man who makes u'o mistakes, and I will

done Dothint;,"

—

Liebig.

SATURN'S RINGS,

1 592]—As I am interested in the inquiry which has

been made respecting the discovery of the primary division

in Saturn's ring, will you kindly inform me where the copy
of J'/iildso/iJitriif Tnitisdctions, vol. i., which contains that

drawing of the planet of which you have given a repre-

sentation in Knowledge, No. 49, p. 307, can be seen, or

in whose possession it is ( A friend of mine has examined
no less than seven copies of the said volume, and has not
been able to find it. C. L. Piuncb,

The Obser\atory, Crowborough Beacon,

Tunbridgc Wells.

Ii-ncl to wliich Mr.
:i(r ilio imrticulars

) ii-om tlio first

I lir condiMiacd or
:.ir. ,N"oblc, hut t)ie

Mr. Ijynn romarka

[Mil. T. Wahii, who kindly sent \.^ u

l^rince refers, will, we liavo no doulii •

rcinn'ri'd. The extract is (Mr. \\ i

vohinie of the i'hifosojj/iicaJ rivi»

cjiitomised one which was rcfcnod i >

original issue thnt came out in monthly
in the Alhenaum on the difleronco between the picture, cf which
Mr. Ward has Biipplicd a facsimile, and the one jjrofessinK to bo a
copy of it, " 80 that some carelossncss was committed in roproduc-
ing it." It seems clear that the engraver carefully rouiovod the

very fcaturo which IJuU had been careful to indicate as anomaloQs.
Kvery one who has had much to do with scientilic illustrations will

understand how tho thing was done. Tho engraver removed what
he regarded as a fault in drawing—result, a valuolcss picture. The
picture sent by Mr. Ward shows what Ball really saw,—or rather

what, by a curious optical delusion, he scomod to boo. Wo must
thank Captain Noble for restoring to Cassini tho credit (whatever
it moy be wortli) which is due to him in this matter.]

UIGU TIDES.

[593]—In your issue of Sept. 29 you kindly inserted my pri'-

dictions of the high tides of Sept. 2030. It may interest some
of your readers to know how far these predictions were fulUllod.

I take tho computations as they stand in your pajx)r, with Hft. (iin.

deducted, as there directed, and the observations arc thoHc made at

the self-registering gauge at (icorgo's I'ior, Jiivorjiool, from the

level of tho Old IJock sill. It will bo noticed how accurately the

"iliumal inequality" is accounted for:

—

Dale. Calculation. Olmiirvalioli. Error. Bar, Wind, diroclion and fo

1SH2 ft. in. ft. in. in.

Hc'pt. 20.., 1« !> 18 G 29.G R.E. fresh

20 7 20 t; 1 29.4 S.S.W. Blight

„ 27... 20 20 27.4 S. calm
22 3

20 7

29.5 W.K.W. very (

29.0 W.N.W. fresh

) 2 29.0 W.S.W. slight

i 2 29.0 W.S.W. fresh

; 7 29.0 W.S.W. very strong

Jamks Peabson, M.A., F.K.A.S.

I
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Loyo TRICYCLE HIDE.

[594]—Mr. G. S. Xewth, of Xew Collc<,'e, Hampstead, yesterday

rode to Bedford, 50^ miles, on tis " Otto," in the face of wind and
rain, leaving London at 5.30 a.m., reaching Bedford 10.45.

Starting on the return journey at 1.30, London wa.s reached by
six o'clock. Allowing 15 minutes for refreshment, the 50 mil<?3

were ridden in 4 hours 13 minutes, and the entire jotimey of 100

miles in 9J hours, without any previous training, and on wet, soft

roads. J. F. P.

Sept. 22.

WOLLASTOX AXD FAIRT-RIXGS.
[59S]—In justice to the memory of one who is no longer with

us, we beg, with your permission, to point out that the fungus
theory of the origin of fairy-rings, advocated by certain of your
correspondents, was propounded, so long ago as the beginning of

the centnrj-, by the celebrated Dr. Thomas Hyde WoUaston. His
paper on the subject is to be found in the Philosophical Transactions.

Alfbed W. Sow.\rd,

I. Probeet.

SPIRITUALISM.

[396]—^Abont eighteen months ago I attended a lecture of Mr.
Stuart Cumberland on spiritnalism, his object being to expose the

spiritualists. Considerable controversy took place between Mr.
Cumberland and his opponents, but the latter were entirely de-

feated, inasmuch as they were afraid to come on his platform, fear-

ful lest he should expose them. About ten months ago Mr. Carl
Von Buch, of Lancaster Gate, and a friend, were fortunate enough
to relate in the Times the capture made by them of a celebrated
medium in the act of personating a spirit. This occurred in the
i-ooms of the British Xational Association of Spiritualists, 38, Great
RusseU-strect, now reconstituted under another name, where similar

seances have been since held.

Recently, another weU-known medium of the Association, a Miss
Wood, was caught in the same manner by a spiritualist, who, having
had his suspicions aroused, seized the " Ghost," and found it to be
identical with the medium herself, while the chair was, of course,
empty. We shall again, probably, have another explanation from
the Central Association of Spiritualists, of the unfortunate medium
made by their spirits " to act part wholly irrespective of their own
volition," and other similar jargon, to prevent, if possible, the defec-
tion of their wavering adherents and the loss of substantial contri-
butions to the good cause. As long as the world exists there will be
dopes, and, therefore, knaves to dupe them, for the demand creates
supply, and the supernatural has always exercised a fascination over
many. The truths, if there be any, of spiritualism may be a legiti-

mate field for inquiry, but a few good exposes of paid mediums will

probably deter many from becoming victims to a fraud the worse in

that it trades on the most sacred of human feelings, viz.. the sanctitv
of tlie dead. E. P. W.

"

DR. HUNTERS EXPERIMENTS.
[397]—Allow me to remark that Professor Owen's statement

regarding Hunter's discoveries (Kxowlebge, July 2S) does not
agree with Sir William Fergusson's, mentioned in one of thg
articles on Vivisection in the Xineteenth Century (February, 1882).
Sir William Fergusson says :

—" So far as I have been able to make
out—and I have inquired into the subject—Hunter's first experi-
ment, if it may so Ijc called, was on the human subject ; and it was
long after he had repeated his operation on the human subject, and
others had repeated it, that the fashion of tying arteries on the
lower animals originated and was developed."
San Remo. H.\tiiilue v.vs Evs.

THi: FIFTEEN PUZZLE.

[598]—The " box-turning " solution of this puzzle from the lost

position 'can be accomplished in 39 moves bv moving the blocks in

the follo»-ing order:—14, 15; 10, 6; 7; 11, 15; 10, 13 ; 9, 5, 1

;

2,3,1; 8,12; 15; 10; 13,9; 5,1,2; 3,4,8; 12,15,14; 13,9,5;
1, 2, 3 ; 4, 8, 12 ; turning the box whenever you please. A. B.

FLINT JACK.

[599]—Seeing that a reader of K.sowledgf. (page 268) wishes to

know where and how the wanderings of this celebrato<l man were
ended, 1 wrote to the head-master of a large public school when- I

had heard " Flint Jack" mentioned in a lecture, and lie kindly in-

formed me that ho had seen a collection of his manufactures and a
photograph of him in the Blackmore Museum at Salisbury, and was
told that he was there taken up as a vagabond and died in gaol,

cither at Salisbury or at Exeter. E. T. C. VV.

anstDtrsf to CorifSponlinitd*

r ^0r the Editor requiring earljf attention thould reach tie

OJiee on or before the Saturday preceding the current m»u« of Ksowlxdci, the
increasing circulation qftrhich compete u$ to go to pree* early in the treele.

Hints to C0BBESP05DE;fT9.— 1. yo question* aalcing for ecientiflc information
can beannrered through the poet. 2. tettere sent to the Editorfor correepondentt
cannot befortcarded^ nor can the names or addresses tf correspondent* bee'
antseer to prieate inquiries. 3. Correspondents should write on one
paper, and put drascings on a separate leaf. 4. Each tetter should J

in replying to a letter, r^erence should be made to it* numtter, the j
appears, and its title.

e given in

4 of the

ihich it

L. R. S. Proportional to i' and proportional to (2x)',

are exactly the same thing.—W. H. E. Kcth. Thanks, but for the

present cannot find space for your letter. Much of what you
say has been said by others (whose letters have reached us
before yours).

—

U.Kiu. Your advice is excellent. I have ordered
a new and very large waste paper basket, so that, as you
pleasantly put it, " a place of honourable and luxuriant rest may be
provided for the products of captiousness and hypercriticism."

—

A. B. I fear that no more space can be given to that Algebraical

problem. It may be worth noting, however, that the two equations,

i:-+mu = a- and >/+nT = b' represent two parabolas, having their

a.xes coincident with the axes of y and x respectively. The former
cuts the axis of x in two points, a, 0, and— a, 0, and the axis of y in

the point 0, a'-i-m ; the other cuts the axis of y in the points 0, b,

and 0.-6, and the axis of i in the point b'-i-ni, 0. These parabolas

may intersect in two points or in four, according to the values of a,

b. ill, and n.—If A. H. will send me one of the photographs referred

to I may be able to give him the information he seeks. If the

picture is on glass it may have been whitened with bichloride of

mercury (A. Brothers).—C. Y. W. [Letter 584, page 314] will find

a full description of the Glycerine Barometer in the Times of 2oth

October, 1880 (Vega).

—

D'. Illixgworth. The rationale of your
formula is bound to come out if we test it. Thus, let ii be the

number of the month, a the man's age last birthday. The first

process of your formula gives us 2n + 5. Y'on multiply by 50, sub-

tract 305, and then add 115. Clearly this gives 50(2n -1^5) + a -250,
orlOOii + a. In other words, the resulting number has his age in

the last two figures, and the number of his montli in the preceding

digits or digit.—T.4R.\x.vki. I have not heard of the paper you
mention on the boomerang. I should like to, the subject being one
of frreat interest to me. It seems to me to illustrate well the

flight of birds.—T. wishes to know how the colour can be restored

to the metallic scarlet of old plates.—F. R. JI. would like to have a

statement of the circumference, long and short diameters of (1 ) the

Dolichocephalic. (2) the Brachyeephalic, and (3) the average

modem English skuU.^J. B. Thanks. Good for our Gossip.

—

T. A. The explanation of the tides and of twilight is doubtless

often incorrect in our school-books.—Sl'RGEOx. ilr. BrudeneU
Carter is doubtless right about the rays surrounding stars. Tlicy

are, of course, subjective phenomena. But he was <iuite mistaken

about the Solar Corona. That theory was entertained by
many who had never seen the Corona, not by any who had.

If there had been any occasion to dispi-ovc it, the pho-

tographs would have done that for us. But the coronal

rays are not at all like those seen around a lumiuons

object.—H. A. would like to know if there is any evidence to show
that dogs by accidentally biting themselves, as when flea-hunting,

may self-inoculate themselves with hydrophobia.—Ei.iz. Bkown.

There is no reason for associating the colours of self-luminous

paints with the phenomena of mctachromatisra.—W. P.\rkkk. Your
letter reached us too late for u.«eful reply.—H. J. Whitk. Prof.

Tyndall's Address (Belfast) is published as part of the later edit ions

of his " Fragments of Science " (Longmans). He certainly never

made an apology for that able address. It assuredly noodcd none,

even for those who differed from him. As for the little sum you
sot, I must really decline to work it. We must draw the lino some-

where.—G. Griffiths. There is no way of tolling the odds against

one horse from the known odds against another.— H. B. Richard-

SOX. Do not know the publishers of Mr. Birloy's " Zotctic."—W. H.
Ba.nweli,. Like you, I did not quite see what, in Mr. Aniold's

article, drew down my friend's attack. If 1 were asked which I

would rather give up, my literary or my scientific studies, 1 should

nnliesitatiiigly say the latter. Fortunately there is no occasion to

give up cither. Of course I am sjicaking only of the )MT8onal

pleasure either form of study affords, not of their use-

fulness. But I have the greatest possible cuntcmpt for the

class of classical studies to which F.R.A.S. referred.—Bevan Linc-

wooii wants to know of an English translation of Demosthenes'
'• Philiiipips."—OriFER, J. E. S. They wereoloctrie clouds.—Woop.
The cause of light is not known. Science can only discuss the

natnrs of light ; she can deal with the How, not with the Why.

—

F. C. I am vcrj- sorry, but it would really \x> imiiossiblo to give
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anv answer which woul.l Ik- of us.; t» voii without .lopnitinit from

our iico'ssar)- rules.—YoiNc. Ciikmi>t. We cannot say which is the

best l>ook on Qiulitatire Chemical Analysis.— J. M. You ask for

mn imiwesibilitv. If one outline^of a Rarilen path is elliptical and

the path is of ttniform wi.itli. the other outline is not elliptical.—

IIallyabds. The strength of the Rainbaml only oorresi)onils in a

general way with the rainfall— K. W. R. See numbers 48 and 4il

for account of Raiuband observations.—J. MfNRo. Quito im-

poasible to ap|>oint meetiufrs to discuss manuscripts.—F. G.VHiiXER.

Pa|wn about Level Berths received. We do our level best, but our

subjects p't ahead of ns .-iometimcs (as the queen says).— .\. G.

H.kVXEs. We make the assumptions you refer to only in illustrating

the differvntial calculus, not to prove anything. — M.vi.colm

DoiGUts. You are quite right. The ii in the numerator of right

right hand fraction in lowest formula on pape 172. lirst col.,

should be changed to 1 + :.—J. Fh.vskr. 1 believe there is

no known rule for determining the slip in the case of

screw-priipellers.— XE«-rox Ceo,s.sl.\xi>. The reasoning you have

used has been refute<l. Your mistakes are familiar ones.

I do not think your views have been refuted, in the sense in

which you probably use the wonls. When my friend Jlr. Dunkin

told yon he was unable to refute yuur views, ho no doubt meant

that he could not spare time to explain to yon their incorrectness.

I'aradoicrs labour under the erroneous idea that every holder of

other views is bound to correct their mistakes.

—

John Greenfield.

The earth's tilt is not caused by precession. I was right in.snyin(;

that the cause of it is not known.— • • • recommends hot Scotch

with a slice of lemon, to Mephisto. in preference to brandy. Docs

he recommend Three Star Whiskey? I fancy I recognise an old

acquaintance in Three Stars.—J. F. B. Yes, p. 258, col. 2, eight

lines from bottom, read "moon's" for "earth's."—B. Saxders.

Noticed the mi.sprint Truro for Tresco, but as no one would be

likely to imagine a lifeboat used at an inland place, it did not

seem' worth while to correct. — F. M.xckeitii. Many thanks

for notices of the American meeting. Will probably use some

after due digestion.—IcxoBAMls. I should say the less a lad of

sixteen or seventeen smoked the better. I dare say a half-bowl

of mild tobacco per day would do no harm, liut I am sure it

would do no good. Then, would he stop there ? -A Hiciilaxiier.

Perhaps some one who has had experience in the use of the Hain-

band spectroscope will give us a concise account 'of their e3tj)e-

rience.—Upsala. Now others very much like those papers. I am
one of those who do. The earth's orbit is an ellipse; but on the

scale of that picture you would not be able to tell it from a

circle.—SnoBTMAXi> Writer has taken no strong drinks for eight

years, nor has he felt the need of them. He therefore firmly bc-

iicves that " no man needs artificial stimulant-and strong drinks

are artificial." But is not our life artificial most of the time':'—II.

!*EBtlVAL. A bladder does not weigh the same when empty and
when distende<l with air; for, if distended with air, the air is at

greater pressure, and therefore of greater density than the sur-

rounding air. But if simply full of air, it of course weighs no more
when weighed in air. E<iually, an empty bladder and one full of

water are of equal weight if weighed in water. Hut a lilud<ler full

of air weighs more than an empty one by just the weight of the

air, when the balance is in a vacuum.—A. G. B. Kexxctt. What
you saw was a solar halo. The ice-particles in the air at about 22°

from the sun refracted the rays to the eye, each colour at its proper

distance from the sun.—.1. A. KobwiS wants a l)Ook on isomctrical

<lmwing and projection other than Sopwith's.—C. Uankix.sox. Wants
a cheap lxv>k on the blowpipe.—T. Such questions more suitable for

an edii<-5iti.mal journal.—T. M. Not quite suitable.—.K.STIICTE. (1)

A rniutieal mile is the sixtieth part of a degree. There are rather

more than 6'J laml miles in a degree. (2) I do not know how to

keep sunflowers fresh as long as pi.Hsiblc. By tho way, how do
\ .1 .K-thites keep NunHowers free fnmi earwigs?—W. U. Laxk.

• no one has yet measured accurately the distance at

innon-ball has' (nssed a man's head without killing him.

rvation would be rather a delicate one, 1 should imagine.

ly six inches is the Imiit. 1 should Ijo content with as

ia;.ny yards.—J. Kpii,i.er. We have scarcely so much available

space as we had, bnt will find room if possible.

—

GbatefUI, is much
[leajted with Xatator's inntructions ; ho has " learned more," ho

' frr.m his simple niles than frtjm all the books he has seen."

I gratify Xatntor much.—J. H. Warii says his binder

. in. Ixl. for binding volume I. " Moral " : Send next volume
!• r.r binding." He advises Constant Reader to adver-

-.- he did. He also tells J. Hitnmoek that Professor
" Freedom of .Science in the Modern State," is

r.iv at 2i.— Kxf Ki-sioB. Thanks. Soon.— E. T. C.

.vi'll one dnv be published. At presjrnt they are
i r.L'ii,.- ;.il the time.—M,' E. L. The editor of KxowLEiXir. is

rather i\itji'mn\ (it may l«c the result of some (tersonal prejudice) to

recommend for the purpose yon mention, Mr. Proctor's work, now

in the press, " The Stars in their Sonsons," republished from Kxow-
LEiHiK. For a first very sinqile guide, Mr. Proctor prepared " llall'-

hours with the Stars" ; for fuller information the maps which liavo

apjieared here ; for a knowledge of the quaint lore of the con-

stellations, and other such nnitlers, the " Easy Star Lessons." Each
work, however, is complete in itself. I believe the publisherH

propose to reprint Five of Clubs' Whist di8quisitiun.s, in tin'

form of au easy Guide to Whist, soon after they are conipleteil.-

Cins. WiTilAM. I thank you, and tho other subscribe is in wluis('

name you write, very heartily.—C. S. You are quite right; the

previous predominance of heads in no way renders tho occurrence

of a run of tails likely. There is no tendency to exact equalisation,

only to equality of jiroportion. Thus, if there ai-o to bo a million

tossings, it is veiv m ';i.- '» :n,t. . , l.ntly, that there will be exactly

500,IK.I0 heads niul : 1 it ii is also very unlikely that

the ratio of heails i i . i ii r Ironi unity by more than one-

thousandth part. Ill 111 \\ lil-, it is most probable that both

heads and tails will lie in niMi.l»r lietween Ullt.Tr.O and 500,250, but

very unlikely that tlicy will both be .'ilPO.OOO. Yot note that

500,000 is tho most iiroliiihle of all results—tho most probable, yet

verv unlikolv as compared with all other results taken together.-

Leonard D. You are doubtless right, hut accuracy is secured by

the power of correction. You may notice, for instance, that thi'

Editor has recently not only corrected in those columns a mistakir

of his own, but published his correction elsewhere. This is, of

course, only right. There is not a particle of merit in doing

what it would bo very wrong to leave undone. But it wo all

agree to point out our errors or to accept readily tho corrections

of others when we recognise their correctness, wo cannot go very far

wrong. Why did not you send a letter with your corrections, for pub-

lication ? You may bo sure it would have found a place.

—

Nausea. I

doubt if there is "even any alleviation for sea-sickness. Y'ou may
prolong tho trouble by slightly diminishing it, but the totality of

misery is much the same. Yot remedy may bo found in attention

to the health before starting. If you take jolenty of exercise

for a fortnight, cat no pastry, little butter or cheese, and even

reduce your customary allt)wanco of milk, you will, if your

constitution is like mine, suffer much less than you other-

wise would. 1 have crossed tho Atlantic in misery for the

first five days on three occasions, and on three others without

a qualm from shore to shore, tho weather being rough all
^

six times.

—

SolANUM. It is admitted toads are not venomous.

—

J. Stevens. Thanks for Flint Jack extract.—W. B. Wicken. It is

chiefly because the temperance cause is injured by attacks on

the moderate, that there are to bo deprecated. If a Blue-

Kibbonist asks me whether I sympathise with his cause, my answer

is that I do most heartily ; but If ho fisks me to denounce moderate

drinking, and to assert, cnhir;n\ i i :.II .-.].iiienee, that most mode-

rate drinkers end bybecnii: i. li.i , I am obliged in common
honesty to tell him, " thilt ^ 1 . 1 ;iTi.>thcr colour" (Ameri-

can version of our familari-a ,. i ^i i - itiiiKU. You want to know

too much nt once. But as yon liiiil from Victoria, I answer. 1. The

moon actually does rotate"on its axis once in each circuit around

the earth. (2) A diagram showing the moon's path for a year

should be about three yards across. We have not space for that.

(:}) The moons iif Jujiiter move rather differently from our moon,

their motions being more r.ipid, reliit Ivily, in their own orbits, and

Jupiter's less rapid in his. (4) Certainly; many comets travel

from star to star. (5) Given a passage through tho centre of the

earth (I am sure I liave no objection) and a body of the same

density to fall through, how far bevond the centre would it go, and

how long would it oscillatn i- Well, that would depend on the

rcsistanco of tho gases in the passage. If there were none, the

boily would oscillate through a whole diameter each way for ever.

— si oiT. It strikes mo Mr. Foster was joking when ho said, in his

article on Nature Mdhs, that Tom the Piper's Son was the

Thanimu/, of the solar myth. Perhaps Tom was. Perhaps, also,

the Swan into which the Ugly Duckling turned was afterwards

Ledii's Swan, and later, in partnership with Mr. Edgar, look a shop

in Piccadilly for the sale of articles of haberdashery to the Ledns

(I would say leaders) of fashion.—F. W. Mii.i.ett. It would bo

hopeless to attempt to determine tho true jiosition of tho

auroral streamers from such observul ions. U. Q. P. Yes, Carlyle's

statement is quite correct. Any motion brought about by mternal

react ions alters tho centre of gravity of tho system.-J. A. Westwood

Oliver. I think Boss and Smyth about right as to the destruction

of tho comet, but our earth is all right, I should imagine.—Alb.

Babbktt. 1 Ix-lievo' Aristotle was the first botanist whose works
J

are extant. Only one would hardly call him a botanist, who e

so many subjects.—W. Pbobyn Nkvins. Yes, it is really too bad (

liim to frighten all the other old women about tho mischief thej

cornet is to rlo the earth.—H'sETT. Do not know of any data 1

which lime taken to mak(! "pot-holes" can bo determined.—

J

Macke.nzie wants to know the names of the authors of "ThoKo
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of the Universe," and " The Theory of Progression."— F. A.

Ufllamy. Mr. Collyns's book is quite paradoxical. He has

mistaken the proof that tlie apparent brightness of the snn is the

same from whatever distance it is seen, for a proof that the same
amount of light is received from it.—T. Winder. Thanks ; it sliall

appear.—E. D. G. Yes, Rontledge's " Discoveries and Inventions

of the Nineteenth Century" is good; but surely you do not call it

"a complete history of the Advance of Science" during the time ?

That was what I was asked for.—F. Stanley. Thanks. You will

see that your wishes are already attended to.

—

Geo. Kasie.vsky.

Thanks ; but no space at present.—C. W. Y. All right ; Philology

.soon.—M. J. Harding. Will try to do so. But the publishers wish

to bring out the flaps in book form, and may not approve of a

.second printing of those maps. You doubtless notice the difference

of scale.—R. Forrow. No mistake of that kind has been made.
The true course of the comet does not intersect the sun.—T. E.

BoNSER. Truly, your suggestion seems an excellent one. It shall

be followed.

—

Deo Fido. Yes, the new use of the " stethoscope " to

foretell rain is striking.—X. W. S. Y'ou should divide by the cihe,

not by the square of B L. " That's how the error has arisen."

ELECTRICAL.

A. B. (1) Thanks. With an already acquired knowledge of

electricity your age (20) would doubtless prove a very convenient
line for commencing practical studies preparatory to becoming an
electrical engineer. (2) I do not think you will do far wrong in

joining the school. Go and see for yourself. . I imagine electrical

engineers are far too busy to find time for instructing pupils. (3)

Electrician and electrical engineer are, to all intents and purposes,

synonymous, the latter having, perhaps, a slightly more practical

ring about it. There are times when one name has a preference

over the other—for instance, we should speak of an amateur
electrician, but scarcely of an amateur electrical engineer.

—

Pl'zzLED. The explanation of your difficulty will probably be that

II Bunsen battery running down in four hours or so, the accumulator
discharged itself during the night through the Bunsen, leaving a
deposit of sulphate of lead on one of the plates. This is insoluble

and non-conducting; accordingly, when you attempted to pass a

charging current, it did not for a time get through ; eventually, you
say, it did get through, but left no stored energy. This was doubt-

less owing to the blotting paper which separated the luuch-too-

closely-packed-plates, rotting through and falling to the bottom,
lead-trees then forming across the space separating the plates.

Use felt or asbestos next time. A medical coil revolving at a high
speed would hardly suit your purpose, as it would give too much
electro-motive force, while you would be deficient in current
strength or quantity.—W. S. If space permits, your request shall

lie complied with, but supply and demand are not yet equal.

—

A. E. Ne-U,. The Post-office, I think, sometimes sell single needle
telegraph instruments at £3. 15s. each. If you cannot get supplied
there, tiy the Silvertown Company, or Clark, Muirhcad, & Co.,

Westminster.—C. J. Eve. 1, 2, 3, and 4, will be answered shortly
in an article. (5) The Siemens' Armature is the simplest and best
for your purpose. We have yet to learn which is the most efficient,

lifter taking all things into consideration. (6) Yes. (7) Your
wish shall soon be gratified, want of space is the only difficulty.

Letters Received.—Dazed.—J. Bcmrose.—E. B. W.—T. E.
IJimscr.—Arturus.—Romolo.—M.aui.—G. A. S.—W. F.—G. .l.Over.
— F. C. Brown-Webber.—Daleth.—W. Hainsby.—W. Ackroid.—T.
^Valker.—W. C. Masters.—James Cram. — Gradatim.—Another
Perplexed Student.— E. M. King.—Samson.—J. Greenfield.

—

Newton Crosland.— S. Barker.—Lara.—W. Bolden.—J. Davidson.

—

More Light.— I. J. Rnbie.—An Oxford Student.-C. I. Brown.—
H. W. H.—J. E. Howe.—W. S.—W. M. Beaumont.

#ur aaabisit column.
By " Five of Clubs."

WE continue our brief suniniary of the chief rules for play—the

axioms of the science, as it were—not to know which argues
Whist unknown.

Play Third Hand.

Play your best if above and not in sequence with your portner's
lend, and above second hand ; but play lowest of head sequence, or
of head curds otherwise equal in value (as Nine from Nine, Knave,
King, if Ten and Queen have been played). But holding Ace,
Queen, play the Queen, unless a single trick saves game.
You can safely finesse in trumps when strong in them, sometimes

even against two cards. Never play a needlesabj high card third in

hand. If you can win the trick or force out the King card with
a Ten or a Nino, it is a Whist offence of the first magnitude to play
the Knave.

Play FofETii Hand.

Win the trick, if against you, as cheaply as you can. It is very
seldom good policy to pass the trick for the chance of making two,
unless the chance is almost a certainty. But if at the score two
tricks are wanted to save the game, then, of course, you should
try for the two tricks at the risk of losing even the one in your
power. Only win yonr partner's trick when you are sure, or
almost sure, of gaining at least two tricks by getting the lead into

your hands. With the King card of your partner's suit, singly

guarded, and only lo.siiiL,' i;inls lirsides, take the trick from yonr
partner and lead Inn ; . unless one trick more will save
the game, in whiti \ our Kingcard in your partner's
suit will make it. ' m make but that trick, and yon
cannot lead vour 1 1.1

:

Leading Trumps.

Lead trumps when
and bringing in, citln

or your partner's >ii

:

the suit is a mean^,
from the adversari.

these winning cards ;

good chance of getting out trumps
I rump or re-entering card, your own

-Triblished suit, every card left in

;l.e purpose, of drawing a trump
Milting, then, your chances, count

strength against the enemy's
trumps. Weak players seem unable to understand this. " Why
should I lead a card for the enemy to trump ? " they ask. The
answer is, that a long trump against you will make, do what you
will ; if it takes one of your long suit, and leaves you the rest as

winning cards, with power to bring them in, it does you the least

harm possible. If, instead, you carefully refrain from forcing it

out, and play (as weaklings always will do) your head-cards in the

opponents' suits, -that long trump is used not only to win its single

trick, but to bring in the enemy's long cards. You do not even sai-e

a single trick by failing to force, and you may lose tivo or three yci'

might have made. ,
Leading trumps from a weak suit is only excusable when, either

yon have commanding strength in all the plain suits, or the enemy
have established a cross-ruff, or nothing but a strong trump hand of

yonr partner's can save the game.

RfLES COXSTITCTING THE LANGfAGE Of THE GaSIE.

Return the highest of two left after first round ; the lowest of

three or more. Iv'^eglect of this rule is a very serious mistake : in

trumps it often proves disastrous. With very strong trumps and a
good suit, signal at the first opportunity, by playing or discarding

an unnecessarily high card before a low one in the same suit.

Rciueniber, howpver, that strength which will justify a trump lead

will not justify si'malling. Leading tmmps means that the trump
load is lik.ly to suit your hand ; signalling means that it is certain

to ilii S.I, ^Vlii II ymir partipi- Las si^nialled, lead your best trump
at til" lii.-t M|-| nirimiit\ , unlrvs ynn have four or more, when lead

tlic si,i;illi-i ; liiif Willi tiiur, three honours, or Queen, Knave, Ten.

anutlur, lead tlie best. Meantime, note that if he is a good player

he will look out for the "echo to the signal"—so, if you have four

trumps, or more, you should signal (in any suit,—including trumps).

So also, if yonr partner leads trumps, and yon hold four or mon>,

no matter how small, you should signal in trumps, or at the first

chance. Lastly, in leading a small card from a five-card snit, play

the lowest but one, and follow with the lowest. This signal, called

the penultimate, means that you have five in the suit, unless the

circnnustances are such that you might have led the highest of a

short suit ; in which case it is best to lead the lowest, for the conse-

quences of a mistake as to n suit being strong or weak are likely to

be much more serious than those arising from doubts as to your

holding four or five.

TO CORRE.SPONDENTS.
P. .\. I!.—You held the second best tminp, the place of the best

being unknown, your long suit was established, and you held n

couple of cards inyour partner's snit. You ask us what you should

have done. fan there be a shadow of a doubt ? Your |>ropor

course should have been as clear as day to you. What you did

was, you say, to play yonr trnm]i, finding the best with your

partner, who could not lead you your .suit, so the adversaries made
their long cards. Pnr<lon me for saying that you were rightly

served; Imi it vas hard on your paiiner. Yon should hove led the

best cnni of your established snit. If the best trump was with an
adversary, yon would thus have forced it out, and your long trumps
would then' have brought in your suit, after playing ont which you

would have led your partner's. .\8 the canls lay yon wouUl. of

course, have done better .still. It is utterly absurd to try to save

every eard of yonr long snit in such a case.
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We gave last week the elements of the great comet of

last September, and those of the comets of 166S and 184.'5.

We now give the elements of the great comet of 1880, as

determined by Dr. Hind, twice, the second set of elements
being the more trustworthy. The elements of the comet
of 184.3 are those which Dr. Hind gave as the most pro-

bable at the time :

—

Comet, Comet,
1880. 1843.

1st deter- 2nd deter-

mination, mination.

Porihelion passage Jan. 27'G027 Jan. 276188

Longitude of Perihelion 279 OS 279 52 11 378 35-1

„ „ Ascending node ... 4 19 4 10 30 1 20 6
Inclination 35 39-8 35 20 21 35 382
Logarithm of Perihelion Distance 777371 7739369 7 74123

Motion Retrograde Retrograde Retrograd(^

As some, unfamiliar with these matters, have supposed

that the close resemblance of the orbit of the great

comet with that of the comets of 1668, 1843, and 1880
is not so significant to Dr. Hind, for instance, as it is

to Professor Boss and the Astronomer Eoyal for Scotland,

we note that two years ago Dr. Hind, writing respecting

the above relations, remarked (and with great justice) :

—

" If this close resemblance is the result of accident, the

coincidence is a very unusual one in sucli computations,

and in fact not far from being an unique case."

The Christian Coiiimonirml(h invites us to notice the

first number of its second volume. We cheerfully comply.

We notict^ what is meant to be a very severe attack on
Tyndall, Huxley, Darwin, and all who hold views like

theirs. We have seldom seen anything better calculated

to injure the cause which the Chrht'wnCoiiiiiioiurailth pro-

fesses to hold dear. Tyndall's \icws about matter and life,

Huxley's about automatism, Darwin's about evolution, are

twisted into attacks on religion, with which, in fact, they
have nothing whatever to do. " When lie

|
Huxley]

claims and attempts to show that such a wonderful me-
chanism as the organ of sight could come into existence of

itself, and without a design or a designer, through some
mysterious process of development and natural selection,

as, if our memory serves us, ho has somewhere attempted
to do, he probably comes as near making a fool of himself
as is possible for a man of his eminent ability."

This is in exquisite taste. But Darwin, not Huxley,
should have been addressed "Thou fool," by this most
Christian teacher. Darwin shows the various stages of
development by which the eye seems to have acquired its

present qualities. He indicates a process which seems to
many far more consistent with just ideas of a wise Creator's

plan than the ordinary view, a process which also explains,

what otherwise might fairly be regarded as scarce explicable,

the defects of the eye in man and other animals. And
here are the infidel words with which he expresses his

atheistic doctrines :
—" May we not believe tliat a living

optical instrument might thus bo formed, as superior to

one of glass, as the works of the Creator are to those of

man." ("Origin of Species," 6th edition, p. 140.)

It must be admitted, however, that Mr. Darwin's
writings are wanting in such evidence of zeal and fervour

as the Chriiitinn Commomcealth displays. He does not
anywhere call those who differ from him Fooln.

We would invite those who laugh to sconi the idea that

the eye may have been developed, and lightly o\crlook the
evidence that there has Im-n such development, to point out
in what respect the theory opposes religion iiiuo' than the
baleful doctrine that the monarch of the forest has been
developed from the acorn. Is it because on(> process

requires a few hundreds of years, and the other hundreds
of thousands') But has not the Cltristhin Cunnnaimxallh
heard that to the Creator "one day is as a thousand years,

and a thousand years are as one day " 1

We maintain that the most dangerous enemies religion

has in these times are those who teach that the doctrine

of evolution is inconsistent with religion. They in\ate men
to stake their faith on the failure of a doctrine which is to

all intents and purposes ccrttiin to be successfully main-
tained. It is the story of Galileo and tlie earth's motion
over again ; but those who would ally religion to false

teachings in science unfortunately address now a much
wider public than did the persecutors of Galileo.

On Sunday, Oct 16, singular evidence was afforded

of Sir .Joseph Hooker's zeal in defending Kew Gardens
from the pestilent public (to whom they belong—a mere
detail). The Temperate-house entrance is blocked up; for,

as ;Mr. Shaw-Lefcvre says, " It is not desirable to multiply

entrances." But there was a lodge there occupied by a
keeper and his wife. Their exits and their entrances were
interfered with. But a sort of trap had been provided by
which tradesmen could leave their goods. Through this

trap, on the Sunday named, that unfortunate keeper and
his wife had to climb in order to attmul church. Their
edifying energy attracted considerable attention : the com-
ments on the occasion being rather oddly di\ided between
Sir Joseph's zeal and the lady's stockings.

TuE young Hookei-s should be asked to report to Mr.
Shawlx'fevre whether the shooting and fishing are good in

Kcw Gardens. The walls being high and the public ex-

cluded during the morning hour.s, it is impossible to know
what success their sport meets with.
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Miss Nobth, showing a most reprehensible anxiety to

encourage the public in studying the valuable collection

presented by her to the nation, wished to ha\e a number of

seats provided in her gallery. But tlie stern director

oV'jected that the place would thus be made a rendezvous

for nursery-maids.

And now a painful report is abroad averring tlmt Sir

Joseph Hooker is surt'ering from " nursemaids on the brain."

Yet the few nnrse-i,'irls seen in Kew Gardens are a sub-

dued and serious race, apparently ever conscious of a red-

striped keeper round the corner.

TiiK British Horologic.vl Ixstitcte, in union with

the City and Guilds Institute, announces, in its educa-

tional programme, that the practical classes are under the

dirtvtion of Mr. H. Bickley and Mr. C. Curzon, the class

for instruction in mechanical drawing in relation to horo-

logy-, under the direction of Mr. F. J. Britten, and the

class for theoretical horology and mechanics under Mr.
T. D. Wright Students of the practical classes are ad-

mitt<'d to the drawing class and to the theoretical class

without further charge, and they are required to attend

the thoon-tical class on Friday evenings, so as to fit them-

selves for the City and Guilds examination in watchmaking.

There is an evening class for the teaching of escapement
making, under the direction of Mr. Curzon. All necessary

tools and drawing instruments are provided by the

institute.

Recent discoveries in Indiana give a much more recent

<late to the mastodon than has been generally assigned.

Jn one skeleton the marrow of the huge bones was still

capable of use, and the kidney fat was replaced by lumps

of adipocera In another, found in Illinois, there was
every evidence that it had lived upon the vegetation of the

present day—upon the grasses and herbs that now grow in

the vicinity.

The Tiiii''^ has been coquetting with the divining-rod.

A number of letters, ascribing most marvellous results to

its use, ha\ e appeared in the pages of our contemporary.

And now a correspondent, Mr. T. K. Taplin, unkindly

writes that the men who " worked the twig " in these

cases, knew it was a practical joke. He also says he will

take great pleasure in showing any person who may bo

curious in the matter how to " work the twig."

Tvpuoiii fever may be said to be epidemic in Paris, 13

1

deaths having occurred th>re the week before last from this

zymotic. The death-rate from other causes is normal.

Iv Providence, Rhode Island, with a population of

104,000, not a single death has occurred from small-pox

since ls75. The reason is given as "general and careful

vai-cination."

Some excitement is visible in some of our textile trade

journals, owing to the announcement by " an American
consul at China " tliat the Chinese are preparing to manu-
facture cotton and silk piece-goods. A cotton factory of

an improvird pattf;m will shortly be erected in Shanghai,

and a factory to produce silk piece-goods will be con-

structed in New Chiang. A blow at Lancashire and
Cheshire commercial centres is feared.

M. R. Zkiller has made an examination of the fossil

c&rVx>niferoug flora of Tonquin. The species found resolve

themselves into two groups, the one consisting of forms

which have l>een long ago met with in Europe, whilst the
other comprises specific types peculiar to India, Australia,

and South Africa. It appears tliat in the carboniforou.s

epoch there must have been two great and very distinct

botanical regions, and the south of Asia marks their region

of union.

DiEUL.\K.\iT found in one cubic centimetre of Bead Sea
water enough lithia to show the spectrum of this substance
at least a thousand times. The same water contains also

so much boracic acid that it can be practically recognised in

tlie residue from a single cubic centimetre of the water.
Hence ho infers that the present waters of the Dead Sea
are the residues of the evaporation of an inland sea analo-

gous to the Caspian or the Kara lioglmz.

For some months past observers have noticed a gradual
lowering of the surface of the sands at Kirkcaldy. The
incoming tides seem, from some unexplained cause, to

carry with them towards the shore a vast quantity of the

surface over which they How, and the dcbr'iJi thus taken
from the lower sands has accumulated all along the beach

until it is nearly on a level with the road, a state of things

which the " oldest inhabitant " never saw before. Simul-

taneously with this denuding process, and probably

part of tlic same physical movement, the currents have in

an equally erratic manner been scooping out, near ebb tide

point, long hollows and alternate banks, parallel with the

water. As a consequence of these changes, the btiach,

when the sea is out, instead of a long stretch of smooth,

level sand, now exhibits a surface very much divided into

hollows and banks ; while in.shore, nearer the strand, in

addition to the long lines of loose stones thus laid bare,

masses of rock hitherto invisible are now protruding in

several places about two feet above the present level. On
the otlier hand, the beach at high water mark has been

raised a good di^al more than the other has fallen. A
striking proof of the latter was given recently, when the

sea broke over the road, and instead of depositing stones,

as on other occasions, left masses of pure yellow sand.

These changes in the set of the currents may perhaps bo

only temporary, but the matter affords an interesting

study of the results of tidal action, and the operating

causes of the latter in this special form.

It is suggested that bicycles should be used in military

operations. If a certain number of skilful bicyclists,

familiar with every road and byeway, were attached to

every district, they would be very useful in the event of

invasion. In reconnoitring, the silence and speed of a
" Phantom " or " Ariel " would be invaluable. As the

fUob': remarks, a dozen bicyclists, on a dark night, could

pass within a yard of the most vigilant sentry, without his

being certain whether an owl had flown past his head or

not"

The growing scarcity of wattlo-bark in Australia is

causing anxiety among the tanners in that portion of the

globe, and an export duty of £3 per ton is asked of the

Colonial Government to prevent its going out of the

country. It is stated that 1,500 men are employed in the

Australian tanning industry, and that these must not be

allowed to go adrift for want of work, as it is claimed

will happen if thiv exports of hides and wattles be not

restricted.

On Monday, this week, the Editor lectured on the

" Birth and Death of Worlds " at Swansea ; on Tuesday at

Bristol ; on Wednesday at Cardiff.
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KEW GARDENS.
Br EiciiARD A. Proctor.

EVERY one has read Douglas Jerrold's "Two Win-
dows," and knows whence the paper took its origin-

" The two windows," says Blanchard Jerrold, '' were seen

on a summer's day. We had strolled through the lovel}'

English village from which Heme Bay gets its name, and
had gone through the churchyard to the park beyond. The
rise and swell of the finely-timbered land, dotted with

sheep, and white and yellow with daisies and buttercups,

woke all my father's enthusiasm. He lingered and turned

about, and could not feast enough on the beauties before

him. As we turned the angle of a clump of trees, a

long, low, white building appeared on the brow of the

hilL ' There 's a lovely situation
!

' said my father.

' What a view :
' View ! There was a long blank wall,

stretched to the beauties of one of the loveliest spots in

lovely Kent, with two little windows, about large enough
for a hen to pass through. He wondered what the strange

building could be. 'The House,' said a passing rustic.

It was the workhouse, and the humane authorities had
denied the poor the comfort of this view of the meadow,
with Heme Church in the distance and the blue sea

beyond. My father turned abruptly back from his walk,

declaring again and again that it was the most detestable

bit of wickedness he could remember." And who can
wonder ? To one of Jerrold's " abounding humanity," how
bitter must have seemed the wrong here done by man to

man, how burning the thought that in a world where, do
what we will, there is so much of sorrow and misery, men
can be found to hide away from the least happy of their

kind the beauties displayed by Nature in her kindlier

moods. A new reading truly of the word?, " The poor ye
have always with you," and " From him that hath not
shall be taken away even that he hath."

Yet one might find a sort of defence for those " humane
authorities." They were building for the poor, who, if

they did not want to go to the poorhouse could go some-

where else. The house was not the property of those for

whom it was being built ; so that thf^j had no right to com-
plain if an extra amount of brickwork was thrown in. As
for the pain which the brutality of these wretches might give

to those not provided with hearts of stone, that was no afl'air

of theirs. Besides, by letting the house be too attractive

they might encourage pauperdom :—-With much more devil's

advocacy of the same kind (do we not know it all by heart ?).

As one walks along the mile or more of high brick wall

which protects Kew Gardens from the profane eye of the

ordinary English passer-by, one recalls the story told by

Jerrold ; but one wonders what defence the " humane
authorities " could make in this case. Out of the nation's

money these grounds have been paid for, and all that has

Ijeen needed for them has been pro\ided. Out of the

nation's money wages have been paid to certain persons

—from the time of the elder Alton until now, the

time of the younger Hooker—to take scientific charge

of these Botanical Gardens. A portion of the very

money which the nation has thus provided is applied, by

the very persons thus paid out of the national purse, to

brick up the people's property, in such sort that, except

through three or four gateways (heavily ironed) nothing

but the tops of the trees can be seen. The walls have been

extended further and further, and raised higher and higher

(lest, perhaps, some unusiially tall person on the top of a

passing omnibus should look over and catch a glimpse of

the hats of Sir Joseph's morning guests),—gateways which
chance to command (after a keyhole fashion) some not alto-

gether desolate part of the grounds, are bricked up, and

obstructions, cleverly devised, hide every spot of interest

which might possibly be seen through the principal

entrances. And as I have said, all this is done with

the people's money, by the people's paid ser\'ants, to spoil

and hide away the people's own property.

When we ask why the Gardens are not opened earlier

than one o'clock, we are met with the answer that " the

morning hours are reserved for the necessary work of the

gardenei-s, curators, and botanical, students." We might
believe this, supposing it were not an outrage on common
sense that the presence of the public can interfere in

the slightest degree with such work, were it not for

those two thousand yards of brick wall Tlfy are not

necessary for the work of the gardeners and curators.

They might very conveniently hide what work was
not done ; but assuredly if gardeners, curators, and

the great Sir Joseph himself are too shamefaced to

carry on their necessary works within possible sight

of passers-Viy, who, through the railings, might watch

them blowing up a casual tree or the like, then

they ought to be too modest, one would say, to accept

their periodical remunerations. As it is quite certain that

the grievous wrong done to the public by the walling-in of

their scientific gardens is not done by any means in the

interests of the scientific work carried on at Kew, we may be

permitted to doubt (apart from the a priori absurdity of the

idea) whether the gardens are kept closed till 1 o'clock

each weekday in the interests of science alone. A lofty

wall, entirely hiding the Gardens from view, may be very

convenient to convert the Gardens into a private park for

Sir Joseph Hooker and his friends during the best part of

everyday: it assuredly has no scientific utility. It may most
confidently be assumed that the late hour of opening, with-

out which the hiding walls would be of little use, forms a

part of the same plan. It was not for that purpose, how-

ever, that the Kew Gardens were provided. Sir Joseph

Hooker may be an excellent botanist I am assured that

his paper on the Balanop/ior«c(r in the Linnaan Transac-

tions shows great scientific acumen. But I am quite

certain that the nation has not proposed to reward even

his services to botany by making him proprietor during

three-quarters of each year of what (in the way that he

holds it) may be regarded as the finest park in the country.

There are as good botanists as Sir Joseph Hooker in

England ; there is not ctie, I hope and believe, who would

insult and wrong the public as he has done.

Let it be granted that when the Gardens are open, too

many 'Arrys, with their accompanying Susan Anns, make
their appearance on the scene. I am not myself a warm
admirer of our 'Arrys and their " lady friends," as I think

they call their sweethearts and wives. Their strange

taste (or rather, utter want of taste) in attire offends the

sensitive eye, their voices are too often discordant, their

ways unpleasing, their mannei-s conspicuous by absence.

But if I find this the case (insomuch that I never enter

the grounds when 'Arrys most do congregate there), my
advocacy is all the more honest It is a question of right

and wrong. JIany of us would find it pleasanter, per-

haps, if none below the upper middle^class were allowed

to walk along the Strand, but it would be a manifest

wrong to exclude even the poorest The wrong done to

the public at Kew is as great, antl should be as manifest

But the question of hours of admission is less crying

than tlie brick wall iniijuity. Perhaps if that wall were

replaced by railings, we might find all those we employ in

the v'ardens, from Sir Joseph down to the least of all his

gardeners, so busily employi-d in the morning hours, tliat

we should feel loth to have (Im \\\ disturbed, say before

noon. If it is so, even now, ihty do tlumselves, as well
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as their employers, an injiistioo by so carefully hiding their

honest real. But how if it wen? not so? f/tfor instance,

iJteM public pard-'n.i or-' tised diirin;/ the morniiuj hours ns

n prirale park I or if, in jxtrla of them, vieinherg of Sir

Joifph I/(H>k-er's fiuni/i/ ;/o shootinp orfishiniff

Personally I ha\ c no feeling wliatever in this matter. I

do not even know Sir Joseph Hooker by sight I do not

care mysi'lf alx>ut the Gardens. I have visited all the best

l>otanic gartU-ns in America, Australia, New Zealand, and

Europe, I have seen nearly all the plants cultivated at

Kew in their native homes, and surrounded by natural

l>eauties sui h as scarcely all Britain can match. But I am
an Englishman : I \-iew this matter as a question of right

and wrong ; and I urge my fellow countrymen to notice

that throughout the wide extent of the English-speaking

communities of the world there has not been perpetrated a

;,Tosser -wrong than that mile of brick wall. In such

degree, as respects l>oth time and extent of space, as these

Gardens, the people's property, arc turned from their real

purpose, and converted (by walling and excluding the true

owners) into private pleasure grounds, the nation is de-

frauded. It is an outrage on right and justice when this

v*Tong is done by persons paid to preserve and improve the

people's property. That long wall is a disgrace to Eng-
land, a discredit to every Englishman who. having .seen it,

does not do all that lies in his power to have it replaced

by such an enclosure as shall protect without hiding those

public garden.s.

When Mr. Ayrton, as First Commissioner, wronged and
insulted Sir Joseph Hooker, it was quickly shown that this

people's sense of justice is keen ; Sir Joseph Hooker seems,

however, to have read the lesson the wrong way. He
treats those who took his part against oppression as his

oppressor treated him. The present First Commissioner
may rest well assured that n-hen he floes his duty in this

mnller he irill nreire the siijijiort of erer)/ honest iiimi in the

lond.

TEASEL PHILOSOPHY.
By Gkaxt Alle.v.

ON the liank beside the little stream whicli has worn
itself a deep chine in the soft lilue mud of the lias,

a tall lilac te.osel is just now opening the buds between its

stout prickles, under the warm rays of a favouring

sun. Everything in nature is wonderful, especially if you
have the trick to know it ; and yet there are few things

more wonderful than the teasel, which is a perfect marvel
of minute prevision, from the tip of its root to the topmost
floret of its long cylindrical flower-head. Let us look at it

bit by bit, from the ground upward. First of all, you see

the lower leaves an- long and narrow ; l^it I advise you not

to touch them incautiously, for though they look harmless
enough e.\Ki\(\ the midrib is armed beneath with a long row
of very formidable stout curved prickles, sufficient to pierce

and tc-ar the toughest hide. From head to foot, indeed, the
teasel in w<-Il defended against animal foes, for its flowers

are pri<'kly, its stems are prickly, its leaves are prickly, and,

in short, it is prickly everywhere all over. Of course, it

acioired these prickles in much the same way as the roses

acqaired their thorns, the gorso its stiff, piercing leaves, and
the thistles their murderous defensive annour. All these

plants originally grew in ojvm places much overrun by
wild, herbivorous animals; and, therefore, those among
them alone survived which posses.sed in an incipient form
Bome Buch natural means of defence against their four-

footed fw-s. At first, no doubt, the prickles on the evolv-

ing teasel were nothing more than a line of hairs, such as
one may wc in various parts of other plants ; but these

hairs would naturally dilVer in stoutness and sharpness on
one individual or another ; and those teasels which had
them stoutest and sharpest would most often escape, while
those which had tliem weakest and bluntest would soon be
browsed down by ancient deer or modern cattle. As the
survivors would always cross with one another, the prickly

character would tend to be maintained ; and as some of
their oflspring would every now and then be even pricklier

than their ancestors, it would also tend to bo increased so

long as any benefit could be derived by the species from
extra defensive appliances. Thus the teasels would at last

ac(juire their present very inhospitable characteristics.

Again, observe that thi; stem-leaves of the teasel are
united at their base, so as to form a sort of cup or basin,

with the stem in its midst, capable of holding a fair

quantity of water. Although the weather has been dry
for three days past, you will see, if you look into it, that
each of these cups contains at this moment about a wine-
glassful of clear liquid : so that the plant practically con-

sists of a dozen little reservoirs placed storey above storey,

at a small distance from one another. Now what is the
use of this singular and quaint-looking arrangement 'I At
first sight, it might appear purely accidental ; one might
im.agine that the leaves happened to grow in that particular

fashion, and that the water lodged there for no special

reason whatsoever. ]5ut there are very few accidents in

organic nature ; most things that turn up in plants or

animals are either beneficial to the org.anism, in which case

they get specially selected, or else hurtful to the organism,

in which case they get rapidly weeded out. Now Sir

John Lubbock has shown that the cups of water do
subserve a useful function in the economy of the teasel.

Ants and many other creeping insects are very fond of

honey, and in order to g(!t at it they often climb up the

stems of honey-bearing plants and rille the nectaries in the

opening flowers. By so doing, they rob the blossom of its

main attraction for bees or butterflies ; while on the other

hand they confer no service upon it in return ; first,

because their bodies are not adapted to the shapes of the

flowers, and, secondly, because they do not go, like flying

insects, straight from one plant to another of the same
species, but, being guid(^d by scent alone, climb up dif-

ferent stems indiscriminately, wherever the smell of honey
lures them on. Thus they do not aid cross-fertilisation,

but rather prevent it. Hence it is an advantage to plants

to exclude ants and other such creeping honey-thieves.

But, as all residents in the tropics well know, there are

two ways of keeping ants from climbing up tables or

safes to pilfer fruit or sugar. One way is by putting

the legs of the table in little .shallow i)ans of water, across

which th(! ants cannot swim. The other way is by gum-
ming fur around the legs, and so forming an impenetrable

thicket, through which the littk; foragers cannot possibly

force their way. Both those plans have been anticipated

by the honey-bearing plants. Some of them, like, the dead-

nettles, protect themselves by bushy hairs, especially

around the calyx and llower-.stalk ; others, like the teasel,

protect themselves by cups of water on the stem, past which

the boldest ant cannot venture.

But why are there more cups than one ? Well, to begin

with, symmetry alone would tend to make all the upper

leaves grow alike ; only under very sjiecial circumstances

would a plant difTerentiate a single pair of leaves for a

particular difl'erentiated function. But, besides that, a

number of cups serve the purpose better than a single one

would do ; for if an ant starts at tlus bottom, he will

be stopped by the lowest cup ; but if he mounts a

neighbouring haulm of grass which happens to touch

the stem a little higher up, he will then bo baulked

I
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in turn by one or other of the upper reservoirs. The
point is one of apparently small importance, it is true

;

Ijut that is only because we fail to realise from our

human standpoint the intensity of the struggle for existence

between growing plants. Every flower which is rifled by

an ant thereby loses its one chance of producing ofTspring
;

so that only those flowers which escape these ubiquitous

little depredators can ever leave any descendants at all.

As a matter of fact, almost all honey-bearing flowers, when
one comes to examine them closely, show the most marvel-

lously minute devices for excluding the ants, many of them
so subtle and ingenious in their provisions as almost to

surpass belief. The reason is that any deviation from the

original type, however singular, would certainly be favoured

in the survival of the Attest if only it gave the plant one

extra chance of escaping such destructive pillage.

I might go on to point out in detail how the flowers are

crowded into a long spiky head, so as to prove more attrac-

tive to the fertilising insects ; how they are armed with

stifl' prickles longer than the florets, so as to save them
from violent injury on the one hand, and to deter all but

certain long-lipped insects on the other ; and how man
Las made use of these prickly points for his own purposes

in fulling cloth, by consciously selecting the most hooked
varieties ; but I have said enough, I think, to show you
how interesting a plant the teasel is, and what are the

principles upon which its peculiarities must be separately

explained. Cut ofi its head carefully, and carry it home
to examine at your leisure ; and if you pull it to pieces

conscientiously, that will teach you a great deal more
about it than I could tell you in a week's talking.

THE WHITE-FOOTED MOUSE, OR
DEER MOUSE.

THERE are many persons who believe that all mice
found in the fields and meadows are simply "house

mice which hav.e run wild." On the contrary, they difler

so widely that they cannot even be admitted into the

genus mui, to which the common mouse belongs.

The white-footed mouse is the J/csperomys leucopus of

modern zoologists. Some have seen fit to include in it a
sub-genus resperimus. It was first described by the eccen-

tric French naturalist Rafiuesque as the J/uscidus leucopus.

The meaning of the word Ilcsperomys is evening mouse,
and of leucopus white foot This species can be dis-

tinguished from the other mice of our fields and woods by
the following description :—Ears large ; tail slender, about
as long as the head and body, and thickly covered with
short hairs, no scales being visible like those of the common
mouse. Colour of the body above, yellowish brown to grey;

feet and lower parts of body, white. Tail distinctly bi-

colour ; that is, its upper part is the colour of the back,

and the lower portion white. Length of the head and
body, 2 1 to 31 inches ; length of tail generally equalling

the length of the head and body.

The white-footed mouse is agile in its movements, and is

an expert climber. The first nest of this species I met
with in Pennsylvania was in a hollow htump, and was of a
rounded form, and composed of leaves, grasses, and moss.

Here they also nest under stone heaps, or logs, or in the
ground. In Kew Jersey it generally builds its nest in

thick briar bushes, several feet from the ground. These
are made also of moss and leaves, but are interwoven with
strips of fibrous bark, probably of the wild grape vine, to

make them stronger and more secure. The hole or place

of entrance to the nest is always at the bottom. These

nests at first glance may readily be mistaken for those of

birds. On shaking the bush or nest you will see the little

inmates come forth and rapidly descend to the ground, and
conceal themselves amid the Ijushes and grass. Sometimes
you will observe several young adhering to the abdomen of

the mother. These she assists in keeping their hold by
pressing her tail ' against them as she climbs down the

stems of the briars. The female produces young two or

three times during the spring and summer, having from

three to six young at a birth.

It has a habit of laying up little stores of grain and grass

seeds. In our state they are generally composed of wheat,

but in the South of rice. It is also fond of corn, but

eating the heart only and leaving the rest untouched.

This species is sometimes accused of destroying cabbage

plants and other young and tender vegetables, and of

gnawing the bark from young fruit-trees. It is doubtles?

true that this species is sometimes to blame, but the greater

amount of this damage, I think, is caused by the meadow-
mouse {Arvirola riparius, Ord), and the so-called "pine
mouse" {Arricola pinfitoriiiu, Le Conte).

The white-footed mouse is of crepuscular and nocturnal

hal)its. ISfany of them fall prey to the diflereiit species of

owls, notably the screech owl {Sco/'.t (ifio, Linn.), as the

bones and fur of this mouse found in their ejected pellets

clearly show. It has a wide geographical range, being

found from Nova Scotia to Florida, and west to the Missis-

sippi River, and perhaps far beyond.

—

ScUnli/ic American.

Cables on tuk West Coast of Aueuk-a.—The length

of cables and land lines worked by the West Coast of

America Telegraph Company is as follows :
— Cables

(nautical miles) : Valparaiso to Serena, 2190.'5 ; Serena to

Caldera, 21.'>:M; Caldera to Autofagasta, 221) 00; Anto-

fagasta to Iquique, 2.'JO-.'iO ; Iquique to Arica, 128-35;

Arica to MoUendo, U6-42 ; Mollendo to Chorrillos, 510OS.

Land lines : Chorrillos to Lima, 1 1 00 ; Lima to Callao,

7-00—1,716 72.
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THE MENACING COMET.
By R a. Proctor.

,<-d /rom p«.jf 342.)

singular discrepancy, wliick hi

(Con I

DR. HIND fouiul

been uuch misunderstood, between the movements
of the gr»-at comet and the result of his calculations. On
Sept 17, Mr. Gill's assistants at the Cape Observatory saw
the comet just touch the sun's limb, or situated as at A, M A.<

l>eing their line of sight From observations made on

Sept 1 ^ and 2"J, and on Oct '2, when the comet was
situated as shown at B, C, and D, Dr. Hind calculated an
orbit, which satisfied these observation.-; perfectly ; l>"/

when the place of the comet was calculated backwards for

the hour when Mr. Oills a.ssistants saw it at A, it was
found that the comet should liave Ijeen as at a, the

line of sight to it from the earth projecting it in direc-

tion mat', or as seen at .•>', well on the sun's disc. Here
Dr. Hind rightly finds evidence of great disturbance^not
sayint; of what kind. Soin.' iiicxpfricnci'd per.sons have

said that, so far from }>eing retarded, the comet was hastened
near perihelion, having traversed the distance API3 in

the time in which, according to the calculated orbit, it

Ahould have traversed the distance nPB only. The reverse,

however, is the case.
; Dr. Hind's calculations show that

the comet, according to the deduced orbit, would have
travelled the distance </PB only, or a less distance, in the
time in which it actually traversed the distance APB ; or,

in other words, the orliit deduced from its motion after

p«rih» lion pa.Hsage corresponded to a les-s vel>city than that
with which the comet had actually pas-sed the perihelion

part of itii orbit Hence the velocity after that passage
waJt a reduced velocity : and the comet must, therefore,

ntiirn in l«-«s time than its last 'ircuit occupied.
It in not<-worthy, that a similar obvrvation was made

in tin- ca«e of the comet of l^'l.'J, though its significance

wan overlooked, astronomers not being then apparently
prcparf.-d to accept the idea of cometic retardation by the
resistance of the solar surroundings :

—
Professor Uenj. Peirce, the eminent American mathema-

tician, announced that Captain Ray (described to liim, in

a letter from Mr. Mitchell, of Nantucket, as " a man of

sound judgment, a very accurate observer, and correct

man ') saw the comet of 181.'?, at 11 a.m., on February '27,

at Concepcion, S.A., liearing almost precisely ejist, with
scarcely any perceptible nortliing from the sun. The
comet was only live minutes of arc from the sun, or about
one-sixth of the sun's apparent diameter. This would
correspond with the position E on thi* orbit, and the line

of sight, liEn. Now, observations made later, as when the
comet was at F, O, H, were w<>ll represented by an orbit

which placed the comet on Feb. '27, 1 1 a.m., at Concepcion,

at a point such as *•, such that the line of sight, lev' passed

II.'') minutes of arc from the sun. From this it would
appear that even in passing from E to F, the comet had
been retarded ; for its motion, after passing F, corresponded
to such a rate as would have carried it over e F in a certain

portion of time, in which it actually traversed the larger

arc EF.
I may add that Mr. Erck, a well-known observer, has

written a letter to the Irish Worlcf, in whicli he says, on
the strength of a single observation, that the comet is

moving in a parabola. l\c evidently misunderstands the

iiicthods of computation used in these cases. The assump-

tion of a parabolic suite suffices for ordinary observation,

for parts of the path near the sun, where the eccentricity is

very great even in the case of comets having known
c-lliptic orl)its. Mr. Erck found the comet on the predicted

track—and so he was certain to do. His inference is quite

erroneous that the comet is therefore travelling in a para-

liolic orbit

NOTES ON THE COMET.

We receive from France, Germany, Italy, and Greece

accounts of the Finlay Comet (as it should bo called, having

li(!en first seen by him).

Ricco, who observed it at Palermo, notes that this ia the

first case of a comet which was shown to have passed peri-

JK^lion by the changes which took place in its spectrum.

On Sept -7 he found the spectrum of the nucleus con-

tinuous, but traversed by a strong line, that of sodium.

Knlarging the slit of the spectroscope, he saw a globular

image of nucleus and coma, formed by the orange-yellow

light of sodium. Many other lines besides the sodium line

were present ; but he could not determine their position.

I'hcre was a band in the red, a lino in the yellow near I),

two others in the green, and an enlargement of the con-

tinuous spectrum of the nucleus in the green and blue.

Later, until October 1, the nucleus became less luminous

and appeared doul)le, and lengthened to 2", with a very

brilliant jet directed towards the sun. The tail was more
curved, and diverging, in length nearly Ifp, and at the

broader end 1° 48' in width ; the southern end much
stronger and brighter than the northern. A dark streak

seemed to divide the comet along its whole length. At this

time the comet was no longer so yellow as it had been
;

but the sodium line, though fainter, could still be seen.

The three bands seen in the spectra of so many comets,

and belonging to hydrocarbons, were now very conspicuous.

After October 1 the tail was longer (about 17") and

about 2' 4H' wide at its widest part The three hydro-

carbon bands could be traced 5' from the nucleus. The

spectrum of the - tail continuous, and visible to the

extremity.

Prof. Kriigor, at Kiel, noticed that on October 5, during

occasional moments of greater distinctness, the comet's

head appeared to have two distinct nuclei. 'J'his was con-

firmed on the 7 til.
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A telegram from the Director of the Athens Observa-

tory announces that a comet had been seen on October 8,

four degrees south-west of the great one, and having the

same motion. JIas the comet been partially broken up in

its passage through its perihelion 1 Ifc is strange that,

tjefore the Biela comet broke up, Dr. Hind noticed that it

appeared somewhat elongated, or pear-shaped.

The pictures illustrate the appearance of the head (Fig. 1)

and the whol<> comet, as seen by the nuked eye, during the

last week of September.
The comet can still be seen, and well seen, towards the

south-east in the morning hours, from about four. We
shall give next week a map, showing its position and course

(past and future) among the stars.

TRANSITS OF VENUS.
By the Editor.

ALTHOUGH not belonging to the more interesting

relations connected with the occurrence of transits,

the laws according to which the successive conjunctions of

the earth and Venus recur, are worth e.xaraining, and they

artord a useful exercise for the student of astronomy.

Let us, in the first place, regard the two path? as circles

around the sun as centre, and traversed wirli uniform

velocity—namely, with the respective mean velofities of

the earth and \'enus.

Fdi'hpknce each will bo piiii
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and that after two revolutions she is only behind by tl»e

amount which the Earth traverses in 84 1448 days. Thus
she has gaiuetl in 449-4016 days by the amount which the

Earth traverses in 281 1 1 IG days ; and what we require is

to know in what time slie will gain a complete circuit, or

the amount traversed by tlie earth in 36r>'25t34 days. This

is in effect a were ruleofthree sum, which would in the

ordinary way Ih' stated as follows :^
As l'8rillG : 3G5 2504 :: 449-401G : period we require.

It will Im? found, if this sum bo worked out, that the

required period is one of 583 9204 days, and this is the

p«'rio«l which is given in tables of elements of the planets as

the mean synodical period of the Earth and ^'enus, that is

tlie mean interval between the successive conjunctions of

theso planets on the same side of tlie sun.*

Now let this be noticed : The Earth in 5839204 days

will l>e at E, where the arc E Ei is one traversed in

2 1 ^ 6640 days, and the remaining are Ej E, therefore, is

oil'- traversed in 1465924 days. But we know that the

tifth part of an ordinary year contains 73 days, or about

the half of the period required for traversing the arc E, E.

Tliis arc, then, is about two-fifths of the orbit ; and tlie

arc E E, is therefore about threelifths of the orbit. Let
us inquire more particularly into this relation, because it

is an important one in many respects.

The true tifth part of a year is a period of 73 05 13 days,

and tliree times this period amounts to 219'1539. Kow,
wf have seen that the arc EE, is traversed in 218-GClO
days. Tlie dill'erence amounts to 0-489i) of a day, or less

than half a day. Thus, if we drew lines (EV one),

dividing the orbits e.xactly into tive equal parts, then the

conjanction-line E,ViS lies less than half a degree from tin-

nearest of these lines (for the earth's mean daily motion is

sliglitly less than one degree), and behind, ns respects the

direction of the planet's motions. Manifestly, the next

conjunction-line will be as E.V.S, rather less than a degree

short of the nearest of the equidistant lines. The ne.xtwill

\je as EjVaS ; the next as EiV,S. And, lastly, the next
will be as E^V^S, rather less than 3i degrees from EVS.
Five synodical revolutions have now passed, giving, there-

fore, a period amounting to 2019-6020 days. Venus has

made nearly thirteen revolutions, and the earth has made
nearly eight Since eight sidereal years amount to

2927-05 12 days, the actual difference, or in other words
the period in which the Earth traverses the arc E^E,

• Of coaree, the mctbod given above is not intended to indicito
the inost concise process for obtaining the synodicnl period of two
pUnctt. It ia only intended to preHcnt the matter bo reasoned out
as to involve uo t«cbnicalitica. The proper process is as follows :

Vcnun's mean daily motion in her orbit

— r of tho complete circuit.
224-7008

"^

Thn Karth'n daily motion in her orbit

•—— of her complete circuit.

Therefore Vcnoa's mean daily gain on tho Eartli

\2Z*-"7008 3H52651
lof the complete circuit.

And Tcona'i synodical period, in dayx,

224 7008 X 3C5-2.''.G !

3<»-250l-2Z-l-70t«1__ 1_
Z»4-;00fJ - 3<i5266t

Or thus—
Venos's main daily motion iu

The Karth's

VenTin'ri mean daily |^tn in her orbit « 2219-475
And Vcnai'a rvnodical period —

300 X 60 K OO . r^n.r.,n, i

-2219-476
doy-S^S-O' '")'-

amounts to 24492 days. Now the Earth's meai» daily

motion in her orbit is 3548-193". Multiplying this by
2-4492, we obtain for the mean value of the arc E,-,E,

8690-23G', or 2^ 24' 50-23G". Thus we see that in five

synodical periods there is a return to the immediate
neighbourhood of the conjunction-line at the beginning.

These live periods last \ery nearly eight years. We
may say, in fact, that in eight years, wanting 2-4492

days, the conjunction-line EVS is shifted to the position

E/V,,S, 2° 24' 50-23G" behind its former position. Thus
we see that this conjunction-line will travel completely

round iu as many times eight years as 2° 24' 50 236" is

contained in 360°, less one year, this one year resulting

from tho slight defect of five synodical periods from eight

years. This period, which may bo called a grand cycle of

Venus .-xnd the Earth, has a mean value of 1 192 0632 years.

But it is manifest from Fig. 1 that in ii lifth part of this

time tho conjunction-line EiV,S, will have passed to the

position E^V^S^* ; while every other conjunction-line of the

live equidistant ones in Fig. 1 will have passed round
(backwards) to the position of the ne.\t. In other words,

in the course of 238-412 years (on the average) there will

have been conjunctions of Venus and the Earth all round
their orbits at intervals as close as those which separate

each of the live conjunction lines of Fig. 1 from its nearest

neighbour. (It will presently bo seen that this period,

238-4126, has to bo somewhat enlarged to represent the

mean interval between transits occurring at either the

ascending or descending node of \'enus's orbit.)

(To be continued.)

Pehpetual Motion. — After describing the electric

launch recently run on the Thames, the Spectator of

Sept. 30 says: "Nothing is said about expense, but ;i

boat which can travel at this speed without coal and with

no funnel must for many purposes be of almost immediate

us('. As the charging machines can be put up anywhere,

the practical problem of electricians must be to reduce the

size and weight of the accumulators. Once small enough

to be carried, they might drive a steamer across the

Atlantic, being perpetually recharged by a dynamo driven

by the motion itself."

Lady Compaxions fou the Insane.—Dr. Rees Philipps,

in his reports on the Wonford Lunatic Hospital for the

Insane, at Exeter, strongly advocates the appointment of

educated ladies as companions to the inmates of the femalo

departments of asylums for lunatics of tho upper and

middle classes. Every hour that he .spends in tho femaU;

wards of the hospital under his charge strengthens his con-

viction of the beneficial iiilluencc on lady patients of kindly

companionship and the nursing of gentlewomen. A
certain proportion of lady nurses has been introduced into

that admirably-conducted registered hospital—Bamwooil
House— at Gloucester, and the medical superintendent,

iJr. Needham, is satisfied that he obtains more work from

these lady-nurses, and at no increased cost, than from

nurses drawn from the domestic servant class. If this

opening for u.s(!ful and meritorious work were more widely

known than it is at present, many gentlewomen of suitable

position and temperauK^it would doubtless avail them-

selves of it. The emoluments oflered are not large ; but

an honourable livelihood and interesting occupation are not

without their attractions.

—

JMical J'vh^.

• Tho correct way of stating thin, that tho mean period in which
any conjunction-lino rcachcH the place of the next liehiml in a fifth

part of the grand cycle. Thc^ro is not an actual conjunction along

tho line E,VjS at tho end of this time, because the grand cycle does

not contain an exact number of years.
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I. Til Basta (ancient

Uabastis).
2. Tel Aboo Sooley-

man.
8. Tel-el-Kebcer.

4. Tel Retabtth.

6. Telel-Maskhata.
6. Ancient Canal of

Seti I.

7. New Freshwater
Canal.

8. LakeTimsah.
9. Snez Canal.

10. Great Bitter Lake.

11. Lake Mabsamah.
12. Pools of Kigabah.

13. ZatcaziB (station).

14. Aboo Kebeor (ata-

. tion).

IB. Belbeis (station).

16. Aboo]Jamma<l(8ta-
tion).

17. Tel-elKebeer (sta-

tion).

18. Hahsamah (sta-

tion).

19. Ramsis (station).

20. Nefcesh (station).

21. Ismalleeyah (tc-r-

minns).

0. Lake Ballah.

Rail-ivays.

Canals.

Ancient Canal.

Suez Canal.

Limits of
Desert.

Cultivated
Lands.

^ Pools and
Marshes.

Roads.
Moands of
AncicntCities.

Large towns
(stations).

Small towns
(stations).

M.\P OF WADY TDMIL-\T.

WAS RAMESES II. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION ?

By Ameli.*. B. Edwards.

XII.—THE ANCIENT CANAL.

TTTE have now to see how far all these scattered topo-

\ y graphical details correspond with the actual position

of the ancient mounds of Wady Turailat ; the sites of which,

with their Arabic names, are laid down in the accompany-
ing sketch-map. Zagazig, the modern county-town of the

modern province of Sherkeeyeh, has risen, not upon, hut

near, the ruins of Bubastis (Egyptian, Fa-Bast, Pa-Beset,

Pa-Baris) ; that famous city dedicated to the worship of

the cat-headed Goddess Bast, where the cat was a sacred

animaJ, not one of whose nine lives could be taken under

pain of death to the slayer. The piled mounds of the

ancient city, brown and jagged, like extinct craters, rise

close beside the railway, and are familiar objects to all who
journey to and fro between Cairo and Ismaileeyah. The
Arabs call the place " Tel Basta " ; its name having clung

to it unaltered to this present day. A network of canals

fed from the Great Moo'czz Canal (in old time the Tanitic

branch of the Nile) here intersects the country in all

directions ; and from this point the Freshwater Canal,

witliout which M. de Lesseps' workmen could not have
been kept alive, was conducted through Wady Tumilat to !

Ismaileeyah, and thence along the western shores of the

Bitter Lakes to the head of the Gulf of Suez. At a spot
j

rather more than half way through Wady Tumilat, which
|

is 37 miles in length, there may be seen upon our map
j

the small sheet of water called Lake Mah.samali.* This

natural reservoir could not have been more usefully placed

for the purposes of the new Canal, and the French engi-

neers were not slow to utilise it. In all probability, how-
•ever, it had l>een made available for the same purpose some
three thousand ye.ars before ; for here, at various points

along the bottom of the valley, the engineers came upon
the bed of the ancient canal begun by Seti I., carried on by
Rameses IL, and in later times successively resumed and
abandoned by the Persian, Greek, Roman, and Arab rulers

illiigp and station, whoro
was fought, and several

• Within a short distance of Mabsamah
the successful little action of September 2o

(rains wero captured.

of Egypt This is the canal which Herodotus describes as

" derived from the Nile a little above the city of Bubastis,

near Patumus (Pa-Tum) the Arabian town, being con-

tinued thence until it joins the Red Sea" (Book II.,

chap. 158) ; and which Strabo describes as flowing

" through the Bitter Lakes and emptying itself into the

Red Sea." Both, however, are mistaken as to the master-

mind which first conceived the idea of uniting the waters

of the Nile and the Gulf of Suez. Herodotus attributes

the beginning of the canal to Nekau (Necos) the successor

of Psammetichus I., and Strabo gives the glory to Sesostris

(Ranieses II.) But the chronicled walls of Karnak—even

the outer walls of that Hall of Giant Pillars which Seti I.

dedicated within to Amen the God, and withont to himself

the Pharaoh—preserve to this day not only a record of the

existence of the canal in his time, but a sculptured repre-

sentation of it, in perfect prcser\ation. The King, re-

turning from victories in Syria, drives his captives before

his chariot, and is met on the frontier by his priests and

nobles, bearing bouquets and chanting praises. The Canal

flows between the conqueror and his subjects. It is fortified

and crossed by a bridge. Its waters swarm with crocodiles,

and it empties itself into a large basin on the Syrian side.

The inscription expressly draws attention to the presence

of the crocodiles in its waters, and states that the name of

the canal is "The Cutting." This is the celebrated bas-

relief which the guidebooks erroneously describe as repre-

senting the return of Seti across the Nile. This view has

unfortunately obtained the support of M. Lenormaut, who
admits that the stream is hieroglyphically described as

a "canal," but declines nevertheless to recognise in it

anything but the Pelusiac branch of the Nil& Yet there

is a witness whose testimony on this point seems to me to

be incontrovertible ; and tliat witness is the ancient artist

himself. I wish 1 could put his elaborate bas-relief, in all

its simple truthfulness of treatment, before the eyes of the

readers of this number of Kxcwlkdce. 1 wish I could

point out to them, more forcibly than by written words,

the childlike device by which he has striven to show that

the canal is an artificial work. Representations of rivers

are not uncommon on Egyptian monuments. Three famous

examples in illustrationof the Battle of Kadosh on the

Oront»'s occur on the pylons of Luxor and the Ramessum,

and on the north wall of the Great Hall at Aboo Siinbel
;
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and in t-ach of these tlie artist Las been careful to show the

winding of the stream, and the irregular outline of its

l.anks. But here the canal is drawn lietwcen two straight

and strictly parallel lines, each planted with a formal row

of trees. Nor is this all. Under the wheels of the royal

chariot, in a sliort hand stylo of landscape art which has

much to reconiinciid it, we see three pieces of water and

three little towers, each labelled with its name. These in-

dicate fortitietl places along the route. One piece of water

is enclosetl in a square basin surroundet} by walls; evidently

a reservoir. The two others, in marked contrast to both

the reservoir and the canal, are purposely irregular in form,

as would betit the representation of natural lakes or pools.

And so also, it must be noted, is part of the lioundary out-

line of the large basin into which the canal discharges its

waters on the Syrian side.

But Professor Ebers, who has lately studied these sculp-

tures on the spot, places the (juestion beyond further

dispute. " The canal," he writes, " is defended by forti-

fu-ations and a gate, and bears in the inscription the name
of The Cutting."* The balance of opinion among Egypt-

ologists, it may be added, is altogether on this side ; in-

cluding, by the way, the opinion of so distinguished an
outsider as ^L de Lesseps, who acutely remarks that "the
basin into which the canal discharges its waters is, and can

only be, the lake which in our days bears the Arab name
of TimitaJi, signifying crocodile."^ And obviously, if Lake
Tiuisah ever merited its name, the crocodiles must have
fouiid their way thither from the Nile, by way of the

canal, it btiiig zoologicilli/ iinjjvssible (Itai t/fi/ nhuuUl have

comeJrum ntti/ir/iere eUe.

Moreover—and this is a curious fact which has escaped

M. de Lesseps, and which, so far as I know, has not been
remarked before—the ancient Egyptian name for crocodile

was " £mgith "
: and Kmgiih is clearly the same word as

Timjiah, the consonants 7(i, *, h, being identical ; the vowels

in Egyptian and Arabic mutable ; and the initial T doubt-

less a later addition. Also, there being no crocodiles in

Arabia, the Arabs would naturally import the Egyptian
name into their language. Hence it is fair to conclude
that Ijikf Tiriisah, like so many other localities in this

Egypt of indelible memories, perpetuates a name which is

in itself a page of ancient history.

Tlie channel of the canal of Seti I. was in the first in-

stance discovered by the French expedition in 1798 ; and
in lb.'»9-C0, when M. de Lesseps' engineers surveyed the
ground for the new Freshwater Canal, they not only re-

traced the course of that earliest work, but at various

points they actually found its steep banks lined with solid

niasonrj-. And so accurate was the original levelling, that

more than once tliey simply followed and reopened the
work of their Pharaonic predecessors.

If further proof is needed to establish the identity of

thw ancient canal, further pr'Xjf is forthcoming. Herodotus,
Uiough mistaken in attributing the lirst design to Nekau,
states that it was " complet<-d by Darius "

; while Strabo,

who comes ntrarer the fact in ascribing its origin to

liameses II., stat'-s that "Darius succeeded to the com-
pletion of the undr-rtaking, but he dt.-sisted when it was
nrarly finished, inliuenced by an erroneous opinion that
the level of the lied Sea was higli<r than Egypt, and that
if the intervening isthmus were cut through, the country
would \xt overflowed V*y the sea." iJook XV'II., chap. '1T>.

Now whether Dariua completed the canal or did not com-

• 8«« Etiera' "L'Kirvpte," French tranilation by O. Maiiiero.
VoLII..p.2C.

t " Conferenren nor Ici Trmraux de I'lithmc do KncJi." l>e

, Parin, IHCa.

plete it, is nothing to the present inquiry. All we need
ascertain is the fact of his having put his hand to it ; and
this fact was proved as long since as 1798, when M. de
Koziere discovered, at a. spot near the southern end of the
Bitter Lakes, a broken statue of the " Great King of

Kings," and some red granite blocks carved with a
polyglot inscrijition in Persian, Median, Assyrian, and
Egyptian characters, which has bten translated by M.
Oppert :

—

" A great God is Aurama:;da, who created heaven ; who
created earth ; who created man ; who gave to man a will;

who established Darius as King ; who committed to King
Darius so great and so glorious an empire. I am Darius,

King of Kings ; King of lands of many tongues ; King of

this great earth far and near ; son of Hystaspes, the
Acluemenide. Says Darius the King :^I am a Persian.

With the power of Persia, I coniiuered Egypt I ordered

this canal to be dug from the river called Pirava (Nile),

which (lows in Egypt, to the sea which comes out of PiTsia.

This canal was dug there as I commanded. Afterwards I

said :—Go and destroy half of the canal from Bira to the

coast For such was my will.''*

I venture now to assume that the identity of the ancient

Pharaonic canal is suHiciently jiroven, and that it is shown
to have been carried at least as far as Lake Timsah by
Seti I.

SouTiiwAiiK .\Ni) Elkctiuc LifiHTiNo.—The Vestry of

St George-the-Martyr, Southwark, took an important

step at a recent meeting, with regard to tlio electric

lighting question generally. It was resolved to oppose tho

application of all companies for licenses, under the third

section of the Electric Lighting Act, unless they were pro-

pared to guarantee to the Vestry that, after paying a divi-

dend of 7J per cent, one-half of all profits accruing b<>yond

should be handed over to the Vestry towards the reduction

of the local rates, in consideration of the concession granted

for the laying down of the nece.ssary works. This is looking

forward with a vengeance.

Infant FEEDiNfi.—At a recent meeting of the Paris

Academy of Medicine, M. Tarnier read a paper on this

su bject He began by stating that he much preferred cup
or spoon feeding to a nipple-bottle when the child cannot

be fed on mother's milk. Although condensed milk may
be wholesome for adults, M. Tarniei- declares that it is

quite useless for young children ; and he considers that

nothing can be compared with the mother's milk, which is

well known to be the lirst of all foods for infants. Arti-

ficial feeding has been tried in Paris with very disastrous

results, as may be seen by the following statistics, drawn
up by M. Bertillon :—In 18K1, C0,H.5G children were born
in Paris, of whom M,ri71 were sent away to be nursed,

while AC>,1xr> remained in the city. Of th.^ latter number,

10,180 died, being a mortality of L'2 per cent, while 0,202

(more than half) of the former died of athrepsy—that is to

say, bad feeding. Of these 5,202 infants, 3,007 were fed

with a nipple feeding-bottle.

—

Medical i'rcM.

I

• The above Eni^liHh verBion of M. Oppert'n French translntioB

JR from tho pen of Sir EraHmus Wiliton (nee " The Epfj-pt of tho
I'liHt," chap, viii., p. 481. Second edition. 1882.) TliiH curioua

moniimont wnii lirHt pabliiiliod by M. Oppert in tho " Itapporta de
I'Kxyptf et de rAsHyrie," p. 12.'j. The thrco cuneiform inHcriptiona

were cnjfravod on ono side, and thc! liieroKlyiJiic text on. tlio other.

Unfortunately, it waH much injured by tho workmen employed on
the Hurz Canal -. tho Amiyrian text being, according to M. Opport,
" entirely annihilated," and thc Median nearly ko.

I
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THE NEW PRIXCETOX TELESCOL'E.

THE accompanying engraving shows the great telescope

of the College of New Jersey, as it stands in Halsted

Observatory at Princeton. It ranks fourth in the list of

great refractors in use, and is by far the largest belonging

to any collegiate institution.

Halsted Observatory was built some fourteen years ago,

at a cost of about $50,000. In making the alterations

necessary for the reception of the new telescope some

$5,000 more have been expended. The telescope and its

accessories cost S2G,000. This sum was contributed by the

friends of the college ; the largest donors being Robert

Bonner, Esq., and R. L. Stuart, Esq., who gave respectively

§10,000 and $G,000.

Ihr t. 1, <,op.> was made by Alvan Cl.ark A Sons, of

Canibridgcport, Mass.; and all the appointments of the

Observatory are of the most modern character. The irox

dome under which the telescope is mounted is 39 feet in

diameter. The apparatus for turning the dome and

opening the shutter is driven by a four-horse power gas-

engine, which also actuates a small (Edison) dynamo-

machine for operating the electric lamps used in illunit-

nating the building and furnishing electric currents for

various spectroscopic purposes.

The following data, respecting the telescope have been

kindiv furnished by Professor C. A. Young :—

The diameter of the object-glass is 23 inches. The

radius of the curvature of the crown glass lens, outsido

surface, is 205-8 inches ; inner surface, 811) inches. The«e
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sarfaces air l>oth convex. The flint glass lens (concave on
l>oth sides) has for the surface next the crown lens a radius

of 73 4 inches. That of the surface next the eje is 222 -2

inches. The distance l>etween the lenses is 7 -r) inches. The
focal length is .10 feet 1 inch. The steel tube of the tele-

scope has a length of 2S feet and a d:anieter cf 33 inches

in the middle. The length of the polar axis is 10 feet;

diameter at bearings, 8 inches and 6 inches. The diameter
of the coarse hour circle is 30 inches ; of the fine hour
circle, 28 inches. The length of the declination axis is

9 feet; its diameter at bearings, 7i and fti inches. The
diameter of the declination circle is' 30 inches.

The driving weight of the clockwork weighs 320 pounds,
and has a fall of 12 feet The radius of the sector l)y

which the clockwork drives the telescope is 40 inches. The
centrifugal regulator or governor weighs 22 pounds, and
revolvi's once in seven-tenths of a second. Tlie weight is

taken off the lower pivot by floating the regulator in
nuroury. The weiglit of the telescope and mounting is

aUut seven tons. The height of the centre of motion
above the floor is 20 feet 9 inches. The declination circle

is read from the eye end of the telescope by microscopes
9 feet long.

Tlie telescope is provided with position and double-image
micrometers of the best construction. The star spectroscope,
by Hilger, of London, was constructed under the super-
vision of Mr. Christie, the Astronomer Royal, upon the
same plan as that of the instrument for some time in use
at Greenwich, but upon an enlarged scale. It is a direct-

vision instrument, with three (.so-called) half prisms. It is

more than 6 feet long, and weighs, with its appendages,
about 1 rtO pounds. For the present it is expected this
telescope will be devoted mainly, though not exclusively, to
stellar spectroscopy.

For the purpose of comparison the following facts with
regard to other large refracting telescopes will be found of
interest But two instruments excelling the Princeton
telescope are now in use, namely, the 25-inch telescope

made by Cooke, of England, and owned by Mr. Newall,
of Xewcastle-on-Tyne ; and the 2G-inch equatorial, made
J)y the Clarks, at the Naval Observatorj-, Washington.
The third larger instrument, made by Grubb, of Dublin,
and having an aperture of 27 inches, is now in process of
tDOunting at Vienna.

The instrument nearest in size below the Princeton tele-

scope, now in use, is the Strassburg refractor, with an
aperture of 1 9 inches. There are in process of construc-
tion five larger instruments, namely :

—

The Poulkowa telescope, 30 inches, and the McCormick
telescope, 26} inches; both by the Clarks. The Henry
Brothers, in Paris, are making a 29-inch telescope for the
Nice Observatory, and another, of the same size, for the
National Obser\-atory at Paris. One of the disks of glass
(the crown) for the Lick telescope, to be 36 inches in
diameter, hag been received by the Clarks, who are waiting
for the flint disk before beginning the grinding. This
^gantic instrument, when tini.shed, is to be erected on
Mount Hamilton, California.

—

SrUnliJir Americnn.

Cost of One Home-Power. An American contempo-
rary says :—According to the following excerpt from the
SrJiool of Mirifs Qu/irl'.rhj, the cost of one horse-power per
hour is a8 follows, from experimenti lately made at
CarLsruhe : 100 h.-p. steam engine, -'3') pence ; 2 h.-p.

steam engine, ."JoO pi-nce ; 2 h.-p. I>-hraan'8 caloric engine,
3-31 pence

; 2 h.-p. Hock motor, 1 00 pence; 2 h.-p. Otto
ga*-en;,ane, 3 26 pence; 2 h-p. Otto-Langen gas-engine,
3-^6 pf-nce ; 2 h.-p. Schmidt water-engine (fed by city
water fcupply), 11-87 pence: horses, 2.') 00 pence; men,—

.

J\rbirU)£{.

BACKBONED ANIMALS.*

IT were enough to say of this book that it is a work by
Miss Buckley to commend it at once to our readers,

for of Miss Buckley, as of Mr. Cr.ant Allen and one or two
others (would there were more), it may truly be said

that they have published nothing \\'hich has not been
charming.

Miss Buckley speaks as if she could not keep silent, so

much her subject interests her, yet all the time she speaks

as if she had her audience always before her, and felt she
must make clear to all what is so clear and simple, and
withal so charming, to herself. She does not seem, like so

many writers about science, to think that she will gain no
credit for profundity if she does not use words a-foot-and

a-half long. So far from that she invents simple words to

replace the Greek and Latin terms with which foolish folk

in past times chose to clothe and cloak their ideas. She
does not speak, where she can help it, of Yi'rtehratf. but of

Jiarkhoned animals, not of ifamnmlian^ but of Milk-givers.,

not of Marsupitih but of I'onchid animals. She writes, in

fact, as if she wanted to be understood and wanted to

interest her readers in her subject, whereas some of our
naturalists have written as if that were the last thing in

the world which a science-writer should aim at, the main
motive for writing being (they seem to assume) to show
how learned and profound the writer is.

But Miss Buckley's book is very difficult to review. Not
a page in it fails to attract and to suggest reflections.

There is not a chapter from which one wou'd not like to

extract at least half.

Not being able to do this, we note that Miss Buckley
takes the several members of the backboned family, and
shows how each of them is related to ancestral forms,
" restorations" of which appear in the picture headings of

the several chapters. It must be admitted, by the

way, tiiat these picture-headings suggest ideas somewhat
like those which boys must form from the study of

Mr. Ballantinc's books— "The Fir Trader," "The
Coral Island," "Gorilla Hunters," rt hoc r/nivs ounv'..

One would suppose life with these primaeval crea-

tures must have been a scene of perpetual adven-

ture. Thus we have in a space less than a quarter of

a mile square, a Deinolherium and a Mastoilon, three HeUa-
dolherifi, or ancient giraffes, a Jlippopotamus, a Tnpir, a

Rhinocfrns, a Hydra, an Antrhipr, and a small monkey,
I'ithrcus I't'nldicuH. On the cover, a Zebra is added, and
for the Deinotherium, towards which, at p. 2.')6, a Hippo-
potamus is advancing with an expression showing that he

is not quite sure whether tho.so inverted tusks will quite

suit him, a nondescript horned animal (presumably an
ant<!lope, but the horns arc not right) is substitutc^d, which
seems likely to fare ill between the Hippopotamus and an

Elephant (Mastodon) and Rhinoceros, who are eyeing it

more intently than encouragingly. Of course, the primieval

woods, and streams, and lakes were never so closely

crowded with inhabitants as they are shown in such

pictures ; but, for purposes of illustration, these pictures

do very well. In fact, there is no other way of treating

such subjects without greatly multiplying the number of

pictures.

The illustration's, by Mr. Carreras, jun., Mr. Coombe,

• Wirmtrx in Life's Race, or the Great Backhoned Family. By
AiunKi.LA IJ. KucKl.KY, author of "The Fuiry Land of .Snience,"

"Life and licr Children," Ac. (Edward Stanford, London.)

I
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Mr. Smit, and Miss Suft, are excellent and numerous.
They are also verj' fully and clearly described.

A thoroughly excellent and enjoyable work from Frontis-

piece to Finis.

A CONCISE CYCLOP.^DIA.*
TuE first number of this Cyclopaedia has been sent to us.

It promises to be a very useful addition to the series

of educational -works for which Messrs. Cassell's house is

so well-known. The following extracts illustrate the style

of this convenient woik of reference :

—

" Acacia, a name incorrectly given to certain flowering

shrubs, often grown in English gardens, the correct title of

which is Robinia Pstud-Acacia. They are called locust

trees in America. (A good cut, showing leaf and flowers,

here given.) The real acacias are a genus of plants belong-

ing to the Mii/ios(r, a leading division of the Leguminous
order. The type is the Acacia Arabica, or gum-arabic tree,

which has doubly pinnate leaves, and heads of flowers like

velvety pellets of bright gamboge hue. The Acacia Catt:c/iu

furnishes CaUchu, a substance used in tanning leather."
" Allegiance (from the Latin aUigo, I bind), the lawful

obedience which a subject is bound to render to his

sovereign. The bond of allegiance may, however, be said

to be mutual and reciprocal, the subject being bound to

obey the sovereign, and the sovereign to protect the sub-

ject"—[It should have been added that where there is no
personal protection, either needed or profiered, there is no
personal allegiance,—it is merely a feudal fiction. In a

country like England, for instance, citizens are protected

by, and therefore owe allegiance to, the state. In old

times personal allegiance or duty to a suzerain, though it

implied some degree of subjection, was a valuable quality,

as useful to the feudal chief as to his follower. In our
time, allegiance to aught but the state is little less

than treason to the nation,—or it would be, if it meant
anything but flunkeyism. There are some words

—

aUe-

(/itince, loyalty, and faith are among them—so noble, that

the honest mind is pained when they are used, as they too

often are, in a degrading, time-serving sense.

—

Ed.]
" Accident (from the Latin aceidere, to happen). In

Logic, a term applied to any quality which does not
essentially belong to a thing, or form one of its invariable

attributes. For example, when we say of a piece of iron

that it is Kolid, we state one of its invariable characteristics
;

but if we say that it is hot, we are merely stating an
accidental circumstance connected with it. Again, in

speaking of a man, if we say that he has two leys, we state

an essential attribute, in tlie absence of which we cannot
conceive of him as a man ; but if we assert that he is a
native of Parii, it is a mere accident" (though if we were
speaking of American man, it would be an essential).

[The explanation of this logical term is clear enough ; no
one can well misunderstand it ; albeit, we may note in

passing that iron is not always solid, and some men are so

unfortunate as to have but one leg or none.

—

Ed.]
The Cyclop.a'Jia will be very cheap, the monthly parts,

of which there will be twenty-seven, costing but Gd. each.

ANATOMICAL STUDIES, t

Although this work is specially intended for medical
students, it is one which, for many reasons, has value for

the lay world. Every one ought to know where lie the chief

• CaaselVs Concise Cydopadia. (Cassell, Pettor, Galpin, A Co.)
t Buvuin Morphology ; a Treatise on Practical and Applied

Anatoviy. By Henry Albeet Kekve.s, F.R.C.S.Ed. Vol. I. (Smitb,
Elder, 4 Co., London.)

muscles, bones, and nerves of the human body ; the chief

internal organs, the arteries, veins, and so forth : although

not every one, fortunately, wishes to dissect and analyse

them. Now, if there is a good deal in this book which is

of interest only to dissecting students, there is much more
which shows, in a way we have never seen surpassed, just

those relations of the human body which every one ought
to know. The publishers, as the author remarks, have
been very liberal in the matter of illustrations, there being

no fewer than li\e hundred and sixty-four. A few are

somewhat rough, but even these are exceedingly instructive

to the student ; in fact, their very roughness shows what
they are—sketches from the hand of a master.

The present volume deals with the limbs and pericar-

dium ; the second will deal with the thorax, abdomen,
pelvis, itc. ; and the third with the anatomy of the neck
and brain, and organs of special sense. The book is not
precisely one for the drawing-room table, but for the study ;

not wholly, however, for the medical man's study; it

teaches much which every man of sense ought to know.

LIFE-HISTORY OF A PLANT.
By E. Vf. PREVOST, PhD.

THE study of the life-liistorj' of a plant is of great interest, as
siiowing the elaborate arrangements whereby the mineral

matters of the soil and the gases in the air are brought together
to form one organism, which shall bo fit for the food of man or
beast. In the present article I do not intend to give any descrip-

tion of the structure of a plant, nor any account of the manner in

which its juices pass from one part to another, but rather to poinc
out the materials which form the plant-food, and the changes which
they undergo so as to produce what we recognise as a vegetable
structure.

The plant possesses a distinct set of organs capable of absorbing-
mineral food dissolved in water, and there are also means wherebv
oxygen and carbonic acid gas can bo inspired and transformed
into tissue. The young sprout being at first incapable of seeking
for its food, is dependent on the seed for its supplies, con-
sisting of two distinct substances —nitrogenous or albuminous
matter, and oil and starchy matters. These two last might have
been classed separately, but it is unnecessary her© to draw any
distinction between them, for it appears that the oil is, daring-
germination, for the most part converted into starch. The effect

of moisture and warmth causes the seed to sprout, throw out astern
and root, but these being but feeble must be supplied ivith food
ready prepared, and it is under the influence of the oitygen which
obtains access to the seed, that a small portion of the albuminous
matters contained in the seed is altered, and the products act
as a ferment which attacks the insoluble starch, conTerting it

into a sngar that can pass with the water always present into
the small sprout ; when there it becomes again insoluble, and
adds to the structure of the rapidly-increasing seedling. The first

part of this change, such as the starch, has undergone, is well
exemplified in the malting of barley, which after its removal from
the malt-house, contains a largo amount of '•glucose," a kind of
sugar which is recognised readily by the taste. The transformation
of a portion of the albuminous matter into a ferment, not only
results in the conversion of starch into sugar, but at the same timo
the remainder of the albuminoids are rendered soluble and without
any change in their composition ; they can then accompany the
glucose during its passage into the seedling. Wo see then that the
seed is a storehouse for the young plant, proWding nourishment until

it is strong enongh to send down roots into the earth, and put
out leaves into the air to seek out food for itself. When
tho plant becomes strong, and is no longer dependent on the seed
for its food, the chemical processes which take place are still more
wonderful; how somo of the new substances are formeil, or why
tho absence of somo one ingredient of the soil (generally present in
but very small quantities), should produce certain well-known results,

is still unknown. Fi-om the soil, and by the roots, are derived tho
mineral matters and the nitrogen ; the latter in tho form of
nitrates, which in tho plant are completely changed in character,
being no longer a combination of nitric acid with a base, but the
base Im.s been separated, and the nitrogen of the acid, combined
with sulphur hydrogen and oxygen, is deposited in tho new form of
nlbumenoid matter,, which is insoluble in water: but being in-

soluble, and deposited in tho minute cells of tho plant, it
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would appear impoaaible that it could iniKnito from one part to

another, and this would bo tho case if no other substance wore

pnrAont ; but phosphate of pi>ta9siuni is nbsurbod by the plaitt, niui

thia coming in contact with the albunipuoids, renders them soluble;

ther cftn now pass thronijh the cell-walls of the stem, and upwards
itito the seed, where they are stored up for future uso. Phosphates

are also necessary for the production of certain fats, of which they

form a p*rt, for the fat of the horse-chestnut and oak contains n smiill

percvntage vt phosphorus. Of the other salts sucked up by the

n.n.>ts, the sulphate of lime is worthy of mention, as it is necessary

to the formation of albumenoids, sulphur beiuR an essential injjre-

dient of the»<! matters, whereas phosphorus is not ; and also many
essential oils require this element in their composition, and it is to

its presence that the oils of black mustarvl and garlic owe their

[w'culiar pungency.
The function which many of the other ingredients found in the

ashes of plants perform is still somewhat uncertain, but all experi-

menu indicate that potash, lime, and magnesia (the alkaline earths,

as these two last are termed) are indispensable to the lifo of the

pUnt, and that the absence of irvin is accompanied by abnormalities

of growth. When a soil contains no iron, and this dues not

eocnr naturally, the foliage loses its green colour, the loss

teing due to the non-formation of chlorophyll, or the green
colouring matter, and when this is absent, tho |<rocos8 of assi-

milation as performed by tho leaves ceases, and thercforo tho

plant is in an unhealthy condition ; when wo como to speak of

the respiration ard assimilation of plants, in explanation of these

terms will bo giron. but at present a few words on the use of potash

soda and silica will not bo out of place ; but we will not attempt

to dilat« on tho uses of other ash ingredients, such as chlorine, for

as before stated, there is no accurate information concerning them,

but that they are requisite is certain, whilo what their function may

For all general purposes, tho chemist considers that the alkalies,

potash and soda, are interchangeable ; that what soila will do, so

will potash, and as tho former is tho cheapest, it is therefore tho

roo«t frequently employed. Plants, however, detect a difleronce, for

we find both soda and potash present in their ash in varying quan-

tities, and neither of them entirely absent, so that each must have

a distinct part to play ; still, to a certain extent they nro inter-

changeable, for cultivation greatly alters tho proportions in which

they are present, and this alteration is very marked in tho

case of the asparagus, which when growing wild, contains equal

quantities of these bases, but by cultivation nearly tho whole of tho

soda disappears, while the potash increases nearly threefold. Silica

or sand is to be found in every soil, cither in tho free or combined
slate, and hence we might suppose that it was indispensable, and
certainly it exiau in every plant in largo proportions, more espe-

cially in tho hard outer parts, the straw and stems containing a

very large quantity of this substance, which is generally considered

to bo necessary for their rigidity. There are some very remarkable

instances known in which deposits of silica aro found in plants.

Very notable is that occurring in tho joints of tho bamboo, resemb-

ling opal, and bearing the namo tabaiheer ; but yet, though silica

exists universally in plants, its absence (under artificial conditions)

does not seem to prevent their full development.

The alkaline earths, as well as potash, seem to bo neeessarj- for

the formation of tho various salts, such as tho oxalate of lime in tho

leaves of l<eot and in the common rhubarb, or tho oxalate of potash

in tho wood sorrel. These bases are introduced in tho form of

nitrate and phosphate or sulphate, but in the plant they sepiirato

from tho acid, and combine with new acids, which aro elalwratcd

through tho agency of tho leaves. Having glanced at tho functions

|«rformcfl by thn mineral constituents, wo will pass on to those of

fhc leaves, and hero as before, no attempt will be made to answer
the question, llow do the leaves act!' but rather our intention is

t.. show tho results of their action. Tho leaves nro the means
• : . tho pUnt communicates with tho air, absorbing from

. riion which is injurious to the life of animals, namely,

u'id gas, which consists of carbon and oxygen; under tho

^' :.'; of sun-light these two conifHinents are separated in tho

!>i»f, the one from tho other, tho carlwn or solid part remaining in

r ha plant to form all the various compounds, such as starch oil

und acids, while tho oxygen is exhaled into the air for tho uso of

Hnimola; this retention of carbon and cenvcrsion into starch, &c.,

has been termed assimilation to which wo have already referred ;

now wo can appreciate tho immense importance of plants of all

kmds, for without their aid tho atmosphere would become
iu> overburdened with tho harmful carbonic acid, that it

could no longer support life nor combustion. A small experi-

ment will readily dcmonstmtc the action of leaves on carlxjnic

•cid ; if a green laarel-leaf, immersed in a glassful of spring-water,

be exposed to sun-light, a number of small bubbles will soon bo

noticed on th« iurface of tho leaf. In a short time they will

increase in size, and finally float to tho surface, when, by proper
means, they can be collected and shown to eousist of oxygen,
which possesses the pnq>erty of causing a glowing splinter of wooti

to buret into flame when introduced into it. This oxygen has been
pro<luced by tho decomposition of tho carbonic acid dissolved in

tho water. It would be incorrect to sujjposo that tho leaves

absorb no oxygen, but always give it out, for at all times a
proportion of oxygen is inspiivd, and in tho dark, carbonic acid is

exhaled, y»t tho quantity is always less than that of the oxygen ex-

haled during the day, and at low tempeiatiiros the amount of oxygon
absorbed exceeds that of the carbonic ai-id. Uow to account for

tho production of starch from tho materials at the disposal of tho

plant is somewhat difticult ; but theoretically, six volumes of car-

bonic acid combining with five volumes of water produce starch, six

volumes of oxygen being liberated ; but when onco tho starch is

produced, wo know, from labonitory oxi)erimouts, that sugar can
easily be i)roduced from it, as well as oxalic acid, Ac. Tho purpose

of the loaves is not only to collect air food, but also to got rid of

superfluous water, for tho root* are continuolly pumping in water
laden with mineral fotid, so that to allow of tho circulation and de-

position of this food tho water must bo got rid of. This water is

exhaled from tho leaves in the form of invisible vapour, but the

quantity depends on the statoof the atmosphere, which whon moist

almost wholly prevents exhalation ; on tho other hand, in vory dry

weather, exhalation takes place too rapidly, and tho plant withers.

Light eiorts also a'very great influciioo ; the stronger tho light the

greater is tho amount of water exhaled, and, generally speaking,

tho maximum occurs shortly after midday. During hot and dry

weather a grass plant has been known to exhalo its own weight of

water during tho twenty-four hours. From what has been now said,

it will bo seen how necessary are plants to animals, and animals to

plants, for without the ono the other would not long survive, for

when tho atmosphere became exhausted of carbonio acid, which is

formed by animals, the i)lunts would then have no means of build-

ing up starch, Ice. The great difTerenci- between plants and animals

should also be noted, that whereas the plant is continually feeding

only to increase and store up material, the animal foods to increase

and repair tho waste that is continually procooding.

A TiiiNriEnsTORM in tmr Mattkeiiobn.—Mr. Alfred S. M. But-

tomer writing from l.ivnsanne, says :
—" A short account of a

summer storm on tho Alatlerhorn may interest somo of your

readers. Our party consisted of my wife and myself, with two

guides. We had been rather long in making tho ascent, owing to a

considerable quantity of snow and ice on the rocks, and it was ono

o'clock before wo left tho summit. Tho morning had boon fine and

warm, but about noon Fnow fell. On the top tho sun camo out, and

tho view on tho Italian side was perfectly clear. About five

minutes after commencing tho desiint the sky suddenly bocamo

dark, and snow fell in such density that, as ono of our party

described it, you could grasp a hamlful from tho atmosphore.

A peal of thunder made our guides hurry on. Directly after-

wards wo hoard a sharp crack, resembling the report of a

rifle, and each of us felt a slight shock in tho head. A peal

of thunder followed instantly. The guido who was carrj-ing

an ice axe threw it away in alai-m. A second and much louder

crack followed in about a minute, and wo all oxporionced a powerful

shock. Thn guides felt it in the head, and ono of thom complained

of a severe headache for tho rest of tho day. My wife described it

as passing through the body. I felt it entirely in tho knoes, which

seemed as if momentarily diHlocatod. Thunder followed imme-

diately as before. After this, there were a few distant ))oalH of

thunder, and in an hour the snow ceased and tho sun eaino out.

About a foot of fresh snow had fallen, which mode the doscoiit

tedious, and necessitated passing a 8Ccon<l night in tho Zonnatt

cabano. Somo friends who liad ascended tho Weisshorii on tho

same day had neither snow nor thunder.

—

Times.
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IttttrS to tf)t Ofliitor.

{Th« Editor doeenotholJ himrelfretponfiblffor the opiniom of hin eorreapondentM,

He cannot undertake to return manutcripte or to correapond tciih their vriteri. All

eommunicaiione thould be ae ihort at poeeitle^ conttgtentlr/ tcith full and clear ttate-

mentt of t\e wrilfr't neaninij.]

All EdUorial eommunicaiione should he addretied to the Editor of Knowtfdgb :

a'l Bueineu eommunicatiom to the Publieheri, at the Office, 71, Great (^ueen-

ereet, W.C.
All Bemittancee, Chequei, and Foit-Offtce Ordert thould be made payable te

lle.ert. W,man 4" Son,.
•,• All UHeri to the Editor fcitl be Numbered. For convenient' qf reference,

eorretpondeute, wh^n r^errintj to ang letter, will oblige by mentioning itt number
aAd the page on which it appeari.

"In knowledge, that man onl;

Atata of tranaition

Ihoa fixity of opinion."—F(/mJc
" Show me a man who makes t

d'tne nothing."

—

lAebig.
, and I will show

PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT.

[I insert Z.'s letter, not that I agree with him, for I do not, but

ii is interesting as suggesting the question why, under the condi-

ti ms considered in my reply to'A., one would be ready to permit

(iliTsiological experiment—suitably conducted to reduce pain to a
minimum—on the most valuable and worthy specimen of the lower
nnimal races, while most of us cannot oven admit the thought of

Iriiidred experiment on the most worthless, and worse than worth-

less, of human beings.—R. P.]

[600]—If there is any such thing as freedom of speech for those

whose ideas are in advance of the masses, the intellectual " varia-

tii ns " on which mental progre.^.s di-pends, I j>r.ay you in its name to

kIvo me a hearing. Let me p*:!:' in; 'i n v(jur crucial question in

i-e;>ly to A. 2. (KNOWLEinii i|
i-. ISG) concerning the

(11 actioe of physiological cxpci II ,i icals, ought to be carried

fi;rther and to be applied ti> w ii .
, r.

;
; ; t, is regarded, even by

Buiue physiologists, with unreaauniiig and unreasonable horror

—

namely to free experiment on human subjects of the least valuable

/.i/id for the benefit of the more valuable portion of humanity, its

progressive front.

The true generalisation of the special case supposed by you is,

that the suffering of "those dear to us is of infinitely more import-

ance to each of us (if wo are of an affectionate disposition, as you
and I are) than any amount of possible or problematical suffering

of unknown and chloroformed beings, especially if of any inferior

class. ^,.ia

This is true. Such ia human nature, as may bo seen in others,

and felt in ourselves every day. We care very little indeed for

utter strangers if their interests and the interests of our own friends

conflict. And if, further, our judgment pronounces the hypotheti-
cal unknown persons to belong to a typo indisputably inferior to our
own dear and valued ones, we are all of us ready to consent to

—

(inrjthinj in short likely to relievo the .agonies or protract the lives

of those precious ones.
Unless, therefore, one is enslaved by popular prejudices, it is diffi-

cult to Bee why, with our modern advanced views and the renuncia-
tion of those effete superstitions which assumed a non-existent

fundamental distinction between human and other animals, so much
objection should still bo made to even the most distant approach to

physiological oxperimpntation on living human subjects of the
inferior classes. No physiologist worthy of the name can doubt the

.tnpromo usefulness of such experiments and the unsatisfactorincss

of the restriction to other aniinal.s, all nioro or loss differing in

pliysiological structure from man. A vast amelioration of jmin
would, in all probability, aecrno to the higher and most valuable

human beings by the sacrifice of a few of the worst and quite oppo-
site of valuable. Is it not ])ertectly absurd that a Beaconsfield, a
(iladstono, a Herbert Spencer, or a Huxley, should be liable to the
most exoruoia' ig diseases possible to conceive—pains inflicted by
tlio ruthless v' isector, Nature, as penalty for somebody's disobedience
to her laws- .md that a few brutal nmrderor.') and other breakers of

human laws are not to be made to suffer a little pain (or much, oven,

unavoidable) under the liumano conditions you enumerate with
regard to oxporimeuts on other animals, in order that a means of

cure, or prevention of these agonies, should be found ? That no
physiologist should or would bo allowed to inflict an unnece$aary

pang even on murderers is of course. Yet is it not strange that

those who take this view cannot get even a hearing in these times of

boasted freedom of speech ? The unpardonable " blasphemy

"

which all sects unite to enforce silence upon is an opinion in advance

of the ago.

I ask, where is the real cruelty here ? What comparison can bo

made between the pains of the lowest types of mankind and the

pains of the exquisitely sensitive higher types ? To one of these

exquisitely sensitive beings a word or look may cause far greater

"tortures" than a kick causes to some thick-skinned "habitual

criminal."

I, for one, long for the time when science will burst its last

fetters and soar free, full of faith in that beneficence of nature

which ordains that some shall suffer that others may enjoy. I long

for this time to come for one reason—because I love sound reaaon-

ing and hate the transparent sophistries and inconsistenciee

(opaque, however, to so many !) of the present temporising race

of vivisectionists.

Is not the prevalent notion, that human beings are somehow so

fundamentally distinct from other animals as to require to be treated

on totally distinct principles, obviously a relic of superstition and

sacerdotalism ? It has been the work of science to demonstrate

the utter groundlessness of this conceit. Is the progress of science

to be stopped by it for ever ? Z.

P.S.—After all, why endeavour to cure disease, or to prevent it ?

Why " interfere " with the spontaneous processes of natural selec-

tion which infallibly brings about the survival of the fittest to

survive, without help of ours ? Ought not vivisection to be defended

solely on the ground that it exists ? And is not the course its de-

velopment will take quite certain in spite of all sentimental

opposition ?

TALKING CANARY.—REASONING (ALSO MDBDEEODS)
MAGPIE.

[601]—I notice in a recent number of Knowledge an account of

a talking canary, supposed an unique instance.

I had the acquaintance of an old maiden lady some years ago,

and now deceased, who had a Belgian canary, to which she was in

the habit of talking constantly, as a mother to her babe, and she

found that the bird, after many vain efforts, could at last repeat

several words, as "sweet pet," "pretty dear," and similar things.

A singular case of reasoning power in a magpie came under my
notice iu the severe winter of '80-81.

The bird was hung out in all weathers right through the year,

and as usual during the heavy snow and frost of the time named.

It hung in the old-fashioned willow or reed cage, in which was a

tin of soaked bread, ic, that it was supposed, with a few odd

bones and scraps, to subsist on. However, it wanted something

more delicate, and had an incentive to sport, for noticing that the

poor sparrows were evidently very hungry and without food, it

took a piece of bread from the tin and placed it through the bars

on the outside ledge of the cage ; natural result, the sparrows made

for it and eat it, the magpie evidently biding his time until at the

right ntoment he dashed from the perch and seized the unfortunate

sparrow, dragged it through the bars and killing it, partly ate it.

This, I understood from its possessor, happened frequently.

Cn.\s. L. Caxe.

LAPIDARIES AND DECEPTION.

[602]—I saw with some interest the letter you alluded to in

Knowledke, complaining of the deception practised by the

lapidaries in Wales. The same complaint was made in Land nnd

Water, in 1870, by " T. R. Sachs," in a letter which was satis-

factorily answered by two parties, one signing himtolf E. R. (Bury).

This correspondent referred to the fact of his having always had

his stones polished by Mr. Thomas White, Terrace-road, Aboryst-

with, and says that he was twice allowed to see the process in his

workshop, lie had sevenil specimens which he picked up on that

shore, and saw them cut nnd polished at Mr. White's. He also had

a crystal which ho saw cut in facets by the lapidary, and which he

took from his hands. Ho added that he should bo glad to let Mr.

Sachs see the specimen if he wished. I have also had many crystaU

which I have picked up cut by Mr. White, nnd I have watched

the various processes of cutting one of them fnim the mugh stone,

till it eamo out perfectly transparent, and 1 can vouch for the

realitv of the work. During the height of the soa-ion it wonld bo

impossible to admit the innumerable strangers who would crowd

into the workshop to see their own stones cut: but early in

November 1 was admitted, when comparatively little work was

going on. There may doubtless l)0 lapidaries who do not hositato

to substitute foreign crystals, na many customers are impatient to

have work done, but respccUble men who have been known by tho
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Prufvstora of the college at Aberj-stwith would scnrcplj- venture to

practise tleceptioD.

:^ome perauns are misled by iho iinmos comnionlr ^ren to these
quart* rrrguU. Tlioy aro nut n'ul amethysts or topazes, from
which they wholly diftor in linir ihimicnl constitution, but they
art- SI' ciUitl from tljoir rvi.inbhmcc in colour, which is ofton very

il. M. W.

COISCIDKNCES.
f Mr. Webb's thrice-re]>eated association with

t! • . ttir oil, page 219), 1 am tempted to relate a
, .. circumstances. One Thursday evening in

!> . ! a half-sovereign by mistake (among coppers)

to n «:iiu r ;i: ;i!i iuii. lie discovered my mistake and returned the

coin. Next morning I found I had again parted with it. I inquired

at the inn, and again it was restored to me—it had been jiickcd up
on the Boor. The next day (Satunlay) I was lucky enough to find

a tutlf-sovcreign lying in the mud ou the puvcuieut in the middle of

the town—there wen' at the time many peojile passing and repassing

— I walked home, a distance of a quarter of a mile up the street,

and on arriTing found that a gentleman living with me, and whose
word was not for a moment to be doubted, had missed a half-

sovereign, which lie thought must have gone through a hole in his

pocket. I ascertained that my friend would probably liave passed
over the spot in question about an hour previously. That I should
have been the flnder is the more strange as our routes abroad were
quite irrespective the one of the other, and if I had not deviated

from my usual daily course to my work and crossed the rond (a

thing I may do, perhaps, once in a hundred journeys) I should not
have gone near the lost coin. A. K. W.

CNIVERSITY OF LONDOX.
[604]—Will any reader who haa lately gone over the ground

jfive me any infornnttion or hints respecting the matriculation

examiiution of the Univers^ity of London ? 1 have passed tlie First-

class College of I'rccrptors'' examination ; but not having learnt

Greek, natural philosophy, or chemistry, and wishing to matricu-
late. I am anzion« to join classes, or a class, held in London, and
devoted entirely for the preparation of students wishing to matri-

culate. VTill any reader inform mo where the best and mo.st inex-

pensive ela.<!ses are held ? Also the best books to read for the

above-mentioned subjects ? Matbicci.ating Student.

COLD BATH AT NIGHT. '

'tX>,-)]— (Pn p.\i.-e 3U of KNOWLEiinr:, letter 583, "J. S." recom-
mends a colli bath at night to produce sleep. Apart from the

slcop-prtxlucinp, is this a healthy practice ? Perhaps some of your
medical friends will give their opinion. A. K. Obam.

HOT DKINKS.
006]—Allow me to rejily to E. D. G. and M.D. on the qnestinn

A " Hot Drinks." Tlie temp<Tatnre I named was relative more
tliun prcciae, and my information may be a littlo old. In Kirkc's
" Physiology," eighth edition, pago 279, we see the following in

regard to digestion :
—" It agrees with the processes of both fer-

mentation and organic catalysis, in that whntiver alters the coro-

po»ition of the pepsin fsueh as heat above 100", strong alcohol, or

troDg acids) dcstrovs the digestive power of the fluid."

T. R. Alli.nson, L.B.C.P.

SUGAR AND THE TEKTH.
< n told that sugar in its natural state has no
1 ut that in its manufactured slate it is a great
V could some of your many readers inform mo
which makes sugar thus hurtful, and also what

'

', or. ut any rate, the least, effect on the fceth ?

Odontalgia.

UALLAU.
fOih—"U. Uavies" will fmd the ballad about "half-crown

and run over boy" in a hunk called " Town and Country Reciter."
I purchnaed the b'Kik sfjmc years ago in Catherine-street, Strand,
fore«-t the shop. Price <Jd. (jKo. Lawno.v.

A LUMINor.S .SEA.

rtX/J— Mr. Vather (6C«, p. 282) says "that the waters of the
Lrabian 8ca were as thickly impregnate<J with orgaoisniM at 20 ft.

a at tbe mrfacc." I am not aware that tlie Arabian Kea hoa any

properties of its own in this respect, but I can answer for it that it

is not the case everywhere. I remember on a voyage from New
Zealand recently, being awakened by the second uiato when about
("lUO miles W. of the Azores, to seea luminous sea. In this case
theix> was a brisk bree/.o from the N.\V, blowing, and, as far as the
eye could see, the waves seemed topi>ed with green fire. The ship
drew 20 ft. of water, and in tlio wake of the vessel there was the
same appearance ; but, as fur as I could judge, and I examined it,

attentively for two hours, t ho phosphorescence did not extend below
the surface, and only seemed to bo driven down by the ship making
edilies in the water. The same darkness at the horizon was visible,

there being no moon, but a bright starry uight.

The whalers say that these organisms only flash forth when
disturbed, as they would be by the wind. It is very probable that

thoy iuhabit the sea in largo lields, moving very little, I'lokian.

ENGLISH SNAKE.
[010]—Can you kindly inform mo if any scicntilically recog-

nised snake differing from both the adder and the ringed snake in

indigenous to England; and if there is one, can you also toll mo
whether it is venomous or not ? It is reported that sneli a snake is

to bo found in the Now Forest, Hampshire. C. E. S.

SHIPS IN A CALM.
[611]—In reference to ships approaching one another in a calm

(recently referred to in the " Answers to Correspondents " in

Knowlhdge), it may interest " K. F. B. Harston " and some of

your readers to know that only on certain conditions do ship.s

a]>])roacli each other when becalmed ; for when the ship's heads ar(>

in opposite directions they never collide.

Captain Basil Hall, in his " Frag. Voy. and Trav.," after alluding

to the inevitable destruction of ships should they coniu in contact,

with one another when becalmed, goes on to say :

—
" To prevent

these frightful rencontres care is always taken to hoist out the

boats in good time, if need be, to tow the ships apart, or, what is

generally suHicient, to tow the ships' heads in opposite diroutions.

1 scarcely know why this should have the effect, but certainly it

ap|)ears that, ho the calm ever so complete, or ' dead,' ai the term
is, a vessel generally 'forges ahead,' or steals along in tlio direction

she is looking to -possibly from the conforniation of the hull."

It would seem from this that there is a force acting in opposi-

tion to that of the attraction, which force, under certain conditions,

predominates.
As to the nature of tVi second force, and why its influence is

not felt when experimenting upon a small scale, it would bo inte-

resting to lnicn>'.' C. Cahi's Wit.'iox.

SINGULAR RAINBOW.
[612]—Mr. Ackroyd [502, p. 282] explains this by 'asliootol

water lying tetweeu the observer and the how." Should it not be,

" bctwoen tho observer and the sun .'"'

I have a note of imc similar to that in sketch [502] (tho second
secondary only partly formed), which 1 saw at Dieppe, .luly 24ith,

7 h. 15 m., year of last Paris Exliibition. I was on tho pier near

the lighthouse, the sea ut my back, in front I do not recollect wliat,

but from rough notion of the position of tho town, compared with
tho fact that tho suji must have been some 00° W. of N., I should

think tho only water between me and the bow was that of the

inner harbour, probably sheltered from a low sun by row of bouses.

A. Le Subub.
[Woidd not water in either position ju-oduco tho observed

effect ?- Ed.]

FISHERMEN'S SUPERSTITIONS.
[C13]—Last year, when out in a fishing-boat off Bridlington

Quay, my brother chanced to mention " rabbits " during conversa-

tion, and was immediately told by one of the fishonuen that no fish

would be caught, as it was most unlucky to speak of rabbits. The
man said that sometimes the whole (ishing-flcot would turn back
after starting for the fishing-grounds, if rabbits were mentioned, us

they knew it would bring bad luck upon them.
Whilst cruisiag in ono of the Grimsby fishing-boats lost month, a

friend of mine found a common pin njion his coat, and on tin'

captain of tho boat seeing it he was immediately taken on deck, sr>

that the captain might see it thrown overboar<l, as tho presence of

a pin on Ixjard would l,iring bad luck to tho cruise.

TlIOUAS WiNDKB.

Letters in TvfB.—Ancient Monuments, by J. E. .S. ; Ichneumon
Waiip, by G. K. Wynne ; Monkey and Mirror, by A. M. D. ; Brain

Troubles, by G. R. W. ; Milky Sea and ,Joshua, by P. A. F.j,

lutolligence in Fish, by E. T. C. W.
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anstofrs! to Corrrsponljfnts.

All mmiKunicaficTit for Oit Edilor rrqximis early attention ihouU reach Ihe

! «n or before the Sat-nrday {.receding the current i»»ui! o/Kkowlebob, the

irrulation ofvhich comjieh «» to go to prett early in the veek.
' CoBBESPOjrDElCTS.— 1. iV'o queition* aelcing for icientifie iyformation

can be anevered through the pott. S Litteri lent to the Editorfor correijiottdenf

cannot beforvarded, nor can the namee or addreesee of correspondente he given in

anncer to private inquiries. 3. Correspondents should vrite on one aide or.li/ of the

paper, and put dravringa on a separate leaf 4. Each letter should have a title, and
in replying to a letter, r^erence should he made to its number, the page on vhich it

appears, and its title,

W. Chai.mep.s ilAsTKES. Tour seeing two-thirds of a rainbow
was, it seems to me, a rather remarkable circumstance.—Tnos.

Walker. The paper on bicycle riding will be more suitable a little

later. The others on "How to Get Strong" shall be continued

more regularly.—W. Ackroyd. Mr. Grahame's question was pat

as for information, not as a foeman's whether worthy or unworthy
of cold steel.

—

Daleth. Quito impossible to answer definitely.

For most nebulfp we should recommend the lowest powers.

—

John
Gree.npield. You seem to hare singularly mixed ideas about
astronomical matters. If Jupiter were to fall into the sun there

would, I assure you, be a considerable disturbance. It is not the

case that the various planets are so going over, as you call it, as to

tilt.

—

Samsox. The writer of the papers on " How to Get Strong "

thinks the pulleys best about two feet apart.

—

Gkadatim. No;
there is no reason in the nature of things why the interval between
two periods of maximum glaciation should bo 21,000 years. The
variation of the eccentricity on which the change really depends
lias no such period.

—

Maui. A slight di6Rculty arises from the fact

that Venus is shown in both pictures midway between the horns of

the crescent moon.
ilile and miles I've travelled. Sir,

Ten thousand miles and more,
But Venus in that place, Sir,

I never, never saw.
B. M. It would lead to interminable discussion if attacks on Ency-
clopasdias were invited, as they would have been had we inserted

your letter. We fail to see any insult at page 302, certainly none
comparable to the gross insult commented on. There you and I

and all of us were touched. But then you may be one of those who
like to be insulted. There was a Frenchman who had been kicked
by the little Great Napoleon, to whom that application of imperial

boot-leather appeared ever after in the light of an honour! Men
are so differently constituted ! I .should have considered it a duty
I owed to the dignity of manhood to resent the insult at the time as

far as I could with just and reasonable regard to personal safety,

and ever after (unless apology were made) to speak of the attack
as a mean and cowardly action. If you recognise no duties iu

such matters, you yet should understand that others may.—C.

A. Edes. Mr. Erck is mistaken in supposing that the parabolic
orbit can be proved in tliat way by a single observation.— S.

or C. James. The answer was for another, whose letter was
not written on a post-card, but on a full sheet covering four
pages. I do not know where there is a large telescoiie the
owner of which could let you use it. Mr. De la Rue's photo-
glyphs of the moon are not, I believe, sold now. You can get
Itutherford's from Mr. Woodbury, and Ellis's from Mr. Browning.

—

LoBESMlTH. Did the naughty printers call you " Lovesmith ^

"

They shan't do so any more. Now with regard to the effect of a
body as largo as the moon falling into tho sun, yon are quite mis-
taken. It can be shown that if the moon were to fall straight into
tho sun, the fall would generate as much heat as would correspond
with the sun's emission during more than a year. Suppose all this

extra heat poured out in a week. Then during that week, the
planets would receive about fifty times as much heat as they could
stand; at least our earth would.-

—

John Jones. Thanks for your
kindly note. There has been no intentional mystification. The
Editor of Knowledge and Mr. Proctor, Mr. R. A." Proctor, and Mr.
Richard A. Proctor arc, of course, one and tho same person. Yot
it is not an idle fancy or a mere joke which causes nio to speak at
one time as Editor, and at another in my own name. As Editor I
may have to ei])lain that some statement cannot be accepted,
which as Richard Proctor I would not take the trouble to contra-
dict. And in other cases there are differences. 1 believo, between
ourselves, that there never was any one less lit in his personal
capacity for tlie post of Editor than Mr. Proctor ; it pains him so
much to have to decline any communication or to contradict any
assertion, however rash. But duty comes in to give him strength.
—Another Perplexed Student. Tho difficulty arises from tho
circumstance that tho quantity under tho radical may bo taken
either positively or negatively ;" tho process of solution is blind to
this distinction. You get two answers, one soh-ing tho equation when
radical in numerator is taken negatively and the one in denumerator

positively; the other solving it when these conditions are reversed.

—

M. H. C. Pardon mo j I think it is quite correct to say that the
clouds, really straight bands, appear to the eye to bo curbed. You
saj- a straight band or line must always appear to the eye to be
straight. I assert, on tho contrary, that a straight lino always
appears to the eye to be part of a great circle of the optical sphere
or sphere of vision. Tho image on the retina is curved. You
draw a distinction between the effect on the mind and what appears
to the eye. Perhaps you can explain where tho difference lies. I

know of several periodicals which follow the example you refer to.

Suppose the one you specially refer to is Nature.—C. A. G. Have
not myself seen any later information of interest respecting the
silk moths than is given in Tyndall's " Dust and Disease."

—

Romola. No ; we thank you. Nothing about Spiritualism in
Knowledge till we know something about Spiritualism.

—

Dazed,
G. J. 0\-ER, and Others. Question about tho heliographic messages
from Pyramids to Alexandria already dealt with ; see last number.
—E. B. W. Sound being something heard, I suppose it may be
fairly said that without cars there would be no sound. Without
matter no space, (or no matter what space). No matter or all

matter unchangeable, no time. Also, we have no time and no space
for such matter.— Tiios. E. Bon.'ser, Newton Ceosland, and
Others. We quite agree with you that the accepted modes of
drawing galloping horses are more true to natnre than the
views formed from the instantaneous photographs. One might as
well show cannon-balls in a battle picture over the soldiers' heads
as these absurd attitudes. They suggest rest instead of motion.
Want of space prevents our inserting your remarks. You will find

that similar views are expressed at p. 514 of Vol. I.; also in an
article by the Editor which appeared a few months since in the
Gentleman's Magazine.—J. Cram. I trust you are wrong about the
comet raising the sun's heat, at least in any great degree.—W. S.
Your theory about the apparent size of the rising or setting sun or
moon is quite untenable. The effect, due to irradiation, to which yon
refer, is well known and measurable. It cannot account for an appa-
rent increase many times greater.—J. E. W. Horn:. Thanks for your
pleasant note. Readers are practically unanimous about the
weather charts. C. J. B. points out (quite fairly) that it was rather
harden "the conductor at both ends of the house " mentioned at

p. 325, to expect it to do double duty.

—

An Oxford Graduate. You
would begin to feel warmer as soon as your distance from the snn
was perceptibly reduced. The air round yon might be very cold,

but believe me you wonld feel uncomfortably warm on the side turned
towards the sun.—J. J. Rubie. It might theoretically be so in the
case of perfectly elastic breathing apparatus.—Josn. Davidson.
I wish I knew the temperature of the sun ; I would in that case
tell you gladly.—W. Bolden asks if Nature's' light is visible

or invisible ? At a venture we should say it was visible. But
we liave only indistinct ideas of his meaning.

—

Lara. Let the
perps. CE and BD meet in O, and AOG be drawn to the third side.

Join ED. Then obviously, a circle will circumscribe ADOE

:

wherefore angle EAO = angle EDO. But it is equally obvious timt a
circle will circumscribe BEDC ; wherefore angle EDB = angle ECB.
Therefore angle BAG = angle ECB = Comp. of EBC. Hence BGA
is a right angle.—S. Barker. We believe the writer of those articles

proposes to use Grecian models. We therefore return the photo-
graph yon have kindly sent us.—BRYfM wants a recent work on
British Mosses.—Z. Y. X. and Iota. Thanks.—J. P. Kirkmax.
Y'our problem requires diagrams. Will deal with it in our mathe-
matical column in our next, if possible.— Sirsikiher. Considering
that all the paper used daring several months past was provided at

the same time, you can hardly be right in asserting that tho paper
continually falls off in quality. 1 fear you notice every time a sheet
is a trifle inferior to the last, and do not notice when a sheet is

slightly superior to the last. It is, pcrhajw, natural enough, but
rather annoying, for the proprietors have far better reason than any
subscriber can have, to complain.—C. M. W. M. Suppose, first,

your wager of two to one against an honour at each cutting limited
to two. The possible events are four :—Plain, plain ; ])lain, honour;
honour, ])lain ; honour, honour. Results to you respectively, £2 ;

— CI; — £1;— £4. The chances of these events, ros]>octivelv, are
81 36 36 16

VTi^, and :^^ ; therefore tho iniluc of your expectation
169- leg-

is £2

169'

/81 _ jiO 32 \
\169~169~169/' or nearly 3s. Id.

tation from a fair bet should be
of tho bet. Yon will find a sir

three, four, or more cuttings,

treating such cases. If you w(
of one honour, at least, in two

ns, or exactly 81 to 88, but i

lolhiny, y<

So that as your oxpco-

obviously have tho best
It if you analyse cases of

That is the only sound way of

ro letting against the occurrence
trials, you would wngor less than
that case you would get nothing

it either cutting gave a plain card, the other being an honour ; in

the case you suppose you got an offset for such cases. In the long
run you would bo snre to win at the o«ids you name.—J. H. W. L.
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liUd TOO found an explanation ; it will interest many who know the

canine dental formula, but not the actual sha{<o of cuuine jaw
bonfs. to learn that the second and thinl premolars of the npper
jaw have each a double socket, to each prong a socket, llnvo sent

the hieroglyphs to Miss EdwonU, but cannot, as a rule, expect
].rvi;. i:is h. !v.il (!. C. Ckofpir. Kuther a widoqnestion. There

.Titary books on mothemntics written to meet so

.ts. -Ckai'ATIM. You will tind that Airy fully

further on in his Tracts. The inclination of the
. increases, owinj; to the solar attraction, as tho

1 an equinox to a solstice, and continually

pusses from a solstice to an equinox. This is, in

: -"hir nutation.— S. C Tho momentum of a body
riintion in it, and is representtxi by the product of

:''..<• 11 ..-< II.-... lie velocity. The vis viva of a body is represented
l.v the product of its moss into the square of its velocity.

—

JiLES
MniNV. Thanks for your pleasant comments on my lecture at

\Vijtl>oame-park Institute. As to your queries (1) 1 meant only
:liiit 1 he centre of Jupiter is denser than those outer parts which
.ii-i' formed of deep atmospheric layers laden with clouds. (J) Tho
i.'ise and uproar going on in the solar atmosphere would not bo
iieani beyond its limits. I said " if we could visit the sun and
livi-" we should hear such uproar. (3) Tho water on tho
moon would gradually be withdrawn into the moon's substance as

the contraction duo to cooling left capillary cavities for it. The
atmosphere would partly follow tho retreoting water, partly be
gradually nxiuced by entering into chemical combination with tho
substances forming the rock surface of tho moon.—X. Z. Have
received no answer to that query ; will certainly publish when 1 do.

KLECTKICAl,.

Pimxix. I regret to say your question is so mixed that I cannot
ailequately answer it hero." Brielly, to work two electric lamps
(presumably incandescent) yon would require twenty-five to thirty
Uunwn cells, or a dynamo machine, which would require more
power than o man could exert, tn drive it. Large steam-engines
fur driving dynamo machines light nlx>ut eight lamps per liorse

I>ower. Sec previous articles in K.nowleuge on the subject.

evix iHatljnnatiral Column.

EASY LESSONS IX TUE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

By RicnABD A. Proctob.

No. XI.

THE reader has seen enough of tho applii

calculus to problems of maxima and n

tion of tho diffpreiitinl

nima to feel satislied

of the value of tho method. I may now briefly consider another
class of problems to which tho calculus may be conveniently applied.

A differential cocfBcicnt is in reality a fraction of the form -, or
O'

what is termed a vanishing fraction, and like many other vnniBhing
fractions it has a real value. Now it is often necessary to find the
value of vanishing fractions, and though orrlinnry algebra miiy often
be successfully applied for this purpose, it is not always possible,

and often, though possible, it is exceedingly difficult, to evaluate a
vanishing fraction in this way. 'llic differential calculus cnublcRUH
to treat sufh fractions very simply.

Let US take such a vanishing fraction, and consider what is rctdly
required for its evaluation.

Take the fraction . the 1 crator and denominator of whicl

Ujth vanish when x is equal to a. Now we can at once find the
value of this fraction by striking out the common factor x — a, an<l
so changing it into the form

the value of which is rhcD Even to this simple 'IT'I

cation of algifbra there is an <>bje<-tion ; since striking out a factor
equal to i« a questionable proccsM. The result, however, is correct
enough.
But the only Ictplimatc way of treating such a fraction would be

to inquire what its value is when x is taken very nearly equal to u,
as a -^ /i, and so trying to find out what value thcfraction approaches
to when « is exactly opial to a. Ixjl us do this. Our fraction
becomes i«'io.)"i,ooiK«^ ~

(o-t-/.;' 3a' h»3a A'-t A' 3a' -f! ,h-,W

Here wo can seo nt ouco that by making h small enough wo can
pet our fraction os near as wo please to

au' ('

anil we therefore conoludo that when h i;)

0, or X equal to «. Hut a little consideration will show tho reader
that tho process corresponds exactly to that for obtaining tho
differential coefficient both of tho numerator and denominator.
Hence he will be prepared to find that when we have a fraction of

the form -, where both the expressions u and v involve .t, and both
y

vanish for a certain valuu of x, the fraction may be evaluated by

siniplv writing for u its diCfereiiliiil coeflUient ' ", and for y its
dx

difTereiUial eoellicient -",

Tuke. for instance, the expression
x-\

which assumes the form - when m- 1. Following tlie rule, we write

for a new numerator tho differential coefficient of a-— I, i.e. 1, ami
for a new denominator tho differential coetlieieiit of .c' — 1., i.e., Gx".

Our fraction thus becomes

But it may happen that the new fniclion tluis formed is itself a
vanishing fraction. In this case we must repent tho process until

wo obtain a fraction which is not indetcrniinute in form. Tliu.'*

suppose wo have tho fraction

{x-\y _
a-'-ax'-l-aai'-yjj'-f 3j-1

which is of the form - when o; = l. Wo apply tho rule, getting

3(x-l)»
0.(^-15x«-i-12*'-Gr+:t

which ia still of tho form -. Again, applying llio rule, wc get

_3.2.(;r-l)
30.c*-U0»'i-3(ij:»-U

which is still of tlie form -. Lastly, applying the rule yet ouco

more, we get
.1.2.1

120j:'-180x'-(-72x

And when .r — 1, this fraction has tho valno
C_ j^l

]20-lH0-l-72"l2~2

Other vanishing fractions may bo similarly treated j and this

application of tho differential calculus thus becomes of great utility.

©ur fflaaijigt Column.
By " FivK Of Clubs."

IE Editor sends me the following game, played on tho
opening night of tho Kew Whist Club. It is a very imple
of bringing in a long kuit :

—

A. Tnn Hands.

C'/u6»—Q, 7, 6, 4, 3.

Diamonds—A, Q, 7, '•

4,2.
Spades— t).

Uearts— .V.

Diamonds— Kn, H, 3.

Spades—H, 7, 2.

Heorts— 10, 8, 7, 4, 3

r.

I 7,<l>,— 10, 6, 2.

Diamonds- K, 6.

S|mdeB-Kn, 10, 4,3.
Il.iirlK-Kn, 9, G, 5.

'•/„/.«- A, K, Kn.
Diamonds- 10,9.
S|.a<l.-8~A, K,Q,C,6.
Diarls-K, Q, 2.
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THE PLAY.

yoTB.—The card underlined wins the trick, aod card below leads neit round.

REMARKS, INFEREXCES, Ac.

1. A properlj- leads a trump,
though an honour turuetl, haviiif,

five, one honour. Ue leads the
penultimate.

2. B does not hold four trumps,
or he would "echo" to his partner's

lead of trumps.
3. The penultimate aipfn is com-

pleted. Z, of course, should have
led his Queen of Spades.

4. Z should see that B holds no
more tramps. Y plays the Ten to

help his partner, B having shown
n-eakness in the first round of

trumps.
5. Z does his best to help his

adversaries. He not only gives up
the command in trumps utterly,

but draws two cards for one. He
should hare forced A with his

Spade Queen.
C. Even now the lead of Spado

Queen would have been the correct

thing, though, as the cards lie, it

would have done no good.

7. It is necessary, to save game,
to make every other trick, for T Z
are two bv honours. Xow, either

the King "is with B or not ; if B
holds it, whether guarded or un-
guarded, A B must win, for A holds

the Ions: trump with which to re-

enter, if B is unable to return
trumps. If the enemy hold King
guarded, the lead of Diamond Ace
must lose the game for .4 B,

whereas there is a chance that Y
holding the King guarded, IS may
hold the knave. A, therefore,

plays on the lino which gives the

best chance of winning.

8, &c. The rest of the game
plays itself. Y Z have nothing
more to do with it.

A Y B Z

Ed.K. Mr.U. Mr. W. Visitor
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j>rcvcnt that by ptacin); a Black Pawn on Black KB5 and a Black

I'awn on Black 'KKt6. |Bui instead of a Tawn on KtO we hud

t*t:<r plai-e a Black Bisliop en Kto, seeing tirst tlmt lie cannot in

anyway iniorfere irith the execution of our idea. Now, after

1. K to Q3, R to Kt3 we must jirevent the mate by 2. B to B3.
We can do this by placing a Black Knight on Bhick KRS , arriving

at the poeilioD in diagram B.

Now we congratulate ourselves with having constmctoda problem
having the good idea of bringing the Bishop to QKt3 from his

remote post on KR5, although there are two intervening pieces, but
unfortunately we discover some more defects. After 1. K to Q3,
R to Kt3 White can effect a mate by 2. B takes K, followed by 11 to

(jti mate. This puzzled us for a long tiuic, till we determined to du
away with the White Itook altogether, if possible, and in its stead
we placed a Black Pawn on Black QB3 and a White Pawn on
White KB5. But we found that Black, in reply to 1. K to Q3,
need nut play R to Kt3, but can defend by Kt to Kt3, %vliich makes
the mate impossible, for if 2. B takes K, then Black escapes by
Kt to K4 (ch). After some consideration we found that the
Knight could b<- placed on KK7, where it also would prevent the

mate by B to B3. We accordingly altered the position, as in

diagram C.

C
Blicx.

Bat we had always reckoned on Black replying with R to Kt3,

for which, of course, since wo have removed the White Rook, there

is no necessity ; thus, after 1. K to Q3, Black can reply with

R to Kt2, and hero we saw a fresh difficulty, for if 2. B to Q sq,

thtjn Black replies with E to QKt2, and there is no mate. A Black
Pawn on Black KKt2 would not do, as in reply to 1. K to Q3,
P to Kt3 wculd «|*il the mate. A Black Pawn on Black QB2
would of course have prevented 2. R to QKt2, but the superior

idM» fctmmil to us of placing tt White Queen on Kt6. Wo compel
(l... I!.- . t., i.iVi- it, and greatly improve our problem by leaving

• n tho first move. But will it hold good i Can-
• 't a mato any other way ? This is one of tli"

' in problems; any alteration wc may make muiit
rinony of the whole. Wo placed a White Qn. .n

• edcd to examine whether White could not effect

ihan by 1. K to Q3. Wo tried tho different

V"'"'" K6, QC, or B7, also B takes R, but wc founil

fh:i" ' '. ur-^'f r'-hults from any of these moves. Wo found, however,
that after 1. K to Q3, R takes Q. White can also play 2. B takes H
and iiriie next move i/n 117. In order lo force Black to play

R to Kt2 we placed the Queen on KKt7 , and u Block Pawn on

itiack QKt2, and fioding tho problem loiind,

our readers, not as a diflicult composition, but merely for tho pur-
pose of showing how to construct a problem :

—

White to piny and mate in three moves.

Wo reeommoud our readers to follow tho above on n board.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

•»• Plecut address Cheaa Editor.

W. (to whom wo arc obliged fur his communication) informs ns
tlmt tho idea embodied in Jlr. Rees's Problem No. 57 is also con-
taincil in the following position, taken from " Kling's Chess
Euclid": White.— King on KB5, Rook on K4, Bishop on KB4.
Black.—King on KR2. In this position Black ha.s the choice of
refusing to take tho Bishop.

C. 8. Bright.—Problem rA. 1. Q to B4, if 1' to Q4. 2. Q to

B4(ch), K to KtS. 3. t^ to Kt 3 mate. Solutions correct.

II. A. L. H.—To your lirst two questions wo reply that wo do not
concern ourselves with gossip about ]>ublie ehess players. If tho
match conies off it will bo played in a " private " room at Simpson's.
Admission by ticket, to be had on apjilication to either player.

Edward Wilson.— 9. Q takes Kt I' ought to have lost tho game
at once by 10. Q to K4(ch), Kt to K2. H. B to B3, Q to Kt3(ch).
12. B to Q4. Bringing out tho Knight would luive been correct
for Black.

Kit.—Problem will be examined.
E. A. F.—For solution of No. 64, see p. 334.

H. Seward kindly informs us tlint tho move 8. P to QB4 in'the

declined Cunningham (Jainbit is also given by Wormold as best.

Correct solution of Problem No. 58 received from John O'Kcoffe,

H. V. T., Goo. H. Bonner, Novice, .\. Phelps Bencmt, H. Seward,
J. P., E. C. H., H. A. D., W. G. Reynolds, B. Jordan, C. II. W.
Hammick, John Watson, Squire, T. Steele Sheldon, Bernard
Wilmot, B. Ceilings, E. J. P., E. A. F., Borrow.

NOTICES.
be hsd (PiitB I.. TI.The following Monthly P»rt« of KnowiJinoi ere now t

ead VIII. being oat of print), pontage 3d. extre ench part ;

I'iUI Ill.-Uan., 19S2.J Contemmi; (onr numheri. Price lOd.

Pl»T IV.— (Feb., 18N2.) Containine four numbera. Price lOd.

PilT v.— (ld»rch,18»2.l ConteininR (Ire numberi. Price 1».

Fait TI.— (Apnl, 1882.1 ContainioK four numbera. Price JOd.

PillT VII.— (Maj, 1882.) Contaiiiinc four nunilcra. Price Ind.

PiST IX.— (Jul/, 1882.) Containing four numbera. Price lOd.

PiET X.— (Aug., 1882.) ConlaininK four numliera. Price lOd.

Put XI.— (Hept., 1882.) Cootainini; fl>e numbera. Price la.

Pabt XII.— (Oct., 18S2.) C"ntainiTi|; fournumbera. I'rice lOd.

Snbacribera wiahinR to complclo liicir Kct» are »d\ii'cd lo male early application

to the Fobliabera, as no further reprinta will be ordered.

TERMS OF SUBSCliirTlON.
The lerina of Annual Subicriplian to the weeklr number

followa:- •. 4.

To any addreaa in the United Kingdom lu 10

To the Continent, Aualralin, New Zealand, Boutb Africa k Canada 13

To tho United Hlalea of America 13.20. or 13

To the £aal Ijidiea, China, &o. (ciif Ilrindiai) It 2

All aobiOTiptioni are payable in adrance.

u.lrilunc Bnildiniia,

OFFICE: 74-7C, GEEAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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It seems likely that we shall soon hear of serious vol-

canic outbursts in the Italian region of subterranean

activity. At Cassone, Verona, and Brescia earthquakes

)iave been felt and houses thrown down.

Professor C. W. C. Fuchs announces that the total

number of recorded earthquakes for the year 1881 is 297,

volcanic eruptions numbering 10,—the most important

being that of Mauna Loa, in Hawaii

"Present evidence," says Prof. Owen, in Loiigman's

Magazine, "concurs in concluding that the modes of life

and grades of thought of the men who have left evidences

of their existence at the earliest periods, hitherto dis-

covered and determined, were such as are now observable

in ' savages,' or the human races which are commonly so

called."

M. Bergeron, a French scientist, has produced a minia-

ture imitation of the craters in the moon by sending a cur-

rent of hot air through a brass tube into a mass of melted,

but gradually cooling, metallic alloy. M. Bergeron looks

upon the experiment as suggesting the manner in which

the lunar craters may have been formed.

The French Minister of Marine has appointed a com-

mission to investigate and report upon a new arrangement

for illuminating submarine operations. A powerful arc

lamp is enclosed in a water-tight casing, the bottom of

•which is formed of a glass plate, and the top is provided with

a reflector that will distribute the light over a circle about

100 ft in diameter. The series of experiments, which it is

intended shall be very complete, will be conducted at Mar-

seilles. The divers will be in telephonic connection witli

the surface, and be able to direct the movements of the

lamp, which will be suspended over the operations, and can

be shifted at will.

The Xanlical Gazette says that during the year 1881

the vessels lost at sea averaged about one eviry four hours.

A large proportion of these losses occurred from careless-

ness, and mostly in fogs and other darkness. There were
400 ocean steamer collisions in 1879 and 1880 in the
North Atlantic Ocean alone. Each of these might have
been a\oided if the master of one colliding vessel had been
informed in proper time of the course pursued by the
approaching one. These losses gave an average of over
one steamer a day in which human life was sacrificed and
valuable property destroyed. The Gazette believes that if

a system of fog-signals had been in use, puch as the Barker
code, nearly all of these disasters would have been pre-

vented or avoided.

Lieut. Hovgaard, in a letter to Herr Gamel, the pro-

jector of the Danish Polar E.xhibition, states that the
Dijmpltna is frozen in near Novaia ZemUa; but he hoped
to get free during the equinoctial gales and reach the
Jenisei. All well on board.

Reason is not always heard in vain. The Temperate
House Gate to Kew Gardens, which was being bricked up
so resolutely, is to be unbricked again, and restored to its

former condition. It is pleasant to be assured that this

is being done " with the full concurrence of Sir Joseph
Hooker ;

" yet he must not take it ill if we address our
thanks more pointedly to Mr. Shaw-Lefevre.

It should in fairness be added that this is not absolutely

the first time that Sir Joseph Hooker has been known to

give " his full concurrence" to a desirable measure. For
a long time the members of the Kew Fire Brigade sought

in vain for permission to erect a station and engine-room

on the borders of his territories. But they " went about

with him." They persuaded a son of this local magnate
to become a captain in the Fire Brigade, and he, in turn,

persuaded his father to allow a small portion of his park

to be used for the erection of a Fire Brigade station. These

potentates must be deftly dealt witk

We have spoken of the blowing up of casual trees in

Kew Gardens. Sometimes the work of destruction

goes on so actively that one might imagine a siege was in

progress. It is very necessary that many of the trees,

when they show signs of decay, shoidd be removed. Other

trees are saved, and the Gardens are in many cases

improved. Hundreds of tons of wood have thus been

disposed of. This wood was, one would say, the property

of the nation—not worth very much, perhaps—yet if Sir

Joseph had had it sold, liowevcr, and the proceeds given to

the poor or to his gardeners, no one would have complained,

we think. He found another use for it, however. It

made splendid bonjireg.

According to Professor F. C. Phillips, healthy plants

may absorb througli their roots small ([uantities of lead,

zinc, copper, and arsenic. The lead and zinc may enter

the tissues in this way without harming the plants, but

the comjiounds of copper and arsenic exert a distinctly

poisonous influence—tending to kill the plants when present

in the soil in considerable quantities.

An astronomical observatory has lately been erected by

the Italian Government on Mount Etna, aliove Catania,

which is the highest inhabited building in Europe, as it

beats the St Bernard Hospice by over 1.000 feet It has

two stories with spacious \>alconies, and lias been built on

a cone near the summit of the mountain. The observatory
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wUl not l»e touched by any eruptions, as the hwa always

flows down on the further side of the volcano.

Several Russian Physicians have been making re-

searches as to the prevalence of colour! ilintlncss in that

country. Women are found less sul.ject to it than men.

Out of 10,828 railway servants examined, no less than 2.">1

vero colour-blind, and 32 proved to have an imperfect

capacity for distinguishing colours, making the average

percentage of colpur-blind 2 6. Experiments on sailors

and pupils in naval schools disclosed a much higher per-

centage— (> 08 per cent of colour-blind, and 8 5 with im-

perfect vision.

The Xew York Herald office was lighted on the night of

Sept 4 last by the Edison system, which has been in suc-

cessful use ever since, the total number of lamps in the

installation V>eing G12, distributed as follows:— In the

engine and l>oiler-room, ; press-room, 98 ; folding-room,

1 1 ; stereotj-pe department, 40 ; machine-shop, 00 ; tele-

gram office, 9 ; counting-room, 51 ; library, 60 ; office and

private rooms, 17 : composing and editorial rooms, 86 ;

main composing-room, 196 ; halls and passage, 18 ; and

reflector for illuminating bulletin board outside building,

1 3. The current is conveyed from the dynamos (K type)

from the machine-room to the llrraUl building through

400 ft of conductors laid in a tube. The Edison Company
is aliout to light the American Sound Boat VUijrhn with

802 incandescent lamps.

Stdkbt, New South Wales, is to have in its lighthouse

an electric light, the merging beam of which is to possess

a luminous intensity of more than 1 2,000,000 candles.

A CRISIS in the Italian coral trade is reported imminent
This is due to the remarkable productivity of the new coral

banks discovered two years ago at Sciaccia, on the north-

west coast of Sicily. So great has been the output of a

second-grade coral that last year one-half of the exports of

Naples, which were valued in all at about 7,500,000 dels.,

consisted of coral. Most of this was sent to British India,

in spite of the factthatthat market was overstocked. Coral,

l>oth in Italy and India, has therefore become a drug in the

market, and will not bring tho holders cost price.

The method of cleaning brass which is in use at all

tho United States arsenals is claimed to be the best in

the world. The plan is to make a mixture of one part

common nitric acid and one-half part sulphuric acid in a

stone jar, having also ready a pail of fresh water and a

lx>x of sawdust The articles to be treated are dipped

into the acid, then removed into the water, and finally

rubljed with sawdu.st Tliis immediately changes them to

a brilliant colour. If the brass has become greasy it is

first dipped in a strong solution of potash and soda in

warm water. This cuts the grease, so that the acid has
free power to act

A PBOo was found frozen in tho middle of a 250
pound cake of ice at New London, Conn., a few days ago,

but after lying for a few moments in a pail of water, it

showed signs of life, and was soon very lively. The ice

in which the frog was imprisoned was cut last February,
80 that it must have Vjcen frozen for nearly seven months.

TllK C.Mil Trf.U .hmnml (New York, Sept 27) says
that the largest vein of coal in the world has recently been
discovered in wlmt was the Ute Indian lieservation, in

Colorado. It comprises 1,600 acres of land ; the coal is

semi-bituminous and of jet black colour, is said to be of

excellent quality and almost free from sulphur. It will

smelt iron without coking, having been used by tho miners
in the neighbourhood for dressing their steel drills, and
pronounced liy them superior to charcoal for the purpose.

Three railroads arc completed within a few miles, so that
there is no want of transport

MJI. Ega.sse, M.vxcjix, .\Nn Clouis-Baudet, of Paris,

have recently conducted some interesting experiments
haxnng for their object the development of a system of

night signalling by means of small captive balloons, to

which are attached incandescent lamps. The balloon ex-

perimented upon was about 7 ft in diameter, and was
made of translucent impermeable paper filled with hydrogen.
Within it, and suspi^nded from the top, was a Swan lamp.

The balloon was allowed to ascend, and when in the air

the current was passed through tho lamp, the eflect being

to illuminate the paper sphere to such an extent as to allow

it to be visible for a very considerable distance. By
suitable connections, a system of Morse signalling may bo
established, and messages transmitted at night with great

facility. Of course, the foe must be requested not to read

tho messages, but turn his head the other way.

With last number the first year of Knowledge closed,

though the second volume will not be completed till tho
end of 1882. As some evidence that wo have dealt

fairly with our readers and subscribers (and perhaps
rather more than fairly), wo note that three volumes of

articles reprinted from KNOWLEnnE are now nearly ready

for issue—namely, "Nature Studies" and " Leisuhe
Readinos," by Messrs. Grant Alhui, Andrew Wilson,
Edward Clodd, A. C. Ranyard, Thomas Foster, and tho

Editor; and "The Staus in tiieik Seasons " (the monthly
Star-maps, witli notes, by the Editor). Tho price of these

three books (6s., 6s., and 5s. respectively) is almost exactly

double the yearly price of Knowledge. Besides these

works, a large portion of tho Editor's work on tho Oreat
Pyramid (published by Messrs. Chatto k Windus) is taken,

with the illustrations, from tho pages of Ivnowledge, as

are some of the most interesting ])aper3 in Mr. Mattieu
Williams's new work, "Science in Short Chapters"; while

the Publishers of KNOwLEnriE have not reprinted papers
by Dr. Carpenter, Miss A. B. Edwards, Dr. Ball, Mr.
Slack, and other writers, which have appeared in Know-
ledge during the past year. Adding to these tho con-

tinued articles on Electricity, Athletics, Butterflies and
Moths, Flowers of the Month, and other subjects.

Reviews (by divers writers). Gossip, Extracts, Notes,

Con-espondence, Queries and Replies, Mathematics, Chess,

and Whist, it must lie admitted, wo think, that wo have
given readers a fair return for their weekly two-pence.

In the coming months we propose to do better still.

Several subscribers note, not grumblingly but flugg(!stivoly,

that continued articles appear at too long intervals, or

irregularly. This will be corroctfid. We have arranged
for series of papers Vjy Messrs. Grant Allen, E. Clodd, and
others, whose names and subjects will presently be
announced, each series Vicing continued, at intervals not
exceeding a fortnight; for weekly notes on astronomical

phenomena observable during each coming we(;k ; and for

other new features ni interest and value wliich our growing
experience, or the hints of valued correspondents have
suggested. We believe our readers will admit that

Knowledge grows from more to more, in interest, as well

as in other ways.
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W
A PROBLEM IN ATOMIC PHYSICS.

By Prof. J. Tyndall.

JE must refresh ourselves by occasional contact

cith the solid ground of experiment, and an in

teresting problem now lies before us awaiting experi-

mental solution. Suppose 200 men to be scattered equably

throughout the lengtli of Pall Mall. By timely swerving

now and then, a runner from St. James's Palace to the

Athenseum Club might be able to get through such a

crowd without much hindrance. But supposing the men
to close up so as to form a dense file crossing Pall Mall

from north to south : such a barrier might seriously

impede, or entirely stop, the runner. Instead of a crowd
of men, let us imagine a column of molecules under small

pressure, thus resembling the sparsely distributed crowd.

Let us suppose the column to shorten, without change in

the quantity of matter, until the molecules are so squeezed

together as to resemble the closed file across Pall Mall.

During these changes of density would the action of the

molecules upon a beam of heat passing among them at all

resemble the action of the crowd upon the runner 1

We must answer this question by .direct experiment.

To form our molecular crowd we place, in the first instance,

a gas or vapour in a tube SB in. long, the ends of which
are closed with circular windows, air-tight, but formed of

a substance which offers little or no obstruction to the

calorific waves. Calling the measured value of a heat-

beam passing through this tube 100, we carefully determine

the proportionate part of this total absorbed by the mole-

cules in the tube. We then gather precisely the same
number of molecules into a column lO'S in. long, the one
column being thus three and a half times the length of

the other. In this case also we determine the quantity of

radiant heat absorbed. By the depression of a barometric

column, we can easily and exactly measure out the proper

quantities of the gaseous body. It is obvious that one

mercury inch of vapour, [^in the long tube, would represent

precisely the same amount of matter—or, in other words,

the same number of molecides—as 3\ in. in the short one
;

while 2 in. of vapour in the long tube would be equjivalent

to 7 in. in the short one.

The experiments have been made ^ith the vapours of

two very volatile liquids—namely, sulphuric ether and
hydride of amyl. The sources of radiant heat were, in

some cases, an incandescent lime cylinder, and in others a

spiral of platinum wire, heated to bright redness by an
electric current. One or two of the mea.surements will

suffice for the purposes of ilustration. First, then, as

regards the lime light. For 1 inch of pressure in the long

tube, the absorption was 18 4 per cent, of the total beam
;

while for 3-5 inches of pressure in the short tube, the

absorption was 18-8 per cent,, or almost exactly the same
as the former. For 2 inclies pressure, moreover, in the

long tube, the absorption was 2.")-7 per cent.; while for

7 inches, in the short tube, it was 2.tG per cent, of the

total beam. Thus closely do the absorptions in the two
cases run together—thus emphatically do tlio molecules

assert their individuality. As long as their number is

unaltered, their action on radiant heat is unchanged.

Passing from the limo-light to the incandescent spiral, the

absorptions of the smaller equivalent quantities in the two
tubes were 23-5 and 23( per cent. ; while the absorptions

of the larger equivalent quantities were 32'1 and 32G per

cent, respectively. This constancy of absorption, wlien the

density of a gas or vapour is varied, I have called " tlio

conservation of molecular action."

But it may be urged that the change of density, in these

experiments, has not been carried far enough to justify

the enunciation of a law of molecular physics. The con-
densation into less than one-third of the space does not, it

may be said, (juite represent the close file of men across
Pall Mall. Let us therefore push matters to extremes,
and continue the condensation till the vapour has been
squeezed into a liquid. To the pure change of density we
shall then have added the change in the state of aggre-
gation. The experiments here are more easily described
than e-xecuted ; nevertheless, by suflScient training, scru-

pulous accuracy, and minute attention to details, success
may be ensured. Knowing the respective specific gravities,

it is easy, by calculation, to determine the condensation
requisite to reduce a column of vapour of definite density
and length to a layer of liquid of definite thickness. Let
the vapour, for example, be that of sulphuric ether, and
let it be introduced into our 38-in. tube till a pressure of
7 '2 in. of mercury is obtained. Or let it be hydride of amyl,
of the same length, and at a pressure of G-6 in. Supposing
the column to shorten, the vapour would become proportion-

ally denser, ard would, in each case, end in the production
of a layer of liquid exactly 1 millimetre in thickness.*

Conversely, a layer of liquid ether, or of hydride of amyl,
of this thickness, were its molecules freed from the thrall

of cohesion, would form a column of vapour 38 inches

long, at a pressure of 7 2 inches in the one case, and of

6 6 inches in the other. In passing through the liquid

layer, a beam of heat encoimters the same number of mole-
cules as in passing through the vapour layer, and our
problem is to decide, by experiment, whether in both cases

the molecule is not the dominant factor, or whether its

power is augmented, diminished, or otherwise overridden
by the state of aggregation.

Using the sources of heat before mentioned, and em-
ploying diathermanous lenses, or silvered mirrors, to render
the rays from those sources pai-allel, the absorption of

radiant heat was determined, first for the liquid layer, and
then for its equivalent vaporous layer. As before, a
representative experiment or two will suffice for illus-

tration. When the substance was sulphuric ether, and
the source of radiant heat an incandescent platinum spiral,

the absorption V)y the column of vapour was found to be
66'7 per cent of the total beam. The absorption of the

equivalent liquid layer was next determined, and found
to be 67 '2 per cent. Liquid and vapour, therefore,

differed from each other only 5 per cent. : in other

words, they were practically identical in their action.

The radiation from the lime-light has a greater power of

pe]ietration through transparent substances than that from
the spiral. In the emission from both of these sources

we have a mixture of obscure and luminous rays ; but

the ratio of the latter to the former, in the lime-light, is

greater than in the spiral ; and, as the very meaning of

transparency is perviousness to the luminous rays, the

emission in which these rays are predominaiit must pass

most freely through transparent sul)stances. Increased

transmission implies diminished absorption, and, accord-

ingly, the respective absorptions of either vapour and liquid

ether, when the limelight was used, instead of being 66'7

and 67 2 per cent., were found to be

—

V.apinir 3;?-3 per cent
Liquid 33 3 „

no difference whatever being observed between the two
states of oggregation. This same was found true of liydride

of amyl.

This constancy and continuity of the action exerted on
the waves of heat when the state of aggregation is changed,

The millim^tro is ^^th of on inch.
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I have called "the thermal continuity of liquids and from as many correspondents. None of these (and somo
rapours." It is, I think, the strongest illustration liitlicrto score of others, who have descriSed without picturing the

adduced of the conservation of molecular action.

mail's Matjaxiii':

THE COMET.
By R A. Proctor.

(Cond'niifd from page 855.)

THE illustrations which we give this week speak for

themselves, and will serve better than any verbal

description to show what the Comet is doing at present,

where it is goinjr. and what it looked like when last well

seen in this country.

In the tirst place, we give a map (Fig. 1) showing the

course of the Comet among the stars during the present

month.
The map has been formed from a section of one of the

twelve maps of my " Library Star Atlas." The direction

of the tail is such as to correspond to the direction of a
great circle towards the point on the star-sphere opposite

to the position of the sun's centre.

But tliis map, being taken from a star atlas, is not cal-

culate<l to show the position which tlie comet will have
upon the fki/, as distinguished from the star-sphere, espe-

cially as the region athwart which the comt-t is at present

travflling is not rich in conspicuous stars. (The star «
Hydr.T, the neare.st tliird magnitude star, see Figs. 2 and
3, is called Alphard, or the solitary one.)

Vi'e might rt-fi-r those of our readers who possess

Parts IV. and V., or the numbers for Feb. .1 and March 3

(14 and It^) to tlie star-majis corresponding to the hours
between which the comet will be best seen in November

;

for those maps, which are for 10 p.m. on Feb. C and
March t* respectively, show the aspect of the lieavens

two hours later, or at midnight on Jan. 7 and Feb. C

respectively ; two hours later still on Dec. 7 and Jan. 7

respectively ; two hours later, or at 4 a.m. on Nov. G and
Dec. 7 rwpectively ; and thus the second of tliem (that

given in No. IS) shows the aspect of the heavens at a.m.
on Nov. C. We have them in the maps for February and
March, at 10 p.ni , the aspect of the heavens at 4 a.m.,

and at << a.m. on Nov. : and readers who possess these
maps can at once turn to them to see whereabouts tlie stars

shown in Fig. 1 are at these hours ; wlience, of course,

their position at any intervening time can be at once in-

ferred, the motion being slight in the interval. On Nov.
1 1 the maps show the aspect of the heavens from .3.4.5 a.m.

to r>A'> a.rn. ; and so on, earlier liy a quarter of an hour for

each four days (al)Out) ; until on Dec. C we have the second
map fchowing the heavens for 4 a.m., but still serving to
indicate the aspect of the star sphere to later hours, because
the diurnal motion of the heavens in the part where the
comet is, lies in the morning hours nearly parallel to the
horizon.

But, as many of our present readers do not'possess thete
i-atVut star maps, we liave thought it well to give sections,

showing those parts of tlie sky where the comet is in the
early morning hours. All that we have just said applies
to Figs. 2 and .3.*

In fig. 4 I give a picture of the comet formed after
careful study of seventeen pictures which have reached me

• I may notice in pa«»ing that poMi'ljIy thio illn^tratiro cane irny
give many a U-ttt-r UU-n of the way in whicli the monllily mnpH nro
meant to >«• n'c4, than thfy have hitherto ha-l. In rc-piil)lifiliiri(f

them, I am a>lding a tahlo showing the times all IhrowjU the vi'jht

at which the mapa can be used.

comet) seern to have noticed the marked form of

fork of the tail, as described by Major John

I
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but as he used a binocular, and gave some time to the
study of tlio comet's appearance, the peculiarity was
doubtless correctly indicated by him. I have not felt

by showing only those features which at least five of the
observers depict, and also others who have sent drawings
to other periodicals, [would give a more correct idea of

Fig. 2. Showin<; the

));ith of the Comet in

.November, the stars

being as seen :

—

On Nov. C, at 4 a.m.

Nov. 10, at 3.45 a.m.

Nov. li, at 3.30 a.m.

Nov. IS, at 3.15 a.m.

Nov. 21. at 3 a.m.

Nov. 25, at 3.43 a.m.

Nov. 29, at 3.30 a.m.

Dec. 2, at 3.15 a.m.

'lUstified, liowever, in doing more tlvan slightly strengthen I the comet's real aspect thin ti.x or seven discordant

the delineation of this southern fork, as shown in three of draw ings.

the pictures sent me. I have not thought it well to send

several of the pictures to the engraver, simply because the

Fig. 3. Sliowing tlio

path of the Comet in

November, the stara

being as seen :—

On Nov. 6, at 6 a.m.

Nov. 10, at 5.45 a.m.

Nov. 14, at 5.30 a.m.

Nov. 18, at 5.15 a.m.

Nov. 21, at 3 a.m.

Nov. 25. at 3.45 a.m.

Nov. 29, at 3.30 a.m.

Vec. 2, at 3.15 a.m.

I may note that these observers are in error who regard

the dark streak behind the nucleus as the shadow of the

latter. Whatever this characteristic feature of so many

comets may be, it is not lliat.

result would have been bewildering to those who have not

yet seen the comet On the other hand, I could not select

any single picture. It seemed to me that a picture formed

EARTHQUAKES IN THE BRITISH
ISLES.—II.

(Conliniied from paye 341.)

VFTER the great shock of 1275, more than a century

passed without any remarkable earthquakes. In

.'..<-2 a shock took place by which several churches in the

south east of England were thrown down, and this was, we
lirlieve, the last earthquake by which property of any

consequence was destroyed.

In recent times, earthquakes have taken pl.-\ce with

tolerabl.' frequency in the T.ritish Isles. In fact, of the

three hundred earthquakes recorded as having disturWd

our country, nearly two thirds belong to the present

century.
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If we nin over the period which has elapsed since 1 753
we shall lind sufficient evidence of the distinctness with
which earthquake shocks have made themselves felt in

Enjrland. We select that year because the whole of the

country was then shaken by the etlects of the great earth-

quake at Lisl>on. It was at a little past nine that Lisbon was
destroyed, and very soon after—so soon, iudeeti, that it

was at first considered tliat the shocks took place at tlie

Game moment— a variety of singular forms of disturbance

were experienced in ditlcrent parts of England, Scotland,

and Ireland. It would occupy much more space than we
can here spare to record all the remarkable events related

n-specting the share our country had in the great earth

tremor whicli spread outwards on every side from the

centre of disturbance in 17.")5. But a few of the more
striking will not fail, we think, to prove interesting to our
readers.

At Barlborough, in Derbyshire, a surprising and terrible

noise was heard on the western side of a large body of

water called Pibley Dam, which is said to liave covered at

least 30 acres of land ; then a great swelling wave of water
came in from the south, and rose two feet on the sloped

dam-head at the north end of the water. The wave sub-

sided, but presently returned again. And the agitation

continued, with gradually decreasing violence, for three-

quarters of an hour.

At a place in Surrey called Busbridge there was a canal

aljout seven hundred feet long and fifty-eight fe( t broad.

At the eastern end of this canal the water, at the hour we
have named, was observed to be in a great state of turmoil

and agitation. The surface of the water, instead of being
level, was seen to be ridged like the roof of a house, only

rounded at the top. This ridge extended lengthwise about
thirty yards, and stood about three feet above the usual

level of the water. After oscillating for a few moments,
this heaped-up water swept ruddinly towards the northern

bank of the canal, and poured over the grass-walk on that

side. It then returned and swept with still greater force

over the grass-walk along the southern bank. It was
noticed that the bottom of the canal was left dry for

several feet when the water swept towards the south. The
flux and reflux of the water in tlio canal continued for up-
wards of a quarter of an hour, during which the sand of

the iKittom was thrown up and thoroughly mixed with the
water, which continued turbid long after the disturbance
had ceased. During the whole time of the movement, a
noise was heard (as if beneath the ground) resembling the
noise of water turning a large mill.

At Eyambridge, in Derbyshire, the overseer of the lead-

minea felt a sudden shock which raised him violently from
the ground in liis chair. The plaster of the room fell all

around him. The roof was so violently and visibly shaken
that he imagined the engine-shaft had fallen in. When he
ran out to inquire about the supposed accident, he found
that those who had In-en at work underground had ex-
perienced yet more singular eflccts. Two miners who were
employed in drawing the ore along the drifts of the mines
were thaken so violently that for awhile they were too
terrified to move. Tliey were afraid to climb up the shaft,

a.s they Ulieved that it wag Ijeginning to fall in uj)on them.
While they were consulting what should be done to secure
themselven from this danger, a second shock more violent
than the first fright^-ned them so much that they ran pre-
cipitately to the other end of the drift Then they climbed
down to another miner who worked twelve yards below
them. He told them that the second shock had been so
violent that he ha<l seen the rocks around grinding upon
one another. While he was talking a third shock came,
which waa accompanied by a loud rumbling noiec in the

bowels of the earth. Presently another shock followed, and
five minutes after a (ifth. The most violent of all, however,
was the second, a circumstauco which corresponded in
a remarkable manner with the extreme violence of the
second shock experienced at Lisbon. A reference to the
narrative of this catastrophe in the essay on earthquakes
in " The Borderland of Science " (Vol. I. of A'nowfedye
Lihranj), will show that it was this shock which had
the principal part in the destruction of the city and its

inhabitants.

At Shirebum Castle, in Oxfordshire, there is a moat
whicli encompasses the building. On the morning of the
earthquake the air was calm and loaded with a somewhat
heavy fog. The water of the moat was as smooth as a
looking glass. Suddenly one corner of the moat was ob-

served to be disturbed in a singular manner. While all

the rest of the water maintained its smoothness unchanged,
this part began to flow backwards and forwards in a sur-

prising manner. The flux and rellux were observed to bi>

(piite regular. Each flow of water began gently, then its

violence increased by degrees, and at last it rushed in upon
the shore with wonderful impetuosity. This motion con-

tinued for a considerable time, and excited great amaze-
ment amongst those who witnessed it, since they were
quite unable to account in any way for so mysterious and
persistent a commotion.

At Loch Lomond, the waters of the lake suddenly rosr

upon its banks, and that to so great a height that a boat
was carried in one place forty yards inland, and there left.

In five minutes more the water rose again as rapidly as
before, and again receded. This peculiar motion lasted

for more than an hour.

During the same great earthquake, women who were
w ashing on the banks of the Tay were swept ofl' their feet

by a wave.
(To he continued.)

STINGING-TREES.

IN Knowledge of Sept 15, page 25G, there appeared »
paragraph on " The Stinging-Tree " of Queensland,

Australia. As that most interesting colony possesses at

least three perfectly distinct plants, each fully deserving

that title, it may not be amiss for mo to add a few remarks
with regard to Queensland stinging-plants in general, and
these three trees in particular. But first of all, I must
take exception to some of the statements made by " A
Traveller," quotfd in the paragra[)li to which 1 liave re-

ferred. 1 used for many years to shoot in scrubs in both

North and South Queensland, and during that time I was-

stung, not " only once, and that very lightly," like the
" Traveller," but times without number, and often very

severely; but, unlike him, I was never "warned of its close

proximity by its smell." A friend of mine, who has had
considerable experience in Au.stralian scrub.S; writes :

—

" The stinging-plants have no notable smell, and certainly

none that would attract attention. The trees are usually

isolated."

I have noticed that upon very close examination, espo

cially if the leaves be bruised, a faint, unpleasant odour
may be detected, but this is in no case suflicient to attract

attention in a scrub. Again, the stinging-trees are always,

so far as my expei;ience goes, moro or less isolated, and
never form anything approaching to the "little forest"

mentioned by the "Traveller." f'rlica incim, however, is

said to cover almost complet<dy one island in the Fitzroy

liiver, and grows in great profusion in that neighbourhood,

but it can never in any sense of the word be called a tree.
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The sting produces in most cases a small white mark, ^vll^ch

soon disappears, and, if on the hand, the pain, which is ex-

cruciating, gradually extends from the aflected spot up the

ami, till it reaches the axilla, where it often Ijecomes very

intense. Its duration varies from half an hour to several

hours, and even when the pain has ceased, the slightest

touch to the aflected spot, or, above all, the application of

cold water, will renew the pain.

In considering the stinging-plants of Queensland, we
need only, for our present pui-pose, deal with the natural

order Urlicetf, and of the seventeen genera of that order,

found in Australia, we are most concerned with the two

—

Urtica and Laportea. Their relation to the sub-tribes and
tribes of the order is shown in the following table, which
I have constructed in accordance with the classitication

adopted by Bentham and Von Mueller.

Trtica. Laportea.

Of the genus Urtica there are two species in Queensland,
both herbaceous plants :

—

1. Urtica incim, found chiefly on the Fitzroy river, and
said by M. Thozet, of Rockhampton, to grow in great
profusion.

2. Urtica Ure)is, a common weed in this country, and
found in the neighbourhood of dwellings in Queensland.

In the genus Laportea we have, on the other hand, the
three great stinging-trees to which I have referred. They
are :

—

1. Laportea giffus, a large tree, often attaining a height
of 1 00 ft or more ; but I have not myself seen any speci-

mens over 80 ft The wood is soft, tibrous, and juicy, and
the bark smooth and ash-coloured. TJie base of the tree

is supported by prominent angles or buttresses. The leaves

are from 1 ft to 1 ft. 6 in. long, and nearly as broad,
smooth above and sprinkled with a few stinging hairs, but
more or less covered with short, soft hairs underneath. It

is found chiefly in South Queensland. The sting is severe,

but, as far as my experience goes, not so bad as that of

L. moroifleg.

2. Laportea photiuiphi/lla.—A tine tree, from GO to 70
feet in height, with a straight stem. The wood is soft, and
the leaves are almost elliptical in shape, nearly smooth,
and sprinkled with a few stinging hairs. It is found in

the Moreton Bay district, and also in North Queensland.
M. Thozet mentions having found it on the Fitzroy River.

3. Lajiorica moroiiUs.—A small tree, with most virulent

stinging hairs. The lea\es, which are about 9 inches long,

are covered with short soft hairs on both sides. The fruit,

which I have only twice seen, is of a beautiful purple
colour, succulent, and densely clustered. This tree is

found chiefly in the Kennedy district in North Queensland.
Mr. Fitzalan, of Bowen, mentions that it is common about
Port Denison and Edgecumbe Bay.

These three stinging - trees, which Bentham and Von
Mueller place in the genus Laportea, are by many botanists
included under Urtica.

Of all the stinging-plants of Queensland the virulence
of which I have been so unfortunate as to ascertain prac-
tically, Lajiortea moroideg surpasses the others, both in the

severity of the pain produced at the time and in the dura-
tion of its eflects.

I would refer those who wish for further information on
this subject to Bentham's " Flora Australiensis," Vol. VI.

Ernest Bl.\ck.

A FEW HINTS ABOUT THE RAIN-
BAND SPECTROSCOPE.

SINCE writing to the I'imes on the subject of " The
Spectroscope and Weather Forecasting," I have had

so many letters and incjuiries from various parts for infor-

mation about the rain-band spectroscope and how to use
it, that I think a few concise rules and facts in regard to it

may prove acceptable to many readers of your widespread
and useful periodical. With your kind permission I will

briefly mention the following, viz. :

—

1. Adjust the focus and slit of the spectroscope so that
the lines in the spectrum may be of the clearest definition,

and whilst taking an observation, shade the eyes with the
hands, in order that all extraneous light may be excluded
as much as possible.

2. Observe in a general way from ten to twenty degrees
from the horizon, and towards the quarter from which the
wind is blowing, but if the latter be not practicable, point
the instrument in a northerly, in preference to a southerly,

direction.

3. If 80 per cent of the dark band be shown at the
zenith, heavy rain will certainly occur before long.

4. During wet weather, the amount of rain-band may
be low ; this for the most part denotes fine weather to
follow.

5. If the instrument be directed towards the point from
which the wind is blowing, and should the clouds be
passing in one and the same direction, and 20 per cent, or

less, of the rain-band be shown, no rain will follow for at

least six hours, in spite of any threatening appearance of

the sky.

G. With a knowledge of the course and peculiar charac-

teristic of storms, which is not diflicult to acquire {ride
" Aids to the Study and Forecast of Weather," by W.
Clement Sey, M.A.), it is possible to foretell rain by the

help of the spectroscope with surprising accuracy.

Observers will not be disappointed if the above sugges-

tions are carefully attended to. The principal difliculty

lies in determining the percentage of rain-band ; but this

is to be overcome by practice and experience, and they

will find that after a time the indications of tie spectro-

scope can be read at a glance of a few seconds in duration.

F. W. Cory, F.M.S.

SATURN'S RINGS.
rpUE volume of "Philosophical Transactions' from

JL which I forwarded you the extract given in Na 49,

p. 307, is in my possession, and is peculiarly interesting.

The title-page is as follows :

—

" Philosophical Transactions : giving some Acconipt of

the present Undertakings, Studies and Labours of the

Ingenious in many considerable parts of the World. ^oI. 1.

for Anno 1CC5 and IGGG." These Transactions were not

issued by the Royal Society, but were edited by their

Secretary, llinry Oldenl)urg. The first number was issuetl

on Jloniiay, March G, 1GG|, and was followed by montlily

parts in April May, June, July. At the end of the July

number is this note :

—

" jlrfi'trdMnittit.— The reader is hereby advertised that by reason

of the present Contagion in London, which mny nnlmppily cause an
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rioj. ftg of Publick Mooting
i r.iiis.ictions niny possibly for a

.... 1, ............. . , .ore shall bo used to roiitiiiiio

The next nuuil>or was issued on Nov. 6, lG6r>, and was
printed aX Oxfonl, as also were tlie December and January
numbers. Na '.', jniblislied Monday, Feb. 12, ICC,';, the

one containing the ixtract and engraving which I sent you,

WAS publisho«l in London. Anotlier interesting feature

about tills volume is that tlio printer was changed owing
to the original printer having his place burne<l down in the

great fire of lOOG. In January, IGCJ, we find the follow-

ing note :
—"The puV>lishingof these Tracts is now return'd

to the first Printer thereof, as being somewhat re-setled

after the late s.id Fire of London.'' The volume terminates

with tlie numl>er for February, 1G6G—or, as we should now
say, 16C7.

The fact of tliese Transactions being issued in monthly
parts, and the publishing interrupted by the Great Plague,

may have \>een the cause why so few copii-s seem to be in

existence. The engraving that I forwarded yon, I traced

on tracing paper, so you may rest satisfied that it was a

/'ac-simifi- of the original Tlios. Waud.
Brookfield House, Nortliwich.

[Mr. H W. Maunder, of the Greenwich Observatory,
writes to us that the credit of restoring to Cassini the

credit due to him (or to Auzout, who made his telescope),

for seeing the division in Saturn's ring-system, is due to

Mr. Lynn, formerly of the (iovcrnment Observatory, (!reen-

wich. "Two years ago," he says, "Mr. Lynn pointed out
that the sketch said to have accompanied Ball's paper in

the 'PhiL Trans.' was omitted from several copies." On
Sept 1 •'i of the present year, 5Ir. Lynn examined a copy of

Ijowthorpe's abridgment to Mr. Prince, and the first sight

of the diagram tliere given (a fae»imil" is shown at p. 2!).")

of KxowLEi>GE for Sept. 29) convinced both Mr. Prince and
Mr. Lynn that Ball had never recognised the division, or

anything like it Captain Noble and Mr. Prince, the day
following, examined ;the same picture, and arrived at the
same opinion. Mr. Lynn wrote U> a monthly astronomical
magazine, of rather limited circulation, setting forth his

opinion that Ca.ssini alone deserved the credit of the dis-

cover}- ; Captain Noble wrote to us to a similar effect,

sending a cutting of the picture which he and Mr. Lynn
and Mr. Prince had examined. It rcfpiired a rather shrewd
guess (though I say it who perhaps should not) to infer

from this picture what Ball had really suspect<,d. But
Captain Noble's communication coming at once before
many thousands of readers, the natural result followed. An
obliging correspondent, Mr. T. Ward, was able to resolve

all doubt*, by wilding a/'irHimUr of Ball's original observa-
tion, wanting in most coj.ics of the " Transactions." This
nhowwj, iK-yond all <juestion, that what I had guessed was
in fr I'ti wh.%t bad happened. Tlie ring had, by an optical
1 i tio iM'nt towards the planet's north and

•A\ta to convey the ideo that there were
• ''fUching Saturn on one side, and reaching
far <p.rn tie

j lunet'ii surface on the other. All this was
known to as when we thanked Coptnin Noble for eominii-
n\-^*ir.z w)«b .11 on the subjr-ct We did not ascribe to
'' »

• ,.^ jjr hjnn Ktati-s in the Mlientnim) the
•'.e motter; wo simply thanked him for

to it in our columns, ond bo liwllng
u .jiion of the difficulty. The moral seenm

.'. any one who wishes fj solve a difficulty of this
I a/JdrcM a wwkly pap<:r of wide circulation,

. Uian a magazine which ap|>eani less often, and
I a smaller constituency.]

MR. STANLEY'S DISCOVERIES.
A CORRl'.SrONDENT of the ai..U who has interviewed

i V Mr. II. M.Stanloy, says that geiitlemiin h.as had practi-

cally unlimited means at his coninijuul, through the gene-
rosity of the King of the Belgians, who, moreover, has been
the main supporter of several of the so-cnlled Iiitornational

African l^.xpeditions ; as Mr. Stanley puts it, ho has been
in a position to pay for every cubic inch of air ho and his

men breathed, and every sipmre foot of ground they trod
upon. The object of the King of tlu! B(>igians appears to
have been entirely disinterested—simply to do what he
could to render accessible to commerce and civilisation,

and thereby devclope the resources of the groat in-

terior of Africa. For this purpose the Congo formed a
splendid channel of communication, only unfortunately,
its lower course for many miles is obstructed by
impassable cataracts. To surmount this obstruction has
been the object of Mr. Stanley's work. Ho states that
already he has carried a well made road, \T^ ft wide on an
average, from l)elow tho cataracts, 2.'?0 miles along the
north bank of tlio river, far boyoiul Stanley Pool, and there-

fore well into the navigable upper waters. To assist him
in this undertaking ho has not only had native workers,

but relays of young Kuropeans as superintendents ; and for

this work ho finds Englishmen better than any others, and
would be glad to have a fresh supply to send out So sub-

stantially has this road been constructed, that it has stood

tho deluges of rain that break down upon it from tho moun-
tain-sides, and has borne the heavy trallic which the transport

of engineering plant to the upper reaches has rendered
necessary. Causeways have been laid whore necessary and
bridges built, and tho road has, by moans of excavations,

embankments of stone, and layers of earth, been carried

right round the face of a mountain which comes shoor down
to the river at one place. On rounding the mountain Mr.
Stanley states that tho road enters an avenue of exquisite

beauty and coolness wiiich has been cleared through the

forest So thickly timbered is the country in some parts

that thou.sands of trees have had to bo fc^llcd, and their

roots either grubVied up or levelled. At intervals along tho

road stations have been planted, and already there is a
regular service of courier.'* between tho stations, and by
thi'm a growing trade is being established. As to what are

the possibilities of commerce along this route, ho states that

during the progress of his work a million yards of Man-
chester goods have been distributed through tho country in

I)ayment for labour and other services ])(!rformed by the

natives. One of th(! articles of tran.sport along tho new
road was a fine steam launch, with which Mr. Stanley

has done some good exploring work some 400 miles

above Stanley Pool, quite 700 miles above tho mouth of

the river. When he feels at lilx'rty to publish an account
of his work (at present his first duty is to his employer,

the King of tho Belgians), it will bo shown, tho corre-

spondent believes, that some first-rato exploring work has

been done. Tho launch, for example, was taken up a now
river, opening from tho south bank of the Congo, some
distance above Stanley Pool, and which, it was found, led

into a fine lake. Tho lake was covered with fishermen's

canoes, whose occupants looked aghast at the snorting

monster puffing out smoke, and fied in dism.ay. One, how-
ever, was caught, and after being soothed down and kindly

treated, was sent o(r loaded with presents to his wonder-
ing fellows peering from among tho bushes on tho shore.

In Mr. Stanlriy's opinion the soil is capable of unlimited

development for crops of all kinds, and, liy judicious use,

the supply of caoutchouc in tho forests is iiiexliaiistiblo.

The greatest difficulty to the utilisation of the river
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throughout its navigable length is the almost untamable
cannibal tribes who inhabit the upper reaches between

Stanley's furthest point and the neighbourhood of Nyangine.

J^fbi'fhJEf.

PLAIX WAYS IN SCIENCE.

MR WILLIAMS says he is not aware that the

reprint of his scattered essajs demands any apology.

Evidently he is not aware that Air. Christie, the Astro-

nomer-Royal, considers there is " no practice more repre-

hensible," and that an anonymous writer in the Atlantic

MoiUhhj (afterwards identified as Mr. Edward Holden,

then of the Washington Obser\atory, now cliief of the

Ann Arbor Observatory, Michigan) compares this habit to

highway robbery. For my own part, I share Mr. Wil-

liams's opinion ; nay, I go a little further, considering that

essays which will not bear reprinting were probably not

worth writing. As for the time of making such reprints,

surely, as Mr. Williams says, they are likely to be much
better done by the author himself than by his friends after

his death.

The volume before us is full of interesting matter. Mr.
Williams has not a particle of respect for mere authority,

so there is no lack of novelty in his views. Some of his new
theories are open to exception ; but they are all well worth
considering. I had marked a number of the essays in the

present volume for notice as interesting and valuable ; but
have finally decided to speak only of the theory or theories

advanced in Mr. Williams's " Fuel of the Sun," here con-

cisely presented in the opening essay (thirty-four pages in

length), and touched on in the second, a much shorter

paper, relating to Dr. Siemens's " Theory of the Sun."

The new theory opens with the argument that Wollaston
was wrong in regarding the atmospheres of the earth and
other members of the solar system as limited. Mr. Williams

attaches great importance to this point, considering that if

he is right, all our standard treatises on pneumatics and
meteorology must be remodelled. I cannot, for my own
part, see why. I doubt very much whether Dr. Wollaston's

paper has ever been held to be of great importance, or

whether it has ever been regarded as demonstrated that the

planetary atmospheres are limited. Certainly the atomic

theory, as it has been maintained for many more years

than have passed since Mr. Williams's theory was ad-

vanced, is inconsistent with Woll.aston's opinion, and still

more obviously with the reasoning by which Wollaston
attempts to establish his opinion. The rather daring theory

of Le Sage as to the true cause of gravitation may be cited

as an illustration of what is undoubtedly the case, that

many before Mr. Williams have regarded interplanetary

and interstellar space as occupied by matter.

As for the consequences of the opinion maintained by
Mr. Williams (most probably right), he is, I take it, quite

mistaken in supposing them to be of great importance. He
finds the objections urged against his views, and Dr.

Siemens's later ones, invalid when once the atmospheres of

the heavenly bodies are regarded as unlimited. I have
myself received more than one letter pointing out that this

is so. (Dr. Siemens himself is of course persu.aded that it

is.) But the argument is based on the mistaken idea

that because there is no definite limit to a planet's

* Science in Short Chapters. By \V. Mattiku Williams, .\nthor
of tho "Fuolof the Sun," "Through Norway with a Kiiapflnck,"

Ac. (Messrs. Chatto & Windus, liondon.)

atmosphere (or if there is no such limit), the atmo-
sphere which at any instant envelopes a planet is freely

interchangeable with the interplanetary atmosphere.

But this would not be the case. Interchange could

only take place in accordance with dynamical laws, and
these would not permit of more than an infinitesimal inter-

change between the atmosphere immediately surrounding

a planet and the attenuated atmosphere beyond. Mr.

Williams recognises this as soon as he tries to set his per-

petual solar machine working. " The sun will carry its own
.special atmospheric matter with it, but it cannot carry the

whole of the interstellar medium. There must be a limit

—

graduated, no doubt, but still a practical limit—at which
its own atmosphere will leave Tiehind, or pass through, the

general atmospheric matter." This admission, though con-

venient where it is made, carries death with it to Mr.

Williams's theory, for it leaves things practically as they

would be if Mr. Wollaston's theory were unquestioned.

Mr. Williams conceives the sun as rushing along

through space, gathering in the atmosphere of space

as it goes, compressing that atmosphere with all the

energy with which a normally limited atmosphere would

be permanently compressed, and so by its gravitating

energy producing intense heat, instead of that merely

constant pressure which would naturally result in

the case of a constant atmosphere. But neither the

onward rush of the sun through space, nor that swaying

of the sun around the common centre of gravity of the

solar system, which Mr. Williams regards as an all-impor-

tant point in his theory, could produce any such eflect. If

we imagine the sun without his atmosphere, drawing that

atmosphere in from surrounding space, he would unques-

tionably, in drawing it in, produce all the heat in which

Mr. Williams believes. And that heat might be stowed

away, so to speak, in dissociating the aqueous vapour so

gathered in, to be presently distributed as the elements

recombined. But with that first ingathering of atmosphere

would be the end of this particular source of solar heat.

The heat thus stored could be given out, but no more, or

only so much more as corresponded to the exceedingly

slight interchange taking place at the outskirts of the

solar atmosphere. Mr. Williams speaks as if the whole

of the long cylinder of interstellar atmosphere actually

traversed by the sun were gathered in and compressed to

the full tension of the solar atmosphere. But this could

not happen. The sun would travel through that atmo-

sphere, losing from his own (and taking up from outside to

replace) only so much as friction at the outskirts of his

atmosphere would displace.

If there could be any doubt, when the question is viewed

as a hydrodynamical problem, that this is so, it should be

removed by the consideration that were the processes

conceived by IVIr. Williams to take place, one side of the

sun would inevitably present an appearance dittering in

the most striking manner from that of the other side. On
the forward hemisphere, there would occur a constant

ingathering of so much atmosphere as, when compressed liy

solar attraction, would produce the heat which Mr. Williams's

theory requires. (For note that the mere atntf of compres-

sion does not cause heat, but only the forcible compression of

vaporous matter which had been uncompressed). All the heat

thus generated on one side would be used up in dissociating

the aqueous vapour of the atmosiihere so gathered up. On
the other liemisphere the converse process would be taking

place. The dissociated gases would tliero rise, would

combine, with intense emission of heat, and the products

—

the cinders left after the solar firing—would bo flung

away in the wake of the advancing sun. (At least Mr.

Williams's theory requires that this should happen.) Now,
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a»troi»-«u;?rs Lave the power of oliserviiig at one scasou of

thf \ . ..r ;h. acivaiuiiijf side of the sun, aritl six inoutlis

la;. .; side ; Olid they iiii;;ht fairly exjH'ct that

r, _ ii c'jijHwite processes are at work on so

._;:_ uld present a very ditlerent appearance,

i; .r yet reco_i,'nis<Hl the sliglitest difl'ercnce

1. ; .vhi-re the sun is, as it were, shovelling

ii. .:irils the earth during the spring of the

I. • If I and tlio other side where ho is

t!, :. i-s. Both sides look exactly alike.

1 feature of Mr. Williams's theory which

he >)'>!.!. . .1. iviids against criticisms of mine. I liad

object.-d tJiut bodies travelling round the sun could never

lukve c»>uie into existence as a result of ejections from the

sun. GrauteJ, says Mr. Williams (though tlint was not

exactly the way he put it in "The Fuel of the Sun,"

I think), if there were only simple ejections, but if,

after matter has been ejected, it explodes like a rocket,

" pretty generally all round," a ring of meteors might
U formed; and lie cites the behaviour of the coloured

prominences of the sun as showing tliat this actually

happens. It is true they often, after shooting up from

the sun's surface, expand laterally, but there is nothing in

this more tlian v»-e see in every case iu which gaseous

matter is shot tlirough a region of high pressure into a

region of low pressure. That matter .shot to a height of say

70,000 uiilesfrom the sun's surface, should there explode late-

rally, >o as thenceforward to circle around him, the matter

exploding must divide itself into opposite portions, each

travelling from the point of explosion with a velocity of

more than L'40 miles per second. Nothing of this sort, or

approaching anywhere near this, has ever been seen, ilore-

over, wliat is tliere except expansive action to produce
lateral motion at all in the ejected gases 1 and how can
lateral expansion do more than extend the expanding
matt<-r until its density is equal to that of the atmosphere
around it at the sainc level 1 In the case of t<^rrestrial

liomlf-rockets there is an enclosing case which holds the

explosive substance until, on ignition, the gases are formed
which, by their exj<ansive action, drive out the particles of

matter which form the luminous display. The circum-

stono-s are therefore favourable to the forcible expulsion

of niatu-r. It is diflerent in the ca.se of the gaseous matter
cxp«-lli-<l from the sun, when the outrush is over. For the

globing gas driven violently outwards on these occasions

is not enclosed in anyway. It is simply (as the spectro-

s<x>{« khows) driven up as a stream of dense gas in a rela-

tively rare atmosphere ; and as soon as it can (which is

g-nerally not before it reaches a higher and still rorer

atcuotiphere) it expands lat^rrally. There is nothing ex-

plo*iv>- ul<out this action, any more than there is in the
lateral ('Xi^ansion of cumulus clouds, or (which more nearly

illuktruti-ji the caw,-) in the outspread of cloud above a
volcano afttr each outburst of the gases which had been
imir: ...l v,;ti,in. If there were the enormous lateral

V' 1 by Mr. Williams's theory, the spectro-

» ere this have revealed them ; but while
it . iience of cyclones low down in the solar

atii...
J

!;• f , ui -hown by motions towards ond from the
eye at the tun's edge, it has never shown any trace of
uch nioliona in tlie glowing gas flung high aliove the sun's
kurf«c<!.

T»i<-r»! i-t, however, much tliat is well worth studying in
Mr. Wiltianis'ii reasoning. Ilin conclusions seem to me, for
tl»e m'.st port, quite erroneous, Init the evidence he
quot<,-<t in their favour is dcaerving of the most careful
ezaojination.

Mr. Willianu coiuiderii that hi« views have been and
ar« being adopted by other writers on astronomical and

physical matters, " without corresponding acknowledg-
ment "

; and he tells us that in due time "an appendix to

the ' Fuel of the Sun ' " will bo published (to a new edition,

I trust), giving the particulars of such adoption. 1 doubt
the wisdoni of this. These <iucstions of priority are fit

only to occupy very small minds ; and I am sure Mr. Wil-
liams agrees with me in regarding all egotism as silly :

—

even the appearance of it is a thing to be avoiiled. But
if he does what he proposes, ho will lm\ e to be careful lest

peradventure he should lind the boot unmistakably on the

other leg. He has a clear case against Dr. Siemens, though
I feel well assureil Dr. Siemtuis was not aware, when he
l)ublished his theory, how fully all that was sound in it,

and a great deal also that is unsound, had lieen anticipated

by i\lr. Williams. But in some other cases, where he hints

a suspicion that his views have been adopted without ac-

knowledgment, he will lind priority {itihal (judiiliitii valere.

dcbvt, which is not saying nmch) with others. For instance,

the theory that the larger ]>lanets are miniature suns, " sur-

rounded by a sphere of vaj)Our, the outside of which we
see," he includes among his startling conclusions, "utterly

at variance with general astronomical opinion when he
reached them." When he rcarhrd them I do not know,
but I do know when he published them ; and 1 know that

several months before, in the winter of 18G9, 1 advanced

that theory in a series of lectures deli\ered at the Koyal

Institution, Manchester (in the syllabus of which the theory

was stati'd in so many woi'ds), while for at least a year before

that, the probably intensely-heated condition of the giant

planets had be(-n dealt with in the MS. of the work after-

wards published under the title of " Other Worlds than

Ours." Air. Williams could not be expected to know about

the Manchester lectures, but ho must know enough of the

conditions under which books are published to be well

aware that the chapters on the giant planets in the middle

of that work were written, and even in type, before his

" Fuel of the Sun " was published. The theory was an-

nounced by me long before. Not that it matters in the

least, only : if such questions an: to be raised, we may as

well raise them by the right end.

THE DOOM El > COMET.*

Tuis little pamphlet, price sixpence only, gives a good
deal of interesting information about cometic astronomy.

It deals chiefly, in the first part, with the comet now
shining so conspicuously (when the weather is clear) in our

morning skies. In the second part, it discusses the possible

efll'cts of the comet's absorption by the sun ; and, in pass-

ing, criticises the theory of sun-spot influences with an
engaging frankness which we fear will prove somewhat dis-

ta.steful to the believers in that theory. Mr. Oliver arrives

at the conclusion that there will be "slightly intensified

metiorological plutnouK'na," whenever the comet is ab-

sorbed. He believes that the British Isles will be affected

in "a way such as to induce warmer and drier weather, or

in other words, good seasoim," opposite conditions prevail-

ing (with important local variations, however) in Eastern

Europe, India, Australia, and North America. We (the

Editor) wished we knew enough to guess a tenth of what
Mr. Oliver seems somehow to know. Mr. Oliver says, V)y-

the-way, that we have twice misled the public on the

subject of this comet. We doubt if we have misled them
once. What we said erroneously in Knowledge of Oct C

was corrected in five daily papitrs, having an aggregate cir-

culation of halfa-million, on the morning of Oct. 7. As

• Tlii hunmed Comet and the. Wnrld'n Knil. ])y J. A. Wk«TW()OIi

Olivkii. (Wyman k Hong, bondon.)
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for the " glaring mistakes" in our essay on "A Menacing
Comet," we should be obliged if Mr. Oliver would point

out what they are. We apprehtnd he mistakes the mis-

takes we corrected, for mistakes we had made. We see

nothing in the essay to correct ; when we do we shall

say so
'

A Mysterious Will.—James Beatley, of Huntingdon,

L.I., has a well on his premises that is both a curiosity and

a puzzle. The well is twenty-three feet deep, and is dry

every year from Jan. 1 to the first week in March, as

regular as the days of the year. It will be as full the day

before it dries up as at any time during the year, and on

the following morning not a drop of water is to be seen

where a depth of three or four feet existed before. About
the first week in March the well fills again in a few

moments, and the water remains for the remainder of the

year.

Professok Tyndall on De. Siemens' Solar Theory.
—It would give me extreme pleasure to be able to point

to my researches in confirmation of the solary theory

recently enunciated by my friend the President of the

British Association. But though the experiments which
I have made on the decomposition of vapours by light

might be numbered by the thousand, I have, to my regret,

encountered no fact which proves that free aqueous vapour

is decomposed by the solar rays, or that the sun is re-

heated by the combination of gases, in the severance

of which it had previously sacrificed its heat."-

—

Loiiyman's

Alayaziiie.

Coal in British India.—Coal of good quality for

locomotive purposes is systematically worked in the Bengal
coalfields, which extend for about 100 miles to the west of

Burdwan. Collieries exist also at Wahrora and Mohpani,

in the central provinces. A very valuable coalfield is

known to exist at Makuni, in Upper Assam, which will

doubtless be opened out when the Assam Light Railway
is completed. The total output of Indian coal in 1880
was 1,016,040 tons, of which by far the greater amount
was raised in the Ilaneegiinge coalfield. Madras finds it

cheaper to use patent fuel from England than to depend

upon Indian coal brought from long distances by land. The
total quantity of English coal, coke, and patent fuel im-

ported into India during 1880-81 was 68.3,768 tons,

valued at £1,239,805.

An Electric Tricycle.—The improvements in the

storage of electric energy and in electro-motors have so

far advanced that tricycles can be lighted and propelled by
electricity, as was seen from the tricycle ridden last week
by Professor Ayrton in the City. The Faure accumulators

in which the energy was stored for the lighting and
driving were placed on the footboard of the tricycle, and
the motion was produced by one of Professors Ayrton
and Perry's newly patented electro-motors, placed under

the seat of the rider. Using one of these specially

made tricycle electromotors and the newest type of tlie

Faure accumulators, the total dead weight to be added to

a tricycle to light and propel it electrically is only IJ cwt,
a little more than that of one additional person. In the

tricycle ridden by Professor Ayrton the ordinary foot

treadles were entirely absent, but with ordinary electric

tricycles it may be desirable to leave the treadles, so that

while electric propulsion alone is used on the level, the

rider can, on going up a steep hill, supplement it by using

the treadles, instead of, as at present with the ordinary
non-electric tricycle, having t ) git out and ignominiously

push his tricycle up the hill before him.
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" In knowledge, that man only is to be contemned and despised who is not in ft

state of transitioi- Nor is there anything more adver&e to accurB*y
than fixity of opinion."—J'f^rfliffly.

" Show'me a man who makes no mistakes, and I -Kill show you a man who has
done nothing."

—

Liebig.

HAS THE MOON AN ATMOSPHERE ?

[614]—TLis question has been a debatable one with astronomers,

though generally answered in the negative ; there, however, seems
to be, from what Mr. Banyard has to say upon this subject in his

paper on pp. 215-246 of this volume, every probability that the

question as to the existence of a lunar atmosphere will soon be
definitely settled. At the conclusion of the highly-interesting paper
above referred to, Mr. Eaynard makes a few remarks upon a

curious phenomenon to be seen at the time of the new moon, viz.,

a faint line of light round the dark limb of the moon ; and requests

observers to take notice of it, and send the results of their obser-

vations to Kkowiedge. Unfortunately, since the publication of

Mr. Eanyard's paper, cloudj- -sveather has prevented me observiuic

the moon when sufficiently near conjunction ; and as I think thi.s

phenomenon, if carefully observed, is likely to throw some light

upon the question heading this letter, I venture to call attention to

it, because in a climate like ours it is necessary that there should

be several observers, as it often happens that one observer will see

some phenomenon that an observer at another place is unable to

ob.«erve on account of bad weather.

In his paper, Mr. Eanyard suggests that this "line of faint

illumination " may possibly be due, either to " a dispersion of tho

sun's rays within an atmosphere," or else " caused by a phos-

phorescent light from the lunar surface." With regard to the fiist

of these suggestions, 1 would like to ask whether an atmosphere of

sufficient density to make itself visible as a "line of light" would
not have some effect upon the occultatious of stars ? Eespecting

the latter suggestion, I should like to know whether any observer

has noticed the " line of faint illumination" along the dark limb

of the morniug moon ? B. J. HorKi.\s.

[After what Zijllncr's photometric observations have proved (to

all intents) as to the average slope of lunar mountains, it is

tolerably clear that that arc of light should be seen—whether
moon has appreciable atmosphere or not.—El>.]

ANCIENT MONUMENTS.

[615]—In the Government list of ancient monuments to be pitj-

tected (in No. 47, Sept. 22), 1 am soitv to observe that one
interesting relic is omitted. It is a cromlech called Arthur's

stone, in Ilortfordsliire, about 15 miles W. of Hereford, on the

ridge that bounds tho Golden Valley (Valley of the Dwr), to tho

N.E., and close to tho picturesque little village of Dorston (Dwr'.^

town, or the town on the Uorc). Originally it was covered with

stones and earth, forming a mound, and is situated where a laiio

crosses an ancient liritish road that ran along the ridge, and is

crossed farther south by a Eouian road that led to Abbey Doro. It

consists, like Kit's Coity House, of a stone supported by several

others, but the supporters are more numerous, and smaller, and tho

top stono much larger than at K. C. H. There is to the N.E. of

this ivlic about 100 yards, just as at K. C. H., another largo stone

lying doH-n. There is a lino view from this spot of the whole

Uolden Valley, with its Norman castles, its Abbey, and ancient

tumuli of tho Black Mountains, that separate Herefordshire from
Brecknock, and in tho extreme S.W., the Great Skirrid, Horned, or

Holy Mount. A lino drawn thiough tho long astis of the top stono

if ekteuded would just touch the Skirrid. J. E. S.
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ICUXEUMOX WASP
kcd up iieally

i!.o sun, l>U wluilo si'lf

'. I luilf guess is t)ic

with liis jiroilipiously

1. Will somo one toll

.10 |ilaoo until, with a dart,

onni eoino yards away, how
iirvi'llous wiii^rs nmko, and
cnorniouslv rapid nnisrulnr

(i. U. WVXNK.

MONKEY AND MII!I!«1R.

I'.'s" monkey is not singular in its proceodin<;s

i-s. Many years afro, when voynginj; lionio from
. little monkey at Anjer (Straits of 8nnda), and

...... .. iookinc-jilass caused us much aniiiscmcut. lie

ui uli can-fully put his paw behind the glass, and then,
thing there, would look cautiou.«ly "round the corner."
I V.ok like a measure of intollii!i"''e, ns "Deo Fido"

^n.inkey must have had a very bad memory, for

: I the previous deception, but always, with an
II, went tlirough the same antics on seeing his

^ iM. A. M. U.
-. 1. .w..V('r, this extra caution was the rcsoU of abstract
Uo may havo thought that what bad been proved in

might not be true for all.

—

Ed.]
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RE-irBGAM. I should say yon could not do better than to use
To<lhunu?r's smaller algebra. It is not possible to say whether you
could go through quadratic c-|ualions, or the four first books of
Euclid, without a master

; persons differ so in their ways of learn-
ing.^ The m.'ifl..ni.it;. . I linvo Icnnit from masters and lecturers
'" '' '» •'' I-atin, if yon want it for use, try the
" .r rfjwiing ii few books by that method,

I" -r. You will hnd the grammar quite
' '

.niething of the language. Von can
'

! itlu bo-)kii in that way in a few week.<,
. want Latin for show, you should have
. how to pronounce it in several now

"
'h' unlike its nearest neighbour; you

sl.a'l :.irii th.. fi!. - It, I.ntiti Ijofore you can read a lino of any
look

; after five or sii yearn you will have a quantity of knowledge
ynry n.condite and very useless to you j but then yon will forget
it nil n, :,i, iif il„. ,ame time.—Hv. DnocKBAXic. Tliere is no
^'' •iveen the colour of stuffs and their conducting
I' < are warmer than light for one reason only,"' "'• Ml the other statements quoted froiii

" " ' -'. but not (ns you seem to think esHCn-
'" of the truth. It is wrong to say that
' I

. tter than light ones, for there is no
'"

'•"' f'.!I..v i;,.it light clothes conduct

»..

i When persons uti-

. confound togi'lher

.'inveclir/n, and ab-
irned that you are
ih thundery accom-
..luccd the electrical

there is no connee*

'nses recognise, not
.Mr. Muybridg.-, M.
for scientific not

'iin Knglish Krjcioty
l.as yet been made.
Kiiropo and America

• - " • oavo not heard that
•l-ecunUj from |>sins of tho kind, but

they may do so for aught wo know to the contmry.—Only A
WoM.\N, J. HA/.Kt.i.K.v.\, J. W. B., K. M. N., Sami,. Y., T. V.
IHvEBX.vv, Wii. I. Newton, A Father, G. Y., D. 0., II^rvev, and
many others. We are glad to lind so large a ])ortion of our readers
agroo with us about the portraits in question, though, indeed, wo do
not suppose anyone who holds the women of his family in just
rt>gi\rd coidd well do otherwise. As two of you write, it is not a
question of tho jiropriety or impropriety of certain pictures. It
would be prudery, indeed, to object on such groun<ls. 'I'hero are
several pictures in the National (inllery towhich "nico" persons (that
is, (lersons with nasty ideas) might object with far more reason.
Hut no sensible person cares about those. Nor does tlio objection
to these pictures reside in tho ovidenco they afford'of immorality
among jirinces. There is immorality everywhere; and it is a
matter of no more moment that King This, or i'rinco That, or (irand-
duko So-aml-so neglects bis wife, and linda himself more at homo
with persons of lax morality, than it is that tho same should bo tho
case with iirown, or Jones, or Noakes, or Styles. What every
man of honour who thinks on tho subjcDt must feel, is tho
insult conveyed, in tho selection of pictures such as these, aa
if they represented )>ersons in whom tho nation, n« a nation,
ought to feel interest.— T. Jardink Perkins. How do tho above
remarks suit you by way of explanation Y Of course, you arc right
in saying that tho gallery is not a Female Ezcollonoo (iallcry, but a
National Portrait (.Jallery. That is the trouble. You aro "loth to
believe that I do not consider these women's portraits national."

Do you ? They are just as national to my mind as would bo
portraits of any other persons of more or less lax principlea,

ac(|uaintanco with whom had happened to suit any of our kings,

as, for instance, portraits of the follows employed by Hubert to

tiirtnro I'rinco Arthur, or the persons selected by llichnrd III. for

Ms villanies. I take it a National Portrait Gallery should contain
liictures of nil statesmen, whether their intluenco was good or bad;
of soldiers and sailors of renown; of poets, historians, and all

men great in literature, ort, or acienco ; of kings, princes, and
others of high piiailion througli their birth or family, with special

))laee for those among Ihoni whose influence was used for tho benefit

of the nation ; nor should the circnmstance that any one, otherwise
great, had been guilty of offoncos, even of deep dyo, cuuso their

portraits to be regarded us objectionable in a National Portrait

Gallery. All women who have hnd high position in tho nation,

and all who have been famed in .irt, or science, or literature,

should, of course, bo there. And certainly, also, tho mothers,

wives, sisters, and daughters of famous men should in many cases

have a place, especially where they had had much influence on tho

career of such men. But what earthly interest there can bo to

any sound mind in tho domestic irregularities of princes, or why
one particular class of irregularities shoiihl bo selected as

worthy of national celebrity, I think you would (ind it very
diflicult to show. Uow would it bo if th(! queen and each
woman in the land who ran tho least risk from her position of

having her portrait put along with these "beauties," were to leave

express injunction in her will that she should not be oxposcil to

such indignity.* As for your threat,—hero is a little parable for

you:—"Passing down Newspaper-row, in Now Y'ork city, ono
morning, tho late Horace Greeley met ono of his readers, who very
excitedly exclaimed, ' Sir. Greeley, after the article you published this

morning, I intend to stop your paper !

' 'Oh, no,' said Mr. Greoloy,

'don't do that!' ' Yes, my mind is made uji; I shall stop tho

paper.' Lato in the oflernoon the two mot again, when Greeley
remarked, ' Mr. Thompson, I am very glad you did not carry out

your threat this morning." ' What do you mean ?' 'Why, youaaid
you were going to stop my paper.' ' And so 1 did ; I went to tho

ollice and had it stopped.' ' You are surely mistaken. I have just

come from there, and tho press was booming.' ' Sir,' said Tliomp-
Hon, very pompously, ' I mean I intended to stop my subscription

to your paper.' 'Oh, thunder!' ejaculated Greeley. 'I thought
you were going to stoj) tho running of the pai)er, and knock me out
of a living. My friend, let me toll you something; one man is just a
drop of water in the ocean. You didn't set tho machinery of this

worlfl in motion, and you can'tstoj) it ; and when yon are underneath
the ground, things upon tho groimd will wag <m the same as over.'

"

-J. T. D. You are ono of a very small minority. If the pictures

were put there to show how de|)raveil the nation has been ut times

(ihongh I expect there has not iKJon any great change in tho nation

as n whole, so that you should rather have written "court," than
"nation"), there would be no serious objection. But that is very
far from Ixiing the case. I wish, by the way, that every reader of

KNOWLKnoE had had tlio opportunities I have had of learning how
Foreign, American, and Colonial visitors of the higher tyjies of cha-

rnct<?r view these (licturcs. 1'hat they regard them as IiihuUs to tho

Iieople need hardly lie said.—W. I). Bikd. That allusion would be
" rude," no doubt, if not juslificd by tho utter rudeness of wliiit it

referred to. As regards Kew Gardens, how do you get away from
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'Any and 'Arrict note ? What change liave I proposed that would
add to their opportunities of being annoying ? I am glad to say
that not one letter in fifty which has reached us takes your riew
about arrangeincnts which keep out all alike. I think, for my own
part, the wall is the chief offence. It deprives the public of the

general view of the grounds, which is their chief beauty. Inside,

there is ranch that is in such bad taste,—inartistic effects, tawdry
colour*combinations, hideous false ruins, and so forth, that the

public lose less by the late opening than they otherwise might.

—

Elt. H. Jules. The rainbow can be photographed after a fashion;

only the violet and blue part come out well. It is in one sense

true that the rainbow exists only in the eye of the observer ; so

does every image of optical effects; but the very fact that there is

an image in the eye shows that an imago would be formed on the

photographic plate.

—

Jas. Deas. Undoubtedly a solar spot, un-

less yon saw it move, in which ease it was ]irobably a distant

bird.—D. 31. J. Many thanks for your very kind expressions

about Knowledge. Yon are quite right ; when we asked the

opinion of our readers about the weather chart, we received so

many letters from those who otherwise would not have written to

us, and these letters were so kindly written, that we learned how
very small a part of our readers the grumblers are.—A Scbscribee.

Prof. Young's book on the sun is now published by Messrs. Kegan
Paal & Co.—N. W. S. You will find that the solution involves what
I said. The illumination varies as the square of the distance in-

versely, and also as the sine of the angle LBA directly ; but the

sine of this angle varies inversely as the distance LB. This

introduces the inverse distance yet a third time, altering the

inverse square to the inverse cnbe.

—

Sciolist. I stop at your
first statement. The comet of 1843 may, you say, have
obeyed another sun, and what happened may have been due to some
change in that other sun (one of its foci, you say). Are you aware
that before that comet could have felt the influence of any other

sun appreciably (even though that other sun were the nearest of all

the stars) some five millions of years would have to elapse ? Edina.

A simple way of ascertaining whether a room is damp or not is to

bring into the room a polished glass or mirror at a temperature
cooler than that of the room, at a time when the room has for an
hour or so been free from living occupants (whose breath might
otherwise moisten the air). If the room is damp, a slight mist will

form on the glass.— C. G. W. Thanks for your letter about the
comet. You ^vill see that we show our readers where to look for it.

ELECTBICAL.
Dextist. I do not remember having read or heard that electricity

has the power you mention, but I certainly should recommend you
not to try it in the way you suggest. The shocks from a coil are

exactly the reverse to ana;sthctic in their influence, even when
applied to the least sensitive parts of the body. When applied to

any of the organs of the head, they develope more or less intense

pain, and, by virtue of their intermittent nature, there is a constant

tendency to motion. You propose that the patient's hands shall

rest on the arms of a chair in connection with one of the coil-wires,

the other wire being connected to the forceps. The forceps being
insulated (this you may do by encasing the handles in vulcanite,

or by wearing a thick india-rubber glove), you would apply them
to the gum in the \icinity of the tooth to be extracted. Has it

never occurred to you that every time a shock is imparted to a dead
body (as, for instance, to Galvani's frog) that body is subjected

to a convulsive movement ? Would not the effect bo even greater
in the case of a living body, especially one unaccustomed to such
influences ? The battery of which you enclosed a sketch is what is

generally known as the "Bottle Bichromate" (on account of its

shape), and is expensive because there is usually a deal of work
about it. For a simple or less expensive fomi sec next answer.

—

J. H. Waed. Pleased to hear you succeeded with coil. You could

scarcely get a bichromate cell by following the instructions given in

K.N'OWLEDGE for June 23, seeing that those instructions were for

making a Leclanche cell. The number of cells required to heat

two inches of platinnm wire would depend on the diameter of the

wire. To make a simple bichromate cell with two zinc and three

carbon plates, the plates may bo separated by means of strips

of paraffined wood, i to S of an inch in section. The strips may
bo 80 arranged as to allow you to fix a clamp across the two
zincs. The carbon plate in the centre should not bo in contact with
this clamp, but a conical-shaped hole should be scooped out, into

which a copper wire should be fixed by pouring in a little molten
lead. The external carbon plates may bo treated in the same way,
and the three wires clamped together, or a clamp screwed on
to them, and a wire from the central plate attached to it. A stout
india-rubber band will hold the set together, little i)ieces of paraflined

wood or ebonite being placed between the plates at their lower ex-

tremity.—W. G. PiNFiELi). The source of electricity in the
dynamo machine is to bo found in the steam-engine which

drives it. Friction lias nothing to do with the generation of

the current, a question which is entered into in previous

articles in Kxowledge on induced electricity. There Bboold

be no wear, unless it be that due to friction at the bearings.

<!^ur ©aftigft Column.
By " Five of Clubs."

[1ST ODDS.

ACOEEESPONDEXT, "A. B.," sends the following reasoning^

(given in a letter to the Asian) for analysis. The writer

is showing how the odds on the rubber, after one game has been

played, are calculated :— " Supposing A to have won the first game,
there are four different ways in which two games can be played,

and only four :

—

2nd game. 3rd game.

(1) A wins B wins A wins the rubber.

(2) A wins A wins A wins the rubber.

(3) B wins A wins A wins the rubber.

(4) B wins B wins B wins the rubber.

From this we see that in three of the cases A wins the rubber,

and only one in which B wins. Hence the odds on A should be 3 to

1." Of course, in cases 1 and 2 the third game is not played, but is

Only given to show the different ways in which two games can be

played.

On this, A. B. remarks, " It seems to me that the first two cases

are really one and the same, as the third game is not played ; and

that, therefore, only three ways are to be considered, viz. :

—

Supposing ^ B to have won the game—

•

2nd game. 3rd game. Enbber.

^ B win - -IB win.

r Z win A B win A B win.

r Z win r Z win 1" Z win.

which would make it 2 to 1 on J. B ; but I suppose I am wrong in

mv deduction.

The reasoning of the Asian correspondent is correct. We must
consider both ways in which the two games might be played for

.1 B to win, although in one case there is no occasion to play the

second. The correctness of the result may, perhaps, be best shown
thus :—

Suppose there were4n trials to determine experimentally the true

odds, n being some very large number. Then we know that in about

half, or 2n, of these trials A B would win the first game. In all

these 2n cases (about) .1 B would win the rubber. In the other

half, or about 2n cases, Y Z would win the first game, and a third

game would have to be played. Of the 2n (about) third games thus

played, A B would win about half, or n games, and in each of these

cases they wotild win the rubber. Thus in all they would win the

rubber in about 2»n- n or 3n cases out of the 4n, while Y Z would win
in about ?i cases. Thus the odds in their favour are 3)i to n, or

3 to 1.

Note, that all the law of probability assures us of is that A B will

win (the players being assumed of equal skill) in about 3n cases

out of 4)1, or in 3 )i±r cases, i' Z winning in >iTr cases, where, if

n is very large, r will be very small compared with n. Thus the

proportion of wins to losses will be 3n±r to nTr, or 3±- to 1^-,

where - may be made as small as we please by sufficiently in-

Ekratcii.—Page 307, col. 1, lino 6 from foot, for " Ace, King,

Knave, nine," read " King, Knave, nine, five."

ANSWEES TO COEBESPOXDENTS.

Walter.—The law is explicit. It says, "on his own or any

other pack." Therefore, if the trump card is placed face

tlowuwards, quite apart from the dealer's cards or any of

the others, it is not a misdeal. — A. Welleslev. Your

suggestion seems to us excellent. Will see what printers

say to it, and follow it if possible.—Vac.nol. It would scarcely

have been right, though it would have turned out well for

Mr. U. (who was Y, by the way,—and we think IT to play as he

did), to have played the King second-hand to trick seven of last

week's game. The presumption was that our Editor did not hold the

Ace and four others, the usual lead in that case being the Ace. If he

did not, Y Z'b game was sure ; for from the play 1' knew that Z held

the winning Heart and the winning Spade, so that the trick wanting
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wtlM mrv to bo nwtlo unless XKroiiM makofivo trirks in DinmonitB.

Obacne, Y knew nothing rvsjooting A'a strongth, cither in Dia-

ir, .1-1 r lli.m.-;. 1. :.^'.h lit biamonils might, for nnght he knew,
: ( !,.ivo Iwl a ll.art, even if ho had hold

.' to hold the gueen. I'liloss A hold

; monds, or II the Aoe. Queon, and throe
'. small ono (A holding the Knave and
I lay of the email card made the game
King would have done no good in the

As tie Kditor's |>la_v seemed to show
: Ace and four othero, 1' showed sound
jao^iutiii lu LiJJi:.^ up ilic King. A'a false lead, in i>oint of fact.

caved the game.— KiVE or Cli'Bs.

(Tiir (Cbrss Column.
l>v .Meimiisto.

SUI.CTIOX.

(Problem Xo. 58 by Leonard P. Recs, page 348.)

1. U to Ko 1. K takes B or K to B2
2. ^i to K7 or K8 (mate)

any other name.
2. y to im I mate).

obligvd if yoo, o
npioion M to the i

"f an actual ending of a KB'g opening

-- been expressed as to the final result, it

-11 ion a thorough analysis, and score it

1 some of the workings, and shall feel

10 of yonr readers, will kindly express an
! of the position.

' Senex.

p
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Early on the morning of Oct. 27 some burglars

entered the premises of Mr. John Browning, 63, Strand,
by climbing a water-pipe 3-3 ft high, taking a large

square of plate glass out of a skylight, and lowering
themselves 20 ft. by means of a rope. They then carried
off binoculars, opera-glasses, gold spectacles and folders to

the value of about £500. As nearly the whole of the
articles bore ilr. Browning's name and address, and he
has ofl'ered £-50 reward, we hope he may recover his

property.

On Xov. 13-14 the earth crosses the orbit of the famous
November meteor system known as the Leonides, but it is

not likely that any shooting stars of the system will be
seen, the gemmed part of the meteor ring being somewhere
near the orbit of distant Uranus.

Dr. Hixd has calculated the elements of the comet
observed by Dr. Schmidt, of Athens, on Oct. 9, 10, and 1 1,
and finds an orbit presenting a remarkable general resem-
blance to that of the great comet. But the likeness is of
such a nature as to suggest rather a past connection
between the two bodies, than that they are now travellin"-

in the same path.

M.4J0R HERSciiF.r. states that on Monday morning,
Oct. 30, he looked in vain for the great comet, though he
watched for it for a full hour. " At last," he says, " when
all the small stars of Hydra gradually settled themselves
in my recollection in their right places, and I knew i.mcthj
where the whole length of the comet urn at be, I fancied at
times that I could make out a faint illumination in the
proper place

; but not even then with the binocular could
I tind the head ; nor could I, without previous knowledge,
have been able to testify to the presence of the tail." This
was only by reason of moonlight and a vaporous sky ; for,

on the morning of the 31st, the comet was well seen, and
on Sunday morning, Nov. ."), the nucleus was conspicuous,
and the long tail well seen without the aid of any glass.

Dr. Hixd announces the place given \>y M. Cruls for

the comet he saw at Rio Janeiro on Sept. 12, differed by
.5" 43' in right ascension, and 1° 2.5' in declination from
that occupied by the great comet at the time. Observe
our query mark in the diagram at p. 327.

The letter of Darwin's which recently appeared La the
Academ;/, and has now been quoted and requoted in many
professedly religious papers, was, it appears, a retranslation
from the German. The words of the original English
letter are thus given by Professor Hreckel :

—

To Nicholas Baron Mengden.
June 5, 1870.

Down, Beekenham, Kent.
Dear Sir,—I am much engaged, an old man, and out of health,

and I cannot spare time to answer yoar question fully—provided it

can be answered. Science has nothing to do with Christ ; except
in so far as the habit of scientific research makes a man cautious
in admitting evidence. For myself, I do not believe that there ever
has been any Revelation. As for a future life, every man most
judge for himself between conflicting vague probabilities.

Wishing you happiness,

I remain, dear sir, yours faithfully,

Charles Dabwix.

One scarcely knows which most to wonder at, the imper-
tinent curiosity which elicited the letter or the bad taste

which led to its publication. If we were not assured that
every reader of Kxowledge has already seen the letter as

first less correctly given, we should not now publish the
correct form ; for, a man's views on such matters are no
concern of others, unless he himself chooses to publish

them.

We are assured that the Temperate House Gate of the
Kew Botanic Gardens was to be restored, " with the full

concurrence of Sir Joseph Hooker." Otherwise, we might
almost infer from the look of the place, that the Lord of
the Manor was suffering under a fit of baronial sulks.

The bricking-up has been stopped, but as yet that is all.

Yet he should be cheerful. We were doubtful about the
morning sport within his demesnes. But we learn that
the sport is good. With gardeners to beat the bushes,
many rabbits are shot. Query, are the men thus employed
entered in the books as gardeners or as gamekeepers ?

The Holborn Restaurant, which will be one of the finest

in the kingdom when the alterations now in course have
been completed, is to be lit throughout by the Edison
Electric Light Company. About 1,000 lamps in all will

be used, partly of eight and partly of si.xteen candles.

To produce " crackle " surface glass, a French inventor,

M. Bay, covers the surface of a sheet of glass with a paste
made of some coarse-grained flux, or easily fused glass,

and placed on a table in a muffle, and subjected to a high
temperature. When the coating is fused the sheet is

withdrawn and rapidly cooled, and the superficial coating
separates itself and leaves the irregular surface. By pro-

tecting some parts of the glass from contact with the flux,

designs and lettering may be left in smooth glass.

We have received, says the Sotit/iamptoii Times, a copy
of Messrs. Adams i: Stilliard'a photographic group of the
members of the British Association who sat singly at their

studio during the brief and busy visit of the British Asso-
ciation at Southampton. The general aspect of the fifty

members comprising the group is one of dignified

characteristic of the men individually. They do
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appear to bo having their portraits taken, but rather to be

thmking out some problem at their usual work, quite re-

gardless of criticism. Some of the heads give us the

impri'ssicn of power, rejHwe, and precision, especially those

of the President (Dr. Siemens), Air. Hawkcsley, Captain

Abney, Mr. Pro».-tor, Sir \Villi.im Thomson, and Sir Henry
Bessemer. There is the genial illustitition of thought

in Lonl Mount-Temple, Dr. Crosskey, iMr. Tate, C.E.,

the 15ev. Adair Pickard, and others. Nervous, eager

thou.'ht and activity are depicted in Professor Cayley

(Pn^5iJent elect), and the Rev. Canon Wilberforce ; and
alertn>;is, sulliciency, in Colonel Sir Charles Pearson and
Captain Betlford Pirn, R.X. But we are getting near

home, ai»d must be cautious. The reader has ample study

left in the tifty heads. Others are not less exact and
powerful in various directions, as his E.\cellency Don
Arturo de Marcoartu, Mr. Hyde Clark, Professors Leone
Le\n, Acland, Tilden, Gamgee, Lawson Tait, Lodge, and
Pearce. The key is a tracing from the larger group in

outline, witli the names, itc, inserted, to avoid all labelling

or reference to numbers on the photo.

Sw.o- Incaxdescext La.mps are being adopted very e.x-

tensively on the' large oceanic passenger steamers, the latest

»«ing tile Arl-o)i>i, of the Cuion Line. There will he
about .'{OO lamjis in the ship, every part of the passengers'

and ofEcers' iiuarters being lighted by them, to the exclusion

of oil and candles. Special attention is being paid to the

illumination of the engine-room. Lamp sockets are fitted

near various parts of the engines that rc(|uire occasional

att«>ntion, and the men are provided with loose lamps in

very strong globes, and of such a size that they can be
carried in a jacket pocket, and fitted into the sockets when
required. Lamps with flexible heads are also supplied, and
can be coupled to the same sockets.

The speciBc volume of the dilFerent constituents of green
wooils has been estimated by il. Hartig to be as follows,

per 1,000 jjarts :—Hard green wood, fibre stuff, 441
;

water, :.'47 ; air, .'ill'. Soft green wood, fibre stufi', 279
;

water, .'tl 7; air, 404. Evergreen wood, fibre stuff', 270;
water, .1-!.">

; air, :J'J.'>. A certain amount of water—7 or
>! per cent in all— is included with the fibre stuff", showing
that alout one-third only of the mass of the wood is solid

stuff; the remainder is cither water or air space. This is

quoted in some articles on painting in the Rdihuad Ca'^cUf,

to show how necessary it is that wood should be in a
normal state of dryness Ijefore painting.

Ma CllAMliERl,Ai.v last Tuesday week, in replying to
deputations from Birmingham and Sheffield, whose object
waa t<j i^jint out the difficulty in which they were placed,
while desirous to prevent any company obtaining a mono-
poly, said that if the Iwal authorities could not undertake
the work themiKflves, they must, in their own interests,
endeavour to make some arrangements with an electric
lighting company. It was impossible for the Board of
Trade to fiontpone the issue of Provisional Orders. The
F.l«fctrio Lighting Act did not cont<inplat<Mnonopoly on the
I^rt of any one. and in thr- .vent of a public company ob-
taining a Provisional Order, and not satisfactorily carrying
out the lighting arrangements of a locality, the Board of
Trade would be prepared to consider any application from
the local authority, or other Ijody, for a second Provisional
Order.

Dkcehiikk 21 has l,een appointed by the Board of Trade
for applications to be made for Provisional Orders under

the Electric Ligliting Act, but licences may be applied for
and granted after that date.

Ti!E Idaho SUdfsnum says :
— " The activity of volcanic

action in the Snake River lava beds, near the line of the
Oregon Short Line Railroad, is driving many of the
graders from the woik. In an area of about twenty-two
square miles, at short distances apart, smoke and tlames of
peculiar odour, colour, and shape issue fiom the chasms and
seams in the lava. The irritating sulphurous vapours in

themselves cause many to quit work,while the unusual agita-

tion of the boiling springs and the general commotion all

over the fields of lava has caused a superstitious fear to
take hold of many of the railroad hands, and they are
leaving the section terror-stricken. The whole area has
the appearance from a distance of being on fire."

"To talk of the athlete who sat for Phidias's Theseus,"

says the Qutirtcrhj Rcvwa; "is radically to mistake the

character of that master. The figures of the Mgina.
pediment were not copied from figures of athletes, but all

from one ideal, representing in the mind of the sculptor

the warrior in the aljstract ; wliilo Phidias has a variety of

ideals " [this is well said
]

" instead of one, varying them
according to the character of the being he has to represent.

But his procedure is not radically different; he works not
by sight, but by measurement and his idea of a perfect

form Wc must remember that the (.'reeks wore
extremely little clothes at any time, and that when they

went to exercise; in the gymnasia, they threw off' even these,

and remained quite naked. A sculptor, therefore, had only

to j)ass a few hours in a gymnasium, to see hundreds of

vigorous and active forms posed in all kinds of attitudes

and engaged in every form of exercise. The nude male
form would become as familiar to him as the clothed human
form is to us; he would judge the beauty of individuals

with rapid decision, and form from the comparison of many
a sort of canon or standard of beauty."

The formation is announced of the " French Electrical

Power Storage Company," with a capital of XI,075,000.
This is for the manufacture and so on of the Faure accu-

mulator, of which a great deal has been said in this

country, but of which exceedingly little has been seen.

Mr. Simon Phillipart, well known in connection with th&
Faure battery in this country, is tlie first-mentioned sub-

scriber in this big capital French company, a capital which
most people would say it is utterly impossible to employ in

Fauro battery making.

The Postmaster-General has just contracted with Messrs.

D. J. Dunlop it Co., Port Glasgow, to build for the service

of the Post-office an iron screw steamer, specially con-

structed for the laying and repairing of telegraph cables.

This vessel has long been much wanted, and will be built

from designs by Mr. Joseph H. Ritchie, Fenchurch-street,

London. The principal particulars of the vessel are:

—

Length, 240 ft ; breadth, 33 ft. ; depth, 20 ft ; to be pro-

pelled by a pair of engines, having cylinders 30 in. and
08 in. diameter, with a length of stroke of* 48 in. To
meet the requirements of the special work to be performed,
the steamer will \>i; fitted with three circular telegraph
eal)le tanks and a double; bottom for water ballast, with
fittings adjusted to trim the ship as the cable is paid out.

KuKATiM.—Page 375, col. 2, lino 40, for ".Sey " read " Ley."
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THE MIDLAxND accident.
By E. a. Proctor.

THE terrible accident on the Midland Eailway has led

several of our daily and weekly papers to speak of

the dangers of the American railway carriages. Those

who have so written can simply know nothing of the

American system. Every car in America is well warmed
either by hot-air pipes or by a stove, and this arrangement

has been in vogue for more than a quarter of a century
;

yet such an accident as happened on the Midland lias

never been heard of in America, and could not possibly

happen there. For three sufficient reasons. First, each

car by day and by night is properly watched, being practi-

cally under survey of all the train servants not actually

employed on the engine, but speciallywatched, if a "Sleeper,"

by its own conductor and porter ; secondly, no one would
be allowed either to smoke in his berth or to carry a

reading-lamp—an American conductor who should be offered

a doUar to allow this to be done would behave very much
as an English officer who was offered a half-crown to tell

his general's plans to an enemy ; thirdly, there is not

throughout the length and breadth of America a train

which presents the absurdity of combined gangway or aisle

cars like the Pullman and thwart boxes like our English

carriages ; the gangway down the middle of a Pullman is,

in America, simply a part of a chain of gangways running
the entire length of the train.

"What was American in the car was the saving of Ufe.

Xo one who has ever travelled in America will believe

that the fire was caused by the warming apparatus. It

undoubtedly had its origin in one of two personal acts,

which ought both, as Sala well remarks in the Illustrated

London Xeus, to be made criminal offences, punishable by
fine and imprisonment. If an ordinary carriage had been
set on fire in that way, there would have been no chance
of escape for anyone in the compartment where the fire

originated. But, in the Pullman, despite the additional

risk introduced by the absence of all power of commu-
nicating with the driver, every one was saved except the

unfortunate man in whose berth, it is too probable, the

fire began (who was possibly asphyxiated before the tire

fairly broke out).

I say that there was no power of communicating with
the driver, because the ingenious arrangement actually

adopted is equivalent to cutting off all communication, in

the most probable cases rendering communication desirable.

In British and continental trains an arrangement is adopted
which niiyht possibly tempt an unfortunate passenger
murderously assaulted by another to lose all chance of

effectual defence while trying to communicate with the
driver. One pictures the poor wretch leaning out of

window to feel for the rope while his assailant did for

him effectively, or on the continent trying to break the
glass which covers the communicator, instead of trying to
break the force of his assailant's attack. But under no
circumstances can one conceive any benefit arising from
the attempt to use the ridiculously futile excuse for a means
of communication with the driver.

Every one who has travelled much both in Europe and
in America, will agree with !Mr. Sala's remark that " our
present locked-in, boxcd-up, stuffy, and narrow compart-
ments, are absurd, dangerous, and scandalous to us as a
nation." Because when railway travelling was first intro-

duced, stage coaches were in fashion, the idea which a
" slow " railway projector naturally formed was to make
a train consist of a number of rather large stage coaches

;

and this arrangement, which was feeble-minded enough
then, has remained in vogue for more than half a century.

Let me briefly enumerate a few of the advantages of the

American system, and then I will touch on their more or

less imaginary disadvantages :

—

First, you can get on board an American train, or leave

it, when the train is moving pretty fast, in perfect safety.

I have run after a train and got in the rear car (with

a helping hand from a brakesman) when it had attained

a rate r.f certainly twelve miles an hour. I have never

left one travelling at that rate, but by the rear car it

could be done safely enough—at no worse expense than a

sprawl.

Secondly, when on board you can choose any car or any
part of any car to sit in

;
you can go to the smoking-car

if you want to ; or, if you like, you can visit the baggage-

van to see that your luggage is safe—all when the train is at

full speed. I have walked the whole length of a train with

both hands occupied by satchels, kc, stopping only when
opening and shutting the car doors.

Thirdly, if pressed for time, you can, in nearly all parts

of America, go on board without a ticket, and obtain one

at the first visit of the conductor.

Fourthly, tickets are attended to while the train is

travelling. There is no absurd stoppage at the last station

but one, and proclamation of " all tickets ready ;
" but,

without delay of any sort, all tickets are collected tn route.

Fifthly, the travellers by the train form a single com-

munity, with a force of conductors, brakesmen, porters, and

luggage men, so that if a disorderly or drunken person gets

on board, he must behave himself, at the risk of being

turned off the train (in bad cases while the train is moving
pretty fast, so that his exit is hasty and undignified, yet

not unpleasLng to those he had thought to annoy).

Sixthly, you generally travel in much more real privacy

and comfort than in an English first-class carriage, not

secured by a lawless fee to the guard. I used to find

quite a rest Ln a railway journey between my lectures in

America, with a little two-seat compartment to myself, all

the passengers sitting in similar compartments facing one

way ; I could read or reflect undisturbed. Who can say

quite as much of an English first-class carriage, if there

are two or three passengers on the opposite seats ? It is

true that part of this arises from the " stony British stare,"

which foreigners and Americans find so strange and

so unpleasant. But "fix it how you will," you can

never feel quite so much at ease facing several persons,

as when all face the same way. On one very-

special occasion, in America, when I had to travel

in an ordinary car for several hours under circumstances

which would have made staring excusable enough (not to

make a mj-stery wliere there need be none, I was one of a

wedding pai'ty of two), I was struck by the careful courtesj'

with which a two-seat compartment seemed to be regarded

as if it were a private sitting-room. I never more

thoroughly recognised the innate courtesy of all Americans

towards ladies than I did on that occasion. Of course,

when travelling in an American car, a man may be ad-

dressed by a feilow-passengcr more freely than in England.

But it is easy to answer pleasantly ; and if the conversa-

tion wearies, either to close it or seek another place.

Seventhly, all the carriages are well warmed, and

warmed quite safely. I speak without any prejudice in

favour of car-stoves ; for in a railway accident in Missouri

I made a much more intimatt> acquaintance with one than

I cared for, and shall carry the marks of the encounter to

the grave. But one cannot expect stoves to bihave well

when tlic car they are intended to warm is pitched over

an embankment thirty feet liigh. Under all the usual

conditions of travel, they are perfectly safe travelling

companions, and many a time and oft I have missed them
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whon shivorinsj in an English first class carriage despite

wraps and the aloniination known as a foot-wanner.

Eighthly, in all cars then' is a retiring room .:
in nearly

all there is a supply of drinking water ; and in many there

arr* convenienct^ for washing, brusliing, and so forth.

If American trains only consumed their owi smoke,

thev would W jK-rfection ;' as it is, there is a very serious

dra'wUck to American railway travelling in hot weather.

To r«ich your journey s end with collar, cuffs, and shirt-

front, whivh had been clean a few hours earlier, reduced

to smoke stained, cinder-dust strewni clouts, is not a

piMsant experience. The fault is one which might bo

««aily corrected.

HOW TO GET STRONG.
(Conlii\ufil from pnje 322).

TUE DORSAL MUSCLES.

IN our lost we mentioned the undue prominence given in

this country to exercises which develope the dorsal

muscles at the expense of the general development of the

chest, and discussed, the mistaken but very prevalent idea

that rowing, as an exercise, is specially good for the chest.

Kig 1. Fro <.;fn»|ili of a wcll-kiu

Fig. 1 is from a photograph (the face altered, however,)

of an eminent American oarsman. The weakness of the

chest muscles and upper arms of this powerful sculler will

be noticed at once ; but this is a much loss serious defect

tlian hollow, overhung chest, and epecially the depressions

(«up, I) of tlio I'.'irlh

over the collar-bones. This configuration of the chest we
should be disposed to regard as peculiar—not, indeed, to

rowing men as a class, but—to those rowing men who do

not correct the unequal effects of their favourite exercise

We promised then to give some pictures showing, first the

effect of much rowing exercise on the configuration of the

ch««t, and B»-condly the proper shapf; of the chest when
duly developed by the three classes of exercise which are

good for it :— Ist, exercises expanding it by acting on the

breathing apparatus itw^lf (the most healthful exercise of

all) ; 2ndly, those which str'-ngthen and develope the

p<-ctoral mujirlcs ; and .3rdly, thosr; strengthening and
developing the dorsal muscles. Exercis** of the two latter

ordem do not in reality develope the chest at all, except

indirectly by their action on th"- bntathing ; they simply

'•iilarjfe th*- moscl'-i. which overlie the chest in front and at

th«V«ck.
We wfT<- not able to fulfil our promise so soon as we

had int^^dwl, Vi»-cauiie the Comet and the Transit of Venus,

and sonif other niatt'-rs which could not l<c put off, inter-

fered. Wc do in> now, however, at the first opportunity

affonl«-«l.

Fig. 3. From a Metope (Parllienon).

by the use of such chest-dovcloping exercises as we have

described in former numbers.

In comparison with Fig. 1 we give throe well-known

Greek figures, viz., Fig. 2, the Theseus of the Parthenon

Motopo (I'lirll

(as much of it as the unspeakaVjle Turk left after his

musketry practice at these noble sculptures), and Figs. 3

and 4, showing four chests in the upper halves of two

Met^tpes from the same Temple. We would especially call
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attention to the -wonderful diversity of chest development

in tliese four chests. The left-hand figures in each are

Lapithw, and the contrast between their well-developed but

elegant frames and the coarser types of the Centaurs is

worth careful examination, both as an artistic and as an

anatomical study. But the two Lapitha; are also distin-

guished from each other, as are the two Centaurs. Of the

two former, the one in Fig. 3 is the more powerful, but

the otlier in Fig. -1 is more perfect. We know nothing

in ancient or modern sculpture surpassing in beauty this

perfectly-developed trunk.

THE TRICYCLE AS AN AID TO
PHOTOGRAPHY.
By John Browning,

Treasurer o/ the London Tricycle Club.

IT is too little known what important assistance is to

be obtained by using the tricycle ivhen taking views

by photography.

The use of the rapid dry gelatine plates has wonderfully

simplified the apparatus required, and greatly reduced its

weight, but an efficient set of apparatus, with say only

three dark backs, containing six dry plates, with lens,

camera, tripod-stand, and case, weighs from 101b. to .50 lb.,

according to the size of plates used. The lowest weight

given will be about the weight of the apparatus required

for taking views 4| by 3] in., known as quarter-plate size.

The highest weight is that of apparatus for taking views

SJin. by 6^ in., known as whole plate size. But the sizes

most generally used when touring are .3 in. by 4 in., or

6h in. by -IJ in. The camera and apparatus for taking the

first of these sizes would weigh about 1-5 lb., and that re-

quired for the second, known as half-plate size, weighs, in

case complete, about 20 lb.

Xow, few persons are satisfied to take pictures less than

the last-named size, and 20 lb. is a considerable weight to

carry for even four or five miles. But it is a weight that

would be taken but little account of on a tricycle.

Mr. Herbert Salmon, the energetic captain of the

London Tricycle Club, has recently had a set of dry-plate

apparatus, weighing 20 lb., arranged on a Coventry Rotary
Tricycle. He has so contrived that the apparatus shall

hang as much below the tricycle as possible, so as to lower

the centre of gravity of the whole machine, and he has

placed it close to the single driving-wheel, which increases

its grip on tlie ground. Attached in this ingenious

manner to the macliine, it adds to its steadiness, and pre-

vents the slipping of the driving-wheel. The benefit thus

received goes far to neutralise the small disadvantage of

the extra weight, for on a tricycle travelling at a pace not
exceeding seven miles an liour, 20 lb. is a weight that may
be neglected.

The form of the Coventry Rotary Tricycle seems best

suited to carry pliotographic apparatus, when arranged as

I have described by Mr. Salmon, because the tripod for

supporting the camera can bo strapped on to the long bar
which carries the two steering-wheels, but by the exercise

of a little ingenuity, nearly any tricycle can be made to
carry the apparatus almost equally well. For instance,

with any front-wheel steerer the case containing tlio

camera, lens, and dark slides may be strapped just behind
the rider, underneath the seat, while the tripod stand,

which in all properly-contrived portable apparatus is now
made so that it either folds or slides into half the length,

can be strapped on to the main axle.

As an instance of what varied work can be done with
the camera, I may mention that Mr. Salmon sent me,
within a week or two after he had adapted his apparatus

to the tricycle, a view of Merstham Church, some views of

Lingfield, a portrait of a favourite pug dog, a group of

members of the London Tricycle Club before starting for

Eastbourne, and an instantaneous view of the sands from

a clifl' in the Isle of Wight.
In the last view every ripple in the water is sharply

defined, and one tiny speck about the size of a small pin's

head, when examined with a magnifying lens, is seen

clearly to be a lady dipping a child in the sea.

'Mr. Salmon had not had any previous experience in

photography.

It is evident that many other uses may be made of a

photographic apparatus besides those so briefly indicated

As well as views of any locality within twenty miles of

the photographer, he could take interiors of churches, or

other fine buildings, regattas, cricket matches, lawn-tennis

parties, or portraits of friends or groups in their own
houses or grounds. In all such cases the tricycle affords a
re£idy means of conveying the photographic apparatus to

the required spot.

WAS RAMBSES II. THE PHARAOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

By A.meli.v B. Edward.s.

XIII.—TEL ABOO-SOOLEYMAN.

"Vl O local landmark, no corrupt survival of its historic

il name, indicates the site of Pithom, or Pa-Tum.
There are, however, at the western extremity of Wady
Tumilat two mounds which divide the honour of repre-

senting that city of sorrowful fame. The one is called

Tel Aboo-Sooleyman ; the other, Tel-el-Kebeer. Tel Aboo-
Sooleyman—" the Hill of father Sooleyman,'' so-called

after some native Shcykh—lies a little to the south

of the western mouth of the valley, about ten miles

from the mounds of Bubastis, as the crow flies. Tel-el-

Kebeer—" the Big Mound "—now so famous as the scene

of the victory of September 1 3, is situate some six miles

along the valley as it trends from West to East. There is

a small lake near Tel Aboo-Sooleyman, and there are

several muddy ponds near Tel-el-Kebeer, all of which were
anciently of larger e.xtent, and which even now contain a

considerable body of water when the canals are swelled by
the annual inundation. Either the lake or the ponds

might represent the " Pools of Pa-Tum," near which the

Shasu, it will be remembered, sought and obtained per-

mis.sion to pasture their herds, in the Vlllth year of

Menephthah (See No. .'lO of Knowledge, p. 325). Before

being allowed to pass the "fortress"—that fortress which
the Hebrews were levied to build by forced labour— tlie

strangers' names were entered on a " list," or register, just

as the names of travellei-s are now entered in the official

books at Prussian and Italian frontier-towns.

Tel Aboo-Sooleynian, for the reason that it is so niucli

nearer to ancient Bubastis than is Tel-el-Kebeer, would

best answer to the description given by Herodotus, who,

writing of the canal, says (as before noted) tliat it was
"derived from the Nile a lillfr above Bubastis, near tlie

city of Patumus " (Pa-Tum). Now " above " means further

south, all such phrases as "upper" and "lower," "above"
and " below," having regard in Egypt to the course of thi

Nile ; and a glance at our sketch-map (see Knowledgi;
No. 52, p. 357) will sliow how correctly, as regards latitude.
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the expression '• a little al>ovo Dubastis " applies to the

luound of Tel Aboo-Soolevinan.

Nor must we forgi't tlie important evidence of tliat great

topographiciil work which hears the name of the "Itinerary

of Antoninus." In this Itinerary, all the home and foreign

possessions of tlie Roman Empire towards the close of the

First Centurj- n f. are descril>ed. Every main - road,

cross road, city, town, and military station is accurately

set down ; oiul the distances from 'each to each are given

in Roman miles. Now, according to the Itinerary, we
find the town of " Thoum " (Pa-Tum) placed about half-

way Vietwceii " Vicus Juda-onini " and '' Sile," on the road

from the Roman fortress called " Babylon " (old Cairo) to

the city of Pelusium, on the Eastern coast of the Delta
;

the distance between Babylon and Thoum being given as

54 Roman miles.

It would really be dithcult for the writer of a modern
guide-1>ook more exactly to describe the situation of Tel

AlK)o-Sooleyman. " Vicus Judieorum " is the Jewish city

founded by Onias in tlie reign of Ptolemy Philoineter, the

mounds of which are now called ' Tel-el-Yahoodeh " ("the

mound of the Jew ")
;
" .Sile " is Salaheeyeh, now an im-

portant town, with a station which for the present termi-

nate*; the railway-line about 22 miles beyond Aboo Kcbeer,

Taking these two points, Tel-el-Yahoodeh and Salaheeyeh,

on any good modem map of the Delta (say Jlap 1, in

Baedeker's '• Lower Egypt," which is a model of clearness

and accuracy) and measuring by a straight line from the

one to the other, the mound of Tel Aboo-Sooleyman falls

exactly halfway, as if put there for the purpose. Again,

the distance from Babylon to Thoum is stated in the

Itinerary at -il Roman miles. The Roman mile measured
1614 yards in length ; the English statute mile measures
1760 yards. Fifty-four Roman miles would therefore

equal forty-nine and a half English statute miles, jihi.i 36
yartlg. The precise line of the old Roman road is no
longer known ; b-.it the pre,sent cara\an-route from Cairo
to Aljoo Hanimad, which takes an unusually direct coui'se,

i-i more liki-ly to follow it tluin not By this route, the

distance Ix-tween Cairo and Aboo Hammad, rid Belbeis, i-i

nliout ll'i miles, while from Aboo Hammad to Tel Aboo-
Sooleyman is CI miles more— 19 miles in all ; which brings

us within one half-mile of the distance laid down in the
Itinerary of .rVjitoninus.

I do not presume to affirm that these coincidences are

conclusive, nor that so important a question can be decided
by means of a pair of compa.<»ses and a map. Again, Tel
Aboo-Sooleyman and Tel-el-Kebeer are but a short distance

apart, and it might Ix- urged that the foregoing evidence is

as much—or very nearly as much—in favour of the one
rite as of the other. Yet, it it be; demonstrated that the
treasure<ity of Pithora can only lie under one or other of

thew- mounds, an important 8t«p is gained. Tlie positive

philosophy of pick and spade may be left to do the rest

;

and before the end of the first day's work, a couple of score

c4 Rtalwart fellaheen, told off, half to Tel Aboo-Sooleyman,
ar.d half toTeU.-l-Kebecr, would probably settle the <|uestion

for ever.

Or «hall wo gay, instead of a couple of score of stalwart
fellahw-n, the same numlxr of stout British soldiers? A
detaclimeiil will 1,0 fKrnnanently stationed for some time to
come at TeU-l K<U-«!r : and with abundant leisure on their
hands, our men might find many worse ways of passing
their idle hours than in looking for the treasure-cities of
Phanu^h.

Focspncci each will bo jmid for copies of Noii. 1 to 8 of
KaowLclMjK. Appl7 or niUlrcas, Wtmaw i 8oj(», 71 to 7C, Great
QaMB-ctrMt, London, W.C.

" MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING."

IN these d.iys of comic opera, of trashy sensational plays
(devised to pander to a depraved taste), and of

mawkish adaptations from the French, it is pleasant to
lind that overflowing autliences may still be attracted by
good renderings of Shakespearean dramas. Wo find that
though a play of Simkcspeare's may mean bankruptcy to

the manager, it may read triumphant success if the manager
has just ideas of the great dramatist's work.

This is true, we take it, of all ^Ir. Irving's Shakesperean
revivals, even those in which he has attempted more than
he or his company could achieve, lie may fall short of

our conceptions of a Macbeth or a Hamlet, and still more
completely of a Romeo ; Miss Terry may not be Shake-
speare's Juliet ; otlier members of the Lyceum company
may fail in rendering eft'ectively the parts given them. But
in every case the reading given, oven when inadequate, has

been the result of thought and labour. The aim has not
been (as always where Shakespeare has failed to draw) to

simply please the groundlings ; wo have had always the

intelligent reading of a student and a lover of Shakespeare.

Even Mr. Irving's shortcomings have had their part in his

success. It may jiloase his detractors to notice peculiarities

of voice, or gait, or gesture, as if they were affectations.

Those who ha\e followed and watched his career regard

these as they might regard some slight traces of the per-

sonal defects which seemed to debar Demosthenes from the

career of an orator. That, despite; certain seeming dis-

(jualifications, Irving should have become a powerful actor,

makes hiin deservedly a far greater favourit(' than others

who seemed born for the sock and liuskiu.

Tn Benedick, Mr. Irving has found a part which many
who understand his genius have long since regarded as

specially suited to his powers. It is a part in which actors

whose fame rests chielly on their efforts in tragedy, have

achieved noteworthy success. It was this, perhaps, which

led Charles K(!an to attempt the nVe, in which, however,

despite the able support of Mrs. Kean (his superior), he

failed egregiou-sly. But Kean was never successful outside

a certain limited range of characters, chiefly tragic
;

Irving's power was fii-st shown in comedy, and many hold

that high comedy is still, and will always be, his strongest

lini'. Benedick, ([uaint, witty, and humorous, now satur-

nine anon mercurial, but withal kindly and manful (witness

his plain speech with the Prince in the first scene of

Act II.), is a part admirably suited to Mr. Irving's

humour.
The part of Beatrice is not quite so specially suited to

Miss Terry's powers, but indeed her range is wider than

Irving's, and Beatrice lies well within it. The secret of

Miss Terry's success lies, we take it, in the power she has

of putting herself in imagination in the position of the

person she represents. Some actors and actresses— it is

said the very greatest—possess a sort of intuition, teaching

them how a person would look and act in given circum-

stances. We arc told that Oarrick, after a scene in which

he had affected a whole audience to tears by Ids admirable

personation of profound sorrow, would turn to a friend

behind the scenes and laugh at the success ho had achieved.

It is not thus, we feel, with Kllen Terry. She seems to us

never at her best till she has imagined herself into her

part, so to speak, and simply looks and acts as her fecilings

dictat<;. It is thus, at any rate, she makes her f^arlier

reading of a part; later, of course, she may find it easy

to give equal force to her rendering without undergoing

afresh at each representation the feelings which first sug-

gested it.

It does not follow we need hardly say, that because
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Irvinj; and Terry faithfully study a character, and

earnestly give their reading of it, this reading is necessarily

right. Actors will tell you that they should be, and are,

the best judges of a dramatist's meaning; but repeatedly

it has been seen that this is not the case. Great actors

and actresses have often, ere now, taken commonplace
views of noble characters, yet have commanded atten-

tion by their histrionic mastery of their self-imagined

characters.

Whether Irving has formed the truest idea of Bene-

dick's nature, or Ellen Terry of Beatrice's, may be

open to question. Sliakespeare's characters (like the men
.ind women of real life) are many-sided; and much
more time than any actor has yet given to their interpre-

tation might well fail to reveal all that is in them. For

our own part, we must admit that after some thirty years'

acquaintance with 8ignor Benedick and fair Beatrice—

•

an acquaintance renewed many times each year—we are

as far from fathoming their real nature as we are from
fully understanding the character of our acquaintances in

actual life. Mr. Irving and Miss Terry may have been

more successful. Yet frankly, we miss certain qualities

in their presentation of Benedick and Beatrice which the

real Benedick and Beatrice, as we seem to know them,

possess.

Benedick is a brave and steadfast gentleman, apt to say

more than he thinks against women, and especially against

one woman (of whom he thinks more than he knows), but
tender-hearted and Ljentle,* slow to think evil yet thinking
less well of Claudio and the prince than he speaks (though
better than they merit, for they are shallow and ungracious,

cruel, vindictive, and morally cowards, both), keen to recog-

nise villany, true in friendship, faithful and withal generous
in love. Mr. Irving's Benedick is nearly all this, but not
quite. We cannot quite forgive his raising a laugh among
the groundlings, just after Hero's most cruel trial. There
is not a word said by Shakespeare's Benedick on that

occasion which is not meant solely to soothe and comfort
the sorrowing and indignant soul of Beatrice.

And how of Beatrice herself ? How of the lady whose
heart has been wrung by the villanous wrong done to

Hero ? If Miss Terry had not so touchingly and power-
fully depicted Beatrice in that most affecting scene, we
might have forgiven her for so thoroughly misunderstanding
Beatrice's admission of love a few moments after. For all

would then have lieen of a piece—Beatrice misunderstood
throughout the finest scene in the play and one of the
finest scenes in all Shakespeare. But that she should so

move our feelings Ijy her just rendering of Beatrice's

sorrow, and should then render a confession of love which
was, in truth, an ajipoal for sympathy, this was passing
strange. Can aught be clearer? "It were as possible

for me to say 1 loved nothing so well as you ; but
believe me not ; and yet I lie not ; I confess nothing, nor I

•deny nothing : / mn surryfor mij cnmt'ni." As Miss Terry
says these words, she and Mr. Irving moved hither and
thither almost as farcically as the Milkmaid and her Archi-

bald in "Patience," and the pit and gallery laughed loudly.

Yet there is scarce anything more pathetic in all Shake-
speare. The brilliant Beatrice, who till now has been
moved by love to scornful jests, is now so moved by
sorrow that she no longer cares to hide her real feelings.

"I confess nothing, nor I deny nothing; I am sorry for

* Mr. Sala find.s in Benedick's " I'll deviso thee bravo punish-
ments for him" [Don John], cvidonco nf cniolty. Wo always
nndorstood him to moan that he would allow tlio rest how to pnnirh
Don John best by letting him see how happy they all were in spito

of his rillauies.

my cousin." If Shakespeare meant to raise a laugh here,

then, say we, as Dogberry enjoins, he 's not the man we

took him for. That something of her old scoffing manner

should remain, we can understand. That in one of her

spirit sorrow should be close on bitter anger, we can

forgive, and almost approve. She is just, even in her

fiery indignation. She rightly judges the Prince and

Claudio. " What ! bear her in hand until they come to

take hands ; and then, with public accusation, uncovered

slander, unmitigated rancour—Oh, God, that I were a

man ! " But " I cannot be a man with wishing, therefore

will I die a woman with grieving." Yet this scene raised

laughter more than once ; and the fault was not wholly

with those who laughed.

(To be continued.)

SATURN'S RINGS.

I
GATHER from the editorial note appended to the

very interesting letter by Mr. Ward, on page 376 of

the last number of Knowledge, that Mr. ^Maunder is

exercised in his mind with reference to an absolutely

imaginary claim on my part to have restored to Cassini

the credit of having first discovered the division between

the two bright rings of Saturn. I rather fail, though, to

see how he can insist upon the merit of such restoration

(quantum raleat) being due to Mr. Lynn, if it be merely

based upon that fact that " two years ago " that gentleman
" pointed out that the sketch said to have accompanied

Ball's paper in the ' Phil. Trans.' was omitted from several

copies." Apropos of what, I would ask, was this fact

pointed out ? Was it in connection with the actual ques-

tion of the discovery of two concentric rings round the

planet—or what I In this method of treating the matter

I am rather afraid that the man who is at least as much

entitled as Mr. Lynn to the credit of having brought the

question to a definite issue (I mean, of course, Mr. C. Leeson

Prince), is in danger of being lost sight of altogether. It was

he who first induced me to examine the evidence in favour

of Ball's supposed discovery ; and I know personally, as a

matter of fact, that he has for years been greatly in-

terested in the question of Saturn and its system generally.

He possesses a valuable library of old astronomical works,

with the contents of which he is thoroughly familiar ; and

it is very odd indeed to me (to put it as mildly as possible)

if he received his first hint that Cassini was the real dis-

coverer of the duplicity of the ring from IMr. Lynn, less

than two months ago. Mr. Lynn and he talked the matter

over, as did Jlr. Prince and I a few hours afterwards, and,

on careful refiection, we all arrived at the same conclusion

—

viz., that the Brothers Ball never saw a trace of the division

which has so long been called by their name. Mr. Prince's

modesty is equal to his acquirements ; and he is aV)out the

last man in the world to make any reclamation

on his own behalf. I therefore feel it all the more

incumbent on me to point out that it is through

his initiation of the discussion that a satisfactory

conclusion has at length been arrived at As far as I was

concerned, I found "it stated in my copy of Breen's

"Planetary Worlds," tliat Huyghens was ^^ritten to in

IGG.") by Wallis with reference to the (alleged) percep-

tion of a di\ ision in the ring by Ball ;
and, thinking that

the recovery of the original letter could not fail to clear

up dcfinitelv the question as to what Ball really had seen

(or fancied he had seen), I wrote to Knowleuge (p. 295)

to ask if any one could inform me whether this letter was

still extant, "and if so, where it could be foimd. This is
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tlie historj- of uiy conntxtion with the matter. 1 know

::othint; »bout the asUonomical inagaziiie in which Mr.

Ljnn stxms to have announct-d his (or Mr. Prince's) con-

clusions to a sekvt circle of readers ; but Mr. Maunder
i-*!! scarcely exf»H.t sucli magazine to enjoy an absolute

wonopoly of discussion of a question wliich has previously

been privately debated as tliis question lias U'en.

WiLLi.\M Noble.

For«t Ltdge, Mareslield, Uck6eld.

wliich consists of a li.xod ring of malleable cast iron, about

2| inches long and 2 inches in dii

paratively tliicli wire .ire wounil <

THE GRISCOM ELECTRO-MOTOR.
rpm.S little piece of apparatus illustrates a principle

X of the utmost importance to those whose business or

pleasure it is to deal with matters electrical. It may be
i

remeuiWred that seme few months since we explained the
j

principles of dynamo electric generators. It was shown
]

that the armature or coil of wire revolvin-,' before the poles
I

of tJie large electro- or lield magnets, had a series of

electric impulses induced in it With a large machine,
j

having an armature revolving at a high rate, the current
,

induced as the result of the force expendtd in the steam-

engine would l>e proportionately large, and capable of being

ajiplitd to lighting, electrotyping, or any other of the many
applications of electricity. But now we have to refer to a

still further development of the principles of electric

induction. If we pass the current produced in a

dynamo machine, or its equivalent galvanic battery, into

another sin)ilar machine, its armature will be found to

revolve at a rate and with a force proportioned to the ,

current traversing the coils. The explanation is simple

—when the current enters the machine, a magnetic field

eter. Two coils of com-

. the oi>posito sides of tli'

ring to within about an inch of each other, top and bottom.

C represents the commutator, which, of course, runs on the

same axis as the armature. Itconsistsof a drum of insulating;

i« <T»at«^, and, a« a consequence, the movable armature
'

' -i V^fore the pole* of the lield-magnet Tliis, then,
i» known as the " revcmibility of the dynamo
The motor we are dencribing is only a small

... -.iia r(9ii*taiice of aliout ony Ohm, and is worked
by a UtU-ry giving an el««tro motive jKiwer of about
I'l voltA. Fig. 1 u a p«:nipective view, and Fig. 2
a v»?rtic*l sectional vi»rw. A imall SiemenH" armature
(Fig, 2, A A), can be i«cn iniiide the Held magnet (IJ 15),

material on to which a split-ring (PP) is attached. InsteatI

of the ordinary filit-springs to complete the circuit through
thr> commutator, little rollers (RR) are used. One pole of

the battery (D) is shown as being connected to the comnau-
ttttor, the other to the field-magnet. The binding-screws

used for this purpose are shown in Fig. I on the left-hand

side, while at the opposite side is to be seen the little

driving-wheel from which a band passeB over the wheel of

the sewing-machine, lathe, ic. 'J'lie little bolt and nut
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illustrate the method adopted for attaching the motor
to the table or base of the machine to be worked.

Fig. 3 illustrates the battery of si.K large single-fluid

bichromate cells. Xormally the zinc and carbon plates

are kept out of the solution by means of a spring.

When it is required to work, the machinist gently

presses the treadle (drawn on the right of the figure),

causing the plates to bo immersed. By this arrangement
there is a minimum consumption of the constituents of the

cells, while the movements of the plates help to keep the

solution in a state of agitation, and so prevent rapid polari-

sation. With the aid of Fig. 2 the reader may trace the

course of the current from the positive polo of the battery

through B B to the commutator, thence through the

armature back to the commutator, and so on to the nega-

tive pole of the battery. The total weight of the motor is

2.1 lb., and the full speed of the armature 5,000 revolu-

tions per minute, but it will be obvious on reflection that

this speed may easily be moderated by varying the depth
to which the plates are immersed. It is also worthy of

notice that it is impossible for the sewing or other
machines to be impelled in the wrong direction. With a
greater current more work can naturally be accomplished,
and we may mention that motive power equal to 1-h.p.

is said to have been obtained. The current may bo
derived from a dynamo, when a number of the motors
may be placed in the circuit It promises, therefore, to be
very useful in many small industries, more especially

where the work to be done is small, and distributed over
the various parts of a house or worksliop, and under such
circumstances, in fact, as would render the use of steam
inadmissible.

This useful little motor, the invention of Mr. W. Gris-
com, of Philadelphia, is consequently almost universally
admirtxl for its size and simplicity, its cheapness and its

efficiency, and we hope the- efforts of the company in

whose hands it is entrusted will be becomingly appre-

ciated.

THE SUN'S FUEL.

WHILE thanking Mr. Proctor for his friendly notice

of my " Science in Short Chapters " (Knowledge,
p. 377), I must ask leave to correct his total misappre-

hension of my theory when he describes me as supposing
that the sim, after having obtained his gravitation equiva-

lent of the universal atmospheric matter, generates more
heat l)y merely compressing on one side and rarefying on
the other the same unaltered kind of matter. This would
be quite on a level with the customary parado.x of the per-

petual motioners, and closely resembUng what one would
get by a pair of reciprocating pistons compressing the air

of one cylinder by the elastic expansion of the other.

Mr. Proctor correctly represents my view of the effects

of the original aggregation and condensation of atmo-
spheric matter about the sun ; but as regards my attempt
to solve the great problem of the maintenance of solar

energy, he has not even crossed the threshold of the

argument, and has evidently " taken as read " my exposition

of its essential points ; for I cannot believe either that I am
incapable of explaining, or he of understanding, what I

intended to expound.
The threshold of the argument to which I allude, and at

which ]Mr. Proctor halts, is that the heat evolved by this-

original aggregation and compression would dissociate the

atmospheric compounds (notably water vapour), and thereby

store a reservoir of heat ; but beyond this, I have shown
that the recombination and explosion of the whole of this

is restrained by the limitation of radiation due to the
"jacket" or envelope of the chromatosphere and outer

atmosphere of the sun ; this limitation determining the
depth of the photosphere, or amount of surface combustion
or recombination. Mr. Proctor has not penetrated even
this, the vestibule of the argument.
A step further brings us to that " swaying of the sun

around the centre of gravity of the solar system which
Mr. Williams regards as an all-important point of his

theory," and of which point Mr. Proctor altogether fails

to grasp the significance. I maintain that this produces
the irregular angular or rotatory velocities of the different

portions of the solar photosphere which Carrington demon-
strated (the equatorial portions making a complete revolu-

tion in 30^6 days, while those in latitude of about 30^

revolve in 28 36 days), and that such irregularity, pre-

sumably shared by the outer vapour jacket, must produce
vortices or cyclones on and about both borders of tlie

equatorial solar zone ; that these vortices must rip open
that jacket thereabouts, and thus remove the restraint to
combustion in such spot-s. The consequence of this (as

demonstrated by the laboratory researches of Deville,

Bunsen, and others) must be explosive outbursts in the
trail of these vortices of a magnitude corresponding to
themselves. This ripping open of the solar integuments,
and consequent ejection of his dissociated entrails, is what
we observe in the spots and prominences.

But what must follow the formation of this partial and
local \acuum produced by sucli ejection ! Evidently an
inrush to restore the broken equilibrium of general gaseous
pressure. I need scarcely work out the progressive steps

of this restoration, first from the contiguous gaseous
matter, tlien from the further distant, and linally from a
jiorlitiii of that cylinder of interstellar atmospheric matter
wliich by the solar translation in space is (as I maintain),
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-(itinually proje»^-ting itself upon the sun ; while aii exact

{uiralent of the projected and exploding prominence

matter will be left U'hind in the wake of tlie advancing

lumiu&ry, if not projocti-d too far for this.

Now we come to the source of renewed energy. It is

simply a jx)rtion of the heat that has been radiated through

past ai,vs from all the suns of tlie universe, and which I

m&intttin is not exting\iislu-d, but is ditlused throughout

the interstellar matter. This is concentrated by the solar

iniipiration, and balances that which lias been lost by his

pn-vious radiations ; for the ejected gaseous matter of the

promin>'n«^ will, when fully expanded to the rarity of

interstellar atmospheric matter, bo colder than it originally

was, by exactly as much as it had radiated during its

compression, and by the Hawing of its recombination.

Thus, to quote my own summary at the end of Chap. YI.
of "The Fuel of the Sun," ''the lieat radiated into space

is received by the geniral atmospheric medium ; is gathered

again by the breathing of wandering suns, who in.spire as

they advance the breath of universal heat, and light, and
life ; then by impact, compression, and radiation they

<.-oncentrate and redistribute its vitalising power ; and
afUT its work is done, expose it in the broad wake of their

retreat, leaving a track of cool exhausted ether—the ash-

pits of the solar furnaces—to reabsorb the general radia-

tions, and thus maintain the eternal round of life."

The primary agent which I describe as cflecting tliis is

the explosive projecting force of the prominences. Mr.
Proctor entirely omits this as regards its function in the

maintenance of solar energy.

Knowing too well what an intoleralile bore a man may
become when ventilating his own theories, I refrain, at

present, from discu.ssing the other points raised by Mr.
Proctor, but will do so hereafter, if his other self, the
Editor of K.nowleuok, regards such discussion as likely to

interest his readers. W. Mattiei Williams.

[I consider that, apart from the interest which every
discussion depending on important facts must needs have,

common jiistice requires that Mr. Williams should be
aCw-orde<l space to ex|ilain and defend his theory. Referring
to his j>re»ent remarks, I note that he is mistaken in sup-

posing I luive " taken as read " any part of his theory.

He may not mean it, but this is a truly painful accu.sation.

I must trj' to show him how unjust it is. I might content
myself by assuring him that I very carefully studied his
" Fuel of the Sun," throughout, when it first appeared,
and recently as carefully read the synopsis of th<! theory
in his "Science in Short Chapters;" but this may,
perhaps, not 1m; suilicient I would, therefore, invito liis

att<;ntion to the following passage in the former work
rep«-at«-<l in the latter, " My hypothesis supplies a
j«Tp<;tmil bombardment of ]C>'> millions of millions of
ton* of matter p<r s<;ciind, without in any degree altering
th<^ denjjty, the bulk, or any other element of the solar

conititution." If this dr>es not correspond to the per-
petual motion fallacy, when we remember that the
cfEcitnc}- of this l,<,mbardment must depend wholly on the
velocity with which the sun travels through space, then
<-ither word* are meaningless, or for many years past I

have U-<;n in errrjr alxjut the verj- axioms of mechanics.
JlTr ui a j'^rjiftital Wnl/ardnient, due to the sun's rush
through the int/r«t';llar atmosphere—so that his motion is

[»':rj»<-tual though doing all this work. If I s«-em to halt
at the threshold it is Ucause this awful stumblinj'-block
lie. ther.-.

ivj again, with the effect Mr. Williams ascribes to the
movement of the «un aliout the centre of gravity of the
•oUr *yit«in. He thinks I fail to grwip the significance of

tliis point. He says he " maintains that tliis produces the
irregular angular or rotatory velocities of the diU'erent

portions of the solar photosphere." But, as I read his book,
he mistakes here : he does not maiiildtii this—he simply
tissirU it There is not e\en an attempt at proof. In his

reasoning about it there are palpable flaws. For instance,

lu' regards the disturbing ell'ect of Jupiter as about
13 times that of the earth, that of Venus 2i times,

that of Saturn a little above equal •— the truth

being that the tide-raising action (and the disturbance

in the solar atmosphere must be akin to this) of Jupiter

would be less than two-and-a-half times the earth's, that of

Venus a little more than twice, and that of Saturn about a
ninth of the earth's. I do not know, by-the-way, how Mr.
Williams was led to sui)pose that Carrington's researches

assigned to the solar equatorial regions a slower rotation

than to the regions in solar latitude .")0''. He now repiiats

this mistake, which he originally made in the " Fuel of

the Sun." A slower motion of the equatorial photosphere
may perhaps agree as well with his theory as a
more rapid motion. (Some theories are so fortunate !)

Still it checks a mere stranger, at the threshold, or

even in the vestibule, to find that an error taking ofT a
fifth of the equatorial velocity of the sun, and thus

ri'i-rrxtiif/ its relative motion, makes no difference in the

theory, and is not now, after near thirteen years, thought

worth correcting. I would venture, however, to slightly

change the metaphor, comparing myself rather to a
surveyor who desires concisely to describe the qualities of

a building, and who might well be content, though he had
surveyed the whole of it, to note only the unsoundness of

the foundation.

I should be very sorry for ]\Ir. Williams to suppose I

ventured to criticise his book without having examined it

carefully. I hope the above remarks will show that I

have noted other points than those touched on in my
review. I can give further evidence in the samo direc-

tion if that will allbrd him any satisfaction ; but I must
ask permission to select my points. One cannot criticise

every line of a book. One can only take samples here

and there, unless the review is to surpass in bulk the work
reviewed.—R. A. P.]

The Mississippi.—Some interesting and extraordinary

i/iif'i have just been compiled respecting the Mississippi.

It appears that it boasts no fewer than .55 tributary streams,

with a total length of navigation of Ifi,.')?] miles, or about

two thirds of the distance round the world. Even this,

however, represents but a small amount of the navigation

which will follow when the Federal (iovernment has made
the contemplated improvements in the Upper Mississippi,

in the Minnesota, Wisconsin, and other rivers, in which it

is now engaged. But while the Mississippi has IGJ^ll miles

navigable to steamboats, it has 20,221 miles navigable to

barges. This navigation is divided between 22 states and
territories, in the following proportions :—Louisiana, 2,500

miler,; Arkansas, 2,100; Mississippi, 1,.'}80; Montana,

1,310; Dakota, 1,2H0; Illinois, 1,270; Tennessee, 1,200;

Kentucky, 1,2G0 ; Indiana, SIO; Iowa, 830; Indian

Tfjrritory, 720 ; Minnesota, OGO ; Wisconsin, 560 ; Ohio,

550
; T<!xa8, 440 ; Nebraska, 400 ; West Virginia, 390

;

Pennsylvania, 380 ; Kansas, 240 ; Alabama, 200 ; and New
York, 70. Nearly all sections of tlu'so states and terri-

tories can be reached with c^ase. Louisiana, Arkansas,

Mississippi, Montana, Dakota, and the Indian Territory

possess more miles of navigable stream than miles of rail-

road, all of which are open to (everybody who wishes to

engage in commerce.
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letttr^ to tl)f etiitor.
[The Editor does not hold him/elfresfontille for the ophiiom of hit correipondentt.

Me cannot undertake to return manUBcripts or to correrpovd vith their vritem. All
communtcafiona should be as short as possible, consistently with full and clear state-

ments o/ the vriter's meaning,]
All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editcr of KnowlidgI !

all Euiineas communications to the Fubliihers, at the Office, 74, Great Queen,
street, W.C.

All Hemittances, Cheques, and Toti-Office Orders should be made payable to

itessra. Tfyman ^ Sons.
*,* All letters to the Editor vill be Numbered. For cotireniencs of reference,

correspondents, vhen r^erring to any letter, vill oblige by mentioning its number
and the page on which it appears,

" In Iniowledge, that man only is to be contemned and despised ^ho is not in a
state of transition Kor is there anything more adrerse to accuracy
than iiiity of opinion."

—

Faraday.
" Show'me a man who makes no mistakes, and I will show you a man who has

done nothing."

—

Liebig.

THE FIXLAY COMET.
[618]—Justice to a painstaking and alert, astronomer—Mr. Henry

C. Maine, A.M., of Rochester, X.Y., U.S.A.—leads me to ask you to

^ve insertien, if yon so please, in yonr valuable paper, to the fol-

lowing concerning his discovery, on Sept. 30, of the disruption of
the Cruls comet [the Finlay comet] into three parts :

—

Sept. 2-1. Seven days after predicted perihelion the nucleus was
intact.

Sept. 25. Nucleus seen as bright disc ; dark channel behind the
nnclens.

Sept. 30. Disruption of nucleus into three parts discovered.
Oct. 1. Discover^' announced in Rochester, N.Y., Democrat and

Clironiele.

Oct. 5. E. E. Barnard, Nashville, Tenn., veriiied the separation
of nucleus into three parts, and made micrometric measurements.

Oct. 5. Cincinnati observers made similar observations.
Oct. 7. Washington naval observers saw three di.stinct con-

densations of light in nucleus, but no separation.
Oct. 8. Professor Schmidt, Athens, announced discovery of small

comet, 4° S.W. of Cruls', and moving in same direction. Professor
Lewis Swift, Ph.D., F.E.A.S., Director of Warner Observatory,
Rochester, said this was probably part of the great comet; and, if

so, would confirm the disruption.

Oct. 8. Mr. Maine predicted that on Oct. 9 an elongation and
separation would occur.

Oct. 9. The prediction of the 8th verified by Mr. Maine.
Will you be kind enough to give me your opinion of the disruptive

theory? [Wliat disruptive theory?

—

Ed.] If you have already
done 80, please refer me to the issue wherein it can be found, and
oblige, Spec.

CREMATION.
[619]—The Standard of Oct. 12 gave an account of what the

writer calls " the first two cremations which have taken place in our
country in modern times—viz., the cremation of the body of Mrs.
Ilanham, wife of Captain Hanham, and that of the remains of Lady
Hanham, wife of the late Sir James Hanham, Bart., of Dean's-court,
Dorset, both of which took place in Dorsetshire on the 8th inst."
After describing the manner in which the process was carried out,
the writer states that " the ashes of each body were collected with
great care, and placed in a large china bowl, in which [he says]
they will remain until urns of an approved form are ready, when
they will be moved to a mausolenm." Now, will you allow me,
through the medium of your valuable magazine, to suggest to the
advocates of cremation a far neater and more appropriate mode of
disposing of the ashes of a corpse cremated ? Those ashes, I think,
consist wholly, or principally, of phosphate of lime, and therefore
have only to bo treated witli sulphuric acid to convert them into
sulphate of lime

—

i.e., gypsum, or plaster of Paris. With this
.substance a model can be cast in a mould previously prepared, and
representing either the full figure of tho deceased, or simply the
liust, or tho likeness can take the form of a medallion. Whichever
form of memorial is adopted, a glass case wonld bo sufficient
protection for it, and the costly urn can bo dispensed with as
unnecessarj-, whilst the remains of our loved ones will themselves
bo gathered into tho form of a compact and lifelike memorial, which
itself will be composed of tho veritable " ashes of tho dead."—In
expectancy, A Brother Cinder.

CORSET WEARING.
[620]—Various reasons have been brought forward in favour of

the wearing of stays by two recent correspondents, which, if true,

are much in favour of using that support.
Corset wearing undoubtedly developes the upper part of the

lungs, but at the expense of the lower, and to the great diminution
of the total breatliing space ; while Dr. Chadwick admits that the
compression of tho lower part of the chest may directly lead to
consumption. The greater relative frequency of this disease among
men is from their e.vposure to greater vicissitudes of temperature,
and is not connected with the present question.

Y'our other correspondent, E. H., remarks that there is about
three times as much breathing space as is needed in ordinary
respiration. But the full amount may be required at any moment
of increased exertion, and, if unattainable, may result in serious

injury to the individual. I have known a lady remain in a fainting,

semi-unconscious state for an hour from this cause after the exertion

of dancing.

Dr. Chadwick avers that a woman is better in health while
wearing a corset than without one, a statement with which I cer-

tainly disagree, at the risk of adding to the differences of doctors.

If a woman long used to the support of stays leave off wearing
them, she will doubtless feel their loss ; but if unused to such
artificial support, the wearing them will add to their ills, and pro-
bably produce ailments she never experienced before; though, if

begun in youth, their development may be very slow and gradual.
All analogy would lead to the conclusion that the compression of

any part of the body, whether the waist, the foot, or any other

part, is harmful, even as it is unnatural. It is only disease, in-

cluding debility, that needs support. The figure is rendered in-

elegant, rather than elegant, as would be plainly apparent were an
undraped statue of a modem corset-wearing lady compared with
the Venus of the art galleries. In the mass of coverings enveloping

the body in the present day the true natural and artistic form has
been lost, and an artificial one, varying with fashion, introduced.

The ancient Greeks, who knew not the corset, had a true know-
ledge of the beauty of figure, and their lighter and simpler vest-

ments covered, without distorting, the human form.
Fashion's most notable result, if not object, is the crippling of

the human body, as the proverb boldly says, " il faut sonffrir pour
etre belle," and seeks to displace natural beauty and grace for a
constant desire for change and exaggeration. 'The remedy is to

clothe the figure so as not to destroy or contradict the outlines of
the body, but rather to show them clearly ; and at the same time to

allow freedom of movement and growth.
To help individual action in this matter, tho Rational Dress

Association has been formed, which deserves the support of every
intelligent lady in its endeavours to combat the stupid vagaries of

fashion, to show how to dress rationally, and to restore the pristine

beauty of the human figure. This will be a gradual work ; nor is

sudden change desirable, but reason and science, which is applied

truth, must eventually succeed. Richmond Leigh, M.R.C.S.
Park-road, Liverpool.

LIFE HISTORY OF A PLANI

[621]—In the article so entitled in No. 52 of Knoi\-i,edge

I read that the quantity of water exhaled by the leaves during
transpiration " depends on tho state of the atmosphere, which when
moist almost wholly prevents exhalation ; on the other hand, in very
dry weather exhalation takes place too rapid'y, and the plant

withers." In McNab's " Outlines of Physiology," p. 100, I read
the result of his experiment on a cherry-laurel, which in sunlight

and in a saturated atmosphere lost 25'90 per cent, of water in an
hour, and in sunlight and in a dry atmosphere lost only 20'52 per
cent, of water in an horn-. He goes on to state that a "saturated.

atmosphere and sunshine can only occur very exceptionally, as in

tropical 'climates and in greenhouses ; but still, if when thoy do
occur together tho above is the result, are tho two statements

not contradictory ? or should tho words " in the absence of sun-

light" be added to tho first quotation? As this is a matter about
which I have long been perplexed—for in most botany books I find

the same statoniont as that made by Dr. Prevost—I shall be very
glad if any botanical render can help mo to reconcile the two
quotations. Another point on which I would ask for explanation is

the following:—In tho last sentence of the same article it is

implied that no waste goes on in a plant—indeed, this is made a
point of distinction between animals and plants; but what, then, is

the CO; which is evolved in the jirocess of respiration ? Is not tho

respiration of plants similar to that of animals ? and of tho carbonic

dioxide exhaled, docs not tho carbon result from jthe decomposi-
tion of organic compounds ? These questions are asked purely with
a view to gain information, if possible, and not in any spirit of

criticism. Alisma.
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•_• All ,»mmmmiMlitmt /wr U< KJ'lo' nfKina^ ntrtjr

Uim to Co»B»»»o»I»»T«.— 1. y^cn—tiomt <ul

cnarf Ufmmviii, —r o«» »»« M«»» »f a4drt—ti lyf corrrtfondenli if ttic^n >n

<a»«r>>>r>M<<iM>ir.». S. OtrTftfonJnU iXiutl tcritt oo out Mt o-t) nf Ikt

MMT <Uv«< ir^wtmf « • $tfmU /«ir. 4. £u<-i i<<(<T (JkoaU lur> a ((/>. and

m^flf^mf U . M<«r, r^tmn tk—U t« BA^t to it, itr, (i< fo;* »« 'iv* •'

Tliuiiks for your note, but wc cannot vory well

now for letters about incteor«Io(fical short-

li, after all. to v.ry little— U. U. The tJreen-

.i> an objectRlass by jlerz, 12} inches in diameter ;

,_-i!. .s about IS feet. It is mounted in what is called

-ii manoer. 1 am not very proud of the little book you

;v one of these days to publish a much improved version.

i\ Yon write in' the tone of a Humpden or Parallax.

» you liare on more thon one occasion shown me to be

i you eridently think 1 think so too. Well, I don't. I

. a' were simply jesting in your support of Siemens' theory

,.,.1. . .^.^ had admitted that it is unsound). And now with regard

iu ihc^u cloud matters. Yon had said that a straight band of

clonds cannot jKWsibly appear to bo curved, which (you admit) I

know, in the sense in'which you use the words, as well as you can

tell me. It should have been clear to you that 1 used the words in

a different senfo. I used them, in fact, in their ordinary sense.

.\ Ixind of clouds really straight appears to tho eye to pass ugiwardB

from the horizon (in the particular case I dealt with) to a point

high above the horizon, and thon to descend again to tho horizon,

in such •ort that any one hwking at it says it scorns to form an

arch. 1 sijcak of this band as appearing cur\-cd to tho eye. Then
I show how this appearance of curvature is brought about,

—

obtaining a pmjection which indicates the varying distance of the

band from tho horizon. On this you obtrude a comment which im-

plies that as the banil is really' straiglit, it really looks straight

—if only what we see is rightly interpreted. So you might
say of any illasion, tliat it is not really an Illusion, because

if wo rightly reason about it. wo shall perceive that it

ii just what wo onght to sec.— H. A. Ducdale. You will have

c<-n ere this thot that aspersor of your sex was very fully dealt

with.—J. Cb.\ii. It seems to me the views you have (correctly)

ascribed to me arc sound. Professor Toil's are, as you may judge,

.,!.;. pi-<. ti Ih.'ind versions.—W. and S. Nay, but tho projectile

.r.,unil in the same time in both cases. All that

ri .It horizontal velocity is given to it is that it

U-fore it roaches the ground, but it travels that

•(.rt time. You have t|uite correctly intcr-

.rt's correct statements. - F. II. Uabbf.n.
• is one answrr. Tho evidence is all in

h you seem to find improbable. Wc
''< evidence that plants undergo such

:- Mr I •rut .Mien describes. It may soom easier to

•liMt nil the varieties were separately created. 1 cannot
.:. I ii no. I find the iilea of special creation very ditlicult to

•/. :iL'l, tliat is no reas<jn for rejecting it. But os that

which we find that the Creator docs provide or

»e must accept what we sec. I can imagine an
.- that it ecmod to him for more natural to suppose

.t had bc<m made just aj ho saw it; and that ho
ach twig, and branch, and loaf, and bud had

lut facU would be against that short-lived and
: r.rinr.irr — f H. SfTTox. IIow do you mean

bought up every copy of tho

ir hiimis on to make up a fow
I ijund having long since been
•

; r tit out the earlier numliers
r;ii'S thus Ixiund, spoiling

rhaps for three|H-ncc a,

.Me that price. Surely
I you than you seem to

innkottKtormglass. (2)
ji-rt not yet decided.

—

th- number of miles,
;•• omiiricnl depression
Tiiight line tangent to

» iilx.vo tho other end ;

.no of night is not quite

- . ,— . .<, and for avemgo state
uf air u giitn tjr l«kiz.g ui ibchus as the deprcsssion instead
of c^t. Ygar ktttrr aboat ' comets' tails marked for in-

sertion. As regards nutation, where is friction to come in?
— A. Mc'D. No; the points at which tho different pianola
reach tho parts of their several orbits whore they arc nearest

tho sun aix' not in the sumo direction ns soon from the sun.

In tho pictures of tho orbits with which I illustrated my article on
astronomy in tho Kncijclopadia Jlriiannica I have shown the pusitiou

of all tho major axes of tho orbits.—Henby M. You are, of course,

right. Our answer was written correctly, however. Wo wrote that
Carlylo's statement was quite incorrect ; no motion brought about
by internal n>action8 alters tho position of tho centre of gravity.

The word was printed "any." Unfortunately when correcting proof
a momontary lapse of attention caused us to muko wrong what was
right and leave wrong what was already wrong.— P. Q. R. Ploaso
uotico proccding reply.-W. P. Uanckuhi:!.!). Yon quite misunder-
stand my meaning. It is not at all fron\ any struitlacod views
about morality that I lind reason to object, but because a tacit

assumption is made that rank should niuke a difference in our
estimate. But have you read the story of those intrigues, and can
you still speak of affection us in question ?—W. S. Bhch^k. There is

no such law. Tho farther the ball is from tho bat tho less is its

velocity.—T. R. Allinson. It is very pleasant to have such kindly

words from so valued a correspondent.— W. S. 1 really do not know
why each year scorns to pass more quickly than tho last. It certainly

is so—worse luck. 1 do not see that you can do bolter than to study
" Darwin's Origin of Species" (later editions, of course). Time,
time, time.

—

An Old I'ai'Link. Tho writer was, 1 believe, divided

between tho question of grammar and that of rhyme. What would
you have had him do ? If ho had nsod the tense of the original

you would have ridiculed that unjustifiable future. Uo know
quite 08 well us you could toll him, that with tho correct tense for

a present statement tho line woiUd no longer scan correctly. But
Grammar before tiradus. Syntax boforo Prosody. As I am tho

writer in question, I may claim to know why I changed tlio tense,

despising the quantity. If yon would liuvo given tho lino as it

Btauds in llornoe without some antocodont words, to change the

tense, then would you have deserved the punishment you suggest,

for mo.—J. Wat.son, Jun. We really cannot insert your defence of

spiritualism.— U. L. J. Cannot insert a recommendation which,

however fairly given, would open the door to any number of gratia

advortiscmeuts.—J. W. B. Yes, it you do not take tho square of

tho distonce ; but then you ought to take the square of the dis-

tanco.—J. P. K. The mistake was tho result of an unfortunate

chance, tho letter getting separated from tho enclosure.—

A

Constant Keadeu. Head " offended" for "ofiEensive" and I agree

with you. " Forgotten," no ; that is not one of those things which
should " bo washed in Lothe and forgotten," at lonst by tho wise.

I am but one of thousands who noted it us a thing well worth re-

membering, not for a few years, but for generations. It revealed

no much. By many it may bo romembored as an injunction, not so

by those who, like myself, would not cross a street or a room to boo

a procession of all tho Emperors and Kings in the earth's four

quarters, uidoss some of tlic-m chanced to be persons who ha<l

bonelitcd their kind : (not thut I have a particle of feeling against

thorn J thoy simply do not interest me). You speak of " cowardice

in ollacking those who from their position cannot reply to suoh

nttncks." Pardon me if I remark that you must know this is absurd.
" Persons who from their position can say what they please," oven
when addressing the race which stands easily first in power and
influence throughout tho earth (which I suppose you will admit to

bo true of Knglish-spoaking nations) would bo much nearer tho

mark. Also (a mere detail), there was no attack. I simply re-

l>ooted a warning which was meant, I take it, to bo noticed.

You are slightly mistaken about tho "majority" of readers; say,

rather, one in a hundred.—.1. A. Fuaskh. It is a simply organic

substJinco, the Nostoc of Gorman fablo. The superstition that it

is a fallen star is, as llumboldt somewhere remarks, a very old

ono. Dryden, speaking of Chapman's " Bussy D'Ambois," says: -

"
I have sometimes wondered in tho reading what has become of

those glaring colours which amazed me upon the theatre; but when
I had taken up what I had supposed a fallen star I found 1 had

been cozened with a jolly, nothing but a dull cold mass, which
glittered no longer than it was shooting."—T. II. M. 1 have very liltlo

doubt that if the comet were to rush straight into the sun, it would

very appreciably increase his heat. But if it is to ho absorbed, the

process of absorption will nocessarily bo griulual.—A. Blakk.

There is no saying what would happen if a whole army of comots
were to arisi' and swoop upon tho solar system. If tho skios foil,

we might or might not.have more larks than usual.— M. W. Bbown.
8o many wore against the weather charts that it would be unfair

to rcsuiiie them. We did not give tho names of a tithe of those

who wore opposed to them. As to tho other question, I imagine

the ordinatcs are drawn, and then through their extremities a curve

is drawn freehand. This would bo near enough.—Skjma. I should

I
say Alpha, certainly. Uii fittings aro much moro satisfactory.
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&UV iflatfjfmatiral Column.

EAST LESSONS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

By Richasd A. Pkoctor.

No. XII.

I
PROPOSE now to give two geometrical illustrations of a dif-

ferential coefficient, which, when their nature is rightly under-
stood, and especially the circumstance that the various values of a
fnnction can always be expressed by means of a curve, will be found
of great value in indicating the real meaning at once of differen-
tiation and integration.

Let be the origin, X and Y, at right angles to each other,
the axes of x and y.

Y
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aff.frct-* i;i;i;!;t lie <!niwii. (lu so mauy wonU we said tliat was
' - • -

' ' •' 1 izAu\D was (?'*"i'U-) Wo bad nothing to

^•amo by tho several jilayers, only with
Lssivo tricks were played. The Whist

. i iiuielly assumes, however, that we
\ I

w I o most absurdly—considering the score

—

[.s, ami continned to play a forward game after

at he wa." ruining his own and his partner's

t:\. Having made this prt-postorous ussunip-
very easily condemns us for not doing what we
do. ' \Vc readily acknowledge that ' Five of

::.ed and lueid notes about the details and the
M-veral tricks," which (leaving the "lucid," and

: ,• • liarned" was what wo sot out to do) ; but, "ho
rni'.TS till- liroad principles of tho game," Ac, which also wo pro-
o,«t->l t.i do—for the presout.

• I ". \. r, in the ease of this ]>artica]ar example, ho cavils with
r nces, undertaking to show their incompleteness, but only

example, where surely ho cannot suppose ho is telling

'r oar readers anything new. It occurs in the lirst round,

D. Ace. D. Tliree D. Seven.

1.4 holding Diamond Five.) tin this, insteail of saying correctly,

A alone knows so far that some one is signalling for trumps," we
vmte. mther*careles8ly, but still tho real state of the case is too
l.vi.ii.. f..r any one to be misled, " A alono knows thus far that Y

.! g." Surely the Whist Editor of the Australasian, who
- H ilh learned and lucid notes, can hardly think either we

- cT tlio veriest beginner among our readers, could fail to
:iii .-1 knows is that a signal has been begun.

Later on, indeed, he shows, justly enough, that in touching on tho
nsalt (in which splendid hands held by 1' Z failed to make tho odd
.1. V;1, \v. .iil I...; indicate the best way for 1' to retrieve matters

'«sly muddling them. We gave very little alten-
liaving another jiurpose (as we plainly said) in

• iuite right; tho course wo proposed gave only a
• ing the game,— tho odd trick would have been

i if }' had refused to bo forced at trick ten. We
.iig our attention to this point. The error would
-erioos one if we had been discussing the general

_ I'll-. As we were really consideringonly inferences,
ffjiu the tricks as actually played, and chiefly from A B'e point of
view, this ttfter-tonch of error was of very slight importance, and
hanlly worth noticing. When we l)egin to discuss actual play, we
shall be open to criticism on such points.

(Pur Cbrss Column.

1;y Mepiiksto.

PROBLEM Xo. 50.

t Ukrbebt jACOt
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Some of our professedly religious papers are either
illogical or rather uncharitable. The Newtoii of biology
says (as u-e have said, by the way, since Knowledge was
started) that science has nothing to do with the Christian
(or any other) religion ; tltrnfore, say they, Darwin
objected to Christianity: This is akin to Pat's'logic—" Is
not one man as good as another 1 " said the orator. " Of
course he is," acquksni' Pat (as he thought), "and a good
deal better."

But Darwin accepted no revelation, tlifm'ore either he
was an atheist or had unworthy thoughts of God. How if

the reverse were the case I if Darwin knew of no w-ords
ever written by man which lie thought worthily repre-
sented a Being iniinitely beyond man's conceptions 1 How
if he agreed with Elihu, described as approving of Yahveh,
in believing that " As touching the Almighty we cannot
hnd Him out 1 " He may not have understood the Oriental
imagery which ascribes to the Creator the qualities of
Oriental despots. His mind, of essentially Western consti-
tution, may not have been able duly to grasp these ideas.
There are others equally unfortunate ; but we ought not
to be angry with them.

Dk. Freeman says in Longinnn's .Vugnzine that some
features of American pronunciation are to be explained by
the habit of forming an idea of the pronunciation of words
from their appearance as printed. In illustration of this
we note that we have heard Burns's line, " A man's a man
for a' that," quoted with the "a" sounded " ay ;

" and tlie

word "pages" in a theatre bill pronounced "paggies."

Mr. Edison has lately advanced the opinion that fatal
accidents from electric currents would continue to increase
with the multiplication of over-house wires, carrying power-
ful currents, till some dreadful accident occurred to arouse
public indignation and compel the placing of all such wires
underground. In cases of fire, particularly, the breaking
of a great number of wires, which would be thrown down
in inextricable confusion by the falling of a roof, might

have serious results. Mr. Park Benjamin, a weU-known
scientific man, has called attention in New York to the
fact that a stream of water from a hose nozzle, striking a
broken arc-light wire, might easily serve to conduct the
current through the body of the fire'man who held the hose,
with fatal consequences ; while the cutting of such a wire
^\ ith an axe, particularly if the handle of the axe were wet,
might have a like effect. One of our scientific contem-
poraries, presumably from sheer ignorance of the dangers
which must attend the transmission of strong currents
through over-house wires, and of the fatalities already re-

corded, absurdly adds, that "if one fireman were to hit
another hard over the head with an axe, whether the handle
was wet or dry, the man hit would receive a violent shock.
Mr. Park Benjamin has curiously enough omitted to call

attention to this fact. It would, perhaps, be Ijetter, under
the circumstances, either to give up the use of electricity,

or else to have no more conflagrations. By either expedient
comparative safety would be secured for fire brigades."
This may be meant for wit, but we fail to see it. The
danger is a real one, and in justice to the public themselves
we are constrained to again re-echo the warning.

The fishing in Sir Joseph Hooker's park at Kew is also

good—so his friends say. Ilis enemies, and some who are
neither one nor the other, speak in a diSerent way about
both the fishing and the shooting. They say it "may be
abundant, but it is not altogether the right thing.

The Garden—we beg his pardon, Sir Joseph's estate

—

is positively open now to the public for no less than two
hours and a quarter on Sundays, on weekdays for three
hours and a quarter.

The gate which was to be blocked up is now only
lumbered up, and seems likely so to remain.

The Xortli Timi>s has suddenly become an ardent (an
amazingly ardent) advocate of the most uncompromising
school of vivisectionists. After quoting our remark that
most of us cannot tolerate the thought of vivisectional

experiments "on even the most worthless of human
beings,' the Xorth Times remarks that it makes the blood
run cold to read these lines, that they are entirely un-
christian and irreligious, nay, "constructive blasphemies
and appalling outrages on the very name of our common
humanity." We are sorry for it; but at the risk of still

further hurting our contemporary's feelings, we must repeat
that to us, and we believe to most men, the very thought
of experiment on human beings, however worthless they
may be, and however valuable or dear the lives in whose
interests such experiments might be made, is utterly

intolerable. We cannot see why this shoidd be considered
a "constructive blasphemy" (not that we have the least

idea what a constructive blasphemy may be). There may
be some recondite reference to the sacrifice of life for life

in Christian annals ; but, apart from some such reference
(if there is any), we find our contemporary's indignation
inexplicable, astounding, almost staggering. Anything
more barefaced than this advocacy of the most pronounced
views of vivisectionists we have never heard of, and could
hardly have believed credible in a civilised community I

At a recent meeting of the Buda-Pesth Society of
Katural Science, Professor Than (a member of the com-
mittee appointed to investigate theatre fires) spoke on tlie

danger of ordinary gas, and the means of reducing it
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From experiments, he was of opinion that gas was not

dangerous so long as it occupies less than r> pvr cent of a

given space ; between 5 and 1 2 per cent it begins to be

^jniUble. and at 1'9 per cent the danger of explosion is

present in high degree. He has improved Anselm's

apparatus (wliich, acting on the principle of diffusion,

causes an electric Wll to ring as soon as a certain quantity

of gas is prest nt), so that even }, per cent of escaped gas

causes loud ringing. Another ingenious arrangement

('hows the actual percentage quantity of escaped gas, while

a control-manometer, which Professor Than has used

several years in his laboratory, reveals the place of escape

of the gas.

Tub liailrimd (•'<iz-ll'- record of American train accidents

for Auijust shows for tliat month a total of 139 accidents,

by which 4G persons were killed and 218 injured. There

were 6r> collisions, in which 27 persons were killed and 117

injured; 70 derailments, with 18 persons killed and 100

injured, and four other accidents, in which one person was

killed and one injured. Twenty-six accidents caused the

deatli of one or more persons each ;
2S caused injury, but

not death: while in 8.'>, or 61-2 per cent of the whole

number, no serious injury to persons is recorded. These

accidents may be classed as to their nature and causes as

follows:— Collisions: Rear collisions, 41; butting colli-

sions, 20 : crossing collisions, 4 ; total, 6.5. Derailments :

Broken rail, 2 ; broken switch road, 1 ; broken bridge, 4 ;

spreading of rails, 7 ; broken axle, 4 ; broken wheel, 2
;

broken truck, 1 ; wash-out, ') ; accidental obstruction, 4 ;

cattle on track, 8 : misplaced switch, 7 ; neglect to use

signals, 1 ; purposely misplaced switch, 2 ; malicious ob-

struction, 1 : unexplained, 21 ; total, 70. Boiler explosion,

1 ; broken connecting-rod, 1 ; broken crank-pin, 1 ; broken

axle, not causing derailment, 1 ; total, 139. Derailments

of the long American cars are thus the most frequent form

of accident

A SEW use has been discovered for potatoes. They can

lie convert<!d into a substance resembling celluloid by
peeling them, and after soaking in water impregnated

with eight parts of sulphuric acid, drying and pressing

between sheets of blotting paper. In France pipes are

made of this substance, scarcely distinguishable from nieer-

achaum. By subjecting the mass to great pressure, billiard

balls can be made of it rivalling ivory in hardness.

We pro[X)80 in the next two weeks to give a very much
simpler account of Venus's transits than in the com-
paratively difficult papers now nearly completed.

Sevekal physicists, chemists, spectroscopists, and others

who chance to l<e not also mathematicians or astronomers,

h»Te rwently advanced, advocated, or adopted the theory
of an interst<-llar and interplanetary atmosphere, to which
—being fn-e from the restraints imposed by a knowledge
of astmriomical and mathematical laws — they assign

various d<-gree« of rarity, according to the requirements of

their own or their friends' pet theories. Astronomers have
looked on with some amust^ment at the innocence with
which enormous volumes of carlionic acid gas, the vapour
of watiT, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, and so forth, have
b»*n add>-<l to the int<Tstellar universe, in calm uncon-
•ciouine>.s that if science is to accept these twlditions, all

that Galibo, Kepler, and Newton have taught (and wlii.li

we had xupposed provwl) must be abandoned. While
enjoying the joke, astronomers have not \x:(tn very anxious
to advance the overwhelming arguments which have always

been available. But as these invaders of the domain of
the exact science have lately seemed to mistake this reti-

cence for acquiescence, it seems desirable to show at least

the .i/iiipe of the rock-masses which overhang the preci-

pitous and trackless region over which they Imve been for

some time cheerfully adventuring. For this reason wo give
this week M. Faye's miisterly though short demolition of
these theories, which we would recommend in a special

manner to the attention of Dr. Siemens, Mr. W. M.
Williams, the Editor of Xahnr. and others, who appear
to regard mathematics as the bano of science, because it

kills wild theories.

Ek;iit full columns of Mr. Jlurr.ay's publications ap-

peared iu the .Siumiard of the 14tli inst

A.MONO the many unexpected developments of electrical

science is an application in the hiving of bees when they
swarm, successfully tried by German experimenters. It

was thought that by utilising the electric force the bees

might be stupefied for the necessary period of time without
being injured, and the result proved the correctness of the

idea. The first attempt was made upon bees that had
gathered upon trees, the insects falling upon the ground in

a kind of trance, which admitted of their being safely

handled. The next stage in the experiment was to capture

the bees when they were about to swarm. By introducing

the ends of two connecting wires into a fully-occupied

honeycomb and turning on the current, the bees were
rendered inactive for about thirty minutes, while no bad
results appeared to follow their awakening.

FitOM Sydney is reported the discovery of a new building

niateri.al at Suva, on one of the Fiji Islands. It is known
as fossil coral, and when cut from a mass is soft, but on
exposure to the air it looks and is very much like brick.

During the short time it has been known it has satisfac-

torily stood the tests that have been applied to it. Orders

have already been received for quantities of it to be used

in building.

It is a remarkable fact that there are no rats in the

islands of the Pacific Ocean. Repeated attempts have
been made to acclimatise the rodents there, as the flesh is

much esteemed by the natives as an article of food. But
the attempts thus far have failed, as they [th<! rats] invari

ably die of consumption.

In the hour columns on p. .373 relating to the comet's

path, there are some obvious mistakes, relating, however,

only to the part of the motion still to be observed. Thus
in the first table the hourn on No\. 2.'), 29, and Dec. 2,

should bo 2, not 3, while those in the second table, for

Nov. 21, 2.0, 29, and Dec. 2, should be 4, not .3. Circum-

stances caused our time for correcting those colunms to

be very short indeed.

Nkxt week wc shall give some pictures of the comet,

and our promised discussion of th'i probable effect of its

destruction by the sun.

With No. 01 the Exchange and Sale Advertisement
Columns will be discontinued, as we find wc frequently

have to defer them for want of space.
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M. FAYE ON INTERPLANETARY AIR.

FEW features in recent scientific developments have a

more unwholesome aspect than the reticence with

which false doctrines are received by those who know them
false—if advanced by men who have (deservedly, perhaps)

attained a high position in science. It seems to be re-

garded as a point of courtesy to avoid all reference to

obvious flaws in reasoning, and to speak only of the pos-

sibly correct experiments, well-observed facts, and charming

results if the theory were true, leaving altogether out of

sight the clear and certain disproof (often multitudinous

disproofs) which yet those who thus use flattering words

have perfectly recognised from the beginning. I would

cite as among the worst illustrations of this weak
and unmanly way of dealing with science, the tone in

which men who ridiculed among themselves Professor

Tait's Sea-bird Theory of Comets' Tails, spoke in

public as if it were an admissible and possible theory
;

the sUence of those who kneu: about the flaws in Professor

Tyndall's Negative Shadow theory of the same phenomena
(as if Professor Tyndall, of all men, were such a weakling

as to need the unclean sacrifice of untruth, which some seem
to love) ; the reticence of many respecting Professor Sir W.
Thomson's meteoric theory of the origin of life on the

earth ; and the way in which men who are known to have

expressed privately their recognition of its fallacy, have
publicly written and spoken of Dr. Siemens's theory of

solar energy. To my mind, apart from all worthier reasons

for objecting to this lip-serving humbug, better suited to

Oriental courtiers than to men, it is a very poor compliment
to whose whom it is meant to please—it implies that they
care more for flattery than for truth, that they are too

foolish to see through all this, or fail to perceive the
" claw me and I'll claw thee " tone which runs through it

all

We hail then, cheerfully, the sensible and manly, yet (in

the best sense) courteous tone in which M. Faye, the

eminent French astronomer, has discussed Dr. Siemens's

new theory of the sun, giving one among the many com-
plete and convincing disproofs of which the theory, being

essentially wrong, necessarily admits. M. Faye is not
wanting—no man of sense can be—in just appreciation of

Dr. Siemens's eminent services to science, but when Dr.

Siemens talks paradox, M. Faye does not hesitate (no

honest man of science should hesitate) to say plainly that

it is so.

" We know," he says, " that under the action of light,

and with the intervention of chlorophyll in plants, the
vapour of water and carbonic acid gas are decomposed
at ordinary temperatures, and restored to combustible
forms, carbon and hydrogen variously associated. Dr.

Siemens, an English man of science, has inquired whether
the action of the sun alone might not eS"cct this decom-
position, when we subject to it the vapour of water and
carbonic acid gas greatly rarefied—reduced, for instance,

to one 1,800th of atmospheric pressure. These experiments,
which only need, in my opinion, a counter-test, easily ap-

plied, would seem to have given affirmative results. Thus,

gases which had undergone combustion, having been so

rarefied that the induction spark would no longer pass

through them, a few hours' exposure to solar light sufliced

to cause the mixture to let the induction spark pass with
the well-known colouring which it takes in hydrocarbonised
media.

" Regarding these five experiments as decisive, Dr.
Siemens has been led to ask whether the phenomenon
might not play a more important part in the universe than
in vegetable life. P^egarding space as filled with analogous

gases which had already undergone combustion, the Hght
of the sun would revivify the combustibles, hydrogen and
carbon, which would then be ready to furnish fuel for

fresh combustion.

"In drawing them back to himself and burning them
afresh, the sun would recover a large part of the enormous
heat, the radiation and loss of which in celestial space we
are so pained to see.

" Dr. Siemens has thus been led to enunciate the fol-

lowing hypothesis :—Space is filled with burned gases
"

(gases the products of combustion, ijaz brdles)—the vapour

of water, and carbonic acid gas, mixed with inert gases,

nitrogen, &c., somewhat like those of our own atmosphere

at l-2000th pressure. These gases would be partially

transformed into combustibles under the action of solar

light ; then, by a mechanism similar to the air-sucker of a

pair of bellows, the sun would draw them back to him,

burn them, and send them back into space. This immense
source of heat would thus continually revivify itself ; the

only part of its radiation lost would be that which would

not be absorbed by the cosmic medium l-2000th in density

[which, unfortunately for the theory, is nearly all that had

troubled us,—the stars being our witnesses.

—

Ed.].

" It is true enough that air at l-2000th pressure would

be to the physicist an almost absolute vacuum ; so that, in

such a vacuum, the electric spark would not pass. But for

the astronomer, such a medium would be quite dense (bien

yrossier). When we speak in astronomy of the resistance

of a medium on the ather, and with the help of most

delicate observations and most profound calculations, se«k

the traces of this resistance, ire have something very different

in vieiv (il s'agit de tout autre chose).

"Without entering into details, I note that the trajectory

of a cannon-ball, travelling 500'" (547 yards) per second

is altered at the end of even only a few seconds, in such

sort that astronomers are forced to take into account the

resistance of the air in their range-tables.

"Reducing the air to l-2000th, but raising the velocity

of the projectile to that of the celestial motions, 60 times

greater, for instance, these coarsely obvious results wouW,
for a host of heavenly bodies of dimensions comparable to

our cannon-balls (as bolides, flights of shooting-stars,

aerolites), be twice as great as in our practice ranges, not

at the end of several years or several centuries, but at the

end of a few seconds.*
" Secondly, it appears to me that the eminent English

physicist has to some degree omitted to consider the quan-

tity of matter he was about to add to the solar system.

Under the efl'ect of attraction, this matter would unite

itself to pre-existing stars, the sun in particular, and would
continually augment their mass.

M. Faye goes on to consider the mass which would thus

be added to the sun, considering only such parts of the

interstellar atmosphere as lie within Neptune's distance

from the sun. He finds this sphere of interstellar air, even

of the tenuity indicated by Dr. Siemens, would amount
to about 100,000 times the present mass of the sun—

a

trifling addition of which astronomers might expect to find

some traces in the celestial mechanism. This considera-

tion forces us to reject absolutely and decisively an atmo-

sphere such as Dr. Siemens and Mr. W. M. Williams have

imagined—whatever opinion we form as to the existence

* Thcio wonid oven, in tho resistiinco of sucli a medinm, 1)0 a,

source of additional heat for tlio terrestrial ,i;lobc, quite independent
of tlic sun. Judging from certain experiments by Sir William
Tlionison on the elevation of temperature of a thermometer moving
in air with a certain velocity, that of the terrestrial globo duo to

resistance against this raodinm would bo several hundreds of

degrees (centigrade).
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or non-existence of limits to planetary and stellar

atmosphere.
" It is little likply," prooetxls M. Fnyo, '' that astrono-

mers will accept such liypothcses. Doulitlcss they would
be woll pleasetl to tiiiiik tliat nature has in reserve for

the 8un a resoun-e l>y which his heat may be made to last

longer ; but as his linal cooling is, in any case, a catas-

trophe still very far oil", they will be consohHl by the

thought tliat none among the tilings of this world—not
eren the noblest—seem made to last for ever.

"As for the fundamental experiments of Dr. Siemens,

these will lose none of their importance in the eyes of

astronomers. It is a tjuestion of a conquest of one of

the secrets of living nature, one of the laws of the organic

world : they will earnestly desire (i'a/eroiil (/•< r^inr) that
Dr. Siemens should pursue the path so brilliantly cntoied on,

though they cannot expect from it any very brilliant light

for their own department of research."

—

From M. Fni/e's

Addnns iM-foT'- t/if Paris Acadeimj of Science.

EARTHQUAKES IN THE BRITISH
ISLES.—III.

(Contiiwied from page 37-1.)

IN the year 17M, Loch Tay was disturbed in a very re-

markable manner. The water receded from the two ends
and rose in a great wave in the middle of tlie lake-basin

;

then this wave spread itself laterally over the shores,

passing high above the usual limits of the lake. This was
repeated every day for a week, with less and less violence.

It is worthy of notice that the year 1784 was remarkable
for the eartlKjuakes which disturbed ditlerent parts of the
world. One occurred on the liSth of July, in Armenia,
and caused the loss of upwards of six thousand lives. The
city of Ezerghan was destroyed by the same shock. But
the volcanic ellects observed in Iceland in the same year
were yet more remarkable. In fact, Iceland had been dis-

turbed more \iolcntly during that and the preceding year
than at any former period in the history of the island.

"It has been calculated," says Professor Ansted, "that a
ingle volcano in the wild and untrodden desert lying in

the Kouth-<>ast part of Iceland threw out that year fifty to
sixty millions of cubic yards of matter. The accounts
which have been handed down to us of this event present
to us a picture almost too terrible for belief. With a wide-
spread destruction of the land, the depths of the sea were
invaded, and the fish (the Icelanders' chief means of sub-
RiMt<.-nce) driven from the shore. The flames broke out
even through the waves in the line of movement, and the
*ea. was covered with pumice for 1.00 miles. A thick
canopy hung over the island for a year, and the winds car-
ried the ashes over Europe, Africa, and America. The
very sun was darkrne<l, and showed only as a ball of fire

;

while frightful hurricanes, hailhtoriiis, thunder, and lightning
add<-d their horrors."

It is aUo well worthy of notice that the great earthquake
of Calabria ha/1 Uken place but a year before, and that
wi,i:.- tl.i, T.:,* convulsion of nature la8t<d, the barometf-r

' within a tenth of an inch of the bottom
i the waUirs of many of the Highland lakes

^ •.ite<l.

LiU; ij. U.. year I "J*!* a singular inci.lent U,o\i place near
tomne. The ice on a lake there was suddenly shivered
11***,'^^'.""' ''"'""'' '"^ '""" * tremendous earthquake on
the 30th of September at liorgo di San Hepolchro, in Italy,
dunng the cour»e of wht 'h many buildings were wholly

swallowed up. And, lest we should seem fanciful in as-

sociating this earthquake with events which happened in
Scotland, we extract the following passage from tJio Scots'

.l/(i</a; I Hc, referring to the Italian earthquake. It says: "On
the same day three distinct shocks of eartluiuake wore felt

at the house of Parson's (Ireen, on the north side of the
hill of Arthur's .Scat, near Edin)(urgh." Only four days
liefore the county of ^\'ilt.sllil•e had been shaken by a very
perceptible shock of earthquake.

A somewhat severe eartliciuake was felt in Edinburgh in

the year ISOl. Singularly enough, the shock was not
felt in the Old Town. But" in the New Town the sensation
experienced was as though the houses had lioen lifted bodily
upwards, and then violently shaken from north to south.

Some hours afterwards a house sank so much that the
magistrates condennicd it. The gable of a barn near the
city fell in upon some reapers and crushed two of them to

death. We believe this is the only earthquake which has
taken place for many centuries in the British isles in

which there has been any loss of life. At Criefl' and
Comric the eartluiuake was felt even more distinctly than
at Edinburgh ; but no buildings were injured.

But perhaps the most remarkable earthquake experienced
in the British Isles during the present century is that
which took place on the evening of August 1.3, 181G. The
summer had been remarkable for heavy storms of rain and
hail, which caused much mischief to the crops : and a cir-

cumstance which had attracted much attention was the
want of correspondence between the barometrical indications

and the weather, the baromctei- often rising before heavy
storms and falling before fair weather. The earthquake of

August 1.3 was felt over nearly the whole of Scotland.

But its action at Inverness was much mor(! intense than at

any other place. Indeed, one is reminded of the narratives

of more destructive earthquakes by the account of the scene

presented in Inverness on the night of the occurrence.

Most of the inhabitants had gone to bed, when suddenly a
violent vertical shock was experienced, followed immediately

by a trembling which la.sted for about half-a-minute—or

longer as some thought. So violent was this earth-throe

that many were flung out of bed. "All others who had
gone to rest," says the narrative of the (!V(mt, " instantly

sprang from their place of repose, and with little ceremony
as to clothing, joined the crowds who had rushed into the

streets, which innnediat(^Iy became a scene of wild and un-

usual terror, no one knowing but what a second shock was
immediately to bury them under the ruins of their houses.

Under this apprehension many hurried, ill-prepared as they
were, out of the town, and spent the greater part of the

night in the fields. It was found that already great

damage had been done to the Ixiildings. Many were rent

from top to bottom
;
great numbers of chininey-topa had

been shaken down. From a stack of chimneys on the

Mason Ix)dge, a coping-stone weighing fifty or sixty

pounds was thrown to the other side of the street, a dis-

tance of not less than twenty yards." Nothing could more
strikingly exhibit the energy of the lateral vibration than

the fall of this great stone. It is wonderful that much
more serious damoge was not efl'ected by a shock of this

nature.

It was noticed that the old buildings sufTered less than
the new during this shock. Tlirer; gentlemtm who were
approaching the town from the westward heard the great

bell toll twice, but the townspeople, amid tho crash of

falling stones and tiles, and the shrieks of terrified women,
did not notice the sound.

When the morning came it was observed that a steeple

which had recently Jjeen fixed to the county gaol had re-

ceiverl a twiht a few feet from the top. TIk; spire was
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octagonal in shape, and was twisted through about a

sixteenth of a circumference, from the east towards the

north. For upwards of ten years the steeple exliibited

this curious token of the energy of the earthquake of llSlC,

but it was afterwards repaired.

In other parts of Scotland very remarkable etiects were

experienced during the occurrence of this earthquake.

Three arches built across an arm of the sea in Sutherland

were flung down. A man who was walking amongst the

mountains of Lochindorb " was first alarmed by a sudden
and tremendous noise of a rushing wind, which came
sweeping up the hills like a roar of water ; this was in-

stantly followed by a rumbling noise, and the ground was
sensibly heaved up and down under his feet." A similar

noise and motion were observed near Jlontrose by two
excise officers who were on the watch for smugglers. They
were lying down on the ground when the shock came, and
one of them leaping up exclaimed, " There they are ! I feel

the ground sliaking under their horses' feet !

"

It is worthy of notice that only six days before this

remarkable earthquake Mount Vesuvius had been in

eruption.

HAIR EELS.

By Dr. Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.K, F.LS., &.c.

SOME time ago a correspondent of Knowledge wrote

to the Editor that a large number of " hair eels " had
appeared in tiie ponds and ditches in his neighbourhood.

He remarked, in the course of his letter, that he " noticed

one hair eel struggling with a black-beetle (probably a

water-beetle), which was floating on the surface of the

water. In a short time the hair eel, which was quite

white, had freed itself, and sank to the bottom imme-
diately. Seeing the two ' insects ' struggling together,

recalled to my mind that I had somewhere read of these

eels being internal parasites of black-beetles and grass-

hoppers. It would be interesting," adds the writer of the

letter, " to know if this is really the case, and if not, where
the eels come from, and what becomes of them on the

approach of winter." As there are doubtless many readers

of Knowledge who feel curious concerning the biography
of the hair eels, I will endeavour to state the few plain

zoological facts in which tlieir history may be said to lie

comprised.

The zoological position of the "hair eels" is perfectly

well ascertained. They are, in a sense, " worms " ; re-

moved, no doubt, from the area of the ordinary earth

worms, sea worms, and the like, but still related by many
ties of kinship to these familiar forms. There is a group
of " worms " known to naturalists as Xeinatelmia, a name
literally meaning "round-bodied worms." In this group
the hair eels find a home, and their rounded form separates

them from the tapeworms and flukes, which are denominated
" flat worms " {Pldti/elmin). Included in the round-

bodied section, we find such worms as the common internal

parasites of man and other animals. Such are the " thread
worms " (Oxyiiris), the " common round worms " {Ascaris),

the Trichiiiti found in diseased pork, the guinea worm, and
allied species. All of these forms dilier from the ordinary
worms in possessing no well-marked ringing or segmenta-
tion of their bodies. Very rarely do we find in them the
side-bristles and appendages we see so familiarly in the
sea-worms, and also, but somewhat modified, in the earth-

worms and their neighbours. Again, most of the " round
worms," like most of the " flat worms," are parasitic, either

during the whole of their lives (':;/. tapeworms, flukes,

thread-worms), or during a part of their existence. Under

this latter category, the hair eels may be ranked, as we
shall presently observe.

The " hair eels " are technically named Gordmcea, and

the Gordius aqualicnx is the scientific name of the common
species. The well known vinegar eels, which make their

appearance in vinegar, in decomposing paste, and in Uke
fluids, resemble them in form, but, of course, diflfer ma-

terially in size. There are se^•eral curious points connected

with the anatomy and habits of the " hair eels," which,

by the way, should be properly named " hair worms," of

course. Thus, in the first place, their digestive system is

of imperfect nature, and no posterior aperture exists to this

system, which, in fact, opens into the cavity of the body.

This disposition of the intestine is not unknown in other

groups of the animal series, and its occurrence would seem

to indicate that the functions of the digestive apparatus are

in some respects differently carried out from those of normal

forms. Then, secondly, there exists in the hair worms only

an imperfectly-developed system of " water-vessels," such as

we find well developed in allied worms. The use of these

vessels is still problematical, but their presence is highly

characteristic of both round and flat " worms."

In respect of their habits, howe\er, the hair worms are

peculiar. That part of the correspondent's letter in which
he speaks of the hair worm struggling with the insect,

becomes highly interesting, inasmuch as it supplies a clue

to the real history of these curious animals. One of their

chief characteristics is that they inhabit the bodies of in-

sects during at least part of their existence. They are thus

partially " parasitic" in their habits. The life-history of a

hair worm, in fact, begins with its appearance when libe-

rated from the egg (produced by the parent form), as a

minute speck, swimming freely in fresh water. This

youthful worm is provided with a boring apparatus, in

the form of a kind of proboscis armed with hooklets.

In this respect it reminds us of the young tapeworm
itself, which is provided with a crown of hooks adapted

for boring. Thus armed, the young hair eel seeks an

insect host, and boring its way into the insect tissues,

there ensconces itself. Development now proceeds so

far, that within the insect's body we find a hair worm
which may far exceed its host in length. Sooner or later

development is completed, and the adult stage reached by
the appearance of the egg-producing or reproductive organs.

Tlie sexes in the hair eels are situated in diflerent indi-

viduals. When the period of egg-deposition arrives, tlie

worm seeks to leave the insect^body which lias sheltered it.

It was at this stage of the hair eel's career that our corre-

spondent beheld the worm ; and, passing from the insect's

body, the liberated hair worm once again finds itself in tlie

water. Here the work of laying the eggs proceeds apace.

The eggs appear to be deposited in long strings in tin-

water, and after the process of development has proceeded

sufficiently far, we behold the young embryos, with their

boring apparatus, ready to repeat the parental history. The
swarms of hair eels which appear in our ponds and brooks

in summer are the newly-liberated worms about to begin

the work of egg-laying.

Such being the well-ascertained history of the "hair
eels," we can readily value at its true worth the supersti-

tion, not yet extinct, which maintains that they arise from

horse's hairs, which by some marvellous process of vivitica-

tion assume the likeness of the worms. Over and over

again, in newspapers and elsewhere, have I had to combat tliis

absurd belief. Frequentlj', persons who should have known
better have assured me that they have placed horse's hairs

in a stream, and in a few days or hours have seen hair

worms swarm therein. Such ingenuous minds do not see

the ;)0.v< Iwc ergo propter hoc fallacy in which they indulge.
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they put hairs into a brook, and because tliere after-

vikTcb appear hair worms, tlicrefore the hairs liave begotten

the worms—such, of course, is the argument But only a

worse than childish intellect will receive this reasoning as

good or likely. I have never yet had my demand for an
experiment w itl> some horse's hairs and a bowl of water at

faoane satisfied : and I nee<) linnlly remark how fatal is the

facility with which tlio dilficulties of proving that the hairs

pUoed in a stream actually became the living worms are

glossed over. The persistence of this superstition exhibits

anew that l>elief in the marvellous wliich is often un-

inHuence<i by e.xact science.

Laying aside this startling theory of spontaneous gene-

ration as childish folly, we may note that near relations of

the hair worms are known to exist in latitudes far removed
from the familiar ponds and ditches around us. A species

of hair worm is known to live beneath the shells of shrimps
at enormous depths in the sea. One might feel tempted
to ask if tliis hair worm is also generated from etiuino ap-

pendages ; for what holds true of the Oan/ii/.i of the pond,

should logically apply, of course, to all its kith and kin.

Another member of the liair worm's family circle is the
ilmnif, which i.•^ found coiled up inside the bodies of

butterflies and moths. Like the hairworm, Jfeniiif escapes

from its insect host at the time of egg-deposition, and
bories itself in the soil. The young Mrrmix, armed with
a boring lancet, pierces the soft bodies of caterpillars,

and grows to maturity, in fact, along with the insect,

as the latter becomes the chrysalis and perfect in-

sect respectively. There is also another ally of

the hair worm, which lives as a lodger and boarder
in the interior of that friend of the llowers, the humble
l>ee. This is the Sjihnrularia, with whose history Sir John
Lubbock and Mr. Cole have made us acquainted. John
Hunter knew S/iliirnil,irin well, but in 1S3G it was more
tally examined by Dufour. The female worm, or that
which is found in the bee, is about an inch long. It is

white, and possesses a Ijody bluntly pointed at either end.

It is covered by small warty projections. No mouth or
digestive system exist.s, but a very large " fat body "

occupies the interior of the parasite. The male Sj>h«ni-
laria appears to l>e alwut 28,000 times smaller than the
female. In this curious group of animals the habit of
leaving the insect host to propagate the species is probably
represented as in the hair worms themselves. As a final

remark concerning the hair worms, I may refer to the
well-known fact of their remarkable tenacity of life. Both
young and adult hair worms can be dried and mummified,
:ind kept in this dessicated state for lengthened periods

;

yet upon the addition of moisture they at once revive, and
appt-ar able to resume all the functions of life as before.
Sinilar phenomena occur in the history of the Uolifcrn,
or "wheel animalcules." In what state the animals
actually remain, or on what this " potential vitality," as it

ia called, de|>endK, we do not know, but their tenacity of
life may well explain how their existence is perpetuated
through the winter's cold and under conditions of more
rigorous nature still.

\m it TkueI—An American paper says:—" There was
excit<?ment in front of the Cential Methodist Church,
Markct-strr-et, Newark, N.J., on Saturday evening last.

Adjoining the church is a building with iron columns,
which is supplied with eb-ctric light, and somewhere in the
circuit a telegraph wire had fallen upon the electric wire,
UuH charging the building n«air the church. The current
fxiPuAnA to the iron fence outside, and four persons who
had touched the fence in passing had Iwen knocked down.
TT^cy wf-re not seriously injure<l."

THE TYPE-WRITER.
By RlCllAKD A. PUOCTOR.

SEEING an advertisement of this instrument in the
columns of Knowledok, I thought it would probably

be the very thing for mc -if I couUrgct over the habit of

associating mental work with the nianipuhition of a pen. I
remembered that when (.Joldsmith tried dictating instead of

writing, he failed—only w hen urging pen over paper could
he express his ideas with his wonted freedom. 1 had had
a somewhat similar experience myself. A day or two before

I gave my first lectures in New York, four stt'nogi'aphers

from the otlice of the Sew Yurk Tribune called on
me by appointment, to take down the first lecture

from my own lips. I tried to imagine an audience,

and to talk as if addressing one. But it was useless.

After some ten or twelve sentences, I told the four

reporters 1 could make nothing of it ; I could not lecture

without an audience. The case of the aspirant to oratorical

fame and the cabbages was reversed : ho practised before a
set of cabbages, and could only tell a real audience that
" he—he—he perceived they were not ca))bag(,-s ; " I had
never lectured save before an audience and trusting to the

inspiration of the moment to give me fit words for what I

had to tell them ; and, though the four reporters were very

far indeed from being cabl)ages (on the contrary, four as

bright and clever men as one would care to meet), I had
to tell them I perceived they—they—they were not an
audience.

It was with some doubt, therefore, that I began to try

the Remington Type Writer, especially as the makers
consider that some time should bo given to practice before

using the instrument for regular work.

I was agreeably disappointed. In a few minutes one
begins to know wliere the letters are, and not long after

one begins to find the way of knocking off the short words
— the, and, vuk, that, in, if, of, there, ever, trere, and so

forth, almost at a stroke. The mind forms ideas and sen-

tences as readily as with the pen ; and though at first the

rate of writing is, of course, slower than with the pen, the

work is much pleasantcr.

In my own case there was no time wasted over practice.

I gave up a certain department of my work with Know-
ledge (the "Answers to Correspondents," if you nmsl

know, Mr. Inquisitive,) to th(! type-writ(^r ; and so made
progress at once with practice and with my work. I only

found one d(^fcct in this arrangement. It was so much
pleasantcr to work with the Writer than with the pen, that

I was disposed to give more than due time to the Answers.*
rortunat<-ly, correspondents are so numerous, and increase

so fast, that material was not wanting. To the accompani-

ment of our " Steinway," on which divers members of my
family continued their practice, the work went merrily

forward, and that which some readers regard as sulphuric

acid, while others only just recognise in it an occasional

(and then slight) acidulous flavour, trickled over the paper

from the almost noiseless writer.

The use of the instrument, pleasant from the l)eginning,

grows pleasanter with every day's firactice, until there is

quite a charm in manipulating these little keys. The rate

• In passing, I may note that many readcTH seem not to under-

Htand that the greater the Hpaco given to AnswtTH, tho more space
ia saved for tho largo-typo matter which the bulk of our readers

chiefly care for. Almost ovory answer means u letter which would
otherwise have appeared in tho " Correspondence," to elicit, pcrliaps,

a dozen iinswers, and possibly u lengthy controversy. Patting an
nvornge of only one column for each (which is very moderate), I

find that about twenty pages weekly would bo required for corre-

spcmdencc. Thus, I am absolutely forced to adopt some such plan

of dealing with most of the letters which reach mc.
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of writing, of course, increases with practice, and as I am
a mere beginner, having only bought my instrument a few
weeks back, I am as j'et unable to say what rate can be

obtained with it. I have not yet learned to write with it

as fast as with the pen—perhaps I may never be able to do

so. For I am an unusually rapid writer. Mr. J. G. Petrie,

in a very interesting paper on " Reporting and Trans-

cribing Machines " (published by Jas. Wade, London,

price 6d.) says the maximum rate of writing is from thirty

to forty words per minute, but that few writers can keep

up that rate of writing for many minutes, and the writing

would then be far from legible. I find, however, I can, at

a pinch, write from forty to fifty words a minute, and keep

up a rate of from thirty to forty for quite a considerable

time, and as I get very clean proofs, I infer that com-
positors can read my writing. That does not prove my
writing legible in the ordinary sense, for compositors can
read almost anything.

The following sentences quoted from the above-named
pamphlet were written at the rate of forty-seven words a
minute (sub-editor's timing). I will faithfully record, later,

how many mistakes the rather villanous writing has

caused the much-tried compositor to make. [I hope the

most skilful will be selected.]

" Like everything else in this world, there is a right way
and a wrong way of manipulating the machine. The key-
i)Oard is composed of forty-four keys, arranged in four

rows, and these would be almost equally divided Vietween

the fingers of both hands ; the right hand manipulating
the right half of the keylioard, while the left hand works
the corresponding half. By using the three first fingers of

each hand, as I have said, a good style of playing the

machine can be acquired : and in order to gain facility for

its working, those words which are most in use in the

Janguage, amounting to a few hundreds, and which can lie

taken out of any shorthand instruction book, should be
practised over and over again until ease and facility in

vrriting them are acquired. The long bar, which makes
the spaces between the words, is always struck by the third

finger of the right hand, and in course of practice this

action becomes quite automatic."*
To the last point in the above passage I venture to

demur. I find the bar much more conveniently struck with
the thumb of either hand. From the beginning, the Space,
which I had thought likely to be often omitted, was
readily and systematically marked, e.xcept when the rate

of work was pushed beyond that which practice had
rendered easy.

It is claimed that with great practice fifty or sixty

words a minute can be printed with the "Writer," and
some thirty a minute, neatly and clearly printed, would be
better work than forty scrawled, and save much time, too,

in the long run. Then the work is so much plcasanter.

One can sit squarely up to the instrument, and take a good
full breath at each inspiration, instead of filling the merest
comer of the lungs, as when busily engaged in writing

—

especially when trying to write very quickly.

Russia axd tue Telephone.—We do not hear much of

any progress being made with the telephone in the Russian
Empire. A facetious contemporary explains this circum-
stance by the fact—if it is a fact— that the exclamatory
halloo ! with which, as everybody knows, all telephonic

conversation must begin, is, in the Russian language,

rendered Tzijakanfitkrajanjanzski ! which, of course, no
telephone yet invented can pronounce.

» Total number of errors in author's first proof—0.—K. A. P.

•08
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THE AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN.
ELECTRICAL MEASUKEMEXT.—V.

THE question which next presents itself is, having a

certain number of cells, and a certain line-resistance to

be overcome, what will be the most advantageous mode of

joining the cells together so as to get the greatest possible

amount of work out of them 1 By taking an example we
shall see that the best result is obtained when the two

resistances, internal and external, are nearest to equality.

Suppose we have 40 ordinary Daniell cells, each having

an E M F (electro-motive force) of one Volt, and each ofier-

ing a resistance of 10 Ohms to work a circuit of 100 Ohms
resistance. When joined up in series we get

E 40

R+ R'~400-flO0'
If we divide the battery into two series of 20 cells each,

and then put them side by side for quantity (see Fig. 1,

KxowLEDCE, No. 51) we get

_E__ 20_

R-l-R'~100-|-100"
The EM F becomes 20 Volts, because there are only 20

cells in series. With a single set of 20 cells the value of

R (internal resistance) would be 200 Ohms, but as we
practically double the size of the cells by joining a similar

set of 20 cells with it for " quantity," that value is reduced

to 100 Ohms ; so that whereas 40 cells in series give 400

Ohms, the same number joined up as just described give

only 100 Ohms.
If now we divide the full battery into four sets of 10

cells each and join all these sets side by side, we get

E 10 ^
R-fR'~ 2.5 -f 100

~ "*

In this instance R becomes 25, instead of 100, because

instead of one battery there are four batteries side by side,

quadrupling the conductivity or quartering the resistance.

It is here clearly demonstrated that, while in the first

case the battery resistance exceeded the line res-istance,

and in the third case ii<v' rersd ; in the second instance the

two resistances were exactly equal, and as was predicated,

the greatest strength of current was then obtained. This is

well worthy of thoughtful study, not so much, perhaps, for

working out problems, as for firmly imprinting upon the

mind the very important deduction laid down.

In deciiling on the form of battery to be used for any

particular kind of work, resort should always be made to

the simple formula we have been explaining. It frequently

liappens, however, that we cannot obtain a current of given

value in Volts and Amperes without having a greater or

less ditlcrence between the internal and external resist-

ances. Let us suppose, for instance, that we want to

illuminate a small room with an incandescent lamp which

ofi'ers a resistance of 30 Ohms, and absorbs a current of

1 -2 Amperes, with an E M F of 40 Volts. Suppose we
tried it with 40 Daniell cells, we should get

4Wr30=-<^»3'
wliich is a long way short of what we require. In fact, in

order to procure the required current it would be necessary

to place 100 sets of 40 cells each, side by side, in order to

reduce R to the value most useful for our purpose. Let

us next try a Bunsen battery, each cell having an E M F
of 2 Volts ; 20 cells joined together in succession or series

will give us 40 Volts. The internal resistance is very low,

20 cells giving :? Ohms, or 15 per cell. We therefore get

E _ 40 _
J..,

R+ R'~3-f30~
There is here a considerable difference between the internal
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and external resistance?, but tliis is unavoidable in order

to satisfy the requirements of the lamp. We can only

retluce the external resistance by joining a number of

lamps in parallel circuit or multiple arc. This consists in

joining two or more lamps together in such a way that the

current coming from the battery or generator on reaching

^
the junction, A, Fig. 1, of the lamps L, L' will divide

l>etween theiB, the two currents reuniting on emerging at

B. It will be apparent on a little rellection that looking

at a lamp as a conductor, two lamps put side by side or

in parallel circuit, double the conductivity of a circuit

having only one lauip, or, in other words, halve the resist-

ance. The e<|uations then become
40

with 2 lamps

with 5 lamps

3+1:
40

; 2 2=1.1 1 per lamp

:4 4= -88 per lamp

with 10 lamps ^—= c 6= -06 per lamp

In explanation it may be pointed out that although the

joint resistance of the external circuit in, say the first case,

is only 15 Ohms, each lamp oilers a resistance of 30 Ohms.
In the same way a water-pipe offers the same individual

resistance to a flow of water, when another similar pipe is

placed side by side with it to increase the delivery. The
pressure of water, or the E M F of the electric current, are

not affected by a reduction in the respective resistances,

and consequently the E M F will be the same through each
lamp, but as the current will have a choice of two similar

channels or circuit.^, the nmoxul of current will be ecjually

di«de<l l»etwecn them, so that we get only 11 Ampere
instead of 1 -2. This may be thought to be only a slight

difference, but w-e shall recognise its importance if we bear
in mind that we lose that part of the current which is

most effectivi- in illuminating the lamp. This loss of

luminosity continues as we add the lamp.s, until heat only
ia gencrat'ri.

To secure sufficient current to furnish a strength of 1'2

Amper«-a per lamp, we must increase our battery power,
adding similar sets by the "quantity" arrangement,
o that

40
with 2 lampK, 2 sets will give

j
-^= 2 -4 2 = 1 -

i per lamp.

with lOlampg, sets will give -, =12 0=1-2 per lamp.

The slight excess of current in the two first instances is

incn'SS'^i in the third instance to sufficient to enable us to
US'.- nine sets instead of t»n with which number we should
g«rt 1 -'J 1 f*r lamp.

In each of the ctiei above cited the EM F was
tbe laise, but it must not be forgotten that when we

join tlie lamps in series so that the whole current passes
through each lamp, then we must increase the E M F in

proportion. For instance, if wo wished to illuminate two
lamps in this way, we should require 40 cells, when we

should get —

i

1 o
i

Here, while we get the tlesired E M F, we also secure the
necessary amount of current ; because with a current

passing through a single circuit, the strength is the same
at each and every point in that circuit.

An Ampere is for ordinary purposes too large to use as

a unit, and it has been found more practicable to use

instead a thousandth of an Ampere, under the designation

of a Milliampere (expressed frequently by the letters M A).

The next unit for consideration is the Coulomb, which
is a current of one Ampere flowing for one second. There
is very little to be said on this head. It will be apparent
that whereas the Ampere is strength independent of time,

the Coulomb is strength enduring for a stipulated time,

and is therefore virtually a measure of quantity. We may
call it a measure of work-power. Again, as the force

necessary to raise one pound through one foot in one;

second is identical in amount with that necessary to

perform the same work in ten seconds, so also is one
Ampere lasting one second equal to a tenth of an Amjiiire

lasting ten seconds—that is, one Coulomb.

TRANSITS OF VENUS.
By Richah d A. Proctor.

(Cunliiivcd from jiuge 3ZG).

"ITfE have now to consider tlie circumstances which

1 V render the varying position of the conjunction-lines

important in connection with transits of Venus.
If Venus travelled in the same level as the earth, she

would necessarily be directly between the earth and sun

Fig. 2.

when in conjunction, as when the two bodies are at E„ V',,

or E^, V,,, or the like. Venus would then Vje visible, from
the hemisphere of the earth which was at the moment
turned sunwards, as a black spot centrally placed on thft
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sun's disc at the moment of conjunction. But although

the path of Venus lies nmrhj, it does not lie exadUj, in

the same level as the earth's. Thus, if EE'e (Fig. 2)

represent the earth's path, while Wr represents that of

Venus (E being the place occupied by the earth at the

Autumnal Equinox, so that SV is directed to the point in

the heavens called the First Point of Aries), then the planes

of the two orbits intersect in the line E'e'. And if we regard

the earth's orbit as lying in the plane of the paper, then the

orbit of Venus must be regarded as crossing the plane of

the paper at V, passing to its greatest distance above (or

north of) that plane at v (the actual distance being repre-

sented by the short white line at r), passing down to the

paper again, which it crosses at c', and then passing to its

greatest distance below, or south of the plane of the paper,

where a short white line is seen near V, and so onwards to

its crossing place at V.
It is manifest, then, that only when Venus is in con-

junction with the earth at or near V (which is called her

ascendiiuj nodv), or c' (which is called her drscrndin(/ node),

will she be seen upon the sun's face, crossing or transitiiiy

it as she passes onwards from conjunction. If she is in

conjunction when near i; .she will be above, or north of the

sun's disc, by her greatest possible amount ; if she is in

conjunction when near V (close to the short white line),

she will be below or south of the sun's disc by her greatest

possible amount. But when in conjunction anywhere on
the arc V r v', she will be more or less above the ccw/ve

of the sun's disc ; and when in conjunction anywhere on

the arc v' V V, she will be more or less below the vrutn'

of the Sim's disc ; and she will only transit the disc when
she is so near V or v\ as to be nut more than tlie tiiin's

femi-diameter above or below his centre.

Let us then inquire within what distance from V or i'

Venus must be, so that, if in conjunction at the moment,
she would be seen upon some part of the solar disc. The
inquiry is a very simple one, in any case ; but to reduce

it to its simplest form, we will make the following assump-
tions :—First, the earth and Venus shall be assumed to be
at their mean distances ; next, we shall consider only the

centres of the two planets, inquiring under what circum-

stances Venus's centre would be on the sun's face, as seen

from the earth's centre at the moment of conjunction.

We have, then, the following relations :—Let E (Fig. 3)
be the earth's centre, S the sun's, V the centre of Venus,
when in absolute conjunction, that is on the line E S. Let
lines E s and E s' be drawn from E, to touch the solar

globe ; then, owing to the sun's enormous distance, .s- IS ,s'

may be regarded as a straiglit line, squart; to E S. Draw
another line c V v, also square to E S. Then if, when in

conjunction, the centre of Venus is anywhere between
r and v', the centre of the disc of Venus will be on the
sun's face.

Now s S s', the sun's diameter, contains 8.")2,90S miles,

if E S be assumed equal to 91,430,000 miles, as throughout

this paper* ; and on the same assumption the distance,

E V, is 25,296,000 miles. But manifestly r V bears to

E V the same proportion that »• S bears to E S. Hence
we have the simple rule-of-three statement :

—

91,430,000 : 25,296,000 : : S .*, or 426,454 : V v.

Whence V r or V v' is equal to 117,987 miles.

It follows that if Venus, when in conjunction, has her

centre not more than 117,987 miles above or below the line

joining the centres of the earth and sun, then Venus's

centre, as supposed to be seen from the earth's centre, will

be on the sun's face.

Now it is easy to find how near Venus must be to her

node in order just to have this limiting distance 117,987

miles from the level of the earth's track. Venus's orbit

plane is inclined 3° 23' 30 8" to the plane in which the

earth travels. Let us suppose that the orbits are looked

at from a point in the prolongation of their common line of

intersection, so that they appear like two lines, as VSV
and ESE', in Fig. 4. Then the points V and V, where

A'enus has her greatest distance from the plane of the
earth's orbit, are easily shownf to be 3,912,807 miles above
and below that plane. And when Venus is at any other
point of her orbit, as X—corresponding to either P or P'
if the orbit be supposed opened out to the circle VPV

—

then her distance from the plane of the earth's orbit is less

than 3,912,807 miles in precisely the same proportion that

SX is less than SV orSV. But what we want is to

determine where Venus must 1)6 so that this distance may
be 117,987 miles, neither more nor less. If r and r' on
either side of S be the required points (corresponding to
the four points n, n', and m, m' in the orbit, where Si and ?$

are the nodes) we manifestly have the following rule-of-

three sums for determining S r or Sc' :

—

3,912,807 :1 17,987 ::SV or 66,134,000 : Sc or Sr' whence
we find that S r or S r' is equal to 1,994,212 miles. Thus
r 1-' is about 4,000,000 miles. And it is clear that each of

the arcs n >i' and m m' is very nearly the same in length as
V v' ; for where the arc is small it differs very little from
the chord. Hence we have this simple result : If Venus
is within 2,000,000 of miles of either node when in con-

junction, there is a transit; otherwise not

* The result is not nt nil nffectrd by this assumption, which is

only introduced in order to make Venus's displacement a qnostiou
of miles, instead of heliocentric latitude.

+ Of course, this distance is equal to Venus's mean distance x
sine of her inclination—on our assumption of mean distances.
Owing to the small eccentricity of Venus's orbit, this aesumption is

not far from absolnte correctness.
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However, it is convenient to know how many degrees,

«tc., are contained in eacli of the arcs ?i W and hi m'. This

is readily calculated, since we know tlie radius of the circle

and tlie chortl of each arc. We tind, then, that each arc

contains 3' 27' 21 •4". Thus if Venus, wlien in conjunc-

tion, is within V 43' 407'' of eitlier node (always, be it

remembered, on our assumption of mean distances) there

will be a transit : otherwise not
Again, adding together the two arcs u n' and )" m\ we

g«t 6"' r^' 42 ?<
" as the total amount of arc of Venus's orbit,

along which she must be for a transit to occur when she is

in conjunction. Now the complete orbit contains 360",

and 6^ 54' 42-S'' is contained in 360°, r>2 08417 times. So
that on the average of many conjunctions one transit

occurs for '12-08417 conjunctions. As each synodical

period contains 5830204 days, it follows that on the

averajje of long periods of time, one conjunction occurs in

83-26482 years. But this would only correspond to the

case where a very largo number of conjunctions was con-

sidered*
(To be continutd.)

LEAF-COPYING.
By Tar.\xaki, No. I.

I

USED Mr. Roberts' process (p. 342) years ago, but
never with good results. The following plan is

much better :—Take a piece of thin muslin and wrap it

tightly round a ball of cotton-wool as big as an orange.
This forms a iMJur, and should have something to hold
it by. Then squeeze on to the corner of a half-sheet

of fo-slscap a little colour from a tube of oil paint.

Take up a very little colour on the dabber and work
it about on the centre of the paper for some time, till the
dabber is evenly covered with a thin coating. A little oil

can Ije used to dilute or moisten the colour if nocessary.

Then put your leaf down on the paper and dab some colour
evenly uv^r lj.,tl, «iV/,.«. Place it then between the pages of

a folded sheet of paper (unglazed is best), and rub the
paper above it well all over with the finger. Open the
sheet, remove the leaf, and you will have an impression of
-rich sUU of the leaL Any colour may be used. Burnt or
raw sienna works the most satisfactorily.

Electkic Lii;iit Accident.—Much disappointment, says
the Standarrr$ Vienna correspondent, was created by an
accident at Brunn on Sunday night last, where a new
theatre was to have been opened, illuminated with the
electric incandescent light It was found that the lead
connected with the conducting wires had mostly been
melted by the current A large and fashionable crowd
had aasembled at the doors of the new building, whom the
Burgomaster had to inform that the performance could
not Uke place in consequence of the failure of the electric
ligbta.

• Let u compare the avcra^ obovo deduced with that rooultingmm the ordinarr atntement that trntmitu occnr at intcrvalH of
0.'it. H, 1211, ". I""'*. H yoar«, Ac. Addin? to;fothor I05|, 8, 12H,
nd K XfMTo we obtiin zn yoam, tho fourth part of which in GOJ
•-ani A' ,rl,fi-:. , wr,,<,| f„l|ovrthal thi« in thf trao avcniK'-
"" '

'T^n»\\» whon a very lonjf period of
''^'

'!'t the tnio aveni;fe in rather rnon-
!"'' " • :

'• arisen from tho miHtaken aHHiimp-
•''^ ' — • " •...,:. I,, i-ion-lino i« pauini; a node thoro will
ilwm/s U> two trai..in, M-|i«nite<l by s period of cijfht years. This
n not the cane, u will U- elucidatcfl later

AA

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING."
{ConchuUdfrmt j)a;7c 380.)

T'E have but a few words to add to that which \\ ant of

space compelled us last week to leave iinfhiished.

It will be noticed that in these pages, which do not aim at
dramatic criticism generally, only those performances can
be noticed which are important not solely because of the
subject illustrated, but because their reception by tho
public tells us something aViout the culture of our theatre-

going public—a matter of some sociological significance.

As Herbert Spencer has recently well remarked in America,
we hear a good deal of the Gospel of Lal)0ur, but the
(Jospel of Rela.xation should also at times bo hoard of.

And speaking of America, it will lie iTiteresting in the
light of what we hear respecting the reception given to

!Mrs. Laiigtry, to note how an actor and actress like Mr.
Irving and ^liss Terry are received by trans-Atlantic

audiences. If it should appear that crowds rush to see

and applaud a lady socially interesting, to minds of a
certain order, but unquestionably not a great actress now,
nor likely ever to be one (though in scenes where her

natural self suffices she retains more of her natural self

than most amateurs, being more self-possessed), while they

are not interested in anything like the same degree in real

dramatic power, then we shall have to admit that our
cousins over the water, whatever excellent qualitit^s they
may possess, have n.s a peopk little taste or judgment in

matters theatrical ; though indeed their dramatic critics

have thus far expressed views sufficiently correct.

We referred in our last to the scene between Benedick
and Beatrice in the church, because we believe this scene

to afibrd a crucial test of the actors' reading of their several

parts. One who considers this scene superficially might
consider (as we find many do) that Mr. Irving is right in

regarding it as intended to excite laughter. If Benedick
and Beatrice are in truth so shallow they should little

interest us. Rightly read, there can, we take it, be no
doubt whatever that the quaint love-making of Benedick

in this scene, the half -.sobbing confession of love by
Beatrice, should be in no sense suggestive of laughter.

He rightly takes her affliction as a motive to speak his

love and to profler his .sympathy. She as rightly under-

stands his kindly words. Neither falls entirely out of the

old tones. It would have been scarce natural that either

should. But there is only so much of that tone left as

shows how truthful they both are. Anyone who fails to

feel how the thoughts of each are occupied—his with
sympathy and hers with sorrow—can never bi; made to

feel as much by explanation or by reasoning.

One other fault (as it seems to us) in the rendering of

these parts, and we have done—noting always that the

good points far outweigh the errors. We cannot quite

approve of tlie way in which both Benedick and Beatrice

applaud their own wit. Beatrice laughs aloud at her own
jests. Approved wits do not thus ; only those whose jests

must be illuminat<!d with laughter or they would pass

unnoticed. Even if Beatrice had had this excuse, her

laughter would have seemed a little unladylike.

In passing, we would invite attention to the significance

of the names Benedick and Beatrice.

A seeming pertness, which is neither Beatrice's nor
Ellen Terry's, arises from a change in the acting version.

Shakespeare wisely int<!rposed a good deal of conversation

in the first scene, between the first words of the Messenger,
and Beatrice's " I pray you, is Signior Montanto r(!turned

from the wars or no 1 " she waits to ask her question till

all in whom her uncle is specially interested have been
spoken of. In Mr. Irving's acting version she breaks in
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very rudely much earlier. It is impossible for the best

actress in the world to correct the bad effect of this

ill-advised change. We notice some other departures

from the text -which seem ill-considered. The parts

of Dogberry and Verges are so cut down that the

actors have no fair chance in them. The quaint ejacula-

tion of Benedick's, "How now! Interjections'? Why,
then, some be of laughing, as, ha ! ha ! he !

" is cut down
to simply, "How now! Interjections'?" which is quite

out of character, the quotation from the old grammar rules

being just as markedly in character. To have left out the

whole sentence would have done well enough ; leaving out

all that marks the words as Benedick's, reminds one of

the change made by an illiterate manager, who, having to

abridge an acting version of " Rob Roy," altered Frank
Osbaldistone's "My cousin Rashleigh, but for what reason

I cannot conceive, my bitterest foe," into simply, " My
cousin Rashleigh, but for what reason I cannot

conceive !
" *

Dr. Jule has been experimenting, with a view to

counteracting the bad effects produced by the sulphuric

acid, which the combustion of ordinary illuminating gas

causes in sufficient quantities to destroy the binding of

books and to tarnish the lettering on their backs, besides,

of course, vitiating the atmosphere so much that the health

of the person breathing it is injured. He suspended two
plates of linely perforated zinc, one three and the other

twelve inches above the burner. At the end of three

months the lower plate showed an accumulation of the

ordinary brownish-black deposit and a furring of sulphate

of zinc, but the upper plate was only slightly affected. The
inference from this examination is that a single plate of

perforated zinc, about a foot square, placed over a gas jet

is sufficient to retain most of the noxious emanations.

Electric Lighting of Canterbury Cathedral.—

A

contract has been entered into by the South-Eastern Brush
Electric Light Company with the Dean and Chapter of

Canterbury to illuminate the Cathedral by the electric

light for a period of three months.

A Curious Tree.—Lieutenant Houghton, who has
recently Wsited New Guinea and several other groups of

islands in the Pacific, reports the existence of a prehensile

tree. It appears to be a species of ficus, allied to the well-

known banyan tree, which throws out from its branches
air-roots, that eventually reach the ground, and take root

there, and in their turn become new stems, which perform
the same function ; so that a single tree will eventually
extend so far as to form a complete forest, in which the
stems are united by the branches to each other. The
prehensile tree in question similarly throws out from its

branches long, flexible tendrils, which, touching the ground,
do not take root there, but twine around any article that
may lie within their reach. After a time these quasi
liranches contract, so that they fail to reach the ground

;

but the finger-like processes continue to closely gripe the
article round which they liave twined themselves, and
which are consequently suspended in mid-air. In this

way articles of considerable weight may be literally picked
up from the ground and held in suspension.

* We may note here a carious blunder in tho account given in
the Illus'rated London Kens of the play as acted by Charles and
Mrs. Kean at the Princess's. Keferring to a picture obviously
describing the masked scone, the writer of the critique, who mani-
festlT had neither seen nor read the play, refers to it as picturing
the part of the tinal scene where Beatrice and Benedick read their
' own hands against their hearts." In the folio edition, by the way,
Benedick's " Peace, I will stop your mouth," is given to Leouato !

itttcrs to ti)t astiitov.
[The Editor does not hold himfelfrefjpovsihU for the opinions of hit correspondent*.

Me cannot undertake to return manuscripts or to correspond Kith their vritert. All
communications should be as short as possible, consistently vith full and clear state-

ments of the writer's meaninq.']
itions should he addressed to the Xditor of SsowLrDGl :

ons to the Publishers, at the Office, 74, Great Queen.

is, and Posf-OJxce Orders should be made payable to

to the Editor Kill be Ji'umlered. For eoncenienei tf reference,

correspondents, when referrinij to any letter, vill oblige by mentioning its number
and the page on which it appears.

1 knowledge, that i It is to be contemned and despised who is not in ft

!Nor is there anything more adverse to accnracy
than fixity of opinion."—Jaratfoy.
" Show me a man who makes no mistakes, and I will show yon a man who has

done nothing."

—

Liebig.

ADVANCE OF SCIENCE.

[622]—In yonr " Answers to Correspondents " in a recent

issue of KxowLEDGE, I see that some one reqoires a book treating

on the advance of science.

Let them try " A Short History of Natural Science." This is a

capital book by Miss Buckley, and treats on the subject from the

time of the Greeks to the present day. A. CiRCs Wilson.

COLD BATH AT NIGHT.—LUMINOUS SEA.

[623]—I am not in the medical profes.=:ion, but can inform

A. E. Oram (G03, p. 364) that a doctor, who many years ago
advised me to take a cold bath every morning, recommended me
under no circumstances to do so at night, the body not being then
tit to resist the shock. He would himself omit his morning's cold

bath if he had been attendiug a patient during the night. To the

cold bath I feel that the preservation of my health and even Ufe is

owing.
When in Dankerque harbour last year, my son amused himself

on board while the steamer was waiting to leave by throwing
pebbles, &c., overboard, to watch the luminosity, not observable

unless the water was disturbed. This corroborates " Plorian's
"

last paragraph (609, p. 36-1). A. Gacbert.

LUMINOUS SEAS.

[624]— I have seen, when conger-fishing at night off the coast of

Finisterre, France, the water phosphorescent to the depth of over a

fathom. The arrival of " fish " was announced at that depth by
bright flashes of light, caused by the sirug-sliug eel disturbing the

water. At the depth of three or four feet the fish was coated with

the organisms, enabling us to distinguish size and species.

I believe that the amount of light displayed by the phosphorescent

organisms depends a good deal on the state of the weather. In
foggy weather, it is almost nil and superficial ; if the day has been
hot and calm, the phosphorescence is very vivid, sometimes cover-

ing the " cord " with a coating of fire to the depth of six or eight

feet. G. D. Home.

[625]—It is not the case that they became phosphorescent on
the surface alone. I was told by the sailors of the ship that they
were believed to extend to a depth of 50 ft. or so, and also to

spread over certain parts of the sea in large shoals, covering several

miles of sea. They always became phosphorescent on being dis-

turbed, as in the case of a ship passing through, or the instance

of the Inminous shark, where the sensibility of these organisms
must have been great. E. R. Nevill.

THE MILKY SEA AND .lOSHUA.

[62G]—Mention was made in a back number of the white waters
sometimes seen in the Indian ocean.

Any one wishing to read an interesting account of this singular

phenomenon should read a book entitled " The Green Land ;

" and,

beyond that account, he will find some most wonderfully graphic

descriptions of tropical storms and African coast scenery, which, it
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<ui-h reader has cTer boon in ihoso cliincs, will come homo to him
i< mo«t wondrrful word pictures.

Your corrr«|Hiiii)ent John GrocnfipUI falls into the common error
of «Dpi<osinf: that Jtiebua wanted to delay the sun's .«e((inc7, wherea-i
he mllr commanded it not to rise, or r.»ther that clouds should
Iwcorv its rays, nntil he had completed the night sliiughter of the
«-nemy.

'

Percival A. FoTHKKiiii.i..

[Thia last is outside science, however.

—

Ed.]

CXIVEUSITY OF LONDON.
[637]— I would strongly recommend "Matriculating Student"

(GW) to study all the subjects (to the extent required) thoroughly.
A specious fallacy in the policy of study is to make the probable
rvqairements of the examination-day the measure of necessary
attainments. For books of study, lieddes' " tireek (irammar,''
Dalzel's "Analecta C!rax-a Minora." Xewth's "First Book of
Natural Philosophy," and lioscoe's " Elementary Chemistry," if

ihorooghly mastered, prove more than sufficient. King's College,
London, is one of the best teaching institutions for the examination.

Fk.\nk p. Montd.
[628]—There is a very good Matriculation Examination Class

held at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Mediccs.

BRAIN TUODBLES.
[629]—May I add my quota to singular experiences of this kind.

When tired, or not feeling "fresh" at my work. I find myself
sometimes writing "b" for " p," "d" for " t," " v" for "f," and
viee rers'i. Thus I Icok over a page and find " dorifed " for
"derive<l," "fcntnre" for "venture," "abart" for "apart." Ilns
this confusion been experienced by any of your ro.iders ?

(i. R. W.

INTELLIGENCE IN FISH.

[630^—The following, which I have just received from a relative,
will, I think, show that minnows, small though they be, are not
utterly devoid of reasoning ]>owcrs :—A minnow was put into a
bowl which was usually only inhabited by another minnow smaller
than itself. Shortly after, the larger minnow was observed driving
the smaller one furiously and unceasingly round the bowl, and was,
in conie<|uenee, taken oat and put into a cup of water. Soon after
this, it was found that it hud jumped out of the cup and was lying
on the floor in an almost dying condition. It was however re-
placed in the cup and afterwards again transferred to the bowUvith
the other fish, where it has now become as lively as ever, with this
difference, that it now always backs away from' the little fish as if

afraid of it. Perhaps its fishy brain connects its frights and advcn-
toies with the little one, and imagines it to be its victor.

E. T. C. W.

A QUERY.
[631]—Will any of your cnrrespondents give the formula used

at the Meteorological Office for the reduction of barometric obser-
vations to lea-loTcl and to 32f F. ? Jas. Wat.so.n, jux.

LEAP COPYIX(;.
[632]—The article on " Leaf Copying," by J. F. Roberts, in your

Isaac of the 30th ult., has interested mo very much. There is only
one thing about which I am a little in doubt, and about which!
hoold be glad of a little explanation. What is meant by copying-
paper ? It can hardly be the jjaper upon which wo take press
copies of onr letters, as that is never, so far as 1 am aware, ruled.
If you can give me this information in a future number of K.\ow-
LtDCE, I shall U- much obliged. 1!. K.

IIOLSE-FLIES (• Inde cl 'i<i<,-).

[6*3]—Allow me to ask, throngh your columns, if you or any of
your reader* can tell me wliat Ucomes of the hosts of flies which
we sec in the sommer time, and which disappear sometimes in a
day or two with change of weather. Many of these insects, we
know, creep into the cracks and crevices of our houses, during the
autumn and winU-r, hybcmate, and rome forth with the return of
warm weather in their former mature condition. These, however
comparatirely few in number, do not account for our midsummer
•warn ,«,

I h.rtild b... glail to learn whether the common house-fly is pro-
dnoe«l fr»<m ova, or wheth.r it is developed within the body of the
matenial fly into the maggot stagi-, as occurs with the bluebottle ?

M. U.

ansituns; to Coiifgponlitmsf*

for tht Editor requiring tarly attention ehotitd reocA tha
OJIct OH or b^ore the Suturjai/ preceding the current ieeue of Knowlbdos, the
inereaeing circuUttion i^fvhich compete ue to tjotoprese early in the veek.
HiSTS TO CoBBSsrOHDSHTS.— 1. Xo quettione aekinq for tcient{fic information

can be anevered through the pott. 2. ttttere tent to t'he Editorfor eurreepondents
cannot befortearded, nor can the mimea or addretaea of correapondenta be given in
anawer to private inquiriea. 3. Correapondenta ahouldvriie on one aide only qf the
faper, and put dravinga on a aepnrate teif. 4. Each letter ahould have i

"
• replying to a tetter, r^^froice ahould be made to ite numbr
a;>peuri, and i<< litU.

I on Kh'ieh it

T. A. The effect of condensation is measurable, and greatly falls

short of that necessnry to produce the intenRo light. On the other
hand, the heat required to effect dissooiation and given out when
chemical combination takes place is also measurable, and is found to
bo equivalent to that necessary to produce the light. Tliis being
so, can we doubt which is the true theory ? -S. M. A very singular
coincidence.

—

-Vn Admikkr of K.nowleuge. Wo wished to insert
your letter. But it is not quite fair. You S]ieak of Z wishing to
torture prisoners that his own corns or toothaches may be cured, and
apply the same sarcasm to Tyndall and Huxley. I doubt if any advo-
cate of vivisection has ever thought of getting cures for his own pains.
J. W. William.s. I suppose there would be a slight difference in
favour of the stronger-haired teazels. This would tell in the long
run, though many even of these would doubtless bo consumed.—P. O.
Donn. Please address the publishers on such matters.—M. H.
C.
—

" Gradatim " was asking about the actual glacial periods,

not about relative glaciation. The quotation is given as a line, not
as a hexameter; if it had been given as in Horace, the passage
would have been absurd. It would have read thus :—British earth-
quakes remind us of the old line, " the mountains are in labour, a
ridiculous mouse tcill be born," where we meant " is bom." That
would have been absurd if you will. It was actually to show that
the original was not quoted from that the order of tlio first two
words was changed.

—

Edm. P. Toy. The calculation is given in my
" Satnrn and its System." But 1 may shortly give it again hore.

—

Tbesilian. I am somewhat of your opinion, but originally the
papers were to have been fewer.- J. M. S. That quotation ap-
peared in our first number. It sounds a little too assumiuR-
for a quotation at the head of our correspondence.

—

Th. I).

Many thanks. We had cut out that passage for (luotation,

but had not room. There is more to tho samo effect,

in this month's " G. Mag." May quote some of that.

—

Gkub. What a charming nom deplume ! Tho invisible vapour of

water turns into visible cloud under both conditions. In my
article on Fog in Rodwell's " Cyclopaedia of the Physical Sciences,"

I wrote, "Thus a river flowing from a warm to a cold region, wilt

often be covered with fog, lipcauseitis colder thnn tho surrounding
air, which, becoming cooled below tho dew-point, discharges il.s

moisture in the form of fog ; but again, a river flowing from ;i

warm to a cold region will also often be cov<'red with fog, because
it pours more vapour into the air than can be retained in the invi-

sible form." This last corresponds with tho case in your experi-

ment.—J. M. I wish you had rei)ea(ed your signature ; had to

search for former answer. The locus is the env(lo])e of a series of

circles of equal radius, all having their centres on tho ellipse. To
obtain tho equation to this envelope would imt be a very simple
matter, simply because the equation is one of a rather high order.

You get a biquadratic equation, involving the X-coordinato of the

original ellipse ; and eliminating this (as, of course, also (lie Y'-cn-

ordinato) you get the equation required ; but what you c an du willi

it when you have it I do not know.

—

Rev. U Itii. S. You mistake ;

our omission of religious matter means only that controversial

matter is excluded, not that " (iod cannot bo introduced into his

works." You will find no such omission either in KNOWLKriOE, or in

the works of (he writers attacked in il- i. .|.. r !,. ..usiircd. Wedid
not ridicule this hi'it, tho case being I ; .: ! i i i ijcule.-- C. W.
BontNK. W..hnpcthatCol.KeyBerm!.', I ;,..,,, i !,, mie account
of wlmthc.ll.l.aiidso.-urrecttl.cubKn,.: ,, , - :,! Al,i,l, have been
goingthe rniir,-l .,lij.- |.;i|.m I. i 'I -pace for the
simple ge<M , I

i
, ..i 1

1
,ii

. ,
r

, | I,,, circle is loss

than3}. Uli. im ! n I rn.ia-e exceeds
ai; see l)c M-.i' u,' l;,M. w .,1 I',,, ,

... ,, i 1 7, -A. B. You
have gotten a lifllc irjixcil. (lur fcii-riiula cuniicctH / and a, tho actual
and the mean distaneo ; from it and a known perihelion velocity,

you seek to obtain tho earth's perihelion distance—a most illegiti-

mate proceeding! Thp ratio 207 : 208 which comes out is really

the ratio between the estimates of the sun's distance used by mp
and you respectively.—A. P. Osiioitxi:. I know of no good text-

book of astronomy for beginners- those by astronomers who knon'
are so unintelligibly written, and those well written are so obviously
written by those who do not know. We speak, be it noted, of text-

books only. In Lardner's Handbook you will find a pleasing
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mixture of the two sorts.—0. W. P. Pardon me ; I hare not put

the growth of the oak from the acorn as a proof of the doctrine of

evolution. Both are illustrations of the wonderful operation of

those laws which the Creator has assigned to his works. You say

the acorn is the product of a perfect form. How do yon know-

that 'i By the result Only ; for no man can recognise a perfect

oak in aii acorn. In like manner I find the forms you speak

of as immature (though, by the way, the acorn is scarcely a

mature article) mii.^t be perfect, for they develop to perfect

forms.—G. N. Lt.-CuL. Sorry for the delay, but between

the comet and the transit astronomical matters rather crowd
us.—A. F. (). Two comets travelling along precisely the same
orbit near ;the sun would, of course, pursue also the same
orbit far from him. But an orbit of great eccentricity, and witb

perihelion very near the sun, would be changed to one appreciahhj

the same near the sun, but very different at a distance from him.

3Ir. Nelson's remark must have been misunderstood by the Athenwum
ivriter. It is perfectly correct, of course, but my friend Mr.

Neison is not in the habit of announcing that two and two make
four.—Jos. Clakc. See letter about Rainband Spectroscope in

No. 53.—H. W. C. K. (1.) See advertisements as to star maps for

November and December. (2.) There is no mistake, either of

engraver's or of mine. The signs of the zodiac were all right in

their proper constellations two thousand years ago, at about which
time, having for two thousand previous years been travelling

athwart their constellations, they began to leave them. The
cause was and is the precession of the equinoxes. (3.) That
method of copying drawings is not suitable for drawings on thick

paper.

—

Dens. "
I think I can answer that tooth question myself,

for, sixteen years ago, I consulted a dentist about just such tiny

black marks on a tooth. He scraped them out a little, and filled

with gold, and I have had no more trouble with them. It is rather

strange, by the way, that all the trouble I have ever had with
my teeth began and ended (so far, I mean, as actual mischief

was concerned) when I was at Cambridge, whence you -write.

—

P. D. Glad of your kindly words. (I.) It would be difficult to say

which pictures in ordinary galleries are " improper." There are

paintings from which some turn away as if they were ashamed to

look at them which are full of grace and beauty, and perfectly

wholesome to healthy minds. I agree with you if you mean the

coarse pictures'of Bacchanals (hideous beasts !) by N. Ponssin, and
the like. (2.) Yes, " ' allegiance,' ' loyalty,' and ' faith,' have
been most nobly exhibited as between man and man, not between
corporations, boards, and societies." Allegiance to the state, as

the highest form of patriotism, is a worthy quality all the same.
But if one sees a Fijian (for example) devotedly loyal (save the

mark) to his chief, because that person is descended from X., a
pirate warrior of some other race, and from Y., another pirate

chief of yet another race (who perhaps conquered X.'s descendants,
but married with a female representative), each descent being
traceable through twenty generations along a line including nine or

ten murderers, ten or twelve imbeciles, a few bastards, and some
casual lunatics by intermarriages -with neighbotiring Polynesian
races of more savage origin still, then science recognises a most
interesting problem in tracing the growth and development of this

most preposterous Fijian superstition. Yet a Fijian of twenty
generations back, fighting for his chief and cheerfully giving up
his life to save that of the leader of his people, showed true
loyalty, and deserved to be held in loving remembrance by all his

tribe—so greatly do circumstances alter cases.—K. H. A. Those
lottery schemes are as honest as such schemes can be ; that is,

they are quite rascally. You know your chances and take them,
and the company pockets assured profits, having not benefited but
injured their kind.—H. Ccmberg. The effect of repeated doublings
is indeed great ; but I think it is pretty well known.—R. Waugh.
My lecture has not been published.

—

Alfd. Dbay. Better observe
when the pole-star is just above or just below the pole ; or else

just to right or left, correcting for the star's distance from the
pole. In my " Easy Star Lessons " the times when the pole-star
is in these positions are given.—W. J. Palethobpe. Do not know
the weight of the large mirror of the Rosse telescope, or of the
Princeton lens. The diameter of the groat mirror of the former
instrument is 8 feet.—M. C. S., will be obliged to any correspondent
giving information respecting the so-called caterpillar-tree of New
Zealand. Wo have seen it, and been told much about it ; but our
informant w^as not scientific.—K. S. Purcell. Thanks.—Enitok
UT ViNCAM, H. W. L. (?), A. A., Grisel. I believe you can always
get Hamiltonian translations of Latin works at secondhand book-
stalls. They explain themselves. You read on till you find

yourself falling into the swing of the hinguage and catching its

idioms— it is just as if you heard the language spoken, and were told
its meaning—just, in fact, as you pick up a foreign language when
you live among those who speak it. Then you begin to combine
this process with the study of the grammar—such simple books as

Arnold has written, not the ridiculous books devised to perplex

unhappy beginners. You gradually extend your vocabulary ; but

by reading, not by wearing out dictionaries. You will be told that

this easy way of learning is not so good for you as the old-fashioned

way, which reverses the usual order, and sets you learning rules

before you know what they are about. It is not what .-i

boy is told, said a learned idiot, but what he teaches him-

self, that is of use to him ; whcreimto the Kev. Sydncx-

Smith rightly made answer, that one might as well ray it i-

not the clothes a boy puts on that covers his nakedness, but

those he makes for himself. I can only say, that having occasion

thirteen years ago to review a German book, and knowing practi-

cally nothing of German, I bought four or five Hamiltonian books

of German in Holywell-street, reviewed that work in less than a

fortnight, after reading and enjoying it (the review appeared in

Nature, and was republished in my " Light Science for Leisure

Hours,") and that ever since I have been able to read any German
prose I have yet come across, with such occasional aid from a

dictionary as is rendered necessary by defects in my German
vocabulary. A German grammar I found exceedingly interesting

after I had thus got the swing of the language.—F. Chapman. If

ii!= number of bullocks, i/ = number of sheep, and = = number of

pigs, you have (using the half-sovereign as coin unit)

20x-i-6!/-n = 200
x + y + : = 100.

whence 19 a; -H 5 t/ = 100, an indeterminate equation as it stands,

but determinate if combined with the condition that x and y are

both positive whole numbers, neither being zero. For it is obvious

that X must be a mijtiple of 5, and cannot be a greater multiple

than 5 itself, for if x were 10, y would be negative. Therefore,

x = 5, whence y = l, and a; = 94; making the total price paid

for the bullocks £50 ; for the sheep, £3 ; and for the pigs, £47.

ELECTRICAL.

H'sETT. — Very ingenious. Terrestrial magnetism is to all

appearance the result of electric currents. Magnetism can scarcely

be substituted for gravitation, because—if for no other reason

—

gravitation is an attractive force, exerted by all forms of matter
in proportion to the bulk, bnt irrespective of chemical or physical

constitution.—A. W. L. The slope is of no importance, and is

only made for the sake of appearance, etc.—G. McIntosh. 1. Anent
lead filings, try the experiment and see how it answers, but lead

is the ultimate condition of the peroxide. Might not the hea^vj-

filings tear the spongy lead away ? 2. Better use felt or asbestos,

not cardboard. 3. Quantity and intensity are terms which have
served a good purpose, but are now dying out. The fourth article on
" Measurement " should help you to understand them, bnt another
article is to follow, which, as it may remove your difficulty, please

see. 4. The intensity or E.M.F. of secondary batteries is depen-
dent on their constituents and independent of the charging
current. A ctirrent of low E.M.F. may be transformed
into one of high E.M.F. by charging the accumulators in

parallel circuit or quantity, and discharging them in series. 5.

You were right in connections, as the discharging current is oppo-

site in direction to the charging current. 6. 'The E.M.F. of a

dynamo varies as the number of revolutions niade by the armature,

and the intensity of the magnetic field affects the amount or

strength of the current. 7. Don't quite see what you mean. 8. A
motor, generally speaking, requires a current of low E.M.F. The
little Griscom takes 12 volts. 9. I should not, under any circum-

stances, recommend Bennett's battery. Its E.M.F. is 1'5 to 1'8.

It polarises like the Leclanche, and the recovery is slower than in

that battery. Try Higgin's Bichromate battery.—H. W. U. Use
white wax instead of the varnish.

—

Errol (?). Let me know the

resistance of your battery.—R. O. Tho sounds may have resulted

from indifferent insulation, considering the relatively high E.M.F.,

the "cracking" probably being caused by the passage of minute
sparks between the wire and the frame of the instrument. The
variations of tho current were evidently too rapid to affect the

galvanometer.

JJlfT Drydn.
*• Three Pens for three essenti&l virtues famed,
The Pickwick, Owl, and Wavtrley were named,
Tho first in fleiibility sun'Msed,
In ease the next, in eleeanee the last.

These jioints united with attractions new,
Have jielded other boons, the Phaeton aaiHin'too."

Sample Boi, with all the kinds, Is. Id. by Post.

** Let those write now who never xrrote before
;

And those who always wrote now write the more."

—

Ohan Timet.

Pnlrnlert of Pent and Pmholdert.
M.\CNIYEX & CAMERON, 33. Blair-stbbbt, KnynmoB.

Fehuakebs to dss Muistt's Govbbxubrt Orricia. (Est. 1770.)
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Science miH 9ivt <gO£(Sip,

We hear with extreme regret of the death of Dr. Henry
Draper, Professor of Physiology at the University of New
York. It has followed very soon after the death of his

father. In Dr. H. Draper science loses an honest and
zealous worker ; one who has devoted time without promise
of reward to his scientific work, nay, has expended more
money in his free gift of labour to science than
some advocates of the Endowment of Research have
begged for. The discovery that oxygen, and probably
nitrogen, exist in the atmosphere of the sun, is due to

Dr. Draper, and would of itself suffice to keep his

memory green. Scarcely less important, however, was
his success in photographing the spectra of stars and
planets, of Wells's Comet, and the great Orion nebula. The
zeal and devotion with which he discussed the photographic
methods available for observing the transit of Venus in
1.S74 were fully recognised by his fellow-workers in science,

and even, wonderful to relate, by the Government.

The Poet Laureate seems to find it difficult to believe
lie is not a dramatist. Perhaps this is because some unwise
critics described his first play as equal, af /caat, to Shake-
speare's "Henry YIII." (so much of that play as may be
Shakespeare's). " Queen Mary," where every character
comes in with his label, saying at the outset in eSect, " 1

am a clever person," or " Here you have a hypocrite," or
"Behold in me the chief villain," should have shown every
one of any critical judgment that our deservedly eminent
poet has no dramatic power wliatever. From bad to worse
and worst, has brought us the " Promise of May," where the
jioet's idea of what a freethinker ought to be (but what no
freethinker ever was or will be) is brought out in company
with an utterly impossible plot, the climax of the unnatural
being reached when a wretched girl, who returns to ask
for pardon from her father, seems to jest (though the poet,

no doubt, meant otherwise) at the words which sliow his
mind is wandering :

—" Take me out, little maid," he says,

"this is one of my bad days:" there is a touch of true
pathos here, though rather poetic than dramatic,—and she
says, as he retires, " This is like to be the last of mi/ bad
days."

The Postmaster-General, in reply to a question in the
House of Commons on the 9th inst., said that, taking a
radius of one mile from the Post-office, the proportion, of

underground to overhead telegraph wires was 1,822 miles

underground, as compared with 58 miles overhead. By far

the greater number of overhead wires belonged to telephone
and other companies, and not to the Post-office. In one
thoroughfare there were 97 overhead wires, only three of

which belonged to the Post-office.

Among the proofs of the development of civilised races

from savage tribes are the lighting instincts, which the
reason rejects as unworthy, but which most of us feel none
the less. We suspect even Mr. Herbert Spencer, who
speaks with such contempt of these instincts, if he OQce
began a fight, would hold out while he could see or stand.

Many who hold (as we do) that all save defensive wars
degrade the nation that begins them, have in them fighting

instincts altogether independent of any question of right

or wrong ; instincts that once roused transform the whole
nature, or rather show our nature as we had not before
known it. So, too, " the pomp and circumstance of glorious

war," which reason holds in supreme contempt, affect the
calmest and the wisest. The fact is we are none of us so

wise as we think in these matters. " We must pay soldiers

to defend us, " said a " white-bearded fellow " at the march
past last Saturday ;

" but it is not a noble employment,"
2ind so H-eiter. A little lat«r the band struck up, the
martial pageant began, and lo ! our wise man was cheering
with the loudest. And why not ? If we must (and we
7nust) have fighting, those who do it for us deserve our
heartiest thanks, even though they are paid so many pence
a day for the work. And though military pomp no longer
moves the more reasoning among us, one does not much
envy the man who can see a torn war-stained flag, and,
thinking what those rags and tatters mean, feels no thrill

as it is borne past him.

A CORRESPONDENT who approves of our objections to the
publication of a private letter by Darwin's correspondent,
expresses further the opinion tliat while Darwin's views
about matters scientific must necessarily be of weight, his

views about religious matters cannot be equal in value to

those of men who liave given their whole life to the study
of revelation. We doubt if this would apply to his

opinion whether there has been a revelation. I5y parity of

reasoning the opinion of a Christian theologian should be
regarded as of no weight against the views of a learned

Buddhist respecting the validity of what /«• held to be
revelation. All that any theologian can do is to acquire

intimate and perfect knowledge of what those books teach
which are sacred to Jiim. Against the whole life of a
Christian, Maliommedan, or Buddhist theologian devoted
to the study of what he regards as a revelation (and two
out of the three mxs/ be mistaken), may very fairly be set

the whole life of another man devoted to study on a line

consistent, perhaps he may have thought with only a
material revelation.

Ai'TKU a heavy storm of wind and rain, which terminated
yesterday wet^k, there was experienced the most severe
" magnetic storm " ever recorded. It commenced early last

Friday morning, and continued at irregular intervals until

Monday. The aurora was distinctly visible, and earth-

currents traversed the telegraph wires throughout the
country. The currents varied considerably in strength

and alternated in direction very rapidly, although the
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general direction appears to have been south-west to north-

east At one time the current measured 59 milliamperes,

and as most of the telegraphic apparatus now employed

responds to a cumnt of So milliainpens, the effect can be

readily imagined. •' Ixwping " w!\s resorted to in almost

every possible instance (by looping is meant dispensing

with earth-connections and using a return wire instead.)

This method, while it prevents earth-currents reaching the

wires, necessarily reduces the number of lines by half,

besides doubling the resistance of the circuit in euch case.

Tub value of the American signal service to the com-

merce of the country was strikingly illustrated during the

violent equinoctial storm in September. As soon as its

approach was heralded from the South Atlantic coast,

cautionary signals were displayed at all the ports, and

hundreds of vessels, whose commanders had learned by ex-

perience the value of such warnings, waited in harbour

until the storm was over. The observers at a number of

ports report that the value of the vessels and their cargoes

which wore prevented from sailing by these signals was

$G,400,.">'<G, and as no trustworthy statistics could be ob-

tained from New York, Philadelphia, or Boston, the esti-

mate that 813,000,000 of property in all was thus kept

safely in harljour does not appear unreasonable. As the

storm was very severe, there is no doubt that a considerable

percentage of this great sum, to say nothing of many lives,

would have bfoii lost if the vessels had put to sea, and the

saving thus efl'ected is of itself a sutiicient vindication of

the value and efficiency of the' signal service.

Over-head Wires again.—The daily papers report

a tire in a Manchester warehouse last Friday, with a loss

of £100,000. It is asserted that fully 300 telegraph

and telephone wires converged on or passed over the
building. They were in the midst of the flames. " A few
of the wires broke soon after the lire had heated them, and
fell into the street, but the main portion held out until

the roof of the warehouse gave way, and they were then
broken by hundreds, and the ends of most of them fell

in a state of white heat into the street or on the roofs of

adjoining buildings." \Ve leave our readers to imagine
the amount and duration of the inconvenience likely to

result from such a catastrophe.

Is the Evening Times some capital star maps have been
commenced, which promise to be of great use in spreading
a knowhdge of the heavens. It is worthy of notice that
these maps are printed with the ordinary machinery of tlie

Evening Tinier, which prints 2.5,000 impressions in an
hour.

The following statistics may interest those readers (very
few) who seem to think Sir J. Hooker may after all be
using the public fairly in the matter of Kew Gardens :

—

Tho«<< f;nr<l<n« cost tl.c public upwards of £20,000 per annum,
and »re open from one o'clock to sunset, at this time of the year
arcnufinir aUnt three hoars daily. Edinburgh Botanic Oardtn,
co.tir,^' (in 1S77) i;i,400a y..-ar, opon.td from 6 a.m. to p.m. in
samm.r. dnvlipht toduile in winUr, and from C a.m. to 8 p.m. in Jnnc,
Joljr, and Aa^^l«^ ly^rturex and classes arc held diiily. (Extr,arts
from rei«rt, 187C.— "For the bare snpport of the Garden £200
mnn^ 'f nmr,! inromc is ref|uired." The funds at present granted
'"" ' ' 'P^ndilure of the Garden arc only £1,-100,
* '

''<". an'I it is only by the utmost economy
'*•

' mfn can be paid." "The class last scsRion
'''"

' pupils, and the room ran only accommodate
thir:;.. •..

, iciWin Botanic Garden is open from 10a.m. to 6 p.m.
Madrid J ajdin liotinico U open from morning until dusk. Chrig-
•.xania Botanical Gardens are open all day long. Hamburg Botanical

Gardens are open from sunrise to sunset. Geneva .Tardin Botaniquo
and Jardiu Anglais, open from sunrise to 10 p.m. Amsterdam
" Ilortus Botanicus " of the University, open from sunrise to sunset.

A RATUEU amusing mistake was made in our Gossip

columns last week ; a mistake for which our readers have

not, we think, to thank ourselves, but the printers. We
meant, at any rate, to say that Elihu was spoken of as

approved of Yahveh (or Jehovah) ; but ho is described as
" approving of Y'ahveli," which would rather have suited

the three friends Bildad, Eliphaz, and Zophar, and some
teachers even in our own times. I recall here a case

showing rather amusingly that many of the more ranting

religionists are very ignorant of the book they intend to

revere. At the close of a lecture in Sydney we had quoted as

a sentiment, of which every student of science still sees tte

truth, the saying of Elihu that as touching the Almighty
we cannot find Him out. On this it was announced the

next Sunday by a popular preacher that he would show the

foolishness in God's eyes of "Job's three friends and Mr.
Proctor,' who failed to find out God. It was a new light

to him that Elihu was not one of the three friends of Job,

but condemned them as fully and as justly as he reproved

Job.

As a proof of the advantage of using the type-writer, I

note that, owing doubtless to our bad writing, the Rosse
telescope has been magnified from a real diameter of six

feet to one of eight feet. We usually answer correspon-

dents on the type-writer, but this time were away on a

lecturing tour.

A MEETING was held in the Royal Exchange, Middles-

brough, on Friday, the 10th inst., to consider the proposal

of Mr. B. Samuelson, M.P., to establish a school of science

at Middlesbrough. A letter from Mr. Samuelson was
read, giving his views on the matter. He suggests, first,

that the school should give theoretical and practical in-

struction in inorganic chemistry and in certain departments
of physics, more especially heat. Secondly, that there

should al.so be taught elementary mathematics, including

mechanics and drawing. Thirdly, that the earlier courses

should be followed by others in metallurgy, more par-

ticularly in the technology of iron and steel. Fourthly,

that organic chemistry should be taught, and pupils should

be instructed in the technology of the chemical manufac-

tures in the district. Mr. Samuelson thinks the school

could be built for £.5,000, exclusive of land, and recom-

mends that not less than ,£10,000 should be raised. He
says he is willing to subscribe .£2,000 and £120 per

A committee was appointed to take the matter up.

The star maps for November and December are to be
published, price 2d. each, for the benefit of those who wish
to complete sets.

The editor requests that in future letters intended for

the authors of articles in Knowledge, should be addressed

to them, care of the publishers, as it has become quite

impossible for him to deal with half the letters which
reach him. In any ca.se, there can be no quick replies to

most letters, for already there are dozens in arrcar. If

any reader can suggest a way out of the difficulty, short

of random shots at the waste paper-basket, he will oblige
;

but not if he has no practical suggestion to make, for that

would only add to the difficulty.
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THE GREAT COMET.
By T. W. Webb.

I
HAD been hitherto very unfortunate with respect to

this noble object. Presuming, after what I had read on

the subject, that with so efficient an instrument as my excel-

lent 91-inch " With " mirror I should have little difficulty in

detecting the nucleus by day, and; being anxious to ascer-

tain its aspect, as to which no definite information liad up to

that time reached me, I spent much time on September '2'2,

and again on October 2, in sweeping for it, but all in vain
;

ray very hot and uncomfortable search on the former day

being enlivened by the occasional passage of small white

nebulosities across the field, which I at once recognised,

according to Dawes's former experience, as thistle down or

winged seeds of some kind. One of these for a second or

two revived my hope as to the attainment of my object,

being, no doubt, entangled in some temporary aerial eddy,

from which it soon escaped and sailed away speedily after

its congeners. October 3, in the early morning, I obtained

my first view of the end of the tail, the rest being hidden

by trees. It was of a distinct though very pale brownish

yellow hue. From that time bad weather or other

hindrances prevented my getting a sight of it till after I

had left home, October 2-5, when, as on the following

morning, notwithstanding a full moon, it was a conspicuous

object. The nucleus appeared in a small binocular like

a third magnitude star, with a coma of perhaps 1.5' in

diameter ; the tail, to the naked eye, may have reached

about 15°, of a slightly yellowish tinge, of considerable

apparent density, not much degraded towards the end

where it was a good deal expanded, curving very slightly

upwards, and rather better defined on the under side. On
the 25th my wife's keen sight detected a darker space in

the interior of the tail, for a considerable distance from

the end, which was bifurcated, the uppermost apparent

portion being the longer and the most curved upwards, pre-

senting a slight resemblance to some of Schroter's figures

of the comet of 1807, in which, however, this unequal

division was so strongly marked as to lead that observer

to the idea of a double, not hollow, tail. The approaching

though decreasing moon subsequently interfered with

its visibility, but on Oct. 9, that impediment being re-

moved, it was a very striking object about 5h., and not
inferior to its earlier appearance. Bad weather again

intervened till Nov. 14, when, as there was a fair prospect

over-night, I left the shutters of the telescope-house open,

and the ocular (a beautiful low-power Kellner, by Parkes,

of Birmingham) in its place, and everything prepared for

an attempt before the dawn. Nov. 15, at 3 h. 30 m., the

end of the tail was visible in the south, and before 5 h. the
whole comet was a striking object from the house ; and
though we both thought that it was a hopeless case, as

being below the range of the "gre.atgun," yet I decided
on a hasty dressing, and sallied out, in a temperature of

25°, to be fully repaid for my venture. Though shortly

about to pass behind trees, the head was completely visible,

and the sharpness of the surrounding stars proved that its

definition suffered little from its small altitude. But great
was my astonishment to find that the nucleus, which had
just before been seen with the binocular as a misty third

magnitude star, was entirely dissolved into haze. Jt was
very considerably elongated, at least three times longer

than broad, by an independent estimate, agreeing remark-
ably with that of Dr. Erck, on Oct. IG ; and though
eminently luminous, entirely destitute of definite outline,

melting away into the surrounding feeble coma, and
forming the uninterrupted base of a dense tail. These
appearances were fully confirmed by a very fine positive

ocular, power about 200. A rough guess from memory
might allow it about 0'-75 by at least 3'. Its aspect was

that of a brilliant and abrupt condensation of the sur-

rounding mist, without the slightest indication of jet or

envelope or more luminous centre. I did not on this

occasion notice the harder definition of the lower side of

the tail, but we both remarked a kind of tuft at the end

of the upper side, as though some of the luminous material

were left behind and scattered in its progress. The subse-

quent change of weather has made me still more pleased

with my success ; as possibly this may have been the last

opportunity of efficient observation, before increasing

distance has rendered it a more difficult and less interesting

object.

In a neighbourhood so remote from the ordinary oppor^

tunities of scientific observation, I have perhaps no right

to complain ; but I have been much struck with the ab-

sence of easily-accessible information as to the aspect of the

head of the comet in its earlier stages. We have heard

much of its having been seen, but little of what it was

like. Even in that " unique " observation which records

its visibility even up to the sun's limb, no mention was

made, as far as I have seen, of its aspect or apparent mag-

nitude. Let me express the hope that, at some future

time, when its visible course has been more nearly run,

and suitable materials can be collected, our Editor will

favour us with what he is so peculiarly qualified to give

[thanks, but 1 doubt this much.—R. A. P.]—an e.xhaustive

monograph of this confessedly most wonderful object ; and

if it should swell to the magnitude of a treatise, I am
sure none of his readers will complain.

THE REVIEW.

By Editoi!.

BY the merest accident, I saw much more of the march
of the troops, etc., last Saturday—having been

trapped in St. James's Park by a clever mancruvre of the

park-keepers, on my way from St. James's-station to

Piccadilly—than I wanted to see. Let me record some-

thing of what I saw and of what I thought on the occasion.

It had its sociological, and therefore its scientific aspect.

The people have had an opportunity of expressing their

sense of the business-like way in which a difficult and
trying campaign has been carried out, and their recognition

of the bravery which our troops displayed, as far as the

cowardice and inefficiency of the troops opposed to them
would permit. There was something very satisfactorj- in the

sensible way in which those assembled to witness the march

of the troops welcomed those who had done their work well,

and who would certainly have shown the old fightingqualities

of our well-welded race if they had had the chance. There

was a kindly warmth about the reception of the soldiers,

no very undue air of glorification over a small triumph,

and good temper with the rather blundering police. The
soldiery looked as if they had no end of fighting in them,

if wanted—not so stalwart, all of them, as we could have
wished, but with looks suggestive of stubborn pluck, such

as the British bull-dog is expected to possess, and as

(Herbert Spencer notes) the Tasmanian Devil possesses

in higher degree than any animal on the face

of the earth. Many of the officers rode ill, but perhaps

their horses su tiered in Egypt. The police were good-

tempered, and though some of them acted rather stupidly,

they stood the challof the people pleasantly enough. The
way in wl-.ich they imprisoned many hundreds of British

citizens in St James's Park was ingeniously bh.:ndering, .
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for thfv l.Kked the pates on tlio north side at tlie snnip

tiiiio as those on the south, whon a little couiinon sense
arould have told tlieni that ingress should in such cases

\<e alwars stoppotl lK>fon» egress is prevented. Thus, many
who had intendixl to see the march from their duli windows,
or had even paid for windows along Piccadilly, St. Janies's-

Ntre<>t, and .«» forth, and (a more serious wrong) several work-
in-,' men on their way to execute ordei-s, found themselves in)-

pris^iii.xi in St. James's-park at half-past eleven, through a
pi.-o.' ef shei>r stupidity on the part of the park-keepers and
j«>licv. Viewing the conduct of tliese prisoners as a
-tudeiit of character, I was struck hy their patience while
they thought tlieir imprisonment due to ofhcial zeal, and
iiv tJuir marke<l change of tone when, after the return of
:lie royal folk to Buckingham Palace, the gate^ were
-till kept locked. What hajipened elsewhere I do not
know

: hut where I was, the strength of those gates was
-.-CTT .juicfcly subjected to a scientific test, and the result

—

which 1 have much pleasure in submitting to the park-
keepers—showed that Uie gates must be made very much
stronger if they are to imprison people who are resolute
to gtt out. Far the warmest cheering heard throughout
the day followed the capture of that Tel-el-Kebir gate, in
tlie face of policimen who had a few moments before for-
bidden a working man to climb over it But those who
had l)een imprisoned had really had, at lirst, small reason
to complain, for they had far "the best and most varied
view of the whole "artuir. Those who wished could see
the r,.rlf,,.- from I'.uckingham Palace and back, as well as
the march of the soUlieiy to and also from the Horse
Guards, and the Mall was really the only place where a
tolerably large array of .soldiers could be seen at one view.
After continental reviews, where from fifty to a hundred
Uionsand men are brought together, the affair was, of
course, somewhat insignificant as a military display ; but
a view commanding the .Mall at one time on the 18th
was rather fine for this country. Our people, by the way,
are not often favoured (1) with great military displays

—

when they have them they seem willing to make the most
of them,—and so do our newspapers.

Of the royal rorl,',,.- I ran say little, my attention having
l»-en chiedy occupied with the soldier)- and the people.
IVsides I was so unfortunate as not to know any of the
royal family by si^'ht A genial and kindly-looking
'.•entl"m*n in a cocked hat—the Prince of \\'ales. peofje
iid- left a phasant impression; and of all the ladies I

»^ throughout the day, none seemed more perfectly lady-
i»~ and charming than the Princes.s, his wife. It seems

•iiMtl, by the way, that so much bowin:? should be expected,
unless it is intended to correct the impression that princes
arc a stifTnecke*! generation : quite the contrary, I should
»ay. A rather dull looking .Scotsman seemed from the
attention given him (not only by those in the same car-
riage, but by the people, several of whom cheered as ho
p««M-d), to lie an important personage : yet, oddly enough,
he waa not riding inside a carriage, but at the back. 1

«up[.ose he was the representative of some ancient Scottish
family, doing »cn.-ice such as Bradwardine tells of— "the
/[onin'jiiim of the great tenants of the crown "— a sort of
hvmWjlic flunkeydoni

; and he may not be as dull a man
a.1 he looked I>it.T in the day. two wellniounterl officers

the Prince of Wales and tlif Kukeof Connaught, I think
—showed gn-at go.ifl humour and patience under trying
<rircutn»tanc»si

;
for, as they rode through the crowd, they

were not only loudly cheenvj, but some of the more ilj-

roann< n-d of the " unwaj,hi-d " grasped the hand of the
youn;.'er with no little judgment that he seemerl likely to
J* pulle.j off hi* horse. But he lK)re it all like a " prince
of good fellowi." The more itaring of the jK-oplo was

enough to have taxed any man's patience (scarce one in
the crowd seemed to think that manners required that
they should leave off st-aring when a Prince or a General
was clo.se by !), but pulling a man nearly off his horse is

jiar Irop fori.

A student of human nature may pass a few hours worse
than in observing the ways of a British crowd. Our people
are not brilliant on such occasions. The nearest approach
to a joke which I heard, was the comparison of a trooper
to a DuU'h oven, and 1 suspect even this was a jest of hoar
lUitiiiuity. But they are good-humoured and tolerably
j>atient So too are our police. Americans, who think
they have more real liberty than Englishmen, may do well

to note that many things which our jiolice accepted with
good-humour last Saturday, wo\ild have brought into un-
pleasant action the truncheons of the police of New York.

THE LIBRARIES OF BABYLONIA AND
ASSYRIA.—I.

IT is now more than thirty years since Sir Henry Layard,
passing through one of the doorways of the partially

explored palace in the mound of Kouyunjik, guarded by

sculptured fish gods, stood for the lirst time in the double
chambers containing a lai-ge portion of the remains of the
imnieiLse librarj' collected by Assurbannipal, King of

Nineveh. The floors, to a depth of a foot or more, were
covered with thou.sands of trt>)lets, all engraved with

cuneiform writing ; many in perfect condition, but the

majority broken into several fragments, frequently widely

separated and portions apparently sometimes missing

altogether. These taldets were of various sizes, ranging

from one inch square to about nine by six inches, by far

the larger portion alike in shape, something similar to a

prn-cusliion, or dog-bi'^^cuit, but occasionally resembling a

cylinder or small Iwirrel. The lesser ones contained, perhaps,

only two or three fines of characters ; the larger sometimes

nearly one hundred. From the manner in which they

were heaped together and Viroken, and the fact that many
have l»een found buried in neighbouring parts of the debris,

it is evident that these chamliers were not the original

depository of the tablets, but that the library must have
been placed in some upper story of the edifice of which
they formed a part. Then, upon the destruction of the

building, they were precipitated into the position in which
the explorer found them. Some, however, owing to this

violent change of site—and others because of the whole

ruin at some period having been searched over, doubtless

for treasure—were scatt«;red to other parts of the mound,
which con.se«|uently has to be carefully examined all over

in order to restore to us the library as far as possible

comph^to. Since that time, with but slight intermissions,

this treasure-hou.se of a forgotten past has been turned

over again and again, notably in the expeditions of the

late Mr. George .Smith, and still the supply of its cuneiform

literature is not i-xhau.sted.

Until last year this discovery remained unique ; but tln'

perseverance of the British Museum authorities and tin-

patient labour of Mr. Bassam were then rewarded by the

exhumation of what is apparently the library chamber of

the temple or palace at Sippara, with all its 10,000 tablets,

resting undisturbed arrangi'd in their jiosition on the

shelves, just as jdaced in order liy the liliiarian twenty-five

centuries ago. In hope of both gratifying and increasing

the interest awakened by this wonderful discovery, it is

intended to give a short and sin)plo account of what is

known as to Babylonian and Assyrian libraries, their sites,
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founders, librarians, and tlie language, writing, and subjects

of their contents, embodying the most recent acquisitions

to the history of the subject ; but carefully adhering to the

ascertained facts, and avoiding inferences, however attrac-

tive, that may still be matters of dispute.

It cannot yet be determined with certainty where was

the seat of the first public library of the Accadian inha-

bitants of Babylonia ; and even if it were, that would

not inform us whether the contents of its clay tablets or

books were written there for the first time, or copied from

texts brouglit on papyri by the Accadians when they came
into the country. This, however, is a question which will

receive much incidental illustration when discussing the

original writing materials of this people.

From what Berosus* tells us with regard to Sippara, or

Pantibiblon (the town of books), the very city, one of

whose libraries has just lieen brought to light, which, if

we may judge from the first half of its contents that has

arrived, was devoted to documents relating to mercantile

transactions almost exclusively, having been the spot

where Sisuthrus buried his literary treasures before the

Deluge, it may be inferred that this was certainly one of

the first towns that collected a library. It was from the

site of this city, now the mound of Aboo-Habba, that Mr.

Rassam sent the ancient engraved stone which he found,

together with two cylinders of Xabonidus in an earthen-

ware coffer. This stone is dated in the reign of Nabupa-
liddina, that is, in the ninth century B.C., and tells us

that the place of its deposit is the famous temple of the

sun-god E Barra, speaks of its destruction by invaders

called the Sutu, mentions that Simas Sign commenced its

restoration, that the work was carried on by another

monarch, but it remained for NaViupaliddina to finally

destroy the Sutu and complete the temple. This King
Simas Sign is about the fortieth name in the list of early

sovereigns after the Deluge discovered by Mr. Pinches, and
the second monarch E Ulbargarmu occurs in the ancient

list of kings, a fragment of which was found by Mr.

Smith, as separated liv two reigns only from Simas Sign.

It is possible that the mound at Mugheir enshrines the

oldest library of all, for here are the remains of the city of

Ur (probably the Biblical Ur of the Chaldees). From this

spot came the earliest known royal brick inscription, as

follows :
—"Urukh, King of Ur, who Bit Xannur built"!

Although there are several texts from Mugheir, such as

that of Dungi, son of Urukh, ;{: yet, unless by means of

copies made for later libraries in Assyria, we cannot be

said to know much of its library. Strange to say, how-
ever, the British Museum possesses the signet cylinder of

one of the librarians of Ur, who is the earliest known person

holding such an office, named t»w "
*"T

•~*'"| (Amilanu),

who lived in the reign of >->-y ^Y >^—^ ^TT ""^TT (Emuq-

sin;. King of Babylonia. Its inscription is given thus by
Smith :

— " Emuq-sin, the powerful hero, the King of Ur,
King of the four regions ; Amil Anu, the tablet-keeper,

son of Gantu his servant" An inscription of Sin Iddinna,

from Ur, relating to the excavation of a canal, and another
of a monarch named Nurvul, and also a contract tablet of

his reign, are given by Smith, § who also found a mutilated

• A priest of the Temple of Bel, at Babylon, who wrote in

('reek a history of Babylonia and Assyria ilerived from the archives
written upon tablets jircserved in libraries of Babylonia.—See
Cory "Antient Frapments," and Lenormnnt " Essai de Commen-
tairo des Fragments Cosmogoniques de Bi'rose."

t "Bit Xannur." The house of Xannur (the Moon God).

I Smith's "Assyrian Discoveries," 232. Some scholars pro-

nounce the characters of Urukh's name differently as Lik Bagas.

§ Early history of Babylonia.

memorial tablet in the mound of Kouyunjik, which had

probably been carried away from Ur by the Assyrians in

some victorious campaign. It refers to " Rim-agu, the

powerful hero, governor of Ur, king of Larsa, king of

Sumir and Accad," a sovereign who we know, from

Hammurabi's inscriptions, was defeated by him. It was

Hammurabi who transferred the capital from Ur to

Babylon, and, no doubt from that time its library was

surpassed by that at the latter city.

A Member of the Society of

Biblical Arch.eology.

ANTI-CORSET PHILOSOPHY
HISTORY.

AND

THE letters of the Rational Dress Reformers (I should

put the hyphen in one place and they in the other)

provoke me to trouble you once more. I thought Dr.

Chadwick's sensible and moderate answer to that highly

imaginative epistle, signed F. W. Harberton, of Sept 29,

sufficient; but Mr. Leigh's, of Nov. 10, shows again that

these regenerators of mankind equally despise history and

personal experience and the results of daily observation ;

for every one now can see for himself the truth of what

several other doctors wrote a dozen years ago, that in spite

of all theory, "tight lacers are generally active and

healthy people, " and the liest riders and walkers, and are

evidently not the least entitled to the glory of martyrs, as

is commonly assumed, and as the victims of tight boots

and enormously high heels cannot conceal that they arc ;

which are very ugly besides.

You remarked on my letter of July 21 that you knew
some one who had tried tightlacing, as recommended in

several letters in the Emilifli Merhiniir for indigestion, A-c,

and had found it caused a sensation of fulness in the hand.

Certainly he ought not to persist in it then, nor should any

one beyond the point at which internal sensations give

warning to stop. One poison is no rule for another in

such matters. The letters in the EmjJi.-'lt Mechanic, and a

little book full of others, selected from a now extinct

periodical which I met with about ten years ago, called

Figure Training, and others subsequently in the same

magazine amply prove that. The great majority of the

writers—I may say all who wrote from their own expe-

rience—said they had found the tightest lacing they could

bear, especially in stays quite stifl" in front, both

pleasant and beneficial, and among them was a surgeon.

Some, however, find it expedient to remain under con-

traction only a few hours in the morning, and the

surgeon discarded his stays when taking strong exer-

cise, which seems natural ; but others lace tightest for

riding, and ladies mostly in the evening, and some enjoy

and recommend confinement in stays all night also—an

old practice wliich used to be enforced in some families

and schools. !Men generally prefer belts, but not a few

wrote that they found regular long and stiff stays much
nicer and better for their health. Two or three said they

could stand and walk much longer in them than without,

and that their health relapsed whenever they gave it up.

Many had begun it under some kind of compulsion, but

had soon come to like it, even after severe treatment at

first As I said before, the philosophers got much the

worst of it in those discussions.

My pliilosophy about it is that all those statements of

personal experience, with their variations in detail, are

worth infinitely more for practical purposes than all the

talk about lungs and diaphragms and capacity of chests
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^which vary a great deal naturally), nature, and anatomy,

IJnfk women in tlesh and marble, and the unquestioned

l>ail effwts of uiitiii!;/ tight-lacing, which proves nothing

but itselL Such a multitude of persons of all ages and

kinds i-annot possibly l>e either mistaken or lying about

the fact of their own good health, or that of their children.

pupils, schoolfellows, sisters, mothers, and friends, not-

withstandiiii:, or in consequence of, their liaving been con-

tracti-d into the smallest circumference they could bear for

niajiy years of their lives. It is very easy to be mistaken

in attributing either good or l>ad health to a particular

cause, but the fact of it cannot be doubtfvil. And that,

with sundry medical letters such as I have alluded to, is

the summary of all those letters containing any personal

experience. There were one or two about ladies who had

obstinately persisted, in the face of manifest warnings tliat

they were injuring their health, and of course did so.

1 rememlKT reading years ago, in an extract from some

medical newspaper, 1 think, that the Empress of Austria

was killing herself with tight^lacing, for she happened to

be ill, and was famous for the smallness of her waist

—

which seems to be specially cultivated there, and is even

enforced on lioys as well as girls, according to a gentleman

who was at school in Vienna, and learnt there to enjoy

Iteing laced as tight as possible in long and stift' stays,

though he was very angry at it at first, as was the case with

many others of the above-mentioned writers. Well, she is

now a grandmother, and we are told every year that she is

Btill conspicuous in our hunting-fields for her riding and her

figure. In one of those letters an old lady of S.'> said that she

use<l to l>e contracted into ir> inches when she was young,

and. indeed, the compass of their own span, or from 11 to

lA inches, was often spoken of, up to about 40 years ago

from very early times, as the standard to be aimed at by

ladies, and fre<iufntly reached, and occasionally even 1.'5;

but more in foreign countries than this, though there was

one confession of it in the book on figure-training. Of
course, I am not advocating those e.xtreme and foolish and

dangerous reductions, but only using the fact that ladies

liTed long and in good health under them, to prove the

monstrous e.xaggerations about the danger of waists which

contain twice as much as those. You, at any rate, will

lee at once that a waist of 20 inches contains twice as

much as one of 14, and l"* nearly half as much again as 15.

I cannot imagine what books Lady F. Harberton has

been reading—or not reading—to write such amazing
things as that 2>< in. is the projx^r size for a young womaji's

waist, when it is a full size for a well-made young man
;

and, still more, that " it is only in tlie last twenty years

that stays have been cheap enough for all classes to wear
thetn from the age of ten ye.ars." When did maidservants
not visibly wear stays, and sometimes very tight ones 1

And to go down very low indeed, the " female 'prentice

that Mrs. IJrownrigg whipped to death and hid her in the

coal-hole " (as the " Rejected Addresses " puts it), was
found with scanty enough clothing on, but with leather

«tay« next her skin, which the most fashionable ladies

wore in the last century, introduced from Germany, as

engines of the most powerful compression ; and the same
material, only thinner and 8tifr<ned with steels, has been
recommended again as the nicest to wear next the skin,

and k»-eping rlean and sweet longer than anythit)g, and only
nef*iing washing with cold water oc-asionally. Another old

la/ly wrrjte that she was edu'ated at a charity-school,

managwl by vnme other larlies, and that t)ie girls all wore
thos*- stiff leather stays, " and no mercy was shown in the
m»tt<>r of lacing. " fJeorge Oruiksliank's pictures of women
of all claste*, exceptionally ogly and fat ones, give them
wonderfully small waists ; and so do the hooks of costumes

of all nations in Europe for many centuries ; and fi-equcntly

the gentlemen too, whose slender waists and tight-lacing

used to be the subject of satire and denunciation from
very old down to very modern tinu^s, and, I suppose, of

admiration none the less. If Lady Harberton is right, the

higher classes ought to liave perished long ago all over

Europe, without waiting for this era of " cheap corsets."

It is just worth notice, on the reiterated assertions about

Greek laxity, that the term " wasp-waisted," in several

forms, is as old as Aristophanes. And it is certain that

the Romans severely laced and shoulder-strapped tlieir

girls, and even starved them, if necessary, to make them
slender and upright. Jiivrncir et (jracilfs el sic amauUtr,
Terence says ; and Macaulay, who had read everything,

said that the Roman ladies did still worse things to pre-

serve their figures. Whatever are the reasons for it, it is

quite clear from history that corsets and tight lacing in one
form or another have been the windmills of dress reforming

(Juixotes for 1,000 years at least. The wind has sometimes

lulled, and they have flattered themselves that they had

stopped the sails ; but it has always risen again and
knocked over the philosophers, " clerical, medical, and
general," and probably always will ; so they may as well

save their preaching for something more amenable, or at

any rate preach more rationally than they do.

An OnsEUVER.

THE FUEL OF THE SUN.

By W. Mattiku Williams.

BEFORE discussing the points raised by Mr. Proctor in

his original criticism, there are two in his note to

my last letter that demand some explanation.

First, as regards the relative gravitation reaction of

Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, and the earth upon the sun. If

Mr. Proctor will turn to section S4 of " The Fuel of the

Sun," he will find that I specify the " nirnii. gravitation" of

these planets upon the sun. I did this with express and

deliberate intent, in order that I might not bo understood

as describing the " tide-raising action " of these planets.

The difference between these is just all the dillerence

between my figures and those of Mr. Proctor's, one vary-

ing with the cube, the other with the square of the distance

of the gravitating body. Perhaps I should have been

better understood liad I said the " l(il((l" rather than the

" ini'an "
; but in sections 75 and ^!l 1 had been describing

the varying gravitation of Venus and the other planets on

different parts of the sun, in order to show that " the

nucleus of the sun, and all the different parts of the solar

atmosphere, are subject to sensibly variable degrees of

attraction from the same planet."

Mr. Proctor says that the disturbance of the solar action

which I describe " must be akin " to tide-raising action.

In the sense of common parentage it is akin, as they arc

both due to the reaction of gravitation upon the primary,

but of themselves they are materially did'crent. The tide-

raising is a deformation, the action which I describe as

" the reeling of the solar nucleus " is a motion of translation

of the whole mass bodily, and this I still "maintain"

varies inversely with the square of the distance of the

gravitating body, and not, as Mr. Proctor's figures imply,

with the cube.

Anybody who will read attentively what I have said

will see winj I make this distinction. A mere tidal defor-

mation of a comjilrtn and profound fluid envelope (whether

liquid or gaseous) would not produce the vortices and

instirring of solar fuel which I have described. In section
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68, I saj' " The gaseous matter would be lifted, or bulged,

or undulated, as a tide-wave, and dropped again, but the

solid (or more probably viscous nucleus) would be dragged

bodily about with an irregular reeling motion inside this

profound undulating gaseous ocean, which it would thus

stir into eddies, as the stroke of a fish's tail makes eddies

in a pool."

On comparing this with our own water-tides, we must
remember that the depth of our ocean in relation to the

whole earth is but as the thickness of the paper pasted on

a 12-in. globe to the whole of that globe. I have

endeavoured to show reasons for concluding that the solar

nucleus within its fluid envelopes is comparable to a

peach-stone within its envelope of pulp.

As regards the quotation of Carrington's figures, this

is simply a blundering transposition of figures on my part,

which I failed to observe until now that Mr. Proctor has

detected it. The 30-86 should have been on the upper
line, and the 28 -36 on the lower. The error was copied

mechanically in the parenthesis in my letter. All my
reasoning and thinking on this part of the subject are

based on the conception of greater equatorial angular

velocity of the solar envelope, which 1 regard as produced
mainly, if not entirely, by the inner reeling of the nucleus.

This explanation appears to me lietter than any of the

other theories that have hitherto been attempted, though
it is not altogether free from difScuIties. I prefer my
own expression "reeling" to Mr. Proctor's "swaying,"
for reasons that I must not just now step aside to

state.

Mr. Proctor says that he halted at the threshold of my
argument on account of the awful stumbling-block of the
" perpetual motion fallacy " which I have placed there.

I perfectly understand this difficulty, and am well aware
that my theory -was originally weak at this point. In 18G8,

when writing this chapter, I was unable to see how the

retardation of stellar orbital motion or " star drift " is

compensated, and booked the problem for further con-

sideration ; but I diftered, and still difler diametrically

from Mr. Proctor in finding any " stumbling-block " in the

demand for perpetual motion. This was no bugbear to

me, but the contrary. I looked to the operation of this

universal principle for the solution of the problem.

In my estimation, the greatest achievement of modern
physical philosophy is the demonstration that motion is

absolutely, necessarily, and universally perpetual ; that the

total quantity of motion, or force, or matter (which are

really convertible terms) in the universe, is precisely the
same now as it was at the beginning, and will be the same
evermore.

My conviction of the fundamental necessity of this

principle con^^nced me that the mechanical motion thus
converted into heat-motion must be somehow or somewhere
restored. Broadly speaking, or briefly summarising my
theory, it amounts to stating that the motion produced by
gravitation or attractive force is converted into heat motion
or repulsive force, nothing added, nothing taken away

;

simply action and reaction, equal and contrary, operating

throughout the universe. How the reaction should obtain

the form of bodily i-epulsion of masses of matter of solar

magnitude I then had no idea, saw no clue to the solution

of this mighty problem. Subsequently, however, it has
becTi revealed by a series of researches, to the vast im-

portance of which our present-moment astronomers are

strangely blinded by the superstitions of transcendental

molecular mathematicians.
The subject is too large for exposition here, but I have

treated it in a preliminary essay on " The Philosophy of

the Radiometer and its Cosmical Revelations," contributed

to the "Quarterly Journal of Science," of October, 187G,

and reprinted lately in " Science in Short Chapters."

I should add, however, that subsequent reflection has

induced me to make a very great reduction of )ny estimate

of the quantity of this atmospheric bomVjardment, and to

regard it as a comparatively trivial factor in the main-

tenance of solar heat. I am, in fact, inclined to withdraw

the term " bombardment " altogether. It was only used

as an expression quoted from the then prevailing theory

of meteoric bombardment, and does not fairly express my
meaning. The term " impact," used in other parts of the

1)ook, where there is no comparison made with the meteoric

" bombardment " theory, is better.

On page 378, Mr. Proctor says that there is no evidence

of a lateral explosion of prominence matter with a velocity

of more than 240 miles per second, that " nothing of this

sort, or approaching anywhere near this, has ever been

seen." I have before me the third edition of his own book,

" The Sun Ruler of the Planetary System." I find there a

description and pictures of the lateral explosion of a pro-

minence 50,000 miles high flung out to a breadth exceeding

its height in a few minutes. On page 80 is a picture of its

appearance when first seen, and on page 81, of its lateral

ejections as they were seen twenty-five minutes later. These,

with the quoted description of Professor Young, and also

the observations and conclusions discussed on pages 300,

301, and 302, supply abundant evidence of lateral projec-

tions hugely exceeding " the lateral expansion of cumulus

clouds." Mr. Proctor evidently supposes that an enclosing

case, like our bomb rockets, is necessary for the exertion

of projectile results by explosion. Let him try the experi-

ment on the very gases to which I ascribe this projection,

i.e., dissociated water elements, enclosed in a soap bubble.

Having suttered bodily translation and overthrow by the re-

combination of about a quart of these gases only confined by

the membrane of abladder, I make a diflerentestimateof their

lateral projective power. In section 196, I quoted a well-

known instance of the direct observation of a lateral ejec-

tion across the solar surface at the rate of 116 miles per

second. This occurred in 18.59, before the spectroscope

came to our aid. Since that period a multitude of observa^

tions of far greater velocity have been made—too manj^

e\-en to name. I will, therefore, quote only one from tbd

last report of the Astronomer Eoyal at the annual visita-*

tion of 1882. After referring to several observations of

prominences " indicating very rapid motions of ajiproach

and recession," one example is given of a prominence

examined on May 13, 1882. It "was observed to rise

through a space of 30' in less than two minutes, being at

the rate of about 110 miles a second, whilst the line

showed a displacement towards the red, gradually in-

creasing from 1 ^ to 11 -4 tenth metres, corresponding to a

motion of recession, increasing in two minutes from 36 to

330 miles per second."

This motion of recession seen on the limb of the sun is

the lateral motion which, if I am right, must occur when

the dissociated gases are flung up beyond the vaporous jacket

which prevented their recombination below ; and this ob-

served acceleration is precisely what I stated should occur,

as a result of progressive explosion, though at the time of

writing no such acceleration had been observed.

{Editor's Hejoinder neit iceek.)

The Bell Telephone P.vtext.—An American paper

says :—" The Bell patent would, it is considered by those

competent to form an opinion, be cheap at 10,000,0i'0 dols.

TIjc consolidated telephone interests of the United States

arc estimated at from 100,000,000 dols. to 150,000,00l>

dols."
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TRANSITS OF VENUS.
By Richard A. Proctor.

FOR some inscrutaMo reasons, any statement in which

Venus, the sun, and the earth are introduced seems

by many to l>e re^rded as, of its very nature, too perplex-

ing for' any one but the astronomer even to attempt to

understand. My talk in the next few paragraphs shall be

a' out a dove, a dovecot, and a window, whereby, perhaps,

some may W tempted to master the essential points of

the astronominal (juestion who would be driven out of

hearing if I spoke a)>out planets and orbits, ascending nodes

and descending no<les, ingress and egress, and contacts

internal and external.

Fig. 1.

Suppose I), Fig. 1, to be a dove flying between the

window, A H, and the dovecot, C c, and let us suppose that

a person looking at the dove just over the bar, A, sees her

apparently cross the cot at the level, a, at the foot of one

row of openings, while another person, looking at the dove

just over the bar H, sees her cross the cot apparently at the

level, />, at the foot of the row of openings next above the

row a. Now suppose that the observer docs not know the

distance or size of the cot, but that he does know in some
way that the dove Ricsjiisl midway between the window
and the cot ; then it is perfectly clear that the distance, a h,

between the two rows of openings, is exactly the same as

the distance, A B, Wtween tlie two window-bars ; so that

our observers need only measure A B with a foot-rule to

know the scile on which the dovecot is made. If A B is

one foot, for instance, then '/ /< is also one foot ; and if tlie

doT«-cot has three e<|iial divisions, as .shown at the side, then

C » i» exactly one yard in height.

Thus we have here a ca.s«! where two observers, without

leaving their window, can tell the size of a distant object.

And it is quite clear that wherever the dove may pass

l»twt-en the window and the house, the observers will be

"|U«lly able to determine the size of the cot, if only they

know the relative distances of the dove and dovecot.

Thus, if D (I is twice us gnat as D .\, as in Fig. 2, then
n 6 is twice as gri-at as A 15, the b-ngth which the observers

know ; and if D n is only e.jual to half D A, as in

Fig. .3, then n A is only e<juul t« half the known length,

A IV In every fiossible case the length of a li is known.
Take one other cas*- in which the proportion is not quite so

kimple :—Suppose that I> " is greater than D A in the pro-

portion of 18 to 7, u in Fig. 4 ; then A a is greater than

A B in the same proportion ; so that, for instance, if A B
is a length of 7 in., 6 a is a length of 18 in.

Fig. 3.

W'e see from these simple cases how the actual size of a
distant object can bo learned by two observers who do not
leave the room, so long only as they know the relative dis-

tances of that object nnd of another which conies between

it and them. We need not specially concern ourselves by

inquiring /into they could determine this last point; it is

enough that it might become known to them in many ways.

To mention only one. Suppose the sun was shining so as

to throw the sliadow of the dove on a uniformly-paved

court between the house and the dovecote, then it is easy

to conceive how the position of the shadow on the uni-

form paving would enable the observers to determine (by

counting rows) the relative distances of dove and dovecot.

Fig. 4.

Now, Venus comes between tho earth and sun precisely

as the dove in Fig. 4 comes between the window, A B, and

the dovecot, li ti. The relative distances are known exactly,

and have been known for hundreds of years. They were

first learned by direct obsc-rvation ; afterwards by the

application of the laws of Kepler as interpreted and cor-

rected by Newtonian astronomy. The distance of the

earth from the sun has been found to bear to that of Venus

very nearly that of lOO to 72 ; so that, when Venus is on a

line between the earth and sun, her distances from these

two bodies are as 28 to 72, or as 7 to 18.

These distances are proportioned, then, as D A to D a in

Fig. 4 ; and the very same reasoning which was true in

the case of dove and dovecot is true when for the dove and

dovecot we substitute Venus and the sun respectively,

while for the two observers looking out from a window vn-

substitute two observers stationed at two difFerent parts of

the earth. It makes no dillerence in the essential princi-

ples of the problem that in one case we have to deal with

inches, and in the other with thousands of miles; just as

in speaking of Fig. 4 we reasoned that if A IJ, tho distance

between the eye-level of the two observers, is 7 in., then

Fi»,'.

1) n is 18 in., so we say that if two stations, A and B, Fig.

on the earth, E, are 7,000 miles apart (measuring the dis-

tance in a straight line), and an observer at A sees Venus'

centre on the sun';! disc at n, while an observer at B sees

her centre on the sun's disc at h, then h a (measured in a

straight line, and regarded as part of the upright diameter

of the sun) is equal to )H,000 miles. So that if two ob-

servers, so placed, could observe Venus at the same instant^

and note exactly where her centre seemed to fall, then since

1
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they would thus have learned what proportion 6 a is of the

whole diameter S S' of the sun, they would know how many
miles there are in that diameter. Suppose, for instance,

they found, on comparing notes, that 6 o is about the forty-

seventh part of the whole diameter, they would know that

the diameter of the sun is about 47 times 18,000 miles, or

about 846,000 miles.

Now, finding the real size of an object like the sun,

wlio.se apparent size we can so easily measure, is the same

thing as finding his distance. Any one can tell how many
times its own diameter the sun is removed from us. Take
a circular disc an inch in diameter—a halfpenny, for in-

stance—and see how far away it must be placed to e.xactly

hide the sun. The distance will be found to be rather more
than 107 in., so that the sun, like the halfpenny which

hides his face, must be rather more than 107 times his own
diameter from us. But 107 times 846,000 miles amounts
to 90,-522,000 miles. This, therefore, if the imagined

observations were correctly made, would be the sun's

distance.

(To be continued.)

THE GREAT SUN-SPOT.

TT7E have endeavoured (but, as we write, we are by noW means sure we are in time) to give a telescopic

view of the aspect of the sun with the great spot on it,

•which has been visible to the naked eye during the last

week, whenever the sun's disc has been somewhat dimmed
by fog or mist. The actual area of disturbance is almost as

large as any single area ever recorded ; though no actual

umbra of any very extraordinary size is now visible on
the sun's fac& As will be seen from our picture, the

spot—regarding as one the whole penumbral region—has
four large umbr-T? and many smaller ones. We show
the spot as it appeared on Monday, seen under very
unfavourable atmospheric conditions, our rough sketch
being only just finished before the sky clouded over, and
the opportunity for further observation was lost. The evi-

dence of disturbance around the spot region was marked.
But the faculx- around the triple spot which has recently

come into view near the eastern edge are even more con-

spicuous than those around the great region of disturbance,

though, within the large penumbral region of disturbance,

facular streaks of great splendour can be seen.

We are inclined to believe that the great spot is a phe
independent of the great comet asnomenon no means so

some of the daily papers have confidently asserted it to be.

Professor Kirkwood's theory of the association of a great

solar disturbance with meteoric matter following in the

train of the great comet of 1843 will here occur to many
readers. We shall touch on this later.

THE AURORA.

Ox Friday evening, at about the time of sunset, if not

earlier, a magnificent aurora was visible. When it

began, the sky was partly clouded, and the appearance pre-

sented was as though behind the darker cumulus clouds

there was a bank of cirrus clouds still illuminated by the

setting sun. But the position of the region of greatest

splendour, in the magnetic meridian, or some seventeen

degrees west of north, indicated the real character of the

phenomenon. As the clouds broke up and thinned they

presented a singular appearance, looking almost green by
contrast with the crimson red of the auroral clouds. When
they had entirely cleared away, the crimson effulgence

remained, though by this time it seemed somewhat less

intense ; it reached in streamers to a great distance from
the arch of greatest splendour, and for a long time the

crimson light could be seen extending to, and even beyond,

the zenith. The aurora remained, with varying brilliancy,

till near .5 a.m. Saturday.

At about five minutes past six a singular phenomenon
was observed. A cloud of whitish light, shaped like tor-

pedo, passed from the south-eastern to the north-western

horizon (some accounts say from east to west, but the true

direction was from a little east of south-east to a little

north of north-west). It was of nearly uniform brightness.

Its length was nearly ninety degrees. (One observer s.iys

that its size, compared with that of the moon (which was
shining brightly at the time), was as a herring compared
with a sixpenny-piece ; but as he does not name the price

of his illustrative herring, the illustration is not so satis-

factory as could be wished : does he mean a penny
herring, or one of those which may be obtained, we under-

stand, at two a penny 1) It passed across the heavens in

about two minutes. It is described as a cometary body
;

but as it moved almost exactly at right-anglos to the mag-
netic meridian, there can be very little doubt it was an
electrical phenomenon. The appearance is akin to that

sometimes seen in high latitudes, as the auroral streamers

vary in position, aggregation, and length, seeming to throw
folds of brightness, shaped like the folds of a curtain,

athwart the auroral arch.

An electrical storm of great violence prevailed from
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Friiiav till Sunday. Strong earth currents disturbed the

action of the telegraph and telephone lines. In Canada

and the United States, as far wtst as I't&li, the electrical

disturliance was felt Electricians say that the disturbance

was unlike any heretofore known, acting- on the wires in

strong waves, which produced constant changes in the

polarity of tlio current. A magnificent aurora was visible

throughout Canada and the United States.

The phenomena were akin in many respects to those

desiriUil in the editor's treatise on The Sun, as accompany-

ing and following tlje great solar disturbance of September,

SATURN'S RINGS.

MR, LYNN explains that his remark in tho AlheuouiK

referred, not, as I supposed, to the passage in which

I thanked Captain Noble for calling attention to this

subject in Kn"ovvleui;e, but to my remark in KsowLEDtiK
for Oct 13 to the effect that a writer in the Athenauin

liad " followed Captain Noble's lead "—a remark founded,

as he correctly supposes, upon an article in the Atheiiatim

for Oct 7th, (juotiiig a letter of Mr. Lynn's as its autho-

rity. He adds :
" Perhaps you will kindly e.xplain how

ascribing the lead to Captain Noble, whose letter, as Mr.
Maunder informed you, was written after mine, diflers

from ascribing the first notice to him." Since I referred

to the writer in the Mhfnitum, not to Mr. Lynn, as

following Captain Noble's lead, there is nothing, I appre-

hend, to explain.

I may take this opportunity of noting that I attach the

least j>ossible importance to the question, Who first saw
with the telescope niiy feature which the telescope was
bound, earlier or later, to reveal. There is something to

my mind altogether inconsistent with the dignity of science,

in the childish logogriphs under which men really great in

science concealed their discoveries, lest theyshould lose claim

to the distinction of having been the first to see something.

Tliere are many, however, who speak of a first view of some
astronomical object as if it des<Tved no less credit than
the discovery of Neptune or the labours of tho Herschcls
among stars and nebulae R. A. PiiocTOH.

HAS THE MOON AN ATMOSPnERE ?

Bv W. Mattibu Williams.

'PHE letter of Mr. B. J. Hopkins, p. .379, reminded me
I '.f Mr. Rinyard's paper on this subject, which I had

tiiarke<l In 1^ read when it appeared.

It appears that he and otliers investigating this subject
have omitti-d the connideration of a condition which I

j')int'-d out in Chapter XV. of "The Fuel of the Sun," as
f'.llowH " In the determination of the pressure of the
n'riio'.plif^ro upon the earth w.; take our barometers to the
w-a l.v.l, i'..-., the lowest f»ortion of the earth's general
surface. We must in like manner take our itnaginary
liarometers to the lowest <j'.nrrnl surface of the moon tr)

<>t>tain this calculat<^ column of mercury of six tenths of
an inch ^entimatcd on the aiuutnption that the moon has
it« eravitation-e<|uivalent of general atmospheric matter).
Fro:

, t!,.- . v,,..i,ive irregularity of the lunar surface it

tficult to define rlearly where this lowest
It murt \f at the Ijottom of the avcrrnge

y» of the lunar surface, probably about the
i..':ii* ;•:-.!

; of the Orrnnu* I'rftcrUanirn, and the other dark
r«^on« calli-d the ' Maria ' by selenographists.

" The observations of occultations are generally stated to

indicate no atmosphere, though some doubts as to tho

absolute truth of this have been expressed. Now, the edge
of the lunar disc, by which tho boundary of the moon's
diameter is measured, and which determines tho beginning

and end of an occultation, is formed by the summits of the

lunar peaks and ranges, levi'lled by the eU'eot of perspective;

for we look upon them horizontivlly, as though from their

own summit level. The only portion of the lunar atmo-

sphere remaining for tho purposes of horizontal refraction,

visible from the earth, must be tliat which rises above these

lofty summits.''

The passage that confirms my supposition of tho omission

of this consideration is that commencing Mr. Kanyard's
last paragraph, on page L'lT), wliere ho says—" It will be
seen tliat the light which enters the slit close to the moon's
limb must, if there be a solar atmosphere, have passed

through the densest portions of it."

We must remember that in comparing the rarefaction of

the lunar atmosphere on the mountains of the moon with

that on our terrestrial mountains, we have an ocean of

water filling the deepest depressions of the earth, and our

atmosphere starts from the surface level of this ocean,

while in the moon the corresponding depressions would
operate us atmospheric basins, into which an excessive pro-

portion of the general atmosphere would be compressed and
concentrat(!d.

The diU'erence between the results obtained by M.
Thollon and JI. Trcpied may, I think, bo explained by the

possibility of tlu^ railial slit of M. Trepied catching tho rays

coming through a notch or depression between tho lunar

mountains, while the tangential slit of M. Thollon swept

across the summits and ridges.

If I am right in this, the atmospheric lines seen in the

first case should Ije displayed of full length ; in the second

only as fragments, occurring where the length of the slit

visually crossed a notch caused by a lunar valley running

transversely to the line of the visible lunar horizon or limb.

This result would have tho puzzling and contradictory

character described.

[We may conveniently consider what the difference

•would be in a valley, say two miles below the mean level

(though such valleys must Ik; too few and .small to form

any appreciable part of the moon's limb), and at a height

of two miles above that level (though parts at that height

can in like manner form but a very small part of tho

moon's apparent edge). On our earth i\w atmosphere

doubles in pressure for each three-and-a-half miles of

descent ; on the moon, where gravity is one-sixth, for each

twenty-one miles, llenc 1 is the ratio between the

densities at lower and higher of these levels, we have the

relation :

—

4
log. (.= jjlog. 2

(the logarithms being hyperbolic.)

Now, Neperian log. 2=0-0931472
4

2I)2-' i5888

i;}202«0=log. 114.

Ilcnce the variation of density to which Mr. Williams

attaches so much invportance is in the ratio of 1 1 1 to 100,

or (very lurarly) of H to 7. All that we know of the con-

formation of tlie moon's surface, however, assures us that

nothing like a difl'erence of 4 miles could exist between
any appreciable parts of the moon's edge. A difference of

21 miles in level would bo required to produce a ratio of
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2 to 1 between the densities, where the lines of vision

touch the moon's edge. Bnt except in occultations of stars

we cannot really use such tangent visual lines, though we

may seem to do so.

—

Ed.]

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS.

Bv W. J. II. Clark.

THERE are many other methods employed in pupa

hunting besides digging, and at this period of the

year, all will prove more or less productive, and though a

very large proportion of the captures will probably consist

of very common species, yet now and then a rarity will be

obtained which will amply repay all the trouble which may
have been taken with the others.

Among the best localities for pupa hunting, besides

those noticed in last paper, we may mention woods where

clearings have been made, open heaths and commons,
coasts, sand-hills, fields, &c.

An open light soil will be the most productive, while

hard, wet clay will yield nothing for our pains. Dead
foliage lying on the ground will also give good results if

very carefully examined and raked over, but it must be

well shaken about for any pup.i' which might liave attached

themselves to the leaves. The best way is to take a large

sack and fill it v/ith leaves, and, after having brought it

home, to subject them to a thorough examination at

leisure.

Next, the leaves of trees must be examined for the pupa?

of those moths which spin the leaves together when under-

going their change from the larval to the pupal state.

When a leaf is found rolled up, it may be nearly always

suspected to contain a pupa of some kind or other, and
should not be unfolded, but brought home intact on spec.

However, if we wish to make perfectly sure as to whetlier

there is any inhabitant or not, hold it up to the light,

when the outline of the contained pupa will be clearly seen

through the semi-transparent leaf. A large number of

the Tortrices and various others will be obtained in this

way.

In the cracks and other irregularities on the bark of

trees will often be found the chrysalides of several of the

Bomhiiccs and others, and the tree should be thoroughly
searched all round. If anything be found, do not attempt
to detach it by force, but cut away the piece of bark or
wood to which it is joined as well. If there be any pieces

of loose bark on the tree, endeavour to tear them ofl', as

very often large numbers of pupa? will be found sheltering

underneath.

Some larva) burrow right into the wood itself, and for

these a very particular search must be made, as their

haunts are not so easily found out. We have all seen the
large tunnels made by the Goat moth {Coskus I'ujniperda)

in our apple-trees, and other smaller tunnels constructed
by various Si'siada', &c., and the question is how to get at

the inhabitants. The best way is to cut oil' the branch or

branches and take them home, and there wait patiently
until the imago emerges.

All small bushes should be carefully examined, both on
the branches and among the leaves ; the roots, itc, should
also be looked over, as several species of larva- go amidst
the network of shoots for a resting-place.

The grass and other low plants should be thoroughly
searched, and all rubbish of any kind turned over and
examined

; .sheltered walls, underneath tlie ledges of walls

and outbuildings, old fences, Ac, will also yield good

results ; in fact, there is no outdoor situation which does

not often form a home for some larva or other.

The pupie of I/i/droctuiijtir/n' and other water-inhabiting

species can only be obtained 1 ly dragging among the aquatic

plants with a small meshed water-net.

When we have obtained our pupas, the great thing is to

keep them so that as large a number as possible may
develope into the perfect insect. This requires careful

treatment, which, for different species, must be of different

natures.

In all cases the source from which the pupa was
obtained must guide us in keeping it, and we should

always endeavour to follow nature as nearly as possible if

we wish to succeed in anything connected with the rearing

of either larv;e or pupie.

Pupa^ which have been obtained from under the surface of

the earth must be treated as follows :—They should be kept

in an earthenware pan containing some light, friable soil,

which is not too dry, and a layer of moss put on top, which

must occasionally be sprinkled with water in order to keep

up the moisture of the soil ; be very careful not to make the

soil ivet, but only naturally moist, as if it be kept too

damp, most of the pupa' will be lost from mould, or will

rot away.

For those chrysalides which have been obtained from

twigs or walls and places exposed to the air, we must make
a frame consisting of four pieces of wood joined together

at right angles thus Q, with a piece of muslin or gauze

stretched over them, so as to form a sort of tray, on which

the pupa; are to be laid, and hung up in an outhouse, or

where a current of fresh air is continually passing, as this

prevents the ravages of disease and mould.

The pup;e captured by water-dragging must be kept in

jars or globes, filled with water, and covered over with
muslin or gauze.

Some one of the above-mentioned methods of rearing w-ill

do for nearly every species which can be found in this

country, but exotic and other foreign pupie require special

treatment, varying according to the climate and surround-

ings of the country in which they are found.

Substance for Casts.—A prize of £500 was oflered in

1877 by the German Government for the invention of a

material as suitable as gypsum for taking casts of works
of art, and yet capable of repeated cleaning. Forty-one

candidates have sent in specimen casts, but none have been

judged so absolutely satisfactory as to gain the prize.

—

Mechnincnl Work/.

Is Lowell, Mass., there is a telephone for every 62 in-

habitants, although the population numbers some 20,000
mill-hands. In PortLand, Maine, there is a telephone for

every 50 inhabitants. The telephones do as much busi-

ness as the telegraph lines between those cities, and yet the

telegraph company does 50 per cent more business than it

did two years ago.

Wire FENCiN<i in Thuxderstorms.—During a tliunder-

storm recently, fi\e sheep were killed on the farm of Goth-

land, Tinwalcl parish, in Scotland. In one field there was
a wire fence for a distance of 300 yards. The current had
travelled along this, breaking the wooden posts at various

distances, and at the end of the fence two sheep were
struck and killed. In an adjoining field, separated from
the other by a farm road, the fence was a stone wall, with

a single wire on the top. This wire was broken, and
touched the ground about forty yards from the road. A
number of slieep were crouching near the broken wire,

and three of them were killed.
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•.' AU Ml^, t'o't'i, EJilo' <tM t, K,mb^,d. For »»«..>.<• ^ rifr„„r,.
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mjkA tJU f*fe «« mk%tk if afp«^rt.
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•tftio of trmavition >for U there anvthini: more ikd\erve to •ccuracy
thftft flxity of opinioD."— J(tpa^«jr.
" Show mo ft mftD wbo mftkee no mivlftke*. ftod I will kbow tou ft mfts who hft«

SELFIXOCUI.ATluN (iF HYDliOr IlilA.

'C3*]— In aikini; the quostinn, " ("nn n doK inoculate itself with
hTilnipbobia ? " " H. A." evidently ovorKMjks the fact that the affec-

tion in not a local, bat a general disease, and that the development
of a ipecitic virus in the roffion of the mouth, capable of propaRating
the disorder, is onlv a local symptom. Therefore, none but an
animal already hydrophobic, manifestly or latently, could commu-
nicate the malady to any creature ; though at how early a stage
this may be possible is B« yet uncertain. Tlie fever known as smull-

po» is commnnicable frtim one person to another by inoculation of

the matter contained in the pustules ; but a man would not give
himself Hmall-|><>x by taking the accretion from a pustule on hi; arm
and putting it into his leg, Ix^ctiuso ho has the fever already
throughout what is vaguely termed the "system," and the jjustules

anr only one indication of its presence. But he iright infect his left

hand witli itch from his right, a proceeding no more concerning the
constitution than tossing a ball from one hand to the other.

" Can a venomous snake poison itself by its own bite ? " would be
a question of greater patholr>gical interest, since there ia much
confliff ing evidence on the jMiint.

». Woo<Jford-rT>ad, Watford. ARTniR Stradiixo, C.M.Z.S., Ac.

KXGLI.su SNAKE.
[6.3;; -In reply to the query of " C. K. S." (GIO), I beg to in-

form him that there is an Englinh snake, termed the Coronella Lir^in,

differing both fn>m the common ringed snake and the adder or
riper. K specimen was brought to my father as long ago as the
year liiM, and is still in possession of the family. I believe it

was not recognise<l or descril>ed by naturalists until three or four
Tears after thot date, when it was thought to be a new species. I

have myself caught several s[iecimens in the neighbourhood of
Waril.iim, Dfirsei. It ia smtller than the common snake, of a
brr.wiii«h oilour, has no particular markings, and can lie readily
di«' I,.-

. M..-.1 fr'.ni the adder by the absence of the black lozenge-
• i ." I'.wn the back.

r.'.t imbricated, and I beliovo (I have not the
. tlii'V are wanting in the keel or ridgo which ia

' longitudinally along the middle of each acnle of
th<- ..•:•.. r .(- 1.-., In these reajK-cta it might lie mistaken for the
alow worm, but it ia a true snake, having extensile jawa and a row
of palatine tt-eth. It hris no |«.ison fangs, and is i>erfectly harm-

th(

Wll.l

obj.ct

will allow I

In

COM) BATH AT MfJUT.
to " A. E. Oram," No, f/i.',, p. 3fil, perhaps yon

to sui" the conclrmions I have arrived at after many
of lakinir >*th« both in summer and winter. To

i»ko .,..1.1 i,,.M, ,,t ,.,,.,.1 " I •• 1 Ik- litj<|y is more or leas exhausted
" I" no K<xjd whatever, and would

' i-iustirm at the time of plunging
li.,., .. , -., . r .in-i I,,.-..- I ..tp iiiiotii. are moat generally combinerl
at th* lini>> tA iinvmg tbo bed in the morning, but seldom at night,
aod even if they were, a cold bath on going to bed would not have

the effect that " I. S.," No. 583, p. 314, thinks it would, viz., to

induce sleep. I, too, suffer at times from BliH-plcssness, and on two
or three occasions have jumped out of bod and taken a cold bath in

sheer deajieration ; but the effect has been to drive away all chance
of sleep for the renniinder of ihe night. On the other hand, a hot

bath at night is both healthful and soothing. It sh(mld bo taken

immediately before going to bed, at a temperature of from 95 to

'.'S degrees, and it will gi'nenilly induce sleep wliolher after a day's

physical labour or not. .•V hot bath frequently at night and cold

bath every morning summer and winter, would be highly benolicinl,

but I have found it best in winter to make the cold bath a mere dip,

as a prolonged immersion takes too much heat from the body.

G. Hann.

SINGULAR ItAlNBOW.

[037]—Heferring to primary bow only, ami taking deviation

through a ruin-droii =40", the above figure will represent the case

of sun's altitude =5° Sun's rays reflected at 11 hehind observer,

deviated 40° by drop at 1) to observer O. I cannot see how when
sun is low (lower than 40°), a bow can be seen by rays reflected in

front of observer. On the other hand when the sun is between 40°

and 50°, Fay 45°, an observer on a bridge may see two sots of re-

flected bows, one by rellexiim in front, Ihe other by reflexion behind,

thus :-—

Bays reflected at R bulii.id observer form a high bow at D. Eaya
reflected at U' in front of observer form a low bow at D'. In thiB

case the nsual direct Irnw is not formed. If I am correct, it in

curious that the phenomenon is not more often noticed.

\. Lk Sukuk.

IRON PYRITES.

[038]- Can any of your readers inform mo if it is possible to

melt up and make any use of the nodules of iron pyrites (popularly

called thunderbolta) which so thickly strew the bench at Eastbourne,
St. Margaret's, and other places on our southern coast ? If thej
are good soluble metal, many tons of valuable material seem to bo
wasted. I shall be glad to know if there ia anything in their

chemical composition which prevents their being treated as useful

metal, either melted and cast alone, or mixed with other metal.

D. A M.

BREWING AND MALTING,
leen consulted by the head of a family in Cal

thod of l>rewing and
[039]— I have b

fornia, U.S., aa to

the most suitable practical works on th(

simply to supply homo wants; not sale,

give me any information on these jioints I

It 1

alting, and
The object is

uld or would
„uch obliged.

4/ler Drfdtn.
' Three Pent for three etaentiftl Tirtiien fitmrd.

The Piekvick, Owl, ftnd Wavrrley were named.
The flral in Oeiibility aurpaMod,
In eaao the neit, in eleganc-e the la«t.

Theae point) united with ftltracliorn new,
Hftiro jielded other boona, the J'htirlvn and Hindoo.'

nple Iloi, with all the kindi

into now who never wrote >

, Id. \,J Poit.

» more."—Otu
ralftttirt of rem and Tenholdere.

MACMVF.y A CAMKHON, .1.1, Iti,ii».aT»K»T, KDiasraon.
PsvifaxftM TO HiB MusBTi'a GuvKKSMxaT Orricia. (Kat. 17'0.)
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gnstorrs Uj Coriespontjnitg.

Hnrrs to Corkbsponde

thtfo
uMicer to pricate inquiries. 3. Correfpondentt fhoiild temte nn _

paper, and put draftings on a separate leoj". 4. i'l/cA letter should have a tif'e, ttvd

in replying to a letter, r^erence should be mttde to its number, the page on lehich it

E. S. Thoese. I quite agree with you. Xo man wlio has

«Ter walked past that Kew wall should fail to do all that

in him lies to get it replaced br a railing. I do not

live in a house overlooking the srronnds, but if a subscription is

opened to raise the necessarr sum, I will gladly put down mv name
for £10. But Sir J. Hooker would infallibly resign if Goveirament

agreed to such a change, and what would old England do then,

poor thing?—F. S. L. The question related to a garden-walk, and
though a circle is, as you say, one of the limiting forms of the

ellipse, a circular walk would not therefore be regarded as an
elliptical one.—W. H. Tatloe. Thanks; but medals are apter

rewards for prize pigs than for men.—J. Spiee.s. I should only be
too glad to have an excuse for visiting old Ayr, where I passed a

very happy half-year.

—

Poor Student should note what sort of

work he wants the spectroscope to do. For some very simple

work, a slit and a prism, with a blackened tube or so, would
serve very well ; for other work something more elaborate must be
made.—W. S. P.uitt. That light theory of comet's tails is not
only foiled by multiple tails, bat by curved tails, thwart streaks,

and other phenomena. But it will not do anyhow. It has been
tried many times, and never woiJd fit a single case.

—

Gradatim.
I write away from my books (lecturing at Newcastle), but you viill

find in De Morgan's " Budget of Paradoxes," \/2 to 110 digits.

There are two digits which appear only S times, and digit 7

appears no less than 18 times. But you can try this experiment

:

Take out a list of digits at random, by opening a book of logarithms
and bringing down a pencil point at random in the open page,
marking down in your list the digit nearest to the point marked.
You will find nearly always among the digits thus taken out, one or

two which get the lead in numbers and keep it, one or two which
fall behind and keep behind. It is because there are so many digits

that the chances are one or other will be, as it were, lucky in the
<lrawing, and one or other unlucky. Of course, the mathematical
question is dealt with by comparing, for n trials, the sum of all

the co-efficients in the expansion of

in which the power of amj one of the terms falls short of m-^10 in

a given degree at least, with the sum of all the remaining co-
efficients.—W. S. BB.4DLEY. About the comet, shortly ; but wo
(students of science generally, I mean, not " we " editorially) know
much less about comets than" we should like to. On the other point
—the bet was an idle one ; but he might have safely wagered his

£50 that no one could convince him the moon was not "perfectly
stationary, and never moves from place to place."—"Taranaki."'
The evolute of a circle is a point—the circle's centre. The evolute
of a straight line is either of the points at infinity in direction per-
pendicular to the line.—H. De.vxys. I must "ask " Mephisto."—An Invalid. We should certainly recommend you to have a
tire ; but we are not medical.

—

I.vqisitive. I forget what par-
ticular defeat of the Spaniards is referred to by Browning in
the poem you mention.—K. h. McGrath. Let us consider the
point logically, if your wrath, which really seems blinding, will
permit yon. You say, '• Kerdic was a pirate," and " Eollo was
a pirate ;

" you count me out your ten murderers and eleven
imbeciles, cite Richard Sans-peur and William the Conqueror
himself as of illegitimate birth, and William of Lunebcrg, George
III., and a third, as subject during parts of their lives to attacks of
mental aberration. Then you ask mo if I " dare to deny that the
parable related to them." I dare say not, if you dare say so much.
But either yon are right in all your statements, or yon are not. If

you are not right, yon should hold your peace ; and if you are right,
I cannot be far wrong. As to your strongly-expressed wrath, I can
cmly say, God keep you in your present mind, for you treat your
friends ill. "Call yon (/la*' backing of yonr friends?" If so, I

would rather not be "one of them.—F. Foot. It is quite true that
tho obliiiuity of th« Ecliptic has changed since the days of the
first astronomers. This is due to the di.^turbing actions of the
planets by which the path of the earth has been changed ; in
other words, the position of the Ecliptic itself has been changed,
not tho axial pose of tho earth in space.—D. Ma.vweli.. Is
not that rather what one would expect, than the reverse? Tho
result in Tyndall's experiment is what one would not expect ; but
where tho close packing of the particles is done away with, as in

your experiment, one would expect its effects to be corrected too.

—S. D. I use Chauvenet's "Astronomy" for the purposes you
name.—S. Staxdeixg. Oh ! give us a rest : or write about matters
less difficult. Metaphysics is not in our line. Besides, yon spell so

erratically, it is hard to know what you mean.—M. D. Uranus
goes the right way round ; it presumably rotates the same way as

its satellites, but its rotation has never been properly observed.

—

G. T. Ky^'es. I quite agree with you about the comet; it is very
difficult to get engravers to attend to such points closely. It is

now not likely that the comet will return anything like so soon as

had been thought. The poem is capital, all but the too compli-

mentary adjectives applied to Mr. Proctor.—E. J. H. Those figures

on p. 34-t ? Which figures ? If you refer to my figures about the
Egyptian signalling, they are nearly correct. The depression for a
mile is rather less than G in. when correction is made for refraction.

Sidereal time is measured from the time when the first point

of Aries crosses the meridian. Now, on March 21, if sun at first

point of Aries at noon, the sidereal time at apparent noon will be
h. m. Os. ; but at mean noon, which is six or seven minutes

earlier, sidereal time is some six or seven minutes earlier too, or
23 h. 53 m. or 54 m.

—

Debate. Do not know where you can find

any account of the failure of justice through the incorrect findings

of juries.—E. Gereish. The quotation will be found at the end of

my " Universe of Stars."— J. wants the solution of the following

problem ; To describe three circles in a triangle, each circle

touching two sides of the triangle and the other two circles.

—

A. Shepherd. The reflected bow in such pictures is manifestly

wrong, but if you draw the angles correctly you vnll find yoiu*

smaller reflected bow could not be given.—A. C. It is of little nse
to look at Neptune with a 3-in. telescope, though you can see it.

The "Nautical Almanack" gives the place, which you can mark
down in any good map.—R. C. Tayloe. A sovereign contains
113-001 grains of gold and 10-273 grains of alloy.—E. R. Cowley.
Those questions, to be properly dealt with, would require all

the space in a volume of Knowledge, and much very pro-

found reasoning and calculation.—W. B. Phillips. Jupiter has
been in Gemini lately. Certainly Venus visible as an evening star,

and rather a bright one.— G. Gareatt. Do not know where the

results of the observations of Mars in 1877 have been collected.

—

C. W. G. Thanks.—E. Gschwind. A very noteworthy observa-

tion : we should be glad to learn whether any other noticed the

passage of a meteor apparently from tail to head of comet at 5.17

on the morning of Nov. 8.— F. H. M. wishes to know whether
trapped animals are unfit for food, owing to blood-poisoning, re-

sulting from their death agonies.

—

Nil Despeeaxdvm. Want of

practice prevents some from winking without blinking. Try again

;

only not when ladies are passing.—J. F. You should get Mr.
Pearson's book on the tides.

—

Unit. Consider the equation
r'= 2g/i, and I thinkyou will see why kinetic energy = ^mr'.—X. Y.
Yes ; we do think it impei-tinent curiosity to inquire into a man's
religious belief, while we consider it only just and proper to inquire

how he discharges duties for which he is paid (by you and me,
among the rest). If men thus paid are hardened against deserved
censure, they must be punished in any way by which they can be
reached—by ridicule, if that serves. As for courtesy, a man
of sense who had found reason fail, would as soon think of

extending courtesv to—well, to anv other wilful wrongdoer.

©ur esabidt Column.
By " Five op Cldbs."

PLAY FOURTH HAND.
THE fourth player's duty is usually but to -win the trick if he

can, and as cheaply as he can. The exceptions usually belong
to the cases in which the general conduct of the hand involves

considerations overruling such rules of detail as we are for the
present considering. Thus, the player fourth in hand may bo
unable to win a trick except by ruffing, and ruffing may mean
giving up all chance of commanding the run of trumps and bringing

in a long suit : in that case, he would pass tho trick. Or it may
happen that the card of the suit with which he could alone take

the trick would obviously be likely to servo as a re-entering card,

after trumps were exhausted : in such a case, it the chances were
dearly in favour of that power of re-entry being obtainable in no
other way, fourth hand should pass the trick. The consideration of

such |K>int8 belongs to a later stage of our discussion of Whist
principles. We may simply note hero that in all such cases a good
general rule to bear in mind is that a certain trick ought not to bo
passed, unless there is a great probability of making two by so

doing, always remembering, liowevcr, that if the game con only bo
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MTtHi l>v making tho tWL\ the trick sliouUl always bo passed,

wkilf, of coarse, if one trick savca or makes the game, it ehould

be made.
A c«ae often arises (ii is often spoken of as if fourth Iiand nione

wer* concrmod, but it applies to second hand equally) where it is

qaestionable whetlier n trick should be passed or taken. King is

I*d in a suit of which you hold Ace, Knave, and others. Uere
many pass the trick, because, if tho suit is continued, as it UBually

i«, they hold the tonace, and, apart from rutling, make two tricks

instead of one in the suit, lloldingup the Ace second hand in such
races, though not generally good, is occasionally advisable. But it

is *eldom safe to pass the trick when you hold Ace, Knave, and
another fourth in hand. There is a considerable chance that either

^•onr partner or your right hand adversary may have held originally

bat one of the suit, and, if so, cither would trump. Your partner
would trump, if he could, because he would believe the Ace to be
with third hand. Third hand would, of course, trump if he
could—a small card having been led. Where you hold up the
Ace second hand, you have' a much better chance, for you
mn no risk of being trumped by your jiartner. Clay adds
to these considerations, that you give up for one round, at

least, the advantage of getting the lead ; that, however, may be an
advantage, or the reverse, according to the nature of your hand.
He adds, " the leader, either front suspecting your tenace, or be-

cauao be has another strong suit to show his ])artncr, changes his
lead, and when it is next led it is probably by your right-hand
adversary, who leads through your tenace, instead of to it." These
coiuiderationa are less important,'_however, than the others; for
usually no toimce would bo suspected, covering with ace being the
nsual custom, and it very seldom happens that a player finds it

well to show a second suit to his partner. Tho fall of the cards in

the first suit may, of course, lead him to do so ; but ordinarily ho
will keep to one suit. The case is rather different, when his partner
has already shown a suit. For then, tho possibility of a held-up
tenace (however slight), may lead him to prefer returning his
partner's suit who can aftcnvards lead tho Ace if he has it, and
then up to the Queen.
That playing a small card in such a case gives your partner a

wrong idea of the contents of your hand is a valid argument against
passing the trick, unless the indications are such that you are
justified in attaching less importance to informing him than to
strengthening your own position. If you are strong in trumps,
there is a further reason for disregarding this i)oint. For should
tho leader be led to suspect that a tenace is held up, ho will be apt
to lend trumps, which can hardly fail to suit your hand.

Cases of two kinds have specially to be noticed in playing fourth
in hand,—first, those in which it is necessary to take a trick already
won by partner; secondly, those in which it is necessary to pass a
trick won by the adversaries. We are not going to consider all

cases of the kind, for many depend on tho previous fall of cards,
and the strategy of the hand as a whole. But two simple general
cases of either sort, must be considered here.

{To be continued.)

(2Rur Cfjcss Column.
Br Mei'iilsto.

PROBLEM No. CO.

By John Simi-son, Edinburgh.
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w i
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Wliito to ]iliiy and ii
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The comet seems to be a fruitful subject of error—or,

at least, of change of opinion. Prof. Chandler, 'who out-

Heroded the sensation-mongers by saying the comet had

actually gone through the sun, no'w sits in judgment on

Prof. Smyth and the rest, 'with a new orbit, showing no

coincidence with the orbits of the comets of 1843 and

1880. He seems nearer the truth this time, and we give

the deduced path of the comet, with Hind's estimate for

November for comparison.

Dr. Siemens' theory is getting rather roughly used. 31.

Faye has given one of the many proofs of its incorrectness.

M. Hirn follows with three, one being that which the

Editor gave in these columns immediately after the theory

'was published (we shall translate his paper for next week).

Dr. 'Tommasi gives yet another disproof, ending with the

remark that the hypothesis " would lead to perpetual

motion, and therefore to absurdity." Those who recognised

this at the outset should have spoken as plainly as we did.

It would have saved much wasted time, and much mis-

apprehension among the inexperienced.

The Electric Storm.—One of the most remarkable
features attending the electrical disturbances to which we
made reference last week, was that in two wires running
side by side, one going about two miles further than the

other, currents were travelling in opposite directions simul-

taneously.

America appears to have had a stronger visitation than
'was observed at home. The effect upon electrical appa-
ratus in various parts of the States was very great. A
supreme joke appears, however, to have been played upon
the New York correspondent of one of our daily contem-
poraries, who wired that " Bangor worked a message a
distance of 700 miles without a battery. At Milwaukee,
by means of the storm alone, an electric light, requiring
eight horse-power, was kept burning for some time." This
is very rich. What will the gas folk say to it 1

It is a noteworthy fact that every electric storm noticed

recently has occurred at a time when spots of a greater

or less magnitude are observed on the sun.

At a meeting of the City (London) Commissioners of

Sewers, held on Tuesday week, a prolonged discussion took

place on a report by Mr. W. H. Preece on the subject of

electric lighting, and it was ultimately resolved by 22 to

21, " That while the Commission was in favour of electric

lighting in the abstract, it was advisable to allow all

further experiments to be conducted at the risk of the

lighting companies, and not at the expense of the rate-

payers."

Artificial turquoise are made in Paris and Vienna that

cannot be distinguished by external appearances from the

natural product, and when artistically made can only be

distinguished by means of the file, being usually softer.

The .Scientific Amet-icnn says they are made from phosphate

of alumina and phosphate of copper mixed together, and
subjected to hydraulic pressure. Even in chemical compo-
sition it resembles the natural mineral, which is a hydrated

phosphate of alumina with 2 per cent, of oxide of copper.

A cop.EESPOXDEKT sends us the following letter from Mr.
Darwin, in 1873, to N. D. Doedes, a Dutch gentleman, who
wrote to ask him his opinion on the existence of a God.

Mr. Darwin wrote :—It is impossible to answer your

question briefly ; I am not sure that I could do so, even if

I 'wrote at some length. But I may say that the impossi-

bility of concei%-ing that this grand and wondrous universe,

with our conscious selves, arose through chance, seems to

me our chief argument for the existence of God ; but

whether this is an argument of real value, I have never

been able to decide. I am aware that if we admit a first

cause, the mind still craves to know whence it came and
how it arose. Nor can I overlook the difficulty from the

immense amount of suffering through the world. I am
also induced to defer to a certain extent to the judgment
of the many able men who have fully believed in God ; but

here, again, I see how poor an argiunent this is. The
safest conclusion seems to be, that the whole subject is

beyond the scope of man's intellect ; but man can do his

duty." This interesting letter was published first in De
Dagerand, a Dutch Freethought paper, and has just been

sent to Dr. Aveling by a Dutch Freethinker.

With the six large Edison dynamo-machines in the New
York central installation, each driven by engines indicating

from 120 to 1"'0 horse-power, it has been found, says the

Engineer, that if one machine falls in speed, the currents

from the other macliines short-circuit themselves through

the machine which has dropped in speed, and thus over-

power the engine driving it.

At a meeting of the Royal Dublin Society, Dr. G.

Johnstone Stoney made a communication " On 'the energy

expended in propelling a bicycle." Dr. Stoney referred to

a bicycle match of twenty-six competitors between London
and Bath, in which the winner did 21 1 miles in twenty-

four hours, and fourteen others travelled over 1 50 miles

a-day each. A bicyclist travelled from London to John
o' Groat's House in thirteen days, being at the rate of 7G

miles a-day. These were the performances of athletes, but

an ordinary young person could travel 60 miles a day,

and a man between 50 and 60 years of age, 30

miles a day. The result of his experiments showed
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that moch more energy was developed in propelling

a l.ioycle than in any other way of applying human

muscle. Taking into account the circumstances that the

)«h1v of the rider was supported ; that he could ail just with

nic-'ty every stroke : that the chest was in the best possible

position for havin;; full and free play ; and also the e.\U>nt

to which fatijue »iisabate«l by exhilaration and scenery, it

feenieil to him (Dr. Stoney) that the ultimate comparison

was not between the energ\- exi>ended and the feats accom-

pliihed. but Wtwet-n the fatigue incurred, which was small,

and the feats accomplished. Dr. Stoney, in reply to

questions, said the riding of a tricycle was just above, and

that of a bicycle just K-low, the perspiring point. It had

IxH-n found that the energy expended in lal«our on a tread-

mill whert? the hours of lalwur were eight hours a day, was

3,000 foot-pound per minute, while the average energy

expended on riding a bicycle was about 5,000 foot-pound

per minute.

Tub town-clerk of Stranraer has been in correspondence

with the town-clerk of Chesterfield in reference to the ad-

vantages of electric lighting, so far as experience has been

obtained in that town, and the letter sent to him by Mr.

Dotls (town-clerk, Chestcrtield) says :—'' The majority of

the Corporation of Chestcrtield are satisfied with the

lighting of the town by electricity on the ground of

efficiency and economy. We have twenty-two Brush arc

lights and ninety-six Lane- Fox incandescent lamps at a

cost, for the present year, of £SS!."», in place of liOO ga.s-

lamps costing X9.'>0 per annum. The contractors are

Hammond ic Ca" It is well to have on record such

positive statements as to cost, efficiency, ic, whether they

J*e borne out in general electric lighting practice or not.

Such a statement in reference to the Chesterfield electric

lighting experiment has not been previously published.

At the last meeting of the Central Board of the Miners'

National Union, held at Durham, Mr. Thomas Burt, M.P.,

the chairman, called the attention of those present to a

scheme put forward by Mr. Ellis Lever, of Manchester, to

give a premium of X.'iOO to any person who could invent

the licrt portable electric lamp for use in mines. A letter

wa.s read from Mr. L<ver, jun., stating that in his opinion a

portnble electric lampto Ite usid in mines was quite a probable

thing. The meeting, looking upon the offer as important,

pi>£.s<-d the following rf«olution:—"That this meeting

desires to tender to Mr. Ellis Lever its best thanks forliis kind

and generous offer to pay a premium of £500 to the person

who can invent the most usfful portable electric lamp to

•« used in mines. That should Mr. L«;ver still kindly

consent to give the premium of £500 for this purpose, the

pn-jrident and secretary be empowered to correspond with

him, and, if ne<.'e*sarj% see him on the BuVjject" It was

farther agreed that the president (Mr. Burt), the vice-

prr«ident (Mr. Pultard), and the secretary (Mr. Crawford),

»hould form a 8ul>-coirimittee to assist the praiseworthy

object which Mr. I>;ver wi»)ieii to bring alwut. The ques-

tion of the amount of contidence which miners may place

in ikafety-lanipH has long )>een debat<.-d, so that the offer

will doubtlt-M create a great interf«t in mining circles.

The preaent proprietor (except for twenty hours per

w'k) of the Kew Botanic Oardenv, is more zealous in

Iri liin^'up than in unbricking. His lordly will yielded

V) far an to dlHcontinue the work of closing up the

r< ri.p<-n»t<; HooiK; dati: : but there the woodwork is which
• had %»-t op -gladdening the souls of those who wish him
. have an aderjoaVe supply of the proverbial rope.

CiviLis.\TiON IN THE TiME OF Adraham.—Among the
Chaldean cylinders recently discovered by Mr. Rassam in

the course of his excavations in Babylonia, and u]ion which

Mr. Theophilus G. Pinches read a most interesting paper

at the last meeting of the Society of Biblical Archieology,

is one of the most remarkable yet found, by reason of the

light it throws upon tlie ancient chronology of the Chaldean

Empire. It dates from the time of Nalionides, and records,

among other things, that this sovereign, digging under the

foundations of the Sun-l!od Tenijile at Siparn, forty-five-

years afU'r the death of King Neb\ichadncz/ar, came upon

a cylinder of Nanimsin, the son of Sargon, which no one

had seen for ";i,"200 years." This gives as the date of the

ancient sovereign named I?,750 n.c. This, and the fact

pointed out by Professor Oppert, who was present, that

there was in those early days already "lively intercourse

between Chaldea and Egypt," will have to be taken into

account by future Bible critics. It is certaiji (says

the JewUh Wor/il) somewhat to modify the vulgar concep-

tion—due in the first place to Dean Stanley—of Abraham,
the founder of the Jews, as a wandering Arab Sheikh, a
kind of nomad Bedouin as he exists in our day. The
existence more than 5,500 years ago of two highly-civilised

and highly-cultured Empires in Egypt and Chaldea ; the

fact that constant intercourse was going on between the

two ; again, that the high road between them led direct

through Southern Palestine, and that Aljraham was a

native of the one great Empire and an honoured visitor

in the other, cannot but serve to modify in no slight degree

our notions of the wandering sheikh to whom we owe our

origin. That he would have been unaffected by the culture

in which ho was born, and the rival civilisations between

which he lived, is hardly likely. Altogether, the discovery

to which Mr. Pinchi^s has called attention may open up a

new field for investigation in the matter of Akkad and

Akkadian civilisation.

A.MERICAN common-sense, as we anticipated, is rising

superior to the Langtry delusion, which crowded theatres

here, to see a passable amateur in parts utterly beyond her

strength, for no other reason than than ir/iat ? Does
any one know? Or, rather, is any one ignorant?

PnoKESSOH Wilson has promised a series of papers on
" Our Bodies ;

" to begin next week with " Our Bones," and

to be continued systematically 0)i alt<;rnat(! weeks.

Mn. W. Mattieu Williams, leaving for awhile (in these

columns) the fuel of the great centre of the universe, is

going to discuss on alternate weeks the " Chemistry of

Cooking," a subject about which too many are lamentably

ignorant.

The author of the series " How to Get Strong " has left

the chest and begun on the waist. We keep back his first

paper for a week, as it would clash with this week's discus-

sion of the corset-wearing question. He writes somewhat
emphatically that his papers are nnf meant for any who
would seek tf) obtain or restore waist strength by wearing

corsets ; he shows, rather, he says, how a natural corset

may Vje formed—that is, a good waist-enclosure of muscle

instead of whale-bone or steel.

Our Mathematical Column was displaced last w(!ek

owing to an accession of advertisement matter. We wore

not at the office to decide what must give way, and this

column was selected, we Bupi>ose, as considered likely to

interest fewest readers. We should have made another

choice : hereafter the Mathematical Column shall not bo

omitted two weeks running.
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LEARNING LANGUAGES.
Bt Richard A. Proctor.

1HAVE had a rather varied experience in learninf;

languages, for which acquisition, let nie note, I have
no exceptional aptitude, as some people have, so that my
experience may, peihaps, be of use to many. As I have
received also a great number of letters (more than eighty)

relating to the Hamiltonian method, I may combine what
I have to say on the general suliject, with a short sketch of

the advantages of that system.

All the languages of which I have any knowledge I

learned for the purjioses solely of reading books written in

those languages. At school and college, indeed, I was
taught Latin and Greek according to the system in vogue
at our schools and colleges, the object of which appears to

my apprehension (possibly dull) to make the use of either

language, in the way of book-reading, appear to the

learner the last and most remote of all the purposes for

which a language can be learned. Somehow, so far from
appreciating, I could never, even as a boy, read without
ridicule the preposterous things which our Latin and
Greek grammars set forth to teach beginners. Nor do I

envy my own boys, taught from the public school

.grammar, such useful things as that, " B. Any finite part

of the verb mtvi {esse), to Le, is usually a copula or link
;

and a word linked by it to the subject, and completing the

sense, is called a complement, both together forming the

predicate, as

—

Predicate.
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elements included in older lists were potash, soda, and
limr. Sir Humphry Davy, in his electrical experiments,

sucx^^li'd in splitting up soda, and obtaining from it tlie

mt'tul sodium ; soda was necessarily then relegated from
the list of elements to tliat of compounds. Since that

time, the attack on the elements luis been sustained with
vigour, and during the last year or two the researclies of

Mey.r and others have indicated a possibility of decom-
posin:: the ih luent chlorine ; should such decomposition be
eii.v!. d. chlorine, too, would have to be considered as a com-
p<iunii. nithrr than an element At this point an experiment
may If sviggested, that, simple though it may seem, will con-

sidiT.dily help us in deliuing the further terms. Procure
somt- copper in tlie form of very line turnings, or better, as

filings mix these with about three times their weight (

£

powd.nd sulphur; notice that, however well mixed, the
particles of copper and sulphur are still plainly visible.

Put the mixture in the bottom of a Gin. test-tube, which
it should till about two inches ; heat it over a Bunsen lamp
very carefully : it short!)' commences to glow at the
bottom : and then, witliout the assistance of the flame,

becomes retl-hot throughout the whole luass. Heat now
strongly, and u considerable quantity of sulphur boils oil",

and c-ondenses in the upper part of the tube. Allow it <0
cool, and a bluish-black substance, very unlike both the
sulpliur and the copper, may be taken out This substance
reuitiihing is a compound of sulphur and copper. Its

api"-;ir.ince and properties are very different from those of

the constituent elements, and further, the exact quantity
of each present is always definite ; if, as in the experiment
tried, an excess of sulphur is used, that excess simply
remains unaltered, and is boiled away. This should make
clear the essential difference between a «iixture and a com-
pound ; the former term is applied to what is simply a
mixture, without union, of substances in any proportion

;

a ii.inpound is produced by actual condiination of elements
in (!• liiiite proportions. The terms, when used in chemical
treat i^.-i, have always these meanings attached to them.

This law of definite proportions is one which, the more
chemistrj- is studiwl, is the more seen to underlie all

theories of chemistry. On weighing the copper, kc, in
the exjHrimcnt mentioned, it will be found that G3 of
eopp<r have united with 32 of sulphur to form 95 of
sul|>hide of copper. When copper combines with oxygen,
it dfN-s so in the proportion of G3 to IC ; and if the whole
seri.-s of copper compounds l>e observed, they will be found
to contain G3, or a multiple of that weight of copper. For
every other element there is also a numlnsr which repre-
sents the weight of it entering into a compound. In some
cases, however, there are two compounds of the same
elements

; thus water consists of 2 by weight of hydrogen,
and IG of oxygen, while hydroxyl, or hydrogen peroxide,
contains 2 of hydrogen and 32 of o.xygen. Not only, then,
dw* chemical combination occur in definite proportions,
but whf-n, a.s in this instance, two elements combine in
more than one proportion, they do so in multiple propor-
tioi, T],. -. and other considerations have led chemists
" y to adopt John Dalton's atomic theory.
'

'

matter as consisting of extren)ely small
"

1
irticles, called atoms, concluded that they

*• r- t • u.Mti Ir-twt^n which chemical action took place.
Ao.'.r<l;ng to this theory, when copp-r and sulphur unite,
Ih.- ui,ir,n is Wwccn the atoms of each, one to one ; the
parti. I. thus pr'Kluced ia termed a molecule; the weights
*>'> and .'12 are also coniiidcred the respective weights of the
aU.ms. We have in this theory one which, though not
admitting of absolute proof, yet affords a simple explana-
tion of all inj,tancc» of chemical combination. There is

for »upi>oaing tliat, with the .•lementary IxKliea,

the atoms unite together, and hence there are elementary
as well as compound molecules.

Anotlier point requires some little explanation, and that

is the use of symbols. Chemists usually write the initial

letter, or a combination of letters, instead of the full name
of the element ; thus, 11 is written for hydi-ogen, for

oxygen, ifcc. The letter not merely represents the element,

but also exactly one atom of it In writing compounds,
the synibols of tlie two or more elements are written side

by side ; thus, CuS means a compound of one atom each of

copper and sulphur ; ILO a compound of two atoms of

hydrogen with one of oxygen. When chemical changes
take place, they are generally re])resented by an equation

—

Cu-f S=;CuS. This means that one atom of copper and
one of sulphur produce one molecule of the compound,
copper sulphide.

Readers wishing a fuller explanation of the terms dis-

cussed in this paper, will find such given in a text-book

on chemistry recently prepared Ijy the writer, and published

by Messrs. Longmans >t Co.

Having now removed some slight ditliculties from our
way, we shall be able to proceed in the future with more
descriptive papers, taking as our first subject the chemistry

of sea-salt

American Bkass Cleanixi;.—Our American cousins-

have marvellous powers of n iin-ention.. An example is

given in your Science and Art Gossip of November 3rd,

where is repeated the claims made by the United States

arsenals to be the possessors [not jiossin.siira,-—usfra only

—

En.] of the best method in all the world for cleaning

brass. It is neither more nor less than the Birminghank
process of " pickling," that has been practised beyond tho
memory of tin! tildest inhabitant by all the brass-founders

antl brass-workers there. The acid is sold retail in all the

oil-bhups under tho workshoj) name of " pickleacky

"

("acky"is the pet name for aquafortis or nitric acid).

Not only is the "ucky" borrowed from Birmingham, but also-

the " pail of fresh water and box of sawdust," these being
always used. The article, after cleaning as described, is

dipped in the " acky " and held there a second or two, then
rapidly plunged into the fresh water and dried in sawdust
— box-sawdust preferred. I may add that the proportions

of nitric and sulphuric acid of tho United States arsenal

are not the; best possible. I have had some experience in

jjractical pickling, and ha\e found that, except for cheap-

ness, a much smaller pro]vortion of sulphuric acid is

better. In pickling electro deposits of copper, preliminaiy
to bronzing, I prefer unmixed commercial nitric acid, used
siitarll)/. This is dearer than the crude impure stuff sold

as " pickleacky," and, therefore, not commonly used.

—

W. Mattieu Wh.liams.

Western Union Tei.ecmiai-u Company. — Like most
other great undertakings, this er)mpany had \n-y small

beginnings, but it h.is steadily added line upon line to its

network, has brought up comjutitor aft<;r competitor, and
has now a lousiness of extraordinary magnitude. In
lH71-72the company had 02,033 miles of line, 137,190
miles of wire, and .5,237 oflices. The niimlier of messages
despatched during the year was 12,111,499, and the
receipts were 8, l.'J7,C05 dols., of which 2,790,232 dols.

remained in the company's treasury as so much net income.
In 1881-82, the company owned 131,060 miles of line,

371,308 miles of wire, and 12,008 oflices. The number of
t<!legrams despatched was 38,812,347 ; the rough receipts

of tlie year were 17,114,10.'} dols., and the net receipts of
the twelve months were 7,118,070 dols. The most satis-

factory feature in the progress made by the company
curing the last ten years is the growth of the net revenue.

1
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CORSET - WEARING.
By R. a. Proctor.

I
MUST confess that I have seen -with some surprise

" An Observer's " advocacy of tight-lacing, and with

evea more surprise, knowing his great acumen and power

in argument, the inadequacj- (or what seems to me the

inadequacy) of the arguments by which he supports his

casa If we consider what the arguments employed by
" An Observer " and Dr. Chadwick really establish, we
shall find that they have in reality scarcely any bearing

on the only points which can be regarded as actually at

issue.

Dr. Chadwick maintains that in the case of women,
wearing corsets, from girlhood, which produce moderate
pressure and gradually modify the form, may do no harm
to the health—may even in some cases give much-needed
support, and will improve the figure, according to his own
idea of what constitutes a good figure. " An Observer "

shows that in past times the Romans (and even, perhaps,

the Greeks) admu-ed small-waisted women, that in the

middle ages and in our own time they have been admired,

that even men have endeavoured to become small-waisted,

that many women have preserved good health with

moderate or even great waist-pinching, and that even many
men have not only been uninjured by tight-lacing, but
have found their health improved by the practice, and have
noticed a marked falling off in their health when they have
for a time given it up.

AJl this may be admitted—may even be regarded as

requiring no demonstration—and yet the reasonableness of

the views of the dress-reformers may be admitted, except
in so far as they may very well be attempting (as " An
01 'Server " opines) an utterly hopeless task.

It can be proved very readily that for many centuries a

crushed foot has been greatly admired among ladies in

China. It can even be shown that Chinese ladies with
<;rushed feet often retain fairly good health to a very ad-

vanced age, notwithstanding the seemingly most mis-

chievous character of the artificial deformity. So \%"ith the

long-headed deformity of which Miss Buckland told us not

long ago. The folks with crushed heads, like the ladies

^vith crushed feet, survive, as a matter of fact, what,

theoretically, should bring thom to an early grave.

But more. It may be admitted—and is, indeed, the case

—that a small waist, like a small foot or a small hand, is

pleasing to the artistic eye (so it be natural), and is more-
over an evidence of what is commonly called good blood
—which really means several generations free from hard
bodily toil such as labourers in the field have to undergo,
Jiy which hands and feet and loins are unduly and as it

were coarsely exercised, with the natural result, abnormal
development.

Yet more, it may be admitted—because it chances to be
true—that even as regards well-balanced strength in man,
a large waist is a defect, though for some forms of exercise

<and markedly for rowing) a small waist always involves

weakness. I happen to have special reasons for remem-
bering this. I had, as a young man, the waist-mcasure-
4uent mentioned by " An Observer," viz., 28 in., though, as
I was short (5 ft 6 in. only was, I think, my stocking-

foot record as a volunteer), this did not correspond to

quite the same tenuity as " An Observer " seems to
consider suitable for well - made young men. My
chest measurement was 42 in., my arms long (ex-

tending nearly 6 ft horizontal), and my shoulder and
upper-arm muscles exceptionally well developed. Yet
though thus well supplied with most of the rowing

muscles, I suffered—and very seriously at first—from the

weakness of the alidominal and loin muscles. At the

beginning of each term three or four weeks would pass

before these muscles took kindly to their work. For the

rest of the term thej- seemed as hard as wood ; but they

were in reality too small for their share of hard rowing in

the old-fashioned Cambridge style. For the long races

men of strong and large loins and fully-developed abdo-

minal muscles were then, and have always been, the best

fitted, though that does not prove the large-waisted men
best in all-round development
But even if we granted that small waists were good

(instead of moderate waists and small hips, as in Thorwald-

sen's "Jason"), and again, if we admitted that small

waists were artistically pleasing (instead of being hideous

in men, if the hips are wide), how would that help to show
the advantage of tight-lacing 1 It is good to have a good

biceps muscle, but sticking a good-sized padding inside your

jersey, to simulate a good biceps, is of very little use. That

does not illustrate tight-lacing, "An Observer" may say.

No, it does not ; it is not sufficiently unreasonable. Take
this, then. It is good to have strong wrist muscles, which
will not yield under great strain ; and tying a ribbon

tight round the wrist may save the ligaments of the

wrist from the effects of undue eflbrts, besides, perhaps

making the wrist look small and neat; moreover, a

person who has been in the constant habit of '\ earing such

a bandage would be apt "to sufter whenever he gave it

up." Does this prove that it is well to wear tight bandages

round the wrists "? Nay ; but it proves the reverse. It

shows that their use so weakens the natural muscles by
saving them their proper work, that (as Sir Edmund
Beckett notes in his " Origin of the Laws of Nature ")

being " not exercised and less worked for the time," they

decline both in size and strength.

In lilce manner, a waist of moderate size, enclosed by
small and well-hardened muscles, is good ; it shows that

there is no lumber of fat either about the abdominal or

lumbar muscles, or about the abdomen itself ; that these

muscles are fit to bear any strain likely to come upon
them ; that, in fine, the abdominal region is in good condi-

tion. If it is not in good condition, and a man is unwilling

or unable to get it into good condition, tying it up in

bandages or enclosing it within stays may be a very

desirable or even a most necessary precaution. It will

make the waist /ook more like the waist of a stalwart

man, and may perhaps prevent pain, or fatigue, or even

serious injury from the weakness of theabdominaland lumbar

muscles. Doubtless when a discussion arises about the use of

stays, hundreds of weaklings who have had this experience

come forward, and laud their corsets ; while the hundreds of

thousands who have never felt the want of corsets (or

have preferred steady exercise to keep their abdominal

regions in good condition)* can say nothing on the subjtct

But I take it that we might get quite as overwhelumig a

weight of evidence in the same way to show the ute of

wearing a truss as we have for the wearing of a corset

—

by men, at any rate. Two or three or more might " say

they could stand and walk much longer" with a truss on

• What docs " .\n Observer" do if lie finds any muscle show
sigTis of weakncs.<i ? Does he bandage it up for over after ? I

doubt the wisdom of such a course. In a railway accident in

America, 1 had the knee-cap muscle of my left leg "badly injured,

and it was for a long time weak. Therefor,; 1 gjive it steady

exercise, cold water streams, and so forth. If 1 had tied up ray

knee, I should doubtless have prevented further injury, but I

should have kept the muscle worthless, and kept a worthless
muscle. So if the loins and abdominal muscles are weak, you may
save them from mischief by tying them up ; but it is far better to

make them strong—as, unless very lazy, you readily can.
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"than without," and not a f<w would trll us "that their

hralth ivlapscd whenever they inive it up." Tlioso uho
had never worn a truss could j;ive no opinion from expe-

rieno*' ; and if any philosophei-s had argued from theoretical

consit'erations that most men were lietter without a truss,

those " philosophers would tjet much the worst of it in

tA*** di*ciiii*ioiix." The " statements of personal experience,

with their variations in detail," would he all on one side,

like "the ill-roasted epg" of Touchstone's illustration,—and

like that epg, none the lietter for being onesided. Nor
will mm l>e persuaded l>y such arguments to begin the

wearing of corsets. "An Observer," and the letter-writer

of the Euglish Mrchauic and " Figure Troining," " may as

well fave their preaching "—as to men wearing corsets

—

"for sonif^thing mere amenable, or at any rate"—no, let

the quotation stop there.

As to women, the case is not altogether the same—nor
is it quite the same as regards the artistic question.

Narrower flanks than exercise will give to well-built men,
and wa-'p-waists for women, may be pretty to look at, and
the woo<len busts of Cruikshank's women * may be lovely

instead of hideous, for anything I have yet shown. That
part of the subject is not quite so amenable to argument,
because df gugtibus nou rst ((l.-jiulfDn/iiiii. But I sliall ti^

to show that, so far as the artistic question can be judged
by the most celebrated examples, the argument is all

against the stmightly-laced, and all in favour of the curve

of lieauty. For thi.s, however, illustrations are needed,

and they cannot be ready for this week. Next week
some Greek and Roman persons in marble shall be intro-

duced, to show what the sculptors of old, at least, thought
and taught, whom also our modern artists still follow,

—

and our sbapciieist men and women too.

{Tobe continued.)

Time hy Telephone.—At Ann Arbor, Mich., astro-

nomical time is furnished by the observatory to subscribers
daily at 9 o'clock a.m. by telephone. The telephone trans-

mittt^r at the observatory is placed close to a Morse
•ounder, wJiieh is oj>erated automatically by the observa-
tory clock. From » /iS to Kfi'J the sounder clicks once for

each second, and from 8 r>9 to !> o'clock twice for each
econd. At o'clock it ceases. The click of the sounder
ia heard distinctly in the receiving telephones of the sub-
criben.

—

Operator.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has purchased
2,000 tin l>oxes containing a few simple surgical mat^-rials

likely to V^ want<d in ca.sc8 of accident. Some of the
boxes are kept on each locomotive, and they each contain
one rublKT comjiress, one package of absorbent cotton,
six rolU of Imndagep, one pyramid of pins. With the
Ux are the following simple directions :—When an arm
or leg is crushed, causing haniorrhage, pass compress
arriund limb immediately below the injured part In case
of rupture of a vein, tie it lightly until arrival of the
*urg>-on. Tlie rupture of an artery can be distinguished
by the colour of the bhKK), which is red, and spurts out,
while a vein has dark blo<j(l, and flows continuously.
For wounds on the head or face ajiply absorbent cotton,
and bind with a Undagc^ The company has set a good
e (ample:

.1^.^" "*"" •" "Hotoae to •' An Ohicrver" for the circummniire

. . .
•*'*' ""• "^ '""y eorrrcted. Tho followinif chanten•V^W br m»de. Lino 23 «f srticl..-. for "ono iK)i»r,n," reii<l " on..

PCTwm." p»gr 41(;, r.,1 1, line 2 from botl.jtn, for " excepti-mally,"nvX "rtcppt int«nition»Ilj."— Line 13 from t-nd of nrticic, for
• J»'rntm," nmi" J^mcm,- rttd.-.ik*.

uriiig Uei:riii|ior.

I'ATH IN JJECEMBER.
give thi: conietV path in December as deduced
from Prof. Chandler's elements of the orbit. Oui-

ligure shows the path for Nov3rnber, deduced from Mr.

THE COMET
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Hind's elements. It will be seen that there is considerable

discrepancy. The second figure shows the position of the

comet's path on
December 2, at il3 a.m.

December G, at 4 a.m.

December 10, at 3-45 a.m.

For later dates we can refer our readers to "The Stars in

their Sea.sons,'' now ready for issue, from which the course

can be traced for any hour on any night (or in this case

morning). We shall, however, give in due time a map
like Fig. 2, for the morning hours in the latter half of

December.
The comet still continues a conspicuous object on moon-

less mornings. It will probably be visible with the tele-

scope till the end of March, 1883.

There is now no reason to believe that this comet will

soon return. It is travelling along steadily enough in an orbit

of great extent, though, as will be inferred from the varying

estimates as time proceeds, the exact extent of the orbit

is not yet known. The Vienna observation, on which our

estimate of the period was (pro\'isionally) based, turns out

to have been quite incorrect.

THE AURORA.

A MOST brilliant display of the aurora was observed

on Friday evening, the 17th ult. It commenced
about 4 '30 with a band of beautiful yellow, almost due
west, which lasted about ten minutes. A glare of rosy

crimson then began to appear in the north, which soon

developed into a brilliant arc, with a decidedly greater

lustre and size west, where rays of the most brilliant

colour were constantly shooting upwards to the zenith.

At 5.30 an arc of pale lemon colour appeared under the

arc of rose colour, which was greatly augmented in the

east, precisely as the rose-colour''d one was in the west, and
like it, sending rays up to the zenith, though, of cour.se, of a
pale yellow colour. The sky due north below the second arc

had a very dark appearance. This was, in fact, noticed the
whole time, and seems to me to indicate that the aurora
was of great extent. The two arcs at 5.45 seemed to have
blended together and to be dying out ; but a few minutes
later the rose colour increased with great rapidity, seem-
ing to rise in tlie east and pass to the west, where it was
brightest. AtG. lOan arc of pale lemon colour appeared
for the second time under the arc of rose colour, with

the same increase of light in the east. Two minutes later

occurred the most interesting siglit of the whole display ; a
brilliant point of light appeared in the eastern horizon, a
little .south of the patch of light which had just appeared
there ; this gradually rose with almost visible motion until it

had attained the length of about thirty degrees and five

degrees in breadth, tapering to a blunt point at either end.

Passing a degree south of Saturn, it described an arc so

as to just pass over the moon and disappear in the western
horizon, close to the patch of rose colour which had been
almost stationary in the west during the whole display. It

I

was visible just a minute and a half. The aurora, after

this, gradually toned down into an arc of soft white light,

which lasted over an hour. By 9.30 there was nothing

j

but a faint light, like that of the rising moon. [A. G.
describing the aurora as seen by himself and four others.

—

I

Ed.I

THE GREAT SUN SPOT.

MR. SYDNEY HODGES has kindly forwarded to us
a picture of the sun spot, as drawn by him on

Nov. 19, at 8 a.m. We have inverted his picture to show
the spot as it would have been seen with an erecting eye-

piece, so that it may be more readily compared with our

own drawing. We give both for comparison. It is singular

that Mr. Ilodges should have made his drawing, in our

hands before last number appeared, to almost exactly tlie

same scale as ours.

A PownKK Magazine Stiu'ck by Liohtning.—

A

despatch from Scutari, in Albania, dated Nov. 17, st&+«d

that the powder magazine of the fortress at that place hi d

been exploded by lightning. There was no loss of life.
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THE FUEL OF THE SUN.
('•

[(1.) Not knowing what Mr. Williams meant by "mean
graN-itation," 1 paid no spti ial attention to the word ; but,

of course, it was ob^^ous he meant what he says (tho\igh he

miscalculatod for ^enus) : and that is just where lie is mis-

taken. If the mean gra\itation of Jujnter were lifty times

what it is, it could not cause the body of the sun to reel or

swav inside the profound fluid envelope. Only a dill'ercnce

of iiilluence on one and tlu' other could cause any dillerence

of motion, though not a hundred times tlie sun's own mass,

outside of him, could make his body reel in the lively way
Mr. Williams imagines, lie may say this is mere assertion

;

if so, it is assertion for assertion : but it is assertion based

on some knowledge of the conditions of the problem ; and
whenever Mr. WiJliams endeavours to maintain his propo-

sition he will find this counter assertion can be maintained

effectively. But I will venture to say that when he begins

to reason out the details of his assertion he will withdraw
iL

(2.) Tlie total quantity of motion or force in the universe

is invarial'Ie for evermore. Certainly. But Mr. Williams

wants it to be ever increasing. The sun, according to his

theorj-, as originally propounded, was to go careering

through space, getting bombarded through its own motion

—or, more precisely communicating to billions of tons of

matter per second the motion it possessed itself—and yet

this motion was to remain unvarying. However, as sub-

sequent reflection has given a new form to this part of the

theory, we need not perhaps consider it further.

(3.) Mr. Williams will find, in Fig. 74 of my "Sun,".spectro-

copic e\ndince of motions of recession and approach quite

as remarkable as that descrilx'd in the Greenwich Reports.

But these are movements of a cyclonic sort in the hydrogen
atmoEphen- after disturbance by the outrush of prominence
matter. Into the partial vacuum left after the passage of

the tjpcted matter, the surrounding gas rushes with con-

tinually increasing velocity, as shown by the Greenwich
obser\ation, wliich indicated continual inrush towards the

region of disturbance. So the rush of luminous matter

athwart the sun's surface in I8.'i9 gave no e^^dence of

lateral ejection such as Mr. Williams' theory requires.

Mere thwart motion arising at, or from below, the surface

would not (he now admits, though he did not originally)

do what is wanted. There roust be a rush of matter

from a i)oint high al>ove the surface in such a direc-

tion as to give the matter a free orbit round the
Huii—which orbit might be changed (Mr. Williams
thiiikfi, though as a matter of fact it could not be changed),

1 y jH-rturbationa, into an orbit like that of a planet But
Mr Williams speaks of explosions, as if the dissociattd
_ 1 - - :it up from the sun's inti'rior, aft<--r passing through
t: iviing photosphere, and Iwing thus suddenly combined,

/, hundrr-ds of masses, liki- our own earth for size,

' Kjmi.iiiing their propulsive efTorts like the contiguous
grains of fHjwder in a gun." lAkf f Very like, if the

ino»t cfjiuplete contrast means resemblance. Tlie grains of

gun|^)wder an- suddenly convert<-d into many times their

own volume of gajWioUH matter ; the ga8r;ou8 matt'T in the
other caa^ as alio in the chM-rful sfiap-bubble experi-

ment 8u(;g>-stM) for my translation, are suddenly con-
v»frt'-<l into liquid mattz-r, occupying Ijut a minute
portion of their \olumc. If a glofie as large as this

cartli, of hydrogen and oxygen duly combined, were
iroddenly exploded, there would \x- an awful disturbance,
but very little rrpuliiion of matt<r, for the glolx; would be
addenJy chang)-d into much less than the thousandth

part of its volume of wat«r. The enclosing shell would
be crushed in were there a surrounding atmosphere, not
scattered in fragments outwards. But even if tliero were
an outburst such as Mr. Williams imagines, is he not
aware that in the case of such an explosion high above the
sun's surface, the centre of gra\ ity of the exploding matter
would remairi absolutely unaftected by the explosion ; and
as much matter as might be sent in the direction of plane-

tary motion, just so much would be sent in the opposite
direction. Tliis would not be very easily reconciled with tlie

movements of the asteroidal family, if Mr. Williams' theory
of the origin of this family were correct. Now if a number
of loaded cannon of monstrous size were Hung from the
sun's surface in such sort as to be fired when several

hundred thousand miles from liim, expelling the ball always
in the direction of planetary motion, at a velocity of not
less than LTiO miles or so per second, we might get some-
thing like Mr. Williams's genesis of asteroid rings ; for

the cannons themselves, though driven backwards in such
sort that the motion of the centre of gravity of cannon and
ball would not be aflected at all by the explosion, would
not in this way have orbits clear of the sun's globe, while

the expelled ball looiild have such orbits. Thus the cannon-
balls would thenceforth circulate round the sun, while the
cannons would be gathered up again by him,—for future use,

perhaps, in the same way. In some such way might matter
be expelled from the sun, so as to form free planetary

attendants going the right way round. But tliougli this

explanation is " my own ownest," I am not so enamoured
of it as I suppose I ought to be.

—

Eicuard A. Proctor

Life of a Ma.\im Lajip.—At the New York Post-

office it has been found that the average life of a Maxim
incandescent lamp (the ordinary 50 candle-power type) is

nearly 1,'JOO hours. About 25 per cent, of the lamps in

this office have burnt between 3,000 and 4,000 hours.

Electric Intf.rcommunicatiox on Trains.—A good

illustration of the need of this mode of intercommunication

between passengers and guards was afforded on a German
railway the other day while travelling between Lottring-

hausen and Hcirde .stations, near Dortmund, in Westphalia.

A fire broke out in a carriage of the train, the fire increased

as the train progressed, and it was only by dint of much
shouting that the unfortunate passeng(!rs at length attracted

the attention of the guard, and were released from their

perilous position.

BuRViNC-i'LACF, OF INDIANS NEAU Atures.—A strange

place of interment exists at Atures, in the neighbourhood

of San p-emando. New Granada, held in much veneration

by the Indians. In order to reach it, a lonely savanna has

to be traversed, then a river has to be crossed and an

island reached bearing the name of Cucurital. Behind a

thin curtain of trees and bushes is a natural grotto, formed

by the overhanging of an enormous rock. Underneath this

rock are hundreds of large eartlien pots, each [)0t contain-

ing the remains of an Indian, surmounted by the skull.

Some of the remains were simply wrapped in mats formed

from th<- leaves of the Guahibos palm. There is a sacred

burying-plaee in a cave high uj) the side of an almost pre-

cipitous wall of rock, to reach which requires a skilled

climber endowed with a powerful grip of foot and hand,

and with a head that will not be all'ected with vertigo.

Here are found the same class of coffins, if such a term is

pemiisHible, the ghastly skulls grinning at the profaning

intruder.
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HAS THE MOOX AN ATMOSPHERE ?

I
AM aware of the logical weakness of all merely nega-

tive e\-idence, cumulative though it may be ; but I

may, perhaps, be permitted to adduce my own ven,- exten-

sive experience in the observation of occultations of stars

and planets by the moon, as tending to show that no lunar

atmosphere of any appreciable density exists. If physicists

are content to dignify with the name of atmosphere a con-

dition of things cognate with that which we call a

"vacuum " in a good air-pump, I have nothing more to say.

If, however, by atmosphere it is intended to signify any

envelope, akin in density even to the upper regions of that

surrounding our own globe, then would I say that to

me the moon has always seemed airless. Now I have seen

stars disappear behind all parts of her limb, both illumi-

nated and unilluminated, elevated and depressed, rugged

and plain, and a more absolutely instantaneous phenomenon
I am unacquainted with. I have even seen a star disappear

and reappear among the mountains and valleys on the

serrated edge of the moon, but without the faintest indica-

tions of distortion or diminution of light I was, though,

never so impressed with the idea of a total absence of any
lunar atmosphere as I was on the occasion of the occulta-

tion of Saturn by the moon on the night of ilay 8, 1S59,

of which an account will be found in pp. 2i2 and 243 of

Vol. XIX. of the Royal Astronomical Society's " Monthly
Notices." The detinition was remarkably fine, and with a

power of 2.5-5 the whole of the detail of the planet was seen

in a style suggestive of the engravings in works on astro-

nomy. Now all this detail, both of immersion and emersion,

was sharply visible up to the very limb of the moon. With
my eye and the power I employed, I am convinced that I

could not have missed any phenomenon having its origin in

refraction to the extent of 1". Nothing of the sort, though,

was visible.

I must in candour, however, add that on two separate

occasions when I have been observing partial solar

eclipses I hare noted an appearance which would seem to

lend some colour to the theory that an atmosphere of con-

siderable tenuity does surround our satellite. This appear-

ance took the form of two exceedingly small thorns, as it

were, of light, at the extremities of the solar cusps, sug

gesting the idea of the sun's limb turning verij slightly

outwards at these points. The first time I saw this was on

September 28-29, 1875, when it was also witnessed by my
wife and Mr. J. Lister Godlee, of the Equity Bar. Neither

of them had any experience in observing, but each saw
these little points at once, on viewing the eclipsed sun.

The accompanying illustration of this, drawn at the tele-

scope, is copied from the R.AS. MonMy Noticcn, Vol.

XXXVI., p. 41. I witnessed a repetition of this curious

efiect on May 17 last, and it may be interesting to put on

record here that, having viewed it with an ordinary

diagonal solar eye-piece, I removed this, and substituting a

plain Huyghenean one, projected the image of the sun on

to a screen, under wliich circumstances the " thorns " were

just as visible as ever. William Noble.

HrxTixG Alligators. — J. Russell, a son of Major

Russell, famous during the Florida War, now makes a pre-

carious living in South Florida as a guide to visiting

sportsmen. For a bonus of two dollars he ^vill dive into

the current of the muddy St. John and bring up an

alligator. He actually brings them out of their holes.

Strange as this may seem, it is the only safe way to ap-

proach an alligator. They dig holes in the river-banks,

just below the surface of the water and crawl into them.

.Tim dives down, crawls in rapidly, and seizes the saurian

by the tail, who, startled, immediately backs out. Jim

holds on, keeping his legs stiff till clear of the bank,

when he darts away, and the alligator, rising to the surface

for an instant to see what is the matter, is slam by waiting

gunners in a boat. This has become common sport on the

Tipper St. John River.

The Diffusigx of Bacteria.—The researches of M.
Pasteur and Darwin have shown how earthworms may aid

the diffusion of small organisms, some of which may
produce disease. Professor Schnetzler states that the

dejections of earthworms always contain numerous

Uving bacteria and their germs (the hay-bacterium in-

cluded). It is clear that bacteria in enormous quantity

float in the air about us ; and we have at easy command,

Professor Schnetzler points out, a small apparatus

traversed by about 8,000 cubic centimetres of air per

minute, which may inform us as to those floating germs.

This is no other than the nasal ca-vity, on the mucous

surface of which air-particles are deposited. To observe

these he advises injecting the nose with distilled water

(completely sterilised) by means of a glass syringe

pre-s-iously calcined. The liquid so obtained is put in one

perfectly clean watch-glass, and covered by another. With
a microscope magnifying 700 or 800 one finds, among
various particles in the liquid, some real live bacteria. If

the liquid be kept a few days in a clean glass tube hermeti-

cally sealed, the bacteria are found to have increased very

considerably. One sees Bacterium lermo, vibrio, .^piriUum

bacillus snbtilis, even some infusoria, and spores and frag-

ments of fungi Professor Schnetzler has further success-

fully cultivated the organised germs by means of a mixture

of gelatine and distilled water. Why do not those bacteria

in the nasal cavity always multiply and develope and pene-

trate to the windpipe and lungs I Their progress is, doubt-

less, opposed by the vibratory movements of cilia (or minute

hairs) in the air-passages, and the weakly alkaline reaction

of the nasal mucus may (it is also suggested) be unfavour-

able to some of them. Cohn has proved that bacteria

producing acid fermentation perish in liquids with alkaline

reaction. Infectious bacteria may, however, multiply to a

formidable extent on living mucous surfaces, witness the

growth of the micrococcus of diphtheria, brought by the

air into the air-passages; also the bacterium of anthrax.

The bdcilhts of tubercle, as Koch has lately shown, may be

transmitted from one person to another by the air-passages.

Professor Sclinetzler thinks hay fever may also be due to

bacteria entering the nose. While the development of

bacteria on normal mucous surfaces is usually limited,

millions of them are found in the dejections of healthy

children.
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SDX-SPOT THEORIES.

THE following extracts from a letter by the editor to

the editor of the Si,ui<i<irii will answer many queries :

—

Sir,—My attention has l>et>n directed to Mr. Archibald's

comments on an article in T/i" Standard of November 1'2,

respecting the great sun-spot and the aiircira of the 17th
init On referring to the article, which I had not before

reid, I observe that it speaks of the views of Sir E. Sabine,

as •• doubted by some students of these phenomena,'' Ac.

The statement is strictly correct Students of the phe-
nomena—that is, of sun-spots and magnetic disturliances

—tlo not for tlie most part doubt that tliere is a connection
of some sort between sun-spots, auroras, and magnetic distur-

l'ances;but some of tliiiii (M. Faye, the eminent French as-

tronomer and mathematician, for instance) unquestionably do.

I he connection between sun-spots jind terrestrial mag-
netism is not what is undeistood by the " sui.-.pottery " of
which the writer of your leading article speaks with well-
merited contempt Almost every astronomer (Professor
Voung says e\ery astronomer except Faye—but Faye has
a following) admits the connection between sun-spots and
the condition of the earth's magnetic elements ; but I know
of no astronomer of standing who believes in the sug-
gested connection between sun-spots, and storms, rainfall,

famines, and so forth, m detail, though many may believe
tliat for the wliole earth, or over large areas, sliglit changes
may arise, akin to the observed fact that the temperature
of the earth as a whole varies as the sun-spot period
progresses.

The only ([uestion really of interest is, whether any
weather predictions of the least value can be made on
systems deduced from sun-spot ol>servations. This idea
was thrown out, it is well known, as a reason for a .special

endowment of research
; but it was, and is, rejected utterly

bj- the scientific world, even by many who are by no means
opposed to the principle of endowment When it was
submitted to the Council of the Astronomical Society, in
1^72, only four supported the appeal for endowment thus
Wckitd, three of these immediately retiring from the
Council (stating the rejection of their views as the reason).
In somewhat the .same proportion that the Astronomical
So.ifty was then divided on the question the astronomical
world may now Ije divided.

But I doubt whether even a twelfth of the astronomers
of our time favour " sun-spottery "

; and those astronomers
who do arc chiefly men whose astronomy has been l)ut the
routine work of large observatories, who.se opinions about
astronomy would be aljout as valuable as a tailor's views
aVxjut anatomy. For the rest two or three met«'orologist.s,
a few logicians (always the most illogical of men), very
few physiciirts, and one or two who are astronomers among
chfiniste and ch.-misU among astronomers, are the chie?
advocate* of the modem astrology.

RiciiD. A. PitocToa
London, Nov. 24.
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EARTHQUAKES IN THE BRITISH
ISLES.—IV.

'PHE next earthquake which seems to merit notice is the

1 one which occurred on Oct 1*3, 1839. For a fort-

night before, sliglit earth-tremors had been experienced at
Comrie, in Perthshire ; but the shock, which took place

on the 23rd (though it seemed to have spread from this

neighbourhood as a centre), was felt over nearly the whole
of Great Britain.

A gentleman who felt the shock at Monzie gives the
following graphic description of what was experienced at
that place :

—" At thirteen minutes past ten in the evening,
we heard a sound like that of a numerous body of cavalry

approaching at full gallop along a grassy sward. Wh(!n
this had continued a few seconds, we felt two or more
abrupt concussions, as if a solid mass of earth had struck
against a body more ponderous than itself and rebounded.
The rattling of furniture, coiiil)ini:d with the subterranean
thunder, and tlu^ reeling of what we had hitherto deemed
f<rra Jirmn, communicated at this moment a feeling of the
terrific which made the stoutest heart quail. The sound
))assed oH' as before, far to the east, carrying fear into

other districts." The terror was so great at Comrio that
the people ran out of their houses, and assembled for

prayer in the secession meeting-house, where religious

exercises were continued until three in the morning. Two
distinct shocks were felt while the people were thus
engaged in prayer ; but neither of them was so intense as

the first.

We might quote many instances of the energetic action
of this shock, but we shall content ourselves with two,
which appear to us the most remarkable. A great dam
has been formed on Cringate Muir for the supply of water
to the manufactories on the Carron. Thi; reservoir had
been carefully surveyed l>y two of the best engineers in

Scotland, yet it was burst by the shock of this earthquake,
and great damage was done to proj erty by the rush of

water into the vale below. The other effect of the earth-

quake is perhaps yet more remarkable. We quote from
the Wilti/^Ks (Edinburgh newspaper) of .Jan. 22, 1840:

—

" A small tract of boggy land in Morayshire, which, during
the winter seasons of at least the last hundred years has
been invariably more than half under water, has remained
dry ever since the earthquake of last October ; and several

wells in the neighbourhood of Inverness, which derive
their springs from fissures in the old red sandstone of the
district, are only now slowly beginning to yield part of their

wonted supply."

The earthquake which took place in the autumn of 1863
will be in the remembrance of most of our readers. It is

chiefly interesting inasmuch as it bears so close a resem-
blance to the earthcjuako of October 30, 1868. On the whole
it would appear to have been the more violent of the two.
The district over which the disturVjance ext«!nded in

1863 was also somewhat more extensive than that
over wliich the effects of the later earthquake were
(experienced.

In 18G3, the region of most violent action was in the
neighlwurhood of Koss (Herefordshire) and Abergavenny.
Tliere, effects were experienced which showed that a very
moderate increasf! in the energy of the subtf^ranean action
would have rendered the earthquake a destructive one.

The Golden Valley in Herefordshire, along the I'anks of
the river Dore, was violently shaken. In fact,'tliis earth-

quake seems to have affected in a particularly marked
manner the beds of certain rivers in the West of England.
The valleys of the Wye, and those along which flow some
of the tributaries of that river, were much shaken. A
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the seat of Colonel Clifford, at Llaneilio, a wall was fissured

by the shock. At Ashfield, near Ross, the walls of two
houses which were unfinished were partly thrown down

;

and at a place called Bishop's Wood, lower down on the

Wye, a house near the river was rocked with so much
violence that a gentleman who was asleep in a heavy old-

fashioned four post bed was nearly thrown out.

Much doulit was thrown on the statement that the

earthquake was accompanied by a roaring noise, and the

editor of the C.^rJogi^t expressed his opinion that those

who imagine they had heard such a noise must have de-

ceived themsehes. But the evidence we have on this

point is far too clear to be discredited in this way. The
Rev. H. C Key, of Stretton Rectory, near Hereford,

compared the noise which he heard to that of " a very

heavy and long train rushing furiously through a station."

And the gentleman who was nearly thrown out of bed, as

above stated, relates that so violent a noise accompanied

the shock that he imagined an explosion of gunpowder had
taken place in a barge on the Wye, and he rushed to the

window to see what were the eftects of the supposed catas-

trophe. The Rev. W. S. Symonds, Rector of Pendock,
who wrote an interesting paper on the subject of this

earthquake for the Popular Science Revieic, says that he

received the following information from a friend, who is

thoroughly to be relied on :
—"A man rose unusually early,

and was engaged loading a cart with potatoes, which he

had promised to deliver before his day's work commenced
;

when on a sudden, ' he heard a dreadful noise come roaring

up,' apparently from a wood to the westward, and his

cart rocked so violently that he was nearly thrown out of

it. The trees all around him rocked violently to and fro,

and the rooks rose cawing from the wood ; the small

birds also twittered, and took wing with notes of distress.

The thunder-like noise appeared to roll off towards the

east"

That the earth was shaken with considerable violence

in the western parts of England during the earthquake

of 1863 is shown in a remarkable manner by the

effects experienced in Carmarthen Bay. Eight hours after

the occurrence of the earthquake, a large column of water,

shaped somewhat like a cone, and " of a dark brown
colour, as if charged with earthy matter " was seen to roll

forward into the bay. A small vessel with which this

mass of water came in contact, " was violently pitched

about, and the water thrown completely over it."

The events recorded during the last English earthquake,

in 1868, had no special interest, save that which they de-

rived from their relation to the occurrence of a pheno-

menon which is so unusual in our country. The shock

would seem to have been one of very moderate severity,

since beyond the displacement of a few light articles of

furniture it produced absolutely no disturbance whatever

in the buildings which were shaken by it. No walls were
fissured, nothing was thrown down—in fact, nothing re-

mained to show that the most imposing terrestrial pheno-

menon known to man had been experienced in our country.

The most interesting circumstance connected with that

last earthquake, and that which preceded it by a few days

only, in Ireland, is that they occurred during a brief ces-

sation of the activity of Mount Vesuvius. Tlie volcano

had been in violent eruption until almost the very day of

the earthquake in Ireland. It remained at rest for a few
days, but the rest was only apparent ; the mountain was
about to be shaken by an outburst even more energetic

than that which it had before given \ent to. But during
these few days' rest there not only occurred two earth-

quakes in the British Isles, but a third was experienced in

Wallachia. At last the energetic action of the imprisoned

fluids and elastic vapours beneath Vesu^-ius resulted in the

formation of a new cone, through which enormous volumes
of lava forced their way. We can hardly doubt that the

earth-tremors e.xperienced in the British Isles were due to

the action of the subterranean matter which had been
temporarily prevented from escaping through the crater of

Vesuvius.

FRENCH AND ENGLISH RAILWAY
SPEED.

THE French claim to be quicker in railway travelling

than we are. A comparison is made by a writer in

Annnles Indnsiri-eUes, who takes for the case of England
data recently furnished by M. Gerhardt for twelve of the

principal English lines. M. Gerhardt distinguishes com-
mercial speed and mean speed. The former is that ap-

pearing from a comparison of the whole distance run and
the whole time, including stoppages ; the latter from a

comparison of the same distance with the real time of

travelling, deducting losses of time through diminished

speed at departure or arrival, at junctions, itc. Taking
express trains, it appears that the mean speed in England,

with one exception, exceeds 60 kilometres (37f miles) an
hour, and reaches or exceeds, in seven cases out of twelve,

63 kilometres (39 miles) ; on the Great Northern particu-

larly it is over 74 kilometres (46 miles). The commercial

speed is under 5.5 kilometres (34 miles) only in one case,

exceeds 60 kilometres (37; miles) in five, and on the Great
Northern it reaches 66 5 kilometres (4H miles). The
mean speed of French express trains, on the other hand, is

from 595 to 69'8 kilometres (37 to 431 miles) an hour;
the commercial speed, 52-4 to 634 kilometres (321 to 391
miles) an hour. A difference between the two countries of

at least 10 per cent, is recognised. Attention is called to

the fact that in France junctions must not be passed at a

higher speed than 20 kilometres (12|- miles) for passenger

trains, and 10 (6i miles) for goods trains ; hence a loss of

time in slowing before the junction (one minute), in

passage (one minute), and in regaining normal speed (one

minute) ; or three minutes lost at each junction. In
England all latitude is allowed in this matter.

[Whatever value the metric system may have, and how-
ever desirable it may be to introduce it into statistical and
scientific literature, we cannot admire the way in which
some of our contemporaries—as the Times in the above

instance—publish statements in which the metric measures

are used, without any figures to show (as we have done

above) what are the corresponding English measures.

—

Ed.]

J^ffalflUSf.

PROFESSOR DE JIORGAN.*

PROFESSOR DE MORGAN was great in mathematics,

distinguished in logic ; but he was greatest, and should

be most distinguished, for the protest which his life boro

against the Evil Doctrine of Expediency. He not ordy

taught the true doctrine—he practised it ; he bore witness

to it when witnessing to it was not the way up in the

world. The paths by which many as profound in science

as he, as well able to stand on tlieir merit, with as Uttle

• Memoir of Aufiuslus dc Mortjan. By his Wife, Sophia Elizibetu
De Morgan. Witli Selections from his Letters. (London :

Longmans & Co.)
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need to l>e cowards, souglit advancement in his time, ho

would not enter upon ; he forsook tlie companionship of

men jH rsonally dear to him, he gave up otlices whicli were

agretal'le to liim, when right and expetliency pointed ditlVrent

ways. He may have Wt'n sometimes mistaken; some even

said he was often perverse (perhaps because his conduct

shamed them mori- than tliey cared to acknowledge), but

what he felt to be right he did, befall wh.it might befall.

When "he saw his iluty a dead sure thing, he went for it

tliere and then.'' 2Co nobler lesson can be taught than

what he taught his whole life through. He never held high

orticial position ; he earned no great wealth : but lie loft

beliind him the treasure of a worthy name. Superlatives

are not needed to gild his fame ; he was emphatically an

hviust iiKiu. \i this is a common career, the world is for-

tunate ; but we err greatly if the lesson taught by De
3Iorgan was not much needed in his lifetime : is it not

much needed now J

As to outward forms De Morgan was not what is called

(altsurdly enough) a religious man. AVearied early by the

precise and formal religion, on one side, which required such

and such observances daily, and on the other side by the

gushing religious sentimentalism which urged him to the

feet of "dear Mr. Simeon," he retained a belief which he

was not eager to confess, because, as he said in liis will,

"such confession has always been the way up in the

world."

It was and is the way up in the world to seek prefer-

ment and position by flattering those who can give it, by

hiding the truth from those who do not like to hear it, by

adulation so cleverly veiled that it looks like the applause

which springs from true esteem and sympathy. Of this

De Morgan was incapable He resigned one ollice, and
declined a higher office in the Astronomical Society, because

he recognised " wrong-doing in the body politic : " he would
not allow himself to be put in nomination for the Royal
Society, because, by doing so, he would have seemed to

take part in a system of which his logical mind disapproved
;

to the end of his life he remained plain Augustus De Morgan,
" a man of few letters," B.A- of Cambridge, and a Fellow

of the Astronomical Society, and worthier so than he would
have lieen with the right (easily oljtained) to add half a
page of titles to his name.

Mrs. De Morgan's biography of her liusband is, therefore,

a >KX)k which, apart from its intrinsic interest, would be

destrrving of careful study. I'ut it is full of interest. Parts

of it yiossess the same kind of interest which was so marked
a feature of his " Budget of Paradoxes "—by which, pro-

bably he is more widely known than by any other of his

works. The account of his connection with the Astrono-
mical Society, and of the feelings with which lie regarded the

earliest manife.station in that l<ody of the " bias towards
initiation ' [query "imitation"] "of political action by
which Kngliiihmcn spoil so many of their extra-political

aiaociations,' will te read with interest by those who have
•<«n that foolish spirit, after dying out again, become
yet f nc«r again rife, till the wjciety has become practically
valu'li-wt. His difTerences with University College, and final

eoflihion frrjm a body which ha<J, for the sake of expe-
dipney, fornaken its principles, fonn a history well worth
studying. He maintained, and, as the event provfKl, rightly,

evmi as rtfgards expediency, but with unfjuestioned truth
on the ground of justice, that a university should depend
on iti( profetuom, not the prof'-wtors on their university.
VS'hi-n he found that foolish men l^jre sway, he justly
thou^t "the pout of honour was a privaU) station."
We l.^am from this l(Ook De Morgan's views on school

and coll-ge training. Here, an in other things, he hild
that " the way up in the world " was not the Ijcst way.

Success in examination secured by cram, he regarded as a
discredit rather than a triumph. The widencss of his own
reading had " spoiled his degree

;

" but he had read for

love of knowledge, not for a degree ; and he sought to

instil this love, not mere skUl in writing out answers, into

his pupils,

We do not share his esteem for formal logic. From his

own words, we might judge how idle is the study of logic

to make men reason rightly ; for he says that if the fol-

lowing were presented to a writer on logic without warning,

he w ould not sec the fallacy in it ; whereas we hold that

no man of sound reasoning powers, unspoiled by logic, can
fail at once to see the fallacy :

—

' To say nothiiiff of those who snccooded by effort, ihero were
eoino who owed all to fortune, for they gained the end without any
attempt wliatevcr, if, iiuloed, it bo wot more lorrcct to say that
the end gained them. But for every one who was successful with
or without effort, at least one could be pointed out who began, but
abandoned the trial before tho result was declared. And yet, so
strangely is desert rewanled in tliis world, there was not one of
these faint-hearted men but was as fortunate as any of thoso who
used tlieir best endeavours."

To say that all the faint-hearted succeeded without effort,

and that they were at least as numerous as all who suc-

ceeded without ellbrt itlns all who succeeded with eflbrt,

is obviously absurd ; and if writers on logic to whom the
statement was presented, with or without warning, would
all fail to see the absurdity at once, then writing on logic

must seriously impair the reasoning process.*

The book is throughout delightfully written. Many
letters to some of the most eminent men of the century,

and a few letters from them, add greatly to its interest

De Morgan, as all who have read his Paradoxes are aware,

possesseil a quamt and dry humour, and was full of anti-

quarian lore. It is delightful to run through his letters,

catching his reference's to all sorts of outof-the-way

matters, and noting the strange play of a mind full of

scientific and matheuiatical knowledge, around subjects

seemingly of but little interest in themselves.

The tone with which Mrs. Do Morgan writes indicates

fullest sympathy with her husband's tone of mind and
mode of thinking. Here and there, where mathematical

expressions occur, the text reijuires correction. Thus, there

was certainly never any contest between .c and d.c, though

there was between x and dx. But such points are few and
far between.

ELECTRO-MOTORS, t

rpiIIS little book being the first on what we may call

JL the latest development of electrical scicmce, it behoves
us to extend to it a more than usually charitable spirit of

criticism. Nevertheless, we cannot forbear giving expres-

sion to the disappointment we experienced in perusing its

pages. We had hoped to be favoured with an account of

the latest experiments and discoveries concerning the con-

version of electricity into motion. Much to our regret,

however, we can find little but what might have been read
in the magazines months since, while many of the more
recent proceedings pass unmentioned. It is difficult to

conceive a book on motors which makes no reference to

• Again, Do Morgan snyH, Ihii is really hard :

—

For every Z there is an X, which is not Y.

Some Y'a arc Z'b.

Inference, some Ji's are not Z'b.

Surely it ought to bo perfectly obvious. Wo leave it as
for non- logical rcadcra.

t Eleclrn-Molom : a Treatigo on the Means and Apparatus cm-
ployed in tho Transmission of Electrical Knergy, and its Conversion
into Mxtiro Power. By J. W. Ubquhaht. (Manchester: W. T.
Kmmott ; London : Triibnor & Co.)
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the little " Griscom," nor could we imagine it possible for

a chapter to be -nritten on " Electric Railways " which

ignores the well-known labours of Edison. These and other

deficiencies, coupled with an excessi^ e attention to intro-

ductory matter, which, from the smallness of the book, is

unwarrantable, detract considerably from the value of what

might, and indeed ought, to have been a most useful work.

The illustrations are far too few for the subject, the first

appearing on p. 29.

Anent the language, it is noticeable for what may be

styled its angularity ; and the author would have been

amply repaid for any extra care he might have bestowed in

striving to make it more palatable and smooth. A certain

laxity of expression is also to be observed in places ; thus,

we read on p. 20, that the " current is generally «ss'u«e(^

lo arisp at the surface of the zinc plate, which therffore

begins to dissolve."* For those, however, who know
something of the science of electricity, but little of its

application, there is plenty of profitable reading to be

found in the little book before us. To such we can

recommend it.

A Vessel Struck by Lightning.—During a severe

thunderstorm which burst over Glasgow last Friday

evening, the lightning struck the mizen-mast of the steamer

Prussian at Govan, killing one man and injuring four

others.

A. C, who has tried it, is authority for the following :

—

Take one-fourth cup of strong vinegar, crumb finely into it

some bread. iLet stand half-an-hour, or until it softens into

a good poultice. Then apply, on retiring at night. In the

morning the soreness will be gone, and the corn can be

picked out. If the corn is a very obstinate one, it may
require two or more applications to effect a cure.

—

Scien-

tific American.

BuBDENS UPON COMMERCE.—" It is asserted," says the

Nmo York Herald, " that there is no other port in the

world where a ship, from the hour she enters to the hour

she leaves it, is taxed so heavily as here in New York.

As soon as a vessel appears off Sandy Hook the system of

legalised piracy begins. Every knot she makes brings on
board a different set of harpies, and they cannot be driven

oft' until their exorbitant demands have been satisfied.

When her anchor is cast, she is invaded by a fresh detach-

ment of uniformed toll-gatherers, and still later, when she

hauls up to one of the so-called wharves, another gang of

officials is promptly on hand with a money demand which
must be satisfied, under the pains and penalties of confisca-

tion. The Chamber of Commerce has at last undertaken in

earnest a reform of this legalised system of blackmail. The
question is one of the highest importance, and we hope
that this representative commercial body of the city, tlio

State, and the countrj-, will not allow the subject to drop

until it has worked out a remedy. Our whole shipping

industry is outrageously taxed and oppressed. We have
in the body of our laws—federal, State, and municipal

—

protection for everybody and everything except the un-

fortunate o^vner of a ship and the crew who sail her. The
exactions of the Barbary pirates were hardly more oppres-

sive than those now demanded by the port officers of New
York. Tlie legal fees eat up nearly all the profits of a

voyage, no matter how successful. The extortion is so

great, that it is almost a wonder we have any commerce
at all."
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" In knowledge, that man onlv i

etate ot fransitiot. Nc
than fixity of opinion."

—

Faraday.
" Show'me a man who makes no

done nothing."

—

Liebig.

mistakes, and I will show you a man who has

[640]—You lately suggested that the dark side of the new moon
should be watched to see whether the rim of light was brightest

at the equator, the object being to detect increased atmospheric
refraction where the sun's rays had been most powerful for the
previous fortnight.

Last evening the new moon was above the horizon long enough
after sunset for favotu-able observation, and I think the atmospheric
conditions here enabled me to see the dark part with more distinct-

ness than it is ever seen in England. To the naked eye the rim of

light was very vivid, the irradiation effect on the illuminated side

most remarkable, so that the dark moon looked like an acorn in its

cup, the bright crescent being so distinctly larger; and the

greatest intensity of illumination along the dark rim seemed con-

centrated near the southern cusp.

Getting out my telescope, a Dollond's "Student" (3 in.), new
effects were observable. The dark side was so bright that, keeping
the illuminated crescent out of the field, I could identify most of

the larger objects on its surface. The Mare Humorum was as

plainly distinguishable as in the map attached to your moon book
and to Mr. Webb's book. The dark spot numbered 272 (Grimaldi)

was equally plain. A distinctly luminous spot was noticeable, jnst

corresponding, I thought, to the position of "La Hire" in the map,
and I could have picked out a quantity of other detail.

But the most important fact observable seemed to me the

character of the illumination of the " dark "Tim. In the telescope,

that which appeared to the naked eye as light shining round the

orb was plainly visible as simply the bright higher surface lying

along that limb of the moon seen in contrast to the great expanse
of grey plains covering the dark surface (or, let me say, the half-

lighted surface, for it is ridiculous to describe it as dark) from the

Mare Humorum down nearly to the northern pole. And the

apparent extra illumination of the rim near the southern cusji was
intelligible at a glance in the telescope. A great quantity of high

land brightness laps over the moon at that part, the grey plain

Ij'ing further back. In the telescope no greater brightness was
observable near the rim, at 276 for example, than on the surface

at 188.

A bright star in Libra, Iota, or Zcta, I think (or was it Alpha ?),

was prettily occulted while I was watching all this a little before

eight e'clock, and nothing could have been more instantaneous than
its disappearance. A. P. S.

Simla, India, net. 16.

ARC ON LUNAR DISC.

[041]—Yesterday (the T7th) I happened to look at the moos
about 5t p.m., and was astonished to see a very fine arc of light

completing the circle. I at once apjilied a power of 80 in a 3-in.

telescope, but the arc of light had vanished. In its place, however,
I now saw, quite distinctly, the whole ot the dork |)ortion of the

disc having a dull, greenish tint. This was, of coui-se, 6d. Oh. after

new moon. Looking without the telescope, I again quite dis-

tinctly saw the fine bright arc, but again the telescope dispelled

it. I now looked with a much higher power, with an ordinary

field-glass, and with a good binocular, but in every one the bright

arc had disappeared, though vnth the naked eye it still remained. I

repeated the experiment several times with the same restilt.
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HariDf; ohscrred a request of one of yonr corrcsiwndcnts to

pecorJ any gimibu- appearanre, I send yon this notice.

I was not looking for such n thinfr, believing tlint it irns too long

after new moon to see the earth-shine, and indeed had forgotten

about the notice in Knowliuioe till I saw the arc. Senex.
[Seeing the dark b.nly of the moon so lute is not nnnsnal, under

farourable atmospheric conditions. Onr correspondent's observa-

tion thows that the arc of light is of exceeding faintness, as the

sli(;ht absorftlion due to glass or binocular sutiiced to render it

ondiscemible.— En.,

REDUCTIOX OF BAROMETRICAL OBSEUYATIONS.
[t>42]— In answer to "A Query" (031, p. 408), the following

arv- the nile.<i for reduction of barometric observations issued by the
Meteorolo^cal Office (N.B., the instrument ninst be mounted in

metal, not woo<l) :—The corrections for (1) index error, (2) ca-

pacity, and (3) capillarity are combined in one general correction,

obtained by oh.<crvation. and given in the Kcw certificate with each
barometer verified there. For the correction for temperature— i.<'.,

to bring the reading to what it would be at 32" Fah.— a table is

constructed, and the correction -f or — can bo immediately found
from that for each half-inch of the mercury, and for each degree
of the attached thermometer. The correction for altitude

—

i.e., to
bring the reading to " mean sea level "—is also given by a table for
each inch of the mercurial column (27 to 31), and for each degree
of the external air. These are always additive, as the barometer
will always stand lower as we ascend above sen level.

The tables referred to may be found on pp. SO to 89 in Mr. Scolt's
" Instructions in the Use of Meteorological Instruments," and in
Mr. Marriott's " Hints to Meteorological Observers."

G. R. WVX.NE.

MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE.
[643]—The "magnetic perturbations" in connection with the

display of the Aurora Borealis of Nov. 17, 18 and 20, were generally
felt throughout the North of England. The traffic over public tele-

graph wires was very seriously delayed, and for intensity and con-
sUncy the strongest I remember ever having witnessed. They
were pretty constant (positive), and did not change their direction
rapidly, thus facilitating measurements. The wires running cast
and west suffered the greatest.

I herewith enclose measurements, taken at intervals with " Tan-
gent Galvanometer," extacted from diary :

—

^
Nov._17, 10.15 a.m. Wires running E. and W., 50° ; N. and S. 30°.

Xov. 17, 10.35. a.m. Earth currents incieascd in intensity follow-
ing measurements, E. 00°, W. full deflection. Change in direction
very slow. Traffic on E. and W. wires totally stopped from 10.35
to 12.45 p.m. Wires giving full deflections at these times

;

3.15 p.m.. earth currents very powerful, 70°.

Nov. 18, 10.35. Strong earth currents prevailing, but change
direction rapidly ; E. and W. wires, G0° ; N. and S. comparatively
clear (10*). These strong currents prevailed until 1.15 p.m.

Not. 20, 8.20, a.m. E. wires, -10°. W. wires, C3°. N. and S., 10°.

11.30, a.m. E. „ fiO". W. „ 05° nil.

1.35, p.m. E. „ 05". W. „ 70°. Variable.
Gawber Height*' Farm. E. Pbi.nce.

PAINTS FOR LANTERN-SLIDES.
[^]— Will some reader tell me what paints are best used for

magic-htntem slides ? C. T. B.

CORSET-WEARINfJ.
[^5 —In supjMirt of the remarks of your correspondent under

the above title, may I state that in tight-lacing, as distinguished
from simple r<.r»<i-wearing, the shape of the waist is actually
mltCTrt], i,i,fl from U-ing oval tends to Ix-'comc round, and that the
rwJnctioti in diameter is not anterio-posteriorly, but laterally.
Now in r.ntunil brt-athing there is a lateral expansion of the lower

p«rt of the thonuric cavity during inspiration, as well as in other
directions, and it is this lateral movement which corset-wearing
^*^"* t" bmder. I fear that as yet many women will have to Ix)
pCT»uaded of the inelegance of corsetwraring rather than of its
discomfort and onhralthineis. Perhaps one day wo shall believe
that dre.i in intended to cover the IxmIv, and not that we are to
adapt oorwWea to the "laat new stylo" and "latest fashion,"
whati^er it may be.

May I a<k how the "Rational Dress Association," referred to by
the same rorrcapondent, makes its doings known to the world in
gtDoral :- ThoM of ns who cannot evolve a rational scheme of
drew frr.m <,nr inn. r cons/ ionsness arc, willy-nilly, dependent upon

I
;
and what is their gnido ? A. II.

SKULL MEASUREMENTS.
[646]—As "P. R. M.'s" question in Knowledck, No. 51, asking

for skull measurements, does not appear to have been answered, 1

venture to send vou a statement :

—

C. Index.

1. Dolichocephalic, at or bolow ... '73

Sub-dolichocephalic "70 to '73

2. Orthocephnlic '74 to -79

3. Brachvcephnlic, at or above ... 80
Sub-bi-achycephalio 77 to •70

These are the figures given by Professor Boyd Dnwkinsj they differ

slightly from Dr. Thuruani's, who gives for

—

1. Dolichocephalic '0
Sub-dolichocephalic 71 to "73

2. Orthocephalic "I to "70

3. Biachyccphalic 80 to -89

&ub-brachycophalio '77 to '79

Tlic iivcrnge cephalic inde.\ for tlie modem English skiill would
be not less than 75"77, according to Dr. Thurnnm. Mr. L. O. Pike
has stated that the English of the present day arc one of the

longest-headed peoples in Europe, and, in Wiltshire, tlie longest
without exception. Professor Welcker, cited by Dr. Thurnam,
gives the breadth indices of

—

Little Russians and Finns "79

South Gprnmna, Great Rns.sians, and Magyars ... "80

Swiss, Slovaks, Calraucks, and Tungusians '81

Europe contains no typical dolichocephalic ('70 or ^l) now.
J. MAGEN.S Mello, M.A., F.G.S., if.

EFFECT OF ALCOHOL OX I'RiS.

[Gl7]— Two doctors having conducted, at the expense of a rich

Swedish ]>hilanthropist, a series of experiments upon pigs, for the
purpose of ascertaining the effect of alcohol on tlio internal organs
of drunkards, fifteen pigs were treated daily upon various descrip-

tions of alciihol, and then killed, after the process of alcoholisation

had gone on for some time. Each pig had a different description of

liquor. One had whisky, another had brandy, a third absinthe,

and so on. When killed, their vital organs wcro found to be
marked with small white spots, resembling ulcers. Their flesh was
sound, but when sent to market it was seized as unfit for food. A
dispute is now going on between the exjierimenters and the police

as to whether the inspector of the market was not mistaken. This
being the effect of their experiments on the pigs, what state must a

man's body be in who drinks regularly cither wliisky or brandy ? I

should say like the pigs, or, if not worse, upon their vital organs. [?]
E. C. R.

[Alcoholisation and taking alcohol are rather different things. 1

have recently had rather interesting evidence of the real valuo of

the use of so-called stimulants. When lecturing daily, and also

travelling long distances, I .nlw:iv" :i.|..|.f :i vpry light diet: tea, dry
toast, and an egg for break I :i ' n I'n i In n lill six, when I take
tea, dry toast, and a chop ; ;ni • I take a biscuit or Bn

with cheese, and a glass of \\ i i i » ; ...1 \. ih r, " cold without." I

tried this season the effect of oMniiing ilic vvljisky. Result—sleep-

lessness till one or two in tho morning. No other harm, but
weariness during following day. Taking the whisky-and-water
again, after trj-ing this a night or two, acted as tho most perfect
Btdative.— K. A. P.]

LUMINOUS HKA.

[018]—In 1871 I was ordered to South America for the benefit
of my health, and with a view to having as long a sea-trip as pos-
sible, I took passage in a sailing-vessel. While lying becalmed a
couple of degrees south of the equator I had tho opportunity of
observing the grand phtnomcnon of a luminous sra, and I must say
that of all tlio phenomena I h.avo witnessed, none gavo mo greater
pleasure than that, alluded to. About 10 p.m. the luminosity com-
menced, and the whole of tho sea, from the centre wo occupied to
the horizon all around, apijcared to bo ono mass of phosphoroscont
light. Even the stars above seemed dimmed, and tho sails of tho
ship were brightly illnminatcd, while every cord in tho rigging was
clearly distinguishable/ I drew np a bucketful of tho water from
alongside, and found that directly tho bucket touched tho water tho
phosphorescence suddenly ceased for a few minutes in the immediate
vicinity of the ship. For about ton minutes tho water in tho bucket
was as dark as ink, but after that timo again shone out, though
immediately a finger was dipped in it again became dark. I have
no doubt that the effect was duo to certain marine animalcula), tho

* name of whichi cannot recall U> mind, and the light appeared to mc

I
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to have a -bluer tinge in it than given off when a vessel drives

throngli the water. With regard to the depth to which this phos-

phorescence occnrred, I believe that it was confined to the surface

in this case, because when I dipped a lead line some 8 or 10 in.

below the surface I failed to make out the lead. At the time

several dolphins were swimming about, and I noticed that at what-
ever point one of these fish made its appearance, the inky dark-

ness contrasted strangely with the illuminated portion of the sea.

At midnight the glare gradually decreased, and about one o'clock

had entirely disappeared. A stiff breeze sprung up within a few
minutes, and our good ship bowled along at the rate of nine knots
the hour. When off Cape Horn I again saw a portion of the sea

illuminated, but the effect was nothing like my former experience

in grandeur. However, it did us one good turn by showing the

approach of a large iceberg. Eessorp.

STORM IN A PICKLE-JAE.

[649]—I have lately kept in my room a homely sort of weather-
glass, consisting of an oil fiask turned neck downwards in a glass

pickle-jar nearly full of water. It is not a very accurate instru-

ment, but interesting observations may be made with it. For
instance, the warmth of a finger and thumb on the bowl of the

flask in a few seconds causes the air within to expand sufficiently to

drive the intruding water further down the neck. It is also more
sensitive to slight variations in the weight of the atmosphere than
far more expensive instruments. During the storms of wind on
Nov. 1 and 3, the barometer fell, and almost all the water was
driven out of the neck of the flask, but not without a very per-

ceptible struggle ; and it was most interesting to watch the storm
reproduced in almost incessant movements in the narrow neck

;

and before the storm outside seemed to abate at all the pickle-jar

told me that the worst was over, and the water, still straggling,

began to rise towards its old position. A. M. F.

DEATH-WARNING.
[650]—A friend of mine (Dr. GoodaU Jones, of Liverpool)

related to me the following account of a case of premonition, which
I thought might prove interesting, as it is well authenticated. The
names and dates Dr. Jones will give if required.

He called on a female patient on Sunday afternoon at three

o'clock ; her husband met him at the door, and said that he was
about to come for him, as the patient was worse and delirious. On
going upstairs the doctor found the poor woman in a very excited

state, asserting that her brother (a Liverpool pilot) was drowning
in the river, "which," said the husband, "is impossible, as he is

out at sea, to the best of our knowledge." The doctor did what he
could to soothe his patient, and left convinced that it was a case of

ordinary delirium ; but in the next morning's paper he read with
surprise the account of the pilot's death by drowning in the river

on the previous afternoon at three o'cloci;. J. Sinclair.

A PHENOMENON.
[651]—When in Switzerland last year, in September, in the

morning, about 10 o'clock, we saw a beautiful and curious pheno-
menon, audi should be glad to know if it is common, and its causes.

We were en route from Interlaken to Berne, standing on the deck
of a steamer at Darligcn, waiting for it to start. Above us, to the

south or south-east, rose a steep, abrupt hill to a great height, and
at the top it was fringed with firs, which stood out like verj' small

Christmas trees, dark green against the sky. In one spot, how-
ever, these trees were of a bright, transparent silver, as if turned
into crystal, and among and above them there glided, erratically

and in all directions, apparently four or five small bright stars

(about the size of third or second magnitude stars). These
larger stars were plainly visible to the naked eye, but with

my glasses I could make out that in this one spot the

air was one glinting, glittering mass of tiny bright specks, all

moving in every direction. We called the attention of the pas-

sengers to it, and many were the conji ofures as to what these

appearances were, and why ;' v, S. nie said birds, others

falling snow, but no one gavi' :
i \nlaiiation.

I should add that wo wi r- ; tliat the sun was jtist,

and only just behind and lulcw ;) ii i _ I sky-line, as we found on
starting; that it was a bright day .iiicl cliar; and that somehow
the sun must be the cause of the phenomenon, for directly we
moved off he appeared, the little stars disappeared, and the

transparent fir trees returned to their natural dark green. N. R.

[Most probably the firs covered with ice-crystals, and the ice-

crystals which active air-currents carried round and above the

firs, were just in that position (about 22° from the sun) at which
the arc of a solar halo would be formed.

—

Ed.]
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R. B. W., SUBSCRIBEE (2), S. D., Tnos. Thomas, Remex, G. H. A.,

DisciPULUS, and many others. I will at an early time give a brief

account of the Hamiltonian method and of my experiences with it.

Gr-AVITY. Tour mistake lies in taking no account of the

increase of your namesake as the sun is approached.

—

Astro-

nomical JrMBO. Your question could not possibly be an-

swered in Knowledge. It is a long and arduous matter to

explain the calculation for determining a comet's orbit from

three observations.—Parallax. Find the right ascension and

declination corresponding to the altitude and azimuth. Ton can

then at once determine the longitude and latitude of a point on the

earth having that star at its zenith. We cannot undertake to solve

such problems as are dealt with in every book on practical as-

tronomy.—T. H. D. Sculling is as bad as rowing for the chest,

unless corrected bv other exercises. The picture of an American

oarsman represents a sculler.—L. Orme. Tail at least a hundred

million miles long; least possible distance from earth rather a

troublesome matter to calculate, and of no great interest, as the

comet can nowhere approach the earth mthin many millions of

miles —W B. Thanks ; the illustration is absurd, of course, but

near enough for Times' science.—M. H. C. You will find that the

mistake about tangential force was corrected by myself at the

earliest opportunity. See foot-note, p. 300. It was a printer s

error. About Newcomb, I have forgotten what you said
;
but I

know that what I described as erroneous he himself admitted to

be so. As regards Dr. Siemens's theory, it would not much

matter, I suppose, whether one particular objection failed, if

another held. If one link breaks, proving another sound does

little good. But I hold you mistaken as to the difference between

the effects where solar atmosphere is limited and where it is .as-

sumed to be unlimited. As to cloud-bands, n-hat is it you assert ? Do
von sav that straight bands never seem arched :—H'sett. Though

1 do liot publish vour letter, I thoroughly agree with yon. The

account you refer to is in a scientific sense utterly inadmissible.—

H. K. L. It has never happened to me to want to know about

degrees of freedom : perhaps some reader can tell where to find this

mathematical expression explained.—J. Sme.\tox. Thousands have

entertained that theorv about comets' tails ; but it will not stand

inquin-.—J. Sllmixgtox? Penxiw.4Ttor ? J. Slexeriwijter (?). Ao,

a cannon-ball does not rise after leaving the mouth of a horizontal

cannon.- J. P.\rry. It pains me to have to say that the comet as

thus far observed travels not only on the Sabbath-day (which I

take to be Saturdav), but also on Sunday. But you must not

desert it on that account ; or, if vou do, then to be consistent yeu

should desert the earth .ilso ; for she does, too : aye, and moreover

rotates, and reels, and nutates, and accompanies the sun on his

cosmical rush through space.— S. Spencer wants name of best

manual on the Metallurgv of Gold, and methods of seeking mining,

ic— S. E. C* We hard"lv differ so much as you seem to think. I

quite think that, speaking" logically and reasonably, the views of a

man like Darwin about religion, a future life, ic, may be of great

interest. (So a pound out of his pocket would be worth twenty

shillinffs, if he chose to give it.) But you know that there are

many who are prepared to howl if they learn that you do not hold

the same \-iews as thcv do on certain religious questions. Now,

manv prefer not to be" howled at, and therefore keep their views

on such matters to themselves. To ask such a one privately what

his views are is all right enough, especially if he happens to be a

personal friend. (Just as it is quite legitimate to ask a man for

a pound for some charitv.) But to regard his reply as something

which mav bo proclaimed on the house-tops is altogether wrong.

If vou want to know what may be done in the way of howling, read

some of the comments of certain religious papers on tha letter,

which should never have been published.—X. Impossible to say

without seeing the specimens ; and wo cannot make arrangments

for the forwai-ding of such things. Dr. Ball was mistaken about

the height of the tides in those remote times.—J. Battle The

maps for November and December will be the same m shape and

character as the rest ; they will also bo published separately, price

2d. each.—A. H. Lee. Fear long time must elapse before the pres-

sure of other subjects so far subsides that papers on philologj- can

appear.—F. Y. (I). The tail of a comet is a variable appendage;

most probablv the tail of one week is quite different from the tail

of the next week
; (2) the comet of 1843 was seen from the earth
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in r-> iho present year in September. As the earth

sides of her orbit at those times, the comet

I
- Ills near the sun or the middle of the orbit,

, . ad to look ill nearly opposite directions; (8)

\; . ^ I icn sfen in about the same apparent direction

.. •• . : : 1 . I loniets have been seen oven longer than this

A !!; Constant Reaoeb. It ia a matter of taste;

,, ; , s ilmt feeling is very strong, 1 believe. As men
:, ;

1 it slowly dies out. 1 have myself an exccod-

II . t\r it (even a contempt for it when 1 lind any

tr tilf), but you appear to like it. Ti-ace out

it- ...M a little about its significance, and 1 should

imat-iu, \ui: «..'.i! i at least understand that those who think the

dignity of manhoml a matter of some import can hardly share

your present views. They tu-e natural enough, though, 1 must admit.

When I was a lad, such views as yours were among my day-dreams.

In the youth of nations it is so with them. It is idle to argue about

tastes. ' When, however, you speak of love and reverence, I would

aak what you mean. If you mean love and reverence based on

actual knowledge of personal character and conduct, I say you are

quite right to love and reverence what yon hold to be estimable ;

bat if, analysing your feelings, yon find you have very little know-

ledge of character, disposition, genius, talent, temperament, and

GO forth, and tliat only the glamour of wealth or influence, or of

some iubred, old-world superstition, rouses in you what you fancy

ia love and reverence, then I would merely remark that yon arc

illogical. Even this 1 only say because you seem to invite an
opii ion. It is your affair, not mine. Some would be very unhappy
if all their tastes and feelings were so analysed and their reason-

ing powers so stiinuluted that they had to give up what they fancy

is dear to them. "Then take thine auld cloak about thee," by all

mean.", without chilling yourself by looking for holes and worn
places in it—even thonghthey be patent to others.—J. Harti.ktop.

By an odd coincidence, I want two more lines from the verse I have

just partially quoted. I cannot in the least agree with yon. I

would rather err on the side of undue respect than of discourtesy

towards members of the classes you refer to. Why should you bo
" abrupt and blunt " to any one, solely because " Ho ia a wight of

high renown, and thou art but of low degree." In so far as you
arv affected eithtr one iray or the other by a man's better position

in the world, you fall short of what is duo to your personal self-

pe9|>cct. Equally so in your intercourse with persons whose position

is not so goo<I as your own.— .T. Gledston'e. Must defer answer till

I can deal at length with the matter. But that view about rays

through head forming the tail has no possibility of being right.—C.

J. Bkown. By the same reasoning, though, you would judge a
Moliammedan justified as against a Christian teacher. So far as

first principles are concerned, a man of science, accustomed to

weigh evidence, would be at least as likely to be right as one care-

fully trained all his life to cultivate faith as against evidence-

weighing.— E. TfcK. Fear no space at ])resent for that .subject.

—

X. To lake one point only, how could motion exi.st in the thin air

which would diminish iho resistance :- If they were imparted, how
codII :!.•.!.. li ..i.i.iinod!' Consider the resistance against them !

i, '. of any use in this tlicorj-, and there must bo
<•:'. However, as yon say, the theory breaks
.1.. i"g-—J. W. WiLtlAMs. To one who holds the

til. -.1 . 1 i-.i. through the struggle for existence has proved
th>ru lull iiK no doubt."—Socx. That lasts till orbit has
become circular. But after that comes distinction. Xo repulsive

p<.n<r h:i~ . w-r 1- '-n shown to be exerted by sun on a comet, as

a ;! obviously ref<elled.—Peccavi. Nay, but post

]'• ' jirrrarere, for they smashed yonr cast, either
.-1 .r in stamping the lot of letters amongst which

y I I'.ut " in these nice sharji cjuillcts of the ' drift,'

go I i.Li-h. I :.ri. no wilier than a daw."—C. IJ. SilKiinoBN. The
'1 even of gesture, right enough ; but the
to a time when Beatrice must have been

'1 an honest gentleman like Benedick full

to his love Beatrice should presently nrgo
r.'h, and her pain at his refusal is not
felt that neither of tho two old men

•. wrong done to lie'o, A Rcnso
rily in which tho two noble accusers
k must have moved Beatrice strongly.
, was Hhakrtpearc'K Benedick Italian ?—
•— coins there are sixteen ]ioHsible events,

In, and in one case four tails; in four
1 ; and in four cases, one head and three
-. two headn and two tails. The chances
y thcKO numbcm rcHpcctivcly. Hence
:>ro as follows :— (>f all four coins being
'WO beii:g alike, OlOths or ."I-Hths; of

or one-half. If yon wager that an even

altvmalir .,f ide

kind
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ments the angles B, C, A all equal—Q.E. non D.—J. A., Stockport,

wishes to know how old oil paintings, having a thick, hard coating

of dirty varnish, can best be restored.—S. R. C. (1) Comet's
nncleus has not passed over any star. (2) " Things divine " to one
man may be blasphemies to another, and vice rer^'ii, what this last

reverences the other may abhor. If I should tell you it " hurts

my feelings" to hear men talk of a Being who must be not only
Almighty, but All wise, as if he could bo an unreasonable

despot of the Oriental type, to be propitiated by fetislies, I

hope you would " take the remark in the kindly way in

which it is meant." I wonder, by the way, whether yon
can view Darwin's rejection of the idea of a jealous God
with a tithe of the horror with which he, probably, viewed
that idea, regarded as an explanation of one of the saddest
of nature's laws. (3) I take it you do not jjlay whist. Let me
recommend it to you as a valuable rest after hard mental work.

(4) Instructions for making a sun-dial would occupy too much
space just now. Subjects crowd in so, and our price so limits our
space, what can be done but to omit some ?—P. C. G. Not in our
line.—T. S. B. Neither is your subject.-F. W. Fo.ster. All others

greatly approve of his articles.

—

Harry Sweeting. Feeling your-

self " able to perform that original piece of work," you offer full

explanations of optical illusions, in a series of papers " probably
going through a whole year of Knowledge." In the first you will

explain a common looking-glass, in the nest Pepper's ghost and the
living head. "There are plenty of diagrams." You "hope that
we will help you to become a popular science writer," and
in a jiostscript, you " could write equally well on any
other scientific subject." We will help you as far as we
can, by advising you to wait until you have learned to
write unequally well on different scientific subjects. ^— C.
Gray, M. Morrison, J. Hargreate, and many others who have
written about aurora—many thanks.—T. W. BoswoETn, Septimus
B., and others. Know nothing personally of Mr. Stanley, the
African explorer.—P. Ebbctt. Pressure of correspondence pre-

vented.—J. Greenfield. (1) Yes, Mr. Fothergill's view is as in-

consistent with the narrative as the narrative with scientific

possibilities. (2) If the earth reversed her rotation for 10 degrees, or
evenstoppedrotatingfor a second, the heat generated would melt most
of her globe. Imagine a mass at the equator travelling more than
1,000 miles an hour brought suddenly to rest ! In latitude 60 north
half that rate ! Where we are, about twenty mUes a minute ! How
would you Uke if you were in an express train, going only one mile a
minute, to be brought suddenly to rest ? Did I say that if a" planet
were to reverse its orbit no change would take place ? I must have
been dreaming. I meant to say (and think I did say) that if a
planet bad ohanced to have had a retrograde iastead of an
advancing course, I believed (Laplace notwithtasnding) the
solar system would have been quite as stable as it is. Those
other subjects must really not be dragged in. Those who
crave most to hear what science has to say about them, are just
those who get angriest when science does speak her mind. Perhaps
the truest thing science can say is De »« mi iHiS

—

de rninimi.i iniiii-

morum—non curat scientia.—J. C. S. Thanks. Will try to find
space. Questioner asked for a HI/ solution.—E. M. Rites. "Thanks;
a clerical error.—R. R. Baldrev. Emphatically no, I say with you

;

the creature you refer to is an idol, and a very hideous one.—H. C.
(1.) Subject nearly done with ; it was originally to have been more
briefly dealt with. (2.) Darwin meant simply that science has
only to give its own teachings, net to concern itself with other
matters. People who want to show that Buddhism, or Mahoiu-
medanism, or any other ism, can or cannot be reconciled
with science, are perfectly free to do so. It is no affair

of science. (3.) So many things are possible in the sun.

(4.) Cremation rather an undesirable subject. So few care
about it. For my own [lart, I care nothing what is done with my
body when I have done with it. If chessmen were made of my
bones, that were about as much as I could want, and more also.

—

J. Fraskr. Have no room for your theory of comets' tails ; quite
inconsistent with tho evidence.—F. Barrett. Much gratified.

Star maps naturally concluded with ended year. Tho stars come
year after year the same, Knowledge must not do so. In ConihUl
Magazine for November, there is an account of comet.—J. L. Have
given as much space as can afford to rain-band spectioscope.—Ex-
I'ERTo Crede refers J. to "A sequel to fiist six books of Euclid,"
Longmans, p. 152.

—

Osborne Pkanglev. Thanks. Subject vciy
difficult. Touched on further in my book on " Sun." Doubt if

anything known to us helps towards solution.

—

Sogn. Christian
Commonicealth is not a paper we see, unless sent to us ; so wo have
no means of knowing what they may have replied to the criticism
they invited. If their response pleased you, they evidently know
for whom they write. Your letter about Orkney auroras is not
written quite so clearly as we could wish, or it should
appear. Perhaps you form your style on the Co»imonirea(t/i.

Know nothing better than Todhunter.—S. Grove. A
good idea.—T. Smith. They would fall in same time.

—

Scalpel.
Bicycling is said to be good for chest. I doubt it, noting the atti-

tude of bicyclers at top speed. Word " knickerbocker " has no
meaning ; simply derived from Washington Irving' s story.—J. W. B.
" Instantaneity " is the right way.

—

Pl-er. You surprise me. In
America they clear and fill a car quickly enough.—J. Alston. Only
moderate rowing ; tricycle better for most. Cannot remember any
microscope at stated price.—H. G. Pinfield. Usually called
" power 2 linear." They talk of 6,000 magnifying power, but
it has never been attained.—J. A. Ollard. Thanks. On last

point, I doubt whether it is wise to study Euclid without
the letters. My own experience is that the more you
ease the work in such matters the better the progress in

geometry.

—

Ignoramus. Question would open door to too much
gratis advertising.—A. Crevasse. No time to solve problems.
The offices wliich Knowledge can discharge are Umitcd,
—amongst them private tutorial work is not now included.—Cairngorm. Has that theory of comets' tails (viz., that comets
are transparent bodies, and tail shows the track of solar rays
through finely-divided matter) been suggested ? Not by more
than ton milUon persons, I should say ; but certainly more
than two millions. It is hopelessly wrong.—A CoEBESPONDENr
notes that the book mentioned by Mr. Fothergill, p. 407, is the
"Green Hand," not the "Green Land." 'Tis true. It is also
true that the "Green Hand" is one of the cleverest books (sea-

books) ever written. What a disappointment Mr. 6. Cnpple's next
sea-book, "The Two Frigates," was!—A. McLean. That would
be the only way to make the Star Maps useful in Southern
Hemisphere. Comet's path not looped, though much twisted.
Account of comet rather too long and too full of less im-
portant details. — Upsala. (1) Are the diameters major and
minor of the axes of cometic orbits so very distinct ? If
yon can draw us a picture of, say, the orbit of Venus—one
foot in diameter, to show without close measurement, the difference-

of the diameters, we will have a steel engraving made of it. (2.)

Does that Gossip note read like anger ? Then it very little repre-
sents our meaning. Pardon me, but the inter-planetary (not
planitary) theory we were dealing with wanted hydrogen and
water vapours. Yours (if you have one) possibly does not. Whea
we sit on that theory it will be time to correct our mistaken notions
respecting it. Oliver Goldsmith's remark that "mathematics
seems a science to which the meanest intellects are equal," repre-
sents a favourite idea of those whose intellects —if this view is-

correct—cannot be among the meanest, because they find mathe-
matics too many for them.—H.iMLET Electratob. " As all things
have emerged from darkness, what would they become if they
returned thereto ? " Would they not be " in the dark ? " We are,

as to your meaning. Give us an easier one next time.

—

Step.
H. Saxby. Many thanks.— S. E. W. Eoouda van Eysinga.
We will consider about Scientific Pn
orbit would not be appreciably nft'ici

helion.— John Donald. It is uin|iir.-

fact that a person weighs raorc altir a meal than before
one, strange though it may seem. Moreover, incredible though
it may be deemed, " the air in the stomach which food
displaces" is not "the heavier." — Wm. Moon, Jun. Thanks
for Mr. Barber's theory of the hollowness of the planets.

But what nonseuse it all is !—M. Doeette Walker. The biochemio
treatment of disease is not a suitable subject for these pages.

—

C. F. W. The sun was eclipsed (visible at Babylon) ou .Vpril 19,

481 B.C., Oct. 2, 479 B.C., and on Feb. 17, 478 B.C., the second being^

tho most important of tho three.—W. B. Clarke. Such questions
must bo addressed to publishers. Editor cannot forward copies j
has none by him to begin with, and, by tho way, to finish with, too.

—J. W. Stainforth. Thanks.—B. A. Brain" troubles pom-ing itt

on us. That "of" for "have" is a common mistake among the
uneducated ; you or 1 could hardly fall into it, except when ill.

—

Ge. Boon a misprint, I should say, for eozoou. Certainly organie,
tho foremost geologists say.

EGYPTOLOGY.
Tho figure was one of the kind called in Egyjitian " Shabti " or

" Ushabti," i.e., "respondents." These figures were conventionally

supposed to represent the deceased as ouo of tho blessed become-
ono with Osiris—the justified dead being always styled " The
Osirian M or N." These porcelain-faced clay ushabti were buried
with the dead to act as his representatives—to respond for him, in

fact—in the under world, and to do work for him (which otherwise
he would have to do for himself) in tho fields of Aahlu, where
certain labours of sowing, ploughing, reaping, &c., had to be gone
through as part of the probationary work to bo done in the under
world before tho final translation of tho deceased to the heaven of
heavens. These figures are represented with the flail, sickle, and

A. F. O. The-
ihape near peri.

a physiological
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*ec«l-l«g. The present statuette appears to have boon inscribed for

line .l"ie-ni<-(, •• justilied." Some of the hieroglyphs are iinintelli-

f»ible in the copy, and the inscription is e\-idently not complete.

There is some mention of a punegyry, or religious festi\-al, but I

c-annot make out the connection.

There is nothing very curious about the statuette in question.

Each deceased person had several such, in various materials, buried

with him in his grave ; and there arc many hundreds of them in

overy Egyptian Museum.
The dogma as to the fields of Aahlu was borrowed by the Greeks

at a late period, and by them converted into i^hjsium. A. B. E.

BOTANY.
Alliiu (021) is correct in supposing that the carbonic acid

fipintl by plants is due to decomposition of organic matter. In

all seedlings, and in the various parts of the i)lant, such as the

llower and fruit, which are incapable of themselves of absorbing

their own nourishment from the air, the presence of oxygen is

necessary to convert the material in the other portions into the

tissue of these growing parts. Carbonic acid is e.\pired at all

times, but is only inspired under the influence of light, bat

this inspiration is greatly in excess of the expiration of the

Bame compound, and it is quite possible that the carbonic acid

expired by one class of cells may simultaneously be absorbed by
another and contiguous class. It appears, then, that the breathing

of plants is not quite analogous to that of animals, for while

in the latter the inspiration of oxygen is accompanied by destruc-

tion of matter, and subse<|uent removal as carbonic acid, in plants

we have a conversion of matter into other forms which are for

the most part retained, a small portion only being wasted as gas.

Furthermore, we find a double action occurring in plants—absorption
and expiration of oxygen and of carbonic acid, which result iu the

production of new tissue, whereas in animals we have only iuspiru-

lion of oxygen and expiration of carbonic acid, and the accom-
panying changes are destructive. The distinction drawn between
]>lants and animals was not intended to be absolute, as will be seen
on reference to the last sentence, which commences with "the great

iliffcrence; " the insertion of any sentence which could be construed

to mean that there was no resemblance between plants and animals
being, as it was thought, specially avoided, as I was well aware of

the exjiiration of carbonic acid (indicative of oxidation) by the

leaves, as mentioned in one of the preceding paragraphs ; as also of

the evolution of the same gas by the root.s, whereby the preparation
of plant food in the soil is forwarded, but concerning which no

was made, as the article was already sufficiently long.

E. W. P.

<!Pur iHatftnnatiral £oIumn.

EASY LESSOXS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

No. XIII.

"^T EXT take the following illostration of a differential calculu

J.1 which is in many respects more important still than that coi

•tdered in oar last.

YI

Fig. 1.

latti-vl lit takin;r for the d'-pcndcnt variable the ordinate of a
irrc, lake the area aa aAP M (Fig. 1) ninaiiured from some fixed
-'linati,' A a to the ordinate P M corrcufMinding to varying value of
e abaciM O It or x. Potting M N - Ax, we have, if

u = arcaAPSIa
1+ Au = area AQ Na
A» =areaMPQN
Au nroaMPgN
Ar MN

side n N of a rect. »ii N

equal to Si PQN.
Now manifestly the smaller JI N is taken the nearer is the rect-

angle P N in area to Jl 1' Q L : it is not merely that the difference,

the area P Q L (P Q curved) is absolutely less, but it manifestly

bears a constantly diminishing ratio to the area PN, until finally,

when il N is taken small enough this ratio will bo a vanishing one.

Uence while

—- = n N, we manifestly have — = P M = y

,

A* dx
or the differential coefficient of the area between a curve, the axis

of .r, a fixed ordinate, and the vai-iublo ordinate is this last-named

ordinate. Here the language and notation of differentials are,

I think, simpler and more natural than those belonging to tho

method of coefficients. We should say simply du the differential

of tho area, that is tho small increment of tlio area, is equal to

1/ dx, that is to the area under y and dx the differential of ai, which
is the same as saying that ultimately area P Q N M = rectangle P N.
But now notice tho power wo have obtained for determining not

only areas of surfaces bounded by curved lines, but also any function

which might be symbolised by such areas. When wo liavo written

of any such area as APM«, or of any function which may bo

represented by such an area, the relation

'£-"

where y is some function of x, we can tell at once what « is, if only

wp can determine what function has y for its differential coefficient.

y,„. ,..,. 1.-., .. ......Ti tliat no two quantities can have the same differ-

• unless either they are equal or differ only by a
r trically this is much tho same as saying that

II .1 A PM a has PM the ordinate of curve APQ for

I Ik iu(:i:iiin' (ji its rate of increase, except some area, as OBPM,
E U I' M, or tho like, differing from a A P M by some quantity

which remains constant while wo vary M, and with it P M.)

Now although determining what quantity that is which has

some given function for its differential coefficient is by no means so

easy or so sore a process as differentiating, yet in a great number
of cases integration can be readily managed ; in others it can bo

accomplished with more or less difficulty, and in yet others,

approximations can bo made to the desired integration, and the

result we require can be determined with all necessary approach to

exactitude.

The notation for the converse process to differentiation, or inte-

gration is as follows :—When wo have a function u such that

! express the same relation by saying that

'
dx.

To bo more precise wo may i
dx + a. constant,

but the constant is in reality understood

prcssi We mav find a geometrical illustration of thi

= Ajdx./,

the other form of ex

|uation

.V I'Q 1)0 a curve as before, 0M = 3;, VM = y, M»= Am.

A Q N a is the sum of a number of small rectangloa like

Pn, when these are made indefinitely thin. Now

I
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(or u)= /i/ij!, may be taken toTherefore the statement, area

mean that ive get the area between A Q, O X, and certain boundary
ordinates, by summing a multitude of very thin rectangles like Pn
between the corresponding ordinates. This is an indefinite state-

ment, and fy dx is called an indefinite integral. When we take

definite limiting ordinates as An, Q X corresponding to x= Oa, and
1= X (say x=a and i = b respectively), we get the definite area

A Q N a'; and we write

area A Q X n = / y dm

which me.ans that from the value of /•; dx when h is written for x,

is to be subtracted the value when a is written for x, to give the
area of the space between the ordinates corresponding to these

values.

Be it noticed that what we have here said about areas applies to
any quantity which might be represented by an area, and there-

fore practically to any quantity whatsoever. If we can obtain an
expression for the small increment of any quantity » corresponding
to any small increment of the variable, and can ascertain by any
process what quantity that is which has such increment, we can
determine « by the process of integration.

Examples wlU, however, best show the value of all this.

iBuv 2236 1'St Column.

By " Five of Clubs."

A WHIST CA.SE.

A and B are partners at Whist against Y and Z. A and B are
four by honours, each having two. They claim two by honours and
score them. Towards the end of the deal A says to B, "you had
not two honours, had yon, partner ? " Before B replies in the
affirmative the trump card is turned and quitted. A and B claim
to score four by honours. Y Z assert that the claim is too late.

—

Hazard.
[It appears to us that the claim is good, provided ^'s question

was addressed to B in such a way as to be unmistakably the in-

itiation of a claim. Z had in that case heard enough to know that
a question was raised as to the honours, and he should either have
waited, or gone on dealing with the understanding that the claim
was made in due time, whether he finished his deal or not before
the position of the honours had been fuUy recalled. If A being in
doubt says " I think we had four by honours," he ought not to be
worse o£E than if he had said " We claim fonr by honours." Law 50
seems clearly to imply that the adversaries by questioning the score,
interrupt the dealer (that is, that he ought to" hold his hand till the
question is settled) and that they may legitimately do this if they
can establish their claim. Had" X stopped when A spoke, and A
failed to establish his claim, A" would have been free to deal again,
had he mis-dealt in consequence of the interruption. We may infer
that X should have stopped.

—

Five of Clubs.]

OUB esteemed correspondent, Jlr. F. H. Lewis, has kindly
selected and annotated three games of singular interest, on'p

illustrating the advantage under certain conditions of keeping back
the winning trump ; the second, the advantage under other con-
ditions of playing the winning trump; and the third, the necessity
of keeping back the best of a plain suit at a critical stage in the
game. The first of these games runs as follows :

—

Clubs—8, 4, 3.

Diamonds—8, 6.

Spades—6, 5, 4, 2.

Hearts-A, Q, 9, 5

KEEPING BACK THE WIXNIXG TRUMP,

r. The Haxds. B.

Club.-'—Kn, 5.

Diamonds—A. K, Q.

A.
auhs—A, Q, 9, 2.

Diamonds—7, 5, 4.

Spades—Q, 3.

Hearts—Kn, 7, 6, 2.

Z.

^^H^),^—K,io,7,G.
Diamonds—Kn,10,9,5
Spades—A, 10.

Hearts—K, 8.

THE PLAY.

ITOTB.—The card underlined wina the trick, and card below leads next round,

MK. LEWIS'S NOTES.

1. A leads from his longest suit,

3. B, trusting to his partner to
protect the Heart suit, and being
strong in both the other plain suits,

leads a trump. Z having turned
the Ten, properly heads the Knave.

4. .4 having the finesse in trumps,,

waits for another lead from B, but
he should not have continued the
Heart lead. B cannot be strong in

trumps, and A knows that he can
liave no strength in Hearts. A's
proper lead here was the Spade-
Queen.

5. r having no rentree card,

gives Z a discard. He properly
abstains from continuing with
Heart Ace. The discard of the-

Spade Ten shows Y that his part-

ner had great numerical strength
in Diamonds. It was open to Z to

discard a Diamond, as the lead of
trumps was from the adversary,
but having four trumps originally,

he had hopes of utilizing one of
them.

7. B is in a difficulty. He knows
Heart Ace to be with Y, but he-

knows also that he can have but
one more Diamond, if any. As A
continued the Heart suit, he pro-
bably wants the finesse in trumps.
B, therefore, plays trump.

8. As Z discarded Spade Ten, B
discards Spade Knave to show that

lowest Spade is equal to the-

Ten.
9. Acting upon this hint, A plays

Spade Queen.
10. Z can count B's hand. If

he leads the winning trump, and
draws the Club Two from A, he
can then lead only Diamonds, and

9 cp
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1(4 in etTor. clftimiDg tliat the penalty is paid : C a

; /;•< .arl "l.M tl;.y i.lonsp." rami i

nt'iinltv nnt of til

and D, however,
..,.„^ J /) onn iiinkf no
n.iinlty ont of tlio two botwueii

Thoy can do no more. It is

lar caril, liolp his pmtnor even

But tlio flmui-os are against it.

^ur Chf5s Column.

Bt Mepiiksto.

PROBLEM No. G2.

The QiADE-VSGLE. By J. A. Milks.

:l;l
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A FRAGMENT of the gi'cat comet was seen by 3Ir. W. R.

Brooks, of New York, which after a few days faded out of

view. Prof. Schmidt's small comet, another fragment,

apparently, of the great comet, has also disappeared, as

well as other cometary masses seemingly thrown off from
the great comet, or perhaps driven away during peri-

helion passage.

Speaking of invention, the Operator says :
— " Above all,

patience is needed. There are probably one hundred dis-

appointments to one success, and the things that are

valuable seem very hard to do. ' When I was at Menlo
Park,' says Mr. Edison, ' I was once working with my
assistants a long time trying to connect a piece of carbon

to a wire ; every time it would break. 'Then we would
spend several hours in making another, and that would
break. After working a day and two nights in this waj',

we finally accomplished our purpose. One of my assistants

wearily got up and said:— 'Well, I think Job got too

much reputation on a small capital 1
'
"

It is noteworthy that some of the most brilliant recent

practical applications of electricity have been simply the

development, by experiment and study, of familiar and ap-

parently insignificant effects. Every telegraph operator has

been familiar, ever since there has been a telegraph, with

the phenomenon of the electric spark, and with the fact

that a strong current will heat a conductor of high resis-

tance
;
yet the electric-arc lamp is simply a development of

the former and the incandescent lamp of the latter pheno-

menon. In the same way, the " polarisation " of batteries

was known to telegraphists for years, and wa.s regarded liy

them simply as an impediment to be got rid of ; but the

Plante and Faure accumulators are only developments of

the same principle of "polarisation."

An animated correspondence is proceeding in the liail-

rond (id-.i'tlH (New York, Nov. .'!) as to the comparative

consumption of coal in American and English locomotives.

The general result seems to be that tlio consumption in the

former is much larger. One correspondent reckons it at

double the amount, and accounts for it by three considera-

tions :— 1. That the loss by friction on curve.^ is greater in

America ; 2, that inclines are more frequent ; 3, that the

entire heating surface of an American engine i.s of iron,

the conductivity of which is greatly inferior to that of the
copper or brass used in England.

The same paper contains the official report of the fourth

meeting of the Association of American Ilailroad Superin-
tendents, at which a uniform code of train signals—by
engine whistle, gong, and lamp, hat, or hand— was adopted,

and recommended to the members.

Amonc; the numerous substitutes for cod-liver oil which
have from time to time been brought before the notice of

the profession, dugong oil, which is an extract obtained

from the dugong, an herbivorous cetacean inhabiting the

warm seas of the coasts of Australia and the Eastern Archi-

pelago, has met with a most favourable reception. Dugong
oil is free from the unpleasant odour and taste which cha-

racterise cod-liver oil, and is much less liable to change in

keeping. At ordinary temperatures it is opaque from the

separation of its more crystalline constituents, but becomes
clear aiid almost colourless when slightly warmed. The
dose is the same as of cod-liver oil.

Dr. McColganan, in the Southern Prartilwwr, extols

the value of the ether or rhigolene spray for the instan-

taneous relief principally of facial neuralgia. He first had
occasion to observe its good effects upon his own person,

he having suffered greatly from facial neuralgia. Since

curing himself, he has had occasion to test its efficacy in

about twenty cases. The result was invariably a most
gratifying success. In many instances a permanent cure

was established. He attempts to" explain its action by
supposing a complete change to take place in the nutrition

of the affected nerve in consequence of the intense cold

actin" as a revulsive.

The Iron Age (New York, November 9) says that Dr.

FritzgUrtner, geologist and mineralogist to the Government
of Honduras, reports that whole mountains of fine mag-

netic iron exist in Honduras, both near the coast and in

the interior. The natives use clean fine ore directly in the

forges ; the iron produced is of superior quality, greatly

resemljling steel in all its characteristics. Semi-bituminous

coal is very abundant along the Atlantic coast, and will

before long become a valuable article of commerce along the

Caribbean coast It is said that the Government is so

anxious to encourage the development of the industry that

it will do all in its power to facilitate the transport of

machinery, and will admit it free of duty.

The IJoard of Trade have issued a new or revised scale

for the wire gauges, and plainly intimate that unless very

great opposition is offered, the Board will advise its

adoption. The new scale is a compromise ; it makes con-

cessions to the thick-wire manufacturers, and takes an

average of the Birmingham and Yorkshire gauges for the

thinner sizes.

Cheap brandy and absinthe are the cause of a large pro-

portion of cases of insanity in parts of France. The
United States Consul at La Boclielle, in his report on

French brandies, points out the fact that no pure brandy

is now made in Cognac and the district adjacent. He says
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that «.;ermaa alcohol, distilled from pot^xtoes, is imported,

dootonxl, and sold for brandy, and that the French artisans

Mid p^-asants, who formerly used light wines, have of late

years used much of this so called brandy. He says, "Its

characteristic efloct is to protluce an intoxication in which

the patient is especially inclined to rage and physical

\ iolence, while hopeless insiiuity is the inevitable conse-

Huence of persisting in its use, even for a relatively short

period of time.' It is at least worth the physician's

while to know that there is no such thing as pure Cognac

now.

Fkkscii rNDER'.ROiND TBLECR.vPin .—A Subterranean

telegraph cable is now being laid between Paris and the

South of France, so as to place the French capital in direct

subterranean coninmnication witli !Marseille& Two h\in-

dred and tifty workmen are now engaged in laying the

cable, which follows as closely as possible the national roads

on the right bank of the Rhone. The cable is laid in iron

pipes at a depth of •"> ft G in. The joints of the pipes are

coveretl with caoutchouc, and every l,GGGft subterranean

chanibers are establishetl so as to facilitate repairs.-

£nffiiueriii'j.

Ax International Electrical Exhibition is to be held at

Vienna in August, September, and October, 1883. No
charge is made for space, nor for motive-power for the

general illumination, and no prizes are to bo awarded.

Exhibits not patentetl will be protected until the end of

the year.

OsK or two who cannot understand that wrong may
offend in wrong, have assumed that our just indignation at

the Kew Gardens wrong-doings must have been aroused by

some personal grievance ; and one " weekly " assumes that

Ijecause the Editor of Kxowlkdgk chances to reside at

Kew, his wrath has been aroused for that ho cannot over-

look the grounds from his parlour windows. To all

tliis we rejly that we have never had any personal

relations, good, l>ad, or indifferent, with the present

Director (if he should not rather be described as the

wrongful proprietor) of the Botanic Gardens; that we
neither know him personally, nor any one who (so far as

we know) does so ; and that half-a-dozen houses would have
to be pulled down liefore even the great wall of the Gardens
would be visible from our parlour windows. A manifest
wrong is done to the public. Sir J. Hooker's paymasters

;

that is kufEcicnt reason for the indignation which is felt by
every honest man who knows the facts.

To see crowds along our streets, at night, with no
brighter spectacle attracting them than the half-seen pre-

parations for a street procession, staring intently at im-
pr<-jisivc in.Hcriptions announcing welcome to royalty at
"tivf ^liillingH jKT head, t^-.n nhillingg for front .seats," and
iitnig^'ling to git a vi.;w of the draggled ends of cheap
flag*, guggcgts somewhat sad thoughts as to the worth of
life to many. If there had Ixien gladness of soul among
the crowd one might have rejoiced to mo how easily the
many were pU-oMii. But with the rush to see nothing,
there wa.s an air of gloom and disguHt ; and the favourite
comm»ntii were oaths and foul language. A significant
and d<pre«»ing hight '. To what proportion of our peopli-,

or of ai,y [-f,j.I»-, even in these dayij of advanced civiliza-
tion, ha^ lif.- aught of Uaxuty and brightnejjH? One feels
half a.l,:irn.r| to enjoy the charm given by art and litera-
ture ^ind «cienc<-, too) to life, after seeing how many, even
in a single city «tref;t, there are who know naught of what
makes liff M valuable to the few.

It is asserted that in the three years ended 1880 there

were no fewer than 2^2 theatres destroyed by lire, or

partly so, resulting in 4,370 deaths, and about 3,400

injuries.

We give again this week the path of the eouut during

December. Fortunately during the past week the comet
has not been favourably visible, so that an error of 20 in.

in right ascension throniihoit! \n our last map can have
done very little harm. The Editor was obliged to entrust

the drawing of the path to another, being absent on a

lecturing tour ; and misunderstood instructions led to what
might have been a rather troublesome mistake. (There

was not time for a proof of the picture to reach the

Editor, even had he been in town sooner.) The oppor-

tunity is favourable for noting what, we think, many
readers seem not to understand. The Editor has other

avocations, which, so far as he is personally concerned, an-

of many times greater importance than his work with

Knowledge. It is a pleasure to him to give his time

freely (practically a free gift) to converse with the readers

of tins magazine ; but those other avocations cannot be

always neglected. Occasionally it is only by a very hard

struggle indeed that time can be tnitde (there is no other word
for it) for Knowledge ; and for each of our many valued

correspondents there are at least ten who simply waste tin-

time thus with ditliculty made available for editorial work.

If some errors ha\e to be corrected, it is not wonderful.

A POINT to be observed is that they am corrected and

noted Itere, as carefully as if they were errors in some rival

publication (if such there be). Yet often they have been

occasioned solely by waste of time in searching through

immense chafl'-hoaps for scattered grains.

The work involved in correspondence may be inferred

from the five-and-a-half columns of Answers last week.

This must be cut down, as, even if there were time for the

work, there is not space, without exceeding the limits

which, at our present price, can be afforded. We aie

thinking of closing the " Answers to Correspondents'

"

section, as the only efl'ective way of meeting a difficulty

which threatens the very existence of Knowledge (though

really giving evidence of its success). Probably that will

be the better way ; but for the present wc content our-

selves with the appointment of a rigid censor of letters

(who will not allow the editor even to see most of them),

and the limitation of the " Answers " to a single column.

We give this week the opening paper of a series by
]\Ir. Grant Allen, to be called the " Naturalist's Year."

It will be continued weekly till the end of the year, after-

wards fortnightly. The Christmas number of the series

will deal with "The Mistletoe Hough."

The first paper of Prof. Wilson's series will be given

next week, subject " Our Bones," illustrated. The series

will alternate with Mr. Grant Allen's.

The Editor is having rather a busy time lecturing, at

jiref.ent On Tuesday, Dec. •>, at Manchester in the aiU-r-

noon, Bowdon in the evening; on Wednesday, Edinburgh ;

on Thursday, Falkirk; Friday, Galashiels; Saturday, Bonny
brook

; Sunday, (ilasgow ; Monday (Dec. 11), Manchester :

Tuesday, Hull, itc. This i.s more like his American and

Auslralasian style of doing lecture work.
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DR. HENRY DRAPER.

BUT a few short months ago wc had to record the

death of Dr. J. W. Draper, in the fulness of age,

and after a life devoted to scientific, literary, and profes-

sional labours. We had it in our thoughts then that he

left behind him three sons, all students of science, and one

already so distinguished that there was every reason to

regard him as following as closely in his father's footsteps

as .John in the footsteps of William Herschel. But those

hopes must remain unfulfilled, and science must rest con-

tent with the good work which the young Draper was able

to complete in the short space of life allotted to him.

Born in Virginia, on March 7, 1837—the son of an

English father and a Spanish mother—Henry Draper was
brought up in Xew York, and would have been recognised

as a Northern American by all familiar with the diversities

of type co-existing in the United States. He graduated in

1S58 at New York University, where his father was Pro-

fessor of Chemistiy ; and in 1860 he was elected to a

professorship there. In 1866 he became Professor of Phy-
siology in the Medical Department.

Dr. Draper's achievements in science have nearly all

been associated with the application of photogi-aphy to the

increase of our knowledge. He, more, perhaps, than any
man in our time, has shown the power of the photographic

eyes of science. Thus, in 18.57, he used microscopic pho-

togi'aphy to aid in a series of researches into the function

of the spleen. He next became famous for his labours in

celestial photography, making, io't/- iiHk, a remarkably fine

photograph of the moon (which hangs before us as we
write), with a loi-inch reflecting telescope of his own con-

struction. Later, he made a fine reflecting telescope of 2

1

feet in aperture, the speculum being of silvered glass.

With this, in 1872, he attempted the then most arduous

task of photographing the spectra of the stars. Later,

using the sensitive gelatine plates, he achieved a marked
success in this stDl difficult work. He brought the spectra

of the stars into direct comparison with the spectrum of

our own star, the sun, using as reflecting adjuncts to his

telescope the planets Jupiter and Venus, to give the solar

spectrum with sufficiently reduced light. His photograph
of the diflraction spectrum in 1872—from near the U line

to line O in the invisible part beyond the violet—has

justly been regarded as one of his most successful achieve-

ments.

In 1874, Dr. Draper's reputation in celestial photography
led to his being appointed Superintendent of the Photo-

graphic Department of the American Venus-Transit Com-
mission ; and he worked so successfully and disinterestedly

in the discharge of the duties thus entrusted to him, th.at

the L^nited States CJovernmcnt did honour to themselves

by causing a special gold medal to be struck at the Phila-

delphia Mint, bearing the motto, " Becori Bcciis Addit
.Irito,"* in which his father's fame is worthily linked with

his own. In 1877, Dr. Draper undertook a long journey

to the Rocky Jlountains, to experiment on the etiocts of

the greater steadiness ond clearness of the air at an eleva-

tion of 11,000 feet above the sealevel. He led a party

the following year to the same region to observe the total

eclipse of July, 1878, and succeeded in photographing the

diflraction spectrum of the corona.

During the autumn and winter of 1880 81 he photo-

graphed the nebula in Orion. Our contemporary Xtitiin^

says " last autumn and winter " he took such photographs,
which " wei'B the first he ever made;" but this is an error :

in April, 1881, we had the pleasure of examining in his

* l{o adds renown to fame iiihentod.

laboratory the first one-inch negatives he had obtained,
showing a marvellous amount of detail in the nebula,
closely resembling what is shown in the drawings made
by Trouvelot at the Washington Observatorj', and lat<'r

—in May, 1881—we saw the improved positives (much
enlarged) of the Great Nebula. Of these, which had been
then recently completed, one lies before us as ,we write,
bearing the date on which it was presented to us, " May 16,
1881." Later he applied photography to the more difficult

and delicate task of recording the spectrum of the nebula in
difterent parts, and he also photographed the Spectrum of
Wells' Comet
But the work with which his name will chiefly be asso-

ciated is that which for this reason we have left to the last,

his recognition— still by aid of celestial photography— of
the existence of oxygen, and probably nitrogen also, in the
sun. Of the ingenious methods by which he mastered the
difliculties in the solution of the problem of comparing
the spectrum of our air with that of the sun, we need not
speak here. They would occupy, indeed, much space ; but
they have been already fully described by us elsewhere.
Sufiice it, that the result satisfied all save a very few-

—

whose opinion was perhaps biassed—that oxygenJs present
in the solar atmosphere in such a condition that, emitting
more light than it absorbs, it makes its presence known by
bright lines.

The loss sustained by science in the early death of so

honest and zealous a worker is that which we must chiefly

consider here. But it is impossible for those who knew
Dr. Draper personally to omit some reference to his quali-

ties as a man. Kindly, genial, and bright^ he was a living

contradiction to the common idea that the ardent student
of science must be a man of worn and gloomy aspect,

serious, if not morose, in disposition, uncheerful in tem-
perament He spoke of the results of patient, long-con-

tinued toil, as a boy might talk of a trophy won at cricket

or base-ball. He passed lightly over the wrongheadedness
of envious (because less successful) workers in his field of

labour. Blessed with the companionship of a wife who
shared his aspirations, encouraged his labours, rejoiced over

his successes, and sympathised when less complete success

than he had hoped for rewarded him, he pursued his work
earnestly and zealously. With that lady, all who know
her and knew her husband's worth will warmly sympathise.

We sorrow ourselves in the loss of a most valued friend,

with whom we had hoped to foregather again before many
months were past, and for years, if life had been granted

us, to have heard in his own country (our home before

long), and from his own lips, the recital of his hopes and
fears, his partial failures and his final triumphs. Of the

same age as himself, within sixteen days, and recognising

in him, as we thought, a man of enduring constitution,

we should have lioped for him a longer space than for

ourself by many years. But it was not to be, and science

has to mourn the premature death of one of the most
faithful of her servants.

Aeri.\i. NAVifiATiOK.—M. De Comlierousse, in adiscourso

pronounced at the funeral of the late Henri GifTard, made
this significant admission :

— " An intimate friend of Gifl'ard

told me yesterd.iy that he carried to the tomb the secret

which he liad long sought for, and which had revealed itself

to his eyes during his last years. He added tliat our

colleague shrank back from his own discovery, and, filled

with horror, put an ci\d to his existence." In other word",

he saw at length that aerial navigation must prove the

suicide of civilisation.
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A NATURALIST'S YEAR.
I.— At- TIM N BUDS.

1?V CiR-\HT AlLE.V.

HOW full of promise for the coming season is this

little forked spray of hawtlioni, which 1 ha\e picked

from the hedgerow, already thickly covered with the buds

and leaves of next spring's foliage. In a certain sense,

indeed, one may fairly say that the naturalist's year bp^'ins

most truly in late autumn. It is then that many of the

animal life-cycles start on their appointed course ; it is

then that ne.xt year's seeds are sown, that next year's

leaves are rudely formed, tliat next year's eggs are buried

securely in the sheltering ground. Take, for example, the

ca>o of foliage and (lowers. To the casual observer, it

seems as though these most notable of all external objects,

which clothe the trees and the fields throughout the whole

summer, began their yearly course with the first return of

-Spring. In reality, however, many or most of them have
lived on in embryo forms from the preceding autumn.
This is the case even with annual seedlings ; for if you
cut open a seed, you will find that it consists of either one

or two seed-leaves (according as it belongs to one or other

of the two great flowering stocks), and these seed-leaves,

with their enclosed bud, are already perfect in the ripe

fruit, although they do not expand and develop their

feathery head until tlie spring comes with its warmth and
moisture to continue the arrested cycle of their growth.

With some precocious plants, indeed, the young seedlings

habitually sprout in great numbers during the autumn,
struggle on somehow through the cold season, and start

afresh with redoubled vigour in March or April. This is

espptially the case this year in England with the little

goosegrass or cleavers, which is now growing abundantly in

I'verj- hedgerow here, and is struggling among the brambles
and briars as if it meant to hold its own bravely till the
fro.sts are over.

But what is true of the annuals to a certain extent is far

more deeply and universally true of perennials, like this bit

of Imwthorn. In all trees, for example, the buds which
represent the future branches for next year's growth arc

protluced and elalx>rated in the preceding autumn. As the
dea<l leaves fall ofl' in October, the living chlorophyll and
protoplasm which formed their active functional parts are
w ithdrawn into the permanent tissues of the tree ; and
their withdrawal, aided by variou.s internal chemical
• hanges, chi<-fly of the nature of oxidation, leaves the
ii:inor colouring matters of the foliage far more prominent
than before, and so gives rise to that glow of crimson and
gold which we commonly know as autumn tints. Then the
protoplasm and the other vital principles go in part to form
a reserve for next spring's growth, but in part also to pro-
dui-c the buds which are to live through the winter as
visible gymljols of the coming summer. Outside you see

the buda are enveloped in dry brown scales, which make
them very inconsjjicuous to the eyes of their enemies, who
would otherwiwf (|uickly devour these rising hopes of the
future stfoson. Clearly, such brown protective coverings
have Ijcen ac<juired by the buds through natural selection
of the best concealing hues, and by natural destruction or
eating off of all the greener or more noticeable buds.
Sometimes, however, a« in the familiar case of the horse
< Ue-itnut, the biidg themselves are so large and visible that
they cannot powibly be overlooked

; and this difference
everybody must have noticed for himself, giricewc very seldom
o>i«er\c the wint'-r buds on hawthorns or elms, but we
never fail to observe them on the horse-chestiiut. Under
th'v circunmtaticeK, the buds could never have escaped at

all, if they did not possess some special and extra means of

protection ; and as a matter of fact we know that the

embryo liorse-chestnut leaves are protected by peculiarly

gummy and resinous scales, which etl'ectually ward off all

insect or animal foes. A\'herever we find very noticeable

winter buds, indeed, we almost always find some such

device for ensuring their survival, and in the few instances

where we cannot detect any such de^•ice,it is safer to conclude

that we have not yet fathomed all the tricks p.nd chances of

nature, than to conjecture hastily that no protective plan

at all exists for their benefit 'J'astes that are not nasty to

us, may be ^-ery nasty to many a grub or caterpillar ; leaves

that seem scentless to us, may be unpleasantly pungent to

the little smell-pits on the antennjeof nuvny a flying insect

hairs, and scales and glands that look utterly meaningless

to our clumsy eyes, may prove fearful and deterrent enough
to many a prowling beetle or wrevi'. Depend upon it,

there never was a worse bit of philosophy invented (which

is .saying a good deal) than that famous Greek phrase of

crystallised human vanity—" Man is the measure of all

things."

The scales have another function to perform, however,

besides that of keeping off unwelcome visitors from the

young loaves. They act as great-coats or cloaks to cover

the dormant living germs from the cold of winter. Every-

l)ody knows that frost kills plants ; and everybody has

noticed that if the foliage expands in spring too soon, it

is very apt to get nipped ofl' by a late return of morning
rime. That suggests how much need the buds have

for a close, warm covering. Indeed, Mr. Darwin has

shown that leaves arc astonishingly sensiti\e even to

comparatively slight changes of temperature, and that

the so-called sleep of leaves, and many other curious

modes of motion in plants, are due to the neces-

sity for protecting the foliage from nightly chills.

Those delicate plants which, in the course of their spon-

taneous variations, happened to hit out any peculiarity

tending towards self-preservation in this direction, have

gone on and thrived ; those which failed to do so have

been cut off generation after generation by every colder

night. Now, what is thus true of the vital matter in

leaves generally, is especially true of the vital matter in

very young and undeveloped leaves. It cannot resist the

.slightest frost Donee natural selection has in the course

of long ages ensured the best possible means for keeping

the true inner bud warm and snug. If you pick off some

of these small brown scales, you will sec how closely they

are packed together, overlapping one another in regular

rows, or imbricated as the technical botanists call it That

is an unusually good word, imbricated, by way of scientific

terminology ; for it means, arranged like tiles on a roof

;

and in fact the scales do really lap over one another just

like the Italian tiles that one sees on cottages in Southern

]''urope. These short, broad, brown, close-set scales are

tliemselves by origin abortive leaves ; or, to put it more
truly, they arc leaves which have given up their original func-

tion of digesting fresh material from the air, and have taken

to the new function of protecting their more active sisters

from the .sharp teeth of the fro.st Underneath the brown
out<"r pieces, however, you come at last to some tiny bright

green knobs ; and these shapeless little things are the living

parts which carry on the continuity of the bvisli from one

season to another. As soon as spring sets in, they will be

supplied with fresh living material from the reserve stores in

the permanent tissues of the hawthorn, and they will then

swell quickly within the brown covering, showing at first

a little pinkish tip, and finally spreading out as thin, pale

green leaves, full of very active chlorophyll—giving them
the beautiful spring hue which we all love and admire so
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much in the first days of returning sunshine. Some trees

carry this principle of provision for the future one step

further, and lay up their flower buds as well as their leaf

buds four months beforehand. For example, look at this

little sprig which I have just picked from the overhanging

alder. You see at once that it is covei-ed by two kinds of

buds, one of which clearly foreshadows the future foliage,

while the others are just as distinctly unripe catkins. At
the very first approach of warmer weather in earliest spring,

the alder catkins burst out at once into full bloom, and so

succeed in getting their tiny cone-like fruits well set by
wind-fertilisation, long before even the willows and the

elms have been duly impregnated by the honey-seeking

bees.

THE AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN.*
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT.—VI.

HAVLNG described the more important units adopted
in electrical measurements, it behoves us next to

direct our attention to the apparatus employed in making
such measurements. Of all the instruments used for this

purpose, none are so generally adojited as the galvanometer.
The ordinary form, consisting of a coil of wire surrounding
a magnetised needle, which is deflected by the passage of a
current through the coil, may, however, be more fitly

described as a galvanoscope.

But " to obtain accurate results, we require accurate
observations, made on accurate instruments, by accurate
methods." The tangent galvanometer is an instrument
which, if properly liandled, is capable of recording most
accurately, and as its construction is somewhat easy, a
detailed description of it will doubtless be of some
service. The illustration (for the use of which we are

indebted to the courtesy of the proprietors of the
Electrical Review), represents, with one or two little

omissions, the tangent galvanometer used in the tele-

graph service. It is made chiefly of brass, but good
drij wood, although, perhaps, less elegant, will answer
the purpose quite as etiiciently. In the liase plate or
block, Gi in. in diameter, are four brass terminals or
binding-screws, and supported by a short stout pedestal
is a flat ring, li in. wide, with an external diameter of

S in. It is about ^ in. thick, with a deep groove \ in. wide
cut on the outer edge. In this groove several layers of

No. 35 copper wire are wound, enough to ofler a resistance
of aboutioO Ohms, the endsof the wire being attached to two
of the above-mentioned binding-screws. Outside this fine

wire a few layers of Xo. IG wire are wound and connected
to the other pair of binding-screws. Care must be taken
that the insulating material is not rubbed ofli" the wire, and
it would be advisable to fill up the groove with some insulat-

ing substance. Where elegance or neatness is desired, it

would be best to lead the w ires, through the pedestal, to the
base, and make the connection underneath. The needle-case
is fixed across the centre of the vertical ring, and consists of

a box about an inch deep inside, with a glass cover through
which the needle can be seen. The needle is rather diflicult

for an amateur to make, and to secure efficiency it had
better be placed in the hands of a competent workman.
Essentially it consists of a small magnet about

J in.

long, with a tine brass wire, or pointer, about 4| in. long

In " Measurement V.," on page 103, read
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attached to it at right angles, an agate pellet being fitted

in a cap provided for it. The whole revolves on a fine

steel point. The base of the box is graduated into degrees

of a circle on one side of the ring, and into divisions pro-

portional to the tangents of the angles on the other side.

A stout brass wire fixed to the upper edge of the ring

carries a sliding tube with a slightly curved " controlling
"

magnet. The tube fits " spring-tight," to prevent it

falling from any portion of the wire to which it may be

moved, the function of the magnet being to increase or

decrease the sensitiveness of the needle in proportion as it

is raised or lowered.

The little " key " seen between the binding screws on tlie

right of the figure is used for short-circuiting the galvano-

meter, but it may be ignored by the amateur. Its use is

to bring the needle to rest speedily. 1 n setting the instru-

ment to take a reading, it should l)e turned round until the

pointer is over the zero of the scale, and at right angles

with the vertical ring. The magnet and the ring will then

be in the magnetic meridian. The principle upon which
tlie instrument is constructed is explained in any good text-

book. lay. how- say that the needle being

very short in comparison to the diameter of tlie ring, tlie
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rvlatixc position of the neeiU • and coil will be but slightly

affectt-d by a deflection of the former, and, cousc(iuently,

tlie strength of the current will bo iu i-roportion to the

tangent of the an^le of delleetion.

WAS 11AMESES II. THE PHAT^AOH
OF THE OPPRESSION?

Bv Amelia B. Edwards.

XIV.-TEL EL-MASKllCTA.

OlTi difficulty when attempting to identify Tel ^\.l>oo-

Sooleyuian with the mound of Pa-Tuiu is the absence

c f monumental evidence. No such diliioulty confronts us,

liowever, when we interrogat*' the mound of ISlaskluita.

Evidence of everj' description—monumental, documentary,

local, direct, indirect, circumstantial, inferential—lies ready

to hand. Our emljarrassmeut, if we are embarrassed, is the

embarrassment of wealth.

I will endeavour to state this evidence clearly and
briefly.

First in order stands the fact that the neighbouring

village preservet. its ancient name. The name of thc^

mound—tlie mere mound—would seem to have varied

from time to tiuie ; or, more correctly perhaps, the mound
uould seem to have been equally well-known during the

present half-century by some three or foin- diU'crent

names—as Tel AVioo-Kesched, Tel Aboo-Kesheeb, Tel-

el-.Sakeeyah, Tel-el-Masroota, JIashoota, Mahuta, and
Maskhuta. This multiplication of names, arising from
load circumstances, is a common feature of modern Egyp-
tian topography. Al>oo Kesched, or Kesheeb, is " father

"

Kesched, or Kesheeb, and means probably that some holy

man of tliat name elected to live on the mound. Tel el-

Sakeeyah, •' tlie mound of the water-wheel," shows that
once upon a time a water-wheel was erected on the
spot; and so on. In the same way, Wady Tumilat
is sometimes calle<l Wady Seba Biar, or " the Valley
of the Seven Wells." The inhabiU-d village at Tel-el-

Maskhuta, though a mere cluster of mud-huts, is at all

events the genuine representative of the ancient city
;

and it is called Ji'ntimiii to this day. Ix'psius, as we
have seen,* found it so called in I8b5 ; and in the
last edition of Isandjert's " Itineraire de I'Orient" (Guides
.Joanne), Is'tS (the Egyptological parts edited by Mariettc
Pasha and Professor Maspero), it is expressly said, " jirex

fix ninal Abou Dibab" (the New Freshwater Canal) " x/'

iroore Jiamiiis, rjni rnpjiell'' civlemment uiic anckiiw villi-

ilr liaiiiJiif jxugie gouti uil'iiri; jmr leu hinlorie/u profdmn.'"
["near the Canal of Al^u Dibab is found Ramsis, which
evidently coiumemorates an ancient city of Rameses,
passed over in silence by the writers of profane history."]
I quoU- tliis pa.ssage to show that " Ramsis " is not, as it

lia., generally be«n supjwsed, a merely fanciful name given
U> tlie railway station by the French constructors of the
line; but that it is actually a Pharaonic survival.
The mound itself, described by the Ti,M» correspondent

OS " of considerable height and size " (see the rimm, Aug.
•-•"<>, is suiail in comj^arison with the mounds of Tanis,
Memphis, Helio|:K>li8, and otlier great capital cities. Its
appearance, in fact, so di«ai.point<;d Professor Sayce in
l?-iO, that he doubted whether it was indeed the famous
" trca»ure<ity " of Pharaolt But, as I then jjointed
out, in a letter to the Armlmy, a treasure-city, or
li'khrn, wa« not necessarily a place of very great extent

• 8«- K.M.wLKi^K," vol. ii., pj.. 260-201.

The name is elastic, and may apply to a small enclosure or

to a mighty stronghold. In its ordinary acceptation, it

would seem to stand for a military storehouse and fort,

where provisions and arms were kept for expeditions

acro.ss the desert, and where booty might lie deposited.

The mound of Tel-el-^Iaskhoota is, at all events, more
than large enough to co\ot the ruins of a very con-

sideri\ble fortress; and of that fortress, the massive wall

of circuit may yet be traced. The bricks of which
this wall is built are stamped, according to the testi-

mony of Professor Ebers, with the name of Meneph-
tliah, the successor of Barneses I [. The mound, which
has never been excavated, is thickly strewn with frag-

ments of granite and with immense quantities of pot-

sherds ; biit the one relic which has chiefly made its

reputation is a huge monolith, sculptured on the one side

with a group of three figures, represcntmg Barneses IT.

between the gods Ba and Turn, and, on the other side, with

the name of this Pharaoh in a royal oval, six times repeated.

So long ago ns the time of the first French expedition, this

important monument was first discovered, and there it still

lies : thelast traveller to rcportupon it being Professor Sayce,

in ISSO. Till of late years it was the only work of art

known to exist at Tel-el-Maskhuta ; but in 187G, when the

new Freshwater Canal was in course of excavation, M.
Paponnot, chief engineer of the works, discovered under a

bed of alluvial deposit, at a spot closely adjoining the

mound, the remains of a paved causeway, or dromos, and
two fine sphinxes engraved with the ovals of Rameses II.

Tli«re can be no doubt that the c;iuseway and the sphinxes
forme;l part of the approach to a temple, and further

excavations in that direction would in all probability

lead to the discovery of an avenue bordered by sphinxes,

and finally to the remains of the temple itself. Another,
and a \ery interesting relic—\\hich, however, is far from
being unique—was brought from Tcl-el-Maskhuta in 184.''i

by Ur. Lepsius, and by him prc^sented to the Museum of

Berlin. The relic in question is an enormous brick of sun

dried clay, measuring rather more than 17 in. long by 01 in.

wide, and nearly 5 in. thick. It is made of alluvial mud,
from clay-beds found in the neighbourhood, mixed with
chopped straw, and stamped with the oval of Rameses TI.

There are plenty of these bricks to be found in and about

the mound ; but they must not be confounded with the

bricks of Mcnephthah more lately discovered by Professor

Ebers in the wall of circuit. It is important that we bear

this distinction in memory. If, however, the mound of

Tel-el-Maskhuta be in truth the mound of " Raamses,"
then thesf! bricks—the bricks of Menephthah, no less than
the bricks of Barneses II.—were unquestionably made by
the hands of tht; Hebrews in Go.shen.

Finally, some four or five miles westward of Tel el

Maskhuta, going towards Tel-el-Kebeer, there lies to the
south side of the Sweetwater Canal a large sheet of water
called Lake Mahsamah.* This lake, which is utilised as a

r<tservoir by the Canal Company, was formerly fed from
th'! annual inundation of the Nile.

I must now ask those who have accompanied me in the

present inquiry, to go back over some of the ground wt
first traversed, and to examine whether the mound of

Maskhuta, in its position, its surroundings, and in regard
of such few ancient remains as have been there discovered
or arc yet visible upon the surface, answers more satisfac

to'ily to the Pji-Bamcscs of the monuments and the
" Raamses" of the Bible, than Tanis, Pelusium, ITeliopolis

or any other site as yet proposed by Egyptologists.

{To be continued.)

• 8ee Map of Wady Tamilat, vol. ii., j). 357. I
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HOW TO GET STRONG.
THE WAIST.

XTTE liave given enough chest exercises to hist our

\ » followers for months ; but it is not well to limit

exercise to any one portion of the trunk, as those do who
pin their faith on rowing, or boxing, or tricyling, or running,

or any other special kind of bodily training.

We come now to certain muscles which are usually very

much neglected in this country, especially by the fairer,

and in this respect certainly the weaker, sex. When we
hear men talking of wearing stays, or find that they are

oven thinking of such an absurdity, we have in reality the

clearest evidence that the abdominal muscles have been
neglected. A man in decent condition should as soon
think of taking to crutches as to corsets.

Weak abdominal muscles are readily detected in walking.

If a sense of distress across the abdomen and around the

loins is felt after moderate walking exercise, especially after

a slow walk, if the shoulders begin to hang forward, or the

trunk lean forward from the hips, we may be sure that the

svaist muscles want attending to. This also shows that

walking affords them exercise. But it is not the best

e.xercise for them.
Wearing a corset, or -shoulder-straps, or a backboard,

will prevent you from feeling this sense of distress about
the waist. So will lying on your back all the time. If

you like, you can adopt these measures. In that case we
are writing, not for you, but for others not quite so lazy

or so unwise.

Taking, first, walking exercise, directed to the special

purpose of strengthening the abdominal muscles, observe

that a long wearisome walk will do more harm than good
in the long run. Take a sharp, steady two-mile walk, at

not less than three and a half miles an hour, and not more
than four ; keep the head up, shoulders well back, the

body erect, the abdomen slightly forward, but not enough
to hollow the back. Half a mile walked in this way will

do more good than four or five miles at a dragging pace.

The heart and lungs have good space to act in, and you
presently find that they do act, and with energy. It is in

maintaining this attitude that the muscles around the waist

are exercised.

In running, which ought to be a daily exercise with all

men in good health (though, as we have said, not suddenly
or rashly begun, but moderately), the waist muscles are

called into play if the style of running is well chosen

—

shoulders held well back, body upright, and strides long
and energetic.

Turn now to indoor exercise for the waist.

Here is one which will very quickly harden the abdo-

minal muscles. Sit on a bed with the toes hitched under
the cross-bar of the foot-board (you can pad the bar if it

hurts your instep at all), so that when you lie back your
head falls on the pillow. (Pitch the pillow out, however.)

Sway the trunk steadily backward till you are lying in a

horizontal position. Then steadily draw it upwards again,

and sway it over till the shoulders are well over the knees,

keeping the trunk straight throughout both movements.
Draw in the breath as you sway backward, and expel t\w
breath as you sway forward—doing each to the full extent
of your lungs. Thus you combine good chest exercis(! with
excellent work for the waist muscles. The exercise need
not, of course, be taken on a bed. You can sit on the
fioor with the feet held by a strap, or by the lower part of a
surticiently solid and heavy piece of furniture (be very
careful on this point). Or in pleasant weather you can
take this exercise in the open air,—as indeed most of the
exercises suitable for waist strengthening.

Here follow two forms of exercise which are recom-
mended by Blaikie. They ran be taken in the open air, but
most would prefer to limit their use to indoors, especially

the first one :—(1.) Lie flat on the back. Taking first a
deep, full breath, draw the feet upward, keeping the legs

straight and close together, until the legs are vertical.

Lower them slovrh/ till horizontal, then raise and repeat,

till you find you would much rather stop. (2.) Keep the
legs down, and first filling the chest, draw the body up,

keeping the trunk quite straight, till you are erect. Then
sway slowly back; repeat as often as you find it con-

venient. You need not go on for half-an-hour, or even a
quarter, unless you like. With practice you will find that
you can not only do this pretty often, but lift a heavy
weight along with you.

(To he continued.)

THE ATMOSPHERE OF SPACE.

ON the last lines of p. .".99, Mr. Proctor says that M.
Faye's calculation of the quantity of inter-planetary

air that the sun would collect around himself under the

conditions stated by Dr. Siemens, '• forces us to reject

absolutely and decisively such an atmosphere as Dr.

Siemens and Mr. W. M. Williams have imagined." This

forces me to reject absolutely and decisively such a

bracketing of my imagining with that of Dr. Siemens.

The atmosphere which I have imagined is simply and
exclusively that which would remain after all the solar

accumulation to which M. Faye alludes is completed. I

start at the very outset with the assumption that this has

been done not only by our sun, l>ut also by every other

orb in space.

The density of this residuum of inter-planetary and
interstellar atmosphere depends upon its inherent gaseous

elasticity, and this elasticity is the material manifestation

of heat If no heat were radiated into space, it would be

the vacuum imagined by the astronomers who are " enjoy-

ing the joke " of an universal atmosphere ; but neither

their amusement nor their formulating can disprove the

necessity of the universal extension of atmosphere matter

into all space that is receiving solar, stellar, and

planetary radiation, unless they can prove that the laws

of Nature cease to operate at the limits which they assign

to our terrestrial atmosphere.

W. Mattieu Williams.

TRANSITS OF VENUS.
By RiciiAnD A. Pkoctor.

(Coiidnucd from page 410.)

I
SHALL next show how Halley and Delisle contrived

two simple plans to avoid the manifest dithculty of

carrying out in a direct manner the simultaneous observa-

tions, described at p. 118, from stations thousands of miles

apart.

Wo have seen that the determination of the sun's dis-

tance by observing Venus on the sun's face would be a

matter of perfect simplicity if we could be quite sure that

two observations were correctly made, and at exactly the

same moment, by astrononiers stationed one far to the

north, the other far to the south.

The former would see Venus as at A, Fig. 6, the other

would see her as at B ; and the distance between the two
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lines <i ti' aiid h i', aloDg which her centre is travelling, as

wat«.-hcd by these two observers, is known quite certainly

to bo IS.dOO miles, if the observers' stations arc 7,000

miles apart in a north-and-south direction (measured in a

straight line). Thence the diameter, S S', of the sun is

determined, l>ecause it is observed tliat the known distance,

<i ft, is such and such a part of it. And the real diameter

in miles being known, the distance must be 107 times as

great, because the sun looks as large as any globe would look

which is removed to a distance exceeding its own diameter

(great or small) 10" times.

But unfortunately it is no easy matter to get the dis-

tance, <i l), Fig. C, determinetl in this simple manner.

The distance, If.OOO miles, is known ; but the ditticiilty

is to determine what proportion the distance bears to

the diameter of the sun, S S'. All that we have heard

about llalley's method and Delisle's method relates only

to the contri\nnccs devised by astronomers to get over

this dillk-ulty. It is manifest that the difficulty is very

For, first, the observers would be several thousand miles
apart How, then, are tliey to ensure that their observa-
tions shall be made simultaneously 1 Again, the distance
a l> is really a very minute quantity, and a very slight

mistake in observation would cause a very great mistake
in the measurenient of the sun's distance. Accordingly,
Halhy de\-ised a plan by which one observer in the north
(orasat A, Fig. o) would watch Venus as she traversed
the sun's face along a lower path, as a n'. Fig. 7 ; while
another in the south (or as at 15, Fig. 5) would watch her
U.S she traversed a higher path, as l> U, Fig. 7. I!y timing
her they could tell how long these paths were, and there-
fore how placid on the suns face, a.s in Fig. 7 ; that is,

how far apart, which is the same thing as determining // o,

Fig. C. This was Halley's plan, and as it requires that
the duration of the transit should be timed, it is called
the method of duration.<L Dcli.sle proposed another
method— viz., that one observer ihould time the e.\utt
moment when Venus, seen from one station, iiija,, to
tra\ erw^ the path " "', while another should time the exai t

moment when she t,.,,,n, to traverse the path h h' ; this
would thow how nmch I, is in advance of ri, and thence
the position of the two paths can be determined. Or two
obvrveni might not« the fnd of the transit, thus finding
how much «' is in advance of //'. This ia Delisle's method,
and it has this advantage over Halley's—that an observer
in only rfv|uind to 8wj cit/..r the Ijeginning or the end of
the trannit, not lio//i.

I hhall not here consider, except in a general way, the
various astronomical conditions wliich affect the applica-
tion of thr«e two methods. Of course, all the time that
a tran*it laitt*, the earth is turning on her axis; and as a
transit may lost as long as eight hours, and generally lasts

from four to si.v hours, it is clear that the face of tlio

earth turned towards the sun must change considerably

between the beginning and end of a transit So that
llalley's method, which requires that the whole duration

of a transit should bo scon, is hampered with the difliculty

arising from the fact that a station exceedingly well placed

for observing the beginning of the transit might bo very ill

placed for observing the end, and riv vrnd
Delisle's method is free from this objection, because an

observer has only to note tho beginning or the end, not
both. But it is hampered by another. Two observers

who employ llalley's method have each of them only to

consider how long the passage of Venus across tho sun's

face lantn : and they are so free from all occasion to know
the exact time at which the transit begins and ends, that

theoretically each observer might use such an instrument

as a stop-watch, setting it going (right or wrong as to thi-

time it showed) when the transit began, and stopping it

when the transit was over. ISut for Delisle's method this,

rough-and-ready metliod would not serve. The two ob

servers have to compare the two moments at which they

severally saw the transit begin— and to do this, being many
thousand miles apart, they must know tho exact time.

Suppose they each had a chrononietor which had originally

been set to Greenwich time, and which, being excellently

constructed and carefully watched, might be trusted to

show exact Greenwich time, even though several months
had elapsed since it was set Then all tho requirements of

the method would lie quite as well satisfied as those of thr

other method would be, if the stopwatches just spoken of

went at a perfectly true rate during the hours that the

transit lasted. But it is one thing to construct a time-

measure which will not lose or gain a few seconds in a few

hours, and quite another to construct one which will not

lose or gain a few seconds in a journey of many thou.sancl

miles, followed, perhaps, by two or three months' stay at

tho selected station. An error of five seconds would bo
perfectly fatal in applying Delisle's method, and no chro-

nometer could be trusted under the conditions described to

show true time within ton or twelve seconds. Hcnc(f

astronomers had to provide for other methods of getting

true time (say GrecMiwich time) than the use of chrono

meters ; and on tho accuracy of these astronomical method."*

of getting true time depended the successful use of Delislc'."-

method.

,g. y.

Then another difficulty had to bo considered, which
affected both methods. ]t was agreed by both Halley and
Delisle that the proper moment to tin)e the beginning or
end of transit was the instant when Venus was just

within the sun's disc, as in P'ig. >*, either having just com-
plet<'d her entry, or being just about to begin to pass ofi"

the sun's face. If at this moment Venus presented ft

neatly-defined round disc, exactly touching the edge of the
sun, also neatly defined, this j)lan would be perfect. At
the very instant when the contact ceased at the entry of

Venus, the sun's light would break thron;(h between the
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edges of the two discs, and the observer would only have

to note that instant ; while, when Venus was leaving the

sun, he would only have to notice the instant when the fine

thread of light was suddenly divided by a dark point. But
unfortunately Venus does not behave in this way—at least,

not always. With a very powerful and very excellent

telescope, in perfectly calm, clear weather, and with the

sun high above the horizon, she probably behaves much as

Halley and Delisle expected. But under less favourable

conditions, she presents at the moment of entry or exit

some such appearance as is shown in Figs. 'J and 10,

while with a very low sun she assumes all sorts of shapes,

continually changing, being for one moment, perhaps, as

in one or other of Figs. 9 or 10, and in the next dis-

torted into some such pleasing shape as is pictured in

Fig. 11.

Fig. 10,

Accordingly, many astronomers are disposed to regard

both Halley's method and Delisle's as obsolete, and to

place reliance on the simple method of direct observation

first described. They would, however, of course, bring to

their aid all the ingenious devices of modern astronomical

observation in order to overcome the difficulties inherent

in that method. One of the contrivances naturally sug-

gested to meet such difficulties is to photograph the sun

with Venus upon his face. The American astronomers,

in particular, consider that the photographic results ob-

tained during the transit of 1874 will outweigh those

obtained by all the other methods. European astronomers

failed so thoroughly with this method in 1874 that they

place no reliance on it whatsoever.

•»>• COMET'S PATH.
"ITTE have to give this week the comet's path (both

V T pictures) again, a strange mistake (though easily

explained) having crept into the maps given last week.
The path, deduced from Chandler's estimates was, through
a misunderstood instruction from the Editor, who was
away from town, thrown twenty minutes eastward, and
thus a much more marked discrepancy than actually exists

between ^Mr. Hind's and Prof. Chandler's results was made
to appear staringly on the maps. Those now given are

correct. The dates from the small map are as follows :

—

December 8,
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DR, SIEMENS' SUN THEORY.*

B\ yi. HiKX.

'

I
\) th»t nwst serious otycction presented V.y M. Faye

1 agxiust th<' new theory of the conservation of solar

^aergy >'/ Mr. Siemens, another may l)€ added, which is

also important This objootion can \«e presented in few

words :
—

Then is no agreement at j.resent respecting the real

heat ot the sun. Fr. Secchi raised it to millions of degrees.

Other physicists, especially in France, lowered it to some

twenty tJiousand degrees. According to the magnificent

experiments of Mr. Langley (Alleghany) the last-men-

in any case a minimt ^Yhat is tlience certain.

if wo take as our basis the fine labours of our regretted

.on/rerr, Henri St. Clair Dcville, on dissociation, is that

none of the chemical compounds known to us on earth can

exist on the surface of tlie sun. All, even those most

stabbom in our laboratories, would be dissociated and

reduced to their constituent elements. This, moreover, is

what is atlniitt'-d in the actual theory of the sun adopted

by M. Faye.

The natural and direct consequence of this fact is tliat

the chemical couipoiiiuls which Mr. Siemens supposes to

lie dissociated gradually in space by solar radiation, might

well, in returning in the ekuientar)- state under the action

of gravity towards the central sun, restore and regenerate

the heat ctnployed in di.'?sociating them in space ; but this

recombinatioa could only be produced at a consideralile

distance from the solar photosphere ; and the compounds

thus formed, in falling on the surface of this, would be

completely dissociated afresh. This act would, therefore,

use up all the heat before developed in the process of com-

bination. It follows evidently from this that the return

of the elements towards the centre would be of no avail

toward.^ tlw conservation, or rather towards the continual

reproduction, of the solar temperature.

It seems to me that Mr. Siemen.s' theory can be sub-

jected to another decisive critical test. [What follows is

one of tb<' disproofs of Dr. Siemens' theory, which I ha^ e

given in my article on " The Sun as a Perpetual Machine, "

in the C'lri'hill M'ir/fiziiiy for May or June last; but M.
tlim'g mvle of presenting it is neat and effective.

—

li. A. P.]

If the solar radiation— let us say the heat, visible or

invisible emitted or returned by any star effects in its

progress tiie chemical dis-sociation of the hypothetical com-
[lounds dis.s<-minated in interstellar space, the intensity of

this radiation should necessarily )>c reduced by the actual

work done, and all which helps ^in this work is lost to the

visibilitj- of the star.

It foliow.'i, thence, that the brightness of the sun, the

stars, the planets, should diminish according to a law
,««/<-.* nujr>; mjnti than that of the inverse square of the

distance. I say murh morr rti/nil ; I ought to saj' ''-

trrm/tltj rny',/1. In fact, from the moment when [we admit
thatl the rwombination of the elements at the sun's surface

wooM be <^pat>le of restoring the emitted heat, it is evident
that all that i-uiittcd heat would in its turn be employed
in dtsn>ciati/>g tlie chemi'^1 compounds in space. That the
ioin should thus tie continually maintained at its full

enerjgr, it would 1»c necessary that the distance at

which it is viJiible, far iiide.-d from being illimitable

<a% it proVjably is) would be, on the contrary, mode-
rat<'. Cor whfirevcr it was still visiVjIe, there would
*<r light not enijiloyftl in chemical 'linKOrintion, and,

• Tra.uUl«4 (by the Editor) from a note oddrcwcd to tlic I'aiis

XrwUmf of Seieaoe.

consequently, tliere would be still a /n.-sible loss defi-

nite in amount Nothing in the aspect of the planets

and their satellites authorises, it seems to me, the admis-

sion that there is any other reduction in tlie brightness of

light than that which results from the law of the inverse

square of tlie distance from the central orb. We see

stars whose light has taken at least three years in reach-

ing us ; others whose light has been travelling probably

thousands of years. Kono of this light, then, has been

employed in chemical dissociation ; none of it can be

restored in the way indicatctl liy the theory (otherwise

most ingenious*) of Mr. Siemens.

[The objections thus far formulated do not allcct Mr.

Williams's equally ingenious and more original theory :

what follows does, 1 think.—R. A. P.]

May 1 be permitted, in closing this note, to return to the

objection foiinulated by M. Faye, and to render it in some
sort probable [this, considering what follows, is very good]

by a numerical example 1 In an important work which 1

am engaged upon, on the " Constitution of Stellar Space,"

I naturally examine the consequences \\hich the resistance

of a gas spread through space would have upon the motions

of the planets. 1 extract from this work an example bear-

ing on the application of analysis to the motion of our

earth. According to Laplace, the diminution or increase

which can be ascribed within 3,000 years to the duration

of our sidereal year, taking full count of the uncertainty

of the observations, would be 90 seconds at the utmost

[taking more recent obser\ations and tests of the older

observations into account itcan be shown that there certainly

has not been a change of one full minute in the length of

the year in 3,000 years.—R. A. P. |
"Accepting as real a

rrdiiriion of this amount, 1 examine what density a gas

should have to cause such a reduction, and I show that it

would suHice that one kilogramme of matter in the form

of vapour should be present in 700,000,000,000 cubic

metres, in other words that the density should be

0000,000,000,001,43 kg [In our English way of pre-

senting this relation we should say that 2 -'0162 13 lb. Av.

of vaporous matter would be distributed through

24,721,000,700,000 cubic feet, from which (as a standard

gallon of water, specific gravity 1, contains 277 '274 cubic

inches, and weighs 10 lb. Av.) the careful reader can at

once determine the maximum specific gravity of the inter-

planetary ether from tlie relation

—

. , 0-22046217x1728
sp. gr. rcquu-ed=

-^_„^2,,0OC,7OO,O0O-^2y7-274

I lea

festly not far from

22040217x1728

2,472,100,670,000,000,000x277274

to work this out, but it will come out mani

100,000,000,000 X 300,000

=•000000000000006

wheri' the density of water is 1 ; or roughly about

•OOOOOOOOOOO.J

where the specific gravity of air at 39-2° F., bar. 29-9, is

taken as unity.—R. A. P.] We are far, then, it will be seen,

from the reduction to a 2,000th, or even to a l,O00,O00tli,

• M. Ilirn'H little compliment reminds mo of tlio Btory of Cuvier,

and the author of tho '" Dictionary of tho Academy "
;
-" Yoa UBk

mo to K'V' you my opinion of your definition of a crab," ho wrote.
" ' A crab i» a nmaH red lish, which walks backwards ;

' it is capital.

True, a crab is not a fish, it is not rod, nor necessarily small, and it

docs not walk backwards j but in other respects the dodnition is

oxccllent."
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adopted by Mr. Siemens [also from the 100,000th sug-

gested by Mr. Williams]. If, instead of considering

solely the resistance opposed liy such a gas to the motion

of our planet, we carry our thoughts to the consequences

which its existence would have on the existence of our own
air, we find that unless we multiply our 700,000,000,000

of cubic metres by 100,000, and reducing the density

sought to 000,000,000,000,000,1 kg., our atmosphere

would, in a few instants, be swept off (Jialayee) by the

frictional action [prfssion cxercee ex amont'] of the inter-

planetary atmosphere.

[What follows is curious.]

M. Faye is perfectly justified in saying that it is not this

or that degree of rarefaction, but void (vf mutf'-i; that is)

that the astronomer requires, to ensure the stability of

motion demonstrated by his analysis. This void doubtless

brings to the ground the doctrine, which some pretend is

so clear, which attributes aU the phenomena of the universe

to the movements and shocks of material atoms inde-

pendent of each other. It will be necessary, one

day Tor another, that this doctrine should yield up
its life, that its defenders should resign themselves

to the admission that there is something more in

the world than matter in motion. In a remarkable

letter to Bentley, Newton said that no man possessed

of a power of forming a sound opinion in matters

of philosophy could admit that between two bodies which
seem to attract each other at illimitable distances, some-

thing does not exist which causes this relation ; but he

adds forthwith :
" Is this intermediary material or imma-

terial 1 I leave this for the reader to decide." For that

great genius there was certainly no uncertainty {Vhuyrti-

tv.de n'e.risldit certtiineni' iitl on this last point; bu the

refrained, perhaps with good reason, from proposing to his

contemporaries a solution which might have seemed to

them unimaginable (itinaisissablf), and which, it seems, is

still so for so many minds in our own time.

DEATH-WARXING.

THE letter of Mr. Sinclair (650, p. i39) in last week's

Knowledge, suggests to me to relate an even more
extraordinary circumstance which occurred in my own
family some years ago. The Baroness (my own mother-in-

law) had a maid, a Westmoreland woman, who came from

a place called Bongate, near Appleby. Subsequently to the

death of her mistress she became our housekeeper, and died

in the bouse whence I write these lines, after a continuous

service of thirty-five years with mother and daughter.

Before leaving her native county she had known a woman
by sight, but, to the best of my belief, was not sufficiently

intimate with her to speak to her. Well, one night she

dreamed that this woman (of whom, be it particularly re-

marked, she had neither seen nor heard anything for some
years), she dreamed, I say, that this woman took a piece of

cord from a drawer, went into an outliouse, and hanged

herself; and that, after some time, her daughter came
in and cut her down. So appallingly vivid was this

dream that when she came down to dress her mistress

the next morning, she, in an agitated manner, told hor

of it, giving the details as I have given them here. Some
little while afterwards a friend sent her a Westmoreland
newspaper, which contained, iiifi'r alia, an account of the

suicide of the subject of the maid's dream, and report of

the inquest, whence it appeared that on the very night on
v Inch the dream occurred this woman did take a piece of

ro[)e from a drawer, did go into an outhoust- and hang

herself ; and that her daughter did subseqv\ently come in

and cut her down ! The point to be noted in this .strange

(but absolutely true) story is, I venture to think, the nar-

ration of the dream by (1. to the Baroness, within two or

three hours of its occurrence, thus precluding any ex post

ftrf,, embellishment of it when the news of the objective

suicide arrived. I inclose my name and that of the

principal actors in the matter. N.

THE LIBRATION OF SENSATIOX.

IN my little book of "The Revised Theory of Delight,

I showed, at length, that the received explanation of

the phenomena of the ocular spectra is full of discrepancies

and insufficient. And in that work and my previous

lectures on Lightj I endeavoured to explain my hypothesis

of the Libration of Sensation, or that tendency of the

nervous reaction from an initial sensation, to one of an

opposite kind, and in the ratio in which that initial sensa-

tion was a departure from the rifctn state, or state of

repose of the nervous system. This law not only holds

good with respect to the sense of sight, but to the whole

human system, and thus we find that the great law of

compensation, which holds in the Kosmos, also ol)tains in

the human constitution—viz., that whatever aberration

takes place in excess of a mean state must be compensated

by an equal and opposite one in defect of that state.

The fact that the sentient eye is the only " colour box,"

and that external to this there is nothing but mechanical

vibrations, is not sufficiently present to the minds of most

persons to prevent them from reasoning as if colour were

a property of the vibrations themselves. This is the case

with reference to the phenomena of the ocular sp'^ctni,

which are regarded as external eflects instead of, as they

are, internal phenomena of the sentient being, due to the

reactions of the nervous system, and which may be

experienced after an initial sensation, though the eye be

closed against all external vibratory action. An initial

impression of a black spot in a white field is succeeded

by a sensation of a white spot in a black field. An im-

pression of a dark colour in a white field by its light,

opposite and complementary colour, in a black field, and

vice versd.

We find, then, that similar changes in colour to those

produced by the cooling of beads, alluded to by your corre-

spondent in last week's issue, also occur in the retina by

the decadence of an initial sensation, for the comple-

mentary spectra are entirely subjective phenomena. After

a very strong initial sensation of colour, the sequent

spectra endure a sufficient length of time to enable anyone

to experiment with them. For instance, after being dazed

by the sun, the spectrum of any one of the sequent sensa-

tions or spectra, say, dark red on a white field, will

become light green in a dark field, and will become

dark red again in a light field. Here, then, the \-ibratory

reaction is changed within the nervous system itself, so as

to produce sensations of difrercnt coloui-s. In consequence

of these and other investigations I came to a conclusion

very similar to that of your correspondent, which I ex-

pressed in a letter to the editor of the BuUdcr, April 2:i,

1881, in the following words :
—"It is curious that, with

the endeavour to establish the close analogy between liglit

and sound, that a body appearing of a certain colour has

never been accounted for, as we account for a musical

string responding to the note to which it has been attuned,

and to that vibration only. In like manner, bodies only

emit that colour viljratiou to which their molecular consti-

tution is attuned." W. C.wf. Thomas.
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THE FAllM IN TlIK KAROO.*

OUR object Kiiii; to ilisseminnte knowledge, we cannot

fail to reoomuiiiiJ to our readers the liook before us,

for although written ostensibly for Iwvs, it is full of infor-

mation about S)uth Afrioii. its ]ili_vsiail features, natural

productions, its j>eop!e, l>otli British, Dutch, and native,

with their mode of life and various industries, such as

ostrich - farming, the mode of inoculating cattle against

cattle plague, ice, Ac, all of which will be read with

pleasure b_v those desirous of knowing something of life at
•' the Cape ;

'' nor is the antiquary and anthropologist

forgotten, as the following quotation, descriptive of the

i-ave {laintings of the Bushmen, will show :^
A long walk linugtit tlinii at lust to the cave, or feiii-s of s^iiiiill

cavities in tli.j niMnntoin side, nnd liere on the rocks liad bcfii

p«int«d by tli<- Itushmen vari.ius fipur<>8 of animals.
" Those fL-llon s crincod u wonderful talent for drawing," cx-

claimrd Morsion. " Jqbi look at that pig. I louldn't linvc

sketched it better myself. A bluo pig and a red liippopotainus.

And what is this fignre ? Something of tho deer species."
• With only one horn I

" said Fred. " It reminds one of the
anicom."
" I always thought that that Kghting animal was a niylh,"

rejoined llarston ;
" but there ho is, sure enough."

Vex ; that fij.Tare has lx>cn often put forward na the original

of th.- unicorn ; but my father considers it is intended for a
gemsbock, an animal which has very straight horns, and the liiish-

mcn, talcing merely the profile, have delineated but one," said

GeoHK'.
•• What are they stippofcd t^) have used for paint ': " asked

Charley.
" For the red, no doubt they sometimes used the red clny which

the Kaffirs rub on their bodies and blankets; but they also used
brown'cubes of iron pyrites, or |ieroxido of iron. ] "don't know
what'lhey made use of for tho blue

; probably copper ore."
" Ixwk here !

" exclaimed Mnrston. " What arc tliese ?
"

" Those are arrow-heads," said Fred. '"
I am so glad yon saw

them. This has evidently been one of their workBhoi)s, i'or here
tney arc in all st-iges of manufacture."

" And," exclaimed Frank, " just look at that great lump of black
basaltic rock. It mnst have U-cn brought from a long distance, for
there are no rocks like it in this neighbourhood. 1 have often found
these stoni' knives and arrow points on tho plains, anil have a few
very good ones at home."

'• I must take some of these with me," said Fred, putting several
into his pocket. " May I have them ?

"

" Take as many aa yon like," George replied, " for these things
are not accounted treasures in this country. I took some doivn to
Dr. Ather^tone, of Grahamstown, who is a very great connoisseur
"f such thinirs, and is als-j on excellent geijlogist, to whose o|>inion
we always difer. When any stone or metal new to us is found we
•end it to him. It was he who i)rononnced a none from the
Transvaal to U- a diamond, an<l thus opene<i up the diamond lieiils.

Hcfore that time the mf<«t brilliant stones had been passed by with
|)erliai - :i m. r.' f ir.ark as to their being prettier crystals than lhos«

' M. do you find hero:'" said Marston.
.ind sometimes jasper, I believe. Mv fatlicr"
'I the banks of the Vaal River, picked up a

''' ''• rivalled tho 'Star of South Africa.' lie
'' nuarti of a very beautiful shape, and much
" 'I, s<j he carried it in his waistcoat pocket for

J"

"' carried his gun-caps there, and whenevtT
"' ' f-r a cap tho stone came in his wav ; so one
''•'

' hard after a herd of gnoos, he was so annoyed
''J " into a bush, not dreaming that his bright

"What a go: aaid Marxfni ; "didn't ho over tn- to llnd it
again ?

"

' Yes, he did, for he thrraghl he could remcml«r the very H|>ot

;

and some time after all the stir was made about the diamonds,
be wont up to so.' tlw digging., and hunted aljout, but to no

" It would have been'How provoking!" said Marston.
rioos to find it after all that time."

Th, Farm in »A< Karoo. By Mrs. Cabtt-Hoiwoji.

" Is not this a grinding appai-atus !' " inrniireil Charley ;
" I have

seen round stones like it in collections of stone implements ni

home."
" A muUer ; so it is !

" answered George ;
" and, you see, here

is full evidence of what I told you, as to what tho little folk used
for paint. Cubes of pero.\ido of iron, some of them still whole,
others broken nnd ground up. This rock seems to liavo been
slightly hollowed so as to hold water. (Jenernlly speaking, the
^'rinding-Etones are quite Hat. The Hottentots still use them. They
grind the coarse salt with them, also coffee, and even their snufl'.

No doubt Knatjo has one with her, upon which she grinds our
coffee after having roasted it."

We believe that all who read will sec at once that the

author writes from personal knowledge of the country, and
indeed, she informs us in the i)reface that she has resided

for more than a quarter of a century in the colony, and she

very evidently has not put her eyes in her pocket during

that time. She also vouches for the truth of the wonderful
adventures with snakes and wild beasts which she relates,

which will certainly add zest to their perusal.

New South Wki.sh Coal.—The output of coal in New
South Wales in 1880 reached 1,100,180 tons. In 1830
tho amount of coal raised in the colony was, in round
figures, 40,000 tons ; in 1810, JiO.li.'iti' tons ; in 1850,

7"i, 216 tons; in ISGO, ;!C8,8G2 tons ; in 1870, 868,564 tons;

and in 1880 as above, showing a \ery great expansion

during tho last 30 years.

AxfiLo-AMEKicwN Bitrsii Electkk Li'.iiT Corporation.
—The following is a copy of a resolution passed by the

Board of the above Company on Nov. 2'J :
—" Resolved,

that a call of £3 per share bo made on the £i paid shares

of the Corporation, to meet the cost of extension of works
and machinery, and manufacture of stock, the same to b<^

payable in instalments of .£1 each on Jan. 1, Feb. 1, and
March 1, 1883."

Biitijs AND TELEfiRAPii WiUES.—At a recent meeting

of the Electrotcchnic Society of Berlin, Ilcrr Massmann
read a paper on some observations which he had made on
the Imperial telegraph lines at the instance of the Secru

tary of thi! Post Otlice. JIi^ found that in districts where
there are no trees, the smaller birds of prey, such as crows
and magpies, are very fond of roosting on telegraph poles,

while .sparrows, starlings, and swallows frequently alight

on them in great numbers. This leads to a fouling of tho

wires with e.xcrement until they look as if they were
pla'.tered. The soil has, however, no damaging efFcct, as

the rain washes it off, unless, indeed, the acid excrement
tends to the decay of the wooden poles. Swallows like to

build under the eaves where wires run into telegraph offices,

and sometimes cause an "earth" contact. Contacts between
wire and wire are frequently caused Ijy large birds, such a,s

bustards, storks, swans, and wild ducks. They cause tho

wires to swing, and sometimes to lireak. Accidents of this

kind were frequent when the wires ran Ijy high-road.s, along

which young geese were driven to their pastures. Small<M-

birds, even partridges, are generally killed by the shock of

striking the wires. Tliey do not cause much damage to

the lines. Holes are often pecked through the poles by

woodpeckers (the /'iran mnrtinn, or black woodpecker, tho
/'. ririili«, or green woodpecker, and the /', rruijor, or pie-

bald woodp<xk<tr). Tlit^se birds spare no kind of wood,
unprepared ]>ine and oak poles, as well as poles treated

with sulphate of cofqiei-, chloride of zinc, or sublimate of

mercury. Some even state that they will attack creosoteil

poles. The theory that the birds mistake the vibration of

the wires in the polo for insects humming is doubted by
Herr Massmann, who declares that tli"y often find insects

in the dry poles.
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Ittttri to tt)t etiitou
thily a small prc.p.--yti",\ of L'^ttt>i-s rereircd ran po.^si^Iy he in-

.-'erled. Correspondents miift not he offended, therefore, should their

letters not appear. "•

All Editorial eommMnications should be addressed to the Editok of
Knowledge; all Business commvnications to the Pcblishers, at the

Omce, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to,

DELAYS ABISE FOB WHICH THE EDITOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.
All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Oitfers should he ynade

payable to Messrs. Wtjiax * Sons.
The Editor is not responsible far the opinions of correspondents.

XO COMMUNICATIONS ABE ANSWERED BY POST, EVEN THOCGH STAMPED
AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tennyson.

EARTHQUAKES IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

[652]—Permit me to mention one or two earthquakes which are

omitted in your articles.

In 1134 an earthqnake occun-ed, and " flames of fire burst out of

certain ri'ts of the earth with great violence."

1249-50. A shock overthrew St. Michael's-on-the-HiU, without

tilastonbnry, and did much damage at St. Alban's. It was also

felt in Somersetshire. At the same time, part of the town of

Winchelsea was swallowed up by the sea, and great damage was
done in the fens of Lincolnsliire.

In 1328, on Nov. 14, occui-rcd '• the greatest earthqnake ever felt

in England." This remarkable statement rests solely on the

authority of Dr. Bascome, in whose work (" History of Epidemic
Pestilences") there is nnfortimately no reference to his source of

information.

1330. In Ireland, accoixling to Short, an earthqnake caused the

'lemolition of cities, and great *' loss of people."

1734. In August, 100 houses and five churches were destroyed in

Ireland.

1749. A shock occurred at LeadhiUs (Scotland), which caused

l>eople to run out of their houses. This happened about the very

time that Lima was destroyed.

1750. London was shaken by two earthquakes in this year. The
first occurred on Feb. 8, and, besides causing great alarm, over-

threw a chimney in Leadenhall-strest, another in Billiter-square,

part of a house near Horsleydo^vn, and a slaughter-house in South-

wark. The second took place on March 8, and, though more \-iolent

and of longer continuance than the other, did little damage beyond
breaking the chinaware in the shops, and bringing down some of

the stones from the towers (then nearly erected) of Westminster
Abbey. This latter .slu.ck was felt at Cheshunt, Hertford, Ware,
Copthall, and Bcckenham. It was these two shocks, following so

closely in succession, that caused the panic about a month later

(April 5), when many people passed the night in boats and
carriages. A third shock was felt at Xottingham, Retford, Scopton,

Tuxford, and elsewhere, on Aug. 23.

-Vllow me, in conclusion, to notice a slight anachronism in the

lirst paper (p. 340). An earthqnake is mentioned as having caused

some damage on the banks of the Thames in 1247, apparently on
the authority of Matthew Paris, and in the following paragraph

we are told that, in 12 IS, "the western parts of England were

shaken with an energy far exceeding anything which has been

known in recent times," the shock doing serious injury at

Bath and Wells. In reality, it was the former of these shocks,

that of 1247, that was the more serious. Short calls it

•' one of the greatest earthquakes ever felt in England,"
and adds that it was most severe about London and Thames
side. How widespread it really was, is now hard to determine.

According to the Annals of Multifcman, the shock was felt
•' throughout the whole west." That might mean anything, bat

Hnnmer tells ns that it is the •• west of tlic world " that is meant.
Telcon (Ware's Annals), on the other hand, says that Ireland " ami
the rest of the world " was affected, while Ilorilegus asserts that

it was only England. From the reference made by Short to the

i-nrthqimko of 12 IS, it seems to have been a local one confined to

iho neighbonrhood of Bath and Wells.—Yours truly,

.1. .\. Wfstwood Oi.ivkr.

THE COMET.

[053]—I enclose a sketch of the comet as I observed it with a

pair of good field-glasses on Oct. 24 at 4.30 a.m. (local) at sea, in

lat. 32' 22' N., long. 31° 34' W. The comet, on this occasion,

showed an appearance which I had not noticed before. It appeared

to be enveloped in a cone of faint light, which at one end merged

into the tail, and at the other extended about half the length of the

tail bevond the nucleus, and gradually faded away. It seemed as

though particles were being actually swept from the tail by a

resisting medium. The sky was very' clear at the time, and there

firmed by Ur. Copeland, of Uunei-ht, and others. The folded-over

appearance of the tail was also very marked, but this had been

noticed for some days. The southern edge of the tail was more

clearly defined than the northern. The comet was then near the

stars n and t' Hydrw. The following morning the moon was above

the horizon till daylight, so the apivarance was lost.

Transit of Venus Expedition, J. H. TnoMsox, Lt. R.A.

Barbadocs, Oct. 30, 1^82.
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COKSKT WKAlilNU.

i«4j— I'cnuit me lo make one or two furtlicr ixMiiarks on corsvt

. orirtc and figure trniiiiiij;, in oontiiiuatioii of iiiy former letter,

-\o. 5!»1, which has U-cu i-ouimciitcd mwu by Dr. Loigh in letter

>io.6S0.

I do not think tlint tlio Uilul breathing spnee is iliniiiiislicil, pro-

Tiiliii); tlio tu'.t _• i- > iL.nioiicoJ enrly enough nnil continued care-

f
" "

.4- to I't ' < Ni> ihiMipper and niiiKUc ]uirts

, ;
.!.• ..( I do not see the groat differeiKC

1. ..t
•

if a woman, long used to tlio sujiport

_• ilioni,slio will doubtless fool tlioirloss" ;

; !.i Mi.-h artificial support, the noariug thorn will

i i.nxluce nilmcuts she never oxporioiiced before."

1 . iilior way, for one is as bad as the other. The grout

!: r, and what I feel is really the pith of the whole
umi!. r, is to Ugiu nt a projH'r aw to apply the corset and continue

it rcKTlorly and proRressiToly uniil the Hjfuro is formed; there will

be no contra indication to its wear afterwards; in this case there is

never any redaction of figure, because there never has been any
•ivergrowili, hcnco actually there must be a development. Xoither

i* there in this case any compression j the corset 6ini|)ly fits the

wai«t, just as every boot or glove ought to fit the foot and hand.
Ur. U'igh says the figure is rendered inelegant rather than elegant,

bud he cites as an example tlie undrapcd figure of a modern corset-

wearing lady, and compares it with the Venus of the .\rt Callerios.

IaU nie, on the other hand, ask him to imagine wliat is fur more
feasible, a ilmiK-d Venus, even of Milo. [I doubt vorj- much whether
the so-called Venus of Milo is a Venus at all ; the theory that the

latter is a Victory seems much better.—En.] He will find that ho
lias gut a dowdy, with a vengeance.

.\i.rnEi> t'HAnwiiK, M.D.
[Tlie rest of our corresiiondent's letter, relating to the question of

taste, we have been obliged to omit for want of space. Noting
that the so-called Venus of Milo was almost certainly a Victor}-,

were any of the most celebrated Venuses of antiquity intended to

represent girlish beauty ? .\gain, would the draped Diana of

the Louvre l)e rjuitc correctly described as a dowdy 'f—En.J

USE OK THE TK.^ZEI,.

[655]— Mr. .\llen, in his most interesting article on the teasel,

says the phjnt is nged by man for "fulling pm-jjoscs." Xow, fulling

is a cleansing anil shrinking process which every woollen manu-
fa»-lurer understands, wherein the cloth is continuously run
I ctween squeezing rollers, and is, during the jirocess, sulnrated
more or less with soap. It is the same principle ua washing fiannol
licfore using— vii., to shrink it. It is often called milling, and
upon the " mill ground" which the cloth obtains during the process
•lopcnda the fatness and beauty which the teasel mal:es. The cloth
ii scratched *r brushed by the teazel, always from one end, until

dufficicntly " roughed," as it is called. The wool curls under the
teazel in the same manner that our own hair curls when well
lirushed. It is a somewhat singular fact that the wild teasel has
no book, but only gains tho hook when cultivated. The topmost
tcazeU of the plant ore called "kings," those next "queens," the
next " middlintr"," and tlie rest " smalls" or " buttons."

A Wool.LE.N .M.\NirAi illM It.

lanstorrg to Corresfponlientjf*

l.lll.ll lUiUllI

r,i,:;l ran, Iher.jor,; /,. „n,unrrd
nr<iilhcli:t» hn nolrtl ami acted
poliliral, or pemonal iiuctliunK,

ii-i./uiDinij clam-room prohlemn for
a rfcrplaclfi fprrinUij prorided

/nM lieen niiiriall ij appointed
iind Ihone tclio linn viirraann-

.'- ic/i should be olhfnvi^e orenpifd.

.f we were «« MO ixjsilivc! Were I but o»
• f'.nndly in error ;—II. Davch. Heat and

nection Itctween radiation and con-
M. It. l-;<lilor'« best brain waves ex-

". H. f}. Explnnntion imiKifiHible ; con-
K. Sinr«.N,—Too Umg for answer

• wnt.-r is not necessarily horizontal. -

t'l explain what you saw.—W. I,. If
.. |-:.raniid, there should be no difliculty in

finding C.(5. of frustum, considering that the fr. is tho ditferenoo

between two cones or two pyramids.— II. A. B. Due to difference

between mean time and apparent solar time.

—

Vagie Simons. AVord
"stand" nmy bo used in either of two senses, one correct tho other
not, in reference to one who walks.— E. A. SaiTH. Do not know
where such transfer slides obtainable.—Barnum. Thanks ; over-

crowded.— P. Q. 11. That way of describing sizo of comet is, as

you say, quite absurd.— J. Jackson. Noted. Can give no replies

about trade articles.— J. W. B. Quito correct; equivalent in

absorptive action.— (t. .1. O. End of Universe of Stars.

—

P. f. (i. Yes ; that is tho neatest form of tlio proof; but llicii

it was just that form questioner could not follow ; so wo gave a
fuller one.— J. S. IIarkis. It would make no difference; checked
motion menus heat, whatever changes may take place. On other

point, it seems unlikely.—D. ItAMSAY. See notice about thoso star

maps.—W. A. .S. Wants a column ; space wanted.

—

Newto.m
CuosLAXi). "Fatuous fallacies of false philosophy!" But if

"Darwinian llioorics swopt out of tlio minds of nil intelligent

persons," why not be content ?— S. C. A poiies of volumes could

be formed out of the discussion whether I'l-s Kii-a rightly applied

to product of mass and square of velocity. It is only a name,
anyway ; and moans only that product.- -QuzUM. Wants an
article' or a scries. Think of our dimeultics, and if thoso

cause necessary omissions, X Quzum.— 11. Ai.exanhkr. Pardon
me, it nould do harm to insert your guesses as forecasts.

—

!•'. J. Butt. Thanks.

—

K-xphkimkntalist wants to know how a
wooden substance may be reduced to a iilmnis pulp.- (Ihaiuti.m.

(1) If you cannot find tho proof you want in \ii\ ^ I Hi. i .n " I'le-

cession and Nutation," you aro studying a Mii p . i .i liiiL iH.yijiid

you. Read articles 2H, 20, 30, audbl, anil ini. ii-iri iln i ,|iii'ssioii

added to I. in 31, as the second term of the e.xpre.shiun for tho

precession is interpreted in 20; and then nsk whether you should
have sent me again to my bookshelves to hunt out tho passage.

(2) When eccentricity moderate, there is no marked differcnco

wherever the perihelion may be round orbit.—W. U. DAVins. I

have no back numbers.

—

Jas. Grcndv, Ixuii is. Noled and rofeireil.

r. C, U. Wkuher. Quito hopeless for us to tiy to find spnee.

—

X. Z. Sirfi. Airy at nivonwi.'li, and rnifessor I'iazzi Kiiiylli nt

Edinburgh, both liP.v,, I 1 1,:, I. W , I. i.miuhk. Katally attract ivo

theory !—W. M. I! l-i m i- i
i - MS. Many thanks. Will

try to find room f.ii V m:.!. ;ii .i ui m.tes. C. II. Uomanks.
Have endeavoured i.l.nn :i ui i.liw Di-y c.icplanation of the

flap experiments, but have ncjt succeeded. One correspondent
(private) has noted rather dill'oront results. Tho subject is hardly

suited to our columns. E. H. M. Fear cannot toll you where to

get books for Unniiltonian method. I got all I \vanted in Holywoll-

streot.—W. J. Thanks.—M. B. Ai.dku. Many thanks, but oiir

"Jerkins" already appointed.— J. A. J. Thanks. Questions
about books cannot bo inserted. They lead to multitudinous replies,

and some gratis advertising.— R. A. G. From improved orbit earth

certainly did not pass through comet's tail.— Cosmos, fila.sgow,

Sunday, December 10; subject, "Birth and Death of Worlds." Bind
star maps as may bo preferred.—!!. Tkomsox. Tho centrifugal and
centripetal tendencies compensate each other while tho orbit is

elliptical. When frictional resistanco comes in there is no such
conqiensatiim, whatever tho form of the orbit.— L. II. Siiortku. Fear
the computation useless, tho accounts on which it is based being
quite inexact.—A Disai'I'oi.ntkd O.S'i:. Wanting to jileasn all

—

there's the " reason why." Won't do so any more, or make pro-

mises which others jirevont mo from fulfilling.—X. V'ou might
submit those quostiinis to Professor Owen.

—

Jane Carii. If that ia

right, all tho lenders of modern biological science are wrong.

—

Davio Dknnev. How can a book bo sacred per »e? Certain
])ersoiis iiinnl decide what books are saered. Dear mo: if you wcro
light, how much labour T niivl I l::i\e l..',.„ saved at King's CoUogo
in learning what aro the <! ' . .:. by which this or that
book took its place, or wu' I

'
• !

i

i
,
.is a sacred one ! As for

" germs of truth," there nn' ;.. i ll.^ ..in ui h in a good many thing.?,

but that dim't make them all ..•veiiUioiiH.

ELECTIIICAI-.

W. P. See "Gossip," Knowledoe, No. 57.-A. E.NEAf,. 1. Not,

without a deal of calculation, and, even then, the result would bo
most unsatisfactory. 2. A medical coil wouhj bo of no use to pro-

duce an electric light. 3. The hole in tho covering of tlio carbon-
manganese mixture in tho Lcclanch^ cell is to allow any gases
evolved in tho porous pot to escape.—At.PUA. Will try to find

room for a short article on the subject soon.—J. J. L. l.Tho current
depends so much on tho quality of the iron emjiloyed and on other
kindred iHiints, that it is unsafo to predict a result. I purpose say-

ing a little on the subject in tho articles on " Mcasnrcment." • Each
of the plates forming the field magnets takes about ^ of a pound of

wire. 2. The resistance of the armature is not ncci^ssarily 7 (Jbms
unless tho same size wire is used. Of course, you can use
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thicker wire, but with the same core you would have
fewer turns, and coiisciiuontly loss E.3I.F. On the other hand, an
increase in the size of tlic armature would necessitate a propor-
tionate enlargement of all parts. It is evident that if the resist-

ance is reduced (the K.M.F. being kept constant) the current-

strength must bo increased. 3. Not efficiently or economically.

The armature should be wound in sections to produce a current of

such proportions. Have you the convenience for making a
Gramme?—W. G. Woolco.mbe. 1. The length depends upon the
kind of spark you require. About 5 in. would he a useful length.

2. The bobbin ends 3 in. in diameter. 3. Core (a bundle of soft

iron wire), Iialf-an-inch in diameter. -1. Paper, well gummed. >.

iioswoiid would answer very -well. 6. Any good text-book on

<Pur iflatt)fmatual Column,

EASY LESSONS IN TUB DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

HERE are a few simple examples of the proce.ss of integration

as explained in the last lesson :

—

OPB is a parabola, OX its a^is, the equation to the imrabola
heinij y' = inx. To determine the area B M, when OM=b.

N 11 M X
Draw ordinatcs P N, Q ,i close together. Let O N = .'-, N « =

Kectangle P n = ]iCiX. Then, since the area is the sum of all i

rectangles as P n between O and B M when they are made

definitelvthin, we have area O B M = /"
tj dxOBM=/''

We have to lind out what expression that is which has y'lnx for its

differential coefficient. We may write Hii>; \'//' . /'. amX we know
that in differentiating u.' raised to any jilwii. ilc index sinks by
unity and appears also as a factor in tli.' (lilVcn n!i;d coefficient.

Therefore .xi must be the differenti:il c lliricni nf .' multiplied
by a factor which is altered iuto uniiy when multiplied by

_- : that is to say, the factor must be ". Ilence

/v/mj; dx= s/m g,j;i + a constant.

(The student should differentiate this expression to make sure that

its differential coefficient is v/'nr). Giving to x first the value (,

and then the value 0, we lind

areaOBM^ti:^ +C-(0 + C) = -'^"''''

or, since O M = t, and B M -^ -/mh ; area O B M = ^ roct. BO.

Of course, there is no occasion in practice for all that has bei n

hero written out.

Take another case, to show how such problems are dealt with :

—

Required the volume of theriqht cone jirodaced by the revolution of
right triangle 13M around M, il^a, DM=h.

Put ()K = i:, 1

revolution of rec

Kfl' M X

Then 1- K, the v„
;nd 0.\- = T (P K)'

oducod by the

.*. reiiuired volume =^LL/ x'dx

Now obviously the expression of which *' is the differentinl co-

efficient is -x^-H const. (Differentiate, and see.) Hence

volume of cone = a'= -t:oX?

uppose tho following problem sot :

—

In the cone last considered the density of successive tiincirclaxich
as the one formed by the revolution of Pn, varies as the square of OK;
required the mass of the cone formed ty the revolution o/ B3f.
Proceeding as before, we find mass produced by refolulioaof V «

around X = t(-) ''A-x-x p.x", where p is the dcnsily ak a sait of

distance fiuiii O along O X. Hence in this case

Mass
OV:"'--'iO'"

_TrpuV

These examiiles are only intended to give an idea of tie »ee of
integration ; we shall consider later the principles by irhick anas.
volumes, masses, lengths of arcs, ic, are determined. lot rt.

suffice, in this preliminary view, to note how problems wiici, dealt

with geometrically, would require more or less of skill or artiiicr,

can be dealt with easily and systematically by integration.

F

<!^ur WBWt Column*
By " Five of Clubs."

PLAY roUIlTII HAND.
(Continuedfrom page 424.)

PiST, when late in the game you have the King card ai>d u
small one, and the play shows that, though led by yonr left-

hand adversary, the suit is your partner's, the remaining cards in

your hands being all losing ones. If in this case yon let jonr
partner's card win, yon arc obliged to win the next trick in the
suit and lead a losing card. But if you take the trick with the
King card and lead the small one, you are leading through strength

11 1> to weakness, and your partner may finesse deeply, and perhaps
make all the tricks in tho suit. Usually the case occiirs in the first

round of the suit ; but it may also happen in the second. Thus,
snppose a suit originally led by your partner from Knave, Nine, and
three small ones, you holding King, Queen, and one small one, jilay

the Queen, and fourth in hand takes tho trick with Arc. I.»tcr

011 (trumps being out) tho latter—your adversarj- on the left-

leads a small one (having held originally Ace, Ten, Eight, and :i

small one). Your partner plays the Seven, third hand a Iooei-

card. If you play the small one, and your partner leads tho fnit

again, your King makes, but you have to lead a losing card, and the
rest of tho tricks probably go to the adversaries. But if jon iakp
the trick with your King and lead the small one, yoax partiu r

makes tlxrco more tricks in the suit.

The second case is one in which you mnst let the adrcTsarics

take the trick. When you hold the best, fourth best, and small

card of a suit, and a second best is led by yonr left-hand

adversary, who also holds tho third and fifth best, yoia nmst pass

tho trick. If you win it you must lead through his tcnaco and hwc
tho other two tricks; if you pass it, he must lead v^i to your
tcnaco, and you win tho other two tricks.

When, fourth in hand, you have won a trick very rajilr, it is eJtcn

good to return your enemy's suit ; for the original leader matt then

lilay as if third in hand, hoping for no support from his partner.

In trumps this is not safe, however. Even if thinl hand is really

as weak as ho seems, you play tho enemy's game by continnii^ tbi-

suit. But in trumps it is always possible that a winning card may
be kept back to sujiport more effectively later a strong game of th<^

4/l'r Drfdtn.
* Three Pens fop three esitential virtues famed,
Tlie ricku-ick, Ort, mi Wantrlty were named.
The ttrat in flexibility surpajiaed,

In ease the next, in elef^anee the last.

These points united with altractioiis new,
Uave yielded other boons, the PhattoH and Jlindo:'

Sample Box, with • I the kinds. Is. Id. )>] Post.

' Let those write now who never \

.\iid those who always wrote now write the more."— OJua

PalfDl'ri of Pe»« an,l FrnXoldirt.
MACNIVEN ft CAMERON. 33, BuinrenasT, EDi»Br««».- - - ICM B»«. (ITTft)MlJXSTY'S GOVBHX
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^ur Cftrts Column.

Br MtPHisTO.

P B O B L K M K o.

By G. \V>K.iKiH.K.

</% '^ %o^

I

WaiTi.

White to play and mate in three moves.

PROBLEM Xo. 64.

By A. B. r.vi.MEB.

Buck.

1 r^
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The snowstorms of the last week impeded traffic much
more seriously than much heavier snowstorms do in

America. But this is not to be wondered at, for with
us snowstorms of the kind are infrequent ; in the Northern
States of America not a winter passes without several of

them, so that there they must be prepared for them at the
penalty of very serious misfortune if they fail. Still, we
might do better, especially in the large cities, and on im-

portant lines of railway traffic. A few more plough-engines,

for example, to clear away the snow on the main lines, would
be a desirable addition to the rolling stock of at least the

Xorthern companies. In cities, improved arrangements for

street-clearing are very much needed ; but under the pre-

sent system, which makes every pound saved at least ten
sh il lings gained by those who ought to see to such matters,
we are not likely to see soon a change for the better.

As may be supposed, the storm had a terrible effect

on the telegraph serWce. North of the Trent the state of

affairs was alarming. The poles carrying the wires were in

many places blown down, whUe in other places the wires
were rendered useless by being connected to earth by means
of the vast accumulations of snow. It is easy to conceive
that it would take some days to eflect the necessary repairs.

It is to be lioped that the lesson thus rudely bestowed by
nature will not be forgotten.

"What one notices most, however, when wc have a spell

of bitter weather, is the utter inefficiency of our methods
for warming even those who are willing to pay well for

warmth. Our railway carriage; are in this respect simply
a disgrace to a civilised community. Any one who has
to travel at night by a train witliout sleeping-cars lias

practically to travel at the risk of his life; for if the
weather should be exceptionally cold, he has no means of
protecting himself against it effectually, let his shawls
and wrappers be ever so numerous or so thick. Even if

he can keep his body warm he has to breathe cold raw air.

Many a fafcil attack of pneumonia has been brought on in

night travelling in this country, though the suli'erer has not
died in the railway carriage, and so has not given evidence

against the absurd inference, humorously drawn by Mr.
Bright from statistics, that a man is safer in a railway
carriage than in his bed-room.

The transit of Venus was not on the whole well seen in
Europe, though in some places favourable weather pre-
vailed. We shall not here repeat the records which have
appeared in the daily papers, stating where the transit was
seen, where not, how many photographs were taken in this
place or in that. The interest and value of all such
observations can only be determined hereafter.

We note, however, that at some places the arc of light

seen in 1874 round the part of the disc of Venus which
was outside the sun just before lirst internal contact and
just after second internal contact, was seen on this occasion

;

but it was incomplete, forming two arcs or horns of unequal
length, extending from the cusps of the solar disc, and
only partially enclosing the body of the planet. This is

very easily explained. The edge of Venus at the time
of transit is, of course, that part of the planet's surface
at which the sun is in the horizon (either rising

or setting), for inhabitants of Venus, if such there
be. The atmosphere of Venus along that region
may be clear or clouded,—where clear, it would refract

the sunlight, and the arc of light would be formed
;

where clouded, the sunlight would only be refracted above
the cloud layer, and if this layer were three or four miles
above the sea-level, as it might very well be, about one
half of the atmosphere would be below, and ineffective in

producing refraction. Here, therefore, the arc of light

would be lost. [X.B. This explanation does not apply to
Mr. Brett's Vitreous-Venus-Atmosphere Theory.]

A COREESPOXDEXT (" Hallyards ") writes as follows :

—

"The zodiacal light was certainly, but not very clearly,

visible on several clear evenings of the last week. This is

my seventh winter here (Pornic, Loire Inftjrieure, France),
and I never before saw it till January. The fact may,
perhaps, be worth noting, as possibly connected with the
comet, great sun-spot, aurora, and electric storm."

At LAST ! — The Electric Power Storage Company
(Limited) announce that from Jan. 1 they will be pre-

pared to receive applications for the supply of electrical

accumulators for lighting or motive-power, and for the

undertaking of complete installations of electric lighting

of districts, private houses, and establishments, railway

trains, or ships.

A Bill has been prepared bearing the names of several

Home Rulers, and will be introduced next session, to pro-

vide for the purchase of the Irish railways on or after

Jan. 1st, 1884.

The 3fetaUarheiter calls attention to a discovery affecting

the utilisation of the coal tar and ammonia developed in

blast furnaces, by processes more or less similar to tliose in

use in the manufacture of gas. Those who know tlie im-

portant position occupied in gas companies' budgets by the

proceeds arising from the sale of such products, will readily

appreciate the value which such a discovery would possess

for the iron trade if the descri|>tion of its merits is correct

Telephone E.xchanges. — Some interesting statistics

have recently been published concerning telephone ex-

changes. It is stated that there are 12,32."> subscribers in

Boston, U.S., 4,060 in New York, 2,4i!'2 in Paris, 1,600
in London, 600 in Vienna, and 581 in Berlin. It is
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MtimattYl that thoro are upwards of 100,000 in the whole

of the United States, certain small towns with a popula-

tion le!is than 1,000 havinj; .10 to ."iO suWriWers. Con-

s«>quent!y, in these latter places, there is a telephone to

every -U inhabitant.s : wliile in New York and Zurich it

is 1 to 200 : in New York, 1 to 500 : Brussels, 1 to SOO ;

Parig, 1 to 1,000; liorlin, 1 to .'.OOO ; London, 1 to 3.000;

«nd St Petersburg, 1 to 4,000.

We learn from the A'.ii/io/y Jy- (Chicago) tliat the

Northern Pacitio llailway is to run for some hundreds of

miles und-r the shade of tries, plantttl to proUct it from

storms and suowdrifis on the open prairies. The company
has set a large force af men to work at planting them, and
is offHrina; every inducement to the settlers on its property

along tlie line to cultivate forestry.

Ik a leading article on the novelist whom we have just

lost (and, for our own part, wo deem such a loss far more
serious to the world than many others al>out which much
more is said), the Tiiws makes the startling assertion that

it is witlj Anthony Trollopc's "Mr. Crawley" that Miss
Austen's "5Ir. Collins" must be compared, and leaves

the impression that " Mr. Crawley " is a development
in recent times of the " Mr. Collins " of Miss
Austen's days I Could false criticism go much further

than this 1 Could two characters, both clerical, be

imagined much more unlike than the two here ! If it

had Jieen Collins and Slope ; but Collins and Crawley !

—

not contrasted—but compared! Crawley, whoso worst

faults were better than Mr. Collins's best virtues^suppos-
ing for the sake of argument that he had any positive

virtues. W'e all «{ us love Mr. Crawley, even when we
fe<-l how mucli more truly brave was that dear wife of

his ; but as for Mr. Collins, one feels it would be a relief

to si-c something in Mr. Collins worthy of so positive a
feeling as hatred. \Vhat marvellous bits of drawing they
both are '. But it angers one to think that the man who
could draw as Trollope did here, should have left so many
crude and imperfect sketches.

I IIAVK long owed Mr. Walter Besant " one." I was in

New Ztraland, travelling from l)unedin, where I had given
what I fondly regarded a.s a most successful course of

lectures, to C'hristchurcb, where afterwards I was as

pleasantly ruceived. I was " recuperating," j/ior/- wco, by
light reading, the particular book 1 was reading being the
'M;olden Butterfly." Alas, in full enjoyment of this most
enjoyable book, I was suddenly eoiifoimded,—slapped,

figuratively, in the face,—by finding my vocation (or one of
my vocations) include*), amongst others, as illustrations of
the dreariest human experiences. " One might as well,"
wrot*>, in efP-ct, Mr. Besant (f acpiit the lat<! Mr. Rice)
" talk of enjoying a lecture on astronomy, or "—so forth
and so forth. And now, at the begininng of his Christ-
ma.« story, " Let Nothing Yon J>ismay," Mr. Besant savs
the kun row exactly at four (in North England), early in
May. L'niew a very wide meaning is given to the word
"early," th« sun could have don.; nothing of the sort,

thoogli he riwn earlier there than in I>oiidon (in May).
True, a few pages lat»5r,the Fugleman implies (on the same
day; that it in j/O-st the middle of .May. Ifut that is not
my affair, any more than in the circumstances that Drury
says "Hslihs ey<-M are blue" in one place, and a page or
two further on that they are brown. I stand by the first

•tateroent that "irlij in May tli«! sun rose exactly at four

;

and mainUin that this could not well have happened.

In the same pleasant story, by the way (for it should be
hardly necessary to say that my wrath against Mr. Besant
is not very warm—so that 1 still Uxkv pleasure in his

stories), the mistake into which—so far as I can see

—

iilmost every one falls, is made of giving tlio opening lines

of the familiar Christmas Carol thus

—

(iod rest you, merry KenHomcn,
Let iiotliinj^ you disinny.

The original carol said nothing about " merry gentlemen,"

nor anything so meaningless as " God rest you :
" but ex-

pressed simply the wish

—

God rest you merry, Konllenicn :

as William, in "As You Like It" (Act. v., sc. 1), says,

" God rest you merry, sir," not " God rest you, merry sir."

"Ax Observer" has sent us a response to o\ir first note

on corset-wearing ; unfortunately it reached us (owing to

our absence from town on lecture-tour) too late for this

number. It shall appear next week. " An Observer,"

like ourselves, is seeking to inculcate what is best, and
though we do not agree with his conclusion, much that ho

notes in the course of his skilful advocacy of a—well, a

difficult cause, is well worth noting.

TiiK objects of the Rational Dress Society (President,

Viscountess Harberton) are to promoter the adoption, ac-

cording to individual taste and convenience, of a stylo of

dress based upon considerations of health, comfort, and
beauty, and to deprecate constant changes of fashion, which
cannot be recommended on any of these grounds. An
annual subscription of 2s. Gd. constitutes niemV)ership.

Hon. secretary, Mrs. E. M. King, 'M, Cornwall-road,

Bayswater.

Very misleading statements have; been pretty generally

made by newspaper writers and others as to the danger

incurred by those " fairies" at the Savoy Theatre who are

nightly electrically illuminated ; and their ignorance on

such matters is manifested by the assertion, amongst others,

that the lamp on each fairy's head is supplied with elec-

tricity from an accumulator. Such an idea is simply ridi-

culous. As a matter of fact, each of these Savoy sylphs is

supplied with electricity (generated as required, and not

stored) by means of three specially-constructed Planto

batteries enclosed in a gutta-percha case. The whole

apparatus, which weighs less than three pounds, is

worn after the manner of a soldier's knap.sack, and
is connected with the lamp by a flexible double

wire. This arrangement is the joint production of the

Swan and Siemens companies, but at present capable of

mucli improvement in the matters of weight and the

number of cells employed. A switch is placvid on the top

of the battery by means of which thrj current may be

turned ofi' at pleasure ; and the light produced is equal to

that of six candles. From this it will be seen that the

wearer of the lamp runs no risk. Ihere is no current cap-

able of giving a severe shock, and practically there is no

more danger from contact with the conducting wires than

tliere is in walking under an ordinary telegraph wire. The
statfiments we have referred to are amongst the least ex-

travagant that have been made on this subject. It seems

there was a notion that these "fairies" were lighted by a

wire from the main dynamo machine which illuuiijiates the

entire building.— ,S'<. Jameaa GaznUc.

Answkhs to ConuKSPONDENTs are, as soon as possible, to

be permanently restricted to a column in length.
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A NATURALIST'S YEAR.
By Grant Allek.

II.—ANTS AKD APHIDKS.

ON the path here an irregular procession of ants is

making its way in two opposite streams, to-and-fro

between the green grass-plot and the liummocky nest under
the big elm tree. At first sight, tlie double current of

little black beasts seems to obey no common law and to

effect no common purpose. The ants cross and recross

aimlessly from side to side, question one another in a

meaningless fashion with their antennie, and appear to

find the width of the road a far greater difficulty for their

dim sight than even its length. And yet if you watch
them closely you will find that there is really a method in

their apparently inane manauvres ; that the outward-bound
messengers are making definitely, if tortuously, for certain

fixed points on the grass-plot, and that the homeward-
bound each carry in their mouths a small, round, greyish

body. The fact is, they are taking home the eggs of

aphides, or antcows, as they have graphically been called
;

and these eggs they will keep through the winter under
ground, and will replace carefully in spring on their proper

food-plants, so as to secure a fresh supply of their little

cattle as soon as the warm season comes round again.

This wonderful bit of provident care for the future, first

distinctly proved by Sir John Lubbock, forms quite the

high -water-mark of intelligence and foresiglit in the insect

world.

Aphides, as everybody knows, are those little green or

brown liies (wingless in their commonest condition) which
cover rose-bushes and many other plants, and which are

familiarly, though very inaccurately, described in everyday
language as hiiyht. By descent they are very degenerate

winged insects, but, having taken to an e.xtremely simple

and half-parasitical life, they have become exceedingly de-

graded in structure and functions, as almost always happens
with sessile and para.'jitic creatures. It would take too long

to go into the full history of these odd little insects, one of

the prettiest and most effective objects one can look at

under a low power of the microscope; but one may just say

that the young aphis, as soon as it is hatched or born (for

several generations are produced a-sexually without eggs

during the course of a single summer), fastens itself upon
the tissues of the food-plant where it first comes into being,

sucks its juice uninterruptedly as long as it lives, and seldom
moves at all from the place where it begins its monotonous
existence. Though it has legs, it hardly ever uses them

;

and indeed, its whole organisation shows at once that

it descends from more active ancestors, whose form it partly

inlierits, without inheriting their corresponding locomotive

habits. Towards the close of each season, however, a gene-

ration of male and female aphides is developed from the

imperfect types ; and these complete forms produce eggs,

which start the whole life-cycle of the race afresh at the

beginning of the next summer. It is such eggs that the

ants are now carrying in their mouths to the shelter of

their subterranean home, in order to keep them safely

through the winter, exactly as the Icelander keeps his

sheep and cattle during the long, dark nights of the sub-

arctic region.

But what is the good of the aphides to the ants 1 Do
they eat them bodily, as we eat pigs and oxen ; or lio they
keep them for some subsidiary purpose, as we keep cows
and fowls for their milk and eggs 1 Well, if you look on a
summer's day at a bit of dock covered with these tiny

green insects, you will be pretty sure to see several ants

prowling about in and amongst their groups, on food

intent ; and if you carry a small platyscopic pocket-lens

(which every observer of nature ought to do) you will soon

find out what they are after. Presently one of the ants will

come upon an aphis which it seems to recognise as in good

milking condition. At once it will run up to it, gently

stroke the abdomen with its antennai, and wait a second

for the result. Then the aphis will lift up its abdomen,

and quickly excrete a small drop of viscid fluid, which the

ant proceeds greedily to devour. The viscid fluid is honey-

dew, and I am credibly informed by stronger-minded

persons who have made the experiment (which I will

candidly confess I shrink fiom doing myself) that it is

extremely sweet and pleasant to the taste. It is for the

sake of this honey-dew that the ants keep the aphides

;

and so useful do they find these little cattle, that they not

only preserve their eggs through the winter, Vjut also

actually build cow-houses over some of them, to preserve

them as their own property.

Now, how can this curious instinct have been acquired

upon both sides? That the habit is really instinctive

seems certain, because, as Mr. Darwin points out, even

very young aphides will yield up their honey-dew readily to

an ant when stroked by its antenna?, but will not yield it

up when simDarly stroked by the hand of man with a piece

of hair. This shows that the habit has become organi-

cally ingrained in the race—no antennaj no honey-dew. It

also seems to me to show that the practice of yielding

honey-dew has been developed by direct interaction

between the ants and the aphides. It is not merely a case

of the honey-dew being there and the ants coming to eat

it, as is the fact with man and the potato, or man and the

cow ; for in those instances there is no mark of interde-

pendence. The potato is not specially adapted for being

eaten, nor the cow for being milked ; but the aphis shows

by its actions that it derives advantage from the

ants, as the ants do from the aphides. When we
find a flower and a bee correlated to one another's

structure we know that while the flower feeds the

bee the liee also fertilises the flower. If there were not a

mutual benefit, natural selection could never have produced

the mutual adaptation. For not only must the bee sur-

vive, but the flower must survive too. So with the

aphides ; the ant must do them some kind of good, or

else they would never have become congenitally adapted

to producing a sweet fluid on his behalf. Mr. Darwin
suggested that the mere removal of the liquid might be an

advantage to the aphides ; they might be glad to be

relieved of the useless excretion. It does not seem to me,

however, that tliis explanation is quite satisfactory. We
can hardly regard so sweet and nutritious a fluid as a

simple waste product : it is rather, like milk, a special

secretion than in the true sense an excretion. So fai" as I

know, no animal ever gets rid of useful food-stutis in any

considerable quantities, except to feed its young, or for

some other object tending to the preservation of the species.

It seems more probable, therefore, that tlie aphides have

acquired the habit of producing honey dew on purpose in

order to supply the ants ; and that tlie ants confer upon
them some substantial benctits in return.

What are these benefits I Some of them, no doubt, we
do not yet fully know ; Imt others have already been made
quite certain. In the first place, there is this \ ery storing

of the eggs during the winter, so as to replace them on the

proper foodstuffs in spring. That is a distinct and de-

cided advantage to those species of aphides on which it is

performed. Tiien again, tliero is the covering up of the

colonies in little cowhouses, which serves to protect tlie

aphides from the intrusion of unwelcome guests. Once
more, it is well known that outs act as effective guardians
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over certain plants in which thoy possess a proprietaiy

inter«t, and amongst others over those which form the

propt>r pasture jjrounds of tlie aphides. Every botanist

knows tliat the" interaction between plants and ants is

minute and intricato to the most marvellous degree. Some

plants attract the ants by nectaries and sweet secretions, to

prote»:t them from caterpillars and similar foes ; other plants

w»nl them oil" by hairs, moats, rhcvniLr </. />i*r, and like

liarriers or fortifications, from stealing the honey in their

open Bowers. It is easy enough to uuderstanil, therefore,

that the aphides may, in the same way, have acquired tlie

habit of excreting honey-dew under the inlluence of natural

selection, working thi-ough the persons of the ants ; because

tliose which possoss«.'d these sweet secretions would thus

gain proti-ction for themselves, their eggs, or their food-

plants, while those which did not possess them would be

left to the tender mercies of an unsympathetic and hungry

world. Just as the horse, the cow, and tho dog, have

sur>-ived tho extinction of the other large mammals in

Europe by their usefulness to men, so certain aphides have

sur\-ived the remainder of their kin by their usefulness to

the practical-minded ant This was all the more easy for

them to elFect, since their whole life is passed in merely

sucking juices from the plant which they infest, and they

can thus easily afford to spare a little sugar from the

abundance of their food-supply, in order to strike a league

of permanent friendship with so active and intelligent a

force as that of the provident, locomotive, warlike ants.

LEARNING LANGUAGES.
By Richard A. Proctor.

(Continued from page 427.)

THE plan by which I learned enough of Latin and Greek
to read most liooks in these languages with tolerable

ease, was an anticipation in some degree of the llamiltonian

method, and may be useful to those who find a difficulty in

getting Itooks (now out of print) written specially in illus-

tration of that method.
As I have said, I learned Latin and Greek in the usual

way at school and college. I gave to them on the scholastic

system much more time than I ever did on my own plan
;

yet I may almost set on one side altogether all that I so
learned alxjut those two languages. I should havi; learned
the declensions and conjugations and the elementary rules

rca«lily enough (after picking up the general idea of each
language) from a lew hours' study later on, with much mon;
satisfaction, and, therefore, much more easily than I learned
them at school, when as yet I had very little use for them.
As for the rules, every schoolboy of tho old Eton Latin
<^;rammar days, knows that for any good the J'ropria
qii'T mnriliiis did him, in learning what may be called
the philosophy of Latin, he might as well have
W-n learning Hindoo. He was much more particular
to learn the 8e<juence of words than to think of their mean-
ing. I am not sure that a boy has learned very much
when he »ven knows as a fact that you may term masculine
those propjr names which belong to males ; but I know that
ninety-nine schoolljoyg out of a hundred (probably the
hundredth too) pay no att^-ntion to this fact, important or
otherwise, and limit their attention entirely to tho words.
Tf. »i.;. ,iny J can repeat rules from the Eton Latin

ir, thf meaning of which is altogether new to me,
iinple reason that I leamf.-d and have retainrKl the

- i i.id have till now never thought of the meaning. I
i-tA tolerably sure that if any one had asked mo suddenly
when I wa« a l)oy to tell him at>out those four gods men-

tioned in my Latin rules—"you know the four I mean, my
boy ; let me see — m-m-m — Mars, Bacchus, Apollo,

Virorum ; tell us about Virorum,"—though I should have
seen the joke, of course, it would yet have occurred to mo
as quite a novel thought that the words I had so glibly by
rote, had a meaning, though a useless one for me at the

time. I know, and any one who likes to try tho ex-

periment with his own boys will find it so, that such
rules as I quoted in my last are learned simply

by rote. Ask a boy, even a bright one (at the

head of his class), what is meant by a deponent verb,

not letting him merely quote his grammar definition, but
asking him what it means, and the chances are ten thou-

sand to ono that ho knows nothing whatever about it.

The chances are a good deal more than ten to one that the

first educated person you meet—the reader of these linos,

perhaps—can tell you nothing to tho purpose about a

deponent verb (why it is called deponent, for instance)

;

and I doubt if ono in t<'n thousand needs to know or

wants to know anything on tho subject. It is not

because our school teaching fails to give boys clear

ideas about such things that I object to the system

;

but because the boy has no use or occasion for any
knowledge on such subjects. Teach him the language,

and very likely, later on, he may, if philologically in-

clined, find great pleasure in studying the philosophy

of it ; but don't waste time teaching him what he

does not understand, and what would be utterly useless

to Iiim if he did. Make him feel how well worth while it

is for him to be able to read Latin and Greek, by teaching

him to read pleasant and instructive books in those lan-

guages. Make him feel that he is getting on—that, as

week after week passes, he reads his Latin and Greek more
easily. Show him the peculiarities of structure where doing

so will help to make his reading come easy to him. If he

shows interest in such matters, tell him (but don't make
him learn by rote) about those peculiarities and their sig-

nificance. But above all, make the tas-k of learning the lan-

guage as easy as possible to him ; make it a i)li',asuro to him, if

ho is a bright boy—make it as little as possibl(^ of a burden

to him if ho is a dull one. Howard rather Jiiui who tries

to understand and make progress, than the boy who only

cares to learn l)y rote what ho may find in his books.

I learned almost all I know of Latin and Greek away
from school and college, using that abomination to the

scholastic mind—literal translations. I would read page

after page of Latin—Ciesar, Cicero, Virgil, the "Satires" and
"Ar8Poetica"of Horace; in Greek— Herodotus, Xonophon,
ITomer, and the like (meaning of like simplicity of con-

struction, eschewing for tho time tho more difllcult writers,

as Tacitus in Latin and Thucydides in Greek), with the

translations ready for constant use. " Tho translations ore

abominable "
: granted, it is their groat merit. Any one who

has the least power of appreciating language, fof^ls that ho

ikukI, as quickly as possible, learn to do without their

aid. But in the meantime they save the dreary, time-

wasting work of turning over dictionaries and lexicons

and grammars by giving at onco the proper equivalent of

each word and the right moaning (however badly ex-

pressed) of each sentence. " But this is an exceedingly

lazy way of learning," says the schoolmaster. Awfully
lazy, if you take only your thirty or forty lines; but quite

the other way if you take ten or twtmty pages. " The
memory is not sufljciently exerted." Certainly it is not, if

the learner is content to leave it unused ; but if, after

reading ten or twenty pages in this way, ho roads them
ovrT again in tho original, onco and again, until, without

the translation, he can follow tho whole passage as Virgil

or Homer wrote it, his memory will be sufficiently exerted.
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He will have learned something too besides the meaning of

so much Latin or Greek ; he will liave read and enjoyed a

noble passage (I care not where he has been reading). Can
any schoolboy, or man who has been a schoolboy, and even

a successful one, say truthfully that he ever enjoyed the

thirty or forty lines over which he had plodded with

grammar and dictionary 1

But as this sort of work continues, the student finds that

the language itself has an interest for him. He feels that

it is worth while to learn something about the grammar and

structure of the language,—not the absurd things taught

in schoolbooks, or not in the same absurd way, but intelli-

gently. Of course, he will early have learned the rules for

declining and conjugating—not feebly getting up declen-

sions and conjugations by rote—but noting how the diffe-

rent forms of declensions and conjugations compare with

each other, and with those in his own language, where such

forms exist. This should at first be rather reading up
than learning. Tlien the rules of syntax come to be con-

sidered. The schoolboy gains nothing by learning syntax

rules by rote, whether they are like or unlike those in his

own language ; but one who has noticed or been told

that as in English, so in Latin, the verb must agree

in number and person with its nominative, or that

the same holds in Greek except in the case of neuter

plurals, has learned what is useful and interesting to him
;

while he is equally interested when he notes divergencies,

as for instance the way in which particular cases are

"ruled "in Latin or in Greek. The more he reads in

either language, the readier he will be to note, and noting,

to be interested by, the rules of grammar and construction.

Of course, if he wants to v:rite Latin or Greek, he must
pay more particular attention to such matters ; but not

one man in ten thousand wants to write in a dead language

—except to obtain marks in a competitive examination,

and I am not writing for these (they must work according

to the conditions of such examinations, conditions devised

by those who have devised the utterly ineffective and time-

wasting methods I have dealt with).

We come next to the Hamiltonian method.

{To he contiyiued.)

The Electeic Light.—A list of towns for which
application to the Board of Trade for Provisional Orders

empowering the applicants to provide electric light instal-

lations, has been prepared by the manager of the South-

Eastem Brush Electric Light Company ; 152 applications

have been made, of which 51 are by the various Brush
companies, 38 by other companies, and 63 by local

authorities.

" The heart is a wonderful piece of mechanism," says

JDr. Kronecker, " not merely because of the great force

which it displays, or on account of the very perfect system

of valves that it possesses, V)Ut also because it is able to

go to work almost instantly as soon as it is fed, and because

it utilises to the fullest extent, in the most economical

manner, the force at its disposal. As soon as the liquid

that it is expected to pump is withdrawn, it stops work

entirely, and does not consume itself doing useless work,

but keeps in good condition for a long time. When the

heart works, it always works with its full strength and

with suitable velocity ; it is not at all affected by changes

in the amount of stimulation it receives, and this is essen-

tial to its power of moving comparatively heavy burdens

with constant uniformity. Under conditions that hasten

the decomposition of food (such as heat), the mobility of

its parts increases ; under external conditions which retard

the change (as cold), it moves more slowly."

THE CORSET AS AN AID TO BEAUTY.
By Eichaed A. Proctob.

(Continued from page 430.)

I
APPROACH a difficult question, though not a doubt-

ful one. Who shall by argument depose false tastes 1

And who can deny what "An Observer" has told us, that

the recognition of something beautiful (Heaven knows

what) in a pinched waist, has prevailed very widely and

very long t
" 'Tis true 'tis pity ;

pity 'tis 'tis true." Tliere

can be no manner of doubt as to the just proportions (with

a certain limited range of variation) of the human frame,

masculine or feminine. Not Art has settled that, though

Art assents, but Nature. I do not say that .. hen wild in

woods the noble (but generally lieastly) savage runs, he or his

" squaw," or " gin," or whatever he pleases to call the

woman of his race, presents the perfect type of human

beauty. The savage manner of life prevents this, save in a

few very exceptional cases. Your average savage is apt

to be lank and ill-shaped—especially about the calves ; his

body is as coarse in type as his face. Still, even among

savages of certain races the typical form of human beauty

is occasionally approached. You see the man with well-

knit and fully-developed muscles, moderately-sized hands

and feet, narrow flanks, chest deep and broad, the surface of

the abdomen nearly straight from the chest downwards, but

with that slightly greater curve from side to side (leaving

depressions along either side of it) which the corset

ruthlessly squeezes into the ridiculous circular waist of

the stayed ones. Savage women, even of the families of

the chiefs, are usually, for at least the greater part of

their lives, still less shapely than their generally brutal

lords (so a^toundingly remote—are they not ?—from any of

the animals to which Darwin says they are akin). Treated

in many cases as cattle, they do not develop into the

graceful, lissome forms which the artist adrnires. Yet,

even in their case, among some races and in special instances,

we find the artistic idea of feminine beauty approached

during the short—usually the very short—time that the

women of savage races are in fully developed womanhood,

but as yet not mothers of baby savages.

But it is not among savages, any more than it is among

highly-civilised races, that we must look for beautiful and

shapely forms ;—observe, nof for ideal beauty, which is not

what we are inquiring about, but for those proportions

which are developed in the healthiest, and strongest, and

best representatives of a race, under the most favourable

conditions, and during the stage of life at which the kind

of beauty we are considering can alone be looked for ; from

early youth (boyhood past) to the prime of manhood in

men ; from the end of girlhood to a few years only beyond

the time of first motherhood in women. There is an inter-

mediate stage in the development of a race as there js

in the lifetime of each member of the race, when the

greatest physical V)eauty and grace are attained. This

stage is that period of early civilisation, when as yet

the natural has not been wholly absorbed in the ar-

tificial. Taking that stag<> of the development of the

race which stands first for beauty of form as well as

feature—the ancient tJreek race—we find the type which

the o-rcatest sculptors the world has kno\\n—CJroek,

Roman, and modern—have delighted to represent The

Greeks in particular selected as their models (though not

in our modern sense) men and women, youths and maidens,

whos.> beauty of form was the result of adcjuate exercise

(with little encumbrance of clothing), modelling forms

belonging already to the best types. They show us, first,

what Nature has selected as shapeliest, and next what the
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artistic mind at tlie time when art was at its highest

approved as most beautiful. That the j>roportions of

the human botly (naturally developed) in other races,

or even in the present descendants of the Greek
race, may be somewhat dilferent, and still be beautiful,

may be admitted. That Phidias and Praxiteles, if they
lived now, still possessing all that observation had taught
them in th"-ir own time, but with the power of comparing
therewith other forms than those they studied, might
slightly modify their views a? to the most perfect

types of manly and womanly licauty, may readily ho.

grantMl. Tlierc is a range of variation within which
perfect idial Uauty exisU. (I do not use the word
jxr/'cl ctinlesaly, but mean it in it« full sense. For, as
there h no law of Iw-auty which assigns a certain exact
namVi'T of inches in height to man or woman, so is

there none which assigns exact relative dimensions to
trunk and linil^) We may even go a little further,
and admit tliat a »cuIptor of the palmiest days of Greek
art might Ik; ready to acknowledge, iu,ii; that some
of his coriceptions of ideal beauty admitted of improve-
ment—that, for instance, an Apollo or a Venus of his (a

Phabus or an Aphrodite, I should say;, might have gained
iri delicacy and Vx-auty Lad her hands and feet, wrists and

ankles, been slightly smaller in proportion. He would
have ridiculed, doubtless, the idea that the smaller the

hands or the feet, the more beautiful they are; and he

would certainly have recogni.sed in the very smallnt^ss of

the hands and feet of many beautiful women of our

western races (especially in America) a defect instead

of an excellence ; still, he might have admitted that
' without appreciating these artistically imperfect forms (no

more beautiful than a wizened arm is beautiful) the

I goddess of Melos, and the fair statues of Aphrodite,
' Artemis, Hebe, Phnbus, and so forth, might have had

rather smaller hands and feet with gain rather than loss of

]

beauty. He might even have admitted, though 1 think it

!
doubtful, that waists somewhat smaller than those regarded

i OS mo.st b<-autiful in his day, might be as shapely, at least

for certain types of masculine or of feminine beauty.

But these are questions of proportion, and even these

changes or varieties can only be considered liy an artist

as admissible within, certain limits. It a Greek or Roman
8c\ilptor had been asked to take two such forms—masculine

or feminine—as arc shown in the Apollo Belvidere and the

iJiana of the Louvre, and without altering other dimen-

sions, to modify the waist measurement, so as to corre-

spond to what many women and a few men try to attain
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by the use of corsets, he -n-ould have judged the task hope-
less. With all his skill he could not have given beauty to
a nude Aphrodite, representing a woman 5 ft. 4 in. in
height and 18 in. round the waist. He might have made
a quaintly eftective statue, but it would have been in his
eyes only a Grotesque.

Yet that would be a mere nothing to the attempt to
model a statue from a corset-marred woman of the height
and waist measurement just mentioned. The ancient
sculptor's work, though grotesque, would represent a
human being as Nature might fasliion one, who does not
give to all animals perfection of proportion. The corset-
spoiled waist does not err in being out of proportion, but in
being deformed. It is not merely the ellipticity of the
natural waist that is wanting, but all the curves which
a well-shaped waist possesses, A perfectly-formed waist,
of man or woman—as for instance, the waist shown in
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see the following things : firstly, a numlipr of round spaces.

These are the ends of tulys or canals cut across. Thev are

naniod //oivrsi-in aiiiaf.i (after Clopton Havers, their dis-

coverer), and in the living state contain the larger Itlood-

vecsels of the bone. Secondly, around these I/ori'r.iirtn

canaU we note a series of irregularly-shaped spaces

Tig. A.—A tranttvprso Bcction of bone in the neighbonrhood of two
Harvraian canals, i/, U; a lacano). Magnified about 250

arr&nged in concentric circles. These spaces are called
lacmut. Thirdly, leading from one lacuna to another, and
also connecting the lacuna: with the Haversian canals, are
a number of fine lines, which are, in reality, channels.

<'- 4

Fig. B.—Lacnnic, a, and canalicnii, h. MagniCed about COO
diameters.

These are called r/ninlimli. Tlie lacuiun measure about
the eightwnhundredth part of an inch in length, and the
eaiialini'i a fifteen-thousandth of an inch in diameter. If wo
imai^ine the Innin'r to be a sf-ries of lakes, the rnnalii-vH
will represent small rivers which connect the lake-systems.
Between the lakes and their rivulets is the mineral sub-
tance of the Vione, chiefly consisting of p/w.tji/iatr of liw.i'.

Now, what, it may be asked, do the lannur and raim'irnH
contain in a living bone ? 'JTie Haversian canals we have
e'-n to protect the bloodvessels which noiirisli the bone.
The laniurr contain each a small mass of living ;>r<^//r>;)/«j(m

—the universal matter of life—forming thn hmu-re/l. From
e«ch bone cell, lodged in its hicun, there passes along the
cannlicuH fine threarls or processes of this jelly-like proto-
plasm. Thus the protoplasm of one Incima is brought into
connoction with that of the other spaces

; and the whole
living Hu*>iitance of the lione forms a continuous meshwork
of minute c<-lls and fine fibres. Little wonder is it that,
thus filh-d with lining matirrial, Iwne should demand a rich
upply of nourinhment in the shape of blood.

Bone, when analyse*!, in fonnfl to consist of an avimnl
part and a mineral part The animal part consists chiefly
of ytalinc. The mineral part is largely phoHphale of Hrne,
or •' Vione earth," with a little rhnll: {cirhonalf. of fiw) and
other minerals. We learn from this fact how important
for the young and growing Wly it must be to obtain in
the food a due supj.ly of lK)ne-forming materials. From
brwd, porridge, water, and like foo<U we oV»tain the minerals

for Vione-growth. Rickety children have bones

in which the process of nourishment has not been duly
carried out, and hence arises the deformities to which these
children are so liable. In early life the bones contain a
larger proportion of animal matter than in old age, when
they become brittle and easily broken from excess of the
mineral constituents. If we soak a bone in a weak acid,

the acid removes the mineral part, and leaves the animal
part untouched, the bone retaining its shape, but becoming
lithe and flexible.

"How and from what is bone developed?" is a question
of much interest The /ovtj bones of our bodies are " laid

down," so to speak, in (/ri.s^/fl or nnViAr^/c as their foundation.

The jl'it bones, such as those of the skull, are formed from
t'lhrous mfmhrane. Cartilage, which is the matrix or
" mother-tissue" of long bones, consists essentially of minute
cells, set in a structureless layer. Where bone is to be
formed, these cells arrange themselves in long, parallel rows,

and multiply rapidly in numbers. Then comes the process

of calciliciithm, or that by which the living niattiT, derived

from the blood, is thrown in amongst the cells, and invades
the cartilage. Thus lime is provided for the formation of

the bone. The further changes which take place in the
growth of the bone, consist in the formation of a thin layer

of spongy bone, which consists of hoiie-rcILt containing
living protoplasm, and which has been produced by the

under surface of the periosliiim, or layer covering the
bona These bone-cells in turn develop lime around them-
selves, so that naturally, a ring or circle of these bone-
cells will form a layer of bone, embedded in which wo find

the living protoplasm in spaces which will liecome the
lacuna' of the full-grown bone. The spaces in the centre of

the circles of bonc-cclls will become in like manner the
lldi-emian riinnh oi the adult bone. Meanwhile, outside

the bone, the periosteum continues its work of bone-for-

mntion, the thickness of the lx)ne being thus ensured and
increased ; whilst later on, the himnui; or spaces which
are set widely apart in the young bont^ appear more closely

set, owing to the growth which tills up the interspaces, and
which adds to the solidity of the structure.

Bones begin to grow usually at several points in their

substances. These points arc the " ossifying centres." For
instance, a long bono, like the thigh bone, begins existence

as a more rod of gristle, and ends it as a dense solid bone :

its growth having taken place from three " centres "—one
in the shaft or column of the bone, and one for each end
thereof. When it grows in length, the increase takes place

at each end of the shaft ; for if two pins bo placed a little

way apart in a growing bone, the distance between them
does not increase, whilst the lione itself extends in length.

Removal of the end of a growing bone destroys its further

increase.

Lastly, wc should note how the whole process of bone-

growth is one dependent on the living protoplasm of which
the Ijonc-ce/h are composed. Later on, we shall see how
the entire life of man—and necessarily that of other
animals—may bo truly described as the cumulotive result

of the growth and work of the.se minute living structures.

And no more wonderful thoiight can bo impressed on the

mind than that which shows us that, after all, human life,

as we know it, represents merely the activity of those

minute units which only the higher powers of the micro-

scope reveal to our understanding.

Tri-kpiionk Wihf.8 in I5irtMiN(iHAM.—The Telephone
Company in Birmingham are negotiating with the Corpora-
tion for the laying of some of their lines underground. The
work will be begun by placing und(;rgroui]d the wires now
crossing Stephcnson-place.
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VENUS IN TRANSIT.

IT has been noticed that when nearly the whole of the

disc of Venus is in the sun's face, the part of her out-

line which is still outside the sun is surrounded liy a fine

thread-like arc of light—light so bright that it is manifestly

not merely reflected sunlight, but sunlight itself. It is so

bright that in the mere instant of time during which the

photographic plate is exposed in taking solar photographs

this arc of liglit not only had time to record itself, but

even to record itself with an obvious increase of width

due to over-exposure. It was then sunlight brought

into view round the convexity of Venus's globe by the

bending power of the planet's atmosphere. This observa-

tion is well worth repeating, and that fine arc of light is

well worth studying with the spectroscope, for such a

thread-like line of light would tell the story of the atmo-

sphere through which it had passed in a most cftective

fashion. No slit would be required for the sifting of

the solar rays, seeing that the line of light must be as

fine as the finest slit would make it. Its breadth is,

in fact, no other than that of the atmosphere of

Venus, seen at a distance of some twenty-six millions of

miles, and the part of that atmosphere efleotive in bending

the sun's rays cannot be deeper than twenty or thirty miles,

a thickness which at that enormous distance is practically

evanescent. The other peculiarity, which is worthy of

careful study, is the ring of light seen round Venus when
she is on the disc of sun. It is commonly stated that this

ring of light is brighter than the background—the solar

photosphere—on which it is seen ; but this, it need hardly

be said, is absolutely impossible. Mr. Brett, the artist whose

imagination enclosed Venus in a glass envelope, showed how,

in his opinion, the brightness of sunlight, coming through

the \itreous atmosphere, might be strengthened by internal

reflection, and so forth, until it was brighter than its

source. But although this idea is of course utterly in-

consistent with optical laws, about which, unfortunately,

many excellent painters know very little, the seeming

brightness of tliis arc of light is very well worth studying.

It is an optical illusion, no doubt, but an optical illusion

often leads the way to the knowledge of a very real physi-

cal law. Moreover, by interpreting optical illusions, we
learn how, in future, illusions of the same sort may be

prevented from misleading us.

But now it may be asked how the science of astronomy

is to be benefited by that which, after all, must be regarded

as the most interesting matter associated with the observa-

tions of Venus in transit—the determination of the sun's

distance? Newton used to say that, so far as the law

of gravitation is concerned, it matters nothing whether

the sun is a hundred millions of miles away, or a

thousand millions, or only one million. All the move-

ments witliin the solar system would take place in just

the same manner whether the sun were near or far oti', or

rather (for tliat is the real question at issue) whatever the

dimensions of the solar system. Precisely as a clock's

liands may be shortened or lengthened, and yet show time

as well as before, so our ideas as to the diuuMisions of the

solar system may vary without the slightest changes in our

ideas as to the movements within the .system, or as to the

law on which those movements depend. All tliis is true

so far as mere motion is concerned—the kinetics of

tlie solar system would not be changed in the least by

a change doubling or halving our estimate of the

-sun's distance. But it is diUerent with the pliysics of the

solar system. Any change in our estimate of tlie sun's

distance involves a change in our estimate of his physical

power, his might as ruler of the solar system, his capacity

as tlie source of all the supplies of light and heat by which

it is nourished, the time during which these forms of energy

can be supplied, tlie scale on which those mighty processes

take place, whose existence we infer from spots and facul.-c,

cyclonic storms, eruptive prominences, and even, in all pro-

bability, in the changes aflecting the solar corona itself.

—

Standard.

EARTHQUAKES IN HEREFORDSHIRE.
By T. W. Webb.

MAY I beg permission to add a few particulars to your

truly remarkable account of the earthquake felt in

Herefordshire in the early morning of Oct. 6, 1803. My
parish of Hardwick lies between the upper end of the Golden

Valley, to which you have referred, and the town of Hay,

and many of us heard the roar and felt the concussion

with the greatest distinctness. One cottager compared

its approach to the.sound of a carriage rolling over

boards, and when it came up it rattled the tiles on the

roof progressively, as far as I recollect, from one end to

the other, which, if his impression was correct, would bring

it from the west. Feeling a great interest in such pheno-

mena, and never having witnessed one, I thought myself

very unfortunate on the occasion. During the first half

of the night I had been examining nebuL-e and other

faint objects with my 51-inch object-glass, and with

some success. I had made out for the first time the

longer of Bond's canals in the great Andromeda nebuhe,

and had readily detected the nebula in the Pleiades, and

had perceived Otto Struve's Pons Schroteri in the nebula

of Orion. The increase, however, of moonlight and cold

induced me to discontinue my employment a short time

—

perhaps three-quarters of an hour—before the arrival of

the shock, which I should otherwise have had such an

admirable opportunity of obser\-ing. As it was, I was

partially roused from my first sleep by a concussion

which rattled violently the doors of a locked wardrobe, and

probably the pictures on the walls, but passed away leaving

me too drowsy to think of anything more than a furious

gust of wind, which I had forgotten on awaking next

morning. The servants, however, felt their beds lifted up.

The only remaining evidence in my house was the throwing

on the ground of a small unframed picture that stood upright

against a wall ; but the chimney of an old cottage about a

mile distant was believed to have lieen cracked at that time.

But I think it was more extensive than is intimated in the

account you have given. It was felt at Liverpool, and

announced the previous evening, unless my memory deceives

me, by the singular movements of some linen hanging on

a line. At Cheltenham, where my wife was then

staying, its eUects were not less marked than in tlie distant

valley"of the Wye and Monnow. It awoke her roughly

from sleep ; the sound, as she described it, resembled that

of great rocks falling one over another into a deep chasm ;

everything in the room was shalvcn ; the Venetian blinds

quivered ; and the night-light was extinguished. Several

persons wi>re made ill. One of them, a respectable trades-

man, descril)ed the sensation as that of being heaved up

from lieneath in bed, and having a light in tlie room he

saw the books on a partially-filled shelf tilted from side to

side. A baby was rolled out of its cot ; and a. policeman

stated that he could see the undulation of the houses in

the moonlight, and was obliged to steady himself by liold-

ing on to a lamp-post

Since that time we have felt two distinct shocks at my
house, though of less severity. In the former instance a

little dog leaped in terror from a lady's lap, though none of
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tht> p*rty in tihe room felt auj shock, aiid Uie sound was

ascriUxl to a passing veliicle ; a caudlestiok, however, was

jarred on the kitchen-toWe, In the other case tlie sound,

which was hke that of a train some miles away, was

supposed )>y n)t> to U' distant thunder, till it seeuu-d to

ivaoh the room wht-rt) 1 was, and gave a snap to a very

hard window-fastcninj:, which at once oonviiicetl me of the

nature of the occurrence, though I was taken too much l>y

surprise to notice what shock tlirro might have been ; it

was felt, liowfver, by my wife in another room ; and I

noticed how the pheasants in the woods immediately

he^jtn to crow in terror.

I have many time* felt slight tremors and jarrings,

especially in l>ed, which I think were not illusory, and
which lead me to suppose, independently of tlie curious

experiments of M. d'Abbadie and otliers, that tlie surface

of the earth is less stable than we are apt to imagine.

The earthquake in the time of Queen Elizabeth (ir)80)

the apparatus consists, like the lloltz machine, of two glass

discs, UDOtpuil in diauiet<'r, of which the larger. A, is held

in a fixed position, while the other is mounted upon a

horizontal axis, and can, by means of multiplying gear (seen

to tlie right of the figure)' l>e rotsvted at a high velocity in

front of the tixed disc and in a plane parallel to it To
the back face of the larger plate are attached two pairs

of tinfoil discs, F K, F F, each pair lieing connected

together by a strip of tinfoil, and by a second strip to one

of the two bi>nt arms II and 11, by which they are connected

to a light metallic brush directed towards tho front face

of the rotating plate. Over the tinfoil are pasted

two paper coatings, which correspond to what used to be

called the paper "armatures "in the Holtz machines. To
the face of the rotating plate are attached, at equal

angular distances apart of 60 deg., and at a short distance

from the circumference, six discs of tinfoil (one of which is

marked D in the ligure), about an inch in diameter, corrc-

f*u»«l «o much alarm that a special Form of Prayer was
pr»'par«l on the occasion, and a " Report" of it seems to
)iave U*n put forth by authority, both of which may be
found in Clay's " Elizalx-than Liturgies," a work to which
I have not at pr«'«'nt access.

THE VOSS INDUCTION MACHINE.

I^HE holrl which telephony, electric lighting, and such-
like applications of «-lectricity have made upon the

pulilic mind during the post three or four years is so un-
duly gT»«t, that progrcM in other branches of the science
has little pr«>iip<-ct of receiving a fair share of attention.
The VoM machine is in thin unfavourable position, for,

while it LI one of the greatest improvements of the day,
it haa not until recr^tly met with that attention to which
it is *o justly entitled. It is reprefMnt<-d in the accom-
panying illostration, from which it will Ije seen that

spending in position and size with the tinfoil discs upon
the fixed plate—that is to say, if tho discs (D) were
numbered in rotation, 1, 2, 3, 4, .'), and 0, those numbered
1 and 2 would, in a certain position of the rotating plate,

correspond and bo opposite to one connected pair of

discs on the fixed plate. Nos. 4 and .5 would
similarly correspond to the other pair, and Nos. 3

and C would have no discs on the fixed plate opposite

to them. To each of the little tinfoil discs on the rotating

plate is attached a metallic button of the form of a piano

convex lens, and these liuttoiiH, in tho revolution of

the plate, pass under and are lightly touched by tho

metallic brushes (F F), which are held by tho bent arms
(If H), the brushes Vjeing so adjusted as only to touch the

buttfins, and not to come in contact with the glass of the

rotating platf; to which they are attached. E' and E' are

two horizontal collecting combs, insulated from one another

by being attached to a horizontal bar of ebonite, but con-

nected respectively to the two discharge terminals (C and
G) in the front of the instrument by the horizontal bars
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shown in the figure, and the distance between these ter-

minals can be varied at pleasure by sliding them through

the balls which are attached to the inner coatings of the

two cylindrical Leyden jars by which the charge is ac-

cumulated and the discharge intensified. E is a vertical

bar of brass, carryin;: at each end a comb, directed towards

the rotating plate, as well as a pairof metallic brushes similar

to F and F, and which also in their turn make momentary
contact with the metallic buttons as they pass beneath

them.

The machine is a step far in advance of anything pre-

\-iously produced, although it is somewhat similar in

principle to Varley's electrostatic inductive multiplier.

A small initial charge is imparted to the machine in

some as yet undetermined way. It may be due to the

friction of the metallic brushes with the studs or buttons
;

or, on the other hand, it is possible that the various parts

of the machine Ijefore starting are in slightly different

electrical conditions. Whichever of these hypotheses is

correct, a small charge of, we will say positive, electricity

collects on one of the pairs of discs, on the fixed plate, and
from this, as a nucleus, brilliant discharges may be obtained.

To analyse the action of the machine, we will assume that

we start with a stud, as being typical of the others, imme-
diately after it has passed the bent arm, H, on the left, and
that the corresponding side of the fixed plate has the small

positive charge above referred to. As the stud passes

before the charged disc, electricity is induced on it, the
inner surface becoming negative, the outer receiving a

positi\e charge, which is collected by the horizontal comb
E', and passes thence along the brass rods to the discharge

terminal, C, and the inner coating of the Leyden jar, L,

The stud, in revolving, undergoes further induction, and on
arriving at the vertical comb, E (really not quite vertical,

but opposite the end of the paper^, a further withdrawal
of positive electricity takes place ; a considerable negative

charge, therefore, remaining. This the stud carries round
till it meets the brush of the bent arm on the right

side of the machine. By this means, a negative

charge is communicated to the pair of discs on the
right half of the fixed plate, the stud at the same
time becoming neutralised. It is then re-excited in

an exactly opposite manner to tliat previously ob-

served, negative being imparted to the horizontal

comb, E', and Leyden Jar, L', and likewise to the
lower of the two vertical combs. A positive charge is

collected by the bent arm, H, on the left, thereby increasing

the charge already collected on the corresponding pair of

discs. This action continuing, a large charge accumulates
on the fixed plate. It follows that if, by means of the
electricity collected through the bent arms, we increase

the inducing charges on the fixed discs, we shall obtain pro-

portionately increased charges in the horizontal collecting-

combs. Assuming that the discharging terminals (C G) are

in contact, there will obviously l)e an almost constant flow

of positive electricity in one direction and of negative in

the other. If, a few seconds after the working commences,
we separate the discharging terminals, a stream of sparks
may be obtained. The function of the vertical combs is,

as may be gathered from the alwve, an important one, their

duty being to relieve the studs of the free electricity

induced in them as they pass from the horizontal combs
towards the vertical.

Viry little labour is required to work the machine, owing
mainly to the fact that practically none of the electricity is

generated by friction, the small amount of work performed
in turning the plate being almost entirely converted into
induced electricity. The machine works well in any atmo-
sphere, hot or cold, wet or dry—a very important point,

considering the effect usually produced by the humidity of

the air. Every lecturer or student of electrical science

knows how difficult it is to generate static electricity

by the ordinary frictional machine when a few per-

sons are present in the room. As the result of

considerable experience with the Yoss, we can confidently

say that such difficulties need never be apprehended, while

a flow of sparks, 4 in. or more in length, can be relied upon
from a machine weighing less than 7 lb., and with a rotatmg
plate 10|in. in diameter. All the ordinary experiments

of static electricity can, of course, be performed, and wi-

are rarely able to so confidently recommend a commodity
as we can the Voss machine to all who desire to perform

electrical experiments with a minimum amount of trouble

and at a moment's notice. The machine is comparatively

a cheap one, and the English agents, ilessrs. F. E. Becker

i- Co., of Maiden-lane, Covent-garden, are now manu-
facturing it in large numbers.

^^

Ittttvi to tbr euitor.
Onhi a small propftrtion of Lftters ivr.-i .fd can posfihly he iii-

gerted'. Corre.'>potide)its mvst not Ic ofeiuU-d, therefore, shoitld their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communicatiotis should be addressed to the Editoe of

Knowledge ; all B^isiness commvnications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attekded to,

DELAYS ARISE FOE WHICH THE El>nOR IS SOT RESPONSIBLE.

All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should be made
payable to Hessrs. Wymas & Sons.

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of correspondents.

No COMMrMCATIOXS ARE ANSWERED BY POST, EVEN THOCCH STAMPED
AND DIRECTED ENVELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tennyson.

SAXrRX'S RIXG.

[656]— It may not be amiss to rectify a mistaken assumption of

Captain Noble, in his letter printed at p. 329 of Knowledge. The
" person to whom notice was sent hereof " was not Wallis, but Sir

Robert Moray—first President of the Royal Society. This appears

from William Dalle's letter to Oldenbnrcr, dated April 14, 1666, in

^vhich he asks whether Sir R. Moniy has oonimnnicated his obser-

vation of the previous autnmn.
I notice that throughout the correspondence in Knowledge the

place where Balle made his observations is printed Mainhead. This

is doubtless due to the mis-S]ieUiug in " Phil. Trans." It should be

JIamhead. There are two letters from Ballo in the arehives of the

Roval Society—both (as may be seen by the published " Catalofrtie

of the MS. letters in the possession of the Royal Society") dated

from JIamhead. The only instance in which the name is written
" Mainhead" is on a cutting attached by sealing->vax to thi< fly-leaf

of the first letter, but it is doubtful whether this is in Balle's

writing.

It may interest ycur readers to know that there is a postscript at

the end "of Balle's letter of April 14, 1666, containing another figure

of Saturn. This figure has a dotted line across the sphere indicating

the shadow of the ring, but the ring itself shows no vestigi> of any
dividing line. This observation, however, was made only with a

twelve-foot gla.os. IIebiiebt Uix.

Science Club, Savile-row, W.

BRAIN TROUBLES.

[C.'T]—May I add a quota to the singular experiences of this

kind: I write a good deal by tits and starts. .\t intervals—not

very frequent—I catch myself omitting the first letter of some
words I As far as I hove casually observed, the graphical objec-

tion is at <i and p. Not thrice n year, iierhapsi. does this happen ;

but, when it does occur, I have occasionally to ro-wrile a note in
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c r.o- ::. !. v To taTo to wriic ono note on a subject is sniiiptiiiics

;i i It daplicution of the nuisanco is simply tortiir»\
'

iid on inqairy, gwcs in for a d instead of a t.

. ,j to ferret tlio cause of this. For my own part

. >. ...,^kUt to think about it. The brain can seai-ccly

hj\.- i». Ju wiiii tliis calligraphic confusion. Perhaps it is general.

I almost hope it is. T. A. R.

'Wl.on tiro»l. 1 find myself vcr)- apt to omit the last letter of a
wi.-: I ! .»: '. -.-.IT ixvurs as a etroiip letter in the next; thus, if

1 .> ^^r. «orils "he had made," to write " ho ha made,"
ii.i..: . ::.• the mistake, however, before I have finished

tl..- " .- ; : . n.v.^ that whose last letter has been omitted. When
I was a lad at scUlhiI, I often wrote, in hurried work, "g" for " d,"

as " aog " for " and." I find myself occasionally making this mis-
take now. and, which rather suqirises me, ofteucr with the type-

writer than with the pen .' R. A. P.]

l658]—Uay I add my little exjierience of "Brain Trouble" to

;:. St- ;i;.vji\ n , orJed r When tired or worried, I find the most
les, or rather strings of words without the

'!!, chasing each other through my brain with
V and persistence. The combination of words

;> : . iicukins I often wish to remember some of them,
l.j: :l._v .irv L-iiie as rapidly as they come. At first it nsed to

distrvts me, but now it rather amuses me to (as it were) listen to

the nonsense in my own head, which I am powerless to stop. It

gecemlly ends in a bud nervous headache, unless I can sleep it off.

The words which most frequently recur, and which I begin to
watch for, are " rimililus horuin" ('.), "caterpillars," and "the
old man with the wooden spoon." I cannot at all account for their

frequency. M. G.

ELECTRICITY IN DENTISTRY.
[059]—I obser^-o in a recent number of KxowtEDGE, what

appears to be a reply to the inquiry of a correspondent under the
hiad of " Denti.Ht," whether the shock of a galvanic coil might not
be made use of to deaden the pain of tooth extraction. Your reply
is unfavourable to the idea, but as I happen to have had practical
experience of its utility, I will proceed, with your permission, to
relate what I know on the subject.
When I was livingat Cork, about twenty years ago, I had occasion

to (TO to a dentist to get a back tooth extracted which was aching,
and not knowing any one in particular, I called on the first 1 came
to, whose name I have quite forgotten, and can now only recollect
llujt l,e lived on the south side of the South Mall. When I was
s<at<-<l ii] the o|)emting chair ho told mo that ho made use of a
galvanic tnrrent to deaden the pain of extraction. To the best of
my n-c<jllcttion 1 held in my hand ono pole of a coil machine, while
the other wn.<i in connection with the extracting forceps, and I well
recollect that the passage of the current, which was very slight,
caiiw-d a numbness in the tooth, wluch almost entirely overcame
the pain. Being at the time a dabbler myself in electricity, 1 got
ir,:. . .^i.-.i r-a:i..ii with him, and examined his battery, which, I

- lo cell " Smee," and ho told mo that he always
I never had any difficulty with patients since ho

.idvertisod his method of extraction, and as I
f.'THards I lost sight of him. I never met with
"l this method of extraction before or since;
publication of my experience may elicit some

' -M on the subject. Taos. C. Uaines.
l'.'i;a.-, Suv.O. 1882.
[This in news to us. The "shocks" were evidently very feeble

We sboald be glad to hear more on tho subject.

—

Ed.]

II , .In

SUGAR AND THE TEETH.
[^^'j—^a answer to your corresfiondont, letter G07, page 3C4,

proi.^K of refining, sugar is treated with
;iik, is hurtful to the teeth. Tho
.r would have the most effect on
•liO least. II. Zlcciikko.

ilmjt j.,..:^^ <,iL« U«^i,», 111* Pkatton ud JTinJoo."

BtOfU Boi, with sU th« kindi, li. Id. hj Pott.

>«»* • <nl. th« n.nr«."-Ol<ill 3

/ Prnkol<l,T:

Sn^trs( to CorieficpoiUitntfi!*

This section is limited to one coluiiiii as tho viazimum. Only a
jmu/J propurtion of liw Icltcrs recciicil can, therefore, be answered
here, ilanij not ansiccrcJ may nevertheless be noted and aeted
upon. Letteri raising religious, political, or persMial questions,

asking for tent-book information, yroposiny class-room problems for
solution, and so forth, pass at onco to a recoptaclc specially proi-ided

for them. A stem atid inlieiibte censor has been specially appointed
to stand between a too-yieldiny Editor and those u-ho thus unreason-
ably claim his attention and syaco which should be otherwise occupied

.

No LETTEBS ANSWERED THROIIGII THE POST.

Anna Byhon Dennys. Wheels arc very ancient. No one knows
when they were first used. Wo see pictures of them on nil the most
ancient carvings of all nations.—E. A. Maktin, Dr. R. Leigh, An
Anxious Mothek. Anti-corset articles in typo before yours arrived,

or would have inserted. You will find your arguments considered,
uud many others.—J. B. Y^oung notes that llowney & Co. supply
special water-colour paints very suitable for painting on gloss.

—

A. Z. Such spots wore visible.—E. Uai-ikax. Best exercise for

reasoning powers is, I think, tho study of books in which matters
scientific, legal, historical, and so forth are nbly reasoned. The
study of logic seems to impair them.—A Constant Reader and
Well-wishek. Expected rather to be sat upon for talking of

those howling swells, as if (which is tho case) they were just two
possibly well-behaved possibly not woll-bohaved German persons.

Certainly cannot bo blamed for thinking unduly of Tel-cl-Kcbir

:

shades of Marlborough and Wellington defend ns ! — Hitherto
CON.sTANT Reader. Your kindly letter noted. Cannot find fault

with views once my own. Emotion by no means dead through
science ; yet reason must bo satisfied. I'ersou in question

so much hotter than kinsfolk, that probably even future judg-

ment will bo ns you say ; liut one cannot but remember how
kinsfolk were applauded in life and utterly scorned (by same
persons) when no longer " Founts of Honour."—J. Ballot. Thanks
for pleasant letter. All success with your telescope.— Fellside.

(1) All in motion. (2) C. G. of universe would not bo centre of

motion for any star, any more than for earth or moon.—T. Radmore,
W. O. Prosser, F. EnsTALL, J. N. Morris. Thanks; but sufficient

attention given to spot for present.—F. D. Bhown. Many thanks.

—

C. H. W. Uammick. Brave, but not affording special evidcnco of

reasoning. Thanks.—S. E. C. Howling papers sent us (marked at

howling places) glanced at, W.-P.-basketed, names not noted.

Science has nothing to howl at. Consider the tone of Darwin's

letter in No. 57 ; how gentle, considerate, and modest. Tho last

five words present his pure philosophy, "Wo can do our duty"
(not " Thou shalt do what I consider thy duty "). Darwin imagined

his correspondent would follow the lino usual among gentlemen.

Dear me ! what could not some of us toll about tho views of such

men, if wo felt free to jjublish private letters or utterances.

—

Atiikoi'A Gvmreio. Seismometer is an instrument for measuring

earth tremors. Many kinds exist. No space for description, which
would require illustrating; and other subjects intervene.—A. Black.

On return to town will ascertain tho dif. cal. numbers.— H. B. (1)

Not solar system gaseous as a whole, but its several pnrLs. Why
does not our air fly off, then ? (2) Trosca's experiments

require long and careful description. (3) Porous bodies would

be soaked as a consequence of pressure. Consider case of block

of wood, taken deep under water: pressure forces water in, so that

wood never rises to surface unless drugged up. (4.) Apart from
absorption by object-glass, yon may have tho same brilliancy, or

loss (with magnifying power 200), but never more : same brilliancy

if object-glass largo enough, viz., 200 times size of oyo-pupil, say

diameter about 3 inches. (5.) Pancratic eye-piece is ono which can

bo BO changed ns to vary the power ; not useful for sea-side tele-

scopic purposes.—H. Ii. Shaw. So many such books. See notice

atheadof this column.— A. E.D. Battue sport (?) absurd, as you say

;

but hardly in our line.—A. Smith. Can only say the comet affords no
just cause for anxiety. It does not seem now likely to return for

years; but if it were even nbHorbe<l shortly by tho sun, it would do

no harm, I feel assured.—M. J. Haiidino. Maps now obtainable, 2d.

each.— J. B. R. The theory " bosh."—E. Skinner. Letter inserted,

Tho numbers you mention aro out of print. Cannot get them
myself.—Jas. Graham. Away from my books.—Senkx. Theory
of tides given in most of the books quite wrong. Try Beckett's
" Astronomy without Mathematics."—T. G. Elliott. Hut tho earth

is not elongated from pole to pole.—W. W. W. Know of no good

books to meet your case. I only remember two English Grammar
rules learned at school, and ono of those is ^vrong. Read freely

books by good authors.-J. A. L. R. notes that " J.'s" problem is

dealt with in Burchett's " Practical Plane Geometry" (W. Collins

& Bon : London and Glasgow).
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&UV iJflattjtmattcal Column*

EAST LESSOXS IN THE DIFFEEENTIAL CALCULUS.
Xo. XV.

WE have next to consider the various methods available for

integrating the different expressions which come before us
when we apply the methods of the integral calculus.

First some expressions can be integrated at once, because they
have been already obtained as the differential coefficients of known
functions. For these the following table, which gives aU the
differential coefficients of simple functions, will be found useful,

and should always be held in the student's remembrance. We write

— (function of x) for the differential coefficient of the function

with respect to i.

Differential Coefficient.

dx

|-(Iog^)=i;
ax X

i.Oog^) =_

^(a') = a'.log^;

—(sin a:) = cos x;
dx

£(coa»)--sinz

±{cotx)=Jl±
da Bui'x

l(sec«)=!i^^
dx cos'a:

-i(cosecx)= Zi
dx SI

= tan X

' — cot a?

Deduced Integi-al.

^_=log^

J— = ^°S<^ ]og,x= I<^^

Jl'dx^e'

J log,a

/cos X diC= sin j-

/sin a; djc= — cos

J cos-x

/-^J sm-j

/li^£ff=secx
J cos'x

/cos i' ''2:_ _
•J sin'jt

ACBin-.^)=_^ fJl^^^^.

lCtan-£)=_^; /li^ = ltan-f
dA a/ a' + j=' Jd}-^x- a a

A(cOt-'?) =-r£. ; rjf^ = -Icot-'f
da\ aJ a' + x' Ja' + x'' a a

d( _,\ —ardx 1 X

The last six relations are, of course, reducible to three only, so
far aa integration is concerned. Since

sin"*- + cos~- = tan"'- + cot"' -= sec"- - + cosec~'-= —

,

a a a a a a %
it is manifest that the second values given respectively to

/-^^ fj^ and / ^_y ^a'-x' J a^-^ii' J xv/x'-a»'

differ from the first only by a constant,-

three cases, and — in the other three cases.

Bvx Cfifsfs Column.
By Mepoisto.

REPRINTS.

THE following position, sent us by Mr. Pearson, is (probably) the
original of Eichstadt's problem. The ix>sition is as follows :—

White.—King on QR7, Rook on QKtS, Knights on Q5 and K7.
Black.—King on QR4, Knight on QK7.

White to play and mate in three moves.

The following problem by the late Eov. H. Bolton was sent to us
by Mr. Miles :—
White.—King on QB8, Book on KB5, Bishop on KKt3, Pa?rns on

KKt2, QB4, QR3.
Black.—King on QB3, Pawns on QB5, KKto.

White to play and mate in four moves.

The following game was played by Mr. SteLnitr, who is now on
a visit to Philadelphia :

—

steinitz gambit.
White. Black.

Steinitz. Capt. Micbaelis.

1. P to K4 P to K-1

2. QKt to B3 QKt to B3 (a)

3. P to B4 P takes P
4. P to Q4 (6) Q to R5 (cli)

5. K to K2 P to QKt3 (c)

0. Kt to Kt5 B to R3
7. P to B4 B takes Kt
8. P takes B Q to R4 (ch)

9. Kt to B3 Q takes P (ch)

0. K to B2 Q to Kt5
1. P to QR3 Q to K2
2. B takes P Q takes P

Wiite. Black.

Sleinitz. Capt. Miihaelia.

1 13. Q to Q2 (d) Castles (e)

I

14. B to BC (ch) K to Kt sq.

15. KRtoKsq. Q to Q4
' IG. QR to B sq. Kt to B3

;
17. Q to B2 (/) B to Q3
18. B to QB4 Kt takes P (j)
19. Q to Q3 Q to KB4 (h)

20. B takes B Q takes Q
21. B takes Q Kt takes Kt
22. BtksP(ch(i)K toKt2
23. P takes Kt R to QB sq.

24. B to K5 and wins.

NOTES.

(a) We prefer KKt to B3. Also B to B4 leads to an even game.

(6) This constitutes the Steinitz gambit. We do not consider it

sound play. White thinks to be able to develop by Kt to B3, and
then bringing his King to B2.

(() Black must play carefully, as otherwise White will speedily

bring his pieces into play, besides having two strong centre

Pawns. White also threatens to win the weak KBP. Black's best

move at this juncttu-e is 5. P to Q4, which White might follow up

by either 6. Kt takes P or 6. P takes P. If 5,

^ Kt takes P Kt to B3 B takes P
"K^

P to Q4

— , and Black has the
B to Kt5 (ch) Castles

advantage, for he will win one of the centre Pawns. 9. Kt takes

Kt would be no good, on account of Kt takes P (ch) ; if P to B3 or

B4, then KKt takes P, or if B to Kt3, then Q to B3. Also B takes

T,r> r 1 n B takes P in P takes RBP IS of no avail, i.e., 9. —

^

10. -— ;
-

R takes Kt KKt takes P

11. ° ^^ ^°
to prevent Kt takes P (ch) or B takes Kt (ch)

11.
P takes Kt

„ , „ „ (as the White Qneen cannot take
Kt takes B B to QB5 *

the Knight, on account of Q to B7 (ch), followed by R to Q sq.

Q to K sq. , . K to Q sq.

• RtoQsq.(ch)
winning the Queen)

15.
toQ3

16.

KttoB
Q takes Q

(ch)

17.
R to B sq .

Kt takes KtP Kt takes Q
' Kt takes Kt and wins.

If again, in reply to the proposed move of 5. P to Q4, White should

plav 6. P takes P, the game would proceed thus :—5. P to Q4>

P takes P „ Kt to B3 g P_to^Q6^ g B takes P
Kt to K2 ' P takes P ' Kt iKl5 (ch)

7.
B4

10.
K toQ3

, and we think Black has no disadvantage.
Q to R5

{d) Threatening £ to K sq., B takes P would not be good, on
account of P to Q3.

(e) White has a great facility for deploying his pieces ; for that
reason Steinitz believes in this risky gambit. Castles has the
disadvantage of exposing the King to the attack of the two Bishops,
but, as in most of Steinitz's games, although apparently ho
threatens nothing in particular, yet it is difficult to see what to do.

If Q to Q4, then White would obtain a good game by R to B sq.,

threatening by B to B4, R to K sq., or P to Q5, to bring all his

pieces into tino play, and make things in general uncomfortable for
Black. Our choice would have been 13. Kt to B3, if now 14. R to
K s([., then B to K2. White, of course, will not take the Queen

;

probably he would play B to KKt5, to which Black's reply would
be Q to Q4, but his game would bo very difficult.

(.0 To guard against Kt to K5 (ch) and also with the option of
jilayiug 1' to Kt4 and Kt5.

(•}) A miscalculation ; ho ought to have played Q to KR4.
(/i) Black thought this move saves his piece. White cannot

capture tho Knight on account of B to B4, or if 20. Q takes Q,
then Kt takes Q, but as will be seen White wins.

(i) This is the Haw. By being able to take this Pawn with a
check he wins tho Knight.
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Sn.— Hprpwith pocloard ple«<e find dctailtnl Fohition of that

Lvaacifol coniKMition— Prublrm No. tJO, by John Simpson—which
>pp««rs in the CbeM Column of Knowledge for November 24. I

h.sve sprnl many houn trying to solve this problem, nnd have i\t

i>r »—n r<>«riinlt-d by arriving at the correct resnlt. The more I

:'.. i>o«ition the more beaatifal it seems, and one cannot help
•. .: what an eicet-Jingiy tino ganio chess is, and how

.1 .-:<;»• difficult of mastorv. G. H. Bonneb.

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM No. 60.

Bv Joii.s- SlMP.s«)N, p. 4-2i.

1. KtoQ8
Thij move, which apparently doc3 not influence the position in

.«ny way. I«ave,< Black the option of four different moves with his

Kinp. — viz, to B3, B5, K5, and (^4. Besides this remarkable
/rr-edom of action of Black's King, he has throe additional moves
with his I'awns.

We shall now consider the various defences,

(a) 1. K to B3
3. Kt Ukos P 2. K to B2 or K4
3. Q toKtTorQlmato.

().) if 1. K to B5
2. KKt to B3 and Q mates on qi.

(c) if 1. K to Ko
a KKt to B3 and mate as Iwfore.

(d) if 1. K to Q4
2. Q to K3 2. Anything.
3. (^Kt to KtG mate.

(e) if 1. P to B3
S. KKt to B5 and mates with Q as in (a)

(0 if 1. PtoK4
2. Q to K3 (ch) 2. K to Q3 or B3
3. g to K7 mate.

(',) if 1. P to KtO
2. Q toK3(ch) 2. K toyt
3. QKt to KtG mate, or

2. K to B3
3. Q to K7 mate.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• Plcane address ChesH Editor.

Ch. lUrl*>rt.- Problem not suitable.

A. W. was shocked to lind no solution of Problem No. 60 in our
No. 67. Ho will l>c further "shocked" by seeing that his own
aolntion wan wrong, as also Nn. Ul.

Pity, <ih, Kceffe
;
your solution is wrong.

C. W. Hammick.—You might have .sent the first move.
Corrett solution of Problem No. o'.) received from J. .T. A.

Problem No. tjj from G. 11. Bonner, Henrv Planck, U. T. Berrow.
Ko. ei, W. J. Uovnolds, C. Hammick. No. C2, Henry Planck,
A. W., Krancis J. Drake, W. H. B. U. No. 04, John Watson. II.

8«ward. No. 65, H. .Seward.
Incorrect solutions received from John Watson (63 and 05),

J. Y. B., W. WaUon. Old Meldmm, W. Kinscy Dover, Schmucke,
i. P. B<.rTow. R. J. P.

Further solutions rcceive<l from I. A. M.,63,4,5. John O'Kceffe,
63, *. W., CO to C6. John Simpson, C3, 4, 5. Berrow, C3, 4.

U. V. T., 61,12, 3, 5. W., W, T. T. Dorrington, T. S. L., 62, Geo.
H. Bonner, Tyro. K. J. P., 63, 4. G. Woodcock, 61, 2, 4, 5.

O. W.— U. B to KO is certainly l>ettor; but better still is to

pUy 3. P lo Q4.

^ur Z2^f)i£(t Column.
Bt " Five of Clubs."

K WINNING TRLMP.

Hpndtt—H, «, 5, 2.

Uean»-Kn.
QdU-A. 7.

-A,K,Kn,C,

SpndfM— Kn, 4, .3.

Hearts— y, 10, 8, 7.

•|u1js—8, 3, 4.

B \l>iamonds—y, 10, 4.

Z.

;—A,K,Q,9,7.
rt«-A, 0, 2,

Llubs—K,y. Kn, 3.

Diamonds — 7.

O O^O

o ol lo

+ + +

THE PLAY.
i.U>rlinMl Kins the trick, snd card Iwlow leads n«x( round.

B Z_ MR. LEWIS'S NOTES.
1. A hiia no other load.

2. In this posiliim Z should not
trump with (ho i>onuUimnte. Tho
latter is the turnup onrd, nnd as Z
is about to play out his tierco

major, it is bettor if tho trumps
fall that 1' should bo loft in no
doubt. As, however, tho Eight
and tho turu-up remain in after

tho piny of the threo rounds, A
nmv be tieilited with tho Eight,

for' if Z had had tho Eight, ho
ought to have trumped with it.

Tho fall of the Diamonds at trick

2 leaves Z in doubt as to whether
Y or It has tho Queen, but when
at trick four Y discards Diamond
Nino, ho cannot have tho Queen,
as by discarding tho Nino ho
would bo giving up the tonaco.

5. Z continues tho trump to

dnnv two for one.

6. -Vt this point Z shonld have
cleared tlio Club suit. Ho must
make two by cards, even if 11 has

Knave and (^ neon of Diamonds, by
refusing to ininip, nnd discarding

tho two small Hearts. By draw-
ing the last trump before clearing

the Clubs, ho onablea Jl to take

ndvanldgo of tho information 1'

gave hiui when ho discarded tho

Nine of Diamonds. H, therefore,

properly disourds Diamond Queon,
tliiiH leaving A, if he lias a ri!ii'i'<?B

card, in full ])osse8sion of the suit.

7. Behold tho result ! A is loft

with four good Diamonds, and
making six tricks, saves tho game.
If at trick si.v, instead of drawing
tho trump, Z had playod Club
King, A and B could have made
but threo tricks, Club King, Dia-

mond King, and Diamond Queen ;

of course Z would not have trumped
the Diamond Queon. Tho draw-

ing of tho last trump was tho more
blamable because Y, ut tho fourth

trick, had practically told Z ho
could not do|)ond upon him for u
trick in tho Diamond snit.

Note.—Tho above is tho second of

tho three interesting games kindly

sent to us and annotated by Mr.

F. U. Lewis. Apart from the

lesson specially conveyed by it, it

is fi])pcially instructive in showing
the advantage of carefully playing

bad hands. Both Y and Jt have

])oor hands, and as tho game pro-

o cds, it l)ecome8 clear to both

players that all they can do is to

])lay with careful reference to the

indications an to their partner's

hands. This they do. Y does all

in his power to save his partner from the mistake into which novcr-

Ihi-lesH Z falls. As it happens, tho enomy gains more than Y Z,

but that is nut Y's fault. H carefully clears his partner's suit by

throwing away tho winning Diamond left alone in his hand.

+^+

+1 1^ g'

? <?

^+

4- »

VACNor..—Whether with weak trumps (not moro than three),

you should or should not force partner after ho has had tho lead

and rofmincd from leilding trumps, would depend on inrcumstancos.

In moat cases, flof. For ho is likely enough to have just such

strength in truiiiiis as would guard both your hands if he is not

forced, but leave yon powerless if he is. Yet there are many cases

in which it may bo better to make a certain trick by forcing, than

trust to maintaining trumps against tho enemy. Tho rule. If weak,

refniin from forcing partner, is one to which there are many
exceptions.—Five or Ci.i'iis.
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A COXTEMPORARY takes US to task, though not unkindly,

for saying that the death of a novelist is a more serious

calamity than many about which more is said. But is it

not true '? We said in reality the death of such a man, not
meaning a novelist specially, because the death of a great

historian, dramatist, poet, man of science, actor, singer, and
so forth, belongs to the same categorj-^unless death comes
in the fulness of a man's years, when all his work has been
done. Are there not men much higher in position, whose
death causes much more talk, who yet pass away and are not

missed at all by the world at large ? A great statesman's death

may, like Cavour's, be seriously felt by a nation, yet not

often. A king dies and another succeeds, the only change
generally being that the boot^lickers transfer the virtues of

the dead to the living, and suddenly find the dead king
was not so very good or great after all. The " first gentle-

man in Europe " is recognised (first by the dust-swallowers,

ahrays) as rather low-lived, to say the least of it, while one
who had been thought less than little of becomes " our
gallant sailor king ;" he dies in turn, and a Greville pub-

lishes three volumes describing a half-crazed person, father

of a large family, yet " no son of his succeeding." But
when a Thackeray dies who can replace him, who can even
complete his last unfinished work ! When even a Garriek
dies, it can be truly said that " the gaiety of nations " is

eclipsed.

Mr. Rcskin' has said that our English middle and lower

classes—we are not sure he has not e.xtended the remark
to the upper classes—behave like boors, while the peasantry

of some continental countries have the bearing of noble-

men. It may be true, though possibly he should not have
said it Anyway, mere bearing is not a mattiT of so much
importance as kindliness of heart We wonder, though,

what he would have thought of the bearing (not so

much boorish as brutal) of a number of persons, disguised

as gentlemen, who proposed to attend his lecture on
" Cistercian Architecture " at the London Institution.

The lecture-room was full nearly an hour before the

lecture began, and many ladies, a few gentlemen, and

the persons we refer to, were unable to gain admittance.

Three ladies fainted, and an appeal was made to those who
stood in the passages to make way while they were carried

out. But while the few gentlemen jiresent did all they

could to assist these ladies, the more numerous brutes

wilfully blocked up the way, which it was easily within

their power to have cleared. They also talked and

laughed and disturbed the audience so disgracefully, that at

last the doorkeepers had to do what (with a knowledge of

the ways of this set, they shoidd have done earlier) to close

the doors, and deprive the ladies and gentlemen outside of

such small satisfaction as they might have had in hearing

the lecturer's voice.

Doctor Henry Draper's death has caused much sorrow

among his fellow-workers in science in America. That he

was not appreciated at his full worth here is shown by the

fact that when his name (among the very worthiest) was

recommended for an Associateship of the Astronomical

Society, it was rejected in favour of some certainly not

worthier. It should be known, however, that the opposi-

tion came from a dique who seem to think that the

recognition of skill or success in solar research in any

but the high-priest of the sun-spot religion, and still more

the admission of a discovery inconsistent with his views,

would be most blameworthy.

As with poor Buckle, so with Henry Draper. He
sorrowed most in death for the work he had to leave un-

finished. " I have fought hard," he said, "but it is of no

use : I must go." For many a long day science will feel

the premature loss of this zealous worker.

Mr. R. H. Mushens, Secretary of the Sunderland Provi-

dent Dispensary, writes to us that he has submitted to the

principal railway companies an Ambulance Emergency Case,

" specially designed to meet the requirements of railway

accidents," but, as yet, the result has been n U. It would be

well if a law were passed ruling that in every train three

cases containing splints, lint, plaster, sponge, tourniquet,

bandages, itc, should be carried (under certain penalties

in case any accident occurred, and injured passengers suf-

fered for want of these things). The cost of such cases

would be little, their value great

"The interviewer," writes Mr. Freeman, in j.,.,. ,,/,.(,< ,^

Magazine, "who questions you simply in order to print

your answers in a newspaper, is, as far as my experience

goes, purely American. Tlie process is not always plea-

sant ; for tlie questioning consists largely in asking for

one's impressions on various American matters, and espe-

cially on points of likeness and unlikeness between America

and England. It is certainly odd that, when so many
American papers are always assuring the world that they

do not care for British opinion, they should still be so tin-

tiringly anxious to find out what British opinion is. And
the questioning on these points sometimes puts one in an

unfair dilemma. If one blames anything, one, of course,

runs an obvious chance of giving offence. And if one

praises anything, one runs the chance of giving offence on

the subtler ground of being thought ' condescending ' and
' patronising.'

"

" On the whole,

Freeman proceed

moral portrait

lole, I got used to the interviewers," Mr.

;ds ;
" and I was specially charmed with the

of me which was given by one of them at
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St Louis. From him I learned that, when I don't know

a thing, I say that I don't know it ; and tliat, when I do

know a thing. I speak !is if I were quite certiiin about it

To the interviewer, as 1 gatliered from his report, this way

of acting seemed a little strange, tliough ho clearly approved

of the tvcentricity. To luy own mind, the puzzle would he

why any man should eitlxr pretend to know a thing which

he does' not know, or pretend not to know a thing which

he docs know."

In- the Z'ilschriji fiir Anahilisch' Chcmie, Tjadon Mod-

dermann remarks that he has for some tin\(> been accustomed

to prepare pure sulphuric acid by recrystallisation of the

hydrate (H.SO.II.O), and finds this seldom-adopted method

of purification to l>e really an excellent one. The author

has e.xperimented in this way upon acids containing con-

siderable quantities of lead and arsenious and nitric acids,

Ac, and by protracted recrystallisation has in all cases ob-

tained a pure acid from them. The method is very simple.

The acid is mixed with sutlicient water, and, in bottles two-

thirds full, exposed to the cold in the open air on a frosty

night If the mi.xture has been properly made, it is gene-

rally frozen throughout the ne.xt morning. The chief thing

then is to carefully separate the crystals from the mother

liquor, and for this purpose the author employs a centrifu-

gal apparatus, so constructed that the acid only conies in

contact with glass. The separation is very easily ellected,

and, except incases where an acid is strongly contaminated

with the different oxides of nitrogen, one recrystallisation

is generally sufficient

AccoRDiXf, to stitistics compiled by the Agricultural

Bureau, at Washington, the annual meat product of the

United States is in round numbers :

—

Nambcr. Poand«.

Dressed hog8 29,000,000 5,120,000,000

BccTcs 6,250,000 3,121,000,000

Veals 3,000,000 275,0(X),000

Mattons 7,000,000 350,000,000

Lambs 5,000,000 100,000,000

Alx)ut one-fourth of the pork and one-twelfth of the beef

are exported, leaving for homo consumption about seven

thousand six hundred and fifty million pounds of the above

raeats, mostly beef and pork ; or an average of almost half

a pound a day for every man, woman, and child in the

country.

At a meeting of the Manchester Geological Society, Mr.
C. E. De Ranee, of the Geological Survey, read an
interesting communication with reference to an important
discovery of manganese ore near AVjorgeie, in Denbigh-
shire, occurring in the old red sandstone. The depo.sit,

lie explainf^l, occurred in a bed, and not in a vein, as in

the ordinary way, and reached a thickness of 17 ft of solid

ore. The <\ti>omt had l»een opened out by the Atwrgelo
Hematit<- (>)mpany, and its existence had previously lioen

•o little 8usp«-ct'-<l, that the ore had actually been used for
paving purf>o»eg. Ho was of opinion that close investiga-

tion of similar localitien throughout North Wales would
leiul to the discovery of other deposits of like nature,
which would Yd: of great value, considering the present
deman'l for mangan'-s^; for the manufacture of Ilessemer
rt/-*! \iy the Spi'g<-leis<;n process. The source of this ore,
he was of opinion, was the basement >K;d8 them8«!lves, the
metal l«ing concentrated V>y the percolation of water down-
ward*, until arrtisted by the impermeable floor beneath.

TiiR Captain-General of the Philippine Islands telegraphs

from Manilla that on tlio first day after the recent hurri-

cane, which almost entirely destroyed the town, not a
single case of cholera occurred in ]\lanilla or the island.

The tornado not only swept over the entire archipelago,

but was felt many hundred miles out at soa, especially to
the south and west It is believed that more lives have
been lost by shipwreck than on land.

They have a curious way of clearing away wrecks in

Ireland. Recently an attempt was made to blow up the
steamship SUkstoui\ which had sunk in the Suir, opposite

Waterford Quay. The force of the explosion was so great

that the windows in every house on the quay, the principal

street in the city, were smashed to pii'cos, and goods and
articles of furniture dashed about the shops and houses in

every direction. So great was the amount of damage dope,

that the shutters were put up in every shop. Nor did the

windows in the upper stories escape. Several shop as-

sistants were knocked ofl" their legs. A Times correspon-

dent says the principal Viusinoss concerns of the city have
been completely wrecked, but leaves it to be inferred that

the " .S'j7/i>tonc " remained monolithic.

M. Dumas recommends water saturated with alum for

extinguishing fires, its value being supposed to be duo to

the coating it gives to objects wet with it, which prevents

contact with the oxygen of the air, and thus diminishes the

rapidity of the combustion. The Minister of the Interior

has recommended that the firemen of the Fi-ench towns
be supplied with facilities to use such solutions of alum.

An automatic electrical appliance for giving notice of

the approach of trains, invented by M. Mors, has, says

the Ex'jiiii^cr, been successfully tried on the Paris-Lyon-

Mediterrance line. It consists of a box filled with

mercury placed under the rail at the required distance

from a bell ; the trepidation caused by a train passing

over it agitates the mercury, and forms contact with the

wire communicating with the bell, thus causing it to ring.

A Broker's office in Wall-street, New York, having a

leased wire, sent up a message to 195 on the morning of

the big electrical storm to know what was the matter

with their wire. Chief Operator Bogart replifid that the
" aurora " was on it The firm thiToupon telegraphed

back to have it cleared ofl' immediately, as they wanted to

use the wire.

—

Operator.

Di/'itixo the discussion at a recent special meeting of

the Town Council of Newcastle-on-Tyne, one of the speakers

said that Liverpool liad spent £15,000 on electric lighting

experiments, and then rejected a proposal to apply to

the Board of Trade for a provisional order.

At a meeting in New York, on Nov. 21, of tho share-

holders of the Edison Company for Isolated Lighting, a

report was re^d of tho business done by the Company
during tho year ending Nov. 19. In this period, 1.37 in-

stallations had been fixed, the total number of lamps in

use l)eing 25,751. A dividend at the rate of 11 per cent,

per annum was declared.

There is a charming article about cricket in Loni/man's

Mtujazine for January. It is from tho pen of Mr.

Murdoch, the captain of the Australian eleven.
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A NATURALIST'S YEAR.
By Grant Allex.

III.—THE MISLETOE BOUGH.

OF course, everybody has a Lit of misletoe in Iiis house

just at the present moment; and therefore I feel

sure I could Iiave no better text in tlie world on which to

preach my Christmas sermon than its forked branches and
its semi-transparent white berries. So I stick a spray of

the uncanny green thing in the little red Japanese vase

before my eyes as I write, and I strongly advise you to do
the same, as a sort of check or reference, while you follow

my didactic exposition. Misletoe, we all know, is a para-

site ; and yet there are many worse parasites in the world
than that pretty green-leaved plant, with its strange angular
forks and its graceful bunch of pale white fruitlets ; for

you observe at once that it has foliage of its own. Xow,
regular thorough-going parasites, such as broomrapes and
dodder, have either no leaves at all, or else have
them reduced to mere functionless scales upon the
tall, naked flower-stem. Naturally, as soon as a plant

has begun to live entirely upon organised material

stolen from other and more industrious accumula-
tors, it has no further need for leaves of its own.
Misletoe, however, though a very old parasite (as shown
by the fact that it belongs to a numerous parasitic

family, rich in species, especially in the tropics) has never
acquired such habits of complete sponging as these very

degraded leafless plants. It has a little honesty left in it

still. Yet if you read any of the old-fashioned books about
botany, you will be told that misletoe is a complete
parasite, while dodder is an incomplete one. The phrase

and the distinction which it implies have descended to us

from times when vegetal physiology was less understood
than at the present day ; but people go on using them still

in a somewhat unthinking fashion, though the progress of

knowledge has exactly reversed our ideas as to the true

state of the case. Let us look a little at the origin and
functions of the misletoe, and we shall then see how far

it has really become degraded to parasitical habits.

I don't know whether you will be able to find a single

belated flower upon your misletoe bough, though I am
afraid there isn't much chance so late in the season as this ;

for the plant generally blossoms early in the year. But
whenever you do come across one in flower, you will find

that it points back to an ancestor not unlike the common
dogwood. The little blossoms are stuck close in the angles

of the branches, where they fork, and they are of two
kinds, male and female, each growing on a separate plant.

The male flowers consist of a very small calyx, enclosing

four minute petals, with a stamen fastened on to the middle
of each in a very close fashion ; and they grow in little

groups of four or five together, surrounded by a cup-shaped
bract The female flowers, again, consist of a calyx which
has grown into one piece with the berry, and of four ex-

tremely tiny petals. Like the males, they arc surrounded
by a bract, but they generally grow solitary within it, or

at most, by twos and threes. All these peculiarities

show that the misletoes are a very ancient, though much
degraded, type—that they have long been started on a
special course of development apart from their nearest
relatives ; and this is still better seen in some of their

tropical congeners, which have the stamens reduced to two
or one, and the petals entirely wanting. But the indica-

tions thoy give us are clearly these—that the misletoe

group are immediately descended from ancestors with a
four-lobed calyx, four petals united into a single corolla,

four stamens, and an ovary combined with the calyx. All

the other special marks of the genus—its separate sexes, its

stalkless stamens, its inconspicuous calyx, its peculiar mode
of fertilisation—have been acquired at a later date than the
beginning of its parasitic habit.

The hypothetical ancestor of the misletoe tribe, then,

must have been a free bush or shrub, growing in tlie soil on
its own account, and ^ery much like cornel or dogwood. At
the same time it must have closely resembled the sandal-

wood family, of which we have one rare English example,

the small white bastard toadflax which grows among the

chalky pastures of our southern counties. Only, the

sandalwoods have entirely lost their petals, while many of

the misletoe group still retain them. In other respects,

however, the sandalwoods have varied less from the primi-

tive type than the misletoes. At the same time, it is an
interesting fact that several of them have also acquired

semi-parasitic habits, as is the case with our own little

bastard toadflax, which fastens itself by little suckers on
to the roots of other plants, and derives nourishment from
the sap in their tissues. This would seem to show that a

parasitic tendency existed in the common ancestor of

sandalwoods and misletoes even before they began to split

up into two groups in diflerent directions.

The misletoes, however, struck out a new line for them-
selves ; instead of merely fastening themselves on to the

roots of other plants, they took to an aerial existence upon
their trunks and branches. For this role, their peculiar

fruit specially adapted them. The bastard toadflaxes

bear small one-seeded nuts, adapted only for falling out

upon the ground, and, therefore, ill fitted for such a life as

that to which the true misletoes have accommodated them-
selves. A plant so circumstanced, with a parasitical

tendency already ingrained in it, can only fix upon its

destined host by means of root-suckers. But the misletoe

tribe bears one-seeded coloured berries, instead of green

nuts ; and this habit, which is probably of great antiquity

in the family, since it is common to all its members, has

made an aerial existence peculiarly easy for them to follow.

Birds naturally eat the berries, and thus carry them from
tree to tree, dispersing the seeds with their droppings on
the branches, where the future plant is to gain its dis-

honest livelihood. In our own English misletoe, and in

most others, the pulp of the berry is very glutinous

indeed, being in fact the stufl' employed in making
bird-lime; and from its Latin name rise lan -vce even get

our English adjective "viscid." Now, this viscidity clearly

helps the plant in accomplishing its felonious purpose, for

it ensures the seed sticking wherever it may be dropped
;

and, in all probability, the berries are often carried clinging

to the legs or wings of birds, and then rubbed ofi" at the

exact place where the young plants grow best, in the

angles of the branches. It is significant, too, that our

own kind at least is found most frei[uently on trees which

bear fruits or berries, and especially on tlie apple, which

are just the ones frequented by frugivorous birds ; while

conversely, it is extremely seldom found on nut trees,

such as the oak, its rarity in these situations being tlie

very thing which gave an oak misletoe special sanctity in

the eyes of the Druids (if, indeed, we know anything at

all about them). Yet so little does the world at large

discover about nature at first hand that I don't doubt

ninety-nine people out of a hundred in England still

firmly believe that misletoe grows exclusively on oak trees.

When the little hard seed, surrounded by its glutinous

pulp, has thus gummed itself firmly on to the bark of the

apple bough, it begins to sprout vigorously on its own
account, and to fasten its blunt root on to the tissues of its

host. However it may liappen to be stuck on, tlie radicle

or sprouting rootlet bends downward or outward towards
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the supj>orting tree, exactly as though it knew where it

must fix itst'lf. Then tlie root-end flattens out into a

sucker, and soon, piercing the bark, buries itself in the

living tissues of its host As it grows, its veins become

aliuoi-t continuous with tlie apple's, and its base becomes a

broad flap, drinking in tlie proper elements of the sap from

the vess»'ls of the l)OUgh beneath. At the same time it is

no nier* la/y }>arasite of the worst type ; for, after it has

sprung up a' little, it l>egins to put forth its yellowishgroen

opposite leaves—thick, leathery, oblong things, with hardly

any look of life alx)ut them, but still containing lots

of chlorophyl inside them, which enables them to

assimilate material on their own account from the

outer air, and thus leaves tliem partially inde-

pendent of the hospitable apple. The leaves are ever-

green, too, so that the plant can ripen its fruits in winter,

while its deciduous-leaved host is bare and leafless. Such

habits are very difl'cront from those of dodder, which never

possesses any foliage of its own at all, but simply fastens

its suckers on to the stems of gorse or heath, and steals

from them every atom of the material from which it manu-

factures its twining red stems, its pretty pink flowers, and
its numerous seeds— indeed, some few e.votic members of

the misletoe family are not parasitical in any way, though

in these cases it seems more probable that they have

gradually lost their sponging haViits than that they never

acquired them at all.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES;
WHAT ENERGY IS REQUIRED TO DRIVE THEM.

By John Browning.

THE conclusions arrived at on this subject by Dr.

Johnstone Stoney, as quoted in a recent number of

KxowLEDf-.E seem to me to require so many qualifications

and corrections that I tru.st the Editor will allow me to

state the results of my own experience in the matter, as I

think they will at least throw some additional light on the

question, if they do not furnish a complete answer to it.

Bicyclists in fair practice think but little of riding 100
miles in twelve hours. The number of those who have
accomplished thLs is now so great that the cycling journals

have ceased to publish the names of the riders as they used
to do. The distance of 100 miles has been ridden by a
bicyclist on an ordinary road in a trifle over seven hours.

The distance of 100 miles in a day has now been accom-
plished 1)y many tricycle riders ; several riders in my own
club have done it without any severe exertion, while 180
miles has l>e<-n ridden over a mountainous road in twenty-
three hours forty-five minutes. One member of my club,

over 70 years of age, has ridden forty miles in a day,
though he has only recently taken to riding. A gentle-

man residing at Brighton, who has ridden ever since the
introduction of the tricycle, though nearly 70, easily rides
sixty miles in a day.

I do not consider myself at all a strong rider. I am
above fifty, and I have never had any continuous practice,
yet this year I have ridden fifty-six miles in eleven hours,
over roads rott^-n with rain, without ever tiring myself, and
on on<- fKTcasion I left olF aff;r riding forty-six miles, feeling
fresh'T than I did when I 1-gan. I have since tried how
far I could ride in a day, but feel sure, with a little pre-
liminary practice, that I could accomplish eighty inilM
without unduly exerting myself. Xo one who knows me
would Hfxiak of me as an athlete.

What can >* done by athletes was shown l)y Lowndes,
who rode fifty miles, over an exceedingly hilly road, win-

ning the Tricycle Championship in 1S82, in three hours,

forty-seven minutes, anil JIarriott, who won the second
prize, who was only three hours, forty-nine minutes in

covering the same ilistanco.

I am quite unable to understand the distinction Dr.

Stoney draws between the bicycle and tricycle, when he
says that the exertion required to drive a bicycle is just

below, while that required to drive a tricycle is just above,

the amount which produces perspiration. Though I seldom

rode a bicycle faster than eight miles an hour, I never rode

without perspiration, and this is the experience of every

bicycle rider known to me.

A little consideration will show that no hard and fast

line can be drawn as to the perspiration point, as it will

vary with the weight and friction of the particular machine,

and with the inclination and roughness of the road, as well

as with the habit of body of the rider.

CORSET PHILOSOPHY.

I
WAITED till this week for your promised pictures

of ancient statues which were to pro^•o how women
ought to dress now ; but as they are postponed, I send

you some remarks on your paper of Dec. 1 ; and will carry

Dr. Cliadwick's recommendation to yon to dress up one of

the statues of Venus a little further, by saying it should

be modern dress ; for I suppose you hardly expect to con-

vert our ladies either to (Jrecian drapery, or to the usual

costume of Venus. It may save you trouble to mention

that you will find a copy of the result of that very experi-

ment in the book on " Figure Training," which is said to

have converted the maker of it into a believer in stays,

though it proliably will not you.

I almost think you must have intended to make fun of

the Dress Reformers l)y assenting to practically all my
facts, and adding some analogies of your own, which all

support my conclusions, when properly understood. Thus,

you servo up once more that antiquated dish of Chinese

ladies' feet, which are maimed when young by doul)ling

the toes under them, so that they can never walk again
;

and you add a little new sauce ))y telling us that

they "often retain fairly good health to an advanced

age," nevertheless. Vou mean " fairly-good " in those

respects in which it is not bad and ruined. For I suppose

you do not call people in " fairly -good " health whose

limbs are disabled by chronic rheumatism or temporary

gout, because they may have no other ailment, and gouty

men often live tlie longest. The " crushed heads " of some
savages are also a fatal analogy for the anti-corsetites ; for

if they do no harm, they prove that a far more dangerous

looking compression than tight-lacing may be harmless if

done judiciously. If they do harm, then they are like the

maimed feet, and entirely imlike tight-lacing, which is

proved by long experience to do none, exctipt in excess, as

everything does. As to what is excess, I find there is a

curious concurrence among the professors and confessors of

both sexes in favour of contraction to seven or eight inches

below the natural size for the time, though, of course, the

results vary widely, and by no means all tight-lacers go as

far as that

It looks plausible ('nough to say that, I)ecause binding

up a wrist or a knee for a long time weakens it, contracting

the waist must weaken the stomach and the back. But
if it must, it dofjs, and there ought to be no difliculty in

proving it by itself and not by analogical guesses ; but

nobody doc^s prove it, and a multitude of people have

proved just the contrary to their own satisfaction, and

they must know better than you cun whether they are
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better or -n-orse for it. It is idle to guess that they are

" weaklings," and no fair specimens of the human race.

They and their friends know and say that they are not at

all so, and give all manner of proofs of it. If you ask

what can make the difference between stomachs and wrists

or knees, you may possibly remember that one is hollow

and the other solid ; one has to bend continually and the

other has not, except in certain work and exercises, for

which tight lacing is found to be unfit, especially for men,

who breathe lower down than women. Some of the most

severe female tight-lacers say that they take a great deal

of exercise, and every one knows how they can dance for

hours, besides riding and walking as briskly as any girl of

the " Bunch " order, whom Sydney Smith likened to a

•mile-post.

Another of your fmmy analogies was that we might as

well argue that everybody should wear a truss because it

is necessary for persons with a particular ailment, as that

everybody should wear stays because they are necessary to

some people. But who ever did say so 1 Not I. The
iigure-reformers denounce corsets altogether, except for

some invalids. I answered that they have never proved

anything against them, and that no arguments of theirs are

worth anything against the experience of those who declare

they have found tight-lacing in stiff stays pleasant, useful,

and beneficial in a variety of ways. If it does no more
than preserve and improve their figure and carriage, and
expand the chest, or even only makes their dress tit and
look better, that is answer enough to those who can prove

nothing against it; and would be so if it ever cured

indigestion, or prevented corpulence or any other real evil.

We happen also to have had now some experience the

other way. For aliout a dozen years before the Law-et

began to be alarmed at the evident revival of tight-lacing,

it had been very much out of fashion with both sexes, and
what was the consequence ? Women were losing their

figures, and growing round-shouldered, and fat, and old

prematurely. Somebody invented the euphemism of the
" Grecian bend," to palliate it. But even that, and all

your statuesque arguments and others (for they are all old

enough) did not prevent women from seeing that they

were wrong, and that the corset is a real necessity in our
artificial way of life, though savages and hard-workers can

do well enough without it. I have read several times that

even Turkish ladies have taken to it at last, though they

are obliged to conceal it by their dress ; as a good many of

the male tight-lacers said they did, until fashion set them
free again to show it. Advertisements of various new
corsets reappeared in all the illustrated papers, and shoulder

and neck-straps were invented to help girls to be upright
;

from which it is clear that nothing is so good as tight-

lacing over the old-fashioned perfectly stiff busk in front,

besides its being better for the health, as several have
written. Exercise alone will not always succeed, as any
one can see by observation among his own acquaintance.

I agree with you that wide hips under a contracted

waist look ill for men. Hips anj thing near as wide as the

chest are a defect in men, and arc a female characteristic.

Consequently, actresses who affect male dress only look

like ill-made and weak young men. Width all over
may be a good form for rowing races, and perhaps for

a Hercules or a c()al-lu'a\er, but not for a J ason or Apollo,

as you say truly that the sculptors know full well ; and it

is not more the form of activity than thick ankles or large

feet, nor the shape which any man desires or admires.

Your own case proves that a young man with an m\-

usually large chest may have a waist of only 28 in., just

two-thirds of his chest, which I gave, and rightly, as a full

size for a well-made young man of ordinary general size.

Unfortunately, hips cannot be narrowed artificially, and

therein women have a great advantage in figure-making

over men. But they can be made to look worse

by wearing trowsers loose over the hips, with large

pockets, which the dandies of thirty or forty years

ago never tolerated. It is true that men generally

require waist contraction much less than women,

though there has been ample proof that they often benefit

by it in the same ways. E\en if they only like it,

or do it to improve their figure and dress, and consequent

appearance, that gives pleasure to other people as well as

to themselves, and I can see no kind of reason against it.

Yet nobody can be more impartial than I am, as I never

had the smallest pretence to a good figure myself, though I

had more than average strength generally, and was fond

of using it. But I have always admired those who have

that much valued gift of a naturally good figure, male or

female, and make the best of it ; and so I find does everj--

one practically, when he sees such persons, however he

may theorise about it and profess to believe that they owe

nothing to artificial assistance.

Di-c. 8. As Observer.

STAYED WEAKNESS.
By Eiciiard A. Proctor.

I
MUST leave to next week the continuation of my
remarks on the Corset as an Aid to Philosophy,

which will involve the response to most of " An Observer's
"

remarks ; but, to avoid the inconvenience of including

irrelevant matter in a set article, I may make now the

following comments on some of the livelier portions of his

rejoinder :

—

1. I can very well believe, though I have not seen
" Figure Training," that modem costume, including stays

—nay, necessarily involving stays—attached to a marble

figure, not yielding to receive stays, would have a grotesque

efiect ; though this would not prove that beauty in ancient

times missed stays. Nigger costume would look equally

ridiculous. It is begging the question to find here an

argument for the corset.

2. I think the good health claimed for corset-wearers,

must equally mean " good, in those respects in which

it is not bad or ruined "
; for waists in such condition that

contraction to 7 or 8 inches is found essential to comfort,

may be very fairly compared to the disabled feet of the

Chinese ladies.

3. The '• multitude of people" prove just what I said,

by their co)is>:>t!<iis in asserting that they find themselves

better in stays. This shows that contracting waist does

weaken the stomach ; and if it does, it must. (" Bunch '

is not in question ; no one asserts that a mile-stone has a

fine feminine figure
;
yet a woman may as reasonably shape

herself after a milestone as after an hour-glass.

)

\. A truss is necessary for persons with a particular ail-

ment. But it seems from the arguments of the corset

wearers themseh es that stays are necessary for divers ail-

ments—as the tendency[to t'nihoiij'ouif, indigestion, stooping,

and so fortk The truss alone can remedy the first ailment

;

exercise and attention to diet will remedy the others ; only

it is easier to strap on a corset I shall presently, by the

way, give much more evidence from experience than " An
Observer's " case can bear without breaking down ; and

amongst this I shall note some wluch indicates a closer

connection between the truss and the corset than he seems

to think of ; for overwhelming medical testimony shows

that those who lace tightly are exposed to serious risk

of rupture.
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:>. 1( the "iJrecian Wnd " was caused as our corro

spondeiit says, anil was not, as others say, a silly aflectation

in iiuitation of the enforced lame gait of a certain princess,

it would only prove niy case ; for^t is certain the persons

who showed this weakness had been corset wearers. I

shall 1,'ive such evidence as to the strength and upright

oarriagi" women can acquire who only use corsets after full

womanljood has been reached, as to prove the utter impos-

sibility of such weakness arising in the case of young

women who had not been tigure-trained from early girlhood

by motlitrs either unknowing or foolish. (E.xercisre will

not iihr,n/.< succeed, no doubt : for all are not able-bodied
;

nor with corset-pinched mothers is it to be wondered at

)

C. Uf tlie necessity of the corset in the case of many

woiuen. and men, too, I have never had any doubt, any

more than I have aliout the necessity of crutches in many

unfortunate iiistajjccs.

THE GREAT COMET.

THE following is taken from a description of the comet

communicated by M. Cruls to the Paris Academy of

Sciences. It relates to the comet as seen after perihileon

On Septeml)er 2.'>, at four in the morning, the sky was

clear near the horizon, and enabled us to assist at a

spectacle whose Vieauty surpassed description. A part only

of tlie tail rose at this moment above the horizon. Its

I truly impressive, for it appeared rather like a
column of fire than a beam of light. The tail was nearly
pcrpetidicular Vi the horizon, and of a well-pronouncetl,

conical form, measuring about 1' W at its widest part, and
40' at the liase It is impoKsiV<le to give an idea of the
gort'cou* elfect (Prjlit ,,rnutlii,ii>-) produced by this column
of fire, to which the lower strata of the air gave a yellow-
ochni^h tint— a tint strongly refle<,-ted in the wat<-r8 of the
mouth of the Uio. If I dwell on the impression felt at
the sight of this phenomenon, it is liecause, to an att4!ntive
obaerver, there wa« more in the spectacle than a mere sub-
ject of lArren wonder. Tlie telescopic examination of the

tail, as the parts nearest the nucleus became visible, showed
demonstrably, and without any possibility of optical illu-

sion, the ajipearance of a slranii of light, extremely bright,

in which tlireads brighter than the adjacent parts could be

distinguished, and the eflect suggested strongly the idea

that one would form of a jet of molten metal.
'• When the nucleus was at some height above the

horizon, it shone with great brilliancy, having a diameter

of al)Out r of arc. A streak of light curved round the

nucleus, and on either side, behind, the two branches,

enlarging, lost themselve.s in eacli other, forming the

beginning of the tail, which in its prolongation preserved a

noteworthy intensity of light for a distance of about ten or

twelve degrees. Following the axial line of the tail, one

could recognise a darker track, and just behind the nucleus

there was a space almost entirely without light and of ai>

elongated form, growing narrower from the nucleus to a

distance of about .30' of arc* This peculiarity, combined

with the general characteristics of the comet's aspect near

the nucleus, suggested involuntarily the idea of an eddy

such as is formed down stream behind the buttress of a

bridge in the middle of a strongly- flowing river, or more
precisely recalled the vacuum left in the track of a pro-

jectile traversing the air with suilicient velocity.

" I must also note here : First, the marked curvature of

the tail, the convexicy of which was turned southwards
j

and secondly, a very marked dill'erenco between the dis-

tinctness of the edges, the convex edge being toleral)ly

sharp and well-defined, wliile the concave edge was softened

oil" and indistinct Examined with a low magnifying power

(from S to 10 times) it appeared rather as if it were of a

vaporous n.iture.

" Around the nucleus a coma {chcvelure) could be seen,

which was about 20' in width, on a line through the nucleus

at right angles to the tail's length. This coma was of faint

luminosity, though distinctly visible in the field of view of

the great ecpiatorial armed with a power of CO.

"As regards its length and luminosity, the tail consisted

of a very luminous beam, growing obviously larger with

increase of distances from the nucleus to a distance of about

IJ', and ending, so to speak, abruptly. A portion of thf^

tail ext<;nded further, but under an entirely diirorent

aspect. On tlie convex side, where the sharpest edge was

seen, a luminous beam exceedingly faint, having a width

ecjual to about 2-.")ths the breadth of the tail at its broadest

end, extended to a distance of about \^>'\ giving a total

length to the tail of nearly .'iO'^. In reality, then, and this

was one of the most remarkable and striking feutunis, the

tail formed a very luminous and slightly-curved beam
enlarging for 1

2
", and ended there sharply, presenting th»

appearance of rupture, and then extended to a distance of

15^, this prolongation having a much smaller width,

• We givo tho picture of the head (Fig. 1) as it appears in

Li-.H HtmditH, but it doc» not at all iiKrcu wit)i M. Crnls' description.

I'o«8il)ly his drawing wag indi«tinct. 'Jhe appearance ho deBcribeSi

is well known, and has been observed in many comets (Fig. 2).
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and a luminosity ijicomparably fainter than had the other

portion of the tail.

" May I here be permitted an indiscretion, pardonable,

I hope, since it is committed in the interests of science, by
quoting the opinion of his Imperial Majesty, Don Pedro II."

(good gracious, what a daring thing to do !)
" who has been

able to contemplate the comet since Sept. 25, and who,

comparing it with that of 1843, has condescended to express

himself in the following terms 1
—

' I observed, well, the

comet of 1843. It was not so remarkable in the brightness

of the nucleus and the tail, but it was very much longer.

I saw it with the naked eye quite close to the sun on

Feb. 28, a phenomenon which has also characterised the

present comet ; several days aftei-, I examined it at sunset,

during several hours ; the tail nearly reached the zenith,

the nucleus being but Little raised above the horizon.'
''

{To he continued.)

DESTRUCTION OF RARE ANIMALS
AND PLANTS.

By Richmond Leigh, M.R.C.S.

THE fauna and flora of the British Islands is slowly, yet

surely, diminishing in number of individual species.

The increase of population, with its concomitant houses,

manufactories, and other buildings, is the great cause of

this diminution. But another and preventable cause is an

important factor in the change. This is the destruction of

the rarer animals and plants by naturalists and sportsmen.

The rare bird which might revisit, and breed regularly in,

our latitude, is ruthlessly shot for the poor advantage of

being closely examined, and perhaps added to some private

collection ; and, for a similar reason, the uncommon plant

is pulled up by the root, and prevented from adding beauty

and variety to our native flora. It is human nature to do

this without thinking of the injury done to future oljservers
;

and for the sake of obtaining the admiration of the few,

which, unfortunately, is at the expense of the many.

But little consideration will be required to see that more

harm than good is done to the study of natural history by

this course. The loss of any species is practically irreparable,

and our somewhat scanty fauna and flora should rather be

carefully nursed than carelessly destroyed. The student

should be taught to look for his material in the li\ing book

of Nature, not in the dry bones only of herbariums* and

museums.
Travelling recently in Scandinavia, I was struck with

the greater tenderness—or oblivion (i)—with which birds

were treated, for even in the large cities, tlic sparrows were

so tame that they would hardly rise from under your ^-e^y

feet, and magpies, in country villages, were as familiar as

pigeons here. It may be unreasonable to expect the youth

of this country to show the want of mischievousness im-

plied in the preceding—though education in natural history

might even do this—but the full-fledged naturalist might

display an equivalent love of Nature, and seek her preser-

vation and protection.

Then might the true naturalist and lover of Nature be

gladdened by the sight of rare (at present) and beautiful

forms of life much more fre(iuently than now, and tiius bo

able to learn more of their habits, growth, and life history.

The only justifiable cause for the killing of rare animals,

or the removal of rare plants, should be that they might

be added to a standard collection, as the Britisli Museum,

• In preference to herbaria.

and to some few other similar institutions in the large centres

of population ; but beyond this no destruction of rare

species should be encouraged, but, if possible, entirely

stopped.

It is indeed desirable that no animals or plants be de-

stroyed except for purposes of food, or when their numbers
threaten injury to other food-producing plants or animals,

or to men.

THE DOVE FLOWER.

THE dove flower, or Feristeria a^ato, is very rare with

us, as its home is Central America. The leaves of

the flower are white and spotted, and give the flower the

appeai'ance of a white bird with extended wings. The
inhabitants of Central America adore this flower, believing

that it represents the Holy Ghost, on account of the
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r»'seiulilanco to a white dove—tho syinl>ol of tlie Holy
iJhost For that reason tlie riower is also known in that

country as " Flora el J«pirito .Santo." Tho flower repre-

sented in tlie cut was in bloom in the garden of Mr. L.

M. Stone, 482, Franklin-avenue, Brooklyn, a short time

ago.

—

.^cifHlijic A iiit-rii-tiu.

FORESTS AXD CLIMATE.
i PAPER has been preparetl by Dr. SehomV.urs-k, the

^ 1. liireotor of the I'.otanical Gardens at Adelaide, on
the induonce of forests on climate. The object of the

author is to prove that tlie destruction of forests usually

h&s the eftect of re<lucing the rainfall, while, on the con-

trary, the planting of trees broadcast over a country is one
of the best methods which can be adopted for ameliorating

its climate and increasing the annual fall of rain. It

cannot, indeed, be proved that the climate of South Aus-
tralia is altering for the worse in this respect. In fact, a

comparison of the met<^'orologioal records will show that

the annual average rainfall for the colony during the past

ten years has been 21-1 in., as compared with 20-1 in. for

the previous ten years. The fact is that in the agricul-

tural districts of the colony, and especially in those which
were not originally timbered, the bringing of the land
into cultivation has had the effect of slightly favour-

ing the fall of rain. Ploughed land attracts moisture
to a much greater degree than the unliroken soil.

In considering the effect which the removal of forests

yxT *<• has in altering the climate in South Australia,

the only direct test that could be taken from the records

issued by the Government astronomer is the experience of

the neighbourhood of Adelaide. If the time is divided
which has elapsed since 1839—the year in which observa-
tions were commenced—into two periods, there is found
for the first an average rainfall of 22 S in., and for the
second one of 21-7 in. It will thus be seen that, on
the whole, the rainfall at Adelaide is diminishing, though
very slightly, and perhaps the diminution in tho amount
of timber may have something to do with the change.
Dr. Schomburgk, in searching for illustrations of the
effect of trees on climate, goes further alield, and brings
forward some striking instances, in which it is evident that
loss of forests means loss of rainfall, and rice vrsd. He
recall-s how the Russians, by burning down some of tho
Transcaucasian forests at the time of the struggle with
the Circassians, converted the country from a fertile

land into a desert, simply through the cutting off

of the supply of rain. Similar instances of rain having
desf!rted a country denuded of forests have occurred in th(^

Mauritius, in Jamaica, tho Azores, and, it may also bo
added, to a still more remarkable extent in several of the
smaller West India islamls. No sooner had the forests of
these places been destroyed than the springs and rivulets
ceased to flow, the rainfall became irregular, and even the
deposition of dew was almost entirely checked. On the
other hand, it is generally accepted as a fact, that Mehemet
Ali increased the fertility of Egypt enormously by the
planting of trees. He alone plant.!d some 20,000,000 on
the Delta ; his succo.ssors followed up the work, and it is a
not<5worthy circumstance that the rainfall rose from G in.

to 40 in. Planting has also, it would seem, produced re-
markable effects in France and Algiers. Ext<;nsivo regions
have »<een plant'id with gum and other trees, which, for the
raoUpart, grew to aViout .30 ft. or 40 ft in height, and it is

mticod that the quantities of rain and dew which now fall
on the adjacent land are double what they formerly were.
—ArehiUct.

LUMINOUS PAINT.
Bv W. H. Hyatt.

(^Lecturer on Lv raint— Crystal Valnce.)

V^IONGST the many valuable applications of science

to the wants of mankind, few will exceed in interest

the composition now known as " Balniain's Luminous
Paint." The suliject of luminosity has engrossed the minds
of many scientilic men since Casciorolo, of Bologna, in

1002, accidentally discovered that by roasting heavy spar
in a furnace, a sulistance was obtained which had the pro-

perty of giving off light, after having been previously

exposed to daylight. This substance is what is now known
as sulphide of barium. Since that time, it has been dis-

covered that tho sulphides of calcium and strontium,

besides many other compounds, possess this remarkable
propertj', which has been termed phosphorescence, or by
many, " Fluorescence," as conveying a separate meaning,
though the two are nearly, if not quite, identical.

The late Mr. Balmain studied this subject for forty

years. At the end of that time, ho patented, and brought
out as a paint, a pr(>paration containing rather more oxygon
than a sulphide, though not sufficient to form a sulphate.

When an article painted with this luminous paint is passed

before the spectrum, no fluorescence appears till it roaches

tho green, tho violet, and tho ultra-violet, or actinic rays.

The ultra-violet rays being too short to aflbot the eye, these

it absorbs, and gives themodagain in longer waves, which at

once become visible, and continue so for many hours. On
the contrary, a strong red or yellow ray will take away
tho light from an already luminous surface. To speak in

simple language, any surface paintcid with luminous paint

and exposed to daylight in the daytime, will shine the

whole night through, even the longest winter nights. When
a bell is struck, literally the whole of the bell is in

motion, and gi\es off waves or vibrations of sound ; in

exactly a similar man.ier any wave of light, natural or

artificial, falling across the surface of this luminous paint,

causes the whole of tho molecules of the paint to vibrate,

and give off waves or vibrations of light, which continue

from twelve to fifteen hours, and in exceptional cases,

twenty hours. Life-buoys, mooring-buoys, channel-buoys,
_

itc, painted with luminous paint, are distinctly visible,

where a white-painted Ituoy is totally obscured. The paint

may be used for a thousand difleront purposes, anywhere
where white paint is generally <'mployed, under the erro-

neous impression that white paint at night is visible,

whereas it is perfectly invisible. Heat will increase the

luminosity, and intense cold, as in the Arctic regions, will

entirely destroy it, though tho luminosity returns when
restored to an ordinary temperature. The light given off

will not afreet the most sensitive photographic plates ; added

to this, a painted board may be carried, as a lantern, into

the most dangerous places, as in powder magazines, without

fear of explosion. The rapidity with which this paint

will store itself with light is truly marvellous. Ten
seconds exposure to diffused daylight will cause it to

shine for as many hours, though tho more daylight

it has, the better the subsequent <;li'ect. The light for the

fir.st hour after lx;iiig exposed is violet, owing to the more

rapid vibrations being given off ; after that it is white, till

it ceases entirely. Nothing but exposure to light is again

required to cause it ^o again emit light. This action lasts

for months or years, according to the amount of exposure

to weather that the paint receivr!S. To speak roughly, it

is rather more durable than ordinary ])aint, and continues

to act till the paint is either coated with dirt or worn off,

as the action is purely mechanical. Tin' jiopularity of this
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paint is vastly on the increase, and its future will doubtless

be very great. Not only is it used by Government, as during

this last Egyptian war, but also by several railway com-

panies, as an experiment for lighting their carriages through

tunnels, and by many private individuals, for buoying chan-

nels at night, and a variety of similar purposes. An ex-

ample of this is the painting of the end of Folkestone Pier,

to act as a beacon at sea.

When we appreciate the number of lives that may
annually be saved by this and other practical applications

of scientific facts, the truth is most forcibly brought home

to us that " knowledge is power."

THE AURORyE.

IN justice to these interesting phenomena, it is only right

to remark that the one of the 1 7th was only a part of

a series extending from the 13th to the 24th, at least, and

that during this period sun-spot and magnetic disturbances

were correspondingly active.

The sun-spot you have figured (p. 431), as sketched at

11 a.m., November 20, had much changed in detail by

10 a.m. the next day, and it would fill pages to notice the

almost wouderfvil needle variations and solar storms which

have accompanied the recent auroral displays. With
reference to the still enigmatical spectrum of the aurora,

will you permit me to record that the moving patch of

light seen at 6.10 on the 17th was really an auroral cloud

or beam, and not a meteor, as described in the Times.

With the spectroscope I found only the auroral citron line,

and none other. [Correspondents who are calculating orbit

of supposed meteor, please note.—R. P.]

The moonlight gave no opportunity to examine the full

spectrum ; but I should like to ask your spectroscopic

readers (as we are now at an auroral epoch) to direct their

particular attention to the fainter lines towards the violet

(the red and citron are already closely positioned) of this

spectrum. It must not, however, be expected to measure

these except in a dark field, and a companion .spectrum or

illuminated scale would render them invisible. A single

illuminated line or point, a dark diaphragm traversing the

field, or a photographed transparent micrometer illuminated

by the spectrum itself, will alone give hope of success.

Touching the hnniere cendree on the moon, described by

one of your correspondents, as seen during the aurora, I

also remarked this, but found it pink in tint, instead of

green. T. Rand Cai'hon.

THE TRYPOGRAPH.
EVERYONE who has used stencil plates must have often

thought how convenient it would lie to extend the

system. But even in single letters the method fails ; you
cannot stencil an O, or a P, or an R, a D, or a 15 ; at

least, you have to complete the letter afterwards. To
stencil ordinary writing, and still more, a drawing, seems

hopeless. Yet this is what the " Trypograph, or Hole-

Writer" does. The idea is a good one, and simple in the

extreme,—when sJiovn : (like Columbus's trick with that

weary egg which we all wish had never been laid). You
write or draw %\ith a metal pencil on stencil-paper—that

is, paper specially ju-epared to suit the work—placed on a
metal plate the surface of which is like that of a finely

cross-grained file. As the pencil presses the paper
against this surface, multitudes of minute holes are made
along the pencil's track. Then the stencil-paper is ready
for use any number of times, precisely as a stencil-plate is

used. A broad, fiat scraper, dipped in a certain kind oi

ink, is passed over the paper, and the ink, passing through

the holes, duly marks a sheet of ordinary paper underneath.

Any number of copies may be taken in this way, each re-

quiring only a single stroke of the scraper—at least, after

a little practice has been obtained. A most convenient

instrument this, where writing or drawing has to be many
times copied ; cheap, too, and easily used, success being

readily attained at a first or second trial, and thereafter

systematically.

The New York Edison Company state that they are

now lighting from their central station in Pearl-street, 191

houses, with 4,288 lamps, of which over 2,700 burn almost

continuously. It is expected that an additional 1 ,000 lamps

will be in use before the end of the year. The fire in-

surance companies make no difiiculty about granting

licences.

The Ferrasti Dynamo Machine.—This machine, which

is a combination of the invention of Sir W. Thomson and

M. Ferranti, has for some weeks been causing a consider-

able commotion in the electrical and stock-broking worlds.

It is at length made public, and bids fair to far outstrip

anything yet produced for incandescent lighting. All the

details are not yet available, but it is our purpose to supply

them when the proprietors consider their patents secure,

which they tell us will be about four or five weeks hence.

The Advantage op Knowino how to Swim.—The

Sydney Morning Herald of August 25 says :
" We learn

from a correspondent that, a short time ago, ISIrs. G. A D.

McArthur Campbell, formerly a resident of Coonamble,

distinguished herself by a deed of admirable bravery. Mrs.

Campbell was a passenger in a steamer from Hong Kong to

one of the northern ports of Queensland, and one day a

little boy about four years of age, to whom the lady ^yas

much attached, fell overboard, the accident occurring

through a sudden lurch of the vessel. With the exception

of Mrs. Campbell and the man at the wheel, all the pas-

sengers and crew were at dinner. Without waiting for a

life-buoy, or divesting herself of any clothing, and simply

saying to the man at the wheel, " Don't tell the child's

mothei-," Mrs. Campbell plunged into the water, swam to

the boy, and held him up till both were rescued, the

steamer having been promptly stopped and a lioat loweretl.

Neither the lady nor the boy was much the worse for the

immersion."

A Whale Snaps a Log-Line.—A correspondent sends

the following :
—" On the writer's last voyage from Balti-

more to Rio de Janeiro, riA Pernambuco, his attention was

called to a large whale leisurely fioating on the water near

the stern of the vessel. All at once he seemed possessed

with a spirit of frolic, diving and coming to the surface

with the most playful motions. As his huge head

descended, he would slowly expose his tail, until for

several seconds it remained erect on the water. I chanced

to have one of Messrs. John Bliss it Co.'s logs in use, the

line and rotator towing astern. Never in thirty years' of

sea experience did I see or hear of a whale biting anything,

but, to my surprise, he took the rotator of that log in his

mouth, immediately my mate and a passenger, in order

to save the indicator, seized the line, which quickly

snapped in their hands, and was drawn oil' by the whale,

who wound it round and round his head until he appeared

completely Ixnvildered. This incident occurred in lat.

lO'' ;")' south, long. 38^ 11' west. I would advise all ship

masters to haul in their line and rotator when whales are

about, or they may lose them as did your obedient servant,

John T. Holt, master of ship David Stewart."
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POKEK.

VMOST interesting look on a fascinating (we arc told),

but most objectionable game. Our author tells us

that what is want«tl for success at Poker is— tirst, good luck
;

secondly, goo*l canls ; thirtUy, good temper : and fourthly,

good chet-k. But gootl cheek, above and before all things

else, is ess«ntial to success. We should recommend for the

four things neetlful^A lying face, a false tongue, the im-

padence of a bank thief, and the ner\ e of a practised pick-

pocket We can understand the charm of the game ; we
can even imagine honest men enjoying it as a trial of

skill ; it makes a most enjoyable parlour game, with i\ory

for stakes : but how any man can play Poker as it is played

(as " One of its Victims " truly describes), and yet retain

a particle of respect for himself, we really are puzzled to

imagine. ^^^Jen a Poker-player assumes the aspect of an

honest man, he simply " bluffs " the world ; if he backed

his honesty, the world might " see him " safely, " sec many
better," see few worse ; and if the world were to " call," it

would be seen what a " foul hand " he has ; not a " Hush "

of shame for love or money : (the clergy would tell him that

as a " seijuence " he would have a "blaze," but that's

neither here—certainly not here—nor there).

Yet the lK)ok is most amusing. It shows well, too, the

ultimate fate of everj- ardent Pokerite. The story of the

"iTstliete"' who won "too too" easily, and then remem-
bere<l him how " he used to indulge in tliis little recreation

at Oxford . . . come, therefore, and tJike a snifter with

mo," is as amusing as anything of Arteums Ward's or

Mark Twain's. The game is fully explained, as are all its

objectionable olFsboots. The chances an' given, for the

most part, correctly ; but the reasoning quoted on

pp. fi|-N3 from Mr. Blackbridge's " Complete Poker
Player " is quite incorrect ; and his inference that you
may safely bet greater odds than the theoretical .5 to 1

against a " si2e" l>eing cast after one or more already cast,

would lie very unsafe to follow in practice. If a die were
to V>e cast a great num>jer of times, and after every time
"size " had been thrown (say) six times in .succession, odds
of 10 to 1 were wagered against a seventh "size," there

would in good time )jh a wo<;ful balance against the layer

of the o<ld8L

THE PARALLEL NEW TESTAMENT.t
Wii.vTEVEK opinion may be formed as to the literary

value of the lievised New Testament, there can 1>e no
flonbt whatever of its value to those who wish to know in

what respects the version of 1 C 1 1 was incorrect, according
to the opinion of the ablest biblical scholars. But every
one who has look<-d over the revised version for this

purpcue must have noticed the difliculty of making the
comparison, and must have felt the wish to liave the two
versions in parallel columns. Tlie Parallel New Tfystament
meets thin want It is likely soon to be in the hands of
all who have se^-n the Reviwd New Testament. It shows
at once where the two versions differ, and where both differ

from other readings of which some scholars approve. For
onr own part, we never fonnd patience to compare the two

• "Poker; uiil How to PUy it." By One of its Victims,
(firiffith 4 y»mn, lAmiirm.)

t " Tbo PwmJlcl Sow TnUmcnt (tjio authoriiiod and rovineil
rtrtima in j ar*\M colamn*)." Priotefl for the Univcmitica of
Oxford utd C»mh>riai;c. (pDbliiihc<l by Henry Krondo, Oxford, and
C. J. Clay, Ji.A., k Sont, fBmbridjfe.)

versions closely till the Parallel New Testament made the

task at once easy and pleasant

But what an opportunity the Revisers have lost ! Are
we never to have the New Testament in the English of

our dayl Are the priesthood afraid to translate tlio

Gosjvk into such English as the men of our time speak 1

Faith must surely be g<'tting feeble if such a fear is well

founded. It would bo a useful exercise for some of our

clergymen, after learning to preach as they would speak,

and not as if they were half-inclined to sing (moaningly,

like the di-stant wind), to try the etlect of Bible passages

in modern English. Is there anything irreligious, for

instance, in this ? " So Jesus said to tliem, I tell you truly

that it was not Moses who gave you l)read from heaven
;

the true bread from heaven is given you by my Father."

Is there anything especially suggestive of devotion in

the " Verily, verily," the "Unto you," the " Oiveth," and

so forth ! If so, such devotion must be a plant of very

shallow growth.

Reports from Kirkwall, dated Dec. 11, speak of a

severe thunderstorm which passed over the Orkneys on the

previous night, severely wounding five people and killing

four cattle. The storm came on shortly before six o'clock,

and continued for some time. As Mr. AVilliam Hepburn,
wife, and family were sitting at the tire, a flash came down
the chimney, and struck the whole five. Mrs. Hepburn
was struck behind the car, her ear being laid open on her

cluiek ; her husband was severely struck from the abdomen
down. Miss Hepburn, her brother, who was married, and
liis little boy, were also struck. Some of them had their

clothes burnt lirave fears are entertained for the recovery

of the old people.

CoNTisrou.s ELECTinc Lighting.—During the recent

extraordinary fog, the Edison Electric Light Company,
recognising the necessity for distributing the light to

their customers without intermission, maintained their

dynamos at Holl)orn-viaduct in action for a continuous

period of sixty-four hours without stopping. Starting at

three o'clock on Saturday afternoon, Dec. 9, the dynamos
ran without ceasing during Saturday, Sunday, Monday,

and Monday night, stopping at eight o'clock on Tuesday

morning, Dec. 12. Wc; do not know of any previous con-

tinuous, nor, in fact, any similar running to this. The
current was supplied from two large dynamos, which are

used alternately, the change being made without any per-

ceptible interruption in the lighting.

Italian A.siiEsTos.—The mining for asbestos in Italy is

at present limited to the provinces of Sondrio and Turin.

The asbestos in the former occurs in regular strata, varying

in thickness from three to four inches, although in some
cases it has been found twenty inches thick. The enclosing

rocks are chloritic and telcose schists of a greenish colour,

and the asbestos is found chiefly in fibrous masses of a

yellowish-white colour. In some cases the fibres are long

and firm, resembling a skein of thread of a yard or more in

l(;ngtli. It has also been found that asbestos abounds in

the fissures of serj)entine rocks, and it is oft<!n accompanied

by other minerals, among which garnit<'S of a green colour

have l^en found in minute crystals, to which miners have

given the name of " Semenizo dell' Arniento," meaning

seeds of asbestos. The excavations are carried on in forty

difFerent ploces, and as a rule the enclosing rock is quarried

by blasting, in some cases, where too much material

would have to be removed, the workings are driven forward

in the asbestos-yielding stratum, leaving pillars here and

there to support the roofs of the workings.
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letters to tfte dtiiitor*

Only a small proportion of Letters received can possibly be j'n-

serted. Corre.ipondents must not be offended, therefore, shvidd their

letters not appear.

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editoe of
Knowledge; all Business communications to the Publishers, at the

Office, 74, Great Queen-street, W.C. If this is not attended to,

DELAYS AEISE FOE WHICH THE EdITOE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE.
All Remittances, Cheques, and Post Office Orders should he made

payable to Messes. Wyman & Sons.
The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of ccn-respondents.

No COMMUNICATIONS ARE ANSWERED BY POST, EVEN THOUGH STAMPED
AND DIRECTED EN-VELOPE BE ENCLOSED.

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tennyson.

THE TRANSIT OF VENUS—SATURN'S RING—BRAIN
TROUBLES.

[661]—If I am not transgressing the " unwritten law " of Know-
ledge by treating of three separate subjects in one letter, I should

like to saj- :

—

1. That I observed the Transit of Venus on December 6, from
2h. 27m. 21s. p.m., Maresfield Mean Time, until about half-an-honr

before sunset. I failed, of course, to see the first contacts, either

external or internal, as the latter was calculated to take place at

2h. 21m. 41s. at my observatory, and it was only at the time pre-

viously specified that the sleet ceased and the clouds broke suffi-

ciently for the sun to be glimpsed at all. What struck me most in

the view of the phenomenon which I had, was the apparently large

size of the planet, which resembled a jet black five-shilling piece on
the solar disc—the " milling " on the edge, by-the-by, being fairly

represented by the rippling due to our own atmosphere. Venus
was, as far as I could see, absolutely circular, no sign of ellipticity

being visible in her disc. Moreover, with the utmost attention, I

could detect no trace of an atmosphere around the planet

the solar photosphere appearing homogeneous up to his very
limb. The interposition of a plantation compelled me, after

3 o'clock, to exchange my 42-inch equatorial for a 3-inch telescope,

and with this my wife noted a reddish shading round the cii-cular

outline of Venus ; as, in fact, I fancied I did myself. I am a little

afraid, though, that want of achromatism may have had something
to do with tliig, as the effect was invisible in the larger (and abso-

lutely perfect) instrument. It was very odd to notice that refrac-

tion converted the circular outline of Venus into a markedly
elongated ellipse as the sun approached the horizon ; an instructive

illustration of its action at small altitudes, inasmuch as the diameter

of Venus was only 62"8, and her lower limb must have been
(apparently) considerably more raised than her upper one for her
to have assumed the figure she did.

2. While thanking Mr. Herbert Rix for the really valuable in-

formation contained in letter 056 (p. 471), I must ask him to

forgive me for pointing out that the "mistaken assumption" to

which ho refers was not really mine, but that of the late Mr. Breen
(" Planetary Worlds," p. 217). I may, perhaps, note here, too, that

Cliambers (following Hind) calls the place of residence of tho

Brothers Ball, " Miuehcad, but curiously locates it in Somer-
setshire.

3. The description of an odd brain trouble wliich I experienced

some two or three years ago may not bo without interest as a supi)lo-

ment to letter 057. I had been hard at work taking out some
hundreds of logarithms for the formation of a table of constants for

the reduction of my Transit observations; and, my work over, I

found myself continually making the extraordinary mistake of

transposing the last two figures of any series 1 was writing down
in a hurry. For example, for 94,02.3, I would write 91,032; for

£8. 68. 3d., £8. 33. Od. ; for 187!>, 1897; and so on. A short

abstinence from calculations, though, set all this right again. [This
curious mistake is very common among bank clerks, inasniuch that

when the balance for tho day is wrong by such an amount as

28. 9d., the more ingenious would set to work to ascertain by what
transposition of the kind the error may have been produced, often

thus getting tho balance right. It is to bo noted, however (tliough

this has no bearing on Captain Noble's remark), that such a

difference may be given in several ways. Thus 2s. 9d. is Uie

difference between 4s. Id. and Is. 4d.; between Ss. 2d. and 2s. 6d.

;

Os. 3d. and 3s. Od. ; and so forth. Note further, that m every such

case, the sum of the numbers of sliillings and pence is always

tlcven. This may be easily shown. For, let a sum of a shUhngs

(. ponce bo written by mistake as b shillings a pence. Suppose a

greater than b, then tho error is (a-b) shiUings-H (b-a) pence-

(a-b-1) shillings -h (12- a -Hb) pence (for b-a bcingnegative, we

must, to give as usual a positive number of pence, add 12) ; so that

the sum of the numbers of shillings and ijence = (a - b - 1) +

(12-a + b)=ll.—R. P.] WiLtu.M Noble.

light be tried by
It. Take a clear

BRILLIANT METEOR.

[602]—On the evening of Wednesday, the 29th ult., about 11.30,

a very brilliant meteor was seen in the neighbourhood of Auchter-

arder, N.B. It went in a northerly direction, and came very low

down before it went out; it lighted up the whole district so clearly

that the minutest objects could be seen. During its flight it

dropped fire something like a piece of iron when taken out of the

furnace at a white welding heat ; it continued to drop fire in this

way until it went out, and then, in about a minnte or so afterwards,

a sound was heard like distant thunder, which lasted for a short

time ; the sky at the time was clear and the stars shining brightly.

The meteor was a most brilUant one ; the sight of the balls of fare

constantly dropping from it was very grand.

Would the sound like thunder be the meteor exploding, or would

it be a series of explosions which caused the fire to fall from it and

make the sound ? K- ^^

[More probably, I think, the effect of tho atmospheric dis-

turbance.—B. A. P.]

A BOTTLE TRICK.

[663]—The following interesting experiment

some of your young friends when at the sea-co

quart bottle, and attach it at the neck, about two feet from the end

of a deep-sea fishing-line, which must not be shorter than thirty

fathoms. The lead sinker should bo sufficient to submerge tho

bottle while empty. Let the bottle be well corked, the cork being

of the same thickness throughout, and marked distinctly at tho

upper end. Sink it thus emptv from a boat, in about thirty fathoms

of water, and let it remain 'at the bottom ten minutes or more.

ffhen hauled up, the bottle will be found nearly full of water, and

the cork reversed. R. Montgomerie.

RAINBAND SPECTROSCOPY.
[664]—As you im-ited the readers of Knowledge to send you

their experience of the rainband spectroscope, I am now sending

you mine, in case you think it worth insertion. I may remark, in

passing, that I have pleasure in confirming what Mr. Cory has

written in Knowledge, Nov. 3, 1882.

1. When a band appears in the "red," small rain may be expected,

the intensity and duration of which will depend on the strength

and number of tho bands.

2. If tho sun-lines in the "green," instead of appeanng clear

and distinct, appear thick and muddy, heavy rain (like thunder

rain) will follow, and this whether there is any ramband in the

" red" or not. „
3. If on moving the spectroscope slightly to the left the blue

appears very light and the daik line down is clearly seen, then

wind may be expected. I may say that this never fails.

4. One day, on looking through,'l noticed, on moving the spectro-

scope slightlv to the left as above, a peculiar appearance about the

green and blue. The ercen, instead of giving way to the blue,

scorned to fight with it and pass over it. Later in the day a

thunilerstorra followed. Twice since I have noticed this sign and

predicted a thunderstorm, which occurred each time.

I have had my spectroscope since the beginning of June, and am
indebted to Mr. Rand Cnpron's pamphlet. " A Plea for the Rain-

band," for learning how to use it ; and I have, as a rule, adopted

his plan of looking with the rod colour on the left.

Liverpool, Nov. 10. J. A. Bramley-Moobe.

THE HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM.

[(3fi5]_For the information of your readers, may wo say that

the Hainiltonian system has not fallen out of print. It has been

published by us at the subjoined address for tho last ton years, has

been kept iii stock for manv vcai-s, and supplied by Messrs. Simpkin,

Marshall. A Co.. of StatioiiVrs' Hall-court, and Messrs. Hamilton A
Co , of Pnternoster-now, the two largest retail publishers of tho

trade, and can be had of anv of the school-book houses in London.

C. F. Hodgson.

Gough-square, Fleet-street, E.C, Dec. 18.
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A LIMIXOUS SEA.
'''''

\S :'! n stMOt to om- ur two anioles in your colamns re-

' \ beg to pvo a sli^rbt accxiuiit, viz., duriuff a run
:. y tonanls the Ued Sea—making Socotra—I paid
f Its intense phosphorescence ; in one place wo ran
u : , with a splendid white sea between long. 60J° and
Ik'i , a^J ;.p-.uu 'M between long 56° and 52*, latitude varying from
It;" to 15' north. The deceased W. Sj-mington, F.R.G.S., com-
mander of S.S. //iinioir, whose command I had the pleasure to
be under, gnve it as his opinion that the phosphorescence extended
several feet below the surface, which is my opinion, but to what
extent more scientitic research was requisite. I should like some
of oar Ecientilic men to give an explanation in your columns of the
- -I'fKjecd causes and depths of luminous seas. S. J. H. B.

Ot!"]—From my diary of what I observed in the Mediterranean :

—

< >ct. 29. Off Cobo de Guta. The sea very luminous ; the ripple
at the bow of the steamer full of shining bodies apparently an inch
and upwards in diameter. These became visible only when the
cutwater threw up the foam. "Jellyfish" were shining brightly,
apjiarently some feet below the surface. They became extremely
brijrht when approached by the vessel. Two large fish (porpoises ?)
skimmed athwart the course of the ship, showing parallel furrows of
coliiurcd light, which ceased as they sank beneath the vessel, and
renp|>eared as they rose to the surface again on the other side.
Their wake continued to sparkle for a couple of seconds after they
had |iasscd. Another porpoise swimming at the cutwater looked
from above as if filled with pale opal light—without flashes, except
when his fins or toil cut the surface.

Nov. 1. Alicante. Aa the vessel lay in harbour, the still water
in the deep shadows looked almost black. Shoals of small fish were
playing on the surface, showing themselves by ripples and sparks of
light. The oars dripped golden spray when lifted at each stroke,
and the light produced by the ripple against the boat's side and the
fingers of a luind trailed tlirough the water was sufficient to enable
cue to distinguish small objects, but not to read print.
A handful of gravel thrown into the harbour produced a pretty

Fparkle, and a flat stone skimmed along the surface raised a bright
flajih at each skip. The water was dark except when disturbed, but
jellyfish could be distinguished shining, apparently at some depth.
Both nights were warm and very still. Barometer about 301 in.

M.S.

anstorrs to Coiie^^ontitnti*

ThUttclion is limilcd to one column as the maximum. Only a
tmall proportion of the letters received can, therefore, he answered
here. Uany net answered may nevertheless be noted and acted
vpon. Letters Taitin^j religious, palitical, or personal questions,
atkinj for teit.hnfik information, proposing class-room problems for
tolulitm, and so forth, pass at once to a receptacle specially provided
for them. A stern and infiexihle censor has been specially appointed
to stand between a too-yielding Editor and those who thus unreason-
aUy claim hit attention and space which should he otherwise occupied.
No LETTEBS AKSWEBED TIIKOrCH THE POST.

lEi.N PvEiTE-s.—In reply to " D. and M.," p. 422, this is of some
value for the sulphur it contains ; its value as an iron ore is spoiled
by the sulphur, the process of separation being too costly j it has
a market value. (C. G. P.)—A. K. Your qnerj- should have been
answered before, but there has been some diflieulty in obtaining
pntiw information. Alum cake is a specially-prepared body. It
is II. .i.uf.vt'iri'l from china clay, free from iron. This substance is

"f alumina, produced by the decomposition of

T clay is calcined in a furnace, and then treated
^ l.iiric acid to combine with the alumina present,

' of alumina according to the equation:

—

't.3H^SO^-A1^0,(SO,)3 + 2Si(J;-^5U,0. The
I < place is a verj- violent one, necessitating the

'I with water. The mixture Ixjils violently,

y thicker, and finally a solid porous mass, which
i- I- rf.. •;. <]rv. T)ie water it contains combines with the sulphate
of alumina. The whole of the silica of the clay is still present,
\nt n in nn impalpeble form.

—

Certo. Your query with reference
t..

.
,t.,r,„

. , •. ..roving "Avogadro's Law," deals with a subject of
• t. We will ask Mr. Jago to supply for our chcmi-

- m the subject.—Ac/iA. Soft water would not Ijo
' '-' through either a pump or leaden pipe. Hard-
tit--- .. .1 ,. ., I Til- prcaencc of salts of lime or magnesia. The car-
|y.iiiat«« lA tiio»e boMii are held in solution by carbon dioxide gas, if
present in the water. The tulphatca of lime and magnesia are

themselves soluble. As carbon dioxide is exi>cllcd from water by
boiling, tho carbonates are then deposited arid the water thereby
softened. This treatment docs not afTcct sulphates. Try whether
tho water in question is softened by boiling j if so, tho hardness is

only " temj>orary " and can be removed by tho addition of a proper
quantity of slacked lime, stirring tho whole up, and then allowing
it to settle. It \\u)uld bo well to get tho hardness determined by a
chemist, who would also inform you as to the proper quantity of
lime to add to, say, ten or a hundred gallons of water. This is an
economical and simple process ; it would not, however, effect tho
removal of hardness duo to sulphates.

—

Harroviensis. Your best
plan will be to go to some gentleman )>rofeBsionally engaged in

teaching chemistry, and who has had experience of technical
analysis. Mr. Jago, of the Science School, Brighton, might bo able
to help you.

ELECTRICAL.

P. W. Halfpenny. See article on " Griscom Motor" in Know-
ledge, No. 54. How many machines do you require to work ? Are
they all in one room, or distributed over a building ?

—

Ckanleigh.
1. See answer to C. J. B., &c. 2. No.

—

James Gkundy. 1. Mr.
B. S. can doubtless sujiply what you require. Write and ask him.
2. About two-thirds of a pound to each plate. 3. I wrote from my
office for a price-list from which I quoted, but which apparently
gives wholesale prices. 4. Glad you appreciate it j tho dynamo
will bo described in a week or two.

—

Fbbd. W. Foster. I take it that

by far tho greater portion of tho readers of Knowledge are neither

dunces nor wiseacres, but jieoplo of fair intelligence, who, having a

little knowledge, desire more, and that, having been once informed of

the meaning of a particular term, do not wish every reforenco to that

term to be accompanied by an elaborate definition. Granted that

the article in question contained technicalities, there were none
which had not boon jireviously explained. Certain expressions are

furthermore imperative, as, for instance, electro-motive force. Were
I, instead of this term, to substitute "tension "or "intensity," I

imagine that we should receive sufficient letters condemning tho

crime to fill Knowledge for a month. Let me assure you that

technicalities are avoided as much as possible, their use being
confined to those occasions when the adoption of any other

term would lead to misap])rchensions or such-liko difficulties.

—

C. J. B., Hion McMaster, F. Clapham, Split Ring, W. H. Dkuce,
and P. C. Agent, Mr. Heap, 2, Scott's-yard, Bush-lane, Cannon-
street, E.C. £3. Is. ; with batterj-, £6. 5s.—C. S. B. Presume you
have some foundation to work upon. Surely you have a public

library in Leeds, and should, therefore, be able to choose for your-

self. To gain a " thorough " knowledge of electricity alone,

ignoring altogether the other subjects you enumerate, you would

require more books than have yet been published. Our rules forbid

my mentioning any particular works.—E. A. F. In all probability,

yes, but I have no record of any electrical disturbance on tho fith

ultimo.—Tnos. F. Woodhead. A few advertised, but I cannot say

if the one described is on sale.

JiTiTER. Tide text-books on astronomy.—H. M. How does that

prove boy not electrified by artificial means ?—F. Selbv. It has

been tried ; but no satisfactory arrangement could ever be made.

—

Iota. (1) As near as I can make out, the next total eclipse visible

in England viiW occur in 2090, shortly before snusct, total only in

tho south-west counties. As tho time draws near, the Editor of

Knowledge will give full instructions for observing it. (2) The
author of " How to Got Strong" replies that, not being medical, he

cannot give advice about preventing " stitch in tho side ;
" but it is

seldom noticed except when running or walking after a meal, when
it is better to let the stitch prevent exorcise, than to take exercise

to prevent tho stitch.—G. II. S. Dimensions of Martian satellites

not known. Periods, 301i. IGm. and 7h. 38m. ; distances from

centre, 14,530 and 5,K00 miles for Deimos (tho outer) and Phobos,

respectively.—W. Simmon.-;. Thanks; quite agree with you.—Kobt.

H. Mu.snENS. Thanks ; see "Gossip."—R. B. G. Have you tested

your theory by a little calculation. The sun illuminates one

hemisphere of the moon, plus—how much ? Answer, a none a

qtiarter of a degree in width. How wide would this look when near

tho edge of tho lunar disc ? Even at tho middle it would bo about a
450th part of the moon's diameter in breadth ; near the edge less

than the 2,000th part.—T. A. Your position cannot be assailed

—

by me.

—

Sidney Tavick. So much more space than can lie spared.

—CKASLEion. (1) If comets bo the fuel of the son, he needs stoking

;

(2) Menacing Comet (?) not same as Tewfik's; (3) " If several

comets appeared at tho same time," two or three would be visible at

once. Know of no other consequoncos ; (4) There is but one R. A.

Proctor, and he is his own editor.

—

Dgon Pahbie. I certainly am one

of the false scientists, if what your friends say is true. Wo are in a

i
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bad war, von and I. But. supposing we are wrong yet (as ^™ l^o"^)

honest lA our belief, and are to suffer untold pams and Penalnes for

being wrons, then would I, for one, rather submit to snch puna.h-

ment than^ offer to the Being they describe as so powerful, so

S.Tnst,andso cruel-the hideous idol f^^'^r'^ .f' "
J^^^^:

X^"
heids, and no more holy than any other wooden idol-the unclean

sacrifice of a Ue. I a^ee with them pretty nearly ^^^^^^S
evolution will not be more accepted forty years hence than no«

for it cannot be much more fully accepted by all who kno,c, and

the multitude of those who do not know will be always great 1 he

ignorant, like the poor, we have always with us.—P- A. i otkebgill

Thanks ; shall appear. How fooUsh are the Pfvalent preindices

on the subject l-E. Gukney, writing on behalf of the Society for

Psychical Kesearch, would be obliged if Mr Smclaar (letter boO)

would give him the address of Dr. GoodaU Jones, of Liverpool, or

enable Mr. Gumey to get first-hand information respectmg the

interesting case touched on in ilr. Sinclair's letter.-A. IN. S. We

think with vou the passage quoted from De Morgan's lette.^ ambi-

gnous : probablv it was meant to be so. In the illustration you give

of the syllogisii, the inference is fairly di-awn from the premisses.

If there arS as manv non-sculptor artists as there are painters

(sculptors or otherwise), and some sculptors are painters, there

must be non-sculptor artists to match the sculptor pamters numer-

ically ; as many artists as remain—that is, as many as there are

non-sculptor painters-mav be painters; but this number among

the artists (that is, as many as there are sculptor painters) must

certainly not be painters. Put definite numbers, and the matter is

simple enough. There are 531 painters and o31 non-sculping

artists, and 119 sculptors are painters ; then at least 119 artists are

not painters, for there are only 412 non-sculping painters, while

there are 119 more non-sculping artists.—Sexes. Jlr. Lt. r

.

Chambers is quite right. Kepler had supposed there could be no

transit of Venus in 1639. Horrox took the time of conounction

from Kepler's tables, rejecting Lansberg-s ; but he inferred

a transit from his own observations of Venus, the same

which had shown him the worthlessness of Lansbei^s tables.

—G. St. CuiR. What is the theory ?—Jacobite. (1) It was

never supposed to be Newton's comet. (2) The changes have

arisen chiefly from doubts as to what part was the true nucleus

;

this misled us aU—Hind, Pickering, Smythe, Chandler, and—yours

trulv. (3) The rapid working of the machine necessitates rapid

combustion, therefore quick breathing. (4) Will see about erra.a

idea (5) The cheapest edition of any of my works is that begun

in first three volumes of Knowledge Library.— Jcles Magn-i.

(1) Some of mv works have been translated mto French, as

"Other Worlds than Ours" and "School Star Atlas, by niy

friend, M. I'Abbe iloigno; but I do not know who ^e the pub-

lishers of the French edition. (2) I do not know the Kobertsoman

method of learning language.—J. E. Clakk, Bootham York, would

hke anv information about the meteor (?) seen at b.lO on I«ov. 1/ ;

in part"icular the place where "A. G." (letter, p. 431) made his

observations.-B. J. S. Difference of distance and of conditions

under which seen would account for difference of size.—L. Ji.

Mawek wishes for instructions as to setting a Fitzroy barometer

ri-'ht which has had a fall, air having been thus introduced mto the

tube —M. B. A. Astronomv k-nows nothing yet of condensations

from the aether of space.—P. D. I do not myself understand how

Mr W M. WUliams makes out " matter " and motion to be con-

vertible terms ; it seems to me that "hours" and "boots" are as

readUy convertible.—Another of Toue Sc^scribers. Your letter

forwarded to a telescopic friend.

0ur 51331) iet Column.
By " Five of Clubs."

Note.

A

KEEPIXG BACK THE BEST OF A PLAIN SUIT,

r. The Hands. B.

Spades-6, 5. 4. /\ Spades-Kn, 9, 3.

Hearts—Kn, 10. '.'. / \ Uearts-6.

Clubs-Q, Kn, >.

Diamonds—Q, S,

Spades—A, K, 7.

Hearts—Q, 7, 5, 4.

Clubs—A. K, 3.

Diamonds—A, 10,

^ Clubs—10, 7. 5, 4, 2.

B\ Diamonds—K, 9, 5,

y Z.

Spmif-—Q, 10. S, 2.

Hearts—A, K, 8, 3,

Clubs—9, 0.

Diamonds—Kn, 3.
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&UV CfjfSs Column.

Bt ilKpnisTO.

V K " P L E M No. CG.

•.\ L. r. Kkil';.

White to play and mate in three moves

A SELECTION OF 107 CHESS PROBLEMS.

Bv Fkaxcis C. Colli.ns (Wyman & Sous).

We are constantly being asked for good reprint problems, and
for books containin;; the problems of eminent composers, not-

withstanding that many of the good composers have published a
collection of their problems, the latest of which, as our readers will

be aware, is the excellent collection by J. A. Miles. Unfortunately,
owing tc certain unbusinesslike ways of these amateur authors,
these books arc not sufficiently brought before the notice of the
public

i hence they arc not able to procnro for themselves, at a low
price, what to lovers of these problems mnst be an intellectual

treat. The above is a collection of 107 vorj- good problems, of

which we select the foUomng ingeniously-constructed puzzle ;

—

Bucx.

U M US

jnjB mm

It will be »ccn that Black can lie mated on the move. The query ia

:

'•Krom which square could the Black King have last moved?" The
coiurtruction of thin problem was rendered all the more difficult by
the following conditi.jn :— 1. The position to admit mate on the
move by at leaat eight rli(r..n;nt pieces, and at least twenty different
wmys. It will be four. 1 on eiamimition that the author has fulfilled

tboK coi.ditiuns.

1. QloR3
2. KKtt. Ql
3. Ci u, B; .,r KC mat?.

PROBLEM No. 0.'.

J. A. M11.H-, p. 4-l-t.

1. K to Kf, or (n)

2. KKt U. Q4
3. Q to K«i Dint?.

2. K to m, Kl, or (H

(0 1. Ku.mct (h)

('-) 1. K U, B6
2. K to (i*

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM No. 61.

Hv L. P. Rkks, p. 421.

1. B to KtS 1. K to Q5
2. Kt to B3 2. K takes Kt
3. B to K5 mate, or if

2. K to B4
3. B to R7 mate.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• Please address Chess Editor.

Amateur.—" Cook's Primer " and " Cook's Synopsis."
G. H. Tillard, Francis J. Drake, J. \V. Parsons.—Problem received

vith thanks.

llonry Freeman v. IL Jones.
Charles T. Cray.—Your solution of 03 and 64 properly aoknow-

L'llged ; wo are at fault about 65, wo regret to say this problem is

iicorrect.

Correct solutions received of C. S. Bright, J. K. Milne. Problem
Co. 63, of H. Seward, T. T. Dorringtou, J. P. No. C4, of H. V. T.,

. P. No. 62, W. F. \V. Rees.
Herbert Jacobs.—Solutions correct.

C. U. Cope, T. B. S.—Solutions incorrect.

H. V. T.—Solution of Reprint No. 1 correct ; in No. 2 tlio

lishop cannot check on Q7.
Problem No. 64 is to mute in four moves, instead of six, as stated

n p. 460.

Wo are informed that the first reprint problem given on p. 473
5 supposed to bo the work of the Fronch poet, Alfred do Musset.

A Locomotive Telegeapii.—A system for enabling a railway-
train in motion to send nnd receive telegrams was recently tried

on the Atlanta to Charlotte aerial railway in America. It is tho
invention of Captain C. W. Williams, of tho United States Army,
and consists of a telegraph-wire running along tho track, but insu-

lated from it, and interrupted at intervals of 40 ft. The ends at
each break are connected to copper rollers which normally are in

contact, so that tho electric circuit is com])leted through them.
One car of tho train is fitted up as a telegraph office, and two long
metal strips or rails prejecting from below tho car rub against tho
metal rollers ns tho car jjasses. In doing so they depress tho rollers,

thus causing them to break contact with one another. Tho strips

are connected together through tho instruments in tho car, and
the electric current passes from ono roller through tho instru-

ments to the other roller, and thenco pui-sues its way along the rest

of tho wire. Tho circuit through tho apparatus thus established is

never absolutely interrupted ; for, as tho car moves from one pair

of rollers to tho next, the strips make contact with tho latter just

before contact with tho former is broken. The instruments, in fact,

are constantly moving along tlio telegraph lino as tho train itself

moves, and hence a message can bo recorded on them or dispatched.

Ti.'h'phones can be used as well as the ordinary Morse and Rounder
instruments; and tho system enables a iiassenger to send or receive

all important telegram while travelling, or tho position and state of

the train to bo comnmnicatod to a distant station.

—

Tho Times,

The Ster Maps for November and December, 1882,
each, poHt-free, '£\d.

Jiul |)ul)li»liod, I'BrtXIII. (Nov., 1S82), price lOd., post-free.

now be had, price 2d,

free, 1h. Id.

ince iJd., uoiit-free Z^d.
uumberu bound

The Title P»k" and Indoi to Volume J .

Bindinf; CaitoR for Volume I., price is, each. HubMcriben
(including Title, Index, and Caee) for 38. each.

Tho Firit Volume comprisoH the numbers published from tho commencement to

Mar 2B, ISSa (Nos. 1 to 30).
•fhe 8<-cond Volume will end with No. 61 (Dec. 21), 1883).

The Third Volume will commence with the llrst ianun of 1883.

The Hack Muml>ers of KnowLlnoi, with tho exception of Nos. 1 to 8, 10,
11, 12, 31, and 32, are in print, and can be obtained from all bookseUers and
newsacents, or direct from the Publishers. Should any difflcultjr aris(

the paper, an application to the Publishers is rospoctfuUy requested.

TEIiMS OF SUBSCIiirTIOiX.
The terms of Annual Subscriptien to tho weekly numbers of I

follows:- •, «.

To any address in the United KinRdom lu lu

To the Continent, Auntralia, New Zealand, South Africa* Canada 18

To the United States of America t3M. or 13

To tho East Indies, China, 4c. {aid Brindisi) 16 2

All sobecnptions are payable in advance,

P. O. Orders and cheques should be made payable to the Publishers, MlBSU,
Wtmait a Soirs, London, at the High Holbom District Post-oflice.

Aunnl for America—C. B. Carter, American Literary Bureau, Tribune Buildingi,

New Vork, to whom subscriptions can be forwarded.

OFFICE: 74-70, CHEAT QUKKN STREET LONDON, W.C.
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And now the end of the -world is to come in 18SG, d
1882 departed.

But the comet, according to the latest estimate of its

orbital motion, is not to return for 4,000 years,—though
it did travel so close along the orbit of the comets of 1 843
and 1882.

Between ten and eleven o'clock on Dec. 21, the atten-

tion of several persons in Broughty Ferry was directed

for a time to a somewhat unusual sight in the heavens.

The sun at the time was shining brightly, being about due
south, when a star was seen in close proximity to it. The
star was a little above the sun's path, and the peculiar

phenomenon was seen by various persons, who had their

attention directed to it. Being daytime, the star did not
have the brilliant luminous radiance stars exhibit at night,

but was of a milky white appearance, and seemed, when
seen through the glass, to be of a crescent shape. Being
on a light blue ground, and lying between two white clouds,

it was seen to great advantage.

" De MORTms NIL NISI BONU.M " SGcms to be precisely the

reverse of the usual custom. For we never hear any man
abused so roundly in life, as he is when, being dead, he
can no longer defend himself. At least, it is so in public

life. Perhaps, because a man who is in power, or may
rise to power, is regarded as one whom it is best to treat

respectfully—with due reference to what Do Morgan called

the "way up in the world." Anyhow, we never hear the

worst that can be said of such men till after they are

dead.

For instance, here are the words of a statesman, recorded

by a bishop, who filled a greater space in public life than
the innocuously neutral Tait, and had so pleasantly (to all

seeming) rounded oft" his idiosyncratic corners that ho was
generally known as Saponaceous Samuel (or to that effect)

respecting one who was certainl}' presented to the British

public by omniscient newspapers as a great and chivalrous
(not horsey) statesman :

—

Clarendon spoke to " mo with Itho atmost bitterness of Lord
Derby. He " had studied him ever since he (Clarendon) was in
the Honse of Lords. JJo generosity, never, to friend or foe ; never
acknowledged help; a great aristocrat, prond of family wealth.
He had only agreed to this (the Eeform Bill of 1867) as he would
of old, have hacked a horse at Newmarket; hated Disraeli, bnt
believed in him as he would have done in an unprincipled trainer

;

lie irinf, that is all. He knows the garlic given, &c. He eays to
those without, 'All fair, gentlemen.' "

It was reported recently in certain daily and weekly
papers that Colonel Keyter had done some heliographic
signalling from the top of the Great Pyramid which had
been read at Alexandria—a distance of 1 20 miles. As we
pointed out in these columns, the thing was impossible, as

the depression at each of a tangent line to the earth's sur-

face, 120 miles long, and touching at its middle point, is

(60)- X depression for 1 mile or (with due account of re-

fraction) about 3,600 times G in., or 1,800 ft.—nearly four

times the height of the Great Pyramid. We were in\-ited

to write to Colonel Keyter, asking under what conditions

his signalling was made ; but we were not very anxious to

ask a question akin to, say, " Under what conditions did

you see through a millstone 1
" But Mr. Hampden (who

really mnst believe in the earth's flatness !) did so.

Colonel Keyter explains that his signalling was slightly

exaggerated ; it was at Cairo, not at Alexandria, that the
signals were read—a distance of about 12 miles, instead

of 120. The depression for the whole distance of 12 miles

would be about 72 feet, or less than a sixth of the Great
Pyramid's height.

A CORRESPONDENT writes that Adam's Peak, in Ceylon,

some 7,400 feet high, can be seen in clear weather a

distance of 1.50 miles; but he does not say v:hence. If

from the deck of a ship, I question the distance mightily,

and doubt the captain's judgment of his position. If from
a height of not less than 300 feet above the sea, and the

barometric pressure high, so as to bring the eftects of refrac-

tion to a maximum, which would make the depression for

a mile rather less than .5i inches, the tangent line to the

sea surface would touch 26 miles from the ship, and the

remaining 124 miles would correspond to a depression of

(124)- X 'ii- inches, or about 7,040 feet. This would leave

200 or 300 feet of the peak visible.

Messrs. Campbell, a firm of dyers at Perth, have
adopted the electric light, and are well pleased with it,

finding that the purity of the light enables them to dis-

tinguish colours perfectly, and to carry on at any hour

operations which could be otherwise only performed by

daylight.

Electric Lioiit Companies received a somewhat severe

rebuff the other day at the hands of Mr. Justice Chitty.

A disappointed shareholder sued one of the subsidiary

Brush Companies for the return of the money he had paid

in. The claim was based on the fact that wlieroas the

Lane-Fox incandescent lamp is the property of the British

as well as the Brush Electric Light Companies, he

took up his shares on the representation that the Brush

Company had sole right to use it Tlie application was
opposed on the ground thatjf a misstatement had been

made it was not material, since the Lane-Fox lamp was the

least valuable of the inventions conceded to the Company
by the Anglo-American Corporation. Mr. Justice Chitty
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aid that it was plain to an ordinary mind tliat there had

)x«.'n a niisstatenu nt which was niatt>rial, and calculated to

misU'ail the applicant His lor-lship also thoiiuht that it

was not competent for persons who had issued a prospectus

which hail recomniendetl as one of its leading attractions this

particular invention, to afterwards say that the invention

was of little or no value. The application must therefore

l>o granted with costs, and the sum paid in respect of the

•hares returned to the applicant hy the Company.

"' A VKRV disreputable breed of flies," says the Fri'iid of

Jwii', -appears to have its habitat in that sacred abode

of learning, the Presidency College (Bengal). They are

neither Hindu flies nor are they Mussulman, or else they

are sadly penerte«l and depraved, for the dissolute little

insects are so shamelessly fond of intoxicants, that no

sooner does a Professor, who has been fortifying himself

for his arduous lalwurs with a peg. present himself in

the class-room, than they swarm about his lips, revel

in the breath of his mouth, and drain the dews of his

moustache. Their conduct must, we should tliink, be ex-

tremely troublesome to the pegging Professor ; but that

is not the worst of it The students know well what is

signified by the swarm of flies on the Professor's lips. They
know that their revered instructor has been indulging in

strong liquors, and it is feared that they may desire to

imitat« him by turning their innocent and scarce yet downy
lips into taverns for the bibulous flies. This is the serious

side of the humorous picture drawn by our respected con-

temporary, the Jlra/iiiiii Piihlic Opinion, who exclaims :

—

' Fancy the picture of a Principal and Professor coming
to that cla-ss, with the perfume of wine about his person, and
with flies obstinately chasing his mouth : what an edifying

sight is that
!

' Edifj-ing, indeed ! We join with our

contemporary in advising the Principal .ind Professors of

the Presidency College to abstain from wine and pegs till

after college hours—unless they can exterminate that

a>>andoned breed of tlies that chase the bibulous mouth."

A TniAi. of the Jurgensen dynamo machine has been
made by the Danish Government It was compared with
the Oramme machine. The following table will show the
average of four days' working :

—

Gramme. Jurgpnnpn,

RoTolutions por minute 475 400
Normal light 28,800 40,(HJ<J

Tompcrataro between tlio ring after 4
honm 30°R 2.5°I!

Rcvintnncc in the dynamo in OhmB ... 0-421 OSUO
Length of wire on the magtiots in

rnHn-K .3,100 .1.30

From this it will \h; seen that the Jiirgensen dynamo gave
3S per rent more light than the Gramme, while, at the
same time, the Gramme refpiired alwut 90 times as much
wire as its competitor.

SfBTERHAXEAN telegraph cables are being laid in Stras-
Ijtirj; to replac<^ the aerial wires previously employed. The
c»bleii will Im! laid in trenches about .3 ft deep.

The Pkedervatiov of I.kmox Ji ice. — A corrc-
•pondent i i ,V;»i. f/<- J/U et rh l'l,„rm. Afifif. says,
after various rxperiments and the t<-st of eight months'
expotore to the gun and heat of summer, he has come to
the following conclusion : — " Heating the juice or adding
alcohol to the same would appear to be superfluous, as it is

ordy necwary to filter it and keep it s^-aled in lK)ttles

;

howfver, since filtration proceeds very slowly, the best
waj is, perhaps, to add 10 per cent of alcohol to the fresh

juice, and bottle. The rhaniinccxtirnf Journal observes
that it may be preserved without the addition of alcohol

by heating it to l.">0' Fall., and then excluding it from the
air by carefully closing the full bottles iit this temperature.

The operation should be carried out in winter.

A CORRESPONDKST, writing from ]Mi(lilk'.sVirougli, remarks
that there the Christmas Carol to which we referred in our
last as almost always misciuotcd, "(iod rest you, merry
gentlemen," is rendered thus :

—

fn)d arrest you, merry pcntlcmon;
Lot nothing you disniirc,

—a reading worthy of Dogberry himself. God rest us

merry I

Rekki!Hin-<; at the Society of Arts the other day to the

recent calamitous fire in the City, 11 r. W. 11. Preece
called attention to the many automatic fire alarms now
before the public. These cheap as well as ingenious instru-

ments are certainly calculated to meet a great want, which
must render itself more and more apparent as time
goes on.

We receive many letters showing that readers like those

occasional Gossip notes in which we touch on our personal

views, thoughts, plans, and so forth. But there are one
or two dull souls who cannot understand why we do this.

They tell us we should prefer atarc nxprr (intiqudx via^i,

to keep up the usual editorial dignity, and so forth. They
point out that the Editor of this journal or of that maga-
zine docs not talk thus familiarly with his readers—does

not (above all things) note and correct his own mistakes

with those of others. We know it. We choose our own
way, liecause we like it much better. We prefer to have
no pedestal on which to assume statuesque editorial

dignity.

Mu. Edw.vud Cj.odi), author of the " Cliiklliood of the

World," itc, iVc, and contributor of articles on the
" Antiquity of Man," ic, to the first two volumes of

Knowledge (reprinted, with additions, in our forthcoming

volumes, "Nature Studies" and " Leisure Readings"), will

contribute to early numbers of KNOWLEDtiE a series of

papers on the "Origin and Growth of Myth, and its sur-

vival among civilised peoples in their folk-lore, tradition.s,

and beliefs." These will probably be followed by papers

on the place of Dreams in savage philosophy, as further

contributory to the subject of human progress.

Also, for the volume which liegins with No. 02, several

series of articles will appear, among them the following :

—

"A Naturalist's Year," by Wr. (irant Allen.
" Our Bodies," by Dr. Andrew Wilson.
" Pleasant Hours with the Microscope," by Mr. IT. J. ,Slack.

" Nights with a Threo-incli Telescope," by F.K.A.S.
"The Chemistry of Cookery," by Mr. W. Mattiou Williams.
" Sociology," by Mr. Thomas Foster.
" Sun-views of the Karth in the Seasons," illustrated ;

And "The Southern Skies," by the Editor.

Besides these, there will be articles on " Electricity,"

" Chemistry," " Entomology," " Geology," and " Health
Resorts," the series on " How to Get Strong " will be con-

tinued, and the columns of " Mathematics," " Whist," and
"Cliess" will bey continued weekly. For the present, the

"Easy Lessons in the Differential Calculus" will be re-

placed by simpler mathematical subjects ; but they will

ere long be resumed, until so much of the subject

conveniently be dealt with in these pages haf

completed.
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THE STAR IN THE EAST.
By Richard A. Proctor.

IT has been suggested by Ideler (182G) that the star

which the magi saw in the East was in reality a con-

junction of the two planets Jupiter and Saturn. In point

of fact, no less than three conjunctions of these two planets

occurred in the year 7 B.C., or, remembering the error of

four years in the ordinary dating of the year from which
the Christian era is reckoned, in the third year before the

birth of Christ. On Jlay 29, in that year, the two planets

were within a distance of about one degree from each other,

or about twice the apparent diameter of the moon. On
Sept. 30 they were again at aljout the same distance from
each other, and on Dec. 5 they were for yet a third time
almost exactly at the same distance apart. On Sept. 30,

in the year 7 bc, the two planets must have presented a
very striking appearance, since they were then both nearly

at their brightest.

Ideler's calculations were not quite so e.\act as those

I have here dealt with (which are Encke's). Yet even
Ideler's imperfect calculations made it clear that the

two planets could not have been less than half a degree
from each other—a distance equal to about the appa-

rent diameter of the moon. Ideler, therefore, in order to

explain how the two planets came to be mistaken for a

single star, was obliged to introduce the subsidiary theorj-

that the magi were very shortsighted, insomuch that the
images of the two planets appeared to them to form in

appearance a single star of exceptional brightness. When
Encke, in 1831, announced the result of his calculations

as setting the planets about one degree apart at each of

their three conjunctions in the year 7 u.c, Ideler

withdrew this fanciful notion. For though to a very

shortsighted person the image of a star may appear
a little larger than the moon, and thus two stars

separated by a distance equal to the moon's apparent
diameter might seem to coalesce into a single blurred

image (shaped somewhat like the dumbbell nebula, yet
assuredly two stars separated by twice this distance could

not possibly be mistaken by the magi for one, unless we
suppose those worthies to have been miraculously short-

sighted, which does not appear from the narrative.

Therefore Ideler now only maintained that the unusual
conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn in the third year
before the birth of Christ formed the special astronomical

phenomenon which announced to the magi the approaching
birth of the great King, whose " kingdom was not of this

world." Sing\ilarly enough, Dr. Farrar, whom we would
suppose unlikely to be led astray by astronomical fancies,

adopts in his "Life of Christ" the strange theory thus
advanced.

If we consider carefully the narrative given by Matthew,
and especially if we consider it from the point of view of

those theologians who believe in verbal inspiration, it will

appear that this explanation of the Star in the East is alto-

gether inadmissible. It will be well thus to examine the

account, one of the most suggesti\e and poetical in the

Gospels, and altogether the most poetical in the Gospel of

Matthew. It is well worthy of study in whatever way we
view it, whether we regard it as an inspired narrative, true

in every detail, or whether we consider it as a tradition

only, or whether, lastly, we take some view intermediate

between these extreme opinions. Here, however, I only

note those features of the narrati\e which might be apt to

escape attention, not to run through the entire account,

with wliich every one may be supposed to be perfectly

familiar. I follow the Greek version, not tliat our trans-

lation is inaccurate, but because there are one or two
sentences which might be wrongly understood in the English

version, while their meaning in the Greek is unmistakable.

Christ was already born in Bethlehem, but how long

before we do not know, when certain magi, or persons

possessed of occult knowledge, came from the East to

Jerusalem. Probably they were supposed to have come
from Chaldea, since their wisdom is manifestly associated

with the interpretation of the stars, for which the Chal-

deans were in those days, and had been for ages, famous.

The use of the word " magi, " even if we translated it

" magicians," would not of itself imply anything objection-

able in their wisdom, although the same word is translated
" sorcerer " when applied to Elymas, and is used in a

somewhat similar sense in the case of Simon Magus.
For in the East, the possession of magical power or

wisdom was not necessary, or, indeed, chiefly re-

garded as evidence of wickedness, but frequently as

the reward of special virtue. Be this as it may, it is cer-

tain that Matthew's narrative attributes a good purpose to

the magi who came from the East to worship Christ

—

though some of the consequences of their journey were, to

sa:y the least, unfortunate. They knew from the star or

celestial phenomenon which they had observed that one

was born who was to be King of the Jews, and they had,

therefore, come to Jerusalem, the chief city of the Jews,

to ask for more precise information. Astrology, according

to the teaching of its leading professors in those days (as,

indeed, now), ailbrds the means of determining what region

of the earth is indicated by some special phenomenon,

though not of assigning the exact part of that region which

is in question.

The magi learned from Herod that Bethlehem of Judea
was the place where the Jlessiah was to be born. He had

obtained this information from the chief priests and scribes,

who interpreted as a prediction to that etl'ect certain words

of the prophet Micah. So soon as the magi had been told

this they set out from Jerusalem toward 15ethlehcm, or in

a nearly southerly direction. "We may suppose that, as

Longfellow sings

—

They travelled by night and they slept by day,

For their guide wag a beautiful, wonderful star.

And the star which they had seen in the East went before

them till it came and stood over where the young child

was. This would imply, if we suppose that they reached

Bethlehem near the middle of the night, that the star or

orb which they regarded as signifying the coming of a great

king was nearly in opposition to the sun at the time when

they reached the village where the child was. A\'e must

remember, however, in reading this account, that the dis-

tance whicli the magi had to journey was not great—not

more, certainly, than six miles. Supposing them to be

very feeble old men, and to be heavily burdened with their

gifts, which seems hardly probable, since tliey had come

to Jerusalem from a distant country, they could hardly

have been more than three hours at the outside upon their

journey, if they set out from Jerusalem as the shades of

evening closed, and the time was winter, as commonly re-

ceived, then it would have been about eight in the e\ oning

at latest when they reached Bethlehem. And if at that

hour the star lay due South, or rather to the west of South,

then it must have been sixty or seventy degrees West of the

point opposite the sun. This would correspond fairly with

the case of the conjoined planets Jupiter and Saturn in

the third year before the birth of Christ, if we suppose

the journey to Bethlehem made nearly at the time of tlie

third conjunction of those planets, or about December 5.

It is, in fact, on this circumstance chiefly that the
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planetary conjunction theory of the Star in the East has

been based. But the whole character of the narrative is

opposed to this interpretation, apart from the fact that

the taxing of the Roman Empire by Augustus, when Joseph

and Mary went up to Bethlehem (according to Luke's

account), certainly did not take jilace till two years

after tlie triple conjunction of J upiter and Saturn.

For Matthew saj-s, " Lo '. the star went before them,

"

Ac, and " when they saw the star, they rejoiced

with e.\ceetling great joy." But they would not have

lost sight of the planets Jupiter and Saturn from the

time wiien tliese two planets had been visible in conjunction

as morning stars in ilay (ac. 7) through the time of their

greatest conjoined brilliancy in September, and onward

until the time of their third conjunction on Dec. o. We
had a similar triple conjunction of Mars and Saturn in the

year 1677. They were conjoined as morning stars on

July 27, conjoined when nearly at their full brightness on

Aug. "25, and LX)njoined again as evening stars on Nov. 3.

But all through those months they were both visible and

in tolerably close proximity. The exceetling great joy with

which the magi again saw the star shows that it had been

for a time lost to them, so that we must on this account

reject the planetary conjunction theory which seems other-

wise (and on several grounds) altogether untenable.

I do not know whether any other astronomical interpre-

tation than the one I have just considered has been given

to the account of the Star of Bethlehem—at least in a

definite scientific manner. The idea has been thrown out

that a comet may have been the magi's celestial guide.

Others, again, think that the phenomenon was not astro-

nomical at all, but that some mysterious light made its

appearance in the upper regions of the air and guided the

magi on their way. Even if we adopted this view, though
the narrative seems very distinctly to imjily that the object

seen was some celestial body, the observed event, apart

from its miraculous interpretation, belongs distinctly to

the domain of science. 1 do not say it is to be explained

as a simply natural phenomenon, but even if a supernatural

meaning is to be assigned to it, science, though it deals

only in the investigation of natural phenomena, is inte-

rested—one may say is doubly interested— in this case

wherein (on tliis view) a phenomenon really super-

natural apjwared to ordinary observation to resemble
80 familiar an appearance as a star or asterism (for

the (Ireek word will l>ear more than one interpre-

tation). The narrative, like the Bible account of

the Creation, the description of the standing still of the
sun and moon at the command of Joshua, the going back
of the shadow on the dial of Ahaz, the account of the
visibility of all the kingdoms of the earth from an exceed-
ing high mountain, and so forth, is one which science is

clearly entitled to discuss in all its bearings. Even if science
accept the supernatural interpretation, it is still its ollice

to discuss the observf^l facts, for on such scientific discus-
sion dep<.nds our opinion of the quality and significance of
the miracle.

It is not necessary for science to pretend to explain the
narrative in its religious Ix-aring, or even to say what that
l^earing may l>e. Science might fail to show why certain
EasU^m magi— presumably astrologers—were to be en-
lighU-n»-d by this new celestial object, whatever it may have
hetm. Tlie prophecy of Micah had, it would seem, to be
fulfdlwl, and it was so. That thin fulfilment should have
cau*Ml the slaughtir of the inno<xnts, again, when (as
we might imagiri.) the same result might have been
bronght o>x«ut without that unsatisfactory episode, is
a point which the theologian and not the student of
Kicnce is entitled to explain. But when a star is men-

tioned in the Bible, as anywhere else, tlio astronomer,

following in eflect the rule which forms the motto on the
seal of the Astronomical Society

—

(jiiiiiqnitl nilel 9Wtan-

ilum—is bound, or is, at any rate, free, to inquire about
that star, its recorded movements, its probable brilliancy,

and so forth, so far as such points can bo inferred from the
narrative. Students in another department of science are

entitled to deal with this narrative because of the evidence

which it seems to alibrd respecting the i>rcvalencc in long

past ages of those astrological fancies -w hich remain even
in our own time, though with the gradual spread of infor-

mation respecting astronomy their influence is manifestly

diminishing.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE ELECTKIC AND
GAS EXHIBITION.

THIS display, which was formally opened on the 13th

inst., is scarcely worthy to be called an exhibition.

The Electric Exhibition of last winter, it will be remem-
liered, was several months in getting ready, and its othcial

opening did not take place until its course was well-nigh

run. Nevertheless, so far as the Palace Company was
concerned, it] was a groat success. The public flocked

in crowds unknown for years past. True, they had their

reward, for never had there been so gorgeous a flood of

light as then illuminated the length and breadth of the

Palace, and latterly the terrace as well. Lectures were

given, at first of such a character as to interest and

instruct uninitiated audiences ; but towards the close

of the course they seemed to be stamped very plainly

with an advcrtiser'.s brand. Outside the lecture-

room, several of the e.xhibitors wisely appointed gentle-

men to explain their apparatus. Vast sums of

money were thus expended, although, we fear, in many
cases, with little chance of return. To an outsider, all

seemed to be working harmoniously towards a common end,

but close beneath the brilliant surface was flowing an

undercurrent which has told terril)ly upon the present

exhibition. A gold-thirsty company could only drain its

goblet once, and many were the murmurs of discontent

which wafted themselves upon the ears of a watchful

listener.

To crown all this, a jury of gentlemen was formed

(amongst whom were many more or less intimately asso-

ciated with various exhibits), who to drown the voice of

jealousy, and, at the same time, to give a .sprat for the

whale that had been caught, appear to have bestowed

medals and honours broadcast. "\Vhat is the nmult? This

year the electric exhibitors, which at one time were ex-

pected to be sufficiently numerous to fill aiiother electric

exhiljition, are exceedingly few, and, nominally, cover

considerably less than half the space occupied last year.

Wii search the catalogue in vain for such naiiii^.s as Edison,

Brush, Hammond, Siemens, Swan, Maxim-Weston, lI.iM.

(Jovernment, the Cable Companies, and a ho.st of others

who contributed so considerably towards last year's suc-

cess. In the Electrical section, therefore, ^vn must

this year be satisfied with small mercies. The Mackenzie

lamp is again displayed, there being three of these arc

lights exhibited by Messrs. Strode <t Co., who also possess

one of the most tastily-arranged displays of incandescent

lamps (Swan's) it has ever been our i)]easuro to behold.

Jn the Alhambra Court, which, it will be remembered, was

prettily illurainaUd last year by Lano-Eox lamps, there

are some Werdermann lamps. They were not going well

while we watched their performance, and the cause was

not far to seek, for on adjourning to the dynamo room (the
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one occupied last year by the Brush Company), we saw a

more brilliant " armature-fire " than we had ever seen

before. The brushes or collectors were not making contact

with the commutator at the proper points, and conse-

quently, tho current fused them at a great rate, the charac-

teristic gi'een flame of copper illuminating the dynamo and
the space around it, and, frequently, pieces of red-hot

copper flying ofl' in various directions. It is surprising to

us that the insulation on the field magnet underlying the

commutator was not set on fire, or, at least, electrically

destroyed.

The Roman Court is occupied by an " Electric Bazaar,"

and here our feelings received a severe shock, for on the

tables were a number of Yoss machines,* all of them with
the fixed plate placed out of position in such a way that

they could not be put right without either the vertical

or horizontal combs being removed. The attendant was,

of course, unable to get a spark, and to account for the
failure informed inquirers that the ireather u-as too damp /

Along the centre of the north nave are several miscel-

laneous exhibits, few of them, however, being far advanced
in preparation. They should be illuminated in the evening
by various forms of electric light, but the three Mackenzie
lamps are the only ones at present visible.

The gas exhibits are by far the more important and
interesting, and are also much nearer completion than those

in the electrical section. A fund of upwards of £5,000
Las been subscribed Ijy the various gas interests ; and
accordingly a very representative exhibition may be an-

ticipated. The south nave is well lighted by Sugg, Bray,

Siemens, Strode, Heron, and others ; but of these

we will speak more fully hereafter. The West Corridor

is well stocked with gas-engines, cooking and heating

apparatus, etc., and in other adjacent portions of the

palace a crowd of very interesting exhibits are, or soon
will be, open to inspection. Not the least interesting

object is Pintsch's patent gas apparatus, by which a rail-

way passenger carriage is lighted for 36 or lO hours with
one charging of gas. The charging is said to be eflected in

less than a minute. A cylinder underneath the carriage

holds the specially-made oil gas at a pressure of 90 lb.

This is being constantly reduced by the consumption at the

burners, but the patent regulator always brings the gas to

them at the proper burning pressure. The cost is claimed

to be less than half that of the usual railway oil lamp, and
several British railways are using the light. Equally inte-

resting is Pintsch's nine-feet spherical gas-buoy, with lantern

and dioptric lens. It is charged with oil gas, and will burn
for three months continuously, the light being visible for

six miles. By the time this notice appears, the Gas Exhi-
bition will be nearly completed and very interesting, but
the Nortli Nave is doomed to remain in semi-darkness for

some weeks.

CORSETS AND HEALTE.f
By Dr. Dig Lewis.

STRENGTU AND ACTIVITY OP WOMEX WUEX
UNHAMPERED BY CORSETS.

rnilE Boston Normal School for Physical Education

X trained and graduated -121 teachers of the new Scliool

of Gymnastics. The graduates are about equally divided

between the sexes. xV considerable proportion of the

women were school-teachers in broken health, seeking in

the new profession a better means of living. The average

health of the women was, in the beginning, lower than that

* Soe Knowledge No. 59. t From tho North American Review,

of the men. But, with the removal of the corset and the
long heavy skirts, and the use of those exercises which a
short and very loose dress renders easy, a remarkable
change ensued. In every one of the ten classes of gra-

duates, the best gymnast was a woman. In each class

there were from two to six women superior to all the
men. In exhibiting the graduating classes from year to

year on the platform of Tremont Temple, women were
uniformly placed in the more conspicuous situations, not
because they were women, but because they were the finer

performers. Dr. Walter Channing, who was one of the

professors in this normal school, often ."poke with great

enthusiasm of the superiority of the women.
A convincing experiment was made upon a large num-

ber of girls at Lexington, Mass. A school for young
ladies was announced and largo buildings prepared.

During four years of personal management by the founder

of the school, nearly three hundred young women were
subjected to a new and peculiar regimen, to determine the

possibility of improving their bodies during their school-

life, as the bodies of young men are improved in some of

the German universities. An exceptionally full curriculum

of studies was adopted, and a large corps of teachers, in-

cluding such distinguished names as Theodore D. Weld,
Catherine Beecher, and Zerdahelyi, laboured with enthu-

siasm in the brain-work. The pupils were pressed harder,

probably, than in any other school in New England. The
girls averaged about seventeen years of age, and came from

all parts of the country, including California, Central

America, and the West Indies. They were largely from

wealthy families— delicate girls, unable to bear the

artificial life of fashionable seminaries, and were drawn to

the Lexington school by its fame for body-training. The
constant dress of the pupils, like that of the Normal school,

was short and loose, leaving the girls as much liberty as

boys have in their gymnasium dresses. The results of the

physical training at Lexington are well known :

—

On entering the school, pupils were measured abo\it the

chest, under the arms, about the waist, the arm, and the

fore-arm. The average gain for eight months about the

chest was 2^ inches; waist, 5 inches; arm, \\ inches;

fore-arm, about 1 inch. The work was so hard that, with

all this remarkable development, the weight of the pupil

was often lessened. Of course, the girls came with in-

junctions from their mothers not to climb stairs, and

with letters from family physicians urging moderation in

gymnastics, and prescribing tho horizontal position a number
of days each month. With the corsets and long skirts in

which they came, these injunctions and cautions were not

unwise ; but, with the change of dress, became absurd.

And now, with a full knowledge of all the facts familiar

to hundreds of grateful parents, the writer allirius that,

giving little or no attention to periodicity, the girls worked

through the entire month in those extreme stridings and

other vigorous exercises of the legs and hips, contrived to

counteract the evil etlects of the long, imprisoning skirts, and

that in tiie four years not only was no harm done by this

constant and dreadful violation of Dr. Edward Clarke's

counsels, but that in no instance did a pupil fail to im-

prove in liealth. The results may be described ns follows :

Pupils came with dread of stairs, with back-ache, palpi-

tation, and other sutlerings which may not bo named here,

and in a few months could do tho full and hard gymnastic

work of the school, dance three evenings a week, go up-

stairs without symptoms, and walk five to ten miles on

Saturday without inconvenience. A common exclamation

among tho pupils was this :
" What a slave I was ! Every-

thing was toil and sullering. I have now just begun to

live !
" And all this happy change came of abandonment
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of ix-irsots, the adoption of a simple, pliysioloitical dress,

with the exercise which tliis cliajiye in dress renders easy.

I'he changi' iu health and capacity often seemed magical.

1 1 thi.*: j>aper were designed for the eyes of medical men
c !.ly, certain facts miyht be given which would surprise

th. ui. and leave no doubt that we have utterly failed to

c..nipnhend the mischief done to the growing form by the

ir>-ent modes of dress.

HiP reader may think tliat camp-life in the mountains

f California, a course of training in the Normal School for

I'hvsical Education, or four years' drill in tlie school at

Lfxinijton, will account for happy changes without any

change in dress. We saw many ladies in the mountains

staking healtlj in long skirts and corsets, and their health

inipri'\ed, but the physiologist will assure us that the im-

prov.iiient could not be muscular and radical. As to

I X. r. ise in the gymnasium, the observation of thirty years

in ladies" seminaries leads to the conviction that girls in

corsets seriously endanger their welfare when they try to

exercise beyond gentle walking and dancing. All attempts

at free arm or leg work must prove mischievous. For

many years we have cautioned corseted women against the

gymnasium, and have seriously urged easy-chairs and

lounges. The advice given by Dr. Edward Clarke, and

rejK-ated by thousands of doctors to their lady patients, to

lie down as much as pissible, and periodically spend a

week in bed, is, if a corset be worn, not only wise and
merciful, but indispensable. To ladies who declare that

they cannot abandon their corsets, the writer uniformly

gives the same advice.

The errors in women's dress arc :

—

1. The corset, which reduces the waist from three to

f-fteen inches, and pushes the organs within, downward.
2. Unequal distribution. AVhile her chest and hips are

ften overloaded, her arms and legs are so thinly clad that

tlieir imperfect circulation compels congestion of the trunk

and head.

3. Long, heavy skirts, which drag upon tlie body, and

inipe<le the movements of the legs.

4. Tight shoes, which arrest circulation, and make
walking ditlkult High lieels, which increa.se the difli-

culties in walking, and so change the centre of gravity in

the body as to produce dislocations in the pelvic viscera.

Lock ofspace forbids details under each of these heads,

BO we speak mostly of the corset^by far the greatest evil.

Do women practise tight-lacing 1 Since beginning this

paf*er, we have asked this question of more than a score of

Indies. The answer is "No." One lady, whose waist has
Ijcen reduced more than eight inches, declares that she has

heard aVjout tliis lacing all her life, but has never seen it.

8ho adds :
" I wear a corset, though, from my immense

nwj- (ninct<;en inches), you would hardly think it. And I

fancy that ladies generally manage about as I <lo ; they
wear a corset to keep their clothes in shape, but it hardly
touch'-* them." In forty years' profe.ssional experience
witli the wearers of corsets, we cannot now recall a single

confession, even from those who had reduced their waists
by from ten to tifteen inches. One can write freely on this

subject, with no fear of hurting the feelings of lacing
women, for no one of them will imagine licrself guilty

;

and one can speak as disparagingly as lie pleases of
diminutive figiinM, for the smallest woman regards herself

u " pr-rfectly immense."
Wc have talked with several corg<;t-makerB, and sum up

their fwtimony as follows :— Eafihionable ladies, and
thouxandg who imitate them, purchas*; corsets which arc
from thr<e to t<-n inches smaller than tlieir waists, and
then lace them so as to reduce their waists from two to

eight inchcF. More than one corset-maker has placed the

averages higher than these tigures.

Many inquiries have been made of those artists who
make a special study of the female figure. Their testimony

is stronger than that of the corset-makers. One artist, who
is a recognised authority in this department, has assured

us that in painting portraits of women, no good artist will

paint the laced ligure. The suV>ject must hide with drapery

what the artist regards as a hideous deformity. An
eminent artist, with a good eye and thorough knowledge of

proportion in the female figure, permitted the writer to sit

by his side on a thoroughfare when ladies were out in force,

and expressed his opinion about their waists.

"That one is reduced six inches ; that one ten inches;

that young lady five; that one twelve : that largo woman
has reduced her waist fully fifteen inches." " What pro-

portion of these ladies would you paint in their corsets 1"

lie w as asked. " 1 have not seen one that I would paint

without asking her to cover her deformity."

If any one will devote an hour to a study of tlie female

figure as seen in classic art, and will then give another

hour to street observations during the fashionable pro-

menade, with an aching heart ho will go over to the ranks

of the discouraged. He cannot forget that these are to be

the mothers of our next generation.

A STRANGE CATERPILLAR,
AND ITS KEMARKABLE METUOD OF CAPTURING PREY.

BV 0. F. HOLDEH.

VMONC; the many interesting creatures that have been

unearthed by scientific investigation during the past

few years, the Peripatus deservedly stands foremost in the

rank, not alons for its peculiar individuality, but for certain

habits shown when obtaining food and defending itself from

attack. According to late classitication, it forms the single

insect of the sub-class Malacopoda, and is only represented

Ijy a single genus—Peripatus. It is considered an ex-

tremely ancient form, from its wide and peculiar distribu-

tion, being found at Cape of Good Hope, St. Thomas,

Australia, New Zealand, Chili, and Isthmusof Panama, and

thought tlie nearest extant representative of the ancestors

of our air-breathing anthropoda, spiders, itc.

In appearance the I'ci-ijiatuK aijieimis is exceedingly dis-

agreeable, resembling a large black caterpillar, three inches

or more in l<;ngth. From the head protrude a pair of

curious jointed horns like antennie that incline forward,

seemingly used as feelers, though the head bears a small

pair of simple eyes. Beneath is the mouth, with its

singular turned lips and double pair of horny jaws, well

adapted for crunching the larger game it allects. The
seventeen pairs of feet are short, fleshy, and provided with

two short claws adapt<<l for clinging upon rocks or trees.

The body is eylindrieal and soft, tlu; integument not chiti-

nised, and head not separate from the body, its great differ-

ence from other anthropods being in its " two widely sepa-

rated minutely ganglionated nervous cords sent backward

from the brain ; also in the minute numerous tracheal twigs

arising from the many minute oval openings situated irre-

gularly along the median line of the ventral surface of the

body." It calls to mind features of Lingualuliiia and Tar-

digrada by its curious soft clawed feet, and, according to

Packard, is not a worm, but an intermediate between them
and the sucking myriopods. Its method of breathing is

peculiar in the extreme. Instead of the tracheal tubes

opening to the exterior by small stigmata arranged along

the body in regular order, as in other animals that have
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trachea-, their trachete are scattered here and there over
the entire body. It appears, says Moseley, that we have
existing in Peripatus almost the earliest stage in the evolu-

tion of trachew, and that these air tubes were developed in

the first tracheate animal out of skin glands scattered all

over the body. In the higher tracheate animals the tracheal

openings have become restricted to certain definite positions

by the action of natural selection.

The sexes are distinct, and the males much smaller and
rarer than the females. Out of fifty specimens found only
two were males. The females are ^iviparous ; and, accord-

ing to the above - mentioned distinguished author, a
standard-bearer of the lamented Darwin, a process of deve-

lopment of the young shows that the homy jaws of the
animal are the slightly modified claws of a pair of limbs
turned inward over the mouth as development proceeds

;

in fact, "foot jaws,' as in other anthropods.

To Moseley is due all the present knowledge concerning
this curious insect, and previous to his elaborate examina-
tions at the Cape of Good Hope nothing was known as to

its method of breathing air by means of trachea?, scientists

believing it to be an annelid.

In the accompanying cut the great peculiarity of the

animal is shown. Being slow, cumbersome, and utterly

unable to pursue game, it seems to have been provided by
nature with ample compensation. We see it lying upon
the ground almost invisible, so similar is it in colour to its

surroundings ; a fly or some larger insect approaches ; the

tw'o horns dilate, move to and fro, as if in excitement, and
the approaching fly, when within several inches, suddenly
stops, as if paralysed and unable to move, but remains sus-

pended in the air. We draw nearer and see the cause of

this phenomenon. At the approach of the victim the Peri-

patus has ejected from its mouth curious thread-like jets of

some glutinous irritating fluid that forms instantaneously,

as if by magic, a complete network of gleaming, glistening

web, that resemliles the maze of the spider with its quiver-

ing drops of dew. Myriads of these glistening darts or

threads encompass the victim, holdiug it in a close embrace
until the unwieldy Peripatus approaches, breaking through
the sheeny prison, and releasing the victim to a worse fate.

This remarkable web is fmind to proceed from large

glands that secrete a clear viscid fluid that seems to crystal-

Uze when ejected from the papilla, one of which is found at

each side of the mouth. If the Peripatus is attacked sud-

denly the web appears in front of it instantly, the jets

forming a perfect protection from many enemies, as it is

almost as tenacious as birdlime. It is not an irritant
when tasted, but when taken from the glands and placed
upon a glass slide, forms a trap for the largest insects,
holding them securely.

The food of the Peripatus is, however, to a great extent,
vegetable, and in the stomachs of nearly all the specimens
examined by Professor Moseley at Good Hope, vegetable
matter was found. In their habits they are similar to the
common centipedes, living under logs, stones, and dead
wood They are nocturnal insects, moving about in a slow,
hesitating manner in the daytime. When at rest the body
is perhaps two inches long, but in motion they stretch out
in a surprising manner to nearly twice that length. Most
of the specimens found by Professor Moseley were in old
willows that were highly luminous, and in the weird liglit

the insects were seen coiled up ready for transportation to
the collecting case. Professor Moseley thus describes the
search for this rara insrcta :—

" My colleague, the late Ton Willemoes Suhm, and I

both searched hard for Pfripntus. He was unsuccessful,

but I was lucky enough to find a fine specimen first under
an old cartwheel at Wynberg. Immediately that I opened
this one I saw its trachea?, and the fully-formed young
within it. Had my colleague lighted on the specimen, he
would, no doubt, have made the discovery instead."

In Xew Zealand, the species known as P. Xoia Zealando;
is found among the dead wood near Wellington. Here,
also, the females predominate. It much resembles the
Capensis, having, however, thirty feet instead of thirty-

four.

Equally remarkable as a web-constructor are the lar\;'-

of a lepidopterous insect, the ILipItantidima sericariititi,

found in Australia. Myriads of the creatures join forces

and produce a silken web, in some cases measuring nearly

300 square feet. Mrs. Thos. AViseman, of Australia, has
successfully raised numbers of them, and sent specimens to

Europe. Mr. Helenus Scott, of the Wollombi, thus refers

to her work in a communication sent to an English naturalist

with some specimens :—

•

"Mrs. Wiseman had placed a quantity of shelled maiz.

in a veranda room, 8 ft. 6 in. long, 6 ft. wide, and 9 ft.

3 in. high, the stone walls being plastered. At a subsequent
period, this room being required for a bedroom, the walls

were found to bo entirely and uniformly covered by a

beautiful white-coloured web, fastened at the ceiling, floor,

and corners by a stouter and coarser fabric, and occasionally

to portions of the wall itself ; so that in this uistance an
unbroken sheet of cloth, containing some 72 square feet,

might with care have been obtained ; while the web
measured at least some 252 square feet. The specimens
of this cloth sent to me, rudely torn from the walls, wcr<

of the size of a large handkerchief. The remaining per

tions of the original construction had been ruthlessly de

stroyed by the servants. The larva, wlien full grown, is

about five-twelfths of an inch in length, with the head and
first annulation depressed, somewhat horny, and of a

blackish-brown. It possesses sixteen feet
" It is of a pale yellowish-white colour, with whorls of

si.v small black spots on each annulation, each emitting a

tiny hair. The caudal segment is spotted with brown.
" In confinement these caterpillars were found to be

active, with a dislike to the light ; so tliat when exposed,

they immediately commenced spinning their web, connect-

ing together several grains of the maize, upon which they
subsisted. Tliey likewise lined the top and sides of tlie lx)x

with their silken tissue.

'•At the latter end of August they assumed the pupa
state, each larva asauming a separate cocoon for itself
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amoug the maize, consisting of a tlimsy web somewhat
tightly enveloping the chrysalis, which was of a light

yellow ish-browTj, with the wing-cases largely developed and
one-third of an inch in longtli.

" The perfect insect took wing in October, and is three-

fourths of an inch in expanse, and active in its movements.

The superior wings wore elongated, the costal margin
arched, the apices roiuided. General colour greyish-brown,

of a silvery hue, with stigmata and strig;e of a darker

colour. Inferior wings of a light semi-transparent silvery

hue, with a deep marginal fringe. Thorax similar in

colour to the anterior wings, and not crested. Abdomen
yellowish ; the whole of the under side light silvery grey.

Tlie wings are slightly convoluted in repose."

—

Si-i:')it\r!c

"OUR BODIES:"
SHORT PAPERS ON PHYSIOLOGY.

Br Dr. Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.

THE name- "joint" is given to the movable surfaces

Ijctween two or more bones ; and, as a matter of fact,

muscular movements (to be discussed in another paper)
are directed towards the movements of the bones concerned

is an
of this

in forming the joint. The scientific name of a joint
arturii'/ition ; and the reason for the application ol

name, at once to the connected series of syllables and words
which fonu "speech," and to bodily mechanics, can be
readily appreciated. There are some five stnictures which
enter into the formation of an ordinary "joint." Firstly
come the bonrs. Tlien, secondly, bones are tied together
by stout fibrous cords, kno\vn as H'jniiiinls. The beautiful
ligaments of the knee, uniting tiie thigh to the top of
the shin-bone, or those of the elbow joint, illustrate the
cords in question. Ligaments are related to the sinews
(or tendon-s) of muscles in their composition ; both being
fibrous cords. Tliirdly comes the layer of gristle or
carlila'i". which coats the ends of the bones which rub on
one another in the movements of the joint. This cartilage
is called arllr„!ar cirtHagp. It is of a beautifully smooth,
glistening structure (as may be seen in a Ijutcher's shop,
when we inspect the end of a bone which has just lieen turned
out of its socket), and is of a bluish-white colour. This
cartilage acts the part of a " bufier," and serves to limit
jarring and concussion in joints, besides rendering the
movenienta of the bones smooth. The fourth structure
found in a jouit is a peculiar membrane or layer, which
receives the name of xt/norinl tupinhran'; and which, prac-
tically, Iint« the cavity of the joint The office of this
membrane is to manufacture a gjairy fluid named n;/not:in,

which nerves as " jointroil," and which, being poured out
between the movable surfaces, lubricates the bones in
their movements. When, through inflammation of the
joint, the synovial fluid increases in extent, we suffer
from what is popularly called " dropsy " of the joint.
Tlic fifth set of structures wliich may be found asso-
ciat<.-<l with joints arc known as l/nmri:. These are little
cushions or pads, covered usually with synovial membrane,
and placed in situations where there is liability to friction.
The <rur<(,« are to the lK)dy, in fact, what the groov(;d wheel
uisule the sailor's " block " is to the tackle of a ship : they
dimmish friction. Wc discover them in situations where,
for example, there is a great play of muscle or sinew over
any surface. iJetween the skin and the knee-cap, for
example, where, it is evident, much friction must exist, a
Ours'e ia interposed. Another existe lictween the great

projection near the head of the thigh-bone and the hip-

muscles which rub over the projection at every step we
take.

Such being the general conformation of "joints," we
may now survey the various forms of articulations met
with in our frames. There are three classes of joints to be
found in the bodies of man and his neighbour animals.

Firstly come what seem to imply a contradiction in terms,

namely, iimiiovahk joiiils. These are well represented in

the dove-tailing which is seen between the bones of the skull,

a process securing inunense firmness of union. The next
variety of joints includes those which are named mixed
articulations. Here we find only a limited range of move-
ment, which may, as in the spine, confer general flexibility,

rather than exact movement, upon the parts concerned.

In the spine, for example, we have a series of bones, firmly

united together (for the protection of the npiwil cord) by
intervening plates of gristle or cartilage. The alternating

series of bone and gristle-pads thus seen confers a high

degree of flexibility on the spine, without permitting any
definite range of motion between the separate bones.

But the most typical joints are those in which free move-
ment in one direction or another is permitted. Under this

head—that of movable joints—come the ordinary joints of

the body : elbow, shoulder, ankle, knee, fingers, toes, itc.

It is very obvious to any one who swings his arm round
and round at the shoulder, that the movement there is of

a diUerent nature from that seen in the knee or elbow
;

whilst the familiar "turn of the wrist" again represents a

movement of a third kind. Thus it becomes clear that we
find in the mechanics of our bodies—firstly, baU-andsockct

,

or " universal " joints, capable of free movement in all

directions. The deeper the cup, or socket, the more limited

is the movement. Witness, in proof of this fact, the more
limited movement of the hip joint (where the cup is deep)

compared with that at the shoulder, where the cup is a

mere shallow "saucer" of the .shoulder-blade. At the

elbow, knee, ankle, and in the fingers and toes, him/ejoints

are represented. The motion is backwards and forwards

in these joints ; but such a joint as the knee performs more
complex movements than are included under this descrip-

tion. Lastly come the rolalory jointa in which the

movement takes place round a fixed point or invol.

When, after keeping the fore-arm fixed with the palm
of the hand turned forwards, we suddenly reverse the

palm and turn it backwards, one of the bones {radius)

of the forearm runs (or rotates) round the other bono
(nhui) of the forearm, and so reverses the position of the

hand. The radius thus conies to cross the ulna, as when a

speaker, addressing an audience, places both palms down-
wards on a table in front of him, in the familiar style.

Here there is seen the round head of the radius rotating

round the ulna, its neighbour-bone ; and it may bo added

that there arc certain animals (e.;/., elephants and dogs,

cats, and carnivora generally) in which the radius is permar

nently fixed in the crossed position, known scientifically as

pronation. The position in which the two bones lie side

by side (as when the palm is directed forwards) is called

gerpination. When we turn our head on our neck wo
receive a second illustration of a " pivot-joint" Then the

head, together with the first vertebra of the spine, or " atlas,"

move a little around a little bony peg borne on the second

vertebra or nxin.

It may be added tliat in the use of the various "joints,"

highly instructive examples of " animal mechanics " may
be occasionally found. Thus the bones really constitute a
scries of levers of various kinds. When we pull the head
backwards on the neck, we are using a lever of the first

order. Here the wciyhl (the face) is on one side of the
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fulcrum (the neck), and the pover (the muscles of the back

of the neck) is situated on the opposite side of the fulcrum

from the weight. Again, if we stand on tip-toe, we use a lever

of the second order. Here, the uri;/ht (i.e., the body or leg) is

situated between the/>o;'v'r(the calf-muscles) andthe/ulcrxm
(the toes). Or when we raise our hand to our mouth in

the act of eating, or of feeding ourselves, when the shoulder

is fixed, we use a lever of the third order. For in the

latter case, the vei.j/it (the hand and its contents) is placed

at one extremity, the fulcrum (the eVxjw) at the other,

whilst the power (the biceps muscle) acts between the

weight and the fulcrum.

LEARMNG LAl^GUAGES.
(^Continued from page 465.)

HAMILTON'S METHOD.

WE have been asked by several correspondents to quote

what Sydney Smith has said on the Hamiltonian
method, before gi^Tng our own experience with it. His
essay (written fifty-six years ago) is too long to be given

in full ; but the following passages will meet our readers'

" One of the first principles of Mr. Hamilton is to intro-

duce very strict literal, interlinear translations, as aids to

lexicons and dictionaries, and to make so much use of them
that the dictionary or lexicon will lie for a long time

little required. We will suppose the language to be the

Italian, and the book selected to be the Gospel of St. John.

Of this Gospel Mr. Hamilton has published a key, of which

the following is an extract :

—

, , Nel principio era il Yerbo, e il Verbo era

III the beginning was the Word, and the Word was

appresso Dio, e il Verbo era Dio.

near to God, and the Word was God.

, .J
Questo era nel principio appresso Dio.

This v:as in the beginning -near to God.

, o Per mezzo di lui tutte le cose furon fatte : e

By means of ]dm all the things were made: and

senza di lui nulla fu fatto di cio, che 6 stata

vnthont of him nothing was made of that, of u:hich is been

fatto.

7)iade.

, , In lui era la vita, e la vita era la luce degli

In him was the life, and the life ivas the light of the

uomini

:

m^n :

E la luce splende tra le tenebre, e le

And the light shines among the durhiess, and the

tenebre hanno non ammessa la.

darkne.ises have not admitted her.

, g Yi fu un uomo mandate da Dio che nomava
There was a num sent by God who did name

si Giovanni.

himself John.

, r. Questi venne qual tcstimonc, aflhi di rendcro
'

2'his came like as witness, in order of to render

testimonianza alia luce, onde per mezza di lui tutti

testimony to the light, ivlience by meaii of him all

credessero.'

might believe.'

5.

" In this way Mr. Hamilton contends (and appears to us

to contend justly), that the language may be acquired with

much greater ease and despatch than by the ancient

method of beginning with grammar and proceeding with

the dictionary. We wiU presume at present, that the only

object is to read, not to write or speak Italian, and that

the pupil instructs himself from the Key without a master,

and is not taught in a class. We wish to compare the

plan of finding the English word ia such a literal transla-

tion, to that of finding it in dictionaries—and the method

of ending with grammar, or of taking the grammar at an

advanced period of knowledge in the language, rather

than at the beginning. Every one will admit, that

of all the disgusting labours of life, the labour of

lexicon and dictionary is the most intolerable. Nor

is there a greater object of compassion than a fine boy,

full of animal spirits, set down in a bright sunny day, with

a heap of unlcnown words before him to be turned into

English, before supper, by the help of a ponderous dic-

tionary alone. The object in looking into a dictionary can

only be to exchange an unknown sound for one that is

known. Now, it seems indisputable, that the sooner this

exchange is made the better. The greater the numljcr of

such exchanges which can be made in a given time, the

gi-eater is the progress, the more abundant the oo/xa

rerhorum obtained by the scholar. Would it not be of

advantage if the dictionary at once opened at the required

page, and if a self-moving index at once pointed to the

requisite word '': Is any advantage gained to the world by the

time employed first in finduig the letter P, and then in finding

the three guiding letters P R I ? This appears to us to be

pure loss of time, justifiable only if it be inevitable ; and even

after this is done, what an infinite multitude of difficulties

are heaped at once upon the wretched Vieginner ! Instead

of being reserved for his greater skill and maturity in the

language, he must employ himself in discovering in which

of many senses which his dictionary presents, the word is to

be used ; in considering the case of the substantive, and the

syntaxical arrangement in which it is to be placed, and the

relation it liears to other words. The loss of time in the

merely mechanical part of the old plan is immense. We
doubt very much if an average boy, between ten and four-

teen, will look out or find more than sixty words in an hour
;

we say nothing at present of the time employed in think-

ing of the meaning of each word when he has found it,

but of the mere naked discovery of the word in the lexicon

or dictionary. It must lie rembercd, we say an average

boy not what Master Evans, the show boy, can do, nor

what Master ISIacarthy, the boy who is whipt every day,

can do, but some boy "between Macarthy and Evans ;
and

not what this medium boy can do, while his mastigophoi-ous

superior is frowning over him, but what he actually does,

when left in the midst of noisy boys, and with a recollec-

tion that, by sending to the neighbouring shop, ho can

obtain any quantity of unripe gooseberries upon credit

Now, if this statement V)e true, and if tliere are 10,000 words

in the Gospel of St John, here arc 160 hours employed in

the mere digital process of turning over leaves ! But, in much

less time than this, any boy of average quickness might

learn, by the Hamiltonian method, to construe the whole

four Gospels, with the greatest accuracy, and the most

scrupulous correctness. The interlinral translation of

course spares the trouble and time of this mechanical

labour. Immediately under tlie Italian word is placed the

English word. The unknown sound therefore is instanth/

exchanged for one that is known. The labour here spared

is of the most irksome nature : and it is spared at a time

of life the most averse to such labour ; and so painful is

this labour to many boys, that it forms an insuperable
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obeUde to tLeir progress. They prefer to be llogged, or to

be «fut to s«a. It is useless to say of any luedicine that it

is v»lual>le, if it is so nauseous that the patient tlings it

away. You must give me, not the best medicine you

have ill your shop, but the Wst you can get me to take.
"

Our autlior thiii illustrutts tlie dictionary method ; but

he wrote at a time whin as yet even the idiocy of sup-

plying liojs with only Cireek-Latin lexicons liad not been

correcttd. ^^'e omit the passage, thouj;h instructively

showing to what lengths educational absurdities may go ;

and also that they are not quite hopelessly long-lived.

Sydney Smith speaks of this particular case as an "alliict-

ing piece of absurdity."
" llie recurrence to a translation is treated in our schools

as a sptvics of imbecility and meanness ;.
just as if there

wiis any otJier dignity here than utility, any other object

in learning languages than to turn something you do not

understand into something you do understand, and as if

that was not the Wst metliod which etlectcd this object in

the shortest and simplest manner.
•• If a boy were in Paris, would he learn the language

Ijetter by shutting himself up to read French books with a

dictioniir}', or by conversing freely with all whom he met ?

And what is conversation but an Hauiiltonian school ?

Every man you meet is a living le.vicon and grammar

—

who is perpetually changing your English into French, and
|*rpetually instructing you, in spite of youi-self, in the

tenninations of French substantives and verbs. The
analogy is still closer, if you con\erse with persons of

whom you can ask tjuestions, and who will lie at the

trouble of correcting you. AVhat madness would it be to

run away from tliese pleasing facilities, as too dangerously

easy—to stop your ears, to double-lock the door, and to

look out chickenn ; takiiKj a vulk ; and fine vrdllitr, in

' Beyer's Dictionary '—and then, by the help of Cham-
baud's Grammar,' to construct a sentence which should

signify, ' Come to my Iwuae and val some chickens, ij' it in

fin- :

'

" But what b to become of a boy who has no dilliculties

to grapple with 1 How enervated will that understanding
be to which everything is made so clear, plain, and easy !

—

no hills to walk up, no chasms to step over ; everything
graduated, soft, and smooth. All tlii.s, however, is an
objection to the multiplication table, to Napier's bones, and
to ever}' invention for the abridgment of human labour.

There is no dread of any lack of ditliculties. Abridge
int4-llectual la1>our by any process you jileasc—multiply

UK-chanical fjowers to any extent—there will be sulli-

cient, and inliniu,ly more than sudicient, of laborious

occupation for the mind and body of man. Why
is the lK)y to \te idle 1 By-andby comes the book
without a key ; by-andby comes the lexicon. They
do come at last—though at a better period. But
if they did not come— if they were uteless, if language
could I* attained without them—would any human being
wiAh to retain difliculties for their own sake, wiiich led to
nothing useful, and by the annihilation of which our facul-

ti'-« wire left to be exercised by ditliculties which <lo lead
to Kometliing uwful—by mathematics, natural philosophy,
and <ver)- branch of us<^ful knowledge] Can any be so
aiU4rous as to sup[>ose that the faculties of young men
cannot U; exercisiMl, and their industry and activity called
into projxr action, l«.cause Mr. Hamilton t<fache8, in three
or four y'*r», wliat has (in a more vicious system) de-
niandi-d K;v.n or eight? Ii««ideH, even in the ]lamil-
Umian UK-thod it is ver)- easy for one Ijoy to outstrip
»fi'Ah< r. Why may not a clever and ambitious boy <;m-
T 'oy three hours upon his key by hims<rlf, while another

V has only employed one 1 There is plenty of

corn to thrash, and of chad' to be winnowed away, in Mr.
Han\ilton's system ; the ilillerence is, that every blow tells,

because it is properly directed. In the old way half

their force was lost in air. There is a mighty foolish

apophthegm of Dr. Bell's, tliat it is not what is done for

a boy tliat is of importance, but what a boy does for him-

self. This is just as wise as to say that it is not the

breeches which are made for a boy that can cover his

nakedness, but the breeches he makes for himself. All

tliis entirely depends upon a cuuiparison of the time saved,

by showing the boy how to do a thing, rather than by
leaving him to do it for himself. Let the object be, for

example, to make a pair of shoes. The boy will effect this

object much better if you show him how to make the shoes,

than if you merely gi\e him wax, tliroad, and leather, and
leave him to find out all the ingenious abridgments of labour

which have been discovered by experience. The object is

to turn Latin into English. The scholar will do it much
better and sooner if the word is found for him, than if he

finds it—much better and sooner if you point out the effect

of the terminations, and the nature of the Syntax, than if

you leave him to detect them for himself. The thing is at

last done bi/ t/ieju/pil /liinsef/^tor he reads the language

—

which was the thing to be done. All the help he has

received has onlj- enabled him to make a more economical

use of his time, and to gain his end sooner. Never bo

afraid of wanting ditliculties for your jiupils; if means are

rendered more easy, more will Vic expected. The animal

will bo compelled or induced to do all that he can do.

Macadam has made the roads better. Dr. Bell would
have predicted that the horses would get too fat ; but the

actual result is, that they are compelled to go ten miles an

hour instead of eight."

Tnii Edison electric light has been exhibited in Australia,

under the auspices of Major Flood Page, late manager of

the Sydenham Crystal Palace. The light is exceedingly

well spoken of.

Puoi'Kssou ISlAUsn has unearthed some extraordinary

fossil remains in America, but his discoveries only whet

the appetite for more. Here is one reported from Paris,

Kentucky, w'hich gives an account of the discovery of the

bones of a mastodon which must have been a veritable

monster. The backbone, measuring from the head to the

bones of the tail, was 40 ft in length, and the hind

(juarters stood over 2:i ft. in height. The head must have

been ."J ft. in width, and the jaw is 12 in. thick, with teeth

in good preservation, weighing between 2 lb. and 3 lb. each.

The remains are said to be all in good condition, and they

are rightly described as the most astounding discovery in

the way of fossil remains with which America has yet

presented us.

CoNsu.MiTiojf OF Watch Gl.^skeb.—According to the

Ilfnitt C/ironomclrirjtie, there are annually manufactured

2,500,000 watches, and during the last tifty years more

than 70,000,000 have been put on the n.arket; there

remains yet for us to add a stock of not less than

.'(0,000,000 of old watches, which makes a total of

86,000,000 to 87,000,000 watches rec|uiring glasses. The
new watches consume nearly 1,000,000, which make^ an

annual consumption of not less than 17,000,000 of glasses.

But we must add that every watchmaker away from a town

sees the necessity of always having on hand an assortment

responding to the wants of his customers. "Then, if we
take into account children's watch(!8, lockets, compasses, (fee,

one finds one's self with astonishment in the face of an

annual consumption which cannot b'' less than 100,000,000

of glasses."
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Try

" Let Knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfred Tenxyso.n.
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BRITISH SNAKES.

[668]—The three British snakes are the Viper, Einged Snake, and
the Smooth Snake, (coronella loevis). The Smooth Snake is as

local in England as on the Continent—indeed, I do not recollect any
records of its occurrence hitherto, except in Hants and Dorset.

It becomes tame in confinement, and though it may sometimes

try to use its teeth, it belongs to a perfectly harmless genus. The
plate in Cook's "Reptiles" conveys a fair idea of the Smooth Snake,

but living examples can often be examined at the Reptile House of

the Zoological Society, on application to the keeper. The Smooth
Snake subsists mainly on lizards. H. A. JI.

COLD BATH AT XIGHT.

[669]—In reference to A. E. Oram's query (605, page 36-t) as to

the healthfulness of a cold bath at night, I should be inclined to say

that—as a practice—it is not healthy. After a hard day's work,

when the muscles are wearied or the nerves strained, a warm bath

is undoubtedly very comforting, and is also in a sense beneficial, as

it produces a relaxation of the stiffened muscles. A cold bath, on
the other hand, has an astringent effect, and must necessarily cause

further contraction of the muscles. (In plethoric persons there

would also be a risk of congestion of the lungs or brain.) For my
o^vn part, I decidedly object to the idea of a cold bath at night after

a hard day's work. naj.i.-

This opinion is, of course, one on the general question merely.

Robert Macpbersox, M.D.

SINGULAR RAINBOW.

[670]—In letter 637, Knowledge, Nov. 24, the writer evidently

does not grasp the whole problem. In a communication sent to

the Physical Society, London, Nov. 10, and read Nov. 25 (a copy of

which I have forwarded to you), I have shown (1) that for the

observer to see a complete non-concentric bow he must be sur-

rounded by water, and also what parts of the bow he sees if the

rellecting sheet of water be only behind, before, or to one side of

him ; (2) that the non-concentric bow is inclined to the reflecting

plane at an angle equal to the angle of incidence of the light falling

on this same plane ; (3) that the non-concentric bow has been seen

only when the sun has been at a low altitude, on account of there

being at such times a maximum of light reflected and a minimum
ot loss from polarisation ; and (i) that at such an angle as that

given in the second figure (letter 637), Knowledge, p. 422, it would

be impossible to see a complete non-concentric bow on account of

polarisation. William Ackroyd.

HOVERING INSECT HOUSE-FLIES.

[671]—No one has answered Mr. Wynne's note, Xo. 016, so the

following information may be useful :—1 never heard of such

an insect as an ichneumon wasp ; they (the ichneumons and

the wasps) are two distinct families of the order Hymonoptera,

and do not hover as ho describes. The insect ho has observed is

without doubt a dipterous fly of tho family " Syrphida>," either

" Eristalis " or " Syrphns," probably the common " Eristalis tenai."

Tliey are often called " hovercrs " from their peculiar flight. .\s

regards the number of vibrations of the wings, I can give him i.'-

information, but I^tour has calculated those of a common gnat ;r

3,000 a minute (Kirby & Spence, p. 59).

In answer te M. D. (No. 033), I am afraid he is very much mis-

taken in stating that bluebottles are developed within the body of

the female fly in a maggot state. All flies are produced from eggs

laid in or on the substance upon which the maggots afterwards feed,

and they breed so rapidly that a very few specimens of hybemateil

impregnated females who lay their eggs in the spring will produce

the numbers he sees every year. The same holds good with a

number of otier insects, notably wasps and bumble-bees, who may
be seen on the move, and looking out for a suitable place for their

nests on a fine spring morning. Destroying them at that tiii'

means destroying a whole nest ; and if then hunted and killed, wi:

make a distinct diminution in the number of nests in the immediai>

neighbourhood.
Reaumur has proved that in five generations an aphis can be tl.'

progenitor of 5,904,900,000 descendants, and that there can 1 •

twenty generations in one year (Kirby, p. 96). The flies dont f.

on quite at this rate, but they are what the Yankees call "pretty

smart." As to their disappearance in the autumn, I think tl.'

spiders and the frosts quite account for that.

An Old M. E. S.

ISLANDS IN PACIFIC OCEAN AND EATS.

[672]—My experience has been quite opposed to the state-

ment made in Knowledge of 17th ult. on the above subject.

I lived for about a year on the largest island of a small grou;.

called Labos de Afuera (important chiefly on account of the deposit -

of guano on them), situated in about 7° south latitude, and fifty • :

sixty miles from the Peruvian coast.

I occupied a portion of a large modem house, which, I might s.n

was infested with rats. I have been repeatedly wakened at nijr!

by the rasping noise they made in their endeavours to force thiv

wav into mv bedroom. Sometimes two would be simultaneously :i
*

work—one near the bottom of the wall, or partition, the other nen :

the ceiling. Where an entrance was effected, I used to get np, an'

arming myself with a stick, give the intruders chase.

They were a great nuisance, and I would have been heartily gl.i i

if they had all been carried off by a rapid consumption. Twocat-
which we had (first-rate ratters) nsed to reduce their numbers con-

siderably, but they still continued to increase. On one occasion I

found a nest under a water-butt, containing, if I remember rightly,

ten little rats.

Nothing in the shape of eatables was safe from these vermin :

they even attacked onr live-stock, such as pigeons and chickens.

J. H. M. Fallon.

ALTERATION IN CDAST LINE.

[673]—I thought it very interesting to observe how the sea hr

receded along the coast of Lancashire from the Mersey almost t

Preston. The whole country for miles is as flat as the provcrbi:

pancake, and it can at once be seen that all this land, wliich is ei

tirely made up of sand, must have been gradually formed by tl

retrocession of tho sea.

At Sonthport, at low tide, the water goes out for at least t\v

miles, the head of the pier, which is nearly a mile long, being ju

kept free of sand by a channel which runs by it. The tide seems i

ebb almost at once for a considerable distance ont, and the tin

cannot be very remote when Sonthport will be an inland town.

Are there any data showing the rate the water is receding nioi

tho Lancashire coast ? H'sktt.

Oct. 17, 1882.

ansftwrifii to CorifsponiJfnts.

Reapers, tilnd to find vou among renders, whether you hail from

Giggleswick, Cambri.lge,' Rugby, or Clifton. I foar you have

given some lime to logic. No offence : so have I ; and 1 wish tho

time had been bettor besto^ved. But the four you name were

teachers, not students only. Besides, their reasoning powers would

have stood a pood deal of impairing. Vet can you name any useful

product of their logic ? Note, further, that it was ono of tboso

\ery four who said that certain false reasoning would misload

students of logic, though its falsity is obvious to persons of onlinary

reasoning iwwors. You write rather snappishly. Perhaps it

misled you. Well, well I But you should not be angry with m.

.
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Hero u a little >rlloKira> to comfort yon: — Major premiss,

Brerr »Donymoas correspomleiit is to bo mistnistod ; minor
premif*, Ttiis currvspondcnt ia nnonymons ; conclusion, I ^Yi^

Lvtake mo to the noit.—C. R. T. Xo; Xon-oomb's account
>>f t>»' tiil«« i« in<v>rtv<<f ; ho has liiuiscif admittoil as much. I

|.„— ~' ...ti.i,, . ..,. ii... culiji-ct myself. I know of no better

t! 'lut prosontcd in Sir Edward Beckett's
• \ :naties."—W. C.KVE TllOM.\s. I owo
1 1 Unv the word " Dclij^ht " for " Light

"

i: '11 the Libratiou of Sensation escaped
! I cannot imagine. It looks like an
<

.
is certainly worthy of much atten-

t ry explanation of tho ocular spectra.
— '

calls attention to tho wave described on

I
, i|>e<J somewhat like a cono." Ho was in

I time and hcanl of no such wave, nor can
!.. wiive. It was bo described in a letter to

a d;i:!i
J..!!.,

r ;.: tlio time, and was seen of many. The account
muiifestly means a round-top wave diminishing in height on
either side of its highest part, somewhat like tho half of two
equal cones, connected by their bases, and divided by a horizontal
plane through their horizontal common axis. The description is

inexact, of course, but in such cases it is better to use the words
actually given. Tho same correspondent finds (1) most of tho buds
in his garden have a distinctive colour, rather pinkish, and (2) notes
that scales must be of a strange non-conducting material to prevent
the bud from acquiring the temperature of tho atmosphere in

the coorso of a night. But it is a question of radiation,
not of conduction. Wells sniiltKl when his gardener spoke of a mat
on sticks keeping plants under them warm ; bnt Wells found the
gnnlcnerwos right, wliile he, "in tho pride of half-knowledge"
(his own words, for ho was one of tho manly sort), had been mis-
taken.—E. J. McN. (1) Distance of Betelgeux, Rigcl, and
Procyon not determined. (2) Have no doubt myself stars in tho
trapezium connected with nebula. (3) Mars now in constellation
Sagittarius. (4) A good bargain. (5) Only the two outermost, 1

think.

—

Dewi U. Please send order to publishers.

—

Diliakd. (1)
Sulphide of sodium is said so to act. (2) Do not think Lord
Raleigh said that. As a matter of fact it is not true that
a T chimney-pot uniformly cures smoking,—depends which
way wind is. — A Stident 'explains that if a plane figure is

subject to one condition (as that a certain curve must always
touch a fixed curve) it has two degrees of freedom ; when it "is

ubject to two conditiuUB, it has one degree of freedom left, and
can only move in a certain definite manner (2) Know very little

about determinants, having never wonted them. (3) My ca.ie, ns
yoa F.-.y. w< .-.rs :i t-kKimy asjwct, as ho would judge it. Albeit the
P^ I cful. As knowledge advances, "the fiend of
''• retreat.—ZcsciiAfB. I cannot think myself
"i' irigeswhen I consider what others have done.
1 r French at seven or eight ; but would not any
child tl.r.Kii i.Mi.rii; French children at that ago learn to talk tho
language r German I only learned to read by tho Hamil-
tonian method. Being in earnest, I learned the declensions,
conjugation)!, Ac, aft.ncurd*. — E. C. UooTox, E. R. IIodges.
Many thanks. Congratulate you on seeing transit so well. I

•aw nothing of it at Edinburgh, where I was.— Faciebat.
Yc-p, it should have U-en bisulphide of iron, the primary form
of which is ctibic ; it streaks dork brown. Overlooked tho error.

—

Photo Glamjow. Do not know enough alxjut mesmerism to say.

—

T. S. L. wants to know what is the standard catalogue of butterflies
anlm'.M:' W H. Jones. Believe so. Column will soon bo closed.

J^'
" '" ^ ki.—T. R. ClAPiiAM. Dawes and others, who

' • -'its, have on changing focus found tho small
'• In swarms.—D. Q. J. The letters F.R.A.S.
' '•:.' k'uh t il:. 8 inough interest in astronomy
'' i'ty, has been nominated by a•

• members of tho society,
' ' !< fees. But there is no
' it ions to be in any way tested.

T ,t hj.i -ik of " tho horizontal parallax' •" two points of observation." Tho
'; • nly Ijody in the angle between a lino
'•' "• li'.rizon, and a line to tho body

.
for a body so far off us tho

" 'U'k radius as arc and sun's
more at pole than at equator;

{
|.arily Iwcauso there is no centri-

I'roiimity counts for something. In
' vould weigh IT/Mlh Un» than a bwly
^' ' t rfitatingj but really weighs l-lftSth
''" •• '"• 1 -•'••tri being what is due to centrifugal
tendency. (3/ Am writing a popular astronomy ; but how soon it
will b« 6nuhcd cannot lay.-A. B. Moli*an. The explanation is

ingenious j but tho crescent is in tlu' lii-.st ]>laci' loo narrow, and in

the second, it U black coniparid witlisoliu- disc having, if of light-

ness of full moon—only about l-020,000tli of the liiightnoss of tho
sun.—A. F. OsuoRNK. Next total ecli|>so visible in Kn'glund in 2090,
last on May 22, 1724; baud of total iiliase just outside London on
the north-west.—T. A. B. filud my exiiorionoo Ciuroborates yours.

But I could quote multitudinous evidence. On (ho other point, I

have very little doubt you are right, though how many ore so nnwiso
it would be dilHcult to say. Possibly many. As Herbert Spencer
well says, tho average nmii cannot at all shako off those absurd
notions, oven tho exceptional man only imperfectly. I suppose I

must bo extra-exceptional ; for, since 1 was a lad at college, most
of them have boon simply nou-cxistont with mo, and tho rest

have gone the same way, making room for worthier thoughts.
Still, such nonsense is not even worth ridiculiiitr. unless unwisely
obtruded on notice.—W. Marshall. Qiiorica noted -, in elec-

trical and chemicol column may bo replied to.—A. P. Uolden.
Frankly, I dread tho flood of sun-spot and anti-sun spot

letters, articles, cuttings, &c., which the publication of your
letter would bring upon ns. If I note that t lie case for auroras
seems to mo fully made out (long since), and variation of tenipora-

tiu-o also, as Sir \V. Ilorschol anticipated, I have admitted nil that
has been proved. I think I have road very nearly all that has been
said for and against; and 1 must say it sooin.sto mo marvellous
how little eridonce will suffice with some to establish a cycle of

rain, storm, famines, &c. Perhaps a hundred years hence there

will be evidence ranging over a long enough period to exclude such
chance coincidences as cannot but bo observed in these matters.

—

W.Adams. Tho secretary who "docs" my autographs is from
homo just now.—Dr. E. H. R. Many thanks; but literally no
available space.

—

Cor.settek. (1) Unquestionably excessive. It

would be nearer the mark to say that by constant lacing the ab-

dominal and lumbar envelopes become so relaxed and flaccid that

when the pressure is removed they yield seven or eight inches. (2)
On tho authority of all medical men, save perhaps one or two, sleep-

ing in tight corsets is very bad indeed for the health. (3) There
are doctors who have stated that at least one-third of tho ailments

of married women are caused by tight lacing—not by wearing
corsets, for whatever some caustic writers may assert, a groat
number of those women who say they do not lace tightly, toll tlio

truth ; as is shown (according to medical testimony) by the

shapeliness of the figure when tho corset is removed. The tight

lacers are known (I speak always of medical testimony) by having
no shapeliness at all.—W. R. The temperature of space, if space
is practically void of matter, would be near the absolute zero of

temperature, or 458° Fal.r. below zero, or 100° Fahr. below tho

freezing point of water, if Clerk Maxwell and Clausins are right in

their views about the absolute zero.—II. S. Do not know what
clergyman you refer to as having invented an instrument for test-

ing the magnifying power of a telescopic eye-piece.—W. M. Gahan.
Many thanks for cutting and pamphlet respecting hurricane.

(^r iHatt)(mattcal Column*

EASY LESSONS IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

[Note.—These papers were commenced in No. 35, p. 83, vol. II.,

and continued in Nos. 3G-42, 41, 46, 49, 50, 52, 54, and 57-59.]

No. XVI.

—

Integration dy Substitution.

IT is sometimes found that an expression which cannot bo in-

tegrated as it stands, may bo integrated by clmiiging tho

variable. Tho best way of making clear the rules for doing this

will be by considering a simple geometrical example.

^k

O «- S rv M X
Suppose wo want to determine the area A P B M a, whicli, as wc
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hy /'ydxhave seen, is represented

(Suppositions the same as before.) Tlien drawing Ad, B L, per-
pendicular to y, we might find it conyenient to regard y as the
dei)cndent variable, passing from d to L, instead of taking x
from a to M. As before, we should get for our element of area
P n ; where N n is Ax, a small increment of x. We can, however, as
readily use 1 K, or Ay, the corresponding increment of y. For wo

have Xn = Pk = ?J^ . qk=J^ . Ay.
q k Ay

That is rectPn = PN . Pk = y^. Ay ;Ay
or ultimately when A.r, Ay are made indefinitely small,

T> di
d,j

and taking y from O d ( = fli supp(

area A
I have) to OL( = fc, suppose)

Sia=/'"'y'll.dy.
J «i dy

In any such case where we have to integrate between x.= a and .t = fc,

the expression Indx, where u is some fraction of x, we may regard

X as a function of some new variable y, if only by changing ij

between certain limits a, and bj we get all the values of « which it

would receive when we changed x between a and b. We have then

«<?! = »^ . dy and /' wdx = /"«!?£
. dy

and the work of integration is reduced to that of integrating the

indefinite integral /u~ . dy.
J dy

Suppose, for example, we had to integi-ate

fzx^x
Let us try the experiment of putting x = ~.

Then g; = -land/' "^^ _/ ^'^ /--^Vv
^y y' J xs/x'-d- J j\-a-xi\ r'

Again, take /
J X./-2.

:= — -sil

denominator may be written X\/3?—{x,

putting ^Ili^=z, which will obviously si

Here noting that the

1}-, wo are led to try

)lify the radical.

This gives 1 — - = z, (

•/ xJtax-x' J x' dz oJ J\-z'v/1-

: sin~'a =- sm

This method of integration by parts is usually tentative,—several

substitutions may be tried before one is hit upon which gives an

integrablc expression.

IXTECRATIOX UY PAKTS.

Another method (also tentative) is available, when we are

endeavouring to integrate an expression.

Supposing we l>ad to obtain the area A B 51 a. Wo might in

some cases find it more convenient to determine instead the area

A B L d, which gives us what we are seeking, because

area A B M a= rect L M— rect d a — area A B L d.

If wo regard ON, PN (or P K, PN), the ordinates of P, as

functions x and y of some third variable (, then wo havo
rect K N =a;y = i(, say,

and if we increase t by A' so that x becomes On or .r+ Ax, and y
becomes 1 or y + A y. Wc havo

increase of rect K N = rect P n + rect I P (ultimately)

;

that is, A(xy) = yAa: + ii'A!/

AJ

aking At indefinitely small

it dt dt

whereftrj

(This really corresponds only to saying that in passing from
1^ to B, the increment of rect K N, namely the gnomon L P M,
is equal to the sum of the increments of the areas A P N a
andAPKd). Thus if an integral can be written in the form

both functions of t, we may sabstitnto/ -=^<J', where x and y a

for the integral so written

This is equivalent to finding the area AB L d, instead of the area

As an example consider the integral

yiogxd..

-do
This mav be written /—. log xdjc

J dx

Hence by the formula just obtained we have

/log X dx= X log X— /c . -dx

^vx Cf)C2is Column,

By Mephisto.

THE following lively game was played by Mephisto against an

amateur :

—

EVANS GAMBIT.

White.

Mephisto.

PtoK-1
Kt to KB3
B toBJ,

P to QKt-i
PtoB3
P toQ-i
Castles

P takes P
KttoB3(r)
P toK5
B to R3
BtkP(ch)(,(

Blacli

P to K4
Kt to QB3
B toB4
B takes P
B to B4 (a)

P takes P
P to Q3 (b)

B to Kt3
Kt to B3 (c!)

P takes P
Kt to E4 (e)

) K takes B

White.

Mephisto.

13. KttksP(ch) K to K sq. (y)

11. RtoKsq.(;i) B to K3
15. Pto Q5 Kt takes P (t)

16. QtoB5(ch)(j)P toKtS
17. Kt takes P Kt to B3 (i)

18. RtksB(ch) KtoB2
19. Kt toK5(ch) (OK takes R
20. Q to R3 (ch) K takes Kt
21. RtoKsq.(ch) K to Bt
22. QtoKt3(ch) K to Bo
23. K to K5 mate.

NOTES.

(«) B to 1) 1- is considered a more reliable defence than B to Rt.

(/.) liis best.

(() Other good eontinnations are either 9. B to Kt2 or 9. P to

Q5. The game would proceed as follows :— If 9. B to Kt2, KKt to

.K2. 10. Kt to Kt5, P to Q4. 11. P takes P, Kt to R I. 12. P to

QC, Kt takes B. 13. P takes Kt, Q to Q-1. 14. Kt to QB3,

Kt takes B. 15. Kt takes Q, Kt takes Q. 10. R takes Kt, .tc.

If 9. P to Q5, Kt to Rl. 10. B to Kt2, Kt to KB3, kc.

((!) Black may also reply with 9. Kt to R-t, or 9. B to Kt5

((•) Now Black lays himself open to a strong attack. Had ho

played either 11. B to Kt5 or B takes P, White would have played

12. Q to Kt3.

(/) A sacrifice promising a strong attack.

(,;) This move practically decided the game. Amateur ought to

have played K to Kt sq., which would have given him a safe game.

(/i) Threatening to win the Queen by discovered check with tho

Knight.

(i) Black might have played 15. P to B3 with tho intention of

oxihanging Queens if White took tho Bishop at once, which, how-

ever, ho would not do, but play Q to R-t first, to bo followed by

QI{ to Q sq. Also 15. P to B4 commended itself, but Whito

would likewise play Q to Rl (ch), forcing the Black King to play
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to B »4-. an>l then P takes B would npain leave White with a

superior ^mo.
(i) If !«. Kt takes Kt, Q takes Kt. 17. Q lakes Q, B takes Q.

lS.'Kt to Kt6 (ch), K to B2. 13. Kt takes R. R takes Kt. Whites

game would bo inurlt inferior t'> Hln-k's. \Vc give a diagram of

the pocition :

—

Position after Black's 13th move.

(A) 17. K to Q2 would have been somewhat better, although
%Vhito would still retain his superiority.

in Of oc.!ir5.> White can also win by Kt takes R (eli).

SOLUTIONS.

Pboblkm No. 63, liY G. WoowocK, p. 400.

1. Kt to Q6 1. K to K4
2. Q to KKt7 2. KtksKKt.orQKt, or K toQ.".

3. Q to Kt3, or B7, or Q takes P mates accordingly.

Xo. G4, BY A. B. Palmeb.

1- P to K3 1. R takes B (ch) best
2. K takes R 2. B to B2 or Q2 (ch)
3. K to QO or BO 3. B takes BP or KtP (ace.)

No. C5, BY G. H. T.

Thi.i problem is incorrect. It admits of several solutions, such
5 1. R takes P ; also 1. Q to Q5 (eh) and 1. Q to K7.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•«• Pleate addreta Cheaa Editor.

W.—Solution* all correct. We shall act npon your excellent

C. Planck, J. A. Miles.—Problems received with thanks.
(i. H. Bonner.—Solutions correct.
L. P. Rce«.—Problem received with thanks. Solution correct.

Wc shall be plad to receive your end position amended.
W. Jay, N. Brown.—Problems received with thanks.
a. U. T.— Solution of C3 incorrect.
Francis J. Drake, F. S. I,., J. A. M., E. A. F.—Solutions correct.
Bcrrow.— 1. K to QH5, K to Kt3. 2. R to QB5, K takes R V

^ur aaaftisft column*
By " Five of Cluus."

A\

GENERAL CONDUCT OF TUE GAME.

J'y.
hn-rp roTii.ir1<Tr.d the virions leads, Ujth from strength and

""1 also so much of the 8<j<|Uont play of the
I'o the progress of the suit towards being
r'<-, is the usual object of the play in each
•.!'' iH-.-n led from strength or from weak-

. il leader anri his partner seek to
• h'T the suit may be (generally
wi Ihry D.-ck to establish it. We

'if Ihegamo while the various plain
If rr,r.T|.,t,r,;, „„,| iifi. rwiirds, when, as the game proceeds,
•tula, whether csUbliahcd or not, nro worked by cither side.

Wo for the moment that the hands nro so distributed that
trumps are not led out very early on eitliii- viih'.

A suit is established when tlie luildei-ol' tlr m , n I'l ii ilie suit has
the bestcardorcards, with tliocoiiiiinly cr.h I ,, . i^ mliTvoning
between it or them and lower ones. I'oi in n

i
i In lirst two

rounds eight Hearts have fallen, iiu-lutlin.; i h- \^ ^, i,Im',ii, Knave,
and Nine, and I hold Kin^, Eight, and Thne. i kiuiw tliat two cards
remain with the enemy ; and it I know nothing more, my Hearts
are not established, because, if I lead King, I am not sure that the
Ten will full ; for ono of the adversaries may hold both Ten and a
small one, and playing tho latter to my King will retain tho com-
mand. But if tho first two rounds have shown that the Ten is held

single by one of the adversaries, I know it must fall to my King. 1

know this oven if, besides tho Ten, two other cards, ono of (hem
tho Three, remain with tho adversaries. My suit is thei-efore

established, though I have but two cards left in it. Tho King mil
draw tho Ten and tho Three ; tho Eight will win the last trick in

the suit.

Tho contest in plain suits manifestly turns on tho acquisition of

enemy retains the cora-

xt trick in tho snit will go
is of little avail. Suppose

t lie lead, play a small card
rk and bring in their suit.

Hiding c;ird of my suit,—
s the trick, and cannot lead

the command, in this way. So long i

mand of my suit, in suel

to them, any attempt to

I got out all tho trum|is,

of my own suit. The ci

Nay, even if my partnri

alone,—my purpose is fo

mo my suit.

Tims wo SCO that, in general, no attempt must bo made to bring
in a suit, even if strong, until tho adversaries havo been deprived
of tho command, or partner, if he has the command, has given it up.

And viewing tho matter from all sides^as holder of a strong suit,

as adversary of such holder, and as his partner—wo deduce tho
rules :

—

1. Unless you have good cards of re-entry, as king-cards in tho
adversaries' suits, or good prospect of holding long trumps, do not
try to bring in a suit of which yon have not ))erfcct command.

:.'. Keep the command of an adversary's suit.

'^^. (let rid of tho command of a partner's suit.

(To he continued.)

Tlie chief Kditor has sent to us a letter from Benares, in which
the writer asks that the Whist Column bo discontinued, because

—

though he admits Whist is a fine game—"he got into the way of

passing a (juiot evening at Whist, when at Cambridge, not for

money, but found far more wanted him to i)lay at Loo and Vingt-
Un." Our correspondent's logic is not very clear; but we suppose
ho ennsiilciTil iliiisr> evenings wasted. Very likely. A littlo r;o(«J

Whist •"" - .1 li ii wiiy : and two, or at most three, rubbers, closely

and nil h- i -ii.i. '

I i^nnl, are worth ton or a dozen rnbbors of tho

bumljl. |.ii|.|i, I ill. J Wliist in many college rooms. There is no
more rink ul iln i. adurs of this column learning to waste time over
Whist, than there is of tho thousands who follow " Mephisto" going
irretrievably to tho dogs by playing Chess from noon to tho small
hours dailj'.

'W bo liiid, price 2d.

3il.

I Dccombor 1983, will

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Tlie 8l«r Map» for November and December, 1983, can

each, post-free. 2id.
Noir readv. Part XIV. (Dec., 1882), price In., ponl.free.

Volume II., comprining the numbers published from .)un(

be rendj in a few weeks, price 8b. Od.

Volume III. will commence January 6, 1883, and hereafter volume! will bo
published yearly.

The Title I'a^-e and Index to Volume II. will be ready shortly, price Sd., post-
free 2id.

Bindinj; Cases for Volume II., price 2s. each. Subscribers' numbers bonad
(includinj; Title, Index, and Case) for 3s. each.
The Hack Numbers of Khowlbdox, with the eiceptioa of Nos. 1 to 8, 10,

II, 12, 31, and 32, are in print, and can be obtained from all bookaellera and
newsaKents, or direct from tho PubliHhors. Bhould any diiliculty arise ia obtiininfc

the paper, an appUcatiOD to the Publishers is respectfully requested.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
The terms of Annual Bubacriptien to the weekly nuraborB of Eitowlkdoi i

followR :~ a. 1

To wiy addreiB in the United Kinffdom 10 1

T» the Continent, AuMtrulia, New Zeiilund, South Africa &. Canada 18 >

To tho United Slalcn of America |3,25. or 18 i

To the £ast IndieB, China, &o. {vid Brindisi) 16

All Bin^Bcriptit ) payable in adranct

P. O. OrdflfB and cheques should be made payable to tho Publishers, Mlfisu.
A'YHAiv k HoiTB, London, at tho UiKh Holborn District Post-ofllce.

ARent for America—C, S. Carter, American Literary Uureau, Tribune Buildings,
'iew York, to whom Bubscriptious can be forwarded. .

OFFICE: 74-76, GEBAT QDKEN STREET LONDON, W.C.
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